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How to use the Longman Essential Activator

The Longman Essential Activator will help you make your language more accurate, more varied, and more like that of a native speaker. For example, imagine you want to find a better word to use instead of ‘very happy’ in this sentence:

I was very happy to hear about your new job.

(Longman Learner’s Corpus extract, intermediate level student.)

This is what you do:

1. Think of a word which expresses the basic meaning of what you want to say.

2. Find that word in the Essential Activator, and choose the most suitable section.

3. Read the definitions of the words in that section, and decide which is the best one for you to use.

4. Now use this word to improve your sentence.

---

HAPPY

↓

2 happy because something good has happened

↓

delighted /dɪˈlaɪntɪd/ [adj not before noun] extremely happy because something very good has happened: She has been offered a job in Japan, and she's delighted of course.

↓

I was delighted to hear about your new job.

You can also find help when you need to write about a particular subject or topic, by using the Essential Word Banks. For example, if you want to write an article about the environment, turn to E to look up ENVIRONMENT, where you will find vocabulary, information, and ideas related to this subject.
When you are dealing with real situations in English, such as apologizing, complaining, or having a conversation, use the ESSENTIAL COMMUNICATION section, like this:

1. Choose the type of situation you need to deal with in English.

2. Decide which box best describes the situation you are in.

3. Read the options you are given and select the one which is most suitable...

4. ...and use this to communicate in English.

SAYING GOODBYE

saying goodbye to a friend you will see again soon

See you soon

I must go, or I'll be late.
See you soon!

If you need help with grammar, turn to the ESSENTIAL GRAMMAR section, where you will find help with all the major grammar problems.

Every word and phrase in the Longman Essential Activator also appears in the index at the back, so if you know which word you want, but need more information about it, you can see exactly where to find it:

- TASTE 3
- HAPPY 2
- TAKE/BRING 1
- ASK 2, 5

The Longman Essential Activator is the essential one-stop resource for language production.
ANGRY

if you mean 'not angry or upset'
go to CALM

feeling angry

angry /ˈæŋgri/ [adj] if you are angry, you feel a strong emotion, for example about someone who has treated you badly or about something that you think is wrong or unfair. I was so angry that I could hardly speak. A crowd of angry demonstrators gathered outside the embassy. After the programme, the TV station received hundreds of angry phone calls.
+ with She was angry with him because he had lied to her.
+ about Don’t you feel angry about the way you’ve been treated?
+ that Local people are angry that they weren’t consulted about plans to expand the airport.
angry – angrier – angriest

Use angry with about people: I was really angry with him. Use angry about about things: I was really angry about it.

angrily [adv] Rachel slammed the door angrily on her way out.

mad /mæd/ [adj] not before noun INFORMAL, ESPECIALLY AMERICAN angry. Tom will be real mad when he sees what you’ve done to his car. + at She used to get mad at Harry because he was always changing his mind.
+ about Come on, Maria – what are you so mad about?
mad – madder – maddest

annoyed /ˈænəʊd/ [adj] not before noun a little angry, but not very angry: I’ll be annoyed if he’s forgotten to deliver my message.
+ with Joe was annoyed with her for making him miss the film. + at/by I was annoyed with myself for playing so badly.

furious /ˈfjʊərɪəs/ [adj] very angry: I’ve never been so furious in all my life. + a furious argument (=when people shout at each other in an angry way)
+ with She'd be furious with me if she knew I was reading her diary.
+ at/about He came home furious at something his boss had said.

⚠️ Don't say 'very furious'. Say absolutely furious.


livid /'lɪvɪd/ [adj] so angry that it is difficult for you to speak properly or think clearly: "Was he angry when you got in so late?" "Angry? He was livid!" I know I shouldn't have spoken to her like that, but I was absolutely livid.

⚠️ Don't say 'very livid'. Say absolutely livid or just livid.

offended /'ɒfəndɪd/ [adj not before noun] angry and upset because someone has said or done something rude or has insulted you: A lot of Muslims were offended when the book came out. I hope you won't be offended if I leave early.

+ by Many readers were offended by the newspaper's anti-Irish comments.

cross /kroʊs/ [adj] BRITISH, ESPECIALLY SPOKEN angry – used especially by children or when you are talking to children: Do you think Dad will be cross when he finds out what happened?
+ with Are you cross with me?

fed up with sth/sick of sth/ mad about (sth), 'sk ov (sth)/ INFORMAL to be annoyed because something bad has been happening for a long time and you want it to stop: I'm really fed up with this awful weather. I Joe was getting sick of Carol's stupid comments. I left the job because I got fed up with being treated like a servant.

2 to become angry

got angry/get mad / get 'æŋɡri, get 'mæd/ to become angry. He tends to get angry if he loses at tennis.
+ at Just calm down. There's no need to get mad at me.

⚠️ Don't say 'become angry' except in fairly formal written English. Get angry and get mad are the usual expressions.
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ABOUT

- look here for ...
  - about a person or subject
  - not exact
- if you mean 'be about to', go to the ESSENTIAL GRAMMAR section 5

about (also around especially American) [ə'baʊt, ə'raʊnd] [adv] a little more or a little less than a number, amount, distance, or time: The church is about a mile away. It's about 2 years since I last saw him. "What time would you like me to come?" "Oh, about 9 o'clock." The murder was committed at around noon on Friday. It cost around $1500.

approximately [ə'prɒksɪmətli] [adv] a little more or a little less than a number, amount, distance, or time: Each disk can store approximately 144 pages of text. Approximately 30% of the community is Polish.

Don't use ON to talk about books, films etc that tell stories. Use it about more serious subjects or options.

on [ən] [prep, conj] about a particular subject: a book on 18th century European literature. Professor Dodd is giving a lecture on medieval history. Opinions/ideas/views on a survey of young people's opinions on marriage. + How/why/what etc We would like to hear your views on how services could be improved.

approximately is more formal than about of around, and is mostly used in writing.

concerning/regarding [kən'sɜːrniŋ, ri'gərdiŋ] [preposition] formal about - use this to talk about information, ideas, questions, or discussions, not to talk about books, films, or stories: The police have new information concerning the identity of the murder victim. Thank you for your letter regarding my student loan.

deal with sth [dіl wið (sth)] [phrasal verb T] if a book, film, play etc deals with a subject, it is about that subject: The story deals with the problems of poverty and unemployment. The earliest films made in India dealt with religious subjects.

dealing - dealt - have dealt

give or take [gіv ər telk/ give or take a few days/miles/dollars etc especially spoken use this after a number or amount to show that it may be a little more or a little less: "How many people are coming?" "Oh, about a dozen or so." A month or so later, they heard that Blake was dead.


1 to accept an offer, invitation, or request
   opposite REFUSE
   see also ☑ SAYING YES, ☑ INVITATIONS, ☑ OFFERS

accept /æk'sɛpt/ [v T] to say yes to an offer, an invitation, or a chance to do something: I decided to accept the job. | The President has accepted an invitation to visit Beijing. | If they offered you a place on the course, would you accept it?

⚠ Don't say 'I accepted to do it'. Say I agreed to do it.

take /teik/ [v T] if you take an opportunity or a job that someone offers you, you accept it: He says he'll take the job if the money's right. | This is a wonderful opportunity - I think you should take it. 

⚠ Take is more informal than accept.

say yes /sei 'jes/ ESPECIALLY SPOKEN to say you will do what someone has invited you to do or asked you to do: We'd love you to come with us to France this summer. Please say yes! | He doesn't usually lend his CDs, so I was surprised when he said yes.

agree /ə'gri/ [v I] to say you will do what someone has asked you to do, especially something that may be difficult, inconvenient etc: They've asked me to attend the conference, and I've agreed.

agree to do sth I wish I had never agreed to teach him to drive.

agreeing - agreed - have agreed

take sb up on sth/take up sb's offer /teik (sb) 'ap on (sth), 'teik ap (sb's) 'əfər/ to accept someone's offer to do something for you, especially when you accept the offer some time after it was made: 'If you need a babysitter, give me a call.' "Thanks - I may take you up on that some time!" | In the end he took up his parents' offer of a loan.

2 to take money or a gift that someone offers you
   opposite REFUSE

take /teik/ [v T] to take something that someone offers you: He gave us a lot of helpful advice, but refused to take any payment for it.

take sth from sb My mother always warned us never to take candy from strangers.

Q take or leave it spoken (used to tell someone that you will not change your offer) I'm offering you $100 - take it or leave it.

taking - took - have taken

accept /æk'sɛpt/ [v T] to take money or a gift from someone: We hope you'll accept this small gift. | The hotel accepts all major credit cards.

accept sth from sb The Director was accused of accepting bribes from oil companies.

⚠ Accept is more formal than take.

3 to agree that a suggestion or idea is right
   opposite DISAGREE, AGAINST
   see also ☑ SAYING YES, ☑ AGREEING, ☑ SUGGESTIONS

accept /æk'sɛpt/ [v T] to agree that a suggestion or idea is right, especially when you did not previously think so: People are beginning to accept the idea that higher taxes may be necessary.

+ that The judge accepted that Carter had not intended to harm anyone.

agree /ə'gri/ [v I] to accept that a plan or suggestion is good, especially when you have the power to decide whether it will be allowed to happen: I spoke to my boss yesterday about postponing the meeting, and she agreed.

+ to We want to have a big party, but I don't think my parents will agree to it.

+ that Everyone agreed that Dave should play at the school concert.

welcome /'welkəm/ [v T] to think that a plan, suggestion, or decision is very good, and eagerly accept it: Most companies have welcomed the idea of job-sharing.

be warmly welcomed These new proposals were warmly welcomed by the German Chancellor.
to accept a situation which you do not like

accept /ˈækˌsept/ [v T] to accept a situation which you do not like but you cannot change: There’s nothing we can do – we have to accept the voters’ decision.

+ that Local people have reluctantly accepted that the airport will have to be extended.

put up with sth /ˈput ʌp wið (sth)/ [phrasal verb T] to accept an annoying situation or someone’s annoying behaviour, without trying to stop it or change it: I don’t know how you put up with all this noise day after day. | You see what I have to put up with – the kids never stop quarrelling.

tolerate /ˈtoʊləreɪt/ [v T] to accept an unpleasant situation, without trying to change it: For years the workers have had to tolerate low wages and terrible working conditions. | I don’t know why his mother tolerates his behaviour.

⚠️ Tolerate is more formal than put up with sth.

live with sth /ˈlɪv wið (sth)/ [phrasal verb T] to accept an unpleasant situation as a permanent part of your life which you cannot change: You have to learn to live with stress. | We don’t really like the new system, but I suppose we’ll just have to live with it.

be resigned to sth /biː ˈrezənd ˈtɔː (sth)/ to realize that you must accept an unpleasant situation, because you cannot prevent it or avoid it: Joe is resigned to the fact that he will miss tomorrow’s big race. | Pat knew her husband wasn’t coming back and she was resigned to being alone.

make the best of it /ˈmeɪk dəˈbest av it/ informal to accept a situation that you do not like, and try to enjoy it or make it less bad: The school isn’t the one I really wanted to go to, but I suppose I’ll just have to make the best of it.

5 to officially accept a new law or proposal

pass /pɑːs/ [v T] if a parliament or similar group passes a law or proposal, the members vote to accept it: The State Assembly passed a law which banned smoking in public places. | The bill was passed by 197 votes to 50.

approve /əˈpruːv/ [v T] to officially accept something that has been planned to happen: The Medical Research Council said it could not approve the use of the new drug. | The deal has already been approved by shareholders.

approval /əˈpruːvəl/ [n U] when a suggestion or plan is officially accepted: The parking proposals have been given the mayor’s approval. (=he has approved them)

---

ACCIDENT

⇒ if you mean ‘by accident’, go to ACCIDENTALLY

ACCIDENT

HURT/INJURE

KILL

PAIN

DRIVE

MEDICAL TREATMENT

DAMAGE

BREAK

FALL

see also

1 at home, at work, when doing a sport etc

accident /ˈækˌsɪdənt/ [n C] when someone gets hurt or something gets damaged, without anyone intending them to be: Jim was rushed to the hospital after an accident at work.

have an accident She had an accident while she was playing basketball and broke her arm.

serious accident The park is now closed following a serious accident last week.

riding/climbing/skiling etc accident Greg has been unable to walk since he was injured in a riding accident.

2 in a car, train, plane etc

accident /ˈækˌsɪdənt/ [n C] when a car, train etc hits an object, a person, or another vehicle: The accident was caused by someone driving too fast.
accident

an extremely bad accident when people are killed

disaster [dɪˈzæstər] n. C a disaster is an extremely bad accident in which a lot of people are killed: The Zeebrugge ferry disaster, in which a ship carrying hundreds of people sank, one of the worst in recent history. Could your hospitals cope with a major disaster like a train crash?

natural disaster (=caused by wind, rain, or other natural forces) Natural disasters such as earthquakes are common in this part of the world.

catastrophe kəˈstæfri n. C a catastrophe is a terrible event that causes death, damage, and destruction over a very large area: The destruction of the ozone layer could lead to an environmental catastrophe. Fears of a possible nuclear catastrophe.

accidentally/by accident

deliberately

break

hurt/injure

see

damage

also

mistake

apologizing

get run over [get run ˈəʊvə] if someone gets run over, a car or other vehicle hits them, and they get hurt or killed: Our last cat got run over by a car outside our house. Don’t run out into the road – you’ll get run over.

word order: accidentally can come between the subject and the verb (I accidentally broke it), but by accident usually comes at the end of a sentence or clause (I broke it by accident).
unintentionally /ˌʌnɪˈtenʃənəli/ [adv]
especially written if you do something unintentionally, especially something bad, you do it even though you did not intend to: Some male science teachers unintentionally discourage the girls in their classes.

by mistake /baɪˈmɪskeɪt/ [adv] if you do something by mistake, you intend to do one thing but you make a mistake and do something else instead: Gary wandered into the wrong hotel room by mistake. I Police believe Burton may have shot the woman by mistake.

didn’t mean to /dɪdˈnt ˈmiːnt tuː/ especially spoken if you didn’t mean to do something bad or wrong, you did not intend to do it
didn’t mean to do sth Sorry, I didn’t mean to upset you. I’m sure Rachel didn’t mean to leave the door unlocked.

You often say I didn’t mean to when you are saying sorry to someone: I’m sorry I shouted at you. I didn’t mean to.

accidental /ˌæksɪˈdɛntəl/ [adj] use this about bad or dangerous things that happen, which no one intended to happen: Gina took an accidental overdose of painkillers. I 70% of accidental deaths are alcohol related.

unintentional /ˌʌnɪˈtenʃənəl/ [adj]
especially written said or done accidentally, especially when you were trying to say or do something completely different: Any offence these remarks might have caused was wholly unintentional.

It was an accident /ɪt waz əˈsɛksədʒənt/ spoken say this to tell someone that you did not intend to do something, for example when you have broken something or made a mistake, and someone is angry with you: It was an accident – the handle just came off when I picked it up.

actor /ˈæktər/ [n C] someone whose job is to perform in plays or films: Keanu Reeves is my favorite actor. I The actor who played Macbeth was really good.

actress /ˈæktrɪs/ [n C] a woman whose job is to perform in plays or films: I’ve always wanted to be an actress. I actress and singer, Cher

You can use actor about a man or a woman. Some women prefer to be called actors and do not like the word actress.

star /stɑːr/ [n C] a very famous actor, especially in films: Hundreds of fans gathered to watch the stars arriving at the Oscar ceremony.

film/movie star Movie star Arnold Schwarzenegger has said he would like to enter Politics.

to be in a play or film

actor /ˈæktər/ [v I] to be an actor in plays or films, especially as a job: I decided I wanted to act when I was twelve years old. I She always enjoyed acting.

acting /ˈæktɪŋ/ [n U] the job or skill of being an actor: Before he became famous, James Dean studied acting in New York. I a career in acting

play /pleɪ/ [v T] to act as a particular character in a play or film

play Hamlet/Cleopatra/James Bond etc Timothy Dalton was the fourth actor to play James Bond. I Mother Courage was played by Diana Rigg.

play a part We still need someone to play the part of the messenger.

be in sth /bɪzɪn (stɪ)/ [phrasal verb T] especially spoken to act in a particular play or film: You remember Larry Hagman – he used to be in ‘Dallas’.

perform /pɜːrˈfɔːm/ [v T] if a group of actors performs a play, they act in it for people to watch: The children perform a
Christmas pantomime every year. The group will be performing ‘Cats’ in the Open Air Theatre.

**performance** /pəˈfərməns/ [n C] the way someone acts in a play or film - use this to talk about how good or bad someone’s acting is: Sean Penn’s finest performance was in ‘Dead Man Walking’.

give a good/bad etc performance Meryl Streep, playing the murdered baby’s mother, gives a marvellous performance.

3 to be the most important actor in a play or film

**star** /ˈstaːr/ [v I/T] if an actor *stars* in a film or a play, he or she is one of the most important actors in it; if a film or play *stars* an actor, he or she plays one of the most important characters in it

+ in *Can you name the actress who starred in ‘Gone with the Wind’?*
+ as *Bob Hoskins stars as a private detective. ‘Heat’ is a police drama starring Robert de Niro and Al Pacino.*

**starring** - **starred** - **have starred**

**leading role/starring role** /ˈliːdiŋ rəʊl, ˈstɑːrɪŋ rəʊl/ [n C] the job of acting as the most important character in a film: Judy Garland became famous after her starring role in ‘The Wizard of Oz’.

**play the leading/starring role** (=act as the most important character) Michael Keaton played the leading role in the first two ‘Batman’ movies.

**lead** /liːd/ [n C] the most important actor or character in a play or film

**play the lead** (=be the main actor) She was given the chance to play the lead when Pamela Anderson became ill.

**lead part/role/actor etc** Kevin Costner has been given the lead role in a $50m movie about life after a nuclear war.

4 the person that an actor pretends to be in a play or film

**character** /ˈkærəktər/ [n C] one of the people in the story of a play or film: Demi Moore’s character is a woman who has an affair with the local preacher.

**part** /pɔːt/ [n C] the job of acting as a particular character in a play or film: She knew she wanted the part as soon as she read the movie script.

**play the part of (=act as a particular character)** She played the part of the Wicked Stepmother in ‘Snow White’.

---

**ADD**

---

**ADD**

1 to add a new part to something

**add** /æd/ [v T] to put a new part or piece onto or into something, especially in order to improve it: The book would look a lot more attractive if they added a few colour pictures.

**add sth to sth** Adding fertilizer to the soil will help the plants to grow more quickly. | The fresh chillies add a spicy flavour to the sauce.

**add on** /æd ˈɒn,-ən/ [phrasal verb T] to add another part to something so that it becomes bigger

**add on sth** We’re having a bedroom added on at the back of the house.

2 to put two or more numbers together

**add** /æd/ [v T] to put two or more numbers together in order to calculate the total

**add sth and sth/add sth to sth** “What do you get when you add 68 and 32?” ‘100.’

3 to add more to an amount or cost

**add** /æd/ [v I/T] to add more to an amount or to the cost of something: The builder added an extra £150 for tax.

**add sth to sth** Watson’s recent victory added $30,000 to his total prize money in 1996.

**put sth on sth** /pʊt (st) ˈɒn (st) ˈæd/ [phrasal verb T] to add an amount of money or tax to the cost of something: The new tax will put another ten cents on the price of gas.
something that is added

description /ɪˈdʒɪʃən/ [n C/U] something that is added to something else

+ to The latest addition to the museum's collection is a picture by Salvador Dali.

make an addition Several helpful additions have been made to this piece of software in the new version.

additive /ˈædɪtɪv/ [n C] A chemical substance that is added to food in order to make it taste better or stay fresh longer: This product contains no artificial additives.

idolize (also idolise British) /aɪˈdəlz/ [v T] to admire someone very much, especially a famous person, so that you think everything about them is perfect: Marilyn Monroe was idolized by movie fans all over the world.

the feeling of admiring someone

admirer /əˈdɪmər/ [n U] the feeling that someone is very good, very clever etc., either because of something special they have achieved or because they have skills or qualities you would like to have

in/with admiration We listened with admiration as she played the violin.

+ for The other players were full of admiration for him.

respect /rɪˈspekt/ [n U] the feeling that someone is good because they have high standards and good personal qualities

+ for My respect for my teacher grew as the months passed.

great respect (= a lot of respect) I have great respect for Tony's judgment.

earn/win sb's respect (= make someone respect you) She always managed to win the kids' respect.

someone you admire

hero/heroine /ˈhɪərəʊ, ˈhɪrəʊɪn/ [n C] Your hero or heroine is a man or woman who you admire very much because of their achievements, skills, or personal qualities: I used to love David Bowie – he was my hero.

plural heroes

idol /ɪˈdəl/ [n C] A famous actor, actress, musician, or sports player that a lot of people admire: Thousands of fans were at the airport to greet their idol. I ageing Hollywood idol, Marlon Brando.

admit

see also CRIME, MISTAKE, GUILTY/NOT GUILTY

+ to agree that you have done something wrong

+ to admit that someone is guilty of something: only use this if you are quite sure: I admit that I did it.

+ that I admit that I am not a great skiier: I admit that I am not a good skiier.

look up to sb /lʊk ʌp tu (sb)/ [phrasal verb] to admire and respect someone who is older than you or who has authority over you: I always looked up to my older brothers.
admit  /ədˈmɪt/ [v T] to say that you have done something wrong or illegal, especially when someone asks or persuade you to do this
+ (that) Blake finally admitted he had stolen the money. l She admitted that she had made a mistake.
admit (to) doing sth Many workers admit to taking off work when they are not sick.
admit responsibility The hospital has refused to admit responsibility for his death.
admitting – admitted – have admitted
confess  /kənˈfɛs/ [v T] to tell the police or someone in a position of authority that you have done something very bad, especially after they have persuaded you to do this: After two days of questioning, he finally confessed.
+ (that) She confessed that she had killed her husband.
confess to a robbery/murder/ crime etc People were forced to confess to crimes they had not committed.
confess to doing sth Edwards eventually confessed to being a spy.
own up  /ənˈʌp/ [phrasal verb I] to admit that you did something, especially something that is not very serious: Unless the guilty person owns up, the whole class will be punished.
own up to (doing) sth No-one owned up to breaking the window.

⚠ Own up is more informal than admit or confess

2 a statement admitting something

confession  /kənfɛʃən/ [n C] an official statement that someone makes to the police, admitting that they have done something illegal and explaining what happened: Sergeant Thompson wrote down Smith’s confession and asked him to sign it.
make a confession At 3 a.m., Higgins broke down and made a full confession.
admission  /ədˈmɪʃən/ [n C usually singular] when you admit that you were wrong or that you have done something bad or illegal: You only married him for his money? What an admission!
+ (that) The Senator’s admission that he had lied to Congress shocked many Americans.
admission of guilt/failure/defeat (= when you admit that you are guilty, you have failed etc) The court may assume that your silence is an admission of guilt.

3 to agree that something is true, although you do not want to
admit  /ədˈmɪt/ [v T] to accept that something is true or that someone is right, although you do not want to accept it, or you feel embarrassed about accepting it: “Yes, I was frightened,” he admitted.
+ (that) I know you don’t like her, but you have to admit that she’s good at her job.
admit (to) doing sth Both men admitted to having admired Hitler during the 1930s.
Q I must admit (that)/ I have to admit (that) spoken I must admit I really enjoy watching soap operas.
Q admit it spoken You were wrong, weren’t you? Come on, admit it!
admitting – admitted – have admitted
admittedly  /ədˈmɪtɪdli/ [adv] spoken use this when you are admitting that something is true: Admittedly, the questions were fairly easy, but you all did very well. l The treatment is painful, admittedly, but it is usually very successful.

ADULT

→ opposite child
→ see also age, old, young

1 not a child
adult  /ˈedəlt, əˈdʌlt/ [n C] someone who is not a child – use this to talk about someone who is at least 18: The cost of the trip is $59 for adults and $30 for children. l Some children find it difficult to talk to adults.

⚠ You can also use adult before a noun, like an adjective: The book is intended for adult readers. l adult education
Don't say 'adult people'. Just say adults.

grown-up /grʌn 'ʌp/ [n C] an adult - used especially by children or when you are talking to children: Grown-ups are so boring! All they ever do is talk!

grown-up [adj] Margaret has two grown-up sons. Ryan felt very grown-up being allowed to stay up so late.

full grown/fully grown /ful 'grʌn/, 'fuli 'grʌn/ [adj] a person, animal, or plant that is full grown or fully grown has reached its full adult size: A fully grown blue whale may be up to 30m long.

to become an adult

grow up /grəʊ 'ʌp/ [phrasal verb] to become an adult: What do you want to do when you grow up? We plan to go and live in Florida when the children have grown up.

the time when you are an adult

adult life /'ædʌlt 'laɪf, 'ædʌlt-/ [n U] the part of someone's life when they are an adult: He has spent most of his adult life in the US.

adulthood /'ædʌlθʊd, 'ædʌlθʊd/ [n U] formal the time when someone is an adult: use this especially to talk about people reaching this time: Children with the disease have little chance of surviving to adulthood.

reach adulthood (= become an adult) By the time we reach adulthood our heart rate has dropped to around 70 beats per minute.

ADVANTAGE/DISADVANTAGE

1 a good feature of something

advantage /ɪdə'ventiʤ, ə'dvɛntɪʤ/ [n C] a good feature of something, for example a way in which it is useful or better than other things of the same kind: There are several methods of saving money, but this one has obvious advantages.

of The advantage of cycling to work is that I get some exercise.

big advantage One of the biggest advantages of this course is that it gives students experience of working in a company.

the good thing about sth ɪtɪz 'gud θɪŋ about (sth)/ spoken use this when you are talking about one of the main advantages of something: The good thing about this job is that I can work at home whenever I want.

benefit /'benɪft/ [n C/U] a feature of something that has a good effect on people's lives: Tourism has brought many benefits to the area.

of the benefits of a healthy lifestyle I What are the benefits, for Britain, of belonging to the European Union?

2 a bad feature of something

disadvantage /ɪdə'ventɪʤ,-ə'dvɛntɪʤ/ [n C] a bad feature of something, for example a way in which it causes problems or is worse than other things of the same kind

of Nuclear power has a lot of disadvantages - for example what do you do with all the nuclear waste? The main disadvantage of being a nurse is working irregular hours.

drawback /draʊbæk/ [n C] a disadvantage of something, which makes it seem less attractive - use this especially when something seems good in other ways: It's a good-looking car - the only drawback is the price.

of One of the drawbacks of working for a large company is that you never know who is really in charge.

+ to There are quite a lot of drawbacks to this method.
3 when you compare what is good and bad about something

the advantages and disadvantages /ədˌvæntɪdʒɪz ənd ˌdɪsədˌvæntɪdʒɪz/ -væn- -vant- the good and bad features of something - use this especially when you are comparing what is good and what is bad about something
+ of We had to write about the advantages and disadvantages of living in the country.

pros and cons /prɒs ənˈkɒnz/ the advantages and disadvantages of something, which you need to think about in order to make a decision
+ of Your doctor should explain the pros and cons of the different treatments available.

weigh up the pros and cons (=think carefully about all the advantages and disadvantages) I'm not sure if I'm going to take the job - I need more time to weigh up all the pros and cons.

4 something that helps someone to be more successful than others

advantage /ədˌvæntɪdʒ/ -vant- something that makes you more likely to succeed than other people

have an advantage The American team seemed to have all the advantages - better training, better facilities, and much better financial support.

give sb an advantage (=make them more likely to succeed)
+ over I had already lived in France for a year, and this gave me a big advantage over the other students.

privilege /prɪˈvɪldʒ/ -veldʒ- [C] a special advantage or right that only a few people have, for example because their family is rich or because they have an important job: Foreign diplomats have all kinds of special privileges - for example they can park their cars anywhere they like.

the privilege of not everyone has the privilege of a private education.

privileged [adj] having a lot of privileges:
At that time, the universities were only open to a privileged minority.

5 something that makes it more difficult for someone to succeed

disadvantage /ˌdɪsədˈvæntɪdʒ/ -vant-

[n C] something that makes it more difficult for you to succeed or do what you want, especially as compared with other people

have a disadvantage She has the same qualifications as the other candidates, but she has one big disadvantage - she lacks experience.

be at a disadvantage (=have a disadvantage) Compared with other people) In the basketball team, the smaller players are at a disadvantage.

ADVERTISING

TELEVISION AND RADIO

BUY

→ PERSUADE

see also

SHOP

→ COMPANY

BUSINESS

NEWSPAPERS AND MAGAZINES

1 advertising

advertising /ədˌvɜːtɪsɪŋ/ -vərtɪsɪŋ- [n U] the business of persuading people to buy things, using pictures, words, songs etc on TV and radio, large public notices, and newspapers and magazines: How much does Coca-Cola spend on advertising? Cigarette advertising isn't allowed on TV any more. Beth wants a job in advertising (=in a company that makes advertisements) How much do you think you are influenced by advertising?

advertising campaign (=a planned series of advertisements for a new product) Nissan is about to launch a nationwide advertising campaign for its new range of cars.

publicity /pəˈblɪsəti/ [n U] the business of making sure that people know about a new product, a new film, a famous person etc. by talking about them on
3 to advertise something

advertise /ədˈvaɪz/ [v I/T] to use advertisements on television or radio, in newspapers etc. in order to try to persuade people to buy something: There was a big poster advertising a well-known brand of cola. I, a small company that can’t afford to advertise on TV
be advertised on TV/the radio “How did you find out about the new software?” “It was advertised on TV.”
be advertised in a newspaper/magazine etc The concert was advertised in all the national newspapers.

⚠️ Don’t write ‘advertize’. Advertise is never spelled with a ‘z’.

promote /ˈprəʊmət/ [v T] to try to make people buy a new product, see a new film etc, for example by selling it at a lower price or talking about it on television: Meg Ryan is in Europe to promote her new movie.
promote sth as sth They’re trying to promote Dubai as a tourist destination.

---

2 an advertisement

advertisement /ədˈvəːtɪment/ [C] something such as a large public notice, a short film on television, or a picture with words in a newspaper that is designed to persuade people to buy something: Most car advertisements are aimed at men.

+ for In the autumn, the newspapers are full of advertisements for winter breaks.
ad [also advert British] /əd, ədˈvəːt/ [C] INFORMAL an advertisement: He began his acting career by doing shampoo adverts on TV.

 comercial /kəˈmɜːrəl/ [C] an advertisement on television or radio: Have you seen the new Levi jeans commercial?
commercial break (=when there are commercials in the middle of a programme) We’ll be right back with you after a short commercial break.
slogan /ˈslæɡən/ [C] a short clever phrase used in an advertisement: a dry-cleaning company that used the slogan “We know the meaning of cleaning”
hoarding BRITISH billboard AMERICAN /ˈhoʊdərɪŋ, bɪlˈboʊd/ [C] a large flat board in a public place, where large printed advertisements are shown: Beside the freeway was a huge billboard covered in ads for washing powder.

---

1 to advise someone

advise /ədˈvaɪz/ [v T] to tell someone what you think they should do, especially when you have more knowledge or experience than they have
advise sb to do sth I advise you to think very carefully before making a decision. I All US citizens in the area have been advised to return home.
advise sb against doing sth (=advise them not to do it) Her lawyers have advised her against saying anything to the newspapers.
advise sb on/about sth Your teacher will be able to advise you about what qualifications you will need.

strongly advise I’d strongly advise you to get medical insurance if you’re going skiing.

⚠ Advise is more formal than say sb should do sth
⚠ Don’t confuse ‘advise’ and ‘advice’. Advise is a verb and advice is a noun.

say sb should do sth/say sb ought to do sth /set (sb) əʊt təˈduː (sth)/, set (sb) əʊt təˈduː (sth)/ to give your personal opinion about what someone should do: My friends keep saying I ought to learn to drive. | Her mother said she should call the police immediately.

⚠ This is the most common way of saying ‘to advise someone’.

tell /tel/ [t T] to tell someone that you think they should do something, especially in order to avoid problems

tell sb to do sth I told him to go and see a doctor if he was worried.
tell sb (that) they should do sth Jimmy had told him he should keep away from the gang for the next couple of weeks.
telling - told - have told

⚠ Use tell especially in spoken English or informal writing.

suggest /səˈdʒest/ [sət] [t T] to tell someone your ideas about what they should do, where they should go etc: “Why not ask Dad?” he suggested.
+(that) Sarah suggested that I should apply for this job.

give advice /gɪv ədˈvaɪs/ to advise someone about a problem or subject, especially something that they have asked you about: The centre gives free advice to young people who have drug problems.
give sb advice Can you give me some advice? I’m thinking of buying an electronic organizer.

⚠ Don’t say ‘give advices’ or ‘give an advice’. Advice is an uncountable noun.

2 to ask someone to advise you

ask sb’s advice /æsk (sb’s) ədˈvaɪs/ | to ask someone to advise you about something: Can I ask your advice? I need to find somewhere to stay in London.
+ on/about I always ask my brother’s advice about computers.

consult /kənsəlt/ [t T] formal to get advice from someone who is paid to advise people, for example a lawyer or a doctor: If the symptoms persist, consult your doctor. | I want to consult my lawyer before I say anything.

consult sb about sth Tonight the President will consult his military advisers about the likelihood of an attack.

3 to do what someone advises you to do

take sb’s advice/follow sb’s advice /teɪk (sb’s) ədˈvaɪs/, foləʊ (sb’s) ədˈvaɪs/ to do what someone advises you to do: I’ve decided to take your advice and go to art school. | If she had followed my advice, this would never have happened.

listen to sb /ˈlɪstən tuː (sb)/ to do what someone advises you to do, especially because you respect them and trust their judgement: You tell him, Dad – I’m sure he’ll listen to you. | Bob warned us about this. I wish we’d listened to him.

on sb’s advice/on the advice of sb /ɒn (sb’s) ədˈvaɪs, ən ədˈvaɪs əv (sb)/ if you do something on someone’s advice or on the advice of someone, you do it because they have advised you to do it: On her doctor’s advice, she took a few days off work. | He decided not to take the exam, on the advice of his professor.

4 someone’s opinion about what you should do

advice /ədˈvaɪs/ [n U] what someone advises you to do: Get some advice from the people in the tourist office.
+ on/about For advice on AIDS, phone this free number.
give sb advice I decided to ask Emma what she thought I should do. She always gave me good advice.
piece of advice (=some advice) Years ago, my father gave me a piece of advice that I’ve never forgotten.

medical/legal/professional advice You should get legal advice before you sign the contract.

⚠ Advice is an uncountable noun, so don’t say ‘an advice’ or ‘some advices’. Say a piece of advice or some advice.

tip /tɪp/ [n C] a simple but useful piece of advice about how to do something more easily or more effectively: Here’s a good tip: if you spill red wine on a carpet, pour salt on it to get rid of the stain.
+ on a leaflet containing some tips on how to take better photos

guidance /ˈɡaɪdəns/ [n U] advice about what to do in your job, your education, or your private life – use this about advice you get from someone whose job is to advise and help people
+ give guidance on sth Your teacher can give you guidance on choosing a career and writing a job application.

counselling BRITISH counseling AMERICAN /ˈkɑːnsəlɪŋ/ [n U] advice and support given by an expert, to help someone who has personal problems or who has had a very unpleasant experience: The college will provide counselling for students who have emotional problems. 1 Victims of violent crimes often need counselling.

5 someone who advises people

adviser (also advisor AMERICAN) /ədvəˈzaɪər/ [n C] someone whose job is to give advice, especially in business, law, or politics

financial/legal/careers adviser Talk to an independent financial adviser before you invest your money.
+ on the Prime Minister’s personal adviser on economic affairs
+ to She’s been appointed as scientific adviser to the President.

after /ˈaftər/ [adv] [preposition/conjunction/adverb] after something happens or after someone does something: After the party do stayed behind to help clean up the mess. 1 What are you going to do after you finish college? 1 Let’s eat after the movie.

after that In the summer Doni left him, and after that he always looked sad.
just after (=a short time after) My mother died just after Mark was born.

straight after/right after (=immediately after) We’ll be starting the class straight after lunch.

⚠ After can be used as an adverb, but only in expressions like soon after and not long after. 1 I left college when I was 21, and got married soon after. Don’t use after on its own as an adverb. Instead, use then, after that, or afterwards in sentences like this: We had a game of tennis, and then/after that/afterwards we went for a cup of coffee. Don’t use ‘will’ with after. Don’t say ‘after I will leave school’. Say after I leave school ...

afterwards (also afterward AMERICAN) /ˈaftərd(ə)r/ [adv] after an event or a time that you have just mentioned: Afterwards, Nick said he’d never been so nervous in his life. 1 What’s the point of going to the gym if you always eat a chocolate bar afterwards?

two years/three months afterwards A couple of years afterwards I met him by chance in the street.

soon/shortly afterwards (=a short time later) Her husband became ill and died soon afterwards.

next /nekst/ [adv] after something happens or after someone does something – use this when you are describing a series of events in the order they happened: Can you remember what happened next? 1 First we asked Jim what to do. Next we tried asking Dad.

then /ðen/ [adv] after you have done something – use this when you are describing a series of things you did, or when you are giving instructions: First we played tennis,
and then we went swimming. I add a cup of sugar. Then beat in three eggs.

2 after a particular time or date

after [əˈfaɪt] [preposition] after a particular time or date: Could you call again after 6 o’clock? | After 1800, more and more people worked in factories.

just after (=a short time after) If they left just after twelve, they should be here soon.

past ˈpæst [preposition] past 3 o’clock/ midnight/dinner time etc especially British after 3 o’clock, midnight, etc – use this especially when someone is late for something: Wake up! It’s past 9 o’clock! | We didn’t get home till past midnight.

way past INFORMAL (=a long time after) Sorry, it’s way past closing time.

from/forward from, ‘fər m in, ‘fər z in [preposition] use this to say that a new rule or arrangement will start at a particular time and will continue from then: We will be at our new address from next week. | As from tomorrow, all accidents must be reported to me.

from then on from ðen ən, use this to talk about something that started to happen at a time in the past, and continued from that time: He went to his first football game when he was four, and from then on he was crazy about it.

3 after a period of time has passed

after əˈfaɪt [preposition] after a week/several hours/a long time etc after a period of time has passed: After half an hour we got tired of waiting and went home. | Jane was very shy, but after a while (=after a short time) she became more confident.

after a week/year etc of (doing) sth The war ended after another six months of fighting.

in in [preposition] in a minute/a few hours/month etc a minute, a few hours etc after the present time: I’ll be with you in a minute. | Rosie should be home in a week or two. | He gets his test results in a couple of days.

in an hour’s time/a few minutes’ time etc In a few weeks’ time I’ll be off to university.

Don’t confuse after (use this about something that has happened in the past) and in (use this about something that will happen in the future).

within wɪnən, wɪnɪn [preposition] within a month/two weeks/year etc less than a month, two weeks etc after something happens, especially when this is an unusually short time: One of the soldiers was bitten by a snake and was dead within three hours. | Within minutes the building was full of smoke.

within a month/a few days etc of doing sth The plane got into difficulties within a few minutes of taking off.

later lɛtər [adv] some time after now or after the time you are talking about: See you later. | Reagan later became Governor of California.

three months/two years/ten days etc later A couple of days later I saw her in a downtown bar.

to later on (=at a later time during the same day, event etc) The first half of the movie is really boring, but it gets better later on.

much later (=a long time afterwards) Eventually he got married, but that was much later.

later that day/month/year etc (=use this when telling stories or describing past events) Later that month we got another letter, asking for more money.

later in the morning/evening/day etc Let’s meet for dinner later in the week.

Don’t use after and later in the same sentence.

4 the next day/month/year etc

to nekst [adj only before noun] the next day/week etc the day, week etc that comes just after the one you were talking about: I finished my classes on the 5th, and the next day I went home to Cleveland.

next Monday/week/August etc (=the one after this Monday, this week, this August etc) Next Thursday is my birthday.
Don't confuse next week and the next week. Use next week, next Friday etc (without the) to talk about the future: See you next Saturday! Use the next week, the next day etc to talk about the past: She got married and spent the next five years in Boston.

Don't say 'on next Sunday'. Just say next Sunday.

Don't say 'next Tuesday/Friday etc' when you are talking about a day in the present week. Say this Tuesday/Friday etc: The concert's this Saturday, not next Saturday.

after /әftәr/ [adv/preposition/conjunction] the day/Monday/month/year after the day. Monday etc that comes after the time or event that you are talking about: The party's not this Saturday but the Saturday after. / The weather changed the morning after we arrived. I felt rather tired the day after the party.

following /ˈfɒləʊɪŋ/ [adj only before noun] the following day/month/year etc the next day, month etc — use this especially in stories and descriptions, to talk about what happened in the past: The following day she woke up with a splitting headache. / They agreed to meet the following week in the Café Rouge.

5 to happen or exist after something else

come after /kəm ˈaftәr/ [phrasal verb T] to happen after something else and often as a result of something else: The agreement came after six months of negotiations.

come three weeks/five days etc after sth My first chance to talk to her came three days after our quarrel.

follow /ˈfɒlәʊ/ [v I/T] if an event or period follows another event or period, it happens after it: We saw each other a lot in the months that followed. / the long period of stability that followed the war

be followed by sth The wedding was followed by a big party at the Chelsea Hotel.

be closely followed by sth (=come very soon after) The nuclear test in October was closely followed by a second in May the following year.

6 the person, thing, or time that comes after the present one

next /nekst/ [adj/adv] the next person or thing is the one that comes just after the present one in a series, list etc: Could you ask the next patient to come in, please? I Look at the diagram on the next page. I'm afraid you'll have to wait for the next train.

come next (=come immediately after something that has just been mentioned) Kennedy, Johnson, Nixon ... who comes next?

be next (=be the next person or thing in a list, line etc) spoken Hey, I'm next! I was here before you!

be after sth /ˈaftәr/ (sth). kam ˈaftәr (sth) /ˈaftәr- [phrasal verb T] if someone or something is after or comes after another person or thing in a list, line etc, they are the one just after, with no others in between: My name is after hers on the list. / In American addresses, the name of the city always comes after the name of the street.

later /ˈleɪәr/ [adj only before noun] happening some time later, not immediately afterwards

a later date/time/chapter/meeting etc We can decide on the final details at a later stage. / This will be discussed more fully in a later chapter.

in later years/months/centuries etc especially written In later years, he became a Buddhist.

subsequent /ˈsʌbsəkwənt/ [adj only before noun] formal happening after something you have just mentioned: Many of his theories were disproved by subsequent events. / The first meeting will be in the City Hall, but all subsequent meetings will be held in the school.

Subsequent is often followed by a plural noun.

follow /ˈfɒlәʊ/ [v I/T] to come after something in a book, series, or list: Taylor
when several things happen one after another
in a row /ɪn ə rəʊ/ four days in a row/
three times in a row etc when some-
one does something on four days, on
three occasions etc, one after the other,
with no other days etc in between: He
won the competition five years in a
row. I was late for school four days in a
row.

one after another /ˌwʌn əˈfɜːr əˈnʌðər/•
-əf-; if several things happen one after
another, each thing happens immedi-
ately after the previous one: There were
three loud explosions, one after another.

consecutive /kənˈseksətiv/ [adj only
before noun] consecutive days, years, or
occasions come one after the other, with
no other days, years etc in between: if you
miss work for more than three consecu-
tive days, you need a letter from your
doclor.

do fourth/seventh etc consecutive It was
their fourth consecutive win this season.

series /ˈsəriəz/ [n C] a series of events or
actions is several of them that happen one
after another
+
of She gave a series of talks at the uni-
versity. Harris finally resigned after a
series of public scandals.
(plural series

once again/once more /ˌwʌns əˈgen,
ˌwʌns əˈmɔːr/ FORMAL again – use this about
something very worrying, serious, or
annoying that has happened before: Once
again I must remind you of the seriousness
of the problems we face. The
crops had failed, and once more famine
threatened the region.

yet again /jɛt əˈgen/ again – use this
when something has happened too many
times before in a way that is very annoy-
ing: Yet again, Flora had changed her
mind. It seems that yet again the
police have allowed a very dangerous
man to escape.

one more time/once more /ˌwʌn
mɔːt ˈtaɪm, wʌnz əˈmɔːr/ again, and usually for
the last time: He kissed her one more
time before he left.

just one more time! just once more! Can
we practise that just once more?

back /bæk/ [adv] again – use this about
telephoning or writing to someone again,
or asking someone to come to your house
again
call/write back I’ll call back as soon as I
have some news.

invite/ask sb back Her kids wrecked the
house last time they were here – that’s
why I’ve never asked them back.

do something again
do sth again /dəʊ (st) əˈgen/ I’d like
you to do this exercise again. She
spilled coffee on the application form
and had to do it all again.

repeat /rɪˈpiːt/ [v T] to do something again,
especially many times, in order to achieve
something useful

repeat a test / experiment / exercise /
process / performance In their training,
they have to repeat the safety process
again and again until they can do it in
30 seconds. Repeat this exercise 20
times every day and you’ll soon have
firmer, more muscular arms.

over /ˈoʊvər/ [adv] AMERICAN if you do some-
thing over, you do it again from the
beginning: I’m afraid you’ll have to do it
over. I’m sorry I messed it up – let’s
start over.

\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*

Again usually comes at the end of a
sentence or clause.
difficult all over again, you do it again from the beginning. At the police station they asked me the same questions all over again.

start (sth) all over again The computer crashed and deleted all my work – I had to start the essay all over again.

redo [ri'du:] [v T] to do a piece of work again: I can’t read a word of this – you’ll have to redo it.

redoing – redid – have redone

retake /ri'teik/ [v T] to do a test again because you failed it: She retook her driving test five times before she passed.

retaking – retook – have retaken

3 to start again

start again [stɑːt əˈgen] [phrasal verb I/T] to start doing something again, or to start happening again: The drilling noise started again in the next room.

start work/school etc again After her vacation Trish really didn’t feel like starting her classes again.

start doing sth again Have Jill and Larry started talking to each other again?

start to do sth again It’s starting to snow again.

bring back sth [briŋ 'bæk (stth)] [phrasal verb T] to start to use a law, method, or system again: Do you think they should bring back the death penalty?

revival /rɪˈvaːvl/ [n C] when something becomes popular or fashionable again – use this especially about ideas, customs, or styles in art or music: a seventies revival (=when things from the 1970s become fashionable again)

+ of the recent revival of interest in astrology and faith healing

go back to sth [ɡəʊ 'bæk tuː (stth)] [phrasal verb T] to start doing a job or activity again after a period when you stopped it: I wouldn’t like to go back to full-time work again.

go back to doing sth Tim was determined he would never go back to using drugs.

When you see ☞, go to the ESSENTIAL COMMUNICATION section.
wrong, and tries to prevent it: a debate between an anti-abortion group and its opponents.

+ of All opponents of the government are likely to be imprisoned.

life-long opponent (=someone who has opposed something since they were young) a life-long opponent of nuclear weapons

3 things you say or do to show that you are against something

opposition /ˈɒpəzɪʃən/ [n U] things that people say or do in order to show that they are against something: Plans to build the airport faced a lot of opposition from local people.

+ to Opposition to the war was growing rapidly.

strong opposition The new law was passed, despite strong opposition.

widespread opposition (=when a lot of people are against something) Widespread opposition to the military government led to rioting and violence on the streets.

objection /ˈɒbjekʃən/ [n C] a reason that you give to explain why you are against something: If anyone has any objections, please let us know as soon as possible.

+ to What were her father’s objections to their marriage?

have no objection (=not be against something) Formal I’ll give them your name as a witness, if you have no objection.

AGE

YOUNG

see

BABY

also

OLD

ADULT

CHILD

DESCRIBING PEOPLE

1 how long someone has lived, or how long something has existed

age /eɪdʒ/ [n C/U] the number of years that someone has lived or something has existed

the age of sb/sth The average age of the students is 18. I The amount you pay depends on the age of the car.

sb’s age I tried to guess her age. I The children’s ages range from three to 17.

be sb’s age (=be the same age as someone) When I was your age I was already working.

the same age as sb/sth Their house is about the same age as ours.

of my age/her age etc (=about the same age as me, her etc) I’m surprised a girl of your age didn’t know that!

at the age of 10/20 etc written (use this to say how old someone was when something happened) He died in 1995 at the age of 73.

over/under the age of (=older or younger than) Anyone over the age of 14 had to pay the full fare.

be small/tall etc for your age (=be small, tall etc compared with other people of the same age) Jimmy’s very tall for his age. I She’s 86, but very fit for her age.

⚠️ Don’t say ‘His age is 49’ or ‘I’m at the age of 27’. Say He is 49 or I’m 27.


how old [hau əld] use this to ask or talk about the age of a person or thing: “How old are you?” “I’m 24.” I I’m not sure how old my grandfather is. I How old were you when you got married? I Archaeologists are trying to discover how old these buildings are.

be /bi/ [v]

be 5/10/27 etc (only use this about people) Julie will be 30 on her next birthday.

be 5/10/27 years old (use this about people or things) Simon’s almost 15 years old. I The school is 100 years old next year.

be 5/10/27 years of age FORMAL (only use this about people) He appeared to be about 35 years of age.

5-year-old/60-year-old etc [adj] only before noun use this to say how old someone or something is: 27-year-old Susan
Walker is the new world champion. I an eight-year-old car | a six-week-old baby

Don’t say ‘a 14 years old boy’. Say a 14-year-old boy or a boy of 14.

a man of 50/a child of 5 etc a man aged 50, a child aged 5 etc: If a man of 45 loses his job in this city he’ll never get another. I This calculator is so simple a child of five could use it.

in your 20s/in her 40s/in their 80s etc use this to say that someone is between the age of 20 and 29, 40 and 49, 80 and 89 etc: I’m not sure how old she is – I think she’s in her 50s.

in your late 20s/30s/40s etc (=between 27 and 29, 37 and 39 etc) Police say that the man is tall, has dark hair, and is in his late thirties.

in your early 20s/30s/40s etc (=between 20 and 23, 30 and 33 etc) He first visited Europe when he was in his early twenties.

in your mid 20s/30s/40s etc (=between 24 and 26, 34 and 36 etc) My grandparents are both in their mid eighties.

aged /eɪd/ [adj] ESPECIALLY WRITTEN aged 5/10/27 etc use this to say how old someone is, usually when you are writing about them: McIntosh died on April 25th, aged 67. | He wrote a song for his daughter Soraya, now aged six. | A man aged 20 has been arrested on suspicion of murder.

2 people who are the same age

generation /dʒenərəʃən/ [n C usually singular] all the people in a country or in a society who are about the same age: preserving the environment for future generations | There was now a whole generation of people who had never experienced peace.

of sb’s generation People of my father’s generation aren’t used to computers. | She was one of the best writers of her generation.

the younger generation (=young people in general – used by older people) There is not much interest in politics among the younger generation.

age group /eɪdʒ gruːp/ [n C] all the people who are between two particular ages – use this to talk about the problems, behaviour, interests etc of people of a particular age: Boys in this age group watch TV for an average of five hours a day. | a competition for the 11–15 age group the over-60s/under-5s etc (60s, and (5s, etc) ESPECIALLY BRITISH people who are older than 60, younger than 5 etc: an aerobics class for the over-60s | She teaches young children, mostly the under-5s.

AGREE

- look here for ...
  - have the same opinion as someone else
  - say you will do what someone else asks you

to have the same opinion as someone else

- opposite DISAGREE
- see also ▲ AGREING, ▲ OPINIONS, SUPPORT 1

agree /əɡriː/ [v I/T] to have the same opinion: I think it’s too expensive. Do you agree? | “That’s right,” Richard agreed.
+ with Everyone agreed with Karen.
+ on/about I agree with you about the colour – it looks awful. | The one thing all the parties agreed on was the need for fair elections.
+ that Most experts agree that drugs like heroin can cause permanent brain damage.

agreeing – agreed – have agreed

Don’t say ‘I am agreeing’, ‘he is agreeing etc’. Say I agree, he agrees etc.

If you want to say that two people agree with each other, you can just say ‘they agree’: Jack and I agree about most things.

Don’t say ‘I agree you’ or ‘I am agree you’. Say I agree with you.

be in agreement /bi in əˈɡrɪment/ FORMAL if people are in agreement, they agree about something, especially after discussing it a lot and trying to agree: No
decision can be made until everybody is in agreement.
+ with I found myself in agreement with the lawyer, for once.

share sb's view /ʃeə (sb's) \ 'vju/ FORMAL to agree with someone else's opinion, especially about something important. In politics, business, science etc: Many people shared Davidson's view, and thought the plan should be stopped.

share this/that view This view is shared by many doctors.

unanimous /ju:nə'mənəs/ [adj] if a group of people is unanimous, everyone in the group agrees about something.

unanimous decision/vote/verdict Harvey was elected by a unanimous vote. (=everyone voted for him) The committee reached a unanimous decision.
+ that The jury was unanimous that Simpson was not guilty.

unanimously [adv] The members voted unanimously to appoint her as chairperson.

2 to agree with someone else's plan or suggestion
⇒ see also LET 1, SAYING YES, SUGGESTIONS, PERMISSION

agree /ə'grɪ/ [v I] to say yes to someone else's plan or suggestion: Charles suggested going for a picnic, and we all agreed.

agree to sth (=agree to allow something to happen) The Council of Ministers would never agree to such a plan.

agreeing - agreed - have agreed

reach an agreement /ri'tʃ] an 'agriment/ to finally agree on something, by discussing it until everyone is satisfied with the decision: After two years of talks, the Russians and Americans finally reached an agreement.
+ with What will happen if the two sides fail to reach an agreement?

compromise /kəm'prəuməs/ [kəm-] [v I] to reach an agreement with someone, by both of you accepting less than you really want: The employers will have to be ready to compromise if they want to avoid a strike.
+ on He refused to compromise on any of his demands.

make a deal/do a deal /mik a 'diil, də a 'diil/ to make an agreement with someone so that you get what you want, and they get what they want
+ with The government denied making a deal with the kidnappers.

4 to tell someone you will do what they asked you to do
⇒ opposite REFUSE 1

agree to do sth /ə'grɪ to 'du: (sth)/ to say that you will do what someone has asked you to do, especially something that may be difficult, inconvenient etc: I've agreed to look after Pat's children next weekend. Why did I ever agree to teach him to drive?

↓ Don't use 'accept' in this meaning. Don't say 'he accepted to wait'. Say he agreed to wait.
something that has been agreed

agreement /ˈærɪmənt/ [n C] an arrangement that is made when two or more people, countries, or organizations agree to do something
make an agreement They made a secret agreement not to tell anyone about their plans.
sign an agreement The US has signed a trade agreement with China.
under an agreement (=according to an agreement) Under the agreement, UN troops will remain in Bosnia for another year.

compromise /ˌkɒmprəˈmaɪz/ [kum-] [n C] an agreement in which both people or groups accept less than they really want
reach/find a compromise After several hours of discussions, they managed to reach a compromise.
+ between The treaty represented a compromise between the government and the opposition

challenge /ˈtʃeɪləndʒ/ [n C] a written agreement between two or more countries, especially to end a war: The Treaty of Versailles ended the First World War.
sign a treaty A peace treaty was signed in 1975.
plural treaties

contract /ˈkɒntrækt/ [kum-] [n C] a written legal agreement with all the details of a job or business arrangement, for example what someone must do and how much they will be paid: My contract says I have to work 35 hours per week.
sign a contract (with sb) REM signed an 80 million dollar contract with Warner Brothers.

alive /əˈlaɪv/ [adj not before noun] not dead: Are all your grandparents still alive? | He was badly injured, but at least he was alive.
alive and well (=alive and not injured or ill) The children were found alive and well after being missing for ten days.
living /ˈlɪvɪŋ/ [adj only before noun] still living now: Mary’s brother is her only living relative, and he lives in Australia. | Seamus Heaney is Ireland’s greatest living poet.

to continue to be alive

live /lɪv/ [v I] to continue to be alive: She’s seriously ill, but the doctor thinks she’ll live. | People are living longer these days.
live for 2 years/3 months/a long time etc He lived for five years after his heart operation. | Cats normally live for about 12 years.

stay alive /steɪ əˈlaɪv/ to not die, even though you are in a dangerous situation: They were lost in the desert for several days, but managed to stay alive by eating insects.

keep sb alive /kiːp (sb) əˈlaɪv/ [phrasal verb T] to prevent someone from dying by giving them food, medicine etc: Doctors have a legal duty to keep a patient alive, whether the patient wants it or not.

survive /sərˈvaɪv/ [v I/T] to not die in an accident or war, or from an illness or operation: The plane crashed into the sea, but only half of the passengers survived.
survive a war/crash/accident/operation My grandmother is too old to survive another operation.
survivor /sərˈvaɪvər/ [n C] someone who has not died in an accident or war: The survivors were rushed to the nearest hospital. | The ship hit an iceberg and sank. There were no survivors.
all /əl/ [predeterminer/quantifier] all the things or people in a group: There was no one in the office — they were all having lunch. | The new government banned all political parties.

we all/you all/their all We all passed our English test. | He thanked us all for coming. | Have you all finished your dinner? | The Red Sox played three games and won them all.

all the/their/my etc All the teachers at my school are women. | Did you take all these photos yourself? | I invited all my friends to the party.

all of I invited all of my friends to the party. | Do we have to read all of the books on this list? | The Red Sox played three games and won all of them.

almost/nearly all Almost all my friends have computers. | The cups fell off the shelf and nearly all of them broke.

dogs/cars/children etc (=use this to make a general statement about things or people of the same kind) All mammals are warm-blooded. | All cars over 5 years old must have a test certificate.

Word order with auxiliary or modal verbs (like have, will, can, should etc): all goes after the auxiliary or modal verb, and before the main verb: The new students will all arrive tomorrow. | You should all go and visit her in the hospital.

Don't use 'all the ...' to make general statements about people or things. Don't say 'all the dogs have four legs'. Say all dogs have four legs.

ev/every /əvri/ [determiner] all — use this only with singular nouns: Every room in the house was painted white. | The bank has branches in every city in France. | She bought presents for every member of her family. | Every teacher knows the problems that difficult children can cause.

every single (used to emphasize that you really mean everyone or everything, especially when this is surprising) It rained every single day of our vacation. | The police questioned every single passenger on the plane.

Use every with a singular noun and a singular verb.

each /iːtʃ/ [determiner/pronoun] all — use this to emphasize that you mean every separate person or thing in a group: The calendar has a different picture for each month of the year. | She had a ring on each finger of her right hand. | The president shook hands with each member of the team.

each of She gave each of them a plate of food. | Each of the bedrooms has its own shower.

we each/they each/us each My brother and I each have our own room. | She gave us each a pen and a piece of paper.

in each/for each/to each etc She dug several tiny holes in the soil, planting a seed in each.

everything /ɪvərθɪŋ/ [pronoun] all the things in a group, or all the things that someone says or does: Everything in the store costs less than $10. | I agree with everything she said.

Use everything with a singular verb. Don't say 'everything were very expensive'. Say everything was very expensive.

Don't write this word as 'every thing'. The correct spelling is everything.

everyone/everybody /ˈevriwʌn, ˈevri-bɒdi/ [pronoun] all the people in a group: I think everyone enjoyed the party. | If everybody is ready, I'll begin. | Has everyone gone home?

Use everyone and everybody with a singular verb. Don't say 'everyone were late'. Say everyone was late.

You can also use everyone and everybody to talk about people in general: Everyone knows that smoking is bad for your health.

unanimous /juːnəˈnɛməs/ [adj] if a group of people or a decision they make is unanimous, all the members of the
group agree about something: Many party members agreed with their leader, but they certainly weren’t unanimous.

unanimous decision/agreement/verdict (=a decision that everyone in a group agrees on) The committee made a unanimous decision to expel the three students.

2 the whole of something

all /əl/ [determiner/quantifier] all of something – use this especially with uncountable nouns

all the/this/that/my etc He spends all his money on beer and cigarettes. I’ve finished all my homework. Did you eat all that bread?

all of the/this/that/my etc I enjoyed the book although I didn’t understand all of it.

it all What’s happened to the paint? Did you use it all?

all day/week/year etc (=the whole of a period of time) I spent all day cleaning the house.

⚠️ All and all of mean the same: The children ate all the food = The children ate all of the food.

whole /hul/ [adj/quantifier] all of something that is large or has a lot of parts, for example a large area of land, a long period of time, or a large group of people: Police searched the whole area for the murder weapon. She was so frightened, her whole body was shaking. I didn’t see her again for a whole year.

the whole of She spent the whole of the journey complaining about her boyfriend. The Romans conquered almost the whole of western Europe.

⚠️ Don’t use the whole directly before ‘it’ or before the name of a place or an organization. Use the whole of Don’t say ‘the whole Mexico’, say the whole of Mexico.

complete /kəmˈplɪt/ [adj] use this to say that something includes all the parts that it should have, with nothing missing: They discovered the complete skeleton of a dinosaur. He has a complete collection of all Elvis’s records.

full /fʊl/ [adj] all of something, with everything included – use full with these words:

name, address, details, set, report, statement, price, cost, amount, refund: Please write your full name and address. I used my student card, so I didn’t have to pay the full price.

a full refund (=when a shop or company gives you back all the money you paid for something)

entire /ɪnˈtɪər/ [adj only before noun] all of something – use this especially to show that you are annoyed or surprised by this: I had to re-write the entire essay after my computer crashed. A single CD-ROM can hold the entire text of a 20-volume encyclopedia. We wasted an entire day waiting at the airport.

3 any person or thing

any /ˈeni/ [determiner/pronoun] use this to talk about each one of the people or things in a group, when it is not important to say exactly which one: Any student who wishes to go on the trip should sign this list. You can buy the magazine at any good bookstore.

any of the/these/my/their etc You are welcome to borrow any of these books. Will any of your friends be going to the same university?

anything /ˈeniθɪŋ/ [pronoun] any object, action, idea etc: I went shopping with Kathy, but we didn’t buy anything. There’s plenty of food – take anything you want. Do you know anything about network computers? If anything goes wrong with the car, call a mechanic.

anyone/anybody /ˈeniwaɪ, ˈeniˈbeɪdi/ [pronoun] any person: This would be an ideal job for anyone who speaks French and Italian. Peter’s more intelligent than anybody I know. If anyone needs more information, come and see me after the class.

⚠️ Anyone and anybody are singular and take a singular verb: Has anyone seen my keys? But we usually use plural pronouns (they, them, and their) with these words: If anyone phones me, tell them I’ll be back later. In more formal situations, you can say ‘he or she’, ‘him or her’ etc instead of ‘they’ or ‘them’: If anyone wishes to speak to the Principal, he or she should make an appointment.
**ALMOST**

1 **almost**

almost/nearly \(\text{əlˈməʊst} \), \(\text{ˈnɛlri} \) \(\text{[adv]}\)

use this to say that something is a little less than a number or amount, or to say that something almost happens or is almost true.

You can use *almost* or *nearly* in these combinations: with numbers: There were almost 200 people at the meeting. with verbs: I was laughing so much I almost fell off my chair. I nearly died of her injuries. with: all, every, everyone, everything, always: She lost almost all her money. I see each other nearly every day. with: as + adjective + as: She’s almost as tall as her big sister.

Don’t say ‘almost my friends came’ or ‘almost of my friends came’. Say *almost all my friends came* or *almost all of my friends came*.

In American English, *almost* is much more common than *nearly*, but in British English both words are common.

2 **practically/virtually** \(\text{ˈpræktɪkli} \), \(\text{ˈvɜːr(t)ˈərʃuəli} \) \(\text{[adv]}\)

use this to say that something is not completely or exactly, but almost so that the difference is not important: I had more or less convinced her that I was telling the truth.

+ ready/finished/straight/the same etc Dinner’s just about ready. I All the rooms are more or less the same size.

+ every / everyone / everything She’s invited just about everyone she knows.

**not quite** \(\text{ˌnɒt kwət} \) \(\text{not completely, but almost – use this to say that something is not true or has not happened, but it is almost true or has almost happened: She hasn’t quite finished her homework yet. This skirt isn’t quite long enough. I Give me five minutes – I’m not quite ready.**

**not quite as good/big/strong as** The female bird isn’t quite as big as the male.

Don’t use *not quite* with numbers.

3 **when something happens, but almost does not**

**just** \(\text{dʒʌst} \) \(\text{[adv]}\)

use this to talk about something that does happen, but almost does not happen: He just failed the examination – two more points and he would have passed. I I just managed to get there before the train left.
only just These pants only just fit me. (=they are almost too small)
just big enough/old enough etc The tunnel is just wide enough for two trucks to pass each other.

hardly /′hɑːldli/ [adv] almost not: I hadn’t seen him for 12 years, but he’d hardly changed at all.
can/could hardly do sth (=can only do it with difficulty): I was so tired I could hardly keep my eyes open.
hardly any(anyone/anything (=almost none, almost no-one, almost nothing): There’s hardly any fuel left in the tank.
hardly ever (=almost never): She hardly ever goes to church.

⚠️ Be careful with the word order. Hardly goes before the verb: She hardly spoke to me all day. If there is a modal or auxiliary verb (like have, will, should etc), hardly goes after this and before the main verb: She had hardly spoken to me all day.

The writing was so small, I could hardly read it.

2 when you do something without anyone else

on your own/by yourself, on jɔr- ən, bai jɔr-′self, if you do something on your own or by yourself, you do it without anyone with you or helping you: I don’t like going to restaurants on my own. | Surely he’s old enough to get dressed by himself, isn’t he?
all on your own/all by yourself (=when it is surprising that someone has done something without anyone’s help): How did you manage to prepare so much food all on your own?

single-handed/single-handedly /′sɪŋgl-′hændd, ˈsɪŋɡəl-′hænddli/ [adv] if you do something single-handed or single-handedly, especially something very difficult or impressive, you do it without any help from anyone else: Do you remember that part in the movie where Superman single-handedly saves the whole city from destruction? | In 1992, he rowed across the Atlantic single-handed.

solo /′səʊlo/ [adv] if you do something solo, you do something alone that people often do in groups, for example playing music, climbing mountains, or sailing a boat: I flew solo for the first time this weekend.
go solo (=start to do something on your own instead of in a group): He played in a band for five years before going solo.
solo [adj only before noun] Her first solo album will be released next week.

3 alone and unhappy

lonely (also lonesome AMERICAN) /′lɑːn-li, ′lɑːn-səm/ [adj] unhappy because you are alone or you have no friends: Martha felt very lonely when she first arrived in New York. | I a lonely old woman | I get so lonesome here with no-one to talk to.
loneliness [n] the feeling you have when you are lonely: Many old people complain of loneliness.
isolated /ɪˈsɒleɪtɪd/ [adj] if you feel isolated, you feel that there is no-one you can talk to or have as a friend, because your situation makes it difficult for you to meet people: Young single parents often feel isolated and forgotten.

+ from Children of very rich parents can grow up isolated from the rest of society.

miss /mɪs/ [v T] to feel lonely because someone that you like very much is not with you: When are you coming home? I miss you. | It was great living in Prague, but I really missed all my friends.

### 4 someone who spends a lot of time alone

loner /ˈləʊnər/ [n C] someone who likes to do things alone and does not have many friends: Jo had always been a loner, happy to stay in at night with a good book.

recluse /rɪˈklʊs/ [n C] someone who lives alone and avoids meeting other people: use this especially about rich or famous people: an 80-year-old millionaire who had been a recluse for most of his life.

---

### ALWAYS

- opposite NEVER
- if you mean 'continuing for a long time', go to CONTINUE S
- see also OFTEN, USUALLY, SOMETIMES

⚠️ Word order with always. Always goes between the subject and the verb: I always play tennis on Saturdays. The only time this does not happen is when the verb is to be when always comes after it: He's always late for class. If there is a modal or auxiliary verb (like have, will, should etc), always goes after this and before the main verb: Karen had always wanted to visit Thailand.

### 1 when someone always does something or something always happens

always /ˈɔːlweɪz, -wɪz/ [adv] She was always ready to listen to my problems. | Why do you always blame me for everything? | He always has sandwiches for his lunch. | We always meet at the station cafe.

ever time /ˈɛvər taim, ˈɛvər kʌnˈdʒʌŋkʃən/ [adv/conjunction] every time is used to say that when one thing happens, something else always happens: My neck hurts every time I move. | He jumped every time he heard a footstep outside. | The coach says we should go out on the field expecting to win every time.

whenever /ˈwenəvər/ [conjunction] every time that something happens: He goes to visit Amy whenever he's in town. | You can use my computer whenever you like. | whenever possible (= whenever you can) Try to use public transport whenever possible.

ever /ˈɛvər/ [determiner] every day/week/Monday etc use this to say that something happens regularly on each day, each week etc: We use the car almost every day. | Thousando[s of tourists visit Bali every year.

nine times out of ten /nain taimz aut əv ten/ especially spoken almost always: use this to emphasize that something almost always happens in a particular way: I often leave work early, and nine times out of ten no-one notices.

### 2 always in the future

always /ˈɔːlweɪz, -wɪz/ [adv] I'll always remember the first time I went to Paris. | She said she would always love him. | Don't worry! Things won't always seem this confusing!

forever/for ever /fɔrˈevər/ [adv] for all time in the future - use this to emphasize that something will continue for a very long time: I'd like to stay here forever. | If you wait for Victor to make up his mind, you'll be waiting for ever.

⚠️ Use forever or for ever at the end of a sentence or clause.

permanent /ˈpɜːrəmənt/ [adj] something that is permanent will exist for all time in the future and cannot be changed or removed: a disease which can cause permanent brain damage | a permanent ink stain
permanently [adv] The accident left him permanently disabled.

for life [for 'laif] for the rest of your life: There's no such thing as a job for life any more. If you help me, I'll be your friend for life!

be jailed for life (=be sent to prison for life) She was jailed for life in 1965 for the murder of her husband and children.

for good [for 'gud] if someone does something for good, they do something that causes a permanent change in their situation: He said he was tired of boxing and was giving it up for good. I'm leaving her, and this time it's for good.

always in the past

always [/'ælweiz/ [adv] Have you always lived here? He's always wanted to work in TV. I always thought there was something strange about him.

call along [kal 'a.lang] [adv] especially spoken if something has been true all along, it has been true all the time but you did not know it: He realized that she'd been right all along. I spent three hours looking for my keys and they were in my purse all along!

from the start [frəm ðə 'stɑːt] always, from the time something first began: Their marriage was a disaster from the start.

right from the start (=use this to emphasize that something has been happening or was true from when it first began) They liked each other right from the start.

all the time, without stopping

all the time [ɔl ðə 'taim] without stopping: I seem to be tired all the time these days. Do you wear your glasses all the time, or just for reading? The situation is changing all the time.

always [/'ælweiz, -wei/ [adv] all the time – use this especially about something bad or annoying: There's always loud music coming from the room upstairs. As Jim is always telling us, things were different when he was a boy.

the whole time [ðə hau'leɪ 'taim] spoken all the time while something is happening – use this about something annoying or surprising: He talked about himself the whole time I was with him. We realized that Duncan had been standing there the whole time.

constant [ˈkɒnstənt] [kən.stənt] [adj] usually before noun continuing all the time without ever changing or stopping: His constant complaining is really beginning to annoy me. A constant supply of fresh water.

constantly [adv] We knew we were constantly in danger.

permanent [ˈpɜːmənənt] [adj] remaining the same for a very long time or for ever:

a country in a permanent state of crisis
He seems to have a permanent smile on his face.

permanently [adv] This door is kept permanently locked.

amount/number

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Amount/Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Few</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Also</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Some</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Count/Calculate</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 an amount of something such as money, food, time, or crime

amount [ˈəmənt] [n C]

the amount of The amount of tax you pay depends on how much you earn. Try to reduce the amount of fat in your diet.
a small/tiny amount The water here contains small amounts of calcium and other minerals.
a large/enormous/considerable amount He knows an enormous amount about Italian paintings.

⚠ Don't say 'a big amount'.

how much [hau ˈmʌtʃ] use this to ask or talk about the size of an amount of money, time, food etc: I'll get you some
paint if you'll tell me how much you need. | How much did your jeans cost? how much time/money/food etc | How much money do I owe you? | Do you realize how much trouble you caused? | How much nitrogen is there in the air?

⚠️ Only use **how much** with uncountable nouns like 'money' and 'time'.

⚠️ Only say 'how much is ...' when you are asking about the cost of something: **How much is this dress?** Don't say 'how much is the temperature?' **Say what is the temperature?**

**quantity** Mor quantity [kwəntɪ] [kwən-] [n C] use this, especially in written descriptions or instructions, to talk about amounts of food, liquid, or other substances that can be measured

+ of Make sure that you add the correct quantity of water. | Use equal quantities of flour and butter.

a large/small/enormous etc quantity An enormous quantity of chemical waste had been dumped in the river.

⚠️ Don't use **quantity** to talk about amounts of money or time.

**level** Mor level [n C] use this to talk about the exact amount of something at one time, even though this amount may go up or go down at other times

the level of sth a device that measures the level of carbon monoxide in the air | the rising level of crime in the inner-cities

a high/low level At that time Spain had a very high level of unemployment.

100 pounds’ worth/ten dollars’ worth etc (£100 etc) wș’t) an amount of something that is worth £100. $10 etc.

+ of Over £10 million worth of heroin was seized in the raid. | The company owns millions of dollars’ worth of real estate in downtown Tokyo.

**extent** [ɪkˈstɛnt] [n C] use this to talk about how large and how serious a problem is the extent of sth Government inspectors will assess the extent of the damage. | Considering the extent of his injuries, he’s lucky to be alive.

**sum** [sʌm] [n C] an amount of money

a large/enormous sum It cost over $25,000, which was an enormous sum in those days.

**a sum of money** She left a small sum of money to her two granddaughters.

⚠️ **Sum** is more formal than **amount** and is usually used in written English.

**volume** [vɒljuːm] [vɒljuːm] [n singular] use this to talk about amounts of business activity or amounts of traffic that are continually increasing or decreasing

the **volume of trade/sales/traffic/business** The volume of traffic on our roads has increased by 50% in the last three years. | After 1929, there was a rapid fall in the volume of trade.

2 **a number of people or things**

**number** [ˈnʌmbər] [n C]

the **number of** We need to know the number of students in each class. | The number of cars on our roads has doubled since 1970.

**a large/small number** A large number of reporters had gathered outside the house. | Thousands of men apply to join the Marines but only a small number are accepted.

⚠️ Don’t say ‘a big number’. **Say a large number**.

**Number** is used with a plural verb: Only a small number of people were injured.

⚠️ **Number** can be used in the plural with the same meaning: ‘large numbers of people’ means the same as ‘a large number of people’.

**how many** hauˈmeni use this to talk about or ask about the number of people or things that there are

**how many people/things/years etc** How many cups of coffee do you have a day? | He wouldn’t tell us how many girlfriends he’d had.

+ of How many of you can swim?

⚠️ Only use **how many** with countable nouns.
**quantity** /'kwɔntɪti/ [C] a number of things – use this especially to talk about things that are being sold, stored, or carried

**a quantity of** A man was loading a quantity of TV sets onto the back of a truck.

**a large quantity** Customs officers discovered a large quantity of cigarettes in his baggage.

⚠ Quantity can be used in the plural with the same meaning: ‘large quantities of weapons’ means the same as ‘a large quantity of weapons’.

100 pounds' worth/ten dollars’ worth etc ([$100 etc] wɜːθ) a number of things that together are worth £100, $10 etc: Police seized over a million pounds’ worth of stolen diamonds at London Heathrow Airport yesterday.

+ of $100,000 worth of rugs were destroyed in the fire.

**a number that is compared with another number**

**percentage** /ˈpɜːsəntɪdʒ/ [n C usually singular] a number or amount that is calculated as part of a total of 100, and is shown using a % sign

+ of The percentage of women students at the university has increased steadily. A slight fall in the percentage of nitrogen in the air.

**a high/large percentage** a country where a high percentage of the population lives in poverty.

**a low/small percentage** The disease is serious, and in a small percentage of cases it can be fatal.

**proportion** /prəˈpɔrʃən/ [n singular] the number or amount of something, compared with the whole number or amount that exists

+ of a program to increase the proportion of women and black people in the police service.

**a high/large/small proportion** Part-time workers now make up a high proportion of jobs.

**ratio** /ˈreɪʃəʊ/ [n singular] a set of numbers, such as ‘20:1’ or ‘5:1’, that shows how much larger one quantity is than another

**the ratio of sth to sth** a school where the ratio of students to teachers is about 5:1

⚠ Don’t confuse ratio and rate.

**rate** /reɪt/ [n C] a measurement showing the number of times that something happens during a particular period, which is used especially for talking about social changes or problems

**the crime/divorce/suicide/murder etc rate** the city that has the highest murder rate in the US

**fraction** /ˈfrækʃən/ [n singular] a very small part of an amount of number: Computers can now do the same job at a fraction of the cost. The disease affects only a tiny fraction of the population.

---

**ANGRY**

→ if you mean ‘not angry or upset’, go to **CALM**

**feeling angry**

**angry** /ˈæŋgri/ [adj] if you are angry, you feel a strong emotion, for example about someone who has treated you badly or about something that you think is wrong or unfair: I was so angry that I could hardly speak. A crowd of angry demonstrators gathered outside the embassy. After the programme, the TV station received hundreds of angry phone calls.

+ with She was angry with him because he had lied to her.

+ about Don’t you feel angry about the way you’ve been treated?

+ that Local people are angry that they weren’t consulted about plans to expand the airport.

⚠ Use angry with about people: I was really angry with him. Use angry about things: I was really angry about it.

angry – angrier – angriest

**angrily** [adv] Rachel slammed the door angrily on her way out.

**mad** /mæd/ [adj not before noun] informal, especially American angry: Tom will be real mad when he sees what you’ve done to his car.
+ at She used to get mad at Harry because he was always changing his mind.
+ about Come on, Maria — what are you so mad about?
  mad — madder — maddest

annoyed /əˈnɔɪd/ [adj not before noun] a little angry, but not very angry: I’ll be annoyed if he’s forgotten to deliver my message.
+ with Joe was annoyed with her for making him miss the film. I was annoyed with myself for playing so badly.
+ at/bys Kay was clearly annoyed at John’s remark.

furious /ˈfjuərɪəs/ [adj] very angry: I’ve never been so furious in all my life. | a furious argument (=when people shout at each other in an angry way)
+ with She’d be furious with me if she knew I was reading her diary.
+ at/about He came home furious at something his boss had said.

Don’t say ‘very furious’. Say absolutely furious.

furioulsly [adv] “Stop it,” shouted Ralph furiously.

livid /ˈlɪvɪd/ [adj] so angry that it is difficult for you to speak properly or think clearly: “Was he angry when you got in so late?” “Angry? He was livid!” | I know I shouldn’t have spoken to her like that, but I was absolutely livid.

Don’t say ‘very livid’. Say absolutely livid or just livid.

offended /əˈfendd/ [adj not before noun] angry and upset because someone has said or done something rude or has insulted you: A lot of Muslims were offended when the book came out. | I hope you won’t be offended if I leave early.
+ by Many readers were offended by the newspaper’s anti-Irish comments.

cross /krɒs/ [adj] BRITISH, especially spoken angry — used especially by children or when you are talking to children: Do you think Dad will be cross when he finds out what happened?
+ with Are you cross with me?

fed up with sth/sick of sth /fɪd/ (sth), ‘sɪk dv (sth)/ INFORMAL to be annoyed because something bad has been happening for a long time and you want it to stop: I’m really fed up with this awful weather. | Joe was getting sick of Carol’s stupid comments. | I left the job because I got fed up with being treated like a servant.

2 to become angry

get angry/get mad /ɡet ˈængri, get ‘mad/ to become angry: He tends to get angry if he loses at tennis.
+ at Just calm down. There’s no need to get mad at me.

Don’t say ‘become angry’ except in fairly formal written English. Get angry and get mad are the usual expressions.

lose your temper /luːz ˈʃʊr ˈtempər/ to suddenly become very angry, especially after you have been trying not to: Donald doesn’t have much patience — he often loses his temper. | “I’ve told you already,” said Kathryn, trying hard not to lose her temper.
+ with Whatever you do, don’t lose your temper with the students — you’ll only make things worse.

throw a tantrum /θər ə tænˈtrʌm/ to shout and cry angrily, especially because you cannot have what you want — use this especially about children: Josie threw a tantrum in the supermarket again today.

3 behaving in an angry unfriendly way

bad-tempered /ˈbaːd ˈtempərd/ [adj] someone who is bad-tempered behaves in an angry and unfriendly way: Our teacher was a bad-tempered old woman. | Pressure at work was making her more and more bad-tempered.

be in a bad mood /biː in ə ˈbeɪ mʊd/ if someone is in a bad mood, they are annoyed and upset about something, and this makes them behave in an unfriendly way: Why’s Jenny in such a bad mood this morning?
put sb in a bad mood (= make someone annoyed) I missed the bus, which put me in a bad mood for the rest of the day.
grumpy/grouchy 
INFORMAL someone who is grumpy or grouchy is angry and unfriendly, and complains a lot: a grumpy old man. Her illness made her grumpy and impatient. Dan is always tired and grouchy in the mornings.

grumpy - grumpier - grumpiest

moody /'modi/ adj someone who is moody often becomes annoyed or unhappy, even though there does not seem to be a good reason for feeling that way: moody teenagers. Tara had been moody and difficult all day.

moody - moodier - moodiest

irritable /'irtaral/ adj someone who is irritable easily gets annoyed by things that are not important: The heat was making me irritable. Zoe hadn’t had much sleep and was feeling tired and irritable.

touchy /'taksi/ adj if someone is touchy, they easily get offended, so you have to be careful what you say to them: She always gets a little touchy when you ask her about her parents.

+ about Don’t say anything about his bald patch – he’s a little touchy about it.

touchy - touchier - touchiest

sulky /'salki/ adj someone who is sulky has an angry, unhappy look on their face and does not talk much, especially because they think they have been treated unfairly: a sulky little boy who refused to play with the other children.
sulky - sulkier - sulkiest

sulkily [adv] She just sat in the corner and stared sulkily at the floor.

someone or something that makes you angry

annoying /'anou-Ing/ adj an annoying person, fact, or situation makes you feel annoyed or impatient: Henry’s the most annoying person I have ever met. Just as I got into the shower the phone rang. It was so annoying.

irritating /'iriti ting/ adj something that is irritating is very annoying and it keeps happening: Steve has an irritating habit of leaving the fridge door open. I do find it irritating when people keep interrupting me.

frustrating /'frastri ting/ adj a frustrating situation makes you feel annoyed because it stops you from doing what you want to do: It’s so frustrating when you’re in a hurry and the traffic isn’t moving. Learning a new language can be a frustrating experience.

be a nuisance /bi: a 'nu:as/ ESPECIALLY SPOKEN someone or something that is a nuisance is annoying because they cause problems or inconvenience for you. My car’s broken down again. It’s a nuisance, isn’t it?

what a nuisance! spoken She can’t babysit tonight because she has to go and see her mother. What a nuisance!

infuriating /'infjuri ting/ adj something that is infuriating makes you very angry, especially because there is nothing you can do to stop it: He always pretends he doesn’t understand what I’m saying. It’s absolutely infuriating. I infuriating delays.

5 to make someone angry

make sb angry/make sb mad

especially American /meik (sb) 'angri, meik (sb) 'mad/ Sophie tried not to do anything that would make Henry angry.

it makes sb angry/mad when It always makes me mad when people drive up behind me and start flashing their lights.

annoy /'anou/ v T to make someone feel annoyed: The only reason she went out with him was to annoy her parents. Are you doing that just to annoy me?

it annoys sb that/when It annoys me that Kim never returns the books she borrows.

irritate /'iritiat/ v T to annoy someone – use this about things that keep happening or things that people keep doing: That silly smile of hers always irritated him. After a while, the loud ticking of the clock began to irritate me.

offend /'o fend/ v T to make someone feel angry and upset by doing or saying something rude or insulting: I’m sorry if I offended you. Some people were offended by Leary’s racist jokes.
get on sb's nerves (get on (sb's) nerves) informal if someone or something gets on your nerves, they make you feel more and more annoyed, especially because they keep saying or doing something that you do not like: The noise from the apartment upstairs was beginning to get on my nerves.  I hope Diane isn't going to be there - she really gets on my nerves.

drive sb crazy/drive sb mad British, drive (sb) crazy, drive (sb) mad, informal, especially in American, if someone or something drives you crazy or drives you mad, they annoy you so much that you cannot feel calm or think clearly: Turn that music down - it's driving me mad!! Being alone all day with three small kids is enough to drive anyone crazy.

provoke [prə'vəʊk] [v T] to deliberately try to make someone angry. She would never have hit you if you hadn't provoked her.

provoke sb into doing sth Charlie was trying to provoke him into losing his temper.

Angry feelings

anger [ænər] [n U] an angry feeling. He was finding it difficult to control his growing anger. Her heart was filled with sadness more than anger.

with anger (=because of anger) His face went bright red with anger.

rage [reɪdʒ] [n U] a very strong feeling of anger that often makes you feel violent as well.

with rage (=because of rage) By now Samuel was white in the face and absolutely shaking with rage.

a fit of rage (=when someone suddenly feels very angry) Verlaine shot Rimbaud in a fit of jealous rage.

frustration [frəstrə'tʃən] [n U] a feeling of being annoyed and impatient because you cannot do what you want to do or you cannot change a bad situation.

in/with frustration (=because of frustration) Jess stared out of the window, almost crying with frustration. Kay stamped her foot in frustration and marched out of the room.

7 to talk angrily to someone because they have done something wrong

tell sb off (tell (sb) off) [phrasal verb T] to talk to someone, especially a child, in an angry way because they have done something wrong: She's always telling her kids off or shouting at them.

for He's upset because the teacher told him off for talking in class.

get told off spoken I got told off by my dad when I got home.

eyell at sb (yell at (sb)) [phrasal verb T] especially in American, to shout or talk angrily to someone because they have done something wrong or annoying: It was so embarrassing - he just started yelling at his wife.

get yelled at spoken I got yelled at at school because I was wearing the wrong shirt.

Another

one more of the same kind

see also more

another [ə'nədər] [determiner, pronoun] use this to talk about one more person or thing that is similar to the one you already have: “I've lost my pencil.” “Don't worry, here's another.”

another person/thing/glass etc Would you like another drink? She got another chance to see him after the show.

another one “That was a good cup of coffee.” “Would you like another one?”

of This is just another one of his crazy ideas. Ignore it.

Only use another with a singular countable noun. With uncountable nouns, use more. Compare Would you like another glass of wine? Would you like more wine?

Don't say 'also another'. Just say another. There's another way of doing this. (Not 'there's also another way'.)
one more /ˈwan ˈmɔr/ another – use this when you mean that this will be the last one: One more drink and then I really have to go. I'll give you one more chance to tell the truth.

extra /ɪkˈstrə/ [adj only before noun] in addition to the usual amount or number – use this about something useful that you may need: Bring an extra set of clothes in case you decide to stay overnight. Do you want to earn some extra cash?

spare /spær/ [adj only before noun] spare room/key/tyre etc another room, key, etc that you do not usually use but you can use if you need to: I always leave a set of spare keys with my neighbour. All cars have to carry a spare tyre by law.

additional /əˈdɪʃənl/ [adj only before noun] formal more than the usual or expected amount: There will be an additional charge for any extra baggage. Additional security was provided for the President's visit.

unless /ʌnˈliːs/ [conj] if something bad or unpleasant happens, you will: The plane was delayed unless it was foggy.

demand /dəˈmɛnd/ [v T] to ask for something that you need or want: I demanded a refund. I demand that you return the money.

answer /ˈɑːnsər/ [n C] something you say when someone asks you a question or speaks to you: I called out her name, but there was no answer. Each time I ask him when the work will be done, I get a different answer.

give sb an answer I should be able to give you a definite answer tomorrow.

the answer is (that) Why don't people complain? The answer is that they are frightened of losing their jobs.

+ to These are important questions, and we want answers to them.

reply /rɪˈplaɪ/ [v I/T] to answer someone when they have asked you a question or spoken to you – use this especially in written English to report what someone said: "I'm so sorry," he replied. Before she could reply, Grant put the phone down.

+ that Lisa replied that she didn't like playing tennis.
eply to a question The Senator refused to reply to any more questions.

replying – replied – have replied

A Don't say 'he replied me'. Say he replied.

reply /rɪˈplaɪ/ [n C] something you say when someone asks you a question or speaks to you – use this especially in written English to report what someone said: "Yes, I think we should be going," was her reply. Kathy murmured a reply, but I couldn't hear it.

reply to a question/request/inquiry/accusation He turned and left the room, without waiting for a reply to his question.

plural replies

2 to answer a letter, invitation, or advertisement

write back /raɪt ˈbæk/ [phrasal verb] to write a letter to someone who has written a letter to you: I wrote back and said that of course they could stay with us.

+ to You must write back to Amy and tell her all the news.

reply /rɪˈplaɪ/ [v I] to write a letter to someone who has written to you, or to someone who has put an advertisement in a newspaper: I wrote to Franca three weeks ago but she hasn't replied yet.

When you see □, go to the ESSENTIAL COMMUNICATION section.
4 in a test or competition
answer /ˈɑːnsər/ [n C] an answer to a question in a test or competition: Write your answers on a postcard and send it to this address.

the answer (=the correct answer) And the answer is ... Washington DC!
+ to What’s the answer to question 4?

right/wrong answer The first person to call us with the right answer will win 10 CDs of their choice.

answer /ˈɑːnsər/ [v T] to give an answer to a question in a test or competition

answer a question You have 20 minutes to answer all the questions.

answer correctly/wrongly If you answer correctly, you could win a video camera.

solution /ˈsəʊʃ(ə)n/ [n C] the correct answer to a complicated problem in a test or competition: Have you worked out the solution yet?
+ to The solution to last week’s crossword puzzle is on page 25.

5 the answer to a problem
answer /ˈɑːnsər/ [n C] a way of dealing with a problem
+ to There are no easy answers to today’s environmental problems.

the answer (=the best way of dealing with a problem) Some people think cars should be banned from the city, but I don’t think that’s the answer.

solution /ˈsəʊʃ(ə)n/ [n C] a way of dealing with a problem, especially a complicated or difficult problem
+ to Nuclear power can never be the only solution to our energy problems.

find a solution/come up with a solution So far, all attempts to find a solution have failed.

solve /səlv/ [v T] to successfully deal with a problem

solve a problem The only way to solve the city’s housing problems is to spend a lot more money on new homes.

know what to do /nɒu, wɒt tu ‘du/ to know what you should do in order to deal with a problem: Go and ask Larry – he’ll know what to do.
+ about Carrie thought her boyfriend was seeing another girl, but she didn’t know what to do about it.

---

AREA

a part of the world, a country, or a surface

- see also SPACE, PLACE, LAND AND SEA

1 an area of the world or of a country

area /ˈeərɪə/ [n C] There will be sunshine in most areas tomorrow.
+ of A substantial area of Brazil is still covered by rainforest.
industrial/agricultural/rural area The news hadn’t reached the rural areas yet.
region /ˈrɪdʒən/ [n C] a large area that is part of a country or of the world; There have been reports of fighting throughout the region. + They finally settled in the north-west region.
+ of Wild dogs are rare, even in the remoter regions of Africa.
zone /ˈzuːn/ [n C] an area that is in some way special or different from the areas around it, for example because it has a particular type of problem; San Francisco and Tokyo are both located in earthquake zones. + They want the Pacific Ocean to become a nuclear-free zone.
war/battle zone UN troops are unwilling to enter the war zone.

2 an area in or around a town or city

area /ˈeərɪə/ [n C] an area in or around a town or city
+ of They used to live in Mochfeld, an area of Duisburg.
poor/rich area Diego was brought up in a very poor area of Buenos Aires.
the surrounding area (=the area around a town or city) Police are searching Blickling and the surrounding area for the missing child.
district /ˈdɪstrɪkt/ [n C] part of a town or city that is either one of its officially fixed divisions or is a place where a particular group of people live or a particular activi-

nty takes place: The financial district is in the centre of Manila.
+ of Their apartment is in the Chongwen district of Beijing.

neighbourhood BRITISH neighbor-
hood AMERICAN /ˈnɪbərˌhʊd/ [n C] one of the parts of a town or city where people live: Freddie and his family lived in a big house in a wealthy neighbourhood. + Everyone in the neighborhood seemed to have heard the news.
suburb /ˈsʌbɜːb/ [n C] an area away from the centre of a city, where people live, especially an area where there are houses with gardens
+ of Amy teaches at a school in a suburb of Boston.
the suburbs It took about an hour to drive through the suburbs.
block /blɒk/ [n C] especially AMERICAN a group of buildings in a city, with four streets around it — often used as a way of talking about distances in the city: She lived three blocks away, on 32nd Street. + Most of the families on our block are Italian Americans.
precinct /ˈprɪsɪŋkt/ [n C] AMERICAN an area in an American town or city that has its own local government and police: the fourteenth precinct

3 an area that is a part of a surface

area /ˈeərɪə/ [n C] a part of a surface that has a particular size and shape: There were several damp areas on the living room walls.
+ of The garden has a small area of grass, with a few fruit trees around it.
patch /ˈpætʃ/ [n C] a small area that is different from the parts around it: a white kitten with black patches
damp/dirty/icy etc patch icy patches on the road are making driving dangerous.
patch of dirt/damp/grease etc a patch of dirt in the middle of the rug
plural patches

When you see [ ], go to the ESSENTIAL COMMUNICATION section.
argue  /'ærɡiː/ [v l] if people argue, they speak angrily to each other because they disagree about something: Jim and Beth seem to spend all their time arguing.
+ with Don’t argue with me, John. Just do what I tell you.
+ about/over Out in the street, a cab driver and his passenger were arguing about the fare. A lot of time was spent arguing over the details of the contract.

quarrel  /'kwɔːrəl/ [v l] if two people quarrel, they argue angrily and may stop being friends with each other: They haven’t spoken to each other since they quarrelled.
+ with She left home after quarrelling with her parents.

quarrel about/over sth The two brothers had quarrelled over ownership of the farm.

quarrelling - quarrelled - have quarrelled

have a fight (also have a row BRITISH)
if two people have a fight or have a row, they argue very angrily and noisily:
+ with I had a fight with my Mom last night – she wouldn’t let me go out.
+ about Kelvin and his wife have endless rows about money.

squabble  /'skwɒbl/ [v l] to argue noisily about something that is not really important – use this especially about children or when you think someone is behaving like a child: Oh, for goodness sake, stop squabbling, you two!
+ about/over The kids always squabble about who should do the dishes.

fall out with sb, [phrasal verb T] to stop having a friendly relationship with someone, because you have quarrelled with them: I think she’s fallen out with her boyfriend.
+ about/over I don’t want to fall out with you over something so unimportant.

an argument
if you mean ‘the reason that someone gives why something is right, wrong etc’, go to REASON

argument  /'ærɡjʊmənt/ [n C] when people speak angrily to each other because they disagree about something

have an argument My sister and I had a terrible argument last night.
+ about/over the usual family arguments about what time we should be home at night
+ with I could hear her on the phone, having an argument with someone from the bank.

got into an argument (=start arguing, without intending to) Phil got into an argument with a guy at the bar.

start an argument (=to say something that makes someone argue with you) I didn’t want to start an argument, so I kept quiet.

quarrel  [v l] an angry argument between people who know each other well: a family quarrel
+ with I was tired of these stupid quarrels with my parents.

have a quarrel They had some sort of quarrel years ago, and they haven’t spoken to each other since.

disagreement  [dɪsə'ɡrɪmənt] [n C] a situation in which people disagree with each other, but without shouting or getting angry
+ about/over There were the occasional disagreements about money, but mostly we got on well.
+ with Ginny had left the company after a disagreement with her boss.
+ between a disagreement between the USA and China

row  [n C BRITISH] an argument, when two people shout angrily at each other: There were always rows when my dad got home.
a blazing row (= a very angry, noisy argument) The couple in the house next door were having a blazing row.

squabble /skwɔbəl/ [kwɔːb] [n C] a noisy argument about something that is not important, especially between children: Uncle Matt bought them a computer game to share, which led to endless squabbles.

+ about/over the usual squabbles over who should sit in the front of the car

dispute /dɪˈspjʊt, ˈdɪspjʊt/ [n C] formal when two people, organizations, or countries publicly disagree and argue with each other about something important

+ over/about an international dispute over fishing rights

+ with Morris has been involved in a long legal dispute with his publisher.

+ between the bitter dispute between Clinton and the Republican leadership settle a dispute (= end it by agreement) All efforts to settle the dispute have so far failed.

3 someone who likes arguing

argumentative/quarrelsome /ɑːrˈgɪtɪv, ˈkwɔːrəlsəm/ [adj] someone who is argumentative or quarrelsome seems to like arguing or starting arguments: When he drinks too much, he becomes very argumentative. | She had had enough of all her quarrelsome relatives.

4 to stop arguing

Q make up/make it up /ˌmeɪk ʌp, ˌmeɪk ɪt ʌp/ [phrasal verb] especially spoken if two people who know each other well make up or make it up, they stop arguing and start being friendly to each other again: I’m glad to see that you two have made up at last.

+ with Have you made it up with your sister yet?

settle your differences /ˈsetl ər ˈdifərənsz/ if two people or organizations settle their differences, they stop arguing and discuss things in a sensible way until they come to an agreement: By the early 1970s, France and Britain had settled their differences over European trade.

Is it at all possible that you and your husband could settle your differences?

ARMY

WAR

WEAPON

PEACE

DEFEND

WEAPONS

ATTACK

EXPLODE

SHOOT

POSITION/RANK

1 the army, navy etc

army /ˈɑrmi/ [n C] a large organized group of people trained to fight on land in a war: the armies of Britain and France be in the army Both my brothers are in the army.

join the army/go into the army He joined the army when he was seventeen.

plural armies

⚠️ You can also use army before a noun, like an adjective: army officers | army uniform

⚠️ In British English, you can use army with a singular or plural verb: The army has/have been heavily criticized. In American English, always use a singular verb: The army has been heavily criticized.

the armed forces /ə t ərɪmd fɔːrəz/ [n plural] formal the army, navy, and air force of a country: people who served in the armed forces during the war

the military /ˈmɪlərəl-tərɪ/ [n singular] especially American the army, navy, and air force of a country: The company supplies electronic equipment to the US military. | In 1976 there was a coup and the military seized power.

military /ˈmɪlərəl-tərɪ/ [adj] only before noun use this about things or people that belong to or are connected with the armed forces

military power/aircraft/training/uniform etc the supreme US military commander in Europe | The airport is used by civilian and military planes.
**AROUND**

- if you mean ‘turn around’, go to TURN

1 around someone or something

around (also round BRITISH) (a)round (adv/prep) completely surrounding or enclosing someone or something: A group of students sat around the table chatting. | She was wearing a silver chain round her neck. | A package with tape wrapped around it

all around/all round Enemy soldiers were now all around us. | A long garden with high walls all round

be surrounded by bit, sa round’ld but if someone or something is surrounded by people or things, those people or things are around them on every side: The tops of the hills were surrounded by clouds. | Jill sat on the floor surrounded by boxes.

on all sides on a’saides: if something is around you on all sides, you see it everywhere and you may feel that you are unable to move or escape because of it: Mountains rose steeply on all sides.

from all sides There was the sound of gunfire from all sides.

**2 to move into a position around someone or something**

surround sa round’ [v T] to stand in a circle around someone or something.

**2 someone who is in the army, navy etc**

**soldier** /'sɒldʒər/ [n C] a member of an army, especially someone who is not an officer

**troops** /trʌps/ [n plural] soldiers – use this especially to talk about soldiers taking part in a military attack: Thousands of French troops died in the attack. | Troops were sent in to stop the riots.

**officer** /'ɒfʃər/ [n, c] a member of the army, navy etc who is in charge of a group of soldiers, sailors etc: He’s an officer in the US Marines.

**3 to join the army, navy etc**

**join** dʒain [v T] join the army/navy/air force/marines to become a member of the army, navy etc: He wants to join the air force when he finishes school.

**join up** /dʒɔɪn ap/ [phrasal verb] to join the armed forces during a war: My dad joined up at the beginning of the war.

**enlist** ɪnlist [v I] to join the armed forces, either in peacetime or during a war: By the end of 1915, over 700,000 men had enlisted.

+ in Frank enlisted in the Marines at the age of 19.

Enlist is more formal than join or join up.

**4 when people must join the army, navy etc**

**conscription** (also the draft AMERICAN) kɑnskrɪpʃən, də draf’t [n U] when people are officially ordered to join the armed forces, especially during a war: When was conscription introduced in Britain? | Many young men went abroad to avoid the draft.

**military service** militri sərvis[ɪ]s[t] [n U] the system in which everyone has to be a member of the armed forces for a period of time: All males between the ages of 18 and 30 were liable for military service.

**do military service** (=be a member of the armed forces as part of this system) Did you have to do military service?

⚠ Don’t say ‘the military service’, just say military service.

be called up BRITISH be drafted AMERICAN bi θeld ap, bi draf’t [t] to be officially ordered to join the armed forces during a war: I was called up three months after the war started. | Thousands of young Americans were drafted to fight in Vietnam.

⚠ Use on all sides especially when you are writing stories or descriptions.
especially to prevent someone escaping: Football fans ran onto the field and surrounded the referee. 1 Police officers moved to surround Evans as he came out of the courtroom.

**gather around** (also gather round British) /ˈɡæðər (ə)ˈraʊnd/ [phrasal verb I/T] if a group of people gathers around someone or something, they move nearer to them in order to see or hear them: A crowd of young boys had gathered round to admire the car.

**gather around sth** People were gathering around the TV to watch the game.

**crowd around** (also crowd round British) /ˈkraʊd (ə)ˈraʊnd/ [phrasal verb I/T] if a group of people crowds around someone or something, they stand near them closely together, often pushing forward to see what is happening: Fire officers asked the people who had crowded round to stand back.

**crowd around sb/sth** Dozens of journalists crowded around the Princess and started asking her questions.

### 3 moving in a circle or moving around something

**around** (also round British) /(ə)ˈraʊnd/ [adv/prep] use this after verbs of movement, to show that someone or something is moving in a circle or moving around something

**go/fly/travel/run etc around** The Earth goes around the Sun. 1 The helicopter flew round and round above us.

**in circles** /ɪn ˈsɜːkəlz/ if someone or something moves in circles, they move around in a circle several times: Birds flew in circles above the lake. 1 As the dog got more and more excited, it started running around us in circles.

**circle** /ˈsɜːkəl/ [v I/T] ESPECIALLY WRITTEN to move around someone or something in a circle: The plane circled the airport several times before landing.

**+ around/above** Seagulls were circling above the cliffs.

**orbit** /ˈɔrɪt/ [v T] to go around the Earth, the Moon, the Sun etc in a continuous circular movement: a TV satellite that orbits the Earth every 48 hours

### ARRIVE

- opposite **LEAVE**
- see also **LATE/NOT LATE, EARLY**

#### to arrive somewhere

**arrive** /əˈraɪv/ [v I] to get to the place you were going to: What time do you think we'll arrive?

**arrive at the house/hotel/airport etc** It was already dark by the time they arrived at their hotel.

**arrive in France/Tokyo etc** The British Prime Minister arrived in Tokyo today.

**arrive here/there/back/home** When I first arrived here none of the other students would talk to me.

**+ from** They were the first refugees to arrive from Bosnia.

⚠️ Don't say 'arrive to' a place. Say arrive at (a building or public place) or arrive in (a city or country).

⚠️ Don't say 'arrive at home' or 'arrive to home'. Say arrive home.

⚠️ Arrive is more formal than get to.

**get to** /ɡet tu/ [phrasal verb T] to arrive at a place: It'll take us about half an hour to get to the airport.

**get back to** I'll call her when I get back to Chicago.

**get there/here/home** What time do you usually get home in the evening? 1 I want to get there before the stores close.

**come /kʌm/ [v I] if someone or something comes, they arrive at the place where you are waiting for them: When the visitors come, bring them up to my office. 1 Has the mail come yet?**

**come home** What time is Dad coming home?

**coming - came - have come**

**reach** /riːtʃ/ [v T] to arrive at a place, especially after a long or difficult journey: It took them over three days to reach the top of the mountain. 1 On March 3rd the US 1st Army finally reached Cologne.

⚠️ Don't say 'reach to' or 'reach at'.
be here /biˈhɛr/ spoken you say someone is here when they have arrived at the place where you are waiting for them: Susan, your friends are here. Is Nick here yet?

turn up/show up /tɜːrn ʌp, ʃəʊ ʌp/ [phrasal verb I] informal to arrive – use this about someone you are expecting to arrive, especially when they arrive late: Steve turned up half an hour late as usual. Some of the people I invited never showed up.

2 a plane, ship, or train arrives

arrive /əˈraɪv/ [v I] The plane arrived two hours late.
+ in/at/from a train arriving in Osaka at 5.30 | Planes carrying military supplies have been arriving at the airbase.

⚠️ Arrive is more formal than get in.

get in /get ˈɪn/ [phrasal verb I] to arrive – use this when you are talking about the time when a train, ship, or plane arrives: What time does your train get in?
+ to The ferry gets in to Milwaukee around noon.

land /lænd/ [v I] if a plane lands, it arrives at an airport
+ at When the plane landed at JFK, it was three hours late.
+ in What time do you land in Miami?

come in to land (=go down slowly towards the ground at an airport) There’s a plane coming in to land now.

⚠️ Planes land at an airport, or land in a city or country.

come in /kʌm ɪn/ [phrasal verb I] if a plane, ship, or train comes in, it arrives in the place where you are waiting: Crowds had gathered at the harbour to watch the ship come in. Has the Air India flight come in yet?

3 when someone or something arrives

arrival /əˈrɛvl/ [n singular, U]

sb’s arrival Joe’s sudden arrival spoiled all our plans.

the arrival of sb/sth We apologize for the late arrival of flight 605.
+ at/in TV crews filming President Mandela’s arrival at the airport | the day after our arrival in Paris

on arrival (=when someone arrives) She was rushed to the hospital but was found to be dead on arrival.

4 to arrive somewhere without intending to

end up /end ʌp [phrasal verb I] to arrive in a place that you did not intend to go to:
+ in/at I fell asleep on the bus and ended up in Denver. | We had planned to go straight home, but we all ended up at Tom’s place.

come to sth /kʌm tu sth [phrasal verb T] to arrive at a place during a journey, without knowing that you would arrive there: We were walking through the forest when we came to a waterfall.

⚠️ Use come to especially when you are writing stories.

ART

paint
music
picture

Films/Movies

Opinions

Theatre

Draw

Design

Decoration

Books/Literature

1 something that an artist has produced

art /ɑːt/ [n U] a way of representing things or expressing ideas, using pictures, sculpture, and other objects that people can look at: a book about German art in the 19th century | Is a pile of bricks in a gallery really art? | What kind of art do you like?

work of art /ˈwɜːk əv ɑːt/ [n C] something produced by an artist, especially something that most people agree is of very high quality: Several priceless works
of art were badly damaged when the palace was bombed.
plural works of art

work /wərk/ [n C] a picture, statue, sculpture etc – use this especially when you are also saying who the artist was: David Hockney’s latest work has just gone on display. | Her later works reflected her growing depression.

masterpiece /ˈmɑːstərˈpɪs, ˈmæs-/ [n C] a picture, statue etc that is of extremely high quality, especially one that is believed to be the best work of a particular artist: one of the great Italian masterpieces | Many people regard this painting as Raphael’s masterpiece.

⚠️ You can use work of art work, and masterpiece about any kind of art.

2 types of picture

painting /ˈpeɪn(t)ɪŋ/ [n C] a picture made using paint: a 17th century Dutch painting + of a painting of a woman lying on a bed + by a painting by Turner
oil painting (=done using a special type of paint made with oil)
drawing /ˈdrɔːɪŋ/ [n C] a picture drawn with pencils or pens
+ of a 16th century drawing of the canals in Venice
photograph /ˌfoʊtəˈɡræf/ [n C] a picture made using a camera
mosaic /ˈməʊzərɪk/ [n C] a picture made using very small pieces of glass or stone
collage /ˈkɒlɪdʒ/ [n C] a picture made by sticking paper, cloth, or other pictures onto a surface

portrait /ˈpɔːtrɪt/ [n C] a picture of a person

watercolour /ˈwɔːtərkʌlər/ [n C] a picture painted using a special type of paint that is mixed with water, so the colours are pale

still life

still life /ˈstɪl lɪf/ [n C] a picture of an object or several objects, especially fruit or flowers

landscape

landscape /ˈlændskɛp/ [n C] a picture of the countryside

seascape

seascape /ˈsiːskɛp/ [n C] a picture of the sea

When you see ☐, go to the ESSENTIAL COMMUNICATION section.
other types of art

sculpture /ˈskʌlptər/ [n C/U] a work of art made of materials such as stone, metal, or wood

statue /ˈstætju/ [n C] an image of a person or animal made from a hard material such as stone or metal

ceramics /ˈsɛrəmɪks/ [n plural] pots, bowls etc made of clay

Don't say 'I photographed my friends on the beach'. Say *I took a photo of my friends* or *I took a picture of my friends*. Only use the verb photograph about artists or professional photographers.

a place where art is shown
gallery also art gallery /ˈgæləri, ˈɑːrt ˈgæləri/ [n C] a building or room where you can go to look at paintings, sculptures etc.

museum /ˈmjuːziəm/ [n C] American a large building where you can go to look at paintings, sculptures etc: The Museum of Modern Art

exhibition /eksˈbɪʃən/ [n C] a collection of paintings, sculptures etc, often the work of one particular artist, which you can go to see – use this especially when they are only being shown for a limited period of time: Have you been to the Picasso exhibition yet?

+ of an exhibition of black and white photographs
**8 styles of art**

**classical** /klæsɪkəl/ [adj] the main style of art in 18th century Europe, based on the styles of ancient Greece and Rome, often showing scenes and characters from the Christian religion.

**modern** /ˈmɒdən/ [adj] the style of art in the 20th century that is deliberately different from art of the 18th and 19th centuries, and does not show people, objects, or places as they appear in real life.

**romantic** /rəʊˈmæntɪk, -rə-/[adj] a style of art popular in 19th century Europe, often showing the sea or the countryside, and usually expressing strong emotions.

**abstract** /ˈæbstrækt/ [adj] a type of modern art that uses shapes, colours, and patterns to express ideas and feelings, rather than pictures that look like people, objects, or places.

**impressionist** /ɪmˈprɛʃənɪst/ [adj] a style of art that was developed in France in the late 19th century, which uses colours to show the effects of light on people, objects, and places, and does not show small details.
ASHAMED

see also EMBARRASSED, GUILTY/NOT GUILTY, SORRY

Don’t confuse ashamed and embarrassed. Use ashamed when you have done something bad and you feel sorry about what you have done. Use embarrassed when you feel that other people are watching you, especially because you have said or done something silly.

ashamed [əˈʃaimd] [adj not before noun] someone who is ashamed feels very sorry because they know they have done something bad, and they think people may no longer respect them.

feel ashamed I’ve been so rude to our guests – I feel really ashamed.

ashamed of doing sth Frank was ashamed of having lied to his mother.

ashamed of yourself You ought to be ashamed of yourself – coming home drunk like that!

ashamed of sb (=when you wish you were not connected with someone because they have behaved badly) Even Nixon’s own children were ashamed of him.

that I’m ashamed that I never gave my children the love they needed.

shame [ʃeim; [n U] the feeling that you have when you know that you have behaved badly or that you have lost other people’s respect: “Please don’t tell my dad about this,” he said, blushing with shame.

of I suppose he wants to avoid the shame of a public confession.

in shame (=because you are ashamed) As Philip entered the courtroom, he hung his head in shame.

Don’t say ‘I feel shame’. Say I feel ashamed.

disgrace [disˈɡreɪs] [n U] when you have completely lost other people’s respect because of something you have done. in disgrace Browne was caught selling drugs, and was sent home from college in disgrace.

of Garton killed himself because he could not bear the disgrace of a public scandal.

humiliating [ˌhjuːˈmɪliətɪŋ] [adj] a humiliating experience makes you seem weak or stupid in a way that many other people can see: I had to apologize in front of all the other students – it was so humiliating.

ASK

if you want to know how to form questions, go to the ESSENTIAL GRAMMAR section 1

1 to ask questions

ask ask [əsk] [v I/T] to ask someone a question because you want to get information from them: I knew there was something wrong, but I didn’t like to ask.

ask (sb) what/how/why etc Ask Kim what she’d like for her birthday. I asked why, but they wouldn’t give a reason.

ask (sb) if/whether Let’s ask dad if we can go to the movies. I asked whether I was looking for accommodation.

ask (sb) about sth At the interview, they’re sure to ask you about your work experience.

ask (sb) a question Would anyone like to ask me any questions?

ask sb If you need any more information, ask your doctor.

Don’t say ‘ask to someone’. Say ask someone: If you don’t understand, ask your teacher.

consult [kənsəlt] [v T] formal to ask for information or advice from someone, because it is their job to know about it.

consult a doctor/lawyer/expert etc Before starting any exercise programme, you should consult your doctor.

consult sb about sth He should have consulted his advisors about this before taking any action.
question /ˈkwɛstʃən/ [v T] to ask someone a lot of questions, in order to get information or find out what they think: Half of the people we questioned thought the President should resign.

question sb about sth The police have already questioned him about the missing $50,000.

interrogate /ɪnˈtɛrɡreɪt/ [v T] to keep asking someone a lot of questions for a long time, sometimes using threats, in order to get information – use this especially about the police: Police officers interrogated him non-stop for 24 hours until he confessed.

make inquiries (also make enquiries BRITISH) /ˌmeɪk inˈkwɛriərɪz/ to try to get information about something by asking several people, especially people whose job is to know about it: We went to the French Embassy to make inquiries.

+ about A detective was here earlier, making inquiries about your friend Gary.

2 to ask for something

ask /ɑːsk/ [v L/T] to ask for something, or to ask someone to do something for you: If you ever need any help, just ask. I need some more money, but I don’t dare ask my dad.

ask (sb) for sth A lot of people don’t like asking for help.

ask sb to do sth Ask him to wait outside for a moment.

ask to do sth (=ask to be allowed to do something) She walked right in here and asked to speak to the manager.

⚠️ Don’t say ‘ask to someone’. Say ask someone.

order /ˈɔːdər/ [v T] to ask for something that you are going to pay for – use this about asking for food or drink in restaurants, or asking companies to send you goods: Have you ordered the wine yet? I Nina orders a lot of her clothes from mail-order catalogues.

demand /dɪˈmænd[dɪˈmænd]/ [v T] to ask for something, or ask someone to do something, in a firm or angry way that shows you expect them to do it: This is outrageous! I demand an explanation.

demand to do sth He demanded to know what I was doing there.

beg /beg/ [v L/T] to ask for something, or ask someone to do something, in an anxious way that shows you want it very much: She begged and begged until finally they agreed to let her come.

beg sb to do sth I begged Greg not to tell Cindy about it.

+ for The prisoners were begging for mercy.

begging – begged – have begged

nag /næɡ/ [v L/T] to keep asking someone to do something, in a very annoying way: Oh, stop nagging – I’ll do it later!

nag sb to do sth My parents keep nagging me to get my hair cut.

nagging – nagged – have nagged

3 to ask for something officially

apply /əˈplaɪ/ [v L] to write to someone asking for something such as a job, an opportunity to study at a university, or permission to do something: There was a job vacancy at the radio station, and 150 people applied.

+ for Why don’t you apply for a loan?

apply to sth In the 1960s, thousands of people applied to emigrate to South Africa.

applying – applied – have applied

claim /klem/ [v T] to ask for something, especially money, from a government, company etc, because you believe you have a legal right to have it: Thousands of people who should get welfare payments never even bother to claim them.

claim sth from sb Ms Larkins believes she was unfairly dismissed, and is claiming compensation from her former employer.

appeal /əˈpɪl/ [v L] to make a public request, for example on television or in the newspapers, for money, food, information etc, especially in order to help someone who is in a very bad situation.

+ for We are appealing for food and clothes for the refugees.

appeal to sb for sth Police appealed to the public for any information about the missing girl.

request /rɪˈkwest/ [v L] formal to officially ask someone for something or ask someone
to do something: The pilot requested permission to land the plane at Rome airport.

⚠️ Don’t say ‘request for something’. Say request something.

4 to ask for money or food because you do not have any

beg (also panhandle American) /beg, pæn-hæld/ [v I] to ask people in the street for money or food because you do not have any: In London there are more and more homeless kids begging in the streets. | an old man panhandling outside the bus terminal

begging - begged - have begged

5 something that you ask

question /'kwestʃən/ [n C] what you say or write when you are asking for information: There were several questions she wanted to ask. | That’s a difficult question.

+ about Does anyone have any questions about the timetable?

request /rɪ'kwɛst/ [n C] a statement, letter etc in which you ask for something politely or formally

+ for She refused all requests for an interview.

on request (=when you can get something by formally asking for it) Information about the test is available on request.

demand /dɪ'mænd/ [n C] a strong request saying very clearly what you want, especially when you are asking for something that someone does not want to give you: The kidnappers sent a list of demands to a national newspaper.

+ for a demand for a 10% pay increase

6 a set of questions that you ask in order to find out what people think

survey /'sərvəri/ [n C] an attempt to find out about people’s opinions, the way they live, what they like and dislike etc, by asking a large number of people a set of questions: A recent survey showed that 50% of 18-22 year-olds had tried drugs.

carry out/conduct a survey We are carrying out a survey into the effects of TV violence on children.

+ of a national survey of sexual behaviour among young people

opinion poll /'ɔpjɪn,pɔl/ [n C] an attempt to find out about people’s political opinions, by asking many people how they intend to vote, which politicians they like etc: Opinion polls show that the Democrats are way ahead.

questionnaire /'kwesənəriˌ,kwestə-ˌkesəˌri/ [n C] a piece of paper with a set of questions on it, which is given to a large number of people to find out what they think

complete a questionnaire (=answer all the questions on it) Complete our questionnaire and you might win a car!

---

ATTACK

→ opposite DEFEND

CRITICIZE

CRIME

VIOLENT

WAR

see also

PROTECT

ARMY

SHOOT

THREATEN

1 to attack a person

attack /'ætæk/ [v T] to use violence against someone and try to hurt them: She was attacked on her way to the station. | A big dog jumped out and attacked me.

attack sb with sth He’d been attacked with some kind of heavy object.

attacker [n C] someone who attacks another person: Could you give me a description of your attacker?

mug /mʌɡ/ [v T usually in passive] to attack someone and take money from them in a public place such as a street: He’s been mugged twice since he moved to London.

mugging - mugged - have mugged

ambush /'æmboʃ/ [v T] if a group of people ambush someone, they hide and wait for them and then suddenly attack them: An armed gang ambushed a security vehicle and killed the driver.
assault /əˈsɔːlt/ [v T] to attack and hurt someone — use this especially to talk about the crime of attacking someone: Several police officers were assaulted by demonstrators.

2 to attack a place or country
attack /ˈaːtæk/ [v I/T] to attack a place or country using weapons, aircraft, soldiers etc: Enemy planes attacked the city throughout the night. | General McArthur gave the order to attack.

invasion /ɪnˈvæʒən/ [v I/T] if a country’s army invades another country, it enters it and tries to control it: In September 1931, Japanese troops invaded Northeast China.

raid /reɪd/ [v T] if a group of soldiers raids a place or town belonging to an enemy, they attack it suddenly and without any warning and cause a lot of damage in a short time: Shortly after dawn a small group of commandos raided the enemy camp.

3 to attack someone because they attacked you
retaliate /rɛtəlɪeɪt/ [v I] to attack someone because they have attacked you first: retaliate by doing sth When soldiers began shooting into the crowd, a few people retaliated by throwing stones.

retaliation /rɛtəlɪˈeɪʃən/ [n U] when you attack someone because they attacked you: in retaliation for (=as retaliation when someone attacks you) The rockets were fired in retaliation for Tuesday’s bomb attack.

counter-attack /ˈkɔntərətæk/ [n C] an attack that an army makes after it has been attacked by an enemy: The British counter-attack forced the French back into their own territory.

counter-attack /ˈkɔntərətæk/ [v I] to attack an enemy after they have attacked you: The General ordered two divisions to counter-attack.

4 an attack against a person
attack /ˈaːtæk/ [n C] when someone uses violence against another person and tries to hurt them: The attack took place as Mr Owen was leaving his home. | Police are investigating a series of racial attacks in the city.

mugging /ˈmʌŋɡɪŋ/ [n C/U] an attack on someone in a public place such as a street, in order to steal something from them: Every year there are thousands of muggings on the subway.

assault /əˈsɔːlt/ [n C/U] an attack on someone — use this especially to talk about the crime of attacking someone: Reed was serving a 5-year jail sentence for burglary and assault.

5 a military attack
attack /ˈaːtæk/ [n C] when a military force attacks a place or country, using weapons, aircraft, soldiers etc: The attack began at dawn. | a terrorist attack

launch/mount an attack (=start an attack) Troops launched an attack on the city in the early hours of the morning.

invasion /ɪnˈvæʒən/ [n C] when an army from one country enters another country and tries to control it: Hundreds of civilians were killed while resisting the invasion.

of Mussolini’s invasion of Abyssinia in 1935
American/Russian/German etc invasion the Russian invasion of Afghanistan
raid /reɪd/ [n C] a short, quick attack by a group of soldiers, planes, or ships on a place that belongs to an enemy

Several raids were made on frontier villages.

air raid (=when aircraft drop bombs on a place) A series of air raids almost totally destroyed the ancient city centre.

ambush /ˈæmbəʃ/ [n C] a sudden attack by a group of soldiers who have been hiding and waiting for someone: Several Red Cross workers were killed in an ambush only five miles outside the town.

plural ambushes
6 a person or place that is attacked
victim /ˈvɪktɪm/ [n C] someone who has been attacked: The man ran off when his victim called for help.
be the victim of a crime/assault/attack etc Saleem, aged 16, was the victim of a vicious racial attack yesterday evening.

Target /ˈtɑːɡət/ [n C] a person or place that someone decides to attack
+ for Government buildings have recently been a target for terrorist attacks.

2 not available
unavailable/unobtainable /ˌʌnəˈvɛrəlabl, ˌʌnəbəˈteɪnəbl/ [adj not before noun] if something is unavailable or unobtainable, it is impossible to get it or buy it: Fresh fruits were unavailable in winter. Good apartments to rent had become almost unobtainable.

AVOID

1 to make sure that something bad does not happen
avoid /əˈvɔɪd/ [v T, to make sure that something bad does not happen to you, either by doing something or by deliberately not doing something: You can avoid a lot of problems if you use travellers cheques. I helping students to avoid common errors I businessmen who try to avoid taxes.

avoid doing sth (=not do something, in order to make sure that you do not have problems) It’s best to avoid going out in the strong midday sun. You should avoid making up your mind before you know all the facts.

Don’t say ‘avoid to do something’. Say avoid doing sth.

get out of sth /gɛt aʊt ɒv sth/ [phrasal T] informal to avoid doing something that you should do or that you have promised to do: I was supposed to stay at home with my baby sister today, but I’ll try to get out of it.

get out of doing sth He always manages to get out of paying for the drinks.

get around sth (also get round sth British) /gɛt (ə)rəʊnd sth/ [phrasal T] informal to find a way of avoiding a difficult or unpleasant situation so that you do not have to deal with it: There’s no way of getting around it – you’re going to have to tell her the truth. Isn’t there any way of getting round these regulations?

When you see ؕ, go to the
ESSENTIAL COMMUNICATION section.
to keep away from a person or place

**avoid** [əˈvɔɪd] [v T] to keep away from a person, because you do not want to talk to them, or keep away from a place, because there are problems there: I’m sure Sarah’s been avoiding me recently. | Drivers are advised to avoid Elm Street, because traffic is heavy and there are long delays.

**avoid sb/sth like the plague** informal (=try very hard to avoid them) Except when they were filming, the two actors avoided each other like the plague.

**stay away/keep away** [ˈstei əwei] [kip əwei] [phrasal verb] to not go near a person or place, because they may be dangerous or may cause problems.

**+ from** That evening he received a note warning him to stay away from the camp. | Keep away from my children, or I’ll call the police.

**stay/keep well away** (=completely avoid) She walked along the path, keeping well away from the cliff’s edge.

**steer clear of sb/sth** [ˈstreɪ kliərv] (sb/sth) especially spoken to make an effort to avoid a person or place, because there could be serious problems if you do not: We were told to steer clear of the main roads, where we might be recognized. | She advised me to steer clear of Matthew – she said he couldn’t be trusted.

**to avoid a difficult question or subject**

**avoid** [əˈvɔɪd] [v T] to avoid talking about a subject or answering a question, because you do not want to cause embarrassment or problems for yourself: Try to avoid subjects like sex or religion that might offend people. | Typical politician! He just kept avoiding the question.

**evasive** [iˈvɛsɪv] [adj] someone who is evasive tries to avoid answering questions or explaining their plans, because they want to hide something: All of the journalists’ questions were met with vague, evasive answers. | When we asked him where his wife was, O’Hare suddenly became evasive.

**to avoid being hit**

**avoid** [əˈvɔɪd] [v T] to move so that you do not hit something or get hit by it: I had to swerve to avoid the truck.

**avoid doing sth** Penny jumped out of the way to avoid being hit by the falling branch.

**get out of the way** get out of the way to move quickly in order to avoid something dangerous that is moving towards you: “Get out of the way!” he yelled, as the wall began to crumble.

**duck** [dʌk] [v I] to move your head and the top part of your body down in order to avoid something: I forgot to duck and hit my head on the low doorway. | Josie ducked and the vase smashed against the wall.

**dodge** [dɔdʒ] [dʌdʒ] [v I/T] to avoid something or someone by quickly moving sideways: We had to run across some open ground, dodging the bullets. | He almost caught me, but I dodged and ran across the road.

**+ behind/into/through** When Kevin saw the soldiers, he dodged into an alley.
1 a baby

baby /'beibi/ [n C] a very young child who has not yet learned to speak or walk: Who will look after the baby when you go back to work?
new baby (=a baby that was born only recently) Have you seen Rachel's new baby?
newborn baby (=a baby that has just been born and is only a few hours old) The average weight of a newborn baby is about seven pounds.
baby boy/girl a four-day-old baby boy/baby son/daughter Steve and Martha are proud to announce the birth of their baby daughter, Kate Louise.
unborn baby (=a baby that is still growing inside its mother) There are a lot of sounds that an unborn baby can hear.
plural babies

child /tsaɪld/ [n C] a baby – use this especially in writing or in formal speech: They had their first child after ten years of marriage.
unborn child (=a baby that is still growing inside its mother) The rubella virus can seriously harm the unborn child.
plural children

2 to be born

be born /bi: 'bɑrn/ when a baby is born, it comes out of its mother's body and begins its life: The baby was born two months early. 1 Where were you born?

birth /bɜːθ/ [n C/U] the process of being born, or the time when someone is born + of It's quite common for fathers to be present at the birth of their babies.
at birth (=at the time when a baby is born) He only weighed 1.5 kg at birth.

premature /prɛmə'tjuər/ [adj] a premature baby is born too early and is often small or weak: Many premature babies have breathing problems.
three months/seven weeks etc premature (=born three months etc before the normal time) The baby was six weeks premature.

3 have a baby

have a baby /haev 'beibi/ if a woman has a baby, it comes out of her body: Helen had her baby at home.

have a boy/girl Val had a baby boy at 9 o'clock yesterday evening.

have twins (=have two babies at the same time)
give birth /gɪv 'bɜːθ/ if a woman gives birth, a baby comes out of her body: An Italian woman has given birth at the age of 61.
give birth to a boy/girl/son/daughter Your wife has given birth to a lovely baby boy.

⚠️ Give birth is more formal than have a baby, and is not often used in conversation.

childbirth /ˈtʃildbɜːθ/ [n U] the process during which a baby is coming out of its mother's body: drugs that ease the pain of childbirth

natural childbirth (=without drugs, medical operations etc)

in labour British in labor American in 'leɪbər a woman is in labour during the hours when her baby is being born: She was in labour for over 16 hours with her first child.
go into labour (=when labour starts) Anna was at work when she went into labour.

4 going to have a baby

pregnant /ˈprɛɡnənt/ [adj] a pregnant woman has a baby growing inside her body: Have you heard that Liz is pregnant?
get pregnant (=become pregnant) She got pregnant while she was only 15.

twelve weeks/eight months etc pregnant Helen’s three months pregnant.

be going to have a baby /beɪŋ/ to have a baby especially spoken to have a baby growing inside your body: I’ve got something to tell you all: I’m going to have a baby!

pregnancy /ˈprɛɡnənsi/ [n C/U] the time when a woman has a baby growing inside her body: an increase in the number of teenage pregnancies (=teenagers becoming pregnant) 1 This drug should not be taken during pregnancy.

plurals pregnancies

maternity /ˌmætəriˈni/ [adj] only before noun] intended or designed for women who are going to have a baby

maternity hospital/ward/unit (=a hospital or part of a hospital where women go to have their babies)

maternity clothes (=clothes specially designed for women who are going to have a baby)

maternity leave (=the period of time that a mother is allowed to spend away from work when she has a baby)

when a baby is not born alive

have a miscarriage /hæv əˈmɪskərɪdʒ/ if a woman has a miscarriage, the baby is born dead and is only partly developed: She was pregnant during her first marriage but had a miscarriage.

lose the baby /luːz əˈbeɪbi/ if a woman loses a baby, it dies before it is born: Patricia lost the baby after six months.

abortion /əˈbɔːtʃən/ [n C/U] when a woman has a medical operation to remove a baby that is developing inside her, before the baby is ready to be born: In Europe there are over 2 million abortions a year. 1 The Catholic Church remains strongly opposed to abortion.

having an abortion She had an abortion when she was only 15.

a baby animal

kitten /ˈkɪtn/ [n C] a young cat

puppy /ˈpʌpi/ [n C] a young dog

plural puppies

lamb /læm/ [n C] a young sheep

piglet /ˈpɪɡlɪt/ [n C] a young pig

calf /kælf/ [n C] a young cow

plural calves

foal /fəʊl/ [n C] a young horse

chick /tʃɪk/ [n C] a young bird

young [jʌŋ] [plural] an animal’s baby or babies: The mother bird will stay with her young until they are four weeks old.

Young is used especially in written English and in descriptions of the way animals live and behave.

baby /ˈbeɪbi/ [adj] only before noun] baby

rabbit/elephant/monkey etc a very young animal: The baby monkey was following its mother.

how animals and humans produce babies

breed /bredit/ [v I] if animals breed, they produce babies: Rabbits breed very quickly.

breeding – bred – have bred

reproduce /ˌrɪprəˈdjuːs/ [v] formal to produce babies: Fish reproduce by laying eggs.

reproduction /ˌrɪprəˈdʌkʃən/ [n U] the process of producing babies, young animals, or young plants: Reproduction is the main aim of almost all lifeforms.

Reproduce is used when talking or writing about scientific subjects.
BAD

be of poor/low quality. The cloth is cheap and of low quality.

badly made [ˈbedliːˈmeɪd] made without care or skill. Her clothes looked cheap and badly made. I Badly made furniture like that doesn’t last long.

cheap [tʃiːp] [adj] cheap furniture. jewellery, clothes etc look unattractive and badly made, and seem to have been produced using low quality materials. The room was depressing, with a dim light and cheap furniture. I hungry-looking young men in cheap suits

1 bad films/books/methods/plans/food

bad [bæd] [adj] something that is bad is of a low standard, because it has been done badly, designed badly, performed badly etc. The movie was so bad that we left halfway through. I This is the worst book she’s ever written. I Opponents of the plan say it is bad way of managing city traffic. I In the 1980s, their cars had a bad reputation for reliability.

bad – worse – worst

not very bad, but not very good

Q: not very good /nɒt ˈveriː ˈɡud; ˌes-pəli-səl-liː ˈspəʊn/ spoken not very good – use this when you are disappointed because you were expecting something better: “What was the movie like?” “Not very good, really.” I He’s been learning English for five years, but his pronunciation isn’t very good.

Q: nothing special /nʌtni ˈspeʃəl/ spoken not very bad, but not especially good: The town’s nice, but the beach is nothing special. I “Was the food good?” “It was okay, but nothing special.”

second-rate /ˈsekənd ˈreɪt/ [adj] not as good as other things of the same kind: a second-rate horror movie. I It was a pretty awful speech, full of second-rate jokes.

mediocre /ˈmiːdiəʊkər/ [adj] something that is mediocre is of a lower standard than it should be, and does not show much quality or skill: The team gave another mediocre performance last night. I He was trying to sell his mediocre paintings.

1 awful/terrible/appalling /ˈaːfəl, ˈtərəbl, əˈpɔːlɪŋ/ [adj] very bad: Tony said the food at their hotel was awful. I What a terrible performance! I Your handwriting is appalling!

Q: garbage especially American rubbish [ˈgaːbɪdʒ, ˈrʌbɪʃ] [n U] spoken informal something that is very bad or very stupid, especially things people say or write: I don’t know why you’re watching that programme. It’s complete garbage. I I’ve never read such rubbish in my life!

2 products that are badly made or of bad quality

poor quality/low quality /ˈpʊər kwaʊləti, laʊ kwaʊliti/ [poor quality] products have been made badly: Poor quality housing often leads to health problems. I low quality products

bad [bæd] [adj] not at all pleasant, enjoyable, or successful: If the weather’s bad, we couldn’t go to the museum instead. I I’m afraid I have some bad news. (=news of a bad event) I bad housing conditions I Terry started shouting at me, which just made things worse.

2 bad day/year/time etc (=when a lot of unpleasant things happen) It had been a bad day, and I just wanted to go home. I
The company has had a very bad year, and profits have fallen dramatically.

**bad** | *worse* | *worst*

**awful/terrible/horrible** /ˈæfəl, ˈtərləb, ˈhɔːrləb/ˈær-, -hər-/ [adj] very bad: I just burst into tears in front of everyone. It was awful! | That’s terrible! Surely they can’t just fire you for no reason. | She had a horrible nightmare that night.

**unpleasant** /ənˈplɛzənt/ [adj] | **unpleasant experience** is one that you do not like or enjoy at all: a drug with unpleasant side effects | The news came as an unpleasant shock. | It has an unpleasant taste and smell.

**unpleasantly** [adv] The room was unpleasantly damp.

**appalling** /ɛˈpɔːlɪŋ/ [adj] so bad that you are shocked: the appalling suffering caused by the civil war | No ship could leave port in such appalling weather.

**5 A bad problem/accident/illness**

**serious** /ˈsriərəs/ [adj] use this about problems, accidents, or illnesses that are very bad, and that people are worried about: There was a serious accident on the freeway. | serious head injuries | Youth unemployment is a serious problem in Britain.

**seriously** [adv] | Her father is seriously ill with pneumonia. | a legal case that seriously damaged her political career

**bad** /bæd/ [adj] use this about something that causes a lot of pain, worry, or problems: a bad car crash | “How are things at home?” “Bad!” | It was the worst mistake I ever made.

**a bad cold/headache etc** Jane’s not at school today – she has a bad cold. | a bad attack of asthma

**bad** | *worse* | *worst*

**badly** [adv] Several people were killed or badly injured. | The furniture was badly damaged in the fire.

**horrific** /ˈhɔːrɪfɪk/ˈhɔːr-/ [adj] use this about accidents or injuries that are extremely serious, and make you feel shocked or upset: Diane has made a full recovery after a horrific riding accident last year. | a horrific attack on an innocent child

**nasty** /ˈnæsti/ [adj] especially spoken use this about accidents, injuries, or illnesses that are not very serious, but are quiet unpleasant: That cough sounds nasty – you ought to see a doctor. | He had a nasty cut on his head.

**nasty** | *nastier* | *nastiest*

**6 When a situation is so bad that you cannot bear it**

**can’t stand sth/can’t bear sth** /ˌkænt ˈstaːnd (sth)/, ˌkænt ˈbɛə (sth)/ˌkænt-/ to be unable to accept an unpleasant situation: Europeans never stay there for long. They can’t stand the heat.

**can’t stand/bear the thought of sth** She couldn’t bear the thought of losing her children.

**can’t bear to do sth** I couldn’t bear to listen to her screams.

**can’t take sth** /ˌkænt ˈteɪk (sth)/ˌkænt-/ especially spoken to be unable to accept an unpleasant situation without becoming angry or upset, especially when someone’s behaviour is not fair or reasonable: Careful what you say – he can’t take criticism.

**can’t take any more of sth** I can’t take any more of this – she’s always complaining about something.

**unbearable** /ənˈbɛrəbəl/ [adj] something that is **unbearable**, such as a pain or a bad situation, is too bad for you to deal with or live with: The pain was unbearable. | Without him, life would be unbearable.

**7 A situation that is very bad**

**emergency** /ˈemədʒənsi/ [n C] a very serious and dangerous situation that happens suddenly and needs to be dealt with immediately: Lifeguards are trained to deal with any emergency.

**in an emergency** In an emergency dial 911 for the police, the fire department, or an ambulance.
the emergency services BRITISH (=the organizations and people that come immediately to help you if there is an emergency) The emergency services in this area simply couldn’t cope if there was a major accident or a terrorist attack.

plural emergencies

A You can also use emergency before a noun, like an adjective: emergency surgery | The plane made an emergency landing.

crisis /'kraɪsɪs/ [n C] a very bad situation in which there is a risk that serious problems will become suddenly worse: The Cuban missile crisis of 1960 was probably the closest we have been to nuclear war. | Their marriage was going through a crisis which almost ended in divorce. | an economic crisis

plural crises

disaster /draɪˈzaːstər/ [n C] a terrible event that causes a lot of damage or a lot of deaths: a mining disaster in which 108 people lost their lives | the Chernobyl nuclear disaster

natural disaster (=caused by storms, floods etc) a fund set up to deal with natural disasters such as earthquakes or floods

* see also ACCIDENT

8 bad people or bad behaviour

bad /bæd/ [adj] use this about behaviour that is morally wrong, or about people who do things that are morally wrong: In spite of all the bad things he had done, I still loved him. | In most movies, the bad guy gets caught in the end. | Is there any crime worse than murdering a child? | He had a bad influence on his younger brother.

bad - worse - worst

wrong /rɔrəŋ/ [adj not before noun] use this about behaviour, actions, or situations that are not morally right: He knew it was wrong, but he couldn’t resist taking the money.

it is wrong to do sth It is wrong to tell lies.

it is wrong that It’s wrong that so many people are starving, when there is plenty of food in the world.

immoral /ɪˈmɔːrəl/ [adj] use this about actions which you believe are morally wrong and unacceptable, even if they are not illegal: Many people think that testing drugs on animals is immoral. | To spend £23 billion on nuclear weapons is immoral, and a terrible waste of money.

A Immoral is more formal than wrong. Don’t say ‘very immoral’. Say totally immoral or highly immoral.

evil/wicked /'iːvəl, wɪkˈdi/ [adj] deliberately very bad and very cruel to other people: Sutcliffe was an evil murderer. | Police described the woman’s crime as wicked and inhuman.

9 a bad child

naughty /'nɔtɪʃi/ [n C] a child who is naughty behaves badly, for example by being rude or by doing things that are not allowed: I only smack the children if they’re very naughty. | We’ve been looking for you everywhere, you naughty boy!

naughty - naughtier - naughtiest

spoiled (also spoilt BRITISH) /spɔɪld, spɔɪlt/ [adj] children who are spoiled or spoilt behave badly because their parents always let them do what they want and have what they want: You’re a spoilt, ungrateful little girl! | Those kids are definitely spoiled – they need to learn some manners.

mischievous /ˈmɪʃɪvəs/ [adj] a child who is mischievous behaves badly, but in a way that makes people laugh rather than making them angry: She was a mischievous little girl, who was always playing tricks on people.

mischievously [adv] Ben smiled mischievously.

badly behaved /bædlɪ brəˈhevɪd/ [adj] a badly behaved child behaves badly and causes a lot of trouble: Two or three badly behaved children are causing all the problems in the class.

brat /bræt/ [n C] INFORMAL a child that you do not like, who behaves badly and is rude: The school is full of rich brats.

spoiled/spoilt brat (= a child who behaves badly because they have always been allowed to do whatever they want)
bad at doing something

bad /bad/ [adj] not able to do something well, for example a job, sport, or activity
bad teacher/driver/player etc He's the worst driver I've ever seen. The problem was caused by bad management.
+ at I was always bad at French!
bad at doing sth I'm very bad at remembering people's names.
bad - worse - worst

⚠️ Only use bad about other people if you want to criticize them strongly. If you want to be more polite, use not very good instead.

badly /'bædli/ [adv] if you do something badly, you do it carelessly, not skillfully, or you do it in the wrong way: Kate plays the violin very badly. The company had been badly managed from the start.

⚠️ Don't say 'I speak English very bad'. Say I speak English very badly. Remember that bad is an adjective and badly is an adverb.

not very good /nɔt ˈvɜːrɪ ˈgoʊd/ especially spoken not able to do something well: He's a nice guy, but he's not a very good actor.
+ at I'm afraid I'm not very good at algebra!
not very good at doing sth She's not very good at communicating with other people.
not very well “Do you play the piano?” “Not very well.”

ˌnoʊ ˈgoʊd ət (stθ) spoken very bad at a skill or activity: I'm no good at tennis.

no good at sth He can drive quite well, but he's no good at parking.

terrible/useless/hopeless /ˈterə-bəl, ˈjuːʒələs, ˈhoʊpələs/ [adj] especially spoken very bad at doing something, or very badly done: She's very intelligent but she's a hopeless cook. That was a terrible shot - it missed the goal by a mile!
+ at I'm useless at spelling.

incompetent /ɪnˈkɒmpətənt/ [adj] someone who is incompetent lacks the skills they need to do their job - use this to criticize someone who is very bad at something and makes a lot of mistakes:
This government is totally incompetent. Incompetent management

⚠️ Don't say 'very incompetent'. Say totally/completely incompetent.

in bad condition

in bad condition /ɪn ˈbæd kənˈdɪʃən/ if something is in bad condition, it is old, dirty, or not working well: We got the furniture cheap because it was in very bad condition. The machinery in the factory is in bad condition, and is probably dangerous.

⚠️ Don't say 'in a bad condition'. Say in bad condition.

be falling apart /bi ˈfælɪŋ əˈpɑːrt/ especially spoken if something is falling apart, it is gradually breaking into pieces, because it is old or it was not well made: I need some new shoes. These are falling apart.

battered /ˈbætɚd/ [adj usually before noun] something that is battered is old and in bad condition because it has been used a lot: a battered old suitcase | Professor Dewey got out a battered copy of Shakespeare's plays. A couple of battered wooden chairs

rotten /ˈrɒtn/ [adj] wood that is rotten has decayed and become very soft, so that it breaks easily: The window frames were rotten, so we had to replace them.

rusty /ˈrʌstɪ/ [adj] metal that is rusty is red-brown in colour, because it has been damaged by the effects of water: A few rusty nails held the door in place. The railings were old and rusty.

rusty - rustier - rustiest

in U] You can't see it, but underneath the car is covered in rust.

shabby /ˈʃæbi/ [adj] clothes, furniture, or places that are shabby are no longer in good condition because they have been worn or used a lot: Paul was wearing a shabby old suit. Their hotel room was dark and shabby.

shabby - shabbier - shabbiest

dilapidated /dɪˈleɪpɪdətɪd/ [adj] a building that is dilapidated is in very bad condition,
because it has not been looked after or repaired. The warehouse is now empty and dilapidated. I an old dilapidated school with a leaky roof.

bad /bæd/ [adj] food that is bad is not good to eat because it has started to decay: I got really sick from eating bad seafood. | the smell of bad eggs

go off/go bad /gəʊ ˈɒf, ɡəʊ ˈbæd/ especially spoken if food goes off or goes bad, it starts to decay because it has been kept for too long: In this heat, fish goes off very quickly. | The fruit went bad before we could eat it all.

to think something or someone is bad or morally wrong

disapprove /dɪsəˈpruːv/ [v l] to think that a person or action is bad, morally wrong, or very stupid: I wanted to become an actor but my parents disapproved.
+ of Debbie’s father disapproves of her boyfriend.

disapprove of sb doing sth My friends disapprove of me smoking.

strongly disapprove (=disapprove very much) I strongly disapprove of any form of gambling.

think sth is wrong /θɪŋk (sth) ɪz ‘rɒn/ to think that something is morally bad and should not happen: Jane thinks sex before marriage is wrong.

think it is wrong to do sth I think it’s wrong to hit a child, whatever the circumstances.

disapproval /dɪsəˈpruːvəl/ [n U] how you feel when you think someone’s ideas, behaviour, or actions are bad or morally wrong: She looked at our clothes with obvious disapproval.

sb’s disapproval/the disapproval of sb Peter was determined to go to art school, despite his parents’ disapproval.
+ of They tried not to show any disapproval of Sandy’s lifestyle.

disapproving /dɪsəˈpruːvɪŋ/ [adj] if someone speaks to you or looks at you in a disapproving way, they show by the way they talk or look that they disapprove of you: John gave me a disapproving look when I suggested another drink. I

“Do you think you should be doing that?” he said, in a disapproving voice.

so bad that it makes you very angry

outrageous/disgraceful /aʊˈreɪdʒəs, dɪsˈɡresfəl/ [adj] use this about actions or situations that are very bad or very unfair and should not be allowed to happen: an outrageous waste of public money | I thought their behaviour was disgraceful.

be a disgrace /bi ə ˈdɪsɡreɪs/ spoken if you say that something is a disgrace, you are angry about it and think that it should not be allowed to happen: The level of unemployment in this country is a disgrace.

it’s a disgrace that It’s an absolute disgrace that my wife had to wait five hours to see a doctor.

BEAUTIFUL

= opposite ugly
= see also describing people

women

beautiful /bjuːˈtɪʃəl/ [adj] use this about a woman who is extremely attractive in a way that is fairly unusual and special, so that people notice and admire her: a beautiful woman with long black hair and green eyes | Karen was even more beautiful than I had remembered. | She has a beautiful smile.

good-looking /ɡʊd ˈlʊkɪŋ/ [adj] use this about a woman who is nice to look at and has an attractive face and body: Ginny was tall and good-looking. | A good-looking woman dressed in black came into the room. | She seems to get better-looking the older she gets.

good-looking - better-looking - best-looking

pretty /ˈprɛti/ [adj] use this about a young woman or girl who has an attractive face
and is good-looking, but not in an unusual way: Maureen’s really pretty, isn’t she? A pretty girl in white jeans! She has a pretty face.

pretty - prettier - prettiest

attractive /əˈtræktɪv/ [adj] use this about a woman who is good-looking in a way that makes people sexually interested in her: Frances was a charming and attractive girl. Your wife’s a very attractive woman.

find sb attractive A lot of men find plump women attractive.

nice-looking /ˈnaɪs ˈlʊkiŋ/ [adj] especially spoken use this about a woman who looks pleasant and friendly but is not extremely pretty: A nice-looking girl was walking her dog in the park.

cute /kjuːt/ [adj] informal, especially American use this about a girl or young woman who is pretty and sexually attractive: Do you like Jill Anderson? I think she’s cute!

gorgeous /ˈɡɔːrɪdʒəs/ [adj] especially spoken use this to emphasize that a woman is extremely attractive, in a sexual way: That woman in ‘Baywatch’, I think she’s gorgeous.

look gorgeous Ursula, you look absolutely gorgeous in that dress!

glamorous /ˈɡlæmərəs/ [adj] use this about a woman who looks like a beautiful actress or film star, and has an attractive body and wears expensive clothes: Princess Diana was one of the world’s most glamorous women. The picture showed a glamorous young woman sitting in a sports car.

stunning /ˈstʌnɪŋ/ [adj] use this about a woman who is extremely beautiful and sexually attractive, in a way that everyone notices and admires: stunning French actress Juliette Binoche.

look stunning Beth looked stunning in a beautiful green silk dress.

elegant /ˈelɪɡənt/ [adj] use this about a woman who is tall and attractive, and wears clothes that look good: An elegant young woman sat at the next table, sipping a cocktail.

look elegant a woman in a well-cut navy coat who, despite the rain, still looked elegant.

men

good-looking /ˌgʊd ˈlʊkiŋ/ [adj] use this about a man who is nice to look at: A tall good-looking man asked me if I wanted to dance. She showed me a photo of a good-looking young soldier.

attractive /əˈtræktɪv/ [adj] use this about a man who is good-looking in a way that makes people sexually interested in him: He was a tall attractive man in his mid-forties.

find sb attractive I don’t find those body-builders with huge muscles attractive at all.

cute /kjuːt/ [adj] informal, especially American use this about a young man who looks nice and is sexually attractive: I don’t know why she won’t go out with him. I think he’s kind of cute.

gorgeous /ˈɡɔːrɪdʒəs/ [adj] especially spoken use this to emphasize that a man is extremely attractive in a sexual way: Look at that guy over there. Isn’t he gorgeous?

handsome /ˈhænsəm/ [adj] especially written use this about a man who is good-looking, especially one who is tall and strong-looking: Richard was a handsome man with a lot of charm. My brother was two years older than me, taller, and more handsome.

look handsome He looks really handsome in his uniform, doesn’t he?

Use handsome especially in writing stories and descriptions.

nice-looking /ˈnaɪs ˈlʊkiŋ/ [adj] especially spoken use this about a man who looks pleasant and friendly but is not extremely attractive: I suppose he’s quite nice-looking, but he’s not really my type.

children

beautiful /ˈbjuːtɪfl/ [adj] use this about a child who is so good-looking that everyone notices and admires him or her: Parents always think their baby is the most beautiful baby in the world. On her desk there was a photograph of two beautiful children.

BEAUTIFUL continues on page 61
vocabulary

ATM /'ætɪm/ [n C] AMERICAN a machine in the wall of a bank, shop etc that lets you take money out of your bank account using a special card.

bank account (also account) /ˈbæŋk əˈkaʊnt, ɔˌkaʊnt/ [n C] if you have a bank account with a particular bank, you keep your money there, and take some out when you need it.

open a bank account (= start a new bank account)

bank card /ˈbæŋk kɑːd/ [n C] a small plastic card given to you by your bank, which you show when you write a cheque, and which also lets you get money out of a cashpoint or ATM. A bank card can often also be used as a debit card.

bank statement /ˈbæŋk ˈsteɪmənt/ [n C] a printed list that your bank sends you regularly, which shows what money you have paid into and taken out of your bank account.

borrow /ˈbɔːr/ [v I/T] to use money that belongs to someone else which you must give back to them later: I had to borrow $1000 to pay for the car.

borrow $1000/$5000/$10000 etc from sb He didn't have enough money for the air fare, so he borrowed $1000 from his parents.

cashpoint /ˈkeʃpɔɪnt/ [n C] a machine in the wall of a bank, shop etc that lets you take money out of your bank account using a special card.

cash card /ˈkeʃ kɑːd, ɔˈkeʃ kɑːd/ [n C] a plastic card given to you by your bank, that you use to get money out of a cashpoint or ATM.

cheque /ˈkɛʃ; AMERICAN tʃeik/ [n C] a printed piece of paper that you get from your bank which you can write an amount on and use instead of money to pay for things. Your bank gives you several cheques in the form of a small book, called a cheque book or check book.
4 One day he went to the **cashpoint**, and discovered that he couldn’t get any money out because he was £100 **overdrawn**.

5 The bank agreed to give him an **overdraft**.

6 Soon Kevin had gone over his **overdraft limit** and couldn’t **withdraw** any more money.

7 And so he got a **credit card** with a **£2000 credit limit**...

---

**Banks**

---

+ for a check for $300
pay by cheque/check Can I pay by cheque?

**credit card /ˈkredɪt kɑːd/ [n C]** a plastic card that you can use to pay for things with money you borrow from a **financial organization** such as VISA or MasterCard. A lets you pay for things, and then pay what you owe to the organization later. **We accept all major credit cards.** I **credit card fraud** (=dishonest use of credit cards)

**credit limit /ˈkredɪt ˈlɪmɪt/ [n C]** the largest amount of money that you can borrow using your **credit card**

**debit card /ˈdebɪt kɑːd/ [n U]** a plastic card that you can use to pay for things, which allows the money to be **taken directly from your bank account.**

**debts /diː茨/ [n plural]** the amount of money that you owe to a person or a bank

**have debts** The company has debts of around $100 million.

---

**be in financial difficulties /bi ɪn ˈfɪnaɪʃl dɪˈfɪkəltiz/** to have serious problems with money, because you have spent more money than you have, and you owe money to a person or the bank

**get/go into debt** (get, you into debt) to get into a situation in which you owe a lot of money

**get money out** /get məni ˈauːt/ to get money from your bank account by using a cashpoint or ATM, or by going into a bank

**good with money** /gʊd wið məni/ good at managing your money and making sure that you do not spend more than you can afford

**not very good with money** (=not able to control the way you spend your money, so that you spend more money than you have)

**lend** /lend/ [v T] to give someone money, but only if they

---

**Banks continues on the next page**
agreed to give it back to you at a later time.

lend sb £40/£100 etc The bank has already lent the company £50 million. Can you lend me five pounds till tomorrow?

overdraft /ˌəʊvəˈdraʊtf/ [n C] means an amount that you owe your bank, when you have spent more money than you have in your account.

have a £300/£300 overdraft (when you owe the bank this amount of money) I've got a £200 overdraft.

give sb an overdraft (when a bank agrees to let someone have an overdraft) The bank manager gave me an overdraft.

overdraft limit /ˌəʊvəˈdraʊtf ˈlaɪmɪt/ [n C] the largest amount of money that the bank has agreed to lend you.

go over your overdraft limit (=spend more money than the bank has agreed to lend you)

overdrawn /ˌəʊvəˈdrɔːn/ [adj] not before noun] if you are overdrawn, you have spent more money than you have in your bank account, so that you owe the bank money.

be £300/£300 overdrawn (=owe the bank £300/£300)

owe sb £300/£300 if you owe someone money, they have lent you money and you have not yet given it back to them.

owe sb £15/£50 etc Kevin owes his mother £30.

pay off [pəˈɔf ɪf] [phrasal verb T] to pay all the money that you owe.

pay off your debts/overdraft/credit card I've almost paid off my debts.

withdraw [ˈwɪdrəʊ, wɪˈdɹəʊ] [v T] if you withdraw money, you get it out of your bank account.

withdraw £100/£300 etc You can withdraw up to £100 a day.
BEAUTIFUL continued from page 57

lovely /ˈlʌvli/ (adj) use this about a child who looks nice and has a pleasant, friendly character: They’ve got three lovely kids. | Rosie’s a lovely baby.

look lovely Don’t the Schultz sisters look lovely?
lovely - lovelier - loveliest

Don’t say ‘very lovely’. Just say lovely

cute /kjuːt/ (adj) INFORMAL use this about a child who looks attractive and has a happy or amusing character: He’s really naughty, but he’s so cute. | You were such a cute baby!

look cute Doesn’t he look cute in that baseball cap?

4 animals

beautiful /ˈbjʊtəfəl/ (adj) use this about animals that look extremely attractive and impressive

beautiful bird/horse/animal/feathers/fur etc a beautiful bird with bright blue feathers | A beautiful grey horse trotted up to the gate.

cute/sweet /kjuːt, swɪt/ (adj) use this about pets and baby animals that look nice in a way that makes people want to look after them

+ kitten/puppy/dog/baby bird etc cute kittens | She has a funny little dog - he’s really sweet!

magnificent /ˈmægnɪfɪkənt/ (adj) use this about animals and large birds that are very beautiful and impressive because they are large and strong or beautifully coloured: The horse was a magnificent creature with a gleaming jet black coat. | a magnificent golden eagle | The Siberian Tiger is a magnificent animal.

5 things/buildings

beautiful (also lovely ESPECIALLY BRITISH) /ˈbjʊtəfəl, ˈlʌvli/ (adj) use this about things or buildings that look extremely good, and give you a feeling of pleasure: a beautiful painting | “Do you like the house?” “Like it? It’s beautiful!” | Thanks for the flowers - they’re lovely! | one of Europe’s loveliest churches
lovely - lovelier - loveliest

beautifully (adv) a beautifully decorated house | The presents were all beautifully wrapped in pink tissue paper.

pretty /ˈprɪtɪ/ (adj) use this about objects that are small and delicate, or things in your home such as curtains and carpets: pretty wallpaper with yellow flowers on it | What a pretty vase!

pretty - prettier - prettiest

magnificent /ˈmægnɪfɪkənt/ (adj) very beautiful and impressive – use this about large and impressive buildings or pieces of furniture, especially old ones: The room is dominated by a magnificent four-poster bed. | a magnificent 15th century castle

gorgeous /ˈgɔːrɪdʒəs/ (adj) ESPECIALLY SPOKEN use this about beautiful things that you admire very much

gorgeous dress/coat/colour etc I love your dress! It’s such a gorgeous colour! | The apartment had been furnished in rich, deep colours and gorgeous fabrics.

exquisite /ɪkˈskwestɪt, əˈskwestɪt/ (adj) very beautiful – use this about jewellery or small things that have been designed with great care and made with a lot of skill: an exquisite hand-carved ivory brooch | There’s a little courtyard with fountains and orange trees – it’s really exquisite.

elegant /ˈelɪɡənt/ (adj) use this about buildings, furniture, and clothes that are beautifully designed in a simple but usually expensive way: We first met him at an elegant hotel in the uptown district of Manhattan | an elegant rosewood dining table | She was wearing an elegant black suit.

6 places/countryside/views

beautiful /ˈbjʊtəfəl/ (adj) use this about places that everyone admires and likes to visit: Florence is such a beautiful city. | Cornwall has some of the most beautiful stretches of coastline in Britain | a restaurant with beautiful views over Sorrento and the Gulf of Naples

lovely /ˈlʌvli/ (adj) use this about places that are beautiful in a way that makes you feel relaxed and gives you a lot of pleasure: The hills will be lovely at this time of year. | You are so lucky to live here with all this lovely countryside around you. | The garden was looking lovely.
Getting cold, I'm getting hungry etc (not 'it's becoming cold'). 2. You can use become with most adjectives, but get can only be used with some adjectives: see the note at get for details.

become [bɪkmə] [v] if you become rich, famous, worried etc. you start to be rich, famous, worried etc: Julian's book was a big success and he quickly became rich and famous. | The weather was becoming warmer. | It soon became clear that the fire was out of control. | After a while, my eyes became accustomed to the dark.

becoming - became - have become

good looks [gʊd ˈlʊks] [n plural] someone's attractive appearance: Although over 50 she had not lost her good looks.

BECOME

1 with adjectives

Word choice - become and get: 1. Become is more formal than get and is used mainly in written English. Get is the usual word to use in conversation: say it's...
turn /tɜːrn/ [v] turn red/blue/white etc to become a different colour because of a natural change: My father’s hair turned grey when he was only 40. In autumn the leaves turn red and yellow.

- went - have gone

2 with nouns

⚠ Don’t use get with nouns.

become /bɪkəm/ [v] In the 19th century, the city became a major trading centre. Since she won all that money, she’s become a very unpleasant person.

become a doctor/writer/teacher etc Theroux decided to give up teaching and become a writer.

becoming - became - have become

⚠ You can also say ‘I want to be a doctor/an actor etc when I leave college’.

change into sth/turn into sth /tɜːn intuː (stː)/ [phrasal verb T] to completely change and become something else, often in a surprising way: The little brown caterpillar eventually changes into a beautiful butterfly. During the brewing process, all the sugar turns into alcohol.

develop into sth /diˈvɛləp intuː (stː)/ [phrasal verb T] to gradually become something that is much better, bigger, more important, or more serious: In 20 years, the company has developed into a huge multinational organisation. A minor illness which developed into a serious chest infection

BEFORE

- opposite AFTER
- see also EARLY

1 before something happens, or before someone does something

before /bɪˈfɔː/ [preposition/conjunction/adv] before you do something or before an event happens: The family left France just before the war. Think carefully before you give your final answer. Before I could say anything Dave walked away.

before doing sth Before joining IBM Jack worked for Toshiba. You should check the oil before starting a long drive.

before this/that We spent two years in America, and before that we lived in Japan.

the night before/the day before/the week before etc The night before the wedding she was really nervous.

a week/2 days/5 years etc before I was born just 11 months before my brother.

⚠ Before can be used as an adverb, but only in expressions like a week before and the day before: When we got there, we found out he had left the day before. Don’t use before on its own as an adverb – use before this or before that: I had a job as a waiter, and before that I worked in a supermarket.

⚠ Don’t use ‘will’ with before. Don’t say ‘before I will leave England I want to visit Cambridge’. Say before I leave England ...

beforehand (also ahead of time) American /ˈbɪfrɛθænd/ [adv] if you do something beforehand or ahead of time, you do it before you do something else, especially in order to make a situation easier: We had agreed beforehand not to tell anyone else about our plans. Decide ahead of time whether you will keep the dog indoors or outside.

in advance /ɪnəˈvɑːns/ if you do something in advance, you do it before another event happens, especially so that you will be well prepared: This is a meal you can easily prepare in advance.

tell/warn sb in advance (=warn them that something may happen) I wish you’d told me in advance that you were going to be late.

six months in advance/a year in advance etc Preparations for the visit had been made months in advance.

pre- /prɪ/ [prefix] pre-war/pre-school/pre-Christmas etc before the war, before starting school etc: life in pre-war Britain. The government seems to have forgotten all its pre-election promises.
before a particular time or date

**before** /bɪˈfɔː/ [preposition] before a particular time or date: Call me back before 4.30.

just before She was born just before Christmas.

by /baɪ/ [preposition] by 6 o’clock/Friday/next winter etc at some time before 6 o’clock, Friday, etc. and certainly not later than this: I’ll be home by 6, I promise. I Make sure you get the work done by Friday. By 9 o’clock, all the guests had arrived.

before now

**before** /bɪˈfɔː/ [adv] before now: I’ve never seen such a big dog before. Stan’s never been up in a plane before and he’s feeling very nervous.

ago /əˈgoʊ/ [adv] five minutes/two weeks/20 years etc ago five minutes, two weeks etc before now: He went out half an hour ago, but he’ll be back soon. She died two months ago.

a long time ago “When did you live in Germany?” “Oh, it was a long time ago – in 1967.”

ages ago spoken (=a very long time ago) He wrote to me once, but that was ages ago.

previously /prɪˈvɪəslɪ/ [adv] before a time or event in the past: She got the job two years ago, after previously working in another computer company. The attack was carried out by a previously unknown group of terrorists.

two days/three weeks/six months etc previously A few weeks previously I had met Herr Mueller at a conference.

formerly /fɔrˈmeɪli/ [adv] formal, during a period in the past but not now: Watkins was formerly editor of a national newspaper. Zimbabwe was formerly known as Rhodesia.

someone or something that existed before, or that you had before

**previous** /prɪˈvɪəs/ [adj only before noun] the **previous** person, thing, or time is the one that existed just before now or before the time you are talking about: Please ignore my previous instructions. In her previous job she’d been an accountant. The car’s previous owner was a doctor.

**previous day/week/year etc** (=the day, week etc before the time in the past that you are talking about) The previous day my father had looked perfectly healthy. The weather that summer was much better than in previous years.

last /læst/ [adj only before noun] the **last** person or thing is the one that you had just before now, or the one that existed just before now: The last apartment we lived in was much smaller than this one. Clare broke up with her last boyfriend because he drank too much.

**last night/week/year etc** (=the one before this one) I couldn’t sleep last night because of the heat.

earlier /ɪˈlɪər/ [adv] at some time, date, year etc before now or before the time you are talking about: Didn’t I give you the key earlier?

earlier in the day/year etc I saw Barbara earlier in the day – she looked very upset.

20 years earlier/10 minutes earlier/moments earlier etc Three years earlier, he had been happily married with a good job. Things were different now.

ex- /ɪks/ prefix ex-wife/ex-boyfriend/ex-police woman/ex-soldier etc someone who used to be someone’s wife, used to be a policeman etc, but is not anymore: Joe’s father’s an ex-policeman. I wish you
 wouldn't keep talking about your ex-boyfriends.

old. [adj only before noun] sb's old job/car/girlfriend/boss etc the job, car, etc that someone had before the one they have now. How much did you sell your old car for? I tried to contact Jim, but I only have his old phone number. I had a big family room in our old house.

⚠ Old is less formal than previous, and you usually use it in conversation. You use it about things that you used to have, or people that you used to work with or have a relationship with.

the one before. [adverb] the person or thing that existed before the one that you have just mentioned: I didn't enjoy Spielberg's latest movie but I thought the one before was great.

the day before/the week before/the year before etc (=the day, week etc before the time in the past that you are talking about) We got married in 1992, but I met her the year before, while I was at university.

former. [adj only before noun] formal existing at some time in the past, but not now — use this especially to talk about someone who used to have a particular job or position: former US President Jimmy Carter. Robert's former wife now lives in Switzerland. The former Soviet Republic of Georgia

predecessor. [noun] someone's predecessor is the person who had the same job before them: Sally's predecessor had warned her that the class could be very difficult. Kennedy's predecessor, President Eisenhower

S when you do something before anyone else does it

first. [adverb] if you do something first, go somewhere first etc., you do it. go there etc. before anyone else: We got here first – these seats are ours. Let Michael read the magazine. He saw it first.

be the first to do sth My sister always said I would be the first to get married, but she was wrong.

6 before something else in a list or series

before. [preposition] before something or someone else in a list, series, or set. I think you were before me in line. weren't you? The chapter before this one was about Jenny's family. Harajuku station is one stop before Shibuya station on the Yamanote Line.

in front of/in front of something else in a list or series

in front of something else in a list or series. when you are talking about another person in a group of people who are waiting to do something: The man in front of me let me go first. There were about fifty people ahead of us waiting for tickets.

previous. [adj only before noun] coming before the one that you are dealing with now: In a previous chapter we considered how children learn language. He played the part of Tommy in a previous series of the show.

earlier. [adj only before noun] coming at some time before the one you have just mentioned — use this especially about something that is very different from what is happening now: These plays lack the wit and energy of his earlier work. Harrison's latest remarks seems less confident than his earlier statement.

the one before. [adverb] the thing that comes before another in a series: I don't like this song — the one before was much better. In the series 2, 4, 8, 16, each number is twice as big as the one before.

above. [adj only before noun] formal written use this in formal written English to talk about a person or thing that was mentioned earlier: Write to the above address for more information. The above diagram shows a normal car engine.

the above. (=the people or things mentioned earlier) Contact any of the above for more details.

above. [adverb] the organizations mentioned above
the beginning of something
the beginning /ˈbɪgɪŋ/ [n singular] the first part of an event, period or time, story etc.
+ of It will be ready by the beginning of next week. | The beginning of the movie is very violent.

at the beginning There’s always a spelling test at the beginning of each class.
from the beginning (=all the time, from the beginning of a long period) It was obvious from the beginning that his plan was going to fail.

start /stɑːt/ [n singular] the beginning of something, or the way that something begins
the start of sth The runners are now lining up for the start of the race.
at the start At the start, their relationship was very good.
right from the start (=use this to emphasize that something has been true all the time from when it started) We’ve had problems with this car right from the start.
from start to finish (=from the beginning to the end) a book that holds your attention from start to finish
a good/bad start to sth Well, first the car broke down – which wasn’t a very good start to the vacation.

origin /ˈɔːrɪdʒɪn/ [n, ˈɔr-] [n C] the origin of something is where it came from or how it first started to exist: AIDS became widespread in the 1980s, but no-one is certain of its origin.
+ of a dictionary that explains the origin of words

starting point /ˈstɑːrtɪŋ poʊnt/ [n C] usually singular] the starting point of something is where it begins or develops from: If you want to learn about working overseas this book would be a good starting point.
+ for/of They took the present situation in South Africa as the starting point for their discussion. | The assassination of Archduke Ferdinand is seen as the starting point of the war.

at the beginning
at the beginning/at the start /æt ˈbɪgɪŋ, æt ˈstɑːt/ We agreed at the start that we would discuss any problems openly.
+ of Your rent is due at the beginning of every month. | The team was doing well at the start of the season.
at first /æt ˈfɜːrst/ at the beginning of an event or period, especially when the situation later gets worse or better: Barney was shy at first, but gradually he became more confident.

initially /ɪnɪˈʃəli/ [adv] at first – use this to say what happened at the beginning of a process or situation, especially when something different happened later: They offered her the job, initially on a temporary basis but later as a full member of staff. | Initially, the President didn’t support this proposal.

initial [adj] only before noun] happening at first: My initial impression of Sadie was that she was shy and a little unhappy.

originally /ɔːrɪˈdʒɪnəli, -dʒəˈnəli/ [adv] at the beginning – use this to talk about the situation at the time when something first existed: She’s Canadian, but her family originally came from Scotland. | Originally, the book was published as a series of magazine articles.

original /ɔːrɪˈdʒɪnəl, -dʒəˈnəl/ [adv] only before noun] existing at the beginning: The original owner of the painting was a friend of the artist.

early /ˈɛrli/ [adv] near the beginning of an event, story, or period: I’ll be seeing him early next week.
early in the game/story/century etc United scored early in the game.
early – earlier – earliest
early [adj] only before noun | We’re spending two weeks in Malaysia in early May. | a man in his early thirties (=between 30 and 33 years old) | the story of her early life in India.

3 a speech or piece of writing that comes at the beginning

introduction [intrədʌkʃn] [n C] a short part at the beginning of a book or speech, explaining what it is about: You’ll understand the poems better if you read the introduction first.

+ to Scott’s introduction to his novel ‘Ivanhoe’

introductory [intrədəktəri] [adj] introductory remark / paragraph / sentence things that someone says or writes at the beginning of a book, speech etc to explain what it is about: Write an introductory paragraph giving the background to your research.

---

BEHAVE

POLITE

STUPID

see also

SENSIBLE

DESCRIBING PEOPLE

1 to behave in a particular way

behave [ˈbɪheɪv] [v I] the way someone behaves is the things that they do and say, and the effects these have on other people: How does Sam behave at school?

behave well/badly/unreasonably etc I’m not going to talk to him until he starts behaving reasonably.

behave as if The next time I saw him, Frank behaved as if nothing had happened.

behave like sb/sth Oh, be quiet! You’re behaving like a two-year-old.

behave towards sb William was behaving very strangely towards me.

be [bɪ] be rude/helpful/silly etc to behave in a rude, helpful, or silly etc way: Don’t be so rude! | The waiter was really friendly and helpful. | Stop being silly! | Why is she being so nice to us?

act [ækt] [v I] to behave in a particular way, especially in a way that seems unusual, surprising, or annoying to other people

act strangely/stupidly/oddly etc Tina’s been acting very strangely lately.

act like sb/sth He has been accused of acting like a dictator

act as if She acts as if she owns the place and we’re her servants.

react [rɪˈækt] [v I] to say or do something because of what another person has said or done, or because of something that has happened: How did she react when you told her the news?

react angrily/violently/calmly Parents reacted angrily when the school asked them to keep their children at home.

treat [trɪt] [v T] to behave towards someone or deal with someone in a particular way

treat sb well/badly Amy’s treated him really badly – no wonder he’s upset.

treat sb like sb/sth I’m sick of my parents treating me like a child.

treat sb with respect/contempt/kindness Douglas was treated with much more respect after his promotion.

2 to behave well

behave [ˈbɪheɪv] [v I] especially spoken to do what people tell you and not cause any trouble – use this especially about children: If you two don’t behave, I’m taking you straight home.

behave yourself (=behave well) Make sure you behave yourselves when we visit Grandma.

good [gʊd] a child who is good does not cause trouble and does what he or she is
told to do: I was always very good at school. I He’s a good little boy. I Bye now Jessie. Be good.

**well-behaved**  [adj] someone who is well-behaved does not cause any trouble and does what other people tell them to do – use this especially about children, pets, or large groups of people: Can I bring my dog? She’s very well-behaved. I The crowd was noisy but well-behaved.

**be on your best behaviour** BRITISH behavior AMERICAN bit: on jə best brɛhərvjər— to make a special effort to behave well by doing and saying the right things and being very polite, because you know other people are watching you: Dinner was very formal, with everyone on their best behaviour.

3 **to behave badly**

**behave badly**  [brɛhəv ‘bedli: to be rude, unhelpful, or unpleasant and not do what you are told to do: I knew I’d behaved very badly and I was sorry. I The kids behaved so badly that I was embarrassed.

**misbehave**  [mɪsbruːv] [v I] if children misbehave, they deliberately behave badly by being noisy, fighting etc. Kids often misbehave when they are bored or tired. I We never dared to misbehave in Miss Dill’s classes.

**act up**  [əkt ap] [phrasal verb] INFORMAL to behave badly by being very active and noisy: During his parents’ divorce, Robert began acting up in class.

4 **the way someone behaves**

**behaviour** BRITISH behavior AMERICAN brɛhərvjər [n U] the way someone behaves: His behaviour in school is beginning to improve. I That kind of behavior is not acceptable.

+ towards Eric’s behaviour towards his family surprised me.

Don’t say ‘behaviours’ or ‘a behaviour’. Behaviour is an uncountable noun.

**manner**  [mənə] [n singular] the way someone behaves when they are talking to or dealing with other people: The driver’s manner was very unfriendly. I She impressed everyone with her business-like manner.

Don’t confuse manner (=the way someone behaves when dealing with other people) and manners (=polite ways of behaving in social situations, for example knowing how to behave during a meal or when to say ‘please’ and ‘thank you’).

---

**BELIEVE/ NOT BELIEVE**

**true/not true**

**lie**  [liː] see also RELIGION

**true/not true**

**know/not know**

**to believe something**

**believe**  [bɪˈliːv] [v T] to be sure that something is true or that someone is telling the truth: Did the police believe her story? I No one believed me when I explained that the gun wasn’t mine.

+ (that) People used to believe the Earth was flat. I The government believes that its campaign against drugs is working.

**believe in sth/sb** (=believe that something or someone exists) Do you believe in ghosts? I If you don’t believe in God, why are you getting married in church?

**firmly/strongly believe** Within a few months, Kit firmly believed he had made the biggest mistake of his life.

Don’t say ‘I am believing’, ‘he is believing’ etc. Say I believe, he believes.

**accept**  [əkˈsept] [v T] to believe something because someone has persuaded you to believe it: He seems to just accept everything they tell him, without questioning it. I I’m not sure whether your story would be accepted by a jury.

+ that I don’t accept that he knew nothing about these payments until now.
be taken in  [biːˈtʌkən ɪn] to believe that someone is telling the truth, when in fact they are lying in order to trick you: He told me that it was a genuine diamond, and I was completely taken in.

+ by Don’t be taken in by products claiming to make you lose weight quickly.

gullible  [ˈgʌlɪbl] adj too willing to believe what other people tell you, so that it is easy for people to cheat you: I was so gullible – I thought he loved me! I cheap goods sold at high prices to gullible tourists

something that someone believes

belief  [bɪˈliːf] [n C/U] something you believe to be true

religious/political beliefs They were put in prison because of their religious beliefs.

+ that Their experiments were based on the belief that you could make gold from other metals.

contrary to popular belief (=despite what most people believe) formal Contrary to popular belief, eating carrots does not improve your eyesight.

superstition  [ˌsjuːərəstiʃən] [n C/U] a belief that some things are lucky and some are unlucky, even though there are no scientific reasons for believing this: There is an old superstition that walking under a ladder is unlucky. I These people lived in an age of superstition and ignorance.

when something seems to be true

convincing  [kənˈvɪnsɪŋ] adj a convincing explanation, argument, reason, etc seems likely to be true: There is some convincing evidence that women are more intelligent than men. I didn’t find any of their arguments very convincing.

plausible  [ˈpleɪzəbəl] adj something that is plausible seems reasonable and likely to be true, even though it may actually be untrue – use this especially with these words: explanation, excuse, answer.

doubt  [dɔːt] [v T] to think that something is probably not true: Kim never doubted his story.

+ if/whether I doubt whether anyone really understood what I was trying to say.

I doubt it He may be the best person for the job, but I doubt it.

doubt very much (=think something is almost certainly not true) She says she’ll leave him, but I doubt very much if she will.

sceptical  [ˈskeptikl] adj someone who is sceptical about something is not sure whether it is true, or does not really believe it: When I started this investigation I was sceptical. I Russell’s sceptical attitude towards the Christian religion

+ about I wish him luck, but I’m sceptical about his chances of success.

cynical  [ˈsaɪnɪkl] adj someone who is cynical is not willing to believe that people have good or honest reasons for doing something: I think movie stars just do charity work to get publicity – but maybe I’m too cynical. I an author with a cynical view of life

+ about Since her divorce, she’s become very cynical about men.
disbelief /dɪsˈbɛɪl/ [n U] the feeling that you have when you are very surprised by something and do not believe that it is true. People's usual reaction to bad news is shock and disbelief.

stare/watch in disbelief I stared at him in disbelief. "You’re not serious, surely?"

**S** what you say when you do not believe what someone is telling you

**Q** you're kidding/you're joking /ˈkɪdɪŋ, ˈdʒoʊkɪŋ/ [sp] spoken informal say this when you are very surprised by what someone has just said and cannot believe that it is true: They got married! You’re kidding!

⚠️ Only say this to friends and people who you know well.

**Q** come off it /kəm ˈɒf ɪt/ [sp] spoken informal say this when you cannot believe what someone has said, and you think they do not really believe it themselves: "I'm going to fail!" "Oh come off it, you couldn’t possibly fail after all the work you’ve done."

⚠️ Only say this to friends and people who you know well. If you use come off it to people who you do not know well, it will seem rude.

---

**BEND**

- opposite **STRAIGHT**

**1 to bend your body, or part of your body**

**bend** [bend] [v I/T] if you bend, you move the top part of your body forwards or down: if you bend your arm, leg, or knee, you move it so that it folds at the joint. Bend your arms and then stretch them upwards.

- forward/towards/across She bent towards me and whispered in my ear.

bending - bent - have bent

**bend over/bend down** [bend ˈəʊvər, bend ˈdaʊn] [phrasal verb] to bend the top part of your body down, for example to pick something up: She bent over to pick up the ball. I can't bend down because I've hurt my back.

**bow** [bəʊ] [v I] to bend your head and the upper part of your body forward slightly, in order to show respect or as a formal greeting: All the men turned and bowed as the Emperor passed.

**crouch** [kraʊtʃ] [v I] to bend your legs under you and bring your body close to the ground: I saw him crouching behind some bushes.

**crouch down** She crouched down to watch the spider.

**curl up** [kɜːl ʌp] [phrasal verb] to lie or sit with your arms and legs bent close to your body: I just want to curl up in my chair and watch TV.

**2 to bend something**

**bend** [bend] [v T] to push or press something into a curved shape, or fold it to form an angle: I hit the nail too hard and bent it a little.

**bend sth back/down/into** Bend the wire into an 'S' shape.

bending - bent - have bent
twist /twist/ [v T] to bend and turn something, such as wire or rope, several times
 twist s th around/through/into He twisted a coil of wire around the handle. | Her hair was twisted into a knot at the back of her head.

3 easy to bend

flexible /ˈfleksəbl/ [adj] something that is flexible is easy to bend: shoes with flexible rubber soles | A long flexible hose is attached to the tap.

4 not easy to bend

stiff /stif/ [adj] hard, and difficult to bend: a sheet of stiff cardboard | The hairs on its back were stiff, as though it was frightened.

rigid /ˈrɪdɪd/ [adj] an object that is rigid cannot be bent at all: The framework of the aircraft is rigid but light. | a rigid metal structure

5 someone who finds it easy to bend their arms, back etc

supple /ˈsʌppl/ [adj] someone who is supple can bend and stretch very easily and comfortably: a supple young gymnast

6 something that is not straight

bent /bent/ [adj] something that is bent is no longer flat or straight: How did this spoon get bent? | The lid is bent and it won’t shut. | Stand with your legs slightly bent.

twisted /ˈtwɪstɪd/ [adj] something that is twisted is bent in many different directions: The driver was dead, and the car was a heap of twisted metal.

curved /ˈkɜːvəd/ [adj] something that is curved has a smooth round bend in it: a sword with a curved blade

wavy /ˈweɪvɪ/ [adj] wavy lines or hair have a lot of smooth curves in a regular pattern: A series of wavy lines appeared on the screen. | She had long wavy brown hair.

7 when a road, river, or path bends

bend /bend/ [n C] a place on a road, river, or path where it turns to go in a different direction: Soon you come to a point where there’s a bend in the river. | The car came round the bend too fast.

a sharp bend (=one that turns suddenly) After you’ve passed the church, you go around a sharp bend.

curve /ˈkaʊvər/ [v I] a road, river, or path that curves has a long smooth bend in it, like part of a circle: From here the railway curves away towards the town. | a sandy beach curving gently around the bay

curving /ˈkaʊvɪŋ/ [adj only before noun] a wide curving staircase

wind /waind/ [v I] a road, river, or path that winds has a lot of curved bends over a long distance

+ through/along/around The trail winds through the forest, then descends towards the lake.

winding /ˈwainding/ [adj only before noun] a peaceful little town on the banks of a winding river

winding - wound - have wound

zigzag /ˈzɪgzæg/ [v I] a road or path that zigzags keeps turning to the left and then the right with a lot of sharp bends

+ down/ across/ through ski routes zigzagging down the mountainside
**best** /bɛst/ [adj usually before noun] best than anything or anyone else: The best ice-cream in the world is made in Italy. | She got the award for ‘Best Actress’ for her part in the movie. | Two of their best players were injured. | What’s the best way to cook sweet potatoes?

**the best** (=someone or something that is better than all the others) I chose a Japanese camera because I wanted to buy the best.

**the best in the country/the world/the class etc** Woods is the best player in the team. | Their heart surgery unit is the best in the country.

**by far the best** (=much better than any others) It was by far the best vacation I’ve ever had.

**the best thing to do** I think the best thing to do would be to call a doctor.

**best** [adj] I’ve tried a lot of shampoos but this is the one I like best. | Nadia is the best-dressed woman I know.

**greatest** /ˈɡreɪʃəst/ [adj] the best and most important that there has ever been – use this about artists, political leaders, sports players etc, or about paintings, books, music, achievements etc: Picasso was one of the greatest artists of the 20th century. | Compass is one of the greatest inventions in our history. | The First World War produced some of the greatest poetry ever written.

**finest** /ˈfɪnɪst/ [adj] the best and most skilful, or the best and highest quality – use this about artists, writers, performances, or achievements, or about wines, foods, products, or materials: Marlon Brando was perhaps the finest film actor of them all. | Many people regard Beethoven’s Fifth Symphony as his finest work. | We use only the finest ingredients.

**top** /tɒp/ [adj only before noun] the most skilful, most successful, and most famous – use this about people such as sports players, lawyers, entertainers, photographers, or designers: one of the world’s top tennis players | Several top rock acts will be performing at the charity concert. | By the age of 18, she was already a top fashion model.

**star** /stɑːr/ [adj only before noun] star player/performer/student/pupil etc the best player in a team, the best student in a class etc: Their star player earned millions of dollars. | Bob Woodward, the Washington Post’s star reporter

**star** [n C] They’re a pretty good class, but Laura’s undoubtedly the star.

## 2 when you do something better than ever before

**at your best** /ət ˈjest/ best/ if you are at your best, you are performing at your highest level of skill: At his best, Maradona was one of the most exciting players in the world. | The album shows Stephan Grappelli at his very best.

**be at your peak** /bɪ: ət ˈpiːk/ to be at the time in your life when you are playing a sport, doing your job etc better than at any other time: Long distance runners are usually at their peak in their mid-30s. | At his peak, McEnroe was one of the best tennis players of all time. 

---

When you see [C], go to the **ESSENTIAL COMMUNICATION** section.
the thing that you do best

best /best/ [adj only before noun] your best subject, sport etc: My best subject at school was history. | He’s good at lots of sports but his best event is the high-jump.

speciality BRITISH specialty AMERICAN /speʃə'teləri, 'speʃa-liti/ [n C] the thing that you do best and that you are the most skilful at: She loved baking, and cakes were her speciality. | Christie also runs the 200 metres, but the 100 is his speciality.

plurals specialities BRITISH specialties AMERICAN

better than before

better /'bɛtə/ [adj] I hope the weather’s better next week.
+ than The food here’s a lot better than it used to be.
get better His work got better after he changed schools.
much/far/a lot better I’m still not very good at Japanese, but I’m much better than I used to be.
be an improvement /bi: ən im'pru'ment/ to be better than something similar that you had or did before or that existed before
+ on This new heating system is definitely a big improvement on the old one.
improved /im'pru:vId/ [adj only before noun] better than before, because changes have been made: the new improved Mark IV engine I improved relations between India and Pakistan

that’s more like it /ðæts ɔ:mz 'laik it/ spoken say this when a situation is better than before, or when someone starts to do something better: Can’t you walk faster – that’s more like it. | He’s reduced his price to $800 Now that’s more like it!

do something better
do better /du: 'bɛtə/ to do something better than you did before, or do something better than someone else: You’d do better if you practised more often.
+ than John did better than most of the other students in the class. I Come on – you can do better than that!

improve on sth /im'pru:v on (sth)/ [phrasal verb T] to do something better than it was done before, especially by trying very hard: We have improved on last year’s results. | Smithson has 165
points, and I don’t think anyone will improve on that.

outdo /ˈaʊtduː/ [u T] to be more successful at something than someone else: Ciara is always trying to outdo her sister.

outdoing - outdid - have outdone

4 better after an illness

better /ˈbetər/ [adj not before noun]

especially spoken better after you have been ill: Is Helen better yet?

get better I hope you get better soon. | He was getting better every day.

well /wel/ [adj not before noun] when you are no longer ill: As soon as you’re well again, we’ll go to Florida.

get well soon spoken (say this when someone is ill)

recover /rɪˈkʌvər/ [v I] to get well again after you have had an illness or injury: She had chicken pox, and it took her ten days to recover.

+ from Gascoigne is recovering from a knee injury.

be fully recovered (= be completely well again) Mitchell is fully recovered and will be taking part in the race.

⚠️ Recover is more formal than get better, and is usually used about serious illnesses or injuries.

2 places/areas/cities/rooms

big/large /big, laːrdʒ/ [adj] London is the biggest city in Europe. | I like the bedroom - it's really big. | Flooding has affected large areas of the country.

big - bigger - biggest

⚠️ You can usually use big and large in the same situations, but it is more usual to talk about big cities and towns and large areas.

enormous/huge /ɪnˈnɔːməs, hjuːdʒ/ [adj]

very big and impressive: They have a huge garden. | The kitchen was enormous. | The Grosvenor family once owned huge areas of land.

spacious /speɪʃəs/ [adj]

use this about the inside of a room or building that has a lot of space: a spacious apartment in Manhattan | Jenny's kitchen is spacious, light, and airy. | The company's spacious offices in Oxford
vast [vast] [adj] use this about very large areas of land, sea, or space. China is a vast country. | Whales can communicate across vast distances.

people
- see also TALL, FAT

big/large [big, lándʒ] [adj] use this about someone who is tall and has a large body: My father was a big man, with legs like tree trunks. | A large woman in her early 50s answered the door.

well-built [wel bilt] [adj] use this about someone who is big and strong and has a lot of muscles: He was handsome and well-built, like a Hollywood movie star.

huge/enormous [hjuːdʒ, ɪnˈmɔːrəs] [adj] very big and tall, in a way that is impressive or frightening: The other wrestler was enormous, and must have weighed over 250 pounds. | A huge policeman stood outside the gate.

numbers/amounts

- Don’t use big to talk about numbers and amounts.

large [laːdʒ] [adj]

large amount/quantity/number The thieves escaped with large amount of money. | Large quantities of nuclear waste have been dumped into the sea.

a large sum (=a large amount of money) She was offered a large sum of money for carrying drugs across the border.

in large numbers By the 1950s, women had begun attending university in large numbers.

huge/massive/enormous [hjuːdʒ, ˈmæsɪv, ɪnˈmɔːrəs] [adj] very large, in a way that is impressive or shocking.

+ amount/number/increase/reduction etc The government spends huge amounts of money on health care. | There has been a massive increase in the number of people living below the poverty line. | Job losses on an enormous scale (=when a large number of people lose their jobs)

high [hɑː] [adj] use this about prices and levels, especially when you think that something is too expensive or there is too much of it: Many old people cannot afford the high cost of heating their homes. | The level of pollution is acceptably high. | Very high interest rates on bank loans

problems/changes/differences/effects

- Don’t use large about problems, changes, differences, or effects.

big [bɪg] [adj only before noun] Our biggest problem is lack of money. | There will have to be some big changes around here. | Your clothes can make a big difference to the way you feel about yourself.

big - bigger - biggest

huge/enormous [hjuːdʒ, ɪnˈmɔːrəs] [adj] very big, and very important, or serious: Young people from poor families often have enormous difficulty in finding jobs. | Advances in technology have had a huge impact on the way people work.

major [ˈmeɪdʒər] [adj only before noun] use this about something that has serious and important effects on many people, many places etc.

major difference/change/difficulty/problem We have been told to expect major changes in the Earth’s climate. | There is one major difference between these two systems of government.

how big something is

size [saɪz] [n C/U] Once again, teachers are protesting about class sizes in schools. | It takes a cat two years to reach full adult size.

+ of The amount of tax you pay will depend on the size of your family.

of this/those size (=as big as this) There simply aren’t the resources to support a population of this size.

the size of sth (=the same size as something) A whole library of information can be stored on a microchip the size of a fingernail.
how big /hau bɪg/ use this to talk about or ask about the size of something: I'm not sure how big the apartment is. | How big do these fish grow?

scale /skɛl/ [n singular] the size of something such as a problem or a change, not of an object, vehicle etc

the scale of sth Rescue workers are trying to assess the scale of the disaster. | Scientists are only just beginning to realize the scale of the problem.
on a large/massive/huge scale (=when something very big happens) The rainforest is being destroyed on a massive scale.

7 to become bigger

- see also GROW, INCREASE

get bigger /gɛt 'bɪɡər/ to become bigger: The hole in the ozone layer is getting bigger every year - a problem that's getting bigger all the time.

grow /grəʊ/ [v I] to become bigger - use this especially about amounts, organizations, and places: Mark's business grew rapidly in the first year. | Tandem's annual profits grew by 24% in 1990. | Tokyo has grown a lot over the last ten years.

growing - grew - have grown

expand /ɪkˈspænd/ [v I] to become bigger and more successful - use this about businesses and other organizations: Medical insurance companies expanded rapidly during the 1980s. | The sports and leisure market is expanding more quickly than ever before.

swell up /swel ʌp/ [phrasal verb I] use this about parts of your body that have become bigger because you are ill or injured: Her face went blue and the veins in her neck swelled up.

swelling up - swelled up - have swollen up

swollen [adj] The boy's right knee was badly swollen. (=it had become much bigger because he was injured)

stretch /stretʃ/ [v I] if something such as a piece of clothing stretches, it gets bigger and changes its shape because it is being pulled or pressed: Don't worry if the boots are tight at first - they'll soon stretch when you wear them.

8 to make something bigger

stretch /stretʃ/ [v T] to pull cloth, plastic, leather, etc so that it gets bigger and changes its shape: Stretch the canvas so that it covers the whole frame.

enlarge /ɪnˈlɑːrdʒ/ [v T] to make a photograph, picture, or document bigger: The photocopier can enlarge documents by up to 100%.

have/get sth enlarged That's a lovely photo of Amy. Why don't you get it enlarged?

magnify /mæɡnɪfaɪ/ [v T] to make something look bigger than it is, for example by using a microscope: a picture of an insect, magnified 10 times.
magnifying - magnified - have magnified

extend /ɪkˈstend/ [v T] BRITISH to make a building bigger by adding more rooms or more space: The hotel has been recently renovated and extended. | We're thinking of extending the kitchen.

---

**BITE**

- see also EAT, FOOD

bite /baɪt/ [v I/T] to cut or crush something with your teeth: She sat there nervously biting her fingernails. | Don't worry about the dog - he won't bite.

+ into/through biting into a juicy apple | A shark had bitten right through our nets.

bite sb on the hand/leg etc The snake bit her on the ankle.

bite sth off (=remove something by biting it) He took a cigar and bit the end off.

biting - bit - have bitten

When you see **[ ]**, go to the ESSENTIAL COMMUNICATION section.
have a bite/take a bite [hæv ə bait] to take a piece from some food by biting it: "That looks good." "Here, have a bite." | Sandy picked up a doughnut and took an enormous bite.
+ of Can I have a bite of your candy bar?
chew [ʧu:] [v I/T] to keep biting something that is in your mouth: Don’t eat so quickly. Chew your food. | Helen sat chewing her pencil, trying to think what to write next.
peck [pekt] [v I/T] if a bird pecks something, it makes quick movements with its beak to try to bite it: A bird flew down and pecked my hand.
+ at Hens pecked at the corn on the ground.

**BLAME**

**to say or think that someone is responsible for something bad that has happened**

→ see also GUILTY/NOT GUILTY, CRITICIZE

1 **to blame someone**
blame [bli:m] [v T] to say or think that someone is responsible for something bad that has happened: He always blames someone else when things go wrong. | It’s your idea – don’t blame me if it doesn’t work.
blame sb for sth At first, everyone blamed the pilot for the crash.
blame sth on sb/sth You can’t blame everything on the government.
blame yourself For many years I blamed myself for her death.

2 **to be blamed for something**
get the blame [gɛt da blem] to be blamed for something, especially something that you did not do: The other kids all ran off, and I was the one who got the blame.
+ for I don’t know why I always get the blame for everything.
scapegoat [skəˈpiːɡət] [n C] someone who is blamed for something that someone else is much more responsible for, especially because people want someone to be punished: He was just a scapegoat – the people who were really responsible were his bosses in London.

3 **to be responsible for something bad that has happened**
be sb’s fault [bi (ʌs)] especially spoken to say that something is someone’s fault, they are responsible for it, especially because they made a mistake: "The dog’s gone." “It’s your fault. You left the gate open.”
be sb’s own fault (= when someone is responsible for something bad that happens to them) It’s her own fault – she just shouldn’t have married him.
+ (that) I’m so sorry. It’s my fault that we’re so late.

be to blame [bi ˈtəʊ blem] if someone or something is to blame for a bad situation, they caused it, especially by doing something wrong: It’s not the teachers who are to blame, it’s the parents.
+ for Some people think television is to blame for a lot of the problems in modern society.
be responsible [bɪ ˈrɪspənsəbl] especially if someone is responsible for an
accident, a crime etc., they caused it and they should be punished for it
+ for The police are trying to find out who was responsible for the attack.

def responsible (=think that something is your fault) You mustn’t feel responsible for his death. You did everything you could.

⚠️ Don’t say ‘be responsible of something’. Say be responsible for something: The truck driver was responsible for the crash.

4 to not be responsible for something bad that has happened

not be sb’s fault /not bi: (sb’s) fɑlt/ if something is not someone’s fault, they did not make it happen and they should not be blamed for it: Don’t worry – it’s not your fault. | She felt guilty, even though the accident wasn’t her fault.
+ (that) It wasn’t her husband’s fault that she felt so bored.

sb can’t help it /(sb) kænt ‘help it/ especially spoken if you say someone can’t help it, you mean they should not be blamed because they cannot prevent something from happening: “I wish you’d stop walking around like that!” “I can’t help it – I’m really nervous.”
+ if Dad can’t help it if the car keeps breaking down.

be not to blame /bi not ‘blaim/ to not be responsible for something bad that happens – use this especially when other people think you might have done something to make it happen
+ for Hospital workers were not to blame for a nine-year-old’s death, a court decided yesterday. | The report said that no one was to blame for the accident.

5 to say that you are responsible for something bad that has happened

take the blame /tɛk (ə) ‘bleim/ to admit that you are responsible for something bad that has happened, especially when other people are responsible for it but they are not blamed: It’s not my fault and I don’t see why I should take the blame.
+ for She refused to take the blame for something she didn’t do.

take full responsibility/accept full responsibility /tɛk ,fʊl rɪspənsˈbiləti, æksept fʊl rɪspənsˈbilətɪ/ -specifying if you take or accept full responsibility for something bad that has happened, you admit that you are completely responsible for it – use this especially about managers and leaders admitting that they are responsible
+ for The Chairman of the airline said he accepted full responsibility for the accident and immediately resigned.

BODY

- if you mean ‘dead body’, go to

DEAD

EXERCISE

MIND

MIND

WEAK

STRONG

THIN

FAT

HEALTHY/UNHEALTHY

DESCRIBING PEOPLE

1 the body of a person or animal

body /ˈbɒdɪ/ a body: your body is your head, arms, chest, waist, legs, feet, and all the other physical parts of you: My body ached all over, and I knew I was getting the flu. | The weight of your body will be partly supported by the water. | The cancer may have spread to other parts of her body.

the human body (=the body of any person) There are over 1000 muscles in the human body.

plural bodies

⚠️ You can also use body to talk about the main part of someone’s body, not including the head, arms, or legs: a spider with orange markings all over its body | The victim had bruises all over his face, neck, and body.
the shape of someone’s body

figure /ˈfɪɡər/ [n C usually singular] the shape of a woman’s body – use this especially to talk about a woman whose body has an attractive shape: She has a marvellous figure – she could be a model if she wanted to.

body /ˈbɒdi/ [n C] the shape, size, and appearance of someone’s body: Teenagers are often embarrassed about their bodies.

have a good/wonderful/great body (=a very attractive body) At the age of fifty, she still has a great body.

plural bodies

physique /ˌfizɪk/ [n C usually singular] the shape and size of someone’s body – use this especially to talk about the body of a man who is very strong and has a lot of muscles: Brad had a superb physique and the looks of a young Marlon Brando.

concerning your body

physical /ˈfɪzɪkl/ [adj] concerning your body, not your mind: Your son seems to be in good physical health. | During the war, people suffered terrible physical and emotional hardships.

physically [adv] At the end of the week I was physically and mentally exhausted.

---

books/literature

a book

book /bʊk/ [n C]

+ about I’m reading a book about a little girl who was a slave in 19th century Atlanta.

book on sth (=a book giving information about a particular subject) Do you have any books on astronomy?

paperback /ˈpeɪpərˌbæk/ [n C] a book with a cover made of stiff paper

hardback /ˈhɑːrdbæk/ [n C] a book with a hard cover

a book about imaginary people and events

novel /ˈnɒvl/ [n C] a book about people and events that the writer has imagined: a Jane Austen novel

+ by The movie is based on a novel by Anne Tyler.

romantic novel (=about love)

historical novel (=about people and events in the past)

fiction /fɪkʃən/ [n U] books about imaginary people and events: His first novel won a prize for modern fiction. | I’m taking a class in Victorian fiction.

romantic fiction (=about love)

literature /ˈlɪtərərɪ/ [n U] books, plays, and poems, especially famous ones that people think are important: She’s studying 19th century French literature. | the Nobel Prize for Literature

science fiction /ˌsaɪəns ˈfɪkʃən/ [n U] stories about things that happen in the future or in other parts of the universe

detective story /ˈdrektɪv ˈstɔːri/ [n C] a story in which someone tries to find who is responsible for a crime, especially a murder: I like reading Sherlock Holmes and other detective stories.

thriller /ˈθrɪlər/ [n C] an exciting story, for example about a crime or war, in which surprising events happen suddenly and you never know what will happen next: Stephen King’s new psychological thriller


---

WORD BANK

books/literature

story

read

@ opinions

see

write

theatre

also

art

free time

films/movies

---

When you see these words, go to the Essential Communication section.
3 a book about real people, places, or events
non-fiction /nɪn fɪkˈʃən/ [n C/U] books about real events, people, or places: The books in the library are divided into fiction and non-fiction.
non-fiction [adj] non-fiction books

4 a book about someone’s life
biography /ˌbaɪəˈɡræfɪ/ [n C] a book about someone’s life, written by another person: Boswell’s biography of Dr Johnson plural biographies
autobiography /əˌtɒbəˈɡræfɪ/ [n C] a book in which someone writes about their own life: In her autobiography, Doris Lessing writes about her childhood in Zimbabwe plural autobiographies

5 a book that gives you information about a subject
reference book /ˈrefərəns ˈbʊk/ [n C] a book that you look at in order to get information, especially a dictionary or encyclopedia: Do not remove reference books from the library.
encyclopedia /ˌɛnsaɪkˈloʊpɪdɪə/ [n C] a large book or set of books containing facts about a lot of different subjects, usually arranged in alphabetical order: Does anyone know when Mozart was born? “Look it up in the encyclopedia.” the Encyclopedia of Science

6 someone who writes books
writer /ˈraɪtə/ [n C] someone who writes books, stories, or articles in magazines as a job: When I was young I wanted to be a writer. Have you read any books by American writers? Greene was one of the finest writers of his generation.
author /ˈɔːθər/ [n C] someone who writes books, or who wrote a particular book: The prize was won by the German author, Heinrich Bill. Balzac was one of her favourite authors. Who was the author of ‘Catch 22’?

7 what happens in a book
the story of ‘Mud and Dust’ is the story of her travels across Africa.
true story (=when the events in a book really happened) I could hardly believe it was a true story.

plot /plɔt/ [n C] the events that happen in a book, and the way in which these events are connected: The plot was so complicated that I kept getting lost. It was like the plot of a detective novel.
ending /ˈendɪŋ/ [n C] what happens at the end of a book: I thought the ending was a real disappointment. A sad story with a happy ending

8 the words in a book
narrative /ˈnærətɪv/ [n C/U] the series of events described in a story and the way that the writer describes them: The pace of the narrative makes this book an exciting read.
dialogue /ˈdɪələˈɡuː/ [n C/U] the things that the people in a book say to each other: The novel is mostly description, with very little dialogue. A long dialogue between the main character and his mother

textbook /ˈtekstbʊk/ [n C] a book that contains information and ideas about a subject, which you use when you are studying that subject: a geography textbook The school says it doesn’t have enough money to buy textbooks for every student.
dictionary /ˈdɪkʃənriˌneri/ [n C] a book that tells you the meaning of words and lists them in alphabetical order plural dictionaries
quotation (also quote informal) /kwəutəʃən, kwətə/ [n C] a sentence or phrase from a book: He started his speech with a quotation from Shakespeare. I a famous quotation about love.

descriptive passage /dɪskrɪptɪv 'pæsɪdʒ/ [n C] a piece of writing that describes the way someone or something looks, sounds, smells etc.

style (also style of writing) /stайл, stайл ʌv 'raɪtɪŋ/ [n C] the way in which a writer uses words in order to express ideas or tell a story: Margaret Atwood's my favourite author - I like her style. I a very distinctive style of writing.

9 the people in a book

character /'kærəktər/ [n C] a person in the story of a book. The main character is a soldier in the First World War. I a character from Dickens.

hero/heroine /'hɪərəʊ, həˈroʊn/ [n C] the most important man or woman in a book: In the end the heroine dies. I Paul Morel is the hero of 'Sons and Lovers'.

10 the ideas or subject of a book

be about /bɪˈaːbaʊt/ if a book is about a person, idea, or event, that person, idea, or event is the main subject of the book: Her first novel is about her childhood. I I want to buy a book about gardening.

be set in /bɪˈsetɪn/ if a book is set in a place or period of time, the story happens in that place or during that time: Aldous Huxley's 'Brave New World' is set in the future. I The story is set in Paris.

be based on /bɪˈbeɪst ɒn/ if a book is based on a story or event, the things that happen in the book are very similar to the things that really happened: a novel based on a true story. I The book is based on Hemingway's experiences in the Spanish civil war.

theme /ˈθiːm/ [n C] one of the main ideas that an author writes about in a book: The themes of 'Oliver Twist' are poverty and crime. I Love is the main theme in all his novels.

11 poems

poem /pəʊəm/ [n C] a piece of writing which is arranged in patterns of lines and sounds: a poem by Sylvia Plath. I She quoted a few lines from Eliot's famous poem 'The Waste Land'.

poetry /ˈpəʊtri/ [n U] poems in general: a book of modern poetry. I Do you read much poetry?


12 a place where you can get books

bookshop /ˈbʊksʃɔp/, bookstore /ˈbʊkstɔr,-ʃɔr/ [n C] a shop that sells books.

library /ˈlaɪbrəri-,-əri/ [n C] a place that has a lot of books that you can borrow for a short time, usually without paying money: the college library.

BORING/BORED

→ opposite INTERESTING/INTERESTED

⚠️ Don’t confuse boring and bored. If something is boring, it is not interesting. If you feel bored, you are not interested in something, or you have nothing interesting to do.

1 boring jobs, books, films, activities etc

boring /ˈbɔːrɪŋ/ [adj] something that is boring is not interesting in any way and makes you feel tired: a boring job in an office. I a long boring lecture on economic planning. I I thought the party was really boring. I What a boring way to spend an evening!

⚠️ Be careful not to say 'I am boring' when you mean 'I am bored'.

—not very interesting not very interesting, especially spoken: very ordinary, and not really interesting or enjoyable: Did you watch that TV show about Prince Charles? It wasn't very interesting, was it? I There was nothing very
interesting in the local newspaper – just the usual stuff.

monotonous /ˌmʌnəˈtəʊnəs/ [adj] something that is monotonous is boring because it always continues in the same way and it never changes
monotonous work/job/routine a monotonous factory job
monotonous sound/voice/rhythm The teacher’s low monotonous voice almost sent me to sleep.

tedious /ˈtiːdiəs/ [adj] something that is tedious is boring and tiring because it continues for too long: a tedious journey. Doing all those calculations without a computer would be extremely tedious.
bore /bɔːr/ [v T] to make someone feel bored, for example by talking too much about the same thing: Am I boring you?
bore sb with sth He bores everyone with his constant talk about computers.
bore sb to death/to tears informal (=make someone very bored) Being alone with a baby all day bored her to tears.

boring people

boring /ˈbɔːrɪŋ/ [adj] someone who is boring never says or does anything interesting: He’s so boring – all he ever talks about is football. | Diana’s nice enough. A bit boring though.

dull /dʌl/ [adj] someone who is dull is not unpleasant, but their life and their conversation is never interesting or exciting: Our neighbours are OK, I suppose, but they’re so dull! | I’m afraid I must seem very dull compared with all those interesting people you meet.
bore /bɔːr/ [n C usually singular] a boring person who talks too much about themselves and about the things that they are interested in: At parties she always gets stuck with some bore who wants to tell her the story of his life.

boring places

boring /ˈbɔːrɪŋ/ [adj] not at all interesting or exciting to live in: This is such a boring town – there is nothing to do in the evenings. | It’s so boring here. I wish we lived in New York!

dead /ded/ [adj not before noun] a town that is dead is boring because nothing exciting happens and there is nothing interesting to do: In summer we get a few visitors, but most of the time this place is dead. | It’s absolutely dead here when all the students go away for the summer vacation.

nothing ever happens /ˈnʌθɪŋ ˈɛvər ˈhæpənz/ spoken if you say that nothing ever happens in a place, you mean that nothing interesting or exciting happens there: Nothing ever happens around here. Why can’t we move to the city?

dreary /ˈdrɪəri/ [adj] a dreary place is one where there is nothing attractive or cheerful to see: I was sent to yet another dreary government office. | Laurie gazed out over a dreary landscape of factories and waste ground.
dreary – drearer – dreariest

when you feel bored

bored /bɔːrd/ [adj] tired and impatient, either because you are doing something that you are not interested in, or because you have nothing to do: Dad, can we go home now? I’m bored! | gangs of bored teenagers wandering around the streets
get bored She seems to get bored very easily.
bored with doing sth Julia soon got bored with lying on the beach.
+ with I’m bored with pasta and tomatoes – let’s have something else for a change.
bored to tears/bored stiff informal (=extremely bored) There’s nothing to do here – I’m bored stiff!

fed up /fɛd ʌp/ especially spoken bored and annoyed with something that has continued for too long: Her husband’s out working all the time, and she’s really fed up.
+ with We were getting the same computer problems every day, and we were all fed up with it.
fed up with doing sth I'm fed up with listening to her complaints the whole time.
get fed up When you have to stay in and study every night you just get fed up with it.

be tired of sth/be sick of sth bi: 'tārid av (sth), bi: 'sik av (sth) to feel very annoyed and impatient with a situation that has continued for too long, or with a person who has done something for too long: We're always arguing, and I'm just tired of it. I'm really sick of him - he's always criticizing.

be tired/sick of doing sth People are tired of hearing politicians make promises that they never keep. Do it yourself - I'm sick of cleaning up after you!

get tired/sick of sth He couldn't make a decision, and I got tired of waiting.

Don't say 'very tired of something' or 'very sick of something'. Say really tired of something or really sick of something.

have had enough /hav ha'd/ to be so bored with something that has continued for a long time that you decide to leave, do something different, or change the situation: After 10 years of teaching, Allan has had enough.

have had enough of (doing) sth I'd had enough of living abroad, and I wanted to go home to England.

the feeling of being bored

boredom /bɔːrdəm/ [n U] the feeling you have when you are bored: an unbearable feeling of loneliness and boredom

out of boredom (=because of boredom) She says she started having affairs with other men out of boredom.

relieve the boredom (=make a situation less boring) Sometimes, we would play cards, just to relieve the boredom.

BORN

see also BABY

to be born

be born /bi: 'bɔrn/ a baby is born when it comes out of its mother's body and begins its life: Until recently most babies were born at home.

born in July/in 1961 etc (=in a particular month or year) James was born in 1984.
born on February 8th/29th August etc (=on a particular day) Katie was born on 23rd of May, 1992.

born in Russia/Texas/Oxford etc Jodie was born in a small town in Nebraska.

Don't say 'I borned' or 'I have been born'. Say I was born.

come from/be from /'kʌm frəm, bi frəm/ [phrasal verb T] if you come from or are from a particular country, area, or town, you were born there or spent the early part of your life there: We live in California now, but we're from Boston originally. Where do you come from? "Bari, in southern Italy."

the place where you were born

home town /'həʊm tu:n/ [n C] the town where you were born or where you spent the early part of your life: She left her home town of Glasgow at the age of 18, and never returned.

place of birth /'pleɪs ov bɔːθ/ [written] the town where you were born - used especially in official documents: Please write your name, address, and place of birth on the form.

birthplace /'bɜːtiplɪs/ [n C] the place where a famous person was born + of The city of Assisi is known as the birthplace of St Francis.

BORROW

LEND $ MONEY

owe $ banks

Be careful not to use borrow when you mean lend: You lend money, your car etc to someone (=you let them have it), but you borrow it from someone (=they let you have it). Don't say 'she borrowed me her car'. Say she lent me her car.
to borrow something

borrow *borəl] [bər-; 'bɔr- [u T] if you borrow something from someone, they let you have it, and you agree to give it back to them later: Can I borrow your calculator - I left mine at home. She asked if she could borrow 50 cents to get a coffee.

borrow sth from sb I'm always borrowing books from the library and forgetting to return them. Rwanda has applied to borrow $12 million from the World Bank.

borrow heavily (=borrow a lot of money from a bank or financial organization) Companies that borrowed heavily in the 1980s are now having trouble paying their debts.

to pay money to use someone else's car, house, equipment etc

rent *rent [v T] to pay money to use a house, office, shop etc that belongs to someone else

rent a house/apartment/building/office/room They are renting an apartment near the park. Marlowe rented a small office in downtown Los Angeles.

rent sth from sb When I was a student I rented a flat from an agency.

rented [adj] During the shooting of the movie, Neeson stayed in a rented house in Beverley Hills.

rent (also hire British) *rent, hǎr] [u T] to pay money to use a car, piece of equipment etc for a short period of time: We hired a car at the airport and drove to our hotel. I don't feel like going out - why don't we rent a video instead?

rent/hire sth from sb/sth You can hire skis and boots from the ski school.

money that you borrow

loan *lən] [n C] an amount of money that you borrow, especially from a bank, which you agree to pay back by the end of a period of time. If you need more money, we can arrange a loan.

a £5000/$20,000 loan The organization asked for a $2 million loan to plant new trees in the rainforest.

take out a loan (=get a loan) We took out a loan to buy a new car.

pay off/repay a loan (=finish paying back what you borrowed) It will take over three years to repay the loan.

bank loan (=money you borrow from a bank)

mortgage *mɔrt'gæs [n C] an amount of money that you borrow from a bank or a company in order to buy a house or apartment: mortgages are usually paid back by regular payments over a long period. In 1994/5 the average mortgage was £35,000.

pay the mortgage (=make regular payments to pay it back) Some months we only have enough to pay the mortgage.

a mortgage on a house/apartment (=the money you have borrowed to buy it) They have a large mortgage on their house in Central Park West.

a £60,000/$85,000 mortgage (=the amount of money you have borrowed)

take out a mortgage (=get a mortgage) I didn't want to take out a mortgage until I had a steady job.

BRAVE/NOT BRAVE

see also DESCRIBING PEOPLE

not afraid when you are in a dangerous or frightening situation

brave *bræv] [adj] someone who is brave does not show that they are afraid in a frightening situation or when they have to do something dangerous, painful, or unpleasant: You have to be very brave to be a firefighter. a brave rescue attempt. Your husband is a very brave man.

be brave (=behave bravely) spoken This may hurt a little, so be brave!

it is brave of sb to do sth It was very brave of you to tell her the truth.

bravely *brəvli] [adv] soldiers who fought bravely for their country

courageous *kərədʒəs] [adj] especially written someone who is courageous behaves very bravely, often for a long period, especially when they are fighting for something they believe in or suffering great pain: Throughout his life, he was a courageous fighter for justice. She died
yesterday, after a long and courageous battle with cancer.

courageously [adv] Slovo had courageously opposed apartheid for over 20 years.

daring /ˈdærɪŋ/ [adj] someone who is daring is not afraid of taking risks, and seems to like doing dangerous things: The daring Danish sailor, Bering, reached Alaska in 1741. | A daring attack on an enemy village.

hero /ˈhɪərəʊ/ [n C] a man who is remembered and admired for doing something very brave: a famous war hero plural heroes

heroine /ˈhɪərəʊn/ [n C] a woman who is remembered and admired for doing something very brave: a heroine of the resistance movement.

not afraid to do something new and different

daring /ˈdærɪŋ/ [adj] someone who is daring is not afraid of doing something new, unusual, or shocking, especially in areas such as art, fashion, and design: Many architects copied Nash’s new and daring style. | The more daring girls would wear short skirts and smoke cigarettes.

bold /bʊld/ [adj] not afraid of making big changes or taking difficult decisions: The company needs a strong leader, who is bold enough to make some tough decisions. | Bold new policies for reviving the inner-city areas.

to be brave enough to do something

dare /deər/ [v I] to be brave enough to do something that most people would be too frightened to do: You can also go hang-gliding or bungee-jumping, if you dare. dare to do sth She was the only one who dared to stand up and ask questions.

have the guts/have the nerve

/ˌhæv ə ˈɡaʊts, ˌhæv ə ˈnɜriŋ/ informal to be brave enough to do something very difficult or unpleasant

have the guts/nerve to do sth OK, she made a mistake, but at least she had the guts to admit it! | Few of her colleagues would have had the nerve to contradict her.

4 the ability to behave bravely

courage /ˈkɑːraɪdʒ/ [n U] the ability to behave bravely and calmly in a situation where most people would be afraid or would lose confidence: Martha showed great courage during her long illness.

have the courage to do sth Not many people had the courage to speak out against him.

it takes courage to do sth (=you need courage to do something) It must have taken a lot of courage for her to admit that she had an alcohol problem.

bravery /ˈbriːvəri/ [n U] when you behave bravely in a war or in a situation where your life is in danger: Both sides fought with great bravery. | Two police officers received medals for bravery.

guts /ɡaʊts/ [n plural] informal someone who has guts is brave enough to do something difficult or dangerous, and you admire them for it: You need guts and determination to succeed in motor racing.

it takes guts to do sth (=you need to be brave to do something) It took a lot of guts to get up and speak in front of all those people.

not brave

coward /ˈkaʊərd/ [n C] someone who is not brave enough to do something dangerous or unpleasant that they ought to do: He wrote her a letter to say he was leaving—he was too much of a coward to tell her in person. | If you refused to fight, you were accused of being a coward.

cowardly /ˈkowərdli/ [adj] not brave — use this especially when someone is not brave enough to accept the unpleasant results of a situation they have caused: I really wanted to accept the new job, but I was too cowardly to tell my boss. | The
bombing was described as ‘a cowardly attack on completely innocent citizens’. | He was a weak, cowardly man.

⚠️ Remember that coward is a noun and cowardly is an adjective.

**wimp** /wimp/ [n C] Spoken informal someone that you do not respect because they are afraid to do something that is a little difficult or unpleasant: Don’t be such a wimp! Just tell her you want to go out with her.

**to not be brave enough to do something**

**not dare** /not ‘dər/ to not be brave enough to do something: My sister used to steal things from the store, but I never dared.

**not dare to do sth**/not dare do sth | I wouldn’t dare do a parachute jump, would you? | We stood outside the old house, not daring to go in.

**hardly dare** (=almost not dare) The children were all frightened of Mrs Gates, and hardly dared even to speak to her.

**lose your nerve** /ˌluːz ˈnɜːv/ to suddenly lose the confidence that you need in order to do something difficult or dangerous: At the top of the ski slope I lost my nerve. | Jane went to the police right away, before she lost her nerve.

**wimp out** /ˈwɪmp aʊt/ [phrasal verb] Spoken informal to not be brave enough to do something you intended to do or said you would do: We’ve come all this way to talk to her – you can’t wimp out now.

**wimp out of (doing) sth** I bet he wimps out of giving that speech tomorrow.

### BREAK

- **broken**
- **deliberately**
- **damage**
- **repair**
- **destroy**
- **accident**
- **hurt/injure**
- **accidentally**

**object/window/plate/cup etc**

**break** /b्रɪk/ [v I/T] if something breaks, or if you break it, it separates into two or more pieces because it has been hit, dropped, or bent: He dropped the vase and it broke. | I’m sorry, but I’ve broken one of your plates.

**get broken** (=be broken accidentally) A few of the cups got broken when we moved to the new house.

**break (sth) in two/break (sth) in half** (=into two fairly equal pieces) A tile came off the roof and broke in two as it hit the ground. | I broke the chocolate in half and gave a piece to my brother.

**breaking – broke – have broken**

**crack** /kræk/ [v I/T] if a window, plate, cup etc cracks, or if you crack it, it becomes damaged and lines appear in its surface: I put one of the wine glasses in hot water and it cracked. | A stone hit the car window and cracked it.

**smash** /smæʃ/ [v I/T] if something smashes, or if you smash it, it breaks into pieces because it has been dropped, thrown, or hit, and it makes a loud noise: I heard something smash in the kitchen. Dad must have dropped a dish or something. | They smashed the display window and grabbed $4000 worth of gold jewelry.

**be smashed to pieces/bits** Their little boat hit the rocks and was smashed to bits.

**smash (sth) to pieces/bits** The bottle fell off the table and smashed to pieces on the floor.

[Diagram of car with a smashed windshield]

He smashed two plates while washing up.

A stone bounced up and shattered the windscreen.
shatter /'ʃætə/ [u 1/T] if a window, plate, mirror etc shatters, or if something shatters it, it breaks into very many small pieces, making a loud noise. A big water jug slid off the table and shattered into a thousand pieces as it hit the floor. | The huge blast shattered office windows 500 metres away.

2 machine/camera/television etc

break /breɪk/ [u T] if you break a machine, camera etc, you damage it so that it does not work any more: “Can I use your camera, Dad?” “OK, but be careful you don’t break it.” | If you turn the key too hard, you might break the lock.

breaking – broke – have broken

3 paper/clothes/things made of cloth

Don’t use break about paper, clothes, and things made of cloth.

tear /teə/ [u T] to pull paper or cloth apart, or to accidentally make a hole in it: She unwrapped the present carefully, trying not to tear the paper. | Mark had torn his jacket climbing over a fence.

tear up sth/tear sth up (=tear it into many pieces) Crying bitterly, she tore up his letter.

tear sth in half (=tear it into two pieces) | He took my ticket and tore it in half.

4 a bone in your body

break /breɪk/ [u T] to break or crack a bone in your body

break your arm/leg/ankle Nicola broke her leg when she went skiing.

breaking – broke – have broken

fracture /ˈfræktʃə/ [u T] to damage a bone in your body so that a line appears along it

fracture your skull/leg/ribs The X-ray showed that he had fractured his skull.

Fracture is the usual medical word that is used when someone breaks a bone in their body.

5 ball/tyre/water pipe etc

Don’t use break about a ball, tyre, or water pipe.

burst /bɜːst/ [u 1] if a tyre, ball, pipe etc bursts, it breaks open, and air, gas, or liquid comes out: One of the front tyres burst, causing the car to swerve and crash. | Thousands of gallons of oil flowed into the river when an oil pipeline burst.

bursting – burst – have burst

blow /bloe/ [u 1] American if a tyre blows, it breaks open suddenly and all the air comes out of it: One of the tires blew and we skidded off the freeway.

6 when part of something is broken from the main part

break off /breɪk ˈɒf/ [phrasal verb 1/T] if something breaks off, or if you break it off, it becomes separated from the thing that it was fixed to, by being pulled very hard: The wing of the plane broke off in the storm, and all 98 people on board were killed. | Don’t turn the knob too far – you might break it off.

come off /kəm ˈɒf/ [phrasal verb 1] if something comes off, it accidentally becomes separated from the thing that it is fixed to, because it is not fastened firmly enough: Can you fix the door? The handle has come off.

come off sth Look, there’s something in the road. It looks as if a wheel has come off a car.

7 easily broken

fragile /ˈfreɪdʒəl/ [adj] a fragile object is not strong, and can be easily broken or damaged: Be careful with those glasses – they’re fragile. | The package was marked FRAGILE – HANDLE WITH CARE.

When you see ☢️, go to the ESSENTIAL COMMUNICATION section.
**BREATHE**

1 to breathe

breathe [briːθ] [v I] to take air into your lungs and send it out again through your nose or mouth: The air was so smoky it was difficult to breathe. | The boy was unconscious, but he was still breathing.

breathe deeply (=slowly take a lot of air into your lungs) I want you to breathe deeply and relax.

⚠️ Don’t confuse breathe (verb) and breath (noun).

breathe in [ˈbriːθ in] [phrasal verb I/T] to take air into your lungs, through your nose or mouth: My chest hurts every time I breathe in.

breathe in air/fumes etc They stood on the cliff breathing in the fresh sea air.

breathe out [ˈbriːθ aut] [phrasal verb I] to send air out of your lungs, through your nose or mouth: The doctor told him to breathe in, then breathe out slowly.

blow [blaʊ] [v I] to make air come out of your mouth quickly, with your lips close together: I blew as hard as I could, but couldn’t get a sound out of the trumpet.

+ on/into She blew on her coffee to cool it.

blowing – blew – have blown

2 the action of breathing

breathing [ˈbriːðɪŋ] [n U] when you breathe in and out – use this especially to talk about whether someone is breathing easily or with difficulty: Breathing became more difficult as we got higher up the mountain. | She bent over the crib and listened to her baby’s breathing.

breath [breθ] [n U] the air that you breathe out: Their breath looked like smoke in the cold air. | I could feel the horse’s breath on the back of my neck.

hold your breath (=stop yourself from breathing for a short time) I can swim underwater, but I can’t hold my breath for very long.

bad breath (=breath that smells unpleasant) His teeth were rotten and he had bad breath.

3 to breathe noisily

sniff [snɪf] [v I] to breathe in noisily through your nose, especially because you have a cold or because you are crying: Stop sniffing! Use your handkerchief.

sniffing – sniffed – have sniffed

snore [snɔː] [v I] to breathe very noisily when you are asleep: If you snore it’s better not to sleep on your back.

snoring [n U] when someone snores: Does your partner’s snoring keep you awake?

sigh [sai] [v I] to breathe in and out noisily, either because you are disappointed, tired, or sad, or because you can begin to relax after worrying about something

sigh deeply My father put his head in his hands and sighed deeply.

sigh with relief (=because you no longer have to worry) "Thank God that’s over,” she said, sighing with relief.

sigh [sai] [n C] the action of sighing, or the sound you make when you sigh: “Oh no!” he said with a sigh, “Not again!”

breathe/give a sigh of relief Irene closed the door behind her and breathed a big sigh of relief.

gasp [ɡæsp] [v I/T] to suddenly breathe in noisily, with your mouth open, because you are surprised, shocked, or in pain: The crowd gasped as the plane burst into flames.

gasp with amazement/shock/pain etc One of the boys hit him in the face, and he gasped with pain.

gasp [ɡæsp] [n C] the sound you make when you gasp

gasp of astonishment/pain/admiration etc There were gasps of astonishment from the audience.

4 to breathe with difficulty

breathless/out of breath [ˈbreθləs, ˈau t ʌv ‘breθ] if you are breathless or out of breath, it is difficult to breathe because you have just been running, climbing etc: Do you get breathless going up and down stairs? | By the time we reached the top of the hill, we were all out of breath.

pant [pænt] [v I] to breathe loudly, with your mouth open, for example because
you have been running: Matt was still panting after his run. | The dog was panting in the heat.

gasping for breath /ˈgasping fər ˈbreθ|ˌge-spin/ fər ˈbreθ|ˌge-spin/ -breathing very quickly and with great difficulty: His mother was coughing and gasping for breath.

5 to start to breathe normally again after running, playing sport etc

get your breath back /ɡet ɪˈbrɛθ bæk|Hung/ to start to breathe normally again after you have been running, playing sport etc: I need to stop a minute, just to get my breath back. | We’ll wait till you’ve got your breath back.

6 when you cannot breathe
can’t breathe /kænt ˈbreɪd|kænt/ when you feel as though you cannot breathe: I couldn’t breathe in there – there were too many people. | The worst thing about asthma is the feeling that you can’t breathe.

choke /ʃək|ʃək/ if you choke, you cannot breathe because there is something in your throat that stops the air going into your lungs: Do something – he’s choking! | The car jumes made her choke.

+ on Scott died after choking on a chicken bone.

suffocate /ˈsʌfəkeɪt|ˈsʌfəkeɪt/ to die because there is not enough air to breathe: Many of the birds had suffocated in their boxes. | It was very hot inside the car, and I felt as though I was suffocating.

suffocation /ˌsʌfəˈkeɪʃən|ˌsʌfəˈkeɪʃən/ [n U] when someone dies by suffocating: Gisele sniffing carried the risk of suffocation.

BRIGHT/NOT BRIGHT

⇒ for bright colours, go to COLOUR/COLOR
⇒ see also SHINE, LIGHT, DARK

1 bright light

bright /bræt|bræt/ [adj] a bright light shines strongly: From the top of the hill they could see the bright lights of the city below them. | We set off in bright sunshine.

brightly [adv] The fire was burning brightly now. | a brightly lit hall

brightness [n U] She closed her eyes against the brightness of the sun.

strong /strɒŋ|strɒŋ/ [adj] a strong light is very bright and it helps you to see things clearly: The light from the flashlight wasn’t strong enough to read by. | The colours had faded after years of being exposed to strong sunlight.

blazing /ˈbleɪzn/ [adj only before noun] very bright – use this about the sun, or about lights that you can see from a long way away: Tom went out to look for her in the blazing Mexican sun. | The blazing lights of the casino shone out across the bay.

dazzling /ˈdæzəlɪŋ|ˈdæzəlɪŋ/ [adj] a dazzling light is so bright that it hurts your eyes: We emerged from the cinema into dazzling sunshine.

blinding /ˈblændɪŋ|ˈblændɪŋ/ [adj] a blinding light is so bright that you cannot see for a short time after you have looked at it: There was a blinding flash and then a loud bang.

2 a bright place

bright /bræt|bræt/ [adj] a bright place is full of light, especially in a way that seems pleasant and attractive: The kitchen was always bright and cheerful. | Claire had a nice bright bedroom which was decorated in yellow and white.

well-lit /ˈwel lɪt|ˈwel lɪt/ [adj] a well-lit place is bright because there are electric lights, so it is easy for you to see what you are doing: She always tried to park in a well-lit area at night. | To avoid eye problems, make sure that your desk is well-lit.

light /laɪt|laɪt/ [adj] a light building or room has plenty of light in it, especially because it has big windows: The kitchen is light and airy, with a fantastic view.

3 not bright

dim /dɪm|dɪm/ [adj] dim light is not very bright and makes it difficult for you to see: I struggled to read by the dim light of the fire.

dim - dimmer - dimmest
soft  softmost (adj) only before noun  soft
light is not too bright, in a way that is pleasant
and relaxing: In the soft evening light Sonia
looked ten years younger. | The restaurant
has a romantic atmosphere, with soft lights
and background music.

broken bones
broken  broken (adj) a broken arm, leg
etc has been damaged so that its main bone
is cracked or has separated into two or
more pieces: a broken bone has been
cracked or separated into pieces. One little
boy had a broken arm. | I think my ankle's broken.

fractured  fractured (adj) a fractured
bone has been cracked, but it has not:
completely separated: The X-ray revealed
that she had several fractured ribs.

⚠ Broken is more common than
fractured, which is the usual medical word.

3 buildings that are in
bad condition

The old church is falling down.

be falling down  bit fallin' down if a
building or wall is falling down, it is in
very bad condition and many parts of it are
broken: The old church is falling down.

crumbling  crumbling (adj) a crumbling
building or wall has small pieces of stone,
brick etc falling from it and it is in very bad
condition, especially because it is very old:
the crumbling walls of a medieval castle.

4 machines, cars, phones
etc that do not work

not working/doesn't work  not
working, doesn't work especially spoken if a
machine or piece of equipment is not
working or doesn't work, it does not do
the job it is supposed to do: The dish-
washer's not working. | Do you know
your brake lights aren't working? | Take
the camera back to the store if it doesn’t work.

Q there’s something wrong with the photocopier. 1 think it might be the battery. 1 There was something wrong with the photocopier, so we called in the service company.

broken ['brəʊkən; ]adj not working – use this especially about small machines or equipment: I think your doorbell’s broken – I couldn’t hear it ringing. 1 a broken watch

out of order [aut av 'ɔrədə; ] not working – use this about machines in public places: Every phone I tried was out of order. 1 The toilets were out of order.

faulty ['fɔlti; ]adj something that is faulty, especially a piece of electrical equipment, is not working properly and may be dangerous: Fires in the home are often caused by faulty electrical equipment. 1 Faulty traffic lights caused traffic jams on the A660 this morning.

5 to stop working

His car broke down on the way to work.

break down ['breɪk 'daʊn; ] [phrasal verb] I if a car, bus, train, or large machine breaks down, it stops working completely: I took the bus because my car broke down. 1 The escalators are always breaking down and it’s hard work going up all those stairs.

go wrong [gəʊ 'rɒŋ]-') to stop working normally – use this especially about complicated equipment, when you do not know what the problem is: The television went wrong yesterday evening. 1 He said that if anything goes wrong, they’ll send a repairman out.

+ with Something keeps going wrong with the heating system.

crash [kraʃ; ] [v I] if a computer crashes, it suddenly stops working, and information is often lost because of this: The network crashed and we lost half a day’s work.

BUILD

1 to build something

build [bɪld; ] [v T] build a house/church/school/road/bridge etc to make a house, church etc using bricks, stone, wood, or other materials: Our house was built in the early 1930s. 1 The Romans built roads all over Europe. 1 The cost of building the new football stadium was over £3 million.

built of concrete/stone/wood etc In those days most of the houses were built of wood, and were easily destroyed by fire.

building [bɪldɪŋ; ] [n C] something that has walls and a roof, for example a house, an office, or a church: The church is one of the oldest buildings in the city. 1 a brand new office building in the centre of Tokyo.

builder [ˈbildə; ] [n C] someone whose job is to build houses, offices etc: The church roof is being repaired by a local builder.

2 the design of buildings

architecture [ˈɑːkˈzɛktʃə; ] [n U] the way in which buildings are designed, or the work of designing buildings: We spent the afternoon walking around Rome, admiring the architecture. 1 The City Hall is a fine example of Gothic architecture. 1 She studied architecture at university.

architect [ˈɑːkˈzɛktə; ] [n C] someone whose job is to design buildings: St Paul’s Cathedral was designed by the famous architect, Sir Christopher Wren.

When you see , go to the ESSENTIAL COMMUNICATION section.
1 to burn something

burn /baːn/ [v T] to damage or destroy something with fire or heat: She lit a fire and burned his letters one by one.
baby burned Their furniture was badly burned in the fire.
burn a hole in sth (=make a hole by burning it) Someone had dropped a cigarette and burned a hole in the carpet.
burning - burned (also burnt) - have burned (also have burnt)
burned/burnt [adj] The cake is slightly burnt, I'm afraid. | The kitchen smelled of burned toast.

⚠️ Don't use burn when you want to say that someone destroys a building. Use burn down.

burn down /baːn daʊn/ [phrasal verb T] to completely destroy a building by burning it
burn down sth Police believe students were responsible for burning down the school.
burn sth down Her ex-husband threatened to burn the house down with her and the kids inside.

scorch /ˈskɔːtʃ/ [v T] to burn the surface of something and make a dark mark on it: The stone walls were still scorchd and blackened from the fire. | I scorchd my shirt when I was ironing.

2 to burn yourself

burn /baːn/ [v T] if you burn yourself, you hurt yourself by accidentally touching something hot
burn yourself Don't touch the iron. You'll burn yourself.
burn your hand/leg/mouth etc The soup was so hot it burnt my mouth.

badly burned Jerry was badly burned in the explosion.
burn - burned (also burnt) - have burned (also have burnt)
scaud /ˈskɔːd/ [v T] to burn yourself with hot liquid
scaud yourself Careful with the hot water - you'll scald yourself.
burn /baːn/ [n C usually plural] a mark on your skin where you have been burned
severe/serious burns Billy was taken to the hospital with severe burns.
minor burns (=not very serious)

3 to make something start burning

set fire to sth/set sth on fire /ˈset fər tuː sθ, ˌset (sθ) ɑn ˈfər/ to make something start to burn, so that it gets damaged: Vandals set fire to an empty warehouse near the docks last night. | Don't put up the barbecue there - you might set fire to the trees. | Rioters set cars on fire and attacked the police.

light /laɪt/ [v T] light a cigarette/fire/candle to make a cigarette, fire etc start to burn: Ricky sat down and lit a cigarette. | We searched around for twigs and fallen branches, so we could light a fire.

lighting - lit - have lit

4 to make something stop burning

put out /ˈpʊt aʊt/ [phrasal verb T] to make a fire stop burning, or make a cigarette, pipe etc stop burning
put out the fire/the blaze It took fire-fighters four hours to put out the blaze.
put out a cigarette/pipe I put out my cigarette and went back into the house.
put sth out She threw sand on the fire to put it out.

extinguish /ɪkˈstɪŋgwɪʃ/ [v T] formal to make a fire stop burning, or make a cigarette stop burning - used especially in official notices and requests: Would all passengers please extinguish their cigarettes? Thank you. | He managed to extinguish the flames with his coat.

blow out /blaʊ ˈaʊt/ [phrasal verb T] to make a flame or fire stop burning by blowing on it
blow out a candle/a match/a fire: He blew out the candle and went to sleep.
blow sth out: We tried to light a fire but the wind kept blowing it out.

5 when something is burning

burn /bərn/ [v 1] to produce flames and heat: They could smell wood burning in the yard. I At one end of the room a coal fire burned brightly.
burning – burned (also burnt BRITISH) – have burned (also have burnt BRITISH)
burning [adj only before noun]: He escaped by jumping from the fourth floor of a burning apartment block.

be on fire /bi ɒn 'faɪə/ if a building, vehicle, or piece of clothing is on fire, it is burning: The whole house was on fire by the time the firefighters arrived.

burn down /bərn daʊn/ [phrasal verb I] if a building burns down, it is completely destroyed by fire: The hotel burned down in 1990.

blazing /ˈbleɪzɪŋ/ [adj only before noun] a blazing fire, building etc producing a lot of flames and heat while it burns: We sat in front of a blazing log fire. I An old woman was rescued from the blazing house by a neighbour.

smoulder BRITISH smolder AMERICAN /ˈsmɔːldə/ [v 1] to burn slowly, producing smoke but no flames: A cigarette was smoldering in the ashtray. I The remains of the fire still smouldered in the grate.

6 when something starts burning

catch fire /ˈkætʃ ˈfaɪə/ to start burning accidentally: Two farm workers died when a barn caught fire yesterday. I The car turned over, but luckily it didn’t catch fire.

burst into flames /ˈbɜːst ɪnto ˈfeɪlmz/ to suddenly start burning and produce a lot of flames that cause serious damage: The plane burst into flames on the runway.

go up in flames /gəʊ ap in ˈfeɪlmz/ if a building or vehicle goes up in flames, it starts burning and is destroyed by fire: If the firefighters hadn’t arrived when they did, the whole place might have gone up in flames.

break out /breɪk ˈaut/ [phrasal verb I] if a fire breaks out, it starts burning accidentally and spreads very quickly: £200,000 worth of damage was caused when fire broke out in a hospital storeroom.

7 something that burns easily

flammable /ˈflæməbl/ [adj] flammable chemicals, gases, and other materials burn easily and quickly and are therefore dangerous: Caution! Flammable substances.

highly flammable (=extremely flammable) Petrol is highly flammable.

---

BUSINESS
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see also

the work that companies do

business /ˈbɪznəs/ [n U] the work that companies do when they buy and sell goods and services: Business in Europe has been badly affected by bad economic conditions.
on business (=when someone goes somewhere for business reasons) She’ll be back next week - she’s in Korea on business.
the advertising/computer/insurance business (=the work of companies that are involved in advertising etc)

⚠️ You can also use business before a noun, like an adjective: a business meeting I studying at business school

⚠️ Don’t confuse business [U] (=when you buy and sell goods) with a business [C] (=a company).
trade /tred/ [n U] the activity of buying and selling large quantities of goods, especially between one country and another: the GATT agreement to encourage world trade
+ with/between During the war, trade between the two countries was suspended. | There used to be restrictions on trade with South Africa.
the fur/arms/diamond trade (=the buying and selling of fur, weapons etc)
trade in rice/textiles/gold etc (=the buying and selling of rice, cloth etc)

⚠️ You can also use trade before a noun, like an adjective: a trade agreement between China and the US

industry /'indstrI/ [n C/U] the production of goods to be sold, especially in factories: The region has tried to attract new industry in order to reduce unemployment.
steel/textile/automobile/manufacturing industry the decline in Britain’s iron and steel industries
in industry (=in this area of work) She left the nursing profession and got a job in industry.
heavy industry (=the production of oil, metals, and coal, and of large goods such as cars and aircraft)
light industry (=the production of goods such as kitchen equipment, TVs, and computers)
plural industries
industrial /'indstrIæl/ [adj usually before noun] connected with industry: industrial waste | industrial pollution

⚠️ Don’t confuse industry (=the production of goods) with factory (=a place where goods are made) or company (=an organization that makes or sells goods and services).
⚠️ Don’t say ‘the industry’ when you mean all industries. Just say industry. Industry is one of the main causes of pollution.

commercial /kəˈmərshəl/ [adj only before noun] concerned with business: Commercial pressures are forcing many companies to cut jobs. | The space shuttle is starting to be used for commercial purposes
commercially [adv] concerned with whether something is successful and makes a profit: Commercially, the movie was a disaster.

2 a business agreement

deal /dil/ [n C] a business agreement, especially when one company agrees to provide goods or services, and another company agrees to buy them: The deal will give British Airways a 15% share in United Airlines. | Wicks lost a lot of money on property deals.
+ with a $55 million deal with a leading Japanese automobile company
sign a deal He recently signed a deal with a major record company worth over three million dollars.

3 to take part in business activities

do business /duˈbɪznɪs/ if a company does business with another company, it buys things from them or sells things to them: STC is one of our regular customers—we’ve done business for years.
+ with They do a lot of business with Italian companies.
be in business /biˈbɪznɪs/ if someone is in business, they own a company or shop, and they are involved in business activities: Her father was in business in Korea. | They’ve been in business for 10 years, and are doing quite well.
trade /tred/ [v I] if one country or company trades with another country or company, it buys things from them or sells things to them: Slater’s company continued to trade, even though it was in trouble.
+ in a French firm that trades in farm machinery
+ with For over 30 years, the US has refused to trade with Cuba.
trading partner (=a country that regularly does business with another country) Japan is one of our major trading partners.
deal with sb /dil wið (sb)/ [phrasal verb T] to buy goods from, or sell goods to, a particular person or company: The firm deals directly with the manufacturers. | I’ve dealt with Bill Harrison for years and always found him very reliable.
4 someone who works in business

businessman/businesswoman /`biz-n@sm@n, `biz-n@swm@n/ [n C] someone who works in business, especially as the manager or owner of a company. Tim Knight is a highly successful businessman who runs his own electronics company.
plural: businessmen – businesswomen

entrepreneur /`ent@prpr@n/ [n C] someone who starts a new business or arranges new business deals, especially someone who is willing to risk their own money in order to make a profit. Local entrepreneur Tony Ridley started his computer company five years ago and is now a millionaire.

---

BUSY/NOT BUSY

⇒ see also FREE TIME, WORK

1 a busy person

busy /`bizi/ [adj] if you are busy, you have a lot of things to do: Sorry I haven't called you, but I've been really busy. Not now Stephen, I'm busy.

busy doing sth He's busy trying to arrange our hotel rooms.

+ with Marion was busy with preparations for the wedding.

keep sb busy (=make someone busy) People liked our work, and we were kept busy all the time.

busy – busier – busiest

⚠️ Don’t say ‘she’s busy with studying’. Say she’s busy studying or she’s busy with her studies.

have a lot to do /hæv a `lot tu `du/ -lot/- if you have a lot to do, you have to do a lot of things, and you need to hurry or work hard: She had a lot to do before she could go home.

be snowed under /bi `snəʊd `ʌndə/ INFORMAL if you are snowed under, you have so much work that it is difficult for you to do it all: Don't expect any help from John – he's completely snowed under at the moment.

⇒ with We’ve been snowed under with requests for help.

be rushed off your feet /bi `raʃ `of jɔt/ INFORMAL especially British to be very busy and always in a hurry, because you have a lot of things to do: I've been rushed off my feet getting ready for the party.

2 a busy place or time

⇒ see also CROWD

busy /`bizi/ [adj] use this about places and times when a lot of people are travelling, shopping, or doing things: By 10 o'clock the supermarket was really busy. A busy main road A doctor in a busy hospital. July and August are our busiest times.

busy – busier – busiest

hectic /`hektik/ [adj] a hectic time or situation is very busy, so you are always in a hurry and you often feel worried or excited: It was really hectic at work today. The band had a hectic recording schedule. When she lived in London she had a hectic social life.

the rush hour /ðə rʌʃ `aʊə/ [n singular] the time in the morning and evening when a lot of people are travelling to or from work: In the rush hour the trains are always crowded.

rush hour traffic She got held up in rush hour traffic, and arrived 30 minutes late.

the rush /ðə rʌʃ/ [n singular] a time when a lot of people are shopping or travelling: Sam got to the theatre early to avoid the rush.

the Christmas/summer/weekend rush Shop by mail and beat the Christmas rush!

3 a person who is not busy

not busy /nɔt `bizi/ Let's find a time when you're not so busy, and talk about this calmly. Hopefully by March we won't be so busy.

not have much to do /nɔt hæv `mʌtʃ tu `du/ especially spoken to not be busy – use this especially to say that you have enough time to do other things: I could help if you want – I don't have much to do this weekend.
**free** /fraɪ/ [adj] not busy, because you have not arranged to do anything, or you do not have to go to work or school: I'm busy all day today, but I'm free tomorrow morning. Which days is she free next week?

**free time** (time when you do not have to work and you can do what you want) What do you do in your free time?

4 a place or time that is not busy

**quiet** /ˈkwıːət/ [adj] a quiet place or time is one in which there is not much happening or not many people are travelling, shopping etc: a quiet suburb of Seattle I spent a quiet weekend at home.

**out of season** BRITISH in the off season AMERICAN /aʊt av ˈsɪzn/, in əv ˈsɪzn/ if you visit a tourist area out of season, you go there at a time of the year when there are not a lot of people: It's much cheaper if you go there out of season. Rooms, in the off season, are as cheap as $52 a night.

---

**BUY**

EXPENSIVE — SPEND

CHEAP

FREE — see also MONEY

FREE — COST

PAY — SHOP

1 to buy something

**buy** /baj/ [v T] to pay money so that you can have something: He's just gone to buy some cigarettes. The painting was bought by a museum in New York.

**buy sb sth** Let me buy you a drink.

**buy sth for sb/sth** The money was used to buy new equipment for the hospital.

**buy sth from sb/sth** Ella buys a lot of her clothes from second-hand stores.

**buy sth for $10/£50 etc** They bought their house for $200,000.

buying - bought - have bought

When you see the optional, go to the ESSENTIAL COMMUNICATION section.

---

**get** /get/ [v T not in passive] especially spoken to buy something, especially ordinary things such as food, clothes, or things for your house: Did you remember to get some bread?

**get sb sth** I'm getting Dad a bottle of whiskey for his birthday.

**get sth for $10/£50 etc** She got that skirt for £10 in the market.

**getting - got - have got** BRITISH have gotten AMERICAN

**purchase** /pɜːʃəs/ [v T] FORMAL to buy something, especially something large and expensive: The cost of purchasing new equipment for the science laboratories was over £100,000.

⚠️ Purchase is used especially in business situations.

**snap up** /snap ˈap/ [phrasal verb T] INFORMAL to buy something as soon as you see it, because it is very cheap or because you want it very much

**snap up sth** I snapped up some real bargains in the sales.

**snap sth up** It was only $10, so I snapped it up.

**stock up** /stok ˈap/ [stək-] [phrasal verb] to buy a lot of something in order to use it later: The supermarkets are full of people stocking up for Christmas.

+ on We always stock up on cheap wine when we go to France.

**splash out on sth** BRITISH splurge on sth AMERICAN /ˈsplæʃ ˈaut ɔn (sth), ˈsplæʃd ˈaut ɔn (sth)/ [phrasal verb T] INFORMAL to buy something expensive that you would not usually buy: Why don't you splash out on a new dress for the party? I We splurged on a brand new sofa for the living room.

2 to go to shops to buy things

**go shopping** /ɡəʊ ˈʃɒpɪŋ/ to go to shops in order to look at things and buy things: That afternoon, Jo and Emma went shopping in Oxford Street.

⚠️ Don't say 'go to shopping'. Say go shopping.
do the shopping /də 'ʃəpiŋ/ to go to shops in order to buy the things that you need regularly, especially food: I spent all day Saturday doing the shopping and cleaning the apartment.
do your/my/his etc shopping We do all our shopping at the local supermarket.
go to the shops BRITISH go to the store AMERICAN /gəʊ tu ˈstɔːr/ 'stəːr/ to go to the shops near your house in order to buy food or to buy one or two other small things that you need: I'm just going to the shops for a newspaper—do you want anything? If you go to the store could you get me some milk?
shop /ʃɔp/ [v t] if you shop at a particular shop, you go there regularly to buy things
+ at one of those rich women who always shop at Harrods
shopping — shopped — have shopped
shop around /ʃɔp əˈraʊnd/ [phrasal verb t] to compare the price of something in several shops, before deciding where to buy it: You could probably get the same camera cheaper if you shop around.
window shopping /ˈwIndəˌʃəpiŋ/ [n U] when you look at things in shop windows without intending to buy anything: We spent the morning window shopping in all the antique stores.

3 someone who buys something
customer /ˈkastəmər/ [n C] someone who buys things from a shop or company, or who uses a restaurant, bar etc: Several customers complained about how rude the waiters were. We offer a 10% discount to regular customers.
biggest customer (=someone who buys the most goods or services from a shop or company)
shoppers /ˈʃɔpərz/ [n plural] the people in a shop or town who are buying things: streets crowded with Christmas shoppers
buyer /ˈbɑːriər/ [n C] someone who buys something expensive such as a house or car: Have you found a buyer for your house yet? The advertisement is aimed at women car buyers.

Don't use buyer about people buying things in shops.

consumers/the consumer /ˌkɒnsəˈmər/ all the people who buy and use goods and services: Consumers are demanding more environmentally friendly products. The consumer is interested in high quality goods, not just low prices.

Consumers/the consumer is used especially by people who write about business.
not angry or upset, even in a difficult situation

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{ANGRY} & \quad \text{RELAX} \\
& \quad \text{see also} \\
\end{align*}
\]

| WORRYING/WORRIED | FRIGHTENING/FRIGHTENED |

1 calm

**calm** [kæm][kæm, kəlm; [adj] not getting angry or upset, even in a difficult situation. Everyone praised Douglas for the calm way in which he handled the situation. | I'll talk about this when you're feeling calmer.

**keep calm** Keep calm and try not to panic.

**calmly** [adv] The other kids were screaming, but Ellie calmly picked up the snake and threw it out of the window.

**relaxed** [rɪˈlæksəd] [adj] someone who is relaxed is very calm and does not seem to be worried about anything, and it is pleasant for other people to be with them. George greeted us in his friendly relaxed way. | You seem much more relaxed since you changed jobs.

**stay cool/keep cool** [ˈsteɪ kʊld] [kɪp kʊld] to stay calm and not show your emotions especially when other people are getting excited or angry. Sampras is the kind of player who always manages to stay cool, even under pressure.

**keep your cool** [ˈkɛp jʊr kʊld] [ɪ not become angry] He managed to keep his cool and ignore her last comments.

**coolly** [adv] She walked coolly to the front of the hall and picked up the microphone.

**keep your head** [kɪp jəd] [ɪ had to manage to stay calm and to behave in a sensible way when something is likely to make you feel frightened or worried. Paul's good at keeping his head in a crisis.

2 to become calm, or to make someone calm

**calm down** [kæm daʊn][ˈkæm-, kəl-][phrasal verb] to become calm again after you have been angry or upset, or to make someone do this: Once I'd calmed down, I realized he might be right.

**calm sb down** He put his arms around Christine and tried to calm her down.

3 what you say to someone when you want them to be calm

**calm down** [kæm daʊn][ˈkæm-, kəl-][spoken] say this when someone is angry, upset, or excited and you want them to think calmly or speak calmly again: Calm down! There's nothing whatever to worry about.

**relax** [rɪˈlæks][spoken] say this to someone who is worried or frightened about something in order to stop them worrying: Relax! The injection won't hurt.

**take it easy** [tɛk ɪ ˈɛzi][spoken informal] say this when someone is angry or upset and you want to stop them saying or doing anything stupid: Hey, take it easy! Nobody's saying you're not good at your job.

**it's okay/it's all right** [ɪts ˈoken, ɪts ˈɔl rɛt][spoken] say this to someone to make them stop being worried: It's okay, she's just phoning to say she'll be late. | It's alright, don't cry. Mummy's here.

---

**CAN/CAN'T**

- look here for . . .
- be able to do something
- be allowed to do something
- if you want to know about modal verbs, go to the **ESSENTIAL GRAMMAR** section 7
- see also **REQUESTS**
be able to do sth /bɪˈeɪbl təˈdər (stɪ) / use this especially about something that is difficult or that needs a lot of effort: Will you be able to carry those bags on your own? If you want to join this expedition, you must be able to speak English and swim. Three weeks after the accident, she was able to walk and even exercise in the gym.

be capable of sth /ˈkeɪpəbəl əv (stɪ) / to have the power or ability to do something, especially something very difficult or unusual. The sports version is capable of a top speed of 170 mph.

be capable of doing sth /ˈkeɪpəbəl əv dɪˈɪŋ (stɪ) / to be able to do something without anyone helping you. Don’t worry, she’s perfectly capable of dealing with the situation.

have the ability to do sth /hæv òd əˈbɪləti təˈdər (stɪ) / to be able to do something, especially something that is unusual or that most people cannot do. She seemed to have the ability to make people do anything she wanted.

it is possible for sb to do sth /ɪt ɪz ˈpɒsəbl fɔː ˈsɜːb tʊˈdər (stɪ) / use this especially when you are making an arrangement with someone, to ask or say what someone will be able to do: Would it be possible for you to come to a meeting on Tuesday? It might be possible for you to use the school library on Saturdays.

be able to do sth /bɪˈeɪbl təˈdər (stɪ) / use this especially when a law or rule
makes it possible for someone to do something. As senior students, we were able to attend some university classes. | You might be able to get a temporary passport.

**have the power to do sth**  
(have 'da 'powr' t 'dzu: (sth)) to be able to do something because your official position gives you the power to do it: The judge has the power to order a witness to give evidence. | Each state had the power to make its own laws.

3 **the ability to do something**

**ability**  
(əˈbɪlɪti; [n C/U] something that you are able to do because you have the physical skill or intelligence to do it  
**ability to do sth**  
(əˈbɪləti tə 'dzu: (sth)) Our ability to think and speak makes us different from other animals. | the ability to understand what motivates other people  
**have the ability**  
(əˈbɪləti) Are you confident he has the ability to do this job?  
(plural abilities)

⚠ Don't say 'ability of speaking'. Say ability to speak.

**skill**  
(skiːl; [n C]) a special ability that you need to learn in order to do a particular job or activity: These exercises develop the student's reading and writing skills. | You need computing skills for most office jobs.

4 **to make someone able to do something**

**enable sb to do sth/allow sb to do sth**  
(əˈnɛbəl (sb) tə 'dzu: (sth), aˈlaʊ (sb) tə 'dzu: (sth)) formal to make it possible for someone to do something: The money from my grandmother enabled us to buy the house. | This disk allows you to store larger quantities of data. | Having someone to help in the house allowed me to concentrate more on my work.

⚠ Enable sb to do sth is more formal than allow sb to do sth.

**make it possible**  
(ˈmeɪk ɪt 'pɔsəb(ə)l) -puː-/ if a situation, event, or change makes it possible for someone to do something, they are able to do something that they could not do before  
**make it possible for sb to do sth**  
(ˈmeɪk ɪt 'pɔsəb(ə)l fɔr sb tə 'dzu: (sth)) The direct flight makes it possible to get from London to Tokyo in 12 hours.

**make it possible for sb to do sth**  
(ˈmeɪk ɪt 'pɔsəb(ə)l fɔr sb tə 'dzu: (sth)) Changes in the law will make it possible for more fathers to stay at home and take care of their children.

**let sb do sth**  
(ˈlɛt (sb) tə 'dzu: (sth) / [ʊ T]) if a machine, tool etc lets someone do something, it provides what you need to be able to do it  
**let sb do sth**  
(ˈlɛt (sb) tə 'dzu: (sth)) The 'Moneymaster' program lets you control all your personal finances carefully and efficiently.

5 **to be unable to do something**

**can't/cannot**  
(ˈkænt ˈkænət -nɪt) [modal verb] to be unable to do something, because you do not have the ability, time, equipment etc: “Can you drive?” “No, I can’t.”

**can't/cannot do sth**  
(Tom can't see anything without his glasses. | I packed so much into my suitcase that I couldn't lift it! | You can't do these sums without a calculator.

⚠ Cannot is mostly used in written English: Human beings cannot survive for long without water. Cannot is always written as one word.

**not be able to do sth**  
(ˈnɒt bɪ əˈbiːl tə 'dzu: (sth); Unfortunately, I wasn't able to help them. | I'm afraid I won't be able to come to the meeting after all. | The doctor told Tina she wouldn't be able to have children.

⚠ Not be able to is used mostly in past or future tenses. In the present tense, use can't or cannot instead. For example, don't say 'I am not able to drive'. Say I can't drive

**be unable to do sth**  
(ˈbiː əˈnɛbəl tə 'dzu: (sth); written to not be able to do something, especially something important that you want to do or need to do: He lay awake all night, unable to sleep. | Many passengers were unable to reach the lifeboats in time.
be incapable of doing sth/not be capable of doing sth be:inkeipəbl av ˈdʌɛt (sth), not be: kepəbal av ˈdʌɛt (sth)/ to not have the physical strength or mental ability to do something: Matthew seemed to be incapable of getting a job. She’s no longer capable of looking after herself.

not be in a position to do sth not be: in a pəˈzɪʃən tə ˈdʌt (sth)/ to not be able to do something, because you do not have enough money, knowledge, or authority: I’m afraid I’m not in a position to answer your questions. We are not in a position to publish the results of the survey yet.

it is not possible for sb to do sth it iz not ˈpɒzəbəl fɔː (sb) tə ˈdʌt (sth)/ formal use this to explain to someone that the situation prevents you from doing what they want you to do: I’m afraid it won’t be possible for the Director to see you this morning. Unfortunately, it wasn’t possible for my daughter to come with me.

inability to do sth ˌɪnəˈbɪləti tə ˈdʌt (sth)/ when someone is not able to do something, especially something that you think they should be able to do: Her actions show an inability to distinguish between fantasy and reality.

sb’s inability to do sth their inability to understand even the simplest instructions

to not be allowed to do something or not have the power to do it

can’t/cannot kɑːnt, ˈkænət, -ənt]kənt, ˈkænət] modal verb “I want to see that film.” “You can’t, you’re not old enough.” The President cannot change a law that has been approved by Congress.

can’t do sth I’m sorry, you can’t come in. You can’t get married until you’re 22.

not be able to do sth /not bi: ɪˈbəl tə ˈdʌt (sth)/ use this when a law or rule does not allow someone to do something: If you don’t have a library card, you won’t be able to borrow any books.

powerless ˈpəʊərələs [adj not before noun] not able to control or stop something, because you do not have the power or legal right to do it

powerless to do sth Although we all thought the decision was unfair, we were powerless to change it.

CAREFUL

⇒ opposite CARELESS

I when you try to avoid danger or accidents

careful ˈkɛəflı adj] someone who is careful tries to avoid danger, risks, or accidents: You should always be very careful when handling chemicals. You’ll be OK with Jane – she’s a very careful driver.

careful!be careful! spoken (=say this when you are warning someone that they must be careful) That vase is very delicate. Be careful! + with Hey! Careful with that cigarette!
careful to do sth You must be careful not to trip over the wire.
+ (that] We had to be careful that we didn’t fall off the raft.
careful how/what/who etc Be very careful how you handle those glasses!

cautious ˈkɔːtʃɪs [adj] someone who is cautious does not like taking risks and is always very careful to avoid them: If we’re too cautious, we might lose a good business opportunity. My dad always goes really slowly – he’s a very cautious driver.
+ about I’ve always been cautious about giving people my phone number.
cautiously [adv] Slowly and cautiously, we made our way along the edge of the cliff.

watch out!/look out! /ˈwɔtʃ] ˈaut.
look ˈaut] ˈaut, ˈaut] spoken say this to warn someone that they are going to have
an accident and they must do something quickly to avoid it. Watch out - you’re going to spill paint over my new carpet! Look out. Phil - there’s a car coming!

with care/with caution. With care and with caution are often used in instructions on bottles, packages etc. that contain things that are dangerous or easy to break: Toxic materials - handle with caution.

be on your guard. Be on your guard to carefully watch and notice everything that is happening around you, in order to avoid problems or danger: You need to be on your guard at the airport; there are a lot of pickpockets around.

take no chances. Take no chances to organize something in a very careful way, because you want to avoid any possible risks: This time we’re taking no chances. Everything will be planned down to the last detail.

2 when you try not to make mistakes or do things badly

careful. Be careful. Be careful someone who is careful tries not to make mistakes, and tries to do everything correctly. She’s a careful hard-working student.

+ with Try to be more careful with your punctuation.

careful to do sth. They were careful not to touch anything until the police arrived.

carefully. Be careful to do more carefully for spelling mistakes.

take care. Be careful to do a piece of work carefully because you want it to be right, and you do not want to make mistakes: Look at all these mistakes! Can’t you take more care?

+ with Sally doesn’t take enough care with her work.

take care to do sth. Be careful to label all the disks with the correct file names.

thorough. Be thorough, be thorough someone who is thorough is careful that all the work they do is complete and correct. Our mechanics will check everything; they’re very thorough.

thoroughly. Be thorough, be thorough All the equipment had been thoroughly tested.

conscientious. Be conscientious. Someone who is conscientious is very careful about their work or duties, and works hard to do everything that needs to be done: Ryan has always been a conscientious worker. His conscientious mother was a conscientious mother.

conscientiously. Be conscientious, be conscientious. The chairman carried out his duties conscientiously.

meticulous. Be meticulous. Someone who is meticulous is very careful about every small detail, and always makes sure that everything is done correctly: The jeweller was beautifully made, and was obviously the work of a meticulous craftsman.

+ about John’s very meticulous about keeping accounts.

meticulously. Be meticulous, be meticulously. Books and papers were meticulously arranged on his desk.

pay attention to sth. Pay attention to sth. (sth) to be careful that a particular thing is done in the right way: You need to pay more attention to your hair and make-up.

3 careful work/actions

careful. Be careful. Be careful a careful test, study, piece of work etc is done carefully and correctly, with a lot of attention to details: A careful inspection showed cracks in the foundation of the building. Her book is the result of years of careful research.

thorough. Be thorough, be thorough a thorough search, check, examination etc is done carefully so that no detail is missed: The police have made a thorough search of the area. The doctor gave me a thorough check-up.

systematic. Be systematic. A systematic way of doing something uses a fixed plan, so that everything gets done thoroughly - use this especially about activities that are dishonest or harmful: the
systematic destruction of the country’s education system | Ex-prisoners talked of systematic cruelty within the jail.

systematically [adv] They went through the documents systematically, removing every reference to his former wife.

painstaking [peinztekən] [adj] very careful and thorough, and taking a lot of time and effort: They began the long and painstaking task of compiling a bibliography.

painstakingly [adv] The poet’s house has been painstakingly restored.

**CARELESS**

- opposite CAREFUL

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RISK</th>
<th>DRIVE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>see</td>
<td>also</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACCIDENT</td>
<td>DANGEROUS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>↓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MISTAKE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 careless, so that accidents happen

careless [ˈkeələs] [adj] someone who is careless does not take care to avoid accidents and is likely to damage something or hurt someone: a careless driver | the careless handling of explosives

+ about The airline was accused of being careless about security.

carelessly [adv] Someone had carelessly dropped a lighted cigarette end into the wastebasket.

carelessness [n U] injuries that were caused by someone else’s carelessness

clumsy [ˈklʌmsi] [adj] someone who is clumsy often drops things or breaks things because they move around in a careless way: I’m sorry about your vase | Rob’s such a clumsy boy | Paula always felt clumsy when she had to serve food to people | a large man with big, clumsy hands

clumsy - clumsier - clumsiest

clumsily [adv] I got up, clumsily knocking against the table.

irresponsible [ɪrˈspɒnsəbl] [adj] someone who is irresponsible does not do the things they should do, or does things they should not do, usually with harmful results: irresponsible parents who allow their teenage children to stay out all night | It was an irresponsible practical joke that might have caused serious injury.

reckless [ˈrɛkləs] [adj] especially written carelessly, someone who is reckless does dangerous or stupid things without thinking that they or someone else might get hurt: The driver of the car was arrested for reckless driving | a reckless disregard for human life

recklessly [adv] young men recklessly risking their lives in a dangerous sport

negligence [ˈneglɪdʒəns] [n U] when someone does not do an important job carefully enough, especially with the result that there is an accident and they are punished for causing it: a case of medical negligence, in which a doctor has made some serious mistakes | You can claim compensation if your injury is a result of your employer’s negligence.

negligent [adj] The court said that the teacher had been negligent in not reporting the accident.

⚠️ Negligence is a word used especially by lawyers.

2 careless, so that you make mistakes


careless [ˈkeələs] [adj] someone who is careless makes mistakes because they do not think carefully enough about what they are doing: I made a few careless mistakes | All the excitement had made him careless, and he left the house without locking the door.

it is careless of sb (to do sth) It was very careless of you to leave your purse lying on the desk.

carelessly [adv] He had carelessly switched off his computer without saving the data.

carelessness [n U] Most accidents are entirely due to carelessness.

sloppy [ˈslɒpi] [adj] done in a careless and lazy way – use this about

---

1. 103  CARELESS

---
someone's work or the way someone writes or speaks: As a student, he was brilliant but sloppy. 1 The company's failure was blamed on sloppy management.
sloppy - sloppier - sloppiest

3 when you decide too quickly
rash /ræʃ/ [adj] if you do something rash, you do not think carefully about the effect it will have, and you wish later you had not done it: I'm sure she won't do anything rash - she's such a sensible girl. 1 Don't make any rash promises that you may regret later.
rashly [adv] I rashly offered to lend her the money.

hasty /ˈhæsti/ [adj] too quick to do or say something, without taking time to think about it first: I think I may have been a little hasty. I shouldn't have accused him of lying. 1 Don't make any hasty decisions.
hastily [adv] He later admitted that he might have acted a little hastily.

---

CARRY

► see also TAKE/BRING, LIFT, HOLD

1 to carry something or someone
carry /ˈkærɪ/ [v T] to take something from one place to another, by holding it in your hands, lifting it on your back etc. A porter helped me carry my bags.
carry sth to/out of/around etc. The women have to carry water from the well to the village. I've been carrying this tape-recorder around with me all day.
carrying – carried – have carried

► Don't confuse carry (= take something somewhere by holding it in your hands) with hold (= have something in your hands) and lift (= move something that you are holding to a higher position).

► Don't confuse carry and take. Don't say 'I carried him home in my car'. Say I took him home in my car.

be weighed down with sth/be loaded down with sth /ˈbaɪ weɪd /dəʊn wið (sth), be; ˈlɑːdld /dəʊn wið (sth) to be carrying so many things that it is difficult for you to move. She struggled back along the street, weighed down with shopping bags.
be loaded with sth /be ˈlɑːdld wið (sth) if a vehicle is loaded with something, it is carrying a lot of it: A truck loaded with cement had crashed into the wall.

2 easy to carry
portable /pərˈteɪb(ə)l/ [adj] usually before noun] portable TV/computer/typewriter/printer etc a television, computer etc that is fairly small and easy to carry around with you: She has a small portable TV in the kitchen. 1 He still writes his novels on an old portable typewriter.

---

CATCH

► look here for ...
  • catch a ball
  • catch someone after chasing them
  • see someone doing something wrong
  • catch an animal

1 to catch a ball or other moving object
► see also THROW, SPORT

catch /kætʃ/ [v T] to get hold of a ball or other object that is moving through the air: I caught the ball with my left hand and threw it back to the pitcher.
Q catch! Spoken (say this when you throw something to someone) Here's your lighter - catch!
catching – caught – have caught

2 to catch someone who is trying to escape
► see also RUN, FOLLOW, ESCAPE, PRISON

catch /kætʃ/ [v T] to stop someone from escaping by running after them and
holding them. The bigger boys ran while the little boys tried to catch them. | If the soldiers catch you, they will kill you. catching – caught – have caught

capture /'kæptʃə/ [v T] to catch an enemy, especially after defeating them in a war or battle: The rebel leader was captured and publicly executed. | They captured twenty enemy soldiers.

take sb prisoner /teik (sb) 'prɪznəri/ to catch someone, especially in a war, and keep them as a prisoner: 6000 enemy soldiers were killed, and 4000 more were taken prisoner.

3 when the police catch a criminal

= see also POLICE, TELL 5

catch /kætʃ/ [v T] if the police catch someone who has done something illegal, they find that person and stop them from escaping: Police have so far failed to catch the murderer. | The thieves were never caught. catching – caught – have caught

arrest /ə'rest/ [v T] if the police arrest someone, they take them to a police station because they believe that person has done something illegal: Police arrested nine men in a drugs raid.

arrest sb for sth Wayne was arrested for dangerous driving.

arrest [n C/U] when someone is arrested by the police: His confessions led to the arrest of several well-known gangsters.

make an arrest (=arrest someone) Police made a number of arrests after a fight in a city bar.

get /get/ [v T] INFORMAL to find the person who has done something illegal, and punish them: They never actually got the man who did it. | Did the police get the people who stole your car? getting – got – have got

4 to catch someone while they are doing something wrong

catch /kætʃ/ [v T] to find or see someone while they are doing something wrong
catch sb doing sth Monica caught her son stealing money from her purse.

catch sb red-handed (=while they are in the process of doing something wrong, especially stealing) “Are you sure Gavin took it?” “I caught him red-handed!”
catching – caught – have caught

5 to catch an animal

catch /kætʃ/ [v T] to get an animal, for example by using a net or trap, and stop it from escaping: Did you catch any fish? | a trap to catch mice

catching – caught – have caught

trap /træp/ [v T] to catch an animal or bird using special equipment that will hold them so that they cannot escape: Some of the birds had been shot, others trapped.

trapping – trapped – have trapped

trap [n C] a piece of equipment used to trap animals and birds: The wolf had been caught in a trap.

cause /kɔːz/ [v T] to make something happen, especially something bad: Smoking causes cancer. | The fire caused $30,000 worth of damage. | A lot of traffic accidents are caused by carelessness.

cause sb embarrassment/anxiety/pain (=make someone feel embarrassed, anxious etc) Robert’s behaviour is causing his family a lot of anxiety.

cause sth to do sth formal inflation has caused fuel prices to rise sharply in recent months.

⚠ The usual verb for saying that one thing makes another thing happen is make, not cause: The smoke made my eyes sore. Cause, followed by an infinitive, is used mostly in formal or technical writing: This reaction causes the temperature to rise.
trigger off sth  trəɡər əv (sth) ɪn-f (phrasal verb T) if a small action or event triggers off something more serious, it makes it happen very quickly: the events that triggered off World War I

 caus  kəzə (n C) the thing that makes something else happen, especially something bad: The increase in violent crime has several causes.

 of They still haven’t found out the cause of the fire.

 root cause (=the true, basic cause, even if there are other causes that are easier to notice) The root cause of Britain’s economic problems is lack of investment.

 factor  'fæktə (n C) one of several reasons that explain why something happens or why a situation exists: The rise in crime is mainly due to factors such as unemployment.

 in Wright’s skill and experience has been an important factor in the team’s success.

 CHANCE

 look here for ...

 • the chance to do something interesting, exciting etc
 • when something happens without being planned

 when you have the chance to do something

 chance  ˈtʃæns (n C) a situation in which it is possible for you to do something enjoyable or exciting, or something that you want to do

 get the chance to do sth I never got the chance to thank him for all his help.

 a second chance (=another chance after you have failed the first time) Viewers will
have a second chance to see Saturday's concert on Channel 4 tonight.

**take the chance to do sth** (=use a chance when you have it) You should take the chance to travel while you're still young.

**sb's last chance** (=when you will not have another chance) It was her last chance to see him before she left town.

**miss a chance** (=not use it when you have it) Diane never misses the chance of a free meal.

**jump at the chance (of doing sth)** (=eagerly when you get the chance to do something exciting) You're so lucky. I'd jump at the chance of going to Hollywood.

**opportunity** [ˌɒpəˈtjuːnɪti] [ʌpˈtjuːnəti] [n C] a chance to do something, especially something that is important or useful to you, or something that you want to do very much

**have an opportunity to do sth** I've always wanted to visit Scotland. But I never had the opportunity till now. He never had the opportunity to go to University when he was younger.

**opportunity for sb (to do sth)** Companies should provide more opportunities for women to go into senior management.

**miss an opportunity (to do sth)** (=not use an opportunity when you have one)

**career/job opportunities** (=chances to find a job) There are fewer and fewer career opportunities for young people.

**pl plural opportunities**

**when something happens for no reason or without being planned** see also **LUCKY/UNLUCKY**

**by chance** [əˈtʃɑːns] [əˈtʃæns] if something happens by chance, it is not deliberate or planned and you did not expect it to happen: I met an old friend by chance on the train.

**quite/purely/entirely by chance** (=completely by chance) Quite by chance, a TV crew was filming in the area when the accident happened.

**coincidence** [ˌkəʊɪnsidəns] [n C/U] a surprising situation, when two similar things happen at the same time, or two or more people do the same thing, but no-one planned or intended this to happen

**What a coincidence!** SPOKEN What a coincidence! I didn’t know you were going to be in Geneva too.

**by coincidence** By coincidence, Jill was wearing the same dress as me.

**by a strange/curious/amazing coincidence** By a strange coincidence, all three girls had boyfriends called Simon.

**happen to do sth** (həpən to də (stθ)) if you happen to meet someone, go somewhere, or see something, you do it by chance and not because you planned to do it: A police car just happened to be driving past when the robbery took place.

**As it happens** [əz it ˈhæpənz] SPOKEN say *as it happens* when you are mentioning a fact that is connected, by chance, with what you have just been talking about: “I’m thinking of selling my guitar.” “Well, as it happens, I know someone who’s thinking of buying one.”

**luck** [lʌk] [n U] the way in which good or bad things happen to people by chance, not because they were planned or intended

**it’s a matter of luck/it’s just luck** (=it depends on luck) There’s no skill in roulette: it’s all a matter of luck.

**fate** [fæt] [n U] the power which some people believe controls what happens in everyone’s lives: It was fate that we should meet.

**by a twist of fate** (=because fate made things happen in an unexpected way) By a strange twist of fate, he died the day before his grandson was born.

⚠️ Use *fate* especially in stories.

**CHANGE**

see also **DIFFERENT, SAME, BECOME**

**to become different**

**change** [tʃeɪndʒ] [v I] to become different:

The city has changed a lot in recent years. She’s really changed since she went to college. The changing role of women in society

*into* The caterpillar eventually changes into a beautiful butterfly.
change from sth to/into sth In the 18th century, Britain changed from a mainly agricultural society to an industrial one.

change colour BRITISH change color AMERICAN It was October, and the leaves on the trees were starting to change colour.

alter /'ɔ:ltər/ [v T] to change – use this especially about someone’s feelings or behaviour, or about a situation: His mood suddenly altered and he seemed a little annoyed. | The situation altered dramatically in 1979 when Mrs Thatcher came to power.

⚠️ Alter is more formal than change, and is used mostly in written reports or stories.

make changes /mæk 'tʃeindʒz/ to change some parts of a system or the way something is done, but not all of it: The new boss said he intended to make a few changes.

+ to/left The manufacturer has agreed to make one or two changes to the computer’s design.

reform /rɪ'fɔ:rm/ [v T] to change a law, system, or organization, so that it is fairer or more effective: plans to reform the voting system | Many people think that the abortion laws should be reformed.

adapt/modify /'ædapt, 'mɒdɪfaɪ/ [v T] to change something slightly in order to improve it or make it suitable for a different purpose: How much would it cost to adapt the existing equipment? | a modified version of the original computer program | You can adapt the recipe to suit your own requirements.

modifying – modified – have modified

3 to make something completely different

transform /trænsfərm/ [v T often in passive] to completely change something, especially so that it is much better: When she smiled, her face was completely transformed.

transform sth into sth In the last 20 years, Korea has been transformed into a major industrial nation.

turn sth into sth /tɜːn (sth) intu: (sth)/ [phrasal verb T] to make something become a completely different thing, for example because you want to use it for a different purpose: We’re planning to turn the study into an extra bedroom. | He turned Ajax into the most successful football team in Europe.

revolutionize (also revolutionise BRITISH) /rɪˌvɛləˈʃənaɪz/ [v T] to completely and permanently change the way people do something or think about something, especially because of a new idea or invention: Computers have revolutionized the way we work.

2 to make someone or something different

change /'tʃeindʒ/ [v T] to make someone or something different and usually better: Unfortunately, there’s nothing we can do to change the situation. | Being at college has changed her – she seems much more confident now.

alter /'ɔ:ltər/ [v T] to change something so that it is better or more suitable: The border was closed, and they were forced to alter their plans. | You can alter the colour and size of the image using a remote control.

vary /'veri/ [v I] if something varies, it changes according to what the situation is: Ticket prices to New York vary, depending on the time of year.

vary considerably (=change a lot) Her income varies considerably from one month to the next.

varying – varied – have varied

turn into sth /tɜːn intu: (sth)/ [phrasal verb T] to become something completely different: a story about a frog that turns into a prince | A trip to the beach turned into a nightmare for a local family yesterday.

go from ... to ... /gəʊ from ... tu: ... ESPECIALLY SPOKEN to stop being one thing and start being something else, especially something very different: In less than five years, he went from being an anarchist to being a member of the military government. | His face went from pink to bright red.
easy to change

flexible [ˈfleksəbl] adj methods, systems, or rules that are flexible can easily be changed if necessary; flexible working hours Your schedule should be flexible enough to cope with interruptions or unexpected tasks.

a change

change əˈʃeind; [n C/U] when people or things become different; She found it hard to get used to all the changes at home. A lot of people are frightened of change.

+ in House plants are often sensitive to changes in the temperature.

social/economic/political/technological change 1989 was a year of great political change in Eastern Europe.

big/major change There have been big changes in the way people learn languages.

a change for the better/worse (=one that makes a situation better or worse) For most ordinary workers, the new tax laws represent a change for the worse.

alteration əˌlætərən; [n C/U] a change, especially a small change — use this especially about changes in someone’s feelings or behaviour, or about changes made to a plan or document

+ in Did you notice any alteration in the patient’s behaviour?

make alterations (to sth) We’ve made one or two small alterations, but the basic design remains the same.

minor alteration (=small alteration) After a few minor alterations, the proposal was accepted.

reform rɪˈfɔrm; [n C/U] a change that is made to a political or legal system in order to make it fairer or more effective

+ of a reform of local government

radical reform (=when things are changed very thoroughly) The Socialists have promised a programme of radical social reform.

revolution rɪˈvəljuːʃən; [n C] a complete and permanent change in the way people do things or think about things

+ in Piaget’s ideas caused a revolution in education.

scientific/technological/social etc revolution The 1970s saw the beginnings of a new technological revolution, based on microelectronics.

upheaval ˈʌpəvɔːl; [n C/U] a big change in your life or in the way things are organized, especially when this causes problems and anxiety

+ for Moving to a different school can be a major upheaval for young children.

social/political/emotional etc upheaval The recent civil war caused enormous social and economic upheaval.

to change where you live, what you do etc

change əˈʃeind; [v I/T] to change what you do or use, where you go etc, and start doing or using something else instead; I’m thinking of changing my car (=selling it and getting another one)

change jobs/schools/doctors etc (=change your job, the school you go to, the doctor you go to etc) Alex will be changing schools in September.

change places/seats (=when two people sit in each other’s seats) Would you mind changing places so I can sit next to my girlfriend?

change from sth to sth Britain only recently changed from the old system of weights and measures to the metric system.

move mɔːv; [v I/T] to go to live in a different house or city, or move the place where you work to a different office or city; Karen doesn’t live here any more — she’s moved.

move to (=go to another city or area) We moved to Memphis when I was eight.

move into (=go to another house or building) The new offices should be ready for the company to move into very soon.

move house/office British (=move from one house or office to another)

convert to sth konˈvɜːrt tʊ (sth); [phrasal verb T] convert to Christianity/Islam/Judaism etc to join a different religion from the one that you belonged to before; She converted to Catholicism at the time of her marriage.

When you see 10, go to the ESSENTIAL COMMUNICATION section.
7 to change your plans, opinions, or decisions

come around (also come round British) /kəm (ə)raʊnd/ [phrasal verb] to gradually change your mind and begin to agree with someone, although you did not agree with them before: We had to work hard to persuade her, but she finally came around.

come around to sb's point of view to be prepared to change your opinion or the way you look at things in order to accept a different viewpoint: I'm sure he'll come round to your point of view.

8 willing to change your ideas, opinions, or the way you do something

adaptable /ədəˈtæpləbəl/ [adj] someone who is adaptable does not get upset or annoyed if they have to change the way they do things, and easily gets used to a new situation: Children are often more adaptable than adults. I'm not sure Ken's adaptable enough to take a job abroad.

9 not changing and always the same

permanent /pərˈmænənt/ [adj] something that is permanent continues forever or for a very long time: The accident left her with permanent brain damage. a permanent job: We're hoping to find a permanent solution to the problem.

fixed /fɪkst/ [adj] use this about amounts, prices, or times that cannot be changed: Workers are paid a fixed rate per hour. The classes begin and end at fixed times.

constant /ˈkɒnstænt/ [adj] use this about an amount or level that remains the same over a long period: An animal's fur helps it to maintain a constant body temperature. The noise level remained constant throughout the day.

steady /ˈstedɪ/ [adj] use this about an amount that remains the same or a process that continues in the same way over a long period, especially when this is a good thing: They drove along at a steady 80 kilometres per hour. a steady improvement.

steadily [adv] The standard of living has been rising steadily for 20 years.

stable /ˈsteɪbl/ [adj] use this about prices, amounts, or levels that are no longer changing, after a period when they were changing a lot: Fuel prices have become more stable after several increases last year. His temperature remained stable throughout the night.

10 unwilling to change your ideas or opinions

be set in your ways /ˈbiː set in jəz/ someone who is set in their ways does not want to change the way they do things, because they have done them in the same way for a long time: He's too old and set in his ways to change now.
11 changing a lot

changeable ˈchangeəbl [adj] something that is changeable changes often, so that you do not know what to expect next: In the mountains the weather is very changeable. Regular drug users often experience changeable moods and panic attacks.

variable ˈvərəɪəbl [adj] changing according to the situation – use this about amounts, prices, speeds, temperatures etc: The price of fruit tends to be very variable.

---

CHEAP

⇒ opposite EXPENSIVE

SPEND

FREE \[ \rightarrow \] MONEY

see also COST

PAY \[ \leftarrow \] BUY \[ \rightarrow \] SHOP

1 not costing much money

cheap ʧiːp [adj] something that is cheap costs very little money, or costs less than you expected: My shoes were really cheap – they only cost £15. The cheapest way to get to Chicago is to take the bus.

it is cheap to do sth It’s cheaper to phone after six o’clock.

relatively cheap (=cheap compared with other things) These wooden houses are relatively cheap to build.

get sth cheap (=buy something for a lower price than you expected) The jacket was slightly damaged, so I got it cheap.

cheaply [adv] You can buy electronic diaries fairly cheaply nowadays.

inexpensive ˌinɪkˈspɛnsɪv [adj] not expensive – use this especially about things that are of good quality, even though they do not cost a lot: The furniture is inexpensive but well-made. A simple, inexpensive meal | Beans and lentils are an inexpensive source of protein.

⇒ not cost much /ˈkɒst mʌtʃ/ [adv] especially spoken to not be expensive: We had a very good meal and it didn’t cost much.

it doesn’t cost much to do sth It doesn’t cost much to rent a TV.

 economical ˌekəˈnɒmɪkəl [adj] cheap to use or cheap to do – use this about cars, machines, or ways of doing things that do not waste any money, fuel etc: We have a very economical heating system, so the bills aren’t too high.

be economical to use/run/operate This is a well-designed car that is also very economical to run.

it is more economical to do sth It’s more economical to buy the big packet – it’s only 50p more than the small one.

2 cheap but bad quality

cheap ʧiːp [adj] usually before noun something that is cheap does not cost much, and is clearly of bad quality: The tourist shops were full of cheap souvenirs. An old woman smelling of cheap perfume.

cheap and nasty BRITISH (=cheap and unattractive because it is of very bad quality) I wouldn’t buy any of that jewellery – it’s cheap and nasty.

3 when you get something good for a low price

be good value biː gʊd ˈvæljuː: to be worth the price that you pay for it: The meals at Charlie’s Pizza are really good value.

good value for money There’s a special ticket that means you can see six concerts, which is definitely good value for money.

be a good buy biː a ˈgʊd bɛɪ sometimes that is a good buy is worth the price you pay for it, because it is not expensive but is still good: The Brazilian white wine is a good buy at only £2.99 a bottle.

⇒ Use a good buy about goods or products, but not about services such as travel, entertainment, or meals.
bargain ˈbaːɡɪn/ [n C] something that costs a lot less than you expect or a lot less than it usually costs: I got this shirt when I was in Thailand — it was a real bargain. Did you get any bargains at the market?

reasonable ˈrɛznəbl/ [adj] reasonable prices seem fair because they are not too high: They sell good-quality hi-fi equipment at reasonable prices. Only £15 a night? That’s very reasonable!

4 when the price has been reduced

sale ˈseɪl/ [n C] a time when a shop sells things more cheaply than usual: The bookstore is having a closing-down sale. the sales BRITISH (=when a lot of shops sell things at reduced prices) the January sales I bought this coat half price in the sales.

on sale ˈɒn ˈseɪl, AMERICAN something that is on sale is being sold at a specially low price in a shop: “How much was your jacket?” “I got it on sale in Montgomery Wards for $45.”

reduced ˈrɛdʒʌst|ˈrɛdʌst/ [adj] not before noun] goods that are reduced are being sold at a lower price than usual: Everything is reduced because the store’s closing down next month.

+ from ... to ... These CDs were reduced from $10 to $5.

£5/$20/10% etc off (£5 etc) ‘ɛf/‘ɛf] if there is £5, $20, 10% etc off something, its usual price has been reduced by that amount: 20% off all computers in Dixon’s summer sale. We got $10 off the chair because it had a small mark on it.

discount ˌdɪskəʊnt/ [n C] a reduction in the price you pay for something, which is given for a special reason

get a discount (=pay less) Do you get a discount if you pay in cash?

30%/$50 etc discount a 30% discount on all electrical goods

+ on Workers at the store get a discount on books and records.

at a discount (=at a reduced price) Air UK are currently offering tickets to students at a special discount.

special offer ˈspeʃəl ˈɒfər/ [n C] a very low price that a shop sells something for, in order to persuade more people to buy things in that shop: Today’s special offer: melons at only 20p a kilo!

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TRICK/DECEIVE</th>
<th>LIE 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>see</td>
<td>also</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HONEST</td>
<td>DISHONEST</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRUST/NOT TRUST</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 to get money or possessions from someone dishonestly

cheat ˈtʃeɪt/ [v T] to get money or possessions from someone dishonestly: He always thinks that people in shops are trying to cheat him.

cheat sb out of sth She says she was cheated out of $10,000 she paid to a modeling agency.

swindle ˈswɪndl/ [v T] to get money from a person or organization by cheating them, especially using clever and complicated methods: He was jailed in 1992 for attempting to swindle the insurance company he worked for.

swindle sb out of sth Investors have been swindled out of millions of pounds.

con ˈkɒn/ [v T] especially spoken to persuade someone to buy something or to give you money by telling them lies

con sb out of sth A man pretending to be a faith healer has conned around £20,000 out of desperate sick people.

con sb into doing sth They conned her into leaving a blank credit card slip as a deposit.

conning - conned - have conned

fiddle ˈfɪdl/ [v T] BRITISH INFORMAL to give false information or make dishonest changes in financial records, in order to get money or avoid paying money: My boss thinks I’ve been fiddling my travel expenses.
to make someone pay too much money for something

overcharge /ˈəʊvərˌtʃɑːrd/ [v I/T] to make someone pay too much for something in a shop, a restaurant, a taxi etc: Garage mechanics are twice as likely to overcharge women car-owners than men.

overcharge sb for sth The meal was good, but we were overcharged for the wine.

rip off /rip ˈɒf/ [phrasal verb T] spoken informal to make someone pay much more than the usual price for something: rip sb off They really ripped us off at that hotel.

rip off sb The bars by the sea make huge profits by ripping off tourists.

a rip-off /ə ˈrip-əf/ [n singular] spoken informal if something is a rip-off, it is much too expensive and you think that someone is trying to cheat you: “It cost £200 to get it fixed.” “What a rip-off!”

a complete total rip-off The meal cost me $80 – it was a total rip-off.

to cheat in an examination or game

cheat /ʃiːt/ [v I] to use dishonest methods in order to pass an examination or win a game: Anyone caught cheating will automatically fail the exam.

+ at Jenny always cheats at cards.

cheating [n U] when someone cheats in an examination or game: Cheating is becoming fairly common in professional football.

when people are dishonest in order to get money

fraud /ˈfrɔːd/ [n C/U] the crime of getting money dishonestly from a big organization, for example by giving false information or changing documents, especially over a long period: Big losses due to theft and fraud forced the company to close. | Credit card fraud is very common.

scam /skæm/ [n C] spoken informal a clever plan for dishonestly getting money or advantages for yourself: They set fire to the house in order to get the insurance money – it was all a big scam.

tax scam (=to avoid paying tax)

someone who cheats

cheat /ʃeɪt/ [n C] someone who behaves dishonestly, especially in an examination or game: Bergstrom accused his opponent of being a cheat.

conman /kəʊmən/ [n C] informal someone who gets money by cheating people or lying to them: a handsome conman who charms women into giving him money, then simply disappears from their lives

plur: conman

check

look at 2 see also

right unsafe

mistake

to make sure that something is true or correct

check /tʃek/ [v I/T] to do something in order to find out whether something is really true or correct: "Are you sure this is the right phone number?" "Yes, I've just checked." | Remember to check your spellings in a dictionary.

+ (that) I'll just check I locked the door. | Check that the meat is cooked thoroughly before serving it.

whether She went back to the apartment to check whether he'd been home.

make sure /ˈmeɪk ˈʃuə/ to check that a situation really is the way you want or expect it to be: I don't think Sarah's back yet, but you can knock on her door just to make sure.
1 a child

child /tʃaɪld/ [n C] a young person from the time they are born until they are aged about 14 or 15: How many children are there in your class? | Children under 14 travel free. | Every child was given a present.

You usually call a very young child that cannot walk or talk a baby.

2 someone's son or daughter

child /tʃaɪld/ [n C] someone's son or daughter, of any age: She called her first child Katrin. | The house seems very quiet now all the children have left home. | One of her children lives in Australia now.

only child (=a child who has no brothers or sisters)

plural children

kid /kɪd/ [n C] informal someone's son or daughter - use this about children aged up to 14 or 15: All I ever wanted was to get married and have kids. | Could you look after the kids this evening?

son /sɔn/ [n C] someone's male child: We have two teenage sons. | Her son used to work in Scotland.

daughter /ˈdɔːtər/ [n C] someone's female child: Our eldest daughter has just left university. | My aunt had five daughters and three sons.

Little boy/little girl /ˈlɪtl 'bɒɪ, ˈlɪtl 'ɡɜːrl/ [n C] spoken someone's young son or daughter: Paula's had to go home - her little girl's sick | "How old's your little boy?" "He's three."

Use little boy or little girl when you are talking about very young children.

3 a child whose parents have died

orphan /ˈɔːfən/ [n C] a child whose parents have died: Leila was an orphan whose parents had been killed in the war.

4 the time when someone is a child

childhood /ˈtʃaɪldhʊd/ [n U] the time when someone is a child: They've known each other since childhood.

early childhood (=the time when you are very young) I spent my early childhood living with my aunt and uncle.

You can also use childhood before a noun, like an adjective: childhood illnesses | He was deeply affected by those early childhood experiences.
in infancy/during infancy [in 'in-fa:n-si, 'daiv-ər (infan-si)] formal while someone is a baby or a very young child – use this especially to talk about children dying or getting diseases: Three of her children died in infancy.

## CHOOSE

→ see also decide, vote, must

1 to choose something

choose [tʃuːz] [v 1/T] to decide which one of several things or possibilities you want: I can’t decide what I want. You choose! Will you help me choose a present for Warren?

choose to do sth Why do so few women choose to become engineers?

whether/which/when etc It took her three hours to choose which dress to wear.

between (= choose one of two things) We have to choose between doing geography or studying another language.

from (= choose from among several things) Viewers in Ireland can choose from up to 20 TV channels.

choosing – chose – have chosen

pick [pɪk] [v T] to choose something, especially without thinking carefully about it: “Can I borrow a book to read?” “Yes, pick whatever you want.” I pick a number from one to five.

⚠ Pick is more informal than choose or select.

select [sɛkˈlekt] [v T] formal to choose something by carefully thinking about which is best or most suitable: We asked Steve to help us select music for the wedding. Our wines have been carefully selected from vineyards throughout Europe.

decide on sth [dɪˈsaɪd ɒn (stθ)]-en- [phrasal verb T] to finally choose something, especially when making the decision has been difficult or has taken a long time: Have you decided on a name for the baby yet?

go for sth [ɡo fɔː (stθ)] [phrasal verb T] spoken informal to choose something because you think it is the most attractive, interesting, or enjoyable: She always goes for the most expensive thing on the menu.

make a choice [meɪk ə tʃɔs] to make a decision, especially a difficult decision, about which thing to choose: You have to make a choice now. Which of these two jobs do you want?

make the right/wrong choice He’s decided to study law – I hope he’s made the right choice.

opt [ɔpt] [v I] to choose something after thinking carefully about all the possibilities.

+ for More and more British drivers are opting for Japanese cars.

opt to do sth When her parents divorced, Mary Ann opted to live with her father.

⚠ Opt is used especially in newspapers.

2 to choose someone for a job or a team

choose [tʃuːz] [v T] to decide who is the best person for a job, team, prize etc: Companies are now using computers to help them choose new workers.

choose sb as sth The judges have chosen Pat Barker as this year’s Booker Prize winner.

choose sb to do sth Eventually, Jane was chosen to deliver the message.

choosing – chose – have chosen

select [sɛkˈlekt] [v T] formal to choose someone for a particular job, team, place at school etc, after considering a lot of different people who might be suitable: The college selects only 12 students from the thousands who apply.

select sb for sth We selected four applicants for interview.

select sb to do sth Ernst has been selected to play in the game against Belgium.

appoint [əˈpɔɪnt] [v T] to officially choose someone to do an important job: The company has appointed a new Sales Director.

appoint sb as sth They have appointed Jane Staller as their new East Coast manager.
appoint sb to do sth A committee was appointed to consider changes to the Prison Service.

pick  pik [v T] to choose someone for a sports team or an important job: Joe picked Steve and Terry to be on his team. I a change in the way the Conservative Party picks its leader

\[\text{Pick is more informal than choose, select, or appoint}\]

3 the decision you make when you choose

choice  [tʃɔɪs] [n C] It was a difficult choice, but we finally decided that Hannah should have the prize. A These are the two designs that I like best. I'm leaving the final choice to you.

4 something or someone that has been chosen

choice  [tʃɔɪs] [n singular] something or someone that has been chosen

first/second etc choice (=the thing you wanted most, the thing you wanted most after that etc) Greece was our first choice for a vacation, but all the flights were full.

sb's choice of sth (=the thing someone chooses) I don't like his choice of friends.

selection  [səˈlekʃən] [n C] a selection of cakes, wines, clothes, books etc is a lot of different cakes, wines etc for you to choose from, especially in a shop

+ of A wonderful selection of cakes and pastries was displayed in the window.

wide/large selection (=a lot of things to choose from) The restaurant offers you a wide selection of local dishes.

6 someone who is very careful about choosing things

choosy  [ˈʃuːzi] [adj not before noun] informal someone who is choosy chooses things carefully and only wants the things that they think are the best: I get offered a lot of work now, so I can be more choosy.

+ about She's very choosy about what airline she travels on.

fussy/picky  [ˈfʌsi, ˈpiki] [adj] informal someone who is picky or fussy is difficult to please because they only like a few things and will only accept exactly what they want: Don't be so picky! Eat what you are given.

+ about She was always very fussy about her clothes.

picky/fussy eater (=someone who will only eat the few things they like)

selective  [səˈlektɪv] [adj not before noun] careful about what you choose, so that you only choose the best or most suitable things
CLASS IN SOCIETY

social class based on your job, your family, how much you earn etc

- if you mean ‘a class in a school’, go to EDUCATION
- see also POSITION/RANK

1 someone’s social class

class /klæs/ [n C/U] the social group that you belong to because of your job, the type of family you come from, or the amount of money you have. Success in this country seems to be based on class rather than on ability. 1 the professional and managerial classes

the class system (=the system by which society is divided into classes) The old class system is slowly disappearing.

social class (=the class in society you come from) There is a clear link between social class and educational achievement.

plus classes

background /ˈbeɪkərənd/ [n C] the type of home and family that you come from, and its social class: The school takes kids from all sorts of backgrounds. 1 We come from the same town and have a similar background.

working-class/middle-class etc background. The organization helps children from working-class backgrounds to go to university.

2 the highest class

upper-class /ˈʌpər klæs/ [klæs] [adj] belonging to the class of people who originally had most of the money and power, especially families that own a lot of land: Most senior politicians in the UK are from upper-class families. 1 He spoke with an upper-class accent.

the upper class/the upper classes (=people who are upper class) In South America, the upper classes tend to be European in origin.

⚠️ The upper classes means the same as the upper class.

posh /pɒʃ/ [adj] BRITISH SPOKEN someone who is posh behaves and speaks in a way in which upper-class people usually behave or speak: Will your posh university friends be coming tonight? posh school/hotel/restaurant etc (=one that is very expensive, that rich people go to) She went to a posh girls’ school in Switzerland.

⚠️ People often use the word posh when they are making fun of other people.

the aristocracy /əˈrɪstəkrəsi/ [pl aristocra- [n singular] the people who belong to families that own a lot of land, and used to have a lot of power, and have special titles before their names, like ‘Lord’ or ‘Lady’ – used especially when you are talking about the past: senior members of the British aristocracy 1 the French aristocracy

3 the middle class

middle-class /ˈmɪdl klæs/ [klæs] [adj] belonging to the class of people who are usually well educated, fairly rich, and who work in jobs which they have trained for a long time to do; for example, doctors, lawyers, and managers are middle-class: a newspaper whose readers are mostly middle-class 1 They live in a middle-class neighbourhood on the edge of town.

the middle class/the middle classes (=people who are middle-class) The government needs the support of the middle classes to win the next election.

⚠️ The middle classes means the same as the middle class.

white-collar /ˈwʌtər kəlær/ [adj only before noun] white-collar worker/job/employee someone who works in an office, not a factory, mine etc: The economic recession has put many white-collar workers in danger of losing their jobs.

4 the lowest class

working-class /ˈwɜːkɪŋ klæs/ [klæs] [adj] belonging to the class of people who do not have much money or power, and
who have jobs where they do physical work: for example, factory workers, builders, and drivers are working-class. Most of the people who live round here are working-class. | He's from a working-class background.

the working class/the working classes (=people who are working class) Cuts in welfare spending affect the working class most.

The working classes means the same as the working class.

blue-collar [blu: 'kɔlə(r)-ku: [adj only before noun] blue-collar worker/job/ employee someone who does physical work, for example in a factory or a mine, and does not work in an office: His political support comes mainly from blue-collar workers.

underclass [ən'dərklæs]-klæs [n singular] the lowest social class, who are very poor and may not have jobs, homes etc: The government has created an underclass who do not feel they have any rights in society.

someone who cares too much about social class

snob [snəb][snəb] [n C] someone who thinks that they are better than people from a lower social class, and does not want to talk to them or be friends with them: My mother was such a snob she wouldn't let me play with the local children.

snobbish [snəb][snəb][r] [adj] someone who is snobbish thinks that they are better than people from a lower social class: Snobbish home-owners are protesting about a refugee family moving into their street.

CLEAN

not dirty

- opposite DIRTY
- see also TIDY, SHINE, WASH

Don't confuse clean (=not dirty) and tidy (=when everything is neatly arranged and is in the right place).

1 clean
clean [klin] [adj] not dirty. He changed into a clean shirt. | I'll put some clean sheets on the bed. | New houses are much easier to keep clean.
nice and clean/lovely and clean British (=very clean) Our hotel room was lovely and clean.
clean water/air (=with no harmful substances in it) What the villagers need most is a supply of clean drinking water.

spotlessly clean/spotless [spət'li: klin, -'ləs][spət'-][adj] completely clean - use this about clothes, rooms, or houses: Nina keeps the kitchen absolutely spotless. | He was wearing a spotlessly clean white shirt.

hygienic [hi'jinik][dʒi-][dʒi-][adj] clean so that diseases cannot spread: You shouldn't let the cat walk on the table. It's not hygienic. | Meat products must always be kept in hygienic conditions.

2 to make something clean
clean [klin] [v I/T] to make something clean by removing the dirt, dust etc: I clean the windows every Saturday. | Tony was cleaning his car. | How often do you clean the kitchen?
clean sth up/clean up sth (=remove dirt by cleaning, especially in a room, from a floor etc) There was mud all over the carpet, and it took me a long time to clean it up.
clean your teeth British I always clean my teeth last thing at night.
+ behind/under etc Make sure you clean behind the stove.
cleaning [n U] when you clean things, especially in a room, or a house: I hate cleaning!
do the cleaning Her husband does most of the cleaning.

You can also say give something a clean in British English, and it means the same as clean something I decided to give my bedroom a clean.

spring-clean [sprɪŋ klin] [v I/T] to clean your whole house very thoroughly, including things that you do not clean very
often: Barry spent the weekend spring-cleaning. I want to spring-clean the whole apartment before Easter.

clean something with a cloth

wipe [wip] [v T] to remove dirt or liquid from something using a slightly wet cloth: The waiter was wiping the tables.

wipe sth up/wipe up sth (=remove something from a surface by wiping) If you spill any paint, wipe it up immediately.

dust [dast] [v I/T] to remove dust from furniture, shelves etc using a soft cloth: Take the ornaments off the shelf and dust them.

+ behind/under etc She didn’t often dust behind the clock on the mantelpiece.

polish [ˈpɒlɪʃ] [v to make something clean and shiny, for example your shoes or a piece of furniture, by rubbing it with a cloth or brush: She polished the piano until the wood shone. I polished wooden floor

3 to clean something with a brush

brush [braʃ] [v T] to clean something with a brush: You should brush your jacket – it’s covered in dust.

brush sth off I brushed the crumbs off the sofa.

brush your teeth Have you brushed your teeth yet?

scrub [skræb] [v T] to clean something by rubbing it hard with a brush and some water or soap: I had a job in a restaurant, washing the dishes and scrubbing the floors. I scrub the potatoes and boil them for 5-10 minutes.

scrubbing – scrubbed – have scrubbed

sweep [swip] [v T] to clean the floor or the ground using a brush with a long handle: When everyone had left, Ed swept the floor.

sweep up sth/sweep sth up (=remove something from a floor by sweeping) Can you help me sweep up all the pieces of glass?

sweeping – swept – have swept

5 to clean something with a special cleaning machine

vacuum (also hoover [ˈhuːvər]) [v, n] to clean something using a special machine that sucks dirt into a bag inside the machine: Have you vacuumed all the carpets?

6 when you keep things clean to prevent disease

hygiene [ˈhaɪdʒɪn] methods you use to make sure that everything is completely clean, especially in order to prevent disease: Lack of hygiene attracted large numbers of rats.

personal hygiene (=keeping your body clean) Some kids just aren’t interested in personal hygiene.

disinfect [ˌdɪsɪnˈfekt] [v T] to use chemicals to clean a place, a piece of equipment, or a wound, in order to prevent disease: She cleaned and disinfected the cuts on his hands. I Disinfect the toilet regularly using bleach.

sterilize (also sterilise [ˈstɜːrəlaɪz]) [v T] to make something safe to use by heating it or using chemicals, in order to prevent disease – use this about medical or scientific equipment or babies’ bottles: Has the needle been sterilized? ‘Babies’ bottles can be sterilized simply by boiling them in water.
7 someone whose job is to clean things

*cleaner* ˈklimər [n C] someone who is paid to clean a house or office: We finish work at six, and then the cleaners come in. | a window cleaner

*cleaner's* /ˈklimərz/; *dry cleaner's* /ˈklimərzd/ [n C] a shop where you can take your clothes to be cleaned, especially with chemicals, not water: My best suit is at the dry cleaner's. | Can you collect my dress from the cleaner's?

8 what you use to clean things with

*detergent* ˈdɛtərjənt [n C/U] a liquid or powder that you use to wash dishes or clothes: What brand of detergent do you use?

*cleaner* ˈklimər [n C/U] toilet/carpet/oven etc cleaner a substance that you use to clean toilets, carpets, ovens etc

*disinfectant* /dɪsɪnˈfɛktənt/ [n C/U] a chemical that you use for cleaning toilets, sinks etc, which helps prevent disease

*bleach* ˈbliːtʃ [n U] a strong chemical that you use to clean a place or surface completely, in order to prevent disease

---

CLEAR/NOT CLEAR

- look here for ...
  - easy or difficult to see
  - easy or difficult to understand
- if you mean 'something that you can see through', go to **SEE 7**

1 instructions/rules/explanations etc

- see also **UNDERSTAND/NOT UNDERSTAND, EXPLAIN, INSTRUCTIONS**

*clear* ˈkliər [adj] something that is clear is easy to understand because it is said or written in a simple way - use this especially about explanations, instructions, or rules: Her article is a clear and readable introduction to the subject.

+ about/on The instructions aren't very clear on what you're supposed to do if there's a fire.

+ to The rules seem clear enough to me. make it clear (that) Barlow made it very clear that he did not agree with us.

*clearly* [adv] The teacher explained everything to us very clearly.

2 objects/views etc

*clear* klaər [adj] something that is clear is easy to see: There was a clear view across the valley.

*clearly* [adv] We could see the harbour lights shining clearly in the distance.

3 facts/reasons/situations etc

*obvious* əˈbviəs [adj] something that is obvious is very easy to notice or understand: There is an obvious connection between the two murders. | 'Why is she leaving?' 'Well, it's obvious, isn't it?'

*it is obvious that* It was obvious that there was something wrong.

*it is obvious to sb* It must be obvious to everyone that we cannot continue in this way.

*for obvious reasons* (=when the reasons are so obvious that you do not need to say what they are) For obvious reasons we have had to cancel tonight's performance.

*clear* klaər [adj] if it is clear that something is true, it is easy to notice that it is true and you feel sure about it and have no doubts

*it is clear that* It was clear that she was very upset by what had happened.

*it is clear to sb* It was clear to me that my father was dying.

*it becomes clear* It soon became clear that there were not enough police officers to deal with the situation.

*clear evidence/example/sign* There is clear evidence that some vitamins reduce your chances of getting cancer.

*obviously/clearly* əˈbviəsli, −li [adv]: use this to emphasize that it is easy to see that something is true: We're obviously going to need more help. | Clearly, the situation is more complicated than we first thought. | 'Is she pleased with the decision?' "Obviously not." | The children were clearly upset.
+ about His ideas are good, but he’s very unclear about how he’s going to achieve them.

ambiguous [əmˈbɪdʒuəs] [adj] use this about something that someone says or writes that has more than one meaning and could be confusing: The last part of her letter was deliberately ambiguous.

ambiguously [əmˈbɪdʒuəsli] [adv] The contract was worded ambiguously.

vague [veiɡ] [adj] use this about something that someone says or writes that is not clear because they do not give enough details: Police say the warning about the bomb was too vague and too late.

+ about He was rather vague about the reasons why he never finished school.

vaguely [veiɡli] [adv] The man is vaguely described as ‘medium build with brown hair’.

confusing [kənˈfjuːzɪŋ] [adj] a confusing situation, explanation, story etc is difficult to understand because there does not seem to be a clear pattern or order to it: There are so many rules and regulations – it’s all very confusing. I found the book really confusing! I kept forgetting who the characters were.

5 not easy to see or notice

faint [fent] [adj] a faint sound, smell, image etc is one you can only just hear, smell, or see: His voice was so faint I could hardly hear it. A faint smell of perfume wafted down the corridor. The faint morning light

subtle [ˈsʌtəl] [adj] a subtle change or difference is difficult to notice unless you look closely or think about it carefully: The patterns look the same at first, but there are subtle differences between them. Subtle changes in his character.

blurred [ˈbʌrd] [adj] if a picture or image is blurred, you can see its general shape, but the edges are not clear: The photographs were very blurred. Everything looks blurred when I take my glasses off.
CLIMB

1 to climb up something

climb [klain] [n I/T] to move up towards the top of a wall, mountain, tree etc. using your hands and feet. Most kids love climbing trees. | Trying not to look down, Alan began to climb.

climb up/down [vb] (= go down a wall, tree etc. using your hands and feet) The prisoner had escaped by climbing down a drain-pipe.

clothes

2 climbing hills or mountains as a sport

climbing [klaimiŋ] [n U] the sport of climbing hills or mountains: Eoin's hobbies are horse-riding, climbing, and aerobics. | climbing boots

rock climbing [n U] (=the sport of climbing up steep rocks and cliffs)

mountaineering [mountəˈniːəriŋ] [n U] the sport of climbing high mountains using special equipment: Mountaineering can be a very dangerous sport.

climber [ˈkləmər] [n C] someone who climbs hills or rocks as a sport, especially using special equipment: The search is continuing for a group of climbers reported missing in the Alps region. | an experienced climber

Don’t confuse clothes (= things you wear) and cloth (= the material that clothes are made from).

Don’t say ‘a nice clothes’. Just say nice clothes.

You can use clothes before a noun, like an adjective: a clothes shop | a clothes line (= for hanging wet clothes on)

CLOTHES

FASHIONABLE/UNFASHIONABLE

TIGHT see also MATERIAL 2

LOOSE DESIGN

FASTEN/UNFASTEN

DESCRIBING PEOPLE

Warm/light/protective/outdoor clothing

Make sure that you take plenty of warm clothing - it can be very cold up there.

Piece/item of clothing (= one thing that you wear, for example a shirt or a dress)

Formal. There was nothing in the chest apart from a few items of clothing.

Don’t use clothing to talk about your own clothes or a particular person’s clothes, except in very official situations: I spilled coffee all over my clothes (not ‘my clothing’). | The police said that some blood was found on the dead woman’s clothing.
You can also use clothing before a noun, like an adjective: the clothing industry

something to wear /ˈsʌmtíŋ tə 'wɛə/ SPOKEN clothes, especially clothes that you can wear for a particular event or occasion: I must buy something to wear for Julia's wedding.

In questions and negatives, say anything to wear. I haven't got anything to wear to Jim's party.

2 clothes that you wear together as a set

suit /sjuːt, ʃuːt/ [n C] a pair of trousers or a skirt, which you wear with a short coat made of the same material: She wore a black suit for the interview. Bob was wearing a business suit.

outfit /ˈaʊtfit/ [n C] a set of clothes that look attractive together, which you wear for a special occasion: I bought a new outfit for Kate's birthday party. Natalie was wearing a blue and purple outfit.

Use outfit to describe clothes worn by women and children. Don't use it about men's clothes.

uniform /juːənɪfəm/ [n C/U] a set of clothes that are worn by all the people who belong to a particular organization, for example by soldiers, police officers, or schoolchildren: Do you have to wear a uniform if you work at McDonald's?

school uniform I used to hate wearing school uniform.

in uniform (=wearing uniform) We saw two nurses in uniform.

things /θɪŋz, θiːŋz/ [n plural] swimming/football/tennis etc things SPOKEN the clothes that you wear for swimming, playing football etc: Don't forget to bring your swimming things when we go to Brighton.

costume /ˈkɒstjʊm, ˈkaʊstjʊm/ [n C/U] a set of clothes that you wear for acting in a play or performance: The children were all wearing colourful costumes for the festival procession. I didn't like the play much but the costumes were brilliant.

national costume (=the traditional clothes of a country) The dancers were dressed in Ukrainian national costume.

3 to wear clothes

wear /weər/ [v T] to have clothes, shoes, glasses, jewellery etc on your body: She was wearing shorts and sandals. Dave doesn't wear his wedding ring any more.

wear black/red/green etc (=wear black clothes, red clothes etc) I never wear black - it makes me look too pale.

wearing - wore - have worn

Be careful to use the right tense with wear. Say he/she is wearing when you are talking about what clothes someone is wearing now: Catriona is wearing a green jacket and jeans. Say he/she wears when talking about the clothes that someone usually wears: Gina always wears a suit for work.

in /ɪn/ [preposition] in a suit/in a red dress etc wearing a suit, a red dress etc: There was a man in a linen suit standing at the bar. A couple of girls in jeans and T-shirts.

have on have on [phrasal verb T] to be wearing clothes, shoes, glasses, or jewellery: She had on a red hat and a pair of matching shoes.

have sth on All the men had suits on.

be dressed bit 'drest/ to be wearing clothes: We'll leave as soon as Stuart is dressed.

+ in They were all dressed in T-shirts and jeans. A woman dressed in green.

be dressed as sb (=wearing clothes that make you look like someone else) Some of the children were dressed as soldiers.

4 to put on clothes

put on /put 'ɒn/ [phrasal verb T] to put on a piece of clothing

put sth on Put your coat on if you're going out.

put on sth She put on her bathrobe and went downstairs.

get dressed /get 'drest/ to put on all your

He put on his jumper.
CLOTHES

clothes: Go and get dressed – it’s nearly time for school. | Sandra’s in the bedroom getting dressed.

try on  trai ɪn-ən [phrasal verb T] to put on a piece of clothing, to see if it fits you and if it looks nice on you.

try sth on  If you like the shoes, why don’t you try them on?

try on sth  I tried on a beautiful coat, but it was too big.

dress up/get dressed up  dres ʌp, əpt  [phrase] to put on clothes that are suitable for a special or formal occasion: We always get dressed up for church. | It’s an informal party, so you don’t need to dress up.

5 to take off clothes

take off  'tɔk əf, əf  [phrasal verb T] to remove a piece of clothing that you were wearing.

take sth off  Why don’t you take your coat off? | If I take my glasses off, I can hardly see anything.

take off sth  He took off his jacket and put it around my shoulders.

Don’t say ‘he put off his clothes’. Say he took off his clothes.

get undressed  ɡɪt ʌndrɪst to take off all your clothes, especially before going to bed: She got undressed and went to bed.

undress  ʌndrɪs [v] to take off all your clothes, especially before going to bed: Paul went into the bathroom to undress.

get changed  ɡɪt ʧɛndʒd to take off your clothes and put on different clothes: The first thing I do when I get home from school is get changed. | Are you going to get changed before the party?

change  ʧɛndʒ [v] to take off all or some of your clothes and put some different clothes on: I’ll just change my shirt and I’ll be with you in a minute.

+ into  She changed into a sweater and some jeans.

6 describing people’s clothes

tight  ˈtait [adj] tight clothes fit your body very closely: These jeans are too tight – I can’t get them on. | a tight miniskirt

loose  ˈloʊs [adj] loose clothes do not fit your body tightly, so you feel comfortable when you wear them: She wore a loose sweater and leggings. | Loose clothes are best in summer.

baggy  ˈbægɪ [adj] baggy trousers, shirts etc are designed to be big and loose and they hide the shape of your body: He was wearing baggy jeans and a T-shirt. | a comfortable baggy sweater

well-dressed  welˈdrest [adj] someone who is well-dressed is wearing good quality clothes and looks as if they have taken a lot of care about how they look: The photograph showed a well-dressed man in his early 50s.

fashionable  ˈfæʃənəbl [adj] fashionable clothes are in a style that is popular at the moment: Long skirts are very fashionable these days. | a pair of fashionable and expensive-looking trainers

smart  ˈsmɑrt [adj] British if you look smart or your clothes are smart, you are dressed in an attractive way and you look very tidy: a smart suit | You look really smart today, Paul. Have you got a job interview or something?

casual  ˈkæʒʊəl [adj] casual clothes are comfortable clothes that you wear when you are relaxing: not clothes that you wear on formal occasions: a casual jacket

scruffy  ˈskrʌfi [adj] people or clothes that are scruffy look dirty and untidy: Change out of those scruffy jeans. | You look too scruffy to go out to a restaurant.

match  ˈmatʃ [v] if clothes match each other, or if they match, they look good together, especially because they are a similar colour: That shirt doesn’t match your jacket.

hat/scarf/tie to match (=the same colour as something else) I’ve got some blue shoes – now I need a bag to match.
suit /sæt, sju:t/ [n T] if a piece of clothing or a type of clothing suits you, it looks good on you. Short skirts don’t really suit me.

fit /fɪt/ [v 1/T] if clothes fit, they are the right size: He’s put on so much weight that his clothes don’t fit any more. | Do those shoes still fit you?

fitting - fitted (also fit [in]reign) - have fitted

7 the way that clothes look

style /staɪl/ [n C] the way that clothes look and how they have been designed: I like the colour, but I don’t really like the style. 70s styles are coming back into fashion.

8 wearing no clothes

have nothing on [nɪŋθ nʌtnɪŋ nɑn] especially spoken to not be wearing any clothes: Don’t come in yet - I have nothing on!

have nothing on your feet I had nothing on my feet and some of the stones were really sharp.

naked /'nækt/ [adj] wearing no clothes - use this especially when it is surprising that someone is not wearing clothes: He was lying on the bed completely naked. | The magazine was full of pictures of naked men.

stark naked (also buck naked American) (=completely naked) She was standing there stark naked.

undressed /'ʌndrest/ [adj] wearing no clothes, because you have just taken them off, for example to have a bath or go to bed. She went upstairs to make sure that the children were all undressed and ready for bed.

barel /bæəl/ [adj] a part of your body that is bare is not covered by any clothes: My arms were bare and they got badly sunburned. | In summer all the kids go around in bare feet.

weather

cold /kauld/ [adj] a cold January morning! This is the coldest winter we’ve had for years.

it’s cold (=the weather is cold) Put your gloves on - it’s cold outside today!

freezing cold (=extremely cold) It gets freezing cold at night in the mountains.

bitterly cold (=extremely cold and unpleasant) a bitterly cold north wind

the cold /ðə kəuld/ [n singular] cold weather - use this to emphasize how unpleasant and uncomfortable it is outside: Come in. Don’t stand out there in the cold!

cool /ku:л/ [adj] cold in a pleasant way, especially after the weather has been hot: a cool sea breeze

it’s cool (=the weather is cool) Although the days are very hot, it’s much cooler at night.

chilly /'tʃili/ [adj] cold, but not extremely cold: a chilly morning in April

it’s chilly (=the weather is chilly) It’s getting chilly - I think we’ll go inside.

frosty /'frosti/ [adj] very cold, when everything is covered in a thin white layer of ice, and the sky is often very bright and clear: a bright frosty morning

freezing /'frizin/ [adj] extremely cold, so that rivers, streams etc turn to ice: The freezing weather continued all through February.

freezing cold (=the weather is extremely cold) It was freezing cold outside.

it’s freezing I’d never go on holiday there - it’s always freezing.

2 person

cold /kauld/ [adj not before noun] feeling cold

be cold Dad, I’m cold. Can I put the heater on?

feel cold He woke up in the middle of the night feeling cold.

look cold Come and sit by the fire. You look cold.

freezing /'frizin/ [adj] spoken feeling very cold and uncomfortable: “Are you warm enough?” “No, I’m absolutely freezing!”

COLD

⇒ opposite HOT
⇒ see also WET, DRY, WEATHER
shiver  [ˈʃaɪvər] [v 1] to shake because you are cold: I was shivering in my thin sleeping bag.

shiver with cold  We stood in the doorway shivering with cold.

have goose bumps  BRITISH have goosebumps  AMERICAN have goosebumps: have goose bumps to have small raised areas on your skin, because you are cold

3 place/room

cold  [kɔld] [adj] He waited an hour for the train on a cold platform.

it's cold  Why is it always so cold in this office?

cool  [kuːl] [adj] cold in a pleasant way, especially when the weather is hot: Our hotel room was lovely and cool.

it's cool  It's much cooler downstairs.

chilly  [ˈtʃɪli] [adj] a little too cold for you to feel comfortable: They have to get washed and dressed in a chilly bathroom.

it's chilly  It's chilly in here — why don't you turn the heater on?

draughty  BRITISH draughty  AMERICAN *draughty* [drəˈtɔːtʃ]  a room that is draughty: has cold air blowing into it from outside: a cold, draughty apartment

freezing  [ˈfrɪznɪŋ] [adj] extremely cold, so that you feel very uncomfortable: The little children sat in rows in the freezing classroom.

it's freezing  It's absolutely freezing outside.

4 liquid/object/surface

cold  [kɔld] [adj] I wanted a bath but the water was cold. | We stood for hours on the cold stone floor.

freezing  [ˈfrɪznɪŋ] [adj] extremely cold: His friends pulled him from the freezing water.

freezing cold  The river was freezing cold.

cool  [kuːl] [adj] cold in a pleasant way, but not very cold: Ruth put her cool hand on my burning forehead.

5 food/drink

cold  [kɔld] [adj] cold food has been cooked, but is no longer hot: a selection of cold meats | Serve the quiche hot or cold, with a fresh green salad.

got cold/go cold  (=become cold, especially when it should be hot) Come and eat your dinner before it gets cold.

stone cold  (=completely cold when it should be hot) By the time I'd finished on the phone my coffee was stone cold.

cool  [kuːl] [adj] cool drinks are pleasantly cold, especially when the weather is warm: She sat by the swimming pool with a cool glass of lemonade.

chilled  [ˈtʃɪld] [adj] chilled food or drink has been made very cold, especially by putting it on ice: a bottle of chilled champagne | This soup is delicious served chilled.

frozen  [ˈfrəʊzn] [adj] frozen food is stored at a very low temperature so that you can keep it for a long time: frozen peas | The only things I had in the freezer were a frozen chicken and a tub of ice-cream.

ice-cold  [ɪs kɔld] [adj] very cold — use this about drinks that have been made very cold so that they are pleasant to drink in hot weather: an ice-cold beer

6 to become colder

got cold/get colder  (=get kəuld, get kəulda) to become cold or colder: it's got a lot colder recently. (=the weather has become colder) | Tell John his coffee's getting cold.

cool down  [kuːl dəʊn] [phrasal verb] to become colder after being hot: Leave the bread on a wire tray to cool down.

cool  [kuːl] [v 1] use this about hot food or other hot substances that become colder: As the metal cools, it will decrease in size.

---

**COLLECT**

to keep things because you think they are attractive or interesting

collect  [ˈkəlɛk(t)] [v T] to get and keep things that are all of a similar kind, because you think they are attractive or interesting: Do you collect stamps? | I've started collecting old bottles.
**COLOUR/COLOR**

1 a colour

**colour** British, **color** American  
[ˈkʌlər] [n C/U] Blue is my favorite colour. | Why don’t you paint it yellow? That’s a nice bright colour. | Her hair was the same colour as mine.

**what colour is...?** “What colour is your new car?” “Silver.”

**change colour** In September the leaves start to change colour.

**shade** [ʃeɪd] [n C] a particular type of one colour, which is darker or lighter than other types of the same colour. The pattern is available in three different shades: dark blue, pale green, and charcoal grey.

**shade of blue/green etc** Valerie’s eyes are a beautiful shade of blue.

2 to be a particular colour

**be** [bi, strong: bi:] [v]

**be red/green/blue etc** Frogs are green, toads are brown — that’s how you can tell the difference. | The Japanese flag is white with a red sun on it.

**coloured** British, **colored** American  
[ˈkəʊlərd] [adj usually before noun] a coloured or colored object has one or more colours in it, but not black or white. The town hall was decorated with hundreds of coloured ribbons. | panels of colored glass

3 bright colours

**bright** [brɪt] [adj] a bright colour is strong and very easy to notice: an artist who loved bright colours. | If you are cycling at night, always wear something bright.

**bright blue/red/yellow etc** The front door was painted bright red. | a bright yellow van

**brightly** [ˈbrɪtli] [adv] a brightly painted boat. | brightly coloured balloons

**colourful** British, **colorful** American  
[ˈkʌlərfʊl] [adj] something that is colourful or colorful has a lot of different colours in it. Especially bright colours: women in colourful summer dresses. | Children’s books need to have large clear letters and colorful pictures.

**brilliant** [ˈbrɪljənt] [adj usually before noun] brilliant white/blue/green etc so bright that it almost hurts your eyes to look at it: a brilliant blue sky. | The room was painted a brilliant white.
light colours

light [lait/ [adj] light colours are closer to white than to black: They both have brown hair, but Tina’s is slightly lighter than Jan’s.
little blue/green/brown etc The leaves are light green with small purple markings.

pale /peil/ [adj] very light in colour: her pale skin and dark hair
pale blue/pink/yellow etc a pale pink blouse | pale yellow wallpaper with a white daisy pattern

pale /paestl/ [adj only before noun] pastel colours, especially pink, yellow, green, or blue, are soft and light and not at all bright: The bedrooms have all been designed in cool pastel shades.

dark colours

dark /da:rk/ [adj] dark colours are not at all light and are close to black: Everyone at the funeral was dressed in dark colours, except for Rita, who wore a pink dress.
dark blue/brown/green etc She has beautiful dark brown hair. | a dark grey suit

deep /di:p/ [adj only before noun] deep colours are strong, dark, and attractive: a deep, rich shade of crimson
deep blue/purple/red A few stars began to appear in the deep blue sky.

photograph/film/ television

colour British color American /'kælar/ [adj] showing pictures in all colours, not just in black, white, and grey: a delightful book containing 200 colour photographs of wild flowers | You need a color monitor to use this software.
in colour (=showing all the colours) All the pictures are in colour.

black and white /blæk an 'wɛit/ showing pictures only in black, white, and grey: an old black and white movie starring Charlie Chaplin

in black and white (=showing only black, white, and grey) Karsh’s famous photographs of Churchill were all in black and white.

to change colour or lose colour
dye /daɪ/ [v T] to change the colour of material or hair by using a special coloured liquid: I bet she dyes her hair.
dye sth blue/yellow etc I’m going to dye this skirt dark blue.
dyes /daɪz/ [v] past tense of dye

colours, especially pink, yellow, green, or blue, are soft and light and not at all bright: The bedrooms have all been designed in cool pastel shades.

faded /feid/ [adj] faded blue jeans

comfortable /'kæmfəbl/ 'kæmfət- | 'kæmf- [adj not before noun] feeling physically relaxed, for example because you are sitting on a soft chair or lying on a soft bed: I was so warm and comfortable in bed I didn’t want to get up. | Are you comfortable lying on the floor like that?

make yourself comfortable Sit down and make yourself comfortable.

get comfortable (=get into a comfortable position) My shoulder was hurting so I couldn’t get comfortable.

comfortably [adv] Brian was sitting comfortably in front of the television.

comfy /'kæmfɪ/ [adj not before noun] spoken feeling comfortable: “Comfy?” “Yes, thanks.”

snug /snʌg/ [adj not before noun] feeling comfortable, warm, and happy because you are in bed, wearing warm clothes etc: She looks really snug under all those blankets.

in comfort in 'kæmfət, if you do something in comfort, you feel comfortable and relaxed while you are doing it: Jardine sat down by the fire to enjoy his
whiskey in comfort. Now that we have a bigger car, the whole family can travel in comfort.

2 comfortable furniture, clothes, places etc

comfortable /ˈkɒmfətəbl/ [adj] /kəmˈfɔːtəl/ [adv] use this about clothes, furniture, or rooms that make you feel comfortable: Our hotel room was very comfortable. I a comfortable leather armchair I Can you just wait a moment while I change into something more comfortable.

comfortable to sit on/lie on/wear Harder mattresses are often more comfortable to lie on

comfortably [adv] a comfortably furnished apartment

comfortably [adv] spoken use comfy about clothes, furniture, or rooms that make you feel comfortable: a comfy little cabin in the woods I a comfy chair

comfy /ˈkɒmi/ [adj] spoken use comfy about clothes, furniture, or rooms that make you feel comfortable: a comfy little cabin in the woods I a comfy chair

cosy BRITISH cozy AMERICAN /ˈkəʊzi/ [adj] a cosy room or place is small, warm, and comfortable, and you feel relaxed and happy there: a small cozy apartment I The bar looked lovely and cosy, with a log fire burning brightly.

cosy /ˈkəʊzi/ [adj] a luxurious house, hotel, ship etc makes you feel very comfortable because it has large rooms and expensive furniture, carpets etc: a luxurious yacht, once owned by Aristotle Onassis I The hotel we stayed in was really luxurious.

3 not comfortable

uncomfortable/not comfortable /ˌʌnˈkɒmfətəbl/ not /kəmˈfɔːtəl/ not /kəmˈfɔːtəl/ [adj] not comfortable: Come and sit here. You don’t look very comfortable on that stool. I The heat was making us all feel very uncomfortable. I She was wearing very uncomfortable-looking shoes.

4 something that makes you feel uncomfortable

crammed /ˈkræmpt/ [adj] a cramped room, apartment, car etc is uncomfortable because there is not enough space: cramped living conditions I They worked from cramped offices near the main station.

bumpy /ˈbʌmpi/ [adj] a bumpy journey in a car or plane is uncomfortable because the car or plane shakes a lot, as the result of bad roads or bad weather: a bumpy ride up the mountainside in an old bus

rough /rʌf/ [adj] a rough journey by sea is uncomfortable because the weather is bad and the boat goes up and down a lot: We had a rough crossing and most of the passengers were seasick. I It’ll be rough out there today with all this wind.

1 different types of company

company /ˈkʌmpəni/ [n C] any organization, either large or small, that produces goods or provides services in order to make a profit: The company employs over 10,000 people worldwide.

oil/insurance/phone etc company the second largest insurance company in Japan

work for a company (= have a job there) My father used to work for one of the big oil companies.

join a company (= start to work there) This year, we have had several new executives joining the company.

set up/start a company The company was set up in 1975.

plug: companies

⚠️ You can also use company before a noun, like an adjective: a company car (= one that is provided for you by your company) I Company profits have doubled in the last four years.
firm [fîm] [n C] a company, especially one that provides services rather than producing goods, often financial or legal services: The firm employs about 15 full-time staff.

law/electronics/building etc firm She works for a law firm in Amsterdam.

firm of lawyers/accountants etc Ed’s just got a job with a firm of accountants in Boston.

join a firm (=start working for a firm) Sara joined the firm when she was only 16.

business ['biznəs] [n C] a company, shop, or factory that sells goods or provides services, especially one that employs only a small number of people or only one person: Norm’s a gardener—he has his own business.

manage/run a business She’s running her own printing business now.

set up/start a business Profits have slowly increased since we started the business three years ago.

small business (=one that employs only one person or very few people)

family business (=one that was started by and employs members of the same family)

corporation [kər'pərəʃən] [n C] a large company that employs a lot of people, especially one that includes several different departments or several smaller companies: IBM is one of the biggest corporations in the US. The Coca-Cola Company.

multinational [multɪnə'steɪʃənal] [adj] only before noun multinational company/corporation/business a very large company that has offices or factories in many different countries: Mitsubishi is a multinational company, whose head office is in Japan.

multinational [n C] a very large company with offices and factories in many different countries: the power of the big multinationals

subsidiary [sab'sidɪəri] [n C] a company that is owned and controlled by a larger company

+ of The Isle of Man Bank is now a subsidiary of NatWest Bank plc.

plural subsidiaries

employer [ɪm'plɔrər] [n C] a company—you use this when you are talking about a company as something that provides jobs, not as something that produces and sells things: Parker Plastics is the city’s biggest employer, with about 3000 workers. Your employer (=the company you work for) is responsible for ensuring safety in the workplace.

2 abbreviations for different types of company

Ltd BRITISH INC. AMERICAN the written abbreviations of ‘Limited’ and ‘Incorporated’—used after the name of a large or small company to show that it is legally established and that its owners are legally responsible for only a limited amount of money if the company gets into debt: Stevenson Securities Ltd. Syquest Technology Inc.

Corp. the written abbreviation of ‘Corporation’—used after the name of a large company, especially in the US: Federal Express Corp.

plc /pli: el si:; the abbreviation of ‘Public Limited Company’—used in Britain after the name of a large company that ordinary people can buy shares in: Marks & Spencer plc

COMPARE to think about two or more things or people, in order to see how similar or different they are

▶ see also SAME, DIFFERENT

1 to compare things

compare [kəm'peər] [v T] to think about two or more things or people, in order to see how similar or different they are: We looked at a lot of computers before buying this one, in order to compare prices.

compare sth/sb with sth/sb If you compare rents in London with rents in Paris, you’ll find they are about the same. I I hate the way you always compare me with your ex-boyfriend.

⚠ Compare sth/sb to sth/sb usually means to say that someone or something is like another person or thing. For example:
a new young singer that some people have compared to Pavarotti (=they say he is as good as Pavarotti).

**comparison** /'kɔm.pərəsən/ [n C] something that you say or write that shows how similar or different two things or people are.

*off* /bɪ'twiːn/ The students were asked to write a comparison between the two poems. I a comparison of the number of deaths from heart disease in Britain and America.

**make a comparison** The documentary makes a comparison between working conditions before and after the war.

2 when one thing is being compared with another

**compared to/compared with** /kəm'perəd tu/; /kəm'perəd wið/ use this when you are comparing two or more things or people: Their house seems like a palace compared to our small apartment. I Compared with some other EU countries, Britain has a low standard of living.

**in comparison/ by comparison** /ɪn kəm'pərəsən/; /biː kəm'pərəsən/ especially written use this when you are comparing two or more things or people: After months of living in a tropical climate, Spain seemed cool by comparison.

*with* /ɪn kəm'pərəsən wið London/ life in our small town was very quiet.

⚠️ In comparison and by comparison are more formal than compared to and compared with and are more common in written English.

**in contrast/ by contrast** /ɪn kən'trɑːst/; /bɪ kən'trɑːst/ use this when you are emphasizing the difference between two or more things or people: Richard is small and slim. His father, by contrast, is tall and well-built.

**in contrast to** /ɪn kən'trɑːst tu/; /ɪn kən'trɑːst wið/ in contrast to his previous novels, his latest book is much more serious.

**relative** /'rɛlətɪv/ [adj] relative importance/advantage/amount/size the importance, advantage etc that one thing has when it is compared to other things: the relative importance of money and job satisfaction I the relative advantages of different methods of transporting goods.

---

**COMPETITION**

- look here for...
  - a game or sports event
  - a competition in which people try to do better than each other

- **competition** /'kɒmpətɪʃn/ [n C] an organized event in which people try to do an activity or sport better than other people, especially in order to win a prize: He was awarded first prize in the National Poetry Competition.

- win a competition A student from St Paul won the speechwriting competition.

- enter a competition (=be in a competition) Enter our free competition and win a weekend in Paris.

- a competition to do sth a competition to think of a name for the new building

- **championship** /'tʃæmpɪənʃɪp/ [n C] an important sports event in which players or teams play against each other to decide who is the best in an area, the country, or the world: the World Chess Championship

- win a championship At 17, Becker was the youngest player to win the Men’s Tennis Championship.

- **tournament** /'tʊənəmənt, 'təʊə-/, 'tɔː-/[n C] a competition in a sport or game in which each player or team plays a series of games until one person or team wins: an international golf tournament

- win a tournament Telford won the local five-a-side football tournament.

⚠️ A tournament is usually not as important as a championship and does not involve as many players or teams.

- **contest** /'kənstənt/ [n C] a competition in which a person or team does an activity, and a group of judges decide which of them is the best.
win a contest The singing contest was won by Sven from Sweden.
beauty contest (=a contest in which judges decide who is the most beautiful woman)

Contest is not usually used about
sports events.

2 someone who takes part in a competition
competitor /kəmpə'tɪtər/ [n C] someone who takes part in a competition: Two of the competitors failed to turn up for the first race.
contestant /kən'testənt/ [n C] someone who takes part in a contest, a TV game, test of knowledge etc: The next contestant is Alice Jones from Vancouver. Each contestant has to answer questions on a variety of subjects.

3 to take part in a competition, sports event etc
compete /kəm'pi:t/ [v I] to take part in a competition, sporting event etc
+ in Athletes from 197 countries competed in the Olympic Games in Atlanta.
+ against Ten teams will compete against each other for the National Trophy.

4 to try to do better than another person or organization
compete /kəm'pi:t/ [v I] to try to do better than another person or organization, for example in business or politics
+ with Nowadays we have to compete more and more with foreign companies.
+ for (=in order to get something) two little children competing for their mother’s attention

can’t compete with (=not have enough skill, money etc to compete with another person, company etc) Small British car companies just can’t compete with giants like BMW and Volkswagen.
compete to do sth Fujitsu, Hitachi, and NEC are competing with US firms to build the world’s fastest supercomputer.

fight /fæt/ [v I/T] to try extremely hard to get an important job or political position which other people are also trying to get
+ for If you want the job, you’ll have to fight for it.
fight sb for sth Williams fought several rivals for the leadership of the party.
fighting – fought – have fought

5 a situation in which people try to do better than each other
competition /kəm'pə'tɪʃən/ [n U] when people or organizations try hard to get something that they all want but only one of them can get
+ for Competition for these jobs is very tough – we’ve had over 200 applications.
+ between There’s a lot of competition between the big supermarket chains.
fierce/strong/tough competition (=when a lot of people are all trying very hard to get something) There is fierce competition for places in the Olympic team.

competitive /kəm'petɪtɪv/ [adj] a competitive situation is one in which people try hard to do better than each other, for example in business or at school: Amanda hated working in advertising; it was so competitive.
highly competitive (=very competitive) The atmosphere at our school was highly competitive.

rivalry /rɪ'vɔːlri/ [n U] when two people, teams, or companies try to do better than each other, especially over a long period
+ between Rivalry between brothers and sisters is quite normal. The long-standing rivalry between Coca-Cola and Pepsi
intense/fierce rivalry (=very strong rivalry) There was intense rivalry between the Brazilian and Italian teams.
battle /'bætl/ [n C] a situation in which people or organizations fight against each other to get power or control of something, and they are all very determined to win
+ for The President’s advisors were engaged in a battle for power.
people who are trying to do better than each other

competitor  [kəmˈpetər]  [n C] a person or company that tries to do better than another which offers similar goods or services: Their major competitors are IBM and Sun Microsystems.

rival  [ˈriːvəl]  [n C] a person, team, or company that tries to do better than another similar one, especially over a long period: The two teams had always been rivals.

You can also use rival before a noun, like an adjective: A fight broke out between rival gangs in the city centre. | rival companies

the competition  [də kəmˈpetɪʃən]  [n C] all the people or groups that are trying to do better than you, especially in business or in a sport: Our sales figures are 10% ahead of the competition.

strong competition  (= when the people you are competing against are very good) The team overcame strong competition to gain their place in the finals.

someone who likes competing

competitive  [kəmˈpetɪtɪv]  [adj] someone who is competitive seems to enjoy competing and is always trying to do better than other people: I hate playing tennis with her - she’s so competitive.

COMPLAIN

see also COMPLAINING, SATISFIED/DISSATISFIED

to complain

complain  [kəmˈpleɪn]  [v I/T] to say that you are annoyed about something or not satisfied with something: for example because it is unfair or not as good as it should be: We had to remove the advertisement because so many people complained.

about  Local residents have complained about the noise from the club.

that  Jenny’s always complaining that her boss gives her too much work.

+ to If the hotel isn’t satisfactory, you should complain to the Tourist Office.

Don’t say ‘complain against’ or ‘complain for’. Say complain about.

make a complaint  [ˌmeɪkə,kəmˈpleɪnt]  to tell someone in an official position that you are not satisfied with something that they are responsible for: Write to this address if you wish to make a complaint.

+ to Parents made a complaint to the principal about bullying in the school.

protest  [prəˈtest]  [v I/T] to complain about something that you think is wrong and should not be allowed to happen - use this especially about groups of people who meet in a public place to show that they do not approve of something

about/against/at  Workers protested angrily about job losses.

protest sth  AMERICAN a large crowd protesting the war

object  [ˈɒbjɛkt]  [v I] to say that you do not agree with something or you do not approve of it, because it annoys you or offends you: The neighbours might object if you park your car in front of their house.

+ to Does anyone object to these proposals?

to complain a lot in an annoying way

moan  [məʊn]  INFORMAL, ESPECIALLY BRITISH to keep complaining in an annoying way - use this about someone who complains all the time, even about things that are not important: I’m fed up with hearing you moaning the whole time!

about  Why do people always moan about the weather?

grumble  [ˈgrʌmbəl]  [v I] to keep complaining in a bad-tempered way, especially when you think you have been treated unfairly: The old man turned away, grumbling as he went.

about  She was grumbling about having to work so late.

make a fuss  [ˌmeɪkə,təˈfʌs]  ESPECIALLY BRITISH to complain angrily and noisily about something, so that everyone hears you or notices you
complain

+ about The couple sitting next to us made a big fuss about their bill.

something that you do or say when you complain

complaint [ˈkɒmplɛnt] [n C/U] something that you say or write when you are complaining, especially to someone in an official position: If you have any complaints, please contact our customer relations department.

+ about Channel 4 received hundreds of complaints about the show.

protest [ˈprəʊtest] [n C/U] a public complaint about something that people think is wrong or unfair and should not be allowed to happen: Students’ fees were increased, despite protests on all the college campuses.

in protest (=as a way of making a protest) When two members of the team were fired, the rest of them walked out in protest.

outrage [ˈɔutreɪ] [n C usually singular] an angry protest by a lot of people about something that they think is wrong or unfair

+ about/over the recent international outrage over French nuclear tests in the Pacific

public outrage The shooting of a teenager by police caused a public outrage.

make a complete recovery (=completely recover from an illness) Doctors say he will make a complete recovery.

a complete waste of time/money (=when something wastes time or money and is not useful at all) The store was closed when I got there, so going down there was a complete waste of time.

absolutely /ˈæbsəluːtli/ [adv] use this to show that you strongly agree with something or approve of something, or to emphasize strong adjectives

absolutely right/correct You’re absolutely right — we couldn’t all fit in the car.

absolutely marvellous/amazing/splendid That’s an absolutely splendid idea.

absolutely certain/sure Are you absolutely sure you don’t mind?

absolutely exhausted/soaked/ruined etc By the end of the day, I was absolutely exhausted.

Use absolutely especially with words that express a strong feeling or opinion, for example: We had an absolutely fantastic time. | He was absolutely furious. | They don’t let us wear T-shirts at school — it’s absolutely crazy.

fully /ˈfjuːli/ [adv] use this especially to say that you have all the things you need, or all the information you need

fully understand/realize/appreciate I fully appreciate your concern.

fully aware/informed Please keep me fully informed of any developments.

fully furnished/equipped The house is fully furnished, and has a dishwasher and a microwave.

totally /ˈtɔːtlɪ/ [adv] use this especially to show that you strongly disagree with something or that you are very annoyed about it

totally refuse / ignore / reject / fail He totally ignored my advice.

totally impossible/unacceptable/ridiculous The whole thing is totally ridiculous.

totally /ˈtɔːtlɪ/ [adv] in every possible way — use this especially in negative sentences, or with ‘almost’

not partly, but in every way

⇒ see also All
⇒ for words meaning the opposite, go to Partly

completely /kəmplɪli/ [adv] not partly, but in every way: The drug is completely safe. | Make sure that the tank is completely full. | I was fed up with school, and I felt like trying something completely different.

complete [kəmplɪt] [adj] only before noun

complete success/failure/disaster (=when something is completely successful or unsuccessful) Our first date was a complete disaster.
not entirely I'm not entirely sure what he meant. The reasons for his departure weren't entirely clear.

almost entirely The class consisted almost entirely of girls.

utterly /'a:təli/ [adv] use this especially to describe things that are completely wrong, untrue, impossible etc

utterly ridiculous/impossible/useless etc At first the idea sounded utterly ridiculous. The map was utterly useless.

⚠️ Utterly is more formal than totally, and is mostly used in written or formal spoken English.

in every way /ɪn 'evri 'wei/ use this to say that something is true in every detail or part: The two drawings are the same in every way. It was an excellent course in every way.
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not entirely I'm not entirely sure what he meant. The reasons for his departure weren't entirely clear.

almost entirely The class consisted almost entirely of girls.

utterly /'a:təli/ [adv] use this especially to describe things that are completely wrong, untrue, impossible etc

utterly ridiculous/impossible/useless etc At first the idea sounded utterly ridiculous. The map was utterly useless.

⚠️ Utterly is more formal than totally, and is mostly used in written or formal spoken English.

in every way /ɪn 'evri 'wei/ use this to say that something is true in every detail or part: The two drawings are the same in every way. It was an excellent course in every way.

self-confident /self 'kɒnʃədɔnt/-ˈkɑːn-/ [adj] someone who is self-confident is very confident about their own abilities, and is not shy or nervous in social situations: Jess was only 12, but she was very self-confident. When you have had more experience, you become more self-confident about speaking in front of groups of people.

sure of yourself /ˈʃʊər av juːrˈself/ very sure that what you do and think is right, even when other people do not agree with you: He sounded so sure of himself that I didn’t bother to argue. Barnes looked older, and seemed less sure of himself.

brash /breʃ/ [adj] someone who is brash is very confident in an annoying way, for example because they talk too loudly and never listen to other people: The hotel bar was full of brash, noisy journalists. A brash young salesman from New York

extrovert /ɪkstrəvərt/ [n C] someone who enjoys being with other people, and getting a lot of attention from other people: Most actors are natural extroverts.

2 a confident feeling

confidence /ˈkɒnʃədɑːn/-ˈkɑːn-/ [n U] the feeling that you have the ability to do things well, and to not make mistakes or be nervous in new situations

give sb confidence If you understand the grammar, it will give you a lot more confidence.

have the confidence to do sth (=be confident enough to do something) In this job you have to have the confidence to make tough decisions.

give sb the confidence to do sth Going to college was good for me – it gave me the confidence to work on my own.

full of confidence (=very confident) I went into the test full of confidence, but it was more difficult than I had expected.

CONFIDENT/NOT CONFIDENT continues on page 140
computers and computer equipment

**IT/information technology** /ˈɪt. ɪnfərəˈmɛʃən ˈtɛk.nəl.dʒi/ the study or use of computers and other electronic equipment for storing, sending, and developing information: She teaches IT at a local school. | the massive growth of information technology during the 1980s

**hardware** /ˈhɑːrd.wɛr/ [n U] computers and all the machinery and equipment connected with them

**software** /ˈsoʊt.wɛr/ [n U] the programs that you put into computers to make them do the job you want: We supply software from games and electronic dictionaries to word-processing packages. | software companies such as Microsoft and IBM

**program** /ˈprɔr.əm/ [n C] a set of instructions that makes it possible for a computer to do a particular job: a program designed to correct grammar

**hard disk** /ˈhɑːrd ˈdɪsk/ [n C] a part inside a computer that permanently stores information and instructions

**floppy disk** /ˈflɒpi ˈdɪsk/ [n C] a small flat thing that you can store information from a computer on, that you can remove and use in other computers

**modem** /ˈməʊd.əm/ [n C] a piece of electronic equipment that allows information to be sent from one computer to another

**the Internet**

**the Internet/the net** /di ˈɪntən.ɪt, ˈdə net/ a system that allows computer users around the world to send messages and information to each other

**on the Internet** Are you on the Internet? | You might find some information on the net.

**surf the net** (=look at the information on the Internet in order to find something that interests you)

**World Wide Web/WWW/the Web** /ˈwɜːld ˈwɛbd/ the system that stores information for computer users around the world to use

**online** /ˈɒn.laɪn/ [adj] online services, conversations, games etc are those that take place or exist on the Internet: an online romance

**online** [adv] Get online today!

**website** /ˈwiːb.si/ [n C] a place on the Internet that gives you information about a particular subject or product

**home page** /ˈhoʊm.piːdʒ/ [n C] the first page of a website
the advantages of computers

1. Computers let you access a lot of information.

2. Computers let you communicate very quickly, by e-mail or using the Internet.

3. Computers can do some jobs very quickly, for example sending out large numbers of letters or bills.

4. Computers make it possible to work from home.

5. Word processors make it easier to write letters and reports, and to do work for school or college.

6. I can access any information I need from the office using a modem.

vocabulary

access: [ə'kɛs] [T] if you access information on a computer, you find it using a computer: The new system made it easier to access patients' medical records.

advance: [əd'vens] [v] if technology advances, it develops and improves

bug: [bʌɡ] [C] a small mistake in a computer program that stops it from working properly

CD-ROM: [siːdɪˈrɒm] [C/U] a small flat circular object on which large amounts of information can be stored to be used by a computer: a new encyclopedia on CD-ROM

computer game: [kəmˈpjuːtər ˈɡeɪm] [C] a game that you play on a computer

crash: [kraʃ] [I] if a computer crashes, it suddenly stops working: My computer crashed, and I lost a whole afternoon's work.

database: [ˈdeɪtəˌbiːst] [C/U] a large amount of information stored in a computer system so that you can find and use it easily: Customers' names and addresses are stored on our database.

e-mail: [ɪt ˈmiːl] [C/U] a system that allows messages to be sent from one computer to another, or a message sent using this system

be on e-mail (=a computer that can send and receive e-mail messages)

send sb an e-mail: "Does Glennis know about it? "Yes, I sent her an e-mail.

e-mail: [ɪt ˈmiːl] [T] to send someone a message by e-mail: Will you e-mail me about it?

COMPUTERS continues on the next page
**COMPUTERS**

**The Disadvantages of Computers**

1. Many people do not like using computers, and would prefer to deal with a person instead.

2. Computers can get viruses.

---

**Words**

- **interactive** (adj) interactive programs and activities on a computer are those that you do not just read or look at, but which you can change and communicate with.
- **lose work** (iz wark) when the work that you have done on your computer disappears and you cannot get it back.
- **multimedia** (multimédia) (adj) using a mixture of sound, pictures, film, and writing to give information on computers; a new multimedia dictionary.
- **multimedia** (n) More and more schools are using multimedia as a teaching aid.
- **obsolete** (əbˈsoʊlət) (adj) if a computer is obsolete, it has become old fashioned and you can now get much better ones. You should expect your computer to become obsolete in only a few years.
- **police** (polis) (n) to control what people put on the Internet, and make sure that they do not use it to do anything illegal.
- **virtual reality** (ˈvɪrʃuəl rɪˈɑrəliti) (n) the effect produced by using computer images to make places or situations seem almost real when they are not.
- **virus** (ˈvaɪrəs) (n) a set of instructions secretly put into a computer that destroys the information stored in it, and stops it from working normally.
- **work from home** (wɜːk frəm həm) to be employed by a company, but to work in your home and not at the company building.
- **word processor** (ˈwɜːd pəˈrəsər) (n) a program or computer that you use to write letters, reports etc.
3 Software often has bugs, and sometimes computers crash.

4 Some children spend too much time playing computer games, which can be very violent.

5 Anyone can put information or images on the Internet, so it can easily be used by criminals to communicate with each other, or to send pornography (pictures, film, or writing that show sexual acts). There are no laws to stop this yet, and it is extremely difficult to police the Internet.

6 Computers quickly become obsolete, so they soon need to be replaced.

7 If a computer is not working properly, most people do not know how to fix it, and this can be very annoying.

We bought a new computer system last year, but technology advances so fast that it is already old fashioned.
CONFIDENT/NOT CONFIDENT
continued from page 135

self-confidence  self knəfˈdəns|ˈdæns|ˈkən-
[ˈnəʊ]|ˈnʌ] a strong belief that you can do things well and that other people will like you, which means you behave confidently in most situations. He’s only 19 but he has plenty of self-confidence.

morale  ˈmɔrəl|ˈmɔrəl [n U] the amount of confidence, satisfaction, and hope that people feel, especially a group of people who work together.

low/high morale  (=a low/high level of confidence) We’ve had a lot of problems recently and the morale among the teachers is pretty low.

keep up morale  (=prevent people losing confidence) They sang songs to keep up their morale until the rescuers arrived.

3 not confident

shy  ʃai|ˈʃai] adj someone who is shy feels nervous and embarrassed about talking to people, especially people they do not know. She was very shy, and didn’t like using the phone. Five years ago, I was a shy, clumsy, overweight teenager.

too shy to do sth  I wanted to ask a question, but I was too shy to say anything.

lack confidence  læk ˈkonfəˈdɑns|ˈdæns|ˈkən-
to not feel confident about your own abilities or about the way you look. Francine lacks confidence and needs a lot of encouragement and support.

lose confidence  ˈlɔz ˈkonfəˈdɑns|ˈdæns|ˈkən-
to stop feeling confident, especially after making a mistake: “How was your driving test?” “Terrible — I made a small mistake, and then I just lost confidence.”

be unsure of yourself  bi ˈʌnʃəfəv ɔv ɔr ˈʃai|ˈʃai] yourself to not be confident, especially because you are young or you do not have much experience of something: He was only 21 and still very unsure of himself with women.

insecure  inˈskərjər|ˈskərjər] adj not confident about making decisions, trying new experiences, or forming new relationships, especially because you are worried that you are not good enough: Ben’s parents’ divorce left him lonely and insecure.

+ about  Even though she’s a model, she’s very insecure about how she looks.

2 something that makes you feel confused

CONFUSED

when you cannot understand something or you do not know what to do

→ see also UNDERSTAND/NOT UNDERSTAND

1 confused

confused  konfəˈzʌzd|ˈzʌzd] adj unable to understand what is happening, what someone is saying etc, especially when this makes you feel worried: I’m a little confused — could you explain it again? She felt hurt and confused when her husband left her.

+ about  Andrea is still confused about what happened on the night of the accident.

get confused  (become confused) Every time someone explains the Internet to me, I get even more confused.

puzzled  ˈpʌzləd [adj] completely unable to understand why or how something happened: The doctors are puzzled — they’ve never seen anything like this disease before. She had a puzzled expression on her face.

+ by/at  Mandy was puzzled by Bill’s behaviour — why was he being so unfriendly?

bewildered  ˈbɜrləd|ˈbɜrləd] adj very confused and surprised when something unusual and unexpected happens to you: He was bewildered to find three policemen at the front door.

+ by  At first she was bewildered by all the noise and activity of the city.

confusion  konfəˈʒən [n U] the feeling you have when you feel confused, or a situation in which people are confused: The new rules have caused a lot of confusion.

+ about/over  There is some confusion about how the new law actually works.

2 something that makes you feel confused

confusing  konfəˈʒəŋ|ˈʒəŋ] adj confusing instructions, explanations, situations etc make you feel confused, because it is not clear what they mean or what you should do: The road signs were very confusing
and we ended up getting lost. I found some of the questions really confusing.

**puzzling** ['pʌzlɪŋ] [adj] a **puzzling** action or situation makes you feel confused because you do not understand why or how it happened: Jan’s decision not to take part in the race was very puzzling. I find it puzzling that no one noticed them leave.

**bewildering** ['bɪwɪldərɪŋ] [adj] a **bewildering** situation is very confusing, especially because it is strange or new, or because a lot of different things are happening at once: Elderly people often find hospitals bewildering and frightening places.

**bewildering choice/variety/range** (= so many things that it is difficult for you to choose) There was a bewildering variety of styles to choose from.

3 **to make someone feel confused**

**confuse** ['kɒnfjuːz] [v T] You will confuse the students if you give them too much new information at once.

**confuse** ['kɒnfjuːz] [v T] to wrongly think that one person or thing is someone or something else: Try not to confuse ‘your’ and ‘you’re’.

**confuse sb with sb** I always confuse Anthea with her sister they look so alike.

**mix up** [mɪks ʌp] [phrasal verb T] to wrongly think one person or thing is someone or something else, especially because they are very similar

**mix sth up/mix up sth** Children often mix up ‘b’ and ‘d’ when they’re learning to write.

**get sb/sth mixed up** Which one’s Jane and which one’s Jen? I always get their names mixed up.

⚠ Mix up is more informal than confuse

When you see ☑️, go to the

**ESSENTIAL COMMUNICATION section**

---

**CONNECTED/ NOT CONNECTED**

when there is a relationship/no relationship between two things

⇒ see also JOIN, STICK

1 **to be connected with something**

**be connected/be related** bi: kənˈnektd, bi ˈrɛlətɪd; if two things are **connected** with each other or **related** to each other, there is a relationship between them.

**be connected with sth** The police want to talk to people who saw anything that might be connected with the crime.

**be related to sth** Most of my problems were related to work.

**be closely connected/related** The two languages are closely related. I Achievement at school is closely connected with a child’s home life.

**be linked** bi: lɪntki: to be directly connected in some way – use this especially when there is one fact or cause that connects two things.

**be closely/strongly linked** Diet and health are strongly linked.

+ to/with Drug dealing has always been closely linked with organized crime.

**have/be something to do with** hæv, bi: ˈsemlɪŋ t̄ djuː wu: especially spoken to be connected in a way that you do not understand clearly: I don’t know much about his job, but it has something to do with finance. “What’s wrong with your car?” “I’m not sure. I think it’s something to do with the starter motor.”

2 **something that connects two facts, events, or people**

**link/connection** [lɪŋk, kənˈnekʃən] [n C] something that connects two facts, events, or people with each other: How can the weather affect the way people vote? I don’t see any connection.

+ between The link between smoking and lung cancer has been definitely proved. I the connection between sports and gambling.
+ with The firm has formed a trading link with Japan. Do they think her murder has any connection with her political activities?

relationship relationship [n C] the way in which two facts, events, or situations affect each other
+ between the relationship between poverty and crime

3 connected with the subject you are talking about

relevant relevant [adj] directly connected with the subject you are talking about or considering. Make sure that everything you write in your answer is relevant. We can’t make a decision until we have all the relevant information.
+ to I don’t think your arguments are relevant to this discussion.

4 not connected with someone or something

not connected/not related not connected/not related not connected/not related. The two diseases seem similar, but they are not related in any way.
+ with Is this group connected with any political party?

have/be nothing to do with have, be nothing to do with, especially spoken to not be connected with something or someone in any way. Those boxes are nothing to do with me. Sally left them there. Your age has nothing to do with your ability to do the job.

have no connection with sth have no connection with Sth. especially written to not be connected with something in any way. The first chapter of the book seems to have no connection with the main story.

unrelated/unconnected unrelated/unconnected unrelated/unconnected. formal, not connected in any way. The two robberies are said to be unconnected.
unrelated to/unconnected with Most of his books seem completely unrelated to real life.

5 not connected with the subject you are talking about

irrelevant irrelevant [adj] She kept asking irrelevant questions. His age is irrelevant, as long as he can do the job.
completely/totally irrelevant What you are saying is true, but it’s totally irrelevant.

O that’s beside the point means he said the point, sp. say this when you think that what someone has said does not have any real connection with what you are talking about. “Is she married or single?” “That’s completely beside the point – the question is, will she make a good teacher?”

O what has that got to do with ...? Brit. spoken what does that have to do with ...? Am. spoken what does that have to do with ...? say this when someone has mentioned something and you cannot understand how it is connected with the subject you are talking about. So your dad’s ill? What’s that got to do with our holiday plans?

CONTAIN

1 to have something inside

contain contain [v T] to have something inside, or to have something as a part. The bag contained a razor, some soap, and a towel. Some paints contain lead, which can be poisonous. Try to avoid foods that contain a lot of fat.

⚠ Don’t say ‘the box is containing apples’. Say the box contains apples.

have sth in it have (sth) in it if a container, room, or food or drink has something in it. something has been put into it. Does this coffee have sugar in it? She can’t eat anything that has nuts in it. The bedroom had a huge double bed in it.
to be able to contain a particular amount

hold hold [v T] if something holds 50 people, 10 litres etc. that is the largest amount that can go in it: This jug holds about two litres. | The lecture theatre can hold up to 200 students.

take take [v T not in passive] to have only enough space to contain a particular number or amount, but no more. The car only takes five people, so the rest of you will have to take a taxi. | Our bookshelves won’t take any more books.

can carry can carry if a vehicle or ship can carry a particular amount of things or a particular number of people, it has enough space inside for them to go in it: The new plane can carry up to 450 people.

keep doing sth/keep on doing sth keep doing sth, keep on doing sth to continue to do something for a long time, especially in order to get somewhere or achieve something: Keep driving till you come to a crossroads. | We were all tired but we knew we had to keep moving. | If you keep on trying, I’m sure you’ll get what you want.

still still [adv] if someone is still doing something, they continue to do it – use this especially to show surprise: He’s 35 and he’s still living with his parents. | You’re not still working, are you? | Why are you still wearing your sweater? It’s really hot in here.

maintain maintain, main- [v T] especially written to make sure that something good continues to happen or continues to exist: He always tried to maintain the old family traditions. | It is important that the US maintains its relationship with China.

when something continues to happen

continue continue [v I/T] to continue happening: The good weather seems likely to continue. | We don’t know how long the strike will continue.

continue for three months/several weeks/a long time etc The war continued for another two months.

continue happening/continue to happen Several people have lost work, and this will continue to happen until we get the computer system fixed.

last last [v I] to continue – use this to say how long something continues

last two hours/six months/a long time etc The concert lasted all day. | It’s not certain how long the ceasefire will last.

+ from/until The meeting lasted until lunchtime.

drag on drag on [v I] if something that is happening drags on, it is boring and seems to continue for much longer than necessary: The history lesson dragged on for another hour.

When you see go to the ESSENTIAL COMMUNICATION section.
go on /gəʊ ˈɒn/-ʌn [phrasal verb I] to continue, especially for a long time: How long does this TV show go on for?
+ until/till The party went on till three in the morning.
go on and on (=continue for a very long time) The noise went on and on — it was driving us crazy.

⚠️ Continue is more formal than go on.

3 to continue to be the same as before

stay /steɪ/ [v] stay open/warm/calm etc to continue to be open, warm etc: The library stays open until 8 pm on Fridays. It will stay cold for the next few days.

remain /rɪˈmeɪn/ [v] formal remain silent/calm/loyal etc to continue to be silent, calm etc: She remained calm and waited till he had finished shouting at her. Would the audience please remain seated.
remain a secret/mystery/problem etc The details of his death remain a closely guarded secret.
remain the same (=when something or someone does not change) His doctors say that his condition remains the same.
remain friends They remained friends after their divorce.

still /stɪl/ [adv] use this to emphasize that something or someone has not changed and continues to be the same: At the age of 50, Marlene was still a beautiful woman. She still has that rusty old car. I'm still confused. Would you explain it again?

4 to continue after stopping

continue /kənˈtɪnjuː/ [v I/T] to start again after stopping: After a short time the rain stopped and the game continued.
Can we continue this discussion later?
continue doing sth When Andrew completed his military service, he continued writing his book.

go on/carry on /gəʊ ˈɒn, kərɪ ˈɒn/-ʌn [phrasal verb I] to continue doing something or continue speaking, after a short pause: It's one o'clock now — shall we carry on after lunch? Go on, I'm listening.

go back to sth /gəʊ ˈbaʊk tə (stʌk)/ [phrasal verb T] to start doing something again after a short period when you were doing something else: Melanie made herself a cup of coffee and went back to her reading.

5 continuing for a long time

continuous /ˈkæntɪnjuəs/ [adj] continuing for a long time without stopping: The north coast has had several days of continuous rain. Education does not stop when you finish school — it's a continuous process.
continuously [adv] Radio Moscow played solemn music continuously throughout the day.

constant /ˈkɒnstənt/ [adj] only before noun; use this about an unpleasant or worrying situation that seems as if it will never end: He suffered constant pain in the months before his death. The refugees live in constant fear of being attacked.
constantly [adv] We need to be constantly aware of the risk of accidents.

non-stop /ˈnɒn stop/ [adv] non-stop [adv] use this to emphasize that something happens continuously, and never stops even when you expect it to stop or want it to stop: She talked non-stop for over an hour.

non-stop [adj] only before noun] 48 hours of non-stop rain

steady /ˈstedi/ [adj] only before noun] a steady change or improvement happens gradually, and continues without stopping or being interrupted: There has been a steady increase in the number of students going to college. A steady drop in road accidents

steadily [adv] The divorce rate has risen steadily since the 1950s.
steady — steadier — steadiest
day after day/week after week etc /dɛt, wɪk ˈwɪk (ɛt)c/ -ɛt /ɪˌɛt/ -every day, every week etc for a long time: The fighting went on week after week and there seemed no end to it. | She sits at home day after day, waiting for a message from her husband.

day and night/around the clock -dɛt əˈnait/ əˈraʊnd ə kloʊk/ -klauk/ continuously, all day and all night without ever stopping: Security guards watch the fence around the clock. | She nursed him day and night until he recovered.

---

**CONTROL**

to make things happen in the way that you want, or make someone do what you want

▶ see also POWER, LIMIT, IN CHARGE OF

⚠ Don't confuse control (=make someone or something do what you want) with check or inspect (=look at something to see if it is correct or safe): A guard got on the train and inspected our passports. See LOOK AT.

1 to control what happens

**control** /ˈkəntrəʊl/ [v T] to make things happen in the way that you want by using your power, skill, money etc: The company used to control half of the world’s oil trade. | Republican politicians now control the main congressional committees. The parts of the brain that control the breathing process

controlling - controlled - have controlled

**be in control** /bɪ ɪn kəntrəʊl/ to control a situation, organization, country etc – use this especially about someone who got their power by using force or by clever planning, but not by being elected: The President has been arrested, and rebel forces are now in control.

+ of He is in control of over half the TV channels in the country.

**keep/get sth under control** /kɪp, ˈgɛt (ʃt) ˈkəntrəʊl/ to control a difficult or dangerous situation by doing every-

thing that you can to stop it from getting any worse: Firefighters struggled to keep the blaze under control. | We aim to be able to get the virus under control by 2005.

2 to control a person

**control** /ˈkəntrəʊl/ [v T] to make someone behave in the way that you want: It was obvious that the teacher couldn’t control the class. | Religion was just another way in which the country’s rulers tried to control the people.

controlling - controlled - have controlled

**keep sb under control** /kɪp (ʃb) ˈkəntrəʊl/ to prevent someone from causing trouble or problems: Police were struggling to keep the demonstrators under control. | Can’t you keep that dog under control?

**dominate** /dəˈmeɪnt/ [v T] if someone who has a strong character dominates another person, they have a very powerful effect on that person’s mind and the way that they behave: It was obvious that her husband completely dominated her. | His dominating manner

**manipulate** /mənəˈpjuːleɪt/ [v T] to make someone do what you want them to do by cleverly influencing them, especially when they do not realize what you are doing: Maclaren skilfully manipulated the media, and the group quickly became as famous as the Beatles.

**manipulative** /mənəˈpjuːlətɪv/ [adj] clever at manipulating people: Sweet as she was, there was a manipulative side to her character.

3 to control the temperature, speed, or amount of something

**control** /ˈkəntrəʊl/ [v T] to make the temperature, speed, or amount of something change in the way that you want or stay at the level you want: This button controls the temperature in the building. | How do you control the speed of the drill?

controlling - controlled - have controlled

**keep sth under control** /kɪp (ʃt) ˈkəntrəʊl/ to prevent the amount of...
something from becoming too great: He’s been trying for years to keep his drinking under control. The administration has certainly succeeded in keeping inflation under control.

regulate /rɪˈɡjuːleɪt/ [v T] to keep the temperature, speed, or amount of something at exactly the right level: Sweating helps you regulate your body temperature.

4 to control your feelings

control /ˈkæntrəl/ if you control yourself or control your feelings, you continue to behave calmly and sensibly and do not become too angry, excited, or upset.

control yourself/himself etc: She was really annoying me, but I managed to control myself and not say anything.

control your temper/anger: I wish he’d learn to control his temper.

controlling - controlled - have controlled

self-control /ˈsɛlf kæntrəl/ [n U] the ability to behave calmly and sensibly and not become too angry, excited, or upset: The German team showed amazing self-control throughout the game.

5 unable to control your feelings

lose control /ˈluːz kæntrəl/ to become unable to control your feelings and become very angry or upset: He made her so angry that she lost control and hit him.

get carried away /ɡet ˈkærɪd əwɛt/ especially spoken to feel so excited, interested etc that you cannot control what you are saying or doing: It’s easy to get carried away and buy a lot of things that you don’t need. Tony got a bit carried away on the dancefloor and started doing his Mick Jagger impersonation.

6 to no longer be able to control a situation, vehicle, group of people etc

lose control /ˈluːz kæntrəl/ to no longer be able to control a situation, vehicle, group of people etc: The car skidded on the ice, and I lost control.

7 to get control of a situation, organization, country etc

take control /teɪk kæntrəl/ to get control of a situation, organization, or place, often by using violent or illegal methods: After the coup, the military took control.

+ Troops were called in to take control of the prison.

take over /teɪk ˈəʊvər/ [phrasal verb I/T] to get control of a company or organization, or become the leader, president etc after someone else: People are wondering who’s going to take over when the old dictator dies.

take over sth/take sth over: CBS records was taken over by Sony.

+ from: She took over from Barton as Managing Director in 1994.

8 difficult or impossible to control

uncontrollable /ʌnˈkæntrəˈləbl/ [adj] uncontrollable emotions or actions are difficult or impossible to control: Barbara was shaking with uncontrollable laughter. An uncontrollable rage

out of control /aʊt və kæntrəl/ a situation that is out of control has got much worse and can no longer be controlled: The fire was out of control. Teenage crime was now out of control.

get out of control (=become impossible to control): It’s easy to let spending on credit cards get out of control.

---

CONVENIENT NOT CONVENIENT

⇒ see also SUITABLE/UNSUITABLE

1 a suitable time to do something

convenient /kənˈvɪniənt/ [adj] a convenient time to do something is a time
that does not cause you any problems, for example because you were not planning to do anything else. I'd like to talk to the manager - can you suggest a convenient time?

+ for We need to arrange a meeting. Would 11 o'clock on Tuesday be convenient for you?

_a good time_ a god 'tain/ especially spoken a convenient time to do something. "I'm too busy to talk to you now." "When would be a good time?"

_a good time to do sth_ Now might be a good time to think about what you really want to do.

+ for I'm afraid Friday isn't a good time for me - I have to go to the dentist.

_suit_ suit, jut, suit [v T] if a time or date suits you, it is convenient for you: Let's go to see a movie next week. Which day would suit you best? I finding a time that suits everyone is going to be difficult.

_be OK/be okay_ bi: o'kei; especially spoken informal if a time or date is OK or is okay, it is convenient for you: I'll drive over and get you. Is 10 o'clock OK?

+ for Friday's probably okay for me, but I'll check with Jean.

_fit in with sth_ fit in wið (sth); [phrasal verb T] if something fits in with your plans, you do not need to change your plans in order to do it: We'd like to go out for a meal on Thursday - does that fit in with what you're doing?

_2 a useful object, place, or method_ see also near

_convenient_ /kan'vɪənɪnt/ [adj] a convenient place or way of doing something is useful because it is quick, easy, and does not cause you any problems: Credit cards are probably the most convenient way of paying for concert tickets.

_it is convenient to do sth_ I could take the train, but it's more convenient to go in the car.

_convenient for the school/shops/station etc British (=near to the school etc. so it is easy to get there) The hotel is very convenient for the station - it's only a two-minute walk.

_handy_ 'hændi/ [adj] informal a handy object, method, place etc is easy to use, easy to do, or easy to get to: Many fruit juices are now available in handy little cartons. It's a handy way of keeping a record of your spending.

_handy for the school/shops/station etc British (=near to the school etc. so it is easy to get there) Our house is very handy for the shops.

_not convenient_ inconvenient/not convenient /,ɪn-kən'veɪənt,-kən'veɪənt/ not convenient: I'm afraid he's come at an inconvenient time.

+ for I can call you back later if it's not convenient for you to talk now. The trouble with living in the country is that it's not very convenient for work.

_it is inconvenient to do sth_ If you find it inconvenient to come to the office, we can mail the papers to you.

_a bad time_ a 'bad 'tain/ especially spoken a time that is not convenient because you are busy or you have made other plans: Sorry - have I come at a bad time?

_a bad time to do sth_ It was definitely a bad time to ask Mr Field for more money.

---

**COOK**

**RESTAURANTS/EATING AND DRINKING**

- Meal **→** Drink
- Eat **←** Mix
- Food **→** Taste

**1 to cook a meal or make something such as bread, soup etc**

_cook_ /kʊk/ [v I/T] to prepare food or a meal by heating it, boiling it, friying it etc: I'm too tired to cook after school. I Prick the sausages with a fork before cooking them.
**cook lunch/ supper/a meal etc** I usually cook lunch on Sunday.

**cook (sth) for sb** (=cook a meal for someone) The last time Lucy cooked a meal for us we both really enjoyed it.

**cooked** [adj] Mix the vegetables and the mayonnaise with the cooked rice. Is that pasta cooked yet?

**make** /mek/ [v T] To make a meal or dish or type of food, either by cooking it or by preparing it in some other way. My mother used to make delicious strawberry jam. I think I’ll make fish pie for supper. I’ll make the salad.

**make lunch/dinner/supper etc** Martin was in the kitchen making lunch.

**make sb sth** I’ll make you some sandwiches to take with you.

**making – made – have made**

**get** /get/ [v T not in passive] Spoken to cook or prepare a meal.

**get breakfast/lunch/dinner** Sit down and let me get dinner.

**get sb their lunch/dinner etc** Joey was downstairs getting the kids their breakfast.

**getting – got – have got**

**fix** /fiks/ [v T] ESPECIALLY AMERICAN To make a meal or dish - use this about meals you make quickly, not about big, formal meals.

**fix breakfast/lunch/dinner etc** I have to fix lunch now.

**fix sb sth** You’re too late for supper but I can fix you some scrambled eggs.

**prepare** /pri:pər/ [v T] To make a meal or dish, especially something that needs time, effort, or skill: Prepare a sauce with cream, lemon juice, and mustard. Mrs Fujimoto had prepared a delicious meal for them when they got home.

**fry** /fraɪ/ [v I/T] To cook food in hot oil, butter, or fat. Fry the onions gently for five minutes. Mushrooms are best when fried in olive oil.

**fried** [adj only before noun] fried bacon, fried – fried – have fried

**bake** /beɪk/ [v I/T] To cook food in an oven, without any liquid or fat: Put the cake into a hot oven and bake for 35 minutes. Do you bake your own bread?

**baked** [adj only before noun] baked potatoes

**roast** /rəʊst/ [v I/T] To cook meat or vegetables in an oven or over a fire using a small amount of fat: Roast the chicken for three hours in a hot oven.

**roasted** [adj only before noun] roasted potatoes. There’s some cold roast beef in the fridge.

**grill** BRITISH /griːl/ AMERICAN /grɪl, brəʊl/ [v I/T] To cook food, especially meat or fish, by putting it directly underneath a flame or a heated electric object: Grill the steak for about five minutes on each side. Brush the kebabs lightly with oil and broil them.

**grilled/broiled** [adj only before noun] grilled fish

**steam** /stim/ [v I/T] To cook food in steam:

Steam the courgettes for 3–4 minutes.

**steamed** [adj only before noun] a steamed pudding

---

### 3 ways of preparing food before you cook it

**mix** /mɪks/ [v I/T] To put two or more types of food together: Add eggs to the flour and butter, and mix well.

**mix sth with sth** I usually make salad dressing by mixing olive oil with vinegar and adding a little mustard.

**mix sth together** Mix all the ingredients together in a large bowl.

**stir** /strɪər/ [v I/T] To mix things together by moving them slowly around with a spoon or fork: She kept stirring the mixture until it was completely smooth. Heat the soup in a pan, stirring constantly.

**stir in sth** (=add an ingredient to a sauce or mixture and stir it) When the sauce has cooled, stir in the grated cheese.

**stirring – stirred – have stirred**

---

### 2 ways of cooking

**boil** /bɔɪl/ [v I/T] To cook food in very hot water: Boil the potatoes until they are soft. The beans should be boiled for at least 20 minutes.

**boiled** [adj only before noun] boiled eggs
beat /bi:t/ [v T] to mix eggs, cream etc together thoroughly with a fork or a special tool, using quick, strong movements: Carry on beating the margarine and sugar until they are light and fluffy.
beating - beat - have beaten

whisk /wisk/ [v T] to mix eggs, cream etc very quickly with a special tool or machine, so that they get air in them and become thicker: My mother whisked the eggs and sugar in a large bowl.

4 not cooked

raw /rɔː/ [adj] raw food has not been cooked: a salad made with raw carrots, nuts, and raisins: Sushi consists of raw fish and rice.

uncooked /ʌnˈkʊkkt/ [adj only before noun] uncooked food has not yet been cooked, but must be cooked before it is eaten: uncooked pastry: Uncooked meat should be stored separately.

underdone/undercooked /ˌʌndərˈdɑːn, ˌʌndərˈkʊkt/ [adj] not cooked enough: It can be dangerous to eat undercooked pork: The potatoes were underdone.

cooked too much

overcooked/overdone /əʊvərˈkʊkt, əʊvərˈdɑːn/ [adj] food that is overcooked or overdone has been cooked too much and does not taste nice: This steak is a little overdone: I hate overcooked vegetables.

burn /bɜːn/ [v T] to cook food for too long, or too close to the heat, so that it becomes black on the outside: Oh no! I've burnt the turkey!

burned/burnt [adj] the smell of burnt toast
burning - burned - have burnt - also have burnt the -

6 the activity of cooking

cooking /ˈkʊking/ [n U] the activity of cooking: His hobbies include cooking and cycling.

do the cooking Who does the cooking in your house?
sb's cooking (=the way that someone cooks) Stop criticizing my cooking!

curry /ˈkurri/ [n U] ESPECIALLY BRITISH the activity or study of cooking: My favourite subject at school was cookery.

cookery /ˈkʊkəri/ [n U] ESPECIALLY BRITISH the activity or study of cooking: My favourite subject at school was cookery.

cuisine /ˈkwɪzn/ [n U] FORMAL the style of cooking of a particular country or place, especially when the food is very good: The restaurant is famous for its excellent cuisine.

French/Italian/Chinese cuisine (=the French etc style of cooking)

instructions for cooking

recipe /ˈresipi/ [n C] a set of instructions for cooking a particular dish or meal: rabbit pie made to a traditional country recipe

+ for Could you give me the recipe for that chocolate cake?

cookbook (also recipe book BRITISH) /ˈkʊkbʊk, ˈresipi bʊk/ [n C] a book that has instructions for preparing various dishes

someone who cooks

cook /kʊk/ [n C] someone who cooks food, either as their job or for pleasure: Jane works as a cook in an Italian restaurant.

a good/excellent/terrible cook (=someone who is very good or very bad at cooking)

count /ʃef/ [n C] someone who has been trained to prepare and cook food, especially the most important cook in a hotel or restaurant: Marco's a chef in a big hotel in Oxford.
1 to copy a picture or piece of writing

copy /ˈkɒpi/ [v T] to produce something that is the same as something else: They were arrested for illegally copying video recordings. | Copy the graph on page 25, then answer the questions.

copy sth from/into/onto sth The drawings had been copied from photographs. | I copied her address onto a piece of paper. | We had to copy all our files onto floppy disks.

copying - copied - have copied

make a copy /mɪkə/ [v T] to copy something using a machine

+ of I'll make a copy of my report for you. | Are you allowed to make copies of this software?

photocopy (also xerox TRADEMARK, ESPECIALLY AMERICAN) /ˈfɒtəʊkəpi, ˈzɜːrəks|-kəpi, -rəks/ [v T] to copy a piece of paper with writing or pictures on it, using a special machine that makes a photograph of the original: I photocopied the letter before sending it off. | Where can I get these papers xeroxed?

photocopying - photocopied - have photocopied

2 something that has been copied from something else

copy /ˈkɒpi/ [n C] something that has been made to look exactly like something else

+ of This statue is a copy of the one in the Louvre. | Using computer graphics, we can make an exact copy of the original design.

+ pl copies

photocopy (also xerox TRADEMARK, ESPECIALLY AMERICAN) /ˈfɒtəʊkəpi, ˈzɜːrəks|-kəpi, -rəks/ [n C] a copy of a document, letter, or picture etc, made by a machine that photographs the original

+ of Please send a photocopy of your birth certificate. | xeroxes of the company's accounts

+ pl photocopies

duplicate /ˈdjuːplɪkət/ [adj] only before noun a duplicate key, bill etc is an exact copy of a key, bill etc and can be used in the same way, especially if the original one is lost: a duplicate set of keys. | It's a good idea to keep duplicate files on floppy disk.

model /ˈmɒdl/ [n C] a small copy of a building, vehicle, or machine, made to look exactly like the original building, vehicle etc

+ of We bought a little plastic model of the Eiffel Tower as a souvenir.

model ship/airplane etc There was a shelf in his bedroom full of model planes.

replica /ˈrɛplɪkə/ [n C] a copy of a well-known vehicle, building, or weapon, especially one that is the same size as the original: a replica gun

+ of You can now drive a perfect replica of this classic racing car. | The building is an exact replica of the original Globe theatre.

reproduction /ˌriːprəˈdʌkʃən/ [n C] a copy of an old or valuable work of art or piece of furniture: Of course this picture isn't the original — it's only a reproduction. | reproduction furniture

+ of a reproduction of a beautiful Ming vase

3 to copy something without permission

copy /ˈkɒpi/ [v I/T] to copy something and dishonestly pretend it is your own work: Any student caught copying from someone else will be sent out. | She was furious when she discovered that another scientist had copied her ideas.

copy sth from/out of sth This isn't your own work. You copied it out of the book.

copying - copied - have copied

forge /fɔːrdʒ/ [v T] to illegally copy something written or printed, such as a bank note or official document, for dishonest purposes: The thief had forged my signature on a cheque. | He must have entered the country using a forged passport.

4 an illegal copy

forgery /fɔːrdʒəri/ [n C] an illegal copy of something such as a bank note or official document: The passports were forgeries.
Further investigation showed that the so-called ‘Hitler Diaries’ were a forgery.

plurals: forgeries

counterfeit /ˌkaʊntəˈfɪt/ [adj] counterfeit money looks exactly like real money but has been produced illegally: Police have warned stores to look out for counterfeit $50 bills.

pirate /ˈpaʊrət/ [adj] only before noun

pirate copies/videos/CDs copies of books, records, films etc that have been made illegally and are sold without the permission of the people who originally produced them: They were selling pirate copies of ‘Windows 95’.

5 to do the same as someone else

copy /ˈkɒpi/ [v T] to do the same things that someone else does: Many women copied the way Princess Diana dressed. Billy started making rude noises, and of course the other kids copied him.

copying = copied = have copied

imitate /ɪˈmɪteɪt/ [v T] to copy the way someone behaves, speaks, writes, or moves, especially because you admire them or want to be like them: When children play, they frequently imitate adults: A lot of writers have tried to imitate Lawrence’s style.

do what sb does /ˌdju: wot (sb) dəz/ to do the same things as someone else, especially in order to learn from them: Just watch the others and do what they do. You’ll soon learn the job.

follow sb’s example /ˈfoləʊ (sb)s ɪgˈzæmpl/ [v T] to do the same as someone else, especially because you admire them or because they have got good results by doing it: Perhaps Britain should follow America’s example and keep religion and education separate.

6 to copy someone’s behaviour or voice in order to make people laugh

imitate /ɪˈmɪteɪt/ [v T] to copy what someone says or does, in order to make people laugh: She’s really good at imitating our teacher’s Scottish accent.

do an impression of sb/do an impersonation of sb /ˌdju: ən ɪmˈpɜːʃən (sb)/, /ˌdju: an ɪmpəˈsaʊn (sb)/ to copy the way a famous person speaks, walks, or behaves in order to make people laugh: He did a pretty stupid impression of Charlie Chaplin.

1 what you have to pay for something

cost /kɔst/ [n C] the amount of money you must pay for services, activities, or things you need all the time like food and electricity

+ of The cost of bread went up by 200%: Many old people cannot afford the cost of heating their homes.

high/low cost the high cost of building land in Tokyo

heating/transportation/legal etc costs Delaney still owes his lawyer over £20,000 in legal costs.

the cost of living (=the amount of money you need for things such as food, clothes, and rent)

⚠ Don’t use ‘cost’ about things you buy in shops. Use price.

⚠ Don’t say ‘the cost is expensive’. Say it is expensive.

price /prais/ [n C] the amount of money you must pay to buy something that is for sale, especially in a shop: There’s a great new clothes store on Main Street, and the prices seem very reasonable.

+ of What’s the price of a pack of cigarettes nowadays?

half price (=half the usual price) I bought these jeans half price in the sale.

reduce/cut prices Comet has reduced the prices of most electrical goods by 25%.
rising prices (=prices that keep increasing) Football fans have been complaining about rising ticket prices.

oil/food/house etc prices House prices have come down a lot in recent years.

⚠️ Don't say 'the price is expensive' or 'the price is cheap'. Say it is expensive or it is cheap.

⚠️ You can also use price before a noun, like an adjective: price increases | price controls

fare [feə] [n C] The cost of a journey on a bus, train, plane etc. I'd like to visit my cousin in Canada, but I can't afford the fare.

taxi/bus/plane etc fare How much is the taxi fare home?

rent [rent] [n C/U] the amount of money that you must pay to live in or use a place that you do not own.

pay rent She pays £350 a month rent for a one-bedroom apartment.

high/law rent Office rents are highest in the centre of town.

put up the rent/raise the rent (=increase it) Our landlord has just raised the rent again.

charge [tʃɑːdʒ] [n C/U] the amount of money that you must pay for a service or for being allowed to use something.

bank/delivery/electricity etc charges How much do you pay in bank charges a month?

+ for Is there an extra charge for using the swimming pool?

fee [fiː] [n C] the amount of money that you must pay to someone such as a doctor, lawyer, or teacher for a professional service: My lawyer has increased his fee to $200 an hour.

school/legal/medical etc fees An accident on vacation can cost you a lot in medical fees.

⚠️ Don't say 'how much costs this?' or 'how much cost was it?' Say how much does this cost? or how much did it cost?

3 how much something would cost if it was sold

value [ˈvæljuː] [n C/U] the amount of money that something expensive, rare, or old would cost if it was sold — use this to talk about things like houses, cars, jewellery, paintings, or furniture.

be worth (bi: ˈwɜːθ) if something is worth £10, $100 etc, that is how much money it would cost if it was sold: How much is your ring worth?

be worth $500/$10 etc I guess their house must be worth about £500,000. I That old piano can't be worth more than $200.

cost £10/$20/a lot etc The holiday costs £600 per person.

cost sb £10/$20 etc That sofa cost me nearly $1000.

cost a fortune informal (=cost a lot of money) The car has cost a fortune to repair.

it costs £10/$20/a lot etc to do sth. It costs about £500 to fly to America.

costing — cost — have cost

⚠️ Don't say 'it costs very expensive'. Say it is expensive or it costs a lot.

how much [hau ˈmʌtʃ] spoken say how much to ask what the price or cost of something is: How much is that table? That's a beautiful ring — how much did you pay for it? By the way, how much does it cost to use the swimming pool?

be (bi; [u] if something is £100, $1000 etc, that is how much it costs — use this especially when you are asking or replying to a question about the cost of something.

be £5/$20/a lot of money etc "That's a nice shirt — how much was it?" "It was only five pounds." I can't remember how much it cost. I think it was around $400.

2 ways of saying or asking how much something costs

cost (kɔst)[kɔst; [u] if something costs £10, $100 etc, that is what you have to pay in order to buy it: How much did that coat cost? It only costs 50 cents.
4 to ask for a particular amount of money for something

charge  /ˈtʃɑːrdʒ/ [v 1/T] if someone charges an amount of money, that is how much you must pay them for providing a service or doing work for you
charge £10/$50 etc He charges $200 an hour. | The engineer charged £70 for labour and £45 for parts.
charge sb £10/$50 How much are they charging you for the repairs? | The bank will charge its customers 6% interest from next week.

ask  /æsk/ [v T] to want an amount of money for something that you are selling, especially when other people think the price is too high
ask £100/$3000 etc for sth I don’t believe he’s asking £2000 for that old car.

want  /wɒnt/ [v T] especially spoken to want an amount of money for something you are selling or for doing work for someone
want £20/$50 etc for sth How much do you want for the video recorder?

5 a statement that says how much something will probably cost

estimate  /ˈestɪmeɪt/ [n C] a statement that says how much money it will probably cost to build or repair something: The final cost was £2000 higher than the original estimate.
+ for I’ve asked the builders to give us an estimate for fixing the roof.

quotation also quote informal /ˈkwɒtətiʃən, kwɔt/ [n C] a written statement of exactly how much money something will cost: Get a few quotations from different firms so you can compare prices.

1 to count numbers, objects etc in order to find the total

count/count up  /kaʊnt, .kəʊnt ˈʌp/ [v T] to find the total number of things or people in group by counting them all: Katherine counted her money. There was almost $50 left. | Count up the number of calories you have each day. | The teacher was counting the children as they got onto the bus.

add up  /æd ʌp/ [phrasal verb T] to put several numbers or amounts together and calculate the total
add up sth When we added up the receipts we realized we had spent too much.
add sth up The books cost quite a lot of money, when you added them all up.

keep count  /ˌkiːp ˈkaʊnt/ to keep a record, either on paper or in your memory, of numbers or amounts that increase over a period of time, so that you always know what the total is: I don’t know what the score was. I wasn’t keeping count.
+ of She was trying to keep count of how many stations they’d passed.

2 to calculate an amount or price

calculate  /kəlˈkjuːleɪt/ [v T] to find out how much something will cost, how long something will take etc, by using numbers: Their accountant calculated the total cost of the project.
calculate how much/how many/how far etc Try to calculate how long the fuel will last.
+ that Sally calculated that she needed $300 to pay all her bills.
calculation  /kəlˈkjuːleɪʃən/ [n C often plural] a process by which you calculate

When you see □□, go to the ESSENTIAL COMMUNICATION section.
a total, price, time etc: NASA calculations put the cost of the space program at $118 billion.

**work out** /wɜːk 'aʊt/ [phrasal verb T]
ESPECIALLY SPOKEN to calculate an answer, amount, price, or value

work out sth I always use a calculator to work out percentages.
work sth out “How much do I owe you?” “I haven’t worked it out yet.”
work out how much/how many/how far etc We need to work out how much food we’ll need to take with us.

**estimate** /ɪˈstɪmeɪt/ [v T] to guess an amount, price, or number, as exactly as you can
+ that It’s been estimated that the number of car-owners will increase by about 15%.

**estimate** [n C] an amount that is guessed, not calculated exactly: As a rough estimate, we currently recycle about 5% of the paper we use.

3 **to add one number to another**

**add** /æd/ [v T] to put two or more numbers together and calculate the answer
add sth and sth If you add 24 and 36 you get 60.
add sth to sth Add 10% to the total.
**addition** [n U] when you add a number

**plus** /plʌs/ [preposition] SPOKEN use plus between numbers or amounts to show that you are adding one to another: Eight plus six is fourteen. | The cost is £45 plus £5 for delivery.

4 **to take one number from another**

**take/take away** /teɪk, ,teɪk 'əweɪ/ [v T] ESPECIALLY SPOKEN to take one number from another and calculate the answer
take sth (away) from sth If you take 17 from 100 you get 83. | Take 19 away from 48 and then add 15.

**subtract** /səbˈtrækt/ [v T] to take one number from another and calculate the answer: To convert the temperature into Celsius, subtract 32, then multiply by 5 and divide by 9.

**subtract sth from sth** Subtract 12 from 32.

**subtraction** [n U] when you subtract a number

⚠️ Subtract is more formal than take or take away.

**minus** /ˈmaɪnəs/ [preposition] SPOKEN use minus between numbers or amounts to show that you are taking one from another: 30 minus 5 leaves 25.

⚠️ The written sign for minus is ‘-‘: 10 - 6 = 4

5 **to multiply one number by another**

**multiply** /ˈmʌltəplaɪ/ [v I/T] to add a number to itself a particular number of times
multiply sth by sth If you multiply ten by seven you get seventy.
+ by To find the price in yen, you must multiply by 86.
multiplied by 11 multiplied by 10 is 110.
multiplying - multiplied - have multiplied

**multiplication** /ˌmʌltəˈplɪkeɪʃən/ [n U] when you multiply a number: Use your calculator for multiplication.

⚠️ The written sign for multiplied by is ‘x’: 6 x 3 = 18

**times** /ˈtaɪms/ [preposition] SPOKEN use times between numbers or amounts to show that you are multiplying one by another: Five times six equals thirty. | What’s nine times eighteen?

6 **to divide one number by another**

**divide** /dɪˈvɑːd/ [v I/T] to divide one number by another, usually smaller, number
+ by It is easier to divide by 10 than by 12.
divide sth by sth If you divide thirty by five you get six.
divided by 36 divided by 2 is 18.
division /dɪvəˈziən/ [n U] when you divide a number: We didn’t learn division until we were older.

⚠️ The written sign for divided by is ‘÷’: 10 ÷ 2 = 5

COUNTRY

- if you mean ‘land where there are trees and fields and not many buildings’, go to COUNTRYSIDE
- see also LAND AND SEA, WALK 2, 3, ENVIRONMENT

1 country

country /ˈkʌncri/ [n C] an area of land with its own government, army etc. for example. France, Japan, or the USA:
Brazil is one of the biggest countries in the world. How many countries are there in Europe? The northeast of the country was badly hit by the hurricane. I’ve travelled all over the country. (=to a lot of places within a country)
the country (=all the people in a country) The explosion in Paris shocked the whole country.
plural countries

⚠️ Don’t say ‘what is your country?’ Say where are you from? or where do you come from?

⚠️ Don’t call a country a ‘land’. Land is mostly used in poetry or in stories about the past or about distant places. Long ago, in a land far away from here, there lived a wicked queen.

nation /ˈneɪʃn/ [n C] a country – use this especially to talk about a country’s history, way of life, and social and economic conditions: Indonesia is the world’s largest Muslim nation. Representatives from the seven leading industrial nations will meet in Geneva this week. The flag symbolizes a new united, democratic South African nation.
the nation (=all the people in a nation) The President will broadcast to the nation this evening. A celebration that united the whole nation

state /steɪt/ [n C] a country – use this to talk about a country as a political organization with its own political system: In 1830 Greece became an independent state. The member states of the European Union (the countries that belong to the EU). For more than 70 years the Soviet Union was a one-party state.

colony /ˈkɒloni/ [n C] a country that has no independent government of its own, but is controlled by another country, especially one that is a long way away: former British colonies in Africa plural colonies

2 the country that you come from

be from/come from /bɪ frəm, kʌm frəm/ [from] if you are from or come from a country, that is where you were born or is the place that you consider to be your home: Maya’s father is from Sri Lanka and her mother is from Brazil. Where do you come from?” “Australia.”

⚠️ Don’t say ‘he is coming from Hong Kong’. Say he comes from Hong Kong.

home /hoʊm/ [n U] the country that you consider to be your home. especially when you are living in a different country: I’ve lived abroad most of my life but I still think of England as my home.
back home spoken (=in the country you come from) Back home we never had to lock our doors at night.
go/travel/fly home Air fares go up in December because everyone flies home for Christmas.

⚠️ Don’t say ‘I’m going back to my country’. Say I’m going home.

3 the line where one country ends and another begins

border /ˈbɔːrdər/ [n C] the official line that separates two countries + with The river runs along Mexico’s border with the US.
the Brazilian border/Nigerian border etc (=the border where Brazil, Nigeria etc begins)
on the border Jeumont is a small town on the French–Belgian border.
cross the border The refugees crossed the border at night.

4 someone who has the right to live in a country
citizen [ˈsɪtɪzn] [n C] A person from a particular country who has the legal right to vote, work, and live there: He became a Dutch citizen after working there for eight years. | The US government is advising all American citizens in the war zone to come home.
nationality [ˌnæʃəˈnaləti] [n C/U] Your nationality is the fact that you are American, Japanese, French etc: We had to write our name and nationality on the form. | People of different nationalities plural nationalities

⚠️ Nationality is a formal and official word. To tell someone where you come from, don’t say ‘my nationality is French’: Say I am French or I come from France.
citizenship [ˈsɪtɪznʃɪp] [n U] US/Japanese etc citizenship the legal right of being an American, Japanese etc citizen, especially when you were born in another country: She married him so that she could get Swiss citizenship.

5 existing in or happening in a country
national [ˈnæʃənəl] [adj usually before noun] Use national about things that happen in or affect a whole country and not just a part of it: Ice hockey is the national sport of Canada. | The Day of the Dead is a national holiday in Latin American countries. | National and local news
nationally [ˈnæʃənəli] [adv] Nationally there was a 12% drop in crime last year.
domestic [ˌdɑːməstɪk] [adj/adv usually before noun] Use domestic about things that happen or exist within a country and do not affect any other country: All domestic flights have been cancelled, but a few international flights are still running. | The factory produces cars mainly for the domestic market.

6 existing in or happening in many countries
international [ˌɪntəˈnæʃənl] [adj usually before noun] Use international about things that involve or affect people from several different countries: An international conference on human rights | International trade agreements | Hal Hartley’s latest movie has been an international success.
multinational [ˌmʌltɪˈnæʃənl] [adj only before noun] Multinational company/corporation a large company that has offices or factories in many different countries: His business has been bought by a huge multinational oil corporation.

7 someone who loves their country
patriotic [ˌpætriəˈtɪk] [adj] Someone who is patriotic loves their country and is very loyal to it: We’re just good, patriotic Americans ready to defend our freedom. | At school we had to raise the flag and sing patriotic songs every morning.
patriotism [ˌpætriəˈtɪzəm] [n U] Love for your country
nationalistic [ˌnæʃəˈnalɪstɪk] [adj] Someone who is nationalistic believes that their country is better than any other, and often has no respect for other countries: As nationalist feelings grew, life became increasingly difficult for immigrants.
nationalism [ˌnæʃəˈnalɪzəm] [n U] Nationalist feelings: The rise of nationalism and military power that led to war in 1914

8 people who want to form a separate country
nationalist [ˌnæʃəˈnalɪst] [n C] Someone who wants a separate independent country for people of their own race, religion, or origin
Scottish/Welsh/Quebec etc nationalists The Scottish nationalists won a record number of votes in the local elections.
nationalist [adj] The nationalist campaign in French-speaking Canada
nationalism [n U] Nationalist ideas and activities: Basque nationalism
COUNTRYSIDE
the parts of a country that are far from towns or cities

see also ENVIRONMENT
countryside /ˈkʌntrɪsайд/ [n U] the parts of a country that are not near any big towns or cities, where there are farms, fields, villages etc: a villa with wonderful views over the surrounding countryside the French/Sussex etc countryside Cezanne’s paintings of the French countryside

country /ˈkʌntri/ [n singular] an area that is not in or near a big town or city – use this when you are comparing this kind of area with towns and cities

in the country I’d hate to live in the country – I’d get really bored. I They have an apartment in town and a cottage in the country.

⚠️ You can also use country before a noun, like an adjective: a country house (=a big house in the country) 1 country people

rural /ˈraʊəl/ [adj] only before noun] use rural about places and situations that exist far away from big towns and cities, especially when you are talking about employment, education, and social conditions: poverty and unemployment in rural areas 1 rural health programs rural France/India etc In many parts of rural India there is no electricity.
nature /ˈnetər/ [n U] everything in the physical world that is not made or controlled by humans, such as wild plants and animals, rocks, and the weather: Nature has an amazing power to heal. 1 the beauty of nature

nature reserve (=an area where animals and plants are protected)

⚠️ Don’t use nature when you mean countryside. Don’t say ‘The nature around here is very beautiful’. Say The countryside around here is very beautiful.

COVER
1 to put something over, on, or around something else

cover /ˈkʌvər/ [v T] to put something over, on, or around something else, in order to hide it, protect it, or improve its appearance: Prepare the salad, and cover it until it’s time to serve.
cover sth with sth She covered her face with her hands and ran upstairs.
cover up sth/cover sth up (=cover something completely) They used special paint to cover up the crooks in the wall.

put over /ˈpʊt əʊvər/ [phrasal verb T] to put a cloth or piece of material loosely over the top of something in order to cover it: The stewardess gave him a blanket to put over his legs.

put sth over sth Before you paint the walls, put some old sheets over the furniture.

wrap up

wrap up/.wrap up /rɛp əp, rɛp/ [v T] to put paper, plastic, cloth etc tightly around something in order to protect it or decorate it: Have you wrapped all your Christmas presents yet?

COVER continues on page 161
Courthouse: the police have arrested someone for a crime. The police station is where they keep the prisoner until they can testify in court. The word "arrest" means to take someone to the police station for questioning. The word "charge" means to accuse someone of a crime. The word "client" means the person who pays for the lawyer's services. The word "court" means the building or room where the trial takes place. The word "defendant" means the person who is on trial.
2. The defendant is represented by lawyers who try to prove that he or she is innocent. These lawyers are known as the defense.

Your honor, my client could not have committed this crime.

3. The defense calls witnesses to give evidence.

He was at home with me all day. He didn’t go out.

4. The prosecution tries to prove that the defendant is guilty. They call witnesses who give evidence against him.

I saw that man coming out of the house carrying a television.

---

not guilty of a crime
defence lawyer/defense lawyer (=one of the members of the defense)
evidence /evju:n/ [n U] all the information, objects, documents etc. that are used in a law court to help to prove what really happened during a crime
piece of evidence The most important piece of evidence, the murder weapon, had not been found.
give evidence (=tell a court what you know about a crime or the people involved in it) His former girlfriend was called to give evidence.
give evidence against sb (=tell the court things that help to prove someone is guilty) Husbands and wives cannot be forced to give evidence against each other.
guilty /'gʌlti/ [adj] having done something that is a crime: Do you think she’s guilty? + of West was guilty of several robberies
not guilty He said that he was not guilty of any offence.
find sb guilty/not guilty (=when a court officially decides that someone has or has not committed a crime) She was found guilty of attempted murder.
innocent /'ɪnəsənt/ [adj] someone who is innocent has not committed a crime. Throughout their imprisonment (=when they were in prison), the six men always insisted that they were innocent.

judge /dʒʌdʒ/ [n C] the person in charge of a court, who knows a lot about the law, and who makes the official decision about what the punishment for a crime should be: Everyone stood up as the judge entered the courtroom. Judge Butler gave the defendant a six-month jail sentence.

jury /ˈdʒɔːri/ [n C] a group of (usually 12) ordinary people, who listen to all the evidence about a crime, and then decide whether or not someone is guilty. The jury was made up of seven women and five men. Have you ever been on a jury?
lawyer (also attorney) /ˈlɔːrɪ/ [n C] someone who is trained in the law and who represents people in court: You have to study for a long time to become a lawyer. Everyone has the right to be represented in court by a lawyer.
plead guilty/plead not guilty (plead gəlti, plead not gəlti) when the defendant in a trial pleads guilty or pleads not guilty, they officially tell a court at the beginning of a trial that they either did or did not commit a crime. “How does the defendant plead?” “Not guilty, your honor.” If you plead guilty you might get a lighter sentence. (=a punishment that is not as severe)

---

COURT/TRIAL continues on the next page
Your honor, this man is obviously guilty...

The jury listens to all the evidence, and decides whether the defendant is guilty or not guilty. They then give their verdict.

If the defendant is found guilty, the judge passes sentence.

Days in jail. The judge sentenced him to 100 days' community service. (when you have to do something that will help the people in your local area)

A man from Seattle is on trial for the murder

A man from Seattle is on trial for the murder.

The trial is due to take place next month at Wood Green Crown Court.

be on trial (for sth) (when a court is trying to decide whether or not someone is guilty of a crime) A man from Seattle is on trial for the murder

stand trial (=to have to go to a trial in which the court tries to prove you are guilty of a crime) The judge ruled that she was too ill to stand trial.

sentence you to one year in prison.

sentence sb to sth Campbell was sentenced to 42 days in jail.

days in jail. The judge sentenced him to 100 days' community service. (when you have to do something that will help the people in your local area)

The trial is due to take place next month at Wood Green Crown Court.

be on trial (for sth) (when a court is trying to decide whether or not someone is guilty of a crime) A man from Seattle is on trial for the murder

stand trial (=to have to go to a trial in which the court tries to prove you are guilty of a crime) The judge ruled that she was too ill to stand trial.

sentence you to one year in prison.

sentence sb to sth Campbell was sentenced to 42 days in jail.
wrap sth up/wrap up sth I took the picture off the wall and wrapped it up in brown paper.

wrap sth (up) in sth He wrapped his muddy boots up in newspaper and threw them into a bag.

cat /kæt/ [v T] to thinly cover the whole surface of something, especially food, with something soft or liquid

cat sth with/in sth Coat the chicken with garlic butter and cook it at 200°C.

something that is used to cover something else

cover /'kævər/ [n C] a piece of paper, plastic, cloth etc that is used to cover something: I've bought some cushion covers to brighten up my room. | It's a good idea to buy a cover for your computer keyboard. | There were old record covers scattered all over the floor. | He removed the cover from the back of the TV.

covering /'kævərɪŋ/ [n C] something that is used to cover a large flat area, especially in order to protect it from damage, dirt etc: The prison cells have no electricity and no floor coverings. | The insect's shell gives it a tough protective covering.

lid /lid/ [n C] a flat part that fits on top of a container, a pan, a box etc in order to close it: a saucepan lid

+ of Sam lifted the lid of his desk and took out a calculator. | She was trying to unscrew the lid of a jar of honey.

top /tɒp/ [n C] a thing that fits on the top of a bottle, pen, or narrow container, which you press on or turn in order to close it: Why don't you ever put the top back on the toothpaste? | I can't get the top off this bottle.

wrapper /'ræpər/ [n C] a piece of paper, or very thin plastic or metal, that covers food, chocolate etc when you buy it: The empty stadium was littered with burger wrappers and empty cans. | chewing gum wrappers

3 a thin flat layer that covers a surface

layer /'leər/ [n C] a thin flat quantity of something that covers the whole of a surface
+ of A layer of dust covered everything in the room. | Sprinkle a layer of soil over the seeds.

film /fɪlm/ [n C] a very thin clear layer, especially of something liquid, that has formed on a surface

a film of oil/grease/sweat/dust A film of oil was floating on the surface of the water.

coating /'kəʊtɪŋ/ [n C] a layer of a liquid or soft substance that has been put on the surface of something, for example in order to protect it or make it taste better: Cassette tapes have a magnetic oxide coating.

+ of ice-cream with a thick coating of chocolate

4 when an object or area has been covered with something

be covered in/with sth /bi: 'kævəd in, wið (stə)/ if something is covered in or covered with something, it has that substance lying all over the top of it or
spread all over it. The ground was covered with snow. I look at your clothes! They’re covered in mud. I an ancient wall covered with ivy.

**be coated in**/with sth /baɪˈkɔrtid ɪn, wið (sth) if an object is coated in or is coated with a liquid or soft substance, it has a layer of that substance all over its surface: Serve the chicken with new potatoes coated in butter.

---

# CRAZY

**very strange and not at all sensible**

➔ if you mean that someone has a mental illness, go to MENTALLY ILL

## 1 people

**crazy** /kreɪzi, mæd/ [adj] especially spoken someone who is crazy or mad behaves in a strange or stupid way, as if there is something wrong with their mind: My parents think I’m crazy, but I’ve always enjoyed dangerous sports. I you agreed to marry him? Are you mad? I crazy drivers who cause accidents.

go crazy/mad (= start to feel crazy) I’ll go crazy if I stay in this house much longer.

drive sb crazy/mad (= make them start to feel crazy) Stop that noise! You’re driving me crazy.

**be crazy/mad to do sth** You must be crazy to lend him all that money!

crazy – crazier – craziest

mad – madder – maddest

⚠️ Don’t say ‘become crazy’ or ‘become mad’. Say go crazy or go mad.

⚠️ Don’t say ‘very crazy’ or ‘very mad’. Say completely crazy/mad or totally crazy/mad. Put that gun down! Are you totally crazy?

**insane** /ɪnˈsiːn/ [adj] an insane idea or plan is stupid or dangerous, and is very unlikely to succeed: For some insane reason, he decided to do the whole drive in one day.

**be lunacy** (also be madness /ænˈmædʒɪs/ [n U] especially spoken you say that a situation or action is lunacy or is madness if you think it is completely crazy: They can’t close the hospital – it’s madness!

**be nuts** (also be crackers British) /baɪ ˈnʌts, bi ˈkrækəz/ spoken informal to be crazy. People will think you’re crackers if you go around talking to yourself like that. I He’s completely nuts, that guy! He goes camping in the middle of winter.

**maniac/lunatic** /ˈmɛniək, ˈluːnətɪk/ [n C] especially spoken someone who behaves in a stupidly dangerous way: He drives like a maniac. I Some lunatic threw paraffin on the fire.

**nutcase** /ˈnʌtkeɪs/ [n C] spoken informal someone who behaves strangely and has very unusual ideas: His sister’s a real nutcase. She believes in fairies.

---

# 2 things/ideas/situations

**crazy** (also mad British) /kreɪzi, mæd/ [adj] especially spoken ideas, actions, or situations that are crazy or mad are not at all sensible and are likely to cause problems or danger: You see drivers do some crazy things. I Jade wants to build a swimming pool in the garden. I think it’s a mad idea.

**it’s crazy** The farmers get more money from the government if they don’t plant crops – it’s crazy.

**crazy – crazier – craziest**

mad – madder – maddest

⚠️ Don’t say ‘very crazy’ or ‘very mad’. Say absolutely crazy/mad or completely crazy/mad: How can we do all this work in one day? It’s absolutely crazy.

**insane** /ɪnˈsiːn/ [adj] an insane idea or plan is stupid or dangerous, and is very unlikely to succeed: For some insane reason, he decided to do the whole drive in one day.

**it is insane to do sth** It would be insane to go out in the boat in weather like this.

**be lunacy** (also be madness British) /baɪˈljuːnəs, biˈmædnəs/ [n U] especially spoken you say that a situation or action is lunacy or is madness if you think it is completely crazy: They can’t close the hospital – it’s madness!

**it is sheer lunacy/madness to do sth** (= it is completely crazy to do it) It would be sheer lunacy to try to cross the desert on your own.
CRIME

1 something that is not legal

**crime** /ˈkraɪm/ [n C] an action that is against the law, such as stealing something, taking drugs, or deliberately hurting someone. The number of crimes reported to the police has increased.

**commit a crime** (=do something that is a crime) We believe that the crime was committed around 7:30 p.m.

+ **against** Violent crimes against the elderly are on the increase.

**serious crime** The police say that 50% of serious crimes are drug-related.

**solve a crime** (=find out who did it) a terrible crime which was never solved

⚠ Don’t say ‘he made a crime’ or ‘he did a crime’. Say he committed a crime.

**offence** BRITISH **offense** AMERICAN /ˈɒfens/ [n C] any action that can be punished by law. Tarrant is now in jail for various offenses including rape.

**commit an offence** (=do something that is an offence) Bates is being tried for offences committed in the 1980s.

**criminal offence** Driving when drunk is a criminal offence.

**serious offence** The number of women convicted of serious offences is still relatively small.

**minor offence** (=not very serious) Hewson was arrested for a number of minor offences.

**speeding/parking offence** Speeding offenses are usually punishable by a fine.

⚠ Offence is used especially in official situations by the police, judges, and lawyers. Offence can be used both for serious crimes like murder and robbery, and for less serious actions like parking your car in the wrong place or not paying your taxes.

⚠ Don’t say ‘do an offence’. Say commit an offence.

**illegal** /ɪˈlɪgəl/ [adj] not legal: He was fined for selling illegal drugs. There is a lot of illegal copying of computer software. It is illegal to do sth In Britain, it is illegal to sell cigarettes to anyone under 16.

**be against the law** /bi əˈgenst də ˈlɔː/ if something is against the law, it is illegal to do it: Drinking alcohol in a public place is against the law.

**break the law** /briːk də ˈlɔː/ to do something that is illegal: People who break the law must expect to be punished. I didn’t realize I was breaking the law.

**criminal** /ˈkrɪmɪnəl/ [adj only before noun] connected with crimes: James made around £100,000 from his criminal activities.

**criminal record** (=a list of someone’s crimes that is kept by the police) It’s very difficult to get a job if you have a criminal record.

**criminal charge** (=an official statement by the police that someone has done something illegal) West’s wife faced serious criminal charges in connection with the murders.

2 crimes in general

**crime** /ˈkraɪm/ [n U] crimes in general – use this to talk generally about the reasons for crime, the problems it causes, and the number of crimes: the growing problem of crime in the inner cities

**violent crime** Violent crime increased by 36% last year.

**serious crime** Victims of serious crime are often too scared to talk about their experiences.
petty crime (=crime that is not very serious) Leo became involved in petty crime at a very young age.

⚠️ You can also use crime before a noun, like an adjective: an increase in the crime rate (=the number of crimes that happen) | crime prevention

⚠️ Don’t say ‘the crime’ when you are talking about crimes in general: People are worried about the increase in crime (not ‘in the crime’).

3 someone who is guilty of a crime

criminal /ˈkrimənəl/ [n C] someone who is guilty of a serious crime or of several crimes: The police are hunting for a dangerous criminal named Joseph DeCosta.

offender /ˈɒfendər/ [n C] someone who has broken the law and is being punished for doing this: The courts should impose tougher punishments on offenders.

young offender BRITISH juvenile offender AMERICAN (=under 18 years old) The system for dealing with young offenders doesn’t really work.

⚠️ Offender is used especially in official situations, for example by politicians or the police.

gang /ɡæŋ/ [n C] a group of criminals who work together: Gangs of thieves used to hang around the station.

armed gang (=with guns) An armed gang robbed a warehouse in the south of the city.

organized crime /ˈɔːɡənaɪzd k्रEɪm/ [n U] large criminal organizations that plan and control serious crimes such as robbing banks and selling drugs: Police need more resources to fight organized crime.

CRITICIZE

1 to say what is bad about a person, plan, performance etc

criticize (also criticise BRITISH) /ˈkrɪtɪsaɪz/ [v i/T] to say what is bad about someone or something: Stop criticizing my driving! I People are always criticizing the Royal family, but I think they do a good job. It’s easy to criticize, but managing a football team can be an extremely difficult job.

criticize sb for doing sth The United Nations was criticized for failing to react sooner to the crisis.

criticize sb/sth as The TV show was criticized as racist and inaccurate.

attack /ˈætæk/ [v T] to strongly and publicly criticize a person, plan, or belief that you completely disagree with: Several actors have attacked proposals to cut the theatre’s budget.

attack sb for (doing) sth Critics attacked Roosevelt for not doing enough.

be critical /bɪˈkrɪtɪkl/ to strongly criticize a plan, system, or way of doing something, especially when you give detailed reasons why you think it is wrong: Don’t be so critical – we’re doing our best.

+ of Miller was critical of the way the company was managed.

be highly critical (=very critical) The article is highly critical of US policies towards Central America.

2 to criticize someone or something in an annoying, unfair, or unkind way

find fault with sth /fænd faʊt wɪð (sth)/ to criticize things that are wrong with
someone or something, especially small and unimportant things: No-one enjoys working for a boss who always finds fault with their work.

**pick holes in sth** /ˈpɪk ˈhɒlz ɪn (stɪ)/ INFORMAL, ESPECIALLY BRITISH to criticize small details in someone’s ideas or plan – use this about someone who seems to be looking for problems and mistakes: As soon as she stopped talking, Janet’s colleagues began to pick holes in the idea.

**talk about sb behind their back** /ˈtɔk əbəut (sb) bɪˈhænd deʊtˈbæk/ to criticize someone when they are not there: I was very upset when I found out that they’d all been talking about me behind my back.

**make fun of sb/poke fun at sb** /meɪk ˈfʌn ov (sb), pəʊk ˈfʌn ət (sb)/ to say unkind things about someone or about the things they do, in order to make them look silly: The kids at school make fun of Jack because he’s fat. I a comedian who pokes fun at TV celebrities and politicians

4 **something that you write or say in order to criticize**

**criticism** /ˈkrɪtɪzəm/ [n C/U] what you say or write when you criticize someone or something: Bill’s very sensitive to any kind of criticism.

+ of The report makes many criticisms of the nation’s prison system.

**severe/strong criticism** There has been strong criticism of these proposals.

**come in for criticism** (=be criticized) Taylor has come in for a lot of criticism for his part in the affair.

**attack** /ˈætæk/ [n C] a statement that criticizes someone publicly, especially in politics

+ on These newspapers often contained attacks on the Church.

**come under attack from sb** (=be criticized by someone) Once again the oil companies have come under attack from environmentalists.

**critical** /ˈkrɪtɪkl/ [adj] a critical statement, report, or description criticizes someone or something: She was offended whenever anyone made critical remarks about her acting ability.

**highly critical** (=very critical) The judge was highly critical of the Los Angeles Police Department.

**scathing** /ˈskæðɪŋ/ [adj] criticizing someone or something very strongly, because you think they are completely wrong or of very low quality.

**scathing attack/comments etc** Her new book is a scathing attack on American imperialism in Central America.

+ about ‘The New York Times’ was particularly scathing about his performance.

5 **someone who criticizes**

**critic** /ˈkrɪtɪk/ [n C] someone who criticizes a person, such as a politician or business leader, or their plans or methods, especially in public: The Prime Minister answered his critics in a televised speech.

+ of critics of nuclear power
CROWD

if you mean ‘when there are a lot of people travelling, shopping etc’, go to BUSY/NOT BUSY

1 a large number of people together in a public place

crowd [kraʊd] [n C] a large number of people together in one place: I don’t often go to football games because I don’t like big crowds.

+ of a crowd of angry protesters
crowds of people/shoppers/tourists etc

The exhibition is expected to attract huge crowds of visitors.

horde/hordes [ˈhɔrd(ə)] [n] a large crowd of people who are behaving in a way that you disapprove of or that annoys you

+ of A horde of screaming kids ran out of the building. I She was chased by hordes of reporters and camera crews.

mob [mɒb] [n C] a crowd of noisy and violent people who are difficult to control: The mob set fire to cars and buildings.

+ of A mob of 200 rioters caused millions of pounds worth of damage.

2 when a place is full of people

crowded [ˈkraʊdɪd] [adj] so full of people that it is difficult to move or to find a place to sit or stand: The train was really crowded.

+ with It was two weeks before Christmas and the mall was crowded with shoppers.

packed [ˈpærkt] [adj] informal so full of people that there is almost no space left: The club is so popular that it’s packed by 9 o’clock.

+ with A bomb exploded this morning in a packed department store in the city centre.

+ with St Peter’s Square was packed with tourists.

jam-packed (=completely full) The stadium was absolutely jam-packed.

overcrowded [ˌəʊvərˈkraʊdɪd] [adj] a place that is overcrowded has too many people in it and is unpleasant and uncomfortable: The buses were all filthy and overcrowded. I overcrowded prisons

be swarming with /ˈbɪ ˈswɔːmɪŋ wið/ if a place is swarming with people, it is so crowded with them that it is difficult to move or to go where you want to go - use this especially about people you disapprove of or when you are annoyed that a place is so crowded: The place was swarming with noisy kids.

3 when a crowd fills a place

crowd [kraʊd] [v I/T] if people crowd a place, they fill it and move around in it: Shoppers and tourists crowded the market square every day.

+ around (also round British) Fans crowded around the entrance, hoping to see the band as they arrived.

fill [fɪl] [v T] if a lot of people fill a place, there are so many of them that there is no room for any more: An audience of over 50,000 had filled the arena.

4 when people come together to make a crowd

gather /ˈɡæðər/ [v I] if people gather, they meet or come together and become a crowd: By the time the President arrived, a large crowd had gathered.

+ around/at/in etc Angry workers were gathering around the steps of the City Hall.

form [fɔːm] [v I] if a crowd forms, more and more people join a group of people who are already watching or listening to something: A crowd was beginning to form at the scene of the accident.

congregate /ˌkɒŋɡrɪˈɡeɪt/ [v I] if people congregate in a place, a large number of them meet there, especially regularly in the same place, and at the same time

+ at/in/around etc On Friday evening, teenagers would congregate outside the bars on the main street.

5 when a crowd separates

disperse /dɪˈspɜːrs/ [v I] if a crowd disperses, people begin to move away from it: Once the ambulance left, the crowd began to disperse.
break up | break 'up | [phrasal verb] if a crowd breaks up, people start to leave and move away in small groups. When the police arrived, the crowd broke up very quickly.

**CRUEL**

UNKIND ↔ ATTACK  
BAD & ↔ also VIOLENT  
THREATEN ↔ DESCRIBING PEOPLE

1 cruelt people

cruel | 'kru:əl | [adj] someone who is cruel deliberately causes pain and does not care if other people suffer: Children can sometimes be very cruel.

it is cruel to do sth | I think it's cruel to keep dogs locked up inside all day.

cruelly | [adv] Women prisoners were treated especially cruelly.

be cruel to someone | cruelly is used to describe the way that someone behaves towards another person.

cruelly | [adv] All political opponents were ruthlessly executed.

ruthless | 'ru:θəlas | [adj] so determined to get what you want that you do not care how much other people suffer: These men are ruthless terrorists and will kill anyone who tries to stop them.

sadist | 'sædɪst | [n C] someone who enjoys making people suffer: Andrea's father was a real sadist. I'm not surprised that she hates him.

sadistic | 'sædɪstɪk | [adj] someone who is sadistic enjoys hurting people or being cruel to them: He took a sadistic pleasure in embarrassing her in front of her friends.

2 cruel punishments/behaviour

cruel | 'kru:əl | [adj] intended to upset someone or make them suffer: Lyle was always playing cruel jokes on his little sister.

The electric chair is possibly the cruelest method of execution.

cruel - crueler - cruellest  
cruel - crueler - cruellest  
barbaric | 'ba:bərɪk | [adj] extremely cruel, in a way that shocks people: the barbaric treatment of civilians in the concentration camps. To most people, the custom of stoning criminals to death seems absolutely barbaric.

cold-blooded | 'kəuld 'blʌdəd | [adj] only before noun | cold-blooded murder/ killing/attack a murder etc done without showing any feeling or pity for the person who is attacked: The country has been shocked by the cold-blooded murder of the two girls.

cruelty | 'kru:lti | [n U] cruel treatment or behaviour: Walter's wife left him because of his cruelty.

+ to She has campaigned against cruelty to farm animals for the past 20 years.

abuse | 'æbjuz | [n U] deliberately cruel treatment of someone, especially someone in your family that you are supposed to care for: a woman who had suffered abuse from her husband for many years.

child abuse (=cruel treatment of children) There has been an increase in the number of cases of child abuse.

sexual abuse (=when someone forces another person to take part in sexual activities) a victim of sexual abuse.

3 to treat someone cruelly

be cruel to sb | 'bi: 'kru:əl tu (sb) Teachers at the school were often accused of being cruel to the children in their care.

abuse | 'æbjuz | [v T] to treat someone in your family or someone that you are responsible for in a cruel way, especially violently or sexually: My father abused us for years.

Erica runs a hostel for women who have been abused by their husbands.

sexually abuse (=force someone to take part in sexual activities) He was accused of sexually abusing five children.

persecute | 'pɜːrəsɪkjuːt | [v T] to be cruel to a person or group of people over a long period because of their race or their religious or political beliefs: Countries all...
over Europe have persecuted gypsies for centuries.

be persecuted Jewish families were relentlessly persecuted.

persecution /pəˈsɛrkjərən/ [n U] They left the country to escape persecution.

bully /ˈbuli/ [v T] to be cruel to someone who is smaller, younger, or weaker than you - use this especially about children being cruel to other children: A group of girls would bully the younger kids, and force them to give them money.

be bullied He killed himself after being bullied at school.

bullying - bullied - have bullied

bullying [n U] when people are being bullied: a campaign to put an end to bullying in schools

\[Attention\] Use weep when you are writing stories and descriptions.

sob /səb/ [v I] if you sob, you cry noisily and your body shakes, because you are very sad or because someone has upset you: The sound of her sobbing kept them awake all night. I “Please don’t leave me,” she sobbed.

sobbing - sobbed - have sobbed

\[Attention\] Use sob when you are writing stories and descriptions.

in tears /ɪn ˈtiəz/ crying because someone has upset you, or because a film, story etc is very sad: Frank ran out of the room in tears. Most of us were in tears by the time he’d finished his story.

tear /tiər/ [n C usually plural] a drop of water that comes from your eyes when you are crying: Grandpa wiped the tears from his eyes.

have tears in your eyes (= when you are nearly crying) Ahmed had tears in his eyes, and I knew he was thinking of home.

tears run down sb’s face/cheeks (= they cry a lot) Tears of joy ran down her face.

be close to tears (= be almost crying) Howell was close to tears as he told the court what had happened.

sb’s eyes water /ˈes ˈwiətə/ if your eyes water, they feel painful and you start to cry, for example when you are cutting onions or when there is a lot of smoke

make sb’s eyes water The cigarette smoke was making my eyes water.

\[Attention\] Use weep when you are writing stories and descriptions.

\[Attention\] Use sob when you are writing stories and descriptions.

2 to start to cry

start to cry/start crying /stɑːt to ˈkraɪ, start ˈkraɪ/ What should I do if the baby starts crying? 1 He started crying when I told him I wanted to end our relationship.

burst into tears /ˈbɜːrst ɪntə ˈtiəz/ to suddenly start to cry because you are very upset about something: Janet burst into tears and ran out of the room.

break down /breɪk ˈdaʊn/ [phrasal verb] to suddenly start to cry a lot, after trying not to cry: I broke down during the exam
- I just couldn't stand the pressure any more.
break down and cry As the funeral service began, Paolo broke down and cried.
break down in tears All the worry and anxiety had been too much for her, and she suddenly broke down in tears.

CUT

- see also SHARP/NOT SHARP, PIECE, HURT/INJURE

1 with scissors or a knife

cut /kət/ [v I/T] to divide something into two or more pieces, using a knife or scissors: You'll need a good pair of scissors to cut that fabric. | The woman had murdered her husband and cut his body up. | This knife doesn't cut very well.
cut sth in two/cut sth in half Mandy cut the paper in half and gave a piece to each child.
cut sth up/cut up sth (= into several pieces) Tommy sat on the floor, cutting up old magazines.
cut sth open Rescue workers had to use special equipment to cut the steel door open.
cutting - cut - have cut

slit /slɪt/ [v T] to make a long narrow cut through something, especially skin or cloth: He killed the sheep by slitting its throat.
slit sth open Diane slit the envelope open with a knife.
slitting - slit - have slit

slash /slaʃ/ [v T] to cut something quickly and violently with a knife, because you want to damage it or cause injury: Vandals got in and slashed the painting. | Maria was slashed across the face with a razor.

2 to cut food

cut /kət/ [v T] to cut food: Look! The bride and groom are going to cut the cake.
cut sth into pieces/chunks I'm going to cut the meat into four pieces.
cutting - cut - have cut

chop/chop up /ʃɒp, ʃɒp ‘ʌp/ [v T] to cut something such as vegetables or meat into small pieces when you are preparing a meal: Chop two onions for the stew. | Do you want me to chop up the vegetables?
chop sth into pieces/chunks/cubes Chop the eggplant into cubes.
chopped [adj only before noun] Sprinkle some chopped walnuts on the salad.

chopping - chopped have chopped

slice /slaɪs/ [v T] to cut food such as bread, meat, or vegetables into thin flat pieces: My grandmother sliced the carrots and put them in a saucepan of water.

sliced [adj only before noun] sliced white bread

carve /kɑːv/ [v T] to cut a large piece of cooked meat into pieces: Who's going to carve the turkey?

mince BRITISH grind AMERICAN /ˈmɪns, ɡraɪnd/ [v T] to cut raw meat into very small pieces using a machine: Will you ask the butcher to mince the lamb very finely?

minced/ground [adj only before noun] minced meat | ground beef

grinding - ground - have ground

grate /ɡreɪt/ [v T] to cut cheese or vegetables into very small thin pieces by rubbing them against a metal surface with holes in it: Grate some cheese over the potatoes before serving.
grated [adj] grated orange peel

3 to cut part of your body

- see also HURT/INJURE

cut /kət/ [v T] to accidentally injure part of your body, so that it bleeds: Be careful not to cut your finger on that can.
cut yourself Phil cut himself shaving this morning.
cut [n C] a wound on your skin where it has been cut. Several passengers were treated for cuts and bruises.
cutting - cut - have cut

scratch [skræf; [v T] to cut part of your body very slightly, and not at all deeply: The cat scratched me while I was playing with her. I got scratched by the bushes trying to find that ball.
scratch [n C] a slight cut that is not at all deep. Don’t cry, it’s only a scratch.

grazed [græzt; [v T] to accidentally injure yourself by rubbing your skin against something hard and rough: Tommy fell and grazed his knee in the yard.
grazed [n C] a slight wound on your skin where it has been rubbed against something hard and rough: Cuts and grazes should be covered to keep out germs.

to cut someone’s hair, beard, or fingernails
- see also hair
cut [kæt; [v T] My sister usually cuts my hair. I wish you wouldn’t cut your toenails in the living-room.

have/get your hair cut (=pay someone to cut it for you) Beth’s at the hairdresser’s having her hair cut.
cut [n singular] Your hair’s too long. It needs a cut.
cutting - cut - have cut

trim [trim; [v T] to cut a small amount off someone’s hair or beard, so that it looks tidier: Could you just trim my hair at the back?
trim [n singular] Give my hair a trim, will you?
trimming - trimmed - have trimmed

shave [ʃeiv; [v I/T] to cut the hair on your face or body, using a sharp blade, so that your skin feels smooth: Have you shaved today? I didn’t have time to shave my legs.
shave off sb/shave off sth off I wish you’d shave off that awful beard!
shave [n singular] He went upstairs and had a quick shave.

5 to cut wood, plants, or grass

cut down/chop down [kæt dən, tʃɒp ‘dən] to make trees or bushes fall down by cutting them
cut/chop down sth Cutting down the rainforests has created serious ecological problems.
cut/chop sth down The old apple tree was dangerous so we had to chop it down.

chop [tʃɒp; [v T] to cut wood into pieces using an axe (=a tool with a long handle and a sharp blade): We soon got warm, chopping wood.
chop sth up/chop up sth (=into several pieces) I chopped the old fence up for firewood.
chopping - chopped - have chopped

cut [kæt; [v T] to cut grass or cut off leaves, in order to make a place or plant look tidy: She had to stand on a ladder to cut the top of the hedge.
cutting - cut - have cut

mow [məʊ; [v T] to cut grass using a special machine, in order to make it look tidy
mow the lawn/the grass It took me two hours to mow the lawn.

saw [sɔː; [v T] to cut wood using a sharp tool that you push backwards and forwards across the surface of the wood: Jane was in the basement, sawing wood.
saw sth up/saw up sth (=into several pieces) We had to saw it up to get it through the door.

6 to cut something from something else

cut off [kæt ˈɒf] [phrasal verb T] to cut part of something away from the rest of it
cut off sth Van Gogh cut off his ear.
cut sth off Remove the cake from the oven and cut any burnt edges off.

chop off [tʃɒp ˈɒf] [phrasal verb T] to cut something off by hitting it hard or cutting it with a sharp tool
chop off sth Chop off the tops of the carrots, and then peel them.
chop sth off Be careful you don’t chop your fingers off!

amputate /æmˈpjuːteɪt/ [v T] to cut off someone’s arm, leg, or foot as a medical operation: He damaged his leg so badly that it had to be amputated.

cut out /kʌtˈaʊt/ [phrasal verb T] to remove something from something else by cutting all around it

cut out sth Did you cut out that photo of Tony in the newspaper?
cut sth out Wash the apples, and cut any bad parts out.
DAMAGE

BREAK ⇆ ACCIDENTALLY
DESTROY ⇆ see also REPAIR
SPOIL ⇆ BROKEN
MARK ⇆ HURT/INJURE

1. to damage objects, machines, buildings etc

damage /ˈdeɪmɪdʒ/ [v T] to cause physical harm to something, so that it no longer looks good or works properly: The building was severely damaged by fire. Don’t put any hot pans on the table – you’ll damage the surface.
badly damaged The goods hadn’t been well packed, and were badly damaged when we received them.

⚠️ Don’t use damage about people. Use injure: The car was badly damaged and the driver was injured.

break /brek/ [v T] to damage a machine or piece of equipment so that it does not work or cannot be used: Leave that clock alone – you’ll break it! We used to have a remote-control thing for the TV, but my brother broke it.
breaking – broke – have broken

scratch /ˈskrætʃ/ [v T] to damage a painted or polished surface by making long thin marks on it with something sharp or rough: Be careful not to scratch the table with those scissors. I’m afraid I scratched your car when I came through the gate.

vandalize (also vandalise BRITISH) /ˈvændəlaɪz/ [v T] to deliberately damage buildings, vehicles, or public property, just for fun: All the public telephones in the area had been vandalized.
vandal [n C] someone who vandalizes things: Vandal broke into the school and wrecked two classrooms.

vandalism [n U] the criminal activity of vandalizing things: an increase in vandalism in inner-city areas

smash up /ˈsmæʃ ap/ [phrasal verb T] to deliberately damage a room or building by breaking windows, furniture etc
smash sth up Some of the soldiers got drunk and smashed the place up.
smash up sth Angry protesters broke shop windows and smashed up everything inside.

trash /træʃ/ [v T] American informal to cause a lot of damage to a thing or place, either deliberately or by using it carelessly: That kid of yours just trashed my VCR.
trash the place spoken (= cause a lot of damage to a room or building) Dad says it’s OK to have the party here, so long as we don’t trash the place.

sabotage /ˈsæbətɑːʒ/ [v T] to secretly damage machines or equipment so that they cannot be used, especially in order to harm an enemy: The railway line had been sabotaged by enemy commandos.
sabotage [n U] when people secretly damage machines or equipment: terrorists carrying out acts of sabotage

2. when things get gradually damaged over a long period

wear away /ˈweər əˌweɪ/ [phrasal verb T] if the wind, rain, sea etc wears something away, it makes it get gradually thinner until there is nothing left
wear away sth/wear sth away places where the waves had worn away the cliff face | The cathedral steps were getting worn away by the trampling feet of thousands of visitors.

wear out /ˈweər aʊt/ [phrasal verb T] to damage clothes, material, or equipment by wearing them or using them a lot
wear out sth/wear sth out After only a month Terry had worn out the soles of his shoes. | The carpet on the stairs is getting worn out.

erosion /ɪˈrəʊʒən/ [n U] the gradual process by which the weather, water, or air damages or destroys rocks, buildings, land etc: soil erosion + of the erosion of the coastline
to have a bad effect on something

harm/damage ˈhɑːm, ˈdæmɪdʒ/ [v T] to have a bad effect on something, in a way that makes it weaker, less effective, or less successful: The scandal will damage the company’s reputation. | Smoking can seriously damage your health. | If the peace talks fail, it will harm the President’s chances of being re-elected.

be bad for sth/have a bad effect on sth ˈbiː bæd fɔː (sth), ˈhæv ə bæd ɪˈfekt ɒn (sth): to change or affect something in a harmful way: Losing her job had a bad effect on Patty’s confidence. | An increase in interest rates at the present time would definitely be bad for business.

hurt ˈhɜːt/ [v T] especially American to have a bad effect on an organization or activity, by making it less successful or effective: new regulations that could hurt the farming industry

hurting - hurt - have hurt

harmful ˈhɑːmfl/ [adj] causing physical damage or serious problems - use this especially about things that harm the environment or are dangerous for people’s health: harmful ultra-violet rays + to These chemicals are harmful to the ozone layer.

harmful effects the harmful effects of alcohol

damaging ˈdæmɪdʒɪŋ [adj] causing serious problems - use this especially about information, events, or situations that cause serious problems for a person or organization: damaging rumors about the President’s private life + to If people found out about his divorce, it could be very damaging to his career.

d the physical damage caused by something

damage ˈdæmɪdʒ, [n U] physical damage that spoils the way something looks or the way it works: It will take many years to repair the damage.

cause/do damage (=damage something) The explosion caused over $50,000 worth of damage. + to damage to the environment

severe/serious damage The pine forests of northern Europe have suffered severe damage from acid rain.

harm/damage ˈhɑːm, ˈdæmɪdʒ/ [n U] the serious problems that something causes for a person, organization etc

do harm/damage If you keep criticizing children, it can do a lot of harm + to newspaper reports that resulted in serious damage to Captain Lee’s career and reputation. | The civil war did a lot of harm to the tourist trade.

DANCE

to dance
dance /dɑːns/ [v I] to move your body in time to music, for example at a social event or as part of a performance: Everyone got up and danced. + with Will you dance with me? + to My parents were dancing to a sentimental old love song.

dancing /ˈdænsɪŋ/ [n U] the activity of moving your feet and body to music: My boyfriend doesn’t like dancing. | There was music, Scottish dancing, and lots of food.

go dancing (=go somewhere in order to dance) We went dancing nearly every night.

do /dzu/ [v T] to do a particular kind of dance: Can you do the twist? | She got up and did a little dance.

done - did - have done

different types of dance

dance /dɑːns/ [n C] a set of movements that you do to a particular kind of music: I prefer old-fashioned dances like the waltz and the tango.

folk dance (=a traditional dance from a particular country or area) Hungarian folk dances

ballet /ˈbælɪt/ [n U] a serious artistic performance in which movement and dance are used to tell a story

disco /ˈdɪskəʊ/ [n U] a type of modern dancing done to loud popular music, in which there are no fixed movements
ballroom dancing /ˈbɔːlbrəm ˈdaːnsɪŋ/ -ˈdæn- [n U] a type of formal dancing in which people dance in pairs and do different, fixed movements to different types of music

country dancing BRITISH square dancing AMERICAN /ˈkʌntri ˈdaːnsɪŋ, ˈskweəˌ daːnsɪŋ]-ˈdæn- [n U] traditional dancing in which pairs of dancers move in rows and circles

3 someone who dances
dancer /ˈdænsə/ˈdæn-/ [n C] someone who dances, either because it is their job or for enjoyment: As a child, Alice dreamed of becoming a ballet dancer. I’m not a very good dancer.
partner /ˈpɑːtnər/ [n C] someone that you dance with: When I saw her again, she was dancing with a different partner. I kept stepping on my partner’s toes.

4 a social event where people dance
dance /dɑːns/ˌdæns/ [n C] an organized social event where people go to dance: Later on, there was a dance in the school hall.
club /ˈklʌb/ [n C] a place where people pay to go at night to dance to loud popular music: I met some friends at a party and then we went on to a club.
go clubbing (=go to one or more clubs) We always go clubbing on Saturday night.

5 disco /ˈdɪskəʊ/ [n C] a place or fairly informal social event at which people dance to popular music: Every Friday night, the kids went to a disco in town.

ball /bɔːl/ [n C] a formal social event at which people dance and wear formal clothes: The Summer Ball will be held at the end of June.

prom /prəm/ˌprɒm [n C] a social event for high school students in the US where there is music and dancing, and which people usually go to with a partner: Joey walked me home after the prom.

high school prom The band first played together at a high school prom.

DANGEROUS

- opposite SAFE

RISK WARNING
see also:

HURT/INJURE DAMAGE

1 likely to cause death or serious harm
dangerous /ˈdeɪndʒərəs/ [adj] likely to cause death or serious harm: Snow and ice are making driving conditions very dangerous. I dangerous drugs such as heroin! Motor-racing is a dangerous sport.

highly/extremely dangerous (=very dangerous) Police described the three escaped prisoners as highly dangerous.

it is dangerous to do sth It’s dangerous to walk out on your own at night in this area.

dangerously [adv] The plane was flying dangerously close to the mountain.

risky /ˈrɪski/ [adj] if you do something risky, it is easy to make a mistake that might cause death or serious harm: use this about things that you decide to do although you know they may be dangerous: He’ll have to land the aircraft in a field. It’s risky, but there’s no alternative. I Doctors said that they could not operate now because it was too risky.

risky - riskier - riskiest

poisonous /ˈpɔːznəs/ [adj] something that is poisonous will make you ill or kill you if you swallow it or breathe it: The boy died after eating poisonous berries. I The river is full of poisonous chemicals.

be a danger to sb/sth be a danger to sb/sth, to be likely to harm other people or things: People who drink and drive are a danger to themselves and to others. I That man is a danger to the community. Sharp rocks that were a danger to the fishing boats.
hazard ˈhæzəd/ɪs [n C] formal something that may cause accidents or be dangerous to your health. Signs warn drivers of hazards on the road ahead. 1 the potential hazards of using this machinery. 2 to Polluted water sources are a hazard to wildlife.

health hazard (=something that may damage your health)

2 to be in a situation in which you may be killed or injured

be in danger ˈbiː ɪn ˈdeɪndʒər to be in a situation in which you may be killed or injured: Mr and Mrs Watkins are worried that their daughter may be in danger.

be in danger of sth (=be in a situation when it is possible you may be killed or injured by something dangerous) Some of the children were in danger of starvation.

sb's life is in danger The lives of the crew were in danger and a helicopter had to lift them to safety.

⚠ Don't say 'be in a danger.' Say be in danger

be at risk ˈbiː ər ˈrɪsk if someone is at risk, they are in a dangerous situation, especially because they are weak and so they are likely to be harmed by disease or violence.

+ from Those most at risk from the flu epidemic are old people and very young children. Women who are at risk from violent husbands

3 to do something that may hurt or kill you

risk your life ˈrɪsk ɪz ˈlʌf to do something very dangerous, especially in order to help someone: Firemen risked their lives to save people from the flames.

at your own risk ət ɪz ər ən ˈrɪsk if you do something at your own risk, you must accept that it is dangerous and that it is your own fault if you are injured or killed: Anyone who swims in this part of the river does so at their own risk.

⚠ At your own risk is used especially in official warnings.

4 danger of death or serious harm

danger ˈdeɪndʒər [n C/U] the possibility that someone or something will be harmed or killed: Danger! Keep out. 1 I stood at the side of the road and waved my arms to warn other drivers of the danger.

+ of Many people are still not aware of the dangers of drugs such as Ecstasy.

risk ˈrɪsk [n C/U] the possibility of serious harm if you do something dangerous - use this especially when you want to say how great the possibility is: Doctor, how much risk is there with this kind of operation? 1 A lot of children start smoking without realizing what the risks are.

+ of Wearing a seat belt can reduce the risk of serious injury.

+ to The disease affects cats but there is no risk to humans.

DARK

→ look here for ...
  • when there is not much light
  • dark colour, skin, hair
→ see also COLOUR/COLOR, LIGHT, BRIGHT/NOT BRIGHT

1 place/room

dark ˈdɑːrk [adj] if a place is dark, there is little or no light: Thick curtains covered the windows and the room was very dark. 1 I hid in the darkest corner of the yard and prayed that the soldiers would not find me. 1 No, you can't play outside now - it's too dark.

it gets dark (=night comes) It was starting to get dark outside and lights were coming on all over the city.

be pitch dark (=be completely dark) It was pitch dark. She felt a small animal scuttle across her feet.

⚠ Don't say 'it becomes dark' to talk about the time when night comes. Say it gets dark.

dimly-lit ˈdɪmli ˈlɪt [adj] a dimly-lit street, room, building etc is almost dark because the lights there are not bright: a long dimly-lit corridor
gloomy /ˈglʌmi/ [adj] a gloomy place or room is not at all bright or cheerful — use this especially in stories or written descriptions: Mr Casaubon would sit all day in his gloomy study.

dingy /ˈdɪŋgi/ [adj] a building, room, office etc that is dingy is fairly dark and usually dirty and in bad condition: He ate lunch in a dingy little café near the station.

dingy - dingier - dingiest

the dark /ðiːˈdaːrk/ [n in singular] when there is no light, especially in a room: Most children are afraid of the dark.
in the dark Why are you sitting there in the dark? Put the light on.

darkness /ˈdɑːrknəs/ [n U] a place or time where there is no light: A voice came from out of the darkness, but she could see no-one. | There was a sudden flash of light, then darkness again.
in complete/total darkness (= with no light at all) The lights suddenly went out and we found ourselves in total darkness.

2 colour/hair/skin

→ see also HAIR

dark /daːrk/ [adj] dark colours are close to black and are not at all bright or pale: There was a dark stain on the carpet that looked like blood. | A boy with dark curly hair.
dark blue/green/brown etc She had beautiful dark brown eyes. | A dark blue dress

DEAD

→ opposite ALIVE

→ see also DIE, EXIST

1 no longer alive

dead /ded, dɛd/ [adj] someone who is dead has stopped living: She’s stopped breathing — I think she’s dead. | The dead man’s wife was questioned by the police. | She was found dead in her apartment, with a bottle of sleeping pills beside her.

dead - deader - deadest

late /leɪt/ [adj only before noun] especially written use this as a polite way of talking about someone who has died, especially someone who died recently

sb’s late husband/wife/mother/father She set up the fund in memory of her late husband.

the late President Marcos/John Lennon etc He is the last surviving son of the late Indira Gandhi.

the dead /ðiː 'ded/ [n plural] especially written people who have died — use this especially to talk about people who died in wars or accidents: a religious service to commemorate the dead of two World Wars | Four of the dead had been travelling in the same car.

⚠️ When you are talking about a group of people who have died, don’t say ‘the dead people’. Say the dead.

2 the body of a dead person

body /ˈbɒdi/ [n C] the body of someone who has died: Police found the body of a young boy in Epping Forest last night. | The woman sat down beside her son’s body and wept.

plural bodies

⚠️ We usually just say body, not ‘dead body’. Only say ‘dead body’ if it is not clear from the rest of the sentence that the person is dead: Have you ever seen a dead body?

corpse /kɑːps/ [n C] the body of a dead person — use this when you are talking about the body as an object, not as a person: A corpse was found floating in the river.

remains /rɪˈmeinz/ [n plural] parts of a dead person’s body, especially someone who has been dead for a long time

the remains of They discovered the remains of a young woman hidden under the floorboards.

sb’s remains His remains will be flown back to Ireland.

ashes /ˈæʃz/ [n plural] the powder that is left after a body has been burned as part of a funeral ceremony

sb’s ashes His ashes were scattered over the Jumna river.
DEAL WITH

to deal with a difficult problem or with things that need to be done

see also PROBLEM, ANSWER

1 to do things that need doing

deal with sth [dil wii (sth)] [phrasal verb T] to decide what needs to be done and make sure that it is done, especially when it is your job to do this: Who is dealing with the accommodation arrangements for the conference? | I spend most of my working day dealing with customer inquiries.

see to sth/attend to sth [si: tu: (sth), ə'tend tu: (sth)] [phrasal verb T] to deal with all the practical details of something that needs to be done or organized: I'll join you later — there are a few things I have to see to at the office first. | Their mother was too upset to attend to the funeral arrangements. | You'd better get someone to see to that leaking pipe.

take care of sth [teik kər ov (sth)] to make sure that arrangements are made or work is completed, especially when you do this for someone else so that they do not need to worry: My secretary will take care of the details. | Don't worry about your passport and visa — it's all taken care of.

leave it to me [li:v it tə 'mi] SPOKEN say this to tell someone that you will be responsible for making arrangements or for doing something that needs doing: “We need to make sure the others know where we’ll be meeting.” “Leave it to me. I'll phone them when I get home.”

2 to deal with a problem or difficult situation

tackle [ˈtækəl] [v T] to begin to deal with a problem in a determined way, especially a big or complicated problem: Many schools are now trying to tackle the problem of drug abuse. | new laws that are aimed at tackling unemployment

handle [ˈhendəl] [v T] to deal with a problem or a difficult situation, especially in an effective or confident way: There were a few problems, but nothing I couldn't handle. | A lot of people find it difficult to handle criticism.

handle sth well/badly It’s her first year as a doctor, but she is handling the pressures of the job very well.

cope [kaʊp] [v I] to succeed in dealing with difficult problems in your life, your job, or your relationships: It’s a tough job but I’m sure he’ll cope.

+ with She has to cope with five children all on her own.

sort out [sɔːt aut] [phrasal verb T] especially British to deal with all the small but difficult problems that are causing trouble or preventing you from doing something: sort out sth I spent the weekend sorting out my tax affairs.

sort sth out We’ll have to sort your immigration status out before we can offer you the job.

get through sth [ɡet θru: (sth)] [phrasal verb T] to live through an unhappy or unpleasant time in your life, and deal with the problems that it brings: Her friends helped her to get through the first awful weeks after Bill died.

3 when there are difficult problems that you must deal with

face [feis] [v T] if you face a difficult problem, or if a difficult problem faces you, you must deal with it and you cannot ignore it: The new administration faces the difficult task of rebuilding the country’s economy. | One of the problems facing the management is the shortage of skilled workers.

be faced with/by sth I was faced with the awful job of breaking the bad news to the girl’s family.

4 to find the answer to a difficult problem

solve [sɔlvˌsɔlvˌsəlv] [v T] to find a successful way of dealing with a problem: They thought money would solve all their problems. | The two countries are meeting for talks in an attempt to solve the crisis.
Decide

1 to decide to do something

decide [dɪ'saɪd] [v I/T] to make a choice that you are going to do something

decide to do sth She decided to tell her mother all about it that evening.
decide not to do sth If you decide not to accept our offer, let me know.

+ (that) I've decided that I really must stop smoking.

decide what/how/when etc Have you decided whether to apply for that job? | Martha took hours deciding which dress to wear.

decide I don't mind where we go. You decide.

decide against sth (=decide not to do something) Marlowe thought about using his gun, but decided against it.

make up your mind [ˌmeɪk ʌp ʌm] to finally decide that you will definitely do something, after thinking about it for a long time

make up your mind what/which/how etc I couldn't make up my mind which college I wanted to go to.

make your mind up Haven't they made their minds up yet?

make up your mind to do sth John had made up his mind to forget the past and make a fresh start.

+ (that) He's made up his mind that he wants to study abroad.

choose [tʃuːz] [v T] to decide to do something because you want to, without worrying about what other people think

choose to do sth More and more young couples are choosing not to get married. | I told him to drive more slowly, but he chose to ignore my advice.

choose - chose - have chosen

resolve [rɪˈzɔlv, rɪˈzɔlv] [v T] FORMAL to decide that you will definitely do something and will not change your mind about it, especially because you have learned from your past experiences

resolve to do sth After the divorce she resolved never to get married again. | I returned to Edinburgh, resolving to stay there until my book was finished.

2 something that someone decides to do

decision [dɪˈsɪʒn] [n C] They're going to close the school, but I think that's the wrong decision.

make/take a decision (=decide about something important) As chief executive, I often have to take difficult decisions. | We don't have to make a decision right now. Let's talk about it tomorrow.

decision to do sth Brett's sudden decision to join the army surprised everyone.

come to/reach a decision (=make a decision after thinking carefully or discussing it for a long time) The jury took three days to reach a decision.

big decision (=a difficult and important decision) "Well, is he going to take the job or not?" "Give him more time - it's a big decision."

3 to decide that something is true

decide [dɪˈsaɪd] [v T] to think that something is true, after thinking about it, checking it, or looking at it

+ (that) I decided he was probably telling the truth.

decide whether/which/what etc She couldn't decide whether the hat suited her or not.

come to the conclusion that [ˌkæm tuː də kənˈkluːʒən ɑt] to decide that something is true after thinking carefully about all the facts: I came to the conclusion that there was only one way of tackling the problem. | De Klerk eventually came to the conclusion that the apartheid system could not continue.

jump to conclusions [dʒʌmp tu kənˈkluːʒənz] to decide too quickly that something is true, without considering all the
facts: We mustn’t jump to conclusions. There may be a perfectly good explanation for him being so late.

judge /dʒədʒ/ [v T] formal to decide that something is true after examining a situation carefully and using your knowledge and experience

+ that Kaldor judged that the moment was exactly right to call an election.

judge whether/which/what etc It’s difficult to judge whether this is the right time to tell him.

4 when someone has the right to decide

it is up to sb It is up to (sb) especially spoken if you say it is up to him/her/you etc, you mean that that person should make the decision about something, and no one else: “Should we finish the job now, or leave it till later?” “I don’t know – it’s up to you.” It’s up to them what they do with the money.

it is for sb to decide It is for (sh) to decide use this when only one person or group has the official power to make a decision about something important: We cannot say if he is guilty or not. That is for the court to decide.

5 able to make decisions quickly and firmly

decisive /dɪˈsɛsɪv/ [adj] someone who is decisive can make decisions firmly and confidently, without needing too much time to talk about them or think about them: We’re still waiting for Jim to make up his mind. I wish he’d be more decisive. The country needs strong decisive leadership.

decisively [adv] The police responded to the crisis quickly and decisively.

6 when someone cannot decide

can’t decide /kænt drəˈsaɪd/ to not be able to make a decision: “Are you going to take the job or not?” “I don’t know; I can’t decide.”

can’t decide what/whether/how etc I can’t decide what to wear. Lucinda couldn’t decide whether she wanted to marry Jerry or not.

indecisive /ɪnˈdɪsəsɪv/ [adj] not good at making decisions quickly and firmly: She’ll never be a good manager – she’s far too indecisive.

dither /ˈdɪθər/ [v I] informal to keep changing your mind – use this when you think someone is weak or stupid because they cannot decide about something: Stop dithering and make up your mind.

DECORATE

to improve the way something looks, by painting it or adding something attractive to it

→ see also PAINT, DESIGN, PATTERN

1 to decorate something

decorate /dɪˈkærət/ [v T] to improve the way something looks by painting it or adding something attractive to it: The children always enjoy decorating the Christmas tree.

be decorated with sth The room was decorated with balloons and coloured ribbons. A bowl decorated with patterns of ivy leaves and grape vines.

decorated [adj] On the table was an ancient book with a decorated cover.

garnish /ˈɡɑːnɪʃ/ [v T] to make food look nice by adding a small amount of another type of food, usually of a different colour – used especially in cooking instructions

garnish sth with sth Garnish the pasta with olives and basil.

2 things that are used to decorate something

decorations /dɪˌkærəʃən/ [n plural] things that you use to decorate a place, object, piece of furniture etc, often for a special occasion: Have you put up your Christmas
decorations yet? 1 The bride's mother had made all the table decorations.

decoration /ˈdekərəʃən/ [n U] designs and patterns used to decorate buildings, clothes, furniture, food etc: The altar is a fine example of Baroque decoration. 1 These plants are grown mainly for decoration.

decorative /ˌdekərəˈtiv/ [adj] something that is decorative is intended to make a place, object, piece of furniture etc look attractive — use this especially about designs and patterns: There are decorative tiles around the fireplace, with pictures of birds and flowers on them. 1 Inside the church there are many interesting decorative features.

ornamental /ˌɔːnəˈməntəl/ [adj] usually before noun] something ornamental, especially in a garden or building, is intended to make a place look more attractive, and usually does not have a useful purpose: Ornamental pots will brighten up your patio. 1 an ornamental pond

3 something that has a lot of decoration

fancy /ˈfænsi/ [adj] fancy clothes, patterns etc have a lot of decoration or bright colours — use this especially when you think something has too much decoration: a velvet jacket with fancy buttons 1 I don't like his designs — they're too fancy for me.

fancy — fancier — fanciest

ornate /ɔːrˈneit/ [adj] an ornate object, picture, or part of a building has a lot of expensive or complicated decoration on it: A pair of ornate gold candlesticks stood on the altar. 1 An ornate mirror hung above the fireplace.

elaborate /ɪˈlabərət/ [adj] carefully and skillfully decorated with a lot of small details and decorations: Nick examined the elaborate carvings on the tomb.

DEEP/NOT DEEP

→ if you want to talk about solid objects made of wood, metal, stone etc, go to THICK

→ if you mean 'a deep colour', go to COLOUR/COLOR

⇒ if you mean 'a deep sound or voice', go to LOW

1 water/hole/snow/sand

deep /dip/ [adj] use this about water, holes, snow etc where the bottom is a long distance from the top: Be careful! The water's quite deep here. 1 Someone had dug a deep hole in the middle of the field. 1 Larry had a deep cut on his left leg.

got deeper (=become deeper) The pond gets much deeper in the middle.

⚠ Don't use deep to talk about materials such as wood, metal, or stone. Use thick.

the depths /ðə dɛpθz/ [n plural] the depths of the sea, the ocean, a lake etc are the very deepest parts of the sea, the ocean, or a large lake: These strange creatures live in the depths of the ocean.

⚠ Use the depths especially when you are writing stories and descriptions.

2 a long distance below the surface

depth /dipθ/ [adv] a long distance below the surface of something + below/under/in Earthquakes are caused by movements deep below the Earth's surface.

3 how deep something is

how deep /hau ˈdip/ How deep is the hole? 1 I wasn't sure how deep the water was and I didn't want to swim out too far.

40 metres/100 feet etc deep 1 (40 metres etc) 'dip' use this to say exactly how deep something is: The snow was over two metres deep.
depth / dept / [n C/U] the distance from the surface to the bottom of a hole, river, sea etc: “What’s the depth of the pool?” “It’s 12 feet at this end.”

4 not deep

not very deep /nɔt vəri 'dep/ when the bottom of a hole, river etc is not a long distance from the surface: Come on in, the water isn’t very deep.

⚠️ In spoken English, not very deep is much more common than shallow.

shallow /'ʃeləʊ/ [adj] not very deep – use this especially about the water in a river, lake, swimming pool etc: The river is too shallow for our boat: The babies splashed around at the shallow end of the pool.

defensive /'defensiv/ [adj] used only for protecting your country or group, not for attacking someone else: Police officers claimed that their actions during the riots were purely defensive.

defensive weapons /pə'siʃiv/ position /mezəz/ According to the report, only defensive weapons had been supplied to Iran.

self-defence BRITISH self-defense AMERICAN /self 'defens/ [n U] methods used by countries or people to stop themselves from being attacked or harmed: All nations have the right to self-defence: self-defence classes in self-defence (=in order to protect yourself) She claims she shot him in self-defence.

to defend your ideas or your rights

defend /'defend/ [v T] to say something to support an idea or person when other people are criticizing them or trying to take something away from them: It’s difficult to defend a sport that involves hurting animals: a speech defending the workers’ right to strike: The Fire Chief defended his staff, and said that they had done everything possible to save the girl’s life.

defend sb/sth against She has repeatedly tried to defend her husband against hostile criticism in the press.
defend yourself She tried to defend herself by saying that she was only obeying orders.

stand up for sb/sth /stånd 'ʌp fɔr/ (sb/sth) [phrasal verb T] to strongly defend someone who is being criticized, or strongly defend your ideas or your rights: You have to be ready to stand up for what you believe in: Didn’t anyone
stand up for James and say it wasn't his fault.

stand up for yourself Politics can be a very tough business, and you have to learn to stand up for yourself.

stick up for sb 'stik ap fo' (sb) [phrasal verb] T spoken to strongly defend someone who is being criticized, especially when no one else will defend them: The only person who stuck up for me was Sarah.

### DELIBERATELY

when you do something because you intended to do it

- opposite ACCIDENTALLY

**deliberately** /dɪˈlɪbərətli/ [adv] if you do something deliberately, you do it because you want to do it, and you hope it will have a particular result or effect: She left the letter there deliberately so that you'd see it. | Police believe the fire was started deliberately. | I think he was deliberately ignoring me.

**deliberate** /dɪˈlɪbərət/ [adj] use this about things that you do or say deliberately: a deliberate attempt to prevent the truth from being known | His rudeness was quite deliberate.

**on purpose** /ɒn ˈpɜːpsə/ [adv] especially spoken if you do something on purpose, you do it deliberately, in order to annoy people or to get an advantage for yourself: I spilled my drink on purpose — I needed an excuse to leave the room. | He always pronounces my name wrong. Do you think he does it on purpose?

⚠️ Don't use on purpose about crimes.

**intentionally** /ɪnˈtɛnʃənəli/ [adv] especially written if you do something intentionally, you plan to do it and you hope it will have a particular result or effect: The jury has to decide whether he killed John Bishop intentionally or whether it was an accident. | They arrived late intentionally, in order to avoid seeing him.

⚠️ Intentionally is more formal than deliberately or on purpose and is not common in spoken English.

**intentional** /ɪnˈtɛnʃənəl/ [adj] especially written use this about things that you do or say deliberately in order to get a particular result or have a particular effect: The damage was not intentional, but I was still annoyed. | If their advertisements are shocking, this is entirely intentional.

⚠️ Intentional is more formal than deliberate and is not common in spoken English.

**intend to do sth** /ɪnˈtɛnd tə ˈdjuː (stɪ) / if you intend to do something, you decide that you want to do it, and you plan to do it: I intend to win this game. | She clearly intended to kill him, and nearly succeeded.

### DEPEND/ IT DEPENDS

when the way something happens is influenced by other facts or events

- if you mean 'depend on someone', go to TRUST/ NOT TRUST
- see also DECIDE, THINK

**depend** /dɪˈpend/ [v I] if something depends on a fact, result, decision etc, it is not fixed or decided because it will change if the fact, result, decision etc changes

+ on The amount of tax you pay depends on how much you earn. It depends how/where/what etc I might not be able to go to France — it depends how much it costs.

**depending on** I kept getting different answers, depending on who I asked.

**it depends/that depends** spoken (say this when you cannot give a definite answer, because your decision may change according to what happens) “Are you going to apply for that job?” “Well, it depends.”

**it all depends** spoken (say this to emphasize that you cannot be certain
about something at all. We still don't know whether we'll have to move to a new house or not - it all depends.

Don't say 'it is depending'. Say it depends.

according to sth /ækə' drɪŋ tʊ (sth)/ if something is done according to particular facts or principles, these facts or principles are what affect the way it is done: Telephone charges vary according to the time of day. | The students were grouped according to age and ability.

---

DESCRIBE

> see also DETAIL, DESCRIBING PEOPLE, HOUSES/WHERE PEOPLE LIVE

1 to describe someone or something

describe /dɪˈskraɪb/ [v T] to talk or write about a person, place, event etc, saying what they are like and giving details about them: Could you try and describe the man you saw? | In her book, she describes her journey across the Sahara.
describe sb/sth as Police described the attack as particularly violent.
describe sb/sth to sb I tried to describe the feeling to my doctor, but she didn't understand.
describe how/what It's difficult to describe how I felt.

Don't say 'I described him the scenery'. Say I described the scenery to him.

write about sb/sth /rɪˈtɑːrnt (sb/sth)/ [phrasal verb T] to describe a person, place, or situation by writing about it: Thomas Hardy wrote about life in the countryside in nineteenth-century England.
give an account of sth /gɪv əˈkaʊnt ov (sth)/ to describe something that happened, only giving the facts and not adding your own feelings or opinions: Please give a brief account of your previous work experience.

portray sb/sth as sth /pɔrtreɪ (sb/sth) əz (sth)/ [phrasal verb T] formal to describe someone or something in a way that shows your opinion of them, especially when this is untrue or unfair: In the book, Diana is portrayed as the victim of a loveless marriage. | The right-wing press portrayed the election as a major defeat for the Socialists.

what sb/sth is like /wɒt (sb/sth) ðz 'tɔlk/ spoken use this when you are asking someone to describe someone or something to you or when you are describing someone or something to them: "I've just met Anna's new boyfriend." "What's he like?" | I'll try and explain to you what being in prison was like.

2 a written or spoken description

description /dɪˈskrɪpʃ(ə)n/ [n C] what you say or write when you are describing a person, place, thing etc

+ of Write a description of someone you know well.
give sb a description Tom gave the police a description of his car.
a full/detailed description (=containing all the important details) The guidebook contains a full description of the church.
report /rɪˈpɔːrt/ [n C] a description of a situation or event, based on a study of the facts, which provides people with information about it and also tries to explain it: The report is based on visits to schools in five cities.
+ on a government report on the effects of tobacco advertising
newspaper/news/television report News reports suggest that over 300 people may have died.
account /əˈkaʊnt/ [n C] a written or spoken description of something that happened
+ of The newspaper printed a detailed account of the trial.
give an account His book gives a fascinating account of this dangerous journey.
commentary /kəməntri/ [n C] a spoken description of a race or sports event on the radio or television, which is given while it is happening: Don't miss tonight's game between the Bears and the Red Sox - commentary by Nick O'Ryan.
DESERVE

1 to deserve something good

deserve /dəˈzɜːv/ [v T] if you deserve something, it is right that you should have it, because you have worked hard, done something well etc. After all that hard work, you deserve a rest.
deserve to do sth Chang played better than Sampras, and he deserved to win.
thoroughly deserve sth (=deserve something very much) Jill was awarded first prize, and she thoroughly deserved it.
well-deserved/well-earned /wel dəˈzɜːv(ɪ)ld, wel ˈwɜːnd/ [adj usually before noun] a well-deserved or well-earned rest, win, drink etc is one that you deserve to have, because you have worked hard: The game ended in a well-deserved victory for the German team. At 9 o'clock, she settled down for a well-earned rest.

2 to deserve something bad

deserve /dəˈzɜːv/ [v T] if you think that someone deserves something bad that happens to them, you think it is fair that it happens because they have done something wrong or stupid.
deserve to do sth Anyone who drives like that deserves to lose their licence.
deserve it (=deserve the bad things that happen) “You really weren’t very nice to her.” “Well, she deserved it!”
get what you deserve (=when something bad happens to you, and you deserve it) In the end, the bully got what he deserved.

thoroughly deserve sth I can’t help feeling sorry for him even though he thoroughly deserved to be fired.
Q serve sb right. serve sb right is turn to 1974 [s]b right /spoken use this to say you think someone deserves something bad that happens to them, because they have been unkind or done something stupid.
for “I feel terrible.” “Serves you right for drinking so much last night.”
it serves sb right Her eyes filled with angry tears. “It’d serve them right if something did happen to me,” she thought.

DESIGN

the way that something has been planned to look or work

decorate - clothes

draw - see

draw also - art

1 the design of something

design /dɪˈzɜːn/ [n C/U] the way that something has been planned and made, including its appearance and the way it works - use this about things like furniture, clothes, buildings, or machines: Conran’s furniture was based on simple, modern designs. The success of the product was largely due to good design. The problem was caused by a design fault.
the design of sth The basic design of the vehicle has been improved.

2 to plan how something new will look or work

design /dɪˈzɜːn/ [v T] to make drawings or plans of something new that will be made or built: Sally’s amazing! She designs all her own clothes. The car was designed and built in Korea.
be well designed/badly designed The offices weren’t very well designed - the rooms are too small and it’s much too hot in summer.
plan /plæn/ [v T] to design a large space, such as a town or a park, and to decide how all the different parts should be arranged: The campus was originally planned in the 1950s, when there weren't as many cars.

planning – planned – have planned

3 someone whose job is designing things

designer /dɪˈzaɪnər/ [n C] someone whose job is to design new machines, furniture, clothes etc: De Lorean worked as a designer for the Ford Motor Company.

fashion/furniture/software etc designer

The show features clothes by famous fashion designers like Jean-Paul Gaultier.

architect /ərˈkɪtɛkt/ [n C] someone whose job is to design buildings: The Imperial Hotel in Tokyo was designed by the famous architect Frank Lloyd Wright.

---

**DESTROY**

to damage something so badly that it cannot be repaired

\[ \text{BREAK} \quad \leftarrow \quad \text{DAMAGE} \]

\[ \text{BROKEN} \quad \leftarrow \quad \text{EXPLODE} \]

\[ \text{SPOIL} \quad \leftrightarrow \quad \text{ENVIRONMENT} \]

1 to destroy buildings, cities, trees etc

destroy /dɪˈstroʊ/ [v T] to damage something so badly that it cannot be repaired: The earthquake destroyed much of the city. | In Brazil the rainforests are gradually being destroyed. | A force of 500 aircraft set out to destroy the US navy. | The factory was almost completely destroyed by fire.

⚠️ Don’t use destroy about clothes or cars.

devastate /dɪˈvæstet/ [v T] to cause so much damage over a large area that most of the buildings, trees, and crops there are destroyed: A huge explosion devastated the downtown area last night. | The country has been devastated by floods.

be in ruins /biː ɪnˈruːnz/ if a town or building is in ruins, it has been completely destroyed: The village was in ruins. Nothing had survived. | Four days and nights of continuous bombing had left the city in ruins.

wreck /rek/ [v T] to deliberately damage a building or room so badly that it cannot be used again: A huge bomb wrecked the Opera House. | The bar was wrecked by a gang of drunks.

destruction /dɪˈstrækʃən/ [n U] when something is destroyed: The war caused widespread death and destruction.

+ of a campaign to halt the destruction of the Amazonian forest

demolish /dɪˈmɒlɪʃ/ [v T] to destroy a building using special equipment, because it is old or not safe: Eventually, in 1992, the apartment block was demolished. | When they demolished the church, a cave was discovered beneath it.

demolition /dɪˈmɒlɪʃən/ [n U] when a building is demolished: The plans involve the demolition of some 18th century houses.

knock down /nɒk daʊn/ [v phrasal verb T] to destroy a building or part of a building in order to build something new

knock sth down They’ll have to knock these houses down when they build the new road.

knock down sth We knocked down the internal wall to make the room bigger.

2 to completely destroy a car

wreck /rek/ [v T] to damage a car very badly in an accident: They had stolen a car and wrecked it on the freeway.


write off /raɪt ˈɒf/ [v phrasal verb T] BRITISH to damage a car so badly in an accident that it cannot be repaired

write off sth/write sth off She wrote off her mother’s car the first time she drove it.

DESTROY continues on page 190
1 describing people's appearance

If you want to describe what someone looks like, you will find many useful words in other parts of this book. For example:

How big are they?
⇒ go to TALL, SHORT, FAT, THIN

Are they good-looking?
⇒ go to BEAUTIFUL or UGLY

How old are they?
⇒ go to AGE, YOUNG, OLD

What is their hair like?
⇒ go to HAIR

What are their clothes like?
⇒ go to CLOTHES, FASHIONABLE/UNFASHIONABLE

Do they have any other noticeable features? For example:

**glasses** /glaːsəz/ [n plural] two pieces of glass in a frame that people wear to help them see better: She has blonde hair and she wears glasses. I sat down next to a small man with glasses and a beard.

**freckles** /frɛkəlz/ [n plural] small brown spots on someone's face that are made darker by the sun: Anna had pale skin and freckles. A fair-haired boy with freckles

**freckled** [adj] a girl with red hair and a freckled face

wrinkles /ˈrɪŋkəlz/ [n plural] lines in the skin that people get when they get older: His hair was almost white and there were wrinkles around his eyes and mouth.

**wrinkled** [adj] a wrinkled face

**pierced ear** /ˈpiərst/ [n C] when someone's ear has a small hole in it so that they can wear jewellery in it: Nick's got long hair and a pierced ear. Do you have pierced ears?

**tattoo** /ˈtætəu/ [n C] a picture permanently marked on someone's skin with a needle and ink: Ceri's got a tattoo of a butterfly on her shoulder. A big man with tattoos all over his arms

She was a slim, pretty woman in her mid-twenties. She had long, dark hair, and was wearing jeans and a t-shirt...

2 describing people's character

If you want to describe someone's character, you will find many useful words in other parts of this book. For example, CALM, CONFIDENT/NOT CONFIDENT, DETERMINED, FRIENDLY/UNFRIENDLY, FUNNY, INTELLIGENT, INTERESTING, KIND/UNKIND. Here are some general expressions that are useful for describing someone's character:

**can be** /kæn biː/ if you say someone can be annoying, romantic, etc. you mean that sometimes they are annoying or romantic, but they are not like this most of the time
**can be quite/very/really** Mark can be quite bad-tempered when he's under...
DESCRIBING PEOPLE

pressure. He can be really funny when he’s had a few drinks.

Can be a little especially American can be a bit especially British. Anna can be a little moody, but basically she’s pretty nice.

Can be ... at times Yes, he can be a bit annoying at times.

tend to be /tend ɪ tɪ bɪ/ if someone tends to be rude, selfish etc, they are often rude or selfish.

tend to be rather/quite/a little/a bit Small children tend to be rather selfish. Billy tended to be a bit impatient.

⚠️ Only use tend to be about negative qualities.

not very /nɔt ˈvɜrɪ/ especially spoken if you say that someone is not very friendly, not very polite etc, you mean that they are unfriendly, rude etc. “What’s he like?” “Not very nice. He’s rather rude and arrogant.”

⚠️ People often use not very, especially in spoken English as a way of being less direct when they are saying something negative about someone: He’s a nice boy, but not very bright (instead of ‘he’s a nice boy but stupid!’).

always /ælˈwaɪz, -wɜrz/ [adv] if someone is always criticizing, always laughing etc, they do this very often, and it is an important part of their character: He’s always complaining. Margaret’s really considerate – she’s always helping people.

side /saɪd/ [in C usually singular] one of the parts of someone’s character, especially a part that people do not often notice: Phil’s always laughing and joking, but he does have a serious side too.

3 the signs of the zodiac
Some people believe that the time of year that you were born has an effect on your character because of the positions of the stars and the planets. They divide the year into 12 periods of time, and these are known as the ‘signs of the zodiac’. People born under different signs are thought to have different characteristics.

Aquarius
20 January - 18 February
People born under the sign of Aquarius are very loyal, but they can be a little insensitive at times.

Do you like my new dress?
Not really.

Aries
21 March - 19 April
People born under the sign of Aries are extremely energetic and adventurous. But they can also be aggressive.

Pisces
19 February - 20 March
People with the sign of Pisces can be very romantic, and are always sympathetic if you have a problem. But they can also be extremely pessimistic.

Taurus
20 April - 20 May
People with the sign of Taurus are always calm and patient, but also very materialistic.

DESCRIBING PEOPLE continues on the next page
vocabulary

adventurous /ˌadvərˈtʃərəs/ [adj] always ready to try different and exciting things, even if they are dangerous. For the more adventurous members of the group, there are activities such as rock-climbing and scuba diving.

aggressive /əˈgresɪv/ [adj] someone who is aggressive behaves in an angry way and seems to want to fight or argue. Hayes suddenly became aggressive and started swearing at us.

artistic /ɑːˈtɪstɪk/ [adj] good at painting and drawing, and at making and designing things using your skill and imagination. She comes from a very artistic family—her mother’s an interior designer and her brother’s an architect.

calm /kælm/ [adj] not getting angry or upset, even in a difficult situation. Dr. Weir answered their questions in a calm, professional manner.


conceited /kənˈsiːtɪd/ [adj] too confident about your own abilities and achievements, in a way that annoys people. Rupert and his wife are an awful couple—so snobbish and conceited.

critical /ˈkrɪtɪkl/ [adj] someone who is critical always says negative things about other people’s work or the things they do and say. Mrs. Blake wasn’t a popular teacher—she was too critical.

cruel /ˈkrjuːəl/ [adj] deliberately trying to hurt or upset people, and not caring if this makes them unhappy. “How could anyone be so cruel?” she said and burst into tears.

energetic /ɪnˈterdʒɪtɪk/ [adj] very active and able to work hard and do a lot of things without getting tired. If you’re feeling energetic, we could go out for a run.

fussy /ˈfʌsɪ/ [adj] someone who is fussy is difficult to please because they only like a few things and will only accept exactly what they want.

hard-working /ˈhɑːrd wɜːkɪŋ/ [adj] always working hard in your job or schoolwork. Jane’s teachers said she was a sensible hard-working girl.

helpful /ˈhelpfəl/ [adj] always ready to help people, for example, by giving them useful advice or information. The staff at the museum were very helpful. | Thanks Sasha. You’ve been really helpful.

impatient /ˌɪmpəˈteɪnt/ [adj] someone who is impatient gets annoyed if they have to wait for something. I’m coming—don’t be so impatient!

indecisive /ɪnˈdɪsɪsɪv/ [adj] someone who is indecisive is not good at making decisions quickly and keeps changing their mind about what they want to do. The President’s opponents described him as weak and indecisive.

insensitive /ɪnˈsɛnsɪtɪv/ [adj] not realizing that some of the things you say or do are likely to upset or offend people. Carol’s husband is an insensitive brute.

kind /kɪnd/ [adj] someone who is kind always tries to help people and make them happy or comfortable. We’d like to thank all the doctors and nurses at St. James’s Hospital for being so kind. | She’s one of the kindest, most considerate people I ever met.

loyal /ˈlɔːl/ [adj] always ready to help and support your friends, family etc., especially when other people criticize
or oppose them: a loyal and devoted wife.
+ to We’d like to thank all our fans who’ve been so loyal to the team.
materialistic /məˈtɪərɪəlɪstɪk/ [adj] thinking that money and possessions are more important than anything else. A lot of young people nowadays are rebelling against the materialistic values of their parents.
moody /ˈmʌdi/ [adj] often getting angry or annoyed, even though there seems to be no reason to feel like this. What’s wrong with Janet? She’s not usually so moody. After the accident, he had become increasingly moody and depressed.
optimistic /ˈɒptɪmɪstɪk/ [adj] someone who is optimistic always expects good things to happen, and believes that they will eventually get what they want. Donna hasn’t managed to find a job yet, but she is still very optimistic.
+ about How optimistic are you about your chances of winning a gold medal?
organized /ɔrˈɡænɪzaɪd/ [adj] good at organizing your life and making plans, so you are always well prepared for the things you have to do. You have to admire Helen – she’s so organized.
passionate /ˈpæs.ʃən.ət.ə/ [adj] someone who is passionate has strong sexual or romantic feelings. Todd put his arms around her and gave her a passionate kiss.
patient /ˈpeɪʃnt/ [adj] able to wait calmly without becoming annoyed or bored. “Are we going now Mum?” “No, not yet, you’ll just have to be patient.”
+ with Try and be patient with her – she’s doing her best.
pessimistic /ˌpɛs.ɪˈmɪstɪk/ [adj] someone who is pessimistic always expects bad things to happen, and thinks that if anything can go wrong it will go wrong; I wish you’d stop being so pessimistic!
+ about Experts seem pessimistic about the chances of an economic recovery.
reckless /ˈrek.ləs/ [adj] behaving in an irresponsible or dangerous way, and not caring whether you harm yourself or other people. A senior police officer blamed reckless motorists for the high number of deaths on the road.
romantic /ˈrəʊ.mæntɪk, rəˈmæntɪk/ [adj] someone who is romantic treats the person they love as someone very special, for example by buying them presents and giving them flowers. “He’s taking me to Paris for the weekend.” “How romantic!”
sensible /ˈsɛnsəbəl/ [adj] always behaving in a responsible way, making good decisions, and not doing anything stupid or risky. He was sensible enough to realize he wouldn’t pass the exam without doing any work. “You can rely on Jill to take care of the car – she’s a very sensible driver.”
sociable /ˈsəʊ.ʃəbəl/ [adj] someone who is sociable is friendly, and enjoys being with other people and meeting new people. Maria was a sociable and popular member of the class.
sympathetic /ˌsɪm.pəˈθɛtɪk/ [adj] ready to try to understand people’s problems and to help them if you can. Tell Frank how you feel – I’m sure he’ll be sympathetic.

⚠️ Don’t confuse sympathetic (=ready to understand and help people) and nice (=pleasant, friendly, and easy to talk to)
vain /vɛɪn/ [adj] very proud of yourself, especially because you think that you look very attractive or beautiful. The girls at school used to tease her for being so vain.
witty /ˈwɪt.i/ [adj] someone who is witty always says clever and amusing things. Edberg’s witty remarks kept us all amused.
DETECT
continued from page 185

[total] /ˈtɒtəl/ [v T] AMERICAN spoken to damage a car so badly in an accident that it cannot be repaired: It was a terrible accident. Both cars were totaled.
totaling - totaled - have totaled

3 causing a lot of damage
destructive /dɪˈstrəktɪv/ [adj] something or someone that is destructive causes a lot of damage: a wasteful and destructive war / Small children can be very destructive. / the destructive effects of mass tourism
devastating /ˌdɛvəˈstætɪŋ/ [adj] causing very serious damage to all the buildings, trees, crops etc in an area: The palace was rebuilt in 1832 after a devastating fire.
have a devastating effect on: The oil spill had a devastating effect on sea birds and other wildlife.

4 a place or thing that has been destroyed
wreckage /ˈrɛkɪdʒ/ [n U] the broken parts of a car, plane etc that has crashed: Wreckage from the plane was scattered over a large area. / Passengers were trapped in the burning wreckage.
ruins /ˈrʊnz/ [n plural] the parts of a building or town that remain after it has been destroyed
+ of We visited the ruins of an ancient temple. / the ruins of a bombed-out office block
wreck /ˈrɛk/ [n C] a ship that has been sunk, or a car that has been badly damaged in a crash: Divers went down to search the wreck. / The car was a complete wreck, but the driver escaped with minor injuries.
write-off /ˈraɪt ə ð/ [n C] BRITISH a car that has been so badly damaged that it cannot be used again: The car was a complete write-off - I was lucky I wasn’t killed.

5 be gradually destroyed by a natural process
rot/decay /rɒt, dɪˈkeɪ/ /rɒt/ [v I] to be gradually destroyed by natural chemical changes - use this about dead plants or flesh, or about fruit or wood: Peaches that had fallen from the trees were rotting on the ground. / the disgusting smell of rotting meat / Decaying vegetation blocked the stream.
rotting - have rotten

⚠️ Decay is a more technical word than rot

rust /rʌst/ [v I] if metal rusts, it becomes red-brown in colour because it has been damaged by the effects of water: Your bike will rust if you leave it out in the rain.

DETAIL

→ see also INFORMATION, DESCRIBE

1 a specific piece of information
detail /ˈdiːtɪl, ˈdɪtɪl/ [n C often plural] a single fact or piece of information about something: The story's very complicated - I can't remember all the exact details.
+ of The student advice office provides details of all the university courses in the country. / Baker advises the President on the details of foreign policy.
personal details (= information about someone, such as their age, their address, whether they are married etc) To apply for a loan, first fill in the section marked 'Personal Details'.
point /pɔɪnt/ [n C] a detail that you need to talk about when you are discussing a plan, statement, or written agreement: There's one point in your letter that is not quite clear.
small/minor point (= one that is not very important) We only have a few small points left to discuss.

thing /θɪŋ/ [n C] spoken a detail in something such as a plan, statement, or written agreement: There's one thing I'm not clear about, and that's how we are going to get to the airport. / I need to change a few things before I give the speech.

the small print pə, sməl ˈprɪnt/ [n singular] the specific details in an agreement or
document, which may be very important but which people do not always notice: Be sure to read the small print before you sign anything.

**2** a specific feature of something you see

detail /di'teil/ [n C/U] one of many specific features that you can see in something such as a picture, a building, or something that someone has made. Look at all the tiny details in the background of the picture. The cathedral has a carved ceiling which is full of interesting detail.

**3** with a lot of details

detailed /di'teild/ [adj] a detailed description, explanation, picture etc contains a lot of details: The police have issued a detailed description of the man they are looking for. Do you have a more detailed map of the area?

in detail /in 'di'teil/ if you talk about or consider something in detail, you pay attention to all the details: I haven’t had time to look at the plans in detail yet. This problem is discussed in more detail in Chapter 7.

in great detail (=including a lot of detail) Fortunately, she was able to describe her attacker in great detail.

**4** not containing many details

general /'dʒenərəl/ [adj only before noun] a general description or explanation of something contains the most basic information but does not include all the details: The course is called 'A General Introduction to Computing'.

a general idea (=basic knowledge) This guidebook will give you a good general idea of the city.

rough /rəʊf/ [adj only before noun] rough description/plan/outline etc a description, plan etc that is not exact or complete, but has enough information to help you understand it: We’ve drawn up a rough plan but we haven’t worked out all the costs.

a rough idea (=a basic explanation or understanding) Give us a rough idea of what you’re trying to do.

**vague** /væg/ [adj] something that is vague is not clear because it does not provide enough details: Dave’s instructions were rather vague. I had heard vague rumours that they were getting married.

**not go into detail** /not go into 'dʒeitəl/ if you do not go into detail when you are telling someone about something, you only give them the basic facts without any details: It was only a quick explanation – he didn’t really go into detail.

---

**DETERMINED**

when you have definitely decided to do something, and you will not let anything stop you

- see also DESCRIBING PEOPLE

**1** determined to do something

determined /dɪ'tɜːrnɪd/ [adj] if you are determined to do something, you have decided that you are definitely going to do it, and you will not let anything stop you: There’s no point trying to stop her – it’ll only make her more determined.

determined to do sth I was determined to be a professional dancer and practised for hours every day.

+ (that) She was determined that her children should have the best possible education.

be set on sth /bɪt 'set on (sth): to be determined to do something, especially something important that will affect your whole life, even if other people think you should not do it

be set on (doing) sth Nina seems to be set on marrying him.

be dead set on sth (=extremely determined to do something) Bob’s always been dead set on a career in advertising.

**2** someone who has a determined character

determined /dɪ'tɜːrnɪnd/ [adj] someone who is determined works very hard to achieve what they want to achieve, and will not let problems stop them: Not many women went to university in those days,
but Dorothy was a very determined woman.

single-minded [sɪŋɡəl 'mænidʒəd] [adj] someone who is single-minded works very hard in order to achieve one thing, and thinks that everything else is much less important: You have to be tough and single-minded if you want a career in the movies.

single-minded determination/ambition/commitment her single-minded commitment to improving the legal position of women

3 determined to be successful in life or in your job

ambitious [əmbɪ'ʃəs] [adj] determined to become successful, rich, powerful, or famous: John was very ambitious, and even at the age of 17 he began planning his career as a politician. She had always been ambitious, and felt that marriage and children would damage her career.

pushy [ˈpʊʃɪ] [adj] informal someone who is pushy is so determined to do well and to get what they want that they behave in a way that is rude and annoying: You have to be pushy to succeed in journalism. Pushy parents can put their children under a lot of stress.

pushy – pushier – pushiest

4 determined in a way that is annoying or silly

stubborn [ˈstʌbərn] [adj] someone who is stubborn refuses to change their mind about something, even when people think they are wrong or are being unreasonable: I told him it was a bad idea, but Dave's so stubborn that he just never listens.

The oil companies face stubborn opposition from environmentalists.


obstinate [ˌɒbstɪˈneɪt] [adj] someone who is obstinate always does what they want and refuses to change their mind, even when this is annoying and unreasonable: How do you deal with an obstinate teenager who always says she isn't hungry?

obstinate [əˈbɪstɪn] [adv] She obstinately refused to admit she was wrong.

pig-headed [ˈpɪɡ ˈhɛdəd] [adj] informal use this about someone who refuses to change their mind when you think that what they want to do is stupid: We told him he was crazy to drive after drinking so much, but he's so pig-headed he just ignored us.

5 so determined that you do not care who you harm

ruthless [ˈrʌθləs] [adj] someone who is ruthless is so determined to get what they want, especially in business or politics, that they do not care if they harm other people: You should be careful of Allan - he can be pretty ruthless if anyone gets in his way. With ruthless efficiency, the new management fired half the workforce to increase company profits.

ruthlessly [əˈrʌθlɪs] [adv] important evidence had been ruthlessly suppressed by the police.

go to any lengths/stop at nothing (go) to end lengths, stop at nothing: To be willing to do anything, even if it is cruel, dishonest, or illegal, in order to get what you want: He was prepared to go to any lengths to find the men who killed his daughter. Lawrence would stop at nothing to achieve power and wealth.

6 the ability to be determined

determination [ˌdɛtəˈmɪnəʃən] [n] the ability to continue trying to achieve what you want, even when this is difficult: After the accident, Bill learned to walk again through sheer hard work and determination.

determination to do sth A spokesman stressed the police's determination to find the girl's killer.

ambition [əmˈbɪʃən] [n] determination to become successful, rich, powerful, or famous: Eric wasn't particularly intelligent but he had plenty of ambition.

willpower [ˌwɪlˈpɔːr] [n] the ability to control your mind and body in order to achieve whatever you decide to do: It takes a lot of willpower to give up smoking.
perseverance /pa:S1i.vərəns/ [n U] the ability to keep on trying to achieve something over a long period, even when there are problems and difficulties: You need patience and perseverance to learn a foreign language.

DIE

- opposite: LIVE
- see also: DEAD, ALIVE, EXIST

1 to die because you are old or ill
die /dai/ [v I] to stop being alive, as a result of old age or illness: I want to see Ireland again before I die. | Many people are worried about growing old and dying alone.
+ of Her youngest brother died of cancer when he was only thirteen.
die young (=die when you are young) His first wife had died young and he remarried at the age of 40.
dying - died - have died

⚠️ The usual preposition after die is of: He died of a heart attack. You can also use from, especially when someone dies as a result of being injured: She was shot twice, and died later from her wounds. But don't use with after die.

dying /dai.ing/ [adj] if someone is dying, they will die very soon because they are very ill or very badly injured: He gave the dying man a drop of water from his flask. | Her aunt lay dying upstairs.
death /deθ/ [n C/U] when someone dies:
the death of sb FORMAL (=when someone dies) Over 100 years have passed since the death of Karl Marx.
+ from The number of deaths from AIDS is still increasing.
on sb's death (=when they die) Catherine will inherit a large sum of money on her father's death.
pass away /pa:S ə.wei/ [phrasal verb I] to die - use this when you want to avoid using the word 'die', because you think it might upset someone: "Your mother passed away during the night," the doctor told him.

2 to die in an accident, war, fight etc
die/be killed /dai. bi 'kild/ [v I] Bob's parents died when their car was hit by a truck.
die in an accident/explosion/the war etc Two people were killed and four injured in a gas explosion this morning.
die/be killed in action (=be killed while fighting in a war) His brother was killed in action in Vietnam.
death /deθ/ [n C/U] when someone dies in an accident or a war: The number of deaths on Britain's roads continues to fall.
the death of sb FORMAL (=when someone dies) Police are investigating the mysterious deaths of two teenagers.
to death /'tə 'deθ/ starve/freeze/bleed to death to die because of having no food, being too cold, or losing blood: The baby starved to death. | A young man was hit with a broken bottle and bled to death.
lose your life /'lu:S ʤə 'lauf/ to be killed in a terrible event - used especially in news reports and descriptions of past events: Hundreds of people lost their lives when the ship overturned in a storm. | The Brazilian driver lost his life in an accident during a Formula One race in Germany.
die for sth /'dai fər (sth)/ [phrasal verb I] to die for your country or because of something you believe in: brave men who were ready to die for their country

3 an illness or accident that you die from
fatal /'feIfəl/ [adj] a fatal accident or medical condition kills the person who has it, usually immediately: a fatal heart attack | Meyer's car was involved in a fatal accident on the A1.
fatally [adv]
fatal injury/wound His father had been fatally injured in an explosion in the mine where he worked.
terminal /ˈtɜːrnəl/ [adj] a terminal illness cannot be cured, and the person who has it will soon die. She was recently told she had terminal cancer.

terminally [adv]

terminally ill a ward for terminally ill patients

4 when one of your relatives or friends dies

lose /luːz/ [v T] if you lose a friend or a close relative, they die: Maya lost her mother when she was very young. It's a terrible thing to lose someone very close to you.

losing - lost - have lost

be widowed /biːˈwɪdəd/ if you are widowed, your husband or wife dies: Becky was widowed only ten months after her marriage.

widowed [adj only before noun] He's gone to stay with his widowed mother in Florida.

be orphaned /ˈoːfənd/ if you are orphaned, both your parents die when you are still young: Thousands of Rwandan children have been orphaned by the war.

orphaned [adj only before noun] a home for orphaned children

5 when a type of animal or plant stops existing

die out /daɪˈaʊt/ [phrasal verb] if a type of animal or plant dies out, fewer and fewer of them exist, until in the end there are no more left: The dinosaurs died out long ago. Many species of wildflower are dying out as a result of pollution.

extinct /ɪkˈstrɪŋkt/ [adj] a type of animal or plant that is extinct does not exist any more: Animals such as the white rhino and the giant panda may soon be extinct.

become extinct Bears became extinct in this country over 100 years ago.

6 places, ceremonies, etc connected with people who have died

funeral /ˈfjuːnərəl/ [n C] a religious ceremony when someone who has died is buried or burned

coffin (also casket AMERICAN) /ˈkɒfɪn, ˈkoʊfɪn, ˈkoːfɪn/ [n C] the box in which a dead person's body is placed for their funeral

hearse /ˈhɛərəs/ [n C] a large car used to carry a body in a coffin at a funeral

bury /ˈbɜːri/ [v T] to put a dead person's body in a grave: She was buried in the little churchyard, not far from the place where she was born.

burying - buried - have buried

be cremated /ˈkriːmətɪd/ when a dead person's body is burned, usually after a funeral

grave /ɡreɪv/ [n C] a deep hole in the ground where a dead person's body is buried

graveyard /ˈɡreɪvˌjɑːd/ [n C] an area of land where dead people are buried: graveyards are usually smaller than cemeteries, and in Britain they are usually next to a church

cemetery /ˈsɛmətəri/ [n C] a large area of land where dead people are buried

cemetery (=where soldiers killed in a war are buried plural cemeteries

---

DIFERENT

- look here for...
  - different from someone or something else
  - a different one, or not the same one

SAME  

UNUSUAL

ANOTHER  

see also  

SPECIAL

CHANGE  

OPPOSITE

1 not like something or someone else

different /ˈdɪfrənt/ [adj] if something or someone is different, they are not like something or someone else, or they are not like they were before: We've painted
the door a different colour. I You look different. Have you had your hair cut? I Our two children are very different.

different from sth/sb (also different than sth/sb AMERICAN) This computer is different from the one I used in my last job.

completely/totally different The living-room looks totally different with those new curtains.

differently [adv] The two words sound the same, but they’re spelled differently.

If you want to say that two people or things are different from each other, you can just say they are different: Rap music and reggae are different in lots of ways.

not like /not ˈlaɪk/ [preposition] different from — use this especially when two things or people are not at all similar: You should remember that walking in the hills isn’t like walking down the street — it can be very dangerous.

not at all like/nothing like (=completely different from) She’s very shy — not at all like her sister.

not look/sound like The voice on the answering machine did not sound like Anna at all.

not the same /not əˈseɪm/ different — use this especially when two things are similar but not exactly like each other: The two patterns are similar but not the same.

as I’ve tried Mexican food here in London, but it just isn’t the same as in Mexico.

vary /ˈverɪ/ [v I] if things of the same type vary, they are all different from each other: Methods of treatment vary according to the age and general health of the patient.

vary considerably/greatly Prices of video cameras vary considerably.

vary in price/quality/size/flavour etc The cheeses vary in flavour from mild to strong.

varying — varied — have varied

differ /ˈdɪfər/ [v I] formal if two things differ, they have different qualities or features.

+ from Scottish law has always differed from English law.

differ in cost/size/appearance etc The two drugs have the same effect, but they differ in certain important respects.

Differ greatly/widely Opinions on the subject differ widely.

2 completely different from anyone or anything else

unique /ˈjuːni k/ [adj] something unique is so different, special, or unusual that it is the only one of its kind: a musician with a unique style | a mental ability which makes the human race unique among animals

special /ˈspɛʃəl/ [adj] designed for one particular purpose, and therefore different from other things of its type: Bob’s been on a special diet since his heart attack. I You need a special tool for this job.

distinctive /ˈdɪstɪŋktv/ [adj] something that is distinctive has a special quality or appearance that makes it different from other things, and makes it easy to recognize: The distinctive taste of genuine malt whisky. I Sarah dressed in a very distinctive style.

3 another one, not the same one as before

another /ənˈəʊtər/ [determiner/pronoun] one more of the same kind of thing or person: creatures from another planet | Louise has a house in New York, and another house in Florida.

another one I didn’t like the dress I’d bought, so I changed it for another one.

Don’t say ‘another countries’. Say another country or other countries. Another is not used before a plural or uncountable noun.

different /ˈdɪfrənt/ [adj only before noun] a different thing or person is not the same one that you have already mentioned: The other portrait is by a different artist. I She used to be a teacher, but I think she’s doing a different job now.

new /ˈnuː/ [adj only before noun] use this about something or someone that replaces the one that was there before: Have you met Keith’s new girlfriend? I She’s really enjoying her new job.

else /els/ [adv] something/somewhere/someone else another thing, place, or
person instead of this one: Go and play somewhere else. I'm trying to work. | Andrea's obsessed with money – she never talks about anything else.

**alternative** /ɔltəˈnətɪv/ [adj only before noun] an alternative plan, arrangement, or system can be used instead of the usual one: The bridge is closed so we'll have to use an alternative route. | For vegetarian guests there is an alternative menu.

**4 several different things or people**

different /ˈdɪfərənt/ [adj only before noun] use this about several people or things of the same general type, when you are comparing them with each other and noticing the differences between them: Let's compare the prices of five different detergents. | a drug that affects different people in different ways

**various** /ˈvɛərɪəs/ [adj only before noun] of several different kinds, but the same general type: I had to sign various documents before they would give me the package. | the advantages and disadvantages of the various teaching methods

**all sorts of /all kinds of** /ɔl sɔːrts dəv/ [adj] especially spoken a lot of people or things that are different from each other, but of the same general type: I meet all sorts of people in my job. | The bureau provides advice on all kinds of housing problems.

**a variety of** /ˈvərɪətɪ diˈvɑːri/ especially written a lot of things that are different from each other, but of the same general type: Children do badly at school for a variety of reasons.

**a wide variety of** [=very many different things] The college offers a wide variety of language courses.

**varied** /ˈvɛərid/ [adj] including many different things or people, especially in a way that seems interesting: I really enjoy the work here – it's very varied. | It is important that a child gets a varied diet.

**separate** /ˈseprət/ [adj only before noun] use this about two or more things of the same general type that are not connected with each other: a word that has three separate meanings | She has been warned on a number of separate occasions.

**5 the way in which two things are different**

difference /ˈdɪfərəns/ [n C] what makes one thing or person different from another: He's speaking Spanish, not Italian. Don't you know the difference? + between Try and spot the differences between these two pictures.

**contrast** /ˈkɒntrəst/ [n singular] a very clear difference that you can easily see when you compare two things or people + between The thing that surprised us was the contrast between the ancient temples and the ultra-modern office buildings.

gap /gæp/ [n C] a big difference between two amounts, two ages, or two groups of people + between There's a ten-year gap between Kay's two children. | The gap between rich and poor is getting wider.

**6 to notice that two things or people are different**

can tell the difference /kan tɛl dəˈfɪrəns/ to be able to notice that two things or people are different, even though they are very similar: It looked just like a real diamond – I couldn't tell the difference. + between Can you tell the difference between butter and margarine?

can tell sb/sth apart /kan tɛl (sb/sth) əpərt/ to be able to see that two very similar people or things are different – use this especially in questions and negative statements: The twins are identical – even their parents can't always tell them apart.

distinguish /dɪstɪngwɪʃ/ [v T] to be able to see the difference between two or more similar things or people + between Even an expert would find it hard to distinguish between the original painting and the copy.

distinguish sb/sth from sb/sth A tiny baby soon learns to distinguish its mother's face from other adults' faces.
Distinguish is more formal than can tell the difference.

7 when one statement makes a different one seem untrue
contradict /ˈkɒntrədɪk tit/ [v T] if one statement or fact contradicts another one, it is so different that it makes the other one seem untrue or impossible: The two newspaper reports totally contradict each other. Their theories have been contradicted by the results of recent experiments.

DIFFICULT

→ opposite EASY

1 difficult to do or understand
difficult/hard /ˈdɪfɪkəlt, haːrd/ [adj] not easy to do or understand: The police have a difficult job to do. Have you ever tried windsurfing? It's harder than it looks.
difficult/hard to see/hear/read etc His handwriting is very difficult to read.
it is difficult/hard to do sth It's difficult to explain these problems to a child. It is hard to imagine what life was like in the 13th century.
find it difficult/hard to do sth People find it difficult to learn new skills as they get older.
make it difficult/hard for sb to do sth My mother's illness makes it very difficult for her to do a full-time job.

2 something that needs a lot of skill, hard work, and determination
challenging /ˈtʃælɪŋɡɪŋ/ [adj] a challenging job or activity needs a lot of hard work and skill, but you want to do it because you can achieve something good by doing it: She finds working with handicapped children challenging but extremely rewarding. The job wasn't challenging enough for me – I wanted something more creative.
be a challenge bi ə ˈtʃælɪŋɡɪŋ/ if a new job or activity is a challenge, it is difficult, but you are determined to do it because it is interesting and exciting: You may find your first couple of months in the job quite a challenge. We have to walk 60 kilometres in two days – it will be a real challenge.
demanding /ˈdɛməndɪŋ/ [adj] a demanding job or activity is very difficult and tiring, because it needs all your effort and skill and a lot of your time: Being a nurse in a busy hospital is a demanding job, and you don't get much free time.
dunting /ˈdæntɪŋ/ [adj] if something is daunting, it seems almost impossible, and the idea of doing it makes you feel nervous: Climbing Qomolangma was a daunting challenge for any mountaineer.
dunting task I was faced with the daunting task of learning the entire script in 24 hours.
difficult /ˈdɪfɪkəlt/ [adj] A difficult situation or subject is not easy to deal with or talk about, and it makes you feel nervous or unhappy. Things at home have been very difficult since my father died. | Their relationship had been difficult from the start.

in a difficult position (=when someone has problems that are difficult to deal with) His ex-wife’s accusations have put the President in a very difficult position.

awkward /ˈɔːkwərd/ [adj] An awkward situation or subject is difficult to deal with or talk about, especially because it might be embarrassing: He’s at the age when kids start asking awkward questions—like ‘Where do babies come from?’

feel awkward about Many people feel awkward about discussing money, even with their partner.

tricky /ˈtrɪkɪ/ [adj] A tricky situation is one that you have to deal with very carefully, because there are a lot of things that could easily go wrong: Teachers often have to deal with tricky situations, such as interviews with angry parents. | Although I was his boss I was much younger than him, so things were rather tricky at first.

tricky – trickier – trickiest

difficult /ˈdɪfɪkəlt/ [adj] Someone who is difficult is not easy to live with or work with because they do not behave in a helpful, friendly way, or they do not do what you want: When Darren was a little boy, he was very difficult at times. | Campbell has the reputation of being difficult to work with.

awkward /ˈɔːkwərd/ [adj] Someone who is awkward is deliberately unhelpful and unfriendly, and seems to like causing problems for people: I don’t think she’s really too sick to come with us. She’s just being awkward.

impossible /ɪmˈpɒsəb(ə)l/ [adj] Not before noun Spoken someone who is impossible makes you annoyed and impatient, for example because they are never satisfied or they keep changing their mind. Even when I offer to help her she always finds some reason to complain. She’s impossible.

a time when you have a lot of problems difficult/hard/tough /ˈdɪfɪkəlt, hɑːrd, tʌf/ [adj] Use this about a period of time when you have a lot of problems or a lot of bad things happen to you: The last few months have been especially difficult for her. | 1996 was perhaps the hardest year we’ve faced so far.

have a hard/difficult/tough time Try to be nice to her. She’s had a really tough time recently.

to have problems when you are trying to do something have difficulty /hævˈdɪfɪkəlti/ if you have difficulty when you are trying to do something, you cannot do it easily: I noticed that she was having difficulty breathing. | Kelly was having difficulty controlling his temper.

+ with Do you have any difficulty with spelling?

Don’t say ‘I had difficulty to walk’. Say I had difficulty walking.

find sth difficult /faɪnd sth/ difficult to not be able to do something easily, especially because you do not have enough ability or skill: I found the course difficult at first, but it gradually got easier.

find it difficult to do sth He’s very shy, and finds it difficult to talk to people.

with difficulty /wiðˈdɪfɪkəlti/ Especially written if you do something with difficulty, you can do it, but only by using all your strength, all your determination etc: With difficulty, the old man struggled up the stairs. | She spoke with difficulty, choking back her tears.

can hardly /kænˈhɑːrdli/ If you can hardly do something, you can only just do it, and it is very difficult: He talks so fast, I can hardly understand what he’s
saying. By the end of the day she could hardly walk.

⚠️ Don’t say ‘we can’t hardly move’. Say we can hardly move.

⚠️ have a job doing sth have a job doing (sth) British spoken if you have a job doing something, it takes a lot of time or a lot of effort, and you may not be able to do it. You’ll have a job persuading him to give you any more money. There was some kind of festival going on, and we had a job finding somewhere to park the car.

DIRTIER

DIRTY

➤ opposite CLEAN
➤ see also WASH, MARK

1 dirty

dirty /ˈdɑːti/ [adj] not clean: Look how dirty your hands are! dirty clothes The children had made dirty fingerprints on the wall.
get dirty (=become dirty) This carpet’s getting very dirty – it needs cleaning.
get sth dirty (=make it dirty) I don’t want to get my new shoes dirty.
dirty – dirtier – dirtiest

filthy /ˈfɪlθi/ [adj] extremely dirty: We didn’t go swimming because the water looked filthy. She put the cake into the filthiest, greasiest oven he had ever seen.
absolutely filthy You ought to wash your jeans – they’re absolutely filthy.
filthy – filthier – filthiest

muddy /ˈmʌdi/ [adj] covered in mud: Take off your muddy boots. She left a trail of muddy footprints behind her.

muddy – muddier – muddiest

dusty /ˈdʌsti/ [adj] a dusty room, piece of furniture etc. is covered in dust, especially because no-one has cleaned it for a long time: The room was dark and dusty.
dusty shelves

dusty – dustier – dustiest

greasy /ˈɡriːsi,-zi/ [adj] something that is greasy looks dirty because it has an oily substance on it: She had long greasy black hair.

greasy – greasier – greasiest

dingy /ˈdɪŋgi/ [adj] a dingy room, street, or building is dirty, dark, and in bad condition: Marlowe’s dingy little office was in a run-down block near the station.
dingy – dingier – dingiest

2 dirty and bad for your health

➤ see also ENVIRONMENT

unhygienic /ˌʌnhaɪˈdʒiːnɪk/ [adj] likely to cause disease – use this about
dirty conditions in kitchens, restaurants, and hospitals: It is unhygienic to store raw and cooked meats together. Operations are carried out under the most unhygienic conditions.

**polluted** [ˈpɒlətɪd] [adj] water or air that is polluted has a lot of harmful waste or poisonous chemicals in it: an effort to clean up Britain’s polluted rivers.
+ with/by Parts of the Mediterranean are polluted with toxic waste.

**heavily polluted** (=very badly polluted) The air is heavily polluted with exhaust fumes.

**contaminated** [ˌkɒntəˈmeɪntid] [adj] food, water, or land that is contaminated is not safe to use or be in because dangerous chemicals or bacteria have come into it: contaminated drinking water.
+ with/by Milk contaminated with lead has been on sale in the supermarkets.

**heavily contaminated** (=very badly contaminated) Crops cannot be grown in the heavily contaminated soil around Chernobyl.

**something that makes things dirty**

**dirt** [dɜːt] [n U] dust, mud, or anything else that makes things dirty: She rubbed some dirt off the glass with her finger. I’ve washed that shirt twice, but I can’t get the dirt out.

**dust** [dʌst] [n] dry powder that forms a layer on furniture, floors, clothes etc., especially when they have not been cleaned for a long time: There was a thick layer of dust on the shelves.

Max brushed the dust off his coat.

⚠️ Don’t say ‘a lot of dusts’. Say a lot of dust. Dust has no plural form.

**mud** [mʌd] [n U] very wet earth that sticks to your shoes, clothes, car, tyres etc: Look! There’s mud all over the carpet.

Hayley scraped the dried mud off her boots.

**be covered in mud** Their expensive riding jackets were covered in mud.

**pollution** [ˈpɔljʊʃn] [n U] the harmful effects on water, air, or land of chemicals and waste from factories, cars, modern farming methods etc: Industrial pollution has killed all the fish in the river.

We moved to the country to get away from all the crime and pollution in Los Angeles.

---

**DISABLED**
when someone cannot use part of their body

**1 disabled**

**disabled** [ˈdɪsɪbdəld] [adj] someone who is disabled cannot use part of their body normally, for example, their legs or their arms: David goes to a special school for disabled children. Her son is disabled and she has to take care of him all the time.

**the disabled** (=disabled people) new laws to protect the rights of the disabled

**disabled toilets/parking etc** (=special toilets, parking etc for disabled people)

**handicapped** [ˈhændɪkæpt] [adj] someone who is handicapped has serious difficulty using part of their body or their mind, and this makes it difficult for them to have a normal life: She works with handicapped teenagers.

mentally handicapped (=handicapped in the mind) a school for mentally handicapped children.

**visually handicapped** (=blind or partly blind)

**special needs** [ˈspeʃəl niːdz] [n plural] people with special needs need different teaching methods, special equipment etc because they have physical or mental problems – used especially by people who work with children like this: a school for children with special needs.

**disabilities**

**disability** [ˈdɪsɪbɪlti] [n C/U] a problem with part of your body which makes it difficult for you to walk, talk, see etc: There are special courses for people with disabilities.

His disability didn’t stop him from becoming a world-class scientist.

---

**2 not disabled**

**able-bodied** [ˈeɪbl ˈbɒdɪd] [adj] not disabled – use this when you are comparing disabled people with people
who are not disabled: Disabled students face different problems from their able-bodied friends.

be divided/be split /bi: dɪˈvaid/ed, bi:ˈsplɪt/ if a group of people is divided or is split over something, some of them support one opinion and others support the opposite opinion.

+ over/on The country's leaders appear to be split on the question of tax cuts. | Voters are bitterly divided over the issue of gun control.

contradict /ˌkɒntrəˈdɪk,t/ [v T] to say that what someone has just said is wrong: Don't contradict your father. | One of his students contradicted something he said, and he got really angry.

a situation in which people disagree

disagreement /ˌdɪsəˈɡram,ənt/ [n C/U] when people disagree with each other

+ about/over Disagreement over who should produce the next album caused the band to split.

+ between/among There is some disagreement among medical experts about the best treatment for back pain.

have a disagreement with sb (=disagree and argue with them) She had a disagreement with her boss – that's why she's upset.

difference of opinion /ˈdɪfərəns ɒv əˈpinən/ [n C] when people are unable to agree, especially about something important – use this as a way of avoiding more direct words like 'argument' and 'disagreement'

+ between/among There were reports of a slight difference of opinion between the President and his advisers.

+ about/over major differences of opinion over who should command the UN forces in Bosnia

plural differences of opinion

controversy /ˌkɒntrəˈvɜːrsi, ˈkɒntrəˈvɜːrsi/ [n C/U] serious disagreement about a decision, plan, or action, which causes arguments for a long time in the newspapers, on television etc. Controversy surrounds the TV show, which many consider to be racist, sexist, and homophobic.

+ over The controversy over the nuclear energy program is likely to continue.

plural controversies

not see eye to eye /nɒt siˈi tɪ kə ə/ especially spoken if two people do not see eye to eye they have very different opinions and ideas, so that it is difficult for them to be friends or to work together

+ on/about Unfortunately, Sally and I don't see eye to eye on money matters.

+ with She never saw eye to eye with her daughter-in-law.
deadlock/stalemate /ˈdɛldək, ˈstɛlmət/ [n U singular] a situation in which two groups disagree with each other, and no agreement is possible because each group refuses to change its mind: After two weeks, the discussions reached complete deadlock. | The long-running dispute ended in a stalemate.

⚠️ Deadlock and stalemate are used especially in news reports and newspapers.

3 causing disagreement

controversial /ˈkɒntrəvɜːsɪəl/ [adj] something that is controversial causes a lot of disagreement and angry argument, especially in the newspapers, on television etc: ‘Devil’s Night’ is a controversial new book about race relations in the city of Detroit.

controversial issue (=a subject that many people disagree about) Abortion is the most controversial issue in the US right now.

vanish /ˈvænɪʃ/ [v I] if someone or something disappears, you cannot see them any more.

+ from The sun disappeared behind a cloud. | She watched the boat sail out to sea until it disappeared over the horizon.

vanish into thin air (=vanish in a way that seems impossible) I don’t know where my pen has gone. It seems to have vanished into thin air.

go missing /ˌgəʊˈmɪʃŋ/ especially British if someone goes missing, they cannot be found anywhere, and they may be in danger: Angela Priest went missing one year ago.

+ from The police were called after a six-year-old girl went missing from a playground near her home.

2 to become impossible to see

disappear /ˌdɪsəˈpɪər/ [v I] if someone or something disappears, you cannot see them any more.

+ from The money had disappeared from the table.

disappear without trace (=disappear and never be found again) The plane disappeared without trace, and no survivors were ever found.

disappearance [n U] when someone or something disappears: Her sudden disappearance was very worrying.
disappointed

unhappy because things did not happen in the way that you hoped

see also Satisfied/Dissatisfied

1 disappointed

unhappy because things did not happen in the way you hoped they would, or were not as good as you expected them to be: I felt a little disappointed when she didn't come to the party. | The hall was already full, and hundreds of disappointed fans were turned away at the door.

+ with/by Were you disappointed with the way you played today?

+ that The children were very disappointed that we couldn't go to the zoo.

disappointed to find/learn/hear/see We were disappointed to find that the museum was closed.

bitterly disappointed (=very disappointed) Backley was bitterly disappointed when an injury prevented him from competing in the Olympic Games.

disappointment [n U] the feeling of being disappointed: She couldn't hide her disappointment when David told her he wasn't coming.

feel let down [fɪlt 'let 'daʊn] to feel disappointed because someone did not do what they promised to do, or did not help you when you needed them. No wonder the nurses feel let down - they were promised a big pay increase, but nothing has happened.

disillusioned [dɪs'ɪljʊʃənd] [adj] you feel disillusioned when you realize that a person, belief, way of life etc is not as good as you thought they were: Disillusioned voters are turning against the government.

+ with After three years of war, the army was becoming disillusioned with its leaders.

2 something that makes you feel disappointed

disappointing, /dis'əpɔntɪŋ/ [adj] something that is disappointing makes you feel slightly unhappy or dissatisfied, because it is not as good as you hoped it would be: The team had a disappointing season. | Company profits this year have been very disappointing.

be a disappointment /bi: ə 'disəpɔntmənt/ something that is a disappointment does not happen in the way you hoped, or is not as good as you expected: The holiday was a bit of a disappointment - it rained the whole time.

+ to Failing the test was a real disappointment to me.

be a great disappointment It was a great disappointment to my parents that I didn't go to university.

not live up to expectations, not live up to your parents' expectations; if an event or person does not live up to expectations, you expected them to be very good but in fact they are not: I'm afraid as a husband I never really lived up to Kelly's expectations.

be a letdown /bi: ə 'letdən/ spoken if something is a letdown, you do not enjoy it as much as you expected to: The party was a real letdown.

3 to make someone feel disappointed

disappoint /dɪs'əpɔnt/ [v T] to make someone feel disappointed: I'm sorry to disappoint you, but there aren't any tickets left.

let sb down /lɛt (sb) 'daʊn/ [phrasal verb T] if someone lets you down, they do not do what they promised to do, or they do not behave as well as you expected them to: I said I would help them - I can't let them down.

let sb down badly Many disabled soldiers feel the government has let them down very badly.
DISHONEST

→ opposite HONEST
→ see also CHEAT, LIE 2. TRICK/DECEIVE. TRUST/NOT TRUST

1 dishonest
dishonest /dɪsˈɒnɪst/ [adj] someone who is dishonest tells lies or tries to trick people or steal things. a dishonest car salesman | dishonest practices among financial dealers | I'm sure you can trust Bob - he wouldn't do anything dishonest.

dishonestly [adv] He was accused of dishonestly obtaining an American passport.

→ you can't trust sb /jʌr kænt ˈtræst (sb)l-ˈkænt/. Spoken say this about someone when you think that they may tell lies or try to trick you. You can't trust the tobacco companies - they'll say anything to protect their business.

unscrupulous /ʌnˈskrʌpələs/ [adj] someone who is unscrupulous uses dishonest and unfair methods to get what they want, and does not care if they cause problems for other people. Some unscrupulous employers hire illegal immigrants to work for very low wages. | unscrupulous landlords

corrupt /kəræpt/ [adj] a corrupt politician, official, or police officer uses their power in a dishonest way for their own advantage, for example by accepting money from people in return for helping them. Corrupt customs officials allowed the drug trade to continue.

devious /ˈdiːvias/ [adj] someone who is devious tries to get what they want by secretly using clever plans to trick people, so you can never be sure what their real intentions are: a devious politician | one of his devious schemes

suspicious /səˈspɪʃəs/ [adj] use this about behaviour or situations that make you think that someone is doing something dishonest: It seems very suspicious to me. Where did he get all that money from?
suspicious-looking There was a suspicious-looking character standing in a doorway across the street.

suspiciously [adv] If you notice anyone behaving suspiciously, call the police.

sneaky /ˈsnəki/ [adj] informal someone who is sneaky does things secretly and tricks people in order to get what they want: the sneaky type of guy, who pretends to be nice and friendly just so he can steal all your ideas

sneaky - sneakier - sneakiest

2 dishonest behaviour
dishonesty /dɪsˈɒnɪstɪ/ [n U] dishonest behaviour: Are you accusing me of dishonesty? | If a lawyer is suspected of dishonesty, he risks losing his job.
corruption /kərəˈpʃən/ [n U] when someone who works for the government, the police etc uses their power dishonestly to get money or gain an advantage: The chief of police was forced to resign after allegations of corruption.
bribery /ˈbraɪbəri/ [n U] when someone offers money to a politician or government official in order to persuade them to do something: US firms used bribery to win contracts. | a massive bribery scandal involving dozens of politicians
bribery and corruption The General promised to end bribery and corruption in the government.
graft /ɡræft/ [n] AMERICAN dishonest behaviour by politicians who accept money from companies in return for helping them: Mayor Stevens was in court yesterday facing charges of graft and tax evasion.

DO

→ see also REFUSE, AGREE 4, LET

1 to do something
do /duː [v T] “What are you doing?” “I'm trying to fix the television.”
do work/housework/homework 95% of housework is done by women. | I did a lot of work in the garden today.
do the washing/cooking/shopping etc His mother still does all his washing.
do a test/exam/course etc He's doing an art course at Wrexham College.
do sth well/badly  She enjoys her job and she does it very well.
doing – did – have done
achieve /ə'chi:v/ [v T] to succeed in doing something good or getting the result that you wanted, after trying hard for a long time: At the age of 40, he felt he had achieved nothing in his life. | She was determined to become a pilot, and finally achieved her goal.
carry out /'kærə ut/ [phrasal verb T] to do something — use this only with these words:
carry out tests/research/a survey/a search (=do something that needs to be planned and organized) Scientists are carrying out research into the effects of this drug. | Police carried out a thorough search of the building.
carry out sb’s orders / instructions / wishes (=do what someone told you to do) The porter refused to let anyone into the building, but he was only carrying out orders.
carry out a threat/promise (=do what you said you would do) The terrorists carried out their threat and shot two of the hostages.
commit /kə'mit/ [v T] commit a crime/murder/robbery etc to do something that is a crime, especially a serious crime: Women commit far fewer crimes than men. | The murder must have been committed between 7 and 10pm.
committing – committed – have committed
perform /pə'fərm/ [v T] formal perform a duty/operation/task to do a duty, operation, or piece of work: The operation was performed by a team of surgeons at Addenbrookes Hospital. | Computers perform several tasks at the same time.
get on with sth  get on with wd (sth) get on with doing sth As soon as the rain stops, I’ll get on with painting the fence.
be up to something  ‘ap ta samθɪŋ’ especially spoken if someone is up to something, they are doing something but you do not know exactly what it is, and you think it is probably something bad: There’s a lot of whispering in the kitchen. I think the kids must be up to something. | I wish I knew what he was up to!

to do something in order to deal with a bad situation
do something /du: 'samθɪŋ/ to do something to deal with a problem, especially one that is urgent: Quick, do something — there’s water all over the floor!
+ about Street crime is becoming a real problem. It’s time the police did something about it.
+ in The US finally intervened in the war in Bosnia.
take action /teik 'ækʃən/ to do something to try to stop people from fighting or quarrelling with each other: After a few hours the police intervened to stop the rioting.
+ against The school will take strong action against any students using illegal drugs.

something that someone does
thing /θɪŋ/ [n C] something that someone does – always use this with the verb do: The first thing you should do is connect the computer to the printer.
a stupid/clever/difficult etc thing to do You left your bag on the train? What a stupid thing to do! | It’s a very dangerous thing to do.
action /'ækʃɔn/ [n C] formal something that someone does: Lavender’s actions had been stupid, but he had not intended any harm.
course of action (something that you could do in order to deal with a situation) There was only one possible course of action — he had to kill Siltz.

activities /ækˈtɪvəti/ [n plural] things that people do, especially things people do as a group, for work or for pleasure: Rebecca has always loved horse riding and other outdoor activities. Police are investigating the company's business activities.

leisure/social/cultural activities The school arranges social activities for students to take part in at the weekends.

achievement /əˈtʃi:vment/ [n C] something you succeed in doing after trying hard, especially something that is difficult to do and that other people admire: We opened a bottle of champagne to celebrate our achievement.

great /remarkable /tremendous achievement [one that you admire a lot] They sold over 20 million copies of their album in the US, which is a tremendous achievement.

to not do something that you should do

not do sth /nɔt də (sth)/ The translation? I'm sorry, I haven't done it yet. She was terrified that he would hurt her if she didn't do what he said.

fail to do sth /feɪl tə də (sth)/ formal to not do something that you should do, especially when this has serious results: The driver of the car failed to stop in time, and the boy was killed.

do nothing/not do anything /də nʌθɪŋ, nɔt də: ənɪθɪŋ/ to not try to help someone or prevent a bad situation, even though you know it is happening: He admitted he had seen the attack and done nothing.

+ about We told the police months ago, but they still haven't done anything about it.

+ to help/stop/prevent sth No-one in the company did anything to stop this disaster from happening.

not bother /nɔt ˈboʊər/ especially spoken to not do something because it does not seem important or necessary: don't bother “Would you like me to wait for you?” “No, don't bother.”

not bother to do sth He didn't even bother to tell me he was going to be late.

leave /li:v/ [v T] to not do something now because you can do it later: If you can’t answer a question, leave it and go on to the next one.

leave sth for now Leave the details for now, we’ll deal with them later.

leave sth till later/tomorrow/next week etc Can we leave the washing till tomorrow? leaving - left - have left

give sth a miss /gɪv (sth)ə mɪs/ informal to decide not to do something that you had planned to do, for example because you are too tired: I think I'll give my exercise class a miss tonight — I'm worn out.

5 to not do anything

have nothing to do /hæv nʌθɪŋ tə 'du/ if you have nothing to do, there is nothing interesting for you to do and you feel bored. I get depressed if I have nothing to do.

with nothing to do She was sick of sitting around at home with nothing to do.

sit around/stand around /sɪtəraʊnd, stændəraʊnd/ [phrasal verb] to sit or stand somewhere for a long time, feeling bored, when you are waiting for something to happen or when you are just being lazy: I spent the whole morning sitting around waiting for news. A group of teenagers were standing around outside the station.

just sit there/just stand there /dʒʌst 'sɪt ðeər, dʒʌst 'stænd ðeər/ spoken to do nothing helpful or useful, especially when you should do something: The rabbit's escaped! Don't just stand there — do something. When the fire alarm went off she just sat there as if she hadn't heard a thing.
doctor

Doctor /'dɒktər/ [n C] someone who is trained to treat people who are ill: Sylvia’s met a really nice man—he’s a doctor.

See a doctor about sth I think you should see a doctor about your cough.

⚠️ Don’t say ‘I want to be doctor’ or ‘he is doctor’. Say I want to be a doctor or he is a doctor.

⚠️ The written abbreviation Dr is used before the name of a doctor: Dr Anderson is an expert in tropical diseases.

physician /'fɪzɪʃən/ [n C] American formal a doctor: My physician told me to stop smoking.  
His parents are both physicians in a busy hospital.

GP /'dʒiː piː/ [n C] British a doctor who is trained to treat all kinds of illnesses, and treats people who live in one local area: I went to my GP and she prescribed antibiotics.

⚠️ GP is short for General Practitioner.

The Medical profession /θə 'medɪkl praʃəfɪʃən/ [n singular] formal doctors, nurses, and other people who treat people who are ill.

⚠️ In British English, you can use the medical profession with a singular or plural verb: The medical profession is unhappy/are unhappy about the changes.

2. The place where you go to see a doctor

The doctor’s British the doctor’s office American /θə 'dɒktər's, θə 'dɒktər's 'ɒfʃəl/ [n singular] spoken the place where a doctor works, where people who are ill can go at certain times to be examined: You’d better go to the doctor’s if your sore throat doesn’t get any better.

Clinic /'klɪnɪk/ [n C] in the US, a place where several doctors have offices; in Britain, a place where people can go for advice about a specific medical condition: a family-planning clinic a clinic for people with alcohol problems.

Health centre British health center American /'helθ ˈsɛntər/ [n C] in Britain, a building where several doctors have offices and people can go to see them for treatment; in the US, a similar place in a college or university, where the students can go to see a doctor.

Surgery /'sɜːdʒəri/ [n C] British the office where a doctor works, where people can go to be examined and treated: The waiting room at the surgery was full of people with colds and flu.

Plural surgeries

3. A doctor with special knowledge of particular illnesses

Specialist /'speɪʃəlist/ [n C] a doctor who has a lot of special knowledge about one type of illness or one part of the body: His doctor sent him to see a specialist.

Heart/eye/skin etc specialist a heart specialist.

Surgeon /'sɜːdʒən/ [n C] a doctor who does operations in a hospital: Her operation was performed by a well-known surgeon.

Consultant /'kənsəltənt/ [n C] British an important hospital doctor who has a lot of knowledge about one type of medical treatment: The consultant told Jean that an operation was necessary to save her life.

4. A doctor who treats people who have mental or emotional problems

Psychiatrist /'psɪkətrɪst/ [n C] a doctor who treats people who are mentally ill.

Analyst /'ænalɪst/ [n C] especially American a doctor who treats people with mental or emotional problems, by talking with them about their experiences and feelings.
a doctor who treats people’s teeth
dentist: dentis [n C] someone who is trained to treat people’s teeth: I’m going to the dentist tomorrow, just for a check-up.

a doctor who treats animals
vet: vet [n C] someone who is trained to give medical treatment to animals: The cat’s not well – I’ll have to take her to the vet.

don’t care: ma’s [v] if you don’t care about something, it is not important to you: “What do you think I should do?” “I don’t care. Do what you want.”
don’t care what/whether/if etc: Just pay me the money by tomorrow – I don’t care how you get it. I like George, and I don’t care what anyone else thinks about him.

1 to not care because something is not important to you
don’t care: don’t ‘kear: if you don’t care about something, it is not important to you: “What do you think I should do?” “I don’t care. Do what you want.”
don’t care what/whether/if etc: Just pay me the money by tomorrow – I don’t care how you get it. I like George, and I don’t care what anyone else thinks about him.

2 don’t mind: daunt ‘mænd: to not care because you will be happy with whatever happens or with whatever someone decides: “What would you like to do tonight?” “I don’t mind. You decide.”
don’t mind where/what/how etc: Honestly, I don’t mind whether Linda comes with us or not. Bill was just happy to be with her, and he didn’t mind where they went.

3 someone who does not seem to care
unconcerned: än’kən’zd: [adj not before noun] not worried or not caring about something, especially when this is surprising: They threatened to fire him from his job, but he seemed quite unconcerned.

1. Don’t say ‘I don’t mind it’. Just say I don’t mind.

2. It makes no difference to me: it miks na’dif’ərəns ti mi: spoken informal: say this when you do not mind what happens because it does not affect you or cause you any problems: You can come on Thursday or Friday – it makes no difference to me.

3. I’m easy: a’iz: spoken informal: say this when someone asks you which of two things you would prefer and you want to say that you do not mind: “Do you want to stay in, or go out for a meal?” “I’m easy – what do you want to do?”

4. couldn’t care less: couldn’t ‘kear lez: spoken informal: to not care at all about something. Say I couldn’t care less when you feel annoyed. Say another person couldn’t care less when you think they are behaving in a rude or uncivil way: “Do you know what Rita told me?” “I really couldn’t care less.”
indifferent /ɪnˈdɪfrənt/ [adj] not before noun] not seeming to care about what is happening, especially about other people’s problems or feelings: My mother never cared about us. She was cold and indifferent.

+ to He’s completely indifferent to her concerns about their baby’s future.

apathetic /əˈpæθətɪk/ [adj] not interested in anything, or not caring about anything and not making any effort to change or improve things: The students here aren’t really apathetic – they just don’t believe anyone will listen to what they say.

+ about Many young people have now become totally apathetic about politics.

downstairs /ˌdaʊnˈstɛəz/ [adv] down towards a lower floor of a building: She said goodnight to the children and went downstairs. | Uncle Eric had fallen downstairs.

2 to go down
go down /ɡʊ ˈdaʊn/ [phrasal verb 1/T] to go down some stairs, a ladder, a slope etc: You go down a steep slope, then turn left at the bottom of the hill. | Right, there’s the ladder. Who’s going down first? | I’ll go down to the kitchen and get you a glass of water.

fall /fɔl/ [v 1] to come down through the air from a higher place: Don’t stand on that ledge – you might fall.

+ from/down/on etc Leaves were falling from the tree. | Two bombs fell on the parliament building.

falling - fell - have fallen

land /land/ [v 1] if a plane or bird lands, it comes down to the ground in a controlled way.

+ in/on/at We will be landing at Singapore airport at 3am local time. | A flock of geese landed on the river in front of us.

- Say that a plane lands when it reaches the ground in the normal way. If you say that a plane came down somewhere, you mean it crashed: One of the aircraft came down in the ocean off the Florida Keys.

descend /dɪsˈend/ [v 1/T] written to go down a slope, a mountain etc slowly and carefully: We descended into the cave by a rope ladder. | Slowly the two climbers descended the cliff face.

- Use descend when you are writing stories or describing past events.

3 to go down under the water
sink /sɪŋk/ [v 1] to go down below the surface of water, mud, sand etc without being able to
control or prevent it: Hundreds of passengers tried to escape as the ferry started to sink.

+ into The heavy trucks were sinking deeper and deeper into the mud.
sinking - sank - have sunk

⚠️ Don't use sink about people who go down below the surface of the sea or a river. Use drown if they do this accidentally, or dive if they deliberately go down under the water.

dive /dai/ [v l] to jump head-first down into water: She stood at the edge of the pool waiting to dive.

+ into/in Ralph dived into the icy water. | A woman dived in to rescue the boy.
diving - dived [also dove] AMERICAN - have dived
dive [n C] an act of diving: She did a perfect dive from the top board.

4 when the sun goes down

go down/set /gəʊ 'daʊn, set/ [v l] if the sun goes down or sets at the end of the day, it moves downwards in the sky until it cannot be seen: We sat on the balcony and watched the sun go down. | The sun was setting and the sky was red.

setting - set - have set

sunset /'sʌnset/ [n C/U] the time when the sun goes down: Everyone stopped work at sunset. | You get beautiful sunsets in Hawaii.

5 to let something go down

drop /dρɑp/ [v T] if you drop something that you are holding, it suddenly falls from your hands: You've dropped your handkerchief. | Be careful not to drop that bowl, it's very valuable.
dropping dropped have dropped

put down /pəut 'daʊn, [phrasal verb T] to put something that you are holding down onto the ground or onto a surface

put down sth Putting down her book, Sally stood up to greet us.

put sth down Put that gun down now!

lower /'laʊə/ [v T] to let something you are holding, or a part of your body, move slowly downwards: The coffin was lowered slowly into the ground.

lower your head/arms/body Lowering its head, the bull charged at him.

lower yourself into/onto sth (=move slowly and carefully downwards, using your hands for support) The old man lowered himself wearily into his chair.

DRAW

ART  PICTURE

see also  PATTERN

↓  DESIGN

to draw a picture, pattern, line etc
draw /dɹəv/ [v T] to make a picture, pattern, line etc using a pen or pencil: What are you drawing? | She can draw really well.

draw a picture of sb/sth The teacher asked us to draw a picture of someone we know.

draw a line/circle/square etc Someone had drawn a line under my name.
drawing - drew - have drawn

sketch /sketʃ/ [v T] to make a quick, simple drawing of a person, place etc, without many details: Valerie sketched the view from her hotel window. | He sat by the river, sketching.

doodle /'dʌdəl/ [v l] to draw shapes, lines, or patterns without thinking about what you are doing, while you are doing something else or when you feel bored: I always doodle on my notepad while I'm on the phone.

When you see this, go to the ESSENTIAL COMMUNICATION section.
something that you draw
drawing [drəʊɪŋ] [n C] a picture that you draw with a pen or pencil. An original drawing by Pablo Picasso
do a drawing of sb/sth I did a drawing of the church.
sketch [ˈsketʃ] [n C] a quick, simple drawing that does not show any details
do/draw a sketch Phil drew a sketch to show us what the new school would look like.
rough sketch (=a quick sketch that is not done very carefully)
plural: sketches

+ (that) She often dreamt that she was back in India.
+ about I dreamt about you last night.
dreaming - dreamt - have dreamt
especially British
dreaming - dreamed - have dreamed
especially American
daydream /ˈdeɪdrɪm/ [v I] to think pleasant thoughts when you are awake, especially when you should be thinking about something else. Stop daydreaming and pay attention to what I'm saying.
+ about Brian began to daydream about what he would do if he won the money.

---

DREAM

➡️ see also SLEEP, WAKE UP/GET UP, IMAGINE

1 a dream
dream /drɪm/ [n C] a series of thoughts, images, and experiences that come into your mind while you are asleep. I can never remember my dreams when I wake up.
have a dream I had a strange dream last night - I was walking through the town with no clothes on.
bad dream (= an unpleasant or frightening dream)
nightmare /ˈnaɪtmeər/ [n C] a very unpleasant and frightening dream. I woke from the nightmare screaming.
have a nightmare Jim's been having nightmares about falling off a cliff.
daydream /ˈdeɪdrɪm/ [n C] a series of pleasant thoughts and scenes that come into your mind while you are awake, so that you do not notice what is happening around you. Neil seemed lost in a daydream and didn't hear what I said.

2 to have a dream
have a dream [ˈhæv ə ˈdrɪm] to imagine something while you are asleep. I had a dream that I was falling off a cliff.
dream [drɪm; [v I/T] to have a dream or have dreams. The dog must be dreaming – he keeps making funny noises!

drink [drɪŋk] [v I/T] to take liquid into your mouth and swallow it. Drink your coffee before it gets cold.
“What would you like to drink?” “Orange juice, please.”
drink from a cup/bottle He didn't ask for a glass, he just drank straight from the bottle.
drink up (= finish your drink) Drink up your tea so that I can wash the cups. Come on, drink up and we'll go home.
drinking - drank - have drunk

⚠ We do not usually use the verb drink with objects like 'a cup of tea' or 'a glass of milk'. We usually say have. After the class, we had a cup of coffee (not 'we drank a cup of coffee').

have [ˈhæv] [v T] to have a drink of something
have a cup of tea/a glass of milk/a beer
e etc. I'm going to have a cup of coffee, do you want one? I had a coke with my pizza.
have a drink of sth  Can I have a drink of water please?

having - had - have had

take  /tək/ [v T] to drink a small amount or a single mouthful of something: The patient still isn’t well enough to eat, but he’s taken a little water.

take a sip/mouthful/gulp etc He took a long swig (=drink) from the brandy bottle.

sip  /sɪp/ [v T] to drink something slowly, in very small amounts: Sue sat at the bar sipping a Martini.

sipping - sipped - have sipped

gulp down  /gʌp ˈdaʊn/ [phrasal verb T] to swallow a large amount of drink quickly

gulp down sth ‘I’m coming,’ said Mary, gulping down her tea.

gulp sth down He gulped his beer down and dashed out of the door.

something that you drink

drink  /drɪŋk/ [n C/U] something that you drink: “Would you like a drink?” “Yes, I’ll have some lemonade please.”

a drink of milk/water etc Give the children a drink of milk and something to eat.

food and drink(s) (=things to eat and drink) You can bring your own food and drink to the picnic.

something to drink  [something to drink especiallyspokena drink I’m really thirsty. Let’s stop for something to drink.

when you need a drink

thirsty  /ˈθɜːsti/ [adj] not usually before noun] if you are thirsty, you feel that you want to drink something: I’m really thirsty, let’s have a drink.

feel thirsty The nuts were salty and they made me feel thirsty.

thirsty - thirstier - thirstiest

thirst  /θɜːst/ [n singular/U] the feeling you have when you want a drink very much: The soldiers suffered constantly from hunger and thirst.

to drink alcohol

have a drink  /hæv a drink to drink something alcoholic: We had a few drinks
to celebrate. I I won’t have another drink because I have to drive home.

drink  /drɪŋk/ [v I] to drink alcohol, especially regularly: The doctor told him he had to stop drinking. I It was obvious that Jim had been drinking.

drink and drive (=drink alcohol before driving your car) People who drink and drive make me very angry.

drink heavily (=regularly drink too much) His uncle drank heavily and had problems with his liver.

I don’t drink (=used to say that you never drink alcohol) “Would you like a glass of wine?” “No thanks, I don’t drink. I’ll have an orange juice.”

drinking - drank - have drunk

Don’t say ‘I don’t drink alcohol’. Just say I don’t drink.

drinks that contain alcohol

alcohol  /ˈælkəhol/ [n U] drinks that contain alcohol - a word used especially in rules and warnings about alcoholic drinks: We’re not allowed to serve alcohol to people under 18.

alcoholic  /ˌælkəˈhoʊlɪk/ [adj] containing alcohol: You can’t sell alcoholic drinks unless you have a licence.

drink  /drɪŋk/ [n C] a drink that contains alcohol: “Can I offer you a drink?” “I’ll have a gin and tonic please.” I After a few drinks, I began to feel better.

go (out) for a drink (=go somewhere such as a bar to drink alcohol) Do you feel like going out for a drink tonight?

In British English, drink can also be an uncountable noun, meaning alcoholic drinks in general: An enormous amount of drink is consumed over the Christmas period.

booze  /buz/ [n U] informal drinks that contain alcohol: The doctor told Jimmy to stay off the booze for a while.

liquor  /ˈliːkɔr/ [n U] especially American drinks that contain alcohol, especially strong alcoholic drinks: Lambert spends all his money on liquor and gambling. I a liquor store

hard liquor (=strong alcoholic drinks)
6 drinks that do not contain alcohol

**soft drink** ['soft 'drink] [n C] a cold drink, such as orange juice, which does not contain alcohol: Do you want a beer, or would you prefer a soft drink?

**non-alcoholic** [nəl′æl·kə·hol·ik] [adj] a non-alcoholic drink does not contain alcohol: I've bought some non-alcoholic drinks for the drivers.

**low-alcohol** ['lou ′æl·kə·hol] [adj] only before noun] low-alcohol beer or wine contains very little alcohol: There is a growing market for low-alcohol beers.

7 drinks that contain gas or do not contain gas

**fizzy** especially british **carbonated** especially american ['fiz·i, kar·bo·na·təd] [adj] fizzy drinks have gas in them: fizzy lemonade is a carbonated mineral water

**sparkling** [spər′kling] [adj] only before noun] sparkling wine has gas in it: Californian sparkling wine

**still** british **uncarbonated** american ['stil, an′kar·bo·na·təd] [adj] still drinks do not have gas in them: Do you prefer still mineral water?

**flat** [flät] [adj] if a drink that should contain gas is flat, there is no gas left in it.

**go flat** (=become flat) I opened this can of beer yesterday and now it's gone flat.

8 what people say when they drink alcohol together

**cheers** [čerz] spoken say this as you raise your glass when you are drinking with someone: Cheers, everyone!

**here's to ....** [hər′ez ′tō] spoken say this when you want other people to drink with you to wish someone happiness or success: Here's to Clare and Malcolm! May they have a long and happy married life!

2 to take drugs

**take** [tāk] [v T] to put an illegal drug into your body: Scot admitted that he sometimes took ecstasy at parties.

**take drugs** He started taking drugs when he was 16.

**taking** - took - have taken

**be on sth** [be ′on (sth)] [nphrasal verb T] to take a drug regularly, especially because you cannot stop taking it: How long has she been on heroin?

**be on drugs** John is now a living skeleton as he has been on drugs.
4 to stop taking drugs
come off sth/ˈkʌm əv (sth)/-ˌəf-/-[phrasal verb T] to gradually stop taking a drug that you have been taking for a long time. It was ten years before she managed to come off morphine.

be in rehab /bi ɪn ˈrɪhəb/ AMERICAN if someone is in rehab, they are getting treatment to help them stop taking drugs or drinking too much alcohol: He's been in rehab for over three months.

rehab [adj only before noun] a rehab center | a rehab counselor

5 buying and selling drugs
drug trafficking /ˈdrʌɡ træfɪkɪŋ/ [n U] the illegal activity of carrying drugs from one country to another and selling them: He was sentenced to death for drug trafficking.

drug trafficker [n C] someone who carries drugs illegally from one country to another and sells them

drug dealer/dealer /ˈdrʌɡ ˈdɪlər, ˈdɪlər/ [n C] someone who sells illegal drugs: Police arrested a dealer yesterday who was selling marijuana to in a pub.

pusher/drug pusher /ˈpʊʃər, ˈdrʌɡ ˈpʊʃər/ [n C] someone who sells illegal drugs, especially in order to encourage people to start taking drugs: A pusher approached us, asking if we wanted to buy any crack.

6 the problem of drugs
drug problem /ˈdrʌɡ ,prəbləm/ [n singular] if a place has a drug problem, a lot of people take drugs there; if a person has a drug problem, they cannot stop taking drugs: Glasgow’s drug problem | If you think you have a drug problem, call our Helpline at this number.

drug abuse /ˈdrʌɡ əbjuːs/ [n U] the illegal use of drugs: the problem of drug abuse in the US.

addiction /ˈædɪkʃən/ [n C/U] when you cannot stop taking illegal drugs and you need to take them regularly

drug/heroin/morphine addiction Drug addiction is now the biggest social problem in US cities.

+ to Evans struggled for years to overcome her addiction to heroin.
1 to drive a car, train, or other vehicle

- see also accident, control, travel, test, road/path

drive /drəv/ [v I/T] to drive a car, bus, train etc. Drive carefully – the roads are icy. I They drive on the left in the UK.
drive a car/bus/truck etc We need someone to drive the school bus. I “What do you drive?” “A Fiat Brava.”

⚠ Don’t say ‘I’m learning to drive a car’, ‘can you drive a car?’ etc. Say I’m learning to drive, can you drive? etc. The word ‘car’ is usually left out.

driving /drəvɪŋ/ [n U] the activity of driving a car or other road vehicle. She was arrested for dangerous driving. Driving in central London is pretty unpleasant.

⚠ You can also use driving before a noun, like an adjective: taking her driving test I a driving instructor I driving lessons

joyriding /dʒɔˈraɪɪŋ/ [n U] when young people drive a stolen car very fast and dangerously for excitement: Their night of joyriding ended in a child’s death.

joyrider [n C] someone who goes joyriding: Police arrested two joyriders.

2 to go somewhere in a car or other vehicle

drive /drəv/ [v I] to go somewhere in a car
go for a drive (also take a ride AMERICAN) /gəʊ fər ‘drəv, ˈteɪk a raid/ to go somewhere in a car for enjoyment: Let’s go for a nice long drive in the country. We took a ride down to the ocean.

take/drive sb somewhere /teɪk, dراɪv (sb) ˈsʌmweə/ Could you take me to the station, please? I The President was driven away in a big black limousine.

lift BRITISH ride AMERICAN /ˈlaft, rait/ [n C] if you give someone a lift or a ride, you take them somewhere in your car
give sb a lift/ride Pedro stopped to give me a lift.

+ to Do you need a ride to school?
a lift/ride home I accepted her offer of a lift home.

3 to take someone somewhere in a car or other vehicle

take/drive sb somewhere /teɪk, dراɪv (sb) ˈsʌmweə/ Could you take me to the station, please? I The President was driven away in a big black limousine.

4 someone who drives a car, train, or other vehicle

driver /d्रaʊvər/ [n C] someone who drives a car, bus, train etc. A car and a truck crashed into each other, but both drivers were unhurt. I accidents caused by drunk drivers

a good/bad driver Masahiro is an excellent driver.
a bus/train/truck driver Ask the bus driver where to get off.

motorist /ˈmɔtərɪst/ [n C] someone who drives a car: motorists who ignore speed limits

motorists/the motorist (=all motorists, considered as a group) Motorists will have to pay another £60 a year in tax. I Why should the countryside be destroyed for the benefit of the motorist?

⚠ Use the word motorist when you are talking about laws, taxes, or prices that affect people who drive cars.

chauffeur /ʃəˈfər, ʃoʊˈfər/ [n C] someone whose job is to drive a car for a rich or important person: Princess Diana’s chauffeur held the door open for her.
5 David takes his driving test

1 David has just taken his driving test.

2 First, you drove all the way along the street without changing gear.

3 Then, when you came to a junction, you pulled out without signalling or looking.

4 ...and overtook a police car.

5 Then I asked you to find a parking space. First, you tried to park in one that was too small and you scraped the side of the car.

6 Then you reversed into a tree and dented the back of the car.

vocabulary

accident /ˈækəndnt/ [n C] when a car, bus, train etc hits another vehicle or hits a person, tree, or building, causing damage or injuries

have an accident Ken had an accident when he was driving to work.

bad/serious/terrible accident Highway Patrol reported a serious accident on Avenue 7.

brake /breɪk/ [n C] the thing that you use to make a car go more slowly or to make it stop

slam on your brakes (press the brakes very hard to make your car stop suddenly)

brake [brake] to slow down or stop by using the brakes

crash into sth /ˈkræʃ ˈɪntuː/ (sth) (phrasal verb T) if one vehicle crashes into another, or into a tree, building etc, it hits it hard and causes damage
dent /dɛnt/ [v T] to cause slight damage to something, making a hollow area in its surface by hitting it: Someone’s dented my new car!

driving licence BRITISH: driver’s license AMERICAN /ˈdrɑːvɪŋ ˈlaɪzn, ˈdrɑːvɪz, laɪzn/ [n C] an official document which proves that you have the legal right to drive a car alone

driving test /ˈdrɑːvɪŋ ˈtest/ [n C] a test that you must pass before you can legally drive alone

take your driving test (=do your driving test) I’m taking my driving test on Friday – wish me luck!

pass/fail your driving test (=be successful or not)

examiner /ˈɛksəmən/ [n C] the person who watches you drive when you take your test, and who decides whether you pass or fail
gear /ɡɪə/ [n C] a part of the system in a car that turns power from the engine into movement. Cars have several gears, which you can change as you go faster or more slowly: The new Toyota has five gears.

first gear/second gear etc The traffic was very slow, and we moved along in first gear.

change gear BRITISH: shift gear AMERICAN (=move from one gear into another)
There was a truck behind us. The driver of the truck had to slam on his brakes. The car behind the truck swerved, skidded, and crashed into another car.

Then, you drove at 60 in an area where the speed limit is 40...

Finally, you didn’t stop at a red light, and almost caused another terrible accident.

So did I pass then? Do I get my driving licence?

No!

**New Vocabulary:**
- **junction** /dʒəŋkʃən/ (also **intersection** /ɪntəˈsektʃən/ [n C] a place where one road joins another; Stop when you come to the junction.
- **overtake** /əʊvəˈteɪk/ (Especially British) **pass** /pɑs/ (Especially American) [v I/T] to drive past another car and get in front of it; Don’t overtake now – there’s a bend up ahead.
- **park** /pɑrk/ [v I/T] to put your car in a place and leave it there for a period of time.
- **parking space** /ˈpɑrkin spɛs/ [n C] a space where you can park your car.
- **pull out** /pʊlˈaʊt/ (phrasal verb) to drive your car from one road onto another road, or drive onto a road after stopping at the side; Always look in your mirror before you pull out.
- **red light** /red ˈlaɪt/ [n C] a light in a traffic light that is red and means you must stop; He failed his test because he didn’t stop at a red light.
- **reverse** /rɪˈvɜrs/ (also **back** [Especially American]) [v I/T] to drive your car backwards.
- **speed limit** /spɪdˈlɪmɪt/ [n C] the fastest speed that you are allowed to drive at on a particular part of a road.
- **swerve** /swɜrv/ [v I] to suddenly move sideways to avoid hitting something.
- **truck** /træk/ [n C] a large heavy vehicle used for carrying goods.
DRUNK
when you have drunk too much alcohol

⇒ see also DRINK, RESTAURANTS/EATING AND DRINKING, ILL/SICK

1 drunk
drunk /drɪŋk/ [adj] not before noun someone who is drunk has drunk too much alcohol and cannot think clearly: She was so drunk, she could hardly stand up. | Gary was too drunk to remember what had happened that night.
got drunk (=become drunk) Everyone at the party got very drunk.

⚠ Don't say 'drunken'.

have had too much to drink /hæv hæd tʊ maːtɪ tu ˈdrɪŋk/ to have drunk too much alcohol so that you feel drunk or sick: I'd better take Phil home – he's had too much to drink.
tipsy /ˈtɪpsi/ [adj] not before noun informal a little drunk: After the second glass of wine I was feeling a little tipsy.

2 someone who is often drunk
alcoholic /ælˈkəʊlɪk/ [n C] someone who drinks too much alcohol every day and cannot stop: Many alcoholics do not realise they have a problem until it is too late.
drunk /drɪŋk/ [n C] someone who is drunk or who often gets drunk – use this especially to talk about a person you see in a public place such as a street or a bar: A drunk came staggering down the street towards me.

to drive while you are drunk
drink and drive /drɪŋk ən ˈdraɪv/ to drive after you have been drinking alcohol: He was arrested for drinking and driving.
drunk driver /drɪŋk ˈdraɪvər/ [n C] someone who drives when they have drunk too much alcohol

4 feeling ill the day after you have been drinking
hangover /ˈhæŋəʊvər/ [n C] the feeling you have the morning after you have drunk too much alcohol, when your head hurts and you feel sick: Kevin woke up the next day with a terrible hangover.

5 not drunk
sober /ˈsoʊər/ [adj] not before noun not drunk: I don't think I've ever seen Bill sober.

sober up /ˈsoʊər ap/ [phrasal verb] if someone who has been drunk sober up, they gradually become less drunk until they are not at all drunk: He didn't sober up till he'd had a cup of strong coffee.

DRY

⇒ opposite WET
⇒ see also WEATHER

1 not wet
dry /draɪ/ [adj] The wood was dry and it burned easily. | You should change into some dry clothes. | The apples must be stored in a cool dry place.
bone dry/dry as a bone (=completely dry and containing no water at all) I forgot to water the plants and the soil has gone bone dry.
dry – drier – driest

2 when there is not much rain
dry /draɪ/ [adj] if the weather is dry, there is not much rain: It was a very dry summer. | Tunisia's hot, dry climate.
dry – drier – driest

dusty /dʌsti/ [adj] a dusty road, town, track etc is dry and covered with dust, because the weather is hot and there is not much rain: The road to Agra was long, hot, and dusty. | A small, dusty village on the edge of the desert.
dusty – dustier – dustiest

When you see EC, go to the ESSENTIAL COMMUNICATION section.
drought /draʊt/ [n C/U] a long period when there is little or no rain, so that people and animals do not have enough water and plants die: Southern Africa is suffering its worst drought of the century.

3 to become dry
dry /draɪ/ [v I] to become dry: Wet clothes soon dry on a hot day. Leave the dishes on the draining board to dry.
hang sth out to dry (=hang clothes outside, so that they are dried by the sun or wind)
drying - dried - have dried
dry out /draɪ aʊt/ [phrasal verb I] to become completely dry, on the inside and the outside: Put your coat near the fire - it'll soon dry out. Cover the pastry with a damp cloth to prevent it from drying out.
dry up /draɪ ʌp/ [phrasal verb I] if a river or lake dries up, it becomes completely dry because there has not been any rain: Last summer the river dried up and you could walk right across it. The drought has made the reservoir dry up, and many homes are without water.
shrive[el] up /ˈʃrivəl ʌp/ [phrasal verb I] if a plant or a fruit shrivels up, it becomes smaller and deep lines form on its surface because it is so dry: There was so little rain that most of the crops shrivelled up and died.
shrivelling - shrivelled - have shrivelled
shriveling - shriveled - have shriveled

4 to make something dry or make yourself dry
dry /draɪ/ [v T] to make something dry: Could you wait ten minutes while I dry my hair? We built a fire to get ourselves warm and dry our clothes.
drying - dried - have dried
dry yourself off /draɪ ˈjɔːrˌself əf/ [phrasal verb T] to use a towel to make yourself dry, for example after a bath or a swim: He got out of the pool and dried himself off.
EARLY

- opposite LATE
- see also SOON, BEGINNING, FIRST, TIME

1 before the usual or expected time

early /ˈɛrli/ [adj/adv] if something happens early, it happens before the usual time or the most suitable time; if someone is early, they arrive before the time they are expected to: I finished work early today. After an early lunch, we started the meeting at one o'clock. If you plant the seeds too early, they won't grow.
be early (=arrive early) You're early – I wasn't expecting you till seven.
seven months/three days etc early (=seven months/three days etc earlier than expected) Our first child was born eight weeks early.
far too early (=much too early) We arrived far too early and had to wait outside for an hour.
early – earlier – earliest

in good time /ɪn ˈɡʊd ˈtaɪm/ early enough, so that you do not have to rush, or so that you have time to get ready: If you want to make a left turn, reduce your speed and give a signal in good time.

+ for It is important to arrive in good time for your interview.

with time to spare /wɪð taim tu ˈspær/ if you arrive somewhere or finish something with time to spare, you arrive or finish earlier than you need to: We reached London with plenty of time to spare.

with ten minutes/half an hour etc to spare I finished the test with just two minutes to spare. (=two minutes before the end)

premature /ˈprɛmətʃər/ [adj] happening before the normal or natural time – use this especially about medical conditions

premature death/birth/ageing Alcoholism is one of the major causes of premature death.

premature baby (=a baby that is born too early) Her baby was premature and weighed only 2kg.

prematurely [adj] Hannah’s hair went prematurely grey when she was only 24.

2 early in the morning

early /ˈɛrli/ [adj/adv] early in the morning: I always wake up early when the weather’s warm. Early the next day, Jamie received a call from his mother.
bright and early (=when you get up or go somewhere early, because you are excited or eager to do something) Daphne woke bright and early and went for a walk before the others got up.
make an early start (=start an activity or journey early in the morning)
in the early hours (=very early in the morning) The robbery took place in the early hours of Sunday morning.
early – earlier – earliest

first thing /ˈfaɪst fɪtʃ/, especially spoken if you do something first thing, you do it immediately after you get up or as soon as you start work: Don’t worry – I’ll phone her first thing.

first thing tomorrow/Wednesday/in the morning They promised to come and fix it first thing tomorrow.

at the crack of dawn /ət ˈdə skræk av ˈdɔn/ INFORMAL use this to emphasize that something happens very early in the morning, when most people are still in bed: My Dad used to get up at the crack of dawn every Sunday to go fishing.

---

EARN

PAY

WORK

see also

MONEY

SPEND
to get money for your work

All these words mean 'to be paid money for working'. Earn is a little more formal than the others, so it is used less often in informal conversation. You use make or get when you are talking about the actual amount that someone earns, but get is more informal than make.

earn /ərn/ [v T] to be paid money for your work
earn £15,000 a year/£12 an hour etc people earning more than $50,000 a year
earn more than/less than/a few dollars etc It's quite common for women to earn more than their husbands. I earning a few dollars playing in a bar
earn a living/earn your living (=earn enough money to pay for the things you need) It's difficult to earn a living as a writer.

make /meik/ [v T] to earn money - use this when you are saying or asking how much someone earns: in the first three months I made over $45,000. | How much do you think she makes?
make $500 a week/£25,000 a year/a lot/a fortune etc A supermodel can make millions of dollars a year.

making - made - have made

get /get/ [v T] informal to earn money - use this when you are saying or asking how much someone earns
get £10 per hour/$350 a week etc She gets £200 a day to run these training courses.
get $25/£15 etc for doing sth I got £5 for washing Nick's car.

getting - got - have got

be paid/get paid /beɪ 'pɛid, get 'pɛid/ to earn money, when you work for an employer, and not for yourself
be paid £50/$200 etc The cleaners are paid less than 1000 francs a week.

well-paid job She's a computer programmer. It's a really well-paid job.

make a fortune /meɪk ə 'fɔːtʃən/ to earn a lot of money, especially when you are in charge of your own business: Some of these mechanics made an absolute fortune!
make a fortune doing sth Roger makes a fortune buying and selling yachts.

not earning much money

low-paid/badly paid /ləu 'peɪd, ˈbedli 'peɪd/ [adj] earning less money than most people earn: People who work in stores are usually very badly paid.

low-paid job Only low-paid temporary jobs were available.

the money that you earn

pay /peɪ/ [n U] the money that you earn by working: I'm looking for a job with better pay. | There have been complaints about the level of nurses' pay.
sick pay (=pay that you get when you are ill and cannot work) Joe's been receiving sick pay since the accident.

You can also use pay before a noun, like an adjective: a big pay increase | pay negotiations.

salary /ˈsæleri/ [n C] the money that someone is paid every month by their employer, especially someone who is in a profession, such as a teacher or a manager

da salary of £100,000/$10,000 etc The university provided us with a salary of $2000 a month.

be on a salary (=be earning a salary) I joined the company in 1985, on a salary of $15,000 a year. | Please give details of your present salary.
da good/high salary She earns a good salary as an investment banker.

plural salaries

wages /ˈweɪdz/ [n plural] the money that someone is paid every week by their employer, especially someone who works in a factory, or in a shop etc: We collect our wages on Friday mornings. | I was paying for bills, food, and everything from my wages.
income  /ɪnˈkaʊm/  [n C/U] all the money that you receive regularly, for work or for any other reason: Her annual income is just over $40,000. We get some additional income from an investment in an oil company.

be on a low income [=receive very little money] Families on low incomes get extra welfare payment.

+ from He has a comfortable income from his salary and his investments.

fee  /fiː/  [n C] the money paid to a lawyer, doctor, or similar skilled worker for a piece of work that they have done. Our legal fees came to more than $200,000.

consultant’s fees for the design work

5 the person in a family who earns money

the breadwinner  /də brɛdˈwɪnər/  [n singular] the person in a family who earns most of the money that the family needs. In the past it was always the husband who was expected to be the breadwinner.

through that window. When I went to college I made friends very easily.

be easily recognized/damaged/done etc (=when something can be recognized, damaged etc easily) These plates are easily damaged, so please be careful with them.

not difficult  /nɔtˈdɪfɪkəlt/  fairly easy: “Did you make this pizza yourself?” “Yes, it’s not difficult.”

it is not difficult to do sth It’s not difficult to see why she’s unhappy all the time.

simple  /ˈsɪmpəl/  [adj] easy to use or understand, because it is not complicated – use this especially about things like explanations or instructions, or about machines or systems: She drew us a simple map so that we wouldn’t get lost. Try this simple recipe for pasta sauce.

be simple to use/make/prepare etc The new photocopier is much simpler to use than the one we had before.

straightforward  /ˈstreɪtfrɔːkwɔːd/  [adj] easy to understand and easy to do – use this especially about a method or process: It’s very straightforward – you just type the file name, then press ‘Enter’. There’s a straightforward calculation for working out how much tax you have to pay.

user-friendly  /juːzərˈfrendli/  [adj] easy to use or understand – use this especially about computers or written instructions: We are trying to develop software that is more user-friendly.

2 what you say when you think something is very easy to do

it’s easy  /ɪts ˈeizi/  SPOKEN “How do you print out files from your disk?” “It’s easy. You just click on the ‘Print’ icon.”

In informal spoken English, you can just say easy on its own: “How can we make sure she comes?” “Easy. Just tell her that Mark will be there.”

there’s nothing to it  /ðəz ˈnʌθɪŋ tʊ it/  SPOKEN say this when it is easy for you to do something, even though other people think it is difficult: I fixed the washing machine – there was nothing to it.
be a piece of cake [bi: a pis av’keik/]
spoken informal say this about something that is very easy for you to do, for example when compared with something more difficult: If you can learn Japanese, learning French should be a piece of cake.

3 to make something easier

make sth easier /meik (sth) ‘izəri/ to make it possible to do something more quickly and easily: Large supermarkets have made shopping much easier.
make it easier for sb to do sth The Internet has made it easier for children to get access to pornography.
make things/life easier If the buses were more frequent it would make life a lot easier.

simplify /‘simplifai/ [v T] to make something easier to understand: The whole procedure has been simplified.
simplifying – simplified – have simplified

chew /tʃu:/ [v I/T] to bite food several times and turn it around in your mouth: I chewed the toffee slowly. / There was a cow in the field, slowly chewing a mouthful of grass.

swallow /‘səʊləu/’swaʊː/ [v I] to make something go down your throat towards your stomach: I threw a piece of meat to the dog, and he swallowed it in one go. / If you drink some water it will make the pills easier to swallow.

lick /lik/ [v T] to eat something soft by moving your tongue across its surface: The children sat licking their ice-creams.
lick sth off sth Nina licked the melted chocolate off her fingers.

munch /mʌntʃ/ [v I/T] to eat something with continuous movements of your mouth, especially when you are enjoying your food: Jamie came out of the store munching a bag of potato chips.

+ on/at We sipped black coffee and munched on homemade biscuits.

chew /tʃu:/ [v I/T] to eat something by biting very small pieces: The horse lowered his head and began to nibble the grass.

nibble /ˈnɪbl/ [v I/T] to eat something by biting very small pieces: The horse lowered his head and began to nibble the grass.

+ on/at We stood around drinking wine and nibbling on little snacks.

2 to have a meal

EAT

RESTAURANTS/EATING AND DRINKING

MEAL

DRINK

see

also

Cook

TASTE

FOOD

HUNGRY

1 to eat

eat /i:t/ [v I/T] Don’t eat so fast – you’ll get indigestion. / She was sitting on the wall, eating an apple. / Hey! – Someone’s eaten all my chocolates.
eating – ate – have eaten

have /hæv/ [v T] informal to eat a particular thing: I wasn’t very hungry, so I just had a sandwich. / I think I’ll just have one more piece of cake.

have sth for lunch/dinner/breakfast What shall we have for dinner? / I usually just have fruit for breakfast.

having – had – have had

2 to have a meal

have /hæv/ [v T] to eat a meal

have breakfast/lunch/dinner Make sure you have a good breakfast because lunch isn’t until two o’clock.

have a meal We had an excellent meal in a Thai restaurant.

have something to eat especially spoken (= eat a meal) Let’s stop here and have something to eat.

having – had – have had

eat /i:t/ [v I/T] to eat a meal: We usually eat at 7 o’clock. / I’m not hungry, thanks – I’ve already eaten.

eat out (= eat a meal in a restaurant) We eat out about once a month.

eat lunch/dinner etc American We ate dinner at around six, then went out.

eating – ate – have eaten
In British English, don’t say ‘eat breakfast’, ‘eat lunch’ etc. Say ‘have breakfast, have lunch’ etc.

3 to finish eating

To finish eating something: If you finish your pasta you can have some ice-cream. Alice finished her lunch and took the dishes into the kitchen.

4 to eat very little food or no food

diet /'daɪət/ [n C] when you eat less food because you want to get thinner: I’ve tried lots of diets but none of them work.

be on a diet (=be eating less food) Do you want some dessert, or are you still on a diet?

go on a diet (=start a diet) As soon as Christmas is over, I’m going on a diet.

diet [u I] to eat less food in order to get thinner: She first started dieting when she was only 12.

fast /fast; fast/ [u I] to stop eating food for a fixed period of time, especially for religious reasons: Muslims fast during Ramadan.

fast [n C] At the end of their fast, the people have a big party to celebrate.

pick at sth /pɪk at (sth) [phrasal verb T] to eat only a small part of a meal, especially because you feel ill or unhappy: I sat picking at my dinner, wishing I was somewhere else.

hardly touch sth /'hɑːrdli tʌtʃ (sth) to eat almost none of your meal: Rachel hardly touched her dinner – is she okay? Don’t you like the pudding? You’ve hardly touched it.

5 when you have eaten enough food

have had enough /hæv hæd ˈɛnʌð/ to have eaten enough food, so that you do not want any more: “Would you like some dessert?” “No thanks, I’ve had enough.” Leave the rest if you’ve had enough.

be full /biː ˈfʊl/ spoken if you are full, you have eaten so much food that you cannot eat any more: “Would you like some more pie?” “No thanks, I’m full.”

6 someone who eats too much

greedy /ˈɡreidi/ [adj] especially British someone who is greedy eats too much: Don’t be greedy – leave some cake for everyone else.

greedy – greedier – greediest

greedily [adv] The children rushed to the table and started eating greedily.

pig /pɪɡ/ [n C] spoken informal a rude word for describing someone who eats too much: What a pig! He ate that whole box of chocolates himself.

EDGE

the part of something that is furthest from its centre

see also SIDE, MIDDLE

edge /ɛdʒ/ [n C] the part of something that is nearest to its outside or end: The plates had blue lines around the edges.

+ of Don’t go too near the edge of the water.

on the edge (of) They live in a little house on the edge of town.

side /saɪd/ [n C] the part of an object that is near its left or right edge: The stage was lit from the side.

left-hand/right-hand side of sth (=on the left or right) Roy’s seat was on the left-hand side of the plane.

The edge of an object is where it ends or begins. The side of an object is along one of its lengths.

Use the edge of the road/pool/lake etc about activities that happen near the road, pool, lake etc but not in it: We stood at the edge of the lake and watched the sunset. Use the side of the road/pool/lake etc about things that happen in the road, pool, lake etc, but close to the edge of it: She swam to the side of the pool.

When you see a circle, go to the ESSENTIAL COMMUNICATION section.
the outskirts /'autskɔːts/ [n plural] the areas of a city furthest away from the centre
+ of By the time we reached the outskirts of the city it was already dark.
on the outskirts (of) Her parents lived in a big house on the outskirts of Seoul.
boundary /'bɔ:ndəri/ [n C] the official line that marks the edge of an area of land, for example a farm or part of a country
+ of She had never gone beyond the boundaries of the city. | The farmer put up a high fence to mark the boundary of his land.
+ between The Mississippi River forms the boundary between Tennessee and Arkansas.
plural boundaries
margin /'mɑːrʤɪn/ [n C] the part where nothing is written or printed at the side of a page: Leave a two centimetre margin on the left side of the page.

WORD BANK

EDUCATION

TEST

TEACH

see

also

STUDY

subject

LEARN

1 school
school /skjuːl/ [n C/U] a place where children go to learn and be taught, up to the age of 18: My mother is a teacher at the local school. | The nearest school was 10 miles away. | I hate school!
to/from school 80% of parents take their children to school by car.
state school BRITISH public school AMERICAN (=a school that is paid for by the government)

2 schools for very young children
nursery BRITISH nursery school AMERICAN /'nɜːzəri, 'nɜːzəri skjuːl/ [n C/U] a place where children aged between about two and five go for a few hours each day to play and do activities with other children
plural nurseries
kindergarten /'kɪndəˌɡaːtən/ [n C/U] in American English, the name of the first year of school for children aged five; in British English, another name for a nursery for children aged four or five
pre-school /priː skjuːl/ [n C/U] AMERICAN a school for children aged between about two and five: a plan to provide pre-school for all children

3 schools for children below the age of 12
primary school /'prɪməri skjuːl/ [n C/U] in Britain, a school for children aged between five and eleven; primary schools are usually divided into the infant school or the infants (=for children aged five to seven) and the junior school or the juniors (=for children aged seven to eleven)
elementary school/grade school /'elɪməntəri skjuːl, 'greɪd skjuːl/ [n C/U] in the US, a school for children aged between five and eleven

4 schools for older children
secondary school /'sekJəndəri skjuːl/ [n C/U] in Britain, a school for children aged between 11 and 18
junior high school /ˈdʒɔːni hæt skjuːl/ [n C/U] in the US, a school for children aged between 12 and 13 or 14
high school /hæt skɔːl/ [n C/U] in the US, a school for children aged between 14 and 17

sixth form college /sɪksθɔːm kɔlɪdʒ/ [n C/U] in Britain, a college for students aged between 16 and 18

5 a place where people over 18 can study

university /ˈjuːnɪvərsəti/ [n C/U] a place where students study one or two subjects at a high level, in order to get degrees. There are many universities in Tokyo. | the University of Chicago

be at university (=be a student at a university) Both my sisters are at university. | go to university (=become a student at a university) She wants to go to university to study biology.

You can also use university before a noun, like an adjective: the university library | a big university campus

In British English, always use the word university to talk about a place where students study to get degrees. But in American English, you can also use school or college to mean this.

plural universities

college /ˈkɒlɪdʒ/ [n C/U] in the US, a university, in Britain, a place where people can study academic subjects or practical skills after they leave secondary school, but which does not give degrees

You can also use college before a noun, like an adjective: a college professor | the college football team

school /skɔːl/ [n C/U] American informal a university or similar institution

go to school (=study at a college or university) Phil gave up his job, and he's going back to school next year.

law school/medical school/business school /ˈlɔː skɔːl, ˈmedɪkəl skɔːl, ˈbaɪznəs skɔːl/ [n C] a university or part of a university where you study law, medicine, or business

postgraduate British graduate American /pəʊstˈɡrædʒuət, ɡrædʒuət/ [adj only before noun] use this about advanced education that takes place after a student has finished a university degree, or about students who study at this level: She got a degree in history last year, and now she's doing a postgraduate course. | postgraduate research | We met when we were both graduate students at Berkeley.

higher education /hætər edʒuˈkeɪʃən/ [-edʒə-] [n U] education at a university or similar institution: a big increase in the number of students entering higher education

adult education /ˈædʌlt edʒuˈkeɪʃən/ [-edʒə-] [n U] special classes for adults, often in the evenings, either because they want to improve their skills or just for enjoyment

6 to go to a school or university to study

go to /gəʊ tuː/ to go to a school or university to study: "Which university did you go to?" | "I went to Kyoto Women's University." | We both went to the same school.

be at British, be in American /biː ət, biː ɪn/ [phrasal verb T] if you are at school/college or you are in school/college etc., you are studying there: My younger brother is still at school. | Yes, I know Eileen - we were friendly when we were in college together. | Sara is at Oxford studying biology.

At school (British) always means going to a school for children between 5 and 18 years old. In school (American) means attending a school, college, or university.

be educated /biː edʒuˈkeɪtɪd/ [-edʒə-] to study at a particular school or university - use this especially in written descriptions of people's lives

+ at He was born in South Wales in 1941, and was educated at the King's School, Canterbury. Harvard-educated/Oxford-educated etc a Harvard-educated lawyer

7 to finish school or university

→ see also LEAVE 9

graduate /ɡrædʒuət/ [v I] to successfully finish your studies - in Britain, you graduate from university, but in the US you
can graduate either from university or from high school: Bobby left high school without graduating.
+ from He graduated from Yale in 1986.

8 someone who studies at a school, university etc

schoolboy/schoolgirl /ˈskjuːbol, ˈskjuːgəl/ [n C] especially british: a boy or girl who studies at school: There was a group of schoolgirls waiting at the bus stop.

schoolchildren /ˈskjuːtʃildrən/ [n plural] especially british: children who are studying at school: Only 10% of British schoolchildren attend private schools.

pupil /ˈpjuːpl/ [n C] a child who studies at a particular school, especially in a school for children under the age of 12: With over 2000 pupils, this is one of the biggest schools in London.

! Pupil is formal in American English, but not in British English.

student /ˈstjuːdnts/ [stjuːdnt] [n C] someone who studies at school, university, or college: None of my students has ever failed this exam.

high school/college etc student (=a student at high school or college)

English/history/art etc student (=someone who is studying English, history, art etc)

! In American English, student can mean anyone who is studying at a school, college, or university. In British English, it usually means someone who is studying at a university or college, and children at school are usually called schoolchildren or pupils

class /klɑs/ [klæs] [n C] a group of students or schoolchildren who are taught together: Everyone in the class passed the test.

top/bottom of the class At the end of the year I came top of the class in French.

first year/second year etc ('fɜːrst, 'sekwənd etc) jieə, 'sekwənd jieə) [n C] British: someone who is in the first year, second year etc at a school or university: The university only provides rooms for first years.

freshman /ˈfreʃmən/ [n C] American: someone who is in the first year at university or high school

sophomore /ˈsɒfəmər/ [sɒ-] [n C] American: someone who is in the second year at university or high school

teenager /ˈtiːnədʒər/ [n C] American: someone who is in the third year at university or high school

postgraduate student /ˈpəʊstɡrədʒuət stjuːdnt, ˈgrədʒuət stjuːdnt/ [n C] American: someone who has already taken one degree and is studying for another, more advanced degree

9 what level you are at school, university etc

first/second etc grade /ˈfɜːst, ˈsekwənd (etc) greɪd, [n C] the first, second etc year of school in the US, starting from the first year of elementary school (aged six; after kindergarten): Harry will be starting the third grade soon.

first/second etc year /ˈfɜːrst, ˈsekwənd (etc) jieə, [n C] the first, second etc year at university in Britain or the US, or the first, second etc year of school in Britain, starting from the first year of secondary school (aged 11): I gave up German in the third year.

year one/two etc /ˈjiːn, ˈtuːi/ [n C] the first, second etc year of school in Britain, starting from the first year of primary or infant school (aged five), and ending at year thirteen (aged 18): By year eight, students should be able to understand what a noun is.

The system starting from year one is more modern than the system starting from the first year.

10 one of the long periods into which the year is divided at school, university etc

term /ˈtɜːrm/ [n C] one of the three periods that the year is divided into at British schools and most British universities
autumn/spring/summer term. The main exams are at the end of the summer term.

semester /ˈsiːməstr/ [n C] one of the two periods that the year is divided into at American schools and most American universities.

first/second semester I took five classes in the first semester and three in the second.

the school year/the academic year /ˈskəul jɪər, ˈdeɪ əkədemɪk jɪər/ [n singular] the period of the year when there are school or university classes. In Japan the school year starts in April and ends in February or March.

quarter /ˈkwɔːtər/ [n C] one of the four main periods that the year is divided into at some American schools and universities.

a short period in which students are taught a particular subject.

class /klɑs|klæs/ [n C] a period of time, usually about 30 minutes to one hour, in which a teacher teaches a group of students. Heidi painted during the French class today! Let’s go – I have my first class in 10 minutes!

lesson /ˈlesn/ [n C] a period in which someone teaches one person or a small number of people – use this especially about practical skills such as music, swimming, or driving: Dominic will have his first driving lesson this Thursday. She gives English lessons to business people in the evenings.

lecture /ˈlɛktʃər/ [n C] a long talk on a subject, given by a teacher at a college or university, and listened to by a large number of students.

+ on a lecture on the causes of the Russian Revolution.

give a lecture Professor Blair is giving a series of lectures on Einstein’s theories.

seminar /ˈseiminər/ [n C] a class, usually at a college or university, where a teacher and a small group of students discuss a subject.

+ on Every week we have a seminar on modern political theory.

what you get when you finish a course successfully.

qualification /ˈkwɔlɪfɪkeɪʃən/ [n C] often plural] you get a qualification when you finish a course and pass examinations at the end of it, a two-year course, leading to a teaching qualification: He left school at 16, with no academic qualifications.

sb’s qualifications (=all the exams someone has passed) List your qualifications in the space below.

degree /ˈdiəri/ [n C] the qualification that you get when you successfully finish a course at university: He has a degree in political science from the University of Chicago.

do a degree/take a degree BRITISH (=study in order to get one) Maggie is doing a degree in psychology.

On its own, degree means the qualification you get when you do a 3- or 4-year course at university, usually when you are about 18-22 years old. Degree can also mean a more advanced qualification (=a higher degree), such as a Master’s degree or a PhD.

Master’s degree/Master’s /ˈmɑːstərz/ [n C] an advanced degree that you get by studying for one or two years after getting your first degree.

+ in To do this job, you need a Master’s degree in Computer Science.

doctorate/PhD /ˈdoktər(eɪt), ˈpiː ɪt/ [n C] the most advanced type of degree, which you study for on your own for several years, doing work and writing a long report explaining what you have discovered.

+ in She has a PhD in industrial robotics.

the process of studying and being taught.

education /ˌedʒuˈkeɪʃən/ [n C] the whole process by which people learn and develop their minds in schools, colleges, and universities: The government should spend more on education. My parents wanted me to have a good education. I spent all of my life from 5 to 18 in full-time education.
private education (paid for by parents, not provided by the government) Only a minority of parents can afford private education for their children.

educational /adjəˈkəˌʃənəl/ [adj] usually before noun] connected with education: Different children have different educational needs. | We offer a wide range of educational and sporting activities.

an educational institution (=a school, college, or university)

academic /ˌækəˈdeʊmɪk/ [adj] usually before noun] connected with education, especially at college or university level: academic books | Jake was unemployed, and had no academic qualifications.

**EFFECT**

a change caused by something that happens or by something that someone does

→ see also RESULT, CHANGE

1 an effect

**effect** /ɪˈfekt/ [n C/U] a change that is caused by something that happens or by something that someone does

+ of the harmful effects of smoking | Gal was still recovering from the effects of her operation.

the effect of sth on sth a study that is measuring the effect of fertilizers on the size of crops

without much effect (=having almost no effect) I tried using detergent to remove the stain, but without much effect.

feel the effects of sth By now we were feeling the effects of lack of sleep.

side effects (=unwanted effects of a drug or medicine) One of the possible side effects of the drug is loss of memory.

⚠️ Don’t confuse effect (a noun) and affect (a verb – see Section 2).

**impact** /ɪˈmpækt/ [n singular/U] the big and permanent changes that happen as a result of something important

the impact of sth on sth the impact of computers on people’s lives

have a great/enormous impact on sth Einstein’s work on relativity had an enormous impact on the way physics developed.

have little impact on sth At first, the revolution had little impact on the lives of ordinary people.

**influence** /ˈɪnfljuəns/ [n singular/U] the continuing effects that something has on the way that people think or behave, or on the way that things develop

+ of The authorities were worried about the influence of some films and TV programmes on teenagers.

the influence of sth on sth a book about the influence of feminist ideas on American society

2 to have an effect on someone or something

**have an effect** /hæv ən ˈɪfekt/ to make someone or something change in some way, for example by changing the way that things are done or by changing someone’s attitudes: For some patients, the treatment has an immediate effect.

+ on What you eat when you are pregnant can have an effect on your baby.

**have a good/bad/serious etc effect** The war had a very bad effect on the economy of Vietnam.

**have little/no effect** The tobacco companies say their advertisements have little effect on people’s behaviour.

**have an influence** /hæv ən ˈɪnfljuəns/ to have a continuing effect on the way that people think or behave, or on the way that things develop

+ on Clearly, the cost of fuel has an influence on our energy policy.

**have a great/import/important/profound influence on sth** Descartes’ ideas have had a profound influence on modern science.

**affect** /əˈfekt/ [v T] to produce a change, for example in the way that something develops or in someone’s situation: The new tax law doesn’t affect me because I’m a student. | The rate at which plants grow is affected by the amount of sunlight they receive.

badly/seriously/severely affect Playing video games too much could seriously affect children’s eyesight.
influence /ɪnˈfljuːs/ [v T] to affect someone’s opinions or behaviour: Don’t let anything he says influence your decision. 1 How much does TV advertising influence what people buy?

do sth to sth /də (sth) tɔ (sth): [phrasal verb T] especially spoken to affect someone or something in a harmful way: Do you ever think about what those cigarettes must be doing to your lungs? Look what the storm has done to the flowers.

be good for/be bad for ˈbiː ˈgʊd fɔːr, ˈbiː ˈbeɪd fɔːr: to have a good or bad effect on something or someone: Eating plenty of fruit is good for your health. Changing schools too often is bad for a child’s development.

it’s good/bad for sb to do sth ɪt’s ˈgʊd/bæd fɔː sə b tʌ ðo sth: It’ll be good for her to meet some new people. I think it’s bad for children to always get what they want.

get embarrassed She’s a good singer, but she gets embarrassed if we ask her to sing.

+ about I got very drunk at the party, and I feel really embarrassed about it.
+ by/at Marlon was embarrassed by his lack of education.

self-conscious /sɛlˈkɒnʃɪs/ [adj] shy and embarrassed about your body, or about the way you look or talk: I always feel really self-conscious in a bikini.

+ about Teenagers can feel very self-conscious about their appearance.

uncomfortable /ˌʌnˈkʌmfortəbl, ˈ-kʌmfaʊt-| ˌ-kʌmfort-, ˈ-kʌmfort- [adj] feeling embarrassed because you cannot relax with the people around you: All this talk about love and romance was making me uncomfortable. 1 Jim always felt uncomfortable on such formal occasions. 1 an uncomfortable silence

uncomfortably [adv] Rhys shuffled his feet uncomfortably, trying to think of an excuse to leave.

awkward /ˈaʊkwəd/ [adj] feeling so shy, nervous, and embarrassed that you cannot behave in a natural way: I didn’t know anyone at the party and I felt really awkward at first.

B E M B A R R E S S E D

feeling uncomfortable and nervous about what people think of you

see also ASHAMED

emarrassed

emarrassed /ˈemərəst/ [adj] feeling uncomfortable and worrying about what people think of you, for example because you have made a stupid mistake or because you have to talk about your feelings, about sex etc: Tony spilled red wine all over their carpet. He was so embarrassed! 1 The teachers are supposed to teach us about ‘safe sex’, but most of them are too embarrassed.

got embarrassed She’s a good singer, but she gets embarrassed if we ask her to sing.

+ about I got very drunk at the party, and I feel really embarrassed about it.
+ by/at Marlon was embarrassed by his lack of education.

self-conscious /sɛlˈkɒnʃɪs/ [adj] shy and embarrassed about your body, or about the way you look or talk: I always feel really self-conscious in a bikini.

+ about Teenagers can feel very self-conscious about their appearance.

uncomfortable /ˌʌnˈkʌmfortəbl, ˈ-kʌmfaʊt-| ˌ-kʌmfort-, ˈ-kʌmfort- [adj] feeling embarrassed because you cannot relax with the people around you: All this talk about love and romance was making me uncomfortable. 1 Jim always felt uncomfortable on such formal occasions. 1 an uncomfortable silence

uncomfortably [adv] Rhys shuffled his feet uncomfortably, trying to think of an excuse to leave.

awkward /ˈaʊkwəd/ [adj] feeling so shy, nervous, and embarrassed that you cannot behave in a natural way: I didn’t know anyone at the party and I felt really awkward at first.

2 to make someone feel embarrassed

emarrassing /ɪmˈbærəsɪŋ/ [adj] an embarrassing situation makes you feel embarrassed: “She got locked in a public toilet and couldn’t get out!” “How embarrassing!” 1 The doctor asked me a lot of embarrassing questions about my sex life.

emarrass /ɪmˈbærəs/ [v T] to make someone feel embarrassed: I hope I didn’t embarrass you in front of your friends. 1 I chose my words carefully, in order to avoid embarrassing anyone.

3 the feeling you have when you are embarrassed

emarrassment /ɪmˈbærəsmənt/ [n U] the feeling you have when you are embarrassed: He looked down at the floor in an attempt to hide his embarrassment.

die of embarrassment spoken (a humorous way of saying you feel very
embarrassed about something) She read my poem out to the whole class – I almost died of embarrassment!

4 when your face goes red because you are embarrassed

blush/go red /blaʃ, gəʊˈred/ [v I] if you blush or go red, your face becomes red because you are embarrassed: When he asked her to dance she just blushed and giggled. | David’s really shy – he always goes red when the teacher asks him a question.

**EMPHASIZE**

**to say that you think that something is especially important**

→ see also IMPORTANT/NOT IMPORTANT

emphasize/stress /ɪmˈfæsɪz, ˈstres/ [v T] to say or show that you think something is especially important: Mann stressed the need to educate people about the risks of AIDS. | She said smoking was not permitted anywhere in the school – emphasizing the word ‘anywhere’.

+ that She emphasized that Bosnia would need international assistance to recover from the war.

⚠️ Don’t say ‘emphasize on something’. Say emphasize something.

⚠️ In British English, emphasize can also be spelled emphasise.

overemphasize (also overemphasi-se BRITISH) /ˌɑʊvərɪmˈfæsɪz/ [v T] to emphasize something too much: I think the book overemphasizes the importance of religion in the history of the US.

emphasis /ɪmˈfæsɪs/ [n U] special attention that is given to a particular activity, subject etc, because it is believed to be more important than other things

+ on There is a greater emphasis on environmental issues nowadays.

put emphasis on sth The school puts a lot of emphasis on discipline and respect for authority.

with the emphasis on sth an exciting new French course for beginners, with the emphasis on fun as well as learning

**EMPT Y**

→ opposite FULL

1 container/bottle/glass

empty /ˈempti/ [adj] a container, bottle, or glass that is empty has nothing inside it: There were two empty bottles on the table. | I noticed her glass was empty, and offered her some more wine. | The box was empty – all the money was gone.

free /frɪ: [adj] usually not before noun a seat, space, or room that is free is not being used, and no-one has arranged to use it: Is this seat free? | You’ll have to wait till there’s a meeting-room free. | I think there’s a free table in the corner.

bare /bɛər/ [adj] a room that is bare has very little furniture or other things in it; an area of land that is bare does not have much growing on it: The little church was bare and cold. | We drove past mile after mile of bare fields.

deserted /ˈdɛzərdt/ [adj] a place or building that is deserted is empty and quiet, because the people who are usually there have left: The village seemed to be completely deserted. | We ran along the deserted beach.

uninhabited /ˌʌniˈnæbɪtɪd/ [adj] an area or place that is uninhabited has no people living in it: Most of the islands in Clear Bay are uninhabited. | The castle is now uninhabited.

2 place/room/seat

empty /ˈempti/ [adj] a room, building, town, or place that is empty has nothing or no-one in it: It was Sunday, and the streets were empty. | My footsteps echoed across the empty room.

free /frɪ: [adj] usually not before noun a seat, space, or room that is free is not being used, and no-one has arranged to use it: Is this seat free? | You’ll have to wait till there’s a meeting-room free. | I think there’s a free table in the corner.

bare /bɛər/ [adj] a room that is bare has very little furniture or other things in it; an area of land that is bare does not have much growing on it: The little church was bare and cold. | We drove past mile after mile of bare fields.

deserted /ˈdɛzərdt/ [adj] a place or building that is deserted is empty and quiet, because the people who are usually there have left: The village seemed to be completely deserted. | We ran along the deserted beach.

uninhabited /ˌʌniˈnæbɪtɪd/ [adj] an area or place that is uninhabited has no people living in it: Most of the islands in Clear Bay are uninhabited. | The castle is now uninhabited.

3 paper/tape/screen

blank /blæŋk/ [adj] a blank screen, tape, or piece of paper has nothing written or recorded on it: I want to record the film.
Do we have any blank video cassettes? Ian stared at the blank sheet of paper in front of him.

space /speɪs/ [n C] a place that has been left empty in a piece of writing, especially so that you can write something in it: There’s a space for you to sign your name.

to make a place or container empty

empty /empti/ [v T] to make something empty by removing what was in it: The garbage cans are emptied once a week. I “See you,” he called, emptying his glass and making for the door.

emptying - emptied - have emptied

clear out /kliər aʊt/ [phrasal verb T] to empty a building, room, cupboard etc, especially because you no longer want the things that are in it.

clear out sth I found a pile of old letters while I was clearing out my desk.

clear sth out We must clear the garage out this weekend.

the very end (=the last moment, sentence etc) You don’t find out who the murderer is until the very end of the book.

ending /'endɪŋ/ [n C] the things that happen at the end of a story or film: In the Spanish version of this story, the ending is completely different.

happy ending (=an ending in which everyone is happy) I love those old Hollywood movies with happy endings.

finale /'fɪnəli/ [n C usually singular] the exciting or impressive last part of a piece of music, show, ceremony etc

+ of the finale of Beethoven’s ninth symphony

the grand finale (=the very impressive finale) For the grand finale there was a marching band and fireworks.

to end

end /end/ [v I] if an event, story, situation, or period of time ends, there is no more of it left: World War II ended in 1945. How does the story end?

end in sth (=end in a particular way, especially a bad way) Their marriage finally ended in divorce three years later. A school trip that ended in tragedy when three children were killed in an accident.

finish /fɪ'nɪʃ/ [v I] to end - use this especially to say what time something ends: What time does your class finish? The celebrations didn’t finish till after midnight.

be over /biː 'əʊvə/ [phrasal verb I] if an event or activity is over, it has ended, and nothing more is going to happen: By the time we arrived, the party was already over.

be all over (=have completely finished) The game should be all over by 5 o’clock.

come to an end /kæm tu ən 'end/ to finally end - use this about a period of time, a situation, or an activity that has continued for a long time: When this job comes to an end, I’ll be unemployed again. It was already September, and our stay in Zurich was coming to an end.
happening at the end

at the end (at dɪˈend/ during the last part of an event or period of time: The movie was really sad — at the end the little girl dies.

+ of There will be time for questions at the end of the meeting.

⚠️ Don’t confuse at the end (= during the last part of something) and in the end (= after a period of time).

final /ˈfainəl/ [adj only before noun] happening at the end of an event, book, or film: the final stages of the project 1 the book’s final chapter.

closing ˈkləʊzɪŋ [adj only before noun] FORMAL closing remarks/speech/ceremony etc remarks etc which come at the end of an event, meeting, or book: By the time he made his closing remarks, I was almost asleep.

end with sth end wɪð (sth): [phrasal verb T] if an event, book, or film ends with something, that is what happens at the end of it: The concert ended with a laser light show. 1 The advertisement ends with the usual appeal for people to give money.

happening at the end of a long period of time

finally/eventually/in the end ˈfainəli, ɪˈventʃjuəli, ɪn ˈði end [adv] a long period of time, especially after a lot of difficulties or after a long delay: After a lot of questioning, James finally admitted he had broken the window. 1 The plane eventually arrived at 6:30 — over three hours late. 1 In the end, I decided that the best thing to do was to ask Billy for help.

⚠️ You can use eventually or in the end by itself to answer a question: “Did you find the book you wanted?” “Yes, eventually.” Don’t use finally like this.

at last /at ˈlaʊst/ -ˈlaɪst/ use this when something good happens after you have waited for it for a long time: I’m really glad that Ken’s found a job at last. 1 At last the rain stopped and the players came back on the field.

at long last (= after a very long time) At long last he was able to see his family again.

end up /end ʌp/ [phrasal verb T] If you end up in a situation, you get into that situation at the end of a series of events which you did not plan: Forbes ended up in a French prison for drug dealing.

end up doing sth We planned to go into town that night, but ended up staying in watching TV.

the part or point at the end of an object

end /end/ [n C] the part at the end of something long and narrow: Stop chewing the end of your pen!

the end of the road/street/passage etc (= the furthest part at the end) Go to the end of the street and turn left.

at both ends/at one end You need a long pole with a hook at one end.

point /pɔɪnt/ [n C] the thin, sharp end of something such as a needle, stick, or sword

+ of Colonel Bilby tapped the metal point of his umbrella on the wooden floor. 1 the point of a knife

tip /tɪp/ [n C] the narrow part at the end of something such as a finger, a branch, or a piece of land

+ of Dr Gordon felt my neck with the tips of his fingers. 1 The village is on the southern tip of the island.

ENJOY

LOVE

FREE TIME

see also

HATE

LIKE/NOT LIKE

ENTHUSIASTIC/UNENTHUSIASTIC

1 to get pleasure from doing something

enjoy /ɪnˈdʒɔɪ/ [v T] to get pleasure from doing something: Did you enjoy the party?
enjoy doing sth  My father enjoys playing golf at weekends.

enjoy yourself (=have fun and feel happy when you are doing something) The park was full of people enjoying themselves in the sunshine.

⚠️ Don’t say ‘I enjoy to do it’. Say I enjoy doing it.

⚠️ Don’t say ‘I very enjoy it’. Say I really enjoy it very much or (in spoken English) I really enjoy it. We enjoyed the meal very much – thanks for inviting us.

like [laik] [v T] to enjoy doing something, especially something that you do regularly or for a long time.

like doing sth/like to do sth I like to relax and read a book in the evenings. Do you like travelling by train?

⚠️ Usually it doesn’t matter whether you say like doing sth or like to do sth. But when you mean someone likes the situation or place they are in, you must use like doing sth: I like living in London (not ‘I like to live in London’).

⚠️ Don’t say ‘I like very much watching TV’. Say I really like watching TV.

love [lʌv] [v T] especially spoken to enjoy doing something very much and get a lot of pleasure from it. Cassie works in the theatre and she loves her work.

love doing sth/love to do sth She loved to sit in the park and feed the ducks. I love going out in the snow.

⚠️ Don’t say ‘it is a fun’. Say it is fun.

⚠️ Don’t confuse fun (something you enjoy) and funny (something that makes you laugh).

have a good time/have a great time [hæv ə ˈɡʊd taim, hæv ə ˈɡreɪt taim] especially spoken to enjoy yourself very much when you are doing something with other people. We had a great time last night – you should have come. Did you have a good time at the beach?

have fun [hæv ˈfʌn] to enjoy yourself with other people, for example by relaxing, talking, or laughing with them: I was having so much fun I forgot how late it was.

have fun doing sth We had fun trying to guess who Mike’s new girlfriend was.

2 experiences and activities that you enjoy

enjoyable [ɪnˈdʒɜːrəbəl] [adj] an enjoyable activity, especially something you do with other people, is pleasant and interesting: We spent an enjoyable evening playing cards. I try to make my lessons more enjoyable by using games.

fun /fʌn/ [n U] especially spoken if something is fun, you enjoy it because you do interesting and exciting things: “How was your weekend?” “It was fun.”

it is fun to do sth/it is fun doing sth It’s fun to play in the pool. It’ll be fun seeing all my old friends again.

good fun (=very enjoyable) Have you ever been windsurfing? It’s really good fun.

have fun (=enjoy something a lot) I haven’t had so much fun in years.

3 the feeling you get when you enjoy something

pleasure [ˈplɛʒə] [n U] the happy feeling you get when you are enjoying something

get pleasure from sth My father always got a lot of pleasure from being with his grandchildren.

do sth for pleasure (=because it gives you pleasure) I don’t very often read for pleasure.

give/bring pleasure (=make people happy) Her singing has given so much pleasure to so many people over the years.

enjoyment [ɪnˈdʒɔrɪmənt] [n U] the feeling you get when you enjoy doing something

get enjoyment out of sth I get a lot of enjoyment out of working with young children.

+ of The bad weather didn’t spoil our enjoyment of the vacation.

When you see ☢️, go to the ESSENTIAL COMMUNICATION section.
**4** someone that people enjoy being with

**be good company** /ˈbiː ɡʊd ˈkæmpəni/ if someone is good company, people enjoy spending time with them: I like sharing a room with Kathy — she’s good company.

**be fun** /biː ˈfʌn/ spoken use this about people who are always cheerful, interesting, and amusing: Let’s invite Margy — she’s always fun.

**5** to enjoy something that most people would not enjoy

**revel in sth** /ˈrɛvl ɪn (st/)/ [phrasal verb T] to enjoy something that most people would not like: Her job is very stressful, but she seems to revel in it.

**revelling − revelle − have revelle**

**reveling − revele − have revele**

**take pleasure in doing sth** /ˈtekl ˈpliʒər ɪn dʊŋ (st/); to enjoy doing something that upsets or annoys someone: Her husband seemed to take pleasure in pointing out her mistakes. | Mr Broadbent took great pleasure in telling me I was fired.

---

**ENOUGH/ NOT ENOUGH**

- see also **FULL**

**1** when there is a large enough amount of something that you need

**enough** /ɪnˈaf/ [quantifier] Here’s $20. Is that enough? | He wasn’t making enough money, and so he closed the business. | Have you got enough drivers? I can help if you need me.

**enough money/space/work etc** for | made loads of food, so there should be enough for everyone. | Will there be enough room for Joey in the car?

**more than enough** (=more than you need, but not too much or too many) I’ve given you more than enough time to make up your mind.

**I’ve had enough** BRITISH (=say this when you have eaten enough food) “Would you like some more pizza?” “No thanks, I’ve had enough.”

⚠ Don’t say ‘the food wasn’t enough’. Say there wasn’t enough food. Enough usually goes before the noun.

**plenty** /ˈplɛnti/ [quantifier] more than enough — use this when you do not need any more of something: “Do you need any more paper?” “Oh, no thanks, I have plenty here.”

**+ of** There’s plenty of food, so don’t buy any more. | Don’t worry, we’ve plenty of time.

**sufficient** /səˈfɪʃənt/ [adj] FORMAL enough: Does a vegetarian diet provide sufficient protein?

**+ for** Seven hours sleep is sufficient for most people.

**adequate** /əˈdɪkwət/ [adj] FORMAL enough in amount, and good enough in quality: None of his workers received adequate safety training.

**+ for** The computer has 16 megabytes of memory, which should be adequate for most users.

**last** /lɑːst/ [v I] if an amount of food or money **lasts** for a period of time, there is enough of it for that period.

**+ until** I still have $100, but that won’t last till the end of the vacation.

**last (sb) 2 years/3 days etc** We set off up the mountain, carrying equipment, tents, and enough food to last five days.

**last sb 4 years/3 months etc** £50? That won’t last you a day in London!

**2** to have enough time or money to do what you want

**have enough time/money** /hæv ɪnˈaf ˈtiːm, ˈmʌnɪ/ to have enough time or enough money to do what you want: I’ll come and see you if I have enough time.

**have enough time/money to do sth** We didn’t have enough money to go on vacation this year.
have the time/have the money
/ˈhæv də ’taɪm, hæv də ’mænɪ/ to have enough time or enough money to do something: I know I should take some exercise, but I just never seem to have the time.

have the time/money to do sth Now that he's retired, he’s got the time to travel. | If I had the money, I'd buy a car like that.

can afford /kæn ˈæfərd/ to have enough money to do something or to buy something: I love the apartment, but I don’t think we can afford the rent.

can afford to do sth They can afford to go on vacation in the Caribbean every year.

⚠️ Don't say 'can afford doing something'. Say can afford to do something.

3 big enough/old enough/strong enough etc

enough /ɪnˈɔːf/ [adv]

big enough/old enough/strong enough etc Will that box be big enough?
+ for The road was just wide enough for the truck to get through.
+ to do sth Liz is smart enough to figure it out.

⚠️ Don’t say ‘she’s enough old to drive a car’. Say she’s old enough to drive a car.

enough comes after the adjective.

4 when you have done something enough or when it has happened enough

enough /ɪnˈɔːf/ [adv] I think we’ve talked about this enough. | If it rains enough this month, the harvest will be a good one.

5 not enough

not enough /nɒt ɪnˈɔːf/; not enough for what you need: I gave her $200, but she said it wasn’t enough. | There won’t be enough chairs. | I don’t think you’re getting enough sleep.
+ for One bottle of wine won’t be enough for everyone.

not enough to do sth There aren't enough people to make a full team.

not have enough to do/eat/drink etc They never give us enough to eat.

not old/strong etc enough She wanted to see the movie, but she wasn’t old enough. | Could you get that book down for me? I’m not tall enough.

too little/too few the less than you need or fewer than you need - use this especially when you are criticizing or complaining about something

too few roads/doctors/hotels etc Too many patients and too few doctors - that’s the problem!

too little time/money/food etc There’s too little time to do everything that needs to be done.

too little/too few to do sth There were some police officers there, but too few to control the crowd.

far too little/few (=much too little or few) Far too little research has been done in this area.

⚠️ Use too few with countable nouns like books, shops, and students: The school had to close because there were too few students. Use too little with uncountable nouns like time, money, and food: The government has paid too little attention to the needs of disabled people.

⚠️ In spoken English, it is more usual to say not enough than to say too little or too few.

shortage /ˈʃɔːtɪdʒ/ [n C] a situation in which there is not enough of something very basic and important that people need in order to live or work

water/food/housing etc shortage Parts of Britain are suffering water shortages after the unusually dry summer.

+ of There is a shortage of nurses and doctors in the area.

acute/severe shortage (=a very bad shortage) There is an acute shortage of housing in South Africa’s urban areas.

be short of /biː ˈʃɔːt əv/ to not have enough of something basic that you need: I was short of money, so I had to ask George for $20.
scarce /skɛəs/ [adj] if something is scarce, there is not enough of it, so it is very difficult to get or buy: During the war, things like clothes and shoes were scarce. | Jobs are scarce, and a lot of people are unemployed.

lack of /læk ov [n singular] if there is a lack of something, there is not enough of it, or there is none of it at all

lack of sleep/time/money etc Fernando’s eyes were red through lack of sleep. | Most of our problems are caused by lack of money.

lack of enthusiasm/confidence/interest etc It’s lack of confidence, not lack of ability, that makes most people fail.

burst in /bɜːst ɪn/ [phrasal verb I] to suddenly enter a room making a lot of noise: Two men with guns burst in and told us to lie on the floor.

burst into sth Lotty burst into the room waving a letter in the air.

2 to use force to enter a place

force your way in /fɔːs jɔː ɪn/ to enter a building or room by using force, especially when someone is trying to stop you: They’ve blocked the door. We’ll have to force our way in.

force your way into sth Police eventually forced their way into the building and arrested the gunman.

break in /breɪk ɪn/ [phrasal verb I] to enter a building by using force, in order to steal something: If anyone tries to break in, the alarm will go off.

break into sth Vandals broke into the school last night.

3 to tell someone to enter your room or house

come in /kəm ɪn/ [phrasal verb I] spoken say come in when you want someone to come into your room, home, or office: There was a knock at the door. ‘Come in,’ she called. | Come in and sit down. I’ll be ready in a minute.

ask sb in /ɑːsk (sb) ɪn/ [phrasal verb I] informal to ask someone if they want to come into your home: Stella didn’t know whether to ask him in or not.

4 to allow someone to enter a place

let sb in /lɛt (sb) ɪn/ [phrasal verb I] Let me in! It’s freezing out here. | There’s Ryan at the door. Let him in, would you?

5 to not allow someone to enter a place

keep out /kɪp ˈaʊt/ [phrasal verb I] to prevent someone from entering a room

keep sb out/keep out sb His house has a complicated security system to keep out intruders.

When you see ENTER, go to the ESSENTIAL COMMUNICATION section.
keep sb out of sth We’ve got to keep Bill out of the kitchen – his birthday present’s in there!

turn sb away [tr'n (sb) a'wei] [phrasal verb T] to refuse to let someone into a place where a public event is happening especially because it is full: The club’s so popular we have to turn people away every night. Hundreds of disappointed fans were turned away at the gates.

lock sb out [læk (sb) a'aut] [phrasal verb T] to stop someone entering a room or building by locking the door: My girlfriend locked me out of the house.

6 a door or space that you use to enter a place
entrance also entry [ent'rəns, 'entri] [n C] a door or space that you go through to enter a place: Simpson used a side entrance to avoid the waiting reporters.

+ to the entrance to the exhibition

way in [wei in] [n C] the place where you can enter a large public building: We walked all the way around the museum, looking for the way in.

---

ENTHUSIASTIC/UNENTHUSIASTIC

DON’T CARE

LIKE/NOT LIKE

see also

ENJOY

EXCITING/EXCITED

1 enthusiastic

enthusiastic [in'θju:zəstık] [adj] behaving in a way that shows how much you like, enjoy, or approve of something: A small but enthusiastic crowd cheered as we ran onto the field. Several enthusiastic young teachers have just started working at the school.

+ about He’s still really enthusiastic about his new school.

enthusiastically [adv] The public has responded very enthusiastically to our appeal.

keen [ki:n] [adj] BRITISH very enthusiastic about an activity or job: She hasn’t much experience but she’s very keen.

+ on Alex has always been keen on athletics.

a keen golfer/photographer/gardener etc Chris is a keen photographer – he’s won several competitions.

keen to do sth Mark was keen to make a good impression on the new French teacher.

eager ['eɪdʒər] [adj] very enthusiastic and excited about something that is going to happen or about something that you are going to do: A crowd of eager fans waited outside the hotel.

eager to do sth She hurried home from college, eager to hear Tom’s news.

eagerness [n U] very enthusiastic and excited feelings or behaviour

eagerness to do sth He tripped over the cat in his eagerness to get to the phone.

enthusiasm [in'thju:zizəm] [n U] enthusiastic feelings or behaviour

+ for I’d forgotten about Jim’s enthusiasm for going on 20-mile walks.

be full of enthusiasm (=be very enthusiastic) Greta was full of enthusiasm for the plan.

2 not enthusiastic

unenthusiastic/not enthusiastic [in'θju:zəstık, not in'θju:zəstık] [adj] Are you sure you want to see the movie? You don’t sound very enthusiastic.

+ about She had never been very enthusiastic about her job as a designer. The teachers were distinctly unenthusiastic about the whole idea

half-hearted [ˈhɑːftˌhɑːtɪd] [adj]

half-hearted attempt/response/measure etc an attempt that is made without much enthusiasm or effort: Yves had made a half-hearted attempt to be friendly.

---

ENVIRONMENT

⇒ see pages 240–243
EQUIPMENT

things you use for doing something

→ see also MACHINE, COMPUTERS

equipment /ɪˈkwɪpment/ [n U] the special machines or tools that you use for doing something: You should check all electrical equipment regularly.
office/video/sports etc equipment Thieves stole all the video equipment from the college.
a piece of equipment a special piece of equipment for checking tyres

⚠️ Don’t say ‘equipments’ or ‘an equipment’. Equipment is an uncountable noun.

things /θɪŋz/ [n plural] spoken the special clothes and other equipment that you need for a sport or similar activity: Now, have you got all your things ready?
swimming/painting/sewing etc things She keeps all her sewing things in a small basket.

gear /gɛər/ [n U] informal the equipment and special clothes that you need to do something, especially an activity that you do in your free time: Mike’s crazy about photography – he’s got all the gear.
camping/fishing/skating etc gear Did you remember to pack your fishing gear?

kit /kɪt/ [n C] shaving/sewing/repair etc kit a set of small things that you use to do something: The sewing kit contained needles, pins, cotton, and a pair of scissors.

stuff /stʌf/ [n U] spoken informal the equipment that you use to do something camping/cleaning/painting etc stuff The cleaning stuff’s in the cupboard under the stairs.

ESCAPE

from a place/person/prison/dangerous situation

escape /ɪˈskɛp/ [v I] to succeed in leaving a dangerous place or situation, or a place that someone is trying to stop you from leaving: Anyone trying to escape will be shot. Only four people managed to escape before the roof collapsed.
+ from Josie managed to escape from her attacker and call the police. Two men escaped from Durham Jail last night.
+ over/into/through etc Some refugees managed to escape over the border into Tanzania.

get out /get aʊt/ [phrasal verb I] to escape from a place that is difficult to escape from, or where there is danger: How could the dog get out when the gate was shut?
+ of No-one’s gotten out of the Kansas county jail in 50 years.

get out alive We were lucky to get out alive – the whole building was on fire.

⚠️ Get out is more informal than escape.

get away /get əˈweɪ/ [phrasal verb I] to escape from someone who is chasing you, so they do not catch you: The gunmen got away in a stolen car.

get away from Thousands of civilians are trying to get away from the advancing army.

run away/run off /rʌn əˈweɪ, rʌn əf/ [phrasal verb I] to try to escape from someone by running away: Don’t run away – I’m not going to hurt you.
+ into/down/through etc He jumped out of the car and ran off into the woods.
+ from if you run away from the bull, it’s almost certain to attack you.

ESCAPE continues on page 244
Many people believe that the way that we live our lives today is having an extremely bad effect on the environment. Here are some examples of environmental problems and solutions, and the vocabulary you need to talk about them.

1 environmental problems

CARS
The biggest polluter today is the car. Exhaust fumes are the main cause of bad air quality, which can make people feel ill and have difficulty breathing. This problem is especially bad in some cities where, on days when there is not much wind, a brown layer of smog hangs in the air. The number of cars is increasing every year, and this causes serious congestion. Governments then build new roads to try to improve the situation, but this means that they cut down trees and destroy more of the countryside.

vocabulary

acid rain /'æsɪd rɛin/ (n U) rain that is harmful to trees and buildings because it has become mixed with smoke from factories and power stations
air quality /'eər kwɔlɪtɪ/ (n U) how clean or dirty the air is in a particular town or place: Sometimes the air quality is so bad that people have to stay indoors.
alternative /ɔl'trənətɪv/ (adj) alternative methods are very different from the methods which have been used for a long time, and which people regard as normal, but they are usually less harmful. Scientists are searching for alternative sources of energy.
the atmosphere /'ætmosfər/ (n sing) the mixture of air and gases that surrounds the Earth
car pool /'kɑr pʊl/ (n C) a group of car owners who agree to drive everyone in the group to work or school on different days, so that only one car is used at a time
CFCs also chlorofluorocarbons /'kloʊrəfluərəkɑrˈbɒrnz/ (n plural) chemicals that damage the ozone layer. CFCs are used especially in refrigerators and in some aerosols.
congestion /'kɒŋjestʃən/ (n U) when there are too many cars on a road, so that the traffic moves very slowly: If people lived closer to their jobs, there would be less congestion on the freeways.
electric car /'elɛktrɪk kɑr/ (n C) a car that uses special electric batteries, instead of petrol, as its source of power
endangered /'endədʒərd/ (adj) if a type of plant or animal is endangered, it may soon no longer exist
endangered species The black rhino is an endangered species and is protected by law.
the environment /'envərənmənt/ (n sing) the air, water, and land where people, animals, and plants live, and the way all these things depend on each other so that life can continue
harm/damage/destroy the environment Local people are protesting because the planned new road will destroy the environment.
protect the environment New laws are being introduced to protect the environment from industrial gases that cause acid rain.
environmental /'envərəməntəl/ (adj) use this to talk about things that affect the environment, especially...
THE GREENHOUSE EFFECT
The greenhouse effect is caused by harmful gases known as greenhouse gases. These gases are produced when we burn fuels, especially coal burned in power stations to make electricity.

These gases go up into the Earth's atmosphere and stop heat from leaving the Earth.

Because the heat cannot escape, the Earth is getting warmer. This is known as global warming. Global warming may cause the ice at the North Pole and South Pole to melt and sea levels to rise, leading to serious flooding in many parts of the world. In other places, temperatures will rise and there will be less rain, turning more of the land into desert.

HOLES IN THE OZONE LAYER
The ozone layer is a layer of gases that protects us from ultraviolet light from the sun, which can have a harmful effect on animals, and causes skin cancer in humans.

The ozone layer is being damaged by chemicals, especially CFCs, and when holes appear in the ozone layer, harmful light from the sun reaches the Earth.

problems and damage to the environment: Public transportation systems can help to reduce environmental pollution.

environmental group /ˌenvɪrəˈməntl ɡrʊp/ [n C] a group of people that aims to protect the environment, for example by spreading information and trying to make governments change their policy.

environmentally friendly /ˌenvɪrəˈməntl-ɪ ˈfrɛndli/ [adj] causing less harm to the environment.

extinct /ɪkˈsɪŋkt/ [adj] if a type of plant or animal is extinct, it no longer exists.

fertilizer /ˈfɜːrɪlɪzər/ [n C] a mixture of chemicals used by farmers to help crops grow.

flooding /ˈflɒdɪŋ/ [n U] when an area of land becomes covered with water.

fumes /ˈfjuːmz/ [n plural] harmful gas or smoke, for example from factories or cars, which damages the environment and people's health.

exhaust fumes (= fumes from cars).

global warming /ˈɡloʊbəl ˈwɔːrmɪŋ/ the idea that the Earth's weather is gradually becoming warmer because of pollution.

green /ɡriːn/ [adj] used this to talk about things connected with protecting the environment, such as ideas and policies, or products you can buy that affect the environment.

green issues (= ideas about the environment that are discussed in meetings, newspapers, on television etc) People are becoming more aware of green issues, such as the need to reduce road traffic.

green products (= that do not harm the environment) They sell green products such as recycled paper and organic vegetables.

greenhouse gas /ˈɡriːnhaus ɡæs/ [n C] a gas that forms a layer around the Earth and stops heat from leaving the atmosphere.

the greenhouse effect /də ˈɡriːnhous ɪˈfekt/ [n singular] the gradual warming of the Earth caused by gases that stop heat from leaving the Earth's atmosphere.

habitat /ˈheɪbɪtət/ [n C/U] the natural home of a plant or animal. Cutting down the forest will destroy the habitat of thousands of birds and animals.

natural habitat (= used especially when you are com-
PARING IT WITH AN UNNATURAL HABITAT, SUCH AS A ZOO. THIS SNAKE’S NATURAL HABITAT IS THE AMAZONIAN JUNGLE.

ORGANIC /ɔrˈɡɛnɪk/ [adj] ORGANIC FRUIT, MEAT, AND VEGETABLES HAVE BEEN PRODUCED WITHOUT USING CHEMICALS.


PESTICIDE /ˈpestɪsɪd/ [n C] A MIXTURE OF CHEMICALS USED BY FARMERS TO KILL INSECTS OR SMALL ANIMALS.

POLLUTANT /ˈpɔljuːtənt/ [n C] A SUBSTANCE THAT POLLUTES THE ENVIRONMENT. SCIENTISTS HAVE DISCOVERED THAT THE FISH ARE BEING KILLED BY POLLUTANTS IN THE WATER.

POLLUTER /ˈpɔljuːtər/ [n C] SOMEONE OR SOMETHING THAT DAMAGES THE ENVIRONMENT WITH HARMFUL CHEMICALS OR WASTE.

POLLUTION /ˈpɔljuːʃən/ [n U] DAMAGE CAUSED TO THE ENVIRONMENT BY HARMFUL CHEMICALS OR WASTE.

POWER STATION /ˈpauər stæˈʃən/ [n C] A BUILDING WHERE ELECTRICITY IS PRODUCED.

PROTEST /ˈprəʊtɛst/ [v I/T] TO PUBLICLY SAY OR DO SOMETHING TO SHOW THAT YOU THINK SOMETHING IS WRONG AND YOU WANT IT TO BE CHANGED.

PROTEST AGAINST STH BRITISH PROTEST STH AMERICAN ENVIRONMENTAL GROUPS HAVE ORGANIZED A MARCH TO PROTEST AGAINST GOVERNMENT PLANS TO BUILD A ROAD THROUGH THE FOREST.

PROTEST /prəˈtest/ [n C] WHEN A GROUP OF PEOPLE COME TOGETHER TO SHOW THAT THEY THINK SOMETHING IS WRONG AND THEY WANT IT TO BE CHANGED.

PROTESTER /prəˈtestər/ [n C] SOMEONE WHO PROTESTS AGAINST SOMETHING.

PUBLIC TRANSPORT BRITISH PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION AMERICAN /ˈpʌblɪk ˈtrænspɔːrt, ˈpʌblɪk ˈtrænspɔːrt/ [n U] BUS AND TRAIN SERVICES PROVIDED FOR EVERYONE TO USE.

RAINFOREST /ˈreɪnˌfoʊrˈstɪz-, -fər-/ [n C] A TROPICAL FOREST WITH TALL TREES THAT ARE VERY CLOSE TOGETHER, GROWING IN A PART OF THE WORLD WHERE IT RAINS A LOT. A CAMPAIGN TO STOP THE DESTRUCTION OF THE RAINFORESTS.

RECYCLE /ˈrɛsɪkəl/ [v I/T] TO TAKE MATERIALS THAT HAVE ALREADY BEEN USED, AND TO PUT THEM THROUGH A SPECIAL PROCESS SO THAT THEY CAN BE USED AGAIN.

RECYCLED /ˌrɛsɪkəld/ [adj] RECYCLED PAPER/PLASTIC/Glass ETC. ALL THE BOTTLES WE
# Environment

## Renewable Energy Sources
Renewable energy sources such as wind power, wave power, and solar power do not pollute the environment. They are much cleaner than oil and coal.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Wave Turbine</th>
<th>Solar Panels</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

## Green Products
We can help the environment by choosing to buy green products. Examples of green products are recycled paper, wood from sustainable sources, and organic fruit and vegetables.

## Recycling
Recycling is when you use something again instead of throwing it away. Glass, cans, paper, and plastic can all be recycled.

## Protesting
Many people try to protect the environment by joining environmental groups that inform people about green issues, and try to persuade governments to take more care of the environment, especially by organizing protests.

---

**use** are made from recycled glass

renewable energy /ri:njuərəl ɛnərˈdʒi/ [n C] energy that is always replaced naturally after it has been used

renewable energy sources (=something that can provide renewable energy, e.g. the wind, waves, and the sun)

skin cancer /skɪn ˈkænsər/ [n C/U] a skin disease that can kill people, caused by ultraviolet light

smog /ˈsmɒɡ/ [n U] dirty brown air in cities that is a mixture of fog, smoke, and harmful gases

solar power /ˈsəʊlər ˈpauər/ [n U] energy from the sun, used to make electricity and to heat water

species /ˈspɛsɪs/ [n C] a group of animals or plants of the same kind: The coast is home to many species of birds.

endangered species (=one that may soon no longer exist) Wolves used to be common throughout Europe, but are now an endangered species.

protected species (=one that is protected by laws, so that it is illegal to kill it or harm it)

sustainable source /səˈstændəb(ə)l ˈsɔr(ə)z/ [n C] if wood is from a sustainable source, it is from a forest where the trees can be replaced as quickly as they are cut down

threaten /ˈθret(ə)n/ [v T] if something threatens the environment or a type of plant or animal, it is damaging it and may eventually destroy it. Economic development and rapid population growth threaten the entire planet.

toxic waste /ˈtɒksɪk ˈweɪst/ [n U] poisonous waste from industry

ultraviolet light /ˌʌltərəˈvɪlət lɪnt/ [n U] a part of sunlight that humans cannot see. It can be harmful but most of it does not normally reach the Earth

wave power /ˈweɪv ˈpauər/ [n U] energy from the movement of the sea, used to make electricity

wildlife /ˈwaɪldlaɪf/ [n U] animals and plants living and growing in natural conditions

wind power /ˈwɪnd ˈpauər/ [n U] energy from the wind, used to make electricity and to make machines work

woodland /ˈwʊdlænd/ [n C/U] an area covered with trees in the northern part of the world, especially Europe
ESCAPE continued from page 239

break out /brek 'aut/ [phrasal verb I] to escape from a prison: Some of the men were planning to break out.
+ of breaking out of a maximum security prison
on the run /ˈɔn da 'ran/ someone who is on the run is trying to hide or escape from someone who is chasing them, especially the police: After the train robbery he spent three years on the run.
+ from Dean was a drug addict who was constantly on the run from the police.

2 from a difficult/embarrassing/boring situation
escape/get away /'eskeip, get ə'wei/ [v I] to get out of a difficult, embarrassing, or boring situation: He decided to tell me all about his trip to Majorca, and I just couldn’t get away. Let’s see if we can escape before the speeches start.

3 when someone escapes
escape /'eskeip/ [n C] when someone escapes from prison, from danger, or from someone who is chasing them: They had planned their escape very carefully. Police described it as a very daring escape.
+ from It’s the story of her escape from a group of kidnappers.
make your escape (=succeed in escaping) They made their escape in a small boat they had built themselves.
a narrow escape (=when you only just escape from danger) It was a narrow escape—a couple of minutes later the whole place went up in flames.

4 unable to escape
can’t escape/can’t get out /kænt 'eskeip, kænt ə'ut/[v I] I’ve locked all the doors and windows—he can’t get out. Two of the children couldn’t escape, and died in the fire.
trapped /træpt/[adj] unable to escape from a dangerous place or an unpleasant situation: The miners have been trapped underground for three days. He was beginning to feel trapped in his job.

be stuck /bi: 'stæk/' especially spoken to be unable to escape from an unpleasant or boring situation
+ in/with/her I don’t want to be stuck in an office all my life. I’m tired of being stuck here with the kids all day.

more than usual or more than others
especially/particularly /es'pejəli, pa'tɪkʃəli/ [adv] use this to emphasize that something is more important or happens more with one particular thing than with any others: This disease mostly affects women, particularly women over 50. Paris is always full of tourists, especially during the summer months. It’s very worrying, especially if you have young children.

especially good/important/difficult etc This is a particularly good example of the problem we’ve been discussing.

Don’t use especially or particularly at the beginning of a sentence. Don’t say ‘Especially I like tennis’. Say I like a lot of sports, especially tennis.

in particular /in pa'tɪkʃəli/ use in particular to mention one person or thing that is more important or more interesting than all similar things: Mary loves most classical music, in particular Bach and Vivaldi. We enjoyed visiting Britain and thought that Scotland in particular was very beautiful.

anything/anyone/anywhere in particular Was there anything in particular that you wanted to talk about?

above all /ə'bʌv 'ɔl/ use above all to emphasize that something is more important than all the other things you have mentioned: Get plenty of sleep, eat lots of good food, and above all try to relax. John felt sad, upset, and above all angry that his wife could treat him like this.

special/particular /speʃəl, pa'tɪkʃəl/ [adj] only before noun if you give special or particular care or attention to something, you give it more attention than
usual, or more attention than you give anything else.

*care*attention You should pay particular attention to spelling. | Take special care on the roads tonight—it's icy.

---

**EVERYWHERE**

in or to every place

everywhere /ɪ'evrɪweə/ [adv] in every place, or in every part of a place: I can't find my keys—I've looked everywhere for them. | There was water everywhere. | There are health clubs everywhere these days. | Poverty affects children everywhere—in Europe as well as places like Somalia and Ethiopia.

everywhere else (=in every other place) We deliver goods by 10 a.m. in the UK and by midday everywhere else.

every place /ɪ'evrɪ pleis/ [adv] AMERICAN INFORMAL everywhere: They go everywhere together.

all over /ɔlvər/ [preposition/adv] in every part of a place or surface

all over the world/country etc a bonk with branches all over the country | competing teams from all over the world

all over the floor/wall/your face etc Katie's toys were spread out all over the floor. | There was jam all over her face.

all over We had a great holiday in America—we travelled all over. | After a couple of hours of exercise, my body ached all over.

wherever you go /wɛrə'ver ju: goʊ/ if you see or do something wherever you go, you see it or do it in a lot of different places: Wherever you go there are people asking for money.

widespread /'waɪdspred/ [adj] happening in many places—use this especially about problems or bad situations that affect many areas or many countries: There has been widespread flooding in Germany, and the rivers are still rising. | Diseases such as typhoid are widespread in the region.

worldwide /wɜːld'wɑːd/ [adv] only before noun] in every part of the world:

There has been a worldwide increase in cases of AIDS. | Campaigners are calling for a worldwide ban on whale hunting. | A worldwide TV audience of over a billion people.

*worldwide* [adv] The company employs about 20,000 people worldwide. | On the Internet, people can communicate worldwide in seconds.

nationwide /ˌnetʃən'weɪd/ [adv] only before noun in every part of a country

nationwide strike/demonstration/campaign Workers held nationwide strikes and demonstrations all over Spain.

nationwide search/hunt/study/survey A nationwide hunt was launched yesterday for the killer of 13-year-old Nicola Jones.

nationwide [adv] We have a total of 96 stores nationwide.

---

**EXACT**

1 an exact number/amount/time

**exact** /ɪg'zækt/ [adj usually before noun] an exact number, amount, or time is completely correct and is no more and no less than it should be: “Can you tell me the exact time?” “It’s 6.37.” | The exact weight of the baby at birth was 3.2 kg.

to be exact (=used after a number when giving an exact answer, statement etc) It took her about an hour—58 minutes to be exact.

**exactly** /ɪg'zæktli/ [adv] use this to emphasize that the number, amount, or time that you are mentioning is completely correct: It's exactly 5 o'clock. | The bill came to exactly $1000.

**precise** /prɪ'ziːs/ [adj usually before noun] precise information is based on clear and exact measurements, especially when it is important that no mistakes are made: We need to know your precise location. | Each plane has to follow a precise route.

be precise (=give precise information or figures) It's difficult to be precise about the number of deaths caused by smoking.

**precisely** [adv] exactly—use this before or after a time: At precisely 3 o'clock the ceremony began.
on the dot /on do 'dot/ informal if something happens at a particular time on the dot, it happens at exactly that time:  The doors of the museum closed at six o'clock on the dot.

2 an exact description/ translation/copy
accurate /ək'jarit/ [adj] accurate information, descriptions, reports etc are completely correct because all the details are true: You must keep an accurate record of everything you eat for one day.  | The witness tried to give an accurate description of what she had seen.

exact /egzækt/ [adj] an exact copy, model etc of something is like it in every possible way: 'Eavesdrop' means to listen secretly outside someone's door, but there is no exact equivalent in Spanish.  | It's not an exact copy, but most people wouldn't notice the difference.

literal /'lætrəl/ [adj only before noun] a literal translation gives the exact meaning of each single word instead of translating whole sentences in a natural way: You can't give a literal translation of most poetry.

literally [adv] 'Vino di tavola' literally means 'table wine' in Italian.  | The French word for 'bat' is 'chauve-souris', which literally means 'bald mouse'.

word for word /wɜːd fər 'wərd/ if you repeat, copy, or translate something word for word, you use the exact words that are in it: He asked me to repeat word for word the instructions he'd just given me.

3 exactly how, what, where etc
exactly /egzæktli/ [adv] use this when you are giving or asking for exact details or information: Glue the pieces together, exactly as shown in the diagram.

exactly who/what/where etc The police want to know exactly when you left the building.  | The doctors can't say exactly what's wrong with my mother — we're very worried about her.

who/what/where exactly? Where exactly are you from?  | Who exactly did you want to see?

precisely /prɪ'saɪslɪ/ [adv] exactly — use this when it is important to describe something very carefully or to get very exact information

precisely what/where/who etc We need to know precisely how much this is going to cost.

where/what/who precisely? What precisely do you mean by 'relativity'?

4 exactly the right thing
exactly /egzæktli/ [adv] use this to emphasize that something is the particular thing that you want or mean: This is exactly the kind of job that computers are good at.

exactly what The earrings are beautiful! They're exactly what I wanted.

precisely /prɪ'saɪslɪ/ [adv] exactly — use this to emphasize exactly what the situation is, exactly what happened, exactly what you meant etc: “But none of us can speak French.” “That's precisely the problem.”  | There have been a lot of burglaries, and we installed an alarm system for precisely this reason.

5 not exact
⇒ see also ABOUT

rough /raʊf [adj only before noun] not exact, or not containing exact details: a rough estimate of the number of people without jobs  | Tim drew me a rough plan of the farmhouse.

approximate /əpri'zæmət/ [adj]
FORMAL an approximate number, amount, or time is close to the true number, amount, or time but does not need to be completely correct: Our approximate time of arrival will be 10:20.  | Please state on the form the approximate value of all your household goods.

EXAMPLE

1 a typical example of something
example /egzæmpl/ [n C] something that you mention because it is typical of the kind of thing that you are talking
about: There are many ways in which technology has changed our lives. The car is an obvious example.

+ of The church is an interesting example of the Gothic style.

give an example Attitude problems? Can you give me an example?

good/typical example This painting is a typical example of Picasso’s work in his Blue Period. Korea and Vietnam are good examples of the fast-growing economies of South-East Asia.

case /kēs/ [n C] an example of something that has happened, especially something bad

+ of There have been some cases of women employees being fired because they are pregnant.

in one case/in some cases/in every case In one case a man was charged $2000 for a simple medical check-up.

instance /ˈɪnstəns/ [n C] formal an example of a particular kind of situation: Some users of Ecstasy have actually died, but such instances are very rare.

+ of several instances of bad management that have led to serious problems

what you say when you give an example for example/for instance /fər ɪˈzæmpl, ˌfɔːr ɪˈzæmpl/ use this when you are giving an example: There are lots of famous buildings in Kyoto, for example the Golden Pavillion and Ryoanji Temple. Car prices can vary a lot. For example, in Belgium the VW Golf costs £1000 less than in Britain.

e.g. /ˈeɪdʒi/ use this in written English when you are giving an example or a series of examples: Make sure you eat foods that contain protein, e.g. meat, cheese, fish, milk, or eggs. This course includes a study of basic language skills (e.g. speaking and listening)

In British English, people usually write eg; in American English, people usually write e.g. Don’t use eg/e.g. at the beginning of a sentence.

such as /ˈsʌtʃ əz/ [preposition] especially written use this directly after a plural noun to give one or two examples of the things you have just mentioned: It is difficult to get even basic foods such as sugar and bread. Clint Eastwood is most famous for his tough-guy police movies, such as ‘Dirty Harry’ and ‘The Enforcer’.

like /laɪk/ [preposition] especially spoken use this when you are giving one or two examples: We could cook something easy, like pasta. There are a few problems we still haven’t settled, like who is going to be in charge while I’m away.

not including someone or something except/except for /ɪkˈsept, ɪkˈsept fɔːr/ [preposition] not including the person or thing that you have mentioned: Everyone’s going except Donald. The house was silent except for a clock chiming in the living room.

Don’t say ‘except of’ or ‘except from’. Say except or except for.

At the beginning of a sentence, always use except for, not just the word except on its own: Except for a couple of old chairs, the room was empty.

except /ɪkˈsept/ [conjunction] use this when you say that something is true but then you want to introduce a fact that does not match what you have said except (that) Celia looks just like her sister, except that her sister has shorter hair. It’s similar to Paris, except the people look a lot poorer.

except do sth a computer that can do everything except talk (= that is the only thing it cannot do)

Don’t begin a sentence with except.

apart from (also aside from American) /əˈpɑːrt frəm, əˈsaɪd frəm/ [preposition] use this when you mention one or two facts that do not fit into the main thing that you are saying: This is an excellent piece of work, apart from a couple of spelling
Aside from a toothbrush, she took no baggage with her.

Apart from doing sth Apart from going swimming occasionally, I don’t get much exercise.

With the exception of [ward iks’sepʃən di] formal not including only one thing, person, or group: The whole school, with the exception of the youngest class, had to attend the ceremony.

With the possible exception of (but possibly not that person or thing) I think they should all pass the test, with the possible exception of Fauzi.

Someone or something that is not included

Exception [ik’sepʃən] [n C] someone or something that is not included in a general rule, or does not do what most others in the same situation do: Most of the students did well, though there were one or two exceptions.

Notable exception (one that is very famous or special) Women do not usually get to the top in politics, but there have been a few notable exceptions.

Major/minor exception (an important/not very important one) With a few minor exceptions, the legal system in the two countries is very similar.

Be excited to do sth You must be really excited to be chosen out of all those other people.

Be careful not to confuse excited (= when you feel excited) and exciting (= when something makes you feel excited)

We were all excited. The movie was exciting.

Look forward to [lʊk òr’fɔːrd tu:] phrasal verb T to feel excited about something good that is going to happen and to think about it a lot: The kids are looking forward to their vacation – they’ve never been to California before.

Look forward to doing sth She’s really looking forward to getting her own flat.

Can’t wait [,kænt ’weɪt] [kænt] spoken if you can’t wait for something to happen, you want it to happen soon because you are very excited about it

I can’t wait for him to walk in and find we’re all already here.

Can’t wait to do sth He couldn’t wait to get home and tell Dean the news.

Thrilled [θrɪld] [adv not before noun] very excited, happy, and pleased

I’m thrilled to be back in this country again.

With Chester’s absolutely thrilled with his baby daughter.

At/bys Gemma’s parents were thrilled by the enormous response to their appeal.

Thrilled to bits British spoken thrilled to pieces American spoken (= very thrilled) Julie won the competition – she’s thrilled to bits.

Be on the edge of your seat [bi ən ’di:z av jɛs] ‘sit: to be excited and slightly nervous when you are watching something because you do not know what will happen next: This is a movie that will keep you on the edge of your seat till the final seconds.

When something makes you feel excited

Exciting [iks’saitəŋ] [adj] making you feel excited: I’ve got some exciting news for you. Hockey is a fast, exciting game to watch.

Find sth exciting Stuart found life in Paris enormously exciting.
Be careful not to confuse exciting (=when something makes you feel excited) and excited (=when you feel excited). The movie was very exciting. We were all excited.

Don't say 'very thrilling'. Say absolutely thrilling.

gripping [ˈgrɪpɪŋ] [adj] use this about books or films that are so exciting that you cannot stop reading or watching them: a gripping detective story.

exhilarating [ɪkˈsɪlərɪtɪŋ] [adj] an exhilarating experience or activity makes you feel excited and full of energy. Surfing is a demanding and exhilarating sport.

dramatic [ˈdræmætɪk] [adj] a dramatic part of a story, film etc has a lot of exciting and unexpected things happening in it: The movie starts with a dramatic car chase across the desert.

feeling too excited

overexcited [əʊvərˈɛksətɪd] [adj] someone, especially a child, who is overexcited has become too excited to behave calmly: The kids are getting overexcited and won't go to sleep.

hysterical [ˈhɪstərɪkl] [adj] unable to stop shouting, crying etc because you are extremely excited: Hysterical fans tried to stop Damon's car at the airport.

get/go hysterical (=become hysterical) The crowd went hysterical as Juventus scored in the last minute of the game.

the most exciting part of something

climax [ˈklæmæks] [n C usually singular] the most exciting or important part of a story or event, usually near the end.

+ of A parade through the streets marks the climax of the festival.

reach a climax The opera reaches its climax with Violetta's death in the third act.

highlight 'hailət [n C] the part of an activity such as a holiday or game that is the most exciting or enjoyable.

+ of The week in New York was definitely the highlight of our trip. Highlights of the ball game will be shown later.

the feeling of being excited

excitement [ɪkˈsɪtəmənt] [n U] the feeling of being excited: if you're looking for excitement, you won't find it here.

in/with excitement (=in an excited way) Louise began jumping up and down in excitement.

great/tremendous excitement (=a lot of excitement) There's an atmosphere of tremendous excitement here in the stadium.

thrive [θrɪv] [n 1] usually singular] a sudden very strong feeling of excitement and sometimes fear: Some people enjoy the thrill of hunting dangerous animals.

get a thrill out of doing sth I used to get a thrill out of riding a motorbike at high speed.

exhilaration [ɪkˈsɪlərəˈteɪn] [n U] a feeling of excitement and energy that you get from an activity:

the exhilaration of doing sth the exhilaration of a gallop along the beach at dawn

see pages 250-252

see also ALIVE, DEAD

to exist

exist [ɪɡˈzɪst] [v I] to be something that is really present or living: Do you think ghosts really exist? The Earth has existed for more than four thousand million years. Politics who behave as if poverty didn't exist.

EXIST continues on page 253.
vocabulary

aerobics /'ɛərəbɪks/ [n U] a type of exercise where you do a lot of very active movements to music, usually in a class: You should try aerobics – it's a great way of getting in shape.

do aerobics She does a lot of aerobics – at least five classes a week.

go to aerobics (=go to a class and do aerobics)

exercise /'ɛksəsaɪz/ [n C/U] physical activities that you do in order to stay healthy and become stronger, such as running, cycling, or lifting weights. An exercise is also a particular movement that you repeat many times to make a part of your body stronger: Regular exercise makes you feel a lot healthier. | This exercise is good for your back. | a book on diet and exercise
do /take exercise (=do exercise regularly) I decided I should take more exercise, and went to join a gym.
do an exercise (=do a particular movement) You should always do some exercises to warm up before you start dancing.

get some exercise (=do exercise when you do not usually do any) I'm not really in shape. I need to get some exercise.

exercise /'ɛksəsaɪz/ [v I] to do sport, swim etc in order to stay healthy and become stronger. If you exercise two or three times a week, you'll soon feel a lot healthier.

exercise class /'ɛksəsaɪs klɑːs/ [n C] a class where a group of people do exercises: There's an exercise class for beginners on Thursday evenings.

good for you /'gud fɔː ju/ if a type of exercise is good for you, it makes you healthier and improves the condition of your body: Yoga is really good for you – it helps you to relax.

good for your heart/back etc Cycling is extremely good for your heart and lungs.

gym /dʒɪm/ [n C] a place that has machines for doing exercises: How often do you go to the gym?

join a gym (=pay money to a gym so that you go there and use it whenever you want)

in shape /ɪn ʃeɪp/ [also fit /fɪt] if you are in...
shape or fit, your body is strong and healthy because you exercise regularly. If you’re a firefighter you have to be in shape. I Sandy’s very fit – he runs about 30 miles a week.

get into shape/get fit People come to exercise classes to get in shape and reduce stress.

keep in shape/keep fit (= stay strong and healthy) I keep fit by swimming and going to the gym.

lose weight (= get thinner) Kay’s lost a lot of weight recently.

muscle /ˈmʌsəl/ [n C/U] the parts of your body that connect your bones together and that you use when you move. I went to the gym, and my muscles were really aching the next day.

arm/leg/stomach muscle Use this exercise to build up your chest and arm muscles.

build up a muscle (= make it bigger and stronger)

pull a muscle (= damage a muscle while you are exercising) My leg hurts – I think I’ve pulled a muscle.

press-up British push-up American /ˈpRES ap, ˈpuʃ ap [n C] an exercise that makes your arms and chest stronger. You lie on your stomach and use your arms to push your body up.

do press-ups Do 16 press-ups, then have a rest.

running /ˈrʌniŋ/ [n U] when you run as a sport or for exercise. She did a lot of running when she was at college.

go running I went running yesterday – it nearly killed me.

sit-up /ˈsɪt ap/ [n C] an exercise that makes your stomach muscles stronger. You lie on your back and use your stomach muscles to lift your head and shoulders off the floor.

do sit-ups Do sit-ups every day for a flat stomach.

sports centre /ˈspɔːts sɛntə(r)/ British [n C] a building where you can do lots of different types of
EXERCISE

I do exercises every night before I go to bed. I usually do 50 press-ups...

...and 20 sit-ups.

But you don’t have to work out every day - two or three times a week is enough.

sport, such as squash and basketball, as well as exercise classes and weight training.

strenuous /ˈstrenjʊs/ [adj] a strenuous activity needs a lot of effort and energy. We went for a strenuous hike through the hills. The doctor advised him to avoid strenuous exercise for a while.

stretch /streʃ/ [v T/T] to make a slow movement that straightens a part of your body so that it is at its full length. This is a good exercise for stretching your back.

supple /ˈsʌpəl/ [adj] someone who is supple can bend and move their body easily. Children are usually more supple than adults.

tone up /tən ʌp/ [phrasal verb] to make your body or part of your body firmer. I’d like to tone up my hips, thighs, and stomach.

warm up /wɔːm ʌp/ [phrasal verb] to move and stretch your body gently, so that your body is prepared for more active physical exercise.

warm-up /ˈwɔːm ʌp/ [n C] the part at the beginning of an exercise class when you warm up.

do a warm up We’ll do a ten minute warm-up and then 20 minutes of aerobics.

weight training /ˈwɛt ˈtreɪning/ [n U] a type of exercise where you lift specially shaped metal weights in order to strengthen your muscles.

do weight training More and more women are doing weight training these days.

work out /wɜːk aʊt/ [v I] to exercise in a gym or in a class using all of the important muscles in your body, especially when you do this regularly. Conrad works out with weights twice a week.

yoga /ˈjɔːɡə/ [n U] a type of exercise in which you slowly move your body into different positions to improve its condition and to relax your mind.

do yoga She’s started doing yoga, and she says she feels a lot calmer.

g o t o y o g a (=go to a class and do yoga)
EXIST continued from page 249

Don’t say ‘it is existing’, ‘they are existing’ etc. Say it exists/they exist etc.

there is if you say there is something, you mean that it exists: Is there life on other planets? There’s no evidence to prove that Gray is the murderer.

be found bi: found; formal to exist in a particular place, or inside a particular thing: Vitamin C is found in green vegetables and fresh fruit. Otters are still found in some parts of Britain.

Be found is used especially in technical and scientific writing.

existence [ɪɡˈzɪstəns] [n U] when something exists

the existence of sth For the first time she began to doubt the existence of God.

be in existence (=exist at the moment) The club has been in existence since 1990.

2 to not exist

non-existent [ˈnɒn ɪɡˈzɪstənt] [adj] something that is non-existent does not exist: In rural parts of Japan, crime is virtually non-existent.

there’s no such thing spoken use there’s no such thing to tell someone that you are sure something does not exist: I don’t believe in witchcraft – there’s no such thing.

+ as I’ve come to the conclusion that there’s no such thing as perfect happiness.

3 when something that used to exist no longer exists

extinct [ɪkˈsɪŋkt] [adj] if a type of animal is extinct, none of them are alive any more: The white rhino is now almost extinct.

become extinct Why did the dinosaurs become extinct?

die out die out [phrasal verb] if something such as a type of plant or animal dies out, there are fewer and fewer of them until finally there are none left.

Many of the old village traditions are dying out. Unless we do something now, hundreds of plant and animal species will die out.

disappear disappear if something disappears, it stops existing and can no longer be seen or felt: Thousands of miles of rainforest are disappearing every year. When I got my first job I felt as if all my worries had disappeared.

Don’t say ‘is disappeared’ or ‘was disappeared’. Say has disappeared.

EXCEPT

→ see also HOPE, SURPRISING/SURPRISED

1 to expect something

expect expect if you expect something to happen, you think it probably will happen: I’m expecting a fax from Korea. Has anything arrived yet? Drivers should expect long delays on all roads out of town today.

expect to do sth expected to find him in the bar, but he wasn’t there.

expect sb/sth to do sth No-one really expected the President to resign. Economists expect the economy to grow by 5% next year.

+ (that) We all expected she’d get the job – it was a real shock when she didn’t.

Don’t confuse expect and wait for: She stood outside the hotel, waiting for a taxi. (=waiting until a taxi came past) I’m expecting a taxi. (=I ordered one a while ago)

think think to believe that something is likely to happen

+ (that) Do you think that she’ll win an Oscar for the movie? I never thought her business would do so well.

think sth is likely The builders said the job would be finished tomorrow, but I don’t think that’s likely.

be due be due if something is due at a particular time, you expect it to happen or arrive at that time: When’s your baby due?

be due in an hour/in three months/at 5 o’clock etc The flight from New York is
due at 10.30. You’d better clean up this mess – Clarrie’s due back in half an hour.

2 what you say when you expect something to happen

I expect at ɪksˈpekt soken say this when you think something will probably happen: Don’t worry – they’ll be here soon. I expect.

+ (that) I expect the tickets will be sold out by now.

I expect so BRITISH (=used to say ‘yes’ when someone asks you if you think something is going to happen) “Do you think he’ll lend us the money?” “I expect so.”

I bet at ɪ bet soken informal say this when you are almost certain something will happen, because of what you know about a person or situation

+ (that) I bet you’ll miss your boyfriend when he goes to university. She promised to arrive early, but I bet she doesn’t.

I wouldn’t be surprised at ɪ ˈwudn’t bi ˈsɒprəzəd soken say this when you think that something may happen, even though other people may think it is unlikely: “Do you think they’ll get married?” “I wouldn’t be surprised.”

+ if You know, I wouldn’t be surprised if Warren ends up running the whole company.

3 expecting something good to happen

optimistic ˈɒptəmɪstɪkәpɪ- [adj] someone who is optimistic expects good things to happen. In spite of all her problems she manages to remain optimistic. I an optimistic economic forecast.

+ about I’m pretty optimistic about our chances of winning here today.

+ that Are you still optimistic that the climbers can be rescued?

optimist ˈɒptəmɪstɪkəpɪ- [n C] someone who always expects good things to happen: Optimists still believe we can resolve the problem without going to war.

4 expecting something bad to happen

pessimistic ˈpɛsmɪstɪkәpɪ- [adj] someone who is pessimistic always expects bad things to happen: Don’t be too pessimistic – we may still win the game.

+ about He’s quite pessimistic about his chances of getting another job.

pessimist ˈpɛsmɪst [n C] someone who always expects bad things to happen: Don’t be such a pessimist – I’m sure you’ll pass your driving test!

5 when things happen in the way that you expected

as expected, as ɪksˈpektɪd if something happens as expected, it happens in the way that you expected it to happen. As expected, the Democrats won the majority of seats in Congress. The parcel arrived the next day, as expected.

it is no surprise it iz nɔ ˈsaɪprəz if something that happens is no surprise, it is exactly what you expected, so you are not surprised by it.

+ that It’s no surprise that Jeff and his wife are getting divorced.

it is no surprise to hear/discover/find etc It was no surprise to hear that Joel had messed the whole thing up again.

predictable ˈprɪdɪktsəbl [adj] happening exactly as you expect – use this especially about someone’s behaviour, when you think they are boring or stupid because they always do exactly what you expect: My dad’s so predictable – every evening he comes home, has exactly two beers, and falls asleep in front of the TV. I a predictable speech about loyalty to one’s country.

predictably [sentence adverb] as you would expect: Predictably, all the political parties are claiming the credit for rising living standards.

6 when something happens that you did not expect

unexpected ˌɪnɛkˈspektɪd [adj] something that is unexpected surprises you because you did not expect it: There have
been unexpected delays on the freeway because of an accident.

**completely/totally unexpected** Bobby's decision to leave the band was totally unexpected.

**unexpectedly** [adv] He arrived unexpectedly at the camp one morning, along with an ancient-looking dog.

**out of the blue** [adv] informal if something happens out of the blue, you did not expect it, and you are very surprised or shocked by it. One evening, Angela phoned me out of the blue and said she was in some kind of trouble.

---

### EXPENSIVE

- opposite **CHEAP**

```
FREE
\--------\-------------------\--------
|       | MONEY \       |       |
| \-----| \       | \-----|
| \   | \       | \   |
| \  | \       | \  |
| \ | \       | \ |
\-------------------\       \--------
| \       | COST \       | \-----|
| \-----| \       | \-----|
| \   | \       | \   |
| \  | \       | \  |
| \ | \       | \ |
\-------------------\       \--------
| \       | SHOP \       | \-----|
| \-----| \       | \-----|
| \   | \       | \   |
| \  | \       | \  |
| \ | \       | \ |
\-------------------\       \--------
| \       | RICH \       | \-----|
| \-----| \       | \-----|
| \   | \       | \   |
| \  | \       | \  |
| \ | \       | \ |
```

---

### expensive

**expensive** [ɪkˈspɛnsɪv] [adj] something that is **expensive** costs a lot of money, more than other things of the same type: She spends most of her money on expensive clothes. | Things tend to be much more expensive in the cities.

**expensive to make/run/buy etc** Cadillacs are beautiful cars, but they're very expensive to run.

⚠ Don't say 'prices, costs, taxes etc are expensive'. Say prices, costs etc are high.

**cost a lot** [kɑst ə lɑt] informal if something costs a lot, it is expensive: They had a big party at the Waldorf, and that must have cost a lot.

**it costs a lot to do sth** It costs a lot to get there by plane, but it's worth it.

**high**, [adj] if the price or cost of something is high, it costs a lot

**high prices/costs/fees/rents** The cost of living is higher in Denmark than in Germany. | Rents in central London are very high.

**cost a fortune** [kɑst ə fərˈtʌn] informal, especially spoken if something costs a fortune, it is very expensive.

**cost sb a fortune** We had to eat out every night – it ended up costing us a fortune.

**it costs a fortune to do sth** It'll cost a fortune to get that old car of his repaired.

**dear**, [adj] not before noun, British expensive – use this especially about things you buy in shops: The blue jacket is slightly dearer, but it's much better material.

---

### 2 expensive and fashionable

**expensive** [ɪkˈspɛnsɪv] [adj] only before **noun** an **expensive** hotel, restaurant, area etc is very fashionable and it is expensive to stay, eat, or live there: an expensive Chinese restaurant in town. | The house is on West Boston Avenue, Detroit's most expensive residential area.

**exclusive** [ɪkˈskluːsɪv] [adj] an **exclusive** area, school, shop, club etc is very expensive, and only a very rich people have enough money to live there or use it: They live in Bel Air, an exclusive suburb of Los Angeles. | He's been invited to join the exclusive Millionaire's Club.

**luxurious** [lʌksjʊərɪs] [adj] a luxurious building or room is large, very comfortable, and has expensive decorations and furniture: a room in a luxurious New York hotel. | a small but luxurious bathroom.

**posh** [pɒʃ] [adj] spoken, especially British a **posh** restaurant, house, car etc is expensive and looks as if it is used or owned by rich people: When I'm famous I'm going to stay in a posh hotel and drink champagne all day. | She goes to a posh girls' school near Brighton.

**fancy** [ˈfænsi] informal, especially American **a fancy** house, car, hotel, restaurant etc is expensive and fashionable: eating in fancy restaurants.

**fancy** – **fancier** – **fanciest**
EXPENSIVE

3 too expensive
can’t afford [kənt ə’fɔːrd] [kənt-] if you can’t afford something, you do not have enough money to pay for it: | I really need a new coat, but I can’t afford one.
can’t afford to do sth. We couldn’t afford to go on vacation last year.
can’t afford it Hiring a lawyer would be expensive, and she just couldn’t afford it.
exorbitant [ɪk.sɔːrbət.ənt] [adj] FORMAL exorbitant prices, charges, rents etc are very much higher than they should be and you think they are unfair. The rents in this part of town are exorbitant. | They charge exorbitant prices for very ordinary food.
a rip-off [ə rip’ɒf] [NOUN] INFORMAL you say something is a rip-off when you think someone is unfairly charging too much money for it: | $80 for a pair of jeans? What a rip-off!
a complete/tot-al rip-off Don’t go to that new restaurant – it’s a complete rip-off.

worth a lot of money
valuable [ˈvæljʊəbl] [adj] use this about things that are expensive to replace such as jewellery or cameras, or things that are old and rare such as paintings, furniture, and books: | The museum has a valuable collection of old books and manuscripts. | A valuable porcelain vase
be worth a lot [bi: wɜːθ ə lət] if something is worth a lot, you can get a lot of money if you sell it: | You should look after those old dolls – one day they could be worth a lot.
be worth a fortune [bi: wɜːθ ə fɔːr’tju:n] INFORMAL if something is worth a fortune, it is worth a very large amount of money: | He was very poor when he died, but now his paintings are worth a fortune.
precious [ˈpriːʃəs] [adj only before noun] precious metal/stone a metal such as gold or a jewel such as a diamond that is very valuable
priceless [ˈprɪsəls] [adj] worth so much money that it is impossible to calculate the price – use this about objects that are old and rare such as paintings, furniture, or jewellery: | The house was full of priceless antiques. | A priceless oil painting

EXPERIENCE

something that happens to you
experience [ɪkˈspəriəns] [n C] something that happens to you or something that you do, especially something unusual or important that you remember and learn from: | Hannah later wrote a book about her experiences as a war reporter.

of Tonight on Channel 1, young people will be discussing their experiences of racism.

have an experience During her trip she had several frightening experiences.
good/bad experience Living alone has been a good experience for her.

adventure [ədˈventʃər] [n C/U] a situation in which exciting and dangerous things happen to you: | My grandfather used to tell us about his adventures as a sea captain during the war. | As a young man he went off to Africa, looking for adventure.

something bad that happens to you
bad experience [bæd ɪkˈspəriəns] [n C] something that happens to you that is unpleasant, frightening, or dangerous: | Don’t let one bad experience put you off travelling altogether. | She described the war years as ‘one long nightmare’.

nightmare [ˈnaɪtmeər] [n C usually singular] a very unpleasant or very frightening experience: | Starting school can be a real nightmare for some children. | She describes the war years as ‘one long nightmare’.

ordeal [ərˈdɔːl] [n C] a painful, frightening, or worrying experience, especially one that continues for a long time: | The hostages have now been released, and are recovering from their ordeal in a military hospital.
3 when something happens to you

happen to sb /'hepon tuː (sb)/ [phrasal verb T] if something happens to you, it affects you and you are involved in it, but you did not do anything to make it happen: The crash wasn’t your fault. It could have happened to anyone. Meeting Penny was the best thing that ever happened to me.

experience /ɪkˈspɛriəns/ [v T] if you experience something, especially an emotion, a physical feeling, or an unpleasant situation, it happens to you: When you first tried a cigarette, you probably experienced a feeling of dizziness. I help for people who are experiencing unemployment problems. It was the first time she had ever experienced real poverty.

go through sth /gəʊ ðruː (sth)/ [phrasal verb T] to live through a difficult or unhappy period: Clare’s been through a lot lately, so we should all try to help her.

through hell [spoken (=have a very unpleasant time) He’s been going through hell in the two years since his daughter died.

4 when you know a lot about something because you have done it before

⇒ see also job, work, good 5, 6

experience /ɪkˈspɛriəns/ [n U] the knowledge and skill you get from doing something, especially a job, for a long time. She’s very bright and ambitious but she doesn’t have much experience.

experience of (doing) sth. She has plenty of experience of dealing with difficult situations.

teaching/secretarial/political etc experience Only people with five years’ secretarial experience can apply for the job.

previous experience (=experience you have gained already in a previous job) Have you any previous experience of working in a restaurant?

gain experience (=get experience) Fran is gaining valuable experience working for her father’s firm.

⚠️ Remember that in this meaning experience is uncountable. Don’t say things like ‘I have an experience as a teacher’ or ‘I have experiences as a teacher’.

experienced /ɪkˈspɛriənst/ [adj] someone who is experienced knows a lot about a job or activity because they have done it for a long time: Ms Carter is one of our most experienced teachers.

experienced in (doing) sth This job would suit someone experienced in dealing with the public.

highly experienced (=very experienced) Dr Blake is highly experienced in microsurgery.

5 when you have not done something before

inexperienced /ˌɪnɪˈspɛriənst/ [adj] someone who is inexperienced does not know much about a job or activity, either because they have not done it at all or because they have done it for only a short time: Inexperienced managers often have problems with their staff. There are a lot of young, inexperienced players on the team.

be new to sth /biː 'njuː tuː (sth)/ if you are new to a job or activity, you do not have much experience of doing it because you have only just started it: As you are new to the job, we don’t expect you to work as fast as the others.

EXPLAIN

INSTRUCTIONS LEARN

see also

CLEAR/NOT CLEAR

TEACH

UNDERSTAND/NOT UNDERSTAND

1 to explain something

explain /ɪkˈspɛl/ [v I/T] to give someone the information they need to understand something: It’s very simple really—it’ll
try to explain. | We listened carefully while Pam explained the process.

**explain sth to sb** Could you explain the rules of the game to me, please? | I'll explain it to you later.

**+ how/what/which etc** Can anyone really explain how the universe started? | The leaflet explains what drugs do to your body.

⚠ Don't say 'explain me the rules' or 'I explained her the rules' etc. Say explain the rules to me.

⚠ Don't say 'explain me how/what etc'. Say explain how/what etc: Can you explain what I need to do?

**tell** [tel; [v T] especially spoken to explain to someone how something works or how to do something
tell sb how/what etc Can you tell me how to log on to the computer? | The leaflet tells you what to do if you get malaria.

⚠ Don't say 'tell to someone'. Say tell someone.

⚠ Don't say 'please teach me' when you are asking someone to explain something to you. Say please tell me.

telling - told - have told

**show** [ʃəʊ; [v T] to explain to someone how to do something by doing it while they watch you
show sb how to do sth Can you show me how to use your camera?

show sb what to do One of the other members of the class showed her what to do.

show sb sth The programme showed you the best way to cook asparagus.

show sb "How do you change the speed of the drill?" “Let me show you.”

demonstrate [dɪˈmɛnstrət; [v I/T] to show someone how to do something by doing it while they watch you, especially when it is your job to show people how to do things: The ski instructor began by demonstrating the correct way to turn.

+ how A trainer came in to demonstrate how the new computer system worked.

**go through sth** [gəʊ θruː (stɪ)/ [phrasal verb T] to explain all the details about something in the right order, to help someone understand it: I'll go through the instructions once more in case you missed anything.

**what you say when you are going to explain something**

**you see** [juː siː] spoken say this when you are explaining something to someone, and you want to check that they are listening and that they understand you: This fits on here, you see, where the arrow is. | Simon's car broke down, you see, and neither of us knew how to fix it.

**in other words** [ɪn,əˈðə wɜːdz/ use this when you are saying something in a different way in order to explain it more clearly: What we need is a more sustainable transport system, in other words, more buses and trains, and fewer cars.

**that is** [ðæt ɪz; especially written use this when you are explaining the meaning of the previous word or phrase by giving more information about it: The fare is reduced for children, that is, anyone under 16 years old. | Make sure you practise all four language skills, that is, reading, writing, listening, and speaking.

**what I mean is** [wɒt I miːn ɪz; spoken] say this when you are explaining something that you have just said: When I say Joe likes to win, *what I mean is, I don't think he'll play for our team if we keep losing.*

**let me explain** [lɛt miː ɪkˈspɛlɪn/ spoken] say this when you want to explain something to someone because you think they have not understood it: I can see you're getting confused. Let me explain.

**the words you write or say to explain something**

**explanation** [ɪkˈspɛlən/ [n C] something that you say or write in order to make something clearer or to explain why something happened: Each diagram is followed by a simple explanation.

**give (sb) an explanation** Can you give us a quick explanation of how it
works? | He left suddenly, without giving any explanation.
+ for Did they give any explanation for their decision?

**instructions** /ɪnˈstrækʃənz/ [plural] written or spoken information that explains exactly how to do something: The cooking instructions are on the back of the box. | Make sure you read the instructions carefully first.

give (sb) instructions They gave us detailed instructions explaining how to get to their house.

follow instructions (=do what they tell you) If you had followed my instructions, none of this would have happened.

4 to explain why something happened

**say why/tell sb why** /sɛɪ 'wɒɪ,tɛl (sb) 'wɒɪ/ to tell someone the reasons why something happened: Did he say why he needed the money? | My aunt never told us why she got divorced.

explain /ɪkˈspləʊn/ [v I/T] to tell someone the reasons why something happened, so that they can understand the situation completely: Don’t get angry – I can explain everything.

+ why Can you explain why you’re so late?

5 a building/plane etc explodes

**blow up** /bləʊ 'ʌp/ [v I] if a building, car, plane etc blows up, it bursts suddenly and violently into pieces, causing a lot of damage: The plane blew up in mid-air, killing all the passengers and crew.

**explode** /ɪkˈspləʊd/ [v I] if a container of chemicals, oil, or gas explodes, it bursts suddenly and violently into pieces: The car crashed and its fuel tank exploded a few seconds later.

3 to destroy something using a bomb

**blow up sth** /bləʊ 'ʌp (sth)/ [phrasal verb T] to destroy a building, car, plane etc using a bomb: Terrorists blew up a government building in the city centre. | Two of the ships were blown up while they were still in the harbour.

4 an explosion

**explosion** /ɪkˈspləʊʃən/ [n C] the loud noise and violent force that is produced when something explodes: The noise of the explosion could be heard all over the city.

**blast** /ˈblæst|ˈblæst/ [n C] an explosion – used especially in news reports: Twelve people were injured in a bomb blast in the city centre. | Every window in the building had been shattered by the force of the blast.
FAIL

1 when you do not succeed
   ⇒ opposite succeed

fail [fæl] [v I] when you try to do something or achieve something, but you do not succeed: We tried to make her change her mind, but we failed.

fail to do sth So far, scientists have failed to find a cure for the disease.

not succeed /nət sək'siːd/ to fail to do something, or not be completely successful: Simon had tried several times to get a job in TV, but he never succeeded.

not succeed in doing sth I didn’t really succeed in convincing her that I was telling the truth.

2 when a plan or attempt does not succeed
   ⇒ opposite succeed

fail [fæl] [v I] if a plan or attempt fails, it does not achieve what you want it to achieve: Try changing the spark plugs, but if that fails take the car to a mechanic. They said the latest space mission was bound to fail.

fail to do sth The investigation failed to establish the cause of the accident.

failure [n U] lack of success: an attempt to climb the Alps that ended in failure.

+ of the failure of the peace negotiations

unsuccessful /ˌʌnˈsəkˈsesfl/ [adj] an unsuccessful attempt to do something does not have the result that you wanted: The army made an unsuccessful attempt to end the rebellion. I regret to inform you that your application was unsuccessful.

be a failure [biː ˈfeɪlə] to be unsuccessful – use this especially about something that fails even though it was very carefully planned: The government’s expensive election campaign had been a failure.

be a complete failure There was a 5-year plan to modernize the economy, but it was a complete failure.

go wrong /ɡoʊ ˈrɒŋ|ˈrɔŋ| if something that you are trying to do goes wrong, it fails after it has started well: The experiment went wrong when the chemicals combined to form a poisonous gas.

go badly wrong (=fail completely) a military campaign that went badly wrong

not work /nɒt wɜːk/ if a method or attempt does not work, it fails because it is not suitable or not right for the situation you are in: Teaching methods that work with adults do not always work with children. I tried to fix it with glue, but that didn’t work.

3 when you fail an exam or test
   ⇒ opposite pass
   ⇒ see also test, drive

fail [fæl] [v I/T] to not succeed in an examination or test: Jonathan failed his law exams at the end of the year. If I fail my driving test again, I’m going to give up. We expected her to pass easily, but she failed by 15 marks.

⚠ Don’t say ‘he failed in the exam’. Say he failed the exam or just he failed.

flunk /flʌŋk/ [v I/T] American informal to fail an examination or test: Tony flunked chemistry. I flunked, and had to do the test again.

4 when something seems certain to fail

pointless /ˈpɔɪntləs/ [adj] something that is pointless, is unlikely to have a very useful or successful result, so it would be better not to do it or try it: The argument was completely pointless. A pointless waste of money

it is pointless doing sth It’s pointless trying to speak to the boss – she’s always too busy.

there’s no point/what’s the point? /ˈθɛəz ɪz nəʊ ˈpɔɪnt/ /ˈwɒ茨 ə ˈpɔɪnt/ spoken say this when you think that it is useless to do something because you will not achieve anything useful by doing it: “Why don’t you try to explain things to him?” “There’s no point, he never listens to anything I say.”
there's no point (in) doing sth. There's no point in going shopping now - the stores will all be shut in half an hour. What's the point of doing sth? What's the point of taking the exam if you know you're going to fail?

Q: Be a waste of time [be a waste av] (esp. spoken) something that is a waste of time is unlikely to achieve any useful result, so you would be wasting your time if you tried to do it. A complete waste of time These meetings are a complete waste of time. Nothing ever gets decided. It's a waste of time doing sth. It's a waste of time going to the doctor - he'll just tell you to get plenty of rest.

5 When a company, shop, or business fails

- opposed succeed
- see also Business, Company, Shop

close down (klouz'daun) (phrasal verb) If a shop, factory, or business closes down, it stops making or selling things because it is no longer making a profit. If the factory closes down, 600 people will lose their jobs. A lot of small shops had to close down during the recession.

go out of business (gou aut av biz'nis) If a company goes out of business, it stops existing because it is no longer making a profit. Many small farms are going out of business.

go bankrupt (gou 'bankrapt) If a person or company goes bankrupt, they cannot pay their debts, so they have to sell all their property and goods. The family grocery business went bankrupt last year.

6 When all people have the same rights and are treated fairly

equal (ikwawl) [adj] people who are equal have the same rights as each other and are treated the same way as each other; if people get equal treatment, pay etc., they are all treated in the same way or get paid the same money. Democracy is based on the idea that all members of society are equal. The women are demanding equal pay.

equal rights (the idea that all types of people in society should have the same rights and should be treated fairly and equally) Black protesters campaigned for equal rights throughout the 1960s.

equality (ikwawl'atikwawl) [n U] When all people have the same rights and opportunities in society and are treated equally. Greater equality was one of the aims of the post-war government.

Racial/sexual equality the movement towards sexual equality.
unfair

unfair/not fair /ˌʌf ˈfæt/ [adj] not treating everyone equally, or not treating people in a way that most people think is right: an unfair law | The present welfare system is very unfair.

It’s not fair spoken Why do I always have to do the laundry? It’s not fair!

it is unfair that/it is not fair that it seems very unfair that she was blamed for the accident.

it is unfair to do sth/it is not fair to do sth It’s not fair to keep pets locked up in the house all day.

+ to tax laws that are very unfair to young people without jobs

unreasonable /ˌʌnˈriːznəb(ə)l/ [adj] behaving in a way that is not fair or sensible, especially by asking someone to do too much or criticizing them unfairly: My parents say I should stay in and do homework every night - I think they’re being very unreasonable. | an unreasonable demand

It is unreasonable to do sth It’s unreasonable to expect people to pay for something they haven’t even seen yet.

biased /ˈbaɪəst/ [adj] treating one group in a way that shows you like them more or less than another group - use this for example about newspapers or reports, judges, or other people who you think should treat everyone fairly and equally: accusations of biased reporting

+ against The opposition claim that the newspapers are biased against them.

biased in favour of sb (=unfairly treating someone better just because you like them better) Do you think the law courts are biased in favour of white people?

favoritism /ˈfeɪvərɪtɪzəm/ [n(U)] when a teacher, parent, or manager treats one person in a much better way than the others because they like that person, not because that person deserves it: If I give Paul the job, I’ll be accused of favoritism.

when people are treated unfairly because of their race, sex, age etc

discrimination /dɪskrɪməˈneɪʃən/ [n (U)] when people are treated unfairly because of their race, sex, age etc + against discrimination against women by male bosses racial discrimination (=because of someone’s race) tough new laws against racial discrimination sex discrimination (=because of someone’s sex)

⚠ Don’t say ‘discriminations’. Discrimination is uncountable.

discriminate against sb /dɪskrɪˈmeɪt əˈgenst/ [phrasal verb T] to treat someone unfairly because of their race, sex, age etc - use this especially about companies, the police, judges etc: Shaun says he has definitely been discriminated against because he’s black. | Why do so many companies think that it’s OK to discriminate against older people?

prejudice /ˈprɪdʒədɪs/ [n (C/U)] when people do not like or trust someone who is different, for example because they belong to a different race, country, or religion + against There’s still a lot of prejudice against gay men.

racial prejudice (=because of someone’s race) a training course to tackle the problem of racial prejudice in the police force

inequality /ɪnˈkwɔːlɪtɪ/ [n (C/U)] when people do not have the same rights or opportunities in their education, their jobs etc, because of their sex, race, or social class: The report looks at inequality in education. | There are still a lot of inequalities in society.

social/sexual/racial inequality Social inequality tended to increase rather than lessen in the 1980s.
FALL

- look here for ...
- when someone or something falls
- when you make someone fall
- when you drop something

see also ACCIDENT, HURT/INJURE, STAND 2

1 when someone falls accidentally

fall fəl [v I] to accidentally fall onto the ground or towards the ground. She was taken to the hospital after falling and hitting her head on the side of the table.
+ off, out of down “How did you break your arm?” “I fell off my bike.” | The police say he fell out of the window, but I think he was pushed.

falling - fell - have fallen

fall over, fall down fəl ˈəʊvər, fəl ˈdaʊn [phrasal verb] to fall onto the ground from a standing position: Don’t run so fast – you’ll fall over. | He tried to stand up, but immediately fell down again.

trip/trip over ftrɪp, ftrɪp ˈəʊvər [v I] to accidentally hit something with your foot when you are walking or running, so that you fall or nearly fall: I didn’t push him – he tripped. | She’d had quite a lot to drink and kept tripping over.

trip over sth Pick up that box – someone might trip over it.

trip on sth Gwen followed behind, tripping on the loose stones.

tripping - tripped - have tripped

slip slip [v I] to accidentally slide on a wet or smooth surface, so that you fall or nearly fall: Be careful you don’t slip – I’ve just washed the floor.
+ on She slipped on the icy sidewalk and grabbed Will’s arm to steady herself.

slipping - slipped - have slipped

stumble stʌmbl [v I] to nearly fall down when you are walking or running, because you do not put your foot down carefully or because something is in the way: In her hurry, Ewa stumbled and dropped the tray she was carrying.
+ on/over Mason headed towards the house, stumbling on the rough ground.

lose your balance/ləʊz ˈbæləns/ to fall or nearly fall, when you are doing something that needs balance, for example standing on a ladder or riding a bicycle: I tried to help Gina up, but I lost my balance and we both fell into the stream.

2 when an object, building, wall etc falls

fall fəl [v I] to fall from a higher place to a lower place
+ across/onto/on top of A tree had fallen across the road and blocked it.
+ off/out of/from The days were getting shorter and the leaves had started falling from the trees. | I can’t find my passport – it must have fallen out of my pocket.

falling - fell - have fallen

fall over, fall down fəl ˈəʊvər, fəl ˈdaʊn [phrasal verb] if a tall object falls over, it falls onto its side from an upright position: That bookcase looks as if it’s about to fall over.

fall down fəl ˈdaʊn [phrasal verb] if a building, wall, or fence falls down, part or all of it falls to the ground, because it is in bad condition or because it has been damaged: A boy was injured yesterday when part of a wall fell down near to where he was playing.

collapse kəˈleps [v I] if a building, wall etc collapses, it suddenly falls down, especially because of a sudden pressure: Our tent collapsed in the middle of the night. | The building was badly damaged in the explosion, and rescue workers are worried that it may collapse.

3 to make someone fall

see also HIT

knock sb over/knock sb down /nok (sb) ˈəʊvər, nok (sb) ˈdaʊn/ [phrasal verb T] to push or hit someone hard, so that they fall to the ground: He was knocked down and kicked in the stomach by a gang of youths. | Careful where you’re going! You nearly knocked me over!

trip (also trip up) /trɪp, trɪp ˈʌp/ [v T] to make someone fall or almost fall by putting your foot or another object in their way: One of the athletes claimed she had been tripped.
false /fɔls/ [adj] only before noun not real; use this about teeth, nails, eyelashes, beards etc that are made to look real or do the job of a real part: She was wearing a sixties-style wig and false eyelashes. Nearly a third of adults in the UK have false teeth. A false beard

imitation /ɪmɪˈteɪʃn/ [adj] usually before noun; use this about materials that look like something valuable, but are actually made of something less expensive: imitation leather/gold/diamonds/fur an armchair made of imitation leather. She wore a woollen coat with an imitation fur collar.

made to look real for dishonest purposes

false /fɔls/ [adj] only before noun not real, but intended to seem real in order to trick someone or cheat them: The man had given a false name and address. Her suitcase had a false bottom, containing 2 kilos of heroin.

fake /feɪk/ [adj] only before noun; use this about objects or documents that are not real, but are intended to look like something more important or valuable: They were selling fake Rolex watches on the market stall. A fake driver’s license

false /fɔls/ [adj] only before noun not real, and you are only pretending to feel them: “Merry Christmas,” she said with false cheerfulness. The politician greeted them with a false smile.

FALSE

NATURAL

CHEAT

see
also
TRICK/DECEIVE

REAL

TRUE/NOT TRUE

made to look real or natural

artificial /ˈɑːrtɪfɪʃəl/ [adj] something that is artificial is not real or natural, but is made to look real or to do the job of something real: It was hard to tell whether the flowers were real or artificial. I an electric fire with artificial logs

artificial hip/leg/limb My grandfather has an artificial hip.

1 made to look real or natural

2 made to look real for dishonest purposes

3 feelings or opinions that are not real
insincere: pretending to like someone or to care about them when you do not really care: "It's so good to see you again," she said, with an insincere smile. An insincere compliment. He always praised everyone, so it was difficult to tell if he was being insincere or not.

hypocritical: pretending to be morally good or to have beliefs that you do not really have: I think it's a little hypocritical to get married in a church when you don’t believe in God. Politicians are so hypocritical -- they preach about 'family values' while they all seem to be having affairs.

hypocrite: someone who pretends to be morally good or to have beliefs that they do not really have; My dad is such a hypocrite -- he tells me off for smoking but he smokes 20 a day.

a group of people who are related to each other
family: a group of people who are related to each other, especially a mother, father, and their children all living together: He comes from a family of eight children. A lot of the families living in this area are very poor.

member of a family: Only members of the family were allowed in to see her.

the Armstrong/Mitchell/Jones family (=the family with this name): Various members of the Kennedy family were at the funeral.

nuclear family: a typical family consisting of a mother, a father, and their children.

extended family: including cousins, grandparents etc as well as parents and children.

one-parent family: a family in which there is only one parent.

plural families

In British English, you can use family with a singular or plural verb: The family now live/live in London. In American English, always use a singular verb: The family now lives in California.

family tree:

- grandmother
- grandfather
- mother
- father
- uncle
- aunt
- cousin
- wife
- daughter
- son
- brother
- sister
- nephew
- niece
Family usually means a group of close relatives who live together. The average family spends $120 a week on food. But it can also mean all the other people you are related to, such as your cousins and grandparents: It was a big wedding, and the whole family was there.

Use relatives and relations to talk about members of your family who do not live with you in the same house. The people you live with (your parents, sisters etc) are your family, not your relatives or relations.

**4** to belong to the same family as someone

be related /bi: ri'leitid/ if two people are related, they are both members of the same family – use this about cousins, grandparents etc, but not about your parents or your brothers and sisters: “I didn’t know you and Ted were related.” “Yes, Ted’s wife is my sister.”

to John told me he was related to Mel Gibson – is it true?

be descended from sb /bi: drizendid from /sb/ to be related to someone who lived a long time ago, especially someone famous or important: She is descended from the Duke of Marlborough.

**5** people who are related to you because of marriage

mother-in-law/son-in-law etc [n C] someone who is related to you because someone in your family is married to them; for example, your mother-in-law is the mother of your wife or husband, and your sister-in-law is the sister of your wife or husband

plural mothers-in-law, sons-in-law etc

stepmother/stepson etc [n C] stepmother/stepfather/stepsister/stepbrother/stepson/stepdaughter someone who becomes your mother, sister, son etc when you or a person that you are related to marries for a second time: My father married Jenny, who already has a daughter, so now I have a stepmother and stepsister.

half-brother/half-sister /'haef braðə/, 'haef sista/ [n C] if one of your parents marries a second time and has a child, that child is your half-brother or half-sister

by marriage /'beɪ mərədʒ/ if you are related to someone by marriage, they are married to someone in your family or you are married to someone in their family.
John's my cousin by marriage. (he is the cousin of my wife or husband)

in-laws in lawz [n plural informal the parents of your husband or wife: We lived with my in-laws until we had enough money to buy a house of our own.

6 people who were in the same family as you a long time ago

ancestor ænsæstər [n C] a member of your family who lived a long time ago, especially hundreds of years ago: My ancestors originally came from Ireland. | Tom is interested in finding out more about his ancestors.

family 'fæməli [n C] people that you are related to who lived many years ago: Her family came to America from Scotland in about 1750.

plural families

descendant /dɪˈsɛndənt/ [n C] someone who is a relative of a person who lived and died a long time ago, especially a famous or important person

+ of a descendant of King Charles I

---

**FAMOUS**

**ACTOR/ACTRESS** ➔ **FILMS/MOVIES**

see also

**IMPORTANT/NOT IMPORTANT S** ➔ **TELEVISION AND RADIO**

---

1 famous

famous /ˈfeɪməs/ [adj] famous people, places, books etc are known about and talked about by many people in many places: famous stars, like Keanu Reeves and Demi Moore. | Sydney's famous Opera House. | 'David Copperfield' is one of Dickens' most famous books.

+ for Manchester is famous for its nightlife and for its football teams.

world-famous (famous all over the world) Rio's world-famous carnival

the rich and famous (people who are rich and famous) a nightclub that is popular with the rich and famous

well-known/well known [wel nɜːn] [adj] fairly famous, especially in a particular place or among a particular group of people: She works in local radio and is quite well known in the Houston area. | a well-known engineering company

best-known one of the best-known names in the music business

+ for Hawking is well known for his work on the theory of black holes.

well-known - better-known - best-known

legendary /ˈledʒəndərɪ/ [adj] some-one or something that is legendary is famous for being very special or interesting, and people like to talk or read about them: The studio was owned by Sam Goldwyn, the legendary Hollywood producer. | the legendary wealth of John D Rockefeller. | The album was recorded at the legendary Abbey Road studios.

notorious /naʊˈtɔrɪəs/ [adj] well known because of something bad: One of the country's most notorious criminals has escaped from prison.

notoriously [adv] a notoriously inefficient company

+ for a part of the city that is notorious for violence and prostitution

fame /feɪm/ [n U] the success and attention people get when they are famous: She came to Hollywood in search of fame...

achieve fame/win fame (as) Streisand first won fame as a singer before becoming an actress.

at the height of your fame The Beatles were at the height of their fame in 1965.

2 to become famous

become famous /ˈbɪkəm ˈfeɪməs/ She dreamed of becoming really famous.

become famous overnight (=very suddenly) With the success of their first record, they became famous overnight.

make your name /meik dʒər ˈneɪm/ to become well known, especially as a result of hard work: Clint Eastwood first made his name in the TV series 'Rawhide'.

+ as By the time he was 30, Evans had made his name as the editor of the 'Sunday Times'.

---
make a name for yourself She is beginning to make a name for herself as a fashion designer.

3 a famous person

star /ˈstɑːr/ [n C] a very famous and successful film actor, entertainer, or sports player: Tilda’s latest movie role could make her a big star.

movie/rock/tennis star etc Bruce Willis is one of my favourite movie stars. | She was once married to a well-known football star.

celebrity /ˈselebrəti/ [n C] someone who is well known, for example as an entertainer or sports player, and who is often seen on television or is written about in newspapers: The event was attended by various golfing celebrities.

TV/showbusiness/media celebrity The club is popular with media celebrities and literary types.

plural celebrities

superstar /ˈsuːpərˈstɑːr/ [n C] an actor, musician, or sports player who is famous all over the world: This was the movie that made Brando an international superstar. | tennis superstar Monica Seles

4 not famous

unknown /ˈʌnˈnɔːn/ [adj] not at all famous: Gorbachev was virtually unknown in the West when he first came to power. | As an unknown author, it isn’t easy to get your work published.

a nobody /əˈnʌbodi/ [n singular] informal someone who is very ordinary and not at all famous or important: Six months ago she was a nobody, and now she’s a superstar.

---

FAR

opposite near

1 a long distance

far /fɑːr/ [adv] a long distance — use this especially in negatives and questions: Have you driven far? | Since I changed jobs, I have to travel farther to get to work. | Let’s see who can jump the farthest.

far away (=a very long way from where you are) The ship was so far away that we could hardly see it.

+ from We were sitting too far from the stage to hear what the actors were saying.

+ above/below/behind They lay on the hillside with the sea far below them.

far — farther — farthest or far — further — furthest

Don’t say ‘the school is far’. Say the school is a long way away or it’s a long way to the school. Far is usually only used in questions and negative sentences.

You can use farther/further or farthest/furthest in any kind of sentence, and you can use phrases such as far away, far enough or too far in any kind of sentence.

Don’t say ‘he lives far’ or ‘he lives 10 miles far from here’. Say he lives far away, a long way away or he lives 10 miles away.

a long way /əˈlɒn ˈweɪl/, ˈlɒn-/: a long distance: You must be tired, you’ve come a long way.

+ from The farm is a long way from the highway.

a long way away/a long way off (=a long way from where you are now or from the place you are talking about) We could hear them shouting from a long way away. | From the map, it looked like the lake was still a long way off.

+ ahead/below/behind etc A long way below me, a man was riding his horse across the plain.

miles /ˈmaɪlz/ [n plural] informal a very long way: We walked miles yesterday.

+ away I don’t see Jane much any more — she lives miles away.

+ from The hotel is miles from the station — I’ll come and get you.

miles from anywhere (=a long way from the nearest town) They live up in the mountains, miles from anywhere.

nowhere near /ˈnaʊəwər ˈnɪə/ [preposition] a very long way from somewhere, further than you expect to be, or further than someone else says you are: West says he was nowhere near the cliff when his wife was killed. | After 8 hours’ climbing, we were still nowhere near the top of the mountain.
when something you can see or hear is far away

in the distance  [ɪn ˈdɑːstəs; /dɪstəns] if you can see or hear something in the distance, it is a long way from where you are, so it looks small or does not sound loud: In the distance, he could see the tall chimneys of the factory. | There was the sound of church bells in the distance.

distant  [ˈdɪstənt] [adj only before noun] very far away, so that it looks small or sounds quiet: distant thunder. | By now, the plane was just a distant speck in the sky.

⚠️ Use distant when you are writing stories or descriptions.

on the horizon  [ɒn ˈhɔːrəzn] at the place far away where the land or sea seems to meet the sky: Another ship appeared on the horizon.

from a distance  [frəm əˈdɪstəs] from a place that is a long way away: From a distance, we could hear the faint sound of drums beating. | Until then I had only seen the castle from a distance.

far away from other places

distant, far-off  [ˈdɪstənt, ˈfɑːr-əf] [adj only before noun] a distant or far-off town or country is far away from where you are: The travellers told us stories about distant lands. | Many years ago, in a far-off city, there lived a wise old man.

⚠️ Use distant and far-off when you are writing stories or descriptions.

remote  [rɪˈmoʊt] [adj] remote places are far away from other places or people, and very few people go there: They moved to a remote farmhouse in North Wales. | The helicopter crashed in a remote desert area.

in the middle of nowhere  [ɪn ˈdɑːmɪd əv ˈnɔʊwər] informal in a lonely place a long way from towns or villages, where you do not expect to find any houses: Amazingly, we found a really nice motel in the middle of nowhere.

how far

how far  [hau ˈfær] use this to ask what the distance is between where you are and another place: How far is it to Newark? | It’s about 200 miles. | God knows how far it is to the next gas station.

from  [frəm; strɒm ðə ˈfɜːm] if one place is 10 kilometres/30 miles/20 minutes etc from another place, that is the distance between the two places, or the time it takes to get from one to the other: Seattle is about 100 miles from the Canadian border. | The junior high school is five minutes from our house. | She was standing just a couple of metres from the edge of the cliff.

away  [əˈweɪ] [adv] if a place or person is 10 kilometres/30 miles/20 minutes etc away, they are that distance from where you are, or it takes that amount of time to travel there: The nearest village was about 20 miles away. | Toronto’s only about an hour and a half away by car.

distance  [ˈdɪstəns] [n C/U] how far it is from one place to another: distance from sth to sth What is the distance from Freeport to Miami? | the distance between sth and sth Measure the distance between the window and the door.

---

**FASHIONABLE/ UNFASHIONABLE**

→ see also CLOTHES, MUSIC

fashionable  [ˈfæʃənəbl] [adj] clothes or styles that are fashionable are popular at the present time, but will probably only be popular for a short time: The store sells fashionable clothes at prices you can afford. | a style of painting that was fashionable in the 1930s

fashionable restaurant/school/resort etc (=a place that a lot of people want to go to, especially rich people, because it is fashionable) a fashionable skiing resort
trendy /'trendi/ [adj] very fashionable and exciting - use this about things people do, places they go etc in order to show how modern and fashionable they are: a trendy street market in the centre of Paris. Parents and teachers are worried that some drugs are considered very trendy among teenagers.

trendy - trendier - trendiest

stylish /'steili/ [adj] well designed, and attractive in a fashionable way: She was wearing a stylish black woollen dress. I stylish modern furniture

designer /'dezainər/ [adj only before noun:] designer jeans/watch/label/clothing etc use this about clothes, watches etc that are made by a well-known and fashionable designer and are usually very expensive. She was wearing a designer dress.

2 fashionable people

fashionable /'fæʃənəbl/ [adj] someone who is fashionable wears fashionable clothes, has fashionable things, and goes to fashionable places: the style of hat worn by fashionable women in Milan

trendy /'trendi/ [adj] informal someone who is trendy likes to show how fashionable and modern they are by the way they behave, dress, and decorate their home: a trendy young photographer from Santa Monica. She only talks like that because she wants to sound trendy.

trendy - trendier - trendiest

⚠ Trendy is sometimes used in a negative way about people and their ideas, when you want to say that they are too easily influenced by the most modern ideas and methods: The school's bad exam results are being blamed on trendy teaching methods.

sophisticated /sə'fistIkətId/ [adj] someone who is sophisticated knows a lot about fashionable things and feels confident about being with fashionable people: a sophisticated woman whose friends included many rich and famous people I a play that will appeal to a sophisticated audience

3 a fashionable activity, product, style etc

fashion /'fæʃən/ [n C] a style of clothes, hair, behaviour etc that is fashionable

latest fashion (=the newest styles of women's clothes) the latest Paris fashions

fashion in clothes/music etc changing fashions in popular music

fashion for doing sth Who started this fashion for wearing old army clothes?

trend /'trend/ [n C] a way of doing something or a way of thinking that is becoming fashionable

+ in the latest trend in kitchen design

set/start a trend for sth 'Rambo' set the trend for a whole wave of violent action movies.

craze/fad /kreiz, fæd/ [n C] a fashion, activity, type of music etc that suddenly becomes very popular, but only remains popular for a short time: The breakdancing craze soon passed, as most fads do. I a craze for wearing underwear outside your clothes

4 the business of making and selling fashionable clothes

fashion /'fæʃən/ [n U] He's one of the best-known designers in the world of fashion.

⚠ Fashion is usually used before a noun, like an adjective: a top-selling fashion magazine. She works for a well-known fashion designer. I the fashion industry

5 not fashionable

out of fashion /'aut av 'fæʃən/ no longer fashionable - use this especially about clothes and music: Shoulder pads are definitely out of fashion now, though lots of people wore them in the eighties.

go out of fashion Rock 'n' Roll began in the fifties and has never really gone out of fashion.

unfashionable /'unfæʃənəbl/ [adj] not fashionable - use this especially about people's ideas, beliefs, and way of life: formal language-teaching methods that were unfashionable in the 60s and 70s I
She lived in an unfashionable part of West London.

**FAST**

- opposite SLOW
- see also HURRY, RUN

1. **moving fast**

Fast and quickly both mean 'going at high speed', but you use quickly especially to talk about someone who is going only a short distance, especially because they are in a hurry.

**fast** /fast/ [adv] Don't drive so fast – there's ice on the road. The new fighter aircraft flies almost twice as fast as the old one. Pat walked faster and faster as the footsteps behind her got closer.

**as fast as you can** He ran home as fast as he could.

**fast** [adj] able to go fast: the fastest runner in the world. Dean always loved fast cars and expensive clothes.

**quickly** /kwɪktli/ [adv] moving fast for a short distance: Richard ran quickly down the stairs. If you hear the alarm, leave the building quickly and calmly. Tell the doctor to come quickly.

**at high speed** at har 'spidəl moving or working very fast – use this about cars, trains, machines etc.: Two cars raced past him at high speed. A metal disc revolving at high speed

**high-speed** [adj only before noun] You can travel by high-speed train from Paris to Brussels. A high-speed drill

**at top speed** /at top 'spidəl-təp/ if someone is driving, running etc. at top speed, they are moving as fast as they can: Carson drove to the hospital at top speed.

2. **doing things quickly or happening quickly**

Quickly /kwɪktli/ [adv] doing things quickly or happening quickly, without taking much time: She undressed quickly and got into bed. It's important to realize how quickly this disease can spread. You fry the onions quickly, then add the meat.

**quick** /kwɪk/ [adj] a quick movement or action is one that you do quickly or one that only takes a short time: I'll just take a quick shower. That was quick! Have you finished already? I had to make a quick decision.

**be quick (=use this when you are telling someone to hurry) You'll have to be quick – we don't have much time.

**fast** /faːst/ [adv] if you work, talk, or write fast, you do it quickly: Don't talk so fast – I can't understand what you're saying. We're working as fast as we can.

**rapid** /ræpɪd/ [adj usually before noun] a rapid change, increase, or improvement is one that happens much more quickly than usual: a rapid increase in the population. In China, it was a period of rapid change. She made a rapid recovery after her operation. (=she got better very quickly)

**rapidly** [adv] the rapidly changing world of computer technology

**prompt** /pɜːmp t/ [adv] doing things quickly and without delay, especially when you have to deal with a problem

**prompt action/reply/delivery** A major disaster was prevented by the prompt action of the police. We guarantee prompt delivery of the goods you have ordered.

**promptly** [adv] Sanders raised objections to the plan, and was promptly sacked.

3. **how fast**

**speed** /spid/ [n C/U] how fast something or someone moves: Police are advising drivers to reduce their speed because of thick fog.

**at a speed of 70 mph/40 kph etc.** a truck travelling at a speed of 50 mph

**at a constant/steady speed** (=keeping the same speed all the time) The planet revolves at a constant speed.

**rate** /ret/ [n C] how fast things happen, change, or develop

**rate of growth/increase/change/development** China's economy is experiencing a very high rate of growth.
at a faster / slower / different rate
Children learn to read at different rates. The population is increasing at a faster rate than ever before.

pace /peis/ [n singular] how fast someone walks or runs, or how fast they work or do things
at a brisk/steady/gentle etc pace (=going at a fast, regular, or slow speed) soldiers marching at a steady pace
pace of work/life The whole pace of life seems a lot slower there.

4 to go somewhere fast

⚠ All these verbs must be used with a preposition (such as to, across, through, or into), or with an adverb (such as away, out, or there).

race /res/ [v l] to go somewhere as fast as you can, especially because you have to deal with a dangerous situation
+ across/back/ahead etc Hearing the children’s screams, she raced back into the house. | A police car came racing down the road.

rush /rʌʃ/ [v l] to go somewhere very quickly because you are in a hurry
+ out/around/into etc Everyone rushed out into the street to see what was happening. | People were rushing past me on their way to work.

dash /dæʃ/ [v l] to run somewhere very fast, especially only a short distance
+ into/around/to etc Pam dashed into the store just as it was closing. | Driving across the road to catch a bus

speed /spɪd/ [v l] to move very fast — use this about cars, trains, or buses, or about people travelling in them
+ along/past/across etc Soon we were speeding across the desert. | An ambulance sped past on its way to the accident.

speeding — sped — have sped

5 to move or work faster
go faster /gəʊˈfaʊstər/ [s
move/work etc faster Could you go a little faster? We don’t want to miss our plane. | You’ll have to work a lot faster than this.

faster and faster (=more and more quickly)
I could feel my heart beating faster and faster.

speed up /spɪd ʌp/ [phrasal verb T] to make something happen more quickly, especially a job or process
speed up sth/speed sth up Certain herbs were thought to speed up the healing process. | I’ll phone the manager and get them to speed things up.

accelerate /əˈkɜːləreɪt/ [v l] to go faster — use this about a car, bus etc, or about the person driving it. They were all thrown backwards as Josef suddenly accelerated. | The Ferrari Mondial can accelerate from zero to 60 mph in 6.3 seconds.

6 to move as fast as someone else
keep up with sb /kipt ʌp wið (sb)/ [phrasal verb T] to move as fast as someone else who is walking, running, or driving in the same direction. Slow down, I can’t keep up with you. | She walked so fast that Charlie had to run to keep up with her.

FASTEN/UNFASTEN
to join together the two sides of a piece of clothing, bag, belt etc, so that it is closed

→ see also TIE/UNTIE, CLOTHES

1 to fasten something

fasten /fɑːstən/ [v T] to join together the two sides of a piece of clothing, bag, belt etc, so that it is closed; Fasten your coat — it’s cold outside. | We will shortly be landing in Athens. Please fasten your seatbelts. | I can’t fasten my suitcase. There’s too much in it.

“Please fasten your seatbelts.”
fastened [adj not before noun] Is your safety belt fastened?

button/button up (bain, bain arv [v T]) to fasten the buttons on a piece of clothing. He began buttoning his shirt.

button up sth/button sth up He buttoned up his jacket and straightened his tie. I Button your coat up - it's raining.

zip up zip arv [phrasal verb T] to fasten clothes, bags etc with a zip

zip up sth I can't zip up these jeans - they're too tight!

zip sth up She took some money out of her purse and zipped it up again quickly.

do up do [v T] phrasal verb T especially spoken to fasten clothes, or the buttons, zips etc on clothes

do up sth Come on then, do up your coat and let's go.

do sth up I can't do this zip up - it's stuck. I Are your shoelaces done up properly?

tie [tair [v T] to fasten something by making a knot

tie shoelaces/a scarf etc Don't forget to tie your shoelaces. I She tied a scarf around her head.

tying - tied - have tied

2 to unfasten something

unfasten [an-fars-n] -fas-n [v T] to open the two sides of a piece of clothing, bag, belt etc. It was hot in the waiting room, so I unfastened my coat. I Jack unfastened his seatbelt and stepped out of the car.

unfastened [adj not before noun] The back of her dress was unfastened.

undo [an-du] [v T] to unfasten clothes, or unfasten the buttons, zips etc on clothes:

My fingers were so cold that I couldn't undo the buttons. I Rosie undid the necklace and gave it back to him.

undoing - undid - have undone undone [an-don] [adj not before noun] Your zip's undone!

come undone (=become unfastened) One of his shoelaces had come undone.

unbutton [an-bain] [v T] to unfasten the buttons on a piece of clothing. She unbuttoned her uniform and changed into her normal clothes.

unbuttoned [adj not before noun] His trousers were unbuttoned and his shirt was hanging out.

unzip [an-zip [v T] to unfasten clothes, bags etc by unfastening a zip. She unzipped the case and took out a thick file.

unzipping - unzipped - have unzipped

untie [an-tair [v T] to unfasten the knot that fastens shoes, a tie, a scarf etc. Amy untied her apron and folded it neatly on the chair.

untying - untied - have untied

loosen [loos-n [v T] to unfasten clothes a little, in order to make yourself more comfortable. I'd eaten so much that I had to loosen my belt. I Lay the patient on his side and loosen any tight clothing.

---

**FAT**

- opposite THIN
  - BIG
  - THICK
  - see also
  - WIDE/ NARROW
  - DESCRIBING PEOPLE

1 someone who is fat

fat [fæt [adj] Do I look fat in this dress? I Clare's on a diet because she thinks she's too fat.

get fat I'm getting too fat for these jeans.

fat - fatter - fattest
We usually use fat only to talk about ourselves. It is rude to say that someone else is fat. It is more polite to say that they are large or overweight, or that they have put on weight.

**overweight** /ˈəʊvərˌwɛt/ [adj] not before noun a little fatter than you should be. Many teenagers are overweight because they don’t get enough exercise. | He’s not really fat – just a little overweight.

**5 kilos/10 pounds etc overweight** I was ten kilos overweight and smoked 40 cigarettes a day.

**plump** /plʌmp/ [adj] fat in a pleasant, attractive way: Her mother was a small, plump woman.

**chubby** /ˈtʃʌbi/ [adj] a chubby child is a little fat in a pleasant, healthy-looking way: a nice chubby baby | Who’s that chubby little girl with dark hair?

**chubby – fatter – fattest**

**large** /lɑːdʒ/ [adj] use this as a polite way of saying that someone is fat: fashionable clothes for the larger woman | I was squashed between two rather large men for most of the journey.

**large – larger – largest**

**obese** /ˈoʊbəs/ [adj] much too fat, in a way that is dangerous to your health: 30% of the women on the island are obese.

**obesity** [n U] the medical problem of being much too fat in a way that is dangerous to your health: Doctors have recommended the diet as a treatment for obesity.

Attractive way: a little girl of about three, with blonde hair and chubby arms

**chubby – fatter – fattest**

**thick** /θɪk/ [adj] fat – use this about people’s necks, ankles, wrists, or arms that have a lot of muscles or a lot of flesh on them: a big heavy man with a thick neck and a broad red face

**3 to become fatter**

**get fatter** get ‘fatter’ to become fatter: Steve has got a lot fatter since I last saw him.

**put on weight** put on ‘weight’ to become fatter: John’s put on a lot of weight recently, hasn’t he?

**put on 5 kilos/2 pounds etc** (=become 5 kilos/2 pounds etc heavier than you were before) I put on several pounds over Christmas.

It is more polite to say someone has put on weight than to say they have got fatter.

**4 food that makes you fat**

**fattening** /ˈfætɪnɪŋ/ [adj] food that is fattening makes you fat: Try to avoid fattening foods. | Grilled fish tastes better and is less fattening than fried fish.

---

**2 part of the body**

**fat** /fæt/ [adj] I hate going swimming – I don’t like people seeing my fat legs.

**fat – fatter – fattest**

**flabby** /ˈflæbi/ [adj] covered in soft loose fat that looks very unattractive: Her body was getting old and flabby. | John’s flabby white thighs wobbled as he walked along the beach.

**flabby – flabbier – flabbiest**

**chubby** /ˈtʃʌbi/ [adj] chubby arms, cheeks, legs etc are slightly fat in a pleasant

---

**FATHER**

**father** /ˈfɑːðər/ [n C] My father is a doctor. | Like most fathers, I felt anxious when my son got his first motorcycle. | Larry Blake, a father of three children, was shot dead outside his home last night.

**dad** /dæd/ [n C] a name you use to talk to your father or to talk about him or someone else’s father: Was your dad angry
when you got home? | Can I borrow your car, Dad? | My dad retired ten years ago.

**daddy** 'dædi [n C] a name for your father - used especially by young children or when you are talking to young children: Daddy, can I have a drink, please? | Go and ask Daddy if he'll play with you.

**pop** [pɒp] [pop] [n singular] American a name you call your father: Pop and I went for a walk along the beach.

2 like a father

**paternal** [pəˈtrənəl [adj] paternal feelings are like the feelings that a good father has for his children: Although he had no children of his own, he took a kind of paternal interest in Katie's progress at school.

---

**FAVOURITE / FAVORITE**

the one you like better than any others

— see also LIKE / NOT LIKE, BEST

**favourite** British favourite American 'fɛvərət [adj] only before noun] sb's favourite colour/food/teacher etc the colour, food etc that someone likes better than any other colour, food etc: My favourite colour is purple. | Who is your favorite singer? | We're going to her favourite restaurant for a meal.

Q like best I laik best, especially spoken to like something better than other things — use this especially when you are asking someone to choose or when you are choosing: Which of these dresses do you like best?

like sth best I think I like the red one best.

**favourite** British favorite American 'fɛvərət [n C] something that you like more than other things of the same kind: I like all her books, but this one's my favourite. | Oh great! Chocolate ice-cream — my favourite!

**teacher's pet** [ˈtiːtʃəz pet] [n singular] informal someone who is their teacher's favourite student, and who the other students do not like because of this: Janice is a real teacher's pet and always sits at the front of the class.

---

**FEEL**

→ see also TOUCH

1 to feel hot/tired/hungry etc

**feel / be** feel, bit: [v]

**feel / be** tired / hot / hungry etc I was very tired and I just wanted to sleep. | If you feel hungry between meals, have a piece of fruit. | Stop the car — Ben feels sick! | You'll be cold if you don't wear a coat.

**feel** well / better “How do you feel?” | “I feel much better now I've had some sleep.”

**feeling** - felt - have felt

**being** - was - have been

**experience** exˈpeɪriəns [v T] formal to have a feeling of pain, sickness etc: Most women experience some nausea when they are pregnant. | He said that he had never experienced such pain before.

**sensitive** 'sɛnsitɪv [adj] a part of your body that is sensitive feels pain, cold, heat etc more than is usual

**sensitive to** heat / light / cold etc Blue eyes tend to be more sensitive to light.

**sensitive teeth / eyes / skin** (=reacting strongly to cold, light, smoke etc) a special toothpaste for sensitive teeth

2 a physical feeling

**feeling** 'fɛlɪŋ [n C] a physical feeling of heat, cold, tiredness etc: When he woke up there was a horrible tight feeling in his chest.

+ of One symptom of this illness is a general feeling of ill-health and tiredness.

3 how something feels when you touch it

**feel** feel [v] if something feels hot, soft, wet etc, this is the feeling it gives you when you touch it
feel hot/cold/soft etc Your forehead feels very hot – let's check your temperature. The marble felt cold and smooth against her cheek.

feel like sth (=feel the same as) The material feels just like silk.

feeling - felt - have felt

when you cannot feel anything in part of your body

numb /ˈnʌmb/ [adj] if part of your body is numb, it does not feel anything, for example because it is very cold or because your blood is not reaching it: My left hand was completely numb.

go numb (=become numb) It was so cold my fingers had gone numb.

5 to feel happy/frightened/bored etc

feel/be /fɪl, bɪ: [v]

be happy/frightened/bored etc A great many people are nervous about speaking to a large audience.

feel happy/frightened/bored etc I couldn’t help feeling a little sad when he left. You shouldn’t feel guilty – it wasn’t your fault.

feeling - felt - have felt

being - was - have been

mood /mud/ [n C] the way someone feels at a particular time, for example sad, happy, or angry: She’s a strange girl – her moods change very quickly.

be in a good/bad mood (=be happy, angry etc at the present time) Bill’s in a good mood tonight, isn’t he?

put sb in a good/bad etc mood (=make someone feel happy, angry etc) I was stuck in the traffic for hours, which put me in a bad mood all morning.

state of mind /ˈsteɪt av ˈmænd/ [n singular] the way someone feels and thinks at a particular time, especially when they are upset or confused and this affects the way they behave: Try to imagine this woman’s state of mind at the time she committed the crime.

6 a feeling of happiness, anger, fear etc

feeling /ˈfɪlɪŋ/ [n C] something that you feel, for example happiness, anger, or fear: It was a wonderful feeling to be home again. Many men find it hard to express their feelings.

a feeling of horror/sadness/rage etc With a feeling of relief, I heard him coming home at last. Feelings of helplessness and terror

emotion /ɪˈməʊʃən/ [n C/U] a strong feeling such as love, hate, or anger that is often difficult to control: She stared at him, overcome by emotion. Parents feel a mixture of emotions when their first child starts school.

Don’t say ‘an emotion of anger/love etc’. Say a feeling of anger/love etc

a sense of /ə ˈsɛns ov/ a good or bad feeling, for example of loneliness or peace, that stays with you for a long time: Children need to be given a sense of security. After his wife died, he had a terrible sense of emptiness.

someone who has strong feelings

emotional /ɪˈməʊʃənal/ [adj] someone who is emotional has strong feelings and is not afraid to show them: George got very emotional when it was time for us to leave. In an emotional speech, Nicky thanked everyone for helping her to win.

passionate /ˈpæsənət/ [adj] use this about people who express very strong feelings of sexual love, or about their behaviour and relationships: a passionate and beautiful woman. He pulled her to him in a passionate embrace. A passionate love affair.

passionately [adv] She kissed him passionately.

something that makes you have strong feelings

emotional /ɪˈməʊʃənal/ [adj] an emotional situation or event makes people show strong feelings of sadness, happiness, anger etc: There were emotional scenes as the hostages met their families for the first time in six years.

moving /ˈmjuːvin/ [adj] a moving experience or event makes you feel strong emotions such as sadness or sympathy: She
told a moving story of life in the refugee camp. I found the funeral ceremony very moving.

sentimental /sentɪmentl/ [adj] a sentimental story, film, song etc is intended to make you feel emotions of love or sadness, but it is too emotional and seems silly and false: a sentimental children's story about a little orphan girl in 19th century London

9 to feel that you know something

feel /fiːl/ [v T] to feel that you know something, but without understanding why you feel this
+ (that) She felt that something terrible was about to happen. I “What do you mean?” he asked, feeling that she wasn’t telling him the whole truth.

feeling - felt - have felt

instinct /ɪnstɪŋkt/ [n C/U] a natural ability to know what you should do without having to learn it or be told it: Some instinct told her that she couldn’t trust him.
+ for Even a young animal has a strong instinct for self-preservation.

intuition /ˌɪn.tjuːɪˈʃən/ [n] the ability to understand or know things by using your feelings instead of considering the facts: If you feel there’s something odd about him you should trust your intuition.

feeling /ˈfiːlɪŋ/ [n C] if you have a feeling that something is true or that something will happen, you feel sure about it, even though you do not know why
have a feeling (that) I had a strange feeling that we would meet again.

gut feeling INFORMAL (=a feeling that you are sure is right, even though you cannot prove it) Her gut feeling was that he was lying.

FEW

see also LITTLE/NOT MUCH, ONLY, LOT

1 a small number

a few /ə fjʊəl/ [quantifier] a small number of people, things, or places etc: Most of the trees were destroyed by fire, but a few survived.

a few people/days/things/places etc She’s gone to stay with her father for a few days. I At that time of night, there were only a few cars on the road. I I invited a few friends around on Saturday night.

a few of (=a small number from a larger group) I’ve read a few of his books. I Only a few of the students can afford computers.

⚠️ Don’t use a few with uncountable nouns like ‘money’, ‘food’, or ‘water’. Use a little: Would you like a little milk in your coffee?

⚠️ Don’t confuse few (=a very small number) and a few (=a small number, not many): He was a horrible man and he had few friends. I Let’s invite a few friends for dinner.

not many not meni: [quantifier] a smaller number than you expect or want: “Were there many people in town?” “No, not many.”

not many people / places etc There weren’t many people at the party, but it was still fun. I Not many restaurants stay open after midnight.
+ of Not many of my friends play musical instruments.

one or two /‘wʌn ərˈtuː/ [quantifier] ESPECIALLY SPOKEN a small number of people or things: “Do you have any R.E.M. records?” “Yes, one or two.”

one or two people/places/questions etc We’ve had one or two problems with the car, but nothing serious. I There are one or two things I’d like to ask you about.
+ of One or two of the girls started arguing with the teacher.

FEW continues on page 281
Christmas
Christmas Eve - 24th December
Christmas Day - 25th December
Christmas is one of the most important festivals of the year. It is the time when Christians celebrate the birth of Jesus Christ, and many people go to church on Christmas Eve or Christmas Day. But it is also a time when people have a holiday from school or work, give each other presents, and send each other cards.

The shops are always busy during the period before Christmas, when people buy presents and traditional Christmas food and drink.

People often spend Christmas with their families. They decorate their houses and usually have a Christmas tree, which they also decorate with coloured lights, shiny glass balls, etc. On Christmas Day they open their presents, and then they have a special meal. The traditional Christmas dinner is roast turkey, and in Britain this is followed by Christmas pudding.

New Year
New Year's Eve - 31st December
New Year's Day - 1st January
People celebrate the beginning of the New Year. On New Year's Eve, they often have a party with their family and friends, and when midnight comes, they sing a special song called 'Auld Lang Syne' and say 'Happy New Year' to each other.

The New Year is also seen as a time when people try to change their lives and 'make a new start', for example by promising to stop smoking or to take more exercise. These promises are called 'New Year resolutions'.

Valentine's Day
14th February
On Valentine's Day people send cards or give flowers or chocolates to the person they love. Usually, a Valentine's card is not signed by the person who sends it, so the person who receives it has to guess who it is from.
Easter

A special time in the Christian religion, during March or April

Easter is a period of several days, when Christians celebrate their belief that Jesus Christ died and then returned to life. On Good Friday, they remember Christ’s death on the cross, then two days later, on Easter Sunday — they celebrate his return to life. The following day, Easter Monday, is a holiday in Britain. Easter is also the time when the Spring is just beginning. Adults give each other chocolates and flowers, and children are given Easter eggs (large eggs made of chocolate).

Independence Day/
The Fourth of July
4th July

This is a national holiday when the people of the USA celebrate their independence with parades, picnics, and fireworks.

vocabulary

card [kaːd] (n C) a piece of stiff folded paper with a picture on it, which you write a message on and send to people on special days.
Christmas card/Valentine’s card/birthday card
Did you get any Valentine’s cards?
send sb a card I must remember to send Amanda a Christmas card.

celebrate [ˈselɪbreɪt] (v U/T) to show that an event or occasion is important by doing something special.
celebrate Easter/Christmas etc What are you going to do to celebrate New Year?
celebrate Christmas/Easter by doing sth Jewish people celebrate Hanukkah by giving each other gifts.

Christmas tree [ˈkrɪsməs triː] (n C) a real or artificial fir tree which people decorate and have in their houses at Christmas.
decorate [ˈdekəreɪt] (v T) to make a place, room, or thing look colourful and attractive by putting bright and pretty things everywhere.
decorate sth with sth We decorate the Christmas tree with tinsel and coloured lights.

dress up [dres ʌp] (v I) to wear special clothes and make-up (= paint for your face), especially so that you look like someone or something else.
+ as Each year at the Carnival, the children dress up as butterflies and march through the town.

festival [ˈfɛstɪvl] (n C) a special occasion when people traditionally celebrate something such as an important religious event or an important event in the history of their country.

fireworks [ˈfaɪəwɜːks] (n plural) a thing that burns and explodes to produce coloured lights, noise, and smoke.

firework display (=a special event where many fireworks are lit for people to look at and enjoy) A quarter of a million people watched the firework display over Santa Monica Bay.

the harvest [ˈhaːvəst] (n singular) the time of the year when the crops that people have grown are ready to be picked and eaten.

independence [ˌɪndɪˈpɛndəns] (n U) the time when a country begins to govern itself after a period of being controlled by another country.

FESTIVALS continues on the next page.
Halloween
31st October
In the past, people believed that the spirits of dead people appeared on this day.
Today children celebrate Halloween by dressing up as witches and ghosts, and going 'trick or treating'. They go out in groups and knock on people's doors, shouting 'Trick or treat!'. People usually give them sweets or small presents as a treat.

Guy Fawkes' Night/Bonfire Night
5th November
In Britain, people light bonfires and let off fireworks on 5th November. Traditionally, this is done to remember the time when Guy Fawkes tried (but failed) to destroy the British Houses of Parliament with gunpowder in the 17th century.

Thanksgiving
The fourth Thursday in November
Thanksgiving is a national holiday when people in the USA thank God for the harvest. Traditionally, Thanksgiving remembers the time in the 17th century when the first English people who came to live in America were taught to grow local crops by the Native American people, so they had enough food to live through the winter. People usually spend Thanksgiving with their families, and have a special meal of turkey and pumpkin pie.

national holiday/public holiday /ˈnæ∫ənəl həldə, ˈpʌblɪk həldə/ [n C] a special day when most people in a country do not have to go to work or school, because the country is celebrating an important religious or national event
parade /ˈpærəd/ [n C] a big public celebration when people dress up, play music, and go along the street on foot or in decorated vehicles. In New York they have a parade to celebrate St Patrick's Day.
party /ˈpɑːtɪ/ [n C] an occasion when people meet together to enjoy themselves by eating, drinking, and dancing
have a party We're having a New Year party. Do you want to come?
go to a party I went to lots of parties last Christmas.
present/gift /ˈprɛzənt, ɡɪft/ [n C] something that you give to someone on a special occasion
Christmas/birthday/wedding etc present My mother wrapped the Christmas presents and put them under the tree. I a wedding gift
remember /rɪˈmembər/ [v T] to have a ceremony or do something special on a particular day because an important event happened on that day in the past. On November 11th, we remember the end of the war, and think about those who died.
traditional /trəˈdɪʃənl/ adj] traditional customs and ways of celebrating are what people have done in the same way for many years, sometimes hundreds of years
FEW continued from page 277

not common /not 'kærən/ [adj not before noun] fairly rare among a particular group of people or in a particular place: A lot of people own guns in America but they're not so common in Britain. | This style of pottery is not at all common on the mainland.

come /kærəm/ [adj] something that is rare is not common and not many of them exist: The library contains some of the rarest books in Europe. | a new law to prevent the export of rare birds

a minority /ə 'miːnəri/ [quantifier] a small number of the people who belong to a larger group: Nowadays only a minority of people leaving school have jobs to go to.

tiny/small minority The Gaelic language is still spoken in Ireland, but only by a tiny minority.

a couple /ə 'kæpl/ [quantifier] especially spoken a small number, usually only two or three: A couple of kids were playing in the street. | I saw her a couple of days ago.

In British English a couple usually means 'two', but in American English it can mean any small number.

2 a very small number

few/very few /fjuː, 'veri fjuː/ [quantifier] a very small number of people, things, or places etc: At that time, few people had televisions. | Very few companies have women directors.

very few of the students we asked said they were interested in politics.

We usually say very few. On its own, few is formal.

hardly any /'hɑːdli eni/ [quantifier] almost no people or things - use this especially to show that you are surprised or disappointed by how few there are: hardly any/anyone/anything etc We thought there would be lots of places to see, but there were hardly any. | Hardly anyone came to my party.

hardly any of the people there even spoke to me.

FIGHT

- look here for ...
- when people fight each other
- when you try hard to change something

WEAPON 
ARGUE
SPORT
WAR
see
PROTEST
WIN
LOSE

1 when people hit each other

fight /fɪt/ [v] if people fight, or if one person fights another, they hit or kick each other in order to hurt each other: Two men were fighting in the street outside. | Grant fought the other boy and won.

fight over sth (=fight because you disagree about something or because you both want to get something) Two men in the bar began fighting over a game of cards. | The two boys were fighting over a toy car.

fighting - fought - have fought

fight /fɪt/ [n] when people fight each other: There was a fight after school yesterday - one of my friends got badly hurt.

have a fight (with sb) I didn't want to have a fight with him - he was much bigger than me.

be in a fight You look terrible - have you been in a fight?

get into a fight (=become involved in a fight, often without intending to) David was always getting into fights at school.

start a fight/pick a fight (with sb) (=deliberately try to make someone fight you, by arguing with them or insulting them) I walked into a bar, and this drunk tried to pick a fight with me.

fighting /'fɪtɪŋ/ [n] when a lot of people fight each other in a public place: There was fighting on the streets of Paris yesterday when police and demonstrators clashed.
FIGHT

+ between Fighting between rival gangs resulted in the death of a teenage boy.
fighting breaks out (=it starts suddenly) Fighting broke out between English and Dutch football fans after the game.
riot /raɪt/ [n C] a violent fight in a public place in which a lot of people attack the police and damage shops, cars etc. especially because they are angry with the government: Their store got burned down in the LA riots.
riotting [n U] when there are riots happening, especially for a long period: Days of rioting left the city in chaos.
rioter [n C] someone who takes part in a riot: Police began shooting at the rioters.

2 when people fight each other as a sport
fight /fæt/ [v T] to take part in a sport in which you hit your opponent or try to throw him onto the ground: Tyson fought Bruno for the World Heavyweight Championship. The two wrestlers have fought each other many times before.
fighting - fought - have fought

fight /fæt/ [n C] a game in which two people hit each other or try to throw each other onto the ground: Are you going to watch the big fight tonight?
+ between the fight between Joe Louis and Rocky Marciano

boxing /ˈbɒksɪŋ/ [n U] a sport in which two people wearing special thick gloves hit each other and try to make the other person fall onto the ground
boxing match (=a game of boxing)
boxer [n C] someone who does boxing

wrestling /ˈrestlɪŋ/ [n U] a sport in which two people hold each other and try to throw each other onto the ground
wrestling match (=a game of wrestling)
wrestler [n C] someone who does wrestling

3 when soldiers try to kill other soldiers
• see also WAR
fight /fæt/ [v I/T] if soldiers fight, they try to kill other soldiers in a war or battle
fight in a war/battle/campaign (=be a soldier in a war etc) As a young man, he fought in the Spanish Civil War.
fight for sb/sth (=fight to defend your country or ruler) He died fighting for his country.
+ against His grandfather fought against the Russians on the Eastern Front.

fighting - fought - have fought

A Only use fights as a transitive verb [v T] when talking about two countries or armies that fight each other: The British and German armies fought each other in Northern France.

fighting /ˈfætnɪŋ/ [n U] when soldiers fight during a war or battle: There has been fighting in the capital, and around 1000 people have been killed. The road was full of refugees trying to escape the fighting in Bosnia.
battle /ˈbætl/ [n C] a fight between two armies in one place: After a long battle, the rebels were defeated.
the Battle of Waterloo/Stalingrad etc The Battle of the Somme started on the first of July, 1916.

4 to try hard to stop something happening or to make something happen
fight /fæt/ [v I/T] to try hard for a long time to stop something bad from happening or to make something good happen
fight sth (=fight to stop it from happening) We are determined to fight drug abuse in schools.
fight for freedom/independence/your rights etc (=fight in order to achieve something good) Freedom of speech is something worth fighting for.
fight to do sth Local people have been fighting to save the forest.
fight against terrorism/injustice/poverty (=fight to stop it from happening) Amnesty is an organization that fights against torture and injustice.
fighting - fought - have fought

campaign /ˈkæmpən/ [v I] to do things, such as writing to the government and organizing public meetings, because you
want to change society or stop something bad from happening.

+ against Greenpeace campaigned against nuclear weapons tests in the Pacific.
+ for Disabled people have been campaigning for equal rights for years.

campaign to do sth The animal rights movement is campaigning to stop experiments on live animals.

fight [fait] [n singular] when people try hard for a long time to stop something bad from happening or to make something good happen.

+ against New laws have been passed to help the police in their fight against organized crime.
+ for women’s fight for equality

battle [bæt] [n C usually singular] when a person or group tries hard for a long time to change a bad situation, or deal with a problem in society.

+ against her long battle against cancer.
+ for Nkrumah led the people in their struggle for independence.

struggle [stræɡəl] [n C usually singular] when people try for many years to get freedom, independence, or equal rights, and a lot of people suffer, are killed, or are put in prison.

+ for Nkrumah led the people in their struggle for independence.
+ against He devoted his life to the struggle against fascism and oppression.

+ about a movie about the Vietnam War
see a film/movie Have you seen any good films lately? I went to see ‘Blue Velvet’ last night.

⚠️ You can also use film or movie before a noun, like an adjective: a film studio | movie stars

cinema BRITISH movie theater AMERICAN /ˈsɪnəmə, mjuːvɪ ˈθɪətər/ [n C] a building where you go to see films: the MGM cinema in Leicester Square | a movie theater built in the 1930s

go to the cinema BRITISH go to the movies AMERICAN /gəʊ tə də ˈsɪnəmə, gəʊ tə də mjuːvɪz/ to go to a cinema in order to see a film: Do you want to go to the movies this weekend? I haven’t been to the cinema for ages.

be on ESPECIALLY BRITISH be playing ESPECIALLY AMERICAN /bɪ, ˈbrɛɪnɪŋ, bɪˈpleɪɪŋ/ if a film is on or is playing, it is being shown at a cinema: What’s on at the cinema this weekend? ‘Diehard’ is playing at the Majestic.

2 types of film

- horror film

film especially BRITISH movie especially AMERICAN /film, mjuːvɪ/ [n C] a story that is told using sound and moving pictures

comedy /ˈkɒmədi/ [n C] a film that is intended to make you laugh

When you see a film, go to the ESSENTIAL COMMUNICATION section.
science fiction film /ˈsaɪəns ˈfɪkʃən fɪlm/ a film about life in the future, often with people or creatures who live in other parts of the universe

thriller /ˈθrɪlaɪ/ a film that tells an exciting story about murder or crime

western /ˈwestərn/ a film about cowboys and life in the 19th century in the American West

war film/war movie /ˈwɔːr ˈfɪlm, ˈwɔːr ˈmɪvɪ/ a film about people fighting a war

action movie /ˈæksʃən ˈmɪvɪ/ a film that has a lot of exciting events in it, for example people fighting or chasing each other in cars

road movie /rɔːd ˈmɪvɪ/ a film about people who are on a long journey in a car, and the adventures they have while they are travelling

romantic comedy /ˈrəʊməntɪk ˈkɒmədɪ/ a film that is intended to make you laugh about two people who meet and have a romantic relationship

cartoon /ˈkɑːrtən/ a film made using photographs of models or drawings, which are put together to look as if they are moving
people in films

actor /ˈæktər/ [n C] someone who acts in films: famous Hollywood actors | He began his career as an actor in the movie 'Gone with the Wind'.

You can use actor about a man or a woman.

actress /ˈæktərss/ [n C] a woman who acts in films: The part of Cathy will be played by the French actress Juliette Binoche.

Some women prefer to be called actors and do not use the word actress.

star/film star/movie star /ˈstɑːr/, 'film star', 'movie star' [n C] a famous actor or actress in films

people who make films

director /ˈdɪktər/, /ˈdɑːrət/- [n C] the person who is in charge of making a film, and who tells the actors what to do: The director was Martin Scorsese.

direct /dɪˈrɪkt/ 'The Commitments' was directed by Alan Parker.

producer /prəˈdʒʊsər/- [n C] the person who is in charge of organizing and making arrangements for a film, and who controls the money

film crew /ˈfɪlm krʊ/ [n C] all the people who work to make a film, except the actors and actresses

to act in a film

play /pleɪ/ [v T] to act as a character in a film: Kevin Kostner plays a bodyguard who falls in love with a singer.

star /stɑːr/ [v T] if an actor stars in a film, or if a film stars an actor, he or she plays one of the most important characters in it: a drama starring Demi Moore and Tom Cruise.

in Elizabeth Taylor starred in 'National Velvet' when she was only ten.

as Daniel Day Lewis stars as the disabled writer, Christie Brown.

performance /ˈpɜːfərzməns/ [n C] the acting that is done by an actor in a film - you use this especially to say how good or bad you think the acting is: Alan Rickman's performance was outstanding.

give a wonderful/superb/moving performance She gave a moving performance, which had most of the audience in tears.

be in /bɪz ɪn/ if someone is in a film, they play the part of one of the characters in it: Have you heard? Simon's going to be in a film! | Was she the woman in 'Ghost'?

the person that an actor pretends to be in a film

character /ˈkærəkta(r)/ [n C] a person in the story of a film: I didn't think the characters were very realistic. | The main character is a female detective.

part /pɑːt/ [n C] the job of acting as a particular character in a film

+ in She had always hoped to get a part in a movie.

play the part of Lawrence Olivier played the part of the king.

big part (=an important part, with lots of words) Judy Garland played Dorothy in 'The Wizard of Oz', which was a big part for such a young actor.

what happens in a film

plot/story /ˈplɔːt, ˈstreɪ-/- [n C] the things that happen in a film: Tom Hanks was great, but I thought the plot was really boring. | It's basically a love story.

scene /ˈsiːn/ [n C] one part of a film: The first scene takes place on a beach. | a love scene | I love the scene where the alien comes out through John Hurt's chest.

special effect /ˈspeʃəl ɪˈfekt/ [n C] an unusual image or sound that is produced artificially, in order to make something that is impossible look as if it is really happening: The special effects were amazing - the dinosaurs looked as if they were alive.

ending /ˈendɪŋ/ [n C] the way that the story in a film ends: I like movies with a happy ending best.

twist /ˈtwɪst/- [n C] something surprising that happens in a film, which you did not expect: The film has a twist at the end, when we discover that the detective is the murderer.

When you see ➡ go to the ESSENTIAL COMMUNICATION Section.
the words and music in a film

soundtrack /ˈsɔːdtræk/ [n C] the music and sounds that are played during a film

script /ˈskrɪpt/ [n C] the words that the actors say in a film

subtitles /ˈsʌbdɪtaɪlz/ [n plural] the words that appear on the screen to translate what the actors say in a film that is in a foreign language

dubbed /ˈdʌbd/ [adj] if a film is dubbed, the words spoken by the actors have been changed into another language

the ideas or subject of a film

be about /biːˈaːbət/ if a film is about a person or idea, that person or idea is the main subject of the film: ‘Back to the Future’ is about a boy who travels back in time.

be based on /biːˈbeɪst ɒn/ if a film is based on a book, story, or real event, the things that happen in the film are very similar to the things that happened in the book, story etc: Oliver Stone’s movie ‘Platoon’ is based on his own experiences in the Vietnam War. | A film based on one of Jane Austen’s novels

be based on a true story (=be based on something that really happened) It was supposed to be based on a true story, but it didn’t seem possible to me.

be set in /biːˈset ɪn/ if a film is set in a place or period of time, the story happens in that place or during that time: The film is set in France during the First World War.

theme /ˈθiːm/ [n C] one of the main subjects or ideas in a film: The themes of the movie are power and revenge.

FIND

transport [ˈtɜːŋprɪn] [phrasal verb] especially spoken if something that is lost turns up, someone finds it later in a place where they did not expect it to be: Don’t worry about your earrings – I’m sure they’ll turn up. | Have those files turned up yet?

trace /triːz/ [v T] to find someone or something by a careful process of asking a lot of people for information: Police are anxious to trace the owner of a red Ford, which was seen near the crime scene. | Mr Philips is trying to trace his daughter, who has been missing for two months.

to find something that you need or want

find /fænd/ [v T] to find something that you need, such as a job or a place to live: I’m only working here until I find something better to do. | It took us ages to find somewhere to park. | We need to find a new team coach.

be easy/difficult/hard to find Apar- tments like this one are hard to find.

Finding – found – have found

to find a place that you are trying to go to

find /fænd/ [v T] to find a place that you are trying to go to: Did you manage to find the house OK? be difficult/easy/hard to find The hotel is easy to find, and is situated right in the centre of the city.

find your way (=find the right way to go) The building was so big, I couldn’t find
my way out. It was my first visit to New York, but I managed to find my way to the studio.

**find** /fɔɪnd/ [v T] to find important information, or think of a new way of doing something, after trying to do this for a long time. Medical researchers are determined to find a cure for cancer. They are trying to find cleaner ways of generating electricity.

**discover** /dɪsˈkʌvər/ [v T] to find an object, a substance, a place, information etc, which is important and which no-one knew about before: The planet Pluto was discovered in 1930. Australian researchers have discovered a substance in coffee that acts like morphine.

---

**SEE**

**see** /siː/ [v I/T] to get the information that you want by going somewhere to look, or by doing something and noticing what happens: “Is he ready yet?” “I don’t know — I’ll go and see.”

**see if/whether** Sharon, see if there’s any beer in the fridge.

**see how/where/what etc** Can you just see who’s at the door? Let’s see what happens if we add some oil.

**hear** /hɪər/ [v I/T] to be told about something: “Nina quit her job.” “Yes, so I heard.”

+ about He had heard about the accident from Helen.

+ (that) We heard there was a party at Bill’s place, so we all went over there.

**hear what/how/whether etc** When will you hear whether you’ve got the job?

**hear** - heard - have heard

---

**FIND OUT**

**to get information about something**

- see also **SECRET**

**1 to find out about something**

**find out** /fɔɪnd ˈaʊt/ [phrasal verb I/T] to get information about something, either by chance or by deliberately trying to get it: “Do you have these shoes in a size 39?” “I’m not sure — I’ll just go and find out.”

**find out what/where/whether etc** I’ll go and find out which platform the train leaves from. Dad was really mad at me when he found out where I’d been.

+ about He’s trying to find out about Japanese classes. If she ever finds out about this, she’ll kill me!

**find out sth/find sth out** Could you find out his address for me, please? “John’s been married twice.” “How did you find that out?”

+ (that) She found out that her husband was having an affair.

**2 to try to find out about a crime, accident etc**

**investigate** /ɪnˈvestɪɡeɪt/ [v I/T] to try to find out the truth about a crime, an accident, or a problem, especially by using...
careful and thorough methods. Police are investigating an explosion at a city store. | We sent our reporter, Michael Gore, to investigate.

⚠ Don’t say ‘investigate into the problem’. Say investigate the problem.

look into sth /lʊk ˈɪntuː (sth)/ [phrasal verb T] if someone in an official position looks into a problem or bad situation, they try to find out more about it so that the situation can be improved: The manager promised to look into my complaint. | Police are looking into the possibility that the bomb warning was a hoax.

solve /sɒlv/ [v T] if someone solves a crime or a mystery, they get all the information they need so that they can explain exactly what happened: Detectives are trying to solve the murder of a young girl.

3 the process of finding out about a crime, accident etc

investigation /ɪnˈvestɪɡeɪʃn/ [n C] a process by which the police or other official organizations try to find out the truth about a crime or accident: Following a major police investigation, two men have been arrested. + into The investigation into the cause of the air crash is continuing.

carry out an investigation (=investigate) Prison officials are carrying out a full investigation after two prisoners escaped from a prison vehicle.

inquiry (also enquiry British) /ɪnˈkwɛri/ [n C] a series of official meetings at which people try to find out why something happened. + into Local people are calling for an inquiry into the accident.

hold an inquiry (=have an inquiry) An inquiry will be held to discover why the school’s educational record is so bad.

plural inquiries

inquest /ˈɪŋkwɛst/ [n C] a legal process to find out why someone died: The inquest heard that Mr. Bovary was found hanging by a rope in his bedroom.

+ into an inquest into the death of a 54-year-old woman

hold an inquest (=have an inquest) An inquest will be held into the actor’s death.

FINISH

→ look here for...
• to finish doing something
• when you have used all of something
→ see also STOP, END, READY/NOT READY

1 to finish doing something or making something

finish /ˈfɪnɪʃ/ [v I/T] to finish doing something or making something: Have you finished your homework yet? | After we had finished our lunch, we went out for a walk. | The builders say they will have finished by Friday.

finish doing sth: Give me a call when you’ve finished unpacking.

finish with sth (=stop using something so someone else can use it) Can I have a look at your newspaper when you’ve finished with it?

have done: hav ˈdæn/ especially spoken if you have done a piece of work, you have finished doing it: Ask Jane if she’s done that essay yet. | I’ve done all the dishes.

complete /kəmˈpləʊt/ [v T] to finish making something, writing something, or doing something that takes a long time to finish: The building is likely to be completed in two years’ time. | Students who have completed the course usually find it fairly easy to find jobs.

finalize (also finalise British) /ˈfaɪnəlɪzaɪz/ [v T] to finish making a plan, a business deal etc., by doing the last few things that need to be done: Mr. Samuels is flying to Detroit to finalize the details and sign the contract. | We still haven’t finalized all the arrangements for the wedding.

get it over with: get it ˈəʊvər wɪð/ spoken to do something that you have to do but do not want to do, so that you will not have to worry about it any more: I hate going to the dentist, but I suppose I’d better go and get it over with.
something that is finished

finished /'finɪʃt/ [adj] something that is finished has all been done and dealt with in the way you wanted: Can I read your assignment when it's finished?

finished product/version (=finished and containing all its final details or features) Looking at the finished product, you wouldn't know it was made from recycled paper.

be done /bit dan/ especially spoken if something is done, you have finished doing it: We'll send you a bill when the repairs are done.

complete /kəmˈplɪt/ [adj] not before noun use this about plans, arrangements, or activities with several different stages that are now all finished: Building work should be complete in 20 weeks. I When your training is complete you will receive a special certificate.

something that is not finished

not finished/unfinished /not ˈfinɪʃt, ʌnˈfinɪʃt/ [adj] on the desk was an unfinished letter to his mother. I The new swimming pool wasn't finished last time I drove past.

incomplete /ˈɪnkəmˈplɪt/ [adj] not finished, because not all of the work has been done on something, or because it does not have all the parts that it should have: The excavation of the tunnel is still incomplete. I incomplete sentences

⚠️ Incomplete and unfinished are more formal than not finished.

to finish a performance/lesson/speech etc

finish/end /ˌfinəs, ɛnd/ [v T] to finish a performance, lesson, speech etc that you are giving: I finished my speech and sat down. I Our history teacher never ends her classes on time.

finish/end sth with sth He finished his lecture with a quotation from Shakespeare.

finish/end sth by doing sth I thought we'd end the evening by singing that old Irish favourite 'Donny Boy'.

round off /raʊnd ɒf/ [phrase verb T] to do something to end what you are doing in a special or suitable way: round off sth To round off National Peace Week, a concert was organized in the park.

round sth off with sth They rounded the day off with a barbecue on the beach.

to use all of something

finish /ˈfinɪʃ/ [v T] to eat or drink all of something, so that there is none left: The kids have finished all the ice-cream.

be finished (=when all of something has been used) The butter's all finished. Can you buy some more?

use up /jʌs ʌp/ [phrase verb T] to use all of something, especially when it is difficult or impossible to get more of it: use up sth By 2100 we will probably have used up all our supplies of natural gas.

use sth up He'd used a whole week's money up by Monday evening.

be all gone /bit ɔl 'gon/ especially spoken if something is all gone, there is none of it left: "Are there any cookies left?" "No, they're all gone."

run out /rʌn aʊt/ [phrase verb T] if something that you need runs out, there is none of it left because it has all been used; if you run out of something that you need, there is none of it left: I was in a phone box and my money ran out before I'd finished. I We ran out of gas on the freeway last night.
1 a fire that damages a building, forest etc

It took firefighters four hours to put out the blaze.

fire [faɪə] [n C/U] 30 people died in a fire in Chicago last night. | The fire quickly spread throughout the building.

fire breaks out (=starts suddenly) A fire broke out in the hotel kitchen.

start a fire The fire was started by an electrical fault.

forest fire A huge forest fire is burning out of control in the south of France.

blaze [blɛz] [n singular] a large and dangerous fire that burns very strongly. Firefighters struggled to control the blaze at a huge chemical plant. | The church was completely destroyed in the blaze.

Bonfire is used especially in newspaper reports.

flames [fleɪmz] [n plural] the bright parts of a fire that you see burning in the air: I saw flames coming from the engine.

2 when something is burning and being damaged by fire

be on fire [bi: ʌn 'faɪə] if something is on fire, it is burning and being damaged by fire: One of the plane’s engines was on fire. | I can smell smoke. Something must be on fire.

be in flames/be ablaze [bi: ɪn 'fleɪmz, bi: ə'blez] if something is in flames or is ablaze, it is burning strongly and being very badly damaged by fire: The ship was ablaze. | Within minutes the whole school was in flames.

Be in flames and be ablaze are used especially in stories and newspaper reports.

3 a fire for making you warm, for cooking, or for burning unwanted things

fire [faɪə] [n C] She sat down in front of the fire and read a book.

log/coal fire There’s something very comforting about a real log fire.

make a fire (=collect things you need for a fire) The children collected some wood to make a fire.

light a fire (=make a fire start burning) Where are the matches? I need to light the fire.

bonfire [ˈbɒnfɛə] [n C] a large outdoor fire for burning dead leaves, wood, or things you do not need

build/make a bonfire They piled up all the branches and made a big bonfire.

4 to make something start burning

set fire to sth [set ˈfaɪə tʊ (stʊ)] to make something start to burn, so that it gets damaged: Vandals set fire to a disused warehouse near the docks last night. | Don’t put up the barbecue there – you’ll set fire to the trees.

light [laɪt] [v T] light a cigarette/fire/candle etc to make a cigarette, fire etc start to burn: Ricky sat down and lit a cigarette. | We searched around for twigs and fallen branches, so we could light a fire.

lighting – lit – have lit
arson [ˈɑːrson] [n U] the crime of deliberately starting a fire in order to damage a building: Police are treating the fire as a case of arson.

5 to stop a fire
put out /ˈput aʊt/ [phrasal verb T] to make a fire stop burning
put out the fire/the blaze It took fire-fighters four hours to put out the blaze.
put sth out She threw sand on the fire to put it out.

extinguish /ɪkˈstɪŋgwɪʃ/ [v T] formal to stop a fire burning: He managed to extinguish the flames with his coat.

blow out /ˈbləʊ aʊt/ [phrasal verb T] to make a flame or fire stop burning by blowing on it
blow out a candle/a match/a fire He blew out the candle and went to sleep.
blow sth out We tried to light a fire but the wind kept blowing it out.

6 people whose job is to stop fires
firefighter /ˈfaɪərˌfɪtər/ [n C] someone whose job is to stop fires burning: Firefighters rescued the children, who were trapped in an upstairs room.

fireman /ˈfaɪərˌmæn/ [n C] a man whose job is to stop fires burning
plural firemen

the fire brigade BRITISH the fire department AMERICAN /ˈdəʊ faɪər bɪˈɡrɛd, ˈdəʊ faɪər dɪˈpɑːrtmənt/ [n singular] the organization in a town or area that works to prevent fires and to stop fires burning: The City Fire Department recommends that every home should have a smoke alarm.

fire engine (also fire truck AMERICAN) /ˈfaɪər ˈendʒɪn, ˈfaɪər træk/ [n C] a special vehicle that carries firefighters and their equipment, including the equipment used to shoot water at a fire

1 before other things or people
first /fɜːst/ [adj] before everyone or everything else: Laurie's name was first on the list. | I still remember my first day of school. | She had her first baby in 1984. | I only read the first chapter. | The first thing I noticed was that the front door had been smashed in.

the first person to do sth Yuri Gagarin was the first man to travel into space.

first /fɜːst/ [adv] before you do any other things, or before anything else happens: I always read the sports page of the newspaper first. | Shall we go out now or do you want to eat first? | He's had a bad year: First he lost his job, then his girlfriend left him.

first of all (=first, before a lot of other things) First of all, fry the onions.

be first/come first /bɪ ˈfaːrst, ˈkʌm ˈfaːst/ to be the person who wins a race or a competition: Joyner came first in the 200 metres.

original /ˈɔːrɪdʒɪnəl, -ˈdʒɪnəl/ [adj only before noun] before all the others - use this about something that existed at the beginning, especially before a lot of things were changed: The house still has its original stone floors. | Our original plan had been to go camping, but it was pouring with rain.

initial /ˈɪnɪʃəl/ [adj only before noun] use this to talk about what happened at the beginning or how someone felt at the beginning, especially when this changes later
initial reaction/response/feeling My initial reaction was one of complete disbelief.
initial difficulties/problems/setbacks Initial difficulties with the computer system were soon fixed.

2 to do something for the first time
first /fɜːst/ [adv] for the first time - use this before a verb: I first met Mari in 1975. | Howard first went to Egypt when he was a student.

the first time /ðə ˈfaːst ˈteɪm/ use this to say what happened when you did something that you had never done before

FIRST

- opposite LAST
- see also BEGINNING, START
+ (that) The first time I went on a plane I was really nervous. It was the first time that she had seen her mother cry.

the first thing you want to say or ask
firstly/first/first of all first of all [adv] what you say to introduce the first fact, reason, or question — use this when you are going to mention several more things: First of all I'd like to thank you very much for all the lovely presents. I wanted to change schools, firstly because I didn't like the teacher and secondly because it was too far away.

FLAT/NOT FLAT

flat

The countryside around Cambridge is very flat and you can see for miles.

flat [flat] [adj] a place that is flat has no hills or mountains; a surface that is flat is not sloping or has no raised parts: The countryside around Cambridge is very flat and you can see for miles. In those days the houses all had flat roofs. The plant's broad, flat leaves are used for serving food. We sat down on a big flat rock.

flat - flatter - flattest

level [levəl] [adj] a surface or area that is level does not slope in any direction, so every part of it is at the same height: He looked for a strip of level ground where he could land the plane. Make sure the shelves are level.

smooth [smɔːθ] [adj] a smooth surface feels completely flat and has no rough or raised parts, especially in a way that is pleasant and attractive: The marble table felt smooth and cool against her arm. She had lovely smooth skin.

horizontal [ˌhɔːrɪˈzɒnəl] [adv] a horizontal line, position, or surface is straight, flat, and not sloping: a T-shirt with red and blue horizontal stripes horizontal layers of rock. The wine bottles should be kept in a horizontal position.

to make something flat

roll sth flat

Roll the pastry flat and cut out two 8-inch circles.

roll sth flat/press sth flat squash sth flat etc. roll (stg) flat, press (sth) flat, squash (sth) flat to make something flat by rolling it, pressing it etc: Roll the pastry flat and cut out two 8-inch circles. A car ran over the ball and squashed it flat.

flatten [ˈflætən] [v T] to make something flat, especially something that is not usually flat: The wind and rain had flattened the crops. She flattened herself against the wall to avoid being seen.

not flat

rough [rəʊf] [adj] not flat — use this about roads, walls, areas of land etc where the surface is not smooth because there are a lot of stones or small raised parts: A rough dirt track led up to the farm. Rough mountain paths. The rough stone walls of the old castle.

bumpy [ˈbʌmpɪ] [adj] a bumpy road, path, or area of land has a lot of holes and raised parts in it: Neal drove the last mile down the bumpy road towards the highway. The field was too bumpy to play football on.

bumpy - bumpier - bumpiest

bump [bʌmp] [n C] a small raised area that sticks up from the surface of something
such as a road or piece of land: The car rattled as we went over another bump in the road.

**uneven** /ʌnˈiːvən/ [adj] an uneven surface has areas that are not flat or not all at the same level; Be careful here – the sidewalk’s very uneven. | His teeth were yellow and uneven.

**sloping** /ˈsloʊping/ [adj] something that is sloping is higher at one end than at the other: The table’s not straight – it’s sloping. | A gently sloping bank led down to the stream.

**fold** [fəld] [v T] to bend a piece of paper or cloth, so that one part of it covers another: She folded her clothes and put them on the chair.

fold sth in two/in half (= across the middle) I folded the letter in half and slipped it into an envelope.

fold sth into a square/triangle (= so that it has the shape of a square or triangle) The napkins were folded into neat triangles.

folded [adj] She was carrying a pile of folded towels.

fold up /fəuld ˈʌp/ [phrasal verb T] to fold something, usually several times, in order to make it into a smaller or neater shape

fold sth up The boy was having great trouble folding up his map.

fold sth up Don’t just leave your clothes on the floor like that – fold them up.

**folding** /ˈfɔldɪŋ/ [adj only before noun] a folding bed, knife, bicycle etc is one that is specially designed so that it can be folded up and easily carried or stored: I had to sleep on a folding bed in the living room.

**to open something that is folded**

**unfold** /ʌnˈfɔld/ [v T] He unfolded the shawl and placed it around her shoulders. | We watched as she took out the letter and slowly unfolded it.

**FOLLOW**

- if you mean ‘happening after something else’, go to **AFTER**

**follow** /ˈfɒləʊ/ [v I/T] to walk, drive, run etc behind someone else, going in the same direction as them: Follow me and I’ll show you where the library is. | You drive on ahead and I’ll follow. | I had a horrible feeling that I was being followed.

follow sb around (= follow someone wherever they go) Journalists followed the couple around everywhere.

followed by sb The woman entered the room, followed by three little children.

follow sb out/down/across etc She didn’t notice that Jack had followed her into the kitchen.

run after sb/go after sb /rʌn ˈæftər (sb)/, go ˈæftər (sb)/ [phrasal verb T] to run or walk quickly behind someone in order to catch them or talk to them, when they are going away from you: A group of little boys ran after him to ask for his autograph.

chase /ʃeɪz/ [v I/T] to run after someone in order to catch them, when they are trying to escape from you

chase sb across/up/down etc The farmer chased the children across the field.

+ after Two men chased after the robbers but they managed to escape.

When you see → go to the ESSENTIAL COMMUNICATION section.
FOOD

RESTAURANTS/EATING AND DRINKING

MEAL ➔ DRINK

EAT ➔ HUNGRY

see also

COOK ➔ FAT

TASTE ➔ THIN

1 food

food /fud/ [n C/U] something that you eat: They didn’t even have enough money to buy food. | The doctor told him not to eat fatty foods. | What sort of food do you like best? | What’s the food like at college?

Q something to eat /ˈsʌmtʃʊŋ tu ˈeɪt/ especially spoken food, especially a small meal that you eat quickly: You should have something to eat before you go out.

2 the kind of food someone usually eats

diet /ˈdaɪət/ [n C] the particular combination of foods that a person or animal usually eats: Changing your diet may help you sleep better. | A hedgehog’s diet consists mainly of slugs, worms, and insects.

+ of a diet of raw fish | Kevin lived on a diet of peanut butter sandwiches.

a low-fat/high-fibre etc diet (= when you only eat foods without much fat, with a lot of fibre etc)

3 food that is typical of a particular country or place

food /fud/ [n U] French/Japanese/Italian etc food the type of food that is typical of France, Japan etc: I’ve never tried Korean food – what’s it like?

dish /dɪʃ/ [n C] several foods cooked together in a particular way, especially in a way that is typical of a country or place: a delicious vegetable dish with a spicy nut sauce

French/Moroccan/American etc dish Paella is one of my favourite Spanish dishes.

plural dishes

speciality BRITISH specialty AMERICAN /ˈspɛʃəlɪti/ · · · · · ·[n C] a type of special food that a restaurant, country, or area is famous for: The village is famous for its seafood specialties.

local/regional speciality (= from a particular area) Fish curry is a local speciality.

plural specialities/specialties

4 to give someone food

serve /sɜːv/ [v I/T] to give someone food by putting it in front of them, especially at a restaurant or a formal meal: Dinner will be served at eight o’clock. | The chef serves important guests himself. | We’re ready to serve.

serve sb with sth They served us with soup and bread.

serve sth to sb Andrew, will you serve coffee to the visitors?

feed /fɪd/ [v T] to give food to a baby or animal: My sister feeds the cats when we are away. | How often do you have to feed the baby?

feed sb/sth on sth Peggy feeds her dogs on raw meat and brown bread.

feeding – fed – have fed

FORBID

to tell someone that they must not do something

opposite LET

MUST ➔ LAW

see also

RULE ➔ STRICT/NOT STRICT

1 to forbid something

not let/not allow /nət lɛt, nət ˈəʊlwaɪ/ to say that someone must not do something, and to stop them doing it

not let sb do sth My parents won’t let me stay out after 11 o’clock.

not allow sb to do sth They do not allow anyone to enter the country without a visa.
not allow sth Joan and Bill don't allow smoking in their house.

a Not allow is more formal than not let.

tell sb not to do sth ['tel (sb) not to 'du: (sth)] to tell someone that they should not do something, especially because it is dangerous or harmful: My mother always told us not to talk to strangers. "His doctor told him not to drink any alcohol for six weeks.

forbid ['fɔːbid] [v T] formal if a person or rule forbids something, they state clearly and firmly that it must not be done: Their religion forbids the eating of pork.

forbid sb to do sth They ran away together after their parents forbade them to get married.

forbidding - forbade - have forbidden

ban [ban] [v T] to officially forbid something - use this about activities that are forbidden by laws or agreements, especially because they are dangerous: Many doctors now say that boxing should be banned. A new international treaty banning all nuclear tests

banning - banned - have banned

ban [ben] [n C] an official statement that forbids something, based on a law or a government decision

+ on The city has imposed a ban on smoking in all restaurants.

a total/complete ban The government is considering a total ban on the sale of handguns.

impose a ban (=ban something) A ban has been imposed on the hunting and killing of whales.

lift a ban (=stop having a ban) President Clinton lifted the ban on homosexuals in the armed forces.

2 to forbid someone from taking part in an activity or sport

suspend [səs'pend] [v T] to remove someone from their job or their school for a limited period of time because they have done something wrong: Martinez was suspended for a week because he attacked another student.

suspend sb for doing sth Three police officers have been suspended for accepting bribes.

ban [bæn] [v T] to officially state that someone is not allowed to do something, especially as a punishment for something bad they have done

ban sb from doing sth She was banned from driving for 6 months. For many years, the Olympic Committee banned South Africans from taking part in the Games.

banning - banned - have banned

disqualify [ˌdɪskwə'laɪfai] [v T] to officially state that someone is no longer allowed to take part in a competition or activity, because they have broken a rule

disqualify sb from sth Three athletes were disqualified from the championships after failing drugs tests.

disqualify sb from doing sth He was fined £500, and disqualified from holding any political office.

disqualifying - disqualified - have disqualified

3 when you are not allowed to do something

not allowed [næt 'laʊd] when a person or a rule says that you must not do something

sb is not allowed to do sth We're not allowed to wear jewellery at school. She wasn't allowed to go out with boys until she was 16.

sth is not allowed Smoking is not allowed anywhere in the building.

be forbidden [bɪ 'fɔːbdər] [adj] if something is forbidden or someone is forbidden to do something, there is a rule which says that they must not do it

sth is forbidden The use of electronic calculators in the examination room is forbidden.

sb is forbidden to do sth Prisoners were forbidden to speak to each other while they were working.

strictly forbidden The use of mobile phones is strictly forbidden during take-off and landing.

Be forbidden is more formal than not allowed.
can't /kænt/ especially spoken if you can’t do something, you are not allowed to do it. You can’t park here. My dad says I can’t go out tonight.

no smoking/no parking etc /nəʊ /ˈsmɔːkɪŋ, nəʊ ˈpɑːkɪŋ (etc)/ used on signs and notices to say that you are not allowed to smoke, park your car etc: There were 'no smoking' signs in every room. Beside the lake was a large notice saying ‘No Fishing’.

be prohibited /bi prəhəˈbaɪd/ something that is prohibited is forbidden by a law or rule - used especially on official notices and warnings: Cars are prohibited in the city centre. Cameras are prohibited inside the cathedral.

---

**FORCE SB TO DO STH**

to make someone do something that they do not want to do

→ see also **MUST**

force /fɔːs/ [v T] to make someone do something that they do not want to do: You didn’t have to come with us - nobody forced you.

force sb to do sth Government troops forced the rebels to surrender.

force sb into doing sth Her parents are trying to force her into marrying him.

make /meɪk/ [v T] to force someone to do something: I didn’t want to go but my dad made me.

make sb do sth She made me promise never to mention the subject again. We were made to work really hard.

making - made - have made

△ Make is less formal than force.

put pressure on sb /pʊt ˈpreʃər ɒn (sb)/ to keep trying to persuade someone to do something, for example by saying that it is their duty or that it will help other people.

put pressure on sb to do sth Our parents were putting pressure on us to get married.

compel /kəmˈpɛl/ [v T] to make someone do something by using force or official power.

compel sb to do sth All the young men in the area were compelled to work in the quarries and coal-mines.

compelling - compelled - have compelled

pressurize /ˈpreʃəraɪz, ˈpreʃəraɪz/ [v T] to make someone do something by persuading them very strongly and making them feel that they ought to do it.

pressurize/pressure sb into doing sth Many children are pressurized into studying subjects that they are not interested in. Don’t let them pressure you into buying something you don’t need.

△ Pressurize can also be spelled pressurise in British English.

---

**FOREIGN**

→ see also FROM, COUNTRY

not from your own country

foreign /fərˈɪnjəl, ˈfɒːr-, fər-/ [adj] not from your own country or connected with your own country: They are learning English as a Foreign Language. Britain’s car industry faces a lot of competition from foreign companies. Mark collects foreign stamps.

△ It is not polite to call people ‘foreign’. It is better to say they are from abroad or to say which country they are from.

overseas /ˌəʊvərˈsiːz-əl/ [adj] only before a noun from or connected with a foreign country, especially one that is a long way away.

overseas student/tourist/visitor The university has a lot of overseas students.

overseas trade/travel/trip/business There has been an increase in overseas trade during the last year.

from abroad /frəm ˈæbrəd/ from another country or from other countries: There is a shortage of medical staff, so a lot of the doctors here are from abroad.
They are not allowed to listen to radio broadcasts from abroad.

2 someone from a different country

foreigner [ˈfɔːrɪnər] [n C] someone who comes from another country: Any foreigner wishing to work in this country must have a work permit. | Saleem felt that people were suspicious of him because he was a foreigner.

⚠️ Many people think it is rude to call someone a foreigner, because this can sometimes mean they are strange or not welcome in your country.

immigrant [ɪˈmɪgrənt] [n C] someone who has left their own country and now lives permanently in another: Many of the immigrants in France come from North Africa.

illegal immigrant (=someone who does not have official permission to live and work in another country)

expatriate [ɪkˈspærəti] [n C] someone who lives in a foreign country, for example because they have a job there or enjoy living there: British expatriates living in Spain

⚠️ You can also use expatriate before a noun, like an adjective: There are a lot of expatriate workers living in Dubai.

3 in or to a different country

abroad [ˈæbraud] [adv] in or to a foreign country: Katya will make her first trip abroad next month, to Japan.

go/live/work etc abroad Mike is planning on studying abroad for a year.

be abroad Mr Harris is abroad on business this week.

⚠️ Don’t say ‘he’s gone to abroad’. Just say he’s gone abroad

overseas [ˌəʊvərˈziːz] [adv] in or to a foreign country, especially one that is a long distance from your own: The wood is shipped overseas from ports in the north west.

go/work/travel etc overseas Douglas travelled overseas a lot when he was in the army.

⚠️ Don’t say ‘to overseas’. Just say overseas.

emigrate [ɪˈmiɡreɪt] [v I] to leave your own country in order to live permanently in another country + to Jenny and Tim emigrated to Australia in 1958.

FORGET

→ opposite REMEMBER

1 to forget something

forget [fəˈɡɜːt] [v I/T] to no longer remember information, something that happened in the past, or something that you must do: I’m sorry, I’ve forgotten your name. | It was an experience she would never forget. | It’s his birthday tomorrow. I hope you haven’t forgotten.

forget what/where/how etc She’s forgotten where she parked the car. + (that) We forgot that it was Sunday and the banks would be closed.

forget to do sth (=not do something because you forget) I forgot to ask her for her phone number.

+ about Tom had forgotten about Tanya coming to stay.

completely forget I completely forgot about the meeting.

I forget (=I have forgotten) She had this boyfriend – I forget his name – who was an actor.

forgetting – forgot – have forgotten

don’t remember/can’t remember /dɔnt rɪˈmembər/ [v I/T] to not be able to remember something that you want to remember: “How did you get home after the party?” “I can’t remember.” | I was going to phone you, but I couldn’t remember your number.

not remember doing sth Has she got an invitation? I don’t remember inviting her.

+ what/where/how etc I don’t remember exactly what happened.
it’s on the tip of my tongue ʃɪts ɑn ʌ ˈtip əv ˈmɑɪ ˈtʌŋk spoken use this to say that you know a name or word, but you are having difficulty remembering it at that moment: That place we visited in Paris, what’s it called? It’s on the tip of my tongue... Oh yes, La Géode.

your mind goes blank ʃɔr ˈmænd ˈɡoʊz ˈblæŋk/ if your mind goes blank, you are suddenly unable to remember something at a time when you need to: That’s... Oh, my mind’s gone blank – I can’t remember her name. 1 When she saw the questions in the test her mind just went totally blank.

2 to forget to bring something

forget ʃɔrˈɡɛt, [v T] to not bring something that you intended to bring, because you did not think of it: Michael was at the airport before he realized he’d forgotten his passport. 1 How stupid of me! I forgot your photos – I must have left them on my desk.

forgetting – forgot – have forgotten

leave ʃliːv/ [v T] to forget to take something with you when you leave: I can’t find my coat – I must have left it at work.

leave sth behind Oh hell! I think I left my credit card behind at the restaurant.

3 to try to forget something

put sth out of your mind ʃət ɑv jɔrˈmænd/ to make yourself stop thinking about something that makes you angry or sad: She tried to put all thoughts of revenge out of her mind. 1 It’s time to put her out of your mind and find a new girlfriend.

take your mind off sth ʃeɪk jɔrˈmænd əv (sth)/ if an activity takes your mind off a worrying problem, it makes you forget about it for a short time: Joe suggested a game of cards to take my mind off things. 1 I needed something to take my mind off the day’s troubles.

someone who often forgets things

have a bad memory ʃəv ə ˈbæd ˈmeməri to not be good at remembering facts or information: “We’ve met once before. At David’s place.” “Oh, I’m sorry – I have such a bad memory.”

absent-minded əbˈsɛnt ˈmændɪd/ [adj] someone who is absent-minded often forgets things because they are thinking about other things: He’s a brilliant scientist but hopelessly absent-minded.

have a memory like a sieve ʃəv ə ˈmeməri laɪk ə ˈsɪv/ informal to not be able to remember facts or information, even for a short time: You’d better remind him about the party – he has a memory like a sieve!

FORGIVE

to stop being angry with someone for something bad they have done

see also SORRY

to forgive someone

forgive ʃɔrˈɡɪv/ [v I/T] to stop being angry with someone for something bad they have done, especially when they have upset you or done something unkind: Try to forgive him – he didn’t mean to hurt you. 1 Hugh found his wife’s behaviour hard to forgive.

forgive sb for sth He had lied to me, and I couldn’t forgive him for that.

forgive and forget (=forgive someone for something, and behave as if they had never done it) He’s the type of person who finds it hard to forgive and forget.

forgiving – forgave – have forgiven

Don’t say ‘I am forgiving you’. Say I forgive you.
**excuse** /ɪkˈskjuːz/ [v T] to not be angry about something that someone has done, usually something that is not seriously wrong: Please excuse my handwriting – I'm in a hurry. | He's always late, and I don't see why we should excuse it.

⚠ You can politely ask someone to excuse something, when you want to welcome them and give them your attention: Come in – and please excuse the mess.

**2 what you say to tell someone that you forgive them**

☐ that's all right/that's OK /ə tʃaːt ˈɑːt rait, ə tʃaːt ˈɑːt rait/ SPOKEN say this when someone says they are sorry for something they did: "Sorry I didn't phone you last week." "That's OK – I know how busy you've been." | "I must apologize for keeping you waiting so long." "That's all right."

☐ forget it /fərˈɡet it/ SPOKEN INFORMAL say this to tell someone that you do not blame them for something, and you do not want them to mention it again: "I feel so bad about upsetting your plans." "Oh, forget it, it really doesn't matter."

⚠ That's OK and forget it are more informal than that's all right.

**3 when something is too bad to be forgiven**

unforgivable/unforgiveable /ʌnˈfɜːrˌvaɪəbl/ [adj] behaviour that is unforgivable is so bad that you cannot forgive it: I think the way she spoke to her mother was unforgivable.

**4 to refuse to forgive someone**

never forgive /ˈnevər fərˈgiv to refuse to forgive someone, because they have done something very bad

never forgive sb for sth She never really forgave Roy for what he said.

never forgive yourself I'd never forgive myself if anything happened to the children while I was out.

**bear a grudge** /bɛər ˈɡrʌdʒ/ to continue to feel angry with someone for a long time because they treated you badly in the past

+ against Can you think of anyone who might bear a grudge against you?

**hold it against sb** /hɔld ɪt əˈɡɛnst (sb)/ to dislike someone because of something they did in the past, even though it is no longer important: Look, he made one mistake – you can't hold it against him for the rest of his life.

---

**FREE**

**1 something that costs no money**

- look here for ...
  - not costing any money
  - able to do what you want
  - not in prison

**free** /friː/ [adj] something that is free costs no money: Parking is free after 6 p.m. | "How much is it to get into the concert?" "Oh, I think it's free." | I'm saving these tokens to get a free poster.

**cost nothing/not cost anything** /kɔst ˈnʌθɪŋ, nə tʌst ˈɛnɪθɪŋ/ to be free, especially when this is unusual: Luckily I was insured, so the treatment didn't cost anything. | It costs nothing to call the emergency number.

**2 when you can do something or get something without paying**

free /friː/ [adv] when you can do something or get something without paying: If you buy one pair of glasses we'll give you another pair completely free. | You can get into EuroDisney free with this special voucher.
for nothing  fa' nath[^1] informal without having to pay for something that you would normally have to pay for: He offered to fix the car for nothing. My Dad owns the club, so we can get in for nothing.

free of charge  fri: av  'fre[au][d]i; free - used especially in advertisements, official information etc. when someone wants you to take something that is free: The leaflets are available free of charge at the tourist office. When you've chosen your gift, we will wrap it for you free of charge.

no charge  nu:  'fre[au][d]i; if there is no charge for a service that someone provides, you do not have to pay for it: You can leave your car at the hotel - there's no charge.
+ for There is no charge for cashing these traveller's cheques.

allowed to do what you want

free  fri: [adj] allowed to do whatever you want, without being controlled or restricted: I had just left home, and was enjoying the feeling of being free and independent at last. Its first free elections were held in 1990.
free to do sth  You are free to come and go as you like.
free speech (=the right to say or write what you want without the police or government stopping you) All Americans have the right to free speech.
a free press (=when newspapers are not controlled by the government)

freedom  'frid[m] [n U] the right to do what you want without being controlled or restricted: The UN secretary-general has spoken of the need for individual freedom and human rights.
freedom to do sth  People here have the freedom to practise whatever religion they like.

liberty  'liber[i] [n U] formal a person's legal right to do what they want, without being unfairly controlled by the government: They were fighting for liberty and equality. Many people think that compulsory ID cards interfere with personal liberty.

freely  'fre[li] [adv] if you can speak freely, travel freely etc. you can say what you like, go where you like etc. and no-one will try to prevent you: For most of the year farmers allow the sheep to roam freely on the hillside. At last Jim could talk freely and frankly about being gay.

not in prison  ➞ see also PRISON, ESCAPE
free  fri: [adj not usually before noun] not in prison, or not being kept somewhere by force: He was free again, after 10 long years in jail. The hostages are now free after their five-day ordeal.
out  avt [adj not before noun] no longer in prison, because the time of punishment is over: Peters could be out in as little as 3 years. Her husband gets out of jail next week.

to let someone leave prison  ➞ see also PRISON, ESCAPE
release  ral[s] [v T] to let someone leave prison: McKay moved to Newcastle after being released from prison. They released ten political prisoners last year.
let sb out  ,let (sb) aut, [phrasal verb T] to let someone leave a place where they are being kept, especially a prison: Let me out! I'm innocent!
+ of She was let out of prison to attend her daughter's funeral.

⚠️ Release is more formal than let sb out

set sb free  set (sb) fri: to let someone leave a place where they are being kept by force: The American hostages were set free last night. Finally, in January 1987, they were set free.

FREE TIME  ➞ see pages 302-305
FRIEND

**a friend**

friend /frend/ [n C] someone who you know well and enjoy spending time with, but who is not a member of your family. Martha went to London with some friends.

a friend of mine (=one of my friends) I’m going out for a drink with a friend of mine.

good/close friend (=someone you know very well and like very much) Rob is one of my closest friends.

best friend Even my best friend didn’t know my secret.

old friend (=someone you have known well for a long time) We spent the weekend with our old friends, Bill and Judy.

mate British buddy American /ˈbaːdi/ [n C] informal a friend: I always go to the pub with my mates on Friday night.

a mate/buddy of mine (=one of my friends) Terry’s an old buddy of mine.

plural buddies

acquaintance /əˈkwɛntəns/ [n C] someone that you know and sometimes see, but who is not one of your close friends: She’s just an acquaintance – I sometimes see her at aerobics.

**a group of friends**

circle of friends /ˈsɜːkəl av ˈfrendz/ [n singular] all the people that you know well and often meet in social situations: In New York, Marcia introduced him to her large circle of friends.

the gang /əˈɡæŋ/ [n singular] spoken a small group of close friends who often do things together – used especially by young people: I usually go out with the gang on Saturday nights.

the boys/the girls /ə ˈbaɪz, ə ˈɡɜːlz/ [n plural] spoken a group of male or female friends who often do things together: Sally’s having a night out with the girls from the office.

**to be someone’s friend**

be friends /bi frendz/ if two people are friends, they like each other and they enjoy doing things together: Bill and I used to be good friends but we don’t see each other much now.

+ with I’ve been friends with Andrea for about 10 years.

get along (also get on British) /gɛt əˈlɒŋ/ get on /ˈɡɛt ən/ [phrasal verb] if two or more people get along or get on, they find it easy to talk and agree with each other, and so they feel relaxed when they spend time together.

+ with I used to argue a lot with my parents, but now we get along very well. I like Julie, but I don’t really get on with her brother. He’s a nice boy – very easy to get along with.

be friendly with sb /bi ˈfrendli wið (sb)/ to have a good relationship with someone, even though you may not spend a lot of time together: We’re quite friendly with our neighbours, Mr and Mrs Webb. I used to be very friendly with a girl from Boston.

**to become someone’s friend**

make friends /meɪk ˈfrendz/ to start to be someone’s friend, especially when you make an effort to do this: Caroline didn’t find it easy to make friends.

+ with The children soon made friends with the kids next door.

become friends /bɪkʌm ˈfrendz/ if two people become friends, they begin to be friends, often after knowing each other for a long time: I’d known Nancy for years but we only became friends when we joined the same company.

hit it off /hɪt ɪt ˈɒf/ [informal] if two people hit it off, they immediately become friends when they meet for the first time: I knew you and Mark would hit it off!

**a friendly relationship with someone**

friendship /ˈfrendʃɪp/ [n C/U] They first met when they were at college, and it was the start of a long friendship.

FRIEND continues on page 306
**FREE TIME**

1 when you stay at home

**stay in** /stɛɪ ɪn/ [phrasal verb I] to stay at home and not go out: Do you want to go and see a movie tonight, or shall we stay in? I usually stay in when there's school next day.

**watch television/watch TV** /ˈwɒt fiˈli:vɪʃn, -tʃ-/ [noun]、“Did you go out last night?“ “No, we stayed in and watched TV."

**listen to music** /ˈlɪsn ɪntoʊ ˈmjuzɪk/ Sometimes I like to just sit in my room and listen to music.

**play computer games** /ˈpleɪ kəmˈpjjuːtər ɡeɪmz/ “Where’s Fran?“ “Up in her room playing computer games."

**read** /riːd/ [verb] I spend a lot of my free time reading. She enjoys reading science fiction novels.

**get a video** /gɛt əˌvɪdʒuəl/ to rent a film to watch on your own television: Let’s get a video. How about that new Bruce Willis movie?

**get a takeaway** British, get takeout American /gɛt əˈteɪkəw, ˈget əˈteɪkəut/ to buy food from a restaurant and take it home to eat: I don’t feel like cooking tonight. Let’s get a takeaway.

2 when you go to the cinema, a restaurant, a club etc

**go out** /gəʊ əˈaut/ [phrasal verb I] to go out of your house and go to a restaurant, cinema, club etc: “Did you go out last night?“ “Yeah, We went to that new Mexican restaurant on 4th Avenue.”

**go out to dinner/lunch** /gəʊ əut təˈdɪnər, ˈlʌnt/ (also go out for a meal /gəʊ əut for aˈmiːl/ BRITISH) to go to a restaurant and have a meal: It was Eleri’s birthday, so we went out to dinner.

**go to the cinema** British, go to the movies American /gəʊ tə ˈdiːsnɪm, gəʊ tə ˈdiː mjuːvɪz/ to go and watch a film: Do you want to go to the movies tonight? We haven’t been to the cinema for ages.

**go to a concert** /gəʊ tə əˈkɒnsət/ to go to listen to people playing music: We went to a concert of Vivaldi’s ‘Four Seasons’. I go to lots of pop concerts.

**go to a gig** /gəʊ tə əˈdʒɪɡ/ to go to listen to a band (= people who play popular music): “I’m going to a gig tonight.‘ “Who are you going to see?“ “The Smashing Pumpkins."

**go clubbing/go to a club** /gəʊ kluːbɪŋ, ˈgəʊ tə kluːb/ to go to a place where you can dance and drink until late at night: Michelle always goes clubbing on Friday night.

**go to a cafe/a bar/the pub** /gəʊ tə əˈkeɪf, ˈbɛr, ˈpʌb/ to go to a ‘café, bar’, ˈpʌb kəˈfeɪ/ to go to a place where you can drink and talk to your friends. On Friday we usually go to a bar after work.
go to the theatre  BRITISH go to the theater  AMERICAN to go and watch a play being performed. I haven’t been to the theater for a long time.

go shopping  We went shopping in Oxford Street.

3 when you go outdoors

go to the beach  in the summer I go to the beach every day.

have a picnic  to take a meal to a park or the countryside to eat it: If the weather’s nice we could have a picnic.

go to the park  Jo and Tim are going to the park to play tennis.

go for a walk  to walk in a nice place for fun. Why don’t we go for a walk? It’s a beautiful day.

go for a run  to run somewhere, for fun or in order to get exercise.

FREE TIME continues on the next page
I think I'll go for a run before it gets dark.

**walk** /wɔk/ to walk. **walk the dog** /wɔk ðə dɔɡ/ to walk somewhere with your dog. In order to exercise it: I walk the dog every morning before school. I "Where's Nick?" "He's taking the dog for a walk."

**go sailing/climbing/skiing etc** /gəʊ səlɪŋ, klaɪmɪŋ, ski-ɪŋ (etc)/ Did you go climbing while you were in Scotland?

- If you want to talk about other sports, go to **SPORT**

### 4 When you spend time with your friends

**have friends over** /hæv frendz əʊvə/ (also **have friends round** /hæv frendz rɔʊnd/ British) If you have friends over or round, they come to your house because you have invited them: My parents don't like me having friends round during the week.

**have friends over/round for dinner** We had some friends over for dinner on Friday. Sam cooked lasagne.

**go over to sb's house** /gəʊ, əʊvər tə (sb's) 'haus/ (also **go round to sb's house** /gəʊ, rəʊnd tə (sb's) 'haus/ British) We're going over to Peter's house this evening - do you want to come?

**have a party** /hæv ə 'pɑːti/ Steve's having a party on Saturday.

**have a barbecue** /hæv ə 'bærikju:/ to have a party where you cook food outside: It was a warm evening, so we decided to have a barbecue.

**meet up with sb** /miːt ap wið (sb)/ [phrasal verb T] to meet someone, at a time and place that you arranged before, so that you can do something together: I met up with Jan and Peter outside McDonald's, and we all went shopping.

**go out with your boyfriend/girlfriend** /gəʊ aut wið juː bɔɪfrend, gɜːrlfrend/ to spend time with someone that you have a romantic relationship with:
FREE TIME

“Is Sylvia coming tonight?” “No, she’s going out with her new boyfriend.”

take up sth /teik ʌp (st)h/ [phrasal verb T] to become interested in an activity or subject and start doing it regularly: I’ve just taken up pottery, and I’m really enjoying it. | He first took up boxing at school.

collect /kəˈlekt/ [v T] to get and keep things of a similar kind, because you think they are attractive or interesting: My sister collects old bottles. | I’ve started collecting foreign coins, and I have about fifty.

collection /kəˈleksʃən/ [n C] a group of similar things that someone has kept because they are attractive or interesting: Uncle Frank always wanted to show us his stamp collection.
+ of a valuable collection of Victorian postcards

5 when you do something regularly in your free time

hobby /ˈhəbi/ [n C] an activity that you do regularly in your free time: My hobbies are windsurfing and playing the guitar. | What are your hobbies?
plural hobbies

6 talking about your free time

What do you do in your free time? (=when you are not working or studying)

I like.../I enjoy... /atˈlaɪk, aɪ ɪnˈdʒɔɪ/ I like playing volleyball. | Most of all, I enjoy going to jazz concerts.

In my free time/spare time... /ɪn miː friː taim, spɛə taim/ In my free time, I’m learning Russian. | I like making jewellery in my spare time.

At weekends... BRITISH
On weekends... AMERICAN

I’m (really) into...

/aɪm (ˈrɛli) ˈɪntu, ˈɪntu/ SPOKEN INFORMAL
(= I like or enjoy something very much)
I’m into all sports, especially tennis and basketball. | Simon’s started learning Spanish, and he’s really into it.

Whenever I get the time... /weɪnɪvər ə ˈget ðə ˈtaɪm/ Whenever they get the time, they go climbing. | I go to the gym whenever I get the time.

On Mondays/ Wednesdays... On Thursdays
I have dance class. | We usually go to the movies on Saturdays.

In the evening...

/iːn dəˈɛvənɪŋ/ In the evening, Mario usually hangs out with his friends.
to stop being friends with someone

fall out /ˈfɔl əut/ [phrasal verb] to stop being friends because you have an argument. It was the first time Bill and I had fallen out.

+ with It can be difficult if you fall out with someone you work with.

+ over Come on, there’s no point in falling out over a silly game.

FRIENDLY/UNFRIENDLY

Friendly /ˈfrendli/ [adj] behaving towards other people in a way that shows that you like them, you enjoy being with them, or you are pleased to see them: The staff at the hotel are always polite and friendly. She gave him a friendly smile.

+ to/towards The local people are generally friendly towards tourists.

friendly - friendlier - friendliest

nice/pleasant /ˈnais, ˈplɛzənt/ [adj] friendly and kind: He’s a really nice man. I enjoyed my visit to Ireland – everyone I met there was so pleasant. Ralph’s new girlfriend seems nice.

easy to get on with BRITISH easy to get along with AMERICAN /ˈiːzi ˈtə ɡət ˈɒn wɪð, ˈiːzi ˈtə ɡ əl ən wɪð/ [adj] friendly, relaxed, and easy to work with or live with: Fortunately my boss is fairly easy to get on with. I have to admit, Tom isn’t exactly easy to get along with.

sociable /səˈdʒəbəl/ [adj] someone who is sociable enjoys being with other people and talking to them: Why don’t you invite Chris for a drink? He seems a sociable kind of guy.

hospitable /ˈhɒspətəbəl/ [adj] someone who is hospitable is friendly and generous to you when you visit their home or their country: Most of the people I met in Scotland were very hospitable and kind.

hospitality /ˈhɒspɪtələti/ [n U] someone’s friendly, generous behaviour towards you when you visit their home or their country: You must write to John and his family to thank them for their hospitality.

situation/place/relationship

friendly /ˈfrendli/ [adj] a friendly situation, place, or relationship is one in which people behave in a friendly way: You’re lucky to work in such a friendly office.

The local bar had a really friendly atmosphere.

friendly - friendlier - friendliest

welcoming /ˈwelkəmnɪŋ/ [adj] a welcoming place or room makes you feel relaxed and happy to be there: The fire burning in the grate made the room look bright and welcoming.

amicable /ˈæmɪkəbl/ [adj] FORMAL an amicable arrangement or solution is one when people who do not agree with each other are able to solve their problems in a friendly way: The meeting between the two leaders was very amicable.

amicable arrangement/divorce/solution Both sides must try to find an amicable solution to the dispute.

not friendly

unfriendly /ʌnˈfrendli/ [adj] not friendly:

It’s very difficult to work with Lindsay – she’s so unfriendly.

Big cities can be very unfriendly places.

When you see 16, go to the ESSENTIAL COMMUNICATION section.
+ to/towards The other girls weren’t openly unfriendly towards her, but they never invited her along with them.

cold /kəld/ [adj] behaving towards other people as if you do not like them or care about them: His manner all evening was cold and unfriendly. ▲ Next time she saw Harry he wasn’t rude to her, just very cold and polite.

coldly [adv] She coldly asked him to leave her house.

anti-social /æntɪˈsəʊʃəl/ [adj] someone who is anti-social does not enjoy being with other people and tries to avoid meeting them or talking to them: Not everyone who likes playing computer games is an anti-social loner.

hostile /ˈhɒstɪl/ [adj] very unfriendly, and ready to argue with someone or criticize them in a rude and angry way: There was a crowd of hostile demonstrators waiting outside her door.
+ to/towards He’s always had a very hostile attitude towards anyone in authority.

frightened of doing sth He was frightened of making mistakes.
+ that I was frightened that my parents would get divorced.

▲ Don’t confuse frightened (=feeling afraid) and frightening (=making you feel afraid). Don’t say ‘I am frightening’ when you mean ‘I am frightened’.

afraid /əˈfreɪd/ [adj not before noun]
frightened
+ of He had a terrible temper, and everyone was afraid of him.

afraid of doing sth I didn’t tell anyone because I was afraid of being punished. (=I thought I might be punished if I told anyone)
+ (that) Kerry was afraid that he was going to hit her.

▲ Afraid means the same as frightened, but afraid is always followed by of, that, or the infinitive (to + verb), except in negative sentences like ‘Don’t be afraid’ and ‘I’m not afraid’.

scared /skərɪd/ [adj not before noun]
especially spoken frightened: The first time I went on a motorcycle I was really scared.
+ of She’s always been scared of spiders.

scared of doing sth I think they were all scared of offending him. (=they thought they might offend him)
+ that I hate reading out my work in class — I’m scared that people are going to laugh at me.

scared stiff/scared to death (=very scared) When he came back he looked scared stiff, as if he’d seen a ghost.

terrified /ˈtɛrɪfaɪd/ [adj] extremely frightened: At first, Anna was too terrified to speak. ▲ the terrified faces of the refugees
+ of He’s absolutely terrified of snakes.
+ (that) I was terrified that my father would find out I had lied to him.

terrified of doing sth She’s never been outside the US — she’s terrified of flying.

▲ Don’t say ‘very terrified’. Say absolutely terrified.

dread /dred/ [v T] to feel worried and frightened about something that you have
to do, or about something that you know is going to happen: I have to go to the dentist’s tomorrow, and I’m dreading it.

dread doing sth I dreaded having to tell Sam his dog had died.

2 when you do not want to do something because you are frightened

be afraid/be frightened/be scared [bi əfraid, bi ‘frænd, bi skeəd] to be unwilling to do something because you are frightened about what may happen if you do it

+ to do sth Many old people are afraid to go out at night.

+ of doing sth She asked me to come with her because she was scared of going there on her own. | He’s frightened of flying in case there’s a bomb on the plane.

⚠️ Be scared is more informal than be afraid or be frightened.

3 suddenly frightened

get a fright [get a ‘fraɪt; to be suddenly frightened by something that happens: She got a terrible fright when the dog jumped out at her.

get the fright of your life INFORMAL (=be suddenly very frightened) I got the fright of my life when he suddenly spoke from out of the darkness.

panic [ˈpænik] [v 1] if you panic in a dangerous situation, you start behaving in a way that is not sensible, because you are very frightened and you cannot think clearly: Keep calm and don’t panic. | As the fire raged through the ship, some passengers panicked and jumped into the sea.

panic-ing – panicked – have panicked

4 something that makes you frightened

frightening [ˈfrətnɪŋ] [adj] something that is frightening makes you feel frightened: It was the most frightening experience of my life. | Driving in big cities can be pretty frightening for many people.

terrifying [ˈterɪfəɪŋ] [adj] very frightening: They stopped me, and they had a gun. It was terrifying. | There was a terrifying crash, and the house seemed to shake.

⚠️ Don’t say ‘very terrifying’. Just say terrifying.

5 a film or story that is intended to make you frightened

horror [ˈhɔːrər] [adj only before noun] horror film/movie/story/video a film or story that is intended to make you feel frightened: The movie is based on a horror story by Stephen King.

thriller [ˈθrɪlər] [n C] a film or book that is intended to be exciting and frightening because you do not know what will happen next: ‘Psycho’ is Hitchcock’s greatest psychological thriller.

6 to make someone feel frightened

frighten [ˈfraɪt] [v T] to make someone feel frightened: Don’t shout like that you’ll frighten the baby. | I don’t care how tough he is - he doesn’t frighten me.

frighten sb into doing sth (=make someone do something by frightening them) Their lawyers tried to frighten us into signing the contract.

frighten sb off/frighten off sb (=frighten someone so that they go away or stop trying to do something) The man pulled out a gun and managed to frighten off his attackers.
**scare** /skeə/ [v T] especially spoken to make someone feel frightened or very nervous: There was a pale, white face at the window. It really scared me.

**scare the hell out of sb** informal (=make someone feel very frightened) The way he drives scares the hell out of me.

⚠️ Scare is more informal than frighten and you usually use it in spoken English.

**terrify** /ˈterɪfaɪ/ [v T] to make someone feel very frightened: The idea of going down into the caves terrified her.

**terrifying** – **terrified** – have terrified

**startle** /ˈstɑːtl/ [v T] if someone or something startles you, you frighten you because you see them suddenly or hear them when you are not expecting them: I'm sorry. I didn't mean to startle you.

**gives me the creeps** /ˈɡɪz miː daˈkrips/ spoken informal if a person or place gives you the creeps, they make you feel slightly frightened and nervous because they seem strange: I hate this house. It gives me the creeps.

**the feeling of being frightened**

**fear** /fər/ [n C/U] the feeling you have when you are very frightened, or the thought that something very unpleasant will happen: Her hands were shaking with fear (=because she was frightened)

+ of fear of flying
+ fears of another war in Europe

+ that There was always the fear that he might never return.

**terror** /ˈterər/ [n U] a very strong feeling of fear when you think that something very bad is going to happen to you, especially that you will be killed

+ in terror (=because you are very frightened) Shots were fired, and the children screamed in terror.

+ sheer terror (=very great terror) I'll never forget the look of sheer terror on her face.

**horror** /ˈhɔːr/ [n U] a strong feeling of shock and fear, which you have when you see something terrible happen, or when you think of something terrible

+ in horror The crowd watched in horror as the plane hit the ground and burst into flames.

+ to sb's horror (=making someone feel very frightened) He suddenly realized to his horror that the brakes weren't working.

**panic** /ˈpenɪk/ [n U] a sudden, strong feeling of fear when you are in a dangerous situation, which makes you do things that are not sensible because you cannot think clearly: There was a sudden panic and everyone started rushing towards the door.

---

**FROM**

**to come from a place or to come from something else**

- see also COUNTRY, TOWN, LIVES

**1 when someone was born in a place or has lived there a long time**

**come from/be from** /ˈkʌm frɔːm, biː frɔːm/ [phrasal verb T] if you come from or are from a particular place, that is where you were born or where you lived for a long time: Where are you from? I She comes from Japan. I When we were on vacation we met a couple who came from the same town as us.

**2 when something has developed from something that existed before**

**come from sth** /ˈkʌm frɔːm (sth/)[phrasal verb T] use this to say that something which exists now developed from something else that existed before: The word ‘origami’ comes from the Japanese words ‘ori’, meaning ‘folding’, and ‘kami’, meaning ‘paper’. Many modern stories come from ancient Greek and Roman myths.

**be based on sth** /ˈbiː bɛst ɒn (sth)/ if a film or story, or an idea or plan is based on something else, that is where its basic ideas or facts come from: The movie ‘The Far Pavilions’ is based on a novel about India. A new traffic policy, based on a six-month survey of road use
origin/origins /ˈɒrɪdʒɪn(ə)z/ [pl -z] [n C]
the situation, ideas, events etc that something else developed from, especially when this helps to explain why something has developed
+ of a TV programme about the origin of the universe | We had to write an essay on the origins of World War I.

⚠️ Origin and origins often mean the same, but use origins especially about something that has many different parts or stages: the origins of the modern novel. Use origin especially about something that developed from a single thing, cause, or situation: Doctors are still not sure what the origin of the infection is.

FULL
when nothing more can fit into a container, room, or space

→ opposite EMPTY

1 full

full /fʊl/ [adj] if a container, room, or space is full, nothing more can go into it: a full bottle of milk | I can’t get anything more in this suitcase – it’s full. | All the parking spaces were full.
+ of We found a box full of old letters. | The buses were full of people going to work.

⚠️ Don’t say ‘full with something’. Say full of something.

filled with sth /ˈfɪld wið (sth)/ full of something – use this about a container when a lot of things have been put into it: an enormous vase filled with flowers | Pour the mixture into a tall glass filled with ice. | There were lots of tiny drawers filled with screws and nails.

packed /ˈpækkt/ [adj] completely full of people – use this about a room, theatre, train, bus, etc: “Were there many people on the train?” “Oh, it was packed!” | a packed theatre

+ with On the day of her funeral the church was packed with friends and relatives.

crammed with sth /ˈkræmpt wið (sth)/ completely full of things or people, so that they are all pressed together: Security guards discovered a bag crammed with explosives. | Small boats crammed with refugees | a shelf crammed with books

overflowing /əʊvəˈflɔːrɪŋ/ [adj] a container that is overflowing is so full that the liquid or things inside it come out over the top: The bath’s overflowing! Who forgot to turn off the water? | The tables were covered with dirty coffee cups and overflowing ashtrays.

+ with a trashcan overflowing with garbage

overloaded /əʊˈvələʊd/ if a vehicle or ship is overloaded, too many things have been put in it, so it is carrying too much: The truck was completely overloaded, and things had started to fall out of the back. | an overloaded bus

2 to become full

fill up /fɪl ap/ [phrasal verb T] to gradually become full: About half an hour before the performance, the theatre starts to fill up. | The drought has ended at last, and the reservoirs are filling up again.

3 to make something full

fill /fɪl/ [v T] to put enough of something into a container to make it full: Would you fill the watering can and water the flowers?

fill sth with sth We stood at the counter, filling our bowls with salad. | He had a notebook which he had filled with stories and poems.

fill up /fɪl ap/ [phrasal verb T] to fill a container that already has a small amount of something in it

fill up sth Harold went around filling up everyone’s glasses.

fill sth up If the oil tank is less than half full, tell them to fill it up.

fill up sth with sth I’ve filled up the freezer with fruit and vegetables.
cram [kram] [v T] to push too many things into a container or space, so that they are all pressed together
cram sth into sth I crammed all my clothes into the suitcase and then found I couldn't shut the lid.
cramming – crammed – have crammed
cramming

stuff /staf/ [v T] to quickly fill something such as a bag or pocket by pushing things into it tightly
stuff sth into sth She hurriedly stuffed some things into an overnight bag and left immediately.
stuff sth with sth The thieves had stuffed their pockets with $100 bills.

refill /rifil/ [v T] to fill something again, after what was inside it has been used: If you bring your empty bottles back to the store, we can refill them. Can I refill anyone's glass?

refill sth with sth The tank was emptied, cleaned, and refilled with fresh water.

funny

1 when something or someone makes you laugh
funny /'fani/ [adj] something or someone that is funny makes you laugh: It was the funniest story I'd ever heard. He can be pretty funny when he's had a few drinks.
very/really/so funny You look really funny in that hat.
it was funny The goat was chasing Mark round and round the field - it was so funny.
funny – funnier – funniest

make sb laugh /mek (sb) /læf/ to make someone laugh, for example by telling a joke or doing something funny: I must tell Jerry what you said - it'll make him laugh. I a great actor with a wonderful ability to make people laugh and cry.

amusing /'æmjuziŋ/ [adj] especially written funny and entertaining enough to make you smile: an amusing play about a shy young man. His speech was amusing at first, but then it got really boring.
very/highly amusing My mother was embarrassed, but I found the situation highly amusing.

witty /'witi/ [adj] a person, speech, play, or remark that is witty uses words in a clever and amusing way: Sam is intelligent, witty, and great fun to be with. I an entertaining speech full of witty comments.

witty – wittier – Wittiest

humorous /hjumarəs/ [adj] intended to be amusing - use this especially about stories, descriptions, letters, and other things that people write: a book of humorous poems, a humorous account of a young man's travels in South America, humorous birthday cards

hilarious /hIərəriəs/ [adj] extremely funny - use this about situations, jokes, and stories, but not about people: one of the hilarious scenes in a Marx Brothers film. The dancing was absolutely hilarious - we all kept tripping over each other.

Don't say 'very hilarious'. Say really hilarious or absolutely hilarious

2 something that is said or written to make people laugh
joke /dʒoʊk/ [n C] something that you say to make people laugh, especially a short funny story: Have you heard the joke about the President's dog? I always enjoy a good joke.

make/tell a joke it amuses me when people make jokes about women drivers.

get/see the joke (=understand a joke) Everyone laughed except Henry, who didn't see the joke.

dirty joke (=a joke about sex)

comedy /'kɔmi:dɪ/ [n C] a film, play, TV programme etc that is intended to
entertain people and make them laugh: a new romantic comedy starring Hugh Grant | a comedy show on Channel 4 | plural comedies

You can also use comedy before a noun, like an adjective: the best comedy performance of the year | a TV comedy series called 'Cheers'

someone whose job is to make people laugh

comedian/comic  [ˈkɒmɪdɪən, ˈkɒmɪk]  ['kær-]  [n C] someone whose job is to tell jokes and make people laugh
clown  [kləʊn]  [n C] someone who entertains people by dressing in funny clothes and by doing silly things, especially in a circus

how you feel when you think something is funny

amused  [əˈmjuːzd]  [adj] if you are amused by something, you think it is funny and it makes you smile: When I told him what had happened, he sounded amused rather than annoyed.
+ by lat They seemed amused at his embarrassment.
amused expression/smile/grin She stood watching them with an amused expression on her face.
amusement  [əˈmjuːzment]  [n U] the feeling that you have when you think something is funny: Larry's new haircut caused great amusement among his friends.
watch/listen/notice etc with amusement Everyone was watching the little dog with interest and amusement.
(much) to sb's amusement (=making them feel very amused) Suddenly, the teacher's chair collapsed, much to everyone's amusement.

the ability to realize when something is funny

sense of humour British sense of humor American [ˈsens əv ˈhjʊərəm]  [ˈhjuːrəm]  [-jur-]  [n C] usually singular] your ability to understand and enjoy jokes, funny situations etc: I like Ann – she has such a good sense of humour. | Maybe I'm losing my sense of humor but I didn't find that show at all funny.

Q can take a joke  [kən teɪk ə ˈdʒɔʊk]  especially spoken to be able to laugh and not get angry when other people make jokes about you or do something that makes you look stupid: I hope he can take a joke – have you seen what they've done to his car?

FUTURE

if you want to know how to form the future, go to the ESSENTIAL GRAMMAR section 5
see also SOON, TIME, PAST

the time after now

future  [ˈfjuːtər]  [n singular] the time after now
the future She's finishing college soon, and she doesn't really have any plans for the future.
of the future (=that will exist in the future) The car of the future may run on solar-powered batteries.
sb's future (=what will happen to someone in their job, their life etc) I had a meeting with the boss to discuss my future.
have a great future (=be likely to be very successful in the future) She's a very talented musician, and we think she has a great future.
a future leader/president/prime minister etc (=someone who will be a leader/president etc in the future) He is regarded by many as a future president.
a future date/time formal We agreed to consider the matter again at a future date.
the outlook  [ˈɒtəlʊk]  [n singular] a general idea of what people expect to happen in the future, and whether they expect things to go well or badly: The economic outlook is better than it has been for several years.
+ for With drought conditions continuing, the outlook for farmers is not very good.
from now /from ˈnɔː/ an hour/10 years/2 weeks etc from now an hour, 10 years etc from the time when you are speaking: A couple of months from now, you'll probably have forgotten all about him. | There may be no rainforest left in 30 years from now.

from now on /from ˈnɔː ˈɒn/ use this to say that something will always happen in the future, starting from now: From now on, I'm not letting anyone borrow my car. | From now on, you kids will have to make your own lunch.

at some time in the future

in the future /ɪn ðə ˈfjuːtər/ at some time in the future, but you do not know exactly when: Global warming could become a major problem in the future.

in the near future (=soon) The new software will be available in the UK in the near future.

some time /ˌsʌm ˈtaim/ at some time in the future, which has not been arranged yet: Come over and see us some time. | Would you like to go out for a meal some time next week?

one day/some day /ˌwʌn ˈdeɪ, ˌsʌm ˈdeɪ/ at some time in the future, especially a long time from now: Perhaps one day we could all go to London together. | She always knew that some day he would leave her.

then /ðen/ [adv] at a time in the future, which you have just mentioned: Wait until I've finished my homework, then we'll take the dog for a walk.

until then School starts in September, and until then I'll be staying with friends.
GAMBLING

when you try to win money by guessing the result of a race, competition etc

![Diagram: Risk to Lose to Win to Result]

1 to gamble

gambling /'ɡæmbliŋ/ [n U] when you try to win money, for example by playing cards or guessing which horse will win a race: Is gambling legal here? | The TV star admitted he was addicted to drugs and gambling. | We aim to give help and advice to people with gambling problems.

gamble /'ɡæmbl/ [v I/T] to try to win money, for example by playing cards or guessing which horse will win a race: Eddie loved to gamble, and would spend most evenings at the roulette table.

gamble away sth/gamble sth away (=waste a lot of money by gambling) Roger gambled away all his money in a Las Vegas casino. | She inherited $50,000 but gambled it away.

bet/have a bet /bet, ʰæv a bet/ [v I] to try to win money by guessing who will win a race or game: I don’t bet very often.

bet on sth/have a bet on sth (=gamble money on the result of a race or game) We usually have a bet on the Grand Prix.

bet £10/$100 etc on sth He bet $1000 on a horse race last week.

put £10/$20 etc on sth /put (£10, etc) on (sth) to gamble £10, $20 etc on the horse or team that you think will win a race or competition: I put $20 on the Cowboys to win.

put a bet on sth (=gamble on a horse, game etc) I think I’ll put a bet on the next race.

2 someone who gambles

gambler /'ɡæmbla/ [n C] someone who gambles, especially someone who gambles a lot and cannot stop: Jack was a great drinker and gambler.

3 ways of gambling

go to a casino /ɡəʊ tə kəˈsɪməʊ/ to go to a place where people try to win money by playing card games or games like roulette (=a game in which a ball falls into a hole with a number on it) Did you go to the casino while you were in Monte Carlo?

do the lottery /ˈdɔː lətərɪ/ to buy a ticket with numbers on it, so that you will win a lot of money if your numbers are chosen: Thousands of people do the lottery every week.

go to the races /ɡəʊ tə də ˈresɪz/ to go to watch horses racing, and often try to win money by guessing which one will win

play cards/poker/roulette /ˈpleɪ kɑːdɪz, ˈpɔːkər/, ruːˈleɪt/ to play a game in order to try to win money: Miles and his friends used to sit up all night, drinking and playing poker.

lose money on sth /luːz ˈmeni on (sth)/ to lose money by not guessing correctly the result of a game, race, or competition: He claims that he lost all his money on a dice game.

win money on sth /wɪn ˈmeni on (sth)/ to win money by correctly guessing the result of a game, race, or competition: In the film, the star wins a lot of money on a gameshow.

GAME

![Diagram: Sport to Gambling to Win to Lose to Take Part to Competition]
a game

game  /geim/ [n C] an activity which you do for enjoyment which you play according to a set or rules: Chess is such a difficult game. Have you ever played Mah Jong? It's a Chinese game.

computer game Computer games are getting more and more violent these days.

card game (=a game you play using a set of cards with numbers or pictures on them) I'm not very good at card games. I always lose.

board game (=a game played on a board with pieces of wood, plastic etc that you move around) board games like Monopoly and Ludo

You can also use game to mean a single occasion when you play a game: We played three games of chess, and she beat me every time.

to get something

get  /get/ [v T not in passive] to get something by buying it, asking for it, or working for it: I got a really nice coat at Browns. Where did he get the money for a new car? I don't feel like cooking, let's go get a pizza. I still haven't gotten a birthday present for Sherri.

get sth from sb/sth I wonder where they got those costumes from?

get a job Did you hear? Stuart got a new job.

getting - got - have got BRITISH have gotten AMERICAN

obtain  /əbˈteɪn/ [v T] FORMAL to get something: Maps and guides can be obtained at the tourist office.

obtain sth from sb/sth You have to obtain permission from the Principal if you want to leave early.

get hold of get 'həld ov; to get something that is difficult to get, for example by finding it or borrowing it: Do you know where I can get hold of Geraldine's address? Somehow Scott had got hold of a gun. That sort of information is very difficult to get hold of.

gain  /geim/ [v T] FORMAL to gradually get more of a useful skill or a good quality. Use gain with words like experience, confidence, support, popularity, acceptance: It took her a long time to gain enough confidence to speak in public. She stayed in the job for five years, gaining valuable experience. His ideas are gaining a lot of support (=more and more people are supporting them).

to be given something

get  /get/ [v T not in passive] to be given something without having to ask for it or pay for it: What did you get for your
**to get a point or result in a game, test etc**

*get* /get/ [v T] to get a result in a test or examination: I only got 35% in my history test. | Pam’s really smart. She got straight A’s at high school.

*getting – got – have got* **BRITISH**

*have gotten* **AMERICAN**

**score** /skɔːr/ [v T] to get a number of points in a sports game, or in a test or examination: The test was difficult, and no one scored more than 45 points.

*score a goal/point/run* AC Milan scored a record number of goals this season.

**to get back something that you had before**

*get* /get/ [v T] ‘bak/ [phrasal verb T not in passive] to get back something that you had before, especially something that belongs to you: Suzanne has my lecture notes – I won’t be able to get them back until Monday.

*+ from* We never got our money back from the landlord.

**the person, place, company etc that you get something from**

*source* /sɔːs/ [n C] the person, place, or thing that you get something from: They get their information from various sources.

*+ of* Beans and lentils are a very good source of protein.

**supplier** /səˈplɔːr/ [n C] the person, company, or country that you regularly get a product from: We can get the goods much more cheaply from foreign suppliers.

*+ of* In the past they have been one of the main suppliers of weapons to Iraq.

---

**to remove a thing or person that you do not need or want any more**
1 to get rid of an object, a piece of furniture or clothing etc
⇒ see also RUBBISH

get rid of sth get rid of (sth) to remove something that you do not want or do not use any more, for example by giving it to someone else or throwing it away: Let's get rid of some of these old books. I hate these chairs! I wish we could get rid of them.

dump (dump [v T] to throw away something unpleasant or dangerous by leaving it in a place where it should not be: People dump all sorts of things in the woods. Dangerous chemicals are being dumped in the ocean.

disposable [dispəˈzeɪəbl] [adj] something that is disposable is designed to be used once and then thrown away: The nurses use disposable gloves. Disposable plastic cups are bad for the environment.

2 to get rid of a person
⇒ see also LEAVE TO

get rid of sb get rid of (sb)/informal to make someone leave because you do not want them or because they are causing problems: The company has announced plans to get rid of 500 workers. She stayed here talking for over three hours. I couldn't get rid of her! He's not a very good teacher - I think they should get rid of him.

3 to get rid of a system, law, plan etc

abolish [əˈbɒlɪʃ] [v T] to officially end a law, legal right, or system, especially one that has existed for a long time: an unpopular tax that was finally abolished in 1990. Wilberforce campaigned to abolish slavery.

abolition [əˈbɒlɪʃən] [n U] when something is abolished: a group that is fighting for the abolition of the death penalty

scrap (scrap [v T] to end a system, law etc, or to decide not to use a plan that you were intending to use: Plans to build a new airport have been scrapped because of lack of money. Eventually, they hope to scrap border controls completely. scrapping - scrapped - have scrapped

4 to get rid of a problem or illness

get rid of sth get rid of (sth) to remove or deal with something that is causing you trouble, such as an illness or a
problem: I've had a cold for two weeks, and I just can't get rid of it. I a powerful fan that will get rid of unwanted tobacco smells

**GIRLFRIEND / BOYFRIEND**

![Diagram](https://via.placeholder.com/150)

1. a person that you have a romantic or sexual relationship with

**girlfriend** /'ɡɜːflɪfrend/ [n C] a girl or woman that you have a romantic relationship with, especially for a fairly long time: I can't wait to meet my brother's new girlfriend.

**ex-girlfriend** (=someone who used to be your girlfriend) He keeps phoning his ex-girlfriend.

**boyfriend** /ˈbaɪfrɛnd/ [n C] a boy or man that you have a romantic relationship with, especially for a fairly long time: Josh was my first boyfriend.

**ex-boyfriend** (=someone who used to be your boyfriend) Oh, my God! I've just seen Alex, my ex-boyfriend.

**partner** /ˈpɑːtnər/ [n C] someone that you have a romantic and sexual relationship with, especially someone that you live with: Partners are welcome at the office Christmas party.

- **relationship** /ˌrelɪˈʃɪp/ [n C] when two people spend time together or live together because they are romantically or sexually attracted to each other: After his marriage broke up, he had a series of disastrous relationships.

- **with** I don't want to start a relationship with him because I'm going back to South Africa.

**lover** /ˈluːvər/ [n C] someone, especially a man, that you have a sexual relationship with but do not live with: The woman was attacked by a former lover.

**be lovers** (=when two people have a sexual relationship) Woody Allen and Mia Farrow were lovers for 12 years.

**mistress** /ˈmɪstrɪs/ [n C] a woman who has a sexual relationship with a man who is married to someone else: She suspected her husband had a mistress, but could not prove it.

- **plural mistresses**

⚠️ The word mistress is a little old-fashioned, but it is often used when talking about famous people, or about people in history or literature.

2. to have a girlfriend or boyfriend

**go out with sb** /gəʊ 'aʊt wið (sb)/ [phrasal verb T] to have someone as your girlfriend or boyfriend: She's going out with that guy who works at the gas station.

**be going out together** Mark and I have been going out together for four years.

**be seeing sb** /biː 'siːɪŋ (sb)/ to have a romantic or sexual relationship with someone, especially a relationship that is not very serious and does not last very long: Do you know if Tanya's seeing anyone at the moment? A couple of years after they got married, he started seeing other women.

3. a romantic or sexual relationship

**affair** /ˈɛfər/ [n C] a secret sexual relationship between two people, when one or both of them is married to someone else: The affair had been going on for years before her husband found out.

**have an affair with sb** I'd kill my husband if he had an affair with anyone!
f"ling /fling/ [n C] informal: a short end not very serious relationship: Yes, I did go out with him, but it was just a fling.

**have a fling** They had a fling years ago.

4 **to end a relationship**

split up/break up /split ap, break ap/ [phrasal verb T] if two people split up or break up, they stop having a relationship with each other: Tim and I have split up.

+ with David has just broken up with his girlfriend. He’s really upset.

leave /liv/ [v T] to end a serious relationship with someone you live with, especially your husband or wife: His wife left him after 30 years of marriage.

leaving - left - have left

finish with sb /'fini wið sb/ [phrasal verb T] British to end your relationship with your boyfriend or girlfriend. Frank? I finished with him years ago!

---

**GIVE**

→ see also GET, PROVIDE, TAKE/BRING

→ if you mean ‘give something to someone when they will give it back later’, go to LEND

1 **to give something to someone**

give /giv/ [v T]
give sb sth I gave him $10. Why don’t we give her some flowers for her birthday? Let me give you some advice.
give sth to sb Would you give this letter to your uncle when you see him? Russell was accused of giving secret information to the enemy.
giving - gave - have given

⚠️ Don’t say ‘give to her the book’. Say give her the book or give the book to her

⚠️ In the passive, you can say either ‘I was given it’ or ‘it was given to me’: I was given this ring by my mother. This ring was given to me by my mother.

pass /pas/ [v T] to give something to someone by putting it in their hand or putting it near them, especially because they cannot reach it themselves: Could you pass the salt, please?

pass sb sth Would you pass me my sweater. It’s on the back of your chair.

pass sth to sb Ellis quickly passed the note to the woman, looking around to check that no one had noticed.

hand /hænd/ [v T] to give something to someone by putting it into their hand

hand sb sth The nurse handed me a glass of brown liquid and told me to drink it.

hand sth to sb Please hand your tickets to the man at the door.

let sb have sth /let (sb) hav (sth)/ to give something to someone, especially something they have asked for or something they need: If you could let me have your suggestions, it would be very helpful. She lets her kids have anything they want.

give away /gɪv əˈwei/ [phrasal verb T] to give something that you own to someone else, especially because you do not want it or need it

give away sth I gave away most of my old furniture because I didn’t have room for it in my new apartment.

give sth away He decided to give all his money away and become a monk.

give sth away to sb I don’t need all this stuff – I’ll give it away to the first person who asks for it.

provide /prəˈvaɪd/ [v T] to make sure that someone has what they need, by giving it to them or making it available to them: The sports hall was built on land provided by the city authorities.

provide sb with sth Could you please provide us with full details of your previous experience?

provide sth for sb Jobs in restaurants provide a useful source of income for college students.

present /prɪˈzent/ [v T] to give someone something at an official ceremony: Who’s going to present the prizes this year?

When you see **RC**, go to the **ESSENTIAL COMMUNICATION** section.
present sb with sth  The photo shows the Principal presenting me with my certificate.
present sth to sb  A little girl presented a basket of flowers to the President.
be presented with sth  She was presented with a gold medal for bravery.
hand in/give in  hand m. giv in [phrasal verb T] to give something to someone in authority, for example to the police or a teacher.
hand/give in sth  When you leave the hotel please hand in your keys. Luckily someone gave in her purse at the lost and found office.
hand/give sth in  Have you given your English assignment in yet?

2 to give something to everyone in a group
hand out, giv out [phrasal verb T] to give something to all the people in a group: The princess plans to hand out gifts at a children's hospital tomorrow. Don't start the test until I've finished giving out the question papers.
hand/give out sth to sb  Outside the embassy, students were handing out leaflets to everyone who walked past.
hand/give sth out  I need some volunteers to hand programs out tonight.

pass around  [also pass round]  pass ar round [phrasal verb T] if a group of people passes something around, one person takes it and gives it to the next person, who then gives it to the next person.
pass around sth  They passed around a list and we each had to sign our name.
pass sth around  Don't keep all the chocolates to yourself — pass them around!

distribute  distr ibju:t [v T] to give things out to a large number of people, especially in an organized way: Anti-war protesters were distributing leaflets in the street.
distribute sth to sb  The Red Cross has started distributing food and blankets to people in the flood area.
distribute sth among  About $250,000 worth of medical supplies has been distributed among families affected by the epidemic.

share out  see out  [phrasal verb T] to divide something into equal parts and give a part to each person.
share out sth  As long as they share out the profits fairly, everyone will be happy.
share sth out  Bill shared the pizza out.

share out sth among/between  More than £1.7 million has been shared out among victims of the disaster.

serve  sə:v [v T] to give food and drinks to someone, for example in a restaurant or at a party: Dinner will be served at 8.30. Don't forget to serve the guests first.
serve sth to sb  We don't serve alcohol to anyone under 21.
serve sb with sth  As soon as they sat down they were served with steaming bowls of soup.

3 to give money, food etc to help people who need it
give [v I/T] to give money to an organization that will use it to help people who are poor, sick, in trouble etc: We would be grateful for any donation that you are prepared to give.
give sth to sb  Local people have given over $100,000 to our Help a Child appeal.
give sb sth  The British give animal welfare organizations over £200 million per year.
give generously (=give a lot of money) Please give generously; these children need your help.
giving - gave - have given
donate  'donət, 'dənət [v T] to give money, or something useful or valuable, in order to help people — use this especially about things that are given by companies or organizations: The books were donated by a local publishing company.
donate sth to sth  The concert organizers say they will donate all profits to charity.

make a donation  'meik a də'nəfən to give an amount of money to an organization that will use it to help people: We're collecting money to build a hostel for homeless people — would you like to make a donation?

+ to  The company has made several large donations to charities.

charity  'tʃærəti [n C/U] an organization
that collects money or goods from people who give them, and uses them to help people who need help: Elton John has campaigned for a number of AIDS charities.

give sth to charity/go to charity (≈ when you give something or do something to help a charity) All profits from the show will go to charity.

do sth for charity They aim to walk 30 miles for charity.

plural charities

⚠️ You can also use charity before a noun, like an adjective, to describe an event that makes money for charity: Princess Diana was the guest of honour at the charity lunch. I a charity dance

something you give someone on a special occasion, or in order to thank them

present /'prezənt/ [n C] something that you give to a friend or to someone in your family on a special occasion. He got some nice presents for his birthday.
+ from The watch was a present from my mother.

Christmas / birthday / anniversary etc present We can’t afford to spend much on Christmas presents this year.

gift /ɡɪft/ [n C] something that you give to someone on a special occasion. These candlesticks would be a lovely gift.
+ from In the hall was a magnificent vase, which was a gift from a Japanese businessman.

⚠️ You can also use gift before a noun, like an adjective: a gift shop I gift wrap (=paper used to wrap gifts in)

⚠️ Gift and present usually mean the same, but in American English gift is more common than present, and in British English present is more common than gift. In British English, gift usually means something attractive rather than useful, and is used especially by people who make and sell such things.

reward /rɛwərd/ [n C] something, especially money, that you give someone because they have done something good or helpful.
+ for The police say there is a $50,000 reward for any information that helps them find the killer.

5 to give something to someone, and receive something else from them

exchange /ɪkˈstʃeɪndʒ/ [v T] to give something to someone and receive a similar thing from them at the same time. We exchanged addresses and phone numbers.

exchange sth for sth Could I exchange this black jacket for a blue one?

⚠️ Use exchange especially in writing or in formal speech.

swap /swɔp/ [v T] to exchange, especially with someone you know well, so that you each get something that you want. My sister and I often swap clothes. I'll read my book and you read yours, then we can swap.

swap sth for sth I'll swap this CD for two of your cassettes.

trade /treɪd/ [v T] especially American to exchange something that you have for something that someone else has: She liked my T-shirt and I liked hers, so we traded.

trade sth for sth The report concluded that North had traded weapons for hostages.

in exchange/in return /ɪn ɪkˈstʃeɪndʒ, ɪn rɪˈtɜrn/ if you give something or do something in exchange or in return for something else, you give it in order to get something else back: They work at the hospital two hours a day and get free meals in return.

+ for He offered to take us out for dinner in exchange for helping him paint the apartment.

6 to arrange for something to be given to someone after you die

leave /liːv/ [v T] to arrange for something to be given to someone after you die

leave sth to sb He left £1000 to each of the nurses who had looked after him.
leave sb sth My aunt died last year and left me some of her furniture.
leaving - left - have left
will [wil] [n C] an official document that says who your money and possessions will be given to after you die: Mrs Williams left her daughter $200,000 in her will.
make a will (=write a will) He made a will just hours before he died.
be handed down (bi; hand'd'dn) if something is handed down, it is given to a younger person in the same family: a ring that had been handed down from her grandmother.
be handed down from sb to sb This recipe has been handed down from generation to generation for centuries.

7 to give something to someone who had it before
give back [giv'bak] [phrasal verb T] to give something to the person who gave it to you.
give sb back Don’t forget to give my pen back when you’ve finished with it.
give sth back to sb He still hasn’t given that book back to me.
give sb sth back I looked at the letter, then gave her it back.
return [rit'rn] [v T] formal to give something to the person or organization that owns it, especially after you have borrowed it from them: You must return all your library books before the end of the year.
return sth to sb Your passport will be returned to you when you check out of the hotel.

8 when several people give money in order to pay for something
contribute [kən'trɪbju:t] [v 1/T] to give some of the money that is needed to pay for something:
+ to I’d like to thank all of you who contributed to the hospital appeal.
contribute sth to/towards sth My parents said they would contribute something towards the cost of my driving lessons.
make a contribution [meik'ə kən'trɪbju:ʃən] to give an amount of money which, when added to money given by other people, can be used to pay for something useful: If we all make a contribution, we’ll be able to get her something really nice.
+ to/towards Several local businesses have made contributions towards our new school bus.
have a collection [hævə kə'leksjən] to collect money from each of the people in a group, especially in order to buy something for someone: They had a collection at the bar and raised over $80.
+ for We’re having a collection for Jane’s birthday present.
chip in [tʃip in] [phrasal verb T] informal, if everyone in a group chips in an amount of money, they each give an amount so that they can pay for something together: We all chipped in to pay for the food and wine.
chip in with $50/£10/$20 etc Electronics firm Compol chipped in with over £20,000.

9 to officially give someone the right to own something
hand over [hænd 'əuvə] [phrasal verb T] to give property, goods, or power to someone else so that they officially own it or control it:
hand over sth Farmers were forced to hand over 60% of everything they produced.
hand sth over to sb The hijackers handed their weapons over to the army shortly after dawn.
transfer [træns'fær] [v T] to make official arrangements so that money, property, or control of something is legally given to someone else:
transfer sth to sb In 1923 the ownership of the forest was transferred to a rich Dutch family. | a new constitution for Scotland, transferring power to a regional parliament
1 to go somewhere

go (gəʊ) [v I] to go away from where you are to another place. We’d better go soon or we’ll be late. | Where are you going?
+ to/into/down/there etc “Is Allie home?” “No, she’s gone to a party.” | Does this bus go past the university?
go home I called her at the office but she’d already gone home.
go for a swim/drink/walk etc (=go somewhere to have a swim, a drink etc) We all went for a walk after dinner.
go and do sth/go do sth AMERICAN (=go somewhere in order to do something) I’ll just go and get my coat.
going – went – have gone

⚠️ British speakers say go and do sth. American speakers usually say go do sth. Do you want to go see the baseball game?

come (kʌm) [v I] if someone or something comes, they go to the place where you are already, or to the place that you are going to: Chris called to say he can’t come. | Look – the bus is coming.
+ to/from/here etc Are you coming to lunch with us, Karen? | Come here at once!
coming – came – have come

be off to [bi: ə f tu] [phrasal verb T] especially spoken if you are off to a place, you are about to go there, or you will go there very soon: We’re all off to Florida next week. | I’m just off to the shops. Is there anything you need?
on your way/on the way ‘on jər ‘wei, ən ər ‘wei] if you are on your way somewhere, you have already left one place and you are travelling towards another

+ to/from/out etc She was attacked on the way home from a nightclub. | I was already on my way to work when I realized I’d forgotten my briefcase.

head (hed) [v I] to travel towards a place, especially when the journey is long or difficult
+ towards/for The ship was heading for Cuba.
head north/west etc Keep heading south until you reach the river.

make your way (mək jɔr wеі] to go somewhere slowly, carefully, or with difficulty
+ to/through/there It took us ages to make our way through the crowds. | After escaping from the prison camp, he made his way to the border.

⚠️ Use make your way especially in stories or descriptions of past events.

cross (krɔs) [v I/T] to go from one side of something to the other, for example across a river or road, or across a field or room: How are we going to cross the river? | Before you cross, make sure there are no cars coming. | I crossed the hall and went towards the exit.

2 to use a car, bus, train etc as a way of going somewhere

go by sth (gəʊ bai (stθ)) [phrasal verb T] go by car/bus/train/plane/boat to go to a place in a car, bus etc: “Are you driving there?” “No we’re going by bus.”
take (teɪk) [v T] take a taxi/bus/train to pay to go somewhere in a taxi, bus, or train: It was too far to walk, so we decided to take a taxi.
taking – took – have taken

3 to go somewhere with someone

go with sb (gəʊ wɪð (sb)) [phrasal verb T] One of his friends went with him to the hospital. | She wanted me to go back home with her, but I said no.

come with sb (kʌm wɪð (sb)) [phrasal verb T] if you come with someone, you go with them to the same place that they are going: We’re going to the mall – do
you want to come with us?  I Sorry I'm late – I came with Phil and his car broke down.

**come along** /kəm əˈlɒŋ/ or əˈlɒŋ/ [phrasal verb I] to go with other people to a party, restaurant, film etc which they have already arranged to go to: We're going clubbing later – you're welcome to come along. I We went to the beach, and Jo came along too.

**accompany** /əˈkæmpəni/ [v T often passive] FORMAL to go somewhere with someone, especially in order to give them protection or support: A bodyguard accompanies her wherever she goes.

**be accompanied by** Children under the age of 14 must be accompanied by an adult. I The President was accompanied by his wife, Hillary.

accompanying – accompanied – have accompanied

⚠️ Don't say 'accompanied with someone'. Say accompanied by someone.

**to regularly go to a school, church etc**

**go to** /gəʊ tu/ [phrasal verb I] As a child I used to hate going to church. I He's been going to Spanish lessons for months and he still can't ask for directions.

**attend** /əˈtend/ [v T written] to regularly go to a church, school, class etc: Both children attend Westwood Junior High.

**be at** /bi ət/ [phrasal verb T] if you are at a school, college, or university, you study there: I'm at Belton School. What about you?

**be in** /bi ɪn/ [phrasal v T] American if you are in a school or college, you study there. We can't afford to retire while Jessie and Joely are still in school. I We had the wildest parties when we were in school.

---

**GOOD**

- opposite BAD
- CONVENIENT/NOT CONVENIENT
- PERFECT
- WORKING
- BEST
- see also
- PRAISE
- BEFTER
- SUITABLE/UNSUITABLE
- BEAUTIFUL
- IMPROVE
- ENTHUSIASTIC/UNENTHUSIASTIC

**something you like or enjoy very much**

**good** /ɡʊd/ [adj] Did you have a good weekend? I It was the best party I've ever been to. I That smells good. What are you cooking?
**very really good** We enjoyed our trip to Canada. It was really good.

**good** – better – best

**nice** [nai] [adj] pleasant or enjoyable: I hope you have a nice vacation. | Come over on Saturday. It would be good to see you.

**very really nice** She made us a really nice dinner.

⚠️ Nice is rather an informal word. Use it in conversation and in letters to friends, but do not use it too much in your written work.

⚠️ Don’t say ‘very great’. Say really great

**excellent** [ek’sələnt] [adj] extremely good: There are excellent beaches close to the hotel. | An excellent opportunity to see wild animals in their natural surroundings.

⚠️ Don’t say ‘very excellent’. Just say excellent

**marvellous/wonderful/fantastic** [ma’vələs, ˈwʌndərfl, ˈfæntəstɪk] [adj] very good in a way that makes you feel happy or excited: The kids had a marvellous time at the carnival. | You get a wonderful view of the mountains from here.

⚠️ Don’t say ‘very marvellous/wonderful/fantastic’. Say absolutely marvellous/wonderful/fantastic

**amazing/incredible** [ə’mɛrizəŋ, ɪn’kred-ə-bal] [adj] very good in a surprising and exciting way: Standing there on top of Mount Fuji was an amazing experience. | What a goal! That was incredible!

⚠️ Don’t say ‘very amazing/incredible’. Say absolutely amazing/incredible

**brilliant** [brɪlɪənt] [adj] BRITISH SPOKEN extremely good: You should come to the new sports centre – it’s brilliant.

⚠️ Don’t say ‘very brilliant’. Say really brilliant or absolutely brilliant.

**neat** nɪt [adj] AMERICAN SPOKEN very good or enjoyable: That’s a neat car.

**really neat** The fireworks over Golden Gate Park were really neat.

**something that is of a high standard or good quality**

**good** [gʊd] [adj] Yamaha makes good pianos. | Lisa’s work has been much better recently.

**very good** Of course it’s a very good car, but it is expensive.

**good** – better – best

**well** [wel] [adv] if something is done well or made well, it is done with a lot of care and skill, so it is of a high standard: Jean’s playing much better since you gave her some lessons.

**do well** Don’t worry about the test – I’m sure you’ll do well.

**well** – better – best

**excellent** [ek’sələnt] [adj] extremely good: The bank provides an excellent service for its customers.

**of good/high quality** handmade carpets of the highest quality

**good high quality** [kəʊld] [adj] only before noun] well made from good materials: If you buy good quality shoes, they last longer. | We only use the highest quality ingredients for our pizzas.

**impressive** [ɪmˈpreʃɪv] [adj] something that is impressive is of very good quality and you admire it: The school’s examination results were very impressive. | an impressive achievement

**impressed** [ɪmˈprest] [adj] not before noun] if you are impressed by something, you think it is of very good quality, and so you admire it and feel pleased
about it: When I saw the computer facilities at the college, I was really impressed.
+ by/with Everyone was very impressed by Karon’s English – she made almost no mistakes.

outstanding /'autståndɪŋ/ [adj] an outstanding performance or achievement is extremely good, much better than that of other people: an outstanding performance by a talented young actor | Her work has been outstanding all year.

3 in good condition

in good condition in gud kəndɪʃən something that is in good condition is not broken and has no marks or other things wrong with it: The car hadn’t been used much, and it was in very good condition.

as good as new /'əz ɡʊd əz 'njuː/ especially spoken something that is as good as new is almost as good as when it was new – use this about things that have recently been cleaned or repaired: I’ve just had the bike serviced, and it looks as good as new.

4 a good idea, suggestion, plan etc

good /ɡʊd/ [adj] A good way of dealing with the problem is to talk about it. | Have you got a better suggestion?
good idea “Why don’t we hire a van?” | “That’s a good idea.”
good – better – best

excellent /'ekslənt/ [adj] extremely good: We were given some excellent financial advice by Mr Samuel. | That sounds like an excellent idea to me.

Q great /ˈɡreɪt/ [adj] spoken a great idea is one that you like very much
great idea “Let’s have a barbecue.” | “That’s a great idea.”
great! “You want to go to the beach instead?” | “Yeah, great, why not!”
brilliant /ˈbrɪljənt/ [adj] very clever and likely to succeed: I think that’s a brilliant suggestion – let’s try it. | Hugh thought of a brilliant idea for a book.

5 someone who is good at doing something

good /ɡʊd/ [adj] able to do something well: You should see him play tennis – he’s pretty good.
+ at Ruth had always been good at languages

good at doing sth You’re much better at dealing with people than I am.
good singer/teacher/actor etc | I like Robin Williams – he’s a really good actor. | Lindy is probably the best dancer in the class.
good with sth/sb (=good at dealing with them) Mrs Hill is very good with children. | I’ve never been much good with money.
good – better – best

well [adv] Dave plays the guitar very well.

Don’t say ‘he’s good in football’. Say he’s good at football.

brilliant /ˈbrɪljənt/ [adj] extremely good at doing something: Paganini was a brilliant violinist. | Have you seen her dance? She’s absolutely brilliant.

skilful British skillful American /ˈskɪfl/ [adj] someone who is skilful does something very well using their intelligence and their training: Agassi is one of the most skilful players in professional tennis. | the artist’s skilful use of color | Success in business depends on skilful management.

skilfully/skillfully [adv] Ben steered the boat skilfully through the narrow channel. | a skillfully worded question

skilled /skɪld/ [adj] someone who is skilled at a particular job has the training and experience to do it well

skilled worker/engineer/craftsman etc There is a demand for carpenters, and other skilled craftsmen.

skilled at doing sth Our advisers are skilled at dealing with financial problems.

highly skilled (=very skilled) A highly skilled chef can earn a lot of money.

outstanding/exceptional /'autståndɪŋ, ɪkˈsepʃənl/ [adj] very good at doing something, so that people notice you are
much better than others. At Harvard Law School he was an outstanding student. | Sarah was quite a good artist, but not an exceptional one.

**talented** /ˈtæləntɪd/ [adj] very good at doing something because you have a lot of natural ability
talented actor/musician/player etc I remember Hugh being a talented actor when we were at school together.
highly talented (=very talented) The Brazilian team includes some highly talented young players.

**advanced** /ˈædvənst/ [adj only before noun] someone who is advanced has reached a high level in a subject that they are studying: This is an exercise for more advanced students. | The college has elementary, intermediate and advanced classes in French and Spanish.

**promising** /ˈprɒməsɪŋ/ [adj] good at something, and likely to become very good in the future – use this about young people: a promising young footballer | The most promising students were selected for special training.

**the ability to do something well**

**skill** /skɪl/ [n C/U] the ability to do something well because you have learned it or practised it: They teach you the skills you need to become a successful journalist. | The Australians played with great skill and determination.

**computer/management/language etc skills** You need good communication skills for this job.

+ in On the course you will develop skills in business management.

**ability** /ˈæbɪləti/ [n U] the ability to do something well: a good player with a lot of natural ability
ability to do sth Paper 3 tests the student’s ability to write in English.

**talent** /ˈtælənt/ [n C/U] a natural ability to do something very well: Her good looks and talent brought her immediate success in Hollywood.

**musical/theatrical/artistic etc talent** The boy’s musical talents were first recognised by his teacher.

+ for She has a talent for languages.

**7 morally good people or behaviour**

good /gʊd/ [adj] kind, honest, and helpful: Jean’s a very good person – she’s always ready to help. | He had always tried to lead a good life.
good – better – best
decent /ˈdedʒnt/ [adj] someone who is decent is good and honest according to the normal standards of society: Decent citizens have nothing to fear from the police. | a decent, honest, hard-working woman

**ethical** /ˈeθɪkl/ [adj] morally correct according to the rules of behaviour in a particular job: It would not be ethical for me, as a doctor, to talk to you about my patients.

**8 good enough, but not very good**

good enough /gʊd ɪnˈʌf/ If the weather’s good enough we’ll go camping.
+ for It’s just a cheap wine but it’s good enough for a picnic.
good enough to do sth Do you think she is good enough to be in the team?

**satisfactory** /ˌsætɪˈfæktərɪ/ [adj] something that is satisfactory reaches the expected standard, so it is good enough to be accepted: You won’t get paid unless your work is satisfactory. | Lynne got satisfactory grades and was offered a place at university.

satisfactorily [adv] The ship’s disappearance has never been satisfactorily explained.

⚠️ Satisfactory is more formal than good enough.

**not bad**. not bad. spoken use this to say that something is fairly good, and better than you expected: “What was the food like?” “Oh, not bad – better than last time.” | You know, that’s not a bad idea.

**not too bad** “How was your test?” “Oh, not too bad. I think I passed.”

**be all right/be okay** /ˈbiː αˈreɪt, biː ˈɔkeɪ/ spoken to be good enough, although it is not especially good: The children made the cakes. I hope they’re
all right. | "What did you think of the movie?" | "Oh, it was OK — nothing special."
+ for This book is okay for beginners but it's not really suitable for more advanced students.

will do /wil 'dur/ spoken you say that something will do when you think that it is good enough to use, although it is not exactly the right thing: Don't worry if you haven't got any butter. Margarine will do. | This paint isn't quite the right colour but I suppose it'll do.

administration /ad'minist'reiʃən/ [n C] use this especially to talk about the national government of the United States
the administration The new administration is trying to improve standards in health care.
the Kennedy/Reagan/Clinton etc administration (=the government when this person is president) The Eisenhower administration refused to take military action in Vietnam.

the authorities /'ɔ:diəriəz/ [n plural] the people or organizations that have the power to decide what people are allowed to do in a country or area: The South African authorities arrested Mandela in August 1962. | The country was facing famine, and the authorities were doing nothing to prevent it.

the people who make a country's laws
parliament /'pæləment/ [n C] the group of people who are elected to make a country's laws: Parliament will vote on the new divorce law today. | elections for the European parliament

government /'ɡʌvəmənt/ [n C] the people who govern a country, state, or local area, and who make all the important decisions about taxes, laws, relations with other countries etc: The government promised to cut taxes. | Unemployment is a problem that faces most western governments. | the city government of Los Angeles

the British/Japanese/German etc government The French government has banned the sale of British beef.

In British English, you can use government with a singular or plural verb: The government has decided/have decided to introduce new laws against terrorism. In American English, always use a singular verb.

politician /'pɒlɪtɪʃən/ [n C] someone who works in politics, especially a member of a parliament. Many right-wing politicians opposed the treaty.

MP/member of parliament /'em pærəmənt/ [n C] someone who has been elected to a parliament, especially in Britain or in a country that
has a similar system of government, such as India, Australia, or South Africa: There are still very few women members of parliament. [Ken Livingstone, MP Labour/Conservative/Liberal MP the Labour MP for Birmingham South]

congressman/congresswoman

/kongræsman, kongræs,woman/ [kon-] [n C] someone who is a member of the US Congress, especially of the House of Representatives: Congressman Evan Kendrick

congressmen/congresswomen

senator /senətə/ [n C] a member of the US Senate or a similar institution: senator Kennedy [The President met with a group of senators and congressmen to discuss energy policy.

3 a government that controls people's lives too much

dictatorship /diktətəʃip/ [n C] a government in which one person or one small group has total power and uses it unfairly and cruelly: Argentina's military dictatorship collapsed in 1983.

police state /pəlɪs stɛt/ [n singular] a country where the police have too much power and control people's lives too much: They can't treat you like this – this is America, not a police state!

totalitarian /təʊələtɪənriən/ [adj usually before noun] a totalitarian country or system of government is one in which the government controls every part of people's lives and there is no freedom: a writer who was imprisoned during the totalitarian rule

oppressive /ə'presiv/ [adj] an oppressive government treats people in a cruel way, using military force to prevent any kind of opposition: throngs of refugees from the oppressive regime [The Nationalists passed more and more oppressive race laws.

4 different systems of government

democracy /də'mɔkrəзи, də'mər-/ [n U] a system of government in which everyone in the country can vote to choose the government: In 1974 democracy returned to Greece after seven years of military rule.

democracy [n C] a country in which everyone can vote to choose the government: the democracies of Western Europe

plural democracies

democratic /ˌ demə'krætik/ [adj] a democratic country, government, or political system is one in which the people vote to choose the government: Pakistan's first ever democratic elections

republic /rɪˈpʌblɪk/ [n C] a country whose leader is a president, not a king or queen: the French Republic [Prime Minister Keating had plans to turn Australia into a republic.

+ of the People's Republic of China

monarchy /ˈmɒnəki, mən-/ [n C/U] a system of government in which a country is ruled by a king or queen: questions about the future of the monarchy in Britain

plural monarchies

5 one part of a government which deals with health, education, defence etc

department /dɪ′pɜːtmənt/ [n C] one of the separate parts of a government, which is responsible for a particular subject, such as health, education, or defence: the Department of Education/Health/Transport etc Brit/US She is now head of the Department of Education.

the Defense/Justice/Treasury Department - AMERICAN His brother Bobby was head of the Justice Department.

ministry /ˈmɪnstri/ [n C] a government department in Britain and some other countries: She works at the Ministry of Defence.

plural ministries

minister /ˈmiŋstər/ [n C] the politician who leads a government department in Britain and some other countries: a meeting of European finance ministers in Bonn

When you see 13, go to the ESSENTIAL COMMUNICATION section.
Minister is not the official job title of the leader of a government department in Britain, but it is often used. The official title is 'Secretary of State'. But this title has a different meaning in the US, where it means the person in charge of the US's relations with other countries.

6 the leader of a country
leader /ˈliːdər/ [n C] someone, such as a president or prime minister, who is in charge of the government of a country.
World leaders are meeting in Geneva today to consider the peace plan. | former Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev

Leader is not an official title.

president /ˈprezɪdənt/ [n C] the official leader of a country that does not have a king or queen: President Chirac
+ of the President of Egypt

prime minister /ˈpræmɪnɪstər/ [n C] the elected leader of the government in a country that has a parliament: The British Prime Minister lives at 10 Downing Street.
+ of the Prime Minister of India

ruler /ˈruːlər/ [n C] someone, such as a king or queen or a military leader, who has the power to run the government of a country: an unjust ruler | Nigeria’s military rulers
+ of Ramses II, ruler of Egypt in 1300 BC

king /kɪŋ/ [n C] a man who is the official leader of a country because he is a member of a royal family: King George VI
+ of King Juan Carlos of Spain | the King of Morocco

queen /ˈkwɪn/ [n C] a woman who is the official leader of a country because she is a member of a royal family, or a woman who is the wife of a king: Queen Elizabeth
+ of the Queen of Sweden

7 to govern or rule a country
govern /ˈgʌvərn/ [v I/T] if a political party or group governs a country, its members make all the important decisions about laws, taxes, relations with other countries etc: The Conservative Party has governed Britain for over 15 years now.

run /rʌn/ [v T] to control a country - use this especially about a powerful person or group that controls a country but has not been elected: Who’s running this country, the government or the trade unions?
The revolutionary council ran the country until democratic elections were held.
running - ran - have run

be in power biː ɪn ˈpaʊər/ if a political party or a leader is in power at a particular time, they are the government or leader of a country at that time: He has been in power for more than 30 years. | Taxes were higher when the Social Democrats were in power.

rule /rʊl/ [v T] if a king, queen, military leader, or a foreign government rules a country, they have official power over it: At that time India was ruled by the British. | In 1860 Italy was a collection of small states ruled by princes and dukes.

rule [n U] when a country is ruled by a king or queen, a military leader or a foreign government: For many years Algeria was under French rule (=was ruled by the French).

8 activities and ideas that are connected with governing a country
political /ˈpɔlɪtɪkəl/ [adj usually before noun] connected with the government of a country or local area: There are two main political parties in the US. | The British political system | She began her political career as a city councillor.

politics /ˈpɒlɪtɪks/ [n U] activities and ideas that are connected with governing a country or local area: Gun control is one of the biggest issues in American politics at the moment. | Many young people aren’t interested in politics.

party politics (= when political parties are trying to get an advantage over each other)
local politics (= politics in a town or city) She’s always been deeply involved in local politics.
go into politics (=start working in politics)
He didn't go into politics until he was over forty.

GROUP

→ if you mean 'a group of people who play music together', go to music
→ see also CROWD, TYPE

1 a group of people together in one place

group /grop/ [n C] several people who are together in the same place
+ of Outside the school, little groups of friends were talking to each other. I an old photograph of a group of soldiers sitting on the ground
in groups (=forming separate groups) Men stood in groups on street corners.
get into a group (=make a group with other people so that you can do something together) The teacher told us to get into groups of three.

crowd /kraud/ [n C] a large number of people who are all together in the same place: A big crowd gathered to see President Mandela. I a football crowd
+ of A crowd of reporters was waiting for her at the airport.

⚠️ In British English you can use crowd with a singular or plural verb: The crowd was/were becoming impatient. In American English, always use a singular verb: The crowd was becoming impatient.

⚠️ You can say crowds of people when you mean a lot of people very close together: Crowds of tourists were trying to get into the cathedral.

2 a group of people who do things together

party /ˈpɑːtri/ [n C] a group of people that someone has organized in order to go somewhere or do something
+ of John was taking a party of tourists around the museum. I A party of Japanese businessmen will be visiting the factory next week.

a search/rescue party (=a group of people trying to find and help someone who is in danger)
plural parties

bunch/crowd /ˈbʌŋk/, /ˈkraʊd/ [n singular, informal especially spoken] a group of people who do things together or spend time together. The people on my French course are a really friendly bunch.
+ of There was the usual crowd of students standing at the bar.

gang /ɡæŋ/ [n C] a group of young people who spend time together, especially a group that causes trouble, fights with other groups etc
gang of youths/kids There are always gangs of kids standing around the shopping mall.
rival gang (=a gang that fights with another gang) Fighting broke out between two rival gangs.

3 a group of people who are similar in some way or have similar ideas

group /grop/ [n C] a number of people who are similar in some way, or who have the same ideas and aims. Their policy was to keep people from different racial groups apart.
+ of The factory was burned down by a group of animal-rights activists.

age group/income group etc (=all the people of about the same age, with about the same income etc) Families in the lowest income group could not afford to educate their children.

movement /ˈmjuːvmənt/ [n C] a large group of people who share the same ideas and beliefs, and who work together to achieve something important: She was active in a number of political movements, including the campaign to end slavery.

the peace/environmental/independence etc movement one of the leaders of the pro-democracy movement

4 a group of people who work with each other

team /tim/ [n C] a group of people who work together to do a job: There will be a meeting for all members of the team next Wednesday.
of. The coins were discovered by a team of archaeologists. Powell headed Mrs Thatcher’s team of advisers.

research/medical team. Dr Gaultier and his medical team worked in the refugee camps for over a year.

in British English, you can use team with a singular or plural verb: A team of police divers is/are searching the lake. In American English, always use a singular verb: A team of police divers is searching the lake.

crew. [kruː] [n C] the people who work together on a ship or plane: The captain and crew would like to welcome you on board Flight 381 to Geneva.

committee. [ˈkɒmɪtiː] [n C] a small group of people in an organization, company, or club who have been chosen to make decisions that affect everyone in the organization: Bill Dean has been elected chairman of the committee.

finance/health/housing committee. The finance committee has decided to raise membership fees for next season.

be on a committee (=be a member of a committee). She’s been on the Church committee for 20 years.

You can also use committee before a noun, like an adjective: We have three new committee members this year. a committee meeting

in British English, you can use committee with a singular or plural verb: The committee has decided/have decided to award you a scholarship. In American English, always use a singular verb: The committee has decided to award you a scholarship.

a group of things together in one place or connected in some way

group. [ɡrɒp] [n C] several things that are together in one place or connected in some way

of. The house was hidden behind a tall group of trees. The letter ‘F’ is one of a group of consonants called ‘fricatives’. News International is a group of companies that produce newspapers and TV programmes.

set. [set] [n C] a group of similar things that are used together, or a group of connected ideas, facts etc: a chess set

of. I gave an extra set of house keys to my neighbours. a set of rules. We started the meeting by agreeing on a set of objectives.

collection. [ˈkəlɛkʃən] [n C] a group of similar things that have been put together because they are interesting or attractive

of. The museum has a superb collection of Mexican pottery.

art/stamp/postcard collection. Have you seen her record collection – it’s enormous!

bundle. [ˈbændə] [n C] several things of the same kind, such as papers, clothes, or sticks, that are fastened or tied together: She keeps all his old letters, tied up in bundles.

of a bundle of firewood

bunch. [bʌntʃ] [n C] a bunch of flowers is a collection of flowers tied together; a bunch of fruit is several pieces of fruit which grow together and which you buy as one piece: a small girl carrying a huge bunch of roses I bought a kilo of apples and a bunch of grapes I a bunch of bananas

plural bunches

6 a group of things on top of each other

pile. [pɛl] [n C] several things of the same kind placed one on top of the other

of. Greg carried the pile of ironed shirts upstairs.

in piles. The books were arranged in neat piles on her desk.

heap. [hɛp] [n C] a lot of things lying one on top of the other in an untidy way

of. There was a huge heap of blankets and pillows on the bed.

in a heap. The children had left all their wet towels in a heap on the bathroom floor.

7 to put things or people into groups

sort. [sɔːt] [v T] to arrange a large number of things by putting them in different groups, so that you can deal with each group separately: It takes a couple of hours to sort the mail in the morning.
sort sth into sth  We sorted all the clothes into two piles.
categorize (also categorise BRITISH) /kætəʊraɪz/ [v T] to decide which group something should belong to, when there is a clear system of several groups
categorize sth according to sth  The hotels are categorized according to the standard of the rooms and services they offer.
categorize sth as sth (=say which group it is in)  The store categorizes all records from Asia and Africa as ‘World Music’.
be grouped  bit ‘gruppt/ if people or things are grouped, they have been put together into separate groups according to a system
+ according to  The vehicles are grouped according to engine size.
+ together  Non-fiction books are grouped together under different subjects.
+ into  Most European languages can be grouped into two main families.

GROW

⇒ if you mean ‘when a number or amount gets bigger’, go to INCREASE
⇒ see also BIG

1 when people, animals, or plants get bigger

grow /ɡrəʊ/ [v I] to become bigger or taller over a period of time: Tom has really grown since I last saw him.
+ to  Sunflowers can grow to a height of ten feet.

grow one metre/two centimetres/six inches etc  Amy grew 9 inches last year.
+ into  Within a few years, these saplings will grow into tall trees.
growing – grew – have grown
develop /dɪˈveləp/ [v I] if a child, plant, or animal develops, it gradually changes into the form it will have as an adult: The baby develops very quickly during the first few weeks of pregnancy.
+ into  In less than 12 weeks the chicks will develop into adult birds.

ger
taller/get bigger /get ‘tələr, get ‘bɪɡər/ to grow and become taller, especially in a short period of time: Eleanor’s getting bigger, isn’t she? I hardly recognised her.  I The grass got taller and taller over the summer.

2 to make plants or vegetables grow

grow /ɡrəʊ/ [v T] to look after plants, vegetables, or crops so that they develop and grow: Farmers in this area grow mainly wheat.  It’s very satisfying growing your own vegetables.
growing – grew – have grown

plant /plaɪnt/ [v T] to put seeds or young flowers or plants into the soil so that they will grow: Plant the seeds outside in late spring.  They planted an oak tree in the middle of the field.

GUESS

1 to guess something

guess /ɡes/ [v I/T] to give an answer or decide that something is probably true, when you do not know enough to be sure: Are you sure Linda’s pregnant, or are you just guessing?  We had to guess a
lot of the answers. I didn’t know all the answers, so I just had to guess some of them.

**guess** what/how/who etc Listen to the voices of these famous people and try to guess who they are.

+ (that) Detectives guessed that her attacker was someone she knew. I guessed she was probably the new secretary.

**have a guess** BRITISH take a guess

ESPECIALLY AMERICAN have a ges, tell a ges: to guess an answer, amount, or number. “How much rent do you pay for your apartment?” “Take a guess.”

+ at Have a guess at the answer, then check it with your calculator.

**estimate** [v T] to say how much something will cost, or how many of something there are etc, partly by calculating and partly by guessing

+ that Police estimate that 10,000 people took part in the demonstration.

**estimate sth at $350/£400 etc** The mechanic estimated the cost of repairs at $350.

**estimate what/where/how much etc** Can you estimate how much fabric you will need for the curtains?

**my guess is...** [spoken] say this when you are telling someone what you think has probably happened or will probably happen.

+ (that) My guess is she’ll move back to the States. I My guess is that they’ve been delayed in a traffic jam.

**to guess correctly**

**guess** [v I/T] to guess correctly that something is true, or guess the right answer to something. “How old are you – about 27?” “Yes, how did you guess?”

**guess what/who/where** When I saw how upset she was, I guessed immediately what had happened.

+ (that) We’d already guessed that you were sisters – you look so alike!

**guess the truth** They had already guessed the truth about their son’s disappearance.

**to guess incorrectly**

**overestimate** [v T] to guess wrongly, by thinking that the amount, level, or cost of something is bigger, more expensive etc than it really is. People overestimated the risk of catching the disease.

**underestimate** [v T] to guess wrongly, by thinking that the amount, level, or cost of something is smaller, less expensive etc than it really is. They underestimated the amount of time it would take to finish the work.

**an attempt to guess something**

**guess** [n C] an attempt to guess something. It’ll probably take about 10 hours to get there, but that’s just a guess.

**make a guess** (=try to guess something) I don’t know why she left him, but I think I can make a guess.

**good guess** ESPECIALLY SPOKEN “When was the house built – about 1600?” “Good guess – it was 1624.”

**rough guess** (=one that is not intended to be exact) We think there are about 5 million users on the Internet, but this is only a rough guess.

**guesswork** [n U] when you try to understand something or find the answer to something by guessing, because you do not have all the information you need. The police investigation was largely based on guesswork.

**speculation** [n U] when a lot of people, especially in newspapers and on television, try to guess what is happening or what will happen because they do not have much definite information.

+ about There has been speculation about links between the Mayor and the Mafia.

+ that The latest defeat for the government led to increasing speculation that the Prime Minister would resign.
GUILTY/NOT GUILTY
responsible for a crime or for doing something bad

看这里 for ...
* guilty of a crime or mistake
* feeling bad because you have done something wrong

if you mean 'think or say that someone is responsible for a mistake or something bad', go to BLAME

ASHAMED 

SORRY

see also

CRIME

COURT/TRIAL

1 guilty

guilty /'gəlti/ [adj] if someone is guilty of a crime, he or she is the person that did it
find sb guilty (=decide in a law court that someone is guilty) The jury found Sewell guilty and he was sent to prison.
guilty of murder/rape/a crime etc A 23-year-old woman was found guilty of murder in the Central Court yesterday.
plead guilty (=say in a law court that you are guilty of a crime) Roberts pleaded guilty to driving without insurance.
responsible /ri'spɒnsəbl/ [adj] if someone is responsible for a crime, accident, or mistake, they did it or made it happen: The other driver was responsible for the accident, and he should pay for the damage.
+ for Police believe a local gang is responsible for the recent burglaries. Mrs Williams says that the hospital was responsible for her husband's death.

⚠️ Use responsible especially to talk about accidents and mistakes caused by carelessness, or when no-one knows for certain who did it.

2 not guilty

innocent /'ɪnəsənt/ [adj] if someone is innocent of a crime they did not do it - use this especially about someone that other people think is guilty: "I didn’t kill anyone - I’m innocent!" Davies shouted. Bates had allowed an innocent man to go to jail for his crime.
+ of Many people are kept in overcrowded prisons, even people who are innocent of any crime.
innocence /ɪnəsəns/ [n U] when you are not guilty of a crime: Her parents were convinced of her innocence.

not guilty /nɔt 'gəlti/ if someone is not guilty of a crime, they did not do it - use this especially when a court has decided that someone did not do a crime
find sb not guilty (of sth) (=decide in a law court that someone is not guilty) The two women were found not guilty of drug-trafficking.

be acquitted /bi: ə'kwɪtɪd/ if someone is acquitted by a law court, they are officially told that they are not guilty of a crime.
+ of McQuade has been acquitted of attempted murder.

3 when you feel ashamed about doing something bad

feel guilty /fɪl 'gəlti/ to feel worried and unhappy because you have done something wrong or because you have upset someone: I felt really guilty after spending all that money. Are you feeling guilty because you didn’t help her?
+ about Ed felt guilty about leaving work so early.

be/feel ashamed /bi, fɪl 'ə'ʃeimd/ to feel very guilty and disappointed with yourself because you have done something wrong or behaved in an unpleasant or embarrassing way: She felt thoroughly ashamed when she remembered how drunk she’d been.
+ of I feel ashamed of what I did.

be/feel ashamed to do sth I’m ashamed to admit it, but I wasn’t really sorry when he died.
be ashamed of yourself (feel very guilty about something that you have done) You should be ashamed of yourself, being so rude to your grandmother.

feel responsible /'fiːl ˈrɛsənəbl/ to feel that you made something bad happen, especially because you were careless or you could have prevented it from happening.

+ for For a long time afterwards I felt responsible for his death.

feel bad /'fiːl ˈbed/ ESPECIALLY SPOKEN to feel very sorry because you have upset someone or done something that you should not have done.

+ that I should have told Helen I was sorry. I feel really bad that I didn’t.

+ about She feels bad about hitting the kids but she just can’t stop.

have a guilty conscience /hæv ə 'ɡilti 'kɔnʃənsis/ to feel worried and unhappy for a long time because you know that you have done something wrong, especially something that other people do not know about. “He’s so nice – he’s always buying flowers for his wife.” “That’s only because he has a guilty conscience about his mistress.”

guilt /ɡɪlt/ [n U] the feeling you have when you have done something that you know is wrong.

feeling of guilt People often have feelings of guilt after a divorce.
HAIR

> see also SHINE, DESCRIBING PEOPLE

⚠️ Don’t say ‘she has dark hairs’. Say she has dark hair. Never use ‘hairs’ to talk about all the hair on your head.

⚠️ Don’t say ‘she has blonde long hair’. Say she has long blonde hair.

1 how long someone’s hair is, or how much hair they have

short /ʃɔːt/ [adj] She’s a pretty girl with short black hair.

long /lɔːŋ/ [adj] That’s my sister — the one with long blonde hair. Jim’s hair used to be quite long.

shoulder-length /ˈʃəʊldər ˈlɛŋθ/ [adj] shoulder-length hair is long enough to reach your shoulders: Do you know Melissa? She has shoulder-length brown hair.

down to /daʊntu/ if someone’s hair is down to their waist, shoulders etc., it is long enough to reach their waist, their shoulders etc.: When Gran was young, she had beautiful black hair down to her waist. ‘I used to have hair down to here,’ said Valerie indicating her shoulder.

bald /bald/ someone who is bald has little or no hair on their head: a short bald man in a dark suit

go bald (=lose your hair) My father started going bald in his twenties.

thick /θɪk/ [adj] if someone’s hair is thick they have a lot of hair growing closely together: Maria had beautiful thick dark hair.

in a bob /bɒb/ [in a ‘bob, bɒb], bobbed if a woman’s hair is in a bob or is bobbed, it is cut to the same length all around, except at the front, and it ends at about the level of her chin

ponytail /ˈpɒni.tɛl/ [n C] long hair tied together at the back of your head and hanging down like a tail: Who’s that guy over there with the ponytail?

in a ponytail Kathryn always wears her hair in a ponytail.

2 how straight or curly someone’s hair is

straight /streɪt/ [adj] straight hair does not have any curls: Yuri’s straight black hair was thick and shiny.

wavy /ˈweɪvɪ/ [adj] wavy hair is not straight or curly, but has smooth curves in it: Her wavy brown hair was tied back with a red ribbon.

wavy – wavier – waviest

curl[y /ˈkɜːrlɪ/ [adj] curly hair has tight curls: a chubby baby with blond curly hair

curl[y – curlier – curliest

frizzy /ˈfrɪzi/ [adj] frizzy hair is full of stiff curls going in all directions, and looks as if it is difficult to control

3 what colour someone’s hair is

dark /dɑːk/ [adj] dark hair is black or brown: The attacker is described as 5ft 9ins tall, with short dark hair.

fair /fɛər/ [adj] fair hair is light brown or yellow: a little boy with fair hair and blue eyes

blonde /ˈblɒnd/ [blond] [adj] blonde hair is very light brown or yellow — use blonde about women, and blond about men: Janet’s got beautiful long blonde hair.

Nicola has dark hair but her brother is blond. (=he has blond hair)

red /rɛd/ [adj] red hair is an orange-brown colour: Ruth’s the one with red hair.

grey /ˈgreɪ/ [adj] grey or gray hair is the colour between black and white, which most people’s hair is when they are older: a middle-aged businessman with grey hair and a grey suit

highlights/streaks /ˈhɑːlɪts, strɪks/ [in plural] parts of your hair that have been made a lighter colour than the rest: She has brown hair with blonde highlights.
-haired /'heəd/ dark-haired/fair-haired/red-haired having dark hair, fair hair etc. a tall, fair-haired guy | Two grey-haired ladies got on the bus.

4 what shape someone's hair is

hairstyle /'heəstila/ [n C] the shape of someone's hair and the way it has been cut: I think it's time I changed my hairstyle. | You can get magazines that show you all the latest hairstyles.

haircut /'heəkʌt/ [n C] the way someone's hair has been cut - use this either when someone's hair has just been cut, or to talk about a particular style of haircut: I like your new haircut, Helen! | Her short, neat haircut and dark suit made her look rather serious.

5 to have your hair cut or treated

have your hair cut /hæv jaːt 'heə kʌt/ to pay someone to cut your hair: Where do you have your hair cut?

have your hair cut short Lee had his haircut really short.

hairdresser also hairdresser's BRITISH /'heə'dresər/ [n C] the shop where you go to have your hair cut, washed, and put into particular styles: I'm going to the hairdresser's - see you later.

hairdresser [n C] someone whose job is to cut and treat hair: Teresa used to be a hairdresser.

dye /daː/ [v T] to change the colour of someone's hair using chemicals: Peter's hair is so black - I'm sure he dyes it.

dye sb's hair blond/black etc When she was fifteen she dyed her hair bright pink.

dyed [adj] Do you think his hair is dyed?.

perm /pɜːm/ [n C] when straight hair is made curly by using a chemical treatment

have a perm Your hair would look thicker if you had a perm.

perm [v] to perm hair

6 to wash and brush your hair

wash /wɔʃ, wɒʃ/ [v T] to make your hair clean by using water and shampoo: Do you wash your hair every day?

shampoo /'ʃæmpuː/ [n C/U] special liquid soap that you use to wash your hair

brush /brʌʃ/ [v T] to make your hair smooth and tidy using a brush: She brushed her hair until it shone.

brush/hairbrush [n C] the thing you use to brush your hair: "Where's my hairbrush?" "I think it's in the bathroom."

comb /kəm/ [v T] to make your hair tidy by using a flat piece of plastic or metal with a row of thin teeth along one side: Just give me a minute to comb my hair.

comb [n C] the thing you use to comb your hair: Can I borrow your comb?

blow-dry /bləu draɪ/ [v T] to dry hair and shape it after washing it, using a hairdryer

---

HAPPEN

see also: START, FINISH

1 to happen

happen /'hæpən/ [v I] use this especially about things that have not been planned to happen or that people do not expect: The accident happened at 2 pm yesterday. | What's happened? Why are you crying? | Before I knew what was happening the man grabbed my bag and ran. | There's something happening in the street - come and look!

take place /'teik 'pleɪs/ to happen - use this about events, performances, ceremonies and other things that have been planned to happen: The wedding will take place on 23rd August. | Police are trying to prevent the demonstration taking place.

Take place is more formal than happen

there is /θeər ɪz/ if there is an event, accident, change etc. it happens especially when you do not expect it: There
has been a serious accident on the Santa Monica Freeway. | You should see a doctor if there is any change in your condition. | There’s a concert at the school next Saturday.

be going on /biˈgoʊɪŋ ˈon/ to be happening – use this especially about something that you think is bad or that you are unable to control: The kids are being very quiet. I’d better see what’s going on! | She says that women are discriminated against, and that this has been going on for years.

occur /ˈɔkrər/ [v I] formal to happen – use this especially about changes, chemical reactions, and other things that happen naturally: Major earthquakes like this occur very rarely. | The metal becomes liquid if heated, and this occurs at temperatures of over 300°C. | Death occurred at approximately 12:30.

occurring – occurred – have occurred

come true /kəm ˈtruː/ if a dream or wish comes true, it really happens after you have waited for it for a long time: Patterson’s dream came true when he won the Boston marathon on his first attempt.

something that happens

event /ˈevənt/ [n C] something that happens, especially something important or interesting, or something that has been organized and involves a lot of people: The book discusses the events leading up to the outbreak of World War Two. | The Ryder Cup is the big golfing event this month. | ‘The X Files’ is a programme about strange and unexplained events.

annual event (=an event held every year) | The beer festival is an annual event.

incident /ɪnˈsɪdənt/ [n C] formal something that happens, especially a crime or an accident: A man has been charged with murder following an incident at a house in North London. | without incident (=without any problems or trouble) | The fans were well behaved, and the game passed without incident.

occasion /əˈseɪʃən/ [n C] an important social event or celebration: It’s Mark’s 21st birthday and we’re having a party to celebrate the occasion. | The President is only seen on important state occasions.

special occasion The hotel caters for weddings, birthdays, and other special occasions.

affair /əˈfeər/ [n C] something that happens in politics or public life, especially something shocking or illegal, which is talked about in the newspapers and on television: President Nixon was forced to resign after the Watergate affair. | Mr Major did nothing, hoping that the affair would soon be forgotten.

when something happens to someone or something

happen to sb/sth /ˈhæpən tuː (sb/sth)/ [phrasal verb T] if something happens to someone or something, it happens and has an effect on them: What’s happened to Dave? He seems in a really bad mood. | A lot of people don’t seem to care about what is happening to the environment.

experience /ɪkˈspəriəns/ [v T] formal if a person or organization experiences a problem, change etc., it happens to them: Most of us will experience this kind of problem at some time in our lives. | Many local companies have recently experienced financial difficulties.

Experience is more formal than happen to
feeling happy

happy /ˈhæpi/ [adj] someone who is happy seems relaxed and satisfied, and feels that their life is good, especially because they are in a situation, job, or relationship that they enjoy: For the first five years of her marriage, they were extremely happy. | Liz seems a lot happier these days, doesn’t she? | the children’s happy faces

happy doing sth I was very happy working in that office - the people were all really friendly.

a happy time/childhood/life/marriage (=a time when you are happy) That year was the happiest time of my life.

happy - happier - happiest

cheerful /ˈtʃɪərful/ [adj] someone who is cheerful seems to be always happy, for example by smiling, and friendly: Ed’s a very cheerful, friendly person. | ‘My name’s Rosie,’ she said with a cheerful smile.

be in a good mood [biː in ə gud mʊd] to feel happy and behave in a happy, friendly way - use this about someone who is happy now, but is not always happy: Their teacher was in an unusually good mood that morning. | Don’t ask him now - wait till he’s in a good mood.

glad /ɡlæd/ [adj] not before noun pleased about a situation, especially because it has improved or because it is not as bad as it could have been: We were all glad when it was time to go home.

glad to be/hear/say/see She was glad to hear he had arrived home safely.

+ (that) I’m really glad you like the present. | Maria looked around at the other guests - she was glad she had decided to wear her best clothes.

delighted /ˈdɛlɪtɪd/ [adj] not before noun extremely happy because something very good has happened: She has been offered a job in Japan, and she’s delighted of course.

+ (that) He was delighted that she had asked him to come.

+ with/by/at Wesley said he was delighted with the court’s decision.

delighted to be/hear/say etc We’re absolutely delighted to hear that you’re getting engaged.

Don’t say ‘very delighted’. Say absolutely delighted.

satisfied /ˈsæftɪd/ [adj] pleased because something has happened in the way you want it to, or because something is as good as you expect it to be

+ with I’m very satisfied with the results of our discussions.

satisfied look/expression/smile Blake leaned back with a satisfied smile.

a happy feeling

happiness /ˈhæpɪnəs/ [n U] the feeling you have when you are happy: She married at the age of 56, and at last found true happiness. | I don’t think he really cares about his wife’s happiness.
pleasure /ˈpleʒər/ [n U] the feeling you have when you are doing something you enjoy or when something very nice has happened to you: Most craftsmen get a lot of pleasure out of making things.
give/bring pleasure to sb His music has brought pleasure to people all over the world.
for pleasure (=when you do something just for enjoyment, not because you have to; reading for pleasure
satisfaction /ˌsætɪsˈfækʃən/ [n U] the feeling of happiness you get when you have done a job well, or when you have worked hard to achieve something: It was working with children that gave Diana the most satisfaction.
great/deep satisfaction Golding always said that writing was hard work but it gave him great satisfaction.
get satisfaction from She gets a lot of satisfaction from seeing her designs turned into actual products.
job satisfaction (=the feeling you have when you enjoy your job)
joy /dʒɔɪ/ [n U] especially written a feeling of very great happiness: It's hard to describe the joy we felt, seeing each other again after so many years.

4 happy because you are no longer worried about something
relieved /rɪˈliːvd/ [adj] happy because you are no longer worried about something, especially because something bad did not happen or something unpleasant has ended: Kate looked relieved when she saw her husband walk through the door.
relieved to see/know/hear etc We were so relieved to hear that nobody was hurt in the accident.
+ (that) 'I'm fine,' she replied, relieved that he was no longer angry with her.
relief /rɪˈliːf/ [n singular/U] the feeling you have when you are no longer worried about something
it is a relief to do sth It was a relief to get home after that terrible journey.
with relief Martha noticed with relief that the strange man was no longer looking at her.

to sb's relief (=making someone feel relieved) He ran back to the restaurant and, to his relief, found his wallet was still on the table.

5 to make someone feel happy
make sb happy /mɛk (sb) ‘hæpi/ to make someone feel happy: Would winning ten million dollars really make you happy? Nothing I did ever seemed to make him happy.
please /plɪz/ [v T] to make someone happy by doing what they want you to do: I only got married to please my parents.  | Tony will do anything to please the boss.
satisfying /ˌsætɪsˈfaiŋ/ [adj] a satisfying job, activity, or experience is one that you enjoy, especially because you feel you are doing something good and useful: Growing your own food can be very satisfying.
cheer up /ˈtʃɪər ʌp/ [phrasal verb T] to make someone feel happy again after they have been unhappy
cheer up sb Sending flowers is a great way to cheer up a friend who's depressed.
cheer sb up I'm taking Angie out to a restaurant to cheer her up.

6 to feel happy again after feeling sad
cheer up /ˈtʃɪər ʌp/ [phrasal verb T] to feel happy again after you have been unhappy.
Matt soon cheered up when I offered to take him to the ball game. | Cheer up, Jenny! Things aren't so bad.

HARD

⇒ opposite soft
⇒ if you mean 'hard to do or understand', go to difficult

1 something that does not bend or change its shape
hard /hɑːd/ [adj] something that is hard does not change its shape when you press on it: The seats on the bus were hard and uncomfortable. | During the night
the ground had become frozen and hard. Diamonds are the hardest known substance in the world.

solid /ˈsɒlɪd/ [adj] something that is solid is made of thick hard material, is not hollow, and is difficult to damage or break: That table looks pretty solid - why don’t you put the computer there? I a solid concrete floor | a solid oak door

firm /fɜːrn/ [adj] not completely hard, but not changing shape much when you press it - use this about things that are sometimes soft, such as fruit, muscles, or the ground: exercises to make your stomach muscles nice and firm | I sat back and rested my head against a firm cushion.

stiff /stɪf/ [adj] not easy to bend - use this about things like paper or cloth: He stuck the photos onto a sheet of stiff black cardboard. | The collar of his shirt felt stiff and uncomfortable.

tough /tʌf/ [adj] meat that is tough is difficult to eat because it is not soft enough: materials that are tough are strong and difficult to break or damage: My steak’s really tough - how’s yours? | I walking boots with tough rubber soles

to become hard or to make something hard

harden /ˈhɑːdən/ [v I/T] to become hard or to make something hard: The glue needs about 24 hours to harden. | The steel is hardened by heating it to a very high temperature.

set /set/ [v I] if a liquid substance sets, it becomes harder - use this to talk about something that slowly becomes harder after it is mixed with water, for example, food or building materials: How long does it take for cement to set?

setting - set - have set

hate /heɪt/ [v T] to dislike someone or something very much: Dave hated his parents when he was a teenager. | Why do you hate school so much?

hate doing sth Like most people, Sally hated being unemployed, and she was very relieved when she found a new job.

can’t stand/can’t bear to stand, cant bear[kænt bɪər] especially spoken if you can’t stand or can’t bear a person or situation, they make you feel very uncomfortable, very angry or very unhappy, and you want to avoid them: They had loved each other once, but now they couldn’t stand each other. | When I was pregnant, I couldn’t bear the smell of meat cooking.

can’t stand/bear doing sth She couldn’t bear seeing him in such pain.

can’t stand/bear sb doing sth I can’t stand people smoking while I’m eating.

detest/loathe /ˈdɛtəst, ˈlɔːθ/ [v T] to hate someone or something very much especially because they make you feel very angry: She always detested any form of cruelty. | Mrs Morel was married to a man whom she loathed.

detest/loathe doing sth Above all Williams detested being shouted at by officers young enough to be his sons.

Use detest or loathe especially when you are writing stories or descriptions.

a feeling of hating someone or something

hatred /ˈhætrɪd/ [n U] an extremely strong feeling of hating someone or something: I could see the jealousy and hatred in Jeff’s eyes.

+ of Tom had a hatred of any kind of authority.

+ for/towards use this about a feeling of hate for people, not things: Strangely, the murderer said he never felt hatred for any of his victims.

someone who hates you and wants to harm you

opposite friend

enemy /ˈenəmi/ [n C] Did your husband have any enemies?
make a lot of enemies (= make a lot of people hate you and want to harm you)
He made a lot of enemies while he was working as a police officer.
plural enemies

possess [pæzɪs] [v T] FORMAL to have a quality or skill, especially one that is very good or special. All of Barbara's children possessed amazing musical ability. | Brown had always possessed great energy and ambition.

Have is more formal than have or with, and is used especially for describing parts of someone's character. Don't use possess for describing what people look like. Don't say 'He possesses dark hair and brown eyes'. Say 'He has dark hair and brown eyes'.

Possess is more formal than have or with, and is used especially for describing parts of someone's character. Don't use possess for describing what people look like. Don't say 'He possesses dark hair and brown eyes'. Say 'He has dark hair and brown eyes'.

1 to have something such as a physical feature, a skill, or a quality

have [hæv] [v T] He's a good teacher and he has a lot of patience. | The city has plenty of good hotels and restaurants. | My sweater has a hole in it. | Do you have any information about apartments to rent?
having - had - have had

Don't say 'I am having', 'he is having' etc. Say I have, he has etc: She has blue eyes.

have got [hæv got] [v T] ESPECIALLY BRITISH to have a feature, skill, or quality. My sister's got blonde hair and blue eyes. | Our new car's got a sun roof and CD player. | She told us she'd got a lot of experience with computers.

Don't say 'I am having', 'she is having' etc. Say I have, she has etc: She has a new car.

In spoken British English have got is more common than have.

Have got and had got are usually used in their short forms: I've got, she's got, we'd got etc.

with [wɪð, wið] [preposition] use this after a noun to say what someone owns: a wealthy family with a big house in the country | Only people with a lot of money can afford to stay at this hotel.

own [əʊn] [v T] if you own something, especially something valuable such as a car, a house, or a company, it belongs to you legally: Andy and his wife own a villa in Spain. | Who owns this car? | The company was previously owned by the French government.

3 to have something with you or near you, so that you can use it

have [hæv] [v T] to have something with you or near you, for example in your pocket or bag or on your desk: Do you have any change for the parking meter?
I have the tickets in my purse.  Have you got a pen I could borrow?  I waited a minute. I think I've got a street map.

I have had - had - have had

A Don't say 'I am having', 'he is having' etc. Say I have, he has etc.: Don't worry, I have the passports.

\( \text{have sth on you} \) (have (sth) on you) especially spoken to have something in your pocket, bag etc., so that you can use it or let someone else use it: Do you have a calculator on you? I realized I didn't have any money on me.

\( \text{have sth with you} \) (have (sth) with you) to have something useful in your pocket, bag etc. when you are away from the place where you usually live or work: You should have your identity card with you at all times. Luckily I had my address book with me, so I called them to say I'd be late.

I to not have something

don't have (don't have) My parents don't have a TV. Joe's family didn't really have much interest in his school work.

\( \text{haven't got} \) (haven't got) especially British to not have something: She hasn't got much artistic ability. I'd love to come with you, but I haven't got the money at the moment.

A Be careful not to say 'I don't have got'. Say I haven't got, she hasn't got etc.

\( \text{without} \) (without) use this after a noun to say that something or something does not have or own something: Billy came to class without his school books. A house without a garden. There are so many people without jobs.

be without sth (not have basic things that you need) Some families in the region are still without running water.

be missing (be missing) if something is missing, you no longer have it, for example because you have lost it or it has been removed: When I put my hand in my pocket, I realized my passport was missing. Two of his front teeth were missing.

\( \text{lack} \) (lack) formal to not have something important or something that you need: Some schools lack even the basic equipment such as pens, pencils, and books.

\( \text{lack confidence/ability/experience} \) Tom has always lacked confidence.

\( \text{HEALTHY/UNHEALTHY} \)

\( \text{MEDICAL TREATMENT} \)

\( \text{BETTER} \) \( \uparrow \) \( \text{MENTALLY ILL} \)

\( \text{DOCTOR} \) \( \leftarrow \) \( \text{see also} \)

\( \text{EXERCISE} \) \( \rightarrow \) \( \text{STRONG} \)

\( \text{ILL/SICK} \) \( \rightarrow \) \( \text{PAIN} \)

\( \text{WEAK} \)

\( \text{ILLNESS/DISEASE} \)

I not ill

\( \text{healthy} \) (healthy) someone who is healthy is not often ill and has nothing physically wrong with them: Karen has given birth to a healthy baby girl. I feel much healthier since I stopped smoking. Eating plenty of fresh fruit and vegetables will help you to stay healthy.

healthy - healthier - healthiest

\( \text{well} \) (well) not before noun healthy - use this to say that someone feels or looks healthier than they usually do or that they are healthy again after an illness: Do you think he's well enough to travel? I Take plenty of rest and you'll soon be well again.

\( \text{look well} \) I saw Linda this morning. She looks really well after her vacation.

\( \text{fine} \) (fine) not before noun especially spoken say this when someone has asked you how you feel and you are replying that you feel very well: "How are you?" "I'm fine, thanks." "Is Ted all right?" "Yes, he's fine."

A Don't say 'I'm very fine'. Just say I'm fine.
better ‘bɛtər [adj not before noun] if someone is better, they are well again after being ill: “How’s your father now?” “Oh, he’s much better, thanks.”

feel better After a couple of days’ rest, she felt a lot better.

2 healthy and strong because you often do physical exercise

fit ‘fɪt [adj] especially British healthy and strong, especially because you play sport or do exercise regularly: Sandy’s very fit – he runs five miles every day.

keep fit Cycling is a good way to keep fit.

fitness [n U] an exercise programme for people at all levels of fitness

be in shape ‘biː in ‘ʃeɪp if you are in shape you are not fat and you can play sport or do exercise without getting tired

stay in shape/keep in shape Walking to and from work helps me to stay in shape.

in good shape Both women played well and looked in good shape.

3 how healthy/unhealthy someone is

health ‘helθ [n U] It is now known that parents’ smoking can affect their children’s health. I a health and beauty magazine

be in good/poor health (=be healthy/unhealthy) Despite her age, your mother seems to be in good health.

4 not healthy or fit

unhealthy ‘ʌnˈhelθi [adj] not healthy, and often ill: James was a pale, unhealthy child.

unfit ‘ʌnˈfɪt [adj] British someone who is unfit gets tired very easily when they do physical activities, for example because they eat or drink too much, or they do not get enough exercise: I’m so unfit, I can’t even run to the top of the stairs! I A lot of businessmen are overweight and unfit.

out of shape/out of condition ‘aʊt əv ‘ʃeɪp, əʊt əv kændɪʃən if someone is out of shape or out of condition, they get tired easily when they do sport or exercise, because they do it less often than they used to: He used to play squash every day but now he’s really out of condition.

5 something that is good for your health

be good for you ‘biː ˈgod fɔː ˈjuː if a particular kind of food or activity is good for you, it helps you to stay healthy: Citrus fruits such as oranges and lemons are very good for you. I She does yoga three times a week because she thinks it’s good for her.

healthy ‘helθi [adj usually before noun] healthy food or a healthy way of living helps you to stay healthy: I’m trying to eat a healthier diet now, with less fat and sugar.

healthy – healthier – healthiest

nutritious ‘njuːtrɪʃəs [adj] food that is nutritious contains the natural substances that your body needs in order to stay healthy or to grow: Brown bread is more nutritious than white. I a light and nutritious lunch dish

⚠️ Nutritious is a slightly formal word, and is more common in written English.

6 something that is bad for your health

be bad for your health/be bad for you ‘biː ˈbeɪd fɔː ˈjuː if a particular kind of food or activity is bad for your health or bad for you, it is likely to make you ill or less healthy: Smoking is bad for your health. I Be careful when you’re sunbathing – too much sun can be bad for you.

unhealthy ‘ʌnˈhelθi [adj] unhealthy foods, places, situations etc are likely to make you ill or less healthy: An unhealthy diet may make your headaches worse. I They work long hours in unhealthy and dangerous conditions.

harmful ‘hɑːmfl [adj] if something is harmful, it has a bad effect on your health: the harmful effects of radiation + to UV light can be harmful to the eyes.
HEAR

1. To hear something or someone

Hear /hɪər/ [v T] Did you hear that noise? | Suddenly we heard a knock at the door. | I pretended not to hear.

Hear sb/sth doing sth We often hear our neighbours shouting at their children. | Do you hear that bird singing?

Hear sb/sth do sth She ran outside and I heard the front door slam after her. | Did you hear them announce your name?

Hearing - heard - have heard

2. The ability to hear

Hearing /ˈhɪərɪŋ/ [n U] Years of playing in a rock band resulted in a loss of hearing. I had a hearing test (=to find out how good or bad your hearing is)

My/Her/his etc hearing My hearing's not very good - can you speak a little louder please?

3. When you cannot hear

Can't hear /ˈkænt hɪər/ [kænt-] Use this when you mean that you want to hear something but you are unable to hear it, for example because it is too quiet or there is too much other noise: Can you turn the radio up - I can't hear the news. | The music was so loud that I couldn't hear what she was saying.

Didn't hear /ˈdɪndət hɪər/ Use this when you mean that you did not hear something at all, especially when you did not realize there was anything to hear: I was outside in the yard, so I didn't hear the phone. | What time did you get back last night? I didn't hear you come in. | She didn't hear the car pulling up outside the house.

Didn't catch sth /ˈdɪndət kætʃ (st)θ/ Spoken use this when you mean that you did not hear what someone said, because they were speaking too quietly or because you were not listening carefully: I'm sorry, I didn't catch your name. | We were sitting at the back and didn't quite catch what he was saying.

Deaf /dɛf/ [adj] Someone who is deaf cannot hear well or cannot hear at all: A lot of deaf children have additional problems in learning to speak. | She's partially deaf.

Hard of hearing /ˈhɑːrd əv hɪərɪŋ/ Someone who is hard of hearing cannot hear well: My grandfather's a little hard of hearing, so he always has the TV turned up very loud.

Overhear /ˌəʊvərˈhɪər/ [v T] To accidentally hear what someone is saying, when they do not realize that you can hear them: I overheard a conversation between two of the doctors when I was in the waiting room.

Overhear sb saying/talking/arguing etc We overheard Jenny and her friends talking about their boyfriends last night.

Overhearing - overheard - have overheard

When you see EC, go to the ESSENTIAL COMMUNICATION section.
HEAVY

1 something that weighs a lot

heavy /ˈhevɪ/ [adj] something that is heavy weighs a lot or weighs more than you expect: That table’s too heavy for you to move on your own. | a truck carrying a heavy load | Boys are usually slightly heavier than girls at birth.

heavier – heaviest

weigh a ton [ˈwɛt ə ˈtʌn] spoken if something weighs a ton, it is very heavy and difficult to lift: The box was full of books and weighed a ton.

2 how heavy someone or something is

weigh [ˈweɪ] [v] to be a particular weight

weigh 50 kilos/30 tons etc She weighs about 58 kg. | Each whale was about 40 feet long and weighed 45 tonnes.

how much sb/sth weighs How much does this parcel weigh?

what sb weights spoken (say this to ask or talk about how much someone weighs) What do you weigh now, Stephanie?

weight [ˈweɪt] [n U] the amount that someone or something weighs: Your weight is about right for someone of your height.

+ of The cost of postage depends on the weight of the package.

how heavy [hauˈhevɪ] use this to ask or say how much something weighs, especially something that is very heavy: How heavy is the average small car? | You’d be surprised how heavy these sacks are.

3 to find out how heavy someone or something is

weigh [ˈweɪ] [v T] to measure the weight of a person or thing: Have you weighed yourself lately? | a special machine that weighs each truck and its cargo

scales British scale American /ˈskelz, skel/ [n singular] a machine or piece of equipment for measuring the weight of people or things: The scales showed I’d gained ten pounds in a week.

HELP

1 to help someone

help /help/ [v I/T] to make it easier for someone to do something, by doing part of their work, showing them what to do, or giving them something they need: Dad, I can’t do my homework. Will you help me, please? | a charity which helps children in countries such as Bosnia and Romania | The new job was difficult at first but knowing foreign languages really helped.

help sb to do sth Steve helped her to clean up the mess.

help sb do sth If you write a list, it will help you remember what to buy.

help (sb) with sth Gavin helps with the housework. | Do you want me to help you with those bags?

help sb across/down/along etc (=help someone to go somewhere) The nurse helped him down the stairs.

help sb out (=help someone who has problems and needs help) Dad’s helped us out on several occasions by sending us money.

give sb a hand /gɪv (sb) a ‘hand/ spoken to help someone to do something, especially by carrying or lifting things: Dave wants to move some furniture and I promised I’d give him a hand.

give sb a hand with sth Could you give me a hand with the shopping?

assist /əˈsɪst/ [v I/T] formal to help someone by doing part of their work for them, especially the less important things

assist sb with/in sth I was employed to assist the manager in his duties.

+ with/in Several of the guests assisted with the preparation of the food.

Don’t say ‘I assist him to do his work’. Say I assist him with his work.

do sb a favour British do sb a favor American /ˈdəʊ (sb) a ‘feɪvə/ especially spoken to do something to help someone, especially a close friend or someone you know well: Could you do me a favour and post these letters on your way to school?
do sb a big favour (=help someone a lot)
Simon did me a big favor by lending me his car.

do sth for sb /duː (sth) fər (sb)/ [phrasal verb] to help someone by doing something instead of them: I’ll do the shopping for you if you’re feeling tired. I Judith’s always doing her brother’s homework for him.

to make someone feel more confident and less worried
encourage /ɪnˈkʌrɪdʒɪŋkɜːr-/ [v T] to say or do something that helps someone feel confident enough to do something: She was always looking for ways to encourage her students.

encourage sb to do sth It was me who encouraged Rosie to give up her job and go to university.

be supportive /biː səˈpɔːrtɪv/ to make someone feel less worried and more confident, talking to them in a sympathetic way and giving them practical help: Ever since I found out I was pregnant, my family has been very supportive.

to help something to happen
help /help/ [v T] to make it more likely that something good will happen
help do sth Going to Spain for a month should help improve her Spanish.
help to do sth A massage will help to relax your mind and your body.
help sb (to) do sth All this arguing isn’t going to help us win the election.

encourage /ɪnˈkʌrɪdʒɪŋkɜːr-/ [v T] to make people more likely to want to do something, or make something more likely to happen: Do you think that violence on TV encourages crime?

encourage sb to do sth If we had a better rail system, it would encourage people to leave their cars at home.

promote /prəˈməʊt/ [v T] formal to help something good to happen or develop and increase: a meeting to promote trade between Korea and the UK 1 A balanced diet promotes good health and normal development. 1 The meetings are intended to promote good relations between the two communities.

when someone or something helps you
helpful /ˈhelpfl/ [adj] someone or something that is helpful gives you help or makes it easier for you to do something: If you have problems with the computer, you may find the instruction manual helpful. I Thanks, Sam. You’ve been very helpful.

it is helpful to do sth It’s helpful to prepare a list of questions before going to an interview.

helpful advice/idea/suggestion Does anyone have any helpful suggestions? I She gave us some helpful advice about renting apartments.

Don’t write ‘helpfull’. The correct spelling is helpful.

be a help /biː a ˈhelp/ especially spoken if someone or something is a help, they make it easier for you to do something that you are trying to do: For the teachers, having more books and equipment would be a help.

be a big/great/real help Thanks for looking after the children. You’ve been a real help.

someone who helps another person
assistant /əˈsɪstənt/ [n C] someone whose job is to help another person who has a more important job, by doing things for them: Ryan got a job in a TV studio as a sound engineer’s assistant.

assistant to sb Janet is the assistant to the Director of Finance.

You can also use assistant before a noun, like an adjective: the assistant manager 1 Peter is an assistant editor on a news programme.

helper /ˈhelpər/ [n C] someone who helps other people, especially because they want to do it and not in order to earn money: Ella works at the hospital once a week as a voluntary helper.
accomplice /əˈkæmplɪs/ [əˈkæm-] [əˈkæm-] [n C] formal someone who helps another person in a crime: Evans could not have carried out the robbery without an accomplice. | The man held a knife to her throat while his accomplice snatched her keys.

something that someone does in order to help

help /help/ [n U] something that someone does in order to help: If I need any help I’ll call you. | Please don’t hesitate to ask for help if there’s anything you don’t understand.

+ with Do you need any help with those suitcases?

help doing sth I wouldn’t mind some help moving that piano.

with the help of lan pushed the car as far as the garage with the help of some friends.

Don’t say ‘a help’ in this meaning. Just say help or some help, any help etc.

assistance /əˈsɪstəns/ [n U] formal help given to someone who needs it, often in the form of money, advice, or information: The Association gives advice and practical assistance to motorists.

financial assistance Students here receive very little financial assistance from the government.

be of assistance (=help someone) Our tour guides will be pleased to be of assistance if you have any problems.

aid /eɪd/ [n U] food, money, medicine, and other kinds of help that are given to countries or people who need them, because they are very poor or have serious problems: Each year the US sends more than $1.8 billion worth of aid to sub-Saharan Africa. | Aid is not getting through to the refugees.

Don’t use aid in the plural. Aid is an uncountable noun.

You can also use aid before a noun, like an adjective: aid agencies | the federal aid budget

7 not giving any help

not helpful/unhelpful /nətˈhelpful, ʌnˈhelpfəl/ not giving someone the help they need, especially when they have asked for help: I found the sales assistants most unhelpful. | The authorities were not at all helpful when Rob reported that his passport had been stolen.

useless /ˈjuːsəls/ [adj] especially spoken not giving any help — use this when you are annoyed with someone or something because they should help you but they do not: Those useless people in the tax office couldn’t give me any advice.

completely/absolutely useless It’s no good reading the instructions — they’re completely useless.

→ see also PLACE

1 here

here /hɪə/ [adv] in, to, or from this place: Were you born here? | I’ll stay here and wait for the others. | I really love it here in Italy.

be here Check the names off the list to make sure everyone’s here.

come/get/arrive here (=come to this place) What time did you get here? | We moved here about two years ago.

around/near here (=near this place) Do you live around here?

right here (=in this exact place) I put my keys right here in the drawer.

from here (=from this place) I know a really good Spanish restaurant not far from here.

down/in/up here ‘Hey, guys,’ she called up to us, ‘I’m down here in the basement.’

Don’t say ‘come to here’, ‘arrive to here’ etc. Say come here, arrive here: We came here by bus.

Don’t say ‘here the weather is nice’. Say the weather is nice here. Don’t put ‘here’ at the beginning of a sentence.
be in /biː ɪn/ [phrasal verb I] to be in your home or at the place where you work.

be around /biː ərəund/ [phrasal verb I] spoken if someone or something is around, they are here or somewhere near here, especially when you need them: “Where’s the iron?” “Oh, it must be around somewhere.” Are you going to be around at Christmas, or are you going away?

be present /biː ˈprɛzənt/ formal to be here—use this especially about people being at official meetings or ceremonies: The President regrets he cannot be present at the meeting this afternoon.

not be here /nɔt bit ˈhɪə/ She wasn’t here when the accident happened. He hasn’t been here long, but he’s made a lot of changes already.

not be around /nɔt biː ərəund/ informal if someone or something is not around, they are not here or near here, especially when you need them: There’s never a police officer around when you need one. If Julie isn’t around maybe Maria could help you.

be out/not be in /biː aut, not bit ɪn/ [phrasal verb I] to not be in your home or at the place where you work, especially when someone wants to see you: Mr Newton called while you were out—he’ll call back later. I’m sorry, I won’t be in today—I have to go to the doctor’s.

be away /biː əwei/ [phrasal verb II] to not be at home or work for several days because you have travelled somewhere else, or not be at school or work because you are ill or on holiday: She’s going to be away for at least a week.

be away on business I’m sorry, Mr Hyam is away on business right now.

be away from home/work/school Because of her job, she is sometimes away from home for weeks at a time.

be absent /biː əbˈsɛnt/ if someone is absent, they are not at school or at the place where they work, especially because they are ill or on holiday.

Be absent is more formal than be away.

missing /ˈmɪsɪŋ/ [adj] someone or something that is missing is not in the place where you expect them to be, and it is difficult or impossible to find them: The missing files were eventually found in Slater’s apartment.

Oh no! The last page is missing from this book!

HIDE

see also SECRET, SHOW

to hide things

hide /haɪd/ [v T] to make something difficult to see or find, for example by putting it somewhere secret, or by covering it: The police had secretly hidden a tape recorder in Larry’s apartment. Hiding her face, she walked past the photographers towards her car.

hide sth in/behind/under etc sth He hid the money under his bed.

hide sth from sb [make sure someone cannot see or find something] I showed the cigarettes into my bag, to hide them from my Dad.

hiding—hid—have hidden

hidden [adj] a hidden microphone.

conceal /kənˈseɪl/ [v T] to hide something, especially by covering it: Several kilos of drugs were concealed in the back of the truck.

concealed [adj] a man carrying a concealed weapon

Conceal is more formal than hide, and is often used when you are talking about things that are hidden for dishonest or criminal reasons.

cover /ˈkʌvər/ [v T] if you cover something, you put something over it or on top of it so that it cannot be seen: He reached for a towel to cover his naked body.

cover sth with sth Jane covered her face with her hands and started to cry.
bury /'beri/ [T] to put something in a hole in the ground and cover it with earth or sand in order to hide it: Dogs like to bury bones.

bury sth in/under etc sth He murdered his wife and buried her body in a field.

burying - buried - have buried

2 to hide yourself

hide /haid/ [I] to go somewhere where people cannot easily see you or find you: Dad's coming! Quick - hide!

+ under/in/behind etc I hid in a doorway until the man had gone. I think there's someone hiding behind the door.

+ from Are you trying to hide from me?

hiding - hid - have hidden

go into hiding /'go in to-'haidin/ to go to a place where you can hide for a long time, because you are in danger or because the police are looking for you: Many Jewish families went into hiding during World War Two. Police believe the robbers have gone into hiding.

3 to hide your feelings

hide /haid/ [T] to deliberately not show your real feelings: I couldn't hide my annoyance any longer. 'That's OK,' she said, trying to hide her disappointment.

hiding - hid - have hidden

disguise /'disgeis/ [T] especially written to not show your real feelings, by pretending to feel something else: Kate gave a cheerful smile, somehow managing to disguise her embarrassment. He didn't even attempt to disguise his amazement.

4 to hide information

conceal /'kensil/ [T] to hide information from people by not telling them all the facts, or by not telling them the truth about a situation: He managed to conceal the fact that he had been in prison, and got a job as a security officer.

conceal sth from sb For years, Anna had concealed her true identity from everyone.

cover-up /'kavər ap/ [C] when an organization, for example the government or the police, tries to stop people from finding out the truth about something: The Watergate cover-up finally led to Nixon's resignation.

cover up /'kavər ap/ [phrasal verb T] to try to stop people from finding out about someone's mistakes or crimes

cover up sth Lewis asked his wife to lie in an attempt to cover up the murder.

cover up He had made a big mistake, and I knew we wouldn't be able to cover it up for long.

5 places to hide

hiding-place /'haidin piezl/ [C] a place where someone can hide, or a place where you can hide something: I've found a good hiding-place for the money.

hideout /'hidəut/ [C] a place where someone goes to hide from the police or from someone dangerous: The kidnappers used an abandoned farmhouse as their hideout.

HIGH

- opposite low
- look here for...
  - a high mountain, building, tree etc
  - a high sound or voice
  - a high temperature, level etc

Don't use high to talk about people.

Use tall.

1 a high building/mountain/tree

high

high /hai/ [adj] measuring a long distance from top to bottom - use this especially
about mountains, walls, or buildings: The castle was surrounded by high walls. Mount Qomolangma is the highest mountain in the world. A high fence

**tall** /tɔl/ [adj] high and not wide or long - use this especially about trees and plants or about buildings and parts of buildings: The main square was surrounded by tall grey buildings. Two tall marble columns stood at either side of the entrance. Animals hiding in the tall grass

⚠️ Don’t use tall about mountains or walls.

**skyscraper** /ˈskɛskreɪpər/ [n C] a very tall modern city building, especially one used for offices: the skyscrapers of Manhattan

**high-rise** /ˈhɑːr raiz/ [adj only before noun] a high-rise building is a tall modern building, used either for apartments or for offices: a high-rise apartment block

**level** /ˈlevəl/ [n C] the height of something which you use as a basis for describing the height of something else: Hold your arms out at the same level as your shoulders. + of We hung the painting just above the level of the window.

**sea level** (=the height of the surface of the sea, used for measuring the height of mountains, hills etc) The village is about 1500 metres above sea level.

**altitude** /æltəˈtjuːdʒəl/ [n C] the distance that something is above the ground - use this especially to talk about planes or about places in mountainous areas at an altitude of 10,000 metres/30,000 feet etc The plane is now flying at an altitude of 30,000 ft. at high altitudes At high altitudes it is often difficult to breathe.

⚠️ Altitude is a more technical word than height.

**2 a long distance above the ground**

**high** /hæɪl/ [adj/adv] a large dining-room with a high ceiling. The shelf was too high for me to reach.

+ in/into/above The plane flew high above their heads. Lava from the volcano was sent high into the air.

+ up The house was high up on a hill.

**3 how high something is**

**how high** /hɔː hiː/ use this to ask or say the height of something: “How high is Mount Fuji?” “It’s almost 4000 metres.” I’m not sure how high the ceiling is.

**30 m/100 ft etc high** ([30 m etc] hæɪl] if a building or mountain is 30 m, 100 ft etc high, the distance from top to bottom is 30 m, 100 ft etc: Scotland’s highest mountain is over 4000 ft high. A 5 m high wall

**height** /hæɪt/ [n C/U] the distance between the top and the bottom of something, or the distance that something is above the ground + of What’s the height of that building? 200 ft/30 m etc in height Some of the pyramids are over 200 feet in height.

**a height of 25 m/100 ft etc** One of the climbers fell from a height of 25 m.

**4 a high sound/voice/musical note**

⇒ see also **sound**

**high** /hæɪl/ [adj] near the top of the range of sounds that humans can hear - use this about sounds, voices, or musical notes: Most people can’t sing such high notes.

**high-pitched** /ˈhɑːpɪtʃ/ [adj] a high-pitched voice or sound is very high and is often unpleasant to listen to: I could hear high-pitched laughter coming from the girls’ room.

**piercing** /ˈpɜːrsɪŋ/ [adj usually before noun] very high and loud, in a way that is painful or unpleasant to listen to: Sammy put his fingers in his mouth and gave a piercing whistle.

**piercing shriek/scream/cry** (=the loud high noise someone makes when they are frightened or in pain) Maggie let out a piercing scream as she saw the truck speeding towards her.

**5 a high temperature/level/rate/cost**

**high** /hæɪl/ [adj] In summer, temperatures can be as high as 40 °C. The city has one of the highest crime rates in the world. The high level of pollution in Britain’s rivers
**HIT**

**ACCIDENTALLY**
- Punish
- Break
- Drive
- Attack
- See
- Also
- Violent
- Hurt/Injure

**HIT DELIBERATELY**

hit /hit/ [v T] to deliberately hit someone with your hand, or with something that you are holding in your hand: I was so mad I just wanted to hit her.

hit sb with sth Cathy turned around and hit the man with her umbrella.

hit sb in the eye/on the nose/over the head He hit a waiter over the head with a bottle during a drunken fight.

hitting - hit - have hit

punch /pʌntʃ/ [v T] to hit someone hard with your closed hand, especially during a fight: Steve swung around and punched Rick, knocking him to the ground.

punch sb on the nose/in the eye/in the face Sarah was arrested for punching a police officer in the eye.

slap /slæp/ [v T] to hit someone quickly with the flat part of your hand making a loud sound: Liz got really angry with her daughter and slapped her.

slap sb across the face He was so rude. I felt like slapping him across the face.

slapping - slapped - have slapped

beat up /bɪt 'ʌp [phrasal verb T] to hurt someone badly by hitting them again and again

beat sb up Bob often used to get drunk and beat his wife up.

beat up sb The gang would beat up old women and steal their money.

beat up on sb /bɪt 'ʌp on (sb)|-am-| [phrasal verb T] AMERICAN to hurt someone younger and weaker than yourself by hitting them again and again: Wayne used to beat up on other kids in the class.

2 to hit someone or something by accident

hit /hit/ [v T] to hit someone or something without intending to: Be careful with that ladder! You nearly hit me with it. | The bus hit a tree and the driver was badly injured.

hit sb on the head/in the face etc A flowerpot fell off the balcony, hitting a child on the head.

hit your head/knee/elbow etc He fell and hit his head on the side of the desk.

hitting - hit - have hit

bump into sb/sth /bʌmp intu: (sb/sth)/ [phrasal verb T] to accidentally hit someone or something when you are walking or running, because you are not paying attention or you cannot see properly: Mark ran around the corner and bumped into his teacher. | I kept bumping into things as I made my way across the dark yard.

crash into sb/sth /kraʃ intu: (sb/sth)/ [phrasal verb T] to accidentally hit someone or something when you are moving very fast, causing a lot of damage and making a lot of noise: The car crashed straight into a tree. | Eric came running down the corridor and crashed into me.

bang /bæŋ/ [v T] to accidentally make part of your body, or something you are carrying, hit hard against something else, making a noise

bang sth on/against sth They banged the piano against the wall as they carried it downstairs.

bang your head/knee/elbow etc Sean banged his knee getting up from the desk.

collide /'kəlaɪd/ [v I] if people or vehicles collide, they hit each other when they are moving in different directions: Two planes collided in mid-air.

+ with He ran out of the door, and almost collided with Sally as she was coming in.

3 to hit someone as a punishment

beat /bɪt/ [v T] to hit someone many times with your hand or with a stick, gun etc in order to punish them: The guards dragged Blair out of his cell and beat him.
beat sb with sth Two of the soldiers began beating her with rifles.
beating – beat – have beaten

smack/spank/slap /smæk, spæŋk, slæp/ [v T] to hit a child who you think is behaving badly. using your hand: Dad would sometimes shout at us, but he never smacked us. | Do you think that parents should be allowed to spank their children?
slapping – slapped – have slapped

smack/spank/slap [n singular] Stop being so naughty or you’ll get a smack!
corporal punishment /ˌkɒrəˈpɔːrəl pʌnɪʃmənt/ [n U] when people, especially children in schools, are punished by being hit: Corporal punishment was abolished in Britain in 1986.

4 to hit a ball when playing a sport
hit /hɪt/ [v T] to hit a ball in a sport, usually with a bat, racket, or other piece of equipment: You get three chances to hit the ball. | Torrance took a good look at the ball and hit it 80 yards up the fairway.

hit sth hard Hit the ball as hard as you can.
hitting – hit – have hit

5 to hit a door, table, or window in order to get attention
knock /nɒk/ [v I] to hit a door or window several times with your hand, because you want to go inside or talk to someone: Please knock before you enter. | We kept knocking, but no-one opened the door.

knock on/at the door Was that someone knocking at the door?
knock on/at the window Ella knocked lightly on the car window to try and wake him up.

knock [n singular] Dad gave a loud knock on the door.

⚠ Don’t say ‘knock the door’. Say knock on the door or knock at the door.

bang /bæŋ/ [v I] to keep hitting a door, window, table etc, making a loud noise

bang on the door/window/table etc Mum was banging on his bedroom door, screaming at him to turn the music down. | The students started banging on their desks.

hammer /ˈhæmər/ [v I] to keep hitting a door or window loudly, especially because you are angry or impatient

hammer at/on the door We were woken by the sound of the police hammering at the door.

hammer at/on the window Phil hammered on the window, hoping that someone would hear him.

tap /tæp/ [v I/T] to hit a door, window, or table gently in order to make people notice you: Mr Norton tapped his desk with a ruler until everyone was silent.

tap on a door/window She turned and saw a small boy tapping on the classroom window.

tap at a door/window I tapped three times at the door.
tapping – tapped – have tapped

6 to make someone or something fall down by hitting them
knock out /nɒk aʊt/ [phrasal verb T] to hit someone so hard that they fall down and become unconscious

knock sb out He punched Colin hard on the head, knocking him out.

knock out sb Tyson knocked out his opponent in the second round.

knock over/knock down /nɒk oʊvər, nɒk daʊn/ [phrasal verb T] to accidentally hit someone or something that is standing, and make them fall: A truck went out of control and knocked down a traffic light. | I bumped into Anna and almost knocked her over.

get knocked down/over As the crowd rushed towards the gate, several people got knocked over.

run over /rʌn əʊvər/ [phrasal verb T] to hit someone when you are driving a car, truck etc, and injure them or kill them

run sb over A little boy stepped out in the street, and I almost ran him over.

get run over Get out of the road! You’ll get run over!
hold

- look here for...
- hold something or someone
- drop something
- if you mean 'have something inside', go to CONTAIN
- see also LIFT, CARRY, TAKE/BRING

1 to have something in your hand

cro the verb hold... when you grasp a young boy holding a flag. Can you hold my coat while I try on this sweater?
holding - held - have held

in your hand /n ɪn ɪn ˈhænd/ if something is in your hand, you are holding it. What's that in your hand? He already had a glass in his hand when we arrived.

handle /ˈhændl/ to touch or hold something - use this especially about things that you must be careful with such as weapons, food, or things that break easily. It was the first time I had ever handled a gun. Staff who handle food should have special training. A sign on the box said 'Fragile. Handle with care'.

2 to hold something tightly

grip /grip/ to hold something tightly: I gripped the handrail and looked down at the people in the street below. Gripping her arm tightly, Max pulled her away from the road.

gripping - gripped - have gripped

crutch /ˈkrʌtʃ/ especially written to hold something very tightly, especially because you are frightened or nervous or because you do not want to lose what you are holding: I could feel his little hand clutching my arm. Going out in the dark street, she clutched her bag tightly.

hold on /ˈhould ɔn/ [phrasal verb] to hold something tightly because you are afraid that you will fall or that you will lose what you are holding

+ to I had to hold on to my hat to stop it blowing away.

hold on tight As the roller coaster turned upside down I shut my eyes and held on tight.

3 to start to hold something

cro the verb hold... take hold of sth to take something and hold it in your hand: I took hold of the door handle and pulled as hard as I could. When you get the fish out of the net, try to get hold of its tail.

cro /ˈɡrɑb/ to quickly and roughly take something and hold it: She tried to grab the knife from him. Suddenly, a police officer grabbed my arm.

cro /ˈɡrɑbd/ of sth I grabbed hold of his leg and hung on.

crobing - crobed - have crobed

4 to hold someone

cro /ˈhould/ to hold someone by putting your arms around their body, especially in order to make them feel less worried or upset: I held him until he went to sleep.

hold sb tight (=close to your body) He held her tight and let her cry.

holding - held - have held

cro /hug/ to hold someone for a short time, pressing their body with your arms in a friendly or loving way: My father hugged me affectionately when I got home.

croing - croed - have croed

cro /ˈkʌdl/ to hold someone in your arms for a long time, especially a child, a small animal, or someone you love: She had fallen asleep in her chair, cuddling a little teddy bear.

cro and cro (=when two people hold each other and kiss each other) They were kissing and cuddling on the sofa.

cro /ˈkʌdl/ when you cuddle someone: She was giving the baby a cuddle.

cro your arms around sb /ˈpʊt ˈɑːmz əˈraʊnd/ especially written to hold someone in a loving way, in order to kiss them or make them less upset: I put my arms around her and kissed her. She didn't speak, just put her arms around him and stroked his hair.
hold sb's hand \(\text{h} \text{a} \text{ld} \ (\text{s} \text{b}'s) \ ' \text{h} \text{e} \text{n} \text{d}/\) to hold someone's hand, as a sign of love or to make them feel safe. Hold my hand. Billy. It's a dangerous road.

hold hands (=when two people hold each other's hands) two lovers walking along the beach, holding hands

5 to stop holding something

let go \(\text{l} \text{e} \text{t} ' \text{g} \text{o}/\) to stop holding something or someone: Let go! You're hurting me.

+ of She wouldn't let go of the letter.

drop \(\text{d} \text{r} \text{o} \text{p} / \text{d} \text{r} \text{e} \text{p}; \ [v \ T]/\) to stop holding something suddenly, especially by accident, so that it falls to the ground: Be careful not to drop any of those plates. I As soon as she saw him she dropped her suitcases and ran towards him.

dropping – dropped – have dropped

---

HOLE

1 a hole that goes through something

hole \(\text{h} \text{a} \text{l} / [n \ C]/\) an empty space that goes right through something, so that water, air, light etc can pass from one side of it to the other: I can’t wear these socks – they’re full of holes.

+ in We could see the sky through a hole in the roof.

make a hole Make a hole in the bottom of each plant pot to let the water drain out.

leak \(\text{l} \text{i} \text{k} / [n \ C]/\) a small hole or crack in a pipe, container etc, which should not be there and which lets liquid or gas flow out of it.

+ in There’s a leak in the water tank.

---

puncture [bri\text{t}ish flat tire] [a\text{m}erican [\text{p}a\text{n}ktʃər, flat 'taɪə; [n C] a hole made accidentally in a tyre, which allows air to get out and makes the tyre unsafe: Do you know how to mend a puncture?

get a puncture/flat tire I got a flat tire and I was late for work.

gap [\text{g}ap] [n C] a space in the middle of something, for example in a wall or a fence, where a part of it is missing.

+ in The cows had escaped through a gap in the hedge.

2 a hole in the ground or in the surface of something

hole \(\text{h} \text{a} \text{l}/ [n \ C]/\) an empty space in the ground or in the surface of something.

+ in There were huge holes in the road.

make a hole These holes in the tree trunk are made by tiny insects.

dig \(\text{d} \text{i} \text{g} / [v \ 1/T]/\) to make a hole in the ground, using a spade (=a tool for digging), a large machine, or your hands: Some of the prisoners escaped through a tunnel that they had dug under the wall. I a big black dog digging in the sand

dig for sth (=in order to find something) There were two fishermen on the beach digging for worms.

dig a hole The workmen began digging a hole in the middle of the road.

digging – dug – have dug
**HOLIDAY**

**FESTIVALS AND SPECIAL DAYS**

- **VISIT**
- **LAND AND SEA**
- **STAY**
- **COUNTRY**
- **SEE**
- **ALSO**
- **JOURNEY**
- **TRAVEL**
- **BEAUTIFUL**
- **ORGANIZE**
- **ARRANGE**

1. **time when you are allowed to be away from work or school**

**holiday** /ˈhɒlədi/ [n C/U] BRITISH a period of time when you do not have to work or go to school: I have six weeks’ holiday each year.  
**You look tired. What you need is a holiday.**

**the holidays**/summer holidays/school holidays (=the long periods when schools close) July 20th is the first day of the summer holidays.

**Christmas/Easter holiday** Last year we spent most of the Christmas holiday at our grandma’s.

⚠️ In American English, the period around Christmas is often called ‘the holidays’: All the family will be together in St Louis over the holidays.

**vacation** /ˈvəkəʃən/ [n C/U] AMERICAN a period of time when you do not have to work or go to school: I’ll see you next time I get a vacation.  
**The company allows us 25 vacation days a year.**

**summer/Christmas vacation** I spent part of the summer vacation with friends in Seattle.

**break** /breɪk/ [n C] a short holiday from your work or school: The students get a few days’ break in February.

**the Easter/autumn/fall break** Are you going home for the Easter break?

2. **a one-day holiday when shops, banks etc are closed**

**holiday** /ˈhɒlədi/ [n C] We’d forgotten that July 14th was a holiday in France.

**national holiday** (=a holiday for the whole country) St Patrick’s Day is a national holiday in Ireland.

**bank holiday/public holiday** BRITISH (=an official holiday) This shop is closed on Sundays and public holidays.  
**The roads are always busy on bank holidays.**

⚠️ This meaning of holiday is the only one that is common in American English: At the end of the summer we get a holiday for Labor Day. For all the other meanings of holiday, Americans usually say vacation.

3. **time when you travel to another place for enjoyment**

**holiday** BRITISH, **vacation** AMERICAN /ˈhɒlədi, ˈvəkəʃən/ [n C] a period of days or weeks that you spend in another place or country for enjoyment: France is the ideal place for a family holiday.

**have a holiday/vacation** Have a nice holiday, and send us a postcard.

**take a holiday/vacation** (=have a holiday) We couldn’t afford to take a vacation this year.

**be on holiday/vacation** We met when I was on vacation in Canada.

**go on holiday/vacation** (=travel somewhere on holiday) Maureen’s going on holiday next week, to Turkey.

⚠️ You can also use holiday or vacation before a noun, like an adjective: Have you made any holiday plans? A vacation trip. A holiday resort.

**honeymoon** /ˈhʌniˈmuːn/ [n] a holiday you take just after you get married: We went to Barbados for our honeymoon.

**on honeymoon** Hawaii was full of couples on honeymoon.

⚠️ You can also use honeymoon before a noun, like an adjective: a honeymoon couple. A honeymoon resort.

4. **people on holiday**

**tourist** /ˈtʊərɪst/ [n C] someone who travels around visiting places for interest and enjoyment: Tourists are charged higher prices in the local shops.  
**The Tower of London is popular with tourists.**
holidaymaker  BRITISH  vacationer  AMERICAN  [ˈhɒlɪdɪˌmeɪkər]  [ˈvəkənʃənər]  someone who stays in a place away from their home, when they are having a holiday. The beach seems deserted now that all the holidaymakers have gone home.  He makes a lot of money selling wooden carvings to vacationers.

HOME  BRITISH  home  AMERICAN  [həʊm]  the place where you live. John seems to have everything—a wonderful family, a great job, and a lovely home. After three weeks in the hospital, Ruth was glad to be back in her own home.

address  [ˈədres]  [ˈædres]  [n C] the number of the house or building, and the name of the road and town where someone lives: He wrote his name and address on a piece of paper and gave it to me.

change of address  Please inform the bank of any change of address.

places for people to live

housing  [ˈhauzn]  [n U] houses or apartments in an area—use this to talk about how many houses are available, what they cost, and whether they are good or bad: There is a shortage of good, inexpensive housing.

poor housing  (housing that is in bad condition)  health problems caused by poor housing

somewhere to live  a place to live  [ˈsʌmwɛər]  to liv, a pl its to liv a house, apartment, or room—use this to talk about the problems of getting a place where you can live: It’s difficult to find somewhere to live if you’re poor and unemployed. I was starting college and I needed somewhere to live.

accommodation  əˌkɒməˈdeɪʃən  [n U] especially British any place, such as a house, apartment, or hotel, where people can live or stay: I spent a week looking for accommodation before starting my new job.

rented accommodation  (=a house, apartment, or room that you rent)

WHERE PEOPLE LIVE

LIVE  see also  LEAVE  CHANGE  RETURN  6

1 where you live

home  [həʊm]  [n C/U] the place where you live. John seems to have everything—a wonderful family, a great job, and a lovely home. After three weeks in the hospital, Ruth was glad to be back in her own home.

at home  Her daughter lives at college during the week and at home on weekends.

Don't say 'I'm going to home', 'he drove home' etc. Say 'I'm going home' he drove home etc.

Helen's/my friend's/the Taylors' etc  especially spoken the place where Helen, my friend, the Taylor family etc live: There's a party at Helen's on Saturday night.

I'm going to my friend's for a drink and a chat. I've been to the Taylors'—they have a beautiful apartment.

place  [ˈpleɪs]  [n singular] especially spoken someone's house, apartment, or room: They've bought a beautiful place out in the countryside near Oxford.

my place/your place/our place etc  Let's meet at my place at 8 o'clock. Barbara and Les have invited us over to their place for a meal.

Don't say 'looking for an accommodation' or 'looking for accommodations': Say looking for accommodation.

Don't write 'accommodation' or 'accommodations'. The correct spelling is accommodation.

In American English, there is a plural noun accommodations, which means a place where you can stay for a short time, for example when you are on holiday. We called the tourist office in Rome, but they said there were no accommodations available.
things for using at home

domestic (domes'tik) [adj only before noun] designed to be used at home, not in a factory or office: The kitchen has all the latest domestic appliances - microwave, dishwasher etc.

domestic appliance/equipment/fuel etc designed to be used at home, not in a factory or office.

home (ha'm) [adj only before noun] done at home or used at home

home computer/security system (= one for using at home, not in a factory or office)

home shopping/education/banking (use this about things you can do at home, which are usually done in other places)

be in (bi: 'in) [phrasal verb I] especially spoken if someone is in, they are at home, and you can talk to them or visit them: Hi, Mrs Jones. Is Sally in?

be out (bi: 'aut) [phrasal verb] especially spoken to not be in your home for a short period: "Can I speak to Frank?" "I'm sorry, he's out right now, but he'll be back soon." While they were out, someone broke in and stole the TV.

be away (bi: 'awi) [phrasal verb] to not be in your home for several days, weeks, or months: Who's going to look after your cats while you're away?

from Jack worked as a pilot and was often away from home.

to have no home

not have anywhere to live (not hav 'eniwere'to 'liv) to not have a house, apartment, or room: Paul's staying with us at the moment because he doesn't have anywhere to live.

homeless (ha'mles) [adj] someone who is homeless has no home to live in, especially because they are very poor or because their home has been destroyed.

There has been a big increase in the number of homeless people living on the streets. The earthquake left thousands of people homeless.

the homeless (= people who are homeless) We distribute food and blankets to the homeless every evening.

tramp British vagrant American [træmp, 'vegrant] someone, especially a man, who has no home or job and who begs for money on the streets: As we walked over the bridge we saw an old tramp asleep by the river.

Honest

- opposite dishonest

true/ not true

see also cheat

false

trust/not trust

lie 2

trick/deceive

someone who does not lie, steal, or cheat

honest /ɒn'jest/ [adj] someone who is honest does not lie, steal, or cheat. As the job involves handling money, it's essential that our workers are honest. I think he's one of the few honest politicians left in government.

can trust /kan træst/ if you can trust someone, you are sure that they are honest and that you can depend on them: Beth's an honest hardworking girl who I know I can trust.

can trust sb to do sth I knew I could trust Neil to look after the money.

honest about telling people what you really think

honest /ɒn'jest/ [adj] if you are honest, you tell people what you really think, without hiding the truth.

with Sandra wanted to be honest with her children and tell them what was really happening.
+ about He's only interested in her money, but he's quite honest about it.
your honest opinion (=what you really think) If you want my honest opinion, I don't think she should marry him.
honestly [adv] I can honestly say that I've never been so bored in my life!

Q to be honest [to bit] on'sl|-am|-spoken say this when you are telling someone what you really think, even though this may be surprising or shocking: To be honest, I don't really like babies.
to be perfectly honest To be perfectly honest, I didn't enjoy the vacation at all.

frank [frank] [adj] someone who is frank talks in an honest and direct way, especially about subjects that are difficult to talk about
+ with The doctor was very frank with me and told me I didn't have long to live.
Q to be frank spoken (=use this before saying what you really think or feel) To be frank, George isn't very good at the job.
Q frankly [adv] spoken say this before telling someone what you really think: Quite frankly, I think it's your own fault.

speak your mind [spik ja' mInd] to say exactly what you think, even if you offend people by doing this: Liz wasn't afraid to speak her mind, even in front of the boss.

sincere [sin'seər] [adj] someone who is sincere shows their true feelings and says what they really believe, and is not pretending: She said she would love to come, but I wasn't sure if she was being sincere.

an honest way of behaving

honesty [on'sl|-am;] [n] an honest way of talking or behaving, so you tell the truth, and do not try to cheat people or hide information from them: Will talked about his experience of HIV with courage and honesty. I Honesty is important in any relationship.

HOPE

⇒ see also WANT

1 to hope that something will happen or that something is true

hope [houp] [v I/T] to want something to happen or to be true, and think that this is possible: See you soon, I hope!
+ (that) Let's hope no-one saw us leaving. The President hopes that these talks will result in a permanent peace settlement.

hope to do sth Bob's hoping to travel to Africa next year.
+ for I'm hoping for a better salary in my next job.
Q I hope so spoken (=when you hope that what was mentioned will actually happen) "Is Laura coming to the party?" "I hope so."
Q I hope not spoken "Do you think Anna's lost?" "I hope not!"

⚠ Don't say 'I hope him to come'. Say I hope (that) he will come.
⚠ Don't say 'I don't hope it rains'. Say I hope it doesn't rain.

hopefully [houpələ] [adv] use hopefully when you hope that what you are saying will happen or is true: Hopefully, these problems can be solved quite quickly. Karen might be feeling better by next week, hopefully.

⚠ This use of hopefully is very common in both spoken and written English, but there are some people who think that hopefully should only be used to mean 'in a hopeful way', for example: Waiting hopefully for a phone call.

in the hope that (also in hopes that) American in do houp dat, in 'haups dat; if you do something in the hope that it will have a good result, you do it because you hope it will make something good happen: He showed me a photo of his wife, in the hope that I might have seen her.
be hopeful /ˈhaʊpəl/ if you are hopeful about a situation, you think it will probably have a good result in the end, even though it may be worrying at the moment.
+ about Police are still hopeful that the missing girl will contact her parents soon.
+ about After talking to the management, we felt a little more hopeful about the company's future.

keep your fingers crossed /kiːp ˈfɪŋəz ˈkroʊzd/-ˈkrosd/-ˈkrɔʊzd/-ˈkroʊzd/-spoke to hope for good luck, so that something will happen in the way you want: “Have you heard whether you got the job or not?” “No, but I’m keeping my fingers crossed.”

2 the feeling that things will happen in the way that you hope

hope /haʊp/ [n U] the feeling you have when you think that something good will probably happen: This discovery will give new hope to cancer sufferers.
be full of hope We arrived in our new country full of hope.
hope of doing sth There is very little hope of finding any more survivors.

optimistic /ˌɒptɪˈmɪstɪk/ [adj] someone who is optimistic believes that everything will happen in the way that they want or that good things will happen in the future: Most of the players were in an optimistic mood before the game.
+ about Senator Crosman, are you optimistic about the election results?
optimistically [adu] They had promised — rather optimistically — to finish the job in three days.

optimism /ˌɒptɪˈmɪzəm/ [n U] the feeling that everything will happen in the way you want it to or that good things will happen in the future: There is a mood of optimism among Socialist Party supporters tonight. I the optimism of the post-war period

optimist /ˌɒptɪˈmɪst/ [n C] someone who always thinks good things will happen in the future

3 something that you hope will happen

hope /haʊp/ [n C] something that you hope will happen: My one hope was that I would see my family again one day. | The politicians didn’t seem to understand the hopes and fears of ordinary people.
have high hopes (=feel sure that good things will happen) When we first got married we had such high hopes.

4 something that makes you feel hopeful

encouraging /ɪnˈkærədʒɪŋ/ [adj] encouraging signs, remarks, news etc make you feel more confident that things will improve or happen in the way you want: The doctor’s news was very encouraging — Ben was getting better every day. | There are encouraging signs that the economy is recovering.
encouraging comments
promising /ˈprəʊmɪsɪŋ/ [adj] something that is promising seems as if it is going to be good or successful in the future: Beth gave up a promising business career to become an artist. | The team got off to a promising start, winning their first three games.
get off to/make a promising start (=do very well at the beginning of something)

5 to stop hoping

give up hope/lose hope /ɡɪv ʌp ˈhaʊp, lʊz ˈhaʊp/ to stop hoping that something good will happen or that things will get better: Just when they had almost given up hope, Jenny became pregnant.
give up/lose hope of doing sth After the accident, he had given up hope of ever walking again.
+ that We never lost hope that one day we would see our son again.

⚠️ Don’t say ‘give up the hope’ or ‘lose the hope’. Say give up hope or lose hope

despair /ˈdeɪspər/ [n U] especially written the feeling that things are so bad that there is nothing you can do to make the situation any better: the years of loneliness and despair that followed her daughter’s death
in despair She turned to him in despair, with tears running down her cheeks.

---

HORRIBLE/UNPLEASANT

BAD
LIKE/NOT LIKE
HATE
see also
NICE
GOOD
ENJOY

1 horrible person/behaviour

horrible /'hɔrəbl/ adj behaving in a very rude, unkind, or annoying way, especially towards people that you know well: Her husband was a horrible man – violent, lazy, and always drunk.

be horrible to sb Why are you being so horrible to me? It's not my fault you lost your job.

Don't say ‘very horrible’. Say really horrible.

nasty /'næstɪ/ adj deliberately very unkind - used especially by children or when you are talking to children: The other boys played a nasty trick on him.

be nasty to sb Stop being so nasty to your sister!

unpleasant /ənˈplɛzənt/ adj rude or unfriendly in the way you talk to people or answer their questions: That man in the grocery store is always so unpleasant.

be unpleasant to sb You shouldn't have been so unpleasant to her - she was only trying to help.

Don't say very nice. Say not very nice.

unpleasant situation is one that makes you feel slightly worried, uncomfortable, or embarrassed: I had an unpleasant feeling that someone was following me. Phil and Jane just argued the whole time, so it was a pretty unpleasant evening.

not very nice /nɪt ˈvɜri ˈnæs/ spoken unpleasant. It's not very nice being stuck in an elevator for an hour. I Divorce is not a very nice business.

People often use not very nice to describe something that is in fact extremely unpleasant.

nightmare /ˈnaɪtmɑːr/ a very unpleasant or frightening experience: We were stuck in a traffic jam for about four hours – it was a nightmare.

turn into a nightmare (=become very unpleasant) The couple's honeymoon turned into a nightmare when Martin suddenly became very ill.

Don't use nightmare before a noun, like an adjective: a nightmare journey
a horrible taste/smell/sight etc

**horrible/disgusting/revolting**

/ˈhɔɹrəbl, dɪsˈɡɑstɪŋ, rɪˈvɔlvɪŋ/ adj very bad – use this especially to talk about things that taste or smell or look really bad: It was the most disgusting meal I’ve ever eaten! | His teeth were a revolting yellow color. | What a horrible smell! | The villagers cooked a special stew, which looked and smelled revolting.

⚠️ Don’t say ‘very horrible/disgusting/revolting’. Say really horrible/disgusting/revolting.

**foul** /fɔl/ adj a foul smell or taste is extremely bad, and is caused especially by things decaying: There was a foul smell coming up from the river.

**gross** /grəs/ adj not before noun spoken, especially American very unpleasant – use this to talk about food, smells, or things people do that you dislike very much: Ooh, gross! I hate spinach! | Brad threw up on the floor at the party. It was really gross.

---

**HOT**

- if you mean ‘food that has a hot taste’, go to TASTE 7
- opposite COLD
- see also WEATHER

**1 object/liquid/surface**

hot /hoʊt/ Adj Eat your dinner while it’s hot. | Each room has hot and cold running water. | Be careful – that pan’s still very hot.

red hot (=extremely hot) By 10 o’clock, the sand on the beach was red hot.

hot – hotter – hottest

boiling/boiling hot /ˈbɔlɪŋ, bɔˈlɪŋ/ hot – hot adj a liquid that is boiling or boiling hot is extremely hot: I’m not getting into that bathtub yet. It’s boiling! | Boiling hot water poured out of the radiator.

scalding/scalding hot /ˈskɔldin, ˈskɔldɪŋ/ hot – hot adj a liquid or drink that is scalding or scalding hot is extremely hot, so that it burns you if you touch it or drink it. She handed me a mug of scalding hot coffee.

**2 room/place/weather**

hot /hoʊt/ Adj It was a hot summer’s day. | The Gobi Desert is one of the hottest places on earth.

it’s hot (=when the weather is hot or a room is hot) It’s hot in here – why don’t you turn the heater down? | It was too hot to play volleyball.

hot – hotter – hottest

heat /heɪt/ [n U] when something is hot, especially the air in a room or outside: Several of her plants had died in the heat. | The heat from the fire was almost unbearable. | In the desert, the heat of the day is soon lost when the sun goes down.

boiling/boiling hot /ˈbɔlɪŋ, bɔˈlɪŋ/ hot – hot adj spoken very hot: a boiling hot day in August

it’s boiling/boiling hot Open the door – it’s boiling in here.

broiling /ˈbrɔlɪŋ/ adj American especially spoken weather that is broiling is very hot and makes you feel uncomfortable: The day of the pony race was broiling hot. | the broiling heat of a Mississippi summer

sweating /ˈswelərɪŋ/ Adj weather that is sweating is very hot and makes you feel tired and uncomfortable: Lucy came to call one sweating afternoon in July. | the sweating summer of 1995

⚠️ Sweating is used especially in written descriptions.

heatwave /ˈheɪtwɛr/ [n C] a period of time when the weather is much hotter than usual: The heatwave continued throughout August and into September.

---

**3 warm, but not hot**

warm /wɔrəm/ Adj a little hot, but not very hot, especially in a way that is pleasant: I didn’t want to get out of my warm bed. | It’s nice and warm in the kitchen. | a warm day | These plants only grow in warm climates.
warmth [n U] when an object, the weather, a place etc is warm: The warmth of the sun was making them all sleepy.
lukewarm /'lu:k/wərm/ [adj] food or drinks that are lukewarm are slightly warm, and not as hot or as cold as they should be: The bartender handed me a mug of lukewarm beer. | The coffee was only lukewarm.

4 when you feel hot
hot /hot/ [adj not before noun] feeling hot, especially when this makes you uncomfortable: I'm too hot - could you open the window? | The travellers were hot, tired, and thirsty.

warm /wɔːm/ [adj not usually before noun] feeling pleasantly warm, especially when you are in a cold place: Are you warm enough? | We stamped our feet in order to keep warm.

warm coat/boots/clothes etc (=which keep you warm when the weather is cold) Put on some warm clothes if you're going out in the snow.

boiling /'bɔːliŋ/ [adj not before noun] spoken feeling very hot: I'd like a cold drink - I'm boiling!

have a temperature /hæv ə tɛmpərətʃər/ if you have a temperature, your body is hotter than usual because you are ill: The doctor said I had a temperature, and told me to stay in bed.

5 when your body becomes wet because you are hot
sweat /swet/ [v I] if you sweat, small drops of liquid come from the surface of your skin because you are hot: I was sweating after the long climb.

sweat [n U] the liquid that forms on your skin when you are hot: Ian came off the squash court covered in sweat.

sweaty /swetɪ/ [adj] covered with sweat: Joe felt hot and sweaty, and decided to go for a swim.

6 how hot something is
how hot /hau hɔt/ How hot is it outside? | She couldn't believe how hot it was in the car.
temperature /tɛmpərətʃər/ [n C] a measurement of how hot or cold something is: Test the temperature of the water to make sure it's not too hot.

high/low temperature (=hot or cold) Steel can only be produced at a very high temperature. | Expect low temperatures in the mountain regions tonight.

a temperature of 30/70/100 etc degrees Heat the oven to a temperature of 200 degrees.

7 to become hot or warm
get hot/warm /ɡet hɔt, wɔːm/ to become hot or warm: You'd better switch the engine off - it's getting very hot. | As the weather gets warmer, birds begin to return from their winter nesting places. | The room got hotter and hotter as the afternoon went on.

warm up /wɔːm ʌp/ [phrasal verb I] to gradually get warmer, especially so that a place reaches a more comfortable temperature: It's pretty cold in here, but it'll soon warm up. | I'm not going horse-riding again until the weather warms up.

overheat /əʊvərheɪt/ [v I] if an engine or machine overheats, it gets too hot so that it does not work properly: There's a special cooling system that stops the engine from overheating.

8 to make someone or something hot or warm
heat /het/ [v T] to make something hot or warm using a fire, a heating system, or a cooker: She heated the water in a pan. | How do you heat the house in the winter?

heat up /het ʌp/ [phrasal verb T] to make food hot, especially food that has been cooked already and has gone cold: Heat up sth I usually just heat up some soup for my lunch.

heat sth up Heat the pitta bread up in the toaster.

warm up /wɔːm ʌp/ [phrasal verb T] to make a place warmer or make yourself warmer, especially so that you feel more comfortable.

warm sth/sb up Here, have a glass of brandy. That'll warm you up.

warm up sth Dad lit the fire to warm up the living-room.
turn up /ˈtaʊn ˈap/ [phrasal verb T] to make something such as a heater or cooker produce more heat

turn up sth I’m freezing! Turn up the heater!

turn sth up After the cake has been baking for an hour, turn the heat up to 220°.

feel like something to eat /fɪl laɪk ˈsʌmtɪŋ tu ˈet/ spoken if you feel like something to eat, you want to eat something: It’s 12 o’clock – do you feel like something to eat?

2 not hungry

not hungry /ˈnɔt hʌŋgri/ if you are not hungry, you do not feel that you need to eat anything. “Would you like something to eat?” “No thanks, I’m not hungry.”

lose your appetite /ˈluːz ˈɔːptɪt/ to not want to eat anything, for example because you are ill or worried: She isn’t sleeping very well and she’s lost her appetite.

not feel like anything /ˈnɔt fɪl laɪk ˈentʃɪŋ/ spoken informal say this to tell someone that you are not hungry: I had a really big lunch, so I don’t feel like anything just now.

3 the feeling you have when you are hungry

appetite /ˈæpətɪt/ [n C/U] the normal feeling of wanting to eat when you have not eaten for some time: The medicine might affect your appetite.

give sb an appetite (=make them feel hungry) All that exercise has given me an appetite.

have a good/big/healthy appetite (=want to eat a lot and enjoy eating) He certainly has a healthy appetite. He ate two plates of pasta in about 10 minutes.

hunger /ˈhʌŋgər/ [n U] the feeling you have when you have eaten very little food: By the end of the day, I was feeling weak with hunger.

4 when people are ill or dying because they do not have enough to eat

starving /ˈstɑːvɪŋ/ [adj] someone who is starving has not had enough food for a long time and will die soon if they do not eat: TV pictures of starving children in Africa | People in western countries waste food while millions are starving.
Houses/Where People Live

Here are some words to help you describe the place where you live.

Is it a

House,

or an

Apartment

in a large building?

1 What type of house do you live in?

bungalow /'bæŋgləʊ/ [n C] a small house in which all the rooms are on the same level

detached house /'dɪtækt/ 'hɔs/ [n C] British a house that is not joined to another house

house /'hɔs/ [n C] a building that people live in, especially a building on more than one level that is used by one family or group of people: Are you coming to Sophie's house tonight? | There are some very old houses in this part of town. | He has an apartment in

London as well as a country house. (=a house in the country)

ranch house /'ræntʃ hɔs/ [n C] a house in the US in which all the rooms are on the same level, with a roof that does not slope much

semi-detached house /'semi dɪtækt/ 'hɔs/ [n C] British a house that is joined to another house on one side

terraced house British row house /'terəst/ 'hɔs, 'rəʊ hɔs/ American [n C] a house that is in a row of houses that are all joined together

2 What type of apartment do you live in?

apartment /'apərəmɑnt/ (also flat /flæt/ British) [n C] a set of rooms that are usually all on the same level and are part of a larger building

block of flats British apartment building /blok ov flæts, 'apərəmɑnt 'blɪŋd/ American [n C] a building that consists of different levels and has several apartments on each level

condominium /'kɒndəminɪm/ [n C] in the US, an apartment in a building that consists of several apartments, all of which are owned by the people who live in them

hall of residence (also hall) British dormitory (also dorm) American [n C] (also dormitory) a large building at a college or university that consists of separate rooms where students live

studio apartment American bedsit British studio flat British [n C] a small apartment with one main room, usually for only one person to live in
**3 Which floor is your apartment on?**

basement /ˋbeisment/ [n C] the level of a building that is below the level of the ground. **Is anyone living in the basement?**

a basement flat/apartment Carlo had a basement apartment in Grant St.

floor /flo-/ [n C] first/second/third etc floor the first, second etc level in a building

on the first/second etc floor Her apartment is on the third floor.

a first-floor/second-floor etc apartment/flat an eighth-floor apartment with a view of the ocean

⚠ In American English, the first floor is on the same level as the ground, and the second floor is the next level above this. In British English, the part on the same level as the ground is called the ground floor, and the first floor is the next level above this.

ground floor /grəʊnd ˈflɔr/ [n C] especially British the part of a building that is on the same level as the ground

on the ground floor They live in a small flat on the ground floor.

a ground-floor flat/apartment The ground-floor apartment is empty at the moment.

**5 Is it owned by someone else?**

landlord/landlady /ˈlaːndləd, ˈlaːndlədi/ [n C] the man or woman that you rent a house or apartment from

rent /rent/ [v I/T] to pay money regularly to live in a house or apartment that someone else owns: Hal’s rented an apartment downtown. We rented for a while before buying a place of our own.

rent sth from sb They rent the house from a retired businessman.

rent /rent/ [n C/U] the money that you pay to live in a house or apartment that someone else owns: The rent’s pretty high — about $800 a month.

pay the rent We hardly earn enough money to pay the rent.

rented /ˈrentɪd/ [adj usually before noun] rented house/apartment/accommodation a house, apartment etc that you pay money to someone else to live in and do not own yourself

**4 Who lives with you?**

→ go to live

**6 What can you see from the window?**

overlook /ˌəʊvərˈloʊk/ [v T] if a building or room overlooks a place that is on a lower level, you see that place from it when you look out of the window: Our apartment overlooked a small courtyard.

a house/apartment/room etc overlooking (=which overlooks) an 8th-floor flat overlooking Hyde Park

view /vju:/ [n C] the whole area that you see when you look out of a window, especially when this area is very large or beautiful: She stood on the balcony admiring the view.

+ of a spectacular view of San Francisco Bay

HOUSES/WHERE PEOPLE LIVE continues on the next page
7 What sort of area is it in?

**area** /eərə/ [n C] a particular part of a town or city: My apartment’s very small but I love the area. | a middle-class area | a residential area (=where there are houses, but no offices or factories)

**(housing) estate** /ˈhauznɪt/ [n C] **British** an area where there are a lot of houses or apartments which are very similar and were all built at the same time: Conor was brought up on a big housing estate in Belfast. | There’s a lot of crime on our estate.

**(housing) project** /ˈhauznɪk/ [n C] **American** a group of houses or apartments for poor families, usually built with money from the government: There are plans for a new housing project on the east side of town. | kids from the projects

**neighbourhood** **British** **neighbourhood** **American** a small area of a town or city where people live: a nice neighborhood of Boston in the neighbourhood There’s only one park in the whole neighbourhood.

**part of town** /pɑːt əv 'taʊn/ [n C usually singular] an area of a town or city: What part of town do you live in?

**suburb** /səbər/ [n C] an area outside the centre of a city, where many people live: the suburbs | I was brought up in the suburbs.

+ of a quiet suburb of Los Angeles where sb lives /weə(r) (sb) lɪvz/ **Spoken** use this when you are describing the area where someone lives: Where I live, there’s nowhere for kids to play. | It’s really nice where Sonia lives.

⇒ see also TOWN, AREA

8 Is it in the town or the country?

⇒ go to TOWN, COUNTRYSIDE

9 How big is it?

**one-bedroom/two-bedroom etc** /ˈwʌn, tˌwʊ ˈbɛrˈdruːm/ [n C] one bedroom [adj only before noun] a one-bedroomed, two-bedroomed etc house or apartment has one bedroom, two bedrooms etc: a one-bedroomed apartment | a three-bedroomed house

**overcrowded** /ˈəʊvərˈkraʊdəd/ [adj] an overcrowded house has too many people in it, and is unpleasant and uncomfortable to live in: Many of these families are living in substandard or overcrowded housing.

**poky** /ˈpouki/ [adj] a poky house or room is very small, and there is not enough room to move around in: a poky little cottage

**spacious** /ˈspesɪs/ [adj] a spacious house or room has plenty of space, so it is comfortable and pleasant to live in: a spacious, comfortably furnished flat

**three-storey/four-storey etc** **British** **three-storey/four-storey etc** **American** (three, etc) storey [adj only before noun] a three-storey, four-storey etc house or building has three levels, four levels etc: a five-storey apartment block
How long have you lived there?

For /fɔːl/ ['strɒŋ fɔːl] [preposition] use this to say how long you have lived somewhere: My parents have lived in the same house for almost 30 years.

Since /sɪns/ [preposition/conjunction] if you have lived somewhere since a time or event, you started to live there at that time and you are still living there now: They've lived here since they got married.

Since 1980/the summer etc We've been living in the flat since last Christmas.

I live in Hamburg in a rented apartment on the second floor of a large, old building that overlooks a busy street. The apartment is small and overcrowded, but the rent is cheap, and I like the area. It is a lively part of town full of bars, cafes, and restaurants.

Hungry continued from page 365

Starve /ˈstɑːrve/ [ɪ] to have so little food to eat that you become ill or die: I have a family to take care of - I can't let them starve.

Starve to death (=die because of lack of food) Thousands of deer starve to death every winter.

Starvation /ˈstɑːrvətʃən/ [n U] when you become ill or die because you do not have enough to eat: The climbers were close to starvation when they were rescued. Thousands of people could die of cold and starvation this winter.

Malnutrition /ˌmælnjuːtrɪʃən/ [n U] a serious health problem caused by not eating enough healthy food for a long time, which makes your body weak: Many children from poor families were suffering from malnutrition. Disease and malnutrition are widespread in the shanty towns.

Famine /ˈfeɪmən/ [n C/U] when many people in a place are very hungry and some of them die, especially because the food they planted did not grow: War and famine caused thousands of deaths in Africa last year. During the Great Famine, millions of Irish people emigrated to the US.

Hurry

See also Fast, Slow, Run

To go somewhere or do something as quickly as you can

Hurry /ˈhʌri/ [ɪ] to go somewhere or do something quickly, especially because you do not have much time: The movie begins in ten minutes - we'll have to hurry. There's no need to hurry - we still have an hour to spare.

Across /əkˈsres/ Along /əlˈɡriːn/ Away /ˈeɪwi/ Down /daʊn/ Etc Dieter was hurrying along the platform to catch his train. The children hurried away when they saw me coming.

Hurry to do sth Anna was hurrying to finish her essay before lunchtime.

Hurrying - hurried - have hurried
in a hurry /ɪn əˈhʌrɪ-/ if you do something in a hurry, you do it very quickly because you do not have much time, so you often make mistakes or forget things: Bob left the house in a hurry, and forgot his keys.

be in a hurry (=when you have to hurry) Sorry, I can’t stop – I’m in a hurry.

be in a hurry to do sth Why are you in such a hurry to get home?

⚠ Don’t say ‘I am in hurry’. Say I am in a hurry.

rush/dash /rʌʃ, dæʃ/ [v I] to go somewhere or run somewhere very quickly, for example because you have to do something urgently or because someone is in danger + across/off/out/into etc The neighbours came rushing out to see what had happened. | The last time I saw her she was dashing off to the airport.

rush/dash to do sth I dashed downstairs to answer the phone. | People were rushing into doorways to escape the bullets.

hurriedly /ˈhʌridli/ [adv] written if you do something hurriedly, you do it quickly because you do not have much time: He hurriedly put on a pair of jeans and went to answer the door.

⚠ Use hurriedly in stories and written descriptions.

2 what you say to tell someone to hurry

hurry up/come on /ˈhʌri ʌp, ˈkæm ən/ [esp spoken] say this to tell someone to hurry, especially when you are impatient with them for being too slow: Hurry up or we’ll be late for school! | Come on – you should have finished packing by now!

3 something that you do quickly because you are hurrying

quick /kwɪk/ [adj only before noun] a quick look, meal, visit, decision etc is done very quickly, because you do not have much time: Mary went upstairs for a quick shower. | Could I just make a quick phone call?

quick look/glance (=when you look at something or read something very quickly)
He had a quick glance at the newspaper before going to work.

quick drink/lunch/coffee Come on – let’s have a quick drink in the bar.

hasty /ˈheɪsti/ [adj only before noun] a hasty decision or action is done very quickly, without planning it or thinking carefully about the results: Don’t make any hasty decisions that you might regret. | Napoleon’s army was forced to make a hasty retreat.

hasty – hastier – hastiest

frantic /ˈfræntɪk/ [adj only before noun] frantic activity/rush/search/effort when people are rushing around in a disorganized way, for example because they have to do something very urgently, or because someone is in danger: The night before the wedding, the house was a scene of frantic activity. | a frantic search for the missing children

frantically [adv] The library was full of students, frantically trying to finish their final essays.

rush /rʌʃ/ [n singular] a situation in which you have to hurry or work very fast in order to finish something

a rush to do sth There was a rush to get everything arranged for the party.

do sth in a rush We had to pack our suitcases in a rush and leave the hotel.

4 to make someone hurry

hurry sb up /ˈhʌri (sb) ʌp/ [phrasal verb T] to make someone do something more quickly because they are taking too long: Can you try and hurry the kids up? We’re supposed to be leaving in ten minutes.

rush/hurry /rʌʃ, ˈhʌrɪʃ-/ [v T] to make someone do something more quickly, in an impatient way that makes them feel nervous or confused: Don’t rush me – I’m working as fast as I can. | It’s an important decision, so don’t let them hurry you.

hurrying – hurried – have hurried

When you see 📚, go to the ESSENTIAL COMMUNICATION section.
5 what you say to tell someone not to hurry

Q there's no hurry/there's no rush [ðeəz ðeə z rau hæri, ðeəz ðeə z rau ræʃ] spoken say this to tell someone that they do not have to hurry or do something soon: You can pay me for the ticket next week. There's no rush.

Q take your time [teik jɔr taim] spoken say this to tell someone to do something slowly and carefully, because it is important to do it well: Take your time and think carefully before you answer the question.

Q what's the hurry?/what's the rush? [wɔts ðə hæri, wɔts ðə ræʃ] spoken say this to someone who is hurrying or trying to make you hurry, to emphasize that there is plenty of time: It'll only take us 20 minutes to get to the restaurant – what's the hurry?

get hurt There's a huge crowd – someone could easily get hurt.

⚠️ Don't use the word 'damage' to talk about people. Cars, buildings, or equipment can get damaged, but people get hurt or injured.

be wounded [bɪ: wʊmdʒd] to be injured in a war, a fight etc, by a weapon such as a knife, gun, or bomb: Two police officers were wounded in the attack.

badly/seriously wounded My father was badly wounded in 1945.

2 to hurt a part of your body

hurt ['hɑːt] [v T] if you hurt a part of your body in an accident, a fight etc, you damage it so that it feels painful or you cannot move it easily: He hurt his back, and the doctor said he would have to rest for a few weeks. I can't go running this week – I've hurt my foot.

hurt yourself That's a sharp knife – be careful you don't hurt yourself!

hurting – hurt – have hurt

injure [ɪnˈdʒɔː] [v T] to hurt a part of your body, especially seriously and in a way that takes a long time to get better: Tom injured his shoulder playing tennis.

bruise [bruːz] [v T] to hurt a part of your body when you fall or are hit, so that a dark, painful mark appears on your skin: Shaun fell over and bruised his knee.

bruised [adj] My arm was badly bruised, but not broken.

sprain [ˈspreɪn] [v T] to injure your ankle, your knee, or another place where two bones are joined, by twisting or pulling it suddenly: I sprained my ankle while I was playing basketball.

sprained [adj] James can't play the piano because he has a sprained wrist.

break [breɪk] [v T] to break a bone in your body: Nicola broke her leg when she went skiing.

breaking – broke – have broken

broken [adj] I had three broken ribs and a broken arm.
dislocate /dɪsˈleɪkət/ [v T] to injure your shoulder, knee, finger etc. so that one of the bones is moved out of its normal position. He dislocated his shoulder in a riding accident.

dislocated [adj] The accident left her with bruises and a dislocated hip.

3 to hurt someone

hurt /hɜːt/ [v T] to cause injury to someone’s body and make them feel pain, especially by hitting them. Let go of my arm! You’re hurting me! I’ll he’s hurt any of the children I’m going straight to the police.

4 damage to part of your body

injury /ˈɪndʒəri/ [n C/U] physical damage done to someone’s body in an accident, a fight etc: The glass roof collapsed onto the crowd, causing horrific injuries.

serious injury Wearing a helmet may protect you from serious injury.

suffer an injury (=be injured) He suffered serious injuries in a car crash, and died on the way to the hospital.

plural injuries

wound /wʊnd/ [n C] an injury caused by a weapon such as a knife, gun, or bomb: The wound was deep and needed 18 stitches.

bullet/stab/gunshot wound Barrat was taken to the hospital with stab wounds to his chest and neck.

bruise /bruːz/ [n C] a dark, painful mark on your skin where you have fallen or been hit: Her arms were covered in cuts and bruises.

5 someone who is injured

injured /ɪnˈdʒɔrd/ [adj] hurt in an accident, fight etc: Firefighters had to cut off the roof of the car, so that the injured man could be lifted out.

the injured (=people who are injured) The injured were rushed to St Thomas’ Hospital.

wounded /ˈwʌndɪd/ [adj] injured by a weapon such as a knife, gun, or bomb: a wounded soldier. There are over 4000 refugees in the camp, many of them wounded.

the wounded (=people who are wounded) Helicopters have been sent in to rescue the wounded from the war zone.

paralysed (also paralyzed AMERICAN) /ˈpærəlaɪzd/ [adj] unable to move part or all of your body because of a serious injury or illness: The accident left him permanently paralysed.

casualty /ˈkæʒuəlti/ [n C usually plural] someone who has been injured or killed in a war, attack, or accident: The bomb caused serious damage to the building, but there were no casualties. Indian troops have suffered more than 1200 casualties.

6 not injured

unhurt /ʌnˈhɜːt/ [adj not before noun] if you are unhurt, you are not hurt, even though you have been in an accident or have been attacked: The driver of the car was unhurt, but his passenger was killed.

unharmed /ʌnˈhɑːrmɪd/ [adj not before noun] if you are unharmed, you have not been harmed, even though you have been in a dangerous situation: The boy was cold and hungry but otherwise unharmed. All the hostages were released unharmed some time afterwards.
IDEA

- see also THINK, INVENT, IMAGINE

1 a plan or suggestion that you think of

idea /ˈaɪdɪə/ [n C] something that you think of and suggest to other people, for example a plan of what someone should do or a solution to a problem
good/great/fantastic etc idea “We could go and see a movie.” “Good idea!”
have an idea We’re trying to think of a name for the product. Does anyone have any ideas?
+ for an idea for a new TV game show I Here are some new ideas for quick meals that taste great.
it was sb’s idea (=they thought of it: use this especially when you want to blame someone) I didn’t want to go to Spain – it was Sue’s idea. I Whose idea was it to ask him to the party?
get an idea from sb/sth She got the idea from a picture in a magazine.
thought /θɔːt/ [n C] an idea about what should happen or what someone should do, which you suggest although you are not sure if it is a good idea
have a thought I’ve had a thought – do you think Nadia would like to come with us?

sb’s thoughts about sth What are your thoughts about the holiday?
"(it was) just/only a thought" spoken (say this when someone seems to disagree with an idea you suggested) “We could paint the room yellow and blue.” “Well, I’m not sure about that.” “It’s just a thought.”

2 an idea that explains something about life or the world

theory /ˈθɪəri/ [n C/U] a set of ideas that explains why something happens or why something is true, especially in science
+ about There have been a lot of theories about the meaning of dreams.

sb’s theory of sth (used in the names of important scientific theories) Darwin’s theory of evolution | Einstein’s theory of relativity
+ that There is a theory that Kennedy was killed by the CIA.
plural theories

idea /ˈaɪdɪə/ [n C] something that people think is true, for example their beliefs about why something happens + about people’s ideas about the origins of the universe + that What do you think of the idea that our lives are controlled by the stars?

good at thinking of new ideas

creative /ˈkriːətɪv/ [adj] someone who is creative is good at thinking of new ideas, designs, or ways of doing things, especially in art, music, literature etc: Tarantino is one of Hollywood’s most creative directors.

full of ideas /ˈfʊl əv ˈaɪdɪəz/ informal someone who is full of ideas has a lot of good new ideas and wants to tell other people about them: Roy was full of ideas for the new show.

imaginative /ˌɪmæˈnɪjətɪv/ [adj] an imaginative plan, design, or way of doing something uses new and interesting ideas: an imaginative solution to the city’s crime problem | The film uses digital imaging techniques in an unusual and imaginative way.

ILL/SICK

- ILLNESS/DISEASE

DOCTOR

DRUGS

BETTER

see

WEAK

SUFFER

MEDICAL

TREATMENT

PAIN

MENTALLY ILL

HEALTHY/UNHEALTHY

ill

⚠️ Ill is more common than sick in British English. Sick is more common than ill in American English.
To be sick can also mean 'to vomit' (=bring up food from your stomach), especially in British English. And to feel sick can mean 'to feel that you are going to vomit'. See Section 5.

ill [i:ll] [adj; not before noun] someone who is ill has an illness or does not feel well. You look really ill. I'm going to call the doctor. I was so ill I had to stay in bed for three months.

feel ill I felt ill for a week after I got back from Bolivia.

seriously ill (=very ill) His wife is seriously ill - they think it's cancer.

critically ill (=so ill that you may die)

be taken ill (=suddenly become ill) She was taken ill the day after her tenth birthday.

Don't use ill about part of your body. Don't say 'my head is ill' or 'my stomach is ill'. Say I have a headache/a stomach ache. See also PAIN.

Don't say 'more ill' or 'illler'. Say worse: The next morning she was even worse.

sick [sik] [adj] ill: Where's Sheila? Is she sick? She had spent months looking after her sick mother.

get sick If you take vitamin C every day it helps to stop you from getting sick.

be off sick (=not at work or school because of illness) Lesley's off sick today.

sick pay (=money you get from your employer when you cannot work because of illness)

the sick (=people who are sick) At that time there were no state benefits for the old and the sick.

Don't use sick about part of your body. Don't say 'my leg is sick' or 'my head is sick'. See PAIN.

not very well [n:t veri 'wel'] especially spoken ill, but not seriously ill: Sarah's not very well - she has a throat infection.

under the weather (a onde da 'we:der] spoken if you feel under the weather, you feel slightly ill: Mike's feeling a little under the weather, so he couldn't come tonight.

2 to become healthy again after being ill

get better [get 'betar] if you get better, you become healthy again after an illness, operation, or injury. If a pain or an injury gets better, it stops hurting and you feel healthy again: If you don't get better by tomorrow you'd better go to the doctor. Did your headache get better after you took those pills?

recover [ri'skav] [v I] to become healthy again after a serious illness, operation, or injury. Survivors of the fire are recovering in the city hospital.

+ from My father never really recovered from his first heart attack.

Don't use recover about part of your body. Don't say 'my head recovers' or 'my stomach recovers'. Say I have recovered from a head injury.

Recover is more formal than get better, and is used especially about serious illnesses or injuries.

get well soon [get wel 'sun] you say or write this to someone who is ill to tell them that you hope they will soon get better: Get well soon - we all miss you!

3 someone who is ill

patient [peifont] [n C] someone who is looked after by a doctor or nurse because they are ill: The hospital treats thousands of patients a year. Dr Cobb is seeing a patient just now - could you wait ten minutes?

invalid [in'valid] [adj; -ld; -ld] [n C] someone who is permanently ill and cannot look after themselves, especially someone who has to stay in bed: Pregnant women do not want to be treated like invalids.

unhealthy [an'heli:di] [adj] someone who is unhealthy is often ill: Tom was an unhealthy child, always catching colds and getting headaches.

4 someone who often imagines they are ill

hypochondriac [hæpa'kəndriæk]-'kæm-] [n C] someone who worries a lot about their health, and often thinks they are ill when they are not: He's such a hypochondriac. Every time he has a headache he thinks it's a brain tumour.
when food comes up from your stomach and out of your mouth

vomit /'vomit/ [vaymt] [n U] (if you vomit, food comes up from your stomach and out through your mouth, because you are ill or drunk: The nurse gave her a bowl to vomit into.

vomit [n U] food that has come out of your mouth because you are ill or drunk

⚠️ Vomit is more formal than throw up or be sick and is used especially by doctors and in formal written English.

throw up /thrəup/ [phrasal verb] especially spoken to vomit: The baby threw up all over my shirt.

⚠️ Throw up is less formal than vomit and is the usual phrase to use in ordinary conversation.

be sick /biˈsɪk/ especially British to vomit: Kelly ran into the bathroom and was violently sick. I had to go out of the classroom because I thought I was going to be sick.

⚠️ Be sick is used in both written and spoken English.

feel sick /fiːlˈsɪk/ especially British to have the feeling that you are going to vomit: Stop the car—I feel sick! When I was pregnant the smell of coffee made me feel sick.

nausea /ˈnɔːziə, -sɪə/ [n U] the feeling that you have when you think you are going to vomit: The treatment sometimes causes headaches and nausea.

an illness

illness /ˈɪlnɪs/ [n C/U] a problem with your health that makes you feel ill, especially one that makes you stay in bed, or makes it difficult for you to work, have a normal life etc. She died at the age of 82, after a long illness. How many days off work have you had because of illness?

mental illness (=an illness that affects your mind) drugs that are used to treat mental illness

serious illness (=one that could be dangerous) In 1986 a serious illness ended her acting career.

recover from an illness Beth was still in the hospital, recovering from a serious illness.

⚠️ Don’t use illness to talk about less serious problems such as headaches or colds.

disease /ˈdɜːriz/ [n C/U] a particular kind of illness, especially one that spreads from one person to another or one that affects a particular part of your body: Measles is a disease that is common among young children. Mosquitoes spread diseases such as malaria.

heart/lung/kidney disease Smoking is a major cause of heart disease.

suffer from a disease (=have a disease) She suffers from a rare blood disease.

infectious disease (=one that spreads from one person to another)

⚠️ Disease can also be used to mean a lot of different diseases: Thousands of refugees are dying of hunger and disease.

infection /ɪnˈfɛkʃən/ [n C] a disease that spreads from one person to another and affects part of your body such as your eye, ear, or throat: Dirty towels can spread infections.

ear/eye/throat/chest infection Richard’s not at school because he has an ear infection.

bug /bʌg/ [n C] informal a disease that is not serious, which spreads from one person to another, for example in the air or in food, and which a lot of people get: There’s a bug going around at school—everyone in my class has had it!

ILLNESS/DISEASE

MEDICAL TREATMENT

ILL/SICK DRUGS

BEETTER SEE ALSO

DOCTOR SUFFER

PAIN MENTALLY ILL

HEALTHY/UNHEALTHY
stomach/tummy bug (illness affecting the stomach) Pete's been off work with a stomach bug.
pick up a bug (=get a bug) I think I picked up a bug while I was on vacation.
problem /ˈprɒbləm/ [n C] when a part of your body has something wrong with it, for example when it is painful or it does not work properly
+ with Simon's started to have problems with his back.
back/chest/skin etc problems A lot of people have skin problems when they are young.
condition /ˈkəndɪʃən/ [n C] a serious problem that affects someone's health permanently: High blood pressure is a condition that affects many elderly people.
heart condition Frank suffers from a rare heart condition.

2 to have an illness

have (also have got BRITISH) /hæv, hæv/ [v T] to have an illness: Beth has an awful cold. I had all the usual childhood illnesses. Have you ever had pneumonia?
suffer from sth /ˈsʌfr frəm (sth)|-frəm- [phrasal verb T] to have a particular kind of illness or health problem, especially one that is serious or one that you have often: Dewey had been in hospital for several weeks suffering from malaria. She suffers from asthma attacks.

there's something wrong with /ðəz smɔːtʃɪŋ wɔːtʃɪŋ/ informal use this to say that you have a medical problem affecting part of your body, but you are not sure exactly what it is: There's something wrong with my chest - it feels really tight. We thought there might be something wrong with her hearing.

with /wɪð/ [preposition] use this before the name of a disease, to say that someone has this disease: "Where's Helen?" "She's in bed with flu." The charity provides support for people with AIDS.

3 to start to have an illness

get /get/ [v T] to start to have an illness: I feel all hot - I think I'm getting flu. Smoking increases the risk of getting cancer.
get sth from/off someone (=get an infectious disease from someone else) He thinks he got the cold from someone in the office.
catch /kætʃ/ [v T] to get a disease from someone else: Luke has measles. I hope I don't catch it.
catch sth from/off sb I think I must have caught the flu from Sarah.
catching - caught - have caught
go down with sth /ɡəuˈdaun wið (sth)/ [phrasal verb T] informal to start to have an illness, especially one that is not serious: I'm afraid we can't come this weekend - the baby's gone down with a sore throat.

4 when a lot of people have an illness

outbreak /aʊtbreɪk/ [n C] when a lot of people suddenly start to get an illness at the same time
+ of Doctors are very concerned about an outbreak of tuberculosis in an East London school.
epidemic /ˌepɪˈdemɪk/ [n C] when very many people in an area or country get a disease, and it spreads very quickly: a flu/measles/cholera etc epidemic Doctors warn that a flu epidemic may be on the way.

5 when an illness is serious

serious /ˈsiəriəs/ [adj] a serious illness or condition is very bad and may be dangerous: In February he suffered a serious heart attack. Listeriosis is not usually a serious disease among healthy adults.
something/anything/nothing serious I hope it isn't anything serious, Doctor.
seriously [adv] Her mother is seriously ill with pneumonia.
bad /bæd/ [adj] bad cold/flu/fever/cough/stomach ache etc a cold etc that
makes you feel very uncomfortable or that is very painful: She has a bad cold. I a bad attack of bronchitis

g et worse His cough seems to be getting worse.

bad — worse — worst

t erminal /ˈtɜːrmɪnəl/ [adj] a terminal illness cannot be cured, so the person who has it will die from it, usually after quite a long period: a patient suffering from terminal cancer. I Should doctors tell patients that they have a terminal illness?

fatal /ˈfeɪtl/ [adj] a fatal illness makes the person who has it die: The disease is almost always fatal. I The former president suffered a fatal heart attack this morning.

6 when an illness is not serious

not serious /nət ˈsɛriəs/ [adj] Don’t worry, it’s not serious. It’s only a cold.

nothing serious My doctor told me it was nothing serious.

slight /slɛit/ [adj] only before noun] slight cold/cough/fever/headache etc a cold etc that is not at all serious and does not make you feel very ill: I have a slight cold. I The virus sometimes causes a slight fever.

minor /ˈmɪnər/ [adj] a minor illness is not serious. Most of these minor illnesses only last a few days or weeks.

Don’t say ‘imagine to do something’. Say imagine doing something: Can you imagine having nowhere to live?

picture /ˈpɪktʃər/ [v T not in passive] to form a clear picture in your mind of a person, place, or situation: Can you picture it — you and me, lying on a beach in the sun.

picture sb as I had never met Graham, but I pictured him as tall and dark-haired.

picture sb doing sth I can’t really picture him taking care of a baby.

6 can see /kæn ˈsiː/ especially spoken to be able to imagine something, because you think it is likely to happen: can see sb doing sth Jimmy’s gone skiing. I can just see him arriving home with a broken leg.

can see sb as sth I can’t really see her as a nurse.

dream of /drɪm əv/ [phrasal verb T] to often think about something pleasant that you would like to do or that you wish would happen.

dream of doing sth When I was young, I used to dream of becoming a famous writer.

dream of sth They dreamed of a society where everyone was equal.

2 to wrongly think that something is happening

imagine /ɪˈmægɪn/ [v T] to wrongly think that something is happening when it is not really happening: Had Luis really spoken to her, or had she just imagined it?

+ (that) He was always imagining that people were talking about him behind his back.
be seeing things/be hearing things /bi: ˈsɪŋg θɪŋz, bi ˈhɛər θɪŋz/ especially spoken to think that you might have seen or heard something, although really you have not: There’s no one there – you must be seeing things. I did someone call my name just then – am I hearing things?

something that you imagine

imaginary ˈɪmədʒəri|ˌneri| [adj] not real, but existing only as a picture or idea in your mind: When Linda was a child, she had an imaginary friend called Booboo. I he held up an imaginary gun and pretended to shoot me.

fantasy /ˈfæntəsi/ [n C] an exciting or enjoyable experience which you imagine happening to you, but which will probably never happen: He’s always talking about buying a beach house in Malibu, but it’s just a fantasy. I sexual fantasies plural fantasies

your ability to imagine things

imagination ˈɪmədʒənʃən/ [n C/U] Reading is a good way to develop a child’s imagination. I don’t have any pictures of the place, so you’ll have to use your imagination.

a vivid imagination (=when someone is very good at imagining unusual and exciting things) Her stories show a particularly vivid imagination.

Don’t confuse fantasy and imagination. A fantasy is something that you imagine, but your imagination is your ability to imagine things.

right away

immediately /ˈmɪdɪətli/ [adv] quickly and without any delay: If there’s an accident in the school, you must report it immediately. I when I saw her face, I knew immediately that something was wrong. I he turned over and immediately fell asleep.

afterwards We’ll have to leave immediately after breakfast. I was admitted to the hospital at 10 o’clock, and died almost immediately afterwards.

at once/right away (also straightaway British) /ət ˈwʌns, rait əˈwei, straitəˈwei/ if you do something at once, right away, or straightaway, you do it immediately, especially because it is urgent: The principal wants to see you at once. I Moira phoned and I came straightaway. I if you offered me the job I could start right away.

Right away is less formal than at once or straightaway, and is used especially in conversation.

do this minute/right now /,dəs ˈmiːnt, rait ˈnaʊ/ spoken say this when you are telling someone to do something immediately, especially in an angry way: Tell him I want him in my office, right now! I You’d better go upstairs this minute and get in your bed.

as soon as /əz ˈsʌn əz/ [conjunction] immediately after something has happened, or immediately after you have done something: As soon as he felt well enough, he returned to Barcelona.

When talking about the future, don’t use the future tense after as soon as. Use the present tense: I’ll call you as soon as I get home (not ‘as soon as I will get home’).

as soon as possible/as soon as you can /əz ˈsʌn əz ˈpɒs|bəl, əz ˈsʌn əz ˈkærə|ˈpæs| as soon as it is possible for you to do something: Several other students need this book, so please return it as soon as possible. I we got back as soon as we could.

immediately /ˈmɪdɪətli/ [adv] immediately – use this when something happens almost the same time as something else: It
was a head-on crash, and both drivers died instantly. I knew instantly that Kathy and I were going to be good friends.

at a glance at a 'glæns| |-gla ns/ can see/ know/tell sth at a glance to know or realize something immediately, after only looking for a very short time: I could see at a glance how serious the situation was. He can tell at a glance whether it's a real diamond or a fake.

important /ɪmˈpɔːnt/ [adj] something that is important has a big effect on people's lives and on the ways things happen in the future, and a lot of things depend on it: Next Thursday's game is very important – if Italy lose they will be out of the World Cup. I have an important announcement to make, so please listen carefully. She didn't realize how important schoolwork was until it was too late.'

importance [n U] how important something is + of the importance of Einstein's discovery

significant /ˈsɪgnɪfɪkənt/ [adj] significant events, changes etc are important enough to be noticed and considered or talked about: There has been a significant change in people's attitude to the environment. Winning the award was a significant achievement. A significant new discovery, which will improve our understanding of the AIDS virus

big /bɪg/ [adj only before noun] big decision/event/occasion/day/moment an important decision, event etc, especially one that will affect the rest of your life: This is a big decision – you'll have to give me time to think. Graduation Day is one of those big occasions when everyone wants a souvenir photograph.

the big day especially spoken (= a very important day in someone's life) I hear you're getting married – when's the big day?

historic /ˈhɪstrɪk| |-hɪˈstrɪk/ [adj] only before noun a historic event, moment etc is remembered as a part of history because it brings important changes that have a good effect for a long time: the historic moment when Nelson Mandela was released from prison. In his book, Churchill describes that historic first meeting with Roosevelt.

crucial /ˈkrjuːʃəl/ [adj] something that is crucial is extremely important because everything that happens afterwards depends on it: Evans scored two crucial points just before the end of the game. + to The result of these talks could be crucial to the future of the school.

important and necessary

important /ɪmˈpɔːnt/ [adj] something that is important should be given special attention because it is very necessary: Young children should be given a healthy diet – that's very important.

it is important to do sth. It is important to read the instructions carefully before you start.

it is important that It is important that everyone understands the risks involved in this plan.

importance [n U] how important and necessary something is + of Most people realize the importance of getting enough sleep.

vital /ˈvaɪtəl/ [adj] something that is vital is very important and necessary, and if it is not done correctly or dealt with there could be serious problems: nurses, police officers and other workers who provide vital services + to His evidence was vital to the defence case.

it is vital that It is vital that leaking gas pipes are fixed immediately.
more important than anything else

the most important [imˈpɔːtənt] the most important scientific discovery of the 20th century. For Muslims, this is the most important day of the year.

the most important thing If there is a fire, the most important thing is to get all the students out of the building immediately.

main/chief/principal /ˈmein, ˈtʃef, ˈprɪnsəpəl/ [adj only before noun] more important than anything else: What was the main purpose of your visit? | Our chief concern is for the safety of the children. | Coffee is the country’s principal export.

Main, chief, and principal mean the same thing, but main is much more common than chief or principal. Chief and principal are used especially in written or formal spoken English.

biggest /ˈbɪgɪst/ [adj only before noun] the biggest decision, problem, event etc is the most important decision that you have to make, the most serious problem you have to deal with etc: This music festival is the biggest thing that’s ever happened in Knoxville. | Getting married was the biggest mistake of my life.

Biggest is more informal than most important, main, etc.

major /ˈmeɪdʒər/ [adj only before noun] one of the most important or serious things—use this especially when there is a small number of really important things, but a larger number of less important things: Smoking is a major cause of heart disease. | All the world’s major sporting events can be seen on HHS TV. | It’s the Chief Executive who makes all the major decisions.

basic /ˈbeɪsɪk/ [adj only before noun] use this about something that you need more than anything else, especially in order to do something or in order to live: This book gives you the basic information about choosing a college course. | People’s basic needs are food, housing, and health care.

above all /ˈæbəv ˈɔːl/ use this to emphasize that what you are going to say is more important than the other things you have mentioned: Keeping him in prison is pointless, expensive, and above all it’s completely unfair. | Above all, she will be remembered for all the work she did in the community.

⚠️ Use above all in written or formal spoken English.

priority /ˈprɪərəti/ [n C/U] the most important thing, which needs to be dealt with before anything else or given more attention than anything else: First, let’s decide what our priorities are.

sb’s priority is to do sth My main priority is to get through all my exams.

first/top/number one priority Safety has always been our number one priority.

give priority to sth (=decide that something is very important, and deal with it urgently) The President promised to give priority to reducing unemployment.

plural priorities

someone or something that you care a lot about

important /ɪmˈpɔːtənt/ [adj] if something is important to you, you care a lot about it, and it has an important influence on the way you think and behave: Which is more important—your family or your career? be important to sb While I was a student, my parents’ support and encouragement were very important to me.

the important thing (=the only important thing) At least the children are safe—that’s the important thing.

⚠️ Don’t say ‘money is important for me’. Say ‘money is important to me’.

mean a lot to sb /meɪn əˈləʊ tuː sb/ especially spoken if someone or something means a lot to you, you care about them or worry about them a lot, and your happiness depends on them: You mustn’t discourage her—this job means a lot to her.

mean everything to sb (=be more important than anything else) Karen trained day and night—winning the gold medal meant everything to her.
Mean a lot to sb is more informal than important

5 an important person

important /ɪmˈpɔːrtnt/ [adj] an important person has a lot of power or influence: The school is having some very important visitors next week. | Several important politicians are calling for a change in the laws on gun control.

leading /ˈliːdɪŋ/ [adj only before noun] a leading politician, scientist, doctor etc is well known or successful or has a lot of influence, often because they know more about a subject than anyone else: a leading member of the government’s environmental committee | a leading expert on heart disease

play a leading part/role (=do something important to help something be successful): The Norwegian prime minister played a leading part in the peace talks.

VIP /ˈvɪp/ [n C] a very important, famous, or powerful person who is treated in a special way: a special party for VIPs and celebrities

You can also use VIP before a noun, like an adjective: VIP guests | the VIP lounge at the airport

6 not important

not important/unimportant /nɔt ɪmˈpɔːrtnt, ʌnɪmˈpɔːrtnt/ [adj] “I forgot to get the milk.” “Don’t worry, it’s not important.” | I don’t want to waste time arguing about unimportant details.

Unimportant is more formal than not important.

minor /ˈmaɪnər/ [adj usually before noun] minor problems, changes, injuries etc are only small, and therefore not important or worrying: She suffered only minor injuries in the accident. | There have been some minor changes to the design. | Most of the problems we’ve had so far have been relatively minor.

small /smaʊl/ [adj usually before noun] informal a small problem, detail, or thing to discuss is not important and will not take long to deal with: Don’t worry. It’s only a small problem. | There were a couple of small things I wanted to talk to you about.

it doesn’t matter /ɪt dɪzənt ˈmætər/ spoken say this to tell someone that something is not important and does not cause serious problems, even though it may seem bad: “We’ve missed the train.” “It doesn’t matter, there’s another one in 10 minutes.”

+ if/whether/when/what It doesn’t matter if you’re late. We’ll wait for you. | It doesn’t matter what other people say. Do what you think is best.

trivial /ˈtrɪvɪəl/ [adj] something that is trivial is so unimportant that you should not worry about it or waste time on it: I’m sorry to bother you with such a trivial question. | My problems seem quite trivial compared with Suzie’s.

petty /ˈpeti/ [adj usually before noun] unimportant and annoying - use this about rules, arguments, or things people do that seem to be too concerned with unimportant things: I’m sick of having petty arguments over money. | I liked the new school much better - it didn’t have as many petty rules as the old one.

IMPOSSIBLE

opposite POSSIBLE

see also CAN/CAN’T

impossible /ɪmˈpɒsəbl/ [adj] something that is impossible cannot be done: an impossible task | We’re supposed to do all this work by tomorrow, but it’s impossible.

it is impossible to do sth The twins are so alike that it’s impossible to tell them apart.

it is impossible for sb to do sth The street was narrow, and it was impossible for the two buses to pass.

make it impossible Her back injury made it impossible for her to play tennis anymore.

find it impossible (=discover that you cannot do something) When people leave prison, they often find it impossible to get a job.
not possible ˌnot 'pɒzəbl|-|'pɑː-|  [adj]
impossible or very difficult to do - use this when the situation that you are in makes something extremely difficult to do: We can’t buy a new computer for every student - it’s just not possible.

it is not possible to do sth It is not possible in a book this size to cover every aspect of the subject.

it is not possible for sb to do sth She’s in a meeting, so I’m afraid it’s not possible for you to see her now.

there’s no way ˈðeəz nɔ́ ˈweɪ/ spoken say this when you strongly believe that something is impossible: There’s no way we can get to the airport in less than an hour.

out of the question ˌaʊt əv ə ˈkwes- tʃən/ if an idea or suggestion is out of the question, it is completely impossible or it cannot be allowed: I’d love to come with you, but with all the work I have to do it’s out of the question. 1 The cost would be over $5000, which is quite out of the question.

can’t possibly ˈkɑːnt ˌpɒzəbl|-|ˈkɑːnt ˈpɑː-| especially spoken say that you can’t possibly do something in order to emphasize that you think it is impossible and that you are surprised someone thinks it is possible: I can’t possibly eat all that food. 1 We couldn’t possibly afford the flight.

---

**IMPROVE**

see also BETTER

1 to get better

get better /get ˈbetə/ to become better: I hope the weather gets better soon.

get a lot better Yuri’s English is getting a lot better.

things are getting better (=a situation is getting better) David has a new job, so things are getting better.

get better and better (=continue to get better, in a way that makes you feel pleased) Paloma’s teacher says that her schoolwork is getting better and better.

When you see LE, go to the ESSENTIAL COMMUNICATION section.

**improve** /ɪmˈpruːv/ [v T] to become better: In the weeks that followed, his health continued to improve.

improve dramatically (=improve a lot) Conditions in prisons have improved dramatically in the last 20 years.

things are looking up /ˌθɪŋz ə lʊkɪŋ ˈʌp/ spoken say this when good things have started to happen to you, and your life seems much better than it was: Things are looking up – I’ve got a new job and a new boyfriend.

2 to make something better

improve /ɪmˈpruːv/ [v T] to make something better: I wanted to improve my French, so I got a job in Paris. 1 Road and rail services have been improved. 1 Put some salt on it. It’ll improve the taste.

make sth better /ˌmeɪk (sth) ˈbetə/ to improve a situation or improve someone’s life: Instead of making the traffic situation better, the new road has just made things worse.

make things better You won’t make things any better by worrying about them.

make life better for sb Have computers really made life better for everyone?

make improvements /ˌmeɪk ɪmˈpruːv- ments/ to make changes to something or add things to it in order to make it better, more useful, or more effective.

+ to Several improvements have been made to the original designs. 1 They made a lot of improvements to their house after they moved in (=for example by adding a new room or putting in a new heating system).

brush up sth/brush up on sth /ˈbruʃ ʌp (sth), ˈbruʃ ʌp ɒn (sth)/ [phrasal verb T] especially spoken to practise doing something that you have not done for a
a change that makes something better

**improvement** /ɪmpruːvmənt/ [n C/U] a change that makes something become better

+ in Have you noticed any improvement in his work? | Accidents have become less frequent, thanks to recent improvements in our safety checks.

**big** /ɡreɪt/ | **great** /ɡreɪt/ | **tremendous** /ˈtremendəs/ **improvement** There's been a great improvement in the team's performance over the last three games.

**advance** /ədvəns/ [n C often plural] an important new idea or way of doing something, especially in science

+ in Advances in medical science may make it possible for people to live for 150 years.

**big/enormous/major advance** The last 20 years have seen enormous advances in computer technology.

---

**IN CHARGE OF**

to be the person who controls a person, organization, or activity

see also **MANAGER, POWER, CONTROL**

**be in charge** /biː ɪŋ ˈtʃɑːrdʒ/ if you are in charge of an activity or a group of people, you are the person who has the power to control what happens, to tell other people what to do etc: Who's in charge around here?

+ of the officer in charge of the investigation

**be in charge of doing sth** As senior supervisor, she is in charge of training new employees.

**put sb in charge** David Hughes has been put in charge of the school play this year.

**run** /rʌn/ [v T] if you run a business or organization, you are the person who makes the important decisions about what will happen: She runs a company called Sunshine Holidays. | a drug counselling service that is run by ex-addicts running – ran – have run

**be responsible for sth/sb** /ˈbiː rɪˈspɒnsəbəl/ for if you are responsible for doing something, you have to make sure that everything is done correctly and that problems are dealt with; if you are responsible for someone, you have to make sure that they behave well and that they are safe: You're responsible for the children while they are in your classroom. | the Minister responsible for foreign affairs

**be responsible for doing sth** Who is responsible for organizing the travel arrangements?

**responsibility** /rɪˈspɒnsəbɪlɪtɪ/ [n C/U] a duty that you have when you are in charge, for example making sure that problems are dealt with or that people are safe: She's in charge of the whole hospital – it's a big responsibility.

**have responsibility for (doing) sth** In the past, it was usually the mother who had responsibility for child care. | The landlord is responsible for keeping the apartment in good condition.

**be sb's responsibility** Garbage collection is the responsibility of the city council.

**it is sb's responsibility to do sth** It's your responsibility to ensure that the passengers in your car are wearing seatbelts.

plural responsibilities

**lead** /liːd/ [v T] to be in charge of a group of people, especially a political party, a group of soldiers, or a team of workers: Margaret Thatcher led the British Conservative Party for fifteen years. | Lieutenant Capaldi is leading the murder investigation. | a research project led by Professor Johnson

**leading – led – have led**

**supervise** /ˈsjuːprəvaɪz/ [v T] if you supervise an activity or a group of people, your job is to watch what everyone is doing, in order to make sure that things are done correctly: Who was supposed to be supervising the kids when the fire started? | The distribution of aid will be supervised by the International Red Cross.
supervision /ˈsʌpərˌvɪzən/ n U the activity of supervising people or activities: The child needs constant supervision.

under the supervision of sb (=while being supervised by someone) You can try sailing or rock-climbing under the supervision of experienced instructors.

leadership /ˈliːdərʃɪp/ n U the position of being in charge of a group or organization

+ of Tony Blair took over the leadership of the party after John Smith died.

INCLUDE/NOT INCLUDE

▶ see also HAVE/NOT HAVE, CONTAIN

1 to include someone or something

include /ɪnˈkluːd/ v T if a group of people, things, ideas etc includes someone or something, it has them as one of its parts, but there are other parts as well: Our tour party included several young families. | Today's programme will include a workshop on language learning games. | Symptoms of the disease include tiredness and loss of memory.

Don't say 'it is including these things'. Say it includes these things.

including /ɪnˈkluːdɪŋ/ [preposition] use this to say that someone or something is part of the group that you have just mentioned: Everyone in the class passed the test, including me. | You can play all kinds of games here, including tennis, basketball, and squash.

consist of sth/be made up of sth /kənˈsɪst əv (sth)/, biː ˈmeɪd əp əv (sth)/ [phrasal verb T] use this when you are mentioning all of the parts that something includes: The US government consists of the Congress, the Judiciary, and the President. | Up to 70% of your total body weight is made up of water. | For the first three or four months a baby's diet consists only of milk.

contain /kəntˈteɪn/ v T to include particular ideas, images, or information — use this about things like books, films, or reports: The film contains some very unpleasant scenes of violence. | Her report contained some interesting suggestions.

cover /ˈkʌvər/ v T to include information about every part of a subject or about a lot of different subjects — use this about a book, TV programme, class etc: His book on European politics covers the period from 1914 to 1989. | Does your French class cover modern French literature?

range from /ˈreɪndʒ frəm/ [phrasal verb T] if prices, ages, amounts etc range from one number or amount to another, they include both the lower and higher amounts and other amounts in between them: My students' ages ranged from 20 to 55. | Prices for a week in one of our villas range from £75 to £335.

2 when a number, total, or price includes something

include /ɪnˈkluːd/ v T The price of the computer includes £500 worth of free software. | “It's $50 per night.” “Does that include breakfast?”

including /ɪnˈkluːdɪŋ/ [preposition] use this to say that something is included in a number, total, or price: The final cost of the meal was $60, including a 10% service charge. | The phone costs £68, including batteries.

come with sth /kəm wið (sth)/ [phrasal verb T] if something that you buy comes with something else, the second thing is included when you buy the first, and you do not have to pay any more for it: All the dishes on this menu come with either
French fries or salad. The carpets came with the house.

with /wið, wið/ [preposition] including a number or amount that is added to the total. With tax, the hotel bill came to $400.

3 to not include someone or something

leave out /'li:v ˈaut/ [phrasal verb T] to not include someone or something, either deliberately or accidentally. Fans were shocked that Giggs had been left out of the team.

leave out sb/sth You’ve left out a zero in this phone number.

exclude /ɪkˈsklud/ [v T] formal to deliberately not include someone or something, especially in a way that seems wrong or unfair. The new law protects most workers, but excludes those on part-time contracts. She felt they were deliberately excluding her from their plans.

omit /ˈəʊmit/ [v T] formal, chiefly British to not include something, especially a piece of information, either deliberately or because you forget. How can you give a list of ‘Great English Novelists’ that omits Dickens?

omit sth from sth Sara’s name had been omitted from the list of phone numbers.

omitting – omitted – have omitted

miss out /ˈmɪs ˈaut/ [phrasal verb T] British to not include someone or something that should be included, often by mistake.

miss out/miss sth out You missed out several important facts. Those are the people I’m inviting. Did I miss anyone out?

4 when a number, total, or price does not include something

not include /not ɪnˈklud/ The price does not include sales tax.

not including He used to earn about £300 a week, not including bonuses. There were about 50 people on the plane, not including the crew.

excluding /ɪkˈskludɪŋ/ [preposition] not including—use this especially when you are talking about prices or taxes. The computer costs £1500, excluding VAT.

Car rental charges are $50 a day, excluding the cost of gasoline.

not counting /nɒt ˈkæntɪŋ/ especially spoken use this to make it clear exactly which people or things you do not want to include in a total. Jane’s been away for a week now, not counting today. I get 25 days’ holiday a year, not counting public holidays.

INCREASE

→ look here for ...
   • when a number or amount gets bigger
   • when a feeling gets stronger
   • when something happens more often
   → see also GROW, BIG, MORE

1 when a number or amount gets bigger

increase /ɪnˈkriːs/ [v I] to become larger in number, amount, price, value etc. Gradually the noise and traffic increased as they approached the city.

increase by 10%/$100/2 million etc (=by a difference of 10% etc) The price of cigarettes has increased by 30% in the last two years.

increase to $1000/2 million etc (=to reach a total of $1000 etc) The number of unemployed is expected to increase to four million by 2001.

increase in number/value an investment that is certain to increase in value.

increase considerably/greatly/enormously The use of mobile phones has increased enormously over the past two years.

increasing /ɪnˈkriːsɪŋ/ [adj only before noun] An increasing range and variety of health foods are now available.

an increasing number of/increasing numbers of Increasing numbers of North American trees are being damaged by acid rain.

⚠️ Don’t use increase about the level or standard of something. Use go up or rise: The standard of living has risen (not ‘increased’).
go up/rise /gəʊ 'ʌp, rɑɪz/ [v l] to increase — use this about numbers, prices, or temperatures etc, but also about the level or standard of something: My rent’s gone up again. It’s £100 a week now. | Spending on education has risen rapidly in recent years. | With more and more cars on the road, pollution levels are rising steadily.
+ by 10%/£500 etc (=by a difference of 10% etc) House prices went up by 20% last year. | Salaries have risen by 50% since 1987.
+ to $1000/10 million etc in summer, temperatures often rise to 40°. | The average price of a loaf of bread has gone up from 26p to 60p.

rising — rose — have risen

⚠️ Go up is more common in spoken English than increase or rise.
⚠️ Don’t confuse raise (=make something rise) with rise (=become more).

rising /ˈrɑɪzn/ [adj only before noun] increasing — use this about prices, numbers etc or about the level or standard of something: Rising fuel costs have forced many airlines to put up the price of air tickets. | the country’s rising standard of living

rising unemployment/crime/inflation (=when problems increase and become more serious) a period of economic difficulty and rising unemployment

grow /ɡrəʊ/ [v l] to increase gradually over a period of time — use this about numbers or amounts, or about the total amount of business activity or trade: Sales of new cars have grown steadily since 1990. | China’s economic output continues to grow at a remarkable annual rate.

grow by 10%/£5000 etc (=by a difference of 10% etc) Last year, our profits grew by £50,000.

growing — grew — have grown
growing /ˈɡrəʊɪŋ/ [adj only before noun]
Growing numbers of women are choosing to give birth at home.

double /ˈdʌbl/ [v l] to become twice as big: The price of electricity has almost doubled in less than three years.

shoot up /ʃu:t ʌp/ [phrasal verb l] to increase quickly and suddenly — use this especially about prices, costs, or amounts of money: Water charges have shot up by 35% in only 12 months.
+ from ... to ... Profits shot up from $4000 to $34,000 last year.

2 when a feeling gets stronger
growing /ˈɡrəʊɪŋ/ [adj only before noun] growing doubts/fears/interest/opposition etc doubts, fears etc that are gradually becoming stronger: women’s growing interest in football | I listened to his story with growing disbelief.
grow /ɡrəʊ/ [v l] if a feeling grows, it gradually becomes stronger: Her confidence grew, and soon she was able to go out driving on her own. | Fears are growing for the safety of the missing children.
growing — grew — have grown

increase /ɪnˈkriːs/ [v l] to become stronger — use this especially about a feeling that a lot of people have: The excitement is increasing inside the stadium as we wait for the teams to come out onto the field. | The President’s popularity has increased enormously since the war.

increasing [adj only before noun] There is increasing uncertainty about the company’s future.

build up /bɪld ʌp/ [phrasal verb l] if a bad feeling such as anger builds up, it gradually increases, until it makes you decide to do something: The pressure built up over the year, and eventually I had to leave my job. | I could feel the anger building up inside me.

mounting /ˈmɔːntɪŋ/ [adj only before noun] mounting anger/excitement/concern anger, excitement etc that is quickly increasing and becoming very strong: There is mounting concern about the use of guns by criminals.

3 when something happens more often
increase /ɪnˈkriːs/ [v l] if an activity increases, it happens more often, and so it affects more and more people or situations: Smoking is increasing among teenage girls.

be on the increase /bɪ. on ði ˈɪnˈkriːs/ if a problem in society is on the increase,
it is happening more and more often: Drug taking is on the increase. | Poverty and homelessness seem to be on the increase again.

turn up sth He leaned forward and turned up the TV.

turn sth up I can’t hear the news. Can you turn it up a little? | I wish they’d turn the heating up – it’s so cold in here.

an increase in an amount or number

increase /ɪnˈkriːs/ [n C] when an amount or number increases
+ in The company announced a 5% increase in profits. | There has been a big increase in the number of homeless people.

a sharp/dramatic increase (=a big and sudden increase) There has been a sharp increase in the number of people using the Internet.

raise /reɪz/ [v T] to increase prices, taxes etc. or to make certain feelings stronger: Before the election the President promised not to raise taxes. | Oil companies are planning to raise prices.

raise hopes/expectations (=make people more hopeful)

raise doubts/fears/questions (=make people more uncertain or worried)

Don’t say ‘an increase of tax/profits’ etc. Say an increase in tax/profits etc.

rise /raɪz, [n singular] an increase in numbers, prices, taxes etc. or an increase in the level of something
+ in The police have been unable to stop the rise in crime. | a sudden rise in temperature

a sharp/dramatic rise (=a big and sudden increase) The figures show a dramatic rise in sales of CDs.

growth /ɡraʊθ/ [n U] a gradual increase over a period of time, especially in the amount of business activity and trade
+ in The steady growth in trade between the US and China
+ of The growth of the tourist industry has provided around 5000 jobs in the region.

rapid growth (=very quick growth) the rapid growth in the world’s population is partly due to improved medical services.

pay rise BRITISH raise AMERICAN /pei reɪz.

rise, [n C] an increase in the amount of money that you are paid: It’s time you had a pay rise. | The city simply can’t afford to give all teachers a raise.

build-up /bɪld ʌp/ [n singular] a gradual increase in the level of something harmful, dangerous, or worrying
of Industrialization has led to a build-up of gases such as carbon dioxide in the atmosphere or a build-up of troops on the Korean border

**INDEPENDENT**

- look here for...
- when a country is not ruled by another country
- when someone does not need help or money from other people

1 country

- see also COUNTRY, GOVERNMENT/ POLITICS, FREE 3

independent /ɪndɪˈpendənt/ [adj] an independent country is not ruled by another country and has its own government. Many Scottish people want Scotland to be an independent country. India became independent in 1947.

independence /ɪnˈdɪpendəns/ [n U] when a country is not ruled by another country, but has its own government: Mexico achieved independence from Spain in 1821. The Irish people’s fight for independence

2 person

- see also CONFIDENT/NOT CONFIDENT, DESCRIBING PEOPLE

independent /ɪndɪˈpendənt/ [adj] an independent person can make their own decisions, organise their own life, and pay for the things they need, without help or advice from other people: I’ve become much more independent since I started living on my own. ‘Cosmopolitan’ is a magazine for young independent professional women.

financially independent (=when you don’t need money from other people) Carla had just started her first job, and she enjoyed being financially independent.

Q can take care of yourself (also can look after yourself BRITISH) or can look after yourself or you do not need other people to do things for you or tell you what to do: stop worrying about the kids – they can take care of themselves.

stand on your own two feet /stænd ɒn dɜːr tuː ʃɛt/ if you can stand on your own two feet, you can deal with difficulties and situations alone and you do not expect other people to do things for you: I had to learn to stand on my own two feet when my husband left me.

3 not independent

dependent /dɪˈpendənt/ [adj] unable to live or do things on your own, because you need the support or help of someone else: My grandmother has become much more dependent since her illness.

+ on Over a million refugees in Zaire are dependent on foreign aid.

financially dependent (=when you need money from someone in order to live) Anne had never worked and was financially dependent on her husband.

dependent on sb/sth for sth Young children are dependent on their parents for love and emotional support.

**INFORMATION**

**DETAIL**

**COMPUTERS**

FIND OUT see NEWS

**TELEVISION**

AND RADIO

ASK

TELL

**NEWSPAPERS**

AND MAGAZINES

1 information

information /ɪnˈfərmeɪʃn/ [n U] facts or details that tell you about a situation, event, person, place etc

+ about/on The book contains information on how to find a job abroad.

give/provide information The tourist office will be able to give you the information you need. An organization that provides information about AIDS

further information

formal (=more information) For further information, please write to the following address.
piece of information a useful piece of information

detailed information (=containing a lot of facts) The guidebook has detailed information about the hotels in the area.

⚠️ Don’t say ‘informations’. Say information.

⚠️ Don’t say ‘an information’. Say a piece of information or some information.

fact /fækt/ [n C usually plural] a piece of information that is known to be true: I’m not interested in your opinions — I just want to know the facts.

+ about It’s important that young people learn the facts about drugs. I a book full of interesting facts about plants
+ that It is a remarkable fact that no-one had ever been convicted under this law.

details /ˈdeɪtlz/ [plural] all the specific pieces of information that you need to know about something which you already know about in a general way: There’s a big jazz festival in May. I’ll give you the details if you want.

+ of Please send us details of your bank account.

data /ˈdeɪtə/ [U] facts, numbers, and other information that has been collected and stored, especially on a computer: All our data is stored on computer.

+ on Scientists have been collecting data on air pollution levels.

2 a collection of information

file /feɪl/ [C] a collection of information, about a person, subject etc which is kept by an organization such as a school, a company, or the police: Only a few people are allowed to see these files.

+ on The FBI has files on all suspected terrorists. Could you bring me the file on the West murder, please?

record /ˈrɛkərd/ [n C usually plural] information that is collected gradually over a long period of time, so that it can be looked at when necessary: I’ve checked the student records, and I can’t find any mention of her name. I medical records
+ of the official records of births, marriages, and deaths

keep a record (=write down details of things as they happen) Keep a record of all your expenses during the trip.

database /ˈdebətboʊs/ [n C] a very large collection of information kept on a computer: The bookstore now has a database which lists all the books in stock.

+ of a database of car-owners in the UK.

3 to write down information

record /rɪˈkaːrd/ [v T] to write down information or store it on a computer, so that it can be looked at later, especially official information about numbers or amounts: Only 13 cases of this disease have ever been recorded. The meteorological office recorded the lowest rainfall in 10 years.

INSTEA

1 instead of another thing, place, or time

instead /ɪnˈsted/ [adv] if you do one thing instead of another, you do the first thing after deciding not to do the other thing: We didn’t have enough money to go to a movie, so we went to the park instead. I can’t manage Thursday. Can we meet on Friday instead?

+ of Could I have soup instead of salad?

rather than /ˈrɑːθər ˈðɛn/ if you do one thing rather than another, you do the first thing because it seems better or more suitable: A lot of young people are choosing to rent rather than buy their
own houses. Instead of waiting for the bus, Larry decided to take a taxi.

in place of sth [ɪnˈpleɪs ɒv (stθ)] if one thing is used in place of another, it is used instead of it or put in the place where the other thing used to be: During this period, people were beginning to use coal as a fuel, in place of wood.

in its place/in their place The church was demolished, and an office block was built in its place.

2 instead of another person

instead [ɪnˈsteɪd] [adv] Chris couldn’t go to the meeting, so I said I’d go instead.

+ of Gillespie will play in midfield instead of Cochrane.

for [fɔː; strong fɔː] [preposition] if you do something for someone, you do it instead of them, especially in order to help them: Let me carry that shopping for you. Pat wasn’t feeling well, so I said I would take care of the children for her.

go in sb’s place [gəʊ in (sb’s) ‘pleɪs] if you go somewhere in someone’s place you go there instead of them: Lauren was too busy to go to the concert, so Wendy went in her place.

on behalf of sb [ɒn bɪˈheɪf ɒv (sb)] -ˈheɪf- if you do something on behalf of someone, such as giving a speech or making an official decision, you do it instead of them because they have asked you to be their representative: On behalf of everyone here, I’d like to wish you a long and happy retirement.

on sb’s behalf Richardson’s lawyer agreed to speak to journalists on his behalf.

3 to do something instead of someone or something else

take the place of/replace [ˈteɪk ərˈpleɪs ɒv, ˈrɪpleɪs] [v T] to do a job or do work that used to be done by someone or something else: In most offices, computers have replaced the old typewriters. One ‘smart’ card can now take the place of cash, cheques, and credit cards. Schmidt will replace Thijsen as Minister of the Environment.

take over [ˈteɪk əˈveɪ] [phrasal verb I/T] to start doing a job, especially an important job, that someone else used to do: Perryman has agreed to take over until the club can find a new coach.

take over sth Kolchinsky took over the chairman’s job in 1994.

+ from My father always expected me to take over from him and run the family business.

stand in for sb [stænd ɪn fɔː (sb)] [phrasal verb T] to do someone’s job for them for a short time: Can you stand in for Meg while she’s on vacation?

replacement [ˈrɪplɛsmənt] [n C] a person, machine, system etc that does a job or does work instead of someone or something else: When Steve announced he was leaving, the coach started looking around for a replacement.

+ for These fertilizers were developed as a replacement for the old nitrates.

INSTRUCTIONS

1 information about how to use something or what to do instructions [ɪnˈstrækʃənz] [n plural] written or spoken information telling someone what they want to do or how something should be done: Always wash clothes according to the instructions on the label.

give sb instructions Patricia was in the living room giving the babysitter her instructions.

follow instructions (=do what the instructions tell you) I’ve followed her instructions, but the computer still isn’t working.

+ about/on Have you read the instructions about what to do if there’s a fire?
INTELLIGENT

- opposite STUPID
- if you mean ‘behaving in a way that is reasonable and not stupid’, go to SENSIBLE
- see also GOOD

1 good at learning, thinking, and understanding ideas

intelligent ˌɪntəˈlɪdʒnt [adj] someone who is intelligent has a high level of mental ability and is good at learning, thinking, and understanding ideas. Natalie was very charming and extremely intelligent. He’s probably the most intelligent student in the class.

highly intelligent ˌɪntəˈlɪdʒnt ˈhaɪlɪ [adj] someone who is highly intelligent is very intelligent.

2 a book or document with instructions

the instructions ˈɪnstrəkʃənz [n] a book or piece of paper that provides information about how to do something or how to use something: I don’t need to read the instructions – I’ve played this game before. I can’t get the computer to work and I’ve lost the instructions.

manual ˈmænjuəl [n] a book that contains detailed instructions for using a complicated machine. Before you try to use the camera, read the manual carefully.

handbook ˈhændbʊk [n] a book containing useful information and advice for a group of people who need it. written by someone who knows a lot about the subject: The students’ handbook gives information on how to find accommodation.

cookbook (also recipe book BRITISH) ˈkʊkbʊk, ˈresɪpɪ bʊk [n] a book that has instructions about how to cook different kinds of food.

clever especially BRITISH smart especially AMERICAN ˈklevər, ˈsmɑːt [adj] someone who is clever or smart is good at learning or understanding things quickly and at thinking of how to solve problems: You’re so clever! How did you think of that? Laura’s smart and she has plenty of ambition. My sister’s much smarter than I am.

bright ˈbræt [adj] children and young people who are bright are intelligent and likely to be successful at school or in their jobs: She’s one of the brightest kids in her class.

cbrainy ˈbreini [adj] informal someone who is brainy is very intelligent and good at studying: At school, Karen was always one of the brainy ones.

2 extremely intelligent

genius ˌdʒiˈniəs [n] someone with a very high level of intelligence, which only a few people have, especially someone who has original and important ideas: Einstein was probably the greatest mathematical genius of all time.

brilliant ˈbrɪljənt [adj] a brilliant scientist, student, teacher etc is extremely intelligent and does very good or important
work which people admire them for. The brilliant physicist Paul Dirac first put forward this theory back in 1930. I a brilliant historian.

clever ideas, plans, or ways of doing things

clever [ˈklevər] [adj] especially british a clever idea, plan, or way of doing something is good and works well. Mark had lots of clever ideas for making money.
cleverly [ˈklevrli] [adv] The building has been cleverly designed to use as little energy as possible.

ingenious [ˈɪndʒiənəs] [adj] an ingenious method, idea, or piece of equipment is cleverly designed to do a job or solve a problem in a very original way: an ingenious method of sending secret information

the ability to learn well

intelligence [ˌɪntelˈdʒəns] [n U] the ability to learn quickly, think clearly, and understand ideas well. Most of the children at the school are of above average intelligence.

brains [ˈbreɪnz] [n plural] informal the ability to think quickly, study well, and remember a lot of facts: With his brains, he'll easily get into university.

an annoying person who thinks he or she is very clever

know-it-all (also know-all British) [ˈnəʊ ɪt əl, ˈnəʊ ətəl] [n C] informal someone who annoys you because they always think that they know more than other people: All right then, know-it-all, you tell us what the answer is.

good at getting advantages for yourself

clever especially british smart especially american [ˈklevər, ˈsmaːrt] [adj] someone who is clever or smart is good at getting advantages for themselves by using clever and sometimes dishonest methods: Some smart lawyer got him out of prison. I a clever politician, who stayed in power by keeping his enemies divided

cleverly [ˈklevrli] [adv] He cleverly avoided saying what his real intentions were.
cunning [ˈkænɪŋ] [adj] someone who is cunning gets what they want by thinking carefully about it and making secret plans: Hawkeye was very cunning — he always waited until his enemy was alone and unarmed before making his attack.
cunningly [ˈkænɪŋli] [adv] A video camera had been cunningly hidden behind the mirror.

streetwise [ˈstrɪtwɪts] [adj] someone who is streetwise has a lot of experience of life in big cities, so they know what to do in difficult or dangerous situations: Kids nowadays are much more streetwise than we ever used to be.

INTEND

to intend to do something

→ see also organize/arrange, prepare

intend to do sth /ɪnˈtend tu ˈdəːr (stθ)/ [v T] if you intend to do something, you have decided that you want to do it at some time in the future: I intend to find out who is responsible for this. I Do you think Jones really intended to kill his wife?

mean to do sth /miːn tu ˈdəːr (stθ)/ especially spoken to intend to do something - use this especially when you forgot to do something or did not have the chance to do it: I’ve been meaning to phone Anne for ages. I meant to tell you, but I forgot.

meaning - meant - meant

be going to do sth /biː ˈgɑːn tu ˈdəːr (stθ)/ if you are going to do something, you have arranged to do it at a particular time - use this to talk about definite arrangements: Ruth and Al are going to open their own restaurant. I’m going to go to the hospital tomorrow.

plan to do sth /ˈplæn tu ˈdəːr (stθ)/ to intend to do something - use this especially when you have thought carefully about when and how you will do something: Josie’s planning to return to work after she’s had the baby. I We’re planning to go on vacation in October.
set out to do sth  [set out to 'dۙ: (sth)]
to decide to do something and make plans
for how you will achieve it, especially in a
determined way: He set out to make
Newcastle the best football team in the
country.  The film is about a New York
gangster who is attacked and sets out to
get revenge.

2 to not intend to do
something
→ see also ACCIDENTALLY/DELIBERATELY,
MISTAKE

not intend to do sth  ['not 'intend ta 'dۙ: (sth)]
if you do not intend to do
something, you have decided that you will
not do it: He doesn't intend to stay in
this job all his life.  I was determined to
go, and I did not intend to let them stop
me.

have no intention of doing sth
['hæv nau 'intenʃən av 'dۙ:m (sth)]
if you have no intention of doing
something, you have firmly decided that you will
definitely not do it: She says she has no
intention of going back to her husband.  Mr Birt
announced that he had
no intention of resigning.

have no plans to do sth  ['hæv nau
'plænz ta 'dۙ: (sth)]
if you have no plans
to do something, you have not made a
decision to do it, although you may decide
to do it at a later time: At the moment,
Hugh and his girlfriend have no plans
to get married.

not mean to do sth  ['not miːnt ta 'dۙ: (sth)]
especially spoken use this to say
that, although someone did something,
they did not do it deliberately: They
hadn't meant to stay out so late.  I "You
really upset Frances last night." "I know
- I didn't mean to, but I just got very
annoyed."

3 something that you
intend to do

intention  [ɪn'tenʃən; [n C]
something that
you intend to do: I'm not sure what his
intentions are.

with the intention of doing sth  Kauri
went to the US with the intention of get-
ing a job at a university.

intention to do sth  He has announced
his intention to run for president at the
next election.

4 when something is
intended to do something
be intended to  [bɪ 'intend,t] to be
done or made for a particular purpose: a
speech that was clearly intended to reas-
sure us.  The restaurant was intended
to be like a typical Moroccan restaurant.

be meant to/ be supposed to  [bɪ
'meɪnt,t bɪ 'spɒst,t]
to be intended to have a particular result or effect - use this
especially when the result or effect is not
achieved: This film was obviously meant
to shock, but we just thought it was
funny.  The new laws are supposed to
prevent tax fraud.

INTERESTING/ INTERESTED

→ opposite BORING/BORED

→ see also EXCITING/EXCITED

Don't confuse interesting (used about
a subject, book, person etc that makes you
want to pay attention) and interested
(=how you feel when you want to find out
more about something).

1 something that makes
you feel interested

interesting  [ɪn'tɜːstɪŋ] [adj]
if something is interesting, you give it your attention,
because it is unusual or exciting or because
it provides information that you want to
know about: an interesting film about
African wildlife.  He's the most inter-
esting person I've ever met.  We spent
an interesting afternoon looking around
the old part of the city.

it is interesting to see/know/compare it
will be interesting to see which of these
bands is still popular five years from
now.  It would be interesting to know
how much the painting costs.

it is interesting that (use this about a fact
that is interesting because it is unexpected
or difficult to explain) It is interesting that
so few of the people here die from heart disease.

look/sound interesting Susan’s new job sounds really interesting.

⚠️ Never say ‘I am interesting in this’. Say I am interested in this.

interest /ˈɪntrɛst/ [v T] if something interests you, it makes you feel interested. There’s a film about bears on the TV tonight. It might interest the children.

⚠️ Don’t say ‘it is interesting me’. Say it interests me.

fascinating /ˈfæsɪnətɪŋ/ [adj] extremely interesting: Istanbul is a fascinating city. | a fascinating story of mystery and adventure.

⚠️ Don’t say ‘very fascinating’. Say absolutely fascinating.

fascinate /ˈfæsɪneɪt/ [v T] if something fascinates you, it makes you feel extremely interested: The idea of travelling to other planets fascinates me.

intriguing /ɪnˈtrɪɡɪŋ/ [adj] if something is intriguing, you want to know more about it because it is strange or difficult to understand: an intriguing question that continues to puzzle scientists. | When I got home there was an intriguing message on my answerphone.

stimulating /ˈstɪməlɪtɪŋ/ [adj] something that is stimulating is interesting and enjoyable because it gives you new ideas to think about: I would like to thank Professor Buchner for his stimulating lecture. | It was a stimulating experience, working among people from so many different countries.

⚠️ I couldn’t put it down put it down informally spoken say this about a book which was so enjoyable that you did not want to stop reading it: What an amazing book! I just couldn’t put it down.

2 feeling interested in something

interested /ɪntrəstɪd/ [adj] not before noun if you are interested in something, you give it your attention because you want to know more about it: The children seemed very interested when I showed them my photographs. | I can’t remember the name of the book, but if you’re interested I can find out.

+ in I’ve never really been interested in politics. | Bob got interested in motorcycles when he was about sixteen.

interested to know/hear/see/learn I’d be very interested to hear your opinion about this.

find sth interesting /fænd (sth) intrəstɪŋ] if you find something interesting, you feel very interested when you see it, read it, or hear about it, because it is the type of thing that you like to know about: It’s a book about travelling in India. I think you’ll find it interesting.

with interest /wɪð intrəst] watch/listen/read with interest especially written to be interested when you watch, listen, or read something: Richard listened with interest to the conversation at the next table.

with great interest I read your letter with great interest.

show interest/express interest /ʃəʊ intrəst, ɪkˈspres intrəst/ to say something to show that you are interested, especially in a suggestion or plan: I suggested going camping, but none of my friends showed any interest.

+ in Several companies have already expressed interest in our research.

⚠️ be into sth be into (sth) informally spoken to be very interested in a subject or activity, and to spend a lot of time on it because you enjoy it: I’m not very interested in science fiction, but my brother is really into it.

be into doing sth Lisa’s into keeping fit – she goes to aerobics every day.

get into sth (=become more interested in it) I never used to like jazz, but I’ve been getting into it recently.
3 to feel extremely interested in something

fascinated [ˈfæsɪneɪtɪd] [adj not before noun] extremely interested in something that you are watching or listening to: Julia was fascinated.
+ by I was fascinated by her stories of her childhood in Africa.

be absorbed in sth [əbˈsɔːrd in (sth)] to be so interested in something that you give it all your attention: She’s totally absorbed in her work. | The children were so absorbed in their game that they didn’t notice us.

be obsessed with sth [əbˈseʃəst wɪð (sth)] to be too interested in something, so that you cannot stop thinking about it: You’re obsessed with sex – that’s your problem.

be obsessed with doing sth As Forsyth grew older, he became obsessed with making money.

obsession [əbˈseʃən] [n C] when you cannot stop thinking about one particular thing: Mario’s interest in fast cars had become a dangerous obsession.
+ with the poet’s unhealthy obsession with death

4 when you are not interested in something

▶ see also BORING/BORED

not interested [ˈnəʊt ˈɪntrəstɪd] I started telling them about my vacation, but they weren’t very interested.
+ in He’s not particularly interested in sport.

not interest sb [ˈnəʊt ɪntrəst (sb)] if a subject or activity does not interest you, you do not want to know about it or learn about it: To be honest, politics doesn’t interest me at all.

lose interest [ˈlɔːz ɪntrəst] to stop being interested in something that you were interested in before: I used to go to photography classes every week, but then I just lost interest.
+ in Jenny seems to have lost all interest in her work.

INTERFERE

to try to influence a situation that you should not be involved in

▶ see also STOP 6

1 to interfere

interfere [ɪnˈtɜːfər] [v I] to try to influence a situation that you should not be involved in, for example by telling someone what to do or giving them advice which they do not want: For God’s sake Dave, stop interfering! | I don’t mean to interfere, but don’t you think you should tell your parents about this?
+ in She has no right to interfere in her son’s marriage like that. | The US was accused of interfering in China’s internal affairs.

interference [ɪnˈtɜːfərəns] [n U] when someone interferes in a situation: I think the Internet should be allowed to develop without any interference from the government.

interfering [adj only before noun] an interfering person annoys you because they keep interfering in things that they should not be involved in: an interfering old woman

meddle [ˈmedl] [v I] to interfere in a situation that you do not understand or know enough about, and which someone else is responsible for dealing with.
+ in In my opinion Church leaders shouldn’t meddle in politics.

poke your nose into sth [pək ˈnəʊz ɪntuː (sth)] INFORMAL, especially spoken to ask questions about someone else’s private life in a way that annoys them: Just stop poking your nose into my private affairs.

busybody [ˈbɪziˌbɒdɪ] [n C] INFORMAL someone who always wants to know about or get involved in other people’s private activities: That woman’s such a busybody – she knows everything about everyone!

plural busybodies

When you see THE, go to the ESSENTIAL COMMUNICATION section.
to not interfere

mind your own business /maind jor oum 'bizniz/ spoken say this when you want someone to stop interfering or asking questions about something that is private: Why don’t you just mind your own business and leave us alone? I He asked me how much money I earned, and I told him to mind his own business.

stay out of it /stec 'aut av it/ spoken informal to not get involved in a fight or an argument between other people: If I were you I’d stay out of it — Josh gets violent when he’s drunk.

INVENT

if you mean ‘think of an explanation, reason etc that is untrue’, go to TRUE/NOT TRUE 3

Don’t confuse invent (=think of something that did not exist before) and discover (=find something that people did not know about before).

to think of a new idea, design, or name for something

see also FIND 4, IDEA

invent /in'vent/ [v T] to think of an idea for a new product, machine etc for the first time, and design it and make it: Alexander Graham Bell invented the telephone. Television was invented in the 1920s.

invention /'in'venʃən/ [n U] when someone has invented a new product: a discovery that led to the invention of the nuclear bomb

create /kri'ei:t/ [v T] to make something new in art, literature, fashion etc: Agatha Christie created the character Hercule Poirot. Mary Quant created a whole new look for women’s clothes in the 1960s.

think up / come up with / think up sth / come up with sth See if you can come up with a better name for it. I We need to think up some new ideas for the Christmas show.

device /dɪ'veɪs/ [v T] to invent a way of doing something, especially one that is clever and complicated: The exercise program was devised by a leading health expert. Scientists have devised a test that shows who is most likely to get the disease.

someone who invents things

inventor /'in'ventər/ [n C] someone who invents things

of Marconi, the inventor of radio

creator /kri'eɪtər/ [n C] the writer, artist, or designer who first produced a well-known story, character, fashion etc

of Walt Disney, the creator of Mickey Mouse

something that someone has invented

invention /'in'venʃən/ [n C] something that someone has invented: The light bulb was Edison’s most famous invention.

INVITE

see also PARTY

to invite someone

invite /'ɪnvɪt, əsk/ [v T] to ask someone to come to a party, wedding, meal etc: It’s going to be a big wedding - they’ve invited over a hundred people. I “Are you going to Emma’s party?” “No, I haven’t been asked.”

invite sb to a party/wedding etc Are you going to invite Stephanie to the school disco?

invite sb to do sth Jane’s parents have asked me to come and stay with them for a couple of weeks.

invite sb for lunch/dinner Madeline has invited us for dinner on Saturday.
invite/ask sb in (=invite a visitor into your home) He invited me in for a cup of coffee.

⚠️ Don’t say ‘she invited/asked me in her party.’ Say she invited/asked me to her party.

⚠️ You can use invite in written or spoken English. Ask is more informal, and is usually used in spoken English.

ask sb out (ask (sb) ‘aut|æsk-| [phrasal verb T] to ask someone to go to a restaurant, a film etc with you because you want to start a romantic relationship with them: Why don’t you ask her out? Or are you too shy?

have sb over (hæv (sb) ˈəʊvər/ [phrasal verb T] if you have someone over, they come to your home to have a meal or to spend time with you because you have invited them: “What did you do last night?” “We had some friends over and we played cards.”

have sb over for drinks/dinner etc We had Nick’s parents over for dinner on Saturday.

2 a message inviting someone

invitation (ˌinvɪˈteɪʃən/ [n C] a message inviting someone to a party, wedding etc: Thanks for your invitation. I’d love to come. I a wedding invitation + to Did you get an invitation to the party?

3 someone who you invite

guest (gest/ [n C] someone who is staying at your home, or who has come to your party, wedding etc because you invited them: the wedding guests | We have guests staying with us this week.
JEALOUS

1 because someone loves another person

- see also LOVE.

GIRLFRIEND/BOYFRIEND, RELATIONSHIP

jealous /ˈdʒeləs/ [adj] angry and unhappy because you think your husband, girlfriend etc loves someone else more than they love you.

get jealous (=become jealous) My girlfriend gets jealous if I even look at another woman.

make sb jealous I saw her talking and laughing with Bob. She was just trying to make me jealous.

jealous husband/wife/lover It’s a story about a woman who is killed by her jealous lover.

jealously [adv] He watched jealously as Rose danced with his brother.

jealousy /ˈdʒeləsɪ/ [n U] the angry, unhappy feeling you have when you think your husband, girlfriend etc loves someone else more than they love you: Morgan stabbed his girlfriend in a fit of jealousy.

2 because you want something that someone else has

- see also WANT

jealous /ˈdʒeləs/ [adj] you feel jealous when someone has something that you want, and you are annoyed that they have it and you do not: Wait till Andrea hears about my new job. She’ll be really jealous.

of I felt jealous of Katie with her new baby.

envious /ˈenviəs/ [adj] especially written you feel envious when someone has something nice or special, and you wish that you had it too: He cast an envious look at Simon’s shiny red sports car.

of I was always envious of the way Tracey looked good in whatever she wore.

envously [adv] She glanced enviously at Emma’s slim figure.

envy /ˈenvi/ [v T] to wish that you had the same abilities, possessions etc as someone else: I wish I could play the piano like that – I really envy you!

envy sb for sth He always envied his brother for the way he made friends so easily.

envying – envied – have envied

envy /ˈenvi/ [n U] the feeling you have when you want something that someone else has: It was difficult to hide her envy as Jim described his new job in Hawaii.

green with envy (=very envious) Tom will be green with envy when he sees your new computer.

jealousy /ˈdʒeləsɪ/ [n U] the feeling of wanting something that someone else has, especially when this makes you angry or unhappy: Ever since Clark won the lottery, he has had to cope with the jealousy and resentment of his former workmates.

JOB

POSITION/RANK

WORK

COMPANY

MANAGER

PAY

EXPERIENCE

BUSINESS

1 a job

job /dʒɔːb/ [n C] the work that you do regularly in order to earn money, especially when you work for a company or a public organization: My first job was in a record store. I Daniel starts his new job on Monday. I She has a well-paid job in the tax department.

get/find a job Her son still hasn’t been able to find a job. I Ted got a job as a bartender.

look for a job (=try to get one) She’s looking for a job in the music business.

part-time job (=when you work less than the usual number of hours each week)
had a part-time job while I was at college.

**job losses/job cuts** (=when a lot of people lose their jobs)

⚠️ Don’t say ‘What is your job?’ or ‘What is your work?’ when you want to know what someone does to earn money. Say ‘What do you do?’ or ‘What do you do for a living?’ “What does your mother do?” “She’s a doctor.”

**work** [wɜːk] [n U] anything that you do to earn money: My father started work when he was 14 years old.

**look for work** (=try to find any job that you can) Lena graduated from college six months ago and is still looking for work.

**find work** Mario was hoping to find work in a hotel or a restaurant.

**go back to work/return to work** (=start working again) A lot of women return to work when their children start school.

**to/at work** (=to or at the place where you work) He’s marrying someone he met at work. What time do you go to work?

**before/after work** (=before you start/after you finish your work each day) Let’s go for a drink after work tonight.

⚠️ Don’t say ‘a work’. Work is an uncountable noun.

**profession** [prəˈfeʃən] [n C] an area of work such as law, medicine, or teaching, for which you need special training and education

**the teaching/medical/legal profession** There are now a lot more women in the legal profession.

**go into/enter a profession** There was a big demand for accountants in the 1980s, and many graduates entered the profession at this time.

**occupation** [ɒkˈɒpənʃən] [n C] the type of work that someone usually does: Please state your age, address, and occupation in the space below. Part-time workers often work in low-paid occupations.

⚠️ Occupation is a word used especially on official forms or for writing about the types of job that people do. Don’t use occupation to talk about your own job.

**post/position** [ˈpəʊst, ˈpəʊʃən] [n C] FORMAL an important job in a company or organization

+ **of** He was offered the post of ambassador to Mexico.

**hold a post/position** (=have an important job in an organization) She was the first woman ever to hold the position of Prime Minister.

**vacancy** [ˈvekənsi] [n C] a job that is available: We’ll contact you if we have any vacancies.

+ **for** Do you have any vacancies for sales staff?

plural **vacancies**

**professional** [prəˈfeʃənal] [adj] a professional musician, sports player, photographer etc earns money by playing music, doing a sport etc, rather than doing it just for enjoyment: Professional basketball players can earn a lot of money.

**turn professional** (=become professional) He had been a successful amateur boxer before he turned professional in 1988.

**professional** [n C] It’s a big golf tournament, with many of the world’s top professionals taking part.

## 2 to give someone a job

**take on** [teɪk ɒn] [_phrasal verb T] if a company **takes** someone on, it gives them a job

**take on sb** The store always takes on extra sales assistants for the Christmas period.

**take sb on** They’ve agreed to take me on for a year after I finish college.

**hire** [hɪər] [v T] ESPECIALLY AMERICAN if a company **hires** someone, it gives them a job: She was hired in April this year. They’re not hiring any new people at the moment.

**appoint** [əˈpɔɪnt] [v T] to choose someone for an important job: The President has appointed a new Minister of Culture.

**appoint sb director/manager/principal etc** In 1989 he was appointed managing director.

**appoint sb to a job/position/post** This is the first time a woman has been appointed to such a senior position.

**recruit** [rɪˈkrut] [v T] to find new people to work for a company, organization, or military force: The police department is
trying to recruit more black officers. It's getting more and more difficult to recruit experienced staff.

**promote** /prəˈməʊt/ [v T often passive] to give someone who works in an organization a more important job than the one they had before

**be promoted** Did you hear that David's been promoted?

**be promoted to** She was promoted to Assistant Principal.

**promotion** [n C/U] when someone is given a more important job in an organization: What are my chances of promotion if I stay here? (=am I likely to be promoted?) Darren has had two promotions since he joined the BBC in 1990.

3 **to take away someone's job**

**fire** /ˈfaɪər/ [v T] to make someone leave their job, because they have done something wrong or because their work is not satisfactory: She kept arriving late, and in the end they fired her. / You're fired!

**fire sb for (doing) sth** He was fired for being drunk at work.

**sack sb/give sb the sack** /sæk (sb), ˌgɪv (sb) əˈsæk/ BRITISH to make someone leave their job, because they have done something wrong or because their work is not satisfactory: They sacked the coach after the team lost 10 games in a row.

+ for She was given the sack for trying to organize a trade union.

**lose your job** /ˈlʌz ˈʃɒd/ to lose your job, your job is taken away from you: Things have been really difficult since Terry lost his job. / Thousands of workers lost their jobs when the car factory closed.

**get the sack** /ɡet əˈsæk/ BRITISH if you lose your job, your job is taken away from you, especially because you have done something wrong or your work is not satisfactory: He got the sack after he was caught stealing money.

**lay sb off/make sb redundant** /leɪ (sb) əf, ˈmeɪk (sb) rɪˈdændənt/ if a company lays off or makes redundant, it makes them leave their job because it does not need them any more: If sales keep falling, we'll have to lay off even more people. / The two banks merged to form a single company, and hundreds of workers were made redundant.

⚠ Lay sb off is used in both British and American English, and it can mean either that someone loses their job permanently, or that they lose it for a short period. Make sb redundant is used only in British English and means that someone loses their job permanently.

**redundancy** /rɪˈdʌndənsi/ [n C/U] BRITISH when a company takes away someone's job because it does not need them any more: The decline in car sales led to many redundancies.

**redundancy pay/money** (=money you receive from a company when you lose your job) He used his redundancy money to buy a boat.

plural: redundancies

4 **to ask for a job**

**apply** /əˈplaɪ/ [v l] to formally ask to be considered for a job that has been advertised, especially by writing a letter or answering the questions on a form: I applied in September, but I didn't hear from them till the following January.

**apply for a job/post/position** Dear Sir, I am writing to apply for the post of Training Officer.

**applying** - **applied** - **have applied**

**application** /əˈplɪkeɪʃon/ [n C] a formal request to be considered for a job, often consisting of a form on which you have to answer questions about your education, your work experience etc.

+ for Ben's just sent off an application for a job in Dubai.

**application form** (=a piece of paper on which you have to answer questions about yourself when you apply for a job) You have to give details of your previous work experience on the application form.

**job application** She filled out hundreds of job applications before she got the job she wanted.

**applicant/candidate** /əˈplɪkənt, ˈkændɪdət/ [n C] someone who is being considered for a job: We're interviewing applicants all week.
How many candidates are there for the job?

CV British resumé American [sərˈvjuː, ˈrezjuːm] [rɪˈzjuːm] [n C] a written statement giving details of your education, the examinations you have passed, your previous jobs etc. which you send to an organization when you are trying to get a new job.

when someone is asked questions to find out if they are suitable for a job

interview [ˈɪntərˈvjuː] [n C] a formal meeting at which someone is asked questions in order to find out whether they are suitable for a job. I'm always very nervous in interviews.

She has an interview on Thursday for a job at MTV.

interview [ˈɪntərˈvjuː] [v T] to meet someone and ask them a lot of questions so that you can decide whether they are suitable for a job. We're interviewing two candidates today and three more tomorrow.

when someone does not have a job

unemployed [ənˈɪmplɔd] [adj] someone who is unemployed does not have a job. a poor neighbourhood where 50 per cent of the men are unemployed

the unemployed (=people who are unemployed) What can the government do to help the unemployed?

unemployment [ənˈɪmpləmənt] [n U] when people do not have jobs: Unemployment increased by more than 30,000 last month. The survey found that people's biggest worries were about crime and unemployment.

high unemployment (=when a lot of people are unemployed) The North-East is an area of high unemployment.

unemployment benefit British (=money paid by the government to people who have no job)

be out of work (also be on the dole British) [bi ˈaut av 'wɜːk, bi ɒn da 'doul] to not have a job, especially for a long time. My husband has been out of work for two years now.

JOIN

- look here for ...
- join two things together
- when roads or rivers join together
- when people or countries join together
- join a club or organization
- if you mean 'join in', go to TAKE PART
- if you mean 'join two sides of a piece of clothing', go to FASTEN/UNFASTEN
- see also CONNECTED/NOT CONNECTED, TOGETHER, SEPARATE

to join things together by putting a wire, pipe, glue etc between them

join [dʒɔɪn] [v T] to join two things together, for example by using glue or a piece of wood or metal: Join the two pieces of wood using a strong glue.

join sth together Doctors had to use a metal rod to join the two pieces of bone together. I join the sleeve and the shoulder parts together with strong thread.

fix [fɪks] [v T] to join one thing firmly to another, using screws, nails, or glue, so that it stays there permanently

fix sth to sth Now all I have to do is fix it to the ceiling.

be fixed to sth The chairs and tables were fixed to the floor.

attach [əˈtætʃ] [v T] to join one thing to another, so that it stays in position but can be removed later

attach sth to sth It took a couple of minutes to attach the trailer to the back of the truck. The doctor attached a tiny monitor to the baby's head.

be attached to sth Make sure your baggage tag is firmly attached to your suitcase.

fasten [ˈfæstən] [v T] to fix one thing firmly to another, using string, wire, or tape, in a way that makes it easy to remove later

fasten sth to sth Claire carefully fastened the brooch to her dress.

be fastened to sth Our bags were fastened to the roof of the car with thick ropes.
**connect** /kəˈnekt/ [v T] to join two pieces of equipment together with a wire or a pipe, so that electricity, water, gas etc can pass from one to the other

**connect sth to sth** Have you connected the speakers to the amplifier? I don’t know how to connect the Megadrive to the TV.

**be connected to sth** We’re waiting for our house to be connected to the city water supply.

**link** /lɪŋk/ [v T] to connect two computers, machines, or systems so that electronic signals can pass from one to the other. The two TV stations are linked by satellite.

**link sth to sth** We’ll link your computer to our system via your modem.

### 2 when something forms a connection between two places, two machines etc

**connect** /kəˈnekt/ [v T] if a pipe, wire, bridge etc connects two things or places, it forms a connection between them

**connect sth to/with sth** This wire connects the TV to the video recorder. The umbilical cord connecting the baby to the placenta. The Golden Gate Bridge connects San Francisco with Marin County.

**be connected by sth** The two lakes are connected by a narrow canal.

**link** /lɪŋk/ [v T] if a road, a railway, a plane service etc links two places, it connects them so that people can easily travel between them: a new high-speed railway linking the two capitals.

**link sth with sth** The Channel Tunnel has linked Britain with mainland Europe for the first time.

**link sth and sth** Interstate 5 links Los Angeles and San Diego.

**connection** /kəˈnektʃən/ [n C] a wire or piece of metal that joins two parts of a machine or electrical system: Carefully check all the electrical connections.

**loose connection** (=one that is not joined properly) There must be a loose connection somewhere – the phone isn’t working.

**link** /lɪŋk/ [n C] something that joins two places that are far apart, so that people can travel between them or communicate between them: two TV stations joined by a satellite link.

**+ between** Rebels bombed the Beira railroad, a vital link between the capital and the port. A telephone link between the two presidents.

### 3 when roads, rivers etc come together and join

**join** /dʒɔɪn/ [v I/T] if two roads, rivers, pipes etc join, or if one joins another, they come together: The two rivers join down in the valley. Sometimes you get leaks where the pipes join. The M1 motorway joins the M62 just outside Leeds.

### 4 when people, countries etc join together

**unite** /juːnət/ [v I] especially written if people, organizations, or countries unite, they decide to work together or join together as a single unit, for example because they have the same aims as each other.

**unite to do sth** In 1960, British and Italian Somaliland united to form Somalia. Various political and religious groups united to oppose the dictatorship.

**+ against** Police chiefs called on the local people to unite against the drug dealers.

**get together** /gɛt ˈtəɡəðər/ [phrasal verb] if people or organizations get together, they work together in order to do something that would be difficult to do alone: A group of parents got together and set up a youth club.

**get together to do sth** Several local stores got together to organize the festival.

⚠️ Get together is more informal than unite.

**team up** /tiːm ʌp/ [phrasal verb] if two or more people team up, they agree to work together, especially in business, music, theatre etc.

**+ with** I teamed up with a local journalist, and we worked on the story together.

**team up to do sth** It all started when Paul McCartney and John Lennon teamed up to form a band.
merge /mərˈdʒ/ [v I] if two companies or organizations merge, they join to form a single company or organization: The two banks are going to merge next year.
+ with The Liberal Party merged with the Social Democrats.

alliance /əˈlaɪəns/ [n C] an agreement between two or more countries or groups of people to work together in order to achieve something: the Anglo-Canadian alliance
+ between in the 1968 revolution there was an alliance between students and factory workers.

5 to join a club, organization, or military force

zoek also MEMBER

join /dʒɔɪn/ [v I/T] to join a club, company, organization, or military force: Do you think we should join the union? | She joined the Conservative Party in 1952. | William joined IBM in 1979 as a programmer. | A lot of people want to join, so there’s a big waiting list.

join the army/navy/air force Paul joined the army when he was 16.

Don’t say ‘join in a club’. Say join a club.

Don’t use join about going to a school or college. Say she went to Harvard in 1990 (not ‘she joined Harvard’).

become a member /bɪˈmɛmbər/ to join a club, organization, or political group, but not a company or a military force: You have to be eighteen before you can become a member.
+ of I was hoping to become a member of the tennis club. | Several other countries had applied to become members of NATO.

enlist/join up /ɪnˈlɪst, dʒɔɪn ʌp/ [v I] to join the army, navy, or air force: My grandfather went to join up on the day war broke out.

enlist in the army/navy/airforce Josie enlisted in the airforce and eventually became a pilot.

When you see SCC, go to the ESSENTIAL COMMUNICATION section.

JOKE

→ see also FUNNY, LAUGH, SERIOUS

1 funny story

joke /dʒɔːk/ [n C] something you say or do to make people laugh, especially a funny story: Do you know any good jokes?
tell a joke Tony told me a really funny joke last night, but I’ve forgotten it.

Don’t say ‘say a joke’. Say tell a joke.

comedian/comic /ˈkəmɪdɪən, ˈkɒmɪk/ [n C] someone whose job is to tell jokes and make people laugh: Sandra Bernhard is an actor, singer, comedian, and a regular guest on the David Letterman show.

2 when you pretend that something is true as a joke

be joking/be kidding /bi dʒɔːkɪŋ, biˈkɪndɪŋ/ informal to say something that is not true, as a joke: When he asked me to marry him, I thought he was joking! | Don’t get mad – I was only kidding!

pull sb’s leg /pʊl (sb’s)ˈleg/ informal to try to make someone believe a story that is not true, as a joke: He’s not really related to Madonna – he was only pulling your leg.

3 to make someone seem stupid by making jokes about them

make fun of sb/sth /meɪk ˈfʌn ʌv (sb/ sth) to try to make someone or something seem stupid by making jokes about them: Stop making fun of me. | The other children at school are always making fun of Tom’s clothes.

tease /tiːz/ [v I/T] to make jokes about someone, either in an unkind way, or in a friendly way that shows you like them: The kids at school used to tease Sam because he was overweight. | Don’t get upset, Stuart, she’s only teasing.
tease sb about sth Kevin’s always teasing me about my cooking.
journey  /joʊrni/ [n C] the time during which you travel from one place to another, especially when you go a long way: I've made us some sandwiches to eat on the journey. We had an awful journey – there was heavy snow and the car broke down.

bus/train/car journey the long train journey to St Petersburg

a two-hour/five-mile journey They arrived in Nice after an eight-hour journey by car.

make a journey These birds make an incredible 10,000-kilometre journey to Africa every winter.

plural journeys

⚠️ Don’t say ‘do a journey’. Say make a journey.

⚠️ Don’t say ‘Good journey’ to someone who is about to make a journey. Say Have a good journey or Have a safe journey.

trip /trip/ [n C] a journey when you go to a place, stay there for a while, and then come back: We had a lovely trip – the flight was fine and the hotel was fantastic.

take a trip They decided to take a trip to Paris.

business/school/skiing trip a school trip to the zoo

on a trip (=taking a trip) My husband’s away on a business trip in China.

a day trip (=when you go and come back on the same day) a day trip to Oxford

tour /tʊə/ [n C] an organized journey in which an entertainer, sports team, or politician visits several different places: Did you see the Rolling Stones during their last tour?

+ of The President left Washington today for a tour of the Middle East.

flight /flaɪt/ [n C] a journey in a plane: All flights to Tokyo were delayed because of bad weather.

a 30-minute flight From Athens it’s a 30-minute flight to the island.

drive /draɪv/ [n C] a journey in a car: It was quite a pleasant drive along the coast to the cottage.

a 12-hour/15-minute drive It’s about a 20-minute drive into the city from here.

crossing /'kroʊsɪŋ/ [n C] a short journey in a boat or ship from one side of a lake, river, or sea to the other: The crossing from Dover to Calais is often very rough.

voyage /vəʊidʒ/ [n C] a long journey in a boat or ship: In those days, the voyage to Australia was long and dangerous.

⚠️ Use voyage especially when you are writing stories.

jump /dʒʌmp/ [v I] to push yourself off the ground using your legs: How high can you jump?

+ into/off over I bet you can’t jump over that wall. Boys were diving and jumping off the bridge.

+ up/down Jump down and I’ll catch you.

jump up and down (=jump several times. while staying in the same place) Excited fans were jumping up and down and screaming.

jump [n C] Aziz won the event with a jump of 2.35 metres.

leap /leɪp/ [v I/T] to jump suddenly as far as you can

+ over/through/across The barman leapt over the bar and tried to stop the fight.

leaping – leapt – have leaped

leaping – leaped – have leaped

⚠️ BRITISH

When you see LEAP, go to the ESSENTIAL COMMUNICATION section.
KEEP

see also GET RID OF, INFORMATION

1 to keep something in a place

keep /kɪp/ [v T] to keep something in a place, especially so that you can find it and use it when you need it: Can you remember where she keeps her keys?

keep sth in/on/under sth Do you keep your car in a garage? 1 Nick always kept a bottle of whisky under the bed.

keeping – kept – have kept

Don’t say ‘I am keeping’, ‘she is keeping’ etc. Say I keep, she keeps etc.

store /stɔː/ [v T] to keep something in a place or container where it will not be damaged or lost, especially if you intend to keep it for a long time: The warehouse is being used to store food and clothes for the refugees. 1 Medicine should be stored in a cool dry place.

2 to keep information

keep /kɪp/ [v T] to keep many different pieces of information together in one place, so that you can find them when you need them: The police keep detailed information about everyone who has committed a crime. 1 Records of all births and deaths in the country are kept in London.

keeping – kept – have kept

Don’t say ‘I am keeping’, ‘they are keeping’ etc. Say I keep, they keep etc.

store /stɔː/ [v T] to keep information in a computer: Data regarding employees’ salaries is stored on the computer at our main office.

file /faɪl/ [v T] to keep written records and documents together using an organized system, so that everything is easy to find: The students’ records are filed alphabetically.

file sth away (=put it in the correct file)

3 to keep something, and not sell it, give it away etc

keep /kɪp/ [v T] to keep something because you have decided not to sell it, give it away, or throw it away: My mother kept all the love letters my father wrote. 1 I’ve decided to keep the car even though it’s getting old. 1 Surely you don’t want to keep all these old magazines!

keeping – kept – have kept

4 to keep something for someone to use later

save /seɪv/ [v T] to keep something that you would normally use or throw away, so that someone else can use it later: Let’s save some of this pizza for Jill. 1 I save all Polly’s old clothes for my sister’s baby.

reserve /rɪzɜːv/ [v T] to keep a table in a restaurant, a room in a hotel etc for someone to use: I’m sorry Madam. All the tables have already been reserved.

reserve sth for sb I’ll ask if they can reserve a room for us on December 22nd.

keep /kɪp/ [v T] if a shop keeps something for someone, they do not sell it or give it to anyone else

keep sth for sb If you want the necklace, we can keep it for you until Tuesday.

keeping – kept – have kept

5 to keep things such as stamps, pictures, or coins because you are interested in them and you enjoy owning them

collect /kəˈlekt/ [v T] to keep things such as stamps, pictures, or coins because you are interested in them and you enjoy owning them: My mother collects old china. 1 I used to collect shells when I was a kid.

collector [n C] someone who collects things such as stamps, pictures, or coins

collection /kəˈlektʃən/ [n C] a set of stamps, pictures, coins etc that someone keeps because it is interesting or attractive: Daniel has a fantastic stamp collection.

+ of a collection of fine china
6 an amount that you are keeping to use later
supply /'səp'leɪ/ [n C] an amount of something that you keep so that there is always some available when you need it: Food supplies were already running out.
+ of The hospital keeps a large supply of blood for use in emergencies.
plural supplies
stock /stɔk/ [stock/ [n C] an amount of something that a shop keeps in order to sell: Our stock of Italian wine is selling fast. I Buy now, while stocks last!

KICK

to hit someone or something with your foot

▶ see also HIT, ATTACK, HURT/INJURE

kick /kɪk/ [v I/T] The boy behind me kept kicking my chair. I He was dragged kicking and screaming to a waiting police car.
kick sb along/over/around etc Who kicked the ball over the fence?
kick sb in the head/stomach etc One of the gang kicked him in the stomach.
kick [n C] a kicking action or movement: A savage kick from his attacker just missed his knee.
give sb a kick /gɪv (sb) a kɪk/ to kick something once: If the door won’t open, just give it a good hard kick.

KILL

KILL

I illness/disease
ACCIDENT see CRIME
DIE violent WAR
EXPLODE WEAPON SHOOT

1 to kill someone
kill /kɪl/ [v I/T] to make someone die, usually violently: He claims that he didn’t mean to kill his wife. I The explosion killed 32 people. I Many people do not realize that these drugs are dangerous and can kill. I The disease has already killed more than 2000 people in Latin America.
be killed in a crash/accident etc James Dean was killed in a car crash in 1955.
murder /'mɔrədər/ [v T] to deliberately kill someone, especially after planning to do it: Wilson is accused of murdering his daughter and her boyfriend. I One of the country’s top judges has been murdered by the Mafia.
murder /'mɔrədər/ [n C/U] the crime of deliberately killing someone: He was convicted of murder and jailed for life.
commit a murder (=murder someone) The gun was found five miles from where the murder was committed.

Don’t confuse murder (=the crime of killing someone) and murderer (=the person who murders someone).

assassinate /'æsəsɪnət/ [v T] to murder an important person, especially for political reasons: President Lincoln was assassinated by John Wilkes Booth. I an attempt to assassinate the Pope
assassination /'æsəsɪnəʃən/ [n C/U]
+ of The assassination of Indira Gandhi caused a crisis in India.

massacre /'mæskər/ [v T] to violently kill a large number of people who cannot defend themselves: Hundreds of civilians were massacred during a peaceful protest.
massacre [n C/U] The whole world was shocked by the massacre in Rwanda.

beat/kick/stab sb to death /bɪt, kɪk, stæb (sb) tə 'deθ/ to kill someone by beating them, kicking them, or attacking them with a knife: He beat his wife to death in a drunken argument. I A social worker was found stabbed to death in her office last night.

2 to deliberately kill yourself
kill yourself /'kɪl jɔsˈself/ He killed himself by taking an overdose of pain-killers. I She had tried to kill herself several times before.
suicide /sjuːˈsaɪd/ [n C/U] when someone deliberately kills himself or herself: Police think the man's death was suicide. | A record number of teenage suicides were reported last year.

commit suicide (=kill yourself) We were devastated when we heard the news that Kurt Cobain had committed suicide.

suicide attempt (=when you try to commit suicide) Stephen was rushed to the hospital after his suicide attempt.

suicidal /sjuːˈsɪdəl/ [adj] wanting to kill yourself because you are very unhappy or upset. He became suicidal after his wife left him.

3 someone who kills someone else

murderer /ˈmɜːdər/ [n C] someone who has deliberately killed another person: A convicted murderer escaped from Dartmoor prison last night.

sb's murderer (=the person who murdered someone) She was determined to find her brother's murderer.

mass murderer (=someone who murders a lot of people)

killer /ˈkɪlər/ [n C] someone who has deliberately killed another person – used especially in newspapers and news reports + of The police are searching for the killer of a nine-year-old child. | The couple's killers have never been found.

serial killer (=someone who has killed several people over a long period of time) a serial killer who is targeting gay men in the area.

assassin /ˈæsəzn/ [n C] someone who has killed an important person, especially because they are paid for doing it: Some people believe that the assassin was working for the government.

sb's assassin (=the person who killed someone important) Kennedy's assassin claims he was tricked by the FBI.

4 when someone is killed as a punishment

be executed /ɪkˈsɛkjuːd/ to be legally killed by the government as punishment for a crime: The leader of the rebels was caught and publicly executed.

capital punishment /ˈkeɪpətʃəl pænɪˈmɑːnt/ [n U] the system of killing criminals as a legal punishment: I don't believe that bringing back capital punishment would reduce crime. | Most people that we questioned were in favour of capital punishment.

⚠️ Use capital punishment especially when you are talking about whether it is a good or a bad thing.

the death penalty /θi ˈdeθ ˈpɛnlti/ [n sing] the legal punishment of being killed for a crime: The death penalty does not exist in Britain. | In many countries, drug dealing carries the death penalty. (=the punishment is death)

be on death row (=if someone is on death row, they are in prison for a period of time before they are killed as punishment for a crime: Some prisoners have spent more than ten years on death row.

5 when someone is killed because they are very ill

euthanasia /juːθəˈnæsɪə/ [n C] when someone who is very ill is killed in order to stop their suffering: Is it true that euthanasia is legal in the Netherlands?

6 something that can kill you

fatal /ˈfeɪtl/ [adj] a fatal accident, illness, or injury is one that causes death: He suffered a fatal injury to the neck.

+ to A sudden shock could be fatal to anyone with a weak heart.

fatally /ˈfeɪtəli/ [adv] The bank manager was fatally wounded during the robbery.

lethal/deadly /ˈliːθl, ˈdedli/ [adj] likely or able to kill people – use this especially about weapons or poisons: An ordinary kitchen knife can be a deadly weapon. | a lethal dose of drugs

⚠️ Deadliness is sometimes also used about illnesses (but lethal is not): a deadly AIDS virus
to kill an animal

kill /kl/ [v T] You shouldn’t kill spiders just because you are scared of them. I'm a vegetarian because I don’t believe in killing animals.

slaughter /ˈslaʊtər/ [v T] to kill farm animals, either for their meat or skins, or because they are ill: Farmers have been told to slaughter all flocks infected with the disease. Hundreds of baby seals are slaughtered for their fur every year.

have sth put down /hæv (sth) put ‘dawn/ to painlessly kill an animal, especially a pet, because it is very old, very ill, or badly injured: Our cat was hit by a car, so we had to have her put down.

considerate /kənˈsɪdərət/ [adj] someone who is considerate thinks about other people’s feelings, and is careful not to make them unhappy or cause problems for them: Louis was always considerate and sympathetic to others.

it is considerate of sb (to do sth) My boss gave me some time off when my mother died, which was very considerate of him.

You often use considerate when complaining that someone is not considerate enough and should care more about other people’s feelings: I wish he would try and be a little more considerate.

generous /dʒəˈnərəs/ [adj] someone who is generous often gives other people money or presents: My sister’s really generous. She’s always buying things for the children.

it is generous of sb (to do sth) My dad offered to pay my plane fare, which was very generous of him.

generosity /dʒəˈnərəsɪti/ [n U] generous behaviour: The Prince was famous for his generosity to his friends.

generously [adv] These children need your help. Please give generously.

it’s nice of sb (to do sth) The nice of sb (to do sth) spoken say this when someone has helped you or pleased you by doing something kind: It was nice of her to let you use her car. “I’ve brought that book you wanted.” “Oh, thanks – that’s really nice of you.”

kind

kind /kaind/ [adj] someone who is kind tries to help people and make them happy or comfortable, and shows that they care about them: The nurses were all very kind. Luckily a kind man helped me with my bags. It was a very kind thing to do.

+ to My host family in England were really kind to me.

it is kind of sb (to do sth) Wasn’t it kind of Ross to lend us his car?

Don’t say ‘they were kind with me’ or ‘they were kind for me’. Say they were kind to me.

kindness /kaindəns/ [n U] kind behaviour: I’d like to thank you for all your kindness.

KIND

- if you mean a kind of person or thing, go to TYPE
- opposite UNKIND

NICE

see

also

STRICT/NOT

STRICK

DESCRIBING

PEOPLE

FRIENDLY/

UNKINDLY

kind to people who have problems and difficulties

sympathetic /sɪmˈpaːθetɪk/ [adj] if someone is sympathetic to you when you are having problems, they say kind things to you and show that they feel sad about your situation: Everybody was very sympathetic when they heard I’d failed my test. She gave him a sympathetic look.

sympathetically [adv] He listened sympathetically to her story.

understanding /ˌʌndərˈstændɪŋ/ [adj] an understanding person is kind and patient when someone has a problem,
and does not get angry with them or criticize them. I’ve missed a lot of work through illness—fortunately I have a very understanding boss. + about Thank you for being so understanding about all this.

good /good/ [adj not before noun] if someone is good to you, they help you and give you what you need, especially when you are having problems.
+ to My parents have been very good to me since I lost my job.
it is good of sb (to do sth) It was good of you to come and see me.

3 to treat someone too kindly

spoil /spoil/ [v T] to treat someone, especially a child, too kindly and give them everything they want whether they should have it or not: Because he was their only son, his parents spoiled him.
spoiling—spoiled [also spoilt BRITISH]—have spoiled [also have spoilt BRITISH]

KNOW/NOT KNOW

⇒ look here for ...
• know a fact
• know a person

realize (also realize BRITISH) /ˈreɪlaɪz/ [v I/T] to know that a situation exists, and especially to know how important or serious it is: None of us realized the danger we were in. 1 “The reason that she hasn’t been in school is that she’s pregnant.” “Oh, really? I didn’t realize.”
+ (that) I realize that you are very busy, but could I talk to you for a few minutes?
realize how/what/why Do you think he realizes how much trouble he has caused?

can tell /kan ‘tel/ ESPECIALLY SPOKEN to know that something is true because you can see signs that show this
+ (that) His eyes were red, and I could tell he’d been crying.
can tell whether/what/how etc You can tell whether a coin is real by scratching its surface.

be aware /bi: əˈwɛə/ FORMAL to know that a serious situation exists
+ of We are aware of the problems faced by homeless people and are trying to deal with them.
+ that The question is, was the Chief of Police aware that so much corruption existed within the police department?

1 to know a fact or piece of information

know /nəʊ/ [v I/T] to know a fact or piece of information: This is a famous painting—do you know the name of the artist? I Jack’s leaving. Didn’t you know?
+ (that) I knew he was ill, but I didn’t realize he had cancer.
know how/what/where etc Do you know where Andy is?
+ about We’ve known about the problem for some time.

2 someone who knows a lot about something

expert /ˈekspər(t)/ [n C] someone who knows a lot about a subject: Our team of experts includes psychiatrists, psychologists and social workers.
+ in/on an expert in French history
medical/legal/financial etc expert Get advice from a financial expert first.
specialist /ˈspeɪʃlɪst/ [n C] someone who has studied a very specific subject for a long time and knows much more about it than other people: You really need a specialist for this job.

+ in Professor Williams teaches English Literature and is a specialist in the novels of George Orwell.

computer/marketing/engine etc specialist The Health Department is seeking the advice of a team of tropical disease specialists from London University.

knowledgeable /ˈnɒldʒəbl/ [adj] someone who is knowledgeable knows a lot of different facts, especially about a particular subject or activity: Talk to Mr Carew — he’s knowledgeable and extremely helpful.

+ about He’s very knowledgeable about garden plants.

3 when most people know something
everyone knows /ˈevriwʌn ˈnau/ especially spoken say this when you think most people know something and you would be surprised if someone did not know it: Haven’t you heard Anja’s pregnant? I thought everyone knew.

+ (that) Everyone knows Andy and Lynn are having an affair.

everyone knows how/what/why etc Surely everyone knows how to change a light bulb!

well known /wel nɒn/ [adj] use this about facts and ideas that most people know about: Mrs Thatcher’s views on Europe were well known.

it is well known that It is well known that people who smoke are more likely to get lung diseases.

4 facts and information that you know

knowledge /ˈnɒldʒ/ [n U, singular] facts and information that you know: He doesn’t have the skills or knowledge needed to do the job.

+ of Paula has a good knowledge of Japanese.

scientific/medical/technical knowledge theories based on scientific knowledge

Don’t use knowledge in expressions like ‘get more knowledge’ or ‘increase my knowledge’. It is better to use words like learn and find out: I’d like to learn/find out more about using the Internet.

5 to know a person

know /nau/ [v T] if you know someone, you have met them before and you know things about them, such as where they live or what their job is: Yes, I know Clive. I used to work with him.

Do you know anyone who could babysit tonight?

know sb well I know Paul very well — we were at college together.

knowing — knew — have known

Don’t say ‘I am knowing’, ‘she was knowing’ etc. Say I know, she knew etc.

get to know /get tu nau/ to start to have a friendly relationship with someone by spending time with them and talking to them: When you move to a new place, it can take a long time to get to know people.

I got to know Jenny when we worked together at IBM.

acquaintance /əˈkwɛntəns/ [n C] someone you know, although you do not know them well, and they are not one of your friends: Kim’s just an acquaintance really — I’ve only met her a couple of times.

6 to know a book, place, piece of music etc

know /nau/ [v T] if you know a place, you have been there before and spent time there; if you know a book, song, film, etc you have read it or seen it or heard it before: “Do you know Boston at all?” “Yes, I went to college there.”
know any of the songs they were singing. Do you know that Hitchcock movie about a man who is being chased? What’s it called?

know sth by heart (=know every word of a song, poem etc) I’ve heard that poem so often that I know it by heart.

know somewhere like the back of your hand informal (=know a place very well) Tony had spent a lot of time in Tokyo and knew the place like the back of his hand.

knowing - knew - have known

Don’t say ‘I am knowing’, ‘she was knowing’ etc. Say I know, she knew etc.

be familiar with sth /bi: 'fæmiliə wɪð/ (sth) formal to know something well because you have seen it, read it, or used it before: Anyone applying for the job should be familiar with using a spreadsheet. Are you familiar with the works of George Eliot?

when you have seen someone or something before

recognize (also recognise British) 'rekənaɪz, 'reken-/ [v T] to know who someone is or what something is, because you have seen them before: I didn’t recognize him when he shaved his beard off. Do you recognize this picture?

Don’t say ‘I am recognizing’, ‘she was recognizing’ etc. Say I recognize, she recognized etc.

know /nəʊ [v T] to recognize someone or something, especially when you have not seen them for a long time: You’ll know him when you see him. He hasn’t changed at all. The town has changed so much, I hardly know it any more.

know sb by sight (=be able to recognize someone, although you do not know their name) I’ve never spoken to her, but I know her by sight.

knowing - knew - have known

Don’t say ‘I am knowing’, ‘she was knowing’ etc. Say I know, she knew etc.

familiar /'fæmiliər/ [adj] someone or something that is familiar is easy to recognize because you have heard or seen them many times before: a familiar tune. It was good to see all the old familiar faces again.

look/sound familiar The voice on the phone sounded familiar.

8 to not know something or someone

not know /nət 'nɔː/ to not know something or someone: “What time’s the meeting?” “Sorry, I don’t know.” I’ve met Tom a few times, but I don’t know his sister.

not know how/what/why etc I don’t know why they’re so angry.

unfamiliar/not familiar /ˌʌnˈfæməliər, nət 'fæmɪliər/ especially written [adj] if something is unfamiliar or not familiar, you have not seen it, heard it, or experienced it before: It took me a long time to get used to the unfamiliar surroundings.

+ to He was speaking a language that was not familiar to me.

be unaware/not be aware /bi: 'ənəweə, nət bi: 'əweə, formal to not know about a situation or about something that is happening, especially when you should know about it

+ of She was not aware of the man who had come quietly into the room. The child was clearly unaware of the danger.

+ that His parents weren’t aware that he smoked.

ignorant /ˈɪgnaʊərənt/ [adj] someone who is ignorant does not know facts or information that they should know.

ignorant of sth (=not knowing about a fact or situation) She remained ignorant of the real truth about her parents.

ignorant about sth (=not knowing about a subject) I’m very ignorant about politics.

ignorance /ɪgnoˈrɑːns/ [n U] when someone does not know facts or information that they should know: a mistake that was the result of their ignorance.

+ of He showed complete ignorance of the most basic historical facts.
what you say when you do not know the answer to a question

**I don't know** ['aɪ, dənt 'nəʊ] SPOKEN say this when you do not know the answer to a question: "What time is it?" "I don't know. I don't have a watch."

**I have no idea** ['aɪ, hæv 'no ɪ'dɪə] SPOKEN say this when you do not know the answer to a question, and cannot even guess the answer: "How long will it take to get there?" "I've no idea."

**Who knows** ['hu, nəʊz] SPOKEN say this when you think it is impossible for anyone to know the answer to a question: "The world might end tomorrow. Who knows?"

**Who knows what/when etc** Who knows what could happen in the future?

**Don't ask me/how should I know** ['daʊnt æsk 'mi:] SPOKEN informal say this when it is impossible for you to know the answer to a question, and you are annoyed or surprised that someone has asked you: "Why's Sharon in such a bad mood?" "How should I know, she never tells me anything." "How do these modern things actually work?" "Don't ask me!"
LAND AND SEA

1. land that is owned by someone or is used for something

land /land/ [n U] land that is owned by someone or that can be used for farming or building houses. They moved to the country and bought some land. | There was some empty land behind the office which had been turned into a parking lot.

piece of land Each family was given a small piece of land where they could grow food for themselves.

farm land/building land (=land that can be used for farming, or for building houses, offices etc)

sb's land (=land owned by someone) Get off my land.

territory /′terətɔri/ [n U] land that belongs to a country or that is controlled by a country during a war; Miller had accidentally crossed into Iraqi territory and was arrested for spying.

enemy territory (=land controlled by an enemy) His plane was shot down over enemy territory.

field /fild/ [n C] an area of land that is part of a farm, or that is used for playing sports: cows grazing in the fields | a football field

+ of a field of wheat

2. what you see in an area of land

landscape /′lændskəp/ [n C usually singular] the land that you see all around you, in the countryside or in the city, with its hills, fields, buildings etc: the beauty of the New England landscape in the fall | Brad's apartment was in a poor part of town and looked out on a desolate urban landscape of the industrial region.

scenery /′səməri/ [n U] all the mountains, rivers, forests etc that you see around you, especially when these are beautiful: a peaceful Alpine village surrounded by magnificent scenery.

3. the substance that forms the surface of the land

the ground /′ɡraʊnd/ [n singular] the surface of the land: The ground was covered in snow. | There was a big hole in the ground.

† Don't confuse the ground (=the surface of the land, outside a building) and the floor (=the surface you walk on inside a building): The kitchen floor needs sweeping. | I sat down on the ground under a tree.

earth /′ɜθ/ [n U] the substance that the ground is made of: Thousands of tons of earth were moved to build the dam. | Outside, the sun beat down on the red baked earth of Provence.

soil /′sɔl/ [n U] the earth that plants grow in: Roses grow best in a well-drained, slightly acid soil.

fertile soil (=soil that plants grow well in) The fertile soil of southern Italy is perfect for growing grapes and olives.
**dirt**  /dɜːt/ [n U] American loose dry earth: The kids were playing in the yard, digging in the dirt.

**4 the land, compared with the sea or the air**

**land**  /lænd/ [n U] the land, not the sea: After sailing across the ocean for 21 days we sighted land.

**on land**  The sea turtle lays its eggs on land.

**the ground**  /ða 'gраund/ [n singular] the land, not the air – use this to talk about planes: Our plane was flying only 100 feet above the ground. Spectators watched in horror as the aircraft plunged to the ground.

**5 hills and mountains**

**mountain**  /'mauntən/ [n C] a very high piece of land with steep sides: the Rocky Mountains | One day she wants to climb Mount Qomolangma the highest mountain in the world.

**hill**  /hɪl/ [n C] an area of land that is higher than the land around it, like a mountain but smaller: A rough track led over the hill to the village.

**valley**  /ˈvæli/ [n C] an area of low land between two hills or mountains, often with a river flowing through it: the Welsh valleys | Carrie turned off the main road into a narrow valley.

**6 flat land**

**plain**  /pleɪn/ [n C] a large area of flat land: the vast plains of central China

**7 land covered with trees**

**forest**  /fɔːrst/ [n C/U] a large area of land that is covered with trees: the thick forests of central Europe | Five hundred years ago, most of England was covered in forest.

**wood**  /wʊd/ [n C] an area of land with a lot of trees growing close together, like a forest but smaller: There was a little wood at the bottom of the valley.

⚠️ You can also use the woods to mean an area covered with trees: a walk through the woods | a story about two children who got lost in the woods

**rainforest/jungle**  /'reɪnˌfɔːrst, ˈdʒʌŋɡl/ [n C/U] a tropical forest with many large plants and tall trees growing close together, in an area where there is a lot of rain: They had to cut a path through the thick leaves and branches of the jungle. Environmental groups are campaigning against the destruction of the rainforest.
8 dry land

desert /'dezət/ [n C/U] a large area of land in a hot place, where there is very little rain and very few plants or trees: the Sahara Desert  
Mauretania is a poor country and most of it is desert.

9 rivers

river /'ri:və/ [n C] a natural and continuous flow of water in a long line across land and into the sea: the River Danube  
Let's go for a swim in the river.

stream /strɪm/ [n C] a small river that is only one or two metres wide: a mountain stream  
We passed a couple of boys who were fishing in the stream.

10 areas of water surrounded by land

lake /leɪk/ [n C] a large area of water surrounded by land: There's a little island in the middle of the lake.  
Lake Ontario

pond /pɒnd/ [n C] a small area of water, especially one that has been made in a garden, park, or field: A few village children were standing by the pond, feeding the ducks.

pool /pʊl/ [n C] a small area of water that is not moving, for example at the edge of the sea or forming part of a river: The children hunted for crabs in the pools between the rocks.

11 areas of land with water around them

island /'aɪələnd/ [n C] a piece of land completely surrounded by water: a small island in the middle of the lake  
the Hawaiian Islands  
the island of Cyprus

desert island (=a small tropical island far from other places with no-one living on it)

peninsula /'penɪnsjʊlə/ [n C] a long piece of land almost completely surrounded by water but joined to the rest of the land in one place: a rocky peninsula that stretches out into the Atlantic Ocean  
a city near the southern tip of the Malay Peninsula

12 the sea

the sea especially British the ocean especially American [əˈsiː]  
di ˈauʃən] [n singular] the large area of salty water that covers most of the Earth's surface: Do you like swimming in the sea?  
She sat on the beach, gazing out at the ocean.  
The sea was calm and there was a gentle breeze.
The sea is the word usually used in British English, and the ocean is the usual word in American English.

Sea and ocean are also used in the names of large areas of water. An ocean is one of the five very large areas of water in the world: the Pacific Ocean | the Indian Ocean. A sea is a smaller area of water which is either part of an ocean or has land all around it: the South China Sea | the Caspian Sea.

You can also use sea before a noun, like an adjective, in both British and American English: the seashore | sea creatures.

\textbf{at sea} at six: travelling on the sea far away from land. We had been at sea for two weeks when there was a terrible storm.

\textbf{marine} \textit{mərɪn/} [adj only before noun] marine plants and animals live in the sea: She studies jellyfish and other marine life. \textit{I} marine biology

\textbf{where the sea and land meet}

\textbf{the coast} \textit{ə kɔːst/} [n singular] the part of a country that is close to the sea – use this when you are talking about a country or a large part of a country: driving along the Californian coast, from San Francisco to LA.

\textbf{on the coast} (=on land that is close to the sea) a little house on the coast of Brittany.

\textbf{off the coast} (=in the sea but close to the land) They discovered oil off the northern coast of Scotland.

\textbf{of} The ship slowly made its way along the west coast of Africa.

\textbf{the shore} \textit{ərɔːr/} [n singular] the land along the edge of the sea or along the edge of a lake: We could see a boat about a mile from the shore.

\textbf{the shore of/the shores of} a small town on the shores of Lake Ontario.

You can say either the shore of or the shores of, and it means the same thing.

\textbf{beach} \textit{ˈbētʃ/} [n C] an area of sand at the edge of the sea – use this especially to talk about a place where you go to relax and enjoy yourself. The area has miles of unspoiled sandy beaches.

\textbf{the beach} By nine o'clock the beach was already crowded with people. \textit{Let's go to the beach tomorrow.}

You can also use beach before a noun, like an adjective: a beach party | a beach ball.

\textbf{the seaside} \textit{ˈsiːsid/} [n singular] a place at the edge of the sea – use this especially to talk about somewhere where you go for a holiday or to enjoy yourself. When I was little we used to go to the seaside most weekends.

You can also use seaside before a noun, like an adjective: a seaside holiday (=at the seaside) | a seaside town.

\textbf{by the sea} \textit{ˈbaɪ dəˈsiː/} on land next to the sea: We bought a small cottage by the sea. \textit{I} walking by the sea in the early morning.

\textbf{the study of countries, rivers, oceans etc}

\textbf{geography} \textit{ˌdʒiːəˈgræfi/} [n U] the study of countries, rivers, oceans, towns etc: She teaches geography in the high school. \textit{I} have to draw a map of India for my geography homework.

\section*{LANGUAGE}

\textbf{see also} \textit{WORD/PHRASE/SENTENCE}

\textbf{1 the language used by a particular group of people}

\textbf{language} \textit{ˌlæŋgwidʒ/} [n C] a system of words, phrases, and grammar that is used by the people who live in a particular country for speaking and writing to each other: “What language do they speak in Brazil?” “Portuguese.” \textit{She} can speak four different languages – French, German, English, and Dutch.

\textbf{foreign language} Children learn two foreign languages in school.

\textbf{official language} (=the language used by the government) English is the island’s official language, but people also speak French and Creole.
speak the language (=be able to speak the language of the country you are in) It's difficult living in a country where you don't speak the language.

⚠ Don't say 'I'm learning the Japanese language', 'Do you speak Italian language?' etc. Say 'I'm learning Japanese, Do you speak Italian? etc.

⚠ You can also use language before a noun, like an adjective: language teaching / language classes

dialect /'daɪəlekt/ [n C] a form of a language that is spoken by the people who live in one area of a country, which is different in some ways from the standard form of the language: The people in this part of Germany speak a dialect called Plattdeutsch. I In some northern English dialects, people say nowt instead of nothing.

slang /slæŋ/ [n U] very informal words used by young people or by specific groups of people: for example soldiers or prisoners or people who take drugs: I was totally confused by the slang that the other kids spoke.

jargon /'dʒærəɡən,-ɡan/ [n U] words used by people who do a particular job or who are interested in a particular subject, which are difficult for ordinary people to understand: When you first learn about computers, there is a whole lot of jargon to understand.

management/legal/medical/computer jargon I hate all this management jargon about 'upskilling' and 'downsizing'.

2 to change something from one language into another

translate /trənsˈleɪt, trænz- [v I/T] to change what someone has said or written from one language into another: She has translated a number of his books. I Patrice doesn't speak English, so I'll have to translate.

translate sth into Spanish/Japanese/English Can you translate this letter into French?

translate from English into Japanese/from Spanish into German etc In the second exam we have to translate from Italian into English.

interpret /ɪnˈprɪfər, [v I] to translate what someone is saying immediately after they say it, so that people who speak different languages can talk to each other: No-one in the tour group spoke Spanish, so we had to ask the guide to interpret.

+ for My boss doesn't speak any Japanese, but I interpret for her.

translation /trænˈsleɪʃən, trænz-/[n C/U] a piece of writing or speech that has been changed from one language into another: I have only read the English translation of the book, not the Japanese original.

do a translation (=translate something) I have to do a translation for homework.

in translation (=translated into a different language) All of Brecht's plays are available in translation.

3 someone who translates from one language into another

translator /trənsˈleɪtər, trænz- [n C] someone whose job is to translate what people say or write from one language into another: She works as a translator in Geneva.

interpreter /ɪnˈprɪfərət, [n C] someone whose job is to translate what has just been said, so that people who speak different languages can talk to each other: Both Presidents were accompanied by their interpreters.

through an interpreter (=using an interpreter) Speaking through an interpreter, he said: 'I'm afraid to go back to my own country.'

4 the language that you learn first

sb's first language (sb's) first ləŋɡwɪdʒ the first language that you learn as a child - use this when you are comparing someone's first language with other languages that they learn at school or later: My first language is Dutch.

sb's mother tongue (sb's) məðəˈtɑŋ the first language that you learn as a child - use this especially to talk about someone who now lives in a country where a
different language is spoken: classes for students whose mother tongue is not English

native speaker /nɛtɪv 'spiːkər/ [n C] a native speaker of a language is someone who was born in the country where that language is spoken. The book is aimed at learners of English, rather than native speakers.

5 someone who can speak more than one language bilingual /baɪˈlɪŋgwəl/ [adj] someone who is bilingual can speak two languages perfectly. Omar is bilingual – his parents speak Arabic, but he was brought up in France.

sb's second language /səb's sekənd 'læŋwɪdʒ/ [n C] your second language is a language that you speak well and often use, but not the first language that you learned as a child. Halima was born in Kenya. Her first language is Swahili, and her second language is English.

6 the use of words to communicate language /ˈlaŋwɪdʒ/ [n U] the use of words, grammar etc to communicate with other people: a fascinating study of the origins of language. Every child develops the natural ability to use language.

linguistic /ˈlɪndʒɪstrɪk/ [adj usually before noun] connected with people’s use of language.

linguistic ability/skills/studies/development a child’s linguistic development. She should be able to learn Russian fairly easily – she has plenty of linguistic ability.

LAST

= opposite first
= see also end, finish

1 coming at the end, after all the others

last /ˈlaːst/ [adj] happening or coming at the end, with no others after: What time does the last train leave? I could you repeat the last number for me please? That was the last time I ever saw her. (=I never saw her again) the last game of the football season

the last That lecture was the last in a series.

the last but one (=the person or thing before the last one) Ours was the last car but one to leave the ferry.

last [adv] I expect they’ll interview me last because my name begins with Y.

come last/finish last/be last kəm 'laːst, fɪnɪʃ 'laːst, bi 'laːst/ to finish a race or competition in the last position: Our team came last in the gymnastics competition. I don’t expect to win the race, but I don’t want to be last.

final /ˈfænɪl/ [adj only before noun] last in a series of actions, events, or parts of a story: the final chapter of the book. Could I mention just one final point?

final days/years/moments Klinsmann scored the winning goal in the final moments of the game.

final stage (=the last part of a process or activity) The final stages of the climb were particularly tiring.

2 when something is the last thing you want to mention

finally /ˈfaɪnli/ [adv] use this when something is the last thing you want to say, especially at the end of a long speech or piece of writing. Finally, I’d like to thank all those people who helped make the conference such a success.

lastly /ˈlaːstli/ [adv] use this to say that something is the last of a list of things, or when something is the last thing you want to say: Firstly it’s too big, secondly we can’t afford it, and lastly we don’t really need it. Lastly, I want to ask all of you to keep this information secret.

last but not least /ˈlaːst bət nɒt ˈleɪst/ use this when you are mentioning the last person or thing in a list, to emphasize that they are just as important as all the others. Last but not least, let me introduce Jane, our new accountant.
most recent

last /læst/ (determiner/adj only before noun) most recent: We discussed this problem at the last meeting.
last night/week/year/Monday etc (=the one that has just past) Did you watch the game on TV last night? 1 We still haven't paid last month's rent. 1 Paul arrived back in England last Saturday.

the last time (=the most recent occasion) Last time I spoke to Bob he seemed happy and cheerful. 1 Do you remember the last time we came here?

the last 10 minutes/20 years (=the period up to now) Things have changed a lot in the last ten years.

sb's last job/address/girlfriend etc (=the one they had just before this one) Our last apartment was much smaller than this one.

last [adv usually before verb] most recently: When I last saw her, she was going out with an Italian student called Giovanni.

past /pɑːst/ [adj only before noun] use this about the period of time up until now the past year/few days/24 hours etc During the past year there have been eleven accidents on this stretch of road.

previous /pri'viəs/ [adj only before noun] the previous time, event, or thing is the one before the one you have just mentioned: Everyone knew what to do because we had planned all the arrangements the previous day.

sb's previous job/address/visit etc (=the one they had or did before the one you have just mentioned) She said she had left her previous job because she was unhappy.

the day/week/year before ðə (day, etc) bɪ'fɔː the day, week, or year in the past before the one you have just mentioned: Last week he was in Paris and the week before he was in Rome.

---

LATE/NOT LATE

➡️ look here for ...

- arriving or happening late
- late at night
- see also EARLY

1 arriving late

late /lɛt/ (adv/adj) arriving after the time that was arranged or after the time when you should arrive: Cathy got there even later than I did.

+ for She often arrives late for work.
be late Sorry I'm late – my car broke down.

5 minutes/2 days/3 weeks late As usual, the bus was half an hour late.

too late By the time the doctor arrived, it was too late – the woman was already dead.

late arrival/departure We apologize for the late arrival of Flight AZ709.

not on time /not on taim/ later than the time that was arranged: Hurry up, or you won't get to school on time! 1 The train is never on time.

miss /mɪs/ [v T] to arrive too late to see an event, film etc. or too late to get on a plane, train etc: You'd better hurry or you'll miss the start of the show.

miss the flight/train/bus/ferry I missed the bus and had to wait half an hour for the next one.

2 what you say when someone arrives late

Q where have you been? /wɛə hæv jʊ ˈbɛn/ SPOKEN say this when someone arrives late and you want to know why, because you are worried or annoyed: Where have you been? You said three o'clock!

Q what kept you? /wɒt kep ju/ SPOKEN say this when someone arrives late and you are annoyed: It's nearly five already! What kept you?

Q about time too ðəbəut taim ˈtuː SPOKEN INFORMAL say this when someone or something arrives late, and you are annoyed because you have been waiting a long time: “Look, the bus is coming.” “And about time too!”

When you see ☐, go to the ESSENTIAL COMMUNICATION section.
3 to make someone arrive late
make sb late /mɛk (sb) lɛt/ to make someone arrive somewhere later than they should arrive.
+ for I don’t want to make you late for work. | The car broke down again, which made her late for her meeting.
be delayed /bɪˈdeɪld/ if you are delayed by something, something unexpected happens and it makes you late.
+ by Our plane was delayed by fog.
get delayed There was an accident on the freeway and we got delayed.
hold up /həld up [phrasal verb T] to make someone stop or go more slowly when they are going somewhere.
hold sb up I won’t hold you up — I can see you’re in a hurry.
be/get held up by sth On her way to the hospital she got held up by heavy traffic.

4 when something happens later than it should or later than usual
late /lɛt/ [adv/adj] when something happens later than usual, or someone does something later than they should: The library stays open late on Fridays.
be late The harvest was late this year because of the bad weather.
15 minutes/3 days/6 months late Tony handed in his homework a day late. | Hurry up! We’re already half an hour late.
too late He tried to warn them of the danger, but it was too late — they had already left.
work late (=stay at work till later than usual) I’m afraid I’ll have to work late again tomorrow.
get up late (=get out of bed late in the morning) It’s really nice to get up late on Saturday mornings.
a late breakfast/lunch etc (=later than usual)
overdue /ˈəʊvərˌdjuː|ˈəʊdwaɪ| [adj] use this about payments that are late or library books that you give back later than you should: I must take these books back to the library — they’re overdue.
three weeks/two months etc overdue The rent’s three weeks overdue.
be behind with sth /bɪˈbɛhænd wɪð (sth): [phrasal verb T] if you are behind with your work, you have done less of it than you should have done: I have got to stay late tonight — I’m a little behind with my work.

5 to make something happen later or more slowly
be delayed /bɪˈdeɪld/ if an event or person is delayed, there is a problem that makes it happen later than it should, or take longer than it should: President Chirac’s visit had to be delayed because of security problems.
be delayed for 5 hours/2 months etc The opening of the new bridge may be delayed for several months.
+ by The start of the game was delayed by bad weather.
hold up /həld up [phrasal verb T] to make something happen late, or make it happen more slowly than it should.
hold up sth Protests held up work on the new road.
be held up by sth The peace talks are being held up by continued fighting on the border.
hold sb up They should have finished that job on Friday — what’s holding them up?

6 something that makes you late
delay /dɪˈleɪ̯/ [n C] a situation in which you get delayed: There were the usual delays at the border, but otherwise we had a good journey.
long delay The strike is causing long delays at airports.
delay in doing sth There have been a lot of complaints about delays in issuing passports.
hold-up /ˈhɔld-ʌp [n C] a delay that is unexpected but not very serious: traffic hold-ups | There’s been a hold-up with the builders, so the new office won’t be ready until next month.
7 not late

on time /'ɒn taim/ at the time that was expected or planned: The work must be completed on time.

be on time (=arrive at the expected time) Fortunately the train was on time.

punctual /'pʌŋktʃəl/ adj someone who is punctual is never late or not usually late: I'm worried. Pat's not here yet, and she's usually so punctual.

8 late at night

late /leɪt/ adj/adv late at night: I must go home now, it's getting late. I don't like coming home late to an empty house.

stay up late (=not go to bed until late) We usually let the children stay up late on Saturday evenings.

have a late night (=when you go to bed very late) I'm really tired today - I had a late night last night.

in the middle of the night /ɪn ɪn ðəˈmiːdl av ðə ˈnet/ late at night when most people are asleep: I woke up in the middle of the night.

---

LATER/AT A LATER TIME

⇒ if you mean 'see you later,' go to
⇒ SAYING GOODBYE
⇒ see also AFTER

1 at a later time

later /'leɪtə/ adj not now, or not at the time you are talking about, but some time after this: Sorry, I'm busy right now - I'll speak to you later. We heard later that he had gone back to Japan.

a month/two weeks/three years etc later She became ill in 1993, and died two years later.

much later (=a long time later) I didn't find out the truth until much later.

later that day/month/year etc Later that afternoon, Anna called by to see me.

later in the day/month/year etc I spoke to him again later in the afternoon.

later [adj] only before noun] The meat can be frozen and used at a later date. In a later speech, Reagan admitted he had been wrong.

later on /'leɪtər ən/ at a later time during the same period, day, week etc: The weather was fine at first, but later on it started to rain. Later on, I'll be interviewing the Vice-President, but first here is a summary of the news.

in /ɪn/ [preposition] use this to say how far ahead in the future something will happen in a minute/24 hours/a week etc I'll be back in a couple of days. The doctor would like to see you again in two weeks.

in an hour's time/a few minutes' time etc Just think, in a few hours' time we'll be in Seattle.

from now /frəm 'nəʊ/ 24 hours/a week/100 years etc from now at a future time 24 hours from now, a week from now etc: Three weeks from now the exams will be over. A hundred years from now there may be no rainforest left.

after /'æftər/ [preposition] use this to talk about something that happened in the past, and to say how much later than another event it happened after two days/a week/a while etc After a while, we got tired of waiting and went home. She left the hospital in January, and the doctor saw her again after two weeks.

2 to decide to do something later

postpone /'pəʊspən/ [v T] to change the time when something was planned to happen, and arrange for it to happen later: They decided to postpone the wedding until Pam's mother was out of the hospital. Several of today's football games have been postponed because of heavy snow.

put off /pʊt əf/ [phrasal verb T] to decide to do something later than you planned to do it, for example because there is a problem or because you do not want to do it now.

put sth off I really should go to the dentist, but I keep putting it off.
put off sth The concert's been put off till next week.
put off doing sth The committee decided to put off making any decision until the new year.
delay /dəˈleɪ/ [v T] to arrange to do something later than you planned, because you are waiting for something else to happen first or you are waiting for a more suitable time: He decided to delay his departure until after he'd seen the Director.
delay doing sth The police delayed making any announcement until the girl's relatives had been contacted.

**LAUGH**

**smile**

**happy**

**funny**

**enjoy**

**joke**

**serious**

**giggle** [n C] I could hear giggles coming from my sister's bedroom.

**chuckle** /ˈtʃəkəl/ [v I] to laugh quietly, especially because you are thinking about something funny: “Do you remember when Michelle fell in the river?” Morgan chuckled. | Simon sat reading a magazine, chuckling to himself.

**laughter** /ˈlaftə/ [n U] the sound you make when you laugh: We could hear laughter coming from the next room.

**roar with laughter** (=laugh very loudly) The show was a great success, and the audience roared with laughter.

2 to laugh in a cruel or nasty way

**laugh at sb** /ˈlaft ət (sb)/ [verb T] to laugh at someone or make unkind jokes about them, because you think they are stupid or silly: The other children laughed at Lisa because her clothes were old-fashioned. | Don't laugh at me - I told you I wasn't very good at Spanish.

**snigger** [BRITISH] /ˈsnɪɡə/ [verb T] to laugh quietly at something that is not supposed to be funny, for example when someone is hurt or embarrassed: Ruth tripped and fell as she walked up the steps. The boys behind her sniggered. | As he walked across the stage, Billy could hear people snickering and whispering.

**make fun of sb/sth** /ˈmeɪk fʌn ov (sb/sth)/ [verb T] to make someone or something seem stupid by laughing at them, or by saying things that make other people laugh at them: Stop making fun of me! | The other girls used to make fun of the way she spoke.

3 to make someone laugh

**make sb laugh** /ˈmeɪk (sb) ˈlaft/ [verb T] to make someone laugh by doing or saying something funny: Rachel used to make us all laugh by imitating the teacher. | Thanks for your letter. It really made me laugh.

When you see ☻, go to the ESSENTIAL COMMUNICATION section.
LAW

strict/not strict
rule
court/trial
let
see
also
police
forbid
limit
crime
punish

1 an official rule that everyone must obey
law /lɔː/ [n C] an official rule that all the citizens of a country must obey
break the law (=disobey a law) I didn't realize I was breaking the law.
+ on tough new laws on immigration
+ against There is a law against cruelty to animals.
pass a law (=make a law) Congress passed a law that allowed women to become pilots in the Air Force.

⚠ If you talk about the law, this often means all the laws of a country and what they say you must and must not do: It is the job of the police to make sure that people obey the law.

legal /ˈlɪgəl/ [adj only before noun] connected with laws and courts: People on low salaries can get free legal advice.
legal battle/dispute (=when two people or organizations disagree about something, and this is judged in a court of law) Neither side wanted a long and expensive legal battle.

act /ækt/ [n C] a law made by parliament or Congress - used in the official name of a law: the 1991 Prevention of Terrorism Act - an Act of Congress

legislation /ˌlɛdʒɪˈleɪʃən/ [n U] a set of laws, especially ones that are made to control a new problem: Legislation is needed to stop the spread of computer pornography.
+ on new legislation on the sale of alcohol

legal system /ˈlɪgəl sɪstəm/ [n C] the laws and the way that they work in a particular country: The Scottish legal system is different from that in England.

2 when the law says you must do something or have the right to do it
legal /ˈlɪgəl/ [adj only before noun] your legal rights, duties etc are the ones that the law says you must have: the legal duties of parents
legal right Consumers have the legal right to demand their money back if a product is faulty.
the legal owner (=the owner according to the law) She now becomes the legal owner of the land.
legally [adv] according to the law: Legally, the house belongs to me. If there is an accident, the owner of the vehicle will be legally responsible.

by law baɪ ˈlɔː for something must be done
by law, the law says that you must do it: By law, your employer has to make sure that your working environment is safe.

it's the law /ɪtz doʊ ɪz/ spoken use this to tell someone that the law says that they must do something: You have to wear a seatbelt - it's the law.

3 allowed by law
legal /ˈlɪgəl/ [adj] allowed by law: This trade in foreign currency is perfectly legal.
make sth legal 57% of people wanted abortion to be made legal.
legally [adv] Fuchs had entered the country legally on a tourist visa.
legalize (also legalise British) /ˈlɪgəlaɪz/ [T] to change the law so that something becomes legal: a campaign to legalize cannabis

4 not allowed by law
illegal /ˈɪlɪgəl/ [adj] not allowed by law: illegal drugs | In those days, abortion was illegal.
it is illegal to do sth It is illegal to sell tobacco to children under 16.

be against the law baɪ ˈæɡənst ˈlɔː for something is against the law, it is not allowed by law: Gambling is against the law in some countries.
it is against the law to do sth. It is against the law to drive a car without insurance.

it is against the law for sb to do sth. It is against the law for a teacher to hit a child.

### LAZY

**when someone does not like working**

1 lazy

**lazy** [ˈleɪzi] [adj] someone who is **lazy** does not like work or physical activity, and tries to avoid it. Marian didn’t do well at school. She was intelligent, but very lazy. | Get up, lazy thing! It’s nearly lunchtime.

**a lazy day/week etc** (=a time when you relax and do not work hard) We spent a lazy afternoon at the beach.

**lazy** – lazier – laziest

**can’t be bothered** [ˈkant bi ˈboʊzdər] [kent bi: ˈbo:. BRITISH SPOKEN if you can’t be bothered to do something, you decide not to do it because you are feeling too lazy. I was going to go shopping, but in the end I couldn’t be bothered.

**can’t be bothered to do sth** Let’s go out for a meal – I can’t be bothered to cook.

2 to behave in a lazy way

**sit around/laze around** [sɪt ˈɑːrənd] [phrasal verb] INFORMAL to spend time sitting and relaxing and not doing any work: We lazed around on the beach most of the day. | Why not finish your homework, instead of just sitting around doing nothing?

**not lift a finger** [ˈnɔt lɪft ə fɪŋər] INFORMAL to give no help at all with work that must be done, such as cooking and cleaning: Tim doesn’t lift a finger when it comes to housework.

**not lift a finger to help** We spent the day moving furniture, but Sara didn’t lift a finger to help.

---

### LEARN

**EDUCATION**

**TEST**

**see also**

**TEACH**

**SUBJECT**

1 to learn how to do something, or to learn about something

**learn** [lɜːrn] [v I/T] to learn how to do something, or to learn about a subject, especially by being taught or trained: How long have you been learning German? | Young children learn much more easily than adults.

**learn to do sth** His daughter’s learning to drive. | William learned to read when he was four.

**learn how to do sth** (=learn a method or skill) On this course, you will learn how to deal with communication problems.

**learning** – **learned** [lɜːrt] [British] – **have learned** [ˈhæv lɜːrt] [US: have learnt]

**study** [ˈstʌdi] [v I/T] to learn about a subject by reading books and going to classes at a school or university: Less than 10% of girls choose to study science at school. | She’s studying music at Berkeley College in Boston.

**study to be a doctor/lawyer/accountant etc** He’s studying to be a lawyer.

**study for a test/diploma/an examination** “Is Ian coming with us?” “He can’t – he’s studying for his exams.”

**studying** – **studied** – **have studied**

**train** [trɛin] [v I] to learn the skills and get the experience that you need in order to do a job

**train to be a hairdresser/teacher/pilot/nurse** Julie is training to be a nurse.

**pick up** [pɪk ʌp] [phrasal verb] INFORMAL to learn something easily, without making much effort or having lessons

**pick up sth** I picked up a few words of Turkish while I was in Istanbul.

**pick sth up** The rules of the game are really easy – you’ll soon pick them up.

---

When you see  🅲  go to the ESSENTIAL COMMUNICATION section.
get the hang of sth /get də 'haŋ ɒv (sth): spoken to learn how to do something that is fairly complicated: Using the computer isn’t difficult once you get the hang of it.

2 to learn something so that you can remember it exactly

learn /lərn/ [v T] to learn facts, words, or numbers, especially at school, so that you can remember them exactly: What songs have you learnt at school, then?
learn sth by heart (=learn something so you can repeat it exactly without reading it) We had to learn a lot of poetry by heart when we were children.
learn your lines (=learn the words that you have to say in a play)

learning - learned (adj) have learnt (v past)

memorize (also memorise BRITISH) '/meməraɪzaɪ [ə T] to learn numbers or words so well that you can remember them exactly: I'm not very good at memorizing phone numbers. I memorised the message, then destroyed it.

3 someone who is learning something

student /ˈstjuːdənt/stuːt/ [n C] someone who is studying at a school, college, or university: a student at Harvard University | There’s a special price for students.

law/medical/engineering student Law students always have a lot of work to do.

student nurse/teacher (=someone who is studying to be a nurse or a teacher)

⚠️ Don’t say ‘a student of Oxford’ or ‘a student in the high school’. Say a student at Oxford a student at the high school etc.

trainee /ˈtreɪni/ [n C] someone who is learning a skill while working in a company or organization: I’m a trainee in a hairdressing salon.

trainee accountant/reporter/salesman etc I got a job as a trainee reporter on the ‘Daily Star’.

beginner /ˈbɪɡɪnər/ [n C] someone who has recently started to learn something: Japanese classes for beginners | The tennis club welcomes beginners as well as more advanced players.

apprentice /ˈprɛntɪs/ [n C] someone who is learning all the skills that they need in order to do a job, especially a job that they do with their hands

apprentice electrician/bricklayer/hairdresser etc I worked as an apprentice electrician for 18 months.

4 to learn about things by experiencing them in your life

learn /lərn/ [v l/T] to learn how you should behave or how to deal with situations, because of experiences you have had in your life
+ (that) I soon learned that it was best to keep quiet.

learn to do sth Gradually, I learned to trust her.

learn from your mistakes (=remember mistakes you have made, and be careful not to make them again)

learn the hard way (=learn something by having an unpleasant experience) Never lend money to your friends – that’s something I learnt the hard way.

learning - learned also learnt have learnt

LEAST

the smallest number or amount

 ➡️ opposite MOST
 ➡️ see also LESS

the least /əˈlist/ [quantifier] the smallest amount of something: Let’s buy the one that costs the least. | the engine that uses the least fuel

the least possible We’ll try to cause the least possible disturbance.

⚠️ Use least with uncountable nouns like ‘money’, ‘food’, or ‘information’. 
minimum /ˈmɪnɪməm/ [adj]quantifier] the smallest number or amount that is possible or allowed.

a minimum of 20/£100/95% etc. You have to order a minimum of five CDs to get the discount.

the minimum age/level/wage (= the lowest age, level, or wage that is allowed). These workers are being paid less than the minimum wage.

keep sth to a minimum (= make sure that it is as small as possible). Costs must be kept to a minimum.

the absolute/bare minimum (= the lowest number or amount possible). He ate two cups of rice a day; the bare minimum needed for survival.

the lowest /ˈləʊəst/ [adj] use this about numbers, prices, wages, temperatures, or levels: In the last election he was the candidate who got the lowest number of votes. | The lowest charge for a rented car is $20 a day.

the lowest for 6 months/15 years etc. Interest rates are only 4%, the lowest for 25 years.

the fewest /ˈfjuːəst/ [quantifier] the smallest number of people or things: Drivers aged under 25 have the most accidents, those over 50 have the fewest. | Our team scored the fewest goals in the competition.

Use fewest with countable nouns like 'pens', 'shops', or 'students'.

---

### LEAVE

- see also RETURN, START

1 to go away from a room or building

leave /leɪv/ [v L/T not in passive] to go away from a room or building: The phone rang just as I was leaving. | We left before the end of the show. | Before you leave the house, make sure all the windows are shut. | The police wanted to know what time Vicky left the office.

leaving – left – have left

When you see 16, go to the ESSENTIAL COMMUNICATION section.

2 to leave at the start of a journey

leave /leɪv, ′lɑːv/ [v L/T not in passive] to leave a place when you are going on a journey: I'm leaving early in the morning to catch the train to Toronto. | When we got to Calais our boat had just left.

leave London/New York/Singapore etc. Her plane leaves Hong Kong at 10:15.

leave for London/Paris/Chicago etc. (= in order to go to London etc) Mr Mitchell's leaving for Paris tomorrow.

leaving – left – have left
ways of telling someone angrily to go away

These phrases are not polite. Only use them if you intend to be rude.

**go away** /gəˈeɪ/ SPOKEN INFORMAL say this when you want someone to leave: 
I wish you'd all just go away and leave me alone.  I 'Go away!' she shouted.

**get lost** /ɡɛt lɔst/ SPOKEN INFORMAL say this when you want someone to leave because they are annoying you: 
Get lost! I've told you already, I'm not interested.

Get lost is ruder than go away.

**get out** /ɡɛt aʊt, -aʊt/ SPOKEN say this to tell someone to leave your house, room etc, because you are very angry with them: 
Get out! I never want to see you again!

+ of Give me back my money and get out of my house.

5 to permanently leave the place where you live

**leave** /liːv/ [v I/T not in passive] to leave your home or the area where you live: 
We've been so happy living here. I'll be really sorry to leave. 1 She was excited about leaving the village and going to live in London.

leaving - left - have left

**move** /mjuːv/ [v I] to leave your house and go to live in another one: When are you moving?  | I've moved - here's my new address.

+ to We're looking forward to moving to Paris.

**move house** BRITISH (=go to live in another house) They moved house three times in five years.

**move out** /ˈmjuːv aʊt/ SPOKESentral verb I] to permanently leave the house where you live, especially because there are problems that make it difficult for you to stay: We'll have to move out if the landlord increases the rent again.  | They quarrelled, and Anna moved out.

+ of Why do you want to move out of such a fantastic apartment?
leave home /ˈlɪv həʊm/ if a young person leaves home, he or she leaves their parents' house and goes to live somewhere else: She left home when she was 18. Now that the children have left home, I have more time for writing.

run away /rən ˈweɪ/ [phrasal verb I] if a young person runs away, he or she secretly leaves their parents' house or the place where they are living, because they are unhappy there: When he was 15 he ran away and got a job on a ship.

emigrate /ɪˈmɪɡreɪt/ [v. I] to leave your own country and go to live in another country: His business failed, so he decided to emigrate.

+ to My parents emigrated to Australia in 1955.

7 to make someone leave a place

throw sb out/kick sb out /θraʊ (sb) ˈaʊt, kɪk (sb) ˈaʊt/ [phrasal verb T] informal to make someone leave the house or place where they live, especially because you are angry with them: In the end her father threw her out.

+ of They can't just kick you out of the apartment for no reason. Several foreign diplomats were kicked out of Russia for spying.

evict /ɪˈvɪkt/ [v. T] to legally force someone to leave the house where they live, either because they should not be there, or because they have not paid their rent: If they evict us, we have nowhere else to go.

be evicted from sth The previous tenants were evicted from the house by the landlord.

deport /dɪˈpɔːrt/ [v. T] if the government of a country deports a foreign person who is living there, they force them to leave the country: Another five illegal immigrants were deported.

8 to permanently leave a job or organization

leave /lɪv/ [v. I/T not in passive] to stop doing a job, or stop belonging to an organization: Why did you leave your last job? I had enjoyed teaching, and was sorry to leave. Several leading Republicans are threatening to leave the party.

leaving - left - have left

resign /rɪˈzænd/ [v. I] to officially leave your job, especially because you are unhappy with it or because you have done something wrong: I wanted to resign, but my boss persuaded me to stay.

+ from Three more directors have just resigned from the board.

resignation /rɪˈzændəʃən/ [n. C/U] when someone officially leaves their job: Hundreds of people wrote to the company, demanding the resignation of its chairman.

retire /rɪˈtaiər/ [v. I] to permanently leave your job, because you have reached the age when most people stop working: In the UK, men usually retire at 65, and women at 60.

quit /kwɪt/ [v. I/T not in passive] informal to leave your job, school etc because you are not happy there: I'd had enough of college and decided to quit. He quit politics in '94 and went into banking.

quitting - quit - have quit

9 to permanently leave your school or college

leave /lɪv/ [v. I/T not in passive] to permanently leave your school or college: I hated school and was glad when I could leave.

leave school/college/university When he first left college, he worked in an office.

leaving - left - have left

graduate /ˈɡreɪdʒuət/ [v. I] to successfully finish studying at a school or university: What are you going to do after you graduate? When I graduate I want to go to law school in New York.

+ from He graduated from Cambridge in 1979.

⚠️ In British English, you use graduate only to talk about leaving university. In American English, you can use graduate to talk about leaving high school or leaving university.

drop out /drɒp ˈaʊt, drɒp-/ [phrasal verb I] to leave school, college, or university
before you have finished studying. One-third of the students drop out at the end of the first year.
+ of When he was 15, he dropped out of school and joined a band.

**flunk out** flank out [phrasal verb T] AMERICAN INFORMAL to have to leave school or college because your work is not good enough
+ of Bart messed around and flunked out of college.

### 10 to make someone leave a job, school, or organization

**fire** fir [v T] ESPECIALLY AMERICAN to make someone leave their job, especially because they have done something wrong: The boss fired him for being drunk.

**sack sb/give sb the sack** /sæk (sb), giv (sb)/də sek [v T] BRITISH to make someone leave their job, especially because they have done something wrong: The company has sacked three of its senior managers. + If I’d known what she was doing, I would have given her the sack long ago.

**kick sb out/throw sb out** /kik (sb) thrə (sb)/aʊt [phrasal verb T] INFORMAL to make someone leave a school, college, club etc. because they have done something wrong: I said I’d kick them out if I caught them smoking again.
+ of Nick failed his exams and was thrown out of school.

**expel** /ɪkˈspel/ [v T] to make someone permanently leave a school or college, because they have behaved very badly: The principal is expelling three boys who were caught taking drugs.

**get expelled (from/for)** She got expelled from her school for hitting one of the teachers.

expelling – expelled – have expelled

**suspend** /ˈsʌspend/ [v T] to make someone leave their school, job, or an organization for a period of time, because they have disobeyed rules or behaved badly: Several police officers have been suspended for taking bribes.

---

**to be forced to leave your job**

**lose your job** /lɔz ˈjɑː(r) dʒɔb/ to be forced to leave your job: Terry lost his job just before Christmas — it was terrible. + People don’t complain — they’re frightened of losing their jobs.

**be fired** /bɪˈfaʊrd/ ESPECIALLY AMERICAN to be forced to leave your job, especially because you have done something wrong: Did he resign or was he fired?

**be sacked/get the sack** /bɪ ˈsækt/ get da ˈsekk/ BRITISH to be forced to leave your job, especially because you have done something wrong: If you keep coming in late, you’ll get the sack.

**be laid off (also be made redundant)** /bɪˈleɪd ˈɒf, bɪˈmeɪd rɪˈdʌndənt/ to lose your job, because your company does not need you any more: Dad was laid off after 32 years in the steelworks. 250 people will be made redundant when the factory closes.

**redundancy** /ˈrɪdəndənsi/ [n C/U] BRITISH when someone has to leave their job, because the company does not need them any more: The men were offered shorter working hours as an alternative to redundancy. More redundancies in the banking industry.

---

**LEND**

**to let someone use something that they will give back to you later**

---

*When you see [C], go to the ESSENTIAL COMMUNICATION section.*

---

⚠️ Don't confuse lend and borrow. You lend something to someone (=you let them have it), but you borrow it from someone (=they let you have it).
to lend something to someone

lend (also loan AMERICAN) lend, loan [v T] to let someone have money which they will pay back later or let them use something that is yours, which they will give back to you later

lend/loan sb sth Can you lend me $20? I wish I'd never lent him my car. I could loan you $100 if you need it.

lend/loan sth to sb Did you lend that book to Mike? The camera had been loaned to him by his cousin.

lending - lent - have lent

\[\text{！You lend or loan things that can be moved, but you let someone use a room, building etc.}\]

let sb use sth [let (sb) juiz (sth)] to let someone use something that belongs to you, for a short time, especially something such as a room, a house, or a piece of land: Some friends are letting us use their house while they are on vacation. Bob won't let me use his computer.

on loan (on loan) something that is on loan, especially a library book or a painting, has been lent to a person or organization: I couldn't get that book from the library - all the copies are out on loan.

+ from The museum has an exhibition of paintings on loan from the Louvre.

to lend houses, land, machines etc for money

rent out [rent 'aut [phrasal verb T] to allow someone to use a house, piece of land, or vehicle that belongs to you, in exchange for money

rent sth out If you can't sell your house, why don't you rent it out?

rent out sth They rent out boats for pleasure cruises.

rent sth out to sb The field at the back of the house is rented out to a local farmer.

lease [lis [v T] to allow a company, organization etc to use buildings, land, or equipment for a fixed period of time, in exchange for money

lease sth to sb The aircraft had been leased to a Nigerian airline.

let BRITISH rent AMERICAN /let, rent/ [v T] to allow someone to use a room, house, or office in exchange for money

let/rent sth to sb I've let my spare room to a Japanese student. We usually rent our house to someone over the long vacation.

To Let BRITISH For Rent AMERICAN (written on a sign to show that a room, house, or office is empty and can be rented)

letting - let - have let

money that is lent to someone

loan loan [n C] an amount of money that someone has borrowed: The bank offered him a loan of £15,000 to set up a business.

LESS

- opposite MORE
- see also LEAST
- if you want to know about using adjectives for comparing things, go to the ESSENTIAL GRAMMAR, section 14
less [quantifier] a smaller amount of something: You ought to eat less meat. It'll cost about $50 – maybe less.

+ than Harry knows even less than I do about this business.

+ of I’d like to spend less of my time at work.

less and less (= when an amount keeps getting smaller as time passes) As the drought became worse, there was less and less food available.

fewer [quantifier] a smaller number of people or things: There are fewer jobs available nowadays.

+ than Women are having fewer children than they used to.

far fewer (= a lot fewer) Far fewer people go to church these days.

less than [adv] less than another number or level – use this about prices, temperatures, marks for schoolwork, and other things that can be measured on a scale from high to low. Foreign workers have fewer rights and get lower wages.

+ than I got lower grades than the other students in my class.

under [preposition] less than a particular age, price, amount, or number:

It’s illegal to sell cigarettes to children under 16.

Where can you get a meal for under $5?

just under (= slightly less than) The baby weighed just under three kilos.

below [preposition] less than a particular temperature, speed, limit, or level:

At night the temperature is often below freezing.

fall below (= become less than) The rate of inflation has fallen below 6%.

not as much [adv] less than an amount

+ as The Chinese don’t eat as much meat as the Americans. Let’s rent an apartment – it won’t cost as much as a hotel.

not as many [adv] less than a number of people or things

+ as There weren’t as many people there this year as last year. I have quite a few CDs, but not as many as Becky has.

not as many [adv] less than a number of people or things

+ as There weren’t as many people there this year as last year. I have quite a few CDs, but not as many as Becky has.

less [adv] The dentist gave me an injection to make it less painful.

less...than I want something less formal than a traditional wedding dress.

Don’t use less with very short words. Don’t say ‘less good/bad/tall etc’. Say not as good, not as bad, not as tall etc. In spoken English, is more common than less.
when something happens less than before

less /les/ [adv]
+ than This type of problem still occurs, but less than it did in the past.
+ a lot less Since we got the car, we walk a lot less than we used to.
less and less (=when something keeps getting less as time passes) He seemed to care less and less about the band, and eventually decided to leave.
+ not as much /not əz 'matʃ/ She used to really hate her job, but she doesn’t seem to complain as much now.
+ as “Do you still go swimming?” “Not as much as I used to.”

Less and not as much mean the same, but they combine with different words. In spoken English, not as much is more common than less.

when prices, numbers etc become less

go down/come down /gəʊ 'dʌn, kəm 'dʌn/ [phrasal verb] to become less: The suicide rate has gone down in the last few years. I'm hoping the price will come down if I wait a while.
fall/drop /fæl, drɒp/ [v] to become less, especially by a large amount: Airfares to Hong Kong have fallen dramatically because of increased competition.
+ to At night, the temperature drops to -20°C.
fall/drop from sth to sth Profits fell from £98.5 million to £76 million.
falling - fell - have fallen
dropping - dropped - have dropped

Fall and drop are mostly used in written English. In spoken English, go down and come down are more common.

decrease /dɪkrəs/ [v] to become less – used especially in writing about business or technical subjects: If a company improves its efficiency, its costs will decrease.
+ to The speed of rotation gradually decreases to zero.

decreasing [adj only before noun] decreasing levels of carbon dioxide in the air

to make something less

reduce /rɪ'dʒuːs/ [v T] to make something less in amount or level: Try to reduce the amount of fat in your diet. I was hoping they would reduce the price a little. Yoga and meditation can help to reduce stress.
reduce sth by half/10%/2 years etc The new road will reduce traffic through the town by 30%.
reduced [adj] Most airlines offer reduced rates for children.

lower /ˈloʊər/ [v T] to reduce an amount, limit, or level – used especially in writing about business or technical subjects: After 20 minutes, lower the temperature to 200 degrees. The Bundesbank is under pressure to lower interest rates.

turn down /ˈtɜːn daʊn/ [phrasal verb] to reduce the level of sound, heat, or light: by turning a control
turn sth down Could you turn the TV down a little?
turn down sth The weather wasn’t as cold, so we decided to turn down the central heating.

cut down /kʌt daʊn/ [phrasal verb] to reduce the amount of food that you eat, alcohol that you drink, or cigarettes that you smoke: If you can’t give up smoking, at least try to cut down.
+ on I’ve cut down on the amount of meat I eat.

Cut down is more informal than reduce.

lessen /ˈlesən/ [v T] formal to make a pain less severe, or make an unpleasant feeling less bad: Drugs can be used to lessen the pain. We tried to be sympathetic, but nothing could lessen his disappointment.

reduction /rɪdʌkʃən/ [n C] when a price, level etc is reduced – use this when something is reduced deliberately: We offer a reduction for groups of 10 or more.
+ in Cleaner fuel has contributed to a reduction in air pollution. A reduction in working hours
reduction of £10/£5/25% etc (=a reduction by a particular amount) There were reductions of up to 50% in some stores.
decrease /ˈdiːkrəs/ [n C] when something happens less than it used to
+ in There has been a 15% decrease in violent crime. (=it has gone down by 15%)
a significant/marked decrease (=when something happens much less than it used to) a significant decrease in the number of deaths from heart disease
drop/fall /dros, fɔːl/ [n singular] when a number or amount goes down suddenly or by a large amount
+ in Charities have reported a 25% fall in donations during the past year. (=donations have gone down by 25%) A sudden drop in the number of student nurses
a sharp fall/drop (=when an amount goes down very suddenly) a sharp fall in profits

⚠️ Don’t say ‘a drop of the birthrate’ or ‘a fall of the birthrate’. Say a drop in the birthrate or a fall in the birthrate.

cut /kæt/ [n C] a reduction in the amount or size of something made by a government or large organization – use this especially for talking about politics or business
+ in Cuts in the education budget have led to fewer teachers and larger classes.
pay/job/tax cuts (=cuts in wages, number of jobs, or taxes) Nurses are protesting about further pay cuts. The new management has promised that there will be no job cuts.

give permission /ˌgɪv ˈpɜːrnɪʃn/ if someone such as an official, teacher, or manager gives permission, they say that someone is officially allowed to do something
give sb permission to do sth Who gave you permission to leave class early? The pilot was given permission to land at Rome airport.
+ for The police have refused to give permission for a peace march through the centre of town.

⚠️ Don’t say ‘she gave us a permission’ or ‘she gave us the permission’. Just say she gave us permission.

agree to sth /əˈɡriː tuː (stː)/ [phrasal verb T] to decide to allow someone to do something because you have been persuaded to allow it: I’d like to go camping with my boyfriend but my parents would never agree to it.

let /let/ [v T not in passive] We wanted to go camping, but our parents wouldn’t let us.
let sb do sth Sue never lets her children eat candy. Thank you for letting me borrow your car.
let sb in/out (=let someone go in or out of a place) Let me in! It’s cold out here!
letting – let – have let

⚠️ Don’t say ‘let me to borrow the car’ or ‘let me borrowing the car’. Say let me borrow the car.

allow /əˈləʊ/ [v T] if someone such as a teacher, official, or parent allows someone to do something, they let them do it
allow sb to do sth We do not allow people to smoke anywhere in the building. What time was he allowed to go home?
allow sb sth (=allow them to have it) We allow passengers one item of hand luggage each.
allow sb in/out etc (=allow someone to go into or go out of a place) The manager doesn’t allow children in the bar.

⚠️ Allow is more formal than let.

say sb can do sth /seɪ (sb) kæn duː (stː)/ ESPECIALLY SPOKEN to tell someone that you will allow them to do something: Mum says I can go to the party. I thought you said we could use this room.
2 to be allowed to do something

can ˌkæn\: strong ˌkæn\ [modal verb] to be allowed to do something: Now that you’re seventeen, you can learn to drive. I Can Jean stay at our house tonight? I You can’t park there.

⚠️ Only use can in the present tense. The infinitive form of can is to be able to: When you’re 18, you’ll be able to vote. If you want to say that someone was allowed to do something on one occasion in the past, use be allowed: After being questioned by the police, he was allowed to leave.

⚠️ Don’t say ‘you can to park here’. Say you can park here.

be allowed ˌbi:\ əˈlaʊd\: to be allowed to do something, especially because a rule or law says you can do it.

be allowed to do sth Are we allowed to use calculators in the test?

sth is allowed Swimming is only allowed in the roped-off area of the lake.

be allowed in/out/off/on etc (=be allowed to go in, out, off, etc) No-one was allowed off the plane at Harare.

⚠️ When talking about something that someone was allowed to do on one occasion in the past, use was allowed to not ‘could’. Don’t say ‘he could leave at 10’. Say he was allowed to leave at 10.

be permitted ˌbi:\ ˌpɜːmɪt\d\: formal to be allowed to do something by an official order, rule, or law.

be permitted to do sth The man was arrested by the authorities, but his wife was permitted to leave.

sth is permitted Smoking is only permitted in the public lounge.

may ˌmei\: [modal verb] formal to be allowed to do something: Thank you Mrs Prynn, you may go now. I Only authorized personnel may use this entrance.

⚠️ Only use may in the present tense. Do not use may to talk about permission which has already been given or refused.

Use could or was allowed: He said I could park in front of his house. I Only authorized personnel were allowed to use the entrance.

⚠️ Don’t say ‘you may to go’. Say you may go.

3 official permission to do something

permission /pa:\mɪˈʃən/ [n U] when someone officially allows you to do something.

permission to do sth I had to get official permission to visit the prison.

with/without sb’s permission We’re not allowed to camp here without the farmer’s permission. I The changes to the book were all made with the author's permission.

permit /pa:\mit/ [n C] an official document that gives you permission to do something, for example permission to work somewhere or visit somewhere: You can’t park here unless you have a permit.

work permit (=a permit to work in a particular country)

licence BRITISH license AMERICAN /ˈlaɪəns/ [n C] an official document that allows you to do something, for example to drive a car or to own a gun: Do you have a licence for that gun?

driving licence BRITISH driver’s license AMERICAN Do you have any ID? Like your driver’s license?

consent ˌkɒnˈsent/ [n U] formal permission from someone to do something important that will affect themselves, their family, or their property.

with/without sb’s consent They had to get married without their parents’ consent.

give your consent (=say that you allow something to happen) She refused to give her consent for the operation because of her religious beliefs.

4 to let someone do something that is not usually allowed

bend the rules bend ˈðə(r) ˈrʌlz/ informal to let someone do something that is slightly different from what is usually allowed.

No one is allowed in before six, but I suppose I could bend the rules a little.

make an exception ˌmeɪk an ɪkˈsepʃən/ to allow someone to do something that is not usually allowed: I’ll make an exception
In this time, but next time you hand in an essay late I won’t accept it.

5 to let something happen by not stopping it
let [let/ [v T] to let something bad happen, especially by not trying to stop it
let sb/sth do sth You shouldn’t let your husband treat you like that. I’ve been so busy, I’ve let the house get terribly untidy over the past few weeks.

letting – let – have let

⚠️ Don’t say ‘they let it to happen’. Say they let it happen.

allow /əˈlaʊ/ [v T] to let a situation continue or develop without doing anything to stop it or improve it
allow sb/sth to do sth Allow the meat to defrost at room temperature. The government has allowed the situation to get completely out of control.

⚠️ Allow is more formal than let.

LIE

➡️ look here for...
• lie on a bed or on the floor
• say something that is not true

1 to lie on a bed or on the floor
➡️ see also SIT, STAND
lie [laɪ] [v L] to lie flat on a bed or on the floor, or to get into this position. In the next room, the old man lay dying.
+ on She switched off the light and lay on the bed.
lie on your back Jones was lying on his back smoking a cigarette.

lying – lay – have lain

⚠️ Don’t confuse these three verbs: lie (past tense lay) = be flat on a bed; lie (past tense lied) = say something that is untrue; lay (past tense laid) = put something down.

lie down /ˌlaɪ ˈdaʊn/ [phrasal verb L] to put yourself into a flat position on a bed or the floor, in order to relax or go to sleep. You look really tired. Why don’t you go and lie down?
+ on Hannah lay down on the grass and closed her eyes.

stretch out /ˈstrɛtʃ ˈaʊt/ [phrasal verb L] to lie or sit with your legs and body straight, in order to rest and relax.
+ on He likes to stretch out on the sofa and watch TV.

stretched out (=lying with your legs and body straight) Celia’s dog lay stretched out on the rug.

2 to say something that is not true
➡️ see also DISHONEST, CHEAT, TRICK/DECEIVE, TRUE/NOT TRUE, TRUST/NOT TRUST

lie [laɪ] [v L] to deliberately tell someone something that is not true: I looked at her face and I knew she was lying.
+ about Movie stars always lie about their age.
+ to Don’t lie to me! I know you weren’t working late last night.

lying – lied – have lied
tell a lie [.tel a ˈlaɪ] to lie, especially on just one occasion: I told a lie and said that I hadn’t seen him.
tell sb a lie Of course it’s true. I wouldn’t tell you a lie.

lie [.laɪ] [n C] something that you say which you know is not true: Jim said he hadn’t done it, but I knew it was a lie. How can the newspapers print all these lies about her private life?

a pack of lies (=so many lies that you feel shocked or angry) I couldn’t believe it! They just stood up in court and told a pack of lies!

liar [.lɑːr] [n C] someone who often tells lies: How can you trust Graham? You know he’s a liar.

mislead [.mɪˈlɛd] [v T] to make someone believe something that is not true, by giving them information that is not complete or not completely true: He deliberately misled the Senate. The court decided that customers had been misled by the company’s advertising.

misleading – misled – have misled

When you see LC, go to the ESSENTIAL COMMUNICATION section.
misleading [adj] a misleading statement, description etc does not give complete information or completely true information: This tour brochure is attractive, but misleading. | a deliberately misleading answer

3 to think of an untrue explanation or excuse

make up [meik 'up] [phrasal verb T] to think of an explanation, excuse etc that is untrue

make up sth If you don’t want to go out with Wanda, you’ll have to make up some kind of excuse.

make sth up When I told them why I was late, they accused me of making it up!

invent [invent] [v T] to think of an explanation or excuse that is sometimes very complicated but completely untrue: He used to invent stories about his rich lifestyle to impress the women he met. | I began to invent reasons for staying away from work.

LIFE

ALIVE <-> DEAD
see also EXIST <-> DIE

1 the time when someone is alive

life [laif] [n C] the time when someone is alive: The day our daughter was born was the happiest day of my life. | Sutcliffe was sent to jail for the rest of his life.

spend your life She had spent her life moving from one town to another.

sb’s early life (=when they were young) He knew very little about his mother’s early life in Africa.

in later life (=when you are old) Lack of calcium can lead to bone disease in later life.

life expectancy (=how long people are expected to live) Women have a longer life expectancy than men.

plural lives

lifetime [laiftaim] [n singular] the time when someone is alive – use this when you are talking about how long someone lived and what happened in their life

in/during sb’s lifetime During her lifetime, my grandmother lived through two World Wars and saw the first steps on the Moon. | He suffered a lot of pain in his short lifetime.

+ of The king died in 1990, after a lifetime of service to the country.

2 the kind of life that someone has

life [laif] [n C] the kind of life that someone has: Having a baby completely changes your life.

a happy/hard/exciting life Deborah has a very busy life as a doctor.

lead a happy/quiet/exciting life We’ve led a very quiet life since Ralph retired.

a life of crime (=when you use crime to make money instead of having a normal job) He left school at 15, and turned to a life of crime.

plural lives

lifestyle [laifstайл] [n C] the way someone lives and behaves, and the type of things they buy, eat etc: Doctors are trying to persuade people to lead healthier lifestyles. | Her glamorous Hollywood lifestyle came to an end in 1987.

way of life [wei ov 'laif] the way in which a person or group of people lives, and the type of things they usually do: The modern way of life can be very stressful. | The tribe’s traditional way of life is now under threat.

the British/German/American etc way of life Shopping is an important part of the American way of life.

3 continuing for all of someone’s life

all your life [aι jɔə 'laif] for the whole of your life: My father worked hard all his life. | I’ve known her all her life – we were neighbours when we were children.
for life /fɔr lɑf/ if something is for life, it will continue and not change for the rest of your life. There's no such thing as a job for life these days. | As far as I'm concerned, when you're married, it's for life.

lifelong /ˈlaɪflɒŋ/ [adj] only before noun] continuing for all of your life – use this about beliefs, feelings, or relationships that last for the whole of your life: It was her lifelong ambition to write a best-selling novel. | a lifelong friendship that started when they were at school together | My father was a lifelong supporter of the Democrats.

---

**LIFT**

to move something into a higher position

see also CARRY, HOLD, PUT

1 to lift a person or thing

I tried to lift the box onto the table but it was too heavy.

*take something* to take something in your hands. especially something heavy, and move it upwards in another position. After the operation, I wasn't allowed to lift anything heavy.

*lift sth onto/over* etc. We lifted the children over the wall.

*lift sb/sth up* I tried to lift the box onto the table but it was too heavy.

*lift up sb/sth* She lifted up the smallest boy so he could see the parade.

pick up /pɪk ʌp [phrasal verb T] to lift something up from the ground, from a table etc. especially something small or light

pick up sth She picked up her bag and left the room.

---

pick sth up There are papers all over the floor – could you pick them up and put them away?

*raise* /reɪz/ [v T] to move something to a higher position for a short time before lowering it again: The bridge can be raised to allow ships to pass under it. | “Cheers, everyone!” said Larry, raising his glass.

2 to lift a part of your body

*raise* /reɪz/ [v T] raise your eyes/eyebrows/hand/arm to move or turn your eyes, head etc. upwards for a short time: She was reading a book, but raised her eyes when Paul walked in.

*lift* /lɪft/ [v T] lift your arm/leg/head to move your arm, leg etc. upwards, especially when this is difficult to do: I was feeling so weak that I could hardly lift my head from the pillow.

*put your hand up* /pʊt ˈhænd ʌp/ to move your arm upwards and keep it in the air, for example because you want to speak in a class or meeting, or because you are being counted: Put your hand up if you know the answer. | If you are not able to take part, please put your hand up.
light

- look here for ...
  - not dark
  - not heavy

1 light from the sun, a fire, an electric light etc
- see also DARK, BRIGHT/NOT BRIGHT, COLOUR/COLOR

light /lait/ [n U] Light was coming into the room through a crack in the door. I a gas lamp that gives as much light as a 100 watt bulb the light (=the amount of natural light in a place) The light was fading and I was afraid we wouldn't be home before dark. good/strong/bright light The light isn't good enough to take a photograph. blinding/dazzling light (=very strong light that hurts your eyes) a sudden flash of blinding light by the light of the moon/the fire/a candle (=with only the moon etc to give light) She sat reading by the light of the fire.

it's light /its 'lait/ use this to say that there is natural daylight: Let's go now while it's still light. It's not light enough to play outside.

daylight /'deilait/ [n U] the natural light of day
in daylight I'd like to look at the house again in daylight.
daylight hours (=the time when it is light) The park is open during daylight hours.
sunlight /'sa:nlait/ [n U] the light from the sun: Her long blonde hair was shining in the sunlight. I Keep the plant out of direct sunlight.
bright sunlight (=strong sunlight) Maria stood blinking in the bright sunlight.

moonlight /'mʌnlait/ [n U] the light from the moon: The trees looked strangely white in the moonlight.

2 to make a place light
light up /'lait ap/ [phrasal verb T] to shine lights on a place so that people can see it well, or so that it looks attractive
light up sth The fireworks lit up the sky. Their garden was lit up by dozens of coloured lamps.

light /lait/ [v T] to put lights in a place so that people can see what is happening there: What are you going to use to light the stage?
be lit by/with The room was lit by hundreds of candles.
lighting - lit - have lit

switch/turn/put the light(s) on /switʃ, 'ta:n, pu:t 'laɪt(s)' ɒn/ to turn or press a control to make an electric light produce light: Can you put the light on? I can't see anything!

3 something that provides light

light /lait/ [n C] an electric light: We could see the lights of Hong Kong across the bay.
the light is on/off There must be someone at home - the light's on in the kitchen.

switch/turn/put the light on It's getting dark. Can you turn the light on?
switch/turn the light off Don't forget to switch the lights off when you leave.

lamp /læmp/ [n C] something that uses electricity, oil, or gas to produce light, especially a light that you can move from place to place: There was a little oil lamp hanging from a hook in the ceiling. I a bedside lamp

candle /'kændl/ [n C] a stick of wax that you burn to give light: When there was a power cut, we had to use candles. I The cake had twelve candles on it.
torch BRITISH flashlight AMERICAN flashlight. A small electric lamp that you carry in your hand: We shone our torches around the walls of the cave.

4 colours/hair/skin
▶ see also DARK, HAIR

light [laɪt] [adj] not dark in colour: Her hair is a lighter colour than mine.
lights brown/blue/green etc Mike has light brown hair. The walls were a horrible shade of light green.

⚠ Don't use light about the colour of people's skin. Use fair or pale.

pale [peɪl] [adj] if someone is pale, their face is whiter than it usually is, especially because they are ill or frightened; a colour that is pale is very light: You're very pale. Are you feeling sick?
pale blue/green/pink etc a pale pink dress I She has very pale blue eyes.

⚠ Don't use pale about the colour of someone's hair. Say fair hair or light brown hair.

fair [feər] [adj] hair or skin is very light in colour: People with fair skin should be careful when they go out in the sun. Ulia has fair hair and blue eyes.

5 not heavy
▶ opposite HEAVY

light [laɪt] [adj] not heavy: The equipment is light enough to carry around. Modern tennis rackets are much lighter than the old-fashioned wooden ones.

lightweight ['laɪt-wェɪt] [adj] lightweight clothes, materials, or equipment are specially made so that they weigh very little: a lightweight summer suit | a lightweight bicycle

Like/NOT LIKE

▶ look here for ...

• think someone or something is nice
• think someone or something is not nice

▶ if you mean 'similar to someone or something else', go to same

EXCITING/EXCITED

POPULAR/UNPOPULAR

ENJOY  see also HATE

LOVE  IN OPINIONS

HORRIBLE/UNPLEASANT

ENTHUSIASTIC/UNEARTHSTIC

1 to like something

like [laɪk] [v T] to think something is nice: I like your dress - it's a beautiful colour. Do you like spaghetti?

like doing sth/like to do sth He likes helping in the kitchen. I like to see the children enjoying themselves.

to like sth (=start to like something) At first she hated New York, but after a while she got to like it.

⚠ Don't say 'I am liking it', 'she is liking it' etc. Say I like it, she likes it etc.

⚠ Don't say 'I like very much Paris'. Say I like Paris very much.

⚠ Usually it doesn't matter whether you use like doing sth or like to do sth, but when you mean someone likes the situation or place they are in, use like doing sth: I like living in London (not 'I like to live in London').

⚠ love [laʊv] [v T] especially spoken to like something very much: We had a great time at Disneyland. The kids loved it. I love this song.

love doing sth Rachel loves driving.

⚠ Only say 'love very much' about a person that you love. Don't use 'very much' with love when you are talking about a thing, place, or activity. Don't say 'I love Paris very much'. Just say I love Paris.
be fond of sb/sth /biː fɒnd ɒv (sb/sth)|ˈfænd-/ to like something, especially something you have liked for a long time: I know he’s fond of Chinese food. I Gerry had always been fond of animals.
be crazy about sth /biː kriəzi abəut (sth)/, informal to be extremely interested in an activity and spend a lot of time doing it or watching it: My kids are crazy about football.
be into sth /biː ˈɪntuː (sth)/ [phrase]/ verb T] spoken to like doing something, watching something, reading something etc: My brother’s really into rock-climbing.

2 to like someone
like /laɪk/ [v T] to think someone is nice: I’ve always liked Sally – she’s such a friendly person. | He’s an excellent teacher, and the students really like him.

Don’t say ‘I am liking her’, ‘he is liking her’ etc. Say I like her, he likes her etc.

be fond of sb /biː fɒnd ɒv (sb)/ˈfænd-/ to like someone very much, especially when you have known them for a long time: You’re very fond of Beryl, aren’t you? | Miss Parker was very fond of the children in her class, although she was always strict with them.

3 to like something or someone better than others
prefer /prɪˈfɜːər/ [v T] to like one thing more than another thing: Do you prefer tea or coffee?
prefer sth to sth I prefer classical music to rock.
prefer to do sth Most of my friends take the bus to school, but I prefer to walk.
preference - preferred - have preferred

Don’t say ‘I prefer coffee than tea’. Say I prefer coffee to tea.

Like sb/sth better /laɪk (sb/sth) ˈbɛtər/ especially spoken to like one person or thing more than another: Which do you like better, the red tie or the green one?
+ than I like this new teacher much better than the one we had before.

4 the one you like better than any others
favourite British favorite American /faɪvəˈrɪt/ [adj only before noun] your favourite or favorite colour, food, teacher etc is the one that you like better than any other colour, food etc: My favourite colour is purple. | Who is your favorite singer? | We’re going to her favourite restaurant for a meal.

Don’t say ‘most favourite’.

favourite British favorite American /faɪvəˈrɪt/ [n singular] something that you like more than other things of the same kind: sb’s favourite/favorite I like all her books, but this one’s my favourite. | Oh great! Chocolate ice-cream – my favourite!
teacher’s pet /tɪˈtʃɪəz pet/ [n singular] informal someone who is their teacher’s favourite student, and who is not liked by the other students because of this

5 someone who likes something very much
fan /fæn/ [n C] someone who likes a particular sport, team, or famous entertainer very much: Thousands of fans came to hear Oasis play. | a football fan
+a of Fans of Sylvester Stallone will enjoy this movie.
lover /ˈlʌvər/ [n C] music/jazz/art/ animal lover someone who likes music, art, or animals: Every jazz lover dreams of visiting New Orleans. | a nation of animal lovers
6 the kind of clothes, music etc that you like
taste [tɛst] [n C/U] the kind of clothes, music, furniture, films etc that you like
+ in His taste in films and books is very different from mine.
+ have good/bad taste (=be good or bad at deciding which things are attractive) My grandmother's house was beautiful - she always had very good taste.

7 to not like someone or something
⇒ see also HATE
not like [n ʌlt] [v T] Why did you invite Claire? You know I don't like her! I like the style of that dress, but I don't like the colour.
not like doing sth/not like to do sth I don't like walking home alone at night. Jake didn't like to see her looking so sad.
not like sb/sth very much (use this when the feeling is not very strong) Mum didn't like Mark very much when she first met him.
dislike [dɪslaɪk] [v T] to think someone or something is very unpleasant: He was a quiet person who disliked social occasions.
dislike doing sth Stephen dislikes having to get up early.
dislike sb/sth intensely (=dislike them very much) Muriel disliked Paul intensely.

⚠️ Dislike is more formal than not like, and is not usually used in spoken English. If you dislike someone or something, you feel more strongly than if you do not like them.

8 to stop someone from liking a person, thing, or activity
put sb off [pʊt (sb) ɔf] [v T] INFORMAL to stop someone from liking something or being interested in it: Don't let her put you off, it's a really good movie.
put sb off sth That weekend put me off camping for the rest of my life!
turn sb against sb [tɜːn (sb) əˈgenst (sb)] [v T] to deliberately change someone's feelings, so that they stop liking someone that they used to like: My wife threw me out, and now she's trying to turn the children against me.

LIMIT
⇒ see also CONTROL, RULE, LAW

1 the largest amount that is allowed or possible
limit [ˈlɪmɪt] [n singular] the highest number, speed, temperature etc that is allowed by a law or rule
+ to There's a limit to the amount of French money you can take out of the country.
time/age/speed limit The Interstate speed limit is 65 m.p.h.
over/above the limit (=higher than the limit) Pollution levels in the water were found to be over the official limit.

set a limit on sth (=decide what the limit will be) The Education Department has set a limit on the size of classes.

maximum /ˈmeɪksɪməm/ [adj only before noun] the maximum number or amount is the largest number or amount that is possible, normal, or allowed: After leaving Calais, the train soon reaches its maximum speed of 300 kph. 40 is the maximum number of passengers this bus is allowed to carry.

maximum [n singular]
the maximum You don't have to wait long for a new passport – 3 weeks is about the maximum.

a maximum of £10/50/30 degrees etc The prisoners here can earn a maximum of £10 a week.

the most [ə mɑːst] [quantifier] the largest number or amount: There are six people in the cab, and that's the most I'm allowed to take. The most we can afford is $500 a month.

the smallest amount that is allowed

the least [ə lɪst] [quantifier] the smallest number or amount: The least you should offer her is $10 an hour.

minimum /ˈmɪnɪməm/ [adj only before noun] the minimum number or amount is the smallest number or amount that is possible or allowed: Is there a minimum wage in your country? The minimum age for joining the army is 18.

minimum [n singular]
the minimum We need at least 8 students to make the course profitable – that's the minimum.

a minimum of £10/50/30 degrees etc You have to stay for a minimum of 7 days.

when there are limits on what you can do

limits /ˈlɪmɪts/ [n plural] the rules or facts that control someone's freedom or their ability to do what they want.

+ to/on Are there any limits on the President's power? There are practical limits to the number of cases we can deal with each day.

within limits Within certain legal limits, you can import anything you want.

restrictions /ˈrɪstrɪkʃənz/ [n plural] rules or laws that strictly control what you are allowed to do: severe financial restrictions.

+ on/upon sth Are there any restrictions on changing foreign currency? Because of restrictions on reporting, the newspapers were not allowed to cover the story.

impose restrictions (=officially order that something must be limited) New restrictions have been imposed on immigration.

limited /ˈlɪmɪtəd/ [adj] if something is limited, only a fixed amount is allowed or available: We only have a limited amount of time in which to finish the work.

+ to The class is limited to 20 students.

be restricted to (=if something is restricted to a particular amount, time, group etc, there are rules limiting it to that amount, time, group etc) The sale of alcohol is restricted to people over 18. Under the new rules working time is restricted to 45 hours a week.

to put limits on something

limit /ˈlɪmɪt/ [v T] to stop a number or amount from becoming too large, or stop someone from doing whatever they want: a new law limiting the number of foreign cars that can be imported. Men hold most of the top jobs, and this limits women's opportunities for promotion.

limit sb/sth to sth Try to limit your alcohol intake to 14 units per week.

put/set/impose a limit /pʊt, sɛt, ɪmˈpəʊz əˈlɪmɪt/ to officially control the size or amount of something by deciding what the limit will be.

+ on Governments should put strict limits on tobacco advertising.

restrict /rɪstrɪkt/ [v T] to strictly control and limit the size, amount, or range of something: The law restricts the sale of hand guns.

restrict sth to sth a population policy that restricted families to one child per couple.
5 when there is no limit

there is no limit [tɛəri ɪn ˈliːmɪt] use this to say that someone can have or do as much of something as they want.
+ to/on If you buy one of these tickets there’s no limit to the distance you can travel. | There’s no limit on the number of applications you can make.

unlimited [ʌnˈlɪmɪtɪd] [adj] something that is unlimited has no fixed limit: He has unlimited access to the firm’s computer. | They seem to have unlimited amounts of money to spend on advertising.

crease [ˈkris] [n C] a line on a piece of clothing or material where it has been folded or crushed: When I unpacked my suitcase, all my shirts had creases in them.

creased [adj] clothes that are creased have a lot of creases in them: When he unpacked his jacket, he found it was badly creased.

2 on someone’s skin

lines [laɪnz] [n plural] lines that form on someone’s skin: The deep lines on his forehead showed that he was a worried man.

lined [adj] if your skin or face is lined, it has lines on it: His forehead was deeply lined with worry.

wrinkles [ˈrɪŋklz] [n plural] deep lines on someone’s face or skin, caused by growing old: His face was old and covered in wrinkles.

wrinkled [adj] if your skin is wrinkled, it has deep lines on it: her old wrinkled hands

3 a line of writing or numbers

line [laɪn] [n C] a line of writing that goes across a page: Martin opened the letter and read the first few lines — it was bad news. | Start reading aloud at line 12.

+ of a few lines of poetry

column [ˈkɒlmən] [n C] a line of numbers, written under each other, that goes down a page: Add up the numbers in the column on the right.

4 a line of people or things

line [laɪn] [n C] several people, trees, hills etc standing next to each other or one behind the other:

in a line (=forming a line) The photographer asked us to stand in a line.

+ of In front of the house there is a line of tall trees.

When you see ➔, go to the ESSENTIAL COMMUNICATION section.
The first two rows were empty.

**row** /raʊ/ [n C] a line of people or things next to each other, especially one of several lines that are arranged one behind another

+ of There were only three rows of chairs - everyone else had to stand.

**front/back row** Can you see me in the photo? I’m in the back row.

**procession** /prəˈsɛfən/ [n C] a group of people or vehicles that move slowly along in a line, especially as part of a public ceremony: We were held up by a long funeral procession. I The children were eager to take part in the carnival procession.

**queue** [kjuː] [n l Brit] to stand in a line of people who are waiting to do something: We had to queue for hours in the rain.

**queue for sth** (=queue to get something) I spent so long queuing for a ticket that I nearly missed the train.

**queue to do sth** There were hundreds of football fans queuing to get in.

**queue up** (=form a queue) Every night, people queue up outside Club 49.

queue - queued - have queued

6 the line that separates two areas or countries

**border** ['bɔːdə] [n C] the official line that separates two countries, or the area close to this line: They escaped across the border into Thailand.

+ with Iraq had put thousands of troops along its border with Kuwait.

+ between The town lies on the border between Chile and Argentina.

**the German/Mexican/Swiss etc border** Strasbourg is very close to the German border.

**boundary** /ˈbaʊndri/ [n C] the official line that marks the edge of an area of land, for example a farm or one of the parts of a country: More and more people are moving outside the city boundaries.

+ between The Mississippi River forms the boundary between Tennessee and Arkansas.

plural boundaries

---

**LIQUID**

- see also **mix**

1 a liquid

**liquid** /ˈliːkwɪd/ [n C/U] a substance, such as water or milk, that is not a solid and not a gas: She screamed as the boiling liquid burned her skin. I Add most of the flour to the liquid and stir the mixture.

**liquid** [adj] usually before noun) use this about something which is a liquid, but which is usually a solid or a gas: Treat your plants once a week with liquid fertiliser. I liquid soap I liquid oxygen
fluid /flju:d/ [n C/U] a liquid — a technical word used especially by doctors or scientists: In extreme heat the body loses fluid and salt. | The fluids exchanged during sex can carry the HIV virus.

an amount of liquid

drop /drɒp/ [n C] a very small amount of liquid that falls from somewhere in a round shape
+ of Big drops of rain hit the window pane. | A drop of wax fell onto the carpet as she carried the candle across the room.

stream /strɪm/ [n C] a continuous line of moving liquid: Water ran down the wall in a continuous stream.
+ of A thin stream of blood was pouring from his wound.

pool /pʊl/ [n C] an area of liquid lying on a surface
+ of Trautman was lying in a pool of blood. | A pool of oil had collected under the car.

liquid that flows easily

thin /θɪn/ [adj] a thin liquid flows very easily, especially because it is not quite thick enough: This paint is a little thin, it’s dripping everywhere. | Don’t make the mixture too thin or the pancakes will taste watery.

thin - thinner - thinnest

runny /ˈrʌni/ [adj] informal food that is runny is liquid but should be thicker than it is: a boiled egg with a runny yolk | runny custard

runny - runnier - runniest

molten /ˈmɒltən/ [adj only before noun] molten rock, metal, glass etc has been made into a liquid by being heated to a very high temperature: You can watch craftsmen make beautiful vases out of molten glass. | The town was buried under a river of molten lava. | molten wax

liquid that flows slowly

thick /θɪk/ [adj] a thick liquid flows slowly because it is almost solid: If you want to make the sauce thicker, add flour. | The soup was thick and creamy.

lumpy /ˈlʌmpi/ [adj] a liquid that is lumpy contains small solid pieces, so it is not as smooth as it should be: This gravy is lumpy. | I hate lumpy porridge.

to become a liquid

melt /melt/ [v I/T] if something solid melts or if heat melts it, it becomes liquid: The snow has all melted. | The chocolate had melted and was all over the inside of her pocket. | Melt the butter in a saucepan and stir in the sugar.

melted [adj only before noun] a pasta dish topped with melted cheese

dissolve /dɪsˈvɔːl/ [v I] if something solid dissolves or if you dissolve it, it is added to a liquid and mixed with it, so that it becomes liquid itself: The crystals dissolve in water to create a purple liquid. | Dissolve the salt in 125 ml of hot water.

when liquid moves or comes out of somewhere

pour /pɔːr/ [v I] if a liquid pours out of something, down something etc, large amounts of it fall in that direction
+ out of/offs/down Water was pouring out of the crack in the ceiling. | Tears poured down her cheeks.

flow /fləʊ/ [v I] if a liquid flows, it moves in a steady, continuous stream from one place to another: The river flows more slowly here and it is safe to swim.
+ into/out of/over From here, factory waste flows straight into the sea.

come out /kaʊm ˈaʊt/ [phrasal verb I] if liquid comes out of a pipe, container etc, it flows out slowly and in small quantities: When I turned on the tap a brownish liquid came out.
+ of There’s oil coming out of your engine.

leak /leɪk/ [v I] if liquid leaks from a container or pipe, or if a container or pipe leaks, the liquid comes out through a small hole or crack because the container or pipe is damaged: I think the fuel tank is leaking.
LIQUID

+ through/into/out of/from Water was leaking from a pipe in the bathroom. Yoghurt had leaked out of my lunchbox all over my bag.

drip [drip] [v I] if a liquid drips, it falls slowly and steadily, in drops
+ off/out/from/onto The blood was still dripping from the cut on his lip. We stood under a tree, with rain dripping onto our heads.

dripping – dripped – have dripped

7 to make liquid come out of a container

pour /pɔːr/ [v T] to make liquid flow steadily from a container, by turning the container over or by making it lean to one side

pour sth on/into/down sth Pour the milk into a jug. Nassim poured the whisky down the sink.

spill /spɪl/ [v T] to accidentally make liquid come out of a container

spill sth onto/over/into sth Someone had spilled red wine all over the carpet. A tanker has spilled 6000 gallons of oil into the sea.

spilling – spilled (also spilt British) – have spilled (also have spilt British)

spray /spreɪ/ [v T] to make liquid come very quickly out of a container as thousands of small drops, by forcing it through a small hole or many small holes

spray water/champagne/perfume etc over/onto sth He shook up the bottle and sprayed champagne all over us.

spray sth with sth We regularly spray all our crops with pesticides.

squirt /skwɜːt/ [v T] to make liquid come out of a container in a short thin stream, especially by pressing the sides of the container

squirt sth into/onto/over sth Mike squirted disinfectant onto the kitchen counter and began to wipe it down. Squirt a little oil into the lock to loosen it.

LIST

1 a list

list /ˈlɪst/ [n C] a set of names of people, places, things that you have to do etc., which are written one below the other and kept as a record
+ of a list of words that we had to learn
be on a list My name wasn’t on the list of guests, so they didn’t let me in.

make a list Make a list of all the people you want to send Christmas cards to.

a waiting list (=a list of people who are waiting for something) The English course is very popular so there might be a waiting list.

a shopping list (=a list of things you need to buy)

cross sth off a list (=remove it from a list) We have plenty of eggs, so you can cross them off the list.

register /ˈrɛdʒɪstər/ [n C] an official list containing the names of all the people, organizations, or things of a particular type
+ of a register of qualified translators a civil register of births, deaths, and marriages

checklist /ˈtʃeklist/ [n C] a list of all the things that you need to do, to help you remember
+ of When you go camping, it’s a good idea to make a checklist of all the things you need to take with you.

agenda /əˈdʒendə/ [n C] a list of all the things that will be discussed at a meeting: Do you have an agenda for this morning’s meeting?

2 to provide a list

list /ˈlɪst/ [v T] to give a written or spoken list of names, places etc: a useful booklet, listing all the colleges that take part-time students

be listed The books are listed alphabetically, according to the name of the author.
LISTEN

- see also HEAR

⚠️ Don’t confuse listen and hear. If you listen to something, you pay attention so that you can hear it well.

listen. /ˈlɪsən/ [v I] to pay attention to what someone is saying or to a sound that you hear: I didn’t hear the answer because I wasn’t listening when she read it out.
+ to Gordon was lying on his bed, listening to music.
listen carefully They all listened carefully while she was telling them the story.
⚠️ Listen! Spoken say this when you want to get someone’s attention] Listen! I’ve just had a brilliant idea.

⚠️ Don’t say ‘I listen music’. Say I listen to music.

pay attention [ˈpeɪ ətʃən] to listen carefully to what someone is saying: I have some important information about travel arrangements, so please pay attention.
+ to She went on talking, but I wasn’t really paying attention to what she was saying.
eavesdrop /ˈeɪvzdrɔp/ [v I] to secretly listen to someone else’s conversation by standing near them, hiding behind a door etc.: “How does Jake know that?” “He must have been eavesdropping.”
+ on We talked very quietly so that no one could eavesdrop on us.
listen in [ˈlɪsən ɪn] phrase verb I] to listen to someone else’s telephone conversation when they do not know that you are listening.
+ on The police were listening in on their conversation.

LISTEN

LITTLE/NOT MUCH

- if you mean ‘not big’, go to SMALL
- see also FEW

1 a small amount

a little /əˈlɪt/ [quantifier] a small amount of something
a little food/time/help etc. I think I’ll have a little cream in my coffee. | They may need a little help.
just a little (=only a small amount) “Do you speak Japanese?” “Just a little.”
a little more/less I wish he’d show a little more interest in his work.

⚠️ Don’t say ‘I speak a little of Spanish’. Say I speak a little Spanish.

a little bit (also a bit [BRITISH] /əˈlɪt bit, a bit [quantifier] informal a small amount of something: Don’t buy a large pack — I only need a little bit.
+ of It’s a good way of making a bit of extra money.
a little bit more/less Tell us a little bit more about your plans.
not much [not mʌtʃ] [quantifier] only a small amount of something — use this especially when there is less than you need: There’s not much light in this room. | He doesn’t have much experience of running a business.
not very much You haven’t eaten very much. | We didn’t have very much time, so we took a taxi.
a drop /əˈdrɒp/ [quantifier] informal a small amount of something that you drink: “Do you take cream in your coffee?” “Yes, just a drop, please.”
+ of Could I have a drop of milk in my tea?

very little /ˈvɛrɪ ˈlɪt/ [quantifier] a very small amount of something: “How much do you know about computers?” “Very little, I’m afraid.” | Fish contains very little fat. | Changing the laws will make very little difference.

hardly any /ˈhɑrldi ˈeni/ [quantifier] such a small amount that there is almost none at all: We need some more paper —
there's hardly any left. Ian's learning to play the guitar, but he hardly gets any time to practise.

scarce  skeɪs [adj] if something that you need is scarce, it is available only in small amounts, so there is not enough of it: After the war, food and clothing were scarce. | a waste of scarce natural resources

3 a little tired/sad/older/bigger etc

a little  əˈlɪtl [adv] I'm feeling a little tired. I think I'll go upstairs and have a rest. | "Do you feel sad that you're leaving?" "Just a little." | a little more Business class costs a little more than economy class, but it's worth the extra money.

a little bit (also a bit British) əˈlɪtl bɪt, a bit [adv] informal: a little: I'm feeling a little bit better today. | She looked a bit surprised when she saw me.

slightly  /ˈslætli/ [adv] very little, but not enough to be important or easy to notice: We're almost the same age. He's slightly older than me. | Sean's car is a slightly different colour.

4 when something or someone moves or changes a little

a little  əˈlɪtl, His work has improved a little since he came to the school. | I noticed that Mrs Ewing's hand was trembling a little.

a little bit (also a bit British) əˈlɪtl bɪt, a bit [adv] informal: a little: Do you mind if I open the window a little bit? | The centre of the town has changed a bit, but everything else is just as I remember it.

slightly  /ˈslætli/ [adv] a little, but not enough to be important or easy to notice: The temperature had risen slightly, but it was still very cold.

not much  /nɒt ˈmʌtʃ/ only a little and not as much as you might have expected: Things haven't changed much over the past few years.

When you see ESSENTIAL COMMUNICATION go to the ESSENTIAL COMMUNICATION section.

LIVE

- opposite DIE
- if you mean 'not die', go to ALIVE
- see also HOUSES/WHERE PEOPLE LIVE, HOME

1 to live in a place

live  liv [v 1] to have your home in a particular place: Where do you live? + in Do you like living in Tokyo? | Do you live in an apartment or a house? | Judy lives in that nice house on the corner.

+ at In 1905 Russell was living at 4 Ralston Street.

⚠️ Use in before the name of a country or town: John lives in Canada/in Toronto. Use at before the exact address: John lives at 78 Clancy Street.

⚠️ Don't confuse live (=live somewhere permanently) and stay (=live there for a short time): We stayed at a small hotel close to the beach.

grow up  ɡroʊ ʌp [phrasal verb 1] to live in a place during the time when you are a child: This is the place where I grew up.

+ in Margaret Hallworth was born in Manchester, but grew up in North Wales.

settle  ˈsetl [v 1] to start to live permanently in a country or city, after you have lived in several different places

+ in We lived in Thailand, then Singapore, and finally settled in China.

2 to live in the same house as someone else

live with sb  ˈlɪv wið (sb) [phrasal verb T] I live with an old friend from college. | Do you still live with your parents?

live together  ˈlɪv təˈgɛðər [phrasal verb T] if two people live together, they live in the same house and have a sexual relationship: These days, people often live together before getting married.

share a house/apartment/room with sb  ˈʃeər əˈhɑːs, ˈæpərtmənt, ˈrʊm wið (sb) to live with someone who is not a member of your family and not your
sexual partner: My brother shares a house with four other students. I used to share an apartment with a guy who played the drums.

room with sb /ˈrʊm wɪð (sb)/ [phrasal verb T] AMERICAN to live in the same room as someone at college: Do you remember Diane? I roomed with her at college.

flatmate BRITISH roommate AMERICAN /ˈflætmæt, ˈrʊmˌmeɪt, ˈrʊm-/ [n C] someone that you share an apartment with, who is not a member of your family and not your sexual partner: This is Rosalind, my flatmate. You can’t have a party without asking your roommate first.

3 someone who lives in a place

⚠️ If you want to say how many people live in a place, say 'a city/country with a population of 5 million' or 'a city/country with 5 million inhabitants'.

population /ˈpɒpjʊleɪʃn/ [n singular/U] all the people who live in a country or town or area, or the number of people who live in it: In Ghana 46% of the population is under 16 years of age.

+ of The population of Singapore is almost 3 million.

the adult/Muslim/black population (=all the people in a place who are adult, Muslim etc) 90% of the adult population is literate.

resident /ˈrezɪdənt/ [n C] someone who lives in a particular area of a town, a particular street or apartment block etc: Local residents are protesting about the new road. Parking spaces are for residents only.

+ of Residents of Glacier Bay are complaining about the pollution caused by cruise ships.

inhabitant /ɪnˈhæbɪtənt/ [n C usually plural] written one of the people who live in a place, especially in a town or city or in an area of a country: Copenhagen has about 1.4 million inhabitants. This is a poor rural area, with only one doctor per 10,000 inhabitants.

+ of the inhabitants of the San Fernando Valley

tenant /ˈtenənt/ [n C] someone who lives in a house, apartment, or room and regularly pays money to the person who owns it: Tenants are not allowed to keep pets. Have you found any tenants for your house yet?

LONG

- look here for ...
  - long hair, a long street etc
  - a long book, list etc
  - a long time
- opposite SHORT
- see also MEASURE, TALL
- if you mean ‘after a long time’, go to END

1 a long object/line/space etc

long /lɒŋ/ [adj] longer than usual from one end to the other: The girl had long blonde hair. There was a long line of people at the ticket office. She led them down a long corridor, through countless swinging doors. Rome has the longest shopping street in Europe.

four inches/two metres/five miles etc long The snake was more than three metres long.

length /lɛŋθ/ [n C/U] how long something is: These fish can grow to a length of four feet. We need to measure the length and width of the room.

four inches/two metres/five miles etc in length The hotel pool is 15 metres in length.

2 a long book/name/list/speech etc

long /lɒŋ/ [adj] a long book, speech, name etc has a lot of pages, words, letters, details etc in it: The place has a long Welsh name that I can’t pronounce. The principal gave a long, boring speech about discipline. There was a long list of jobs that she needed to do that day.
Lengthy 

Formal a lengthy book, speech, explanation, or document has a lot of words and details in it and is often boring. A lengthy, two-volume book on conditions in modern China is a lengthy financial report.

Long-winded

Boring and much longer than it needs to be. The book begins with a rather long-winded description of the historical background to the war. I had to listen to his long-winded explanation as to why he was late.

A Long Time

A long time (for) a long time He’s lived here a long time. The house has been empty for a long time.

A long time ago We met in August 1947, a long time ago.

A very long time We’ve been friends for a very long time.

It’s a long time since It’s a long time since I heard from Clive.

A while (for) a while After a while people started to complain for a while. How’s Lynn? I haven’t seen her for a while.

Quite a while (=a long time) He’s been going out with her quite a while now, hasn’t he?

Long

Long for a long time. Have you been waiting long?

Long before/after Michelle was wearing platform shoes long before they came into fashion.

Ages

Plural spoken, especially British a very long time for ages I haven’t been out for ages.

Wait/take/spend ages I spent ages in town trying to find something to wear for the wedding. We had to wait ages for a bus.

It’s ages since It’s ages since we played this game I’d forgotten how good you are.

Ages ago (=a long time ago) “When did you sell the car?” “Ages ago!”

Hours/months/years

Many hours, months, years, and a lot longer than you expected: It was years before we found out the truth.

For hours/months/years I’m worried—Robin’s been out for hours.

Take (sb) hours/months/years It took us months to paint the house.

Continuing for a Long Time

Continuing for a long time: The play was good, but it was a little too long. He died after a long illness. It’s a long flight—15 hours.

Long-term

A long-term problem, situation, or effect is one that continues for a very long time: Drugs such as Ecstasy may cause long-term damage to the brain. Long-term unemployment.

Long-term relationship (=a sexual relationship that lasts for a long time) I’m not ready for a long-term relationship right now.

Lasting

Lasting strong enough or effective enough to continue for a long time.

A lasting peace/friendship/agreement The people of Northern Ireland are praying for a lasting peace.

Long-running

A long-running dispute/row/debate/conflict an argument, disagreement, or war that continues for a very long time. The two countries have signed an agreement, ending a long-running dispute over fishing rights.

Interminable

Interminable something that is interminable continues for much too long and makes you feel impatient or annoyed: Tuesday was always a day of interminable meetings. After an interminable delay, the bus finally left the station.

Something that you need a lot of time to do

Take a long time. Take a long time you need a lot of time to do it: I never go to work by train because it takes such a long time. Your body takes a long time to recover after an operation.

It takes (sb) a long time to do sth. It takes a long time to make friends when you move to a new town. It took me a long time to learn how the system worked.
take time  

take 'taim, if something takes time to do, it cannot be done quickly and you have to be patient: Learning a new language always takes time.

it takes time to do sth It takes time to get to know people.

time-consuming  

'taim 'kansjumig]

-time-consuming [adj] an activity, process, or job that takes a very long time to do: Checking all the calculations used to be a very time-consuming process.

raise  

raise [v T often passive] AMERICAN to look after children until they have grown up: Raising a family is one of the toughest jobs in the world.

be raised My brother and I were raised on a small farm in Missouri.

someone who is paid to look after children

babysitter (also sitter informal)  

'sebi-

'sitter [n C] someone who is paid to look after children while their parents go out for the evening

childminder  

taid,maendo[, n C] BRITISH someone who is paid to look after children while their parents are at work

nanny  

'neani [n C] a woman who is paid to look after someone else's children, and who lives in the house with the family

plural nannies

look after something

look after sth  

look after (sth) [phrasal verb T] to keep something in good condition and make sure that it does not get broken, damaged, or stolen: You can have a new bike for Christmas if you promise to look after it.

look after sth for sb The neighbours are going to look after the house for us while we're away.

look after sth  

look after something (sth) [phrasal verb T] to look after something, especially something that is expensive or easily broken, or needs a lot of attention: That car should run for another ten years if you take care of it.

take care of sth (=look after it well)

The boat was in good condition, and the previous owner had obviously taken very good care of it.

keep an eye on sth  

'ki:pn 'an 'ai'n (sth) especially spoken to look after something that belongs to someone else for a short time, by watching it to make sure that it does not get stolen or damaged: Tom went into the library while I kept an eye on the bikes. I can you keep an eye on my bags while I go to the toilet?

maintain  

'men'ten, man- [v T] to make sure that a car, machine, or building is in good condition by checking it and repairing it when necessary: The car hadn't
been properly maintained, and it was very rusty.

maintenance /ˈmeɪntənəns/ [n U] the job of maintaining a car, building, or machine: A car is quite a big expense, especially when you consider maintenance costs. | The landlord is responsible for the maintenance of the building.

**LOOK AT**

▶ see also SEE, WATCH

⚠ Don't confuse see, watch, and look at. When you see something, you notice it with your eyes, either deliberately or accidentally: I saw an accident on my way to school today. You watch things like films, sports games, or other situations where there is action and movement: Dad was watching a basketball game on TV. When you look at people, scenery, pictures, and other things that are not moving, you deliberately pay attention to them: Look at this old picture of Sally!

1 **to look at someone or something**

look /lʊk/ [v I] to turn your eyes towards something so that you can see it: Look, there are swans on the river. + at "Come on, it's time to go," he said, looking at his watch. | Look at me when I'm talking to you. + into/out of/through/down etc Helen was looking out of the window, waiting for him to arrive. | Janie looked into her mail box, but there was nothing there. | The teacher stopped and looked around to see if there were any questions. look at sb/sth in amazement/disbelief/surprise etc (=in a way that shows you are surprised or shocked) Sean looked at her in disbelief. "Are you sure?" look [n C] when you turn your eyes to look at someone or something: Sarah needed only one look at her daughter's face to know that she was in trouble. | I was getting disapproving looks from the people around me.

⚠ Don't say look at when you are talking about TV programmes, games, or things that are happening. Say watch: I was watching a baseball game. | The kids are watching a video.

⚠ **have a look/take a look** /hæv a lʊk, ˈteɪk a lʊk/ especially spoken to look at something, especially something interesting or unusual + at We climbed to the top of the tower to have a look at the view. | "You'd better take a look at this," she said, passing me a letter.

stare /stɛə/ [v I] to look directly at someone or something for a long time, without moving your eyes + at Why are you staring at me like that? | She stared at the page for several minutes, trying to understand. + into/out of etc My cat spends all day staring out of the window.

stare back (at sb) (=stare at someone who is looking at you)

stare in amazement/horror/disbelief (=in a way that shows you are surprised or shocked) Donna stared in horror as the man fell to the floor.

stare [n C] a long direct look: Charles didn't reply. He just gave his daughter an angry stare.

gaze /gɛz/ [v I] especially written to look at someone or something for a long time, especially with a feeling of love or great pleasure + at I lay back on the sand and gazed at the stars above. + out/into/down etc He was gazing into her eyes as he spoke. | Ruth gazed down at the sleeping child.

⚠ Gaze is used especially in descriptions.

glare /ɡleər/ [v I] to look angrily at someone: He sat there in silence, glaring angrily. + at Sarah glared at her father, "How dare you say that!"

2 **to look carefully**

look carefully/closely /lʊk ˈkreɪfəli, klaʊsli/ to look carefully at something in order to see small details: If you look carefully, you can see the artist's name in the corner of the picture.
take a look at sth / have a look at sth

+ at He looked closely at the pattern on the plate. "My Grandma used to have plates like this."

Q take a look at sth / have a look at sth

tık a lak at (sth), həv a lak at (sth) ESPECIALLY SPOKEN to look carefully at something in order to find out what is wrong with it or to find out something about it: I've asked Ken to take a look at the car - the engine's making strange noises. | The doctor will be here soon to have a look at your ankle.

take/have a good look at sth (=look very carefully and thoroughly) The police asked me to take a good look at the photo, and tell them if I recognised anyone.

examine

ɪg'zæmɪn [v T] to look at something carefully and thoroughly because you want to find out more about it: When the police examined the gun, they discovered Wright's fingerprints on it. | A team of divers was sent down to examine the wreck.

check / inspect

ɪ'tʃɛk, ɪn'spekt [v T] to look at something carefully and thoroughly in order to make sure that it is correct, safe, or working properly: The factory is regularly inspected by a fire-safety officer. | Technicians would check the engines and replace any worn parts.

check sth for damage / faults / cracks (=in order to find any damage) After the explosion, they had to check the building for structural damage.

go over sth / go through sth

gəʊ 'əʊvər' (sth), ɡəʊ 'θruː' (sth) [phrasal verb T] to look carefully at every part of a document or plan in order to make sure that it is all correct: I'd like to go over last month's accounts with you. | Marion's been through your report and she hasn't found any mistakes.

examination

ɪg'zæmɪneɪʃən [n C/U] when you look at something carefully in order to find out more about it: National Transportation Safety Board investigators are continuing their examination of the crash.

on closer examination (=when you look at something more carefully) On closer examination the painting was found to be a clever copy.

inspection

ɪn'spekʃən [n C] an official visit to a school, factory, prison etc by someone whose job is to make sure that everything is being done correctly.

+ of There are regular inspections of the prison by government health officers.

carry out an inspection (=make an inspection) Admiral Naumenko personally carried out an inspection of the fleet.

to look quickly or secretly

glance

glæns [v l] to look quickly at something or someone, and then look away

+ at Dr Morse kept glancing nervously at his watch. | I saw them glance at each other as if they shared a secret.

+ into / down / through etc Glancing into Neil's room, she noticed that his suitcase was packed.

glance [n C] a quick look: A quick glance at the map showed that we were on the right road.

take a quick look / have a quick look

tek a kwɪk ˈlʊk, həv a kwɪk ˈlʊk / to look at something quickly in order to check that everything is satisfactory

+ at / around / through etc He took a quick look in the mirror, and went out of the house. | She had a quick look around the room before letting the guests in.

peep

piːp [v I] ESPECIALLY BRITISH to look at something quickly and secretly, especially from a place where you cannot be seen

+ through / into / round We peeped through a crack in the fence, and saw her talking to a strange-looking man. | Bobby peeped round the corner to see what was happening.

peek / take a peek

piːk, tek a ˈpɪk [v I] AMERICAN to look at something quickly and secretly, especially from a place where you cannot be seen: The children were peeking from behind the wall. | She quickly opened the door and took a peek inside.
4 to look in a shop/market/place/place for tourists

look around/have a look around

luk ərəund, hæv ə luk ərəund [phrasal verb T] to walk around a shop or market or a place where tourists go, looking at a lot of different things: I think I’ll just look around for a while – I’m not sure what I want. | You’re welcome to have a look around. We have a wide range of sportswear.

⚠️ In British English, you can also say look round and have a look round.

browse [braʊz] [v I] to spend time looking at things in a shop, especially books or records, without intending to buy anything: Armando spent the afternoon browsing in Camden market.

+ through Joanne was standing in a bookstore browsing through some magazines.

window-shopping [ˈwɪndəʊ ˈʃɒpɪŋ] [n U] The activity of looking at goods in shop windows without intending to buy anything: We hadn’t any money but we enjoyed window-shopping in Fifth Avenue.

I’m just looking [aim ˈdʒast lokɪŋ] Spoken: say this to tell someone who works in a shop that you are only looking at things, and you do not intend to buy anything just now: “Can I help you?” “No thanks, I'm just looking.”

5 to stop looking at something

look away [lʊk əˈweɪ] [phrasal verb I] to turn your eyes away from something that you were looking at: The accident was so horrible that I had to look away.

+ from She looked away from him, unable to tell him the truth.

look up [lʊk ʌp] [phrasal verb I] to stop looking at something and turn your face upwards, in order to see someone or talk to them: There was a loud bang outside the classroom and we all looked up.

+ from “Goodbye, then,” she said, without even looking up from her newspaper.

look for sb/sth

/lʊk ʌf (sb/sth)/ [phrasal verb T] to try to find something that you have lost, or someone who is not in the place where you expected them to be: I'm looking for Simon – have you seen him? | I've been looking everywhere for that key! Where did you find it?

try to find sb/sth [trə təˈfænd (sb/sth)] to look for someone or something, especially when it is difficult to find them: Jill was up in the attic trying to find her old school books. | I'm trying to find my daughter – she was here five minutes ago.

have a look [hæv ə lʊk] especially Spoken: look for someone or something, especially when you do it quickly or when you only look in one place: “I can't find my green dress.” “Have a look in my bedroom.”

+ for I had a look for Clive but he wasn't in his office.

have a quick look [haɪv ə kjuːk lʊk] I'll just have a quick look for that book before we go.

have a good look [haɪv ə ɡʊd lʊk] (=look carefully and thoroughly) We don't have time to find it now – we'll have a good look in the morning.

search for sb/sth

[sɜːtʃ foʊ (sb/sth)] [phrasal verb T] to look carefully and thoroughly for someone or something, especially when it is very important that you find them: Detectives spent today searching for clues in the woods near the victim's home. | Friends and neighbours gathered to search for the missing boy.

in search of sb/sth

[ɪn sɜːtʃ əv (sb/sth)] Especially written: if you go in search of someone or something, you go somewhere in order to find them.
go/set off in search of She stayed and talked for a while, then went off in search of Flynn.

2 to look for something or someone that you need

look for sth/sb ˈlʊk ˈfɔː (sth/sb)  [phrasal verb T] to try to find something or someone that you need: Can you help me? I'm looking for a place to stay. | You should write to Data Corp – they're always looking for new staff. | I spent months looking for a job, with no luck.

try to find sth/sb ˈtraɪ tə ˈfaɪnd (sth/sb) to look for something or someone that you need, especially when it is difficult and takes a long time: Doctors are still trying to find a cure for cancer. | I spent half an hour trying to find a parking space.

in search of sth ɪn ˈsɜːtʃ ɔv (sth) especially written if you go in search of something that you need, you go somewhere to try to find it: Menendez had travelled up from Mexico in search of a job.

look up ˈlʊk ʌp  [phrasal verb T] to try to find information by looking in a book, on a list, in computer records etc

look up sth I'll just look up her address – it's on the student database.

look sth up If you don't know what it means, look it up in the dictionary.

be on the lookout for sth/sb ˈbiː ɒn ðə ˈlʊkət fɔː (sth/sb) to keep looking for something or someone that might be useful to you, always taking care that you do not miss any opportunity: Maya was always on the lookout for a bargain. | The team is on the lookout for good young players.

3 when the police are looking for drugs, guns etc

see also POLICE, DRUGS, WEAPON

search ˈsɜːtʃ  [v T] to look in every part of a place or to look in someone's clothes or bags in order to try to find drugs, guns, stolen goods etc. All visitors to the prison are thoroughly searched. | A team of police officers had searched the whole area, but couldn't find the murder weapon.

go through sth ɡoʊ ˈθruː (sth)  [phrasal verb T] to carefully search all of someone's clothes, bags, or possessions to try to find guns or drugs: Customs officials went through his baggage but found nothing.

raid ˈred  [v T] if the police raid a place, they arrive there suddenly to look for criminals, drugs, or stolen goods: The Casino nightclub has been closed since it was raided last month. | The army used to raid houses in the Catholic districts in search of guns.

frisk ˈfrɪsk  [v T] if the police, airport officials etc frisk someone, they feel the person's clothes and body, looking for hidden weapons or drugs: All the passengers were frisked before they got on the plane.

frisk sb for sth What a school! All the students are frisked for drugs before morning roll-call.
an attempt to find something

search [sə:tʃ] [n C] an attempt to find someone or something, especially when this is well organized and a lot of people are doing it

+ for a search for survivors of the plane crash. | Their search for gold took them west to Washington State.

carry out a search (=search a place) FBI agents carried out a thorough search of all the nightclubs.

search party (=an organized group of people searching for someone who is lost) When the men did not return, the commanding officer sent out a search party.

house-to-house search (=when every house in an area is searched) House-to-house searches were carried out in the hope of finding the kidnapped baby.

hunt [hənt] [n singular] an organized search by a lot of people, especially to find a criminal: Police have launched a nationwide hunt for the killer.

raid [ræid] [n C] a sudden visit by the police to a building in order to look for criminals, drugs, stolen goods etc. Two people were arrested today in a police raid on a house in South London.

---

LOOSE

not fitting tightly or not firmly fixed

- opposite TIGHT

- see also FASTEN/UNFASTEN

! Don’t confuse loose and lose (=to not be able to find something).

1 clothes

loose [lus] [adj] loose clothes do not fit your body tightly, so you feel comfortable when you wear them: She wore a long, loose linen jacket. | In hot weather, loose cotton clothes are more comfortable.

baggy [ˈbæggi] [adj] baggy clothes are designed to be big and loose and they hide the shape of your body: Bill was wearing a polo shirt and baggy blue pants. | a comfortable baggy sweater

baggy – baggier – baggiest

stretch [stretʃ] [v I] if clothes stretch, they become looser and do not fit you properly any more: Don’t put that sweater in the washing machine – it’ll stretch.

loosen [ˈlusən] [v T] to make a piece of clothing looser and more comfortable by unfastening it: Simon suddenly felt very hot, so he loosened his shirt and tie.

Loosen any tight clothing, and lay the patient on his side.

2 rope/knot/chain

loose [lus] [adj] a rope, knot, chain etc that is loose is not tied or stretched tightly, and is not as tight as it should be: The chain on my bicycle is loose – it keeps slipping.

come loose (=gradually become looser) The string around the package had come loose and some of the papers had fallen out.

loosely [adv] a scarf tied loosely around his neck

slack [slæk] [adj] a rope or chain that is slack is not stretched as tightly as it should be: Our tent ropes were too slack, and the tent blew over in the night.

loosen [ˈlusən] [v T] to make something loose when it has been pulled or fastened tightly: She loosened the reins so that the horse could lower its head and drink. | Carl leaned back in his chair and loosened his belt.

3 something that is not fixed firmly enough

loose [lus] [adj] something that is loose is not firmly fixed in the place where it should be: Some of the floorboards are loose and they creak when you walk on them. | a loose tooth

come loose (=gradually become looser) This door handle’s come loose.

a loose connection (=when wires or electrical parts are not firmly connected)

wobbly [ˈwɔblɪ] [adj] something that is wobbly shakes or moves from side to side because it is not fixed as firmly as it should be: Don’t sit on that chair – one of the legs is wobbly. | a wobbly ladder
4 to make something loose that has been firmly or tightly fixed

loosen [ˈlʊsən] [v T] to make something loose in order to remove it, for example a screw or lid that has been tightly fixed: I couldn’t open the jar, so Paul loosened the top for me. | These screws are all rusty. Squirt some oil on to loosen them.

LOSE

☞ look here for ...
• when you can’t find something
• not win a game, fight, or war
  lose your home, job etc
☞ if you mean ‘when you do not know where you are’, go to LOST

⚠ Don’t confuse lose and loose (=not fitting tightly).

1 when you can’t find something or someone
☞ opposite FIND
☞ see also LOOK FOR, DISAPPEAR

lose [luːz] [v I/T] to lose a game, competition, fight, or war: I always lose when I play tennis with my sister.

losing - lost - have lost

can’t find [ˈkænt ˈfɛnd] to be unable to find something or someone, especially after you have spent a long time looking for them: She searched through all her pockets, but she couldn’t find the tickets. | I don’t know what’s happened to Eric - I can’t find him anywhere.

2 something or someone that you cannot find
☞ see also LOOK FOR, DISAPPEAR

missing [ˈmɪsɪŋ] [adj] a missing object is lost and may have been stolen; a missing person cannot be found and may be in danger: Police are still searching for the missing gold. | She’s been missing for three days now, and we’re very worried.

☞ from Suddenly I realized that my passport was missing from my handbag.

go missing (from) BRITISH (=become lost or be stolen) Every year, hundreds of books go missing from the library.

lost [luːst] [adj] if something is lost, no one knows where it is: Divers are searching for the plane’s lost flight recorder. | Have you seen my calculator? I hope it isn’t lost.

got lost I never received your parcel. It must have got lost in the mail.

disappear [dɪˈsərəp] [v I] if something or someone disappears, they cannot be found and you think they may have been stolen or may be in danger: I left my purse here a moment ago, and now it’s completely disappeared. | The girl was wearing a red coat when she disappeared.

3 when you do not win in a game, argument, or war
☞ opposite WIN
☞ see also SPORT, FIGHT, WAR

lose [luːz] [v I/T] to lose a game, competition, fight, or war: I always lose when I play tennis with my sister.

lose a game/fight/election etc Everyone expected Truman to lose the election.

lose to sb (=be beaten by a person, team etc) England lost to Brazil in the final.

lose by 1 goal/10 votes/20 points etc in the end, we only lost by one point!

losing - lost - have lost

be beaten [biː ˈbeɪtən] to lose a game, competition, or race: The Yankees were beaten yesterday in an exciting game against the Red Sox.

☞ by She reached the final, where she was beaten by Steffi Graf.

be defeated [biː ˈdɪfrət] to lose an important or difficult battle, election, or game: The king’s army was defeated and he was taken prisoner.

☞ by Last night England was defeated by a superior Brazilian team.

be heavily defeated (=be very badly defeated) Jimmy Carter was heavily defeated in the 1980 presidential election.
defeat /dɪˈfɪət/ [n C/U] when a person, team, or army is defeated in a game, competition, election, battle etc
+ of the defeat of Napoleon at Waterloo
+ a crushing/humiliating defeat (=when you are very badly defeated) This result represents a humiliating defeat for the President.

surrender /səˈrendər/ [v I] to officially announce that you want to stop fighting in a war because you know that you cannot win: Finally, after months of fighting, the enemy surrendered.
+ to In May 1945, Germany surrendered to the Allied Forces.

someone who loses in a game, competition etc

loser /ˈloʊzər/ [n C] the person or group that has lost a game, competition, or election: The losers walked slowly off the field. | There was a silver cup for the winners, and medals for the losers.

5 to no longer have something important

lose /luːz/ [v T] to no longer have something important or valuable, such as your job or your home, because it has been destroyed or taken away from you: Thousands of people lost their homes in the earthquake. | I'll lose my job if the factory closes. | Another bank closed, and thousands of people lost their savings.

losing - lost - have lost

cost /kɒst/ [v T] if a mistake, accident etc costs you something important such as your job or your health, you lose that important thing because of it

cost sb sth Another mistake like that could cost you your job. | All this delay has cost the company an important contract.

costing - cost - have cost

--

LOST

when you do not know where you are

→ see also FIND

1 to be lost

be lost /be lɔst/ to not know where you are, or not know the way to the place that you want to go to: Excuse me. I'm lost. Which way is the station? Eventually the children realized they were lost.

not know where you are /nɔt nɔ ˈweə ˈjuː ˈær/ if you do not know where you are, you do not recognize the place that you are in: I really don't know where we are - let's have a look at the map. | He was so drunk he didn't know where he was.

2 to become lost

get lost /ɡet lɔst/ I'll give you a map so that you don't get lost. | Sorry we're so late. We got lost.

lose your way /luːz ˈjɔr ˈweɪ/ if you lose your way, you go in the wrong direction or take the wrong road when you are trying to go somewhere: The climbers had lost their way in the dark. | If you lose your way, just stop and ask someone.

--

LOT

→ see also ENOUGH/NOT ENOUGH, FEW, LITTLE/NOT MUCH

1 a large number of people or things

a lot of /ə ˈloʊ təɪ/ [quantifier] a large number of people or things: There were a lot of words that I didn't understand. | A lot of students have weekend jobs.

a lot more She has a lot more problems than you have.

quite a lot of (=a fairly large number) There are quite a lot of computers in the school.
a lot I was surprised that so few people went to the concert—I thought there’d be a lot.

lots of /lots ov/ [quantifier] informal a lot of people or things: I’ve invited lots of people. | We went to lots of interesting places.

many /meni/ [quantifier] a lot of people or things—use this especially in questions and negatives: Did you get many Christmas cards this year? | There will be rain in many parts of the country overnight.

not many Not many people survived the crash.

too many There are too many cars on the road.

for many years She worked as a reporter on CBS news for many years.

many of (=many among a larger number) Many of the houses were over 100 years old.

It is usually more natural to use a lot of rather than many in positive sentences, especially in spoken English. Don’t say ‘she has many friends’. Say she has a lot of friends. In written English, many is used especially in phrases such as in many ways/ places/ cases, and for many years.

plenty of /plenti ov/ [quantifier] a lot of people or things that you want or need, especially when there are more than enough: There are plenty of parking spaces further along the road. | The town has plenty of good bars and restaurants. | We have plenty of glasses, but not enough plates.

plenty “Are there any tickets left for tonight’s show?” “Yes, plenty.”

a large number of /large numbers of / a lar’d numb ar ov/ / lar’d nan’bars ov/ [quantifier] a lot of a particular type of person or thing—used especially in newspapers and official reports: Police seized a large number of weapons. | Large numbers of demonstrators were arrested during today’s protest march.

in large numbers Japanese cars were first sold in large numbers in the 1960s (=a lot of them were sold).

be full of /bi: ful ov/ if something is full of people or things, there are a lot of them in it: In summer the town is full of tourists. | Her essay was full of mistakes.

hundreds of /thousands of / hun-dz ov/ / tho’zandz ov/ [quantifier] a lot of things or people—use this when you want to emphasize that you are talking about a very large number: Driving conditions are very bad and there have been hundreds of accidents. | Thousands of people came to see the carnival.

You can use hundreds of or thousands of in informal spoken English to talk about a large number which is actually less than a hundred: Steve’s had thousands of girlfriends.

quite a few /kwart a fju/ [quantifier] spoken a fairly large number of people or things: I still have quite a few friends in Denver—I used to be in college there.

2 a large amount of something

a lot of / a lot ov/ /’lot-/ [quantifier] a large amount of something: There was a lot of water on the floor. | a book that contains a lot of useful information | We spent a lot of time just lying on the beach.

a lot It’s a big house—it must have cost a lot.

quite a lot of (=a fairly large amount of something) There’s quite a lot of work involved, but the research is interesting.

a lot to do / see / eat etc There’s still a lot to do before the wedding.

a lot more/less Ask Susan—she knows a lot more than I do.

lots of /lots ov/ /lots- [quantifier] informal a large amount of something: Don’t worry—we still have lots of time. | It’s a big apartment, so there’s lots of room for all my things.

lots to do / see / eat etc We’re never bored here—there’s lots to see and do.

much /mat/ [quantifier] a lot of something—use this in questions and negatives: Does he speak much English?

not much I don’t know much about cars. | I didn’t get much help from my family.

too much Don’t make too much noise.
much of sth FORMAL (=a large part of it)
Much of the city was destroyed in the attack.

⚠ Don’t say ‘he earns much money’. Say he earns a lot of money. Use a lot of when you are talking about an amount in a positive sentence. Don’t say ‘too much people/cars etc’. Say too many people/cars etc. Only use much with uncountable nouns: too much work

a great deal of a great deal of [quantifier] a large amount of something such as time, money, work, trouble, or skill. The job requires a great deal of patience and skill. The storm caused a great deal of damage.

⚠ A great deal of is more formal than a lot of
⚠ Don’t use a great deal of to talk about physical objects or substances.

plenty of plenty of [quantifier] a large amount of something that you want or need. There’s plenty of hot water if you want a bath. Don’t worry – I have got plenty of money.

plenty No thanks, I couldn’t eat any more – I’ve had plenty.

be covered in be covered in [preposition] if a person is covered in something, they have a lot of it on their skin, their clothes, or their hair; if an object is covered in something, it has a lot of that thing on its surface: My shoes are covered in mud. At the end of the fight he was covered in blood.

3 when there is a lot of something in many places

common common [adj] if an object, animal, idea etc is common, there is a very large number of objects, animals etc of this type in many different places: Jones is a very common name in Britain. Flatheads are a common type of fish and good to eat.

common belief / attitude / problem / mistake (=one that a lot of people have or make) My younger brother says politics is boring, which is a common attitude among teenagers. You confused ‘lie’ and ‘lay’. It’s a common mistake.

widespread widespread [adj] usually before noun] a widespread feeling or attitude is one that a lot of people have in many different places: a widespread problem has a bad effect over a wide area. widespread opposition/support/interest etc There was already widespread public support for women’s rights. widespread damage/flooding/poverty etc The bombing caused widespread damage.

3 very much
➡ see also VERY

a lot a lot [adv not before verb] very much: She’s changed a lot since she’s been here. “How does your arm feel?” “It still hurts a lot.”

a lot better/worse/bigger/more etc Your car’s a lot bigger than ours. It was a lot more interesting than I expected.

⚠ A lot is more informal than very much and is used more in conversation.

much much [adv] much better/worse/bigger/more etc a lot better, worse, bigger, etc. You get a much better view if you stand on a chair. A much more expensive car.
much too big/old/tall etc I can’t wear that coat. It’s much too big! The test was much too difficult for most of the students.

⚠ You can also use much after a verb in questions and negatives: Has he changed much? “Did you enjoy the show?” “Not much.”

⚠ Don’t confuse much and very. Don’t say ‘they are much different’. Say they are very different.

really really [adv only before verb] especially spoken very much – use this especially to talk about your feelings: I really like your dress. What really annoys me is the way he never apologises when he’s late.

very much very much [very much] use this especially to talk about people’s feelings: “Do you like living in Rome?” “Yes, very much.”
like/admire/miss sb very much Lara enjoyed being at college, but she missed her family very much.
like/enjoy sth very much It was a wonderful show – we enjoyed it very much.

⚠️ Don't say 'I like very much this colour'. Say I like this colour very much.

a good deal  a good 'dil [adv] FORMAL very much – use this especially to talk about changes, improvements, or differences: Her work has improved a good deal over the past year.

a good deal better/worse/bigger/more etc The situation was a good deal worse than we had first thought.

enormously  'enɔ:məsli [adv] very much, especially in a good or positive way: Diana enjoyed herself enormously at the party. The breakup of the Soviet Union was an enormously important event.

⚠️ Enormously is more formal than the other words in this section.

LOUD

→ opposite quiet
→ see also sound

1 loud sounds, music, machines etc loud  loud [adj] something that is loud makes a lot of noise. The music’s too loud. Can you turn it down? We heard a loud explosion. Loud laughter coming from the next room.

loudly  'loudli [adv] Bill had dozed off in his chair, and was snoring loudly.

⚠️ In informal English, you can also use loud as an adverb after 'as', 'so', and 'too': I wish you wouldn’t talk so loud. I'll shout as loud as I could.

noisy  'noizi [adj] use this about places where there is a lot of noise, or about people and machines that make a lot of noise, especially when this annoys you: The nightclub was crowded and noisy. Our new neighbours are really noisy. The car has a noisy engine.

noisy – noisier – noisiest

deafening  'defi:nɪŋ [adj] a noise that is deafening is so loud that you cannot hear anything else: Outside there was a deafening crash of thunder. The cheers of the crowd were deafening.

at full volume  at ,fol 'vɒljuːm] -vɔlˈjuːm, if you play music or have the radio or television on at full volume, it is as loud as it can be: He annoyed everyone by playing heavy metal music at full volume.

2 a noise

noise  'nɔzi [n C/U] a loud sound, especially an unpleasant one: Traffic noise is a problem in inner-city areas. The noise of the machines made it hard to talk.

make (a) noise Don’t make too much noise – Dad’s trying to work.

racket  'rækkt [n singular] informal a loud unpleasant noise: It’s impossible to work with that racket going on.

make a racket I wish those kids would stop making such a racket upstairs.

3 to make music, a radio, or a television louder

turn up  'tərn 'ʌp [phrasal verb T] to make music, a radio etc louder by turning a control

turn sth up Can you turn the television up? I can’t hear the news.

turn up sth We turned up the music, and we all started dancing.

4 how loud something is

volume  'vɒljuːm] [n U] how loud a television, radio etc is: This button here controls the volume.

turn the volume up/down (=make it louder or quieter) You can use the remote control to turn the volume up or down.
to love someone in a sexual way

love /lɔʊv/ [v T] to have a strong feeling of liking for someone, caring about them, and being sexually attracted to them: My boyfriend finds it difficult to say “I love you.” I was the only man she had ever loved.

love sb very much We love each other very much and we’re going to get married.

be in love /bɪn lɔʊv/ to love someone very much, so that you think about them all the time and want to be with them all the time: “What’s the matter with Lois?” “She’s in love.”

+ with How can you marry Adam when you’re in love with someone else?

be madly in love/very much in love (=very strongly in love) We know each other well and are madly in love.

fall in love /fɔːl in lɔʊv/ to begin to be in love with someone: I suddenly realized that I’d fallen in love.

+ with I think Susie’s falling in love with your brother.

be crazy about sb /ˈkretzi əbət (sb)/ INFORMAL to love someone very much, especially in a way that you cannot control: He’s obviously crazy about you. Why don’t you ask him out?

fancy /ˈfænsi/ [v T] BRITISH SPEAK to be sexually attracted to someone, especially someone that you do not know very well: All the girls fancied Bob. I my friend really fancies you.

fancying - fancied - have fancied

When you see [6], go to the ESSENTIAL COMMUNICATION section.

2 to love your parents, children, brothers and sisters etc

love /lɔuv/ [v T] to love someone in your family, so that you care a lot about what happens to them, and you want them to be happy: When my parents got divorced I thought they didn’t love me any more. I loved my stepdaughter as if she were his own child.

adore /əˈdɔːr/ [v T] to love and admire someone very much and feel very proud of them: Branwell Brontë adored his sister Anne. She adores her grandchildren and is always buying them presents.

be close /biˈklɔs/ [adj not usually before noun] if two people are close, they enjoy being together and they understand each other’s feelings and thoughts: My sister and I used to argue a lot but now we’re very close. We have always been a close family.

+ to He’s never been close to his family.

3 a feeling of love

love /lɔuv/ [n U] a feeling of love, either for someone that you are sexually attracted to, or for a member of your family: All children need love, attention, and encouragement.

+ for She wrote him a letter revealing her love for him.

love at first sight (=when you love someone in a romantic way the first time you see them) As soon as I met Tracy it was love at first sight.

affection /əˈfekʃən/ [n U] a gentle feeling of love for a friend or member of your family, which makes you want to be kind to them and show them that you love them: These orphans have never been shown any affection in their lives.

+ for Alison and I had been at school together, and I felt great affection for her.

4 showing love or making you feel love

affectionate /əˈfekʃənti/ [adj] someone who is affectionate shows that they are very fond of another person by the way
they behave towards them, for example by holding or kissing them: She was an affectionate child, always wanting to hold my hand or sit on my knee. | He gave me an affectionate hug and jumped onto the train.

**romantic** /rəˈmæntɪk, rə-/ [adj] something that is romantic gives you a feeling of love for your boyfriend, girlfriend, husband, wife etc – use this about situations, places, or things people do or say: We went for a romantic walk by the lake. | He sent me a dozen red roses – it was very romantic.

a **relationship between two people who love each other**

**relationship** /ˈreləʃənʃɪp/ [n C] when two people spend a lot of time together or live together because they love each other in a romantic or sexual way: In the past his relationships had never lasted for more than a few months. | The relationship ended badly and they never saw each other again.

+ **with** I don't want to start a relationship with him because I'm going back to South Africa.

**affair** /ˈæfər/ [n C] a secret sexual relationship between two people, when one of them is married to someone else, or they are both married to other people: The affair had been going on for years before her husband found out.

**have an affair with sb** I would leave him if he had an affair with anyone.

**romance** /rəˈmæns, rə-/ [n C] an exciting and usually short relationship between two people who are very much in love: It was impossible for the couple to keep their romance a secret.

**holiday romance** British summer romance American (=while you are on holiday) She knew it was just a holiday romance but she couldn't forget him.

⚠️ Romance is often used in newspaper stories.

**6 stories, films etc about love**

**romance/love story** /rəˈmæns, lɔvˈstɔrri/ [n C] a story about two people who are in love with each other: 'Romeo and Juliet' is one of the world's most famous love stories. | A well-known writer of popular romances

**plural love stories**

**romantic** /rəˈmæntɪk, rə-/ [adj] a romantic story or film is about people who are in love: a romantic comedy in which Meg Ryan plays a single mother looking for love

**LOW**

- look here for...
  - a low wall, table etc
  - a low sound
  - a low temperature, level etc
- opposite **HIGH**
- see also **DEEP, TALL**

**1 not high or not far off the ground**

**low** /ləʊ/ [adj] A low wall surrounded the garden. | Some of the lowest branches were touching the ground. | In the middle of the room was a low table.

**low** [adv] in, to, or towards a low position: The plane flew low over the fields. | We had to bend down low to get through the little door.

**2 a low sound/voice/musical note**

**low** /ləʊ/ [adj] a low voice or musical note is not high on the scale of musical sound:
I can't sing the low notes. Her singing voice was lower than I expected.

depth: [adj] a deep voice is low, strong, and pleasant: The men's deep voices echoed from the room below.

3 a low temperature/ level/rate/cost

low [adj] smaller than usual in level or number: the lowest temperature ever recorded: Japan has a much lower crime rate than other countries: the recent low level of unemployment

LUCKY/UNLUCKY

1 a lucky person

lucky /ˈlʌki/ [adj] if you are lucky, good things happen to you and things go well for you, because you have good luck and not because of hard work, careful planning etc: Isn't she lucky - she can eat what she wants and she never gets fat: There are monkeys and zebras, and if you're lucky you might see a lion.
lucky to do sth: The doctors say I'm lucky to be alive.
+ (that) Arthur left the front door unlocked - we're lucky that nothing was stolen.
lucky - luckier - luckiest

fortunate /ˈfɔːtʃənət/ [adj] lucky, especially when you are luckier than other people: David managed to escape, but the others were not so fortunate.

fortunate to do sth: I was very fortunate to have such supportive parents.

Fortunate is more formal than lucky

luckily/fortunately /ˈlʌkli, ˈfɔːtʃənətli/ [adv] because of good luck - use this when something dangerous or unpleasant is avoided as a result of good luck: I had forgotten my key, but luckily Ahmed was there and let me in: Fortunately, there was no one in the office when the fire started.

+ for: Luckily for us it didn't rain till the evening.

It's a good thing: its a good thing/ spoken: say this when something lucky happens that saves you from experiencing problems or danger:

+ (that) It was a good thing we brought some sandwiches, because there was no food available on the train.

fluke /flʌk/ [n singular] informal: something very surprising that only happens because of luck, not because of your skill or planning: I'll have to win more than once, otherwise people will think it was a fluke.

3 something that makes you have good luck

luck/good luck /lʌk, gudd ˈlʌk/ [n U] the way that good things happen to someone by chance, not because of hard work, careful planning etc: They played pretty well, but they also had a lot of good luck.

bring sb (good) luck (=make someone have good luck): Some people think black cats bring good luck.
pure/sheer luck (=only luck, and nothing else) “How do you guess the right answer?” “It was pure luck!”
for luck (=in order to bring luck)
lucky /ˈlʌki/ [adj] something that is lucky seems to help you to have good luck or be successful: My lucky number is seven. I have a feeling today’s going to be my lucky day.
lucky charm (=a small object, piece of jewellery etc that someone carries with them to bring them good luck)

4 to tell someone you hope they will be lucky and successful

• good luck/best of luck /gʊd ˈlʌk/ best at ˈlʌk/ spoken say this to tell someone that you hope they will be lucky and successful: Good luck Archie! Enjoy your new job.
• with/in Best of luck with your driving test.

• keep your fingers crossed /kɪp ˈfɪŋərz ˈkrɒnz/ spoken say this when you are hoping for good luck for yourself or for other people: We’re hoping Bill will be well enough to play in the next game – we’re keeping our fingers crossed, anyway.
• for She’s having her operation tomorrow, so keep your fingers crossed for her.

• wish sb luck /wɪʃ (sb) ˈlʌk/ to tell someone that you hope they will be lucky or successful, when they are about to do something difficult: Wish me luck – I’ll need it for this French exam.
• in/with Brian asked me to wish you luck in your interview.

5 an unlucky person

• unlucky /ˈʌnləki/ [adj] if you are unlucky, bad things happen to you and things go badly for you. Because you have bad luck and not for any other reason: Val’s been so unlucky recently – on Monday her car was stolen and the day after she fell and broke her arm. “Were you disappointed with the team’s performance?” “No, not really, I think we were just unlucky.”

unlucky to do sth Maya was unlucky not to pass her practical examination – she only failed by 2%.

• unfortunate /ənˈfɜːtʃənət/ [adj] unlucky, especially when you are not as lucky as other people: Some of the unfortunate victims were trapped inside the building for over 12 hours.

• be unfortunate (enough) to do sth Two drivers were unfortunate enough to be crossing the bridge when it collapsed.

• Unfortunate is more formal than unlucky

6 an unlucky thing that happens

• unlucky /ˈʌnləki/ [adj] an unlucky event happens simply because of bad luck, not because of bad planning, carelessness, stupidity etc: The car in front braked suddenly and I went straight into it – it was just unlucky.

• it is unlucky (for sb) that It was unlucky for Steve that the teacher walked in just at that moment.

• unfortunate /ənˈfɜːtʃənət/ [adj] unlucky – use this especially about something that causes a lot of harm or problems: Quarterback Brady Anderson was injured in an unfortunate collision with one of his team-mates. I am unfortunate coincidence

• it is unfortunate (for sb) that It was very unfortunate that the ambulance was held up by heavy traffic.

• Unfortunate is more formal than unlucky.

• unfortunately /ənˈfɜːtʃənəli/ [adv] because of bad luck – use this when something annoying, unpleasant, or dangerous happens as a result of bad luck: I would have been here an hour ago, but unfortunately I missed the train.

• unfortunately for sb Several trees were blown down and, unfortunately for us, one of them fell on our car.

• just my luck /dʒəst maɪ ˈlʌk/ spoken informal say this when something bad or annoying happens to you, to show that you are not surprised because you are
always unlucky: “I’m sorry, we sold the last tickets ten minutes ago.” “Just my luck.”

7 something that makes you have bad luck

bad luck /ˈbæd ˈlʌk/ [n U] the way that bad things happen to someone by chance, not because of bad planning, carelessness, stupidity etc: It wasn’t her fault she missed the plane – it was just bad luck. Tina was injured in the first five minutes of the game, which was very bad luck.

unlucky /ˈʌnləki/ [adj] something that is unlucky makes you have bad luck: Friday the 13th is supposed to be an unlucky day.

it is unlucky to do sth Some people think it’s unlucky to walk under ladders.

8 what you say when someone is unlucky

Q bad luck/hard luck /ˈbæd ˈlʌk, ˈhɑːrd ˈlʌk/ spoken say this to show that you are sorry when someone has been unlucky, for example when they do not succeed in doing something: “No, I didn’t get that job, I’m afraid.” “Oh, hard luck.”

9 believing in luck

superstitious /ˈsuːprəˌstɪʃəs, ˈsjuːˌstɪʃəs/ [adj] someone who is superstitious believes that some objects or actions are lucky and others are unlucky: Tom’s very superstitious – he won’t go out without his lucky bracelet. I don’t mind having Room 13. I’m not superstitious.
domestic/household appliance  Their kitchen has all the latest domestic appliances – microwave, dishwasher etc.

machinery  [ˈmæʃərni]  [n U]  machines in general, especially the large machines used in factories or on farms: They are investing millions of dollars in new machinery for the factory. A company that exports farm machinery

robot  [ˈraʊbət], -bot  [n C]  a machine that is controlled by a computer and can do some of the complicated jobs that humans do, such as making things in a factory: cars built by robots

In stories and toys, robots are often made to look like humans (with arms, legs, heads, etc). But real industrial robots do not look like this.

a thing that produces power for a machine or vehicle

engine  [ˈendʒən]  [n C]  the part of a car, aircraft etc that produces the power that makes it move: Every time I try to start the engine, there’s a strange knocking sound.

car/jet etc engine  The noise of the jet engines was deafening.

motor  [ˈmɔtər]  [n C]  the part of a machine that makes it work or move, especially by using electrical power: The lawn mower is powered by a small motor.

connected with the way machines work

mechanical  [ˈmɪʃənəkl]  [adj]  using machines, or getting power from an engine: They used a huge mechanical shovel to dig the foundations for the hotel.

mechanical problem/fault/failure  (=when a machine is not working properly)  Our ship had to return to port due to a mechanical problem.

mechanically  [adv]  Nowadays, the grape picking is all done mechanically.

automatic  [ətˈmætɪk]  [adj]  automatic machines, weapons etc are designed to operate by themselves, without much human control or attention: A lot of
stores now have automatic doors. We have an automatic time switch which makes the lights come on in the evening even when we’re out.

automatically [ædə] The doors open automatically when you go near them.

---

**MAGIC**

> see also STRANGE THINGS AND EVENTS

1 magic

**magic** /ˈmædʒɪk/ [n U] a secret power to make things happen or to do things that are normally impossible, by saying special words or doing special actions: In some villages, there were ‘rainmakers’ who used magic to bring rain. I people who believe in magic.

black magic (=using evil power) Several recent murders have been linked to a group practising black magic.

magic [adj only before noun] magic powers I The magic potion will make him fall in love with you.

**witchcraft** /ˈwɪtʃkraft/ [n U] the use of magic to harm people and make bad things happen: At that time, hundreds of women were burned at the stake for witchcraft.

spell [spel] [n C] special words, actions, plants, etc that are used in order to make something magic happen: a book of spells

put/cast a spell on sb (=make a spell that makes bad things happen to someone) The old man threatened to put a spell on the village and make the crops fail.

the occult /ˈɒkəlt/ the study of spirits and magic, especially when this involves communicating with evil spirits: The major churches have always warned people against getting involved in the occult.

2 people with magic power

**witch** [wɪtʃ] [n C] a woman who is believed to have magic power, which she uses especially to harm people or make bad things happen; in stories, witches are usually shown dressed in black with a tall, pointed hat: In the story, Hansel and Gretel are captured by a wicked witch. plural witches

**fairy** /ˈfeəri/ [n C] an imaginary creature like a small person with wings, who has magic powers: When I was little I used to put food out for the fairies that lived in flowers.

plural fairies

**magician/wizard** /ˈmædʒɪʃən, ˈwɪzərd/ [n C] a man who is believed to have magic power: in stories, magicians and wizards are usually shown as having a long beard and a pointed hat with stars and moons on it: The wizard’s ring had the power to make him invisible. I an old legend about King Arthur and Merlin the magician.

3 magic done as entertainment

**magic** /ˈmædʒɪk/ [n U] the skill of doing tricks that seem like magic, as a way of entertaining people: an evening of magic and comedy

**trick** [trɪk] [n C] a skilful action that makes something happen which seems impossible, performed as entertainment

**magic trick/conjuring trick** She did a clever magic trick with a coin and a handkerchief.

**card trick** (=a trick done with playing cards)

**magician/conjuror** /ˈmædʒɪʃən, ˈkənˌdʒʊər/ [n C] someone who does magic tricks in order to entertain people: The children watched in amazement as the conjurer made the rings all disappear.

---

**MAIL, PHONE, AND FAX**

> if you want to know what to say on the phone, go to TALKING ON THE PHONE

> see pages 470–473

When you see EC, go to the ESSENTIAL COMMUNICATION section.
MAKE

to produce something that was not there before

- see also DO, INVENT, DESIGN
- if you mean 'make someone do something', go to FORCE SB TO DO STH
- if you mean 'make a meal', go to COOK
- if you mean 'build a building', go to BUILD

1 to make something

make [meik] [v T] to produce something which did not exist before: Diana makes all her own clothes. | The furniture was made by a Swedish firm. | They've just finished making a movie about life during the Civil War. | My camera was made in Japan.

made of (=made using a particular substance or material) a bag made of leather

made from (=made by putting together different materials, substances, and parts) People were living in huts made from mud, stones, and straw.

make sth from/out of sth (=use one thing to make something different) a children's swing made out of an old tyre

making - made - have made

produce [pra'dju:s]-dus; [v T] to make large quantities of food, equipment, or other goods by means of industrial processes, in order to sell them: The dairy produces over 1500 tonnes of butter every year. | Japan produces and exports electronic goods all over the world. | A factory that produces high-quality steel

production [pra'dju:sn] [n U] when food, equipment, or other goods are made in large quantities, in order to be sold: Crude oil is used in the production of plastics. | a big increase in grain production

manufacture [ma'nju:faikt∫] [v T] to make machines, equipment, cars etc in factories: The engines are manufactured in Portugal. | IBM manufactures and sells a wide range of computers.

develop [d'evelf] [v T] to invent a new product, and gradually improve it so that it is ready to be produced and sold:

Scientists are developing new drugs to treat AIDS. | He helped to develop a well-known word-processing program.

create [kri:it] [v T] to invent something new and original in art, music, fashion etc: Picasso created a completely new style of painting. | This dish was created by master chef Marco Pierre White.

generate [dʒenəreit] [v T] to produce a lot of electricity, for example by burning gas, coal, oil etc in a special large building: France generates a large part of its electricity from nuclear power.

publish ['pəblis] [v T] to print a book, newspaper, or magazine and arrange for it to be sold: The magazine is published four times a year. | He couldn't persuade anyone to publish his stories. | Darwin's famous book was first published in 1859.

2 a company or country that makes something

producer [pra'dju:s]-dus; [n C] a company or country that grows food or produces goods to be sold

oil/coffee/wine etc producer Saudi Arabia is one of the world's biggest oil producers.

+ of She works for Toshiba, a leading producer of notebook computers.

manufacturer [ma'nju:faikt∫] [n C] a company that makes machines, equipment, cars etc in a factory: Before you use the washing machine, read the manufacturer's instructions.

car/aircraft/shoe etc manufacturer a major weapons manufacturer

+ of Scantronic is a leading manufacturer of burglar alarms.

publisher [ˈpəblisər] [n C] a company that makes and prints books, newspapers, or magazines: You can't make photocopies from this book unless you have permission from the publisher.

+ of a well-known publisher of educational books

3 something that a company makes

product [ˈprodəukt] [n C] something that a company makes in large quantities

MAKE continues on page 474
MAIL, PHONE, AND FAX

1 communicate by mail, phone, or fax

get in touch with sb /get in (`taj) with (sb)/ to write to someone or to speak to them on the telephone, especially someone you do not see very often or someone who is difficult to find: I must get in touch with Lucy – I haven’t spoken to her for ages. They’ve been trying to get in touch with their daughter, but no one knows where she is.

contact /kontakt/ [kain-/ [v T] to write to, fax, e-mail, or telephone someone, in order to give or ask for important information: If you need to contact me urgently, call me on my mobile phone. Police are asking anyone who saw the accident to contact them.

hear from sb /h3r from (sb)/ if you hear from someone, especially someone you know well, they write to you, or telephone you: When was the last time you heard from Tina? I haven’t heard from her for a long time.

- Hear from sb is usually used in questions and negative sentences.
- Don’t use the word communicate when you are talking about writing, phoning, faxing etc a particular person.

Communicate is usually used when you are talking generally about methods of exchanging information: The Internet enables people to communicate with other computer users around the world. How do birds communicate?

2 mail

write /r3it/ [v I/T] to write a letter to someone: Write and let me know how you’re getting on.

write to sb For further information write to Sam Carter at the BBC Helpdesk.

write sb AMERICAN I’ll write you every day I’m away.

write sb a letter I wrote her several letters, but she never wrote back.

write back (= reply to someone’s letter)

send /s3nd/ [v T] to arrange for a letter or package to be taken to another place by mail: Have you sent all your Christmas cards yet?

send sb a card/letter/present My grandfather sent me a check for $100.

send a card/letter to sb He sent a postcard to Helen while he was in France.

the mail especially AMERICAN the post BRITISH /'meil, ðə 'post/ the system for carrying letters and packages from one place to another: There must be a problem with the mail. I sent her two letters last week and she didn’t get either of them.

be in the mail/post (= when something has already been sent by mail, but has not yet arrived) Your photos are in the mail.

by mail/post (= using the mail system) You can apply for a new passport by post.

mail especially AMERICAN post BRITISH /'meil, ðə ðost/ [v T] to send a letter or package using the mail system: Did you remember to post that letter?

mail/post sth to sb George mailed his resume to over 30 companies, but none of them wrote back.

mail/post sb sth I posted Margaret the cheque last Friday.

address /'ædres/ [n C] the number of the building and the name of the street and town where someone lives: “What’s their address?” “3317 Ellesmere Court, Walnut Creek 94598.”

post code BRITISH zip code AMERICAN /paust k3d, 'zip k3d/ [n C] the letters or numbers that show the exact area where a house is, so that letters can be delivered more quickly: “What’s your post code?” “N4 6XJ.”

3 e-mail

e-mail /'i: meil/ [n U] a system that lets you send a message directly from your computer to someone else’s computer

be on e-mail (= have the necessary equipment to send and receive e-mail messages)
e-mail /i: mi:l/ [n C] a message you send using e-mail: "Does Glennis know about it?" "Yes, I sent her an e-mail."

e-mail number/e-mail address /i: mi:l ˈnumbə, ˈɛməl ˈædres/[n C] the letters and numbers that you type into the computer to send a message to a particular person using e-mail: What’s Sylvia’s e-mail number?

e-mail /i: mi:l/[v T] to send someone a message by e-mail: Will you e-mail me the date of the next meeting?

message /ˈmesɪdʒ/[n C] what you write and send to someone by e-mail: When I got back from vacation there were 50 messages on my e-mail!

fax /fæks/[n C] a letter, picture etc that is sent electronically down a telephone line using a fax machine and is then printed at the place that it has been sent to.

send a fax He sent a fax to Mr McGee saying that he was resigning.

fax /fæks/[v T] to send someone a fax

fax sb sth I’ll fax you a map so you know how to get here.

fax sth to sb Can you fax these files to the Tokyo office?

fax machine also fax /fæks ˈməʃin/ [n C] a machine that sends and receives faxes

fax number /ˈfæks ˈnumbə/[n C] the number that you use to fax someone by fax I’ll send you the details by fax.

phone

I left a message on Nina’s answering machine yesterday, and on her voice mail at work, but she hasn’t called me back.

I’ve told him I don’t want to go out with him any more. I wish he’d leave me alone.

Hi, Nina, this is Jason again.

Vocabulary

answering machine (also answerphone BRITISH) /ˈɑnswərɪŋ /[n C] a machine that answers your phone when you are out and lets people record messages so that you can listen to them later: Chris wasn’t in, so I left a message on his answering machine. I went out, I forgot to switch the answering phone on.

answer the phone/telephone /ˈɑnswər ə tɛlfəʊn/[v T] to pick up the receiver because the phone is ringing: Could you answer the phone, Rob? I’m in the shower.

busy AMERICAN engaged BRITISH /ˈbiːsɪ, ɪŋˈɡeɪdʒd/[adj] if someone’s phone is busy or engaged, you cannot speak to them because they are already having a phone conversation with someone else

It is busy/engaged Every time I call Bob, it’s always busy. I “Did you ring Melissa?” “I tried, but it was engaged.”

call /kɔl/[v T] to phone someone: I’ll call you tomorrow.

call/phone call /kɔl, ˈfəun kɔl/[n C] when someone phones someone else: Were there any calls for me while I was out?

make a call/phone call Can I use your phone – I need to make a quick call.

give sb a call spoken (=phone someone) I’ll give you a call at the weekend.

MAIL, PHONE, AND FAX continues on the next page
call back/phone back /kəl 'bek, faun 'bek/ [phrasal verb I/T] to phone someone who has phoned you earlier, especially when you were out: Has Bill phoned back yet?
call sb back/phone sb back lan called while you were out. I said you’d phone him back.
cellular phone (also cell phone /ˈsel fən/ faun, 'səl fən/ [n C] ESPECIALLY AMERICAN a phone that you can carry with you and use anywhere
hang up/hang 'ʌp [phrasal verb I] to finish a phone conversation by putting the receiver down: 'I'll call you again tomorrow,' she said, and hung up.
hang up on sb (=put the receiver down before they have finished speaking)
leave the phone off the hook /liːv ðə 'faʊn əf ə həuk/ to not put the receiver on the phone, so that people cannot phone you
message /ˈmesɪdʒ/ [n C] a piece of information that you ask someone to give to another person, when it is not possible to speak to that person directly
leave a message (=give a message to someone who answers the phone, or to an answering machine) "Bill called when you were out." "Oh, did he leave a message?"
Can I take a message? Spoken (what you say when someone asks to speak to someone who is not available) I’m afraid Martha’s not home right now. Can I take a message?
mobile phone (also mobile BRITISH) /ˈmɔːbɪl 'faʊn, maʊbɪl/ [n C] a phone that you can carry with you and use anywhere
phone/faʊn/ [v I/T] to speak to someone using the
MAIL, PHONE, AND FAX

5 Nina hangs up on him.

Hi, Nina. It’s Jason.

6 Jason puts the phone down.
Nina leaves the phone off the hook.

She says she loves me.

---

telephone: Has Anna phoned yet? I’ll phone you when I get to the airport.

⚠ Don’t say ‘I phoned to Mary’. Say I phoned Mary.


phone number/telephone number /ˈfeɪn nʌmbər, ˈtɛlɪfeɪn nʌmbər/ [n C] the number that you use to phone a person or organization. Do you know Rachel’s phone number?

pick up the phone /pɪk ʌp ðə ˈfeɪn/ to lift up your telephone receiver.

put the phone down /pʊt ðə ˈfeɪn daun/ to put the receiver back onto the phone.

receiver /rɪˈsaɪvər/ [n C] the part of the phone that you pick up and speak into.

ring /rɪŋ/ [I] if the phone rings, it makes a sound to show that someone is phoning you.

voice mail /ˈvoʊs meɪl/ [n U] an electronic system on your phone that lets you leave messages for people who phone you when you are not available, and lets them leave messages for you.

wrong number /ˌrɒŋ ˈnʌmbər/ [n C] a number that is not the one you intended to call.

get a wrong number (= call someone that you did not intend to call, because you used an incorrect number).
in order to sell it: a new range of skincare products. There was a ban on meat pies, gelatine, and other British beef products.

4 made by a person, not a machine

homemade /həʊˈmeɪmd/ [adj] use this about food and drinks that are made at home, not in a factory. Try one of these homemade cookies - they're delicious. I a bowl of homemade soup

handmade /ˈhændmeɪd/ [adj] use this about furniture, clothes etc that are made by skilled workers, not by machines in a factory. The shoes are expensive - they're handmade. I a beautiful handmade rug

5 when a natural process makes something

form /fɔːm/ [v T] if a natural process or chemical reaction forms something, it makes it, especially when this happens over a period of time: Hydrogen and oxygen combine to form water. These rocks were formed millions of years ago.

produce /prəˈdjuːs/ [v T] if a natural process or a part of your body produces a substance, it makes it, usually for a particular purpose: The stomach produces acids which help to digest food. Carbon dioxide is produced during respiration.

6 to be made of several different parts

consist of sth/be made up of sth /kənˈsɪst ʌv (sth), biː ˈmeɪd ʌp ʌv (sth)/ [phrasal verb T] if something consists of or is made up of different substances, parts, people etc, it has those things in it: The spaghetti sauce consists of meat, onions, tomatoes, garlic, and herbs. The image on a computer screen is made up of thousands of tiny dots. A small committee, consisting of the Principal and four senior teachers

When you see 

ESSENTIAL COMMUNICATION section.

MAN

if you mean 'the man someone is married to', go to MARRY

GIRLFRIEND/BOYFRIEND

FATHER

CHILD

MOTHER

see also

WOMAN

RELATIONSHIP

1 a man

man /mæn/ [n C] an adult male person: There were two men and a woman in the car. Henry is a very rich man. You wouldn't understand how she feels - you're a man!

plural men

guy /gai/ [n C] spoken a man: Dave's a really nice guy. Is he the guy who used to live next door to you?

bloke /blaʊk/ [n C] British spoken a man: Are you seeing this bloke again then? He bought the car from a bloke at his office.

gentleman /ˈdʒentlman/ [n C] a man - use this as a polite way of talking about a man: Can you serve that gentleman please, Sarah? Mr Marks, an elderly gentleman, was travelling with his daughter.

plural gentlemen

male /meɪl/ [adj] a male person is a man - use this especially when talking about jobs and work: Most of the science teachers are male.

male nurse/teacher/colleague etc

Salaries have increased for both male and female graduates.

2 for men, or typical of men

male /meɪl/ [adj only before noun] for men or typical of men - use this about jobs or activities that men do, or about behaviour or attitudes that are typical of men: More women are entering traditionally male jobs like engineering. Male aggression
man's /mænz/ designed for men
a man's watch/suit/shirt etc She was
barefoot and wearing a man's shirt over
her jeans.

men's shoes/clothes/magazines etc a
shop selling handmade men's shoes

manly /mænli/ [adj] having the qualities
that people admire in men, for example
being strong and brave: Her brother was
tall and athletic, with a deep, manly
voice.

manly - manlier - manliest

macho /mætʃəu/, [adj] a macho
man behaves in a way that he thinks men
are expected to behave, for example by
doing dangerous things, by not showing
his emotions, and by treating women as if
they are not important: He thinks he's
too macho to put a sweater on, even
when it's really cold. | Katie was getting
tired of his macho attitudes.

boss /bɒs/, [n C] the person who is in
charge of you at work: Does your boss
know you're looking for another job? | There's a new guy at work who's always
trying to impress the boss.

جمهح

A Boss is not an official name of a job
and is not used in people's job titles.

foreman /'fɜːmən/, [n C] someone who is
in charge of a group of factory workers or
builders, whose job is to make sure that
the workers do what the manager wants:
Anton hated the foreman, who was
never satisfied with anyone's work.
plural foremen

supervisor /'suːpa'veɪərəʊ/, [n C] someone who is in charge of a group of
workers, such as cleaners or secretaries, in
an office, factory, airport etc, whose job is
to make sure that the workers do what the
manager wants: We still need to replace
the office supervisor.

deputy /'depə ti/ [n C] someone who does
the manager's job when the manager is
not there.
plural deputies

director /daɪˈrektər/, [n C] one of the
most important managers, especially the
person who is in charge of one of the main
departments: The directors are meeting
today to discuss the company's future.

managing director BRITISH (=the person in
charge of running an organization) He's
the managing director of a small printing
firm.

finance/sales/personnel etc director
Have you met the new finance director?
+ of Dr Jane Wilde, director of the
Health Promotion Agency

chief executive (also chief executive
officer/CEO, [n C] the top manager of a large company
or organization, who is responsible for the
whole business: Universal Studios is look-
ing for a new chief executive.
+ of the CEO of General Motors

a top manager

manger /ˈmændʒər/ [n C] someone
whose job is to run one of the depart-
ments of a large organization, or to be in
charge of a bank, shop, hotel etc: I'd like
to speak to the manager.

bank/hotel/restaurant etc manager
He's a hotel manager. He has to work
incredibly hard.

marketing/sales/accounts etc manager
She's one of our regional sales man-
agers.
+ of the advertising manager of a mail-
order company

Don't call someone 'manager' when
you are talking or writing to them.
The chief executive of a company makes the most important decisions, and does most of the planning. The chairman or president is responsible for the whole of the organization, and has the power to tell the chief executive what to do. Sometimes both jobs can be done by the same person: He was the chairman and chief executive of a computer company.

**president** /'prezɪdənt/ [n C] the most important person in a large company or organization, especially in the US: Angry shareholders called for the resignation of the company president.

+ of the president of CBS news

**chairman** /'keɪmən/ [n C] the most important person in a large company or organization, especially in Britain

+ of Brian Cuthbertson was the chairman of the Associated Life Insurance Company.

plural chairman

⚠️ When the most important person in a company or organization is a woman, she can be called chairman or chairwoman.

**head** /hed/ [n C] the person in charge of an organization or department

+ of the former head of MI5, the British Intelligence Service | She’s the head of research and development.

⚠️ Head is not usually used in official job titles.

**the management** /əˈmændʒmənt/ [n singular] the people who are managers in an organization, not the ordinary workers: Talks between the workers and the management broke down today.

⚠️ In British English, you can use the management with a singular or plural verb: The management has worked/have worked extremely hard to improve working conditions. In American English, always use a singular verb.

**the board** /əˈbɔːrd/ [n singular] the group of top managers in a company who meet regularly to make the most important decisions: Carmichael was appointed to the board in July.

⚠️ The board of directors There are only two women on the company’s board of directors.

⚠️ In British English, you can use the board with a singular or plural verb: The board has appointed/have appointed a new Sales Director. In American English, always use a singular verb.

### the job of being a manager

**management** /ˌmænɪdʒmənt/ [n U] the job or skill of being a manager: Val has finished college and is looking for a job in management.

**good/bad management** The failure of many small businesses is caused by bad management.

⚠️ You can also use management before a noun, like an adjective: a management training course

**managerial** /ˌmænɪdʒəriəl/ [adj] only before noun] connected with being a manager — use this about the jobs that managers do or the skills that they need

**managerial job/skills/ability etc** This is her first managerial job.

---

**MARK**

[Diagram of Mark]

- MARK
- CLEAN ➔ DIRTY
- WASH ➔ DAMAGE
- SPOIL

1 a mark on something that spoils its appearance

**mark** /maːk/ [n C] a spot or line on clothes, furniture, a wall, or floor etc, for example where it has been damaged,
made dirty, or where someone has dropped liquid on it. There are marks on the door where the cat has scratched it.

**dirty/greasy/sticky mark** How did you get that dirty mark on your T-shirt?

**stain** [stem] [n C] a large mark that is difficult to remove, made when a liquid such as coffee or wine falls onto something: I can't get this stain out of the carpet.

g**rass/coffee/wine/blood etc stain** Salt is the best remedy for a red wine stain.

**stained** [adj] with a stain on it. She pushed the crumpled, stained sheets into the washing-machine.

**+ with** His clothes were torn and stained with blood.

**spot** [spot] [n C] a small round area on a surface, which is of a different colour from the rest of the surface and is made especially by drops of liquid: There were grease spots on the front of his shirt.

**+ of** Detectives found a few spots of blood on the carpet.

**patch** [pæt] [n C] especially British an area where dirt, water, oil etc has made a mark on a floor, wall, or ceiling.

greasy/dirty/damp patch** There's a damp patch under the window.

**patch of dirt/damp/grease** Patches of grease covered the kitchen walls.

**plural patches**

**smudge** [smʌdʒ] [n C] a dirty mark made when ink or paint is accidentally rubbed on a surface: You can't hand your homework in with those smudges all over it.

**+ of** Ella had a smudge of green paint on her cheek.

**to make a mark**

**stain** [stem] [v T] to make a large mark on something, which is difficult to remove: The blackberry juice had stained their clothes and fingers. | Careful with your wine! If you spill it, it'll stain the carpet.

**mark** [mɑrk] [v T] to damage the surface of something by making a mark on it: Don't put that hot pan down – it'll mark the table.

**leave a mark/leave a stain** [laiv a mɛrk/laiv a 'stein] to make a mark or stain on something, often without realizing you have done this.

+ on The children walked through the kitchen in their boots, leaving muddy marks on the floor.

| The chocolate sauce has left a stain on your shirt.

---

### MARRY

**SEX**

- see

**RELATIONSHIP**

- also

**FAMILY**

**GIRLFRIEND/BOYFRIEND**

#### 1 to get married

**get married** [get 'merd] to officially become husband and wife: Jenny and Tom were very young when they got married. | My daughter's getting married in July.

**+ to** Is he getting married to Sophie at last?

⚠️ Don't say 'she got married with him'. Say she got married to him.

**marry** [mɛri] [v T] to get married to someone: Will you marry me? | She married an American guy that she met on vacation.

**marrying** - **married** - **have married**

**remarry** [ri'mæri] [v I] to get married again: My mother died when I was very young and my father never remarried.

**remarrying** - **remarried** - **have remarried**

#### 2 the relationship of marriage

**marriage** [mɛr'dʒi] [n C/U] the relationship between two people who are married: She already has two children from a previous marriage. | Do you think marriage is still important to young people?
to Her marriage to Captain Phillips ended in divorce.
a happy/unhappy marriage Arnold’s parents had had an unhappy marriage, which affected him deeply.
a broken marriage (=a marriage that has ended) It’s the children who suffer in broken marriages.

3 ceremonies, celebrations etc when people get married

wedding /'wedɪŋ/ [n C] an official ceremony at which two people get married, especially a religious ceremony: I first met Jake at my cousin’s wedding.

You can also use wedding before a noun, like an adjective: wedding photos | a lovely silk wedding dress | There were over 200 people at their wedding reception. (=the party after the wedding)

honeymoon /'hʌmnɪmən/ [n C] a holiday that two people go on when they have just got married: We’re thinking of going to Barbados for our honeymoon.

bachelor party/stag party /'bætʃələr, 'stæɡ, 'stæɡ, 'pɔrti/ [n C] AMERICAN a party for a man and his male friends just before he gets married

stag night /'stæɡ ˈnɔːt/ [n C] BRITISH a party for a man and his male friends just before he gets married

bridal shower/wedding shower /'brɪdəl, 'wɛdɪŋ, 'jauə/ [n C] AMERICAN a party for a woman and her female friends just before she gets married, when her friends give her gifts

hen night/hen party /'heɪ nɔt, 'heɪ ˈpɔrti/ [n C] BRITISH a party for a woman and her female friends just before she gets married

4 people at a wedding

bride /'brɪd/ [n C] the woman who is getting married: Everyone turned to look at the bride as she came into the church.

groom/bridegroom /'ɡrʊm, 'brɪd- ɡrʊm/ [n C] the man who is getting married: a photo of the bride and groom together

bridesmaid /'brɪdʒmeɪd/ [n C] a woman or girl who helps the woman who is getting married on the day of her wedding: The bridesmaids will be wearing long pink dresses.

best man /'best 'mæn/ [n singular] a male friend of the man who is getting married, who helps him on the day of his wedding: Tony has asked me to be best man.

5 to agree to get married

engaged /'ɪŋ'ɡeɪd/ [adj] not before noun if two people are engaged, they have agreed to get married to each other at some time in the future

be engaged Todd and Ellen have been engaged for about 3 months now.

+ to He’s engaged to Paul’s sister.

get engaged (=become engaged) We got engaged at Christmas.

Don’t say ‘she got engaged with him’. Say she got engaged to him.

engagement /'ɪŋ'ɡeɪdʒmənt/ [n C] an agreement by two people to get married at some time in the future

announce your engagement (=tell everyone that you are going to get married) Glennis and John announced their engagement yesterday.

break off your engagement (=say that you do not want to be engaged any more) Anita broke off her engagement when she found out that Paulo had been seeing another woman.

engagement ring Has he bought you an engagement ring yet?

fiancé/fiancée /'fɪənsɛ, 'fɪənsɛ/ [n C] the man or woman that you are going to get married to: I’d like you to meet Janice, my fiancée. She didn’t know Henry was Marie’s fiancé.

6 married

married /'mɛrɪd/ [adj] Are you married or single? | Phil and I have been married for 15 years.

+ to She’s married to a famous actor.

married man/woman a married man with three children

Don’t say ‘married with someone’. Say married to someone.
wife /waɪf/ [n C] the woman that a man is married to: Would you and your wife like to come over for dinner on Friday? The men had gone out for the day, leaving their wives and children at home.
plural wives

husband /ˈhʌzbənd/ [n C] the man that a woman is married to: I don’t like Francesca’s husband very much. Brian is her second husband.

partner /ˈpɑːtnər/ [n C] the person that someone lives with in a romantic relationship – use this whether they are married or not: Can people bring their partners to the office party?
couple /ˈkʌpl/ [n C] two people who are married to each other, or who are having a romantic relationship: The hotel is very popular both with families and with couples. At one table there was an elderly couple who sat in total silence.

married couple They had come to live in England when they were a young married couple, in 1949.

not married

not married /ˈnɑːt mərɪd/ [adj] He told her he wasn’t married, but he was lying. Jeff and Paula have two children, but they’re not actually married.
single /ˈsɪŋgl/ [adj] someone who is single is not married or is not in a romantic relationship with anyone: a change in the tax laws for single people I used to go out a lot more when I was single.
single parent (=someone who has children, but who does not live with their partner) It is extremely difficult being a single parent.
unmarried /ˌʌnˌmɑːrɪd/ [adj] an unmarried person is someone who has never been married: She has three unmarried sons.

You may also see the words bachelor (=a man who has never been married) and spinster (=a woman who has never been married), but these words are rather old-fashioned.

connected with people who are married

married life /ˈmærɪd laɪf/ [n U] your life as a married person: After 30 years of married life, she couldn’t imagine being on her own.

marital /ˈmærɪtl/ [adj only before noun] formal use this about problems that people have in their marriage
marital problems/violence/difficulties/breakdown Their marital problems...
began when Martha lost her job. Marital breakdown can have a devastating effect on the children.

marital status /ˈmɑːrɪʃl ˈsteɪtəs/ [n plural] whether you are married, single, or divorced

Marital status is used especially on official forms: Name: John Thorpe. Age: 26. Marital status: Single.

marriage certificate /ˈmɛrɪdʒ ˌsaːtɪˈfɪkət/ [n C] an official document that proves you are married

You can use textile before a noun, like an adjective: textile workers | a large, up-to-date textile industry

MATERIAL

any solid or liquid substance

1 material

substance /ˈsʌbstəns/ [n C] a type of solid or liquid, such as a chemical, a mineral, or something produced by a plant or tree: Poisonous substances should be clearly labelled. | The animal’s horns contain a substance called keratin. | Resin is a dark, sticky substance. | Radioactive substances

material /ˈmɔːtərɪl/ [n C/U] any solid substance that can be used for making things: Steel is a stronger material than iron. | The company supplies building materials such as bricks and cement. | The wire is covered by an insulating material such as plastic.

stuff /staf/ [n U] informal, especially spoken a substance: What’s this sticky stuff on the floor? | Do you have any of that clear plastic stuff to cover food with?

2 material for making clothes, curtains etc

see CLOTHES, DESIGN

material /ˈmɔːtərɪl/ [n C/U] cloth used for making clothes or curtains, covering furniture etc: She was wearing a long black dress of some silky material | dress/curtain material Could I have six metres of that curtain material?

fabric /ˈfæbrɪk/ [n C/U] cloth, especially cloth with different colours or patterns on it: I want to buy some fabric to make a skirt. | Man-made fabrics such as polyester are easy to wash and iron.

cloth /kluːθ/ [n U] the substance that clothes are made from: fine woollen cloth for making men’s suits

textiles /tekˈstɪlz/ [n plural] cloth for making clothes, curtains etc – use this for talking about the business of producing and selling cloth: They make most of their money by exporting textiles.

MAYBE

when you think something may happen or may be true, but you are not sure

⇒ see also SURE/NOT SURE, POSSIBLE, PROBABLY

maybe/perhaps /ˈmeɪbi, ˈpərhaɪps/ [adv] use this when you think that something may happen or may be true, but you are not sure: “Are you going to the party?” “I don’t know, maybe.” | I wonder why she’s late – maybe she missed the train. | The footprints belonged to a large cat, perhaps. | Perhaps it would be better if you left now.

maybe not/perhaps not “It’s not her fault: that she can’t get a job.” “Well, maybe not, but she should make a little more effort.”

May be is more informal than perhaps. Use maybe in conversation or stories, but not in formal letters or reports.

may/might/could /meɪ, mət, kəd; strɔŋ kəd [modal verb] use this with other verbs, to show that something is possible or likely, but you are not sure about it: Take your umbrella – it might rain. | Hundreds of workers may lose their jobs if the strike continues. | We could be home before midnight if the traffic isn’t too bad.

may/might/could have done sth “Bruce isn’t here yet.” “He may have decided not to come.”
it is possible (that)/there is a chance (that) (it is possible that)  use this when you think that something may happen or may be done, but that it is not very likely: I might have to work on Saturday, so it’s possible I won’t be able to come to your party.

it is just possible (that)/there is just a chance (that) (it is just possible, but very unlikely) There’s just a chance that she left her keys in the office. It’s just possible we’ll finish the job by tonight, but it probably will be tomorrow.

possibly (posəbli) [adj] use this when you think that something may be true, but you do not have enough information to be sure: “Do you think she was murdered, inspector?” “Possibly.” He’s playing in the US Open Golf Championships – possibly for the last time. The cancer was possibly caused by exposure to asbestos.

you never know [ju: ˈnevər ˈnau] spoken say this when you are not sure whether something will happen, because no one knows what will happen in the future: “I don’t think I’ll ever get married.” “Oh, you never know.” Let’s buy a lottery ticket. You never know, we might win.

---

MEAL

RESTAURANTS/EATING AND DRINKING

COOK see also DRINK

EAT also TASTE

FOOD HUNGRY

1 a meal

meal [miːl] [n C] the food that you eat in the morning, in the middle of the day, or in the evening, either at home or in a restaurant: The hotel was nice, and the meals were really good. Miriam was silent all through the meal.

have a meal We had an excellent meal in a Chinese restaurant.

cook sb a meal Jeff cooked us a delicious meal last night.

go out for a meal (=go to a restaurant) Would you like to go out for a meal sometime, Emma?

take sb out for a meal (=take someone to a restaurant and pay for their meal) It was Lisa’s birthday so we took her out for a meal.

main meal (=the biggest meal of the day) We usually have our main meal in the middle of the day.

something to eat [ˈsʌmθɪŋ tu ˈet] any food, especially a small or quick meal: Can I get you something to eat?

have something to eat We’ll have something to eat, and then go out.

snack [snæk] [n C] something small such as an apple, some bread, or some chocolate that you eat between meals

have a snack I’m not very hungry – I’ll just have a snack. The children have a snack at 11 o’clock – usually some fruit and a drink.

takeaway BRITISH takeout AMERICAN -teikəwei, -teikəut [n C] a meal that you buy from a restaurant and then eat at home: Dave just lives on beer and takeaways. I don’t feel like cooking tonight – let’s get a takeaway. A takeout pizza

2 a meal in the morning

breakfast [brekfəst] [n C/U] the meal you eat when you get up in the morning: What do you want for breakfast – cereal or toast? After breakfast we went for a walk on the beach.

have breakfast George was having his breakfast when the phone rang.

You can say ‘eat breakfast’ in American English, but in British English it is more usual to say have breakfast

When you see EC, go to the ESSENTIAL COMMUNICATION section.
3 a meal in the middle of the day

lunch /ˈlʌntʃ/ [n C/U] the meal you eat in the middle of the day: We had an early lunch and spent the afternoon shopping. 1 At work we are allowed one hour for lunch. 1 See you after lunch.

have lunch Shall we have lunch before we go out?
plural lunches

⚠ You can say ‘eat lunch’ in American English, but in British English it is more usual to say have lunch.

4 a meal in the evening
dinner /ˈdɪnər/ [n C/U] the meal you eat in the evening: What shall we have for dinner? 1 Sarah cooked us a really nice dinner.

go out for dinner (=go to a restaurant or to someone else’s house) We went out for dinner at the Ritz.

have dinner Why don’t you come and have dinner with us?

⚠ You can say ‘eat dinner’ in American English, but in British English it is more usual to say have dinner.

supper /ˈsʌpər/ [n C/U] the meal you eat in the evening: After supper we watched a video. 1 I had my supper and went to bed.

⚠ You can say ‘eat supper’ in American English, but in British English it is more usual to say have supper.

⚠ In British English, supper is usually a less formal meal than dinner, and you have it at home, not in a restaurant.

tea /tiː/ [n C/U] BRITISH a meal you eat at home early in the evening: What’s for tea?

have tea The children came home from school, had their tea, and did their homework.

⚠ Don’t say ‘eat tea’. Say have tea.

dinner party /ˈdɪnər,paːtɪ/ [n C] a formal meal in your home when you invite friends or guests

have a dinner party We’re having a dinner party on Tuesday, would you like to come?
plural dinner parties

5 a meal outside

picnic /ˈpɪknɪk/ [n C] a meal that you take with you to eat outside: We took a picnic down to the beach.

have a picnic It was a beautiful day—we had a picnic by the river.

barbecue /ˈbɑːbɪkjuː/ [n C] a party when you cook and eat food outside: I’ll get some burgers and ribs for the barbecue.

have a barbecue If the weather’s nice, we’ll have a barbecue.

6 part of a meal

course /ˈkɒrs/ [n C] one of the parts of a meal, especially in a restaurant: The waiter brought the first course, carrot soup.

main course (=the biggest course in a meal) For the main course we had roast turkey with vegetables.

a three-course meal/a five-course meal

In La Porcetta you can get a really nice three-course meal for $20.

starter /ˈstɑːtər/ [ Also American /ˈstɑːrtər/] an appetizer BRITISH appetizer AMERICAN /ˈæpətɪzər/ [n C] the first part of a meal in a restaurant: What would you like for a starter—soup or garlic mushrooms? 1 a delightful appetizer of small clams.

dessert (also pudding BRITISH) /ˈdɛzərt, /ˈpʊdɪŋ/ [n C/U] the sweet part of a meal that you have at the end: “Would you like a dessert, Madam?” “Yes please, I’ll have the cheesecake.”

have sth for dessert/pudding I had fruit salad for dessert. 1 What are we having for pudding?
anyone under 16. He said Sara was a very close friend, but I'm not sure what he meant.

+ (that) The flashing light means that we're running out of gas. When it makes a 'bleep', that means it's switched on.

meaning – meant – have meant

stand for sth 'stand for' (sth) [phrasal verb T] if a letter or group of letters stands for a word, name, or number, it is a short way of saying or writing it: NATO stands for the North Atlantic Treaty Organization. What does the F stand for in John F. Kennedy?

in other words in `ʌðər `wɜːdz use this to show that you are saying something again in a simpler way, in order to explain what it means: If goods are faulty you are entitled to a full refund – you get your money back, in other words. There are growing inequalities in the distribution of wealth – in other words, the rich are getting richer.

2 meaning

meaning /ˈmiːnɪŋ/ [n C/U] what a word, sign, or statement means: The word 'spring' has several different meanings.

+ of There is a chart that explains the meaning of all the symbols on the map. Semantics is the study of meaning.

sense /sens/ [n C] one of the meanings of a word that has several meanings

+ of In the dictionary the different senses of the word are marked by numbers.

in the broadest/fullest sense (=in the most general meaning of the word) I'm using the word 'education' in the broadest sense here.

implication /ɪmplɪˈkeɪʃn/ [n C/U] a meaning which is not directly stated, but which seems to be intended: He didn't actually accuse me of stealing, but that was the implication.

+ that Staff members were asked to work on Sundays, with the implication that they would lose their jobs if they refused.

by implication (=the intended meaning is that) The law bans organized protests and, by implication, any form of opposition.

the gist /ɪðə `giːst/ [n singular] the main meaning of something such as a speech, report, or piece of writing, without considering all the specific details

+ of The gist of the report seems to be that safety standards need to be improved.

get the gist of sth (=understand the main meaning) Read through the article quickly to get the gist of it.

---

**MEASURE**

to find out the size, length, or amount of something

→ see also LONG, SHORT, AMOUNT/NUMBER

1 to measure something

measure /ˈmiːʒər/ [v T] to find out the size or amount of something, by using a special tool, machine, or system: Can you measure the desk to see if it'll fit into that corner? The GNP figure measures the rate of growth in the economy.

a device for measuring the speed of a tennis ball in flight

---

ruler

kitchen scales

thermometer

tape measure

timer

cup

stopwatch
measurement  /ˈmeʒərnənt/ [n C] a number or amount that you get when you measure something: What are the measurements of this room?
take a measurement I’ll just take a few measurements, then I can tell you how much paint you will need.
waist/chest/hip etc measurement (=how much you measure around your waist, chest etc)
weigh  /wei/ [v T] to find out how heavy something is by measuring its weight with special equipment: Weigh all the ingredients carefully before mixing them together.
time  /taim/ [v T] to measure how long it takes for someone to do something or for something to happen: We timed how long it took us to get there. / The swimming teacher always times us over 100 metres.
take  /teɪk/ [v T] take sb’s pulse/temperature/blood pressure to measure how hot someone is, how fast their heart is beating etc, as part of a medical examination: The doctor will take your blood pressure and check your weight.
taking – took – have taken

WORD BANK

MEDICAL TREATMENT

HEALTHY/UNHEALTHY
DOCTOR
ILL/SICK
see also PAIN
also
HURT/INJURE
MENTALLY ILL

1 the treatment of illness

medicine  /ˈmedsən/ [n U] the science of understanding illness and injury, and the methods used for treating them: Jane is studying medicine. / The discovery of penicillin revolutionized Western medicine.

medical  /ˈmedəkl/ [adj only before noun] connected with illness or injury and the methods used for treating them: The insurance policy will pay all your medical expenses if you get sick. / Maria wants to go to medical school. / medical research

medical attention (=treatment by doctors or nurses in a hospital) After the accident, both drivers needed medical attention.

the medical profession (=doctors and nurses)

treatment  /ˈtrɪtmənt/ [n C/U] a medical method of curing someone who is ill or injured, for example by means of drugs or an operation

+ for He’s receiving treatment for cancer. / Doctors are trying out a new treatment for depression.
cure  /ˈkjuər/ [n C] a method of treating an illness, using drugs, operations etc which makes the person with the illness completely better

+ for the search for a cure for AIDS

healthcare  /ˈhelθkeər/ [n U] the medical services that are available to people in a country: The standard of healthcare in the area is excellent. / the rising cost of healthcare

conventional medicine  /ˌkɔnˈvɜːrʃənl/ [n U] the usual form of medicine used in most European and North American countries, involving the use of drugs and operations

alternative medicine/complementary medicine  [n U] medical treatments based on ideas that are completely different from the ideas of conventional medicine. Homeopathy, acupuncture, and herbal remedies are all types of alternative medicine/complementary medicine.

2 ordinary medical treatment

operation  /ˌɒpərəˈʃən/ [n C] if you have an operation, a doctor cuts into your body to remove or repair a part that is damaged

have an operation My mother’s having an operation tomorrow – she’s having her appendix removed.

+ on I had an operation on my knee last year.
surgery /ˈsɜːdʒəri/ [n U] treatment by doctors in which they cut into someone’s body to remove or repair a part that is damaged. She needed emergency surgery after the accident.

have/undergo surgery Before undergoing surgery, patients can discuss their operation with a doctor.

major/minor surgery (= serious/not very serious operations) This is a dangerous condition, and she will require major surgery.

⚠️ Surgery is more technical than operation.

injection /ɪnˈdʒekʃən/ [n C] when a doctor or nurse gives someone a drug using a special needle: I hate having injections.

X-ray /ˈeks rɛi/ [n C] a medical examination that uses a beam of radiation to photograph the inside of someone’s body: The X-ray showed that William had broken his jaw.

have an X-ray The doctor said I had to have a chest X-ray.

physiotherapy /fɪziəˈθerəpi/ [n U] treatment for people who have injured their muscles, broken their legs etc, in which they have to do special exercises, have parts of their body rubbed and pressed etc

3 alternative medical treatment

homeopathic /həʊmɪˈɒpæθɪk/ [adj]

homeopathic treatments or medicines are based on the idea of giving a person very small amounts of a substance which, in larger amounts, would give them an illness similar to the one they have.

homeopathic remedy (= a homeopathic medicine) a homeopathic cure for flu

homeopathy /həʊmɪˈɒpæθi- ʌp- [n U]
Homeopathy is becoming more popular.

reflexology /rɪˈfleksələdʒi-/ [n U] a treatment in which areas of a person’s feet and hands are pressed in order to treat problems in another part of their body.

aromatherapy /ˌærəˈmæθərəpi/ [n U] a treatment using special oils which are used in a bath or rubbed into your skin

acupuncture /əkˈpʌŋktʃər/ [n U] a treatment in which many needles are put into your skin to stop pain or cure an illness

herbal remedy /ˈhɜːrləl ˈremdʒɪli/ [n C] a medicine that is made from special plants

4 medicines

medicine /ˈmedsən/ [n C/U] a substance used for treating illnesses, especially a liquid that you drink: Emergency supplies of food and medicine were sent to the earthquake area. | Chinese herbal medicines

take medicine Have you taken your medicine this morning?

drug /dræɡ/ [n C] a chemical substance used for treating illnesses: a drug used in the treatment of stomach ulcers | The side effects of this drug may include fever and dizziness. | a big drug company

medication /mədˈɪkeɪʃən/ [n U] one or more drugs that your doctor has told you to take regularly: Don’t forget your medication

be on medication She’s on medication for her heart.

⚠️ Medication is a word used especially by doctors.

dose /doʊs/ [n C] a measured amount of a drug that you take at one time

+ of a massive dose of insulin

prescription /prɪˈskripʃən/ [n C] a piece of paper from your doctor that says which medicine you need and allows you to get it

+ for a prescription for sleeping tablets

5 to give someone medical treatment

treat /trɪt/ [v T] to try to make someone better when they are ill or injured, for example by giving them drugs or hospital care

treat sb for sth Doctors are treating him for cancer.

treat sth with sth Many common infections can be treated with antibiotics.

operate /ˈopeərət/ [v I] if a doctor operates, he or she cuts someone open in order to remove or repair a part of their body that is damaged.
on: It can be risky to operate on very old people. They had to operate on my arm because it was broken in two places.

examine /ɪkˈzemən/ [v T] if a doctor examines someone who is ill, he or she looks carefully at them in order to find out what is wrong: He was examined by three doctors, but none of them could find anything physically wrong.

examination /ɪkˈzemənərɪjən/ [n U] when a doctor looks at someone who is ill in order to find out what is wrong with them.

6 places where you can get medical treatment

the doctor's: In the US, a place where several doctors have offices. In Britain, a place where people come for treatment or advice about a specific medical condition: a family-planning clinic or a clinic for people with alcohol problems.

health centre: In Britain, a building where several doctors have offices, and people can go to see them for treatment: in the US, a similar place in a college or university, where the students can go to see a doctor.

surgery: The surgery is where people go to be examined and treated. The waiting room at the surgery was full of people with colds and flu.

plural surgeries

hospital: A large building where nurses and doctors work and where you stay while you are having medical treatment: Dr Clark is a surgeon at a big hospital in Chicago.

in/to/from hospital: My sister's in hospital having a baby.

in/to/from the hospital: After the accident, John was rushed to the hospital.

casualty: The emergency room is the part of a hospital you go to for emergency treatment, for example if you have had an accident or if you suddenly become very ill: We had to take Alistair to casualty after he fell downstairs.

MEET

- see also: VISIT, TALK

when you have arranged to meet someone

meet: to be in the same place as someone else because you have arranged to see them: I'll meet you outside the theatre at 7 o'clock. We agreed to meet again next Friday. I used to meet her every week to discuss my work.

meet for lunch/coffee/a drink etc: Let's meet for lunch one day next week.

meet sb at the airport/station etc: to go to meet someone when they have just arrived somewhere: My brother came to meet me at the airport.

meeting - met - have met

If you want to say that two people meet each other, it is better just to say they meet: We met outside the theatre.

meet with sb: to discuss something: She's flying to New York tomorrow to meet with her agent.

meet up/get together: If friends meet up or get together, they meet in order to do something together, for example to have a meal or a drink: Let's meet up after work.

+ with: I usually meet up with my friends on a Friday night and go for a drink.

+ for lunch/coffee/a drink: We must get together for lunch some time.
2 when you meet someone by chance

meet [miːt] [v T not in passive] to see someone by chance and talk to them: You'll never guess who I met yesterday! I met Jill at the bus stop this morning.

meeting - met - have met

bump into sb/run into sb bump [bʌmp] [in informal]: to meet someone that you knew by chance: I'm glad I bumped into you. I wanted to ask you about tomorrow's history test. She's always running into friends that she knows from school.

chance meeting [ˈʃæns mɛtɪŋ] [n C, usually singular] when you meet someone by chance: It was a chance meeting that later led to a passionate love affair.

3 when you meet someone for the first time

meet [miːt] [v I/T not in passive] to meet someone you have not met before: I was 15 years old when I met Andrew. Have you ever met his wife?

first meet Where did you first meet Dr Steiner? Janet and Pete first met when they were at university.

meeting - met - have met

⚠️ If you want to say that two people meet each other, it is better just to say they meet: I remember the day we met.

introduce [ɪntrəˈdjuːs] [v T] if you introduce someone to a person they have never met before, you tell them each other’s names: Oh, Bob, let me introduce Rosie Webb, our new marketing manager. Have you two been introduced? (=to each other)

introduce sb to sb Tom introduced me to his sister, Gloria.

4 when a large group comes together in one place

gather [ˈɡæðər] [v I] if a crowd or group of people gathers, they come together somewhere in order to do something or see something + in/at/on etc: The family gathered on the porch to say goodbye. Eager fans are already gathering outside the stadium.

assemble [əˈseɪmbəl] [v I] if a group of people assembles, they all come together in the same place, especially as part of an organized plan: Prisoners must assemble in the courtyard every morning for exercise. Foreign diplomats and their wives had assembled in the Great Hall to meet the President.

5 a meeting

meeting [ˈmiːtɪŋ] [n C] an occasion when people meet in order to discuss something: Sorry I can’t come – I have to go to a meeting. Peter’s in London for a business meeting.

have/hold a meeting I think we’d better have a meeting to discuss these problems.

attend a meeting [ˈætɪnd] [v T]: The President is attending a meeting in Prague today.

call/arrange/organize a meeting The principal has called a meeting for 4.00.

conference [ˈkɒnfərəns] [n C] an organized event, especially one that continues for several days, at which a lot of people meet to discuss a particular subject + of a conference of women business leaders

attend a conference [ˈætɪnd] [v T]: She was in Boston attending a conference on the environment.

hold a conference The Institute of Accountants is holding its conference in Edinburgh this year.

convention [ˈkɒnvəntʃən] [n C] a large meeting of members of a political organization or professional group for a particular purpose: the Democratic Party convention + of a convention of computer salespeople
MEMBER

→ see also ORGANIZATION, JOIN

1 a member of a club, political party etc

member /ˈmembə/ [n C] a person or organization that belongs to a club, a political party, or a similar organization. Members can use the bar at any time.

+ of She’s a member of the local drama society.  
| Is Switzerland a member of the European Union?

a club/union/party member Union members voted against the strike.

2 to be a member of something

be a member of sth/belong to sth /biː n (stθ)/ [phrasal verb T] to be a member of an organization, especially a large, well-known one: Nine’s son is in the army.

be on sth /biː n (stθ)/ [phrasal verb T] to be a member of a group or committee that meets to make official decisions

be on a committee/council/board/panel Kathryn is on the school board for the district.

3 being a member

membership /ˈmembəʃiːp/ [n U] being a member: What is the cost of membership?

When you see ESSENTIAL COMMUNICATION, go to the section.

+ of Membership of political parties has been increasing.  
| Canada’s membership of NATO

+ in AMERICAN Did you renew your membership in the sailing club?

MENTALLY ILL

MEDICAL TREATMENT

+ of Membership of political parties has been increasing.  
| Canada’s membership of NATO

+ in AMERICAN Did you renew your membership in the sailing club?

1 mentally ill

mentally ill /ˈmentli ɪl/ someone who is mentally ill has an illness of the mind which affects the way that they behave. Many of these homeless people have been mentally ill at some time.

the mentally ill (=people who are mentally ill) He works in a hostel for the mentally ill.

mental illness /ˈmentl ˈɪlnɪs/ [n C/U] illness of the mind: Depression is a mental illness and can be treated with drugs.

He had a history of mental illness and alcoholism.

mental /ˈmentl/ [adj] only before noun connected with mental illness or people who are mentally ill

mental hospital/patient/institution a hospital ward for non-violent mental patients

mental problem/disorder/breakdown We knew she had been having mental problems

insane /ˈɪnsen/ [adj] permanently and seriously mentally ill, so that you cannot have a normal life: Powell, who has attacked 13 women, was judged to be insane.

go insane (=become seriously mentally ill) Sometimes I thought I was going insane.

insanity /ˈɪnsənəti/ [n U] permanent and serious mental illness: Hobbs was found not guilty by reason of insanity.

crazy /ˈkreɪzi/ [also mad, especially British] /ˈkreɪzi, mæd/ [adj] mentally ill — use this in
conversations or stories, but not in formal, medical, or legal English. Some crazy guy walked into the store and started shooting people. We soon realized that the old man was completely mad.

go crazy/mad (=become crazy) I wondered if I was going crazy. That guy was following me again. After Hamlet rejects her, Ophelia goes mad and drowns herself.

crazy - crazier - craziest

e nervous breakdown [nə'ves bréikdoun] [n C] a medical condition in which you feel very tired, anxious, and upset, often because you have been working too hard or because of emotional problems: After the divorce, Sonia had a nervous breakdown and had to stop work.

not mentally ill

sane [sæn] [adj] not mentally ill, so that you are able to make sensible decisions and lead your life in a normal way: Of course he isn't mad. He's as sane as you or I. No sane person could believe such garbage.

perfectly sane (=completely sane) To his neighbours, Sutcliffe appeared perfectly sane.

sanity [sænəti] [n U] when you are mentally healthy: If you have your health and your sanity, money is not important. I began to doubt Hamad's sanity as his story got stranger and stranger.

centre - center American /'sɛntər/ [n C usually singular] the middle of a space, area, or object, especially the exact middle: I love chocolates with soft centers. The flower has white petals, and is deep pink at the centre.

+ of Draw a line through the centre of the circle.

at the centre/in the centre of (=exactly in the middle of something) One child stands at the centre of the circle, and the others dance around her.

the heart of the hotel is located in the heart of Moscow. A quiet village in the heart of the English countryside.

The heart of is used mainly in written descriptions of places, to make the place sound interesting, exciting, or very near to shops, theatres, etc.

in the middle

in the middle in mɪd a garden with a fish-pond in the middle

+ of Don't walk in the middle of the road!

middle mɪdl [adj only before noun] the middle drawer/shelffinger etc (=the one in the middle) You'll find the scissors in the middle drawer of my desk. Jare was wearing a gold ring on her middle finger. I am the middle child in a family of five.

central mɛntrəl [adj] in the middle of an area, country, or town: We are getting reports of bad weather in central Europe. The houses face onto a central courtyard. Central London

halfway hæl'weɪ [adu] at the middle point between two places or of a period of time or event.

+ across/between/down/up etc Our car broke down halfway across the bridge. We were halfway down the mountain when it started snowing. Joe left the college halfway through the year.

mid- mɪd [prefix] in or near the middle of a period of time.

mid-afternoon/mid-week/mid-December/mid-18th century/mid-1990s etc The house was built in the mid-18th century. That's how people used to wear their hair in the mid-80s.
**MIND**

**MIND**

**BODY**

**DON'T CARE**

**see**

**also**

**IMAGINE**

**MENTALLY ILL**

---

**1 your mind**

**mind** /maɪnd/ [n C] what you use to think and imagine things: His mind was full of big ideas for developing the company. I never know what's going on in her mind. She had a picture of him in her mind - tall, blond, and handsome. He had to push these worries out of his mind. (=tried not to think about them)

**brain** /breɪn/ [n C] your ability to think and the way that you think: My brain worked fast as I tried to decide what to do. She has an excellent business brain.

---

**2 affecting your mind**

**mental** /ˈmɛntl/ [adj usually before noun] affecting your mind or happening in your mind: After months of overworking, Briggs was suffering from mental and physical exhaustion. It takes a lot of mental effort to understand these ideas. mental picture/image (=a picture that you have in your mind)

**mental illness/problem/breakdown** (=an illness, problem etc of your mind, not your body)

mentally [adv] By the end of the day we were mentally and physically worn out.

**psychological** /sɪkˈɒlədʒɪkl/ [adj] affecting the mind - use this especially about mental problems that influence the way someone behaves: She works with children who have psychological problems. The causes of a physical illness can often be psychological.

psychologically [adv] psychologically disturbed children

---

subconscious (also unconscious)

/ˈsʌbˌkɒnʃəs, ˈʌnˌkɒnʃəs/-ˈkɒn-/ [adj] subconscious feelings, desires, worries etc are hidden in your mind and you do not realize you have them: a subconscious fear of failure

subconsciously [adv] Fathers are often subconsciously jealous of their sons.

---

**MISTAKE**

**GUILTY/NOT GUILTY**

**WRONG**

**ADMIT**

**see**

**also**

**BLAME**

**ACCIDENTALLY**

**DELIBERATELY**

---

**1 a mistake**

**mistake** /ˈmɪstɪk/ [n C] something that is not correct, which you do, say, or write without intending to: Your essay's full of mistakes.

**make a mistake** Sampras was playing badly, making a lot of mistakes.

**+ in** There's a mistake in the address.

**correct a mistake** (=make it correct) I hope you'll correct any mistakes I've made.

**spelling mistake** (=when you spell a word wrongly) Check your work carefully for any spelling mistakes.

**error** /ˈɛrər/ [n C/U] a mistake - use this especially to talk about mistakes in calculating or in using a language, system, or machine: the most common errors among students of English

**+ in** an error in the calculations

**human error** (=when a mistake is caused by people, not by a machine) The report decided that the accident was caused by human error.

**computer error** (=a mistake caused by a computer) Our enormous phone bill was due to a computer error.

**misprint** /ˈmɪs-prɪnt/ [n C] a word that has been printed wrongly in a book or newspaper: There were several misprints in the menu.
2 a bad decision, idea etc that causes problems for you
mistake /ˈmɪstek/ [n C] something that you do or decide which is not at all sensible and which causes a lot of problems for you
make a mistake My first marriage was a terrible failure. I don’t want to make the same mistake again.
it is a mistake to do sth It was a mistake to think that we could go on living on borrowed money.
big/serious mistake Buying the farm was the biggest mistake of her life.

3 to make a mistake
make a mistake /ˈmeik a mɪstek/ My spoken Spanish was okay, but I kept making mistakes in my written work. I Don’t worry everyone makes mistakes.
get sth wrong /ɡet (s)θ ˈwɔːŋ/ especially spoken to make a mistake in something that you do, say, or write. especially when this has bad or annoying results: I’ve been there a year now, and my boss still gets my name wrong! There was a report about it in the newspaper, but they got their facts wrong.
get it wrong This is a delicate operation. If we get it wrong the patient may die.

mixture

1 mix substances/liquids
mix /mɪks/ [v T] to mix different liquids or substances together so that they can no longer be separated
mix sth and sth You can make green by mixing blue and yellow paint.
mix sth with sth Shake the bottle well to mix the oil with the vinegar.
mix sth together Concrete is made by mixing gravel, sand, cement, and water together. If these two chemicals are mixed together they will explode.
stir /ˈstɜːr/ [v T] to mix things by moving them around in a container with a spoon or a stick: He sat on the front step stirring the paint to make it smooth.

2 when feelings, ideas, styles etc are mixed with each other
be a mixture of /bi a ˈmɪkstʃər ɔv/ to contain different features or ideas, mixed together: The movie is a mixture of comedy and romance. Her work is a mixture of classical and modern styles.
be a cross between /bi a ˈkros bɪtwɛn/ something that is a cross between one thing and another is a mixture of two different things: The expression on Paul’s face was a cross between amusement and disbelief. It’s difficult to describe my job. I suppose I’m a cross between a secretary and a translator.

3 a mixture
mixture /ˈmɪkstʃər/ [n C] several different things, ideas, feelings, or people mixed together
+ of The sauce is a mixture of flour, butter, milk, and cheese. There was an interesting mixture of people at the party. Sasha was looking at her with a mixture of admiration and curiosity.
combination /ˌkɒmbɪneɪʃən/ [n C] a mixture of different people working together or different ideas, problems etc happening together, which has a particular effect
+ of Our problems were due to a combination of bad management and lack of experience. Their music is an odd combination of jazz and opera.
a good/bad/successful/disastrous etc combination They were a perfect combination – Anton as chef and Guy as restaurant manager.

4 not mixed with anything

pure /ˈpjuər/ [adj] a material, substance etc that is pure has not been mixed with anything else: The jacket is pure silk. A necklace made of pure gold

solid /ˈsɒld/ [adj only before noun] not mixed with anything else – use this about wood or metals, especially expensive ones

solid gold/silver/pine/oak etc The necklace is solid gold. We bought a solid pine chest for only £50.

neat/straight neat, streit [adj] not mixed with anything else – use this about strong alcoholic drinks that are usually made weaker by adding something else: Would you like your whisky neat or with water? I She was drinking straight vodka.

MODERN

4 see also NEW, FASHIONABLE/UNFASHIONABLE

modern machines/buildings/methods

modern /ˈmɒdn/ [adj] using new methods, designs, or equipment: Seattle has a very modern public transportation system. A bright, modern office building. The horrors of modern warfare

the latest /əˈleɪtʃən/ [adj only before noun] the latest machines, computers, and methods are the newest and best ones that are available: He was using one of the latest Japanese hand-held computers. The latest model can print 15 pages every minute.

the very latest fast microprocessors that are produced using the very latest techniques

up-to-date /ˈʌptəˈdeɪt/ [adj] up-to-date equipment, machines, or methods are very modern, and much better than the ones that many other people or organizations are still using: This hospital has the most up-to-date equipment in Europe. Up-to-date training methods

advanced /ˈædvənst/ [adj] advanced machines, weapons, and systems have been designed using the newest technical knowledge: We have the most advanced security system available. Advanced weapons technology

high-tech/hi-tech ˈhaɪ tɛk/ [adj] using very modern electronic equipment and machines, especially computers: a hi-tech recording studio. The hi-tech industries of the 21st century

2 modern art/literature/music/fashion

modern /ˈmɒdn/ [adj] modern art, literature, music etc uses styles that have been developed very recently – use this especially about styles which are deliberately different from traditional styles, and which some people dislike because of this: I like both modern dance and classical ballet. Prince Charles has made several speeches criticizing modern architecture.

contemporary /kanˈtɛmpəreri/ [adj] only before noun] contemporary art, music, literature etc was produced or written recently: Composers like Philip Glass have made contemporary music more popular.

contemporary artist/writer/composer etc a new exhibition of paintings by contemporary artists

the latest /əˈleɪtʃən/ [adj only before noun] the latest fashion/style/design is the one that is the most modern and the most fashionable: My sister says that black lipstick is the latest fashion.

the latest in sth (=the most fashionable type of) the latest in designer shoes

3 modern ideas/ways of thinking

progressive /prəˈgrevviv/ [adj] using new methods for dealing with social problems, education, crime etc, especially when these methods are less strict than traditional ones. You can use progressive with these words: methods, ideas, views, education, school, government, policy: The principal has very
progressive views on education. | progressive methods for dealing with young criminals

4 to make something more modern

update [u p] to improve something, so that it includes the most modern equipment, methods, or information: The school has just updated all its computer equipment. | Nursing staff were sent on training courses to update their skills

modernize (also modernise [British]) [n 'mod-raiz] [n 'moy-raiz] [v T] to make big changes to a place or organization, by putting in modern equipment or modern systems, and getting rid of old ones: It was an old farmhouse that had been modernised by the previous owner. | attempts to modernize the Soviet economy

MONEY

| BANKS OWN FREE | BUY | PAY | SELL | SPEND | CHEAP | EARN |

1 money

money ['mani] [n U] what you use to buy things, what you earn by working etc: We don’t have enough money for a vacation this year.

money to do sth (=money you can use to pay for something) Dad, can I have some money to buy some new jeans?

spend money I spent far too much money on Christmas presents.

save money (=not spend much money) “Are you coming out with us on Saturday?” “No, I’m trying to save money.”

earn money Accountants can earn a lot of money.

make money (=earn money) The restaurant makes a lot of money in the summer.

lose money (=fail to make a profit in business, so that you spend more than you earn) The state railway has been losing money for years.

cash [ke∫] [n U] money, especially money that is available for you to spend: I don’t have much cash at the moment. Could I pay you next week? | She earns extra cash by working as a waitress.

Cash is more informal than money.

a fortune [ə 'fɔ:tən] [n singular] informal a lot of money: That dress must have cost a fortune – where does she get the money from?

be worth a fortune They bought their house really cheaply but it’s worth a fortune now.

sum [sʌm] [n C] an amount of money – use this to say how large or small an amount is: Stars like Chaplin earned $2000 a week, which was an enormous sum in those days.

sum of money My uncle left me a small sum of money when he died.

2 money in the form of notes and coins

money ['mani] [n U] notes and coins that you use for buying things: He counted the money carefully before putting it in his pocket. | The Queen never carries any money.

cash [ke∫] [n U] money – use this to emphasize that you mean coins and notes, and not cheques, bank cards etc: Thieves escaped with cash and computer equipment worth over $100,000.

in cash (=using cash) I’ll give you £50 in cash and a cheque for the rest.

pay (in) cash There’s a 5% discount if you pay cash.

currency ['kərənsi] ['kər-] [n C/U] the money used in a particular country

Italian/Malaysian/Japanese etc currency I was carrying about £300 in Malaysian currency.

foreign currency (=the currency of another country) I’m taking £200 in traveller’s cheques and €100 in foreign currency.

plural currencies
change /'ʃeɪndʒ/ [n U] money in the form of coins, or the money you get back when you pay for something with more money than it cost: He emptied all the change out of his pockets. | The sales clerk handed me my change.

in change (=in the form of coins) I've got a £10 note and about £5 in change.

change for $10/£5 etc (=coins in exchange for a note) Do you have change for a $5 bill?

3 money that you receive regularly
→ see also EARN, PAY

income /'ɪŋkəm, 'ɪn-/[n C/U] all the money that you receive regularly, for example from your job or from the government: Their combined income is more than £250,000 a year. | Most of her income comes from savings and investments.

an income of £800/$2000 etc The whole family lives on an income of less than $400 a month.

be on a low income (=earn very little money) Families on low incomes get free medical care.

pension /'penʃən/[n C] an amount of money that old people receive regularly after they have stopped working: Many elderly people find it very difficult to live on their pensions. | Bill gets a big pension from General Motors – he worked there for 30 years.

Social Security /səʊʃəl sərkwestɔr/[n U] money that people receive from the government in the US when they have finished working at 65: Paying the rent uses all his Social Security money.

⚠️ In British English, Social Security is sometimes used to mean the same as benefit.

benefit /'bɛnfɪt/[n C/U] money that the government gives to people who are very poor, who do not have jobs etc.

unemployment/sickness/maternity benefit You cannot receive unemployment benefit unless you are looking for a job.

on benefit (=receiving benefit) After I became too ill to work I was forced to live on state benefits.

⚠️ In American English, you usually say benefits rather than benefit, and it is a more formal word than in British English.

welfare /'welʊər/[n U] especially American money that the government pays to people who are very poor, do not have jobs etc: We don't get welfare because I have a part-time job.

on welfare (=receiving this money from the government) Over 50% of the families in this neighborhood are on welfare.

⚠️ You can also use welfare before a noun, like an adjective: welfare payments | the welfare system

allowance /æləwəns/[n C] an amount of money that children get from their parents every week or every month: My parents give me an allowance of $50 a month.

pocket money /ˈpɔkt ˈmæni/[n U] British an amount of money that children get from their parents every week: How much pocket money do you get?

grant /ɡrænt/[n C] an amount of money that a government or other organization gives to someone to help pay for something good or useful, such as their education: It's very difficult to get a grant to go to college. | You can get a grant from the council to repair your roof.

scholarship /'skɒləʃɪp/[n C] money that a student receives from their school, college etc to pay for their education, especially because they have passed an examination:

win a scholarship (=by passing an exam) When she was 18, she won a scholarship to study at the Conservatoire in Paris.

4 money that you make by doing business

profit /ˈprɒfɪt/[n C/U] money that you make by doing business, for example when you sell something for more than it cost you to buy it or to produce it: We aim to increase our profits by at least 5% every year. | For the first time, the company's annual profits were over $1 million.

make a profit They made a huge profit when they sold the business.
profitable /profɪtəbl/ [adj] a profitable business or activity makes a profit.

We don’t sell children’s clothes anymore — it wasn’t profitable enough.

money that you pay to the government

tax /tæks/ [n C/U] money that you have to pay to the government, especially from the money you earn or as an additional payment when you buy something: The Republicans promised to reduce taxes before the last election.
tax on alcohol/cigarettes etc (=tax that is added to the price of alcohol, cigarettes etc)
income tax (=tax that you pay according to how much money you earn)
sales tax (=a tax added to the price of something you buy)
after tax (=after you have paid income tax) I made over $600 a week, which was around $450 after tax.
plural taxes

⚠️ You can also use tax before a noun, like an adjective: a tax inspector | filing in a tax form

taxpayer /ˈtæksˌpeɪər/ [n C] someone who pays tax
taxpayers’ money (=money the government gets from taxes) This defence project is simply a waste of taxpayers’ money.
the taxpayer (=all the people in a country who pay tax) Bonus payments to top officials cost the taxpayer millions of pounds each year.

additional money that you pay when you borrow money, or that you receive when you save money

interest /ˈɪntərst/ [n U] If you had half a million dollars you could easily live off the interest.
+ on The interest on the loan is 16.5%.
interest rate (=the amount of interest you pay or receive) My bank charges really high interest rates.
high/low interest a high interest savings account

money that you give to someone to make them do something dishonest

bribe /ˈbraɪb/ [n C] money that someone gives to a person in an official position, in order to persuade them to do something that they should not do
take/accept a bribe The judge admitted that he had accepted bribes.
pay (sb) a bribe (=give someone a bribe) You won’t get across the border unless you pay the guards a bribe of at least $500.
bribery [n U] when people give and accept bribes: The inquiry showed that bribery was widespread.

money for starting a business, paying for something important etc

finance /ˈfænəns, ˈfænəns/ [n U] money that you borrow or receive in order to pay for something important and expensive, for example for starting a business: We can’t continue our research unless we get more finance.
+ for How will you get the finance for your university course?
capital /ˈkæpɪtl/ [n U] a large amount of money that you can use to start a business or to pay for something that will eventually produce more money: You can make a lot of money from renting property, but you need capital to get started.
raise capital formal (=get the money you need, for example by borrowing from a bank) It took him just three months to raise the capital for making the movie.
funding /ˈfʌndɪŋ/ [n U] money that a government or large organization provides to pay for education, theatre, music etc, not for business activities: Nowadays, schools have to find funding from private industry as well as from the Education Department. I The daycare center couldn’t survive without government funding.
+ for cuts in funding for the arts
subsidy /ˈsʌbsɪdi/ [n C] money that the government provides to help a business or industry which might not be able to operate without this additional money:
Generous subsidies are available to farmers who produce wheat. Without state subsidies, the railways couldn't survive.

plural subsidies

invest /ɪnˈvest/ [v 1/T] to let a company, business, or bank use your money for a period of time, especially because you expect that you will eventually get back more money than you gave. I want to invest the money my aunt left me.

+ in Investing in property is no longer as safe as it used to be.

invest money in sth I invested £5000 in my brother's printing business.

investor [n C] someone who invests money in a bank or business. Most of the money came from foreign investors.

put money into sth, put mna into (sth), to give money to a business to help it become successful, often in order to get back more money than you have given. Unless they can find someone to put more money into it, the film studio will have to close. I The government ought to put more money into public transportation.

9 connected with the way that money is used

financial /ˈfɪnənʃl/ [adj usually before noun] connected with money — use this about the way that people and organizations use and control their money. Joan has a lot of financial problems at the moment. Wall Street is the financial center of the US. The accounts show that the school's financial position is very healthy.

financially [adv] She wanted to go out to work and be financially independent.

economic /ˌɛkəˈnɒmɪk/, ˌiː-ka-ˌnə-ˌmɪk/ [adj usually before noun] use this about the way that a country’s money and wealth is produced, spent, and controlled. The President’s economic reforms have put a lot of people out of work. A period of economic growth is the need for economic planning.

economically [adv] an economically advanced country

economy /ɪˈkɒnəmɪk/ [n C] the economic system of a country, including its trade and industry: the collapse of the German economy in the 1920s | one of the most successful economies in Asia.

economies

d 10 someone who wants a lot of money or always thinks about money

greedy /ˈgriːdi/ [adj] someone who is greedy wants a lot of money, even though they do not need it: Britain has some of the greediest landlords in Europe. | corrupt and greedy politicians.

greed - greedier - greediest

greed [n U] when you keep wanting more money: No one needs to earn that much — it’s just greed!

materialistic /ˌmætəˈrɪəlɪstɪk/ [adj] someone who is materialistic thinks that money and possessions are more important than anything else: Bill has become so materialistic since he got that job — all he talks about is how much money he earns.

11 having no money

→ see also poor

bankrupt /ˈbæŋkrapt/ [adj] a company or person that is bankrupt does not have enough money to pay their debts, and so they have to stop doing business: Five years ago she was a successful actress, but now she is bankrupt.

go bankrupt (=become bankrupt) Many small businesses will go bankrupt unless interest rates fall.

broke /brəʊk/ [adj not before noun] spoken someone who is broke has no money or very little money: “Can you lend me some money?” “Sorry, I’m broke.” I When I was a student I was always broke.

12 to have just enough money to live

get by /get ‘baɪ/ [phrasal verb] I to have just enough money to buy the things you need, but no more: She does cleaning.
jobs in the evenings, and makes just enough to get by.
+ on My grandmother gets by on just £50 a week.

**make ends meet** mɛk 'endz 'mɛt Informal to have just enough money to buy what you need — use this when someone has so little money that life is very difficult for them. Many families struggle to make ends meet, especially during the winter. | How am I supposed to make ends meet on $150 a month?

**live on sth** liv on (sth) [phrasal verb T] if you live on a particular amount of money, this is all the money that you have to buy everything you need. You can’t live on less than $25,000 a year in New York. | My salary doesn’t really give me enough to live on.

---

**MORE**

- opposite **LESS**
- if you want to know about using adjectives for comparing things, go to the **ESSENTIAL GRAMMAR**, section 14
- see also **MOST, ADD, INCREASE, ANOTHER**

1 **more of the same thing, or another one of the same things**

**more** mɔr [quantifier] more of something in addition to what is already there: I gave him $200 last week and he’s already asking for more. | We have enough tables but we need more chairs.
+ of I forced myself to swallow more of the medicine. | Do you have any more of those delicious cookies?

**three more/100 more etc** They walked for two more miles before they found a telephone. | Some of the students arrived today, and about 20 more of them are arriving tomorrow.

**some more/a few more/any more** Do you want any more tea? | You may need to buy some more books.

**another** ə'nʌðər [determiner/pronoun] one more thing, person, or amount that is the same as one you already had: Look, your glass is cracked. I’ll get you another. | Would you like another drink? | Could you get another loaf of bread while you’re out?

**another ten minutes/five miles/two gallons etc** Add the pasta and heat the soup for another ten minutes.

**another one** There were two cars in the driveway and another one in the garage. | + of Is this another of your crazy ideas for making money?

**extra** 'ekstrə [adj/adverb] more of something, in addition to the usual amount or number. | You’d better get some extra milk if Steve and Richard are staying the weekend. | Residents can use the hotel swimming pool at no extra cost.

**an extra ten minutes/three pounds/four litres etc** I asked for an extra day to finish my assignment.

**be/cost/earn extra** (=extra money) Dinner costs $15, but wine is extra.

**additional** ə'dɪʃənl [adj only before noun] more than the amount that was agreed or expected at the beginning: Our own car broke down, so we had the additional expense of renting a car.

**an additional £10/10 miles/10 minutes etc** They’ve extended his contract for an additional 12 months.

**further** 'fɜːðər [adj only before noun] formal more, in addition to what there is already or what has happened already. The doctors are keeping her in the hospital to do further tests. | For further information, contact the help line.

**a further £10/10 miles/10 minutes** Strike action will continue for a further 24 hours.

2 **more than a number or amount**

**more** mɔr [quantifier] more than a number or amount: Salaries are in the region of $200,000 a year, with top executives earning even more.

+ than I’ve been working here for more than ten years. | More than 50,000 people attended the open-air concert.

**much more/far more/a lot more** Diane earns much more than I do.

**10/100/$50 more** (=more than another number) It’s a better hotel, but it costs about £50 more than the other one.
or more  There must have been 200 people or more, all trying to crowd into the hall.

over  [preposition/adverb] more than a number or amount: I've been waiting over half an hour for you. | Jackson receives over 2000 fan letters a week. | The train was travelling at speeds of over 150 mph.

just over  (=slightly over) She weighs just over 120 pounds.

8/10/12 etc and over  The club is for children aged 10 and over.

above  [preposition/adverb] more than a number or level on a scale that can be exactly measured: The temperature was just 2 degrees above zero. | Anyone earning above $80,000 will pay more tax.

3 years/6 metres/80% etc and above  Babies of 6 months and above need to be vaccinated.

outnumber  [outˈnumər] [v T] if one type of person or thing outnumber another, there are more of the first type than of the second: Women teachers outnumber their male colleagues by two to one.

greatly/far outnumber  a city where bicycles greatly outnumber cars

3 more than before

more  [ˈmɔr] [quantity/adverb] more than before: The new airport will just mean more traffic, more noise, and more pollution. | As mobile phones get cheaper, people are using them more.

more quickly/slowly/easily etc  I wish she'd talk more slowly.

more expensive/important/difficult etc  These days it's definitely more difficult to get into law school.

+ than  People are travelling around more than they used to. | She seems more relaxed than she was last week.

a lot more/much more/far more  There are a lot more game shows on TV than there used to be. | David earns far more now than he did in his old job.

a little more/slightly more  Next time, try and be a little more patient.

more and more  I use this to say that something continues to happen more often than it did before or continues to become more difficult, more expensive etc than it was before: More and more students are using computers to do their schoolwork. | As the years passed, she depended more and more on her daughter.

more and more expensive/tired/difficult etc  The concert was very long, and I began to feel more and more bored.

more and more slowly/quickly/clearly etc  As the gas cools, the molecules move more and more slowly.

increasingly  [ɪnˈkriːsnli] [adverb] use this to say that something continues to happen more often than before, or continues to become more difficult, more expensive etc than it was before: Increasingly, it is the female students who are getting the best grades.

increasingly difficult/common/important/complex  It is looking increasingly likely that Tarrant will resign. | People have become increasingly interested in environmental issues.

Increasingly and more and more mean the same, but there are some differences in the way they are used. Increasingly is used mainly in written English, and you can use it at the start of a sentence as a 'sentence adverb' (=one that describes the whole sentence): Increasingly, criminals are carrying guns. More and more is used in written and spoken English, and can be used directly before a plural noun: More and more criminals are carrying guns.

a growing number/an increasing number  a growing 'nʌmbər, an inˈkriːsnɪŋ 'nʌmbər use this when the number of people that are doing something is not yet very large, but is increasing all the time.

+ of A growing number of refugees was entering the country.

in growing/Increasing numbers  Doctors are leaving the profession in increasing numbers.

Growing numbers and increasing numbers mean the same as a growing number and an increasing number.

higher  [ˈhaɪər] [adjective] use this about prices, speeds, or amounts that are bigger than they were before.
higher price/proportion/level/rate There is now a higher proportion of women in management jobs.

+ than The cost of student accommodation is higher than it was a year ago.

greater [ˈɡreɪtər] [adj] formal use this about a feeling or state that is stronger or more noticeable than it was before
greater interest/need/support/freedom After the war, the country began to enjoy greater prosperity.

+ than The need for people with computing skills is greater than ever before.

4 more than someone or something else

more [mɔːr] [quantifier] more than another person, thing, or place: My parents are both teachers, but my father earns more. I Ask Hilary. She knows more about it.

+ than It’s not fair. He’s got more than I have. There is more oil in the Middle East than in any other part of the world.

higher [ˈhɑːər] [adj] use this about prices, speeds, or amounts that are bigger than someone else’s

+ than In the 1960s, Japan achieved a higher rate of economic growth than most other countries. Car prices in Britain are higher than in many European countries.

almost all/nearly all [ˈɔːlməʊst ‘nlɪ] not all, but almost all: We got nearly all our food from the farm.

+ of I’ve read almost all of Jane Austen’s novels. Nearly all of my clothes are too small now.

mostly/mainly [ˈmeɪstri, ‘meɪlini] [adv] use this to say that most of the people or things in a group are of the same type: A huge crowd of Oasis fans, mostly girls, waited outside the hotel. Our customers are mainly young people interested in fashion. She reads a lot of books, mostly science fiction stories.

the majority [θi ˈmeɪjəriti] [n singular] more than half of the people or things in a large group

+ of In June the majority of our students will be taking examinations.

the vast/great majority (= far more than half) an education policy that will please the vast majority of parents The vast majority of accidents in the Alps occur while climbers are coming down.

be in the majority (= be the largest part of a group) Young people were in the majority at the meeting.

4 most of an amount, number, total, group etc

most [mɔːst] [quantifier] the largest part of something, or the largest number of people, places, things etc

most people/things/days etc What most people want is a peaceful life. Most evenings we just stay in and watch TV.

most of the students/my friends/her money etc (= most people or things in a group) Most of the people I spoke to were very worried. Alex spends most of his allowance on books. Most of what Hannah told me wasn’t true. This is a poor country, and most of it is desert.

⚠ Don’t say ‘the most people drive to work’. Say most people drive to work


almost all/nearly all [ˈɔːlməʊst ‘nlɪ] not all, but almost all: We got nearly all our food from the farm.

+ of I’ve read almost all of Jane Austen’s novels. Nearly all of my clothes are too small now.

mostly/mainly [ˈmeɪstri, ‘meɪlini] [adv] use this to say that most of the people or things in a group are of the same type: A huge crowd of Oasis fans, mostly girls, waited outside the hotel. Our customers are mainly young people interested in fashion. She reads a lot of books, mostly science fiction stories.

the majority [θi ˈmeɪjəriti] [n singular] more than half of the people or things in a large group

+ of In June the majority of our students will be taking examinations.

the vast/great majority (= far more than half) an education policy that will please the vast majority of parents The vast majority of accidents in the Alps occur while climbers are coming down.

be in the majority (= be the largest part of a group) Young people were in the majority at the meeting.

⚠ Use a plural verb after the majority (of): Some of the children go home for lunch, but the majority have their lunch in school.

2 more than anyone or anything else

most [mɔːst] more than anything else — use this especially to talk about something that you like, want, need, or dislike more than anything else: I want to study biology — that’s what interests me most. The part we enjoyed most was the trip to the Grand Canyon.
most of all (=much more than anything else) What the people here need most is food and clean water.

the most (=a larger amount or number than anyone or anything else) In a fair tax system those who earn the most should pay the most.

the most things/points/votes etc The player who scores the most points wins.

the most money/fuel/information etc Choose the program that gives you the most information.

3 the largest possible amount

the most (= the largest amount that is possible) I'm afraid £500 is the most I can offer you. | The most you can hope to achieve is a 10% increase in production.

maximum /mæksɪməm/ (adj) the maximum amount of something is the largest amount that is possible or allowed.

maximum amount/number/speed Travelling at its maximum speed of 186 mph, the train reached Paris in less than two hours. | We want our message to reach the maximum number of people.

the maximum (=the maximum number or amount) Thirty students per class is the maximum.

top /tɒp/ (adj only before noun) top speed/price/salary etc the highest speed, price etc. or the most that is possible. The 1.6 litre sports version has a top speed of 121 mph. | The top price paid was $1,200,000 for a print by Degas.

Top is often used in newspapers, advertisements etc. Maximum is more formal or more technical than top.

4 most often

mostly/mainly /ˈmɔːstli, ˈmiːnli/ (adv) use this to say that someone does one thing more than they do anything else: We eat mostly Italian food. | She has to travel abroad a lot, mostly to Spain and France. | A singer whose records are bought mainly by teenage girls.

in most cases /ɪn mɔːst kɛsɪz/ use this to say that things happen in one way more often than in any other way, in the situation that you are talking about: In most cases the new drug is very effective. | The seeds will start to grow within two weeks in most cases.

most of the time /ˈmɔːst əv də ˈtaim/ almost always: Most of the time I just answer the phone and type letters. | This place is really busy most of the time.

MOTHER

WOMAN △ FATHER

see also △ BABY

FAMILY △ CHILD

1 mother

mother /ˈmʌðər/ (n C) Her mother is a teacher. | Like most mothers, I always felt anxious when my children came home late. | Terri Godwin, a mother of three, was attacked as she walked home yesterday.

Q mum /mʌm/ BRITISH MUM, AMERICAN MAM, MAMI [n C] spoken a name you use to talk to your mother or to talk about her: My mum and dad are both doctors. | Mom, what's for dinner?

Q mummy /ˈmʌmi/ BRITISH MOMMY AMERICAN MAMI, MOMI, MAMIN [n C] spoken a name for your mother - used especially by young children when you are talking to young children: Ben, is your mommy coming to the Christmas concert? | “Goodnight, Mummy,” said Sara.

plural mummies/mommies

2 like a mother

maternal/motherly /ˈmeɪtrənl, ˈmeɪθərli/ (adj) caring and kind like a mother - use this about women or their feelings: Claire was very maternal towards the other children. | She kept a maternal eye on them all. | Mrs Woodrow, a good-natured motherly woman, took care of their children while they were at work.
MOVE/NOT MOVE

1 to move from one place or position to another

move /mu:v/ [v T] to go to a different place or to change the position of your body: Every time I move I get a pain in my shoulder. Will you move so that I can come past, please? I don't get off the bus while it's moving. I don't move, or I'll shoot.

fidget /'fɪdʒt/ [v I] to keep moving or playing with your fingers, hands, feet etc. because you are bored or nervous: Stop fidgeting!

mover /'mu:vər/ [n C/U] when something or someone moves: the dancer's graceful movements. Any movement will set off the alarm.

out of /aʊt əv/ to leave or remove something from a place: Tourists come to see the mass movement of these animals across the plains of Africa.

moving /'muːvɪŋ/ [adj only before noun] not staying still, but changing position or going from one place to another: This photograph was taken from the window of a moving vehicle. All the moving parts of the engine must be kept well-oiled.

2 to move something from one place or position to another

move /mu:v/ [v T] to take something to a different place or change the position of something: Will you move your car, please - it's blocking the road. I think my hand is broken - I can't move my fingers.

move sth to/into sth We'll have to move the table into the hall.

transfer /'transfeə/ [v T] to move something and put it in a different place or container

transferring sth (from sth) to sth Transfer the cookies to a wire rack to cool. Information can be transferred from one computer to another.

transferring - transferred - have transferred

⚠️ Transfer is more formal than move.

3 to keep moving your body

fidget /'fɪdʒt/ [v I] to keep moving or playing with your fingers, hands, feet etc. because you are bored or nervous: Stop fidgeting!

+ with Diana started fidgeting with her pencil.

can't keep still /kænt kɪp ˈstɪl/ spoken if you can't keep still, you keep moving your body because you are excited or nervous and you cannot relax: I was so excited that I couldn't keep still all morning!

twitch /twɪtʃ/ [v I] if part of your body twitches, it makes small movements that you cannot control: My eyelid won't stop twitching.

4 something that you can move from one place to another

portable /ˈpɔːtrəbl/ [adj] a portable machine or piece of equipment is designed to be carried or moved easily: We only have a little portable TV. I a portable computer

5 unable to move or impossible to move

can't move /kænt ˈmuːv/ especially spoken if you can't move, you are unable to move, for example because you are injured: I was so frightened that I couldn't move.

can't move sth I can't move my leg - I think it's broken.
stuck  /stæk/ [adj not before noun] something that is stuck is fixed or trapped in a particular position or place and it cannot be moved: I can't open the window—it's stuck. | The elevator's stuck again.
+ in Our bus was stuck in a traffic jam for three hours!

get stuck (=become stuck) They tried to drive through the snow, but the car got stuck.

jammed  /dʒemd/ [adj not before noun] something that is jammed cannot be moved because it is trapped between two surfaces or trapped between parts of a machine: This drawer's jammed—I can't get it open.
+ in/under/between etc The paper has got jammed in the printer again.

stiff  /stif/ [adj not usually before noun] if your fingers, back, neck, legs etc are stiff, it is difficult and usually painful for you to move them: I slept on the hard ground, and woke up with a stiff neck.

paralysed  BRITISH paralyzed  AMERICAN  "paralizd/ [adj] someone who is paralysed or paralyzed cannot move, either because of an injury or because of fear, shock, etc: A car crash in 1989 left him completely paralysed.
+ by/with His father had been partially paralysed by the fall. | She stood at the side of the stage, paralysed with fear.

not moving

still  /stil/ [adj not before noun] not moving - use this especially about people who are not moving or about places where there is no wind: There was no wind and the trees were completely still. | Anna looked out across the still water of the lake.

keep/stand/sit still Keep still while I tie your shoes. | I want you all to sit still and listen to the story.

stationary  /steiʃanəri-/neri/ [adj] stationary car/vehicle/truck/traffic a car, vehicle etc that is not moving: The truck swerved and hit a stationary vehicle. | a four-mile queue of stationary traffic

A Stationary is more formal than 'not moving'.

at a standstill  [at a 'stændstil] if traffic or a vehicle is at a standstill, it is not moving, especially when this is annoying: Traffic was at a standstill on the motorway. | When I woke up, the train was at a standstill.

play music

music  /'mjuzik/ [n U] the sounds made by people singing or playing musical instruments: What sort of music do you like? I listening to music on the radio

live music  (=not recorded music) The club has live music every Saturday night.

play  [plɛ] [v I/T] to make music on a musical instrument: Jane can play 'Yesterday' on the flute. | Do you play in an orchestra?

play the piano/trumpet/drums etc I didn't know you could play the violin.

instrument/musical instrument  /'ɪnstrəmənt, ˈmjuzɪkəl ɪnstrəmənt/ [n C] an object such as a piano, a guitar, or a violin that you use to play music: brass instruments

perform  /pɜːrˈfɔːm/[v I/T] FORMAL to sing or play music in front of people who have come to listen: She still gets very nervous about performing in public. | The orchestra will be at the Festival Hall tonight, performing a selection of works by Russian composers.
2 listening to music

cassette/tape /ˈkæsɪt, ˈteɪp/ [n C] a small flat plastic case containing a long thin piece of plastic material that is used for recording and playing sounds: I bought him a cassette of folk music for Christmas. I a blank tape

CD/compact disc /ˈsiː diː, ˈkɒmpækt ˈdɪsk]/ˈkæm- [n C] a shiny circular piece of hard plastic on which recorded music is stored

cassette player (also tape recorder/ tape deck) /ˈkæsɪt, ˈteɪp ˈrekər, ˈteɪp ˈdeɪk/ [n C] a piece of electrical equipment used for playing cassettes

CD player /ˈsiː diː ˈpleɪər/ [n C] a piece of electrical equipment used for playing compact discs

stereo /ˈstɪrɪəʊ, ˈstiə- [n C] a piece of electrical equipment used for playing cassettes and compact discs

Walkman /ˈwɔːkmən/ [n C] TRADEMARK a small cassette player or CD player that you can carry with you so that you can listen to music through headphones

headphones /ˈhɛdəfrəʊnz/ [n plural] a piece of equipment that you wear over your ears in order to listen to a radio, cassette, or compact disc: a pair of headphones

3 types of music

classical /ˈklæsɪkəl/ [adj] classical music is music which is regarded as serious and has been popular for a very long time, for example the music of Beethoven, Mozart, or Tchaikovsky: a concert of classical music

jazz /dʒæz/ [n U] music that was originally played by black Americans in the early 20th century, which has a strong beat and has parts in it that performers play alone: My friend, Tony, plays trumpet in a jazz band.

pop /ˈpɒp/ [n U] modern music that is popular with young people and usually has simple tunes and a strong beat: one of Britain's most successful pop singers. George Michael I the 1970s pop group ABBA

rock /rɒk/ [n U] a type of popular modern music with electric guitars and a strong loud beat: American rock bands such as Pearl Jam and Red Hot Chili Peppers I veteran rock guitarist, Eric Clapton

dance /dænds/ [n U] a name for some types of modern music such as house, techno etc., that are made using electronic equipment and have a very fast, strong beat

Do not use dance to describe more traditional music that people dance to, such as music for the waltz or tango.

folk/folk music /fəʊk, ˈfɑːk, ˈmjuːzɪk/ [n U] a type of traditional music in which people sing and play instruments without any electronic equipment: a folk club

world music /ˈwɜːld ˈmjuːzɪk/ [n U] music from places such as South America, Africa, the Middle East, and the Far East

4 people in music

musician /ˈmjuːzɪʃən/ [n C] someone who play a musical instrument very well or someone who does this as their job: one of our most talented young musicians
**conductor** /ˈkɒndɪktər/ [n C] someone who stands in front of a group of musicians or singers and directs their playing or singing

**orchestra** /ˈɔːkɪstrə/ [n C] a large group of people playing many different kinds of instruments and led by a conductor: the Hallé Orchestra

**choir** /ˈkɔːə(r)/ [n C] a large group of people who sing together, often in a church or school

**band** /bænd/ [n C] a small group of musicians who play popular music such as jazz, rock, or pop: a jazz band

**be in a band** Lots of girls want to go out with Sonia’s brother because he’s in a band.

**singer** /ˈsɪŋə(r)/ [n C] someone who sings, especially as their job: Rosie’s a singer in a rock band I am opera singer

**lead singer** (=the most important singer in a popular music group) Jarvis Cocker is lead singer with Pulp.

**pop star** /ˈpɒp stɑː(r)/ [n C] someone who is famous and successful as a singer or musician in a pop group: My sister has pictures of pop stars all over her bedroom wall.

---

**5 going to see people play music**

**concert** /ˈkɒnسرt/ [n C] a performance given by musicians: a pop concert! the school concert

**go to a concert** On Friday we’re going to a concert of modern African music.

**go to see** go to see a particular singer or band perform – use this especially about going to see modern popular musicians: We’re going to see Oasis at Knebworth.

**performance** /ˈpɜːrfərməns/ [n C] when a musician or group of musicians performs a piece of music

**give a performance** The band gave one of their best performances at the Woodstock Festival.

**gig** /ɡɪɡ/ [n C] informal a performance by a musician or group of musicians playing modern popular music or jazz

**do/ play a gig** (=perform at a concert) They are doing about 30 gigs on their European tour.

**go to a gig** Let’s go to a gig this weekend.
festival /ˈfestɪvəl/ [n C] an occasion when many different musical groups or singers perform, which happens at the same time and in the same place every year: I first heard them play at the Pittsburgh Jazz Festival. | Are you going to the Glastonbury festival this year?

concert hall /ˈkɒnsət hɔːl/ [n C] a large building where concerts are performed

jazz club /ˈdʒæs klaːb/ [n C] a place where you can listen to jazz bands and singers

venue /ˈvɛnjuː/ [n C] a place where a concert, festival etc takes place: The club is a popular venue for reggae bands.

people who write music

composer /ˈkʌmpəzaɪər/ [n C] someone who writes music, especially classical music: Henry Purcell was one of the greatest English composers.

songwriter /ˈsɒŋˌraɪtə/ [n C] someone who writes songs: Most of Elton John's early hits were written by songwriter Bernie Taupin.

singer-songwriter (=someone who writes songs and sings them): Sheryl Crow

writing music

compose /ˈkɒmpəz/ [v I/T] to write a piece of music, especially classical music: a song composed by Schubert | The children will now play some pieces that they composed themselves.

write /rɪt/ [v I/T] to write a song or a piece of music: an opera written by Verdi

1 when you have to do something

must /mʌst/ [modal verb] to have to do something, especially because you feel that you should do it or because there is a rule that says you have to do it

must do sth All passengers must wear seatbelts. | I must go and do my homework. | Accidents must be reported to the safety officer.

must sb do sth? formal: Must you leave so soon?

Avoid only use must in the present tense. The past tense of must is had to: At my old school, we had to wear a uniform. The future tense of must is will have to: if you fail the test, you will have to take it again.

Don't say 'we must go'. Say we must go.

You can say I must do something to mean that you really should do it because it is important or urgent: I must write to my mother. I really must try to stop smoking.

have to do sth /hæv tuː 'duː (sth)/ if you have to do something you must do it, especially because the situation that you are in makes it necessary or because there is a rule that says you must do it: I have to stay late today. | She had to leave early because she wasn't feeling well. | The doctor said I would have to have an operation. | Do we have to take our passports with us?

have got to do sth British I've got to return my library books today.

need to do sth /niːd tuː 'duː (sth)/ to have to do something because you think it is necessary or someone else thinks it is necessary: We need to buy some more potatoes. | She told me I needed to get my hair cut. | Do I really need to go to this meeting?

be forced to do sth /biː fɔːrst tuː 'duː (sth)/ to have to do something that you do not want to do because you are in a situation that makes it impossible to avoid: She was forced to retire at the age of 50 because of health problems. | There was a train strike that day so we were forced to cancel the party.
feel obliged to do sth /fɪəl əˈbləʊdʒd tʊ 'duː (stθ)/ to feel that you should do something because other people expect you to do it and will be disappointed or upset if you do not: I felt obliged to invite them all.

have no alternative hæv nəu ˈɔlətrənətɪv to have to do something, even though you do not want to, because there is nothing else you can possibly do in the situation: The police say they had no alternative: the man was armed and they had to shoot him.

have no alternative but to do sth He had no alternative but to resign.

2 when you must not do something

⇒ see also FORBID

must not/mustn’t /mʌst nɔt, ˈmʌstnət/ use this to tell or order someone not to do something: This book must not be removed from the library.

must not/mustn’t do sth Remember, you mustn’t tell Pat about this.

⚠️ Only use must not/mustn’t in the present tense. When talking about the past, use couldn’t or wasn’t/weren’t allowed to: He couldn’t stay in the US because he didn’t have a green card. The children were not allowed to watch horror movies. When talking about the future use will not be allowed to: Under the new rules, employees will not be allowed to smoke in the office.

⚠️ Don’t say ‘you mustn’t to go’. Say you mustn’t go.

⚠️ Don’t confuse must not do something (=when you are not allowed to do it) and not have to do something (=when you can do it, but you do not need to).

can’t /kænt/ SPOKEN use this to say that someone is not allowed to do something: “Ben wants to borrow the car.” “Well tell him he can’t.”

can’t do sth I’m sorry, you know I can’t discuss my work – it’s secret.

⚠️ Only use can’t in the present tense. When talking about the past, use couldn’t or wasn’t/weren’t allowed to. When talking about the future, use will not be allowed to.

⚠️ Don’t say ‘you can’t to go’. Say you can’t go.

not be allowed /not bi əˈlaʊd/ if something is not allowed, there is a rule that forbids it: Smoking is not allowed on the train.

sb is not allowed to do sth You are not allowed to use a dictionary during the test.

3 something that must be done

compulsory /kæmpəˈsɔːri/ [adj] FORMAL something that is compulsory must be done because of a rule or law: Compulsory education (=when all children have to go to school) was introduced in 1870.

it is compulsory for sb to do sth It’s compulsory for all drivers to have insurance.

necessary /ˈnesərəri/ [adj] if something is necessary, there are very good reasons why it should be done, and it would not be sensible to avoid doing it: If any changes are necessary, you can make them.

it is necessary to do sth Is it really necessary to keep all the doors locked?

it is necessary for sb to do sth The doctor says it may be necessary for me to have an operation.

make it necessary to do sth The heavy rain made it necessary to close several roads.

essential/vital /ɪˈsenʃəl, vɪtəl/ [adj] if something is essential or vital, it is very important to do it, and there could be serious problems if it is not done: Choosing the right equipment is vital. In cases of heart attack, immediate medical help is absolutely essential.

It is essential/vital to do sth It is vital to take precautions before handling toxic substances.
it is essential/vital that It is essential that you finish the job before Christmas. It is vital that you keep accurate records of what you spend.

**4 when you do not have to do something**

**not have to do sth** not hav to 'du: (sthr) if you do **not have to do** something, you can do it if you want, but you are not forced to do it, either by a rule or by another person, or by the situation you are in: Paola came from a wealthy family and didn’t have to work. You don’t have to go if you don’t want to.

⚠ Don’t confuse **not have to do something** (=when you are not forced to do it) and **must not do something** (=when you are not allowed to do it).

**there is no need to do sth** dear iz, now 'nid to 'du: (sthr). SPOKEN say this to tell someone that it is not necessary for them to do something: There’s no need to do the dishes – I’ll do them in the morning. There’s no need to bring a towel – we have plenty.

**unnecessary/not necessary** an-'nesasəri, not 'nesasərəi [adj] if something is **unnecessary** or **not necessary**, is it not needed or there is no good reason for you to do it: They want to build another shopping mall here, but we think it’s completely unnecessary.

+ **to do sth** It’s not necessary to oil your bike every day.

**not need to do sth** (also **needn’t do sth**) BRITISH: not 'nid to 'du: (sthr), n‘idnt 'du: (sthr), to not have to do something because it is not necessary and there will not be any problems if you do not do it: You don’t need to tell Sandy – she already knows. You needn’t come with me – I can find my own way to the station. Marian had a rich husband and did not need to work.

⚠ Don’t say ‘you needn’t to pay now’. Say **you needn’t pay now**.

⚠ Don’t confuse **not need to do something** (=when something is not necessary) and **must not do something** (=when something is not allowed).

**optional /ɒp'səʊlə/ [adj] if something is **optional**, you do not have to do it or use it but you can if you want to: We all had to study English, but Spanish was optional.

**voluntary /vɒləntəri/ [adj] a **voluntary** activity is one that you do because you want to do it, especially because you believe it is useful or will help other people, and not because you have to: I do voluntary work at a young mothers’ centre. We get all our money from voluntary contributions.

**5 to say that someone must do something**

**insist** insist [u I/T] to say firmly that someone must do something or that something must happen, and not let anyone refuse: “You must stay,” he insisted.

**insist (that) sb do sth** They insisted that we paid for the damage before we left.

**insist on doing sth** (=say that you must be allowed to do something) I insist on speaking to the manager.

---

**MYSELF/YOURSELF**

> see also **ALONE**

**1 when you do something yourself, instead of someone else doing it for you**

**yourself/myself etc** [pronoun] if you do something **yourself**, no-one else does it for you: I made these curtains myself. Why can’t your boyfriend cook lunch himself? “Could you pass me that book?” “Get it yourself.”

**personally /pɜːsənləi/ [adv] if an important person does something **personally**, they do it, although you would normally expect someone else to do it for them: The President wrote to us personally to thank us for our hard work.

**in person** in 'pɜːsn, if you do something **in person**, you do it by going somewhere yourself, instead of writing, telephoning, or asking someone else to do it: He delivered the document in person to
Friedman's house. Do I have to come and get it in person?

**first-hand** ['frɪst haʊnd] adj only before noun first-hand experience/knowledge/account etc experience, knowledge etc that you get by doing or seeing something yourself, not by reading about it or hearing about it from someone else: She has first-hand experience of the French education system, having taught there for five years. a first-hand account of the robbery, by someone who witnessed it

2 when someone only thinks about himself or herself

**selfish** ['sɛflɪ] adj someone who is selfish only thinks about what they need or want, and never thinks about how other people feel: Amy, don't be so selfish! Let the others have a turn. a selfish old man. selfish motives

**selfishly** [adv] She selfishly refused to give us any of the food.

**selfishness** [n U] when someone behaves in a selfish way: a political philosophy based on selfishness and greed
a person’s name

name /neim/ [n C] What’s your name? | I’m not very good at remembering people’s names. | His name is Raymond Ford.

full name (=all your names) Ayrton Senna’s full name was Ayrton Senna da Silva.

surname/last name /ˈsɜːnɪm, ˈlɑːst ˈneɪm/ [n C] your last name, which is the same as your parents’ name: Smith is the most common English surname.

A Until recently, women always took their husband’s surname or last name when they got married, but many women no longer do this.

first name /ˈfɜːst ˈneɪm/ [n C] the name that your parents choose for you when you are born, which in western countries comes at the beginning of your full name: Her first name is Liz. I don’t know her surname.

maiden name /ˈmeɪdn ˈneɪm/ [n C] the surname that a woman had before she was married: My mother kept her maiden name when she got married. (=did not change her name to her husband’s name)

initials /ˈɪnɪʃəlz/ [n plural] the first letters of your names: There’s no need to write out your full name. Just your initials will do. | a suitcase marked with the initials JR

title /ˈtaɪtl/ [n C] a word such as Mrs, Miss, Ms, Mr, Dr, or Professor that you put before your name: The title ‘Ms’ became much more popular in the 1980s.

your name when you write it on a cheque, at the end of a letter etc

signature /ˈsɪɡnətʃər/ [n C] your name as you usually write it, especially when you write it on an important document, a cheque, or a letter: I can’t read the signature on this letter. | We got more than 4000 signatures on our petition to save the park.

autograph /ˈɔːtəɡrɑːf/ [n C] a famous person’s name that they write and give to someone who admires them: Can I have your autograph? | I’d be too shy to ask for his autograph.

a name that is not your real name

nickname /ˈnɪkneɪm/ [n C] a name given to someone by their friends or family, which is not their real name and is often chosen because of something about their appearance or behaviour: At school, her nickname was Carrots because of her red hair.

false name /fɔːls ˈneɪm/ [n C] a name that someone uses instead of their real name, so that people will not find out who they really are: It is illegal to give a false name to your employer. | They used a false name to hire a car.

stage name /ˈsteɪdʒ ˈneɪm/ [n C] the name used by an actor, singer etc instead of their real name: Greta Garbo was the stage name of Greta Gustavson, born in Stockholm in 1905.

the name of a place, object etc

name /neɪm/ [n C] I’ve forgotten the name of the street where she lives.

the Chinese/French etc name for sth The Chinese name for this plant means ‘cat’s ears’.

brand name /ˈbreɪnd ˈneɪm/ [n C] the name given to a product by the company that makes it, often including the name of the company itself: Our customers prefer goods with brand names, such as Levi’s or Adidas.

to have a particular name

sb’s name is /sɪz ˈneɪm ɪz/ Hi! My name’s Ted. I’m from Florida. | Who’s that man over there? | “His name is Lucio Mannonetti and he owns the company.”
be called /bi: kæld/ to have a particular name - use this about a person, thing, or place: There’s someone called Russell on the phone for you. | What’s the new teacher called? | They are in favour of what is called ‘sustainable development’. 

be named /bi: ‘næmmd/ especially American someone who is named Paul, Jane etc has the name Paul, Jane etc: Their new baby is named Caroline. | She went to the movies with some guy named Rudi. 

Don’t say ‘what’s their son named?’ Say what’s their son called? Don’t use be named in questions, use be called.

be known as /bi: ‘nəun ez/ if someone or something is known as a particular name, that is the name that people call them, although it is not their real name: He was known as Rambo to his friends. | This area is known as Little Odessa because there are a lot of Russians living here.

6 to give a name to someone or something 
call /kɔːl/ [v T] to give a name to someone or something 
call sb Paul/Jane etc My mother wanted to call me Yuri. | Guidebooks call Chicago ‘The Windy City’. | This is what psychologists call ‘body language’. 

name /neim/ [v T] especially American to officially give someone or something a name: Have they named the baby yet? 
name sb Paul/Jane etc We named our daughter Sarah. 
name sb/sth after (also name sb/sth for American) Bill was named after his father. | The new college is going to be named for John F Kennedy. 

christen /ˈkrɪstən/ [v T] to give a baby its name at a Christian religious ceremony 
christen sb Paul etc/be christened Paul etc They christened him Patrick John. | She was christened Jessica, but everyone calls her Jess. 

rename /riˌnæm/ [v T] to change something’s name: New Amsterdam was renamed New York in the 17th century.

7 to publicly announce the name of someone
name /neim/ [v T] to publicly say who someone is, by telling people his or her name: She refused to name the father of her child. 
name sb as sb Police have named the dead woman as Annabel Tomms.

identify /aɪˈdɛtɪfai/ [v T] to officially recognize someone and say that you know who they are, for example in order to help the police: The victim identified her attacker in court. | Greg had to identify the body of his wife.

identifying – identified – have identified

8 what you call someone or something when you cannot remember their name
Q what’s his name/what’s her name /‘wɒts hɪz neɪm, ‘wɒts hə neɪm/ spoken informal say this when you cannot remember someone’s name: I saw Guy with what’s her name in town yesterday.

what’s its name/what’s this name /‘wɒts ɪts neɪm, ‘wɒts ɪz neɪm/ spoken informal say this when you cannot remember the name of something: “Can I have the whatisit for the TV?” “You mean the remote control?”

| NATURAL 
not made by humans or changed by humans 

if you mean ‘land where there are trees and fields and not many buildings’, go to COUNTRYSIDE 

see also LAND AND SEA, ENVIRONMENT

1 plants/animals/places/substances 
natural /ˈnætʃərəl/ [adj usually before noun] not made, caused, or changed by humans: It was fascinating to see the elephants in their natural environment. | The river had worn away the rock to form a natural bridge. | A pipeline carrying natural gas from under the sea.
wild /warld/ [adj usually before noun] wild flowers/plants/animals/birds flowers, plants, and animals that are in their natural state and have not been changed or controlled by humans. There were lots of wild flowers growing by the roadside. Wildcats are usually much larger than domestic ones.
grow wild There were banana trees growing wild on the edge of the forest.

food/drink

natural /'nætʃərəl/ [adj usually before noun] produced without using chemicals. The manufacturers claim that only natural ingredients are used in their products. These days, consumers prefer drinks that contain natural flavourings.

organic /ɔr'gænik/ [adj] organic fruit/vegetables/produce fruit, vegetables etc that have been grown without using chemicals to help them grow. Most supermarkets now sell organic produce. Organic fruit is generally more expensive.

pure /pjuə/ [adj only before noun] pure food or drink has not had anything added to it; pure orange juice. The burgers are made of 100% pure beef.

not natural

artificial /'ɑːtɪʃəl/ [adj] not made of natural materials or substances. The food contains no artificial colours or flavourings. A type of artificial grass called Astroturf.

man-made /ˈmæn-ˌmeid/ [adj] made by humans, but similar to something that is natural. The Badesee is a man-made lake which is popular with swimmers. A coat made of 80% wool and 20% man-made fibres.

synthetic /ˈsɪnθətɪk/ [adj] synthetic materials, cloth, or substances are similar to natural ones but are made by a chemical process. Her dress was made of some shiny synthetic material. Synthetic rubber.

processed /prəusəst/ [adj only before noun] processed food has been treated with chemicals in order to make it stay in good condition or to make it look good. Processed cheese. Processed food may lack the vitamins found in fresh food.

near

opposite far

if you want to know about words meaning ‘next to’, go to POSITION & DIRECTION

not far away

near /niər/ [preposition/adv/adj] only a short distance from a person, place, or thing. Bob was standing near enough to hear what they were saying.
near sth/sb We camped near a large lake. Don’t go near the fire. Have you ever been to Versailles? It’s near Paris.

nearer to/nearest to If we moved to Dallas we’d be nearer to my parents.
near here The accident happened somewhere near here.

close /kləʊs/ [adj/adv] very near to something or someone, or almost touching them. As we approached Abbeville, the gunfire sounded very close.

to Don’t drive too close to the edge of the road.
close together The houses were built very close together.

to behind/beside Suddenly we heard footsteps close behind us. Nancy sat down close beside me.
close by (=near where you are) Is there a gas station close by?
not far not 'far not a very long distance away — use this about somewhere that is near enough to be easy to get to: “How far’s the station?” “Oh, not far — about ten minutes by car.”

+ from Asti is not far from the French border.

not far away Our hotel was in the centre of town but the beach wasn’t far away.

nearby nɪəˈbɛrɪ near the place where you are or the place you are talking about: Dave, who was sitting nearby, laughed when he heard this. | The house is nice, and a lot of my friends live nearby.

nearby [adj only before noun] Lucy was staying with her aunt in the nearby town of Hamilton.

neighbouring BRITISH: neighbouring AMERICAN: neighboring [adj only before noun] neighbouring country/town/area etc a country, town etc that is near the place where you are or the place you are talking about: The fire quickly spread to the neighbouring areas.

local /ˈloʊkəl/ [adj only before noun] local store/hospital/school etc a store, hospital etc that is in the area where you live and that you are most likely to use: We spent the summer evenings on the beach or in the local park.

sb’s local school/cinema You can find all these books in your local library.

locally [adj] in the area near where you live or work: We prefer to do all our shopping locally. | Do you live locally?

within walking distance wɪnˈtɹæksɪŋˈdɪstəns when a place is not far away, and you can walk there easily: There are several good restaurants within walking distance.

+ of Dr Goldthorpe lived within walking distance of the University.

the nearest house/ shop/station etc

the nearest the nearest shop/station/bank etc the shop, station etc that is closest to where you are: Excuse me, where’s the nearest subway station?

the next the next house/ street/room etc the house, street etc that is closest to the one you are in or the one you are talking about: The people in the next apartment were making a lot of noise.

3 convenient because it is near

convenient for (also handy for BRITISH INFORMAL) konˈvenɪənt for, 'hændi for' if your home, office etc is convenient for or handy for a particular place, that place is near it and easy to reach: The place where we live now is very convenient for the school — it’s only a couple of minutes on foot. | Our flat is on the High Street, so it’s very handy for the shops.

4 near enough to pick up or touch

handy ˈhændɪ [adj] if something is handy, it is near enough for you to pick it up and use it quickly and easily keep/have sth handy Keep a pen and paper handy, because we’ll be giving our phone number in a moment. | Make sure you have the manual handy when you install the new software.

handy = handier = handiest

within reach 'wɪnən rɪˈætʃɪf if something is within reach, it is near enough for you to take hold of it when you stretch out your hand: As soon as she was within reach, he grabbed her wrist.

5 to get nearer

get near/get close ˈɡet ˈniər, get ˈkloʊs to go or come nearer to a person, place, or thing: As Kay got near the house she began to feel nervous.

+ to Don’t get too close to the microphone.

approach əˈprəʊtʃ [v I/T] to move gradually closer to a person, place, or thing: The train slowed down as it started to approach the station. | We could hear footsteps approaching down the corridor.

⚠ Don’t say ‘he approached the place’. Say he approached the place.

catch up/be catching up ˈkætʃ ap, ˈbɪt kætʃɪŋ ap to gradually get closer to a moving person or vehicle in front of you. by moving faster than they move:
Schumacher is still in front but the other Ferrari is catching up.

+ with Looking back, I could see that the other walkers were catching up with us.

---

**NEED/NOT NEED**

- see also MUST, IMPORTANT/NOT IMPORTANT

1 to need something

**need** [endid. [v T] if you need something, you must have it, because you cannot live, succeed, or do something without it: It's cold outside – you'll need a coat. I need time to think. I think she might need a doctor.

**need sth for sth** He needs the information for an article he's writing.

**need to do sth** (=when it is necessary for someone to do something) That cat looks as if she needs to go to the vet.

**need sb to do sth** We need more volunteers to help clean up after the party.

**need cleaning/washing/mending etc** (=need to be cleaned etc) The plants need watering at least once a week.

**badly need sth** (=need something very much) The team badly needs some younger players.

⚠️ Don't say 'I am needing', 'he is needing', etc. Say I need, he needs etc.

**require** [ri'kwair] [v T] FORMAL to need something: Is there anything further you require, sir? I Guests who require special diets should inform the catering manager.

**be required for sth** I regret that you do not have the qualifications required for this job.

⚠️ Don't say 'I am requiring', 'she is requiring' etc. Say I require, she requires etc.

2 when you cannot live without someone or something

**can't do without** [kænt dju: wi:'aut] can- to be unable to do the things that you have to do without someone who usually helps you or without something that you usually use: He always says he can't do without his mobile phone. My secretary is so efficient that I just can't do without her.

**depend on/be dependent on** [dɪ'pend on, bɪ 'dɪpend on] [phrasal verb T] to be unable to live, exist, or continue normally without something or someone, because they provide you with what you need: Since becoming blind she had been totally dependent on her husband. Our research program depends entirely on gifts of money from private individuals.

**depend heavily/be heavily dependent on sth** (=be very dependent on it) Japan is heavily dependent on oil imports from the Middle East.

**dependent/be dependent on sth for sth** All young mammals depend on their parents for food and shelter.

3 something you need

**necessary** [nesəˈsəri] [adj] if something is necessary, you need to have it or do it: Make sure you have all the necessary documents for your trip.

**if necessary** (=if it is necessary) If necessary, we will have to employ some extra people to finish the work.

+ for Fats in our diet are necessary for both heat and energy.

**it is necessary (for sb) to do sth** FORMAL It will be necessary to close the pool while the repairs take place. The doctor says it may be necessary for me to have an operation.
essential [esəˈʃəl] [adj] if something is essential, you need it because you cannot be successful, healthy, safe etc. Without it, Computers form an essential part of any business nowadays.

+ for Calcium is essential for the development of healthy teeth and bones.

it is essential to do sth. It is essential to read any document carefully before you sign it.

it is essential that. It is essential that the oil is checked every 10,000 km.

vital [ˈvaɪt(ə)] [adj] if something is vital, it is extremely important and you will have serious problems if you do not have it or do it. One vital piece of evidence is missing – the murder weapon.

+ for Efficient food production was vital for such a highly populated country.

it is vital that. It is vital that you keep accurate records.

sb’s needs/the needs of sb. (sb’s) ‘nɪdz, ə ‘nɪdz əv (sb) the things that someone must have in order to live a normal, healthy, and comfortable life. In designing new buildings we must consider the needs of disabled visitors.

meet/satisfy sb’s needs (=provide what someone needs). Schools should try to meet the educational needs of every child.

necessity [ˈnɛsəti] [n C] something that you need in order to live or to do your job. Most Americans consider a phone a necessity rather than a luxury.

an absolute necessity. A car is an absolute necessity for this job.

the bare necessities (=the basic things that you must have, such as food and clothes). Their wages are so low that they cannot even afford the bare necessities.

4 the fact that something is needed

need [nɪd] [n singular] if there is a need for something, that thing is needed

+ for the need for stricter safety regulations. Some politicians now believe there is a need for more discipline in schools.

feel the need to do sth. (=feel that you need to do something). Don’t you ever feel the need to take a vacation?

to not need something

don’t need /dɔnt ˈniːd/ to not need something or someone. Do you want these text books? I don’t need them any more.

unnecessary/not necessary [ənˌnesəsəri, not ˈnesəsəri]-seri [adj] if something is unnecessary or not necessary, you do not need to have it or do it. Don’t fill your report with unnecessary information.

Dr Jacobs was furious when he discovered that the expense had been totally unnecessary.

it is not necessary to do sth. It’s not necessary to spend a lot of money on clothes to look good.

unnecessarily [adv] I think you’re worrying unnecessarily. Just forget all about it.

hardly necessary. hardly ‘nesəsəri]-seri not necessary at all – use this when you are surprised that someone thinks something is necessary. They asked to see my passport, my driver’s license, and my bank card. Which was hardly necessary.

spare [ˈspɛr] [adj usually before noun] use this about something which you do not need now, but which is available so that you can use it later or let someone else use it. I always keep a spare can of oil in the garage. We have two spare tickets for the game – do you want to come? Do you have a spare pair of gloves I could borrow?

can do without sb/sth. [kæn du: wiðaut (sb/sth)]. to not need someone or something, because you can live normally or do what you want to do without them. The country now has a strong economy and can do without western aid. He felt he could do without other people and was happy to live on his own.
NEVER

\- opposite ALWAYS
\- see also OFTEN, USUALLY, SOMETIMES

1 never

\textbf{never} \textit{never} [adv] not once, or not at any time: “Have you ever been to Paris?” “No, never.” \textbf{Never} I won\'t go again. The countryside was beautiful – I\'ll never forget it. \textbf{Never} had

\textbf{Never} usually comes before the main verb: He never told me. If there is a modal or auxiliary verb (like have, will, should etc), \textbf{never} comes after this verb and before the main verb: You must never speak to strangers.

\textbf{never ever/never, never} never \textit{never} [adv] never say this when you want to emphasize strongly that something has never happened or will never happen: You must never ever tell anyone what you heard tonight. I\'ll never never stop loving you.

\textbf{not in a million years} \textit{not} in a million years [informal] say this when you think it is completely impossible that something could ever happen: You\'ll never get Kieran to give you that money – not in a million years!

\textbf{not once} \textit{not} once [adv] say this when you are surprised or annoyed because someone never did something, although they often had the opportunity to do it. She\'s never said thank you – not once! \textbf{He hasn\'t come here to see us.}

2 almost never

\textbf{hardly ever} \textit{hardly ever} almost never: “How\'s Dorothy?” “I don\'t know. I hardly ever see her these days.” \textbf{My grandmother hardly ever goes out of the house.}

When you see \textbf{EC}, go to the ESSENTIAL COMMUNICATION section.

\begin{itemize}
\item \textbf{Hardly ever} is much more common in spoken English than \textbf{rarely} and \textbf{seldom}.
\item \textbf{rarely/seldom} \textit{rarely, seldom} [adv] especially written almost never: Mr Gluck rarely went to bed before midnight, but tonight he felt very tired. \textbf{She seldom talked about her personal life.}
\end{itemize}

\begin{itemize}
\item \textbf{Don\'t say \textit{I go there seldom}. Say \textit{I seldom go there}. Use \textbf{seldom} before the main verb.}
\item \textbf{rare} \textit{rare} [adj] something that is \textbf{rare} does not happen often: The disease is rare, but very dangerous. \textbf{On the rare occasions when I go to the theatre, I really enjoy it.}
\end{itemize}

NEW

\- opposite OLD
\- see also MODERN, SHINE 2

1 recently made or produced

\textbf{new} \textit{new} [adj] recently made, produced, or bought: Do you like my new dress? \textbf{That\'s a nice bag – is it new?} \textbf{The city\'s new hospital}

\textbf{brand new} (=completely new and almost unused) Larry was very proud of his \textbf{brand new BMW}.

\textbf{buy sth new} \textbf{I got a used video camera for $2000 – it would have cost twice that much if I\'d bought it new.}

\textbf{latest} \textit{latest} [adj only before noun] the \textbf{latest} film/book/model/fashion the film, book etc that has been produced or made most recently: Have you seen Spielberg\'s latest movie? \textbf{the latest fashions from the Paris catwalks}

\textbf{be just out} \textbf{If a book, record, or film \textit{is just out}, it has only recently arrived in the shops, cinemas etc. REM\'s new album is just out.}

\textbf{fresh} \textit{fresh} [adj] fresh food has been recently made, killed, or picked, and it still tastes good: Make sure that the fish is fresh.

\textbf{fresh from the oven/sea/garden} The vegetables are picked fresh from the garden every day.
fres \[\text{adv}\] These strawberries were freshly picked this morning. | freshly baked bread

\(\text{Fresh} \) can also mean food that has not been frozen, dried, or put in cans: fresh peas | fresh pasta

2 instead of the one that you had before

\textbf{new} \(\text{adj} \) only before noun\] your new job, home etc is the one you got most recently, and is different from the one you had before: Are you enjoying your new job? | Have you met Keith’s new girlfriend? | After the divorce, she went off to Canada to start a new life.

\textbf{another} \(\text{determiner} \) if you want another job, another system etc, you want it instead of the one that you have now: I decided to look for another job. | If you don’t like one doctor, you can ask to see another.

\textbf{replace} \(\text{v}\) [T] if you replace something that is old or damaged, you put a new one in its place to be used instead of it: The roof was in bad condition and needed to be completely replaced.

\textbf{replace sth with sth} They’re replacing the old windows with modern ones.

3 new ideas/methods/information

\textbf{new} \(\text{adj} \) new ideas, methods, or information did not exist before, or were not known about before: important new scientific discoveries | Her lawyers have found new evidence that may prove her innocence. | the company’s new non-smoking policy

\textbf{original} \(\text{adj} \) completely different from anything that has been thought of before

\textbf{original idea/design/style} a jazz musician with a completely original style | My job is to think up creative and original advertising ideas.

\textbf{revolutionary} \(\text{adj} \) a revolutionary idea, method, or invention is completely different from anything that existed before, and is likely to bring important changes or improvements:

\[\text{revolutionary technology for producing cheap, pollution-free energy} \mid \text{a revolutionary new treatment for cancer}\]

4 a new government/company

\textbf{new} \(\text{adj}\) a new organization, government etc has only existed for a short time: Within weeks of the election, the new government announced big tax cuts. | Thousands of new businesses are set up each year. | one of Europe’s newest TV stations

5 someone who has just started a new job, school etc

\textbf{new} \(\text{adj}\) someone who is new has only recently arrived in a place, or has only recently started working in a job: You’re new here, aren’t you? | All new employees are given training.

\textbf{newcomer} \(\text{noun}\) someone who has only recently arrived in a place or has only recently started a job, sport, or other activity: The villagers are very suspicious of newcomers. | The team includes some familiar faces as well as a few newcomers.

\textbf{+ to} Although she’s a newcomer to the sport, she’s already very successful.

**NEWS**

see also \textbf{INFORMATION, NEWSPAPERS AND MAGAZINES, TELEVISION AND RADIO}

1 news that people tell each other

\textbf{news} \(\text{noun}\) information about something that happened recently

\textbf{+ of} There hasn’t been any news of him since he left home.

\textbf{+ that} He brought the news that their father was seriously ill.

\textbf{your/my/her news} (=what you have been doing recently) Sit down and tell me all your news.

\textbf{have good/bad news for sb} I’m afraid I have some bad news for you.
hear news Have you heard the news? Sara's going to have a baby.
good/bad news Good news! Ian passed his driving test!

⚠️ Don’t say ‘a news’. Say a piece of news or some news: I heard an interesting piece of news yesterday.

💡 the latest /əˈleɪtə/ SPOKEN the most recent news: Have you heard the latest? Phil's going out with Judy!
+ on What's the latest on the election?

scandal /ˈskændəl/ [n C/U] when shocking facts about someone's behaviour become publicly known: a sex scandal involving senior politicians / the public’s interest in scandal and gossip

2 on television or in a newspaper

news /ˈnjuːz/ [n U] reports about recent events, printed in newspapers or given on television or radio: I always read the sports news first. / It's a local paper, so most of the news is about local events.
+ of Later on, we'll bring you all the news of today's football games.

the news (=a news programme on television or radio) Do you want to watch the news? / the nine o'clock news

on the news (=in a television or radio news programme) It must be true - I heard it on the news this morning.

⚠️ You can also use news before a noun, like an adjective: news broadcast | news item

newsflash BRITISH news bulletin /ˈnjuːsflaʃ/ [n C] a piece of news that is so important that it is broadcast immediately, often in the middle of another programme: We interrupt this programme to bring you a newsflash.

plural: newsflashes

the headlines /ˈhedləinz/ [n plural] the important points of the news, printed in big letters on the front page of a newspaper or read at the beginning of a news broadcast: I stopped to read the front page headlines: ‘KILLER ESCAPES FROM JAIL’. / This is the six o'clock news. First, the headlines ...

NEWSPAPERS AND MAGAZINES

➡️ if you mean 'information about something that has happened recently', go to NEWS
➡️ see pages 518–521

NICE

HORRIBLE/UNPLEASANT
LIKE/NOT LIKE ➕ ➖ ➔
BAD
ENJOY ➖ ➔ KIND
GOOD ➖ ➔ POLITE
DESCRIPTING PEOPLE ➖ ➔ FRIENDLY/UNFRIENDLY

1 nice person

nice /naɪs/ ESPECIALLY SPOKEN [adj] friendly and kind: He's one of the nicest people I know. / Claire's really nice, isn't she?
+ to He's only nice to me when he wants something.

it is nice of sb to do sth. It was nice of you to help me.
nice - nicer - nicest

⚠️ Be careful not to use nice too much in written English.

pleasant /ˈplezənt/ [adj] friendly, polite, and easy to talk to - use especially about someone you do not know well: I thought she was a quiet pleasant girl. / The Ambassador and his wife were surprisingly pleasant.

likeable /ˈlaɪkəbl/ [adj] nice, and easy to like: The only likeable character in the whole movie is Judge White.

lovely /ˈlʌvli/ [adj] INFORMAL, ESPECIALLY BRITISH very nice, kind, and friendly: Old Dr Macintosh was a lovely man.
lovely - lovelier - loveliest

NICE continues on page 522
1 newspapers and magazines

newspaper/paper /ˈnjuːspεəpər, ˈpeəpər/ [n C] a set of large folded sheets of paper containing news, articles, pictures etc. which is printed and sold every day or every week. Can I have a look at your newspaper, please? It says in the paper that they're getting divorced.

⚠️ Don't confuse newspaper and journal. A journal is a serious magazine on a particular subject, containing articles by university teachers, scientists, doctors etc.: the British Medical Journal. Their research was published in a scientific journal.

Sunday paper /ˈsændi peəpər/ [n C] a paper that is sold every Sunday. It is usually bigger than papers sold on other days. I like to sit in bed and read the Sunday papers.

local paper /ˈloʊkəl peəpər/ [n C] a newspaper that gives news mainly about the town or area where it is printed. Did you see Dave's picture in the local paper?

magazine /ˈmæɡəˌziːn, magəˌziːn/ [n C] a large thin book with a paper cover. Often printed on shiny paper, it contains stories, articles, photographs, and sometimes also news: I bought some magazines for the journey - Cosmopolitan and Vanity Fair. I a photography magazine for a magazine for people interested in gardening.

women's magazine (a magazine intended especially for women)

the press /ðə pres/ [n singular] newspapers and the people who write for them. Do you think the press has too much influence on politics? Princess Diana was followed by the press wherever she went.

the media /ðə ˈmiːdiə/ [n singular] all the organizations that are involved in providing information to the public, especially newspapers, television, and radio: The letter must have been leaked to the media by a White House official. The judge is worried that comments in the media might affect the result of the trial.

tabloid /ˈtæbloɪd/ [n C] a newspaper that does not contain much serious news, but has stories about famous people, sport, sex etc. - use this especially about newspapers that you think are silly and not serious enough: She claimed that she had an affair with the President, and sold her story to one of the tabloids.

the popular press /ˈpɒpjələr pres/ [n singular] newspapers that are read by a lot of people and generally contain articles that are entertaining rather than serious, for example stories about people on television and in sport: Smith strongly denies reports in the popular press that he is addicted to cocaine.

comic (also comic book American) /ˈkɒmɪk, ˈkɒmɪk ˈbʊk/ [n C] a magazine, especially for children, that consists of funny or exciting stories which are told using a series of pictures: comic book characters such as Spiderman and Superman.

2 parts of a newspaper or magazine

headline /ˈhedlaɪn/ [n C] the words in big letters at the top of a newspaper report that tell you what the report is about: The headline read: "SPACE ALIENS MEET WITH PRESIDENT'S CAT".

letters page /ˈliːtərz peɪdʒ/ [n C] a page in a newspaper where letters from members of the public are printed.

TV/sport/business/fashion page /ˈtiː viː, ˈspɔrt, ˈbɪzniːs, ˈfeɪʃən peɪdʒ/ [n C] a page in a newspaper that tells you about television, sport, business, or fashion.

listings /ˈlɪstɪŋz/ [n plural] lists of films, plays, and other events, with details of the times, dates, and places where they will happen.

TV listings /ˈtiː viː ˈlɪstɪŋz/ [n plural] lists of programmes that are on the television and the times that they are on.

what is written in newspapers and magazines

article /ˈɑːtɪkl/ [n C] a piece of writing in a newspaper or magazine about a particular subject.
+ on/about Did you read that article about O.J. Simpson?


+ about Open any newspaper and you’ll see many stories about shootings and muggings.

**run a story** (=report an event) The Post is running a story about one of the President’s advisors being arrested for taking drugs.

**feature** /ˈfɪtər/ [n C] a special report in a newspaper or magazine about an interesting subject, place, or person: a special feature about the lives of homeless people.

**scoop** /skɔːp/ [n C] an important or exciting news story that is printed in one newspaper before any of the others know about it: Read our latest Royal Diary scoop!

**editorial** /ɪˈdɪtəriəl/ [n C] a piece of writing in a newspaper that gives the personal opinion of the editor about something that is in the news: Their editorials always criticize the government, whatever the government does.

**exclusive** /ɪkˈskluːsɪv/ [n C] a news story that is printed by one newspaper before any of the others know about it: a New York Times exclusive about a secret arms deal between a US company and Iraq.

**exclusive** [adj] an exclusive interview with ex-President Bush.

**coverage** /ˈkʌvərəs/ [n U] when something is reported in newspapers or magazines, or on television or radio, and the way in which it is reported: The release of Nelson Mandela was given massive coverage throughout the world.

+ of The Daily Star’s coverage of the election was very biased.

A people who work for newspapers or magazines

**reporter** /rɪˈpɔːtər/ [n C] someone whose job is to find out about news stories and write about them: She works as a junior reporter on a local paper. A crowd of reporters were waiting outside the house all night.

**journalist** /dʒʊˈnalɪst/ [n C] someone who writes for a newspaper or magazine, or who appears on news programmes on television or radio: Cronkite’s career as a journalist lasted over 30 years.

**journalism** /dʒʊˈnalɪzəm/ [n U] the work of being a journalist.

**correspondent** /ˌkɔːrəˈspɒndənt/ [n C] someone who writes about or talks about a particular subject, especially a serious one, for a newspaper or a news programme:

**political/foreign/education etc correspondent** (= someone who reports news stories about politics, what is happening in other countries, education etc) ‘Schools in Crisis’, by our education correspondent Nick Bacon. Martin Bell worked for many years as the BBC’s war correspondent covering conflicts all over the world.

**editor** /ˈɪdɪtər/ [n C] the person in charge of a newspaper or magazine, whose job is to decide what should be written about: She’s the editor of Cosmopolitan.

**fashion/sports/political editor** etc [n C] the person who is in charge of a particular part of a newspaper or magazine, and who decides what should be written about fashion, sport, politics etc.

**the chief political editor of The Times** Morrison is the paper’s senior business editor.

**hack** /hæk/ [n C] informal: a news reporter or journalist – use this about people you disapprove of or who you think produce bad quality writing: The editor sent one of his hacks to interview the murderer’s girlfriend.

**to write for a newspaper or magazine**

**write** /raɪt/ [v I/T] to write news reports or other articles for a newspaper or magazine: She writes articles about health for a women’s magazine.

+ for He’s been writing for the Evening News ever since he left college.
report /ˈrɪpərt/ [v T] to find out and write about news stories for a newspaper or news programme: We try to report events as fairly as possible.
+ on She was sent to Bangladesh to report on the floods there.
+ that The newspaper wrongly reported that he had died.

cover /ˈkʌvər/ [v T] to report the details of an event or a series of events for a newspaper or news programme: She was in New York to cover the St Patrick's Day celebrations.  
+ Baxter had spent three weeks covering a big murder trial.

6 people who read newspapers and magazines

reader /ˈriːdər/ [n C] someone who reads a particular newspaper or magazine. We'd like to wish all our readers a very happy Christmas!  
+ 2000 Cosmo readers took part in a survey about student life in the nineties.

readership /ˈriːdərzʃɪp/ [n U] the number of people or type of people who regularly read a particular newspaper or magazine: The paper now has a readership of over 1.5 million.  
+ The paper has a mainly middle-class readership.

circulation /ˈsɜːkələrən/ [n U] the number of copies of a newspaper or magazine that are sold in a day, a week, a month etc: Circulation fell dramatically when the price of the magazine went up to $4.00.

vocabulary

biased /ˈbaɪsɪd/ [adj] a biased report or article is unfair, because it strongly supports or strongly opposes one particular group: opinion etc., and it does not give all the facts: a biased newspaper article about the election campaign.
+ towards in favour of Much of the British press is biased in favour of the Conservative Party.
+ against They complained that the news report was biased against the police.

censor /ˈsɛnsər/ [v T] to take out the parts of a written article, a television programme, a film etc that you do not want other people to read, see, or hear because you think the information is politically dangerous or immoral: During the war, all newspapers and magazines were censored.

censorship /ˈsɛnsərʃɪp/ [n U] when a government or an official organization controls what people are allowed to read in newspapers, watch on television etc: The government soon imposed strict censorship on the press.

copy /ˈkɒpi/ [n C] a single newspaper: How many copies does the New York Times sell?
+ of There's a copy of yesterday's Guardian around somewhere.

freedom of the press /ˈfrɪdəm əv də prɛs/ when newspapers are allowed to write about whatever they want, and to give whatever opinions they want, without there being any laws to stop them: The new government has promised to allow complete freedom of the press.

intrusive /ɪnˈtrəʊsɪv/ [adj] affecting or concerning people's personal lives in an annoying or upsetting way: The family found many of the questions intrusive and sometimes offensive.
NEWSPAPERS AND MAGAZINES

But in some cases, the newspapers themselves do not always tell the truth about what is happening. They sometimes try to influence people’s political opinions, and newspaper reports can be biased. Many newspapers are more concerned with sensationalism than with serious news reporting, because this helps them to sell more copies of the paper.

In some countries, however, it can seem as if the press has too much freedom. Famous people sometimes feel that newspapers are intrusive, and print too much about their private lives. Many countries have laws that are designed to protect people’s privacy.

If newspapers print something that is untrue about someone, they can be charged with libel, but this can still mean that people’s lives, families, or jobs can be seriously damaged.

investigative journalism/reporting /ɪnˈvestɪgətɪv dʒɜːrəniʒəm, ˈrɛpɔːtɪŋ-/ when journalists use their skill and determination to try to discover the truth about something serious that someone else is trying to keep secret; President Nixon resigned after some excellent investigative reporting by two Washington Post journalists.
libel /ˈlaɪbəl/ [n U] when a newspaper or magazine writes something untrue about someone; He’s suing the magazine for libel after they accused him of being a Nazi sympathizer; (= he is taking the magazine to a law court to prove that they are guilty of libel)
privacy /ˈpraɪvəsɪ, prɑː-/- [n U] the idea that a person, especially an important or famous person, has the right to have a normal life with their family and friends, without newspapers telling people everything about them; Though she’s an international superstar, she says her privacy is still very important to her.
private life /ˈpraɪvət lʌf/ [n C] the way you live your life and what you do with your friends and family, rather than the things you do as part of your job or official position; I think that what politicians do in their private lives is their own business.
propaganda /ˈprɒpəɡəndə/ [n U] the use of newspapers, television, film etc to make people believe things that are not true, for example by giving only some of the facts or by giving false information about an opponent; Early reports of the massacre were thought to be sheer propaganda.
sensationalism /ˈsɛnʃələnɪzəm/ [n U] a way of reporting events or stories that makes them seem as strange, exciting, or shocking as possible; The Daily Planet was accused of sensationalism in its reporting of the trial.
NICE continued from page 317

sweet /swit/ [adj] informal Someone who is sweet is kind and gentle, and tries to make other people happy: He’s a really sweet guy but I couldn’t date him.

it is sweet of sb to do sth It was very sweet of you to buy me those flowers.

something you like or enjoy

nice /nais/ [adj] especially spoken That’s a nice jacket. Is it new? I Have a nice day!

nice to do sth It’s really nice to see you again.

+ for It’s much nicer for the kids when they have other kids to play with.

look/taste/smell nice You look really nice in that dress.

nice big/quiet/long etc I got a nice long letter from Andreas this morning. I a nice hot bath

nice - nicer - nicest

> Be careful not to use nice too much in written English.

great/fantastic/wonderful /grɛt, fæntæstik, wɒndəfəl/ [adj] extremely enjoyable — use this about holidays, parties, films, and other experiences that you enjoy very much: I went to a fantastic party last night. I We had a wonderful month in Italy. I I think it’s a great movie.

⚠️ Great and fantastic are more informal than wonderful, and should not be used in written English, except in personal letters.

⚠️ Don’t use ‘very’ with any of these words.

NONE/NOTHING

see also NEVER

when there isn’t any of something

none /nʌn/ [pronoun] not any of something, or no people or things: I was going to offer you some cake, but there’s none left. I “Coffee?” “None for me, thanks.”

+ of None of her friends ever came to see her. I None of the equipment was actually working.

none at all “Do you have any objections to the plan, John?” “None at all.”

⚠️ In spoken English, if none of is followed by a plural noun or pronoun, you can use it with a plural verb: I invited some friends, but none of them were interested. But in written English it is better to use a singular verb: None of them was interested.

careful: none of us

not any /not əni/ [determiner/pronoun] none: If you’re looking for bread, you won’t find any. I haven’t been shopping yet.

not any time/money/food etc There won’t be any time for questions after the lecture.

not any shops/clothes/food/time etc There aren’t any good book stores in our town. I It was a big demonstration, but there wasn’t any trouble.

+ of I haven’t read any of Henry Miller’s novels.
**normal/ordinary**

- **ordinary**, not special

  **ordinary** /ˈɔːdərɪ/ adj [adj] ordinary things are not special or unusual; ordinary people are not famous or powerful, and are not especially rich or clever: It's just an ordinary house in an ordinary street. I politicians who don't seem to care about ordinary people. Can you get connected to the Internet through an ordinary telephone line?

  **average** /əˈvɛrij/ adj only before noun an average person or thing is a typical example of a person or of a particular type of thing: The average family spends £50 a week on food. In an average week I watch about 20 hours of TV. Foreign affairs do not usually interest the average voter.

- **normal** /ˈnɔːm(ə)l/ adj something that is normal is just as you would expect it to be, because it is not special or different: The new Ford looks like any normal car, but it has a special advanced engine. January 2nd is a public holiday in Scotland, but in England it is a normal working day.

**Q0** ['kɔʊ] [number] spoken, especially British the number 0. All Manchester numbers start with o-one-six-one. You'll be in room two-o-four.

0 is used especially when saying a telephone number, address, or room number, or a number after a decimal point.

**odd** /ɔd/ [number] spoken, especially British the number 0. All Manchester numbers start with o-one-six-one. You'll be in room two-o-four.

---

**nothing/not anything** /ˈnʌθɪŋ, notˈɛnθɪŋ/ [pronoun] There's nothing in this box. These people don't know anything about computers. I switched the TV on, but nothing happened. "What are you doing?" "Nothing."

**nothing new/serious/exciting etc** Nothing exciting ever happens in this place!

**nothing to eat/say/do etc** There was nothing to do, so we just watched TV. She hasn't had anything to eat all day.

**nothing at all** "Do you know anything about fixing cars?" "No, nothing at all."

---

**0** [number] not any or not one

**no time/money/milk etc** Do you mind having black coffee? There's no milk. We've had no rain for three months.

**no cars/houses/dogs etc** There are no buses today. A very plain room, with no pictures on the wall.

**no reason/reply/intention etc** I knocked on the door, but there was no reply. He just started hitting her for no reason.

**no more** There are no more classes until Monday.

---

**2** the number that means none

**zero** /ˈzɪərəʊ/ [number] the number 0

In American English, zero is used more than in British English as a way of saying the number '0': I think her phone number is two zero five three zero. In British English, the usual way of saying '0' is nought or o, and zero is mostly used in scientific technical language: The pressure increases from zero to maximum in 25 seconds.

**nil** /nɪl/ [number] none or nothing: The new machine has reduced our labour costs to almost nil. The chances of finding them alive are virtually nil.

In British English, nil is also used when talking about sports results: United won the game three nil.

**nought** /nɔt/ [number] British spoken the number 0: The interest rate on this account is only nought point seven five per cent. (≈0.75%)
standard /ˈstændəd/ [adj] usually before noun normal - use this especially about products or methods that are the most usual type. Without any special features.

standard model / size / shape / pattern (=not special) We make shoes in all standard sizes. The standard model costs $4000 less than the luxury model.

standard practice/procedure (=the way a job is usually done) All hand baggage was X-rayed - this is now standard practice at international airports.

standard English/pronunciation/spelling (=normally accepted as correct)

routine /ˈrətʃən/ [adj] only before noun use this about something that is done regularly as part of the normal system and not because of any special problem.

routine check/inspection/examination etc The fault was discovered during a routine check of the plane. a routine visit to the dentist.

conventional /ˈkɒn.vənʃənl/ [adj] only before noun a conventional method, piece of equipment, weapon etc. is of the normal type that has been used for a long time - use this especially when you are comparing these things with something that is new or different: A microwave cooks food much faster than a conventional oven. conventional weapons (=not nuclear weapons). The hospital provides both conventional and alternative medical treatments.

day-to-day /ˈdeɪ tu deɪ/ [adj only before noun] use this about the ordinary work, activities, and problems that happen every day: As Director of Studies, I am responsible for the day-to-day management of the programme.

normal /ˈnɔːrməl/ [adj] if a person is normal, or if their behaviour or feelings are normal, there is nothing strange about them, and they are mentally and physically healthy: Any normal boy of his age would be interested in football. Her breathing was normal, but she had a very high temperature.

it is normal (for sb) to do sth It is quite normal for people to be afraid of the dark.

perfectly normal (=completely normal) Lisa seems a perfectly normal little girl.

normally [adv] Even a few hours before he committed suicide, he seemed to be behaving quite normally.

natural /ˈnætʃrəl/ [adj] feelings that are natural are what you would normally expect in a particular situation. so there is no need to feel worried or embarrassed about them: Anger is a natural reaction when you lose someone you love.

it is natural (for sb) to do sth I suppose it's natural for a mother to feel sad when her children leave home. It isn't natural for a child to be so quiet.

perfectly/quite natural (=completely natural) It's perfectly natural to want to go home.

Q It's only natural. spoken Of course Jean misses her boyfriend - it's only natural.

conventional /ˈkɒn.vənʃənl/ [adj] conventional people, behaviour, and opinions are the kind that most people in society think are normal and socially acceptable, although some people think they are boring and old-fashioned: My mother was very conventional - she didn't approve of my hippie lifestyle. a young man with conventional tastes in clothes and music.

conventionally [adv] She was dressed very conventionally in a rather dull grey suit.

3 not ordinary/not normal

special /ˈspɛʃl/ [adj] not ordinary, but more important, interesting, or impressive than usual: Tomorrow is a very special day for us - it's our first wedding anniversary. Students are not allowed to change to a different class unless there is a special reason. She had a special talent for learning languages.

something/anything/nothing special "Are you doing anything this weekend?" "No, nothing special."

special occasion (=an important social event or celebration) I only wear this suit on special occasions, like weddings.

abnormal /əˈbɜːrnəlm/ [adj] very different from what is normal, in a way that is strange, worrying, or dangerous: abnormal behaviour that may be a sign of mental illness. an abnormal chest x-ray.
it is abnormal (for sb) to do sth My parents thought it was abnormal for a boy to be interested in ballet.

abnormally [adv] abnormally low blood pressure | She seems abnormally fascinated by death.

no ordinary nau ə'dəmriə/neri/ no ordinary dog/party/car etc a dog, party, car etc that is not at all ordinary, but is very unusual, very impressive etc: It was no ordinary birthday cake – it was over a metre high! | As soon as I got there, I realized that this was no ordinary family gathering.

4 when something becomes normal again get back to normal/return to normal | get back to normal, return to normal if a situation gets back to normal or returns to normal, it becomes normal again after a period when it was not normal: After the war it took a long time for things to get back to normal. | The strike has caused serious problems, but we hope bus services will quickly return to normal.

⚠️ Return to normal is more normal than get back to normal.

not

see also ☞ SAYING NO

1 not not [not] [adv] “Why don’t you go to bed?” “I’m not tired.” | They aren’t here yet. | He told me not to worry. | He’s not my boyfriend – he’s just someone I work with.

⚠️ In spoken informal English, we usually use n’t (the short form of not) Don’t worry, I won’t hurt you.

⚠️ Don’t use another negative word, for example ‘nothing’, ‘nobody’, or ‘nowhere’ in the same sentence as not. Use ‘anything’, ‘anybody’, ‘anywhere’ etc instead: We didn’t see anything. | They do not know anybody.

neither ˌnaiθər|niθər/ [adv] use this to say that a negative statement that has just been made about someone is also true about someone else

neither am I /neither does she/ neither have we etc “I’ve never been to Australia.” “No, neither have I.” | Tom didn’t believe a word she said, and neither did the police.

⚠️ Neither can only be followed by these words: ‘be’, ‘have’, ‘do’, ‘can’, ‘could’, ‘will’, ‘would’, ‘shall’, ‘should’.

not very/not particularly not veri, not partikjələri/ something that is not very big, not very pleasant etc is fairly small, fairly unpleasant etc: Our apartment isn’t very big. | I’m not particularly interested in soccer, but I did enjoy the World Cup.

⚠️ Not very and not particularly are often used as an indirect or polite way of expressing a strong idea: She wasn’t very pleased when she found out. (=she was angry) | The film wasn’t particularly good. (=it was bad)

not at all not at all use this to emphasize that something is definitely not true: She’s not at all happy about the situation. | No, no, that’s wrong. | That’s not at all what I meant.

not quite not ˈkwɔɪt/ not completely, but almost: We haven’t quite finished yet. | The measurements are not quite accurate.

by no means bat ˌnɔ miəns, by no means certain/clear/complete/impossible/unusual etc formal not at all certain, clear etc – use this especially when other people think that something is certain, is clear etc, and you think they are wrong: It is by no means certain that there was ever a real person called Robin Hood. | It’s difficult, but by no means impossible.

in no way in ˌnəʊ weɪ if something is in no way affected by something else, it is definitely not affected by it in any way: This will in no way influence our original decision. | The damage is very slight and in no way reduces the value of the painting.
not one thing and not the other

neither ˈnəɪðər/ [determiner/pronoun] use this to emphasize that you are talking about both of two people or things when you make a negative statement about them.
+ of Both the players have been warned, but neither of them seems to take it seriously.

neither thing/person/place etc Neither parent cares what happens to the child.

neither ... nor ˈnəɪðər ... nɔːr/ use this to connect two people, actions, facts etc, when you want to make a negative statement about both of them: He neither drinks nor smokes. (=he does not drink, and he does not smoke)  I Neither Reagan nor his advisers knew anything about the plan.  I She felt neither sad nor happy when she heard the news.

- Don’t use ‘or’ after neither. Always use nor.
- Neither ... nor is fairly formal. In informal English we express the same idea in a different way, for example He doesn’t drink or smoke or Reagan didn’t know anything about the plan, and neither did his advisers.

NOTICE

to see, hear, or feel something

- see also REALIZE, SEE, SHOW 5
- if you mean ‘a sign that tells people something’, go to SIGN

1 to notice someone or something

notice /ˈnɑːtʃ/ [v I/T] to realize that something is there or that something is happening, when you see it, hear it, or feel it: “Julie’s home.” “Yes, I noticed her bicycle outside.”
+ (that) I was driving home, when I noticed that the engine was making a strange noise.  I Dominic took a huge slice of cake, hoping no-one would notice.

notice how/when/where etc Did you notice what he was wearing?
notice sb doing sth I was about to leave when I noticed someone coming up the driveway.

- Don’t use ‘can’ with notice. Don’t say ‘we can notice an improvement’. Say we notice an improvement or we can see an improvement.

- I see (that) [ə ˈsiː ˈdɑːt] Spoken say this to mention something that you have noticed: I see Pete’s had his hair cut – it looks a lot better, doesn’t it?  I I see that new De Niro movie is on this weekend.

- spot /spɒt/ [v T] to see something that is difficult to notice, or something that no-one else notices: I’m glad you spotted that mistake before it was too late.  I I dropped my keys in the grass, but luckily Jim spotted them.

- spotting – spotted – have spotted

become aware of sth /bɪkərəˈwɔːr/ to gradually begin to notice something: As he was reading, he became aware of someone watching him.  I When did you first become aware of the problem?

- catch sb’s eye /kætʃ (sb’s) ə/ if something catches your eye, you notice it because it is unusual, interesting, or attractive: I was walking through the market when this beautiful dress caught my eye – blue with silver flowers on it.  I A newspaper headline caught her eye: ‘Royal Divorce Shock’.

2 to not notice something

not notice /nɔt ˈnɑːtʃ/ “Does Alex like your new hairstyle?” “He didn’t even notice.”  I I saw Mike in town but he didn’t notice me.

not notice how/who/what etc We were so busy we didn’t notice how late it was.

miss /mɪs/ [v T] to not notice something because it is difficult to see: Jo spotted a mistake that everyone else had missed.
It's easy to miss the entrance - there's no sign outside.

**overlook** /ˌʌvərˈlʊk/ [v T] to not notice something because you have not been careful enough: They found some important evidence that the police had overlooked.

3 **good at noticing things**

**observant** /ɔbˈzɜːrvent/ [adj] good at noticing things: Men aren't usually very observant about things like hair and clothes. | An observant reader has pointed out a mistake on page 26.

**perceptive** /pərˈsɛptɪv/ [adj] good at noticing things and understanding situations or people's feelings: I like her novels - she's so perceptive about people's relationships. | A perceptive teacher noticed that Val was having problems.

**not miss much** /nɔt ˈmɪs mʌtʃ/ [speak] spoken if you do not miss much, you notice a lot about what is happening and what other people are doing or feeling. “I think Alison and Peter are getting pretty friendly with each other.” “You don't miss much, do you?”

4 **something that is easy to notice**

**obvious** /ˈɒbviəs/ [adj] a fact that is obvious is easy to see or realize: She tried to look grateful, but her disappointment was obvious.

it is obvious (to sb) that It's obvious that Paul is in love with Liz. | It was obvious to everyone that Gina was lying.

**noticeable** /ˈnəʊtɪʃəbl/ [adj] easy to notice: After two days there was a noticeable improvement in his health. | The new supermarket has had a noticeable effect on people's shopping habits.

it is noticeable that It was noticeable that no one at the party was under 40.

**conspicuous** /kənˈspɪkjuəs/ [adj] formal someone or something that is conspicuous is very easy to notice, because they look very different from everyone or everything around them: It was a small country town, and Lauren looked very conspicuous in her fashionable New York clothes.

**eye-catching** /ˈaɪ ˈkeɪtʃɪŋ/ eye-catching colours, designs, patterns etc are bright, attractive, and unusual so everyone notices them: The posters come in several eye-catching designs. | An eye-catching display of new children's clothes in a shop window.

**stand out** stand out [phrasal verb] if something stands out, it is easy to notice because it looks very different from everything around it: A yellow background will make the black lettering stand out.

**against** The dark shapes of the trees stood out against the evening sky.

**you can't miss it** /juː kən'tɪ ms ɪt/ [speak] spoken if you are telling someone how to get to a place that is very easy to find or notice: Their house has a pink door. You can't miss it.

5 **to make people notice you**

**get attention/attract attention** /gɛt ˈætəntʃən, əˈtekstrækt ətəntʃən/ to try to make someone notice you, by doing something that they will notice: Young children sometimes behave badly simply in order to get attention.

**get/attract sb's attention** Phil was trying to attract the waiter's attention.

---

**NOW**

**PAST**

<

**BEFORE 3, 4**

**FUTURE**

<

see

also

MODERN

**TIME**

<

**NEW**

**1 now, at this moment or at this time**

**now** /nəʊ/ [adv] at this moment or at this time: If we leave now, we'll be there before dark. | It’s not raining now, but they said it might rain later. | Where do you go to school now?

**already** /əˈredi/ [adv] if something is already happening or already true, it began to happen or be true before now:
now, not in the past

now /naʊ/ [adv] use this when you are comparing the present situation with what happened in the past: We used to be good friends, but I don’t see her much now. 1 Julie has moved to a new school and she’s much happier now.

currently /ˈkɜːrəntli/ [adv] now – use this when you are describing how life is different now from the way it was in the past: Children can’t play in the street these days – the traffic’s too bad. 1 I don’t go to London much these days.

nowadays /naʊədeɪz/ [adv] use this especially to talk about the way that society has changed: It seems you’re not allowed to smoke anywhere nowadays. 1 Nowadays divorce is more common.

today /ˈtədeɪ/ [adv] formal at the present time, especially when compared with the past: The car is the biggest cause of pollution in the world today. 1 Today, only a few of these beautiful animals survive.

until now

so far /soʊ ˈfɑːr/ until now – use this when you are talking about a situation that will continue or develop after this time: There haven’t been any problems so far. 1 This is the hottest day we’ve had so far this summer. 1 “How many people say they will come to the party?” “About 20 so far.”

still /stɪl/ [adv] use this to say that a situation which started in the past continues to exist now, especially when this is surprising: He’s been studying French for five years, and still can’t speak the language. 1 Are you still working at that restaurant?

yet /jet/ [adv] use this in questions or negative statements, to talk or ask about things that you expected to happen before now: Has the new washing machine arrived yet? 1 We are 30 minutes into the game, and neither team has scored yet. 1 “Have you finished your homework?” “Not yet.”

He’s only three and he’s already reading. 1 “Should I tell Kay?” “She already knows.” 1 The show has already started.
In British English, use the present perfect with yet: Have you read that book yet? In American English you can use the simple past or the present perfect: Did you read that book yet?

up to now/until now  /ap tə nau/, 'tə nəʊ/ use this about a situation which has existed until now, which has started to change or will change in the future: I’ve been happy in that apartment up to now, but I’d really like to move to somewhere bigger. 1 Until now, there has been no effective treatment for this disease.

4 things or situations that exist now
→ see also MODERN

present  /'prezənt/ [adj only before noun] the present situation is the one that exists now: your present job, address etc is the one that you have now: Arnaud lived in Los Angeles before moving to his present home in New York. 1 He warned that the present situation in Northern Ireland could get much worse.

current  /'kærənt/ [adj only before noun] use this about a situation or activity which is happening now, but which is not expected to continue for a long time: in the current economic situation 1 Coca-Cola’s current advertising campaign current level/rate/price The aim is to reduce current pollution levels in the Black Sea.

Courrent is used especially in newspapers, official reports, and formal meetings.

existing  /ɪgˈzɪstɪŋ/ [adj only before noun] use this about things or situations that exist now, when you think they may be changed in the future: The existing building is too small, and there are plans to replace it within the next five years. 1 Many people feel that the existing law discriminates against women.

today’s/of today  /ˈtədeɪz/, əv ˈtədeɪ/ [adj] use this about social, economic, or political conditions and attitudes that exist now, when you are comparing them with those that existed in the past: The first computers were extremely slow by today’s standards. 1 The adults of today have a different attitude to marriage.

Today’s and of today are used especially in news reports and articles.

5 happening now, but likely to change

for now/for the time being  for 'nau, fə da 'taim 'biŋ/) for a short time, but not permanently – use this about a temporary arrangement or way of dealing with a situation: Leave the groceries there for now – I’ll put them away later. 1 They will run the business from home for the time being, but they may need an office if things go well.

for the moment  'fə da 'məʊmənt/ ESPECIALLY SPOKEN use this to say that something is true or happening now, but may change soon: For the moment the city seems quiet, but the fighting could start again at any time. 1 “How’s your apartment?” “It’s fine for the moment, but I’d rather live nearer town.”

6 when something does not happen now, but used to happen

no longer/not any more  /nəʊ ˈləʊər/, not eni ˈmɔr/ use this to say that a situation that existed until recently does not exist now: Alice doesn’t live here any more. 1 He no longer felt sure that he was right

no longer possible/necessary/available etc. Ne or iæj ne na ə kəmplə, ən ɪt wus nəʊ ə ləʊər pəsəbl neςəsəri əvələb lətcs. ne or iæj ne na ə kəmplə, ən ɪt wus nəʊ ə ləʊər pəsəbl neςəsəri əvələb lətcs.

etc Ne or iæj ne na ə kəmplə, ən ɪt wus nəʊ ə ləʊər pəsəbl neςəsəri əvələb lətcs.

No longer is more formal than not any more, and it always comes before the verb or adjective: She no longer loved him. 1 She didn’t love him any more.

not now  /nəʊ/ use this to say that something happened in the past, but it does not happen now: He’s not in school now – he has a job. 1 People used to respect teachers, but they don’t now.

When you see EC, go to the ESSENTIAL COMMUNICATION section.
NUMBER

- see also COUNT/CALCULATE, TOTAL

1 a written number

number /ˈnʌmə/ [n C] a word or sign that represents a quantity, which is used for example for counting or for showing the order in which things are arranged:
Six is my lucky number. | Football shirts usually have a number on the back.

number 12/20/4 etc She lives at number 853 Ocean Boulevard.

even number (=2,4,6,8,10 etc) Write down all the even numbers between 2 and 20.

odd number (=1,3,5,7,9 etc) All the doors on this side of the street have odd numbers.

phone/passport/registration/licence number What's your phone number?

numbered [adj] having a number: The squares are numbered from one to ten.

figure /ˈfɪgər/ [n C] a number written as a sign, not as a word: Write the amount in words and in figures.

double figures (=more than 9 and less than 100) Temperatures reached double figures yesterday, going as high as 14 degrees.

single figures (=less than 10) The inflation rate was still in single figures. (=less than 10%) fivе-five-figure/six-figure etc (=consisting of five, six numbers etc) The chief executive earns a six-figure salary. | an eight-figure phone number

2 a number used in calculating

number /ˈnʌmə/ [n singular] a number of people, things etc, especially a number that has been calculated for official purposes: There have been several cases of tuberculosis, and the number is rising.

+ of The number of cars on the roads increased by 22% last year. | The regulations limit the number of students in each class.

a large/small etc number of An enormous number of people wrote to complain about last night's show.

figures /ˈfɪgərz/ [n plural] a set of numbers that are regularly calculated by a government, a company etc, especially in order to show how much something has increased or decreased: Government figures show that unemployment is rising again. | Our sales figures have been steady this month.

statistics /ˈstætɪstɪks/ [n plural] information about financial matters, social changes etc, which is shown in the form of numbers: Statistics show that the number of women managers has risen continuously for the last 25 years. | According to the latest government statistics, 2 million people retired last year.
OBEY/DISOEY

1 to obey a person, rule, or law

obey [əˈbeɪ] [v I/T] to do what someone tells you to do, or do what a law or rule says you must do: Soldiers must always obey their commanding officer. I You can teach most dogs to obey simple commands. I I knew that if I didn’t obey, I would be shot.

⚠️ Don’t say ‘he obeyed to the officer’. Say he obeyed the officer.

⚠️ Obey is rather formal, and is used especially to talk about obeying the law or obeying military orders. Do as you are told is the usual expression for talking about children doing what their parents or teachers ask them to do.

do as you are told /dəz ə jut ər təld/ [esp. spoken] to obey without asking any questions – use this especially about children, when their parents or teachers tell them to do something: “Oh Daddy, why?” “Don’t ask why, just do as you’re told.” I If she doesn’t do as she’s told, send her to her room.

comply with sth /kəmplai wið (stʊ)/ [phrase] verb T [formal] if you comply with a law or a decision, you do what it says you must do: Companies must comply with European employment laws. I Failure to comply with these conditions could result in prosecution.
complying – complied – have complied

2 to not obey a person, rule, or law

disobey /dɪsəˈbeɪ, dɪsəˈbeɪ/ [v I/T] to refuse to do what someone tells you to do, or what a rule or law says you must do: No one dared to disobey the captain. I Black had disobeyed the judge’s ruling, and he continued to harass his ex-wife.

break a rule /briːk a ˈrʌl, briːk dəˈləʊl/ to not do what a rule or law says you must do: Students who break the rules and smoke in school will have to leave. I If you don’t buy a ticket before you get on the train, you are breaking the law.

ignore /aɪɡnər/ [v T] to pay no attention to a law or rule, or to what someone has told you to do, and behave as if it does not affect you: Many cyclists ignore the law and ride around at night without lights. I I tell her to come home by 10 o’clock, but she just ignores me.

Q not pay any attention (also not take any notice) /nɑt pet əni ətənʃən, not tɛk əni ˈnəutɪs/ [esp. spoken] to not do what someone has told you to do, in a way that annoys them: We complained to the school about the state of the classroom, but no one paid any attention. I I keep telling him to do his homework, but he never takes any notice.

rebell /rɪˈbɛl/ [v I] to deliberately behave in a way that is completely different from the way that your parents and people in general expect you to behave: Her parents wanted her to go to university, but she rebelled and left school at 17.
+ against Teenagers tend to rebel against people in authority.
rebellion – rebelled – have rebelled

3 always doing what you are told to do

obedient /əˈbɪdɪənt, əˈbɪdɪənt/ [adj] someone who is obedient always does what their parents, teachers, or people in authority tell them to do – use this especially about children: Bruno was a quiet and obedient little boy. I I wish my children were more obedient.

law-abiding [lɔː əbədiŋ] adj | law-abiding people/citizens etc people who always obey the law and never break rules or do anything bad: decent law-abiding people who go to church on Sundays and pay their taxes regularly.

4 refusing to obey

disobedient [ˌdɪsəˈbɪdənt] adj: someone who is disobedient refuses to do what their parents, teachers, or people in authority tell them to do – use this especially about children: He’s very disobedient, and he has a terrible temper.

disobedience [ˌdɪsəˈbɪdəns] n: disobedient behaviour: I’ve had enough of your disobedience.

rebellious [rɪˈbɛliəs] adj: someone who is rebellious deliberately behaves in a way that their parents or teachers disapprove of: use this about older children or young adults: rebellious teenagers who run away from home.

---

OFFER

see also | OFFERS, REFUSE, ACCEPT

1 when you offer something to someone

offer /ˈɒfər/ to say that someone can have something if they want it

offer sb sth She didn’t even offer me a cup of tea. I’ve been offered the job!

offer sth to sb Unfortunately, they offered the contract to someone else.

Q: would you like….? /wʊd juː lɪk/ spoken: say this as a polite way of offering something to someone: We have some maps of the city – would you like one?

Q: can I get you……? /kən ɪ ɡet juː/ spoken: say this when you are offering someone a drink or food, for example at a party: What can I get you? There’s beer or wine.

Q: help yourself /help juːˈself/ spoken: say this to tell someone they can take anything they want from the food and drink that is available: There’s plenty of food, so help yourselves.

+ to Help yourself to salad and bread.

Q: have [hæv] spoken informal: say this to persuade someone to take some food or drink that you are offering: Have some of this salad – my Mum made it. I Go on, have another beer.

2 when you offer to help

offer /ˈɒfər/ to say that you will do something in order to help someone: “Do you want me to look after the children next week?” “No, but thanks for offering.” A teacher who was always ready to offer advice and encouragement.

offer to do sth Charles offered to do some painting for us.

⚠️ Don’t say ‘I offered him to do it’. Say I offered to do it.

volunteer /vɒlˈtɜːnər/ to offer to do something, especially something difficult or unpleasant: Someone has to clean up all this mess. Who’ll volunteer?

volunteer to do sth Jill volunteered to go with me to the hospital.

+ for No one volunteered for night duty.

Q: can I/would you like me to (also shall I British) /kən aɪ ˈwʊd juː lɪk miː tuː/ tell sb: say this when you are offering to do something for someone: Can I take your bag – it looks heavy.

Q: Would you like me to mail that letter for you? I Shall I make a copy for you?

Q: let me /let miː/ spoken: say this when you are offering to help someone, especially when you want to be kind or friendly to them: Let me drive you to the station. Why don’t you let me cook dinner tonight?

3 to offer money for something

offer /ˈɒfər/ to say that you will pay someone a particular amount of money in exchange for something

offer sb sth My dad offered me $5 if I washed the car. Chaldon was offered a huge salary to become team manager.

offer sth for sth Police are offering a reward for information about the robbery. They said that they couldn’t offer more than £2000 for the car.
mak an offer /'mek an/' ofr/ to
offer a particular amount of money in
order to buy a house, car etc
+ for Has anyone made an offer for the
house yet?
make sb an offer I'm prepared to make
you a generous offer for the farm.

something that you
offer
offer /'ofr/ offer [n C] something that
someone has offered to give you or do for
you, such as money, help, or advice: I'll
sell the car if I get an offer over S5000.
+ of They received several offers of help.
accept an offer (=say yes) Nasser decided
to accept the offer of American aid.
refuse an offer (=say no) How could you
refuse such a fantastic offer?

OFTEN

ALWAYS
also
SOMETIMES

USUALLY
 NEVER

when something
happens many times
often /'ɒftn/ often [fən/ [adv] when some-
ingthing happens many times: Rosi often
works till 7 or 8 o'clock in the evening. I
often see her walking past with the
children. You should come and visit us
more often.
very often I have a mobile phone, but I
don't use it very often.
how often "How often do you see your
parents?" "Only two or three times a
year."

keep doing sth /kɪp ˈdʊŋ (stʊ)/
especially spoken to do something many
times, in a way that is annoying: Dad,
Bobby keeps hitting me. | How can I explain if you keep interrupting me? | I keep forgetting to mail this letter.

always/all the time əlˈweɪz ˈɔl də tʌm ˈdə tʌm əˈgen very often, in a way that is annoying. She just complains all the time and never tries to help.

be always doing sth I’m sick of Harold – he’s always telling me what to do.

⚠️ Always comes before the main verb, but after the verb ‘be’: He always forgets to bring his pen. | They are always complaining.

time and time again ˈtaɪm ˈtaɪm əˈgen use this to say that something has been done many times, but without any effect. I’ve told you time and time again not to play with matches – it’s dangerous.

continually/constantly ˈkɒntɪnjuəli ˈkɒntɪnjuəli ˈkɒnˈstæntli ˈkɒnˈstæntli use this when you are very annoyed because something seems to keep happening over a long period of time: They seemed to be continually arguing. | Wish you’d clean up your room without having to be constantly reminded.

continual/constant ˈkɒntɪnjuəl ˈkɒntɪnjuəl ˈkɒnˈstænt ˈkɒnˈstænt [adj only before noun] It’s impossible to work with these constant interruptions. | We’ve had continual problems with the computer system ever since it was installed.

OLD

⇒ look here for ...
• someone or something that is old
• something that has been used before
⇒ if you want to talk about exactly how old someone or something is, go to AGE

IDADE
MODERN

see also

DEScribing PEOPLE
OLD-FASHIONED

things
⇒ opposite NEW

old /əʊld/ [adj] They live in a big old house. | She was wearing jeans and an old blue jacket. | The Luna Baglioni is one of the oldest hotels in Venice. | How old is your car? | That’s a really old joke – I’ve heard it lots of times.

ancient ənˈsent ənˈsent [adj] very old – use this about buildings, cities, countries, languages, or customs that existed many hundreds of years ago: Rome is famous for its ancient monuments. | the Pyramids of ancient Egypt | an ancient Greek vase | the ancient Egyptians/Chinese/Greeks etc (=the people who lived in Egypt etc many hundreds of years ago)

antique ənˈtɪk ənˈtɪk [adj only before noun] antique furniture, jewellery, clocks etc are old and valuable, and often beautiful to look at: a lovely antique desk

antique ənˈtɪk [n C often plural] something such as a piece of furniture or a beautiful object that is old and valuable: The house is full of valuable antiques.

antique shop/dealer/market (=one that sells antiques)

2 people
⇒ opposite YOUNG

old əʊld [adj] The old lady was rather deaf. | You shouldn’t marry him – he’s much too old for you. | How old is the oldest person in the world?

get old (=become old) She’s getting old now, and she needs someone to take care of her.

de old (=old people) The old and the sick have been allowed to leave.

⚠️ Be careful about using old to talk about people. It is more polite to use elderly.

elderly ˈeldəli ˈeldəli [adj] old – use this as a polite way of talking about old people: a group of elderly ladies drinking coffee

the elderly (=old people) a retirement home for the elderly

elder ˈeldər ˈeldər [adj only before noun] elder brother/sister someone’s older brother or sister: My elder brother’s an actor.

⚠️ Don’t say ‘elder people’, ‘elder students’ etc. Only use elder to talk about members of the same family.
eldest /eldʒɪst/ [adj] eldest brother/sister/son/daughter someone's oldest brother, sister, son, or daughter: Her eldest son is in college. I shared the bedroom with my eldest sister.
the eldest (=the oldest) Rosie was the eldest of four daughters.

senior citizen (also senior [AmE]) senior citizen, senior [n C] someone who is above the age of 60 – use this to talk about older people as a group and their particular interests, rights etc: They have special prices for senior citizens. Many seniors have very active lives.

pensioner/old age pensioner pensioner, old age pensioner [n C] British an old person who has stopped working and receives money from the government: Many pensioners cannot afford to heat their homes in winter. Old age pensioners can travel free on the buses.

food

stale /steil/ [adj] stale bread or cake is hard, dry, and unpleasant to eat because it is no longer fresh: I found some stale cake at the back of the cupboard.

go stale (=become stale) The bread's gone stale – you'd better throw it away.

mouldy mouldy mouldy British moldy [AmE] [adj] mouldy cheese, bread etc has a soft green or black substance growing on it because it has been kept too long: There was nothing in the fridge except a piece of mouldy cheese.

go mouldy (=become mouldy) Someone left coffee in my mug, and it's gone mouldy.
mouldy – mouldier – mouldiest

rotten /rotn/ [adj] rotten food, especially eggs or fruit, has been kept too long and it smells bad: At the back of the cupboard was a bag of rotten apples. Some of the tomatoes were rotten.

the time when someone is old

old age /əld ˈeɪdʒ/ [n U] the time in someone's life when they are old: the problems of old age

in his/her old age (=when he/she is old) Her grandfather's getting a bit forgetful in his old age.

5 when something has been used before

old /əʊld/ [adj] old only before noun] old clothes, books, chairs etc have already been worn or used a lot by someone else: I was the youngest in the family, so I had to wear all my brothers' old clothes. Do you have any old magazines the kids can cut up? My dad just bought a new TV, and he's giving me the old one.

second-hand /ˈsekənd ˈhænd/ [adj] second-hand books, clothes, cars etc have already been owned by someone else and are then sold: Max spent a whole afternoon looking around a second-hand book store. Do you know where I can buy a second-hand bicycle?

buy/get sth second-hand “Is that table new?” “No, we got it second-hand.”

used /juːzd/ [adj] only before noun] a used car is one that someone else has already owned, which is then sold: He made his money buying and selling used cars.

OLD-FASHIONED

not modern, or not suitable for the present time

old

modern

fashionable

unfashionable

old-fashioned /əld ˈfæʃənd/ [adj] old-fashioned clothes, styles, words etc are no longer considered modern or fashionable, although some people still wear them or still use them: I don't wear that skirt now – it looks so old-fashioned. 'Wireless' is an old-fashioned word for radio.
dated /ˈdeɪtɪd/ [adj] not usually before noun] use this about clothes or styles that used to be fashionable, especially until recently, but now seem old-fashioned: Just look at the hairstyles in this photo—they’re so dated. The song was a big hit last year, but it’s already starting to sound dated.

2 opinions/methods/systems/people

old-fashioned /ˌold ˈfæʃənd/ [adj] old-fashioned opinions and ways of living were common in the past, but are not the way most people think and behave now: In those days, people believed that divorce was morally wrong, but this now seems very old-fashioned. He has some very old-fashioned ideas about women.

⚠️ You can also use this about people who have old-fashioned opinions: Her parents were very old-fashioned and wouldn’t let her go out with boys.

outdated /ˌaʊtˈdɛtɪd/ [adj] outdated opinions, methods, or systems are not suitable for modern times and need to be changed and made more modern: The British legal system is hopelessly outdated. The school’s approach to teaching English is totally outdated.

traditional /trəˈdɪʃənl/ [adj] traditional opinions, methods, or customs have existed for a long time, and have not been changed or affected by modern ideas: The local people still use traditional farming methods which have been used for hundreds of years. The traditional idea that a woman’s place is in the home. Tom went to a very traditional all-boys school. (=a school using traditional methods)

⚠️ Outdated is always used in a negative way, but old-fashioned and traditional are sometimes used in a positive way, to talk about ideas or methods: old-fashioned family values. They want to bring back traditional teaching methods.

B machines/equipment

old-fashioned /ˌold ˈfæʃənd/ [adj] old-fashioned machines and equipment have a design that is no longer modern: He rides one of those old-fashioned bikes with high handlebars. A lot of the machines at the factory are very old-fashioned.

outdated /ˌaʊtˈdɛtɪd/ [adj] use this about machines or equipment that use old-fashioned designs, and should be replaced with more modern ones: It is hard to run a business with outdated equipment. A rebel army, equipped only with outdated Russian weapons.

obsolete /ˈɒbsələt/ [adj] use this about machines and equipment that are no longer being produced, and that seem old-fashioned because newer machines have been invented which can do the same job much better: The old 5 ¼ inch floppy disks are now obsolete.

make sth obsolete a new type of 'Network Computer', which could make existing PCs obsolete within five years

4 books/information

out of date /ˌaʊt əv ˈdeɪt/ [adj] use this about books, maps etc that do not contain the most recent information, or about information that is no longer right because the facts have changed: The map we had with us was completely out of date.

⚠️ Out of date is written with hyphens when it comes before a noun, but without hyphens when it comes after a noun: out-of-date medical records. Your medical records are out of date.

5 old-fashioned in a pleasant way

old-fashioned /ˌold ˈfæʃənd/ [adj] old-fashioned in a way that reminds you of nice things in the past: good old-fashioned home cooking. The town has a lovely old-fashioned charm about it.

quaint /kwɑːnt/ [adj] old-fashioned and unusual, but attractive and interesting—use this about small buildings or places, or about customs and beliefs: We stayed in a quaint little fishing village in Cornwall. quaint country cottages
**ONE**

see also **ALONE**

1 one person or thing

**one** /wʌn/ [number] I have four sisters and one brother. | Turn to page one. | There were two signs saying 'Welcome to Wales', one on each side of the road.
+ of one of your friends

**one-legged/one-eyed/one-armed etc** (=having only one leg, one eye etc) a one-eyed cat

⚠️ Don't say one when you should say a or an. Say 'he offered me a cigarette' (not 'one cigarette'). Use one to emphasize that you really mean only one, and not a larger number. Compare: In the middle of the room there was a big table. | There were five small tables and one big table.

⚠️ With measurements (like month, mile, metre etc), it is more usual to say a than one: I saw her a week ago. | It's about a mile from here. | I a hundred litres of water

**single** /ˈsingəl/ [adj only before noun] only one – use this especially when it is surprising that there is only one: a vase with a single red rose in it. | They won the game by a single point. | These dealers can earn $10,000 in a single day.

**not a single** (=not even one) It was 3 a.m. and there wasn't a single car on the road.

**solo** /ˈsoʊləʊ/ [adj only before noun] use this about something that one person does alone, but which is usually done by several people together: a solo attempt to climb Mount Alp. | Ridgeway's solo voyage across the Atlantic. | This is his first solo album. (=he made the record on his own, not with a band)

**solo** /ˈsoʊləʊ/ [adv] When did you first fly solo?

2 one time

**once** /wʌns/ [adv] one time or on one occasion: I've only met her once. | He rang the bell once, then waited.

**once a day/week/month** (=once every day, week etc) We feed the dog once a day. | A desert region, where it only rains once or twice a year.

**once more** (=one more time) Breathe in slowly once more.

**ONLY**

if you mean 'the largest or smallest amount that is allowed', go to **LIMIT**

see also **FEW**

1 only one, or only a small number

**only** /ˈʌnli/ [adj/adv] only one person or thing, or only a small number of people or things, and not anyone or anything else: There was one, one dress that she really liked. | Only rich people were able to travel abroad in those days. | You can only take one piece of hand baggage onto the plane. | You get only two chances – if you fail the exam twice you can't take it again.

**the only** person/thing/place etc She's the only woman I've ever loved.

**be only for sb** (=only one person or group can use something) These seats are only for first class passengers.

**just** /dʒʌst/ [adv] especially spoken only one person, thing, type, or group, especially when this is surprising: "Were there a lot of people there?" "No, just me and David." | He started his own small shop – at first selling just newspapers, then books and magazines. | "Does everyone have to wear uniform?" "No, just the first-year students."

**the one** /ðə /wan/ the one thing/person/time/problem etc the only person, thing etc and no others – use this to emphasize that there really is only one person or thing of this type: She was the one friend that I could trust. | The one thing I don't like about my car is the colour. | The one disadvantage of the new software is that it uses up a lot more space on your disk.

**all** /ɔl/ [pronoun] the only thing or things, especially when this is disappointing, annoying, or surprising: All Kevin ever talks about is football. | We were so hungry, but all we could find was some stale bread. | All I wanted was a bit of sympathy.

**nothing but** /ˈnʌθɪŋ bat/ only – use this especially when you feel disappointed, annoyed, or surprised that this is the only
thing there is or the only thing someone does: They did nothing but argue for the whole journey. | She answered the door wearing nothing but a towel.

2 a surprisingly small price/number/amount etc

only /ˈəʊnli/ [adv] use this to say that a number, amount, price, size etc is surprisingly small: Four chairs for only $99. | We only have a very small garden. | “Is it far?” “No, it’s only a mile away.” | She was only 17 when she got married.

just /dʒʌst/ [adv] only a small amount, number, period of time etc, especially when this is surprising and good: There is a beautiful park just 300 metres from the busiest shopping street. | It took the firefighters just three minutes to arrive. | His car hit a wall, but he escaped with just cuts and bruises.

is that all? /ɪz dæt əl/ spoken say this when you are surprised because you expected a number, price etc to be higher: “The tickets are $10.” “Is that all?”

3 for only one reason, and no others

only /ˈəʊnli/ [adv] for only one reason or purpose, and not for any others – use this especially when explaining why someone does something: She only married him for his money. | Ms Walker said she only started stealing because her children were hungry.

just /dʒʌst/ [adv] especially spoken only – use this when explaining why someone does something: I think she just wanted someone to talk to. | I didn’t mean to interfere – I was just trying to help.

just because People think they know me just because they’ve seen me on TV.

merely /ˈmiːli/ [adv] formal use this to emphasize that you are doing something only for the reason you say, and not for any other reason, especially when someone seems annoyed or upset: The committee does not blame any individual; we are merely trying to find out how the accident happened.

4 someone or something that is not important, special, or interesting

only/just /ˈəʊnli, dʒʌst/ [adv] use this to emphasize that someone or something is not particularly important, special, or interesting: Don’t ask me – I’m only the cleaner. | “What’s for dinner?” “Just pasta – nothing exciting.”

merely /ˈmiːli/ [adv] formal use this to emphasize that someone or something is not really important or special, although they may seem to be: The President’s position is merely ceremonial; it is the Chancellor who holds real power.

OPEN

→ opposite shut/close
→ see also fasten/unfasten, tie/untie

1 to open a door, window, drawer etc

open /ˈəʊpən/ [v T] to open a door, window, drawer etc: It’s very hot in here. Do you mind if I open the window? | The drawer was stuck, but Tom eventually managed to open it.

unlock /ˈʌnˈlʌk/ [v T] to turn the lock on a door, drawer, cupboard etc so that you can open it: Unlock the door! We can’t get out! | Which of these keys unlocks the cupboard?

force open /fɔːs ˈəʊpən/ to open a drawer, window, cupboard etc by using force, often with a tool

force open sth The door’s stuck – we’ll have to force it open.

force open sth The burglars had forced open the window with an iron bar.

break the door down /ˈbreɪk dəˈdrɔːn/ to hit or push a locked door very hard so that the lock breaks and the door opens or falls down: Firefighters had to break the door down. | This is the
police! Open the door or we’ll break it down.

wind down the window BRITISH roll down the window AMERICAN to open a car window, especially by turning a handle: The driver wound down his window and asked us the way to the stadium. | Mom, will you roll down your window a little?

2 when a door or window opens

open /ˈəʊpən/ [v T] if a door or window opens, it moves so that it is no longer shut: The door opened and Dr Neil came in. | I can’t get this window to open.

burst open/fly open /ˈbɜːst əʊpən, ˈflai əʊpən/ to open very suddenly: Suddenly the door flew open with a bang. | The door burst open and Flora came running in.

3 an open door or window

open /ˈəʊpən/ [adj] Carrie stood in front of the open window. | The office door was open, and I could hear everything they said.

wide open (=open as much as possible) He always leaves the door wide open when he’s getting changed.

ajar /ˈæʒər/ [adj not before noun] written a door that is ajar is slightly open: She had left her bedroom door ajar and could hear her parents talking downstairs.

When you see 0, go to the ESSENTIAL COMMUNICATION section.

⚠️ Use ajar especially in stories and written descriptions.

4 to open a container

open /ˈəʊpən/ [v T] to open a bottle, box, or other container by removing or lifting its top or lid: Ask the waiter to open another bottle of champagne. | Jonah opened his tool box and pulled out a hammer. | It’s a little gadget that helps you to open jars.

unscrew /ˌʌnskruː/ [v T] to remove the top or lid of a bottle or container by turning it: Charlie unscrewed the top and held out the bottle, offering me a drink.

5 to open a packet or something that is folded

open /ˈəʊpən/ [v T] to remove or partly remove the outside covering of something so that you can reach what is inside it: Aren’t you going to open your letter? | Judy opened another pack of cigarettes.

unwrap /ˈʌn rwʌp/ [v T] to open a package by removing the paper that is wrapped around it: I just love unwrapping Christmas presents! | Sarah sat down and unwrapped her sandwiches.

unwrapping - unwrapped - have unwrapped

unfold /ˈʌnfəʊld/ [v T] to open something that was folded, such as a piece of paper or cloth: They unfolded the tablecloth and set out the picnic. | The wind was so strong that it was impossible to unfold the map.

6 to open your eyes or mouth

open your eyes/open your mouth /ˈəʊpən ˈjaɪz, ˈəʊpən ˌmaʊθ/ She opened her eyes and sat up in bed. | The dentist told me to open my mouth a little wider.

open /ˈəʊpən/ [adj not usually before noun] when your mouth or eyes are open: I was so tired I could hardly keep my eyes open.

wide open (=open as much as possible) Ben was staring at her with his mouth wide open.
when a shop, bank, restaurant etc opens

open [ˈəʊpən] (adj) if a shop, bank, restaurant etc opens at a particular time in the day, people can use it from that time: “What time do the banks open?” “They normally open at 9.30.” | On Saturdays, the restaurant opens at 7 p.m.

You can also use open to say that a new shop, bank, restaurant etc starts to be available for people to use: A new McDonald’s has opened in St Petersburg. | The store first opened in 1976. You can also say that someone opens a new shop, bank, restaurant etc, meaning that they make it available for people to use: They plan to open a new supermarket just outside of town.

open [ˈəʊpən] (adj) not before noun] if a shop, bank, restaurant etc is open, it is available for people to use: The World Café is open from 10 a.m. till 11 p.m.

stay open | In some places, the bars stay open all night.

give your opinion (=say what you think)
Do you think it’s a good essay? Give me your honest opinion.

what you think of/about sth
/ˈwʌt jʊt ˈθɪŋk əv, əˈbɔːt (stθ)/ especially spoken your opinion about something, especially whether you think it is good or bad: What do you think of the new Oasis record? | You still haven’t said what you think about my idea.

view [vjuː] [n C] your opinion about something, especially about a serious or important subject: It is quite natural for children to have different views from their parents.

+ that I don’t agree with the view that longer prison sentences stop people from committing crime.

in my/his/John’s view In Freud’s view, people’s dreams often reveal their unconscious fears.

+ on She has strong views on environmental issues.

attitude [əˈtɪtjuːd] [n C] what you think and feel about something or someone, especially when this is shown in the way you behave: I don’t understand your attitude. Why don’t you trust her?

+ to/towards Since the 1960s, there has been a big change in people’s attitudes to sex before marriage.

point of view [ˈpɔɪnt əv ˈvjuː] [n C] what you think about something, especially when this is influenced by the situation you are in

from sb’s point of view From a farmer’s point of view, foxes are a nuisance.

listen to sb’s point of view She’s always ready to listen to other people’s points of view.

plural points of view

public opinion [ˈpʌblik əˈpɪnjan] [n U] what most people in a country think about a particular subject, idea, or problem: The government responded to public opinion and introduced new controls on guns. | Public opinion is strongly in favour of the death penalty.

position [ˈpəzɪʃən] [n singular] the official opinion of a government, political party, or organization

+ on What is the party’s position on abortion?
what other people think about you

reputation /ˌrepjəˈteɪʃən/ [n C] someone’s reputation is the general opinion that other people have about them, for example whether they are good or bad.

excellent/good/bad reputation No parent wants to send their child to a school with a bad reputation.

+ as She had a reputation as a very efficient organizer.

+ for a car with a reputation for reliability damage sb’s reputation Nixon’s reputation was damaged so badly that he had to resign.

image /ˈɪmɪdʒ/ [n singular] the idea that people have about a well-known person, company, or product – use this especially about an idea that is deliberately created through newspaper stories, advertising etc. Pepsi’s image is as a drink for fashionable young people.

be bad/good for sb’s image The President’s advisers said it would be bad for his image to be photographed with union leaders.

the opposite /ˈɒpəzɪt/ [adj] as different as possible from something else. The medicine was supposed to make him sleep, but it had the opposite effect. During the summer there wasn’t enough rain, but now we have the opposite problem! John and I have opposite opinions on almost everything.

the other way around /ˈʌðə ˈweər/or /ˈɒðə ˈweər/ spoken if a situation is the other way around, it is the opposite of what you thought or of what someone has just said: No, the street was named after the college, not the other way around. (=the college was not named after the street) I thought he was the boss and she was his secretary, but in fact it was the other way around.

in the opposite direction

the other way /ˈʌðə ˈweər/ [adv] go/come/look/face the other way to go, look etc in the opposite direction: She didn’t see me – she was looking the other way. Their car hit a truck which was coming the other way.

The other way is more informal than in the opposite direction.

in the opposite direction/in the other direction /in ˈʌdə ˈɒprəzɪt ˈdɪrəkʃən/ /ɪn ˈʌðə ˈɒprəzɪt ˈdɪrəkʃən/ in the direction that is opposite to the one in which someone is going: I saw him and hurried away in the opposite direction. The road is very narrow, so slow down if you meet another car coming in the other direction.

in opposite directions Two trains travelling in opposite directions had collided.

When you see [C], go to the ESSENTIAL COMMUNICATION section.
3 when two people or things directly face each other

**opposite** /'opəzət/adj [adverb/preposition] something that is opposite something else is facing it, for example on the other side of the street or on the other side of a table: When you get off the bus, you’ll see a grocery store on the opposite side of the street. l She recognized the man who was sitting opposite.

**be opposite sb/sth** The bathroom is opposite the bedroom.

**directly opposite** (= exactly opposite) The entrance to the park is directly opposite our house.

⚠️ Don’t say ‘the cinema is opposite of the station.’ Say the cinema is opposite the station.

**across** /ə'krɒs/ preposition **across** the street/river/table opposite where you are, and on the other side of the street, river etc: She lives across the road. l From the hotel you can see the pretty villages across the bay.

**across** the street/table **from** sth Across the street from where we were standing was a little park.

**on the other side** /'ɒn əˈðə sайд/ on the opposite side of a road, river etc: If you look across the lake, you can see Ruskim’s house on the other side.

**+ of** You have to park on the other side of the road.

**face** /feis/ [T] if one person, building, seat etc faces another, they are opposite each other, and each of them has their front towards the other: Rita’s apartment faces the harbour. l The seat facing mine was empty. l They stood facing each other for a few minutes.

**face to face** /'feis tə 'feis/ if two people are face to face, they are sitting or standing opposite each other, and they are very close: The two men stood face to face, glaring at each other. l We sat face to face across the table.

**ORDER**

the order in which things are arranged, or the order in which things happen

➔ if you mean ‘order someone to do something’, go to **TELL**

FIRST

SEE

AFTER

LAST

ALSO

BEFORE

ORGANIZE/ARRANGE

**order** /ˈɔ:dər/ [n U] the way that events happen or that information is arranged, showing which is first, which is second, and so on

in this/that/what/any order Safety checks must be carried out in the following order: One – make sure all electrical equipment is switched off, two – … l It doesn’t matter which order you answer the questions in.

+ of We were given a printed sheet showing the order of events for the day.

in order of importance/difficulty/size etc (= when the most important thing is first, then the next most important etc) Their main exports, in order of importance, are copper, coal, and maize. l The subjects that students enjoyed most were, in order of popularity, music, history, and art.

in alphabetical order (= with ‘a’ first, then ‘b’, then ‘c’ etc)

**sequence** /ˈsɪkwəns/ [n C] the specific order in which a number of events, actions, or pieces of information follow one another
Police are not sure of the exact sequence of events that led to the riot. The dance is basically a sequence of steps that you repeat over and over again. Basic computer code consists of sequences of ones and zeros.

pattern /ˈpætərn/ [n C] the order in which things usually happen or someone usually does something, which you notice because it seems to be regular. It's a common pattern: failure at school, unemployment, leading to a life of crime.

follow a pattern (=happen in the same way) Police say that each of the murders follows the same pattern.

2 in the correct order

in the right order /ɪn də ˈrɛit ˈɔːrdər/ if a set of things, actions, or events is in the right order, it is correctly arranged or it happens in the correct order: Have you put all the pages in the right order? It is important to add each ingredient in the right order.

3 in the wrong order

in the wrong order /ɪn də rɒŋ ˈɔːrdər/ if a set of things, actions, or events is in the wrong order, it is not correctly arranged: All the files were in the wrong order, so it took me hours to find her letter. If you give commands in the wrong order, the computer will not respond.

mixed up /mɪkst ʌp/ [adj not before noun] in the wrong order, especially when this has been done deliberately: It's an exercise in which the sentences are all mixed up and you have to put them in the right order.

backwards /ˈbækwarədz/ [adv] starting at the end and finishing at the beginning: Can you say the alphabet backwards?

You can also use party before a noun, like an adjective: Party leaders met today to discuss the crisis. This is not party policy. Party members

In British English, you can use party with a singular or plural verb: The Labour Party is likely/are likely to oppose any change in the law. In American English, always use a singular verb.

cricket /ˈkrɪkt/ [n] a group of people who meet regularly in their free time to do something that they are all interested in, especially a sport

tennis/photography etc club a member of the local tennis club

join a club How much does it cost to join the golf club?
belong to a club (=be a member of a club)
She belongs to the college chess club.

society /sə'saːti/ [n C] an organization for people who have the same interest or aim, especially a large official organization: the Royal Society for the Protection of Birds | the university film society | the president of the American Historical Society
plural societies

Clubs are usually for sport and other activities that people do in their free time, such as photography or gardening. Societies are interested in subjects like art, literature, and science, or in working to help people or animals that have problems.

association /ə'səʊʃiəʃən, ə'səʊʃən/ [n C] an important organization for people in a particular sport, profession, activity etc., which officially represents its members and has the power to make rules: The new health care proposals have been criticized by the British Medical Association. | The National Basketball Association negotiates TV rights for important games.

The word association is almost always used in the name of an organization.

union /'juːmən/ [n C] an organization formed by workers to protect their rights and improve their pay and working conditions: The largest teachers' union supports the education reforms. | the National Union of Mineworkers

trade union BRITISH |ləbə'raʊn| [n C] (informal) The President could not rely on the support of the labor unions.

join a union Some workers refused to join the union.

You can also use union before a noun, like an adjective: Union members have voted against a strike. | a union official

In British English, you can use union with a singular or plural verb: The union has rejected/have rejected the latest pay offer. In American English, always use a singular verb.

When you see ❄️, go to the ESSENTIAL COMMUNICATION section.

ORGANIZE

organize (also organise BRITISH) /ɔrˈɡənaɪz [v T] to make preparations for an event, especially a big public event that needs a lot of preparation and planning: I’ve been asked to organize this year's Summer Carnival. | an exhibition organised by the local camera club

organizer (also organiser BRITISH) [n C] someone who organizes a large public event: the organizers of the Dartmouth Music Festival | conference organizer

make arrangements /meɪk ə'rendʒmənts/ to arrange all the details of an event, such as dates, times, and places after you have decided what you are going to do

+ for Rita and Howard are busy making arrangements for their wedding.

set up set up [phrasal verb T] to make all the arrangements that are necessary so that a meeting can happen or a system can start working

set up sth I’ll get my secretary to set up a meeting for all of the sales executives.
We need to set up emergency procedures to deal with this sort of problem.

**set sth up** There will be an inquiry into the accident, and Judge Mather has been asked to set it up.

**fix up** (/fiks 'ap/ [phrasal verb I/T] BRITISH INFORMAL to arrange a meeting, a visit, a journey etc)

**fix up sth** We should fix up a meeting. Are you free on Thursday?

**fix up to do sth** I've fixed up to go to the airport with Bill.

**fix up for sb to do sth** He fixed up for her to go and see Dr Graham.

---

**plans and preparations for an event**

**arrangements** (/reindʒmənts/ [n plural] all the preparations that must be made for something to happen and be successful

+ **for** Who is in charge of the arrangements for the President's visit?

**make arrangements** Her nephew has made all the funeral arrangements.

**travel/seating/sleeping arrangements** Lena wasn't very happy about the travel arrangements.

**plans** (/plænz/ [n plural] things that you have planned to do and arranged to do: I'd bought everything for a picnic, but the weather spoiled our plans.

+ **for** What are your plans for tonight?

**appointment** (/əpˈɔrəntmənt/ [n C] an arrangement to meet someone such as a doctor, a lawyer, or a business person at a particular time and place: What time is your appointment at the hospital?

**have an appointment with sb** I have an appointment with the dentist on Monday afternoon.

**make an appointment** If you want to see the manager, you'll have to make an appointment.

---

**something that is well organized**

**well-organized** (also well-organised) [adj] organized in a careful and thorough way, and therefore likely to be successful: The exhibition was very well-organized.

**efficient** (/ɪˈfɪʃent/ [adj] use this about an organization, method, or system in which all the parts work well together and good results are achieved without any money or time being wasted: The passport office is very efficient – I got a new passport in just 48 hours.

**well-run** (also well run) [adj] use this about an organization or business that is successful because the people in charge organize it well: Klausner is a comfortable, well-run hotel.

**someone who organizes things well and gets good results**

**well organized** (also well organized) [adj] someone who is well organized plans things well so that they achieve what they want to achieve: If you work as a personal assistant, you need to be well-organized.

**efficient** (also efficient) [adj] someone who is efficient works well and does what needs to be done without wasting time: Friendly and efficient staff are essential.

**businesslike** (/ˈbɪznəslɪk/ [adj] someone who is businesslike deals with people effectively and does not waste time on things that are not important: At work, she becomes efficient and businesslike.

**gates gave a brief, businesslike explanation of his plans for the company.**

---

**something that is badly organized**

**badly organized** (also badly organized) [adj] use this about events or activities that are not successful, because they have not been planned well: The show was very badly organized, and nobody seemed to know what they were doing.

**disorganized** (also disorganised) [adj] use this about people who are bad at organizing things, and who do not know where anything is or what they should be doing: Graham's far too disorganized to be a good teacher.
organize/arrange

chaos /'kei-əs-/ [n U] a very confused situation in which nothing seems to be organized, especially when something bad has happened unexpectedly: The floods have caused widespread chaos.

in chaos The country was in chaos following the death of the President.

chaotic /'kei-tāt-ik/ [adj] use this about situations in which everything seems confused and nothing seems organized: Traffic in the cities is chaotic.

confusion /'kon-fju-zən/ [n U] a situation in which no one is sure what is happening and there is a lot of noise and activity: the noise and confusion of the marketplace: The bombers escaped in the confusion that followed the explosion.

be a mess/be a shambles bit a 'mes, bit a 'ʃəmbəlz INFORMAL if a situation or event is a mess or a shambles, no one seems to be in control and nothing good or useful is being achieved: The country's economy is a shambles: My life seems to be a mess at the moment.

to put things or people in a particular order

arrange /'reindʒ/ [v T] to put a group of things or people into a particular order or position, according to a plan or design: Nina arranged the roses in a tall vase: A photographer was arranging the children for the school photograph.

arrange sth in a circle/in rows etc The chairs had been arranged in a circle around the piano.

organize (also organise BRITISH) 'ɔrɡənaiз; to arrange in order information, ideas etc according to a system, so that they will be more effective or easier to use: Organize your notes very carefully before giving a speech.

organize sth into piles/groups etc The book is organized into three sections.

set out /'set ˈaut/ [phrasal verb T] to arrange a group of things on the floor, on a table, on a shelf etc for people to use, take, or look at

set out sth Let's set out the chairs so they'ill be ready for tonight's meeting.

set sth out A waiter brought drinks and sandwiches, and set them out on a low table beside the pool.

rearrange /ˌreərˈreindʒ/ [v T] to arrange things in a different order or position from the way they were arranged before: Who's been rearranging the furniture? I With a word processor you can easily rearrange the paragraphs when you've finished writing.

to put things into the correct order

put sth in order /ˈput (sth) in ˈɔrdər/ to arrange things so that they are in the correct order: Collect all the pages together, put them in order, and file them.

put sth in alphabetical/numerical order We need to put all the names in alphabetical order.

sort out /sɔrt ˈaut/ [phrasal verb T] to organize something that is untidy or unclear, so that it is tidier and easier to use: sort out sth I spent most of the morning sorting out my desk.

sort sth out Sort the files out, and throw away any we don't need.

the way that things are arranged

arrangement /əˌreindʒmənt/ [n C] a group of things that are arranged according to a pattern or in order to look attractive:

+ of a simple design consisting of a geometrical arrangement of circles and rectangles

flower arrangement (=flowers that have been cut and arranged attractively)

layout /ˈleɪaut/ [n C] the way that a building, town, garden, book etc is arranged according to a plan, so that it looks attractive or works well: a computer program to help you design page layout

+ of the architects who had planned the layout of our hospital

When you see 10, go to the ESSENTIAL COMMUNICATION section.
1 to owe money to someone

owe əʊ/ [v T] if you owe someone money, you have to pay them, either because you borrowed money from them or because you got something from them and have not yet paid for it.

owe sb sth/owe sb sth to sb I owe him £5. I owe a lot of money to the bank.

owe money/$50 etc The business collapsed, owing $50 million.

owe sb sth for sth They still owe us money for the car.

be in debt ə bit ɪn 'det; if you are in debt, you owe a lot of money and you have difficulty paying it. The helpline offers financial advice to people who are in debt.

get into debt (=start being in debt) We got into debt when my wife lost her job.

be £1000/$2000 etc in debt (=owe that amount) The report showed that most students were over £1000 in debt.

be heavily in debt (=owe a very large amount of money) Several companies were heavily in debt by the end of the 1980s.

be overdrawn /ə 'ovədraʊn/ to owe money to your bank because you have spent more than you had in your bank account. I was overdrawn at the end of last month.

be $100/£200 etc overdrawn The bank wrote to tell us we were $500 overdrawn.

be in the red ə 'ɪn da 'red; informal if you are in the red, you owe more money than you have. I’m always in the red by the middle of the month.

be £100/$500 etc in the red (=owe that amount) At the end of the war, Britain was about $50 million in the red.

2 money that you owe

debt ˈdɛt [n C/U] money that you owe, especially a large amount: Debt is one of the main social problems of our time.

+ of The government now has debts of $2.5 billion.

pay off a debt (=pay all the money that you owe) It took us three years to pay off all our debts.

overdraft /ˌəʊvəˈdræft/ [n C] an amount of money that you owe to your bank when you have spent more money than you had in your bank account: I’ve already got an enormous overdraft.

a £100/$1500 etc overdraft When he left college, he had a $3000 overdraft.

3 to not owe any money

be in credit ˈbiː ɪn 'kredɪt; if your bank account is in credit, there is money in it, and you do not owe the bank anything: We offer free banking for customers whose accounts remain in credit.

OWN

→ if you mean ‘on your own’, go to ALONE

→ see also HAVE/NOT HAVE, GET

1 to own something

own oun [v T] if you own something, especially something big like a house, a car, or a company, it is your property and you have the legal right to have it: We don’t own the apartment, we’re just renting it. I Clark owns about 40 companies in northern Europe. The horse is owned by an Italian businessman.

⚠️ Don’t say ‘I am owning this house’. Say I own this house.

have (also have got especially British) hav, havgot ˈhæv, havgot [v T] to own something, especially something that ordinary people are likely to own: What kind of car has she got? We don’t have a TV. How many of your students have a computer?

having – had – have had
be mine/yours/John’s etc /biːˈmaɪn/ /ˈvaɪəz/ /ˈdʒɔrnz/ /ˈdʒɔrnz/ (mine, etc); if something is mine, yours, John’s etc, it belongs to me, you, John etc. Sorry! I didn’t know it was yours. | “Whose bike is that?” “It’s Martin’s.”

possess /ˈpəzəs/ [v T] FORMAL to own something – use this especially in negative sentences to say that someone does not own something that most people own: Very few families in this area possess a telephone. | He never wore a suit – I don’t think he possessed one. | They lost everything they possessed in the earthquake.

belong to sb/tek tu (sb)əz//bəŋ-təz// bəŋ:- [phrasal verb T] if something belongs to someone, they own it: This watch belonged to my grandfather. | Who does that Walkman belong to?

my own/your own etc /maɪ ˈəʊn/ /ˈjɔːr əʊn/ (etc); if something is your own, it belongs to you and not anyone else: You can rent skis or you can bring your own. | Joe left the company to set up his own business.

a room/car/house etc of your own When we move to the new house, I’m going to have a room of my own.

the person who owns something

owner /əʊnər/ [n C] the person who owns something: The previous owner painted the outside of the house yellow.

+ of The owners of the company live abroad.

home/car/dog etc owner Car owners are facing a 10% rise in the price of gasoline.

landlord/landlady /ˈlændlɜːrd, ˈlænd-ˈleidi/ [n C] someone who owns a building and is paid money by the people who live in it or use it: Our landlord has promised to fix the heating by Tuesday.

plural landladies

the things that someone owns

property /ˈprɒpətɪ/ [n U] things that someone owns, especially large, expensive things such as buildings, land, or cars: The boys have been charged with damaging school property. | Some of the stolen property was discovered in an empty warehouse.

possessions /pəˈzɛʃənz/ [n plural] all the things that a person owns, which they keep in their home or carry with them: They lost all their possessions in the floods. | This book is one of my most treasured possessions.

Q things /θiŋz/ [n plural] spoken things such as clothes, records, and books that you own: She always leaves her things all over the floor.

Q stuff /stʌf/ [n U] spoken informal your clothes, furniture, plates, pans etc: I don’t know how I’m going to fit all my stuff into the new apartment.

belongings /ˈbɛləŋɪŋz/ [n plural] things you own such as clothes, equipment, bags etc, especially things you take with you when you are travelling somewhere: Please keep your belongings with you at all times. | They packed all their belongings into the car and left the city that night.

valuables /ˈvæljʊəbalz/ /ˈvæljʊəbalz/ [n plural] small valuable things, such as jewellery or cameras, which may get stolen if you do not look after them: The hotel management advises guests not to leave any valuables in their rooms.

When you see [...], go to the ESSENTIAL COMMUNICATION section.
PAIN

1. When part of your body hurts

hurt [hurt] [v T] if a part of your body hurts, you feel pain in it, for example because you have hit it or cut it, or because you are ill: My neck felt stiff and my shoulder hurt. | I fell and banged my knee, and it really hurts.

it hurts spoken [say this when part of your body hurts]: It hurts when I move my arm.

hurting — hurt — have hurt

painful [ˈpeɪnf(ə)l] [adj] a painful injury or a painful part of your body makes you feel pain: Jim’s knee was still painful where he had fallen on it. | a painful back injury.

⚠️ Don’t say ‘she is painful’. Say she is in pain. Don’t say ‘I am painful’. Say my leg / back etc hurts.

ache [eik] [v I] if a part of your body aches, you feel a pain in it that is continuous but not very strong — use this about pains in your arms, legs, or back, or in your head or stomach: My arms ached from carrying all the groceries. | She felt hot and her head was beginning to ache. | I went to dance class last week and I’ve been aching ever since.

sore [sɔːr] [adj] if a part of your body is sore, it hurts when you touch it or use it — use this about painful areas of your skin, for example where you have cut yourself: Her hands were still sore from scrubbing the floors. | I cut my finger last week, and it’s still sore.

sore throat (= when the inside of your throat is sore, especially because you have a cold): Honey is very good for a sore throat.

sting [stɪŋ] [v I] to feel a sudden sharp pain for a short time — use this about your eyes or your skin: The smoke made our eyes sting.

stinging — stung — have stung

stiff [stɪf] [adj] if a part of your body is stiff, it is difficult to move and the muscles around it hurt: “How do you feel?” “My legs are a little stiff, but otherwise I’m fine.”

stiff neck/leg/back etc Long car journeys always give me a stiff neck.

2. When something or someone hurts you

hurt [hurt] [v T] if something or someone hurts you, they make you feel pain: The dentist’s drill really hurt. | Stop it — you’re hurting me.

hurting — hurt — have hurt

sting [stɪŋ] [v T] to cause a sudden sharp pain on your skin or in your eyes for a short time: The antiseptic might sting a little. | The smoke stung my eyes. | She felt a stinging pain as the bullet grazed her arm.

stinging — stung — have stung

3. The feeling you have when part of your body hurts

pain [peɪn] [n C/U] the feeling you have when part of your body hurts: The pain is getting worse. | You won’t feel any pain during the operation. | He told the doctor he was suffering from chest pains.

a pain in your chest/leg/back etc I have a terrible pain in my left arm.

be in pain (=be feeling pain): The old man looked white and was obviously in pain.

be in great pain / be in a lot of pain: She’s in a lot of pain with her back.

severe pain (=very bad pain): A slipped disc can cause severe back pain.

ease the pain (=make a pain hurt less): These pills should help to ease the pain.
ache /eik/ [n C] a pain that continues for a long time but is not very sharp: The ache in my leg muscles had almost disappeared.

dull ache (=a continuous annoying ache) Lisa felt a dull ache spreading up her arm.

be in agony /bi i əˈgɒni/ to have a lot of severe pain: Yues lay in agony on the slope. He was sure that he had broken his leg.

headache/toothache/backache/stomach ache /ˈhedeɪk, ˈtʊftʃeɪk, ˈbækɪk, ˈstəmək ər/ [n C/U] a continuous pain in a part of your body: is your backache any better?

have/get a headache I always get a headache when I’ve been using the computer.

have toothache/backache/stomach ache BRITISH I’m not surprised you have stomach ache – you eat too fast.

have a toothache/a backache/a stomach ache AMERICAN My daughter has a really bad toothache.

a splitting headache (=a very bad headache)

⚠️ Don’t say ‘I have headache’ or ‘it gives me headache’. Say ‘I have a headache’ or ‘it gives me a headache’

1 when something does not hurt

not hurt /nɔt ‘hɑːt/ if something does not hurt, it is not painful: This won’t hurt at all. Just sit still while I remove the bandage.

painless /ˈpeɪnləs/ [adj] something that is painless does not hurt, especially when you are worried that it might hurt: The operation is simple and painless.

not feel a thing /nɔt fiːl ə θɪŋ/ spoken to not feel any pain at all: Don’t worry about the injection – you won’t feel a thing.

When you see go to the ESSENTIAL COMMUNICATION section.

PAINT

| BRIGHT/NOT BRIGHT |
| ART | DRAW |
| DECORATE | PATTERN | COLOUR/COLOR |

1 to paint pictures

paint /peɪnt/ [v T] to make a picture of something or someone, by putting paint onto a surface with a brush: Geraint was sitting on the beach, painting the seagulls and the fishing boats.

paint a picture (of sth/sb) I’m going to paint a picture of the church. I a picture painted by Monet

painting [n U] the activity of painting pictures: I’m not very good at painting. I a painting class

painter /ˈpeɪntər/ [n C] someone who paints pictures. This is by the great Spanish painter, Goya.

portrait painter (=someone who paints pictures of people)

landscape painter (=someone who paints pictures of places, the countryside etc)

artist /ˈɑːrɪst/ [n C] someone who produces works of art, especially paintings or drawings: an exhibition of works by Italian artists. We asked a young local artist to come and show her work to the students.

2 to paint walls/doors/rooms

paint /peɪnt/ [v I/T] to put paint on walls, doors, pieces of furniture etc: I’m going to paint the bathroom tomorrow.

paint sth blue/red/white etc She painted the walls yellow. I Colour what did you paint the doors?

decorate /ˈdɛkəreɪt/ [v I/T] especially British to paint the inside of a house or put paper on the walls: They’ve just finished decorating the kitchen. I We spent all weekend decorating.
have sth decorated (=pay someone to decorate it) Mum had the whole house decorated before she moved in.

painter /ˈpeɪntər/ [n C] someone who paints houses, walls etc as their job

---

**PART**

see also PIECE

1 part of an object/area

part /pɑːt/ [n C] When you have filled in the form, keep the top part and send the other part to the bank.

+ of The front part of the car was badly damaged. Malaria is still common in many parts of Africa.

bit /bɪt/ [n C] BRITISH spoken a small part of an object or area: The bit you’ve painted looks really nice.

+ of that bit of the garden where the fruit trees are

piece /piːs/ [n C] one of several different parts that must be joined together to make something: a 1000-piece jigsaw puzzle

in pieces (=as separate pieces) The huge structure had to be taken apart and transported in pieces.

section /ˈsektʃən/ [n C] one of several parts that a place, shop, container etc is divided into: You’ll find her books in the ‘English Classics’ section.

+ of The spoons go in the front section of the drawer. the non-smoking section of the plane

2 part of a story/book/film/play etc

part /pɑːt/ [n C] Jane Austen’s ‘Pride and Prejudice’, adapted for radio in six parts

+ of The first part of the story takes place in Crete.

Part One/Part Two etc (=one of the main parts that a book, TV story etc is divided into) Part One ends with the death of the hero’s father.

bit /bɪt/ [n C] BRITISH spoken a small part of a story or film: My favourite bit was when they try to escape from the prison.

+ of Some bits of the film were really boring.

chapter /ˈtʃæptər/ [n C] one of the parts that a book is divided into: Read the first two chapters before next week’s class.

Chapter One/Chapter Two etc I’ve only read as far as Chapter 6.

scene /ʃiːn/ [n C] one of the parts that a play or film is divided into: The ghost appears in the first scene. I love scene

3 part of an organization

branch /ˈbræntʃ/ [n C] a shop, office, or bank in a particular area that is part of a larger organization: Our store has branches all over the country.

+ of The North-East Branch of the charity is based in Newcastle.

You can also use branch before a noun, like an adjective: He was appointed Branch Manager. I a branch office

department /dɪˈpærəmt/ [n C] a department of a large organization, such as a company, a school, or a hospital, is a part of it that is responsible for a particular kind of work: Our department deals mainly with exports.

Sales/Accounts/Planning etc Department (=in a company or large organization) Melissa is in charge of the Marketing Department.

Art/History/Science etc Department (=in a school or university)

4 part of an activity/job/period of time

part /pɑːt/ [n C] Organizing the party was easy – the hardest part was getting my parents to agree to it.

+ of Which part of your job do you enjoy most? I She spent the early part of her life in Barcelona. Part of the research program involved interviewing teenagers in inner-city areas.

bit /bɪt/ [n C] BRITISH spoken a part of an activity, plan, or job: Filling in the application form is the easy bit – it’s the interview I find stressful.

+ of The last bit of the climb was really difficult because it started to snow.

stage /ˈsteɪdʒ/ [n C] one of several parts of a long process, which happen one after another
+ of Many women feel a little depressed during the early stages of pregnancy.
+ in Safety checks are carried out at every stage in the production process.

at this stage At this stage of the election campaign, it is impossible to say who will win.

phase /faiz/ [n C] a separate part in the development or growth of something
+ in There are three phases in the life of a butterfly.

initial/final phase (= the first or last part)
The initial phase of the project should take about three months.

\[\text{Phase is a more technical word than stage.}\]

5 part of a situation/subject/someone’s character

aspect /'æspekt/ [n C] one of the many parts of a situation or subject, which can each be considered separately. The book describes the postwar period in all its aspects—social, political, and economic.
+ of Drug addiction can affect all aspects of a person’s life. 1 There are aspects of the problem that we haven’t discussed.

side /saed/ [n C] one part of a situation or of someone’s character—use this especially when you are comparing one part with another: Weiskopf was a talented and successful man, but he did have a cruel side. 1 I’m in charge of production, and Martha takes care of the marketing side.
+ of Many people seem to forget the religious side of Christmas. 1 Try to see the funny side of the situation.

6 of an amount/number

\[\text{for words meaning the opposite, go to COMPLETELY}\]

partly /'pa:tli/ [adv] The road was partly blocked by a fallen tree. 1 What he told us was only partly true.

partly because The accident happened partly because we were having an argument in the car.

partially /'pa:triəli/ [adv] if something is partially done, it has not been completely done or finished: The house was partially destroyed by the explosion. 1 The ice had partially melted and there was a pool of water on the table.

partially successful 1 The advertising campaign was only partially successful.

\[\text{Partially is more formal than partly.}\]

small proportion We get a small proportion of our funding from the government.

fraction /'frækʃən/ [n C] a small part of an amount or number, especially a very small part
+ of Employees’ salaries are only a fraction of the total cost of the project.

a small fraction a problem that affects only a small fraction of the total population

percentage /'pəsɛntɪəd/ [n C] a part of an amount or number that is expressed as a part of a whole which is 100
+ of What percentage of our students passed the exam? 1 a percentage of the profits that is less than 50%

high/large percentage A high percentage of the coffee they produce goes to the US.

small percentage Only a small percentage of the population has private medical insurance.

PARTLY

\[\text{for words meaning the opposite, go to COMPLETELY}\]

partly /'pa:tli/ [adv] The road was partly blocked by a fallen tree. 1 What he told us was only partly true.

partly because The accident happened partly because we were having an argument in the car.

partially /'pa:triəli/ [adv] if something is partially done, it has not been completely done or finished: The house was partially destroyed by the explosion. 1 The ice had partially melted and there was a pool of water on the table.

partially successful The advertising campaign was only partially successful.

\[\text{Partially is more formal than partly.}\]

half /hafl/ [adv] half-eaten/half-dressed/half-finished etc partly eaten, partly dressed etc: I found him sitting on his bed, half-dressed. 1 a half-smoked cigarette in the ashtray 1 The houses were half-submerged by flood water.

to some extent /'tə sam ɪk'stent/ use this when you want to say that something is
partly true but not completely true: Doing well in examinations is to some extent a matter of luck. To some extent it was our own fault that we lost the contract.

**PARTY**

FESTIVALS AND SPECIAL DAYS

INVITE → FOOD

ENJOY ← see also

FREE TIME ← DRINK

MUSIC → DANCE

⚠️ The plural form, celebrations, is used especially to talk about big public events that take place to celebrate important occasions, such as New Year. The singular form, celebration, is used especially to talk about a party to celebrate a personal or family event such as a birthday.

celebrate /'sel ɪ bret/ [u I/T] to show that a happy event or occasion is important by doing something enjoyable, for example by having a party or going to a restaurant. Congratulations on your new job – we must go out and celebrate. We went to a club to celebrate the end of the school year. My mother bought some champagne to celebrate my 21st birthday.

celebrate by doing sth We celebrated by going out for a drink.

celebrate sth with sth She celebrated her election victory with a party at the Hilton Hotel.

people at a party

host /'həst/ [n C] the person who invites people to a party and provides them with food and drink. The host brought in some more wine.

⚠️ Host, hostess, and guest are all rather formal words, used for talking about formal parties.

hostess /'hə stɛs/ [n C] a woman who invites people to a party and provides them with food and drink. Pam was a wonderful hostess – everyone enjoyed her parties.

guest /'gest/ [n C] someone who goes to a party. There were 100 guests at the garden party.

PASS

- look here for ...
  - be successful in an examination
  - go past a person or place
  - when time passes

1 to be successful in a test or examination

- see also TEST, DRIVE, EDUCATION
PASS

pass /pæs/ [v I/T] to reach a high enough standard to succeed in an examination or test: “I’m taking my driving test today.” “Do you think you’ll pass?” | You’ll never pass the exam if you don’t work!

⚠ Don’t say ‘pass in an exam’. Say pass an exam.

qualify /'kwɔːlɪfai/ [v I] to pass all the examinations that you need in order to become a doctor, lawyer, engineer etc. After qualifying, she joined the NatWest Bank as a corporate advisor.
+ as I decided to return to college and qualify as a teacher.
qualifying – qualified – have qualified

graduate /'ɡrædʒuət/ [v I] to pass all your final examinations at university or college, and get a degree
graduate from Oxford/Stanford etc Mitch graduated from Stanford in 1993 with a degree in Law.
graduate in history/French/medicine etc She graduated in modern languages and now works as an interpreter.

⚠ In American English, graduate also means to successfully complete your high school education: Jerry will be graduating from high school this year.

scrape through /skreɪp ðruː/ [phrasal verb I/T] informal to only just pass an examination, by getting only a few marks more than are necessary: I might scrape through if I’m lucky. | Daniel only just scraped through the entrance exam.

2 to go past a place or person
⇒ see also DRIVE, WALK, RUN

pass /pæs/ [adv/preposition]
past walk/drive/rush/run past An ambulance rushed past on its way to the accident. | Will you be going past the library on your way home? | The children were frightened of walking past the old ruined house.
by [bai] [adv] going past, especially not very quickly
go/pass/walk/sail by I lay on the grass and watched the clouds floating by.

pass /pæs/ [v I/T] to go past a place or person: I’ll get you some aspirin – I pass the drugstore on the way to work. | They kept quiet until the soldiers had passed. | A big Cadillac passed us as we walked up the hill.

passing [adj only before noun] going past: noise and fumes from the passing traffic

overtake /ˌɔːvə’teɪk/ [v I/T] especially British: to pass a moving vehicle in order to go in front of it: Before you start to overtake, make sure the road ahead is clear. | Hill overtook Schumacher just before the last bend.

overtaking – overtook – have overtaken

3 when time passes

go by/pass /gəʊ 'bæ, pæs/ [v I] Several years passed before she learned the truth. | The days passed slowly. | As you get older, time seems to go by more quickly.
go quickly /gəʊ kwɪkli/ if time goes quickly, it seems to pass quickly: The last few days of the holiday went far too quickly.

time flies /taim 'flaɪz/ spoken say this when you are surprised at how quickly the time has passed: Is Martin eight already? How time flies! | Time flies when you’re having fun!
go slowly /gəʊ 'sloʊli/ if time goes slowly, it seems to pass slowly: Time always goes slowly when you’re bored.

PASS

⇒ if you want to know how to form the past, go to the ESSENTIAL GRAMMAR, section 4
the past

the past |do past|-pæst| [n singular] the time that existed before the present time: My grandfather enjoys talking about the past. | The Queen’s horse-drawn carriage is a nostalgic reminder of the past.

in the past (=during the time before now) I decided to ask Anna, as she had always been very helpful in the past. | In the past, residents here would gather in the courtyard, chatting and singing.

past |pæst| [adj only before noun] events, experiences etc happened before now: He’s learned a lot from past experiences. | Judging by her past performance, I’d say Rowena will do very well.

the past 10 years/2 weeks etc (=the 10 years, 2 weeks etc before now) The past few months had been very difficult for Mary. | For the past two weeks, I have been doing my boss’s job while she’s away on business. | The enormous changes of the past 30 years.

history |ˈhɪstri| [n singular] all the things that have happened in the past, especially to a country, a town, or an organization

the history of sth a book about the history of the United Nations | India has been invaded several times in its history.

sb’s past |(sb’s) pæst| [noun] all the things that have happened to someone in the past: The newspapers have been investigating the President’s past, hoping to find some scandal.

when something happened in the past, but does not happen now

used to |juːz tuː| [modal verb] if you used to do something, you did it for a period of time in the past, or you did it regularly in the past, but you do not do it now: “Do you smoke?” “No, but I used to.”

used to do sth We used to live in Glasgow when I was young.

didn’t used to I was surprised to see her driving – she didn’t used to.

once/at one time |wʌns, ətˌwʌnˈtaɪm| [adv] during a period of time in the past, but not now – use this when it is not important to say exactly when this period was: a sports car once owned by Paul McCartney | He once worked for the FBI. | It is a big city now, but at one time the population was only 50,000.

then/at that time |ðen, ət ətˈtaɪm| [adv] during a particular period of time in the past – use this when you are comparing that period with the present: I was a student in the 1950s, and things were very different then. | We were married before the war, and at that time most married women stayed at home.

in the past |ɪn ɪn ˈpæst| use this to talk about a situation that existed in history but does not exist now: In the past, most children didn’t go to school at all. | Women were not allowed to own property in the past.

in those days |ɪn ˈðeiz deɪz| use this to talk about a time long ago in your life, or in your parents’ or grandparents’ lives, when things were different: He was paid £5 a week, which was a lot of money in those days. | In those days there was no bridge over the river, and we crossed it by boat.

formerly /ˈfɔːməli/ [adv] written in the past, before the present situation existed: The school was formerly a hospital. | Peru was formerly ruled by the Spanish.

on one occasion in the past

once |wʌns| [adv] She once called me a liar – I’ve never forgiven her. | Once, when I was a little boy, I found a gold watch.

one time |ˌwʌn ˈtaɪm| informal on one occasion in the past: One time we went out fishing on the lake at night.

one day/one morning/one afternoon |ˌwʌn ˈdeɪ, ˌwʌn ˈmɔːrɪn, ˌwʌn ˈaftər-ˈnaʊn| on a day, morning, or afternoon in the past – use this when you are telling a story and it is not important to say exactly which day you mean: One day he went away and never came back. | I was having my breakfast one morning when the telephone rang.
pattern  /ˈpætən/  [n C] a regular arrangement of shapes, colours, or lines on a surface, especially one that is used to decorate paper, cloth, plates etc: Do you have any wallpaper with the same pattern but a different colour?  + of patterns of sunlight and shadow on the ground

design  /dɪˈzɜːn/  [n C] a pattern which is used to decorate a surface such as cloth or paper: This design is very common on Turkish carpets.  + You can get curtains and bedcovers for children, decorated with 'Lion King' designs.

markings  /ˈmɑːkɪŋz/  [n plural] the natural patterns on the skin, fur, or feathers of animals or birds: a bird that you can recognize by its unusual red and yellow markings

patterned  /ˈpætənd/  [adj] patterned clothes, materials etc have patterns on them: Patterned leggings were very fashionable last year.  + a horrible green patterned carpet

### PAY

**to pay for something**

pay  per  [v I/T] to give money in exchange for goods or services: Several fans tried to get in without paying.  + Please pay at the desk.

+ for Have you paid for the tickets?  
**pay £20/$40 etc for sth** She paid $5,000 for three nights in a classy hotel.

**pay a bill/the rent** He hardly earns enough to pay the rent.  + I thought you already paid the phone bill.

paying – paid – have paid
payment /ˈpeɪmənt/ [n C] an amount of money that you pay for something, especially when it is only one part of the total amount you have to pay: Your first payment is due on 16th July. I mortgage payments

make a payment He makes monthly payments into his ex-wife’s bank account.

on credit /ɒn kredɪt/ buy/get sth on credit to buy something and pay for it later, usually by small regular payments: In 1991, 56% of new cars were bought on credit.

2 to pay for someone else’s food, drink, ticket etc

pay /pei/ [v I] to pay for someone else, for example for their meal, drink, or ticket: When they go out for a meal, his girlfriend always expects him to pay.

+ for = for Let’s go to the zoo. I’ll pay for you and the children. Did your parents pay for your driving lessons?

paying – paid – have paid

treat /trɪt/ [v T] to buy something such as a meal or theatre ticket for someone, because you like them or you want to celebrate: As it’s your birthday, I thought I’d treat you.

treat sb to sth We treated Sally to lunch at the Savoy.

3 to be able to pay for something

can afford [kən əˈfɔːd] if you can afford something, you have enough money to pay for it: I’d love to visit Australia, but I just can’t afford it.

can afford to do sth How can you afford to eat in restaurants all the time?

4 to pay someone to do something

pay /pei/ [v T] to pay someone for work.

pay sb for (doing) sth They still haven’t paid her for the work she did last year. Did she pay you for taking care of her kids?

be/get paid We get paid at the end of every month.

pay sb £100/$200 etc Ziedler was ready to pay her $2000 a week. How much do they pay you?

well/highly paid (=paid a lot) He has a very well-paid job in finance. I a highly paid executive

badly paid (=not paid much) Most badly paid jobs are done by women.

paying – paid – have paid

bribe /braɪb/ [v T] money that someone gives to a person in an official position, in order to persuade them to do something that they should not do: I had to bribe the customs official.

bribe sb to do sth He bribed a guard to smuggle a note out of the prison.

bribe /braɪb/ [n C] money that you give someone to bribe them: The judge was accused of accepting bribes.

bribery /briˈəraɪ/ [n U] when people are being bribed

bribery and corruption (=bribery and dishonest behaviour) There was widespread bribery and corruption in the police department.

5 to provide money to help someone do something

subsidize (also subsidise BRITISH) /ˈsʌbsɪdaɪz/ [v T] if a government or other organization subsidizes something, it pays part of the cost of it: Many companies subsidize meals for their workers. A government-subsidized health service. The city council subsidizes the local orchestra.

sponsor /ˈspɒnsər/ [v T] if a company sponsors something such as a sports event, a theatre, or an art show, it provides some of the money that is needed, often as a form of advertising: The new league will be sponsored by Pepsi Cola. The bank is sponsoring an art exhibition.

6 to give money back to someone

pay back /pei ˈbæk/ [phrasal verb T] to give someone back money that you have borrowed from them.

pay sb back I’ll pay you back tomorrow.

pay back sth/pay sth back How are you going to pay back all that money?

repay /rɪˈpeɪ/ [v T] to pay a large amount of money that you owe, especially to a bank: The loan has to be repaid within two years.

repaying – repaid – have repaid
pay off [phrasal verb T] to finish paying back an amount of money that you have borrowed

come off [phrasal verb T] V to finish an event or activity

come off a debt/loan/mortgage Twenty years later they still hadn't paid off their mortgage.

come off a debt/loan/mortgage off They hope to pay off all their debts by 2002.

give sb their money back/give sb a refund V to give back the money that was paid for something, especially because the service was not satisfactory: We'll give you a refund if you're not entirely satisfied. It's the wrong size. Do you think they'll give me my money back?

give sb their money back/give sb a refund [noun] the money you get when someone gives you a refund: You can't have a refund unless you bring us the receipt.

7 a piece of paper that shows how much you must pay

bill [noun] a piece of paper that tells you how much you must pay for services you have received or for work that has been done for you: We've just had a huge telephone bill.

buy a bill They left the hotel without paying the bill.

buy a bill for £50/£100 etc The garage sent me a bill for £400.

In British English, you can also use bill when you are talking about paying in a restaurant: Ask the waiter for the bill.

check /tʃek/ [noun] AMERICAN a piece of paper that tells you how much you must pay in a restaurant: A waiter came over and handed me the check.

check the check Let me pay the check.

invoice [noun] a piece of paper that a company sends you to tell you how much money you owe them for goods or for work they have done: The repairs are all finished. We'll send you an invoice by the end of the month.

When you see K, go to the ESSENTIAL COMMUNICATION section.

8 paid/not paid for doing a job, activity, or sport

professional [professional] [adj] someone who gets paid for doing a job, sport, or activity that most people do for enjoyment: I learned to play golf by watching the professionals on TV.

amateur [amateur] [adj] someone who does an activity or sport just for enjoyment, and does not get paid for doing it: The orchestra is made up entirely of amateurs.

voluntary [voluntary] [adj] work is done by people who do it because they want to do it and they believe it is useful, and who do not expect to be paid for their work: When she retired, she did a lot of voluntary work for the Red Cross.

9 peace when there is no war

> opposite war

1 when there is no war

peace [noun] when there is no war: There has been peace in the region for six years now. A dangerous situation that threatens world peace: peace talks/negotiations (=when enemies meet and talk, to try and achieve peace) The warring groups will meet for peace talks in Geneva. the peace process (=a continuing attempt, over a long period, to achieve peace between enemies)
Don't say 'a peace'. Peace is uncountable.

peace time ˈpiːstaim [n U] a period when a country is not fighting a war – use this when comparing this period with a time when there is war: A country's army may be quite small during peace time. In peacetime the Hercules aircraft has been used for distributing food to famine areas.

peaceful ˈpiːsfʊl. [adj] use this about changes or events that happen without war or fighting: a peaceful solution to the troubles in the Middle East. A peaceful transfer of power from the military government to the new democracy.

peacefully [adv] Can they achieve their independence peacefully?

2 when two countries agree to stop fighting

make peace ˈmeik ˈpiːs if two countries make peace, they stop fighting and agree to end the war: France and Spain made peace in 1659 after a war lasting 25 years.

+ with The two armies made peace with each other in 1918.

ceasefire ˈsiːsfərɪ [n C] an agreement to stop fighting for a limited period, especially in order to talk about making peace: The ceasefire won't last unless both sides are prepared to compromise.

ceasefire agreement Both leaders signed the ceasefire agreement.

peace treaty ˈpiːstreti [n C] a written agreement between enemies saying that they agree to end the war: Both countries agreed to work towards a peace treaty. The peace treaty was finally signed in 1919.

plural peace treaties

3 someone who is against war

pacifist ˈpeʃɪfɪst [n C] someone who believes that all war and violence is wrong: Bergson was imprisoned as a pacifist during World War I.

anti-war ˈænti ˈwaːr [adj only before noun] strongly against war, especially a war that your country is fighting at the present time.

anti-war protest/demonstration/campaigner During the Gulf War, there were several big anti-war demonstrations. Anti-war feeling was very strong in the US during the Vietnam conflict.

PERFECT

> see also BEST, SUITABLE/UNSUITABLE, GOOD

1 very good, with nothing wrong

perfect ˈpɜːfɪkt [adj] someone or something that is perfect is good in every way and could not be any better: We had a wonderful vacation – the weather was perfect. It's an old car, but it's in perfect condition.

absolutely perfect The meal was absolutely perfect.

the perfect husband/secretary/couple etc Beth and Martin always seemed to be the perfect couple.

perfectly [adv] It's a beautiful dress, and it fits perfectly.

flawless/faultless ˈflɔːləs, ˈfɛltəs [adj] formal completely perfect, with no mistakes or faults at all: Hiroshi's English was flawless. She gave a faultless performance as the Sleeping Beauty.

model ˈmɒdl[ˈmɔːdɪ] [adj only before noun] a model husband/wife/student etc someone who has all the qualities that a husband, wife, student etc should have: Karen was a model student; hard-working, intelligent, and enthusiastic.

2 the best and most suitable person or thing

ideal ˈaɪdiəl [adj] an ideal person or thing is very suitable and is exactly what you want: The house was not ideal – it was too small – but it was in a nice part of town.

+ for This place is ideal for families with young children.

my ideal man/woman/job/house etc (=one that has all the qualities you like best) My ideal man would be someone like Mel Gibson.
perfect /ˈpɜːfɪkt/ [adj] completely suitable for a person or situation: A dry white wine is perfect with any fish dish.
+ for This dress will be perfect for the summer party. | perfect weather for a picnic
the perfect place/time/job etc That sounds like the perfect job for you.

just right /ˈdʒast rait/ spoken suitable in every way: “Do the curtains look OK?” “Yes, they’re just right.”
+ for I’m glad they’re getting married – they’re just right for each other.

PERSON/PEOPLE

1 a person

person /ˈpɜːson/ [n C] I think she’s a really nice person. | He’s the only person I know who can speak Chinese. | There were over 200 people at the meeting. | I like the people I work with.
plural people

someone/somebody /ˈsʌmwi, ˈsʌmbədi, -bədi/-bədi/-bədə/ [pronoun] a person – use this when you do not know who the person is, or when it is not important to say who it is: Someone phoned you, but I didn’t get their name. | What would you do if somebody tried to rob you in the street?

someone else/somebody else (=another person) Can’t you get somebody else to clean the kitchen?

human being/human /ˈhjuːmən ˈbiːŋ, ˈhjuːmən/ [n C] a person – use this when you are comparing people with animals or machines: Chimpanzees are very closely related to human beings. | Computers have replaced humans in many factories.

2 people in general

people /ˈpiːpəl/ [n plural] people in general: People are getting very worried about rising crime. | I don’t want people to feel sorry for me.
most people Most people hate writing essays, but my brother enjoys it!

⚠️ Don’t say ‘peoples’. People is a plural noun.

everyone/everybody /ˈevriwʌn, ˈevriˈbɔdi/-bɔdɪ/-bɔdɪ/ [pronoun] especially spoken all people – use this to make general statements about how people behave, what people like etc: Don’t you like ice-cream? I thought everyone liked it! | Everybody has the right to a good education. | Everyone knows that smoking is bad for you.

⚠️ Use a singular verb with everyone and everybody.

the human race /ˈhjuːmən ˈreɪs/ all the people in the world, considered as one group: Pollution is threatening the future of the human race. | the origins of the human race

society /ˈsəsəti/ [n U] people in general – use this to talk about people as an organized group with a system of laws and accepted behaviour: We want our students to become useful and responsible members of society. | the position of women in Islamic society | The judge described Smith as ‘a danger to society’.

social /ˈsəʊʃəl/ [adj only before noun] use this about conditions, problems, and changes that affect all the people in society: Rising unemployment led to even more social problems. | social changes that have brought women greater freedom

the public /ˈpʌblɪk/ [n singular] ordinary people who do not belong to the government, the police etc, and do not have any special rights: The castle is open to the public during the summer. | The public ought to know how the money from taxes is being spent.

members of the public Some of these politicians never meet ordinary members of the public.

public [adj only before noun] use this about the actions or feelings of ordinary people: Public attitudes towards homosexuality are gradually changing. | The
plan cannot succeed without public support.

In British English, you can use the public with a singular or plural verb: The public is always interested in stories about the Royal Family. In American English, always use a singular verb: The public isn't interested in foreign affairs.

all the people in a group, town, or country

community [n] a group of people who live in the same area, especially when they all belong to the same religious group or race: The local community was shocked by the murder. the Jewish/Muslim/Greek etc community New York's Jewish community plural communities

everyone/everybody [n] all the people in a group or in a place: There's plenty of food for everybody. It's the sort of place where everyone knows everyone else.

Use a singular verb with everyone and everybody.

population [n] all the people who live in a town or country: use this when saying how many people live there, or giving some facts about them.

the population of Tokyo/Greece etc In 1966 the population of Lima was about two million.

a population of five million/twenty million etc New Jersey has a population of around 7.6 million.

the black/Catholic/male population (all the black people, Catholic people etc in a place) 30% of the male population suffers from heart disease.

the people [n] all the people who live in a particular place:

the people of Paris/China etc the awful sufferings of the people of Afghanistan the British/Korean/Nigerian etc people Reagan's views were shared by a majority of the American people.

about people, not animals or machines

human [n] usually before noun: use this about people's abilities, character, or behaviour, when you are comparing people with machines: the effects of pollution on the human and animal population Bacteria cannot be seen with the human eye.

for each person

per person [n] $500/two pieces etc per person (= $500, two pieces etc for each person) There were only two pieces of bread per person. The annual income per person is less than $250.

a head [n] use this to say how much something costs for each person

$10/£5 etc a head We paid £5 a head for our Christmas dinner.

no people

no-one/no one/nobody [n] no person or people. No one was home, so I left a note. He explained what had happened but nobody believed him.

see also ADVERTISING

to persuade someone to do something

persuade [v] to make someone agree to do something, by giving them reasons why they should do it: Neil didn't want to come at first, but we persuaded him.

persuade sb to do sth I persuaded Tom to lend me his car.

get sb to do sth get (sb) to do (sth): informal to make someone do what you want them to do, by persuading them over a long time: I finally got them to agree, by offering them more money. My girlfriend's always trying to get me to stop smoking.
influence /ɪnˈflʌns/ [v T] to affect what someone decides to do, but without directly persuading them: It's your choice; don't let anyone else influence you. | I hope you weren't influenced by anything that your brother said.

Don't say 'TV influences on children'. Say TV influences children

encourage /ɪnkərˌdʒuː/ [v T] to try to persuade someone to do something, because you think it will be good for them encourage sb to do sth Patricia encouraged me to apply for the job. | We want to encourage more children to use the library.

talk sb into sth ; talk (sb) into (sth) [phrasal verb T] informal to persuade someone to do something that they do not want to do

talk sb into doing sth I managed to talk them into giving me more money.

talk sb into it I didn't really want to go to the party, but Dave talked me into it.

2 to persuade someone not to do something

persuade sb not to do sth /pəˈswɛd (sb) not ta ‘duː (sth)) to make someone decide not to do something, by giving them reasons why they should not do it: Catherine persuaded him not to resign.

talk sb out of sth ; talk (sb) out of (sth) [phrasal verb T] informal to persuade someone not to do something that they were planning to do talk sb out of doing sth Everyone tried to talk me out of buying the car.

talk sb out of it I nearly cancelled the wedding, but my best friend talked me out of it.

discourage /dɪskərˈdʒuː/ [v T] to stop someone wanting to do something, by making them think that it will be difficult or unpleasant: We need to discourage the use of cars.

discourage sb from doing sth Girls are sometimes discouraged from studying subjects like engineering and physics.

deterrent /dɪˈtərənt/ [n C] something that is intended to stop people from wanting to do something: Prison is supposed to be a deterrent.

+ to Window locks are a cheap and effective deterrent to burglars.

3 to persuade someone that something is true or right

convince /kənˈvɪns/ [v T] to make someone believe that something is true, especially when they doubted it before: You still don't believe me, do you? What do I have to do to convince you?

convince sb that It took him a long time to convince the police that he was telling the truth.

persuade /pəˈswɛd/ [v T] to make someone believe that something is true or right, by telling them things that seem to prove it persuade sb that She won't lend me the car unless I can persuade her that I'm a safe driver.

4 something that persuades you

persuasion /pərˈswɛʒən/ [n U] things that you say in order to persuade someone to do something: It took a lot of persuasion to get Dad to agree to the idea. | They got what they wanted with a mixture of persuasion and threats.

convincing /kənˈvɪnsɪŋ/ [adj] a convincing reason, explanation, or excuse makes you believe that something is true or right: That's not a very convincing excuse for being late! | There is convincing evidence that smoking causes heart disease.

persuasive /pərˈswɛsɪv/ [adj] good at persuading people: Ben can be very persuasive if he wants something. | The salesman had a smooth persuasive manner.

PICTURE

COLOUR/COLOR

ART  ➔  PATTERN

SEE ➔  DESIGN

PAINT ➔  DECORATE

DRAW ➔  DESIGN
a picture that you paint or draw

picture /ˈpɪktʃər/ [n C] a painting or drawing: Van Gogh’s ‘Sunflowers’ is one of the most famous pictures in the world.
+ of There was a picture of a windmill on the bedroom wall.

sb’s picture (=a painting or drawing of someone) The house belonged to the Duke of Wellington, and his picture hangs in the hall.
draw/paint a picture She drew some beautiful pictures of the church.
do a picture informal (=draw or paint a picture) Jamie loves doing pictures of cats.

painting /ˈpeɪntɪŋ/ [n C] a picture that someone has painted: an exhibition of Cezanne’s paintings
+ of a painting of the Grand Canal in Venice by Canaletto
do a painting She enjoys doing paintings of wildflowers.

drawing /ˈdrɔːrɪŋ/ [n C] a picture that someone has drawn using a pen or pencil: Sylvia’s teacher was very impressed by her drawings.
+ of On the wall was a drawing of a woman’s head.
do a drawing Monet did a series of drawings of waterlilies.

sketch /ˈsketʃ/ [n C] a picture consisting of a few lines drawn quickly with a pen or pencil
+ of I thought your sketches of the garden were very attractive.
do a sketch The architect did a sketch of how the building will look when it’s finished.

quick/rough sketch (=a sketch done very quickly) Gabriella did a quick sketch of her baby daughter.
plural sketches

illustration /ˌɪləˈstreɪʃən/ [n C] a picture in a book, which shows people or events that have been mentioned in the book: Who did the illustrations for the Winnie-the-Pooh books? | The new encyclopaedia is full of colour illustrations and photographs.

cartoon /ˈkɑrtəm/ [n C] a funny drawing in a newspaper or magazine, often with a joke written under it: a cartoon showing the President’s wife dressed as a witch in a black cloak

poster /ˈpəʊstər/ [n C] a very large picture or photograph printed on paper, which you put on a wall for decoration
+ of Anna’s bedroom wall was covered in posters of James Dean and Marilyn Monroe.

portrait /ˈpɔːtrɪt/ [n C] a painting, drawing, or photograph of a person
+ of A portrait of the Queen hung on the wall.
paint a portrait He has painted the portraits of a lot of famous people.

landscape /ˈlandskɛp/ [n C] a painting showing an area of countryside

a photograph

photograph /ˌfəʊtəˈɡræf/ [n C] a picture made using a camera: an exhibition of war photographs
+ of a book full of photographs of Kenya
take a photograph Visitors are not allowed to take photographs inside the museum.

sb’s photograph (=a photograph of someone) The police have her photograph and are hoping to find her soon.

wedding/passport/school photograph The guests stood still and posed for the wedding photographs.
photograph album (=a book that you put photographs in)

⚠️ Photograph is more formal than photo or picture.

photo/picture /ˈpəʊtər, ˈpɪktʃər/ [n C] a photograph – use this especially to talk about photographs of you, your friends or family, or places you have visited: Who’s that woman in the picture? She looks familiar.
+ of That’s an awful photo of me – it makes me look really stupid.
take a photo/picture We always take lots of photos of the children.

sb’s photo/picture (=a photo of someone) Let me take your picture by the swimming pool. | We saw her photo in the local paper.

wedding/passport/school photo I must remember to get some passport photos.
snaps especially british snapshot especially american ‘snap, snapshot [n C] informal a photograph which you take yourself, for example of your family or on holiday, not one that is taken by a professional photographer: Patrick was showing his holiday snaps to everyone in the office.
take a snap snapshot Did you take any snaps in Greece?
+ of She showed me a snapshot of her three children.
photography [fətəgrafə-] [n U] the art or profession of taking photographs: Chris is studying photography at night school.

3 what you see in a mirror, on a screen, or on water
image [ˈɪmɪdʒ] [n C] a picture on the screen of a television, cinema, or computer: The images on a computer screen are made up of thousands of tiny dots. | the flickering images of an old silent movie
reflection [rɪˈfleks] [n C] what you see when you look in a mirror or at the surface of water: Anna stood looking at her reflection in the mirror. | the reflection of the moon on the surface of the lake

4 the front or back of a picture
foreground [ˈfɔːrɡrænd] [n C usually singular] the nearest part of a scene in a picture or photograph
in the foreground There was a group of people sunbathing in the foreground of the photo.
background [ˈbækɡrænd; usually singular] the area behind something or someone in a picture or photograph
in the background It was a photo of everyone in my class, with the school building in the background.

When you see a go to the ESSENTIAL COMMUNICATION section.

PIECE

1 part of something that has been separated from the rest

piece [ˈpiːs] [n C] an amount of something that has been broken, cut, or separated from something larger: Tim cut the cake into eight pieces. | a pack of chicken pieces
+ of There were pieces of broken glass all over the road. | a simple boat made from a few pieces of wood
in pieces (=broken into many pieces) The vase lay in pieces on the floor.

bit [bɪt] especially british a small piece of something: "Do you want some of this Christmas pudding?" “Yes, I'll try a bit.”
+ of Use a bit of soft cloth to apply the lotion.
little/small/tiny bits There were little bits of food all over the carpet.

scrap [skræp] [n C] a small piece of paper, material, or food that is left after you have used the main part
+ of I wrote down her address on a scrap of paper. | We made some pretty bags out of scraps of curtain material.

slice [slaːs] [n C] a thin flat piece of food that you cut from a larger piece
+ of Have a slice of bread and butter.
cut sth into slices Cut the pork into thin slices and fry it for five minutes.

2 a piece that has a regular shape

block [blæk] [n C] a large solid piece of wood, stone, or ice that has straight sides: a building made out of concrete blocks
+ of The fish were lying on huge blocks of ice to keep them cold.
cube [kjuːb] [n C] a solid object with six equal square sides: Cut the cheese into small cubes.

ice/sugar cube Charlie kept putting ice cubes down my back.
+ of a cube of sugar
slab /slæb/ [n C] a heavy piece of stone or rock, which is long and wide but not very thick
stone/concrete/marble slab The floor was made out of stone slabs.
+ of His grave is covered by a huge slab of marble.
sheet /ʃiːt/ [n C] sheet of glass/paper/steel/metal a flat thin piece of glass, paper etc. She took a sheet of paper and began to write. | The roof is made of sheets of corrugated iron.
bar /bær/ [n C] a piece of metal, soap, or chocolate that has a long or square shape with straight sides: The gold bars were transported in a security vehicle.
+ of a bar of chocolate

3 A piece that does not have a regular shape
chunk /tʃæŋk/ [n C] a piece of something solid that does not have a regular shape: Cut the potatoes into chunks and boil them for 15 minutes.
+ of A large chunk of plaster had fallen from the ceiling. | The lions were eating a huge chunk of red meat.
lump /lʌmp/ [n C] a small piece of something solid that does not have a regular shape
+ of He threw some more lumps of coal onto the fire. | I was almost hit by a lump of rock that fell from the cliff.

Don't use lump to talk about pieces of food, unless you want to say that something was unpleasant: The sauce was horrible; it was full of lumps.

4 A very small piece
grain /ɡreɪn/ [n C] a single small piece of sand, salt, or rice
+ of I could feel grains of sand between my toes.
speck /spek/ [n C] a speck of dust/dirt a piece of dust or dirt that is so small you can hardly see it: The apartment was very clean — not a speck of dust anywhere.
crumbs /ˈkrʌmz/ [n plural] very small pieces of food such as bread or cake: The tablecloth was covered in crumbs. I brushing crumbs off her skirt
fragment /ˈfræŋmənt/ [n C] especially written a very small piece that has been broken or torn from something bigger
+ of A fragment of cloth, caught on a nail, showed that someone had been that way. | The doctor removed some fragments of bone from the wound.
**PLACE**

**LAND AND SEA**
- see also **COUNTRY**
- **AREA**
- **TOWN**
- **BEAUTIFUL**

1 a place

**place** /pliːz/ [n C] Have you put your passport in a safe place? I This is the place where the accident happened. I the coldest place on earth I She lives in a place called Hobergs.

**a place to live/eat/park etc** I was looking for a place to park the car.

**for a great place for a party**

**the right/wrong place** I thought I'd gone to the wrong place – I didn't recognize anyone there.

⚠️ In spoken English, you often just use where, somewhere, or anywhere instead of saying 'the place', 'a place' etc: I'll show you where I was born. I I need somewhere to put my books. I I couldn't find anywhere to park the car.

**position** /paˈzɪʃən/ [n C] the exact place where something or someone is, especially in relation to other things or people: Jessica moved to a position where she could see him better. I We need to know the enemy's positions before we can plan our attack. I Make sure the decimal point is in the right position.

**+ of** From the position of the sun, I guessed that it was about two o'clock.

**spot** /spɒt/ [n C] informal a place where something happened, or a pleasant place where people go to relax: People had left flowers at the spot where the police officer was killed. I We camped in a pleasant, shady spot beside the river.

**+ for a favourite spot for picnics**

**beauty spot** (= a place that is famous for being beautiful) We spent the afternoon at a local beauty spot.

**location** /laʊˈkəʃən/ [n C] formal the place where an office, shop, hotel, or house is built: a hotel in an extremely attractive location

**+ for** This is the ideal location for the company's new head office.

⚠️ Location is used especially in advertisements or in business English.

**site** /saɪt/ [n C] an area of ground where something is going to be built, or where something important or interesting happened or existed in the past: an archaeological site

**+ of the site of the Battle of Waterloo** I A home for the elderly will be built on the site of the old hospital.

**building site** BRITISH construction site AMERICAN (= place where a new building is being built)

**point** /pɔɪnt/ [n C] an exact place or position: At this point the river is half a mile wide. I We reached a point where the road divided. I the distance between two points on the map

**surroundings** /saʊrərʊndɪŋz/ [n plural] especially written everything in the general area that a place or person is in, such as the buildings or the countryside – use this to say whether a place is pleasant, unpleasant etc: The hotel is in beautiful surroundings on the edge of a lake. I We had the chance to watch great football in comfortable surroundings. I Sara felt nervous in the unfamiliar surroundings of her new school.

2 to be in a place

**be** /biː; strong biː; v I] Where are my keys?

**+ in/on/near/there etc** Egypt is in North Africa. I There's a bank on the corner.

**being** – **was** – **have been**

**stand** /stænd/ [v I] use this about buildings, furniture, trees, or tall objects: There is a parking lot now where the old school once stood.

**+ in/near/on there etc** The house stood next to a church. I A single tall candle was standing in the middle of the table.

**standing** – **stood** – **have stood**

⚠️ Use stand especially when you are writing descriptions and stories.
lie  [lai] use this about paper, clothes, books, or other things that have been placed flat on a surface.  

+ in/on/near etc His letter was lying on the table.  
+ The children’s clothes lay on the bed, ready to be put on.  

lying = lay = have lain

be situated/be located  [bi: situ-  
+ in/on/near Soweto is an African town- 
+ in/at The company’s offices are located in downtown Manhattan.  

be based  [bi: best] if a company or organization is based in a place, its main offices are there.  
+ The United Nations is based in New York.  

London-based/Tokyo-based etc a London- 

3 when something is usually kept in a place

Q go/belong  [guo, bæl] [bel] especially spoken if something goes or belongs in a place, it should always be put there when it is not being used: Put those books back where they belong.  
+ in/on/under etc “Where do these plates go?” “They go in the cupboard above the sink.”

4 not in any place

nowhere/not anywhere  [nauwə], not ‘enwa] [adj] not in any place or to any place: Where’s Nick? I can’t find him anywhere.  
+ I’m not going anywhere.  

nowhere else/not anywhere else (= no other place) They’re staying here because there’s nowhere else they can go.  

nowhere to live/sit/stay The hall was already full, and there was nowhere to sit.

plan  [plæn] something that you have decided to do, and the methods you will use to do it: Her plan is to finish her degree and then go and teach in Japan.  
+ for NASA has announced plans for a new space mission to Mars.  

plan to do sth The school has plans to build a computer centre.  

go according to plan (= when things happen exactly as you intended) Everything went according to plan, and we all crossed the river safely.

strategy  [strætədʒi] a carefully designed plan for achieving something that is difficult and may take a long time: the President’s long-term economic strategy.  
+ for We need a new strategy for increasing our sales in Europe.  

programme  [prəˈgræm] a series of activities, organized by a government or other large organization, that is designed to achieve something important and will continue for a long time.  
+ of The irrigation project is part of a programme of aid to West Africa.  

2 a plan to do something bad

plot  [plot] a secret plan to do something bad, especially to the members of a government.
plot to do sth a plot to assassinate the President

conspiracy /kənˈspɪrəsi/ [n C/U] a secret and usually complicated plan made by two or more people to do something bad or illegal together

conspiracy to do sth a conspiracy to defraud the company of millions of dollars + against Members of the Secret Service were involved in a conspiracy against the elected government.

plural conspiracies

3 a plan of the times when things will happen

timetable BRITISH schedule AMERICAN /ˈteɪmɪterbəl/, /ˈskedəbəl/, /ˈskedʒəbəl/ [n C] a written list that shows the exact times when something will happen, for example when planes or buses leave, or when classes at school take place: The timetable said there was another train at 6.15.

+ of I want a schedule of flights from Boston to New York.

schedule /ˈskedʒəbəl/ [n C] a detailed plan of what someone is going to do and when they will do it, especially someone important: The President’s schedule includes a two-day visit to St Petersburg.

busy/tight schedule (=when you plan to do a lot of things in a short time) She has a pretty tight schedule, but she may be able to meet you for lunch.

programme BRITISH program AMERICAN /ˈprəʊgrəm/ [n C] a plan that shows the order of activities at a ceremony, sports meeting, public event etc: The next race on today’s program is the women’s 1000 metres. | Who is organizing the conference programme?

4 to make plans
⇒ see also ARRANGE

plan /plæn/ [v I/T] to think carefully about something you are going to do, and decide how you will do it: Sue spent months planning her trip. | The burglary had obviously been very carefully planned.

plan ahead (=make plans for the future) Now that you’re pregnant, you’ll have to plan ahead.

planning - planned - have planned

planning [n U] the activity of deciding how you will do something that you intend to do: financial planning | After weeks of planning, the big day finally arrived.

make plans make plans to think about and talk about something that you intend to do, especially something that needs to be carefully planned: We sat around the table, talking, laughing, and making plans.

+ for I’ve already started to make plans for the wedding – there’s so much to do.

If you make plans for something, you think about it in a general way. If you organize times, travel etc in detail you make arrangements.

plot /plɔt/ [v I/T] to make secret plans to harm a person or organization: The girls were in the kitchen, plotting their revenge.

plot to do sth The woman was accused of plotting to murder her boss.

+ against Plotting against the government was punishable by death.

plotting - plotted - have plotted

S not planned

unplanned /ənˈplaʊnd/ [adj] On the way to Denver, we made an unplanned visit to my mother’s. | More than 4 out of every 10 pregnancies are unplanned.

spontaneous /spəʊntɪˈneɪʃən/ [adj] something that is spontaneous is done because you suddenly feel you want to do it, not because you have arranged to do it or been asked to do it: The crowd gave a spontaneous cheer when the news was announced. | an act of spontaneous generosity

spontaneously [adv] Quite spontaneously, members of the audience started leaving the theatre.
the police /ˈpɒliːs/ [n plural] the organization and the people whose job is to catch criminals and make sure that people obey the law: He was stopped by the police and arrested for dangerous driving. | Any attack should be reported to the police. call the police I heard a gunshot and called the police.

the riot police /ˈrɪət ˈpɒliːs/ a group of police officers with special equipment and special training whose job it is to control large crowds of people who have become violent: The riot police killed a student protester who was taking part in an anti-government demonstration.

You can also use police before nouns, like an adjective: a police car | a police helicopter | Police divers found a body at the bottom of the lake.

vocabulary
arrest /ˈɑːrst/ [v T] if the police arrest someone, they take them to a police station because they believe that person has done something illegal. be/get arrested Gallagher was arrested yesterday on suspicion of possessing cocaine.

ball /bɛl/ [n U] money left with the court, so that someone who is waiting for their trial is allowed to stay out of prison until the trial. If the person does not come back for their trial, the court keeps the money. refuse sb ball (=not let someone stay out of prison until their trial)
on ball (=released from prison because bail has been paid)
released on bail (=let someone out of prison until their trial, because bail has been paid) He was released on bail of £10,000. (=he had to leave £10,000, with the court)
catch /kætʃ/ [v T] to find a criminal and arrest him or her.</cr>
the work of the police

1 When a crime is committed...

2 ... someone reports it to the police. The police carry out an investigation, and try to catch the criminal involved.

3 They interview the victim...

4 ... and they interview any witnesses.

5 They collect evidence, search buildings...

investigation /ɪnˌvestɪˈgeɪʃən/ [n C] when the police try to find out who committed a crime, for example by asking questions and looking for evidence

+ into Los Angeles county police are continuing their investigation into a series of armed robberies in a shopping mall.

carry out an investigation (=try to find out about a serious crime, especially using a lot of police officers) The FBI is carrying out an investigation into the shootings.

⚠ Don't say 'do an investigation'. Say carry out an investigation.

on remand /ɒn ɪˈreɪmænd/ [n C] British if someone is on remand, they are being kept in prison while they are waiting for their trial: He was beaten up by other prisoners while on remand in Parkhurst Prison.

police station /ˈpɒlɪsˌsteɪʃən/ [n C] the building where the police work, where you go if you want to report a crime, and where people are taken when

+ that There is no evidence that Williams was in the park on the night that the murder took place.

collect/gather evidence (=look for and get evidence) The police are still gathering evidence in the case involving a boy who was kidnapped and assaulted.

evidence against sb Blood was found on his clothing - a key piece of evidence against him.

in custody /ɪn ˈkæstədi/ if someone is in custody, they are being kept in a police station or in prison because the police think they have done something illegal.

hold sb in custody (=keep them in a police station or in prison) A man is being held in custody in connection with the robbery.

interview /ɪntəˈvjuː/ [n T] especially British to ask someone questions about a crime: Police would like to interview two men who were seen at the scene of the crime.

interview room BRITISH interrogation room AMERICAN /ɪnˈtɜːrɡreɪʃən ˈrʊm/ a room in a police station where people are asked questions about a crime.
6. and interview any suspects.

7. When they have enough evidence, they arrest someone, and take them in for questioning.

8. The police hold them in custody and question them. If the police think that the suspect is guilty, they charge them with the crime.

9. Then the suspect is either kept on remand, or released on bail until the trial.

10. ...or released on bail until the trial.

For the second part of this story, go to COURT/TRIAL

they are arrested

question /ˈkwɛstʃən/ [v T] to ask someone questions to find out what they know about a crime, especially someone that the police think may be guilty

question sb about sth The police questioned him about the missing $10,000.

report /ˈrɪpɔːt/ [v T] if you report a crime, you tell the police that it has happened

report sth to the police We saw a gang of men fighting outside a bar, and reported it to the police.

search /sɛtʃ/ [v T] if the police search a building or place, they look in it for stolen goods, weapons, drugs, or evidence

suspect /ˈsʌspekt/ [n C] someone that the police think may have committed a crime: Police regard the murder victim’s ex-wife as their main suspect. More than 20 suspects have been questioned.

take sb in for questioning British bring sb in for questioning American /ˈseɪk, ˈbrɪŋ (sb) in fɔːr ˈkwɛstʃən/ to take someone to the police station, because the police think that they have done something illegal and want to get information from them

trial /ˈtrɪəl/ [n C] a process in a law court in which it is officially decided whether or not someone is guilty of a crime

victim /ˈvɪktəm/ [n C] someone who has been attacked, robbed, murdered, or harmed in some way in a crime. The police believe that the victim knew her attacker.

murder/rape etc victim Many rape victims do not report the crime.

+ of He had been the victim of a serious assault three months previously.

witness /ˈwɪtnɪs/ [n C] someone who tells the police or a law court what they know about a crime or the person involved in it: Police are appealing for witnesses (=they want anyone who knows anything about the crime to talk to them) after the death of a 4-year-old boy last night.

key witness (=someone whose evidence is extremely important) The former basketball star is regarded as a key witness in the trial.
**POLITE**

behaving in a way that is socially correct and shows respect for other people

- opposite RUDE
- see also NICE, FRIENDLY/UNFRIENDLY, KIND

**polite** /ˈpɒlət/ [adj] someone who is polite follows the rules of social behaviour and shows respect for other people and their feelings. *He seemed a very polite young man.* I a polite request

**it is polite to do sth** I didn’t really care what she thought about the book, but I thought it would be polite to ask her.

**politely** [adv] ‘I hope your mother is well?’ he asked politely.

**politeness** [n U] when people are polite: *During my stay in Japan, I was treated with great politeness by everyone I met.*

**good manners** /gʊdˈmænəz/ [n plural] someone who has good manners knows how to behave politely in social situations. for example, when to say ‘please’ and ‘thank you’: *My mother was impressed with Tony’s good manners.* I At least she had the good manners to let us know she would be late.

**well-behaved** /ˈwel bɪˈhevɪd/ [adj] a well-behaved child is polite and does not cause trouble or make noise: *His older brother was quieter and far better-behaved.*

well-behaved — better-behaved — best-behaved

**tactful** /ˈtæktfl/ [adj] careful not to mention something that might embarrass or upset someone: *I wish you’d be more tactful — didn’t you know she was divorced?*

**it is tactful of sb to do sth** It wasn’t very tactful of you to ask whether she’d put on weight.

**tactfully** [adv] Claire tactfully changed the subject when someone mentioned the war.

**tact** [n U] when people are tactful: *This job requires tact and patience.*

---

**POOR**

- opposite RICH

***EARN***

- see also BORROW

***MONEY***

- see also SUFFER

***OWE***

- EXPENSIVE

1. **having very little money**

**poor** /pʊər/ [adj] having very little money: *They were so poor they couldn’t afford to buy shoes for their children.* I Ethiopia is one of the poorest countries in the world.

**the poor** (=poor people) the growing gap between the rich and the poor

2. **be broke/be hard up** /brək, brəd/ [March especially spoken] to have very little money, either permanently or just at the present time: *Most students are too hard up to spend much money on clothes.* I We’re always broke at the end of the month.* I’m a little hard up just now — can I pay you back next week?

**poverty** /ˈpɔrvəti/ [n U] when people have very little money: *Charles was shocked by the poverty he saw in India.* I Poverty and unemployment are two of the biggest causes of crime.

**live in poverty** Old people should not have to live in poverty.

3. **an area where poor people live**

**slum** /slʌm/ [n C] a house in bad condition in a poor area of a city: *Maria lives with her eight children in a slum outside Montevideo.*

**the slums** (=an area where there are a lot of slums) *I grew up in the East London slums.*

⚠️ You can also use slum before a noun, like an adjective: a slum area | slum dwellers

**inner city** /ˈɪnər ˈsɪti/ [n C] the part near the middle of a city where the buildings are in bad condition and where a lot of
poor people live: the problems of Britain’s inner cities
plural inner cities
inner-city [adj] inner-city schools
ghetto geto [n C] a poor and crowded part of a city, where people live separately from the rest of the population, especially people of one race or from one country: a novel about life in the ghettos of New York
plural ghettos or ghettoes

hit song/single/musical a new hit single from Janet Jackson / the hit musical ‘Cats’
big hit The album was a big hit in the States.

3 when something becomes popular again
reval i/val [n C] when something or someone becomes popular and fashionable again, for example, a kind of music, a style of clothes, a writer, or a singer:
Sixties pop music enjoyed a big revival in the mid-90s. / There’s been something of a Raymond Chandler revival recently

4 not popular
unpopul ar /ʌnˈpɒpjʊlər/ [adj] if things or people are unpopular, a lot of people do not like them: Mr Venables must be the most unpopular teacher in the school.
+ with The new uniforms were extremely unpopular with the students.

1 people/places/activities that a lot of people like
popular /ˈpɒpjʊlər/ [adj] if things or people are popular, a lot of people like them: Lisa’s one of the most popular girls in class. / a popular holiday resort / baseball America’s most popular sport?
+ with The nightclub is very popular with tourists.

2 a popular book/film/song
bestseller /ˈbesɪˈsɛlər/ [n C] a book that a lot of people buy: Jackie Collins’ latest book is certain to be a bestseller.
blockbuster /ˈblɒkˈbʌstər/ [n C] a film that a lot of people watch and that makes a lot of money, especially a film with a lot of exciting action: Bruce Willis’s new blockbuster took $10.6 million in its first weekend.

hit /hɪt/ [n C] a record, song, or play that a lot of people buy, listen to, or watch: When I first heard the song I knew it would be a hit.

POSITION/RANK

your position or rank
position /ˈpɒzɪʃən/ [n C] your job in an organization, company, or profession – use this to talk about how important someone is and how much responsibility they have: Because of her position in the company, she is responsible for the major financial decisions. / He eventually became Lord Chancellor, the most powerful position in the British legal system.
hold a position (= have a position) Thorn holds one of the most senior positions in the Federal Bank.

level /ˈlevəl/ [n C] all the jobs in an organization that are similar in importance and that pay the same amount of money: We
provide training for staff at all levels in the company. 1 There are not many part-time workers in the middle and higher levels of management.

**rank** *rank*  [n C] someone's position in an organization such as the army or police force: He joined the Los Angeles police department and was quickly promoted to the rank of lieutenant.

⚠️ Don't use rank about someone who works in a company, a school etc.

**2 someone who has a high position**

**senior** *seniər*  [adj only before noun] a senior manager, official etc is one who has an important position in an organization or company: He's a senior executive at Volkswagen. 1 a job in senior management: 1 one of the country's most senior judges

**top** *top*  [adj only before noun] top manager/lawyer/executive etc someone who has one of the most powerful jobs in business, or one of the most important jobs in a profession: The President met with top Korean businessmen. 1 There are still not many women in top jobs. 1 a top fashion designer

**high-ranking** *hai ræŋkiŋ*  [adj only before noun] high-ranking officer/official/member etc someone who has a high position in an organization like the police or army, or in a government department, but not in business: A high-ranking State Department official was accused of selling secret information. 1 a high-ranking officer in the air force

**3 someone who has a lower position than someone else**

**junior** *dʒəˈmioʊr*  [adj only before noun] a junior doctor, officer etc does not have as much power or responsibility as other doctors, officers etc, especially because he or she has not been in the job for very long: She started work as a junior reporter on a local newspaper. 1 The most junior officers wore a red stripe on their sleeves.

**assistant** *əˈsɪstənt*  [adj only before noun] assistant manager/editor/director etc someone whose job is just below the position of a manager etc: My mother is assistant principal at a school in Washington.

---

**POSSIBLE**

**⇒** opposite IMPOSSIBLE

1 when something can be done

**possible** *ˈpɒsəbl*  [adj] if something is possible, it can be done: Travel to other planets may soon be possible. 1 The only possible way of getting your money back is to go to the police. 1 Detectives can now check every criminal's records, which wouldn't be possible without computers.

is possible to do sth Is it possible to find a room in a good hotel for less than $100?

if possible (=if it is possible to do it) I want to get back by 5 o'clock if possible.

as soon/quickly as possible Please let me know your answer as soon as possible (=as soon as you can) 1 We must get her to the hospital as quickly as possible.

everything possible (=everything that can possibly be done) The doctors did everything possible to save her life.

**can be done** *kæn bi: dən*  if something can be done, it is possible to do it: The job can be done by Friday if we all make an effort. 1 I'm sure that more could be done to help the homeless. 1 Val got her MA while she was working full-time, so it can be done, you see.

**possibility** *ˌpɒsəˈbɪləti*  [n C] one of the things that you could try to do: One possibility is that we could offer him more money. 1 Beth decided that she wanted to start her own business, and began to explore the possibilities.

**consider/discuss the possibility of doing sth** (=consider whether you could do it) We are considering the possibility of providing a new class for advanced students.
2 when something can happen

possible /ˈpɒsəbəl/ [adj] if something is possible, there is a chance that it may happen or it may be true: Accidents are always possible in heavy industries like mining. "I think I saw Jack in the street yesterday." "That's not possible! He's in Kenya at the moment." technological changes and their possible effects on our lives.

it is possible for It is possible for more than one person to win the competition.

it is possible that It is possible that the children are still alive.

possibly [adv] He could possibly be released from prison within three years.

possibility /ˈpɒsəbɪləti/ [n C] something that can happen or may happen: A Republican victory in next month's elections now seems to be a real possibility.

+ of We could not ignore the possibility of an enemy attack.

a distinct possibility (=something that is likely to happen) There's a distinct possibility that there will be another earthquake.

can /kæn/ [strong kæn] [modal verb] if something can happen, it is possible for it to happen at some time: Anyone can make a mistake. | A lot can happen in two years.

⚠️ Don't say 'it can to happen'. Say it can happen.

potential /ˈpətənʃəl/ [adj only before noun] a potential problem, advantage, effect etc is not a problem, advantage etc now, but it may become one in the future: Why was the chemical factory built so close to the town? Didn't people realize the potential risks?

potential customer/buyer/student etc (=someone who may become a customer, buyer etc in the future) one way of making the college more attractive to potential students

there is a chance/there is a possibility /ˈðeər ər a ˈpoʊsəbəl/ use this to say that it is possible that something will happen

+ of On the northern hills there is always the possibility of a snow shower, even in June.

+ that Is there any chance that he will recover from his injury in time for the race?

3 to make something possible

make sth possible /miːk (st) ˈpɒsəbəl/ [v T] especially written to make it possible for someone to do something that they want to do

allow/enable /əˈло, ɪnˈbel/ [v T] especially written to make it possible for someone to do something that they want to do

allow/enable sb to do sth The Internet allows people to send messages all over the world. | The money from her aunt enabled Maxine to buy a small restaurant.

POWER

CONTROL

see also

ENVIRONMENT

IN CHARGE OF

GOVERNMENT/ POLITICS

1 the ability to control people and events

power /ˈpaʊər/ [n U] the ability or the right to control other people and make decisions that affect them: Do you think the police have too much power? | the desire for power

great/enormous power the enormous economic power of the United States

+ over The big Hollywood studios have a lot of power over what kind of films get made

have the power to do sth Only Parliament has the power to make new laws
dominant /ˈdɒmɪnənt/ [adj] more powerful than other people, groups, countries etc. Gradually, Microsoft became the dominant company in the software business. At that time Portugal was the dominant naval power in the Mediterranean.

3 to have official power

in power [ɪnˈpauə] a person or political group that is in power has political control of a country or government. The ruling party has been in power four times in a row. A leader can barely remain in power if he has lost trust of his people.

in authority [ɪn ˈɔːθərɪti] someone who is in authority has a job or position that gives them the right to tell other people what to do. My mother demanded to speak to someone in authority. Problems arise when people in authority can’t keep discipline.

rule [rul] [v I/T] to have the power to control what happens in a country – use this especially about a person or group that has not been elected. In 1860, Italy was a collection of small states ruled by princes and dukes.

+ over The Romans ruled over a large empire.

rule [rul] [n U] when a person or group rules a country: British rule in India came to an end in 1947.

class/group the ruling party/class/group the political party, social class, or group of people that has most power in a country: Australia’s ruling Labor Party the struggle between the workers and the ruling class.

come to power [kəm tuˈpauə] to take political control of a country, especially by being elected: De Gaulle came to power in 1958.

4 someone who has no power

powerless [ˈpauərəs] [adj not before noun] someone who is powerless has no power to control or influence what happens: Blocked by the Republicans in Congress, Clinton seemed powerless.
+ against The poor goat was powerless against the forceful paws of the hungry lion.

powerless to do sth The UN was powerless to prevent the war spreading.

weak /wɛk/ [adj] someone who is weak does not have much power because they cannot make other people respect them or obey them: These policies failed because the government was weak and ineffective. | a weak, indecisive principal weakness [n U] The king’s mercy towards the rebels was regarded as a sign of weakness.

---

**PRACTISE/ PRACTICE**

to do something a lot in order to improve your skill at it

see also IMPROVE, BETTER, GOOD 5, 6

1 to practise for a competition, test, or performance

practise /praɪˈstɪs/ [v I/T] to do an activity a lot in order to improve your skill: I’m learning to play the piano, and I practise every day. | We’re going to Paris for a few days, so that Bill can practice his French.

practise doing sth Try to practise speaking slowly and clearly.

⚠ Don’t use practise about sports. For example, don’t say ‘I practise tennis/golf every weekend’. Say I play tennis/golf every weekend. But you can use practise about doing a particular movement in a sport in order to improve it. For example, you can say I need to practise my backhand.

train /treɪn/ [v I] to prepare for a race or game by exercising and practising: If you’re really going to run in the marathon, you need to start training now.

+ for Tyson is training for the big fight next week.

rehearse /rɪˈhaːs/ [v I/T] to practise a speech, play, or concert so that you will be ready to perform it: The producer made us rehearse the last scene again. | His band has been rehearsing at the TV studio all day.

2 activities people do in order to practise

practice /ˈprækts/ [n U] things you do regularly in order to improve your skill at something: She’s playing pretty well now – she just needs a little more practice.

piano/football/choir etc practice (=time that you spend practising the piano etc) I scored two goals at hockey practice tonight. | Anna never misses her violin practice.

training /ˈtreɪnɪŋ/ [n U] time that you spend practising and doing exercise in order to improve your skill at a sport: The team captain got a knee injury during training.

a training course/session/programme I have to go to the weekly training session at the gym.

⚠ Don’t say ‘a training’ or ‘trainings’. Training is an uncountable noun.

rehearsal /rɪˈhaːsəl/ [n C] an occasion when all the people in a play, concert etc practise it before performing it in public.

+ of We’re having our first rehearsal of ‘Hamlet’ tonight.

3 when you have not practised something for a long time

be out of practice /bə ut ʌv ′prækts/ if you are out of practice, you cannot do something as well as you could in the past, because you have not done it for a long time: Sam said he’s a little out of practice, but he’ll play if we need him.

rusty /rʌsti/ [adj] if your skill at something is rusty, it is not as good as it used to be because you have not used it for a long time: My Spanish is very rusty these days.

rusty – rustier – rustiest

When you see EC, go to the ESSENTIAL COMMUNICATION section.
PRAISE

to say that you admire or approve of someone or something

- opposite CRITICIZE

ADMIRE ⇆ BEST

GOOD ⇆ BEAUTIFUL

also BEAUTIFUL

BETTER ⇆ LIKE/NOT LIKE

1 to praise someone or something

praise [prɛiz] [v T] to say that you admire someone or approve of something good that they have done: Fire chiefs praised a 10-year-old girl who saved her brother's life yesterday. | The play was widely praised when it first appeared on Broadway.

praise sb for sth Local people were praised for their calm response to the crisis.

congratulate [kənˈɡrætəl] [v T] to tell someone that you are pleased because they have achieved something special or because something good has happened to them: She got the job? I must go and congratulate her.

congratulate sb on doing sth The President congratulated him on winning the title.

Don't say 'congratulate someone for something'. Say congratulate someone on something.

compliment [kəmplɪˈment] [kəm-] [v T] to tell someone that you like the way they look or that you are pleased with something that they have done

compliment sb on sth He complimented her on the perfume she was wearing. | Everyone complimented me on my new hairstyle.

flatter [flætə] [v T] to say nice things that you do not mean about someone, especially in order to get something from them: Flatter her a little - tell her she's beautiful.

2 what you say when you praise someone

- well done BRITISH | good job AMERICAN | well done, god dʒɔb AMERICAN SPOKEN say this to someone when they have done something well or succeeded in doing something difficult: Well done! You got all the answers right. | Good job, John! That was a great shot.

congratulations [ˌkɒnɡrəˈteɪʃənz] say or write this: Congratulations! Is it a girl or a boy?
+ on Congratulations on your new job.

congratulations on doing sth Congratulations on passing your driving test.

Don't say 'congratulation'. Congratulations is always plural.

way to go well to go AMERICAN SPOKEN informal use this to praise someone who has just done something very good or impressive: "I got accepted at Stanford." "Way to go!" | Way to go, Sam! Good hit!

3 remarks that praise someone

praise [prɛiz] [n U] things you say to someone to show that you admire them or approve of what they have done

+ for The police deserve a lot of praise for the way they handled the situation

be full of praise for sb/sth (=praise someone a lot) Most parents are full of praise for the school.

win/earn praise FORMAL (=be praised for something) The charity has earned widespread praise for its work.

compliment [kəmplɪˈment] [kəm-] [n C] what you say when you tell someone they look nice or they have done something well: He said my English was almost as good as his - it was quite a compliment!

pay sb a compliment (=give someone a compliment) He's always paying her compliments and buying her flowers.

flattery [ˈflætrə] [n U] nice things that you say about someone, which may not be true, in order to get something that you want from them: She used a mixture of persuasion and flattery to get what she wanted.
**PREPARE**

- if you mean ‘make food’, go to **cook**
- if you mean ‘ready to do something’ or ‘ready to be used’, go to **READY/NOT READY**
- if you mean ‘organize a meeting, party etc’, go to **ORGANIZE/ARRANGE**

1 **to make something ready to be used**

**prepare** /priˈpeər/ [v T] to make something ready: Before you start painting, prepare the walls by cleaning them and filling any cracks.

**prepare sth for sth** His job was to prepare dead bodies for burial.

**prepare a talk/presentation/speech/lesson** Teachers spend a long time preparing lessons.

**get sth ready** /gət/ to make sure a room, building, or piece of equipment is ready to be used

**+ for** I spent the afternoon getting everything ready for the party. | Blake was down at the marina, getting his boat ready for the trip.

**set up** /set up/ [phrasal verb T] to make a piece of equipment ready to work, by putting all the pieces of it together and putting it in the right place

**set up sth** Ask Keith to set up your computer for you.

**set sth up** It’ll take me a few minutes to set the camera up.

2 **to prepare for something that will happen soon**

**prepare** /priˈpeər/ [v I] to do things so that you will be ready for something that is going to happen soon: I’m worried about tomorrow’s interview – I haven’t had enough time to prepare.

**+ for** Captain Harper told the flight crew to prepare for take-off.

**prepare to do sth** Jane was busy preparing to go abroad.

**get ready** /get/ to do the things you need to do so that you will be ready to go somewhere, such as getting washed and changing your clothes: You’d better go and get ready – it’s nearly 7 o’clock.

3 **things you do to prepare for something**

**preparation** /ˌpreərəˈʃən/ [n U] the time and work that is needed to prepare for something: Months of preparation have gone into organizing the festival.

**in preparation for sth** (=as part of the preparation for something) The hospital was being repainted in preparation for the Queen’s visit.

**preparations** /ˌpreərəˈʃənz/ [n plural] all the things you have to do so that you will be ready for an important event

**+ for** She’s busy with preparations for the school concert.

**make preparations** Belgium is making preparations for next year’s centenary celebrations.

---

**PRESS**

- see also **push, pull**

1 **to push something firmly, especially with your fingers**

**press** /presh/ [v T] to push something firmly
with your fingers or with your feet: The doctor gently pressed her stomach. I pressed the brake pedal, but nothing happened.

**press sth down** Press the lid down hard to seal the tin.

**press a button/bell/key** (= in order to make a machine work, a bell ring etc) Which key do I press to delete it? I To get coffee, put your money in the machine and press the green button.

**squeeze** /skwɪz/ [v T] to push something firmly inwards with your hands or fingers: I squeezed the toothpaste tube, but nothing came out. I squeezing a damp cloth to get the water out

**squeeze sb's arm/hand** (= as a sign of love or friendship) Alice squeezed my arm affectionately, and said goodbye.

**pinch** /pɪntʃ/ [v T] to press someone's skin tightly between your fingers and thumb, so that it hurts: Dad! Katy just pinched me!

**touch** /tʃʊtʃ/ [v T] ESPECIALLY AMERICAN to press a button, for example on a telephone or a computer screen, in order to make a choice, get information, or make something work — used especially in instructions: For room service, touch button 9.

**1 to press something so hard that it breaks or becomes flat**

**squash** /skwɒʃ/ [v T] to damage something, especially something soft, by pressing it and making it flat: Someone sat on my hat and squashed it. I Careful you don’t squash those peaches.

**squashed** [adj] a squashed tomato

**crush** /kraʃ/ [v T] to press something so hard that it gets damaged or broken into pieces: His leg was crushed in the accident. I a machine for crushing rocks

**crushed** [adj] The path was made of crushed shells.

**mash** /mæʃ/ [v T] to press fruit or cooked vegetables with a fork or similar tool, until they are soft and smooth: Mash the bananas and add them to the mixture.

**mashed** [adj] pie and mashed potatoes

**grind** /grænd/ [v T] to break something such as corn or coffee beans into powder, using a machine or special tool: Grind some black pepper over the salad.

**grinding - ground - have ground**

**ground** [adj] freshly ground coffee

---

**PRETEND**

**1 to pretend that something is true**

**pretend** /prɛntd/ [v I/T] to behave as though something is true when you know that it is not: We thought he had really hurt himself, but he was just pretending.

+ (that) The kids were pretending that they were in a space rocket.

**pretend to do sth** She pretended to listen, but I could tell she was thinking about something else.

**2 to pretend to be someone else**

**pretend** /prɛntd/ [v T] to behave as if you are someone else and try to make other people believe this

**pretend to be sb** We pretended to be students and went along to the party too!

+ (that) They got into the house by pretending they worked for the electricity company.

**impersonate** /ɪmˈpɜːrəneɪt/ [v T] to behave as though you are someone with official power or someone famous, either
for dishonest reasons or in order to entertain people: I got home to find him impersonating Elvis Presley in front of the mirror. It’s illegal to impersonate a police officer.

do an impersonation/do an impression [də ʌn ɪmpəˈzɪʃən, ən ɪmpəˈzɪʃən] do an impression to speak, walk, or behave like someone else, in order to make people laugh.
+ of Stuart did a brilliant impersonation of the boss. A comedian who used to do impressions of famous politicians.

role-play [ˈrəʊ ˈpleɪ] [n C/U] when you pretend to be someone else and behave as they would behave, especially as a way of learning about a situation or developing a skill. Role-play is often used as a teaching method in language classes.

3 to pretend not to notice someone or something

pretend not to see/hear/notice [prɪ’tend ʌt ʃiː, ˈhɪər, ˈnəʊt] She winked at me, but I pretended not to notice. She pretended not to see the look of surprise on Karen’s face.

pretend (that) you have not noticed/seen/heard [prɪ’tend (θæt) juː hæv ʌt ˈnɔtɪd/ˈsiːn/ˈhɪərd] I called out his name, but he pretended that he hadn’t heard.

ignore [ˈɪgnaɪr] [v T] if you ignore someone, you rudely pretend you have not seen them or heard them; if you ignore something, you pretend you have not noticed it, especially because it does not seem important: John totally ignored her when he was talking to his new girlfriend. Someone made a rude noise, which the teacher decided to ignore.

not take any notice [ˈnɒt teɪk ˈnəʊtɪs] not pay any attention [nɒt pɛt əˈtenʃən] especially spoken to not let someone’s words or behaviour affect what you do or affect the way you feel: I keep telling them to turn the music down, but they don’t take any notice. We complained to the school about it, but no one pays attention.

not take any notice of/not pay any attention to [ˈnɒt teɪk ˈnəʊtɪs ʌv/əˈtenʃən tə] Don’t take any notice of him—he’s just jealous.

When you see [EC], go to the ESSENTIAL COMMUNICATION section.

4 pretending to have feelings you do not have

insincere [ɪnˈsɪnər] [adj] someone who is insincere says things that they do not really mean, for example when they praise you or say something friendly: ‘It’s so good to see you again,’ she said, with an insincere smile. An insincere compliment. He always praised everyone, so it was difficult to tell if he was being insincere or not.

hypocritical [ˌhaɪpəkraˈtɪkl] [adj] pretending to be morally good or to have beliefs that you do not really have: I think it’s a little hypocritical to get married in a church when you don’t believe in God. Politicians are so hypocritical — they preach about ‘family values’ while they all seem to be having affairs.

hypocrite [n C] someone who pretends to have strong opinions about how people should behave, but who does not behave like this themselves: My dad is such a hypocrite — he says I shouldn’t smoke, but he smokes 20 a day.

false [fɔːls] [adj] emotions or feelings that are false are not real, and you are only pretending to feel them: ‘Merry Christmas,’ she said, with false cheerfulness. The politician greeted them with a false smile.

PRISON

PRISON [prɪˈziːn] [n C/U] a building where people are kept as a punishment for a crime. Conditions in the prison were appalling. A maximum security prison in prison She’s been in prison for eight years.
be sent to prison  Davis was sent to prison for selling illegal drugs.
be released from prison (=be allowed to leave) Forbes will be released from prison next week.

⚠️ You can also use prison before a noun, like an adjective: a long prison sentence | prison officers

⚠️ Prison and jail mean the same, and both words can be used in most situations. But prison is the usual word in more formal or official contexts, or when someone is sent there for a very long time.

⚠️ Don’t use ‘a’ or ‘the’ with prison if you are talking about prisons in general: He spent half his life in prison (not ‘in the prison’). She was sent to prison.

jail  dʒeɪl [n C/U] a prison – use this especially about a situation in which someone is sent to prison for a fairly short time: This is the jail that Butch Cassidy escaped from in 1887.
in jail She was released after just three days in jail.

⚠️ You can also use jail before a noun, like an adjective: a jail sentence

cell  sel [n C] a small room in a prison or police station, where someone is kept as a punishment: The prisoners spend most of the day locked in their cells.

2 someone who is kept in prison

prisoner  'prɪznər [n C] someone who is kept in prison as a punishment: The prisoners are allowed an hour’s exercise every day.

convict  'kɒnvɪkt [n C] someone who has been proved guilty of a crime and has been sent to prison: There was a report on the news about an escaped convict. Stubb was an ex-convict who got a job as a security guard.

⚠️ Convict is used especially in news reports.

hostage  'hɒstɪdʒ [n C] someone who is kept as a prisoner by an enemy or a group of criminals, and is threatened with death or injury if their government, their family etc does not do what the enemy or criminals want: They say they will kill the hostages if we don’t agree to their demands.

3 to put someone in prison

put sb in prison/send sb to prison put (sb) in prison, send (sb) to prison to officially order someone to be taken to a prison and kept there: Eventually, her attacker was caught and put in prison. The judge sent him to prison for seven years.

lock up lock up sb to officially order someone to be locked up for the rest of their lives: A new law allowing the courts to lock up very young criminals.

⚠️ Use lock up especially when you mean that someone deserves to be in prison because they are very bad or dangerous.

imprison  im'prɜːn [v T] formal to put someone in prison, especially when you think this is wrong or unfair: The government has arrested and imprisoned all opposition leaders. Mandela and Sobukwe were imprisoned on Robben Island.

imprisonment [n U] when someone is put in prison, or the time that someone spends in prison: The maximum penalty is three years' imprisonment. His confession led to the arrest and imprisonment of several gang members.

4 to force someone to stay in a place as a prisoner

keep  kip [v T] to force someone to stay in a place, as if they were a prisoner: keep sb in sth West had abducted a young girl and kept her in his basement for 10 days.

keep sb prisoner The rebels kidnapped her and kept her prisoner for three months.

take sb hostage take (sb) hostage if an enemy or group of criminals take(someone hostage), they keep that
person as a prisoner. and threaten to kill or injure them unless they get what they want: The Ambassador and his wife have been taken hostage by terrorists.

Don't say 'take someone as a hostage'. Say take someone hostage.

hold  hould [vo T] to keep someone in a place and not allow them to leave - used especially in news reports: Police are holding two men in connection with the robbery.

hold sb prisoner/hostage/captive Several tourists were being held captive by rebels in Kashmir.

holding - held - have held

be imprisoned ibi: imprizmond to be kept somewhere and prevented from leaving: the castle where Mary Queen of Scots was once imprisoned. Many old people are too frightened to go out and feel as if they are imprisoned in their own homes.

sb's private life (=things they do that are not connected with their work) The newspapers are full of stories about the private lives of famous people.

personal /pə'smansl/ [adj] someone's personal problems. relationships. letters etc are connected with their private life. not with their work: There is a letter marked 'personal' for you. I'd like to talk to you about a personal matter. Are we allowed to make personal calls on the office phone?

secret  sikt,CI [adj only before noun] someone's secret thoughts and feelings are ones that they never tell anyone else about: The diaries reveal all his secret hopes and fears. a secret ambition secretly [adv] He told her not to worry. but secretly he still blamed her for the accident.

Q: be none of sb's business ibern of (sb)'s biznis especially spoken use this when you think someone has no right to ask about something. because it is private: What I do at the weekend is none of your business. Why should I tell Dan who I'm seeing? It's none of his business.

3 not controlled by the government

private /prə'vel/ [adj usually before noun] private school/hospital/education/pension etc a school. hospital etc that is not owned by the government and that you must pay money to use: Do you think the teaching in private schools is better than in state schools?

privately [adv] privately educated (=at a private school) Journalists flew in on a privately chartered plane.

commercial .kə'mərʃəl/ [adj only before noun] commercial TV/radio/channel a television or radio company that is not paid for by the government. but gets its money from advertising: the most popular commercial radio station in London.

When you see go to the ESSENTIAL COMMUNICATION section.
PROBABLY

when it is likely that something will happen, or that something is true, but it is not definite

→ see also MAYBE, SURE/NOT SURE, POSSIBLE

1 probably

probably /ˈpɒrablɪ/ [adv] when something will probably happen or is probably true: "Are you going to Lucy’s party?" "Yes, probably." I We’re probably going to move to New York next year. I Archaeologists think the temple was probably built in the 3rd century AD. I He wrote dozens of books, but this is probably his best-known novel.

⚠ Be careful about the position of probably. It comes before an ordinary verb: She probably left the car at home. But it comes after an auxiliary or modal verb (like have, will, can etc.). It was probably an accident. I We will probably be late.

likely /ˈlaɪkli/ [adj] something that is likely will probably happen or is probably true: A peace settlement now seems likely. I The likeliest result is a win for the Democrats.

likely to do sth Men are more likely to die from heart attacks than women. I The price of books is likely to rise again this year.

it is likely that It is likely that the murdered girl knew her killer.

very likely (=almost certain) There will be a lot of cloud tomorrow, and rain is very likely.

likely – likelier – likeliest

2 how likely it is that something will happen

likelihood /ˈlaɪklɪhʊd/ [n U] how likely it is that something will happen

+ of What’s the likelihood of the war ending this year? I As you get older, the likelihood of illness increases.

+ that There is little likelihood that the number of college places will go up this year.

chances /ˈtʃɑːnsz/ [plural] how likely it is that something you hope for will actually happen

chances of sth/of doing sth The new treatment will increase her chances of survival. I For these men the chances of getting another job are not very high.

probability /ˈprɒbəˌlɪtɪ/ [n U] how likely it is that something will happen – use this especially about situations where you
solve a problem (≡ find a way to deal with it) Scientists still have not solved the problem of what to do with nuclear waste.

the drug problem/crime problem etc a new way of dealing with the drug problem

the problem of sth the problem of industrial pollution

Don’t say ‘an important problem’. Say a serious problem or a big problem.

trouble [trəbl] [n U] problems that someone or something is causing you, especially when this makes you worried or annoyed

have trouble with sth We’ve had a lot of trouble with our bank.

cause trouble She seems to cause trouble wherever she goes.

have trouble doing sth (= when something is difficult and causes problems) We had a lot of trouble borrowing the money we needed.

Don’t say ‘troubles’ or ‘a trouble’. Trouble is uncountable in this meaning.

difficulty/difficulties [ˈdɪfɪkəlti, ˈdɪfɪkəltiz] [n U/plural] problems that make it difficult to do what you want to do

face/experience difficulty (= have difficult problems that you must deal with)

Without more rain, the farmers will face serious difficulties. Some parents experienced difficulty when they tried to move their children to other schools.

run into difficulty/difficulties (= start to have difficulties, especially about money)

The magazine ran into difficulties after only a few months.

be in difficulty/difficulties (= experiencing problems) Manchester United won easily, and they never seemed to be in any difficulty.

setback [ˈsetbæk] [n C] something that happens which stops you making progress or which makes things worse than they were before

have/suffer a setback The peace talks have suffered a series of setbacks.

+ for This latest scandal is a major setback for the President’s election campaign.
snag  /snag/ [n C] a problem which seems small or not very serious, but which spoils your plans or causes you a lot of inconvenience: It’s a great place for a vacation – the only snag is that it’s full of mosquitoes.

hassle  /hæsəl/ [n C/U] informal an annoying problem that causes a lot of work or inconvenience for you when you are trying to do something: the hassles of getting a visa

it’s too much hassle (=there are too many things to do) I don’t want to organize a big party – it’s too much hassle.

somthing wrong with a machine, system, plan etc

problem  /ˈprɒbləm/ [n C] something that stops a machine or system from working normally

have problems Please call 5326 if you have any computer problems.

+ with There seems to be some kind of problem with the cooling system.

trouble  /ˈtrʌbl/ [n U] something wrong with a machine, car etc, especially when you do not know exactly what is causing it:

engine trouble

+ with We’ve had trouble with the air-conditioning.

the trouble (=the specific thing causing the problem) I think we’ve found out what the trouble is.

fault  /fɔːlt/ [n C] something wrong with one of the parts of a machine that prevents it from working

+ in I think there’s a fault in one of the loudspeakers.

electrical/mechanical/technical fault The rocket launch was delayed because of a technical fault.

defect  /ˈdɛfɪkt/ [n C] something wrong with a product or machine, caused by a mistake in the way it was made or designed: All the computers are checked for defects before they leave the factory.

+ in Investigators found a defect in the design of the ship.

flaw/weakness  /flɔː,ˈwɪknəs/ [n C] something wrong with a plan or set of ideas, which may make the whole plan or set of ideas useless or ineffective

+ in There are several obvious flaws in his argument. One major weakness in the study is that it is based on a very small sample.

something that makes you feel worried and unhappy

problem  /ˈprɒbləm/ [n C] something that happens in your life that makes you feel worried and unhappy

have a problem Bill isn’t sleeping well – I think he’s having problems at school.

personal/emotional problems She’s had a lot of personal problems – her mother died when she was eight.

troubles  /ˈtrʌblz/ [n plural] things that make you feel worried and unhappy, especially problems that have continued for a long time: It’s nice to talk to someone about your troubles. | family troubles

to have a lot of problems

be in trouble /biː in ˈtrʌbl/ to be in a difficult situation and have a lot of problems

be in deep/serious/big trouble Their marriage was in serious trouble.

get into trouble /ɡet ˈɪntə ˈtrʌbl/ (=start to have problems) A lot of people get into trouble when they borrow money.

be in a mess /biː in ə mes/ informal if something is in a mess, there are so many problems that there is not much hope that things will get better: The economy is in a complete mess.

get into a mess How did you manage to get into this mess in the first place?

sb’s life is a mess (=they have a lot of problems and seem unable to deal with them) Her boyfriend left her and she lost her job – her life is just a mess at the moment.

what you say when you are explaining about a problem

Q the trouble is/the problem is

Q do ‘trʌbl ɪz, do ‘prɒbləm ɪz/ [spoken] say this when you are explaining why something is difficult or what is causing problems: The trouble is, there’s no-one here who really understands computers.
The problem is that we can't really afford the plane fare.
The trouble/problem with the TV is that it's so easy to get into debt.

The thing is, when you are explaining to a friend why you cannot do what they want: The thing is, I have an important exam next week.

what you say to ask someone about a problem

What's wrong?/What's the matter? - What's wrəŋ, wəts ə le mətər? - 'matər]-Spoken say this when you are asking someone who is causing a problem, for example why they are upset, or why a machine will not work. What's the matter? You look as if you've been crying.

What's wrong with the TV?

What's up? - wəts 'ap]-Spoken informal say this when you are asking someone if there is a problem that they want to talk about: "Karen, can I talk to you for a minute?" "What's up?"

What's up with sb? (= say this when someone seems to have a problem) What's up with Larry today?

What's the problem? - wəts ə prəbləm]-prəml]-Spoken say this when you are asking why someone cannot do something or why something will not work. "I can't finish the last question." "Why? What's the problem?"

What's the problem with the coffee machine this time?

Do you have a problem with that? - də juː hæv ə prəbləm wɪð dæt]-prəml]-Spoken, especially American say this to ask someone if they are unhappy about something you just said or suggested, because they think it may cause problems for them: "So you think we should let Karen borrow the car?" "Yeah, do you have a problem with that?"

someone who causes a lot of problems
troublemaker - ˈtrʌblmeɪkə]: [n C] someone who deliberately causes problems, especially by complaining a lot or trying to make people fight or argue. The violence was started by a small group of troublemakers.
difficult/awkward - dɪfɪkəlt, ˈɔkwərd [adj] someone who is difficult or awkward causes a lot of problems, because they behave in an unreasonable or unhelpful way. Darren's always been such a difficult child.

about She's being really awkward about the divorce.

to promise something

promise - ˈprɒmɪs] [v I/T] to tell someone that you will definitely do something that they want you to do or expect you to do: "I can't take you to the beach today." "But you promised!"

Promise to do sth The government has promised to investigate why the accident happened.

promised sb (that) Harper promised her he would get the money somehow.

to assure someone that something will definitely happen or is definitely true, so that they are less worried

assure - əˈʃʊər [v T] to tell someone that something will definitely happen or is definitely true, so that they are less worried

assure sb (that) The doctor assured me that I wouldn't feel any pain. I The airline has assured travellers there will be no further delays.

give sb your word - ɡɪv (sb) jɔr ˈwɜrd] to promise someone very seriously and sincerely that you will do something: I have to go and meet her. I've given her my word.

guarantee - ɡærəntiː [v T] to say that something will definitely happen, or will definitely be provided, especially when you feel very certain about this

guarantee that there won't be any job losses when the
company is taken over? 1 It’s a great movie – I guarantee you’ll enjoy it.

**guarantee sth** The authorities could not guarantee the safety of UN observers. 1 Companies can no longer guarantee “jobs for life.”

**guarantee sb sth** Have you been guaranteed a place in the team?

**swear** /swɛər/ [v T] make a very serious promise, especially publicly or in a law court

+ (that) During the ceremony you swear that you will serve the country loyally.

**swear to sb (that)** Swear to me that you will never mention it again.

**swear to do sth** Do you swear to tell the truth?

swearing - swore - have sworn

**2 a promise**

**promise** /prəmɪs/ [n C] a statement telling someone that you will definitely do something that they want you to do

+ of The refugees are relying on promises of food and aid from the West.

**make a promise** I made a promise to help her, and that’s what I’m going to do.

**promise to do sth** She seemed to have forgotten her promise to drive us to the airport.

+ that He left with a promise that he would be back before six.

**keep a promise** (=do what you have promised) I said I would take her out, so I have to keep my promise.

**break a promise** (=not do what you have promised) She never forgave her father for breaking his promise.

**3 what you say when you promise something**

Q I promise [ɪ ˈprɒmɪs] [ˈprəmɪs] spoken
“Promise me you’ll write to me.” “I promise.”

+ (that) I promise I won’t forget.

Q I give you my word [ə ˈgɪv ə maɪ ˈwɜrd] spoken formal say this when you want to make a very serious and sincere promise: You won’t regret this – I give you my word.

+ (that) I give you my word that I’ll do everything I can.

---

**4 when a company makes a promise about its products**

**guarantee** /ɡərəntɪ/ [n C] a formal written promise by a company to repair or replace a product free if it has a fault within a fixed period: The VCR comes with a two-year guarantee.

**be under guarantee** (=be protected by guarantee) Your watch will be repaired free if it is still under guarantee.

**be guaranteed** /bɪ ˈɡærəntɪd/ if a product is guaranteed, the company that made it has formally promised to repair or replace it free if it has a fault within a fixed period of time: All our computers are fully guaranteed for two years.

---

**PROTECT**

to prevent someone or something from being harmed or damaged

→ see also DEFEND, LOOK AFTER

**1 to protect someone or something**

**protect** /prəˈpekt/ [v T] to keep someone or something safe from harm, injury, damage, or illness: new laws that are intended to protect the environment I The painting is protected by thick glass. I He came towards me with a knife, and I put my arm up to protect myself.

**protect sb/sth from sth** Try to protect your skin from the sun.

**protect sb/sth against sth** Garlic was once thought to protect people against evil spirits.

**guard** /ɡaːrd/ [v T] to stay close to a person, a valuable object etc and watch them carefully, in order to make sure that they do not escape, get stolen, or get attacked: They took turns to guard the prisoner during the night.

**guard sb/sth against sth** Soldiers have been called in to guard the embassy against further attacks.

**shelter** /ˈʃelər/ [v T] to provide a place where someone or something is protected, especially from danger or bad weather.
I tried to shelter the baby with my umbrella.

**shelter sb/sth from sth** A low hill sheltered us from enemy gunfire. | Plant roses next to a wall to shelter them from the wind.

**sheltered** [adj] protected from wind, rain etc: We found a sheltered beach where we could sunbathe.

**2 someone who protects a person or place**

**guard** /gɑːrd/ [n C] someone whose job is to watch a place, person, or valuable object, in order to protect them or stop them escaping: There were guards on all the gates of the castle.

**security guard** (=someone whose job is to guard a building) Two men overpowered the security guard and stole $20,000.

**armed guard** (=with guns) The captain put armed guards all around the camp.

**bodyguard** /ˈbɒdʒɪɡɑːrd/ [n C/U] a person, or a group of people, whose job is to protect someone important: The President arrived, surrounded by bodyguards. | A member of the Emperor’s bodyguard

**3 something that protects a person, animal etc**

**protection** /ˈprəttɪkʃən/ [n U] something that protects you against harm or damage + against Their light summer clothes were no protection against the bitter cold.

**give/provide protection** (=protect someone) Vitamin C provides some protection against minor illnesses. + from At the moment, the law gives women very little protection from violent husbands.

**shelter** /ˈʃeltər/ [n U] a place where you will be protected from danger or from bad weather: It began to rain and we all ran for shelter.

**the shelter of sth** William hurried towards the shelter of the old cowshed.

**take shelter** (=find a safe place) When the bombing started, we took shelter in the basement.

**protective** /ˈprəktɪtɪv/ [adj only before noun] protective clothes, covers, substances etc protect someone or something from being hurt or damaged: a tortoise’s protective shell | Remove the hard disk from its protective packaging.

**protective clothing** Always wear protective clothing when you are working in the laboratory.

**4 someone who wants to protect people**

**protective** /ˈprəktɪtɪv/ [adj] someone who is protective wants to protect someone else from harm: Philip noticed Maggie’s protective attitude to the girl.

**+ towards** It is normal for parents to feel protective towards their children.

**overprotective** /ˌəʊvərˈprəktɪtɪv/ [adj] someone who is overprotective tries too hard to protect someone else, in a way that restricts their freedom: Maria’s father was an overprotective man, who wouldn’t let her meet any boys at all.

---

**PROTEST**

when people show publicly that they do not agree with something

**ENVIRONMENT** ↔ **COMPLAIN**

**SUPPORT** ↔ **see also** **SHOUT**

**AGAINST** ↔ **GOVERNMENT/ POLITICS**

**1 to protest about something**

**protest** /prəˈtest/ [v I/T] if people protest about something, they show that they think it is wrong or unfair, for example by holding public meetings or writing letters to politicians: When the army took power, huge crowds gathered in the capital to protest.

**+ about/against** Prisoners had climbed onto the roof to protest about conditions in the jail.

**protest sth** AMERICAN a huge crowd of students protesting the Vietnam War

**demonstrate** /dɪˈmænstrət/ [v I] to protest about something in an organized
way, by having a large outdoor meeting or by marching through the streets: Police arrested 120 people who were demonstrating outside an army base.

+ against a large crowd demonstrating against US arms exports

march  [ˈmɑːtʃ]  [v] to walk with a large group of people from one place to another, in order to show that you do not agree with something

+ through/to Over three hundred farmers marched through Brussels to protest against the new tax.

boycott  [ˈboɪkət]  [v T] to not buy something, not go somewhere, or not take part in an event, in order to protest about the actions of a country or company: We are asking people to boycott stores that sell furniture made from rainforest wood. 1 Several countries have said they may boycott next year’s Olympic Games.

3 things that people do in order to protest

protest  [ˈprəʊtɛst]  [n C/U] anything that you do to protest about something: The hospital was closed down, despite the protests of local people.

as a protest/in protest The Cuban delegates walked out of the meeting in protest.

+ against The refugees are refusing to eat, as a protest against their arrest.

You can also use protest before a noun, like an adjective: a big protest meeting.

demonstration  (also demo [BRITISH INFORMAL] /dəˈməʊnstrəʃən, ˈdeməʊə/ [n C]) when a large number of people come together to protest about something, by having an outdoor meeting or marching through the streets: The police had to break up yesterday’s animal rights demonstration.

+ against a huge demonstration against the French nuclear tests

march  [ˈmɑːtʃ]  [n C] when a large group of people walk in an organized way from one place to another in order to protest about something: The march ended in front of the White House.

protest march I went on a lot of protest marches when I was a student.

boycott  [ˈboɪkət]  [n C] when people protest against the actions of a country or company, for example by not buying its products, not attending its events etc.

+ of The international boycott of South African products led to the release of Nelson Mandela. 1 a boycott of the peace talks

3 people who protest

protester  [prəˈtestər]  [n C usually plural] someone who comes together with other people to protest about something: Some of the protesters climbed onto the roof of the police station and refused to leave.

demonstrator  [ˌdɪməˈstreɪtər]  [n C usually plural] someone who takes part in an organized event, such as a march or an outdoor meeting, to protest about something: Thirteen demonstrators were killed when soldiers started shooting.

marcher  [ˈmɑːtʃər]  [n C] someone who takes part in an organized walk though an area in order to protest against something: The Rev. Jesse Jackson led 1000 marchers through downtown Detroit to protest state welfare cuts.

Proud
pleased with your achievements, abilities etc

EMBARRASSED  →  SHY  see also
ASHAMED  →  DESCRIBING PEOPLE
CONFIDENT/NOT CONFIDENT

1 to feel proud

proud  [praʊd] [adj] someone who is proud of their achievements, their school, their family etc is very pleased with them and feels that they are very good or special: I felt so proud when my son went up to collect his medal. 1 the proud parents with their new baby
+ of Jane's very proud of her new car. My students have worked hard, and I'm proud of them.

**proud to be/do sth** Morris was proud to be part of such a brilliant team.

+ that He's very proud that his work has finally been published.

**proudly** [adv] She turned to the crowd, proudly holding up the silver cup.

**pride** [praid; n U] the feeling of being proud because of something special you have achieved, someone special you are connected with etc: a sense of national pride.

**do sth with pride** He talked with great pride about his father's work.

**bursting with pride** (=feeling extremely proud) Bursting with pride, she stood up to receive her prize.

**take pride in sth** (teik 'praid in (sth); to feel proud of your work, your appearance etc. and always try to keep them at a high standard: The people of the Basque country take great pride in their local cuisine.

**take pride in doing sth** The owners of the hotel take pride in offering an excellent service.

2 too proud

**conceited/big-headed** [kon'saitid, big-hed'id] [adj] someone who is conceited or big-headed is too proud of their own achievements or abilities, in a way that annoys other people: You're the most conceited, selfish person I've ever met! I know this sounds big-headed, but I think these photos of mine are really good.

⚠️ Big-headed is more informal than conceited

**arrogant** [ərərənt; adj] someone who is arrogant behaves as if their opinions are more important than other people's, and thinks that they are always right: a rude and arrogant young man | his arrogant disregard for other people's opinions

**arrogantly** [adv] They arrogantly assumed that their form of democracy was better than anyone else's.

**arrogance** [n U] when someone behaves as if their opinions are more important than other people's and thinks that they

are always right: the arrogance of people who have been in government for too long and think they can never be wrong

**vain** [vain] [adj] someone who is vain thinks they are very good-looking, special, or intelligent: He's always admiring himself in the mirror – he's so vain!

**be pleased with yourself** [bi:'plizd wi d ju:'self; to feel very satisfied because of something you have achieved – use this especially about someone who seems too satisfied: Ed walked out of the examination room looking very pleased with himself. | He's a nice young man, I suppose, but perhaps a little too pleased with himself.

3 someone who thinks they are better than other people

**snob** [snob] [snob] [n C] someone who thinks that they are better than people from a lower social class: My mother was a real snob – she wouldn't let me play with the local children

**snobbish** [adj] like a snob: Don't be so snobbish! I snobbish attitudes

**stuck-up** [stuk 'ap-əp] [adj] informal someone who is stuck-up thinks that they are better than people from a lower social class, and behaves in a proud, unfriendly way: The children who go to that school are so stuck-up.

**pompous** [pompos] [pam-əs] [adj] someone who is pompous tries to sound important, especially by using very long or formal words: The headteacher gave a pompous speech about 'the values of learning'.

**look down on sb** [luk 'daun on (sb)] -m- [phrasal verb T] if you look down on other people, you think you are better or more important than them: He looks down on anyone who hasn't had a college education.

4 to talk too proudly about yourself

**boast** [böst] [v I/T] to talk too proudly about your achievements or possessions, because you want people to admire you:
‘I can do better than any of them,’ she boasted.
+ about He’s always boasting about how many girlfriends he’s had.
+ that She liked to boast that she could speak six languages fluently.

**show off** [ˈʃəʊ əf] [v T] [phrasal verb] to keep doing things and saying things to show how clever you are, how brave or strong you are etc. and make them admire you: Ben was at the pool, showing off to the girls. "I can say it in French, Spanish, Japanese, and Greek." "Oh, stop showing off!"

**show-off** [ˈʃəʊ əf]- āf] [n C] someone who is always doing or saying things to make people admire them: Don’t be such a show-off!

**a feeling of respect for yourself**

**self-respect** [ˈsɛlf riˈspekt] [n U] a feeling of respect and confidence in yourself and in your abilities: It is difficult to keep your self-respect when you have been unemployed for a long time. | Serious illness often results in a loss of confidence and self-respect.

**dignity** [ˈdɪgnəti] [n U] the ability to behave in a calm way that shows that you respect yourself, even in difficult situations.

**do sth with dignity** Very sick people should be allowed to die with dignity.

**lose your dignity** She lost her home and all her money, but she never lost her dignity.

**pride** [ˈpraɪd] [n U] the feeling that you deserve to be respected by other people – use this especially when someone finds it difficult to admit they need help or that they are wrong. He has too much pride to say he’s sorry. | Her pride would not allow her to ask for help.

**hurt sb’s pride** Don’t offer her money – you’ll hurt her pride.

**dignified** [ˈdɪɡnɪfɪd] [adj] behaving in a calm way, even in a difficult situation, that makes other people respect and admire you: She was a quiet, dignified old lady. I Jo listened to their criticisms in dignified silence.

---

**PROVE**

to show that something is true or correct

=> see also COURT/TRIAL, TRUE/NOT TRUE

**1 to prove something**

**prove** [pruːv] [v T] to show that something is definitely true, by providing facts or information.

+ (that) Can you prove that you were at home at the time of the attack? I He wanted to prove that he was just as clever as his sister.

**prove sb wrong/innocent/guilty** I would love to prove him wrong.

**prove sth to sb** I’m telling the truth, and I can prove it to you.

**proving – proved – have proved** [ɪv ˈprʌvəd] [v T] [have proven] [ɪv ˈprʌvən] [v T] [have proven]

**show** [ʃəʊ] [v T] if facts or actions show that something is true, they prove that it is true: The Prime Minister’s comments show his ignorance of people’s feelings.

+ (that) Her record shows that Graf is one of the best players of all time.

**show how/what** These figures show how serious the company’s problems are.

**showing – showed – have shown**

⚠️ People or things can prove something, but only things can show something.
demonstrate [dɪˈmənstrɪt] [v T] to do something or provide information which makes it very clear to people that something is true: The studies demonstrate a clear link between smoking and heart disease.

+ that The President is anxious to demonstrate that he has a strong foreign policy.

⚠ Demonstrate is more formal than show.

confirm [kərˈfɜːm] [v T] if a piece of new information confirms an idea or belief that people already have, it shows that it is definitely true: Police have found new evidence that confirms his story.

+ that The discovery seems to confirm that people lived here over 10,000 years ago.

2 to prove that something is not true

disprove [dɪˈprəʊv] [v T] to prove that something is wrong or not true: She was able to produce figures that disproved Smith’s argument.

disproving – disproved – have disproved

3 the information that proves something

proof [prəʊf] [n U] information or facts that prove that something is true: He was the only person in the room when the money disappeared – what more proof do you want? 1 The police knew she was guilty, but they had no proof.

+ of You can’t drink in bars without some proof of your age.

+ that There is no proof that he did it.

⚠ Don’t say ‘proofs’ or ‘a proof’. Just say proof.

evidence [ɪˈvɪdəns] [n U] information that helps to prove whether something is true or not: The police did not have enough evidence to charge anybody with the murder.

+ that There is some evidence that a small amount of alcohol is good for you.

+ of for evidence of life on other planets

medical/scientific evidence There is no scientific evidence to support this theory.

⚠ Don’t say ‘an evidence’. Say a piece of evidence.

provide

to make something available for someone who needs it or wants it

see also give, money 8

provide [prəˈvaɪd] [v T] if a person or organization provides something, they make it available for someone who needs it or wants it: They deal with general inquiries, and also provide free legal advice.

provide sth for sb Free parking is provided for hotel guests.

provide sb with sth The university should provide more facilities for disabled students.

provide sb with sth The money will be used to provide the school with new computer equipment.

supply [ˈsʌplaɪ] [v T] to provide things for people, especially regularly and over a long period of time.

supply sth to sb The company supplies beauty products to several major stores.

supply sb with sth The US government supplied the rebels with weapons.

supplying – supplied – have supplied

supplier [ˈsʌplaɪər] [n C] a company or country that supplies things to people.

+ of one of the world’s biggest suppliers of defense equipment

PUBLIC

• opposite private

• look here for...

• for everyone to use

• controlled by the government

• when a lot of people can see you

• if you mean ‘people in general’, go to person/people 2

see also government/politics

1 for everyone to use

public [ˈpʌblɪk] [adj only before noun] a public place or public service is one that
anyone can use, not one that is only for a particular person or group: a public telephone | proposals to ban smoking in public places | Is this a public beach? | public toilets

public transport BRITISH public transportation AMERICAN (=buses, trains etc., not cars) If more people used public transport, there would be less pollution.

2 owned or controlled by the government

public /'pʌblɪk/ [adj] only before noun] public schools, libraries, hospitals etc are provided and paid for by the government, not by private companies: a public library | garbage collection and other public services | We need to raise taxes to pay for better public healthcare.

public spending/expenditure (=money spent by the government to provide public services) a big increase in public spending

publicly owned [adj] owned by the government, not by private companies: Thatcher privatized publicly owned industries like electricity and telecommunications.

state [stet, [adj] only before noun] owned, controlled, or paid for by the government: the state education system | State aid has been promised for the victims of the flood | China’s state radio station

⚠️ When you are talking about the US, Canada, or Australia, state has a different meaning. A state is one of the separate parts of the country which has its own government. So in these countries, a ‘state university’, for example, is one that is run and paid for by one of the states.

nationalized (also nationalised BRITISH) /'næʃənælaɪzd/ [adj] only before noun] nationalized industry/company etc an industry or company that used to be private but is now owned and run by the government: The government is trying to sell off as many nationalized industries as it can.

3 when a lot of people can see you or know about what is happening

in public /'pʌblɪk/ if you do something in public, you do it in a place where a lot of people can see or hear you: Most people feel nervous about speaking in public | Her husband was always very nice to her in public, but not at home.

appear in public (use this to say that a famous person is seen in public by ordinary people) The Prince has not appeared in public since the announcement.

publicly /'pʌblɪklɪ/ [adv] if you do or say something publicly, you do or say it so that everyone knows about it, and you do not try to keep it secret: He was put in prison after publicly criticizing the military government | They plan to announce their engagement publicly in the New Year.

public /'pʌblɪk/ [adj] only before noun] public statements, meetings, or events happen in places where everyone can see them or know about them: In a public statement, Jackson and his wife announced their intention to get divorced | a country where they still hold public executions

openly /ə'pəʊnlɪ/ [adv] if you do something openly, you do it in a public place and without being embarrassed or trying to hide what you are doing: He was the first person to talk openly on TV about having AIDS | Drugs are sold openly on the city streets.

### PULL

→ see also PUSH, PRESS

1 to pull something with your hands

pull /pʊl/ [v I/T] to hold something and make it move towards you by moving your arms: You need to pull this lever to start the machine.
pull sth up/towards/away etc He pulled her towards him and kissed her. Pull the chair nearer to the fire.
pull hard (=pull using a lot of effort) Take hold of the rope and pull hard.
tug ɪˈtæɡ (u I/T) to pull something using short quick movements: Mandy was tugging my sleeve.
+ at I tugged at the dog's collar but he wouldn't move.
tugging - tugged - have tugged
yank ˈjæŋk (u T) informal to pull something with a sudden, strong movement
yank sth off/out/from etc I picked up the box and yanked the lid off.
yank sth open Bruno rushed to the door and yanked it open.

1 to pull something heavy

pull /pʊl (u T) to make a vehicle or piece of machinery move along behind - use this especially about animals or heavy vehicles pulling things: a tractor pulling a plough. The Queen's carriage was pulled by two white horses.

drag /dræɡ (u T) to pull something along the ground, especially because it is too heavy to carry.
drag sth along/over/away etc They dragged the boat out of the water and up the beach. Pick up your chair. Don't drag it along the floor.
dragging - dragged - have dragged
haul /hol (u T) to pull something heavy, with a strong continuous movement, often using a rope.
haul sth along/out/away etc Andrew helped them haul the cart from the ditch.
haul in a net/rope (=pull it towards you) We watched the fishermen hauling in their nets.

2 to pull something heavy

tow /tɔʊ (u T) if a vehicle or boat tows something, it pulls it behind it: What's the speed limit for cars towing trailers?
tow sth to/from/away etc The damaged ship was towed to the nearest port. The police had towed his car away because it was blocking the road.

heave ˈhɛɪv (u I/T) to pull something very heavy with one great effort: Everyone pull together now. Are you ready? Heave!
heave sth onto/into/over etc He heaved the sack onto his shoulder.

PUNISH

to do something unpleasant to someone because they have done something wrong

COURT/TRIAL

CRIME

LAW see also \rightarrow BAD 8, 9

PRISON

STRICT/NOT STRICT

1 to punish someone

punish ˈpʌnɪʃ (u T) to do something unpleasant to someone because they have done something wrong, for example by putting them in prison, or making them do something that they do not want to do: The teacher punished us by making us do extra homework.
punish sb for sth Campbell was never punished for the murder.
punish sb for doing sth He wanted to punish her for deceiving him.

fine ˈfain (u T) to make someone pay money as a punishment: Inspectors have the power to fine any passenger travelling without a ticket.
be fined £10/$100 etc She was fined $50 for careless driving.
sentence ˈsentəns (u T) to announce officially in a court what punishment someone will be given for a crime.
sentence sb to 20 years/life imprisonment etc The judge sentenced her to a year in jail. Lund was sentenced to eight years' imprisonment for the murder.
sentence sb to death (=> say officially that someone will be killed as a punishment) 60 prisoners have been sentenced to death.

2 a way of punishing someone

punishment /'pænɪmənt/ [n C/U] something that is done to someone in order to punish them: In cases of sheep-stealing, the usual punishment was hanging.
+ for Billy was sent to bed early as a punishment for his bad behaviour.
capital punishment (=> the system of punishing people by killing them) Some people are demanding the return of capital punishment for murder.
corporal punishment (=> punishing people, especially children, by hitting them) Do you agree with corporal punishment?

⚠️ Don’t say a punishment is ‘big’, ‘heavy’, or ‘strict’. Use harsh or severe: Losing a day’s pay seems quite a severe punishment for being 10 minutes late!

penalty /'penltri/ [n C] an official punishment for someone who breaks a law, rule, or legal agreement
+ for The penalty for treason was always death.
the death penalty (=> being officially killed as a punishment) Drug smugglers face the death penalty if they are caught.
a heavy/severe/stiff penalty The contract includes stiff financial penalties for failure to complete the work on time.
plural penalties

fine /fain/ [n C] an amount of money that you are ordered to pay as a punishment
get a fine (= be told to pay a fine) I got a £40 fine for speeding.
a heavy fine (= a large fine) There are heavy fines for drink-driving.

sentence /'sentəns/ [n C] a punishment given by a judge in a court
a prison sentence He got a 10-year prison sentence.
the death sentence (= when someone is punished by being killed) The victim’s family are demanding the death sentence for his attacker.
a life sentence (= a very long time in prison)

a heavy/light sentence (= a long/short time in prison) Evans was given a light sentence because he had given information to the police.

3 to be punished for something bad you have done

be punished /bi: 'pænɪʃ/ to be punished for something bad that you have done: If you commit a crime you must expect to be punished.
+ for Ellen was punished for being rude to her teacher.
be severely punished Anyone who disobeyed his orders was severely punished.

get/be given /get, bi: 'gɪvən/ to be officially given a punishment: He deserves to get at least 10 years in prison. You’ll probably just get a fine. McLean was given a life sentence for his part in the bombing.

be in trouble /bi: in 'træbl/ especially spoken if you are in trouble, you are likely to be punished because you have done something bad: You’ll be in trouble if they catch you cheating.
be in trouble with the police/the authorities My sister’s in trouble with the police again.

get into trouble I’ll get into trouble if my parents see me smoking.

4 to punish someone because they harmed you

get revenge/take revenge /'gɛt, rɪ'vendz, tek rɪ'vendz/ to do something to punish someone who has harmed you, your family, or your friends
+ on She took revenge on her husband by cutting up all his best clothes.
+ for Flavio was determined to get revenge for the murder of his sister.

get your own back/get back at sb /'gɛt jər 'əun bæk, get bæk at (sb) informal to do something which causes problems for someone, because they have done something that causes problems for you: Okay, she made me look stupid, but I’ll get my own back! He wanted to get back at his supervisor for criticizing him in public.
He kept looking for a chance to get his own back on Freddie.

5 when someone is not punished
escape punishment/avoid punishment keep away from. avoid punishment to avoid being punished for something wrong that you have done: He managed to escape punishment by saying that he was mentally ill.

get away with sth get away with (sth) [phrasal verb T] to not be punished for something bad you have done.
get away with doing sth How does he manage to get away with being so cheeky to the teacher?
get away with it You’re not supposed to park here, but you’ll probably get away with it.

Get away with sth is more informal than escape punishment or avoid punishment

let sb off let sb off [phrasal verb T] to not punish someone, or give them a less severe punishment than they deserve: I’ll let you off this time, but don’t do it again!
let sb off with a warning/a fine etc (=only give them a warning etc. although they deserve a worse punishment) The police let him off with a warning.

PURE
not mixed with anything else

pure [adj] only before noun] a pure substance or material contains only one substance and is not mixed with anything else: pure cotton. Our burgers are made from pure beef. When it first comes out of the ground, the oil is not very pure.

Water or air that is pure is very clean and does not contain any harmful substances or chemicals. The water in the stream was pure enough to drink.

solid [adj] only before noun] solid gold/silver/pine etc gold, silver etc that has not been mixed with any other metal or wood: My parents gave me a solid gold necklace for my 18th birthday. A table made of solid oak.

100% hand-made present, if food or material is 100% beef, 100% cotton etc. it is made only from beef or cotton, and has no other food or material added to it: The label said ‘100% wool’.

neat/straight [adj] if you have strong alcoholic drink neat or straight, you do not mix it with another drink or with water. He always drinks his whisky neat. I’ll have a straight vodka please.

PURPOSE
what an event or action is supposed to achieve

⇒ if you mean ‘on purpose’, go to DELIBERATELY
⇒ see also REASON

purpose [n C] the thing that you want to achieve: when you do something or make a plan.

+ of The purpose of the study is to find out people’s attitudes towards drugs.

the main purpose (=the most important purpose) The main purpose of the meeting is to discuss who will be in the team.

sb’s purpose in doing sth My purpose in writing this book was to draw attention to the problem of global warming.

for this/that purpose Clifford intended to buy a restaurant and he had borrowed the money for this purpose.

Purpose is a fairly formal word, so in ordinary conversation it is better to say something like ‘why did you do it?’ (not ‘what was your purpose?’) or ‘I did it because...’ (not ‘my purpose was...’).

aim [n C] the thing that someone hopes to achieve: Their aims may be difficult to achieve.

+ of The aim of the bombers was to destroy public property and get maximum publicity.

sb’s/sth’s aim The organization’s aims are to provide food for homeless people and help them find somewhere to live.
with the aim of doing sth He started going to the gym with the aim of improving his fitness.

⚠ Don’t say ‘with the aim to do it’. Say with the aim of doing it.

the point do point [n singular] the purpose of something that you are doing or planning – use this especially when someone does not understand what the purpose is + of The point of the experiment is to show how this chemical reacts with water.

the whole point (= exactly the purpose of doing something) Of course it’ll annoy Dad – that’s the whole point!

see the point of sth (= understand why someone does something) I can’t see the point of travelling all that way and then only staying for one day.

the idea do idea [n singular] the effect or result that you hope to achieve by doing something – use this especially when you are doubtful whether that effect or result can be achieved: We make toys that are both fun and educational – at least that’s the idea.

the idea is to do sth The idea of the centre was to provide a place where old people could go during the day.

objective /'ɔb'dʒektɪv/ [n C] formal the thing that someone is trying to achieve in business or politics: The President believes that all military objectives have been achieved.

---

**PUSH**

to make someone or something move away from you by pressing against them

 ➞ see also PRESS, PULL

1 to push someone or something

push /pʊʃ/ [v I/T] to make something or someone move away from you by putting your hands or your shoulder against them and pressing them hard: We kept pushing but we couldn’t get the door open. Stop pushing me!

push sb into/away/back etc I was pushed into the car with my hands tied behind my back. She tried to kiss him but he pushed her away. We pushed the chairs back against the wall and rolled up the carpet.

pushing and shoving (= when people in a crowd keep pushing each other) There was a lot of pushing and shoving as they all tried to get nearer the stage.

give sth/sb a push /gɪv (sth/sb) ə 'pɒʃ/ to push something or someone, with a single firm movement: Suddenly, someone gave him a push from behind. If the door is stuck, just give it a push.

nudge /nʌdʒ/ [v T] to gently push someone with your elbow to get their attention, especially when you do not want anyone else to notice: Toby nudged my arm. ‘That’s the guy I told you about,’ he whispered.

poke /pək/ [v T] to push someone or something with your finger or with something sharp: I poked the fish with my finger to see if it was still alive.

poke sb in the eye/side/ribs Careful with that stick! You nearly poked me in the eye with it.

shove /ʃəv/ [v T] to push someone or something roughly, without caring if you hurt them

shove sb into/aside/against etc He was shoved into a van, which then drove off at high speed. The police were shoving people aside to make way for the President’s car.

2 to push something so that it keeps moving

push /pʊʃ/ [v T] push a cart/trolley/car/pram etc to push something that has wheels on it so that it moves along: Bert
was pushing a wheelbarrow loaded with sand.

push sth along/around/into/up etc Three men helped her push the car into a side-street.

roll rəl [v T] to push a round object so that it keeps turning and moves forward
roll sth along/across/down/up etc He rolled the barrel gently up the slope. The kids were rolling an enormous snowball along the ground.

3 to push something into a small space or into something soft

stick ɪstɪk [v T] to push a sharp object into something soft, or push something into a small space
stick sth into/up/inside etc sth They stuck pins into a map to show where the enemy camps were. The doctor had to stick a tube down my throat in order to examine my stomach.

sticking – stuck – have stuck

force fɔːs [v T] to push something into a small space using a lot of strength
force sth into/through/down sth She tried to force her feet into the shoes but they were too small. The burglar must have forced his hand through the window bars and reached the lock inside.

stuff/shove ʃtʌf, ʃaʊv [v T] informal to push something quickly and carelessly into a pocket, or bag, or a small space
stuff/shove sth into/up/down sth She shoved two more sweaters into her bag. Just before the police arrived Jamie stuffed the package down the side of the sofa.

4 to push something to operate a machine

push/press ˈpʊʃ, ˈpres [v T] push/press a button to push something that makes a machine operate: To send a fax, put the paper in here, then push the red button. It’s a very easy camera to use – just point it in the right direction and press the shutter.

When you see HC, go to the ESSENTIAL COMMUNICATION section.

PUT

♦ see also LIFT, MOVE 2, SPREAD 5

1 to put something somewhere

put ˈpʊt [v T] to move something to a place or position and leave it there
put sth in/on/there etc Just put the bags on the table. I can’t remember where I put my keys.
put sth back (=put it in the place where it was before or where it should be) Can you remember to put everything back when you’ve finished. I put the letter back in the envelope.
put sth away (=put it where it is usually kept) Could you put your books away now, please?
put sth down/put down sth (=put something that you were holding onto a surface) I’ll have to put them down for a minute – I’m exhausted!
put sth up/put up sth (=fasten something to a wall, ceiling, or in a high position) I’m not allowed to put up any posters in my bedroom.
putting – put – have put

stick ɪstɪk [v T] spoken to put something somewhere, especially quickly or carelessly
stick sth on/in/over sth “Where shall I put these groceries?” “Oh just stick them on the table.”

lay

ˌlei [v T] to put something on a surface so that it is flat
lay sth on/across sth She unfolded the map and laid it on the table.
lay sth out/lay out sth (=arrange something carefully on a surface) Before you start packing, lay out all the clothes on the bed.
laying – laid – have laid
lean /lin/ [v T] to put something in a sloping position against something such as a wall, fence, or tree

lean sth against sth

She leaned the ladder against the wall and climbed up.

leaning - leaned (also leant BRITISH) - have leaned (also have leant BRITISH)

hang /hen/ [v T] if you hang clothes somewhere you put them up on a hook, door etc; if you hang a picture you put it on a hook or nail on the wall

hang sth on/over/in sth The room would look better if you hung a few pictures on the walls.  I hang your coat over the back of the chair.

hang sth up/hang up sth Take off your wet clothes and hang them up to dry.

hanging - hung - have hung

2 to put several things on top of each other

pile /pail/ [v T] to put a lot of things on top of each other, especially in an untidy way

pile sth on/onto/there etc Don't pile so much jood onto your plate!  We piled all the furniture into the middle of the room.

stack /stæk/ [v T] to put things neatly on top of each other: I'll start stacking the chairs.

stack sth against/in/on sth Unload the boxes and stack them in that corner.

stack sth up (=put a lot of things on top of each other in a tall pile) Dirty plates were stacked up in the sink.

3 to put one thing onto another, so that they are joined

attach /ə'tætʃ/ [v T] to put one thing onto another and join them using pins, glue, thread etc

attach sth to sth Attach a recent photograph to your application form.

fix /fiks/ [v T] to join one thing to another so that it will stay there permanently

fix sth to sth It took me hours to fix the shelf to the wall.

fix sth on (=join one thing onto another) I managed to fix the top on with some glue.

fasten /'fæstən/ [v T] to join one thing to another, using a pin, string, rope etc, in a way that lets you remove it easily when you need to

fasten sth to sth She fastened the badge to her dress.  You have to fasten the rope to a tree.

4 to put things into a bag, box, car etc before taking them somewhere

pack /pæk/ [v T] to put things into cases, bags, boxes etc so that you can take them somewhere: We're going to Greece tomorrow, and I haven't started packing yet!  Did you remember to pack the suntan lotion?

pack a bag/suitcase (=put things into a bag etc) She packed her suitcase and set off for the airport.

pack sth into sth We packed all our books into boxes.

load /ləd/ [v T] to put goods, furniture, or other large objects into a large vehicle so that they can be taken somewhere
load sth into/onto sth I started loading the boxes into the truck.

5 to put equipment in a place and make it ready to be used

put in put in [phrasal verb T] to put a new piece of machinery or equipment into a room or building
put in sth The landlord has promised to put in a new heating system.
put sth in The workmen are coming to put the new windows in today.
putting - put - have put

install install [v T] to put a new piece of machinery or equipment into a room or building, and connect it to the electricity supply, water supply etc: Crime has dropped since the video cameras were installed in the shopping mall. | The company is installing a new computer system.

⚠️ Install is more formal than put in

fit fit [v T] to put a new part or piece of equipment into or onto something such as a machine or car: I had to fit new locks after the burglary.

fit sth with sth All the new cars are fitted with alarms.
fit sth to sth We decided to fit bars to the ground floor windows.
fitting - fitted or fit - have fitted

6 to put seeds or plants in the ground

plant plant [v T] to put plants or seeds in the ground so that they can grow: We've planted some new rose bushes in the yard this year.
sow sow [v T] to put seeds in the ground so that they can grow: The seeds should be sown in spring.
sowing - sowed - have sown

7 to put something under the ground

bury bury [v T often passive] if you bury something, you put it in a hole in the ground and put soil over it: The bodies were buried in a nearby field. | Police found guns and ammunition buried in the yard.
burying - buried - have buried

When you see ▶️, go to the ESSENTIAL COMMUNICATION section.
QUIET

quiet /ˈkwaɪət/ [adj] quiet sounds, voices, or music are not loud. He spoke in a quiet yet confident voice. There was a quiet knock at the door.

quietly [adv] We were talking quietly so as not to wake the baby.

low /ləʊ/ [adj] a low voice or sound is quiet and deep. A low humming noise was coming from the refrigerator.

in a low voice (=speaking quietly) ‘Take care,’ he said in a low voice.

soft /sɒft/ [adj] soft sounds, voices, or music are quiet, gentle, and pleasant. He spoke with a soft Irish accent. A whisper so soft that I could scarcely hear it

softly [adv] Music was playing softly in the background.

when a place is quiet

quiet /ˈkwaɪət/ [adj] if a place is quiet, there is not much noise there: Inside the church it was quiet and peaceful. David and I found a quiet corner where we could talk.

quiet [n U] when there is little or no noise: There was a moment of quiet before the shouting started again.

silent /ˈsaɪənt/ [adj] written if a place is silent, there is no noise at all: The streets of the city were silent in the moonlight. Apart from the humming of the bees, all was silent and still.

peaceful /ˈpiːsfl/ [adj] if a place is peaceful, it makes you feel calm and relaxed because there is no unpleasant noise or activity. It was so peaceful in the garden that Philip almost forgot about his problems. A quiet peaceful valley

silence /ˈsaɪəns/ [n C/U] when there are no sounds at all: Nothing disturbed the silence of the night. There was a long silence before anyone answered.

peace /piːs/ [n U] when there is no unpleasant noise or activity, so you can feel calm and relaxed: The square was a little oasis of peace, only minutes from the heart of the city.

peace and quiet I’m going to my room for a bit of peace and quiet.

when people or machines are quiet

quiet /ˈkwaɪət/ [adj] if someone or something is quiet, they make little or no noise: I want you all to be very quiet and listen carefully. Our new washing machine is much quieter than the old one.

quietly [adv] The children were reading quietly at their desks.

silent /ˈsaɪənt/ [adj] written not making any sound at all: The engine is almost silent. The children remained silent and watchful as the police questioned their parents.

fall silent (=stop talking) The crowd fell silent as he stood up to speak.

silently [adv] Silently, the mist crept closer.

in silence [n ˈsaɪəns] especially written if you do something in silence, you do it without speaking. Thousands of protesters stood in silence outside the prison gates. We drank our coffee in silence.

in total/complete silence The two of them walked all the way to Matilda’s house in complete silence.
not make a sound /not maik a 'saund/ to not make any noise at all: Sit still and don’t make a sound.
without making a sound She managed to get into the house without making a sound.

4 to become quieter
go quiet /gau kwaiat/ to stop speaking or making any noise at all, for example because you are shocked or embarrassed: Laurie went very quiet after Jo told him how she felt.
fade away /feid ð′wei/ if a sound fades away, it gradually becomes quieter until you cannot hear it any more: The sound of a police siren was slowly fading away into the distance.
lower your voice /ləu′ər jɔr vox/ to speak more quietly because you do not want other people to hear what you are saying: Kath lowered her voice so that Mike wouldn’t hear.

5 to make someone or something quieter
quieter sb down BRITISH quiet sb down AMERICAN /kwaiət (sb) ˈdaun, kwaiət (sb) ˈdaun/ if [phrasal verb T] to make someone quieter and calmer, when they are making a lot of noise because they are angry or upset: I spent half the lesson trying to quieten them down. Sue managed to quieten us both down and stop us arguing.
silence /sailəns/ [v T] FORMAL to make someone suddenly stop speaking: Mrs Talbot silenced me with an angry look.

6 what you say to someone to tell them to be quiet
Qsssh /i/ SPOKEN say ssh when you want someone to speak more quietly or make less noise: Ssh, keep the noise down, Timmy’s asleep.
Qshut up /ʃʌt ʌp/ SPOKEN INFORMAL a rude way of telling someone to stop talking: Just shut up, will you?

Qbe quiet /bi kwaiət/ SPOKEN say be quiet to tell someone to stop talking or to make less noise, especially when you are annoyed with them: ‘Be quiet, James!’ she snapped.
RACE

one of the main groups of people in the world, who have the same colour of skin and physical appearance

→ if you mean ‘a sports race’, go to SPORT 2

1 race

race /rɛɪs/ [n C/U] one of the main groups of people in the world, who have the same colour of skin and physical appearance as each other. People should be treated equally, regardless of their race, age, or sex. | people of all races and religions race relations (=the relationship between people of different races) The group is working to improve race relations in our cities.

⚠️ Use race to talk about people of the same colour and physical type. To talk about people who have the same history, language, customs etc use nation.

ethnic /'etnik/ [adj only before noun] ethnic group/community/minority a group from one race or country living in a place where many of the people are different from them: The city’s population includes a wide range of different ethnic groups.

ethnic origin/background (=the ethnic group that someone belongs to) fighting in Bosnia between people from different ethnic backgrounds

2 when people are treated badly because of their race

racism /'reɪsɪzəm/ [n U] unfair treatment of people because of their race: The company has been accused of racism after firing three Algerian workers. | the struggle against racism in our society.

racial /'reɪʃəl/ [adj only before noun] racial discrimination/prejudice/violence/attack when people are treated unfairly or attacked because of their race. Some people complained of racial discrimination in the way housing was allocated. | Racial attacks are relatively uncommon.

racist /reɪˈɛɪst/ [adj] racist statements, jokes, behaviour, or opinions are based on a dislike of people from other races and a feeling that your race is better than others: racist attitudes | a comedian well known for his racist and sexist jokes

racist /'reɪsit/ [n C] someone who has racist opinions: Kamal had been attacked by a gang of white racists.

3 including people from several races

multiracial/multicultural /ˌmʌltɪˈreɪʃəl, ˌmʌltɪˈkæltʃərəl/ [adj only before noun] multiracial society/school/community a society, school etc where people from several different races live together or work together, especially in a friendly way: a school providing a multicultural environment | a multiracial neighbourhood

REACH

1 when something is long or high enough to reach something

reach /rɪtʃ/ [v l/T] to be long enough, high enough, or deep enough to get to a particular place or point: The snow was very deep and it almost reached my knees. | You see, the paint doesn’t quite reach the edge of the paper. | a long ladder reaching as far as the third floor

stretch /streʃ/ [v l] if a river, road, or area of land stretches to a place that is far away, it continues as far as that place
+ into/to The highway stretched into the distance.
+ as far as There were poppy fields stretching as far as the eye could see.

⚠️ Stretch is used especially in stories and descriptions.
2 when a number reaches a particular level

reach /rεtʃ/ [v T] if a number or amount reaches a particular level, it increases or decreases until it gets to that level: Gold prices have reached their lowest level for 15 years. | inflation continued to rise, reaching a peak of 28%.
reach $500/100 kph etc a car which can reach 140 mph

hit /hɪt/ [v T] to reach a very high or very low level: The temperature hit 40°C in parts of the country yesterday. | As oil production increased, prices hit an all-time low.

hitting - hit - have hit

⚠ Hit is used especially in newspaper and television reports.

3 when someone can reach something

reach /rεtʃ/ [v T] to be able to touch something or take hold of it, by stretching your arm or moving your body: Can you get that cup down for me? I can't reach. | She can reach the top shelf if she stands on a chair.

4 to reach a place that you are travelling to

✈ see also ARRIVE, TRAVEL, JOURNEY

reach /rεtʃ/ [v T] to arrive at a place, especially after a long or difficult journey: We didn't reach the hotel until midnight. | In winter some parts of Northern Canada can only be reached by plane.

⚠ Don't say 'we reached at the hotel' or 'we reached to Paris'. Say we reached the hotel or we reached Paris

get /get/ [v I] especially spoken if you get to a place, you reach it
+ to By the time we got to York, it was pouring with rain.
+ home/here/there What time did you get home?
+ as far as We only got as far as the end of the road, then the car broke down.
getting - got - have got (British) - have gotten (American)

make it /ˈmeɪk ɪt/ especially spoken to arrive at a place, especially when you were not sure that you would be able to get there: The weather looked so bad that I wasn't sure we would make it. | If we run, we should be able to make it before the bus leaves.
+ to/across/home etc He couldn't swim, but somehow he managed to make it to the side of the pool.

READ

✈ see also BOOKS/LITERATURE, NEWSPAPERS AND MAGAZINES

1 to read something

read /rεd/ [v I/T] Read the instructions carefully before you start. | Have you read 'A Tale of Two Cities'? | Don't believe everything you read in the newspapers.
+ about Did you read about that terrible car crash?
read to sb/read sb a story (= read something aloud, so that people can listen) Our mother used to read to us every evening.
+ that Steve was amazed when he read that his sister had won a prize

reading - read - have read

reading [n U] the skill or activity of reading: Children are taught reading and writing in their first years at school. | I like to do a lot of reading when I'm on vacation.

reader [n C] someone who reads something: The newspaper is trying to attract more women readers.

read out /rεd 'aut/ [phrasal verb T] to read something and say the words so that people can hear it, especially the words or numbers that are written in a message, list etc
read out sth He opened the envelope and read out the name of the winner.
read sth out Read the numbers out and I'll write them down.
read sth out to sb Sarah left a message - I'll read it out to you.
browsing through sth /ˈbraʊz ər (sth)/ [phrasal verb T] to turn the pages of a magazine or book, stopping to read parts that interest you: I was browsing through the magazines at the station bookstall when I noticed Susan.

read through/over sth /ˈriːd θr. ˈriːd ər/ [phrasal verb T] to read something carefully from beginning to end, in order to check details or find mistakes: read through/over sth Always read through what you have written before you leave the exam room.

read sth through/over Before you sign the contract, read it through carefully.

writing that is impossible to read

can’t read sth /kænt ˈriːd (sth)/[kænt-] I can’t read your handwriting – it’s so messy.

writing that is impossible to read

 illegible /ˈɪlɪgəbl/ [adj] writing that is illegible is impossible to read because it is not clear: I don’t know what this note says – Dad’s handwriting is totally illegible! The label had got wet and was now illegible.

READY/NOT READY

- see also PREPARE, HURRY

when you are ready to do something

ready /ˈredi/ [adj not before noun] if you are ready for something, you have done everything that needs to be done in order to prepare for it: Are you ready? The taxi’s here. When everyone is ready, I will give the signal to start.

ready to do sth Everything is packed and we’re ready to leave.

get ready (=prepare yourself to do something) We have to leave in 10 minutes, so you’d better go and get ready. We’ve spent the last few days getting ready for Christmas. Get ready to start the engine when I tell you.

We often use get ready to mean ‘get washed and dressed in the right clothes’: I got ready for bed. She’s getting ready to go out.

prepared /prɪˈpɛrd/ [adj not before noun] ready to deal with a situation, because you were expecting it or because you have made careful preparations: The police were prepared for trouble. I was not prepared for all those questions.

well prepared When the storm came, we were well prepared.
ready to be used or eaten

ready /ˈredi/ [adj not before noun] if something is ready, you can use it or eat it immediately: I'll let you know when lunch is ready. When the pasta is ready, add the sauce. Your suit will be
ready on Wednesday, sir. I'm sorry, your car isn't ready yet.

ready to eat/drink/wear etc In a year's time the wine will be ready to drink.

+ for Is everything ready for the party?

get sth ready (=prepare it) They were getting the boat ready for a long voyage.

ripe /raɪp/ [adj] ready to eat — use this about fruit that has been on the plant for long enough: The apples were ripe and juicy. Is this melon ripe enough to eat?

sincerely /ˈsɛnʃərli/ [adv] I believe they sincerely want to find a peaceful solution to the dispute.

genuinely /ˈdʒenɪnli/ [adv] He seemed genuinely interested in our work.

pictures/books that make things seem real

real /ˈriːəl/ [adj only before noun] actually existing, and not just imagined or invented: There are some real advantages to the system. Children often think that fairies are real.

in real life (=not in a story, film, or your imagination) Many great comic actors are anxious and depressed in real life.

actual /ˈæktʃʊəl/ [adj] real — use this especially to compare how something really is with what you expected it to be or intended it to be: How does the actual cost compare with the original estimate? The actual number of people without jobs is much higher than the government claims.

actually [adv] He looks quite young, but he's actually about 50.

when someone really feels something

really /ˈrɪəli/ [adv] when you really feel something, really want something etc, and you are not just pretending to feel it: Do you think she's really sorry? Do you really want to come with us? It'll be very boring for you. He talks about wanting equality, but I don't think he really believes it himself.

sincere /ˈsɪnsər/ [adj] if you are sincere, or have sincere feelings, you really care about something, want something, or feel sorry about something: a sincere wish for peace

+ in They seemed to be sincere in their concern for the children's welfare.

sincere thanks/apologies FORMAL I would like to express my sincere thanks to all those who helped us.

sincerely [adv] I believe they sincerely want to find a peaceful solution to the dispute.

genuine /ˈdʒenɪn/ [adj] genuine feelings are real and not pretended — use this especially when you are surprised that someone has these feelings: I'm not sure if her sympathy was really genuine. A genuine attempt to improve relations between the two countries.

genuinely [adv] He seemed genuinely interested in our work.
lifelike /ˈlaɪflaɪk/ [adj] use this about pictures and models that look very like the real person or thing: On the shelf was a very lifelike plastic bird.

dawn on sb /dɔːn ɒn (sb)/ [phrasal verb T] if a fact dawns on you, you slowly begin to realize it, especially something that you should have realized before: The awful truth only dawned on me later.

it dawns on sb that It slowly dawned on her that they were all making fun of her.

---

REALIZE

to notice or understand something that you did not notice or understand before

→ see also UNDERSTAND/NOT UNDERSTAND, NOTICE, KNOW/NOT KNOW

realize (also realise British) /ɪˈraɪzl/ [v I/T] to notice or understand something that you did not notice or understand before: Tim only realized his mistake the next day. I Without realising it, we had gone the wrong way. I Oh, is that your chair? Sorry, I didn’t realize.

+ (that) She woke up and realised that there was someone moving around downstairs. I never realized you were from Rome!

realize how/what/why etc I’m sorry. I didn’t realize how upset you were about all this.

occur to sb /əˈkɜːər tuː (sb)/ [phrasal verb T] if something occurs to you, you suddenly realize that it may be true: it occurs to sb that It suddenly occurred to me that maybe she was lying. I Didn’t it ever occur to you that they would probably like to be alone together?

occurring – occurred – have occurred

become aware /bɪˈkʌm əˈwɛr/ [esp. written to gradually begin to realize that something is happening or is true: + of I was slowly becoming aware of how much Melissa was suffering.

+ that He became aware that the man sitting opposite was staring at him intently.

sink in /sɪŋk ɪn/ [phrasal verb I] if a new piece of information sinks in, you gradually understand it and realize how important, serious, or good it is: The news of the President’s assassination had only just begun to sink in. I “How do you feel about winning this award?” “It hasn’t really sunk in yet.”

---

REASON

→ see also CAUSE, PURPOSE

1 why something happens or why someone does something

reason /rɪˈzaʊn/ [n C] what makes something happen, or what makes someone do something: Why didn’t Mike come to the party? I don’t know, but there must be a reason.

+ for The reason for the price rise was the increase in the cost of materials.

reason for doing sth What was your reason for leaving your last job?

reason why There’s no reason why Johnnie can’t come with us.

+ (that) The only reason she didn’t win was that she had injured her knee.

for personal/health/business etc reasons For security reasons, there were video cameras at the school entrance.

for some reason especially spoken (=for a reason that you do not know or understand) No, he isn’t here – he had to go back to Poland for some reason.

⚠️ Don’t say ‘the reason of something’. Say the reason for something: What was the reason for her strange behaviour?

explanation /ɪkˈsplænəʃən/ [n C] a fact, statement, or idea that helps you to understand why something has happened: I don’t know where your bike is. The only explanation I can think of is that someone borrowed it.

+ for What is the explanation for these changes in climate?

motive /ˈməʊtɪv/ [n C] the reason that makes someone decide to do something, especially something bad or dishonest: + for Police believe the motive for the murder was jealousy.
motive for doing sth. What was her real motive for phoning me?

2 why something is right or should be done

reason ˌrizən [n C/U] a fact that makes it right or fair for someone to do something
reason why The reason why we need these laws is to protect children from violent adults.
reason to do sth. I can think of lots of reasons to get married.
with good reason (=when it is right or fair that someone does something) The school is proud of its record, and with good reason.
that's no reason to do sth. I know I'm late but that's no reason to shout at me.

argument əˈrɡəment [n C] one of the reasons that someone uses to try to persuade someone to agree with them
+ that the argument that violence on TV makes people behave violently
+ for/against (=a reason why something should or should not be done) What are the arguments for the legalization of cannabis?
argument for/against doing sth. The main argument against smoking is that it's bad for your health.

justification ˌdʒastɪˈfɪkeɪʃən [n C/U] a reason that someone gives for doing something that seems wrong to most people: She had her residence permit taken away, without any justification.
+ for There's no justification for cruelty.
justification for doing sth. What justification can there be for paying women lower wages?

3 a reason explaining why you did something wrong

excuse ˈekskjuːz [n C] something that you say to try to explain why you did something bad, so that people will forgive you: Oh shut up Bill, I'm tired of listening to your excuses.

excuse for doing sth. "What's your excuse for being late?" "My alarm clock didn't go off, so I overslept."

explanation ˌekskləˈpleɪʃən [n C] something that you say which gives good reasons for something wrong which you have done: This work should have been finished a week ago. What's your explanation?
+ for He offered no explanation for his absence at the previous day's meeting.

to tell someone the reason for something

say why/tell sb why ˌsei ˈwai, ˈtel (sb) to tell someone why something happened: I knew she was annoyed, but she wouldn't say why. | Can anyone tell us why there are no buses today?

explain ɪkˈsplən to tell someone the reason for something, so that they understand the situation better: She just doesn't like me. How else can you explain her behaviour? | I don't have time to explain now - just come with me quickly!

explain why/how/what etc Doctors are unable to explain why the disease spread so quickly.
+ that Sarah explained that she hadn't been feeling well recently.
+ to It was difficult explaining to the children why their father was leaving home.

⚠️ Don't say 'he explained me it', 'he explained me why he left' etc. Say he explained it to me, he explained why he left etc.

give a reason ˌgɪv a ˈrizən to tell someone why you are doing something, especially something surprising: "He says he's not coming." "Oh, did he give a reason?"
give sb a reason The landlord told us we had to go, but we were never given any reason.

5 to be the reason why something happened

be the reason ˌbiː da ˈrizən to be the reason why something happened or why someone did something
+ for Nick's teachers think that problems at home are the reason for his poor schoolwork.

be the reason why/(that) He borrowed too much money, and that's the main reason why his business failed.
explain /ɪkˈsplɛn/ [v T] if a fact or situation explains something: it helps you to understand why it happened: We were all puzzled: what could explain his sudden change of mind?

explain why/what/how Mark couldn’t sleep last night, which explains why he was in such a bad mood this morning.

account for sth əˈkaʊnt fɔː (sɪ) [phrasal verb T] formal to be the reason that explains why something strange or surprising happened: If it’s true that he was taking drugs, that would account for his strange mood swings.

RECENTLY

see also GRAMMAR 6

1 a short time ago

recently /rɪˈsæntli/ [adv] if something happened recently, it happened a short time before now, especially a few days or weeks ago: The President has recently returned from a five-day tour of South America.

only recently I only recently started eating meat again.

until recently He lived in Boston until quite recently.

very recently “When did she go back to Italy?” “Oh, very recently – just a couple of days ago.”

recently discovered/completed/built etc a recently published textbook

just /dʒʌst/ [adv] very recently, for example only a few minutes, hours, or days ago: I’ve just heard that Julie’s getting married.

only just You haven’t missed much of the show – it’s only just started.

just this minute (=a moment ago) “Where’s Karen?” “I saw her leaving the building just this minute.”

⚠️ In British English, use the present perfect tense with just: They have just arrived. Notice that just comes between ‘have’ and the main verb. In American English, use the simple past tense with just: They just arrived.

not long ago /not lɔŋ əˈɡɔː/ use this especially about something that seems quite recent, although it actually happened quite a long time ago: Now the French are saying they oppose nuclear testing, but not long ago they were carrying out tests themselves.

not so long ago/not very long ago Not so long ago, India and Pakistan were one country.

a minute ago/a moment ago aˈmiŋit əˈɡɔː, əˈmeɪmont əˈɡɔː a few minutes ago: Michael was looking for you a minute ago. What did I do with my glasses? I had them in my hand a minute ago.

2 when something has been happening during the recent period

recently /rɪˈsæntli/ [adv] use this to say that something has been happening for a few weeks or months, and it is still happening now: Her schoolwork has been much better recently.

just recently Just recently I’ve been thinking about changing my job.

lately /ˈlɛtli/ [adv] recently – used especially in questions and negative sentences: Have you done any painting lately?

just lately BRITISH Gerry hasn’t been feeling very well just lately.

⚠️ Lately is more informal than recently.

in the last few days/weeks/months/years in da ə laːst fjuː (dɑːz etc)ɪlˈsiːst-during the days, weeks, months, or years closest to now: We’ve had very little rain in the last few months. Crimes against elderly people have risen sharply in the last few years.

3 something that happened recently

recent /rɪˈsænt/ [adj] use this about something that happened recently, especially a few days or weeks ago: He hadn’t completely recovered from his recent illness. A recent report said that small amounts of alcohol were good for the health.
in recent weeks/months/years She’s had a lot of problems at school, but in recent weeks things have improved.

**latest** [ˈleɪst] (adj) only before noun someone’s latest book, record, film etc is the one produced most recently; the latest news reports etc include all the newest information: In her latest movie she plays an LA cop.

**the latest news** What’s the latest news from home?

---

**REFUSE**

- look here for ...
  - refuse to do something
  - say no when someone offers you something
  - not accept someone for a job or course
- see also **SAYING NO**

1. to say that you will not do something
   - opposite **ACCEPT**

**refuse** [rɪˈfjuːz] [v I/T] to tell someone firmly that you will not do what they asked you to do: I’m sure if you ask her to help you, she won’t refuse.

**refuse to do sth** if they refuse to leave, call the police.

**flatly refuse** (=refuse very firmly) Mother flatly refused to see the doctor.

**refuse sb sth** (=refuse to give them something) The US authorities refused him a visa.

**refusal** [rɪˈfjuːzəl] [n C/U] when someone refuses to do something that they have been asked to do: He was upset by her refusal. | a polite refusal

**refusal to do sth** his refusal to admit that he was wrong | Refusal to do military service was a criminal offence.

⚠️ Don’t say ‘refusal of doing something’.

2. to say no when someone makes an offer or suggestion
   - opposite **ACCEPT**

**refuse** [ˌrɪˈfjuːz] [v T] to say you do not want something that you have been offered: Their offer is too good to refuse: He never refuses a drink, does he?

**not accept sth** not akˈsæpt (sth) to say no to an offer or invitation, because you think it would not be right to accept it: She’s given us all this stuff and she won’t accept any money for it. | I decided not to accept their invitation.

**say no** [ˌseɪ ˈnəʊ] especially spoken to tell someone that you will not do what they asked you to do: I asked Dad to lend me some money, but he said no.

+ to They asked me so nicely, I couldn’t really say no to them.

**reject** [rɪˈdʒekt] [v T] to say no very firmly to an offer or suggestion, especially in a way that seems rude or unhelpful: Sarah rejected her parents’ offer of financial help. | The government has rejected the latest ceasefire proposals from the rebels.

⚠️ Reject is more formal than not accept and say no
turn down 1 a‘n daun 1 [phrasal verb T]
to say no to an offer – use this especially when someone refuses a good offer or opportunity, and this is surprising
turn sb/sth down They offered her a really good job, but she turned it down.
turn down sb/sth If you turn down the opportunity to go to college, you’ll always regret it.

3 to refuse to give someone a job, a chance to study etc
reject/tturn down 1 rɪdʒekt, ɪən daun 1 [v T] to officially tell someone that you will not offer them the job or the chance to study at college which they asked for: Ian was rejected by the army because of his bad eyesight.
turn sb down I applied to six different colleges but they all turned me down.
turn down sb We turn down any candidate who makes a spelling mistake on their application.

⚠ Reject is more formal than turn down

rejection 1 rɪdʒekʃən 1 [n C/U] when a company, college etc tells someone they cannot have the job or the chance to study which they asked for: You’ll have to expect a lot of rejections if you want to work in TV.

REGULAR

⇒ see also USUALLY, SOMETIMES, OFTEN

1 when you do something regularly, or something happens regularly
regularly 1 rɪˈɡɪljəli 1 [adv] if you do something regularly, you do it on many different occasions, usually with the same amount of time in between: Bryan and Martha regularly play golf together, about twice a month. I Don’t forget to take your medicine regularly.
regular 1 rɪˈɡɪljər 1 [adj usually before noun] a regular event or activity happens every hour, every week, every month etc, usually with the same amount of time in between: It’s important to visit your dentist for regular check-ups. The ParentTeacher Association has regular meetings – usually one every month. She needs regular injections of insulin.
on a regular basis (=regularly) We give our students tests on a regular basis.
at regular intervals (=with equal amounts of time between) The prison is inspected at regular intervals by government health officers.
evry day every week every year etc 1 evri (day, etc) Marilyn cycles to work every day. Every Sunday we go to my mother’s for lunch. They bring out a new record about every six months.

⚠ Don’t spell this as ‘everyday’. The correct spelling is as two separate words: every day. I phoned her every day.

hourly/daily/weekly/monthly etc 1 [adj only before noun] happening every hour, every day etc: There are daily flights to Frankfurt. A weekly current affairs TV show. A monthly magazine. hourly/daily etc 1 [adv] The news is broadcast hourly on Network Five. Do you get paid monthly or weekly?
every 5 miles every 3 kilometres etc 1 evri (5 miles, etc) happening regularly after a particular distance: You should change the oil every 7000 kilometres. After every 100 yards, Grandpa had to stop and sit down.

2 not regularly
evry now and then every so often 1 evri nɔw and ðɛn, evri ˈsoʊ əfən 1 -əfən sometimes, but not very often and not regularly: Chris goes to visit his mother in Paris every now and then. Every so often the silence was broken by the sound of gunfire.
on and off 1 ən and əf 1 [adv] especially spoken if you do something on and off during a long period, you do it for short periods but not regularly: I’ve been trying to learn Spanish on and off for the past five years.

When you see go to the ESSENTIAL COMMUNICATION section.
RELATIONSHIP

the way that people or groups behave and feel towards each other

FRIEND    MARRY
see also    
FAMILY     SEX

GIRLFRIEND/BOYFRIEND

1 the relationship between two people or groups

relationship /rɪˈleʃənʃ/ [n C] the way that two people or groups feel about each other and behave towards each other
+ with His relationship with his parents had never been very good.
+ between the relationship between doctor and patient
a close relationship (=when you know someone very well and like them a lot) They’d known each other for years and had a very close relationship.

⚠️ Don’t say ‘relationship to someone’. Say relationship with someone.

relations /rɪˈleʃənz/ [n plural] the public relationship between groups, organizations, or countries, especially when this affects how well they work together
+ between Relations between management and workers have improved.
+ with Will this dispute damage our relations with the United States?
race relations (=between people of different races)
diplomatic relations (=between the governments of two countries) New Zealand broke off diplomatic relations with France because of the nuclear tests.
industrial relations BRITISH labor relations AMERICAN (=between workers and managers)

⚠️ Use relationship especially to talk about the personal relationship between two people. Use relations especially to talk about the public, working relationship between large groups, countries etc.

2 when you have a good relationship

have a good relationship /hæv a ˈgʊd rɪˈleʃənʃ/ when two people or groups are friendly towards each other and work well together: My boss and I have a very good relationship.
+ with It’s important that the school has a good relationship with the students’ parents.
get along (also get on BRITISH) /gɛt əˈlɒŋ, əˈlɔːn, əˈlɔŋ/ [phrasal verb 1] if people get along or get on, they have a friendly relationship with each other: We all get on really well, so we’re going to share a flat next year.
+ with He’s very easy to get along with.

⚠️ Get along and get on are more informal than have a good relationship.

be on good terms /bi: ən ɡʊd ˈtɜːmz/ if people are on good terms, they have a polite relationship and they can work well together, but they are not close friends: The members of the band were on good terms, but they never spent much time together socially.
+ with We’re on good terms with all our neighbours.

close /kləʊs/ [adj] if two or more people are close, they like each other very much and can talk to each other about their feelings, their problems etc: Dad and I have always been very close. I close friends from my schooldays.
+ to She was never very close to her stepmother.

3 when you have a bad relationship

not get along (also not get on BRITISH) /nɒt əˈlɒŋ, nɒt əˈlɔːn, nɒt əˈlɔːn/ [phrasal verb 1] if people do not get along or do not get on, they have a bad relationship and they often argue and disagree with each other: Barney and I just don’t get along.
+ with He’s not getting on very well with his new boss.
fall out /faʊt [phrasal verb 1] BRITISH if friends or relatives fall out, they have an argument and stop being friendly with
each other: They fell out last year, and they won’t even speak to each other now.
+ with He’s fallen out with his girlfriend again.

4 when a relationship ends
split up [split ˈʌp] [phrasal verb I] informal if people who are married or having a romantic relationship split up, they end their relationship: Steve’s parents split up when he was four.
+ with Have you heard? Tim’s split up with his girlfriend.

separate [ˈseprət] [v I] if people who are married separate, they stop living together: It’s the children who suffer when their parents separate.

separation [ˌseprəˈʃən] [n C/U] when a husband and wife agree to live apart: So many marriages end in separation or divorce.

get divorced [ɡet dɪˈvɔːst] if people who are married get divorced, they officially end their marriage by means of a legal process: They got divorced only two years after they were married.

divorce [dɪˈvɔːs] [n C/U] the legal process of ending a marriage: About a third of marriages in Britain end in divorce.

breakup [ˈbreɪkʌp] [n C/U] when a marriage or romantic relationship ends: the effects of marital breakup on children

Don’t say ‘relax yourself’. Just say relax

unwind [ʌnˈwaɪnd] [v I] to gradually relax after you have been working hard or worrying a lot: A hot bath is a pleasant way to unwind. | I need a drink to help me unwind.

unwinding – unwound – have unwound

2 feeling calm and comfortable
relaxed [rɪˈlækst] [adj] feeling calm, comfortable, and not worried or annoyed: How can you be so relaxed when you have an interview tomorrow? | Guy was lying in the sun looking very relaxed.

laid-back [leɪd ˈbæk] [adj] informal someone who is laid-back always seems relaxed, and does not easily get worried or annoyed: My parents are pretty laid-back and don’t mind me staying out late. | She seems to have a fairly laid-back attitude to life.

3 making you feel calm and comfortable
relaxing [rɪˈlæksɪŋ] [adj] making you feel calm, comfortable, and not worried: We had a lovely holiday – it was very relaxing. | a relaxing massage

RELIGION

1 a religion or a religious group
religion [rɪˈlɪdʒn] [n C] a set of beliefs that a group of people has about a god, and the ceremonies, customs, and rules that go with these beliefs: a book about the religion of ancient Egypt | “What religion are you?” “I’m a Christian.” | one of the great world religions

faith [feɪθ] [n C] a religion, especially one of the large important world religions: People of all faiths are welcome to come to our church.

the Jewish / Christian / Islamic / Hindu faith Most of the island’s population belong to the Islamic faith.
sect /sɛkt/ [n C] a religious group that is part of a larger religious group, and has its own beliefs and ceremonies: Islam has two main sects: the Sunnis and the Shias. | The Quakers are a Christian religious sect who strongly oppose violence and war.

church /tʃərʃ/ [n C] a religious group that is part of the Christian religion: Which church do you belong to? | a meeting of church leaders | The Pope is the head of the Catholic Church.

cult /kʌlt/ [n C] a small religious group which is not part of one of the main world religions, especially a group that has very unusual ideas which they believe very strongly: Several members of the cult were found dead in a forest in France.

2 religions in general

religion /rɪˈliːʒən/ [n U] religions and religious beliefs and activities in general, for example as a subject that people talk about or study: They spent hours discussing politics and religion. | Discrimination on the grounds of religion is strictly forbidden by law.

⚠️ When you are talking about religions in general, don’t say ‘the religion’. Just say religion

3 things that you believe because of your religion

beliefs /ˈbeɪlifs/ [n plural] all the ideas that someone believes because of their religion: They were persecuted because of their religious beliefs. | people with very traditional Christian beliefs

faith /feɪθ/ [n U] a strong belief in a particular god or religion: When her husband died, she found great comfort in her faith. | in Nothing could shake his faith in God.

4 connected with religion

religious /rɪˈliːʒəs/ [adj only before noun] connected with religion: Kusbu doesn’t eat meat for religious reasons. | Religious education is compulsory in British schools. | a religious ceremony

holy /ˈhəʊli/ [adj usually before noun] a holy place, person, or object is one that people think is special because it is connected with God and religion: Jerusalem is a holy city for Jews, Christians, and Muslims. | holy water | Criminals could not be buried in holy ground.

table holy - holier - holiest

spiritual /spraɪˈtrjuəl/ [adj] your spiritual feelings and ideas are your most private feelings about religion, the meaning of life, and other things that are not connected with the ordinary experiences of daily life: He seems to have no interest in spiritual matters. | The materialism of the 1980s failed to satisfy people’s spiritual needs.

5 someone who believes in a religion

religious /rɪˈliːʒəs/ [adj] someone who is religious believes strongly in a particular religion: He was raised as a Muslim but he isn’t very religious. | deeply religious (=very religious) Her father was a deeply religious man, who spent hours praying each day.

practising /præktɪsɪŋ/ [adj only before noun] a practising Catholic, Muslim etc does not just say they are a Catholic, Muslim etc, but regularly goes to religious ceremonies and lives according to the rules of their religion

devout /dɪˈvaʊt/ [adj] a devout Catholic, Muslim etc is someone who has strong and sincere religious beliefs, and who carefully obeys all the rules of their religion: Devout Muslims pray to Allah five times a day.

fundamentalist /ˈfʌndəməntəˌlɪst/ [n C] someone who has a strong belief that the laws of their religion must be followed very strictly: Fundamentalists believed that women should not be educated. | Christian fundamentalists who believe that every word in the Bible is true

6 things that people do as part of their religion

pray /preɪ/ [v] to speak to God, silently or aloud, especially in order to ask for help or to thank him for something: He got down on his knees and began to pray.
+ to Abdullah prayed to God to help him.
prayer for sb (=ask God to help someone) The minister asked us to pray for the dead girl’s family.
prayer for sth (=ask God to make something happen) Let us pray for peace.
prayer [prər] [n C] words that you say when you are praying: a prayer for the dead
say a prayer (=say a fixed set of words) An old lady was kneeling in front of the statue, saying a prayer.
say your prayers (=say prayers as a duty you regularly have to do) Make sure the children say their prayers before they go to bed.
worship [ˈwɜːʃɪp] [v I/T] formal to pray, sing, or take part in a religious ceremony, in order to show your love of God: Muslims come to worship and study at the mosque. 1 The Ancient Egyptians worshipped many gods.
worshipping - worshipped - have worshipped also worshipping - worshipped - worship [n U] when you worship: The building has been used for worship for centuries.
hymn [ˈhɪm] [n C] a song praising God sung in a church or at a religious ceremony: a well-known Christian hymn
sing hymns They gather on Sundays to pray and sing hymns.
fast [fæst] [v T] to eat no food for a period of time, for religious reasons: Muslims fast during Ramadan.
meditate [ˈmedɪteɪt] [v I] to sit quietly and think deeply, to make your mind completely empty, as a form of religious training: The monks spend hours every day meditating.
meditation [ˌmedɪˈteɪʃən] [n U] when you sit quietly and calmly, and try to make your mind completely empty

someone who does not believe in God
atheist [æθɪst] [n C] someone who believes that there are no gods: Dr Conan has been an atheist all her adult life.
agnostic [æɡˈnɒstɪk, æɡ-] [n C] someone who thinks it is impossible to know whether God exists or not: Though brought up in the Jewish faith, he became an agnostic in later life.
not connected with religion
secular [ˈsɛkərəl] [adj] not connected with any religious belief or organization - use this especially when comparing religious and non-religious institutions, ideas etc: The choir sang a mixture of secular and religious music. 1 They want to change the country from a secular state to an Islamic republic.
buildings for religion
church [tʃɜːtʃ] a holy building where Christians go to pray and to have their religious ceremonies
chapel [ˈtʃeɪp] a small church, or a church where particular Christian groups go to pray and to have their religious ceremonies: the Austin Baptist Chapel
temple [ˈtempəl] a holy building where people pray and religious ceremonies take place, in religions such as Buddhism, Hinduism, Sikhism, and Shinto: the Buddhist Temple in Ladakh
mosque [ˈmɔskw] a holy building where Muslims go to pray and to have their religious ceremonies: the Great Mosque of Damascus
synagogue [ˈsɪnæɡɡəʊ] a holy building where Jews go to pray and to have their religious ceremonies

to still exist after everything else has gone
→ if you mean ‘continue to be the same’, go to continue

to remain
left [left] [adj not before noun] something or someone that is left is still there after everything else has gone or has been used: Is there any milk left? 1 By 5 o’clock there was no one left in the office. 1 If Tracey leaves, I’ll be the only girl left in the class.
have sth left How much time do we have left to finish this?
be left over [bi: left ovər] something that is left over, especially money or food, is still there after you have used everything that you need: I pay all the bills and save any money that is left over.
+ from Was there any food left over from the party?
remain rɪˈmen; [v 1] formal if something remains, it still exists or is still available after everything else has gone, or been used, or been dealt with: Not much of the house remained after the fire: We have dealt with most things, but a few small problems remain: Some elements of the old class system still remain.
remain to be done A few problems remain to be discussed.

2 someone or something that remains
the rest [ðə rest] [n singular or plural] what is left after everything or everyone else has gone, or been used, or been dealt with: You carry these two bags and I’ll bring the rest: Four of the attackers were killed, the rest escaped.
+ of What will you do with the rest of the money? He’ll be in a wheelchair for the rest of his life.
the remains [ðə rɪˈmeɪnz] [n plural] the remains of something are the small parts of it that are left after most of it has been destroyed or has disappeared
+ of Archaeologists have discovered the remains of an ancient Roman village.
remaining rɪˈmenɪŋ; [adj only before noun] especially written the remaining people or things are the ones that are left when all the others have gone, or been used, or been dealt with: The few remaining guests were in the kitchen finishing off the wine: The only remaining question is whether we can borrow the money: The Navy’s one remaining aircraft-carrier
what is left of sth [wʌt əv left ov (stθ)] the small amount that remains after everything else has gone or been used: As the noise of the explosion died away, he looked up at what was left of his roof.
At last she went, and I settled down to enjoy what was left of the afternoon.
leftovers [ˈlɛftəʊrəz] [n plural] informal food that has not been eaten at the end of a meal: We used the leftovers to make soup the next day.

REMEMBER

- opposite FORGET

1 to remember something from the past
remember rɪˈmenber [v 1/T] if you remember something that happened, something you did, or something you used to know, the thought of it comes back into your mind: Do you remember your first day at school? I couldn’t remember her name: Where are my keys? Oh, I remember, I left them in the kitchen.
remember who/what/where/how I can’t remember where I put my bag.
+ (that) Suddenly I remembered that I’d left the iron on.
remember doing sth He remembered meeting her at a party once.
remember sth well/vividly That was a wonderful Christmas — I remember it well.

Don’t say ‘I am remembering that day’. Say I remember that day or I can remember that day
Don’t say ‘I remember to have seen him’. Say I remember seeing him

I will never forget [aɪ wɪl nəˈvɜːt] forget especially spoken use this to say that you will remember something for a long time because it was very shocking, very enjoyable, very frightening etc: I’ll never forget the sight of him lying there in the hospital: I can promise you an experience you will never forget!
think back/look back [θɪŋk ‘bæk, lʊk ‘bæk [phrasal verb]] to think about something that happened in the past because you want to remember it: She tried to think back and remember exactly what Jim had said.


to make someone remember something they must do

remind /rɪˈmaɪnd/ [v T] to make someone remember something they must do or something they need to know: I must pay the gas bill — I’ll put it here to remind myself.

remind sb about sth Pauline phoned to remind you about the party.

remind sb to do sth Remind me to buy some batteries for my Walkman.

remind sb (that) I just want to remind you that your assignments must be completed by Friday.

remind sb how/what/when a few notes to remind yourself what you want to say

reminder /rɪˈmaɪndər/ [n C] a spoken or written message to help you remember something that you might forget: When your next check-up is due, the dentist will send you a reminder. | Finally, a reminder that the school concert will be on 17 December.

Don’t forget /dɑːnt faʊˈgɛt/ spoken say this to tell someone to remember something that you think they might forget: Don’t forget your keys.

don’t forget to do sth Don’t forget to mail that letter, will you?

+ (that) Don’t forget that we’re going out on Friday evening.

when something makes you remember something from the past

remind /rɪˈmaɪnd/ [v T] if something reminds you of a person, thing, or time from the past, it makes you remember them

remind sb of sb/sth The perfume always reminded him of his mother. | It’s horrid! It reminds me of the lumpy custard we had at school!

Don’t say ‘it reminds me her’. Say it reminds me of her

Don’t use remind (=make you remember) when you mean remember
make sb think of sth /meik (sb) 'θɪŋk av (sth) / to remind you of something that you experienced in the past: I hate that smell – it makes me think of hospitals.

6 something that is easy to remember

memorable /ˈmɛmərəbəl/ [adj] a memorable event or occasion is so good, so enjoyable, or so unusual that you remember it for a long time: the memorable day when our team won 5-0 । She gave a memorable performance as Lady Macbeth.

unforgettable /ˌʌnˈfɔrətəbəl/ [adj] an unforgettable experience, sight, etc affects you so strongly that you will never forget it: A visit to India is a truly unforgettable experience. । those awful unforgettable images of starving children

7 the ability to remember things

memory /ˈmɛməri/ [n singular] your ability to remember things: I had a good memory, and usually did well in tests. । You know what your memory’s like – you’re sure to forget!

have a good/bad memory for sth (=be good/bad at remembering something) I have a terrible memory for names.

---

**REMOVE**

**to take something away from the place where it is**

⇒ if you mean ‘take off your clothes’, go to CLOTHES

1 to remove something from inside something

take out /ˈteɪk ˈaʊt/ [phrasal verb T] to take something from inside a container, space, room etc

take out sth She opened her briefcase and took out a letter. । We’ll have to take out the engine to fix the gearbox.

take sth out Roland reached inside his jacket and took his passport out.

take sth out of sth Take that bicycle out of the house!

remove /ˈrɪmjuː/ [v T] to take something from inside something: Cut the fruit in half and remove the stones.

remove sth from sth Someone had removed an important document from the file.

⚠️ Remove is more formal than take out and is used especially in writing.

get sth out /get (sth) 'aʊt/ [phrasal verb T] to remove something that is deep inside something else, especially when this is difficult to do: My keys fell down a drain, but I got them out with a piece of wire.

+ of Did you manage to get all the glass out of the wound?

pull out /pʊl 'aʊt/ [phrasal verb T] to suddenly take something out from a place where it cannot be seen, for example from a pocket, bag etc

pull out sth The man pulled out a gun and fired three shots.

pull sth out She pulled out a chequebook and started writing a cheque for £500.

2 to remove something from a surface

⇒ see also CLEAN

take off /ˈteɪk 'ɒf/ [phrasal verb T] to remove something that is on a surface, or that covers a surface

take off sth You will be able to take off the bandages in about a week.

take sth off sth Take the sheets off your bed and I’ll wash them. । Could you take all those things off the table?

remove /ˈrɪmjuː/ [v T] to take something off the surface of something else, especially dirt, marks, or something that should not be there: You can use lemon juice to remove the grease. । A waiter came and removed the empty bottles.

remove sth from sth Remove any dirt from the negative before printing the photograph.

wipe off /waɪp 'ɒf/ [phrasal verb T] to remove something such as dirt, paint, or liquid from a surface by moving a cloth over it
**wipe off sth** Make sure you wipe off all those marks.

**wipe sth off** Angela wiped her lipstick off and washed her face.

**wipe sth off sth** Werner sat down, wiping the sweat off his forehead with a handkerchief.

**rub off** *rub off* [phrasal verb T] to remove dirt, marks etc from a surface by rubbing it hard with a cloth or brush:

**rub sth off sth** I tried to rub the dirt off my shoes with a tissue.

**rub off sth** I managed to rub off most of the mud, but my coat was still filthy.

**scrape off** *scrape off* [phrasal verb T] to remove something from a surface, using a knife or sharp tool:

**scrape sth off sth** We started by scraping off the old wallpaper.

**scrape sth off sth** Kevin was scraping some burnt food off the bottom of a pan.

**cut off** *cut off* [phrasal verb T] to remove a part of something by cutting it with a knife or with scissors:

**cut off sth** At the end of the play, he cuts off Macbeth’s head.

**cut sth off** Do you want me to cut the label off?

**tear off** *tear off* [phrasal verb T] to remove part of a piece of paper or cloth by pulling it so that it tears:

**tear off sth** Tear off the coupon and send it to this address.

**tear sth off sth** I tore the corner off my newspaper and wrote her phone number on it.

**to remove writing, film, or music from paper, a tape, a computer etc**

**delete** *delete* [v T] to remove part or all of a document in a computer, so that it no longer exists: I think you should delete the second paragraph. 1 The computer automatically deletes any files that you have not saved.

**rub out** British erase American *rub out* [v T] to remove writing or pictures from paper by rubbing with a piece of rubber, or to remove writing or pictures from a board by rubbing with a cloth: Use a pencil so you can erase your mistakes.

**rub sth out/rub out sth** I had to rub the whole thing out and start again.

**cross out** *cross out* [v T] to draw a line through a word to show that it was a mistake or that you want to change what you have written:

**cross out sth** Someone had crossed out my name.

**cross sth out** That’s not right. Cross it out and start again.

**erase** *erase* [v T] to remove writing, film, or music that has been recorded on a machine: You can erase what you have recorded by pressing this button. I accidentally erased the movie I had recorded before I had a chance to watch it.

**the process of removing something**

**removal** *removal* [n U]

+ of Police arranged for the removal of
the wreckage. | the removal of Russian troops from the area | an operation for the removal of her appendix

---

**REPAIR**

- see also BROKEN, DAMAGE

1 to repair something that is broken or damaged

repair /ˈreɪpər/ [n T] if you repair something that is broken or not working properly, you work on it so that it is in good condition again: The builders are coming to repair the roof today. | The plane was too badly damaged to be repaired.

get/have sth repaired (=pay someone else to repair it) How much will it cost to have the TV repaired?

⚠️ Repair, fix, and mend mean the same, and you can use any of them in most situations: We had to pay someone to repair/fix/mend the roof. Fix is more informal than the other two, and is used especially about repairing machines, cars etc. Mend is used especially about repairing things that have holes in them, such as clothes and shoes, roofs, roads, or fences.

fix /fiks/ [n T] to repair something that is broken or not working properly, especially a machine: The radio isn’t working – can you fix it?

get/have sth fixed (=pay someone else to fix it) I must get my camera fixed before we go to France.

mend /mɛnd/ [n T] to repair something that is broken or not working, or something that has a hole in it: When are you going to mend the fence? | A gang of workers mending the road.

service /ˈsɜːrvɪs/ [n T] to look at a vehicle or machine in order to make sure that it is working properly, and repair it if necessary: Has the heating system been serviced recently?

have/get sth serviced (=pay someone else to service it) I’m having the car serviced next week.

---

**REPRESENT**

1 to represent a person or group

represent /ˈreprɪzent/ [v T] if you represent a person or organization at a meeting or in a law court, you give their opinions and take action for them: if you represent a country, school etc in a competition, you have been chosen to compete for that country or school.

Who will be representing the UK in the next round of peace talks? | Students will elect two people to represent them on the School Council | The athletes representing China in this year’s Olympic Games.

be represented by sb | Wilson was represented in court by a top criminal lawyer.

on behalf of /ˌɒn ˈbeɪθəv/ if you do something on behalf of someone, you do it because they want you to or have asked you to: On behalf of everyone
here, I'd like to wish Ted a long and happy retirement. | The woman who bought the painting said she was acting on behalf of a New York art gallery. 

on sb's behalf The letter had been signed on the manager's behalf by his assistant.

speak for sb/act for sb /'spik fɔr/ (sb), ækt fɔr (sb): to represent someone by speaking for them in an official discussion or court, or by making legal decisions for them: David Blunkett, speaking for the Labour Party, said more money should be spent on higher education. | The family has instructed me to act for them in this case.

2 someone who represents a group

representative /ˌreprɪˈzentətɪv/ [n C] someone who has been chosen to represent an organization or country: Japan, Britain, and the US are all sending representatives to the talks in Geneva. | John Kohorn is the company's representative in Prague.

---

REST

⇒ if you mean 'spend time in a place', go to STAY

RELAX      SLEEP

⇒ see also

TIRED      HOLIDAY

1 to rest

rest [rest] [v I] to stop working or stop being active, and sit down or lie down so that you become less tired: If you're tired, we'll stop and rest for a while. | The doctor told me to take some time off work and try to rest.

have a rest/take a rest /hæv ə rest, ˈteɪk ə ˈrest/ to stop doing something for a short time because you are tired and need to rest: Halfway up the mountain we stopped to have a rest.

2 a period when you rest

rest [rest] [n C/U] a period of time when you do not have to do anything tiring or active, and you can relax or sleep: We painted the walls and then stopped for a rest. | She needs plenty of rest.

a good rest (=one that makes you feel completely relaxed) Make sure you have a good rest at the weekend.

break /breɪk/ [n C] a short time when you stop what you are doing so that you can rest or eat: OK, let's run through it again straight after the break.

without a break (=not stopping to rest or eat) Harry had worked for eight hours without a break.

coffee/tea/lunch break I'll phone you during my lunch break.

recess AMERICAN break BRITISH /ˈrɛsɪs, breɪk/ /ˈrɛsɪs/ [n U] a time between classes when the children in a school can go outside and play: The children played kickball during recess. | Come and see me at break, Tom.

---

RESTAURANTS/

EATING AND DRINKING

⇒ see pages 623–625
1 places to eat

restaurant /ˈrestərənt/ [n C] a place where you buy and eat a meal, which is usually brought to your table. Especially a place that you go to with other people as a social event. Have you ever been to 'La Porchetta'? It's a really nice restaurant.

cafe /ˈkæfi/ [n C] a place where you can drink coffee or tea and sometimes alcoholic drinks, and eat cakes or small meals. We found a small cafe just off the main street.

canteen /ˈkænti:n/ [n C] a place in a school, factory, or company building where the students or workers can buy and eat meals.

fast food restaurant /ˈfɑːst faʊd ˈrɛstərənt/ [n C] a place where you can buy and eat small meals such as hamburgers that are ready to eat so that you do not have to wait for them. Fast food restaurants such as McDonald's and Burger King can be found in almost every country in the world.

diner /ˈdina:/ [n C] American a small restaurant where you can buy cheap meals. They stopped for breakfast at a roadside diner.

deli /ˈdeli/ [n C] a shop that sells cheese, salads, cooked meats etc, and where you can also buy small meals and sandwiches.

sandwich bar /ˈsænwɪdʒ ˈbɑːr/ [n C] a place where you can buy sandwiches and drinks that you can take away to eat or drink somewhere else.

takeaway /ˈteɪkiˌweɪ/ [n C] British a place that sells complete meals that you take away to eat at home, or one of the meals it sells: a Chinese takeaway. Shall we get a takeaway tonight?

2 places to drink

bar /ˈbɑːr/ [n C] a place where you can buy and drink alcoholic drinks: I met her in a bar in Manhattan.

pub /ˈpʌb/ [n C] a place, especially in Britain or Ireland, where people meet their friends and drink alcoholic drinks.

wine bar /ˈwaɪn ˈbɑːr/ [n C] a fashionable, fairly expensive place that serves many different types of wine and small meals.

coffee shop /ˈkɒfi ʃɒp/ [n C] a small cafe where you drink coffee, tea, and other non-alcoholic drinks, and which also sells cakes, sandwiches etc.

microbrewery /ˌmaɪkroʊˈbruːəri/ [n C] a place in the US where you can buy meals and drink beer that is made by the bar's owners. The number of microbreweries has increased dramatically in recent years.

3 when you go somewhere to eat or drink

eat out /ɪt ˈaʊt/ [phrasal verb I] to have a meal in a restaurant, not at home: I don't feel like cooking tonight — let's eat out.

go out to dinner/lunch /ɡəʊ aʊt təˈdɪnər, ˈlʌntʃ/ (also go out for a meal /ɡəʊ aʊt fər əˈmiːl/) to go to a restaurant and have a meal. We went out to lunch as a celebration.

When was the last time we went out for a meal?

go out for a drink /ɡəʊ aʊt fər əˈdrɪŋk/ to go to a bar, pub etc in order to meet your friends and drink alcoholic drinks: "What did you do at the weekend?" "Oh nothing much — just went out for a drink on Friday."
RESTAURANTS/EATING AND DRINKING

4 in a restaurant

1 I don't feel like cooking tonight. Let's eat out.

Yeah, why not? We haven't been out for a meal for a long time. There's a new Italian restaurant that's just opened in town - let's go there.

2 Do we need to book a table?

No. It's not usually busy during the week.

3 Good evening. Good evening, a table for two please.

waitress

waiter

Can I get you anything to drink?

A mineral water for me, please.

Can we see the wine list?

5 Shall we have the set menu?

I think I'd rather have pizza.

vocabulary

bill /ˈbɪl/ (US) /′bl/ (UK) (noun) a piece of paper with a list of what you have had and how much you must pay.

book a table /buk a ′teɪbl/ (British) especially British

make a reservation /mei kərəˈzeɪʃən/ (noun) to book a table in a restaurant, to reserve a table, to have a table booked for you

dessert /dɪˈɑːsərt/ (noun) the sweet part of your meal that you have after the main course.

eat out /iːt aʊt/ (noun) (phrase) verb) to have a meal in a restaurant, not at home.

house wine /ˈhauz wain/ (noun) inexpensive wine that you can buy in a restaurant to eat with your meal.

I'll have... /aɪ ˈhæv/ (phrasal verb) to say this to tell the waiter or waitress what you want to eat.

main course /ˈmeɪn kɔːs/ (noun) the biggest separate part of a meal.

menu /ˈmenjuː/ (noun) a list of all the meals that a restaurant serves.

order /ˈɔːdər/ (verb) to tell the waiter or waitress what you want to eat or drink.
**set menu** /setˈmɛnjuː/ [n C] BRITISH a complete meal that you pay a fixed price for, instead of ordering and paying for the different parts separately

**starter** BRITISH appetizer AMERICAN /ˈstɑːter, ˈstɑːtər/ [n C] the part of a meal that you have before the main course

**table for two/three etc** /ˈteɪbl fɔːr (twʌ, ɛθ(, tɹiː)/ say this to the waiter or waitress when you arrive, so that they know how many people are with you: We'd like a table for four, please.

**tip** /tɪp/ [n C] money that you give to the waiter or waitress, as a way of showing your thanks, in addition to the money you pay for your meal

**leave a tip** (= put a tip on the table when you leave)

**waiter** /ˈweɪtər/ [n C] a man who serves food and drink at the tables in a restaurant

**waitress** /ˈweɪtrɪʃ/ [n C] a woman who serves food and drink at the tables in a restaurant

⚠️ In American English, waitperson is sometimes used instead of waiter or waitress

**wine list** /ˈwain lɪst/ [n C] a list of all the alcoholic drinks that a restaurant serves
result /rɪˈzʌlt/ [n C] something that happens because of someone's actions or because of something else that happened before
+ of Her constant cough was the result of many years of smoking.

with the result that More and more people are using cars, with the result that the roads are much more polluted.

as a result Jobs are hard to get and, as a result, more young people want to continue their education.

a direct result of sth (=caused by only one thing even if people think there may be other causes) Her parents believe that her death was a direct result of medical errors.

effect /ɪˈfɛkt/ [n C] the way that a person or situation is changed by something that happens or something that someone does:
+ of the harmful effects of radiation

have an effect All my efforts to persuade them were beginning to have an effect.
+ on The death of a parent can have very serious and long-lasting effects on a child.

have a bad/good effect on Any increase in fuel costs could have a bad effect on business.

side effects (=unwanted effects of a drug or medicine) The side effects of Seroxan can include headaches and tiredness.

Don't confuse effect and affect Effect is a noun and affect is a verb.

outcome /ˈɔutkɔm/ [n C] the situation that exists at the end of a meeting, activity, or series of events, especially when no one knows what this will be until it actually happens: Whatever the outcome, I hope we remain friends. | The talks had a better outcome than we originally hoped.
+ of the final outcome of the dispute

consequence /ˈkɒnsəkwəns/ [kənsəkwəns] [n C usually plural] the consequences of an action, decision etc are the things that happen as a result of it, which are usually bad: Safety procedures had been ignored, with tragic consequences.
+ of The environmental consequences of the oil leak were horrific.

⚠️ Consequence is more formal than effect

2 when one thing happens because of another

because of /ˈbɪkəz ʌv/ [ˈbɪkəz-] if something happens because of an earlier problem, event etc, it happens as a result of the problem, event etc: Sampras is likely to miss the US Open because of a back injury. | Because of problems with the fuel system, the launch has been put back a week. | She was chosen for the Peace Prize because of her courageous fight for democracy.

be the result of sth. /bɪ də rɪˈzʌlt ʌv (stf)/ to happen because of something else that happened or was done: Our success is the result of a great deal of hard work. | The big population increase in the US was partly the result of immigration.

as a result of sth. /ɛz ə rɪˈzʌlt ʌv (stf)/ happening because of something else: He died as a result of cold and exhaustion. | Over 60 drugs have been removed from sale as a result of recent tests.

resulting /rɪˈzʌlɪŋ/ [adj only before noun] especially written happening or existing because of something else that happened before: During the storm the dam collapsed. The resulting floods caused several deaths.

3 the result of a game, competition, or election

see also sport, vote, test

result /rɪˈzʌlt/ [n C usually plural] the final number of points, votes etc at the end of a competition, election etc: These are excellent results for the Christian Democratic Party.

When you see ƙ, go to the ESSENTIAL COMMUNICATION section.
And now, the results of last week's competition.

In British English, you can also use result to talk about sport: Turn to BBC1 for the latest football results. In American English, use score.

**score** /skɔːr/ [n C] the number of points that each team or person has at the end of a game: What was the score? | The final score was 2-1 to Juventus. | listening to the baseball scores on the radio

**to decide how well a student has done in a test etc**

- see also **test**

**mark** (also **grade** American) /mɑːk, greɪd/ [v T] to look at students' work or examination papers and give them numbers or letters to show how good they are: Mrs Parry, have you marked our tests yet? | I have 48 English papers to grade this evening.

**RETURN**

to go back to the place where you were before

- see also **go**

**go back** /gəʊ 'ba:k/ [phrasal verb I] to go back to the place you started from, or to a place you have been to before: I've had my treatment, but I have to go back next week for a check-up.

+ **to** When will you be going back to Japan?

+ **there/inside/downstairs etc** It's cold out here, let's go back indoors.

**go back for sth** (=go back in order to get something) Richard forgot his wallet and had to go back for it.

If someone goes back to visit a place where they were before and then comes back here, you can say they have been back: He left Germany in 1950 and he's only been back there once.

**come back** /kəm 'ba:k/ [phrasal verb I] if someone comes back, they return to the place where you are: Rachel's left me, and I don't think she'll ever come back.

+ **to/from** When will you be coming back to London? | He's just come back from a vacation in Miami.

**return** /rɪ'tɜːn/ [v I] to go back or come back to the place where you were before, especially to your home or your country: I left early, but promised to return the next day.

+ **to/from** He had to return to India to look after his mother. | Alastair returned from the office late that night.

**RETURN** is more formal than go back and come back

Don't say 'return back'. Just say **return**

**return** /rɪ'tɜːn/ [n singular] FORMAL the time when someone returns to a place: We eagerly await your return.

**on sb's return** (=after they return) On her return to Washington, she immediately went to the French Embassy.

**go home** /gəʊ 'həʊm/ to return to your home or to the country where you were born: It's late. I should be going home. | John used to go home once a month when he was at college.

+ **to** Isabelle is going home to France on Saturday.

Don't say 'go home'. Just say **go home**

**be back** /bi 'ba:k/ FORMAL especially spoken [phrasal verb I] to be in the place where you were before you went away: Don't worry, I'll be back soon. | Jane, what a surprise! How long have you been back?

**RICH**

- opposite **POOR**

- see also **MONEY, EXPENSIVE, EARN**

1 rich people

**rich** /rɪtʃ/ [adj] someone who is rich has a lot of money: He's marry the daughter of a rich lawyer. | If I was rich I'd buy a Ferrari. | Bill Gates is one of the richest men in the world.
wealthy /′welθi/ [adj] rich – use this especially about someone whose family has owned a lot of land or property for a long time: a wealthy landowner. | She came from one of Boston’s wealthiest families.

wealthy – wealthier – wealthiest

wealth /′welθ/ [n U] formal the large amount of money and property that makes someone rich: His Hollywood films brought him wealth and fame.

well off, wel ′of/ [adj not before noun] not very rich, but with enough money to have a comfortable life and do the things that you want to do: a relatively well off family (=richer than most people). | They were sufficiently well off to buy their own apartment.

better off (=having more money than before or more than someone else) Most families will be better off when the tax changes are introduced.

millionaire /′miljənər/ [n C] someone who is extremely rich and has at least a million pounds or a million dollars: He had his own company at 25 and was a millionaire by 30. | You’d have to be a millionaire to afford a place like that.

the rich /′ri:tʃ/ [n plural] people who are rich, especially when you are comparing them to people who are poor: the wide gap between the rich and the poor

2 rich countries

rich /′ri:tʃ/ [adj] a rich country has a lot of money, so most of the people living there have comfortable lives: Many of the laid-off workers have received aid from their richer neighbours.

developed /′di:vələpt/ [adj only before noun] a developed country is rich and has modern industrial, health, and education systems: Typhoid and cholera are not now serious problems in developed countries.

3 to become rich

get rich /′get ′ri:tʃ/ especially spoken to become rich, especially to make a lot of money quickly: Roger got rich selling second-hand cars.

make a fortune /′meik ′a ′fərtun/ informal to become rich by earning or winning a lot of money: A good salesman can make a fortune if he works hard.

make a fortune doing sth He had made a fortune gambling in Las Vegas.

RIGHT

→ look here for ...
- correct and without any mistakes
- when someone’s behaviour is reasonable
- morally right
- legal rights and rights in society
- opposite wrong
- see also suitable/un suitable, good

1 correct and with no mistakes

right /raft/ [adj] something that is right is true, or has no mistakes in it, or is the way that it should be: Yes, that’s the right answer. | Is that the right time? | Make sure you use the right amounts of flour and sugar. | Put the words in the right order to make a sentence.

sb is right (=what they say is right) I think you’re right – there’s not going to be enough food for everyone.

that’s right spoken (use this to emphasize that what someone has said is true) “Your mother’s a teacher isn’t she?” “Yes, that’s right.”

be right about sb/sth (=have the right opinion about someone or something) You’re right about Tara. You can’t trust her.

got sth right (=be right in what you say or write) Make sure you get people’s names right when you’re sending out the invitations.

correct /′kɔrɪkt/ [adj] correct answers, facts, methods etc are right, for example because they contain no mistakes or they break no rules: The first ten correct answers will win a prize. | This information is no longer correct. | Did the police use the correct procedure when they interrogated him?

⚠ Correct is more formal than right

⚠ Don't use correct about people. Use right: You’re right, Maria
accurate ˈækjərət [adj] information, measurements, descriptions etc that are accurate are completely correct and all the details are true. She gave the police an accurate description of her attacker. 1 It is vital that measurements are accurate.

right ˈrʌt [adv] especially spoken if you do something right, you do it without making any mistakes: Have I spelled your name right? I Most people can’t do it right the first time.

correctly /ˈkərɪktli/ [adv] if you do something correctly, you do it in the way that it should be done and without making any mistakes: The drug is quite safe if used correctly. 1 You’re not holding the racket correctly.

\[\text{Correctly is more formal than right}\]

properly /ˈprɒprəli/ [adv] especially British if you do something properly, you do it in a satisfactory way or in the way that it should be done: Make sure you put the lid on properly. I He accused me of not doing my job properly.

to make something correct

correct /kəˈrekt/ [i T] to change something wrong that someone has said or written, and make it right: We read through the first version, correcting the errors. I It’s a program that lets you say a sentence, then corrects you if it’s wrong.

correction /ˈkɒrɪkʃən/ [n C] a mark or note that corrects something in a piece of writing: My homework was covered with corrections.

make a correction I still have a few last-minute corrections to make.

right /rʌt/ [adj] use this to talk about what someone has done, to say that you agree with what they did because it was fair or reasonable

be right to do sth You were right to complain – the waiter was rude and the food was awful.

the right thing to do Believe me, it’s the right thing to do. You can’t let him treat you like this.

justified /ˈdʒʌstɪfai̯d/ [adj] if you say that someone is justified or that something they do is justified, you believe they have good reasons for what they do, because of what you know about the situation: I don’t think Colin’s criticisms were really justified.

befell justified in doing sth The government feels justified in using military force to protect its own citizens. I Do you think the principal was justified in expelling those students?

reasonable /ˈrɪznəbəl/ [adj] if someone does something reasonable, you think they are behaving in a fair and sensible way: The police say they only used ‘reasonable force’ to break up the demonstration.

it is reasonable to assume/expect/suppose It is reasonable to assume that about half of the students will pass.

\[\text{I don’t blame you/her etc}\]
don’t blame you (you, etc) spoken informal say this when you can understand why someone has behaved in a particular way, and you think they were right: “Sheila’s left her husband.” “Well, I don’t blame her!”

+ for (doing) sth I don’t blame you for losing your temper with Ann – she was being so annoying.

justify /dʒʌstɪfai̯/ [i T] to show that there are good reasons for doing something that seems wrong to most people: How can you justify a 200% pay rise? I a desperate attempt to justify his decision

justify doing sth I don’t think anyone can justify spending so much money on weapons.

justifying – justified – have justified

rightly /ˈrʌtli/ [adv] formal if someone says or does something rightly, you believe that they are right to say it or do it: His opponents point out, quite rightly, that government money is really taxpayers’ money.

your beliefs about what is right and wrong

conscience /kənˈsensəs/ [n C/U] the part of your mind that tells you what is
right or wrong, and makes you feel guilty if you do something wrong: My conscience told me that I shouldn’t accept the money.

**guilty conscience** (=a guilty feeling because you know you have done something wrong) Paul couldn’t sleep: ‘A sign of a guilty conscience,’ he thought.

**with a clear conscience** (=when you feel sure you have not done anything wrong) Ben had treated her so badly, she felt she could leave him with a clear conscience.

**principles** /ˈprɪnsəplz/ [n plural] your beliefs about what is morally right or wrong, which help you to decide what you should or should not do: Some politicians are only interested in power, and don’t seem to have any principles at all!

**against sb’s principles** (=not morally acceptable to them) I never borrow money – it’s against my principles.

6 to think that something is right

**right** /raɪt/ [adj] if you think something is right, you believe that there are good reasons for doing it, or that it is not morally wrong: I don’t think they should test drugs on animals. It’s not right.

**it is right to do sth** Do you think it is ever right to lie to someone?

**approve** /əˈprɔv/ [v] if you approve of something, you think it is morally good or not morally wrong; if you approve of someone, you like them because you think they are sensible, honest etc: Martha wants to get a motorcycle but her parents don’t approve.

+ of Most people approve of the changes in the gun laws. Tom’s mother doesn’t approve of his new girlfriend.

**approve of sb doing sth** Would you approve of your teenage son smoking?

⚠️ Don’t say ‘I approve of it’. Say I approve of it.

**agree with sth** /əˈɡreɪ  wɪð (stɪ) [phrasal verb T] to think that an action, decision, or type of behaviour is the right thing to do – used especially in questions or negative sentences: I do not agree with the use of violence. Do you agree with the administration’s immigration policy?

⚠️ Don’t say ‘the right of something’ or ‘the right of doing something’. Say the right to something or the right to do something.

7 the legal right to do something

**right** /raɪt/ [n singular] something that you are legally or officially allowed to do

**the right to do sth** Women fought very hard for the right to vote.

**have the right to sth** Everyone should have the right to a decent education.

**give sb the right to do sth** Having a European passport gives you the right to travel and work anywhere in the European Union.

**rights** /raɪts/ [n plural] the political and social freedom that everyone in a country
should have: laws that have gradually
taken away workers' rights
human rights (=the basic rights that all
people should have, including the right to
be treated fairly and without cruelty by
their government) The country has a bad
record on human rights.
equal rights (=the right of everyone to be
treated fairly and equally) equal rights for
women

be entitled to sth /bi'entiltid i tu:
(sth): formal to be legally allowed to have
something or do something: You may be
entitled to compensation for loss of
earnings.
be entitled to do sth If she marries him,
will she be entitled to live in this country?

RISK
the possibility that something bad
might happen

see also DANGEROUS, GAMBLING

1 a risk
risk /risk/ [n C/U] the possibility that
something harmful or unpleasant might
happen: There are a lot of risks involved
when you start your own business.
+ of People continue to smoke, despite
all the risks of heart disease, cancer etc.
reduce/increase the risk of Clean the
wound thoroughly to reduce the risk of
infection.
risk of doing sth Drivers often break the
speed limit, and there's little risk of
getting caught.
+ that There is always the risk that
someone may press the wrong button
and cause an accident.
danger /'deind3ə/ [n singular/U] the pos-
sibility that something dangerous or very
unpleasant might happen
+ of Is there any danger of Grant being
sent to prison? I Cover your head and
drink plenty of fluids, to reduce the
danger of sunstroke.
+ that There's a real danger that
Britain's forests may disappear com-
pletely within the next 50 years.

threat /θret/ [n singular] a strong possi-
bility that something very bad will happen,
especially something that affects many
people.
+ of Once again the people of Sudan
face the threat of famine.

2 actions or situations
that are full of risk
risky /'riski/ [adj] a risky action or
situation is one that involves the risk that
something harmful or unpleasant might
happen: It's always risky leaving your
car out in the street all night. I a risky
investment
risky riskier riskiest

3 to do something even
though there is a risk
take a risk /teik a 'risk/ to decide to do
something, even though you know that
something bad might happen: I knew we
were taking a risk when we lent him the
money. I Sometimes it's worth taking a
few risks to get what you want.
take a chance /teik a 'tʃæns/ -tʃæns/ in-
formal to decide to do something even
though there is a risk, because you think
that you will succeed: I was offered a job
in Hong Kong and decided to take a
chance.
take chances You can trust them if you
like, but I'm not taking any chances!
risk /risk/ [v T] if you risk doing some-
thing, you do it even though you know it
is risky
risk doing sth He couldn't risk phoning
her at home - her husband might have
been there.
risk it (=-risk doing something in spite
of possible problems or danger) They said
the snow was too deep for cars to travel,
but we decided to risk it.

A Don't say 'risk to do something'. Say
risk doing something

4 to be in a situation
where there are risks
risk /risk/ [v T] to get into a situation where
something very unpleasant might happen
to you
risk death /punishment /defeat etc (= do something that might result in you being killed, punished etc) risking death or imprisonment to escape from Vietnam
risk doing sth I don’t want to risk offending your parents.
risk your life (= risk dying) She risked her life trying to rescue a cat from a blazing building.

be in danger /bi: ɪn 'deɪndʒə/ to be in a situation in which something very dangerous might happen: It was a terrible storm, and the little ship was in danger. With the rise of the fascist movement, democracy itself was in danger.
+ of Thousands of refugees are now in danger of starvation.
be in danger of doing sth The island’s traditional culture is in danger of being destroyed.

threaten /ˈθrɛtn/ [v T] if actions or events threaten something, they cause danger for it and make it likely to be harmed or destroyed: Severe droughts often threaten the rice crop. According to some scientists, global warming threatens the survival of the whole human race.

put sb/sth at risk /ˈpʊt (sb/sth) ət risk/ to do something that makes it more likely that someone or something will be harmed: The pilot has been accused of putting his passengers’ lives at risk. Your stupid behaviour could put your whole future at risk.

cross the road (= walk to the other side) Stop, look, and listen before you cross the road.
busy road (= a road with a lot of traffic) It’s a busy road, so be careful when you cross.

street /strɪt/ [n C] a road close to the centre of a town, with houses, shops, or offices and a path down each side for people to walk on: There were stores on both sides of the street.
side street (= a small quiet street) You can park in one of the side streets.
in a street British on a street American Meg lived in the same London street all her life. We used to have an apartment on 23rd Street.
a one-way street (= where you can only drive in one direction) You can’t turn here, it’s a one-way street.

high street British main street American /ˈhai strɛt, ˈmien strɛt/ [n C] the main street in the middle of a town where most of the shops, hotels, and offices are: Our bank used to have a branch in every high street. The small town of Whitehorse, Alaska consists of a half-mile long main street and a few scattered houses.

alley /ˈæli/ [n C] a very narrow street or path between buildings in a town, especially one that is dirty, dark, or unpleasant: homeless people sleeping in alleys plural alleys

2 outside a town

road /rəʊd/ [n C] a road that connects towns or cities: Route 66 used to be one of the main roads across the States. I like driving on the French roads – they’re so straight, and there isn’t much traffic.
+ to As you leave the city, turn right and take the road to Madrid.

lane /lein/ [n C] a narrow road in the countryside, connecting villages or farms: We rode our bicycles along pretty country lanes.

track /træk/ [n C] a narrow road, usually without a hard surface, leading to a farm or field: The track was only wide enough for one car. A dirt track led up to the cottage.
a road for travelling quickly

motorway [British] freeway [American]
/məˈtaʊəri/ 'freɪwi/ [n C] a wide road connecting cities and towns, on which cars can travel fast for long distances: The speed limit on motorways is 70 mph. I We headed east on the Pasadena freeway.

⚠ When talking about motorways, people say 'the M1', 'the M62' etc: Take the M4 to Swindon. I heavy traffic on the M6.

highway /ˈhaɪwei/ [n C] American a wide fast road that connects cities and towns: I got onto the highway and drove as fast as I could.
Highway 61/70 etc There's a rest stop somewhere on Highway 61.

freeway/expressway /ˈfrɛvi/ ɪkˈˈɛpreswe/ [n C] American a wide fast road that takes traffic into and out of a big city: They took the expressway to the airport.

bypass /ˈbeɪpɔs-/pæs/ [n C] British a road that goes around a town, so that people can avoid driving through the town

an area for people to walk on

path /paθ/ [n C] a long, narrow piece of ground for people to walk along: A narrow path took us down to the river. I a path through the woods.

pavement British sidewalk American
/ˈpeɪvment, 'saɪdwɔk/ [n C] a path built along the side of a street for people to walk on

footpath /ˈfʊtpɔθ-/pæθ/ [n C] British a public path for people to walk on in the countryside: They followed the coastal footpath into the village.

trail /treɪl/ [n C] American a path in the mountains or in the forest: hiking trails | The trail follows the river most of the way to Avalanche Lake.

a place where roads or paths join

junction /dʒʌŋkʃən/ [n C] especially British a place where two or more roads cross or join: Kerry slowed down as she approached the junction.

+ of Turn left at the junction of Abbots Road and Church Street.

intersection /ˌɪntərˈseksən/ [n C] especially American a place, especially in a city, where two or more roads cross each other: The accident happened at a busy intersection downtown.

crossroads /ˈkrɒsroʊdز-/kroʊs-/ [n C] a place where two small roads or streets cross each other: Go straight on at the crossroads.
plural crossroads

RUBBISH

things that you throw away because you do not want them

see also GET RID OF

rubbish /ˈrʌbiʃ/ [n U] British all the paper, empty bottles, cans, pieces of food etc that you throw away: The dustmen collect the rubbish on Wednesdays.
a rubbish bin (= a container for rubbish)
a rubbish dump (= a large open area where people's rubbish is taken after it is collected)

garbage/trash /ˈɡɑːbɪdʒ, ˈtraʃ/ [n U] American all the paper, empty bottles, cans, pieces of food etc that you throw away: There were piles of trash in the backyard. I Empty the wastebaskets and take out the garbage.
a garbage/trash can (= a container for garbage)

litter /ˈlɪtər/ [n U] empty bottles, packets, and pieces of paper that people have dropped on the street or in a park: You can be fined £100 for dropping litter.
litter bin British litter basket American (= a container for people to put litter in)

refuse /ˈrɛfjuːz/ [n U] formal all the things that are regularly thrown away from the houses, shops, factories etc in an area: the weekly refuse collection

waste /ˈweɪst/ [n U] useless materials which are left over, especially after an industrial process, and which must be thrown away: Too much waste has been dumped into the North Sea. I We've been trying to recycle our household waste.
industrial/toxic/nuclear waste Industrial waste had leaked into the water supply.

**RUDE**

- opposite POLITE
- see also FRIENDLY/UNFRIENDLY.

**1 not polite, and likely to upset people or make them angry**

**rude** /rud/ [adj] someone who is rude upsets or offends people by not following the rules of good social behaviour: *He’s so rude! I was talking to him and he just walked away!* | I heard her making rude remarks about your furniture.

**be rude to sb** My mother doesn’t like my boyfriend because he was rude to her once.

**be rude about sth** My French friends are always rude about English food.

**it is rude to do sth** It’s rude to interrupt people when they are speaking.

**it is rude of sb to do sth** I thought it was very rude of her not to answer my letter.

**rudely** [adv] Blair rudely pushed his way to the front of the line.

**impolite/not polite** /imˈpɒlɪt, nət pəˈlait/ [adj] not following the rules of good social behaviour, especially when someone does this without realizing it: *I was tired, but I thought it might not be polite to leave so early.* | In Senegal it is considered impolite if you do not share your food.

⚠️ Impolite and not polite are used mostly about things that people do or say, not about people themselves.

**offensive** /ˈɒfensɪv/ [adj] offensive words, jokes, or actions make people angry, because they show no respect for people’s moral or religious beliefs: *His racist jokes are really offensive.*

**find sth offensive (=think it is offensive)** Some viewers may find the language in this film offensive.

**insulting** /ɪnˈsɑːlɪŋ/ [adj] something that you say or do that is insulting criticizes someone, or shows in a very rude way that you think they are stupid or unimportant: *He kept making insulting remarks about women drivers.* | She talks to me as if I’m stupid. It’s so insulting.

**tactless** /ˈtæktləs/ [adj] someone who is tactless upsets or embarrasses someone else, without intending to, by mentioning something that it would be better not to talk about: *I wanted to know about her divorce, but I thought it would be tactless to ask.* | It’s so tactless of him to keep complaining about his job when Sam is unemployed. | Tactless remarks

**cheeky** /ˈteɪki/ [adj] BRITISH use this about a child who says something rude to a parent or teacher: *I don’t like teaching that class — the children are all so cheeky.*

cheeky - cheekier - cheekiest

**bad manners** /ˈbæd mænəz/ [n plural] someone who has bad manners does not behave politely in social situations, for example by not saying ‘please’ and ‘thank you’: *Marilyn apologized for her husband’s bad manners.*

**it is bad manners to do sth** It’s bad manners to talk with your mouth full.

**2 to say or do something rude**

**insult** /ɪnˈsʌlt/ [v T] to be very rude and unpleasant to someone, either by saying rude things to them or by making them feel stupid or unimportant: *Jarvis was fired for insulting a customer.* | They offered me $20 for a whole day’s work — I felt really insulted.

**offend** /ˌɒfend/ [v T] to make someone angry or upset by doing something that they think is socially or morally unacceptable: *I think I offended Kevin by not inviting him to the party.* | Many people are offended by sex scenes on television.

**swear** /swɛər/ [v I] to deliberately use words that shock people because they are considered to be very rude, especially words about sex or religion: *Don’t swear in front of the children.*

+ at The other driver got out of his car and started swearing and shouting at me!

swearing - swore - have sworn
**rude things that people say**

**insult** /ɪnsʌlt/ [n C] something that someone says to someone else, which is very rude because it criticizes their intelligence, character, or appearance: Outside the bar, a drunk was shouting insults at everyone who came past.

**bad language** /ˈbeɪd ˈlæŋwidʒ/ [n U] words that are considered to be very rude, especially words about sex or religion: My mother is coming to stay, so no smoking, no drinking, and no bad language. There were hundreds of complaints about the bad language in the film.

---

**bureaucracy** /bjuəˈrɪkrəsɪ/ [n U] a complicated official system which is annoying because it takes a long time to do anything and it has a lot of unnecessary rules: It takes ages to get a visa these days – there’s so much bureaucracy.

---

**locus of control** [n C] a person’s belief about whether they control their own life or whether it is controlled by outside forces: Some people believe they control their lives, while others believe their luck or fate controls them.

---

**to run**

**run** /rʌn/ [v I] You’ll have to run or you’ll miss the bus. He kept on running until he was out in the open country.

**across/through/along/out etc** A dog ran straight out in front of my car. She ran upstairs and slammed her bedroom door.

**run for the bus/train** (=in order to catch it) Just running for the bus leaves me out of breath.

**run away/off** (=run fast in order to leave a place) They grabbed her purse and then ran off towards the subway.

**run after sb/sth** (=chase someone) Her dog was running after a rabbit and did not hear her calling.

**running** - ran - have run

**dash** /dæʃ/ [v I] to run very quickly for a short distance, because you have to do something urgently
around/into/across etc He dashed forward and pulled the child away from the road.

dash for sth/make a dash for sth (=run quickly towards something) She got up and made a dash for the door.

sprint /ˈsprint/ [v I] to run as fast as you can over a short distance: A man sprinted past, then five seconds later two policemen came running after him.

trot /trot/ [v I] to run fairly slowly, taking short steps

trot along/back/off Paul walked quickly, with his little dog trotting along behind.

trotting – trotted – have trotted

2 to run as a sport or for exercise

run /rʌn/ [v I/T] to run in a race or for exercise: Omar’s running the marathon this year.

go running/go for a run (=go out and run for exercise) I usually go running on Saturday afternoons.

run 2 miles/400 metres etc She runs a couple of miles twice a week.

running – ran – have run

runner [n C] someone who runs, especially in a race: a long-distance runner

jog /dʒɒg/ [v I] to run fairly slowly for a long distance, for exercise, and to keep healthy: I started jogging to lose a little weight.

jog along/down/past etc When I lived in Washington I jogged along the river every morning.

go jogging/go for a jog (=go out and jog) Sharon goes for a jog every evening after work.

jogging – jogged – have jogged

When you see LC, go to the ESSENTIAL COMMUNICATION section.
husband’s been very depressed since he lost his job last year.
\(+\) about Gretta gets depressed about her weight.

! Depressed can also be used about someone who is suffering from a serious medical condition in which they feel so unhappy that they cannot lead a normal life.

feeling sorry for yourself /'fɪliŋ 'sɔrɪ fɔr ĵɔrself/ 'sɔrɪ/ especially spoken spending all your time thinking about how unlucky you are or how unfairly you have been treated, and not doing anything to improve the situation: You’ve got to stop feeling sorry for yourself and try to find a job.

homesick /'həʊmˌsɪk/ adj unhappy because you are a long way from your home, your family, and your friends, and you wish you were back there: My sister was very homesick when she first went to college.

unhappy because someone has been unkind to you

upset /'ʌpset/ adj not before noun unhappy because someone has been unkind to you, so that you want to cry: She’s upset because Dan didn’t invite her to his party.

get upset (about) it was an awful thing for him to say, but there’s no point in getting upset about it.

+ that She was very upset that Matthew hadn’t told her he was leaving.

hurt /'hʌrt/ adj not before noun upset and shocked because someone has been unkind to you, especially someone that you trusted and thought was a friend: Bill felt very hurt when he realized she had lied to him.

deeply hurt (=extremely hurt) Jackson was said to be ‘deeply hurt’ by the newspaper reports about him.

offended /'ɔfəndd/ adj not before noun upset and angry because you think someone has treated you rudely or without respect: She’ll be offended if you don’t thank her for her help.

get offended He gets very offended if you criticize his work.
something that makes you feel sad

sad /sæd/ [adj] usually before noun] use this about a story, piece of music, period of time etc that makes you feel sad
sad time/day/moment/occasion etc The day her son left home was one of the saddest days of her life.
sad news/story/song/film etc Fairuz sang a sad song that made us homesick. I don’t like movies with sad endings.
it is sad that It’s very sad that she died before her children grew up.
sad – sadder – saddest

unhappy /ʌnˈheɪpi/ [adj] unhappy childhood/marriage/year etc a time when you are unhappy because you are in a difficult or unpleasant situation that you do not enjoy at all: Phil was married for three unhappy years.

Looking at that photo always brings back unhappy memories. I am an unhappy love affair
unhappy – unhappier – unhappiest

depressing /dɪˈpresɪŋ/ [adj] a depressing experience, story, place, piece of news etc makes you feel that there is nothing to be happy about and not much hope for the future: What a depressing novel!

It’s such a depressing town – there’s nothing to do here! The depressing news that violent crime has increased again

Don’t say depressive when you mean depressing. A depressive is a person who gets depressed very easily.

upsetting /əˈpɛstɪŋ/ [adj] an upsetting experience or event has a strong emotional effect on you, and makes you want to cry: She can’t talk about her son’s death – she finds it too upsetting. I being burgled can be a very upsetting experience.

make someone sad

make sb sad/make sb unhappy /meɪk (sb) ‘sæd, meɪk (sb) ‘ʌnˈheɪpi/ to make someone feel sad, or make them feel unhappy. Something at school making her unhappy, but she didn’t want to talk about it. It made me sad to see her looking so old and ill.

upset /əˈpɛpt; [v T] if something upsets you, it makes you feel as if you want to cry, especially because someone has been unkind to you or because you have had a very unpleasant experience: I’m sorry if I upset you – I didn’t mean to.
it upsets sb to see/hear/think sth Her parents got divorced when she was 10, and it still upsets her to think about it.

upsetting – upset – have upset

hurt /hɜːt/ [v T] to make someone feel upset by being unkind to them or not thinking enough about their feelings, especially someone who trusts you and thinks you are their friend: I would never do anything to hurt her.
hurt sb’s feelings I didn’t really like her boyfriend, but I couldn’t tell her that – I didn’t want to hurt her feelings.
it hurts sb to see/hear/learn etc It hurt me to think that Jane had lied to me.
hurting – hurt – have hurt

get sb down /gɛt (sb) ‘daʊn/ [phrasal verb T] informal if something gets you down, it makes you feel unhappy and tired because it has continued for too long: I know it’s a boring job, but don’t let it get you down. The endless rain was beginning to get him down.

a sad feeling

sadness /ˈsædnəs/ [n U] a sad feeling, caused especially when a happy time is ending, or when you feel sorry about someone else’s unhappiness: Her eyes were full of sadness.

with (great) sadness I remembered with great sadness all the friends I had left behind.

unhappiness /ʌnˈheɪpinəs/ [n U] the unhappy feeling you have when you are in a very difficult or unpleasant situation: After years of unhappiness, she finally decided to leave him.

grief /ɡriːf/ [n U] especially written great sadness that you feel when someone that you love has died: He was overcome with grief when his wife died.

depression /dɪˈpreʃən/ [n U] a mental illness that makes someone feel so unhappy that they have no energy or hope for the future, and they cannot live a normal life
severe depression My father had suffered from severe depression for many years.

6 to make someone feel less sad
cheer sb up [ʧiə up] (phrasal verb T) to make someone feel happier when they are disappointed or sad about something: She failed her test, so I'm taking her out to cheer her up.

comfort [ˈkʌmfə] to make someone feel less upset by being kind to them and telling them not to worry: Bill stroked her hair gently, trying to comfort her. | We did our best to comfort him, but he was obviously very upset.

cheer up [ʧiə up] spoken say this to tell someone to stop feeling disappointed or sad and try to be more cheerful: Cheer up, Phil! It's only a game, and you can't win every time.

it's all right/it's OK [ɪts 'ɔl rɑt, 'ɪts 'ɔrki] spoken say this to make someone feel calmer or make them stop crying, when they are very upset and worried about something: It's all right, honey, I'm here now.

SAFE

- opposite DANGEROUS
- see also RISK

1 when you are not in danger

safe [seif] (adj) not before noun] not in danger of being harmed or attacked: Will she be safe in the house on her own? | I feel safer in London than I do in New York.

+ from The ants live in underground nests where they are safe from birds and lizards.

safe and sound (=safe and unharmed after being in danger) We're praying that she will come back safe and sound.

safely [ˈseifi] (adv) without being harmed: Did you get home safely last night? | The pilot managed to land the plane safely.

safety [ˈseifti] (n U) when you are safe from danger, harm, or accidents: I worry about the children's safety if they are late home from school.

in safety (=without any danger) From behind a glass screen, we could watch the experiment in complete safety.

for your own safety (=in order to make sure you are safe) For your own safety, please do not smoke until you get off the plane.

be out of danger [bi aut avˈdendʒə] to be safe, after being in danger of dying or of being harmed or attacked: The patient is out of danger, but he's still very weak. | We're not out of danger yet — they're still following us.

2 something that will not cause harm

safe [seif] (adj) not likely to cause any injury or harm: That bridge doesn't look very safe. | a safe driver (=someone who drives carefully and does not cause accidents)

it is safe to do sth Is it safe to swim in the water here?

+ for We want the streets to be safe for our children.

safely [ˈseifi] The nuclear waste is safely buried in the deepest part of the ocean.

harmless [ˈhɑrmləs] (adj) an animal or chemical that is harmless will not harm or injure anyone, even though it may seem dangerous: Our dog makes a lot of noise, but he's perfectly harmless. | Barnes claims that cannabis is a relatively harmless drug.

3 when something will not get lost, stolen, or damaged

safe [seif] (adj) Your money will be safer in the bank.

in a safe place Keep your keys in a safe place.

it is safe to do sth Would it be safer to park my car in the driveway?

keep sth safe Leave your necklace with me — I'll keep it safe.
4 a place where someone or something is safe

safety /ˈseifti/ [n U] a place where you are safe from danger: By the time the men reached safety, they were exhausted and half starved.

in/to/from the safety of sth She rushed back to the safety of her own house.

carry/lead/take sb to safety The firefighters carried the children to safety.

refuge /ˈrefjʊdʒ/ [n C/U] a place that you go in order to escape from a dangerous or unpleasant situation.

+ from The basement provided us with a refuge from the fighting.

take refuge (=go somewhere that is safe) During the flooding, people took refuge in the hills.

seek refuge from sth (=try to find a safe place, to escape from a dangerous situation) Thousands of families came here seeking refuge from the civil war.

out of harm's way aut əv hərmz 'weɪ, if someone or something is out of harm's way, they are in a place where they cannot be hurt or damaged: Keep all medicines out of harm's way, where children cannot reach them. I She put the glass vases on the top shelf, out of harm's way.

5 things done to make people and places safer

security /ˈsɪkjʊrəti/ [n U] things that are done to make sure that someone does not get attacked or robbed: They need to improve security here – anyone could just walk in.

tight security (=very careful security) There is tight security at the airport and all baggage is being searched.

You can also use security before a noun, like an adjective: Strict security measures were in force during the President's visit. I a security guard (=someone whose job is to protect a person or building).

safety /ˈseifti/ [n U] ways of preventing dangerous accidents: the importance of safety in the workplace.

road safety (=rules and methods for using roads safely) All children should be taught road safety from an early age.

⚠️ You can also use safety before a noun, like an adjective: Unless safety standards are improved, there could be a major accident. Read the safety instructions first.

SAME

⇒ if you mean 'have the same score as another team', go to SPORT 10
⇒ look here for ...
  • the same thing or person
  • similar to another thing or person
⇒ see also DIFFERENT, ANOTHER, 

CONTINUE 3

⚠️ The same can be used in two different ways. Compare these sentences: She's so rich, she never wears the same dress twice (=when you are talking about one dress). I saw someone wearing the same dress as me (=when you are talking about two dresses that look the same).

1 the same one

the same /əˈseɪm/ the same place, person, or thing, not a different one: My friend and I went to the same school. I They work in different offices, but they have the same boss.

the same ... as She was born on the same day as me. I I was staying in the same hotel as Bill Clinton. Can you believe it!

⚠️ Don't use 'same' on its own. Always say the same.

⚠️ Don't say 'the same with' or 'the same like'. Say the same as.

2 exactly like another one

the same /əˈseɪm/ [adj] only before noun] the same as another thing, place, situation etc: They were both wearing the same shoes.

look/sound/taste etc the same The houses on the street all look the same.

just the same/exactly the same (=not different in any way) I tried three different types of wine, but they all tasted just the same to me.
the same ... as They were doing the same jobs as the men, but being paid less.

do the same We’ve opened up stores in the UK and we hope to do the same in the rest of Europe.

it’s the same spoken (=say this when you mean that two or more situations are the same): “We always get up late on Saturdays.” “It’s the same in our house.”

⚠️ Don’t use ‘same’ on its own. Always say the same.

⚠️ Don’t say ‘the same like’ or ‘the same with’. Say the same as.

just like/exactly like /ɪdɪˈlɑːst laɪk, ɪ'zæktli laɪk/ if someone or something is just like or exactly like someone or something else, there is very little difference between them: Clare looks just like her mother. ! This song sounds exactly like that one by The Beatles.

identical /aɪˈdɛntɪkəl/ adj two or more things that are identical are exactly the same in every way: To me the two patterns looked identical.

+ to The picture is identical to the one in the Museum of Modern Art in New York.

can’t tell the difference /kænt tel ðə ˈdɪfərəns/ especially spoken if you can’t tell the difference between two things or people, they seem exactly the same to you: The twins were so alike that I really couldn’t tell the difference.

+ between People who are colour-blind can’t tell the difference between red and green.

be no different from sth /biː nɔː ˈdɪfərənt frəm (sth)/ use this especially when you expect something or someone to be different from another thing or person, but in fact they are the same: People often think that movie stars are special in some way, but really they’re no different from anybody else. ! Life on the island is no different from life on the mainland.

be as old/long/strong etc as /biː əz (old, etc) əz/ to be the same age, length etc as someone or something else: At 14, Richard was already as tall as his father.

equal /ˈekwəl/ adj two or more amounts, totals, levels etc that are equal are the same as each other: You should spend an equal amount of time on each question in the test.

+ to A pint is equal to about half a litre.

equally /ˈekwəli/ adv
equally good/bad/difficult etc (=as good, bad etc as something else) Both schools seem equally good.

divide/share sth equally (=so that everyone has the same amount) The money was divided equally between their three children.

the same as before

the same /ðə ˈseɪm/ I hadn’t seen John for ages, but he was still just the same.

the same as ever School’s the same as ever – too much work and not enough time to do what I really want!

just the same/exactly the same (not changed in any way) We went to the office Christmas party, but it was just the same as last year’s.

hasn’t changed /hæzənt ˈfeɪntʃd/ especially spoken if someone or something hasn’t changed, they are the same as they were before, even though you have not seen them for a long time: I went back to my old school and it hadn’t changed.
hasn’t changed at all (also hasn’t changed a bit [BRITISH]) He hasn’t changed at all – he’s still crazy about football.

Stay the same /stei ðə sem/ to continue to be the same and not change: The word ‘sheep’ doesn’t add ‘s’ in the plural – the ending stays the same. Tamara lived in a government apartment, and the rent stayed the same for five years.

Constant /ˈkɒnstənt/ [adj] an amount, temperature, speed etc that is constant, stays the same and does not change: The number of deaths from road accidents has remained constant over the last five years. It is important to store wine at a constant temperature.

⚠️ Constant is a more technical way of saying that something stays the same.

Similar to someone or something else

Like /laɪk/ [preposition] similar to or almost the same as something or someone else: It has teeth like sharp knives.

Be like The houses here are like the ones in Northern France. I can’t describe the taste – it was like vanilla but not quite.

Look/sound/feel etc like It looks like meat and tastes like meat, but it’s actually made from vegetable protein. What lovely material – it feels like velvet.

Similar /ˈsɪmələr, ˈsɪmlər/ [adj] if one thing is similar to another, or if two or more things are similar, they are like each other but not exactly the same: We have similar tastes in music. The plane is similar to the one that crashed in Nepal.

Similar in size/appearance/style etc The two dresses were similar in style.

Alike /əˈlaɪk/ [adv] if two people are alike, they look like each other or they have a similar character: My mother and I are very alike.

Look alike A lot of couples look alike.

Remind you of sb/sth /rɪˈmænd juː dəv (sh/sth)]-[əv]-/ [phrasal verb T] to be similar to another person, thing, or event, and make you think of them: My brother really reminds me of my father sometimes. The restaurant reminded her of the ones she used to go to in Paris.

Take after sb /teɪk æftər (sb)]-[əf]-/ [phrasal verb T] to be like your mother, father, grandmother etc, because you look like them or you have a similar character, similar abilities etc: Neil takes after his father. Jennie’s good at languages. She takes after her grandmother in that way.

Have a lot in common /hæv ə lot in kəmən] [lot in ˈkəmən] if two or more people have a lot in common, they have the same interests, opinions, experiences etc, so they are likely to have a good relationship: You’ll like Paul. I think the two of you have a lot in common.

With/to I had nothing in common with her, and didn’t know what to talk about.

Ways in which people or things are similar

Similarity /sɪməˈlarəti/ [n C/U] a way in which people, things, or events are similar: Detectives said there were similarities between the two murders.

Between The English language has certain similarities with German.

Striking similarity (=one that is very easy to notice) There are some striking similarities between the two stories.

Plural similarities

Resemblance /rɪˈzembləns/ [n C/U] if there is a resemblance between two people or things, they look like each other: The resemblance between him and Andy was remarkable.

Bears a strong/striking/close resemblance to formal (=look very like someone or something else) The two paintings bore a striking resemblance to each other.
SATISFIED/ DISSATISFIED

\[ \text{HAPPY} \leftarrow \text{COMPLAINING} \]
\[ \text{ENJOY} \leftrightarrow \text{see\ also} \rightarrow \text{COMPLAIN} \]
\[ \text{LIKE/NOT LIKE} \leftarrow \text{COMFORTABLE/ UNCOMFORTABLE} \]

1 when you think that something is good enough

**satisfied** /ˈsætɪsfɪd/ [adj] how you feel when you think that something is as good as it should be, for example someone’s work or something you buy: I did the whole essay again, but she still wasn’t satisfied.

**with** His boss seems satisfied with his work. | 95% of passengers say they are satisfied with the bus service.

⚠️ Don’t say ‘I’m satisfied of it’. Say I’m satisfied with it

**be happy with sth** /bi ˈhæpi wið (st)h/ to be satisfied with a situation, decision, or arrangement: The doctor said he was happy with the way the operation had gone.

**be perfectly happy with sth** Until now she seemed perfectly happy with the arrangement.

⚠️ Be happy with sth is less formal than satisfied and is used especially in spoken English.

**satisfactory** /ˈsætɪsfækterɪ/ [adj] something that is satisfactory is good enough because it is of a high enough standard or it gives you what you need: You can only take the advanced class if your work is of a satisfactory standard. | I wrote and complained, but I still haven’t had a satisfactory answer.

**pleased** /ˈplɪzd/ [adj] how you feel when you think something is very good and you feel very satisfied with it: Were you pleased when you saw the results?

+ with Tom’s teacher was pleased with his progress, and gave him an ‘A’ on his report card. | “How’s your new car?” “It’s great – I’m really pleased with it.”

2 when you have what you want in your life, your job etc

**satisfied/happy** /ˈsætɪsfɪd, ˈhæpi/ [adj] not before noun] happy because you have what you want and you do not want anything more or anything different

+ with I’d be quite happy with a part-time job, so long as the money’s OK. | I don’t really want a bigger house – I’m satisfied with what I have.

**keep sb satisfied/happy** They have to make bigger and bigger profits to keep the bosses happy.

⚠️ Happy is more common in spoken English than satisfied.

**content** /ˈkɒntent/ [adj] not before noun] happy and satisfied with everything in your life, so that you do not want to change anything

+ with Although Lawrence was poor, he was basically content with life.

**content to do sth** At present he seems content to just sit at home and watch TV.

3 the feeling you have when you are satisfied

**satisfaction** /ˈsætɪsfækʃən/ [n U] the feeling of being satisfied, especially because you have achieved something good or useful: She finished her essay, and read it through with satisfaction.

**get satisfaction from sth** He enjoys coaching the hockey team, and gets a lot of satisfaction from it.

**express satisfaction** FORMAL (= say you are satisfied) Most users have expressed satisfaction with the new system.

4 not satisfied

**not satisfied/dissatisfied** /ˈnət ˈsætɪsfɪd, ˈdrɪsætɪsfɪd/ how you feel when something is not as good as you want it to be or expect it to be: Elliott won the race, but said that he wasn’t entirely satisfied – “I was hoping to beat the world record.”
SATISFIED/DISSATISFIED

+ with. The teacher told James that she wasn’t satisfied with his work. Paul had become increasingly dissatisfied with his job and his marriage.

⚠️ Dissatisfied is more formal than not satisfied

not be happy with sth not bi’hapi wi’ (sth) to feel dissatisfied or disappointed because something has not been done well enough, or because you have not achieved what you wanted: The director wasn’t happy with her performance, and they had to shoot the scene again.

5 the feeling you have when you are not satisfied dissatisfaction /‘dɪsətɪsəfækʃən/ the feeling you have when you are not satisfied: Teaching standards are low and there is widespread dissatisfaction among the students.

+ with. Opinion polls show increasing dissatisfaction with the way the country is being governed.

SAVE

➔ look here for ...

• to save money
• to save someone from a dangerous situation
• to keep something so that you can use it later

➔ see also SPEND, MONEY, BANKS

1 to save money

save /sɛv/ [v I/T] to gradually collect money by not spending all the money you have, especially when you regularly put some of it in a bank: I find it really difficult to save – I just spend everything I get.

save money/E500/$400 etc. He’s managed to save $800 so far. I try to save a little money each month.

+ for She starts saving for Christmas in the middle of July!

save up /sɛv ʌp/ [phrasal verb I/T] to save money in order to buy something or do something special: I’m trying to save up enough money to buy a computer.

save up to do sth We’re saving up to go to the Caribbean next year.

+ for If you want a new bike, you’ll have to save up for it.

 savings /‘sevnɪŋz/ [n plural] the money that you have saved: I’m paying for my Spanish classes out of my savings.

life savings (=all the money you have saved in your life) My parents spent their life savings on a retirement home in Florida.

➔ see also FIRE, ACCIDENT

save /sɛv/ [v I/T] if you save someone, you stop them from being killed or badly hurt: He almost fell off the cliff, but she put out her arm and saved him.

save sb from sth. His cycling helmet saved him from serious injury.

save sb from doing sth. A lifeguard dived into the pool and saved her from drowning.

save sb’s life. Wearing a seat belt can save your life.

rescue /‘rɛskju:/ [v T] if you rescue someone, you take them away from a dangerous situation, so that they do not get killed or badly hurt: Paramedics and fire-fighters worked for two hours to rescue people who were trapped in the bus.

rescue sb from sth. The couple were rescued from the burning building by neighbours.

rescue/come to the rescue /‘rɛskju; kam tə də ‘rɛskju:/ if you rescue someone or come to the rescue, you help them when they are in a difficult or unpleasant situation: Luckily Sally came to the rescue and lent us her car. I was stuck talking to Mrs Roberts until Mum rescued me.

come to sb’s rescue. I couldn’t remember the man’s name. Fortunately Maria came to my rescue.

➔ see also FIRE, ACCIDENT

3 to save something to use later

save/keep /sɛv, kɪp/ [v T] to keep something and not use it now, so that you can use it later. Save some of the cheese to sprinkle on top of the dish.
**save/keep sth for sth** He got out the bottle of champagne that he'd been saving for this occasion.

**save/keep sth for later** We can keep the rest of the food for later.

keeping — kept — have kept

---

**SAY**

TALK  
EXPLAIN  
TELL  
see  
also  
ADVISE  
CRITICIZE  
ASK  
ADMIT  
SHOUT  
THREATEN

Don't confuse say, tell, talk, and speak. You say words to someone. You tell someone facts or information about something. You talk to someone about a subject. You speak (=you say words) or you speak a language.

---

**I to say something**

**say** /seɪ/ [v 1/T] to say something using spoken or written words: "I must be going," she said. | "Where’s Pam going?" “I don’t know. She didn’t say.”

+ (that) James wrote to the bank and said we needed a loan. | It says in today’s paper that gas prices are going up again.

**say what/where/why etc** The doctor didn’t say how long the operation would take.

**say hello/sorry/yes etc (to sb)** Lauren came over to say goodbye to us. | I asked Dad if he’d lend me some money, but he said no.

**say sth to sb** What did you say to her?

saying — said — have said

Don’t say ‘say someone that ...’. Say say that ... or tell someone that ...; She said that she was going home. | She told me that she was going home.

Use say (not ‘tell’) when you are reporting someone’s actual words: “I’m going home,” she said.

**tell** /tel/ [v T] to give someone information, using spoken or written words

**tell sb (that)** Rosie told me that she might be late.

**tell sb sth** He refused to tell me his name.

**tell sb who/what/where etc** There are signs telling you where the exits are.

**tell sb about sth** Sit down and tell me all about it.

telling — told — have told

**point out** /point ˈaut/ [phrasal verb T] to tell someone something that they had not noticed or had not thought about: As Sharon pointed out, the story was rather hard to believe.

**point out sth** an article pointing out the similarities between the Watergate scandal and the problems that Clinton has now

+ that It’s worth pointing out that very few people ever die of this disease.

**mention** /menˈʃən/ [v T] to talk about someone or something, but without giving details or saying very much about them: He mentioned something about a party, but he didn’t say when it was. | When I mentioned her name, he looked embarrassed.

+ (that) I forgot to mention that I won’t be in tomorrow.

Don’t say ‘mention about something’.

Say mention something.

**add** /æd/ [v T] to say something more, after what has already been said or written: Is there anything you’d like to add, Peter? | “Finally,” she added, “I would like to thank my family for their support.”

+ that I should add that I do not agree with Dr Mitchell.

**put it** /ˈpʌt ɪt/ to express an idea in a particular way, choosing your words carefully to explain what you mean simply and clearly: If you don’t understand, I’ll try and put it another way.

**put it this way** spoken (use this when you are trying to say something in the clearest possible way) Put it this way: if we don’t make a profit, we’re out of a job.

**express** /ɪkˈspres/ [v T] to let someone know your feelings, by putting them into words
express concern/satisfaction/annoyance/sympathy etc (=say that you are worried, satisfied etc) Ollie found it hard to express his feelings about the war. 1 Parents have expressed concern about the amount of violence in some children’s shows.

express yourself (=make people understand what you are thinking or feeling) Young children often find it difficult to express themselves in words.

2 publicly or officially

say /sez/ [v T] to say something publicly or officially, using spoken or written words
+ (that) The President said he had no intention of resigning. 1 The sports club rules say that sports shoes must be worn in the gym at all times.

say what/how/who/when etc Did they say who will take over as Chairman?
saying - said - have said

announce /əˈnaʊns/ [v T] to officially tell people what has happened or what will happen, in a written or spoken public statement: The company announced profits of $400 million.
+ (that) The Prime Minister has just announced there is to be a General Election next month.

state /steɪt/ [v T] formal to say something publicly or officially in clear, definite language
+ that The law states that you are innocent until proved guilty. 1 Justice Cohen stated clearly that no further action would be taken.

confirm /kənˈfɜːm/ [v T] if you confirm something that other people have already said is true, you say publicly that it is definitely true: Mr Eastwood refused to confirm or deny the rumour.
+ that Police have confirmed that they are questioning a woman about the disappearance of baby Kelly Truman.

make a statement /meɪk əˈsteɪmənt/ say or write something publicly in order to tell people what you intend to do, what your opinion is etc - use this about politicians, business leaders, and other important people: The President is expected to make a statement on the crisis later this afternoon.

3 quietly or unclearly

whisper /ˈwɪspər/ [v T] to say something very quietly, using your breath rather than your voice: “Don’t wake the baby,” whispered Cecilia. 1 Fran leant over and whispered something in her sister’s ear.

mutter /ˈmʌtər/ [v T] to say something quietly, especially when you are annoyed but do not want someone else to hear you complaining: “Why do I have to do all the work?” she muttered. 1 Grant went out, muttering something about having to see a client.

mumble /ˈmʌmbl/ [v T] to say something quietly without pronouncing the words clearly, so that it is difficult to understand. He mumbled something I didn’t hear. 1 Kaye could only mumble an apology.

4 in an indirect way

imply /ɪˈmplai/ [v T] to say one thing which seems to show that another thing is true, but without saying the other thing directly
+ (that) Michael did imply that I could have the job if I wanted it. 1 The article implied that unemployed people are lazy and do not want to work.

implying - implied - have implied

suggest /səˈdʒest, səˈɡeɪt/ [v T] to say something in an indirect way, especially something bad that you prefer not to say directly: What are you suggesting? Do you think I’m a thief?
+ (that) His letter seemed to suggest that he wasn’t satisfied with my work.

hint /hɪnt/ [v 1/T] to say something in a very indirect way, but so that other people can guess what you really mean
+ (that) Harry hinted that his friendship with Mona might have contributed to his marriage break-up.
+ at The President hinted at the possibility of military action.

hint [n C] something that you say in a very indirect way, but so that other people can guess what you really mean

don’t drop a hint (=say something very indirectly) He kept dropping hints about what he wanted for Christmas.

When you see [C], go to the ESSENTIAL COMMUNICATION section.
to say that something is definitely true or not true

claim [klem] [v T] to say that something is true, even though it has not been proved and people may not believe it
+ (that) Martin claimed that he was with friends at the time of his wife's murder.

claim to be/do sth Doctors claim to have discovered a cure for the disease.

swear [swɔːr] [v T] to promise very seriously that something is definitely true

swear (that) Vic swears he saw a ghost standing at the end of his bed. | Una swore that she hadn't stolen the money.

swearing - swore - have sworn

deny [dɪnəʊ] [v T] to say that you have not done something bad that people say you have done: Bowlam denies all charges of selling drugs to children.
+ (that) Gallagher denies that he copied the tune from an old Beatles song.

deny doing sth Joanna denied ever having lied to me.

denying - denied - have denied

flatly/categorically deny (=deny very strongly) Leeman categorically denied any involvement in the robbery.

insist [ɪnsɪst] [v T] to keep saying that something is true, especially when a lot of people say it is not true
+ (that) Barker insisted that he was the legal owner of the car. | Miller insisted he had never had an affair with the actress.

to say that someone has done something bad or illegal

accuse [əkˈdʒuz] [v T] to say or write that someone is guilty of a crime or of doing something bad

accuse sb of doing sth Are you accusing me of cheating?

accuse sb of sth The article accused the company of sex discrimination.

accusation [əkˈzuːʃən] [n C] a statement saying that someone is guilty of a crime or of doing something bad

make an accusation You can’t go around making accusations without proof.
+ of There have been accusations of racism in the Los Angeles police department.
+ against The accusations against Dr Jones were found to be false.

allege [əˈledʒ] [v T] to say publicly that someone has done something bad or illegal, even though this has not been proved
+ (that) Mrs Taylor alleges that she lost her job because she was pregnant.

be alleged to have done sth He was alleged to have planted a bomb in the parliament building.

the alleged murderer/rapist/attacker etc (=the person someone alleges is a murderer etc) The alleged terrorists are in the custody of the German police.

allegation [əˌlɪɡəˈʃən] [n C usually plural] a public statement saying that someone has done something bad or illegal, but giving no proof

make an allegation He has made some serious allegations concerning the company’s financial dealings.
+ of There were allegations of corruption in the police department.
+ about allegations about the senator’s private life
+ that The newspaper printed allegations that politicians had been accepting bribes.

deny an allegation (=say it is false) Weimar denied allegations of financial mismanagement.

say [sez] [v T] especially spoken to say or write that someone has done something bad or illegal
+ (that) Are you saying I’m a liar? | His ex-wife says that he used to beat her.

saying - said - have said

to say something again

repeat [rɪˈpɪt] [v T] to say something again, for example because someone did
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not hear you or understand you: Could you please repeat the question?
+ that She repeated that anyone who really needed help would get it.
repeat yourself (=say something again, without realizing it) Have I told you this before? Please stop me if I’m repeating myself.
say sth again /seɪ (sθ) ˌgen/ especially spoken to say something again, either because someone did not hear you or because you want to emphasize it: Sorry, would you say that again? | I’ve said it before and I’ll say it again: I never trusted that man.

8 how you ask someone to say something again

Q: sorry?/pardon? (also excuse me American) /ˈsɔr.i, ˈpər.ˈdәn, ɪkˈskɛːd miʃˈsaʊri, ˈsəri/ spoken say this when you want to ask someone politely to repeat what they just said because you did not hear it: “It’s hot today, isn’t it?” “Pardon?”
Q: what?/what did you say? /wɒt, .wɒt/ did juz ˌseɪ/ spoken informal say this when you did not hear what someone said, or when you are surprised by what they said: “Are you going to the bar?” “What? Oh, yes, I suppose so.” | “Oh shut up!” “What did you say?”

⚠️ Some people think it is rude to say what or what did you say?

9 to say something that someone else has said

quote /kwɔt/ [v I/T] to repeat exactly something that someone else has said or written, especially someone famous: He was always quoting clever sayings from Oscar Wilde’s plays.
+ from Let me quote from the report: “6000 children die each day from curable diseases.” | Phil can quote from any Shakespeare play you mention.

quotation /kwəˈteɪʃən/ [n C] a sentence or phrase from a book, poem etc. which you repeat because it is interesting or funny, or because it supports what you are saying.
+ from Spencer began his speech with a quotation from Karl Marx.

10 to say what will happen in the future

predict /prɪˈdɪkt/ [v T] to say what you think will happen in the future: Most of the papers are predicting an easy victory for the Dallas Cowboys | a major earthquake that no-one had predicted.
+ that Some experts predict that the Earth’s temperatures will rise by as much as 5° over the next 20 years.
prediction /prɪˈdɪkʃən/ [n C] a statement saying what you think will happen in the future: Despite their confident predictions, sales of the new car have not been very good.
made a prediction It’s too early to make any predictions about the election results.

forecast /fɔːˈkɑːst-/kɑːst/ [v T] to publicly say what will happen in the future with the weather or with the economic or political situation, especially when you have special or technical knowledge: UK politicians are forecasting a big improvement in employment opportunities.
forecast rain/fine weather/snow etc Rain is forecast for all parts of southern England tomorrow.
+ that Hardly anyone had forecast that the drought would last so long.
forecasting - forecast or forecasted - have forecast or have forecasted

forecast /fɔːˈkɑːst-/kɑːst/ [n C] a public statement saying what is likely to happen with the weather or with the economic or political situation, based on special or technical knowledge.
the weather forecast (=a statement in a newspaper, or on the TV or radio, saying what the weather will be like during the next few days) According to the weather forecast, it’s going to stay hot for the rest of the week.
give/make a forecast It is impossible to give an accurate forecast of company sales 10 years from now.

11 something that someone says

remark /rɪˈmɑːk/ [n C] something that you say, for example an opinion or something you have noticed: I ignored his rude remarks about my clothes.
make a remark (=say something) Mr Hill sat down and made a few remarks about the weather.

comment /'kɒment/ [n C/U] something that you say or write, especially to give an opinion or explanation: OK, that’s what we are suggesting — does anyone have any comments?
+ on/about She had written some useful comments on my essay.
make a comment We were discussing her new movie, and Jill made some interesting comments about it.

no comment spoken (=used by politicians, business leaders etc when they do not want to publicly answer a question) “What is your view of the affair, Prime Minister?” “No comment.”

thing to say /ˈθɪŋ tu ˈsɛi, ˈθɪŋ tu ˈseti/ especially spoken a strange/stupid/horrible etc thing to say a remark that is strange, stupid etc: What an awful thing to say about your mother! I said I was crazy about her. I know it was a silly thing to say.

point /pɔɪnt/ [n C] something that you say, which people had not thought about or discussed until you mentioned it: That’s a good point, and we should take it into consideration.
make a point (=say something in a discussion, which people had not thought of before) In his speech, Marks made the point that far more people died from smoking tobacco than from taking drugs.

announcement /əˈnəʊnmənt/ [n C] a public or official statement telling people what has happened or what will happen: The announcement was heard by millions of radio listeners this morning.
+ of/about I read the announcement of her death in today’s newspaper.
make an announcement Silence, please. Mr Bennett is about to make an announcement.

statement /ˈsteɪmənt/ [n C] something that someone says or writes publicly in order to tell people what they intend to do, what their opinion is etc: In a statement, the BBC admitted that it had given incorrect information.
make a statement (=say something publicly) The President will make a statement to the press this afternoon.

what people say about something

according to /əˈkʌrənt/ use this to tell someone what someone else has said or written
according to John/my sister/my newspaper etc According to the paper, 20 people died in the fire. Rob’s got a new girlfriend, according to Janine.

they say/people say /ˈðeɪ ˈsei, ˈpiːpli ˈsei/ spoken use this to say what a lot of people believe and are talking about
+ (that) They say her husband’s in prison.
so they say (=when you are not sure whether something is true) The test isn’t difficult, or so they say.

apparently /əˈpærəntli/ [adv] spoken use this to say what you have read or been told, although you do not know about it yourself: It’s going to be hot this weekend, apparently.
+ Apparently, Jim’s a really good tennis player.

rumour British rumor American /ˈrʊmər/ [n C/U] a story that is passed from one person to another among a lot of people, and which may or may not be true
+ about Have you heard the rumor about him and his secretary?
+ that There are rumors that the band may be splitting up.
spread a rumour (=tell other people a rumour) Someone’s been spreading nasty rumours about me.

gossip /ˈgɒspəl/ [n U] things people tell each other about other people’s private lives, which may or may not be true: I got back from my vacation eager to hear all the latest gossip.

⚠️ Don’t say ‘gossips’. Just say gossip

not saying anything

→ see also quiet

silent /ˈsælənt/ [adj] especially written not speaking. She was silent for a moment as she tried to think.
fall silent (=become silent) The crowd fell silent as the President stood up to speak.
I didn't know what to say when you are suddenly surprised or embarrassed about something, and you cannot think of anything suitable to say. I didn't know what to say. It was such a wonderful present.

speechless [spitʃləs] [adj] not before noun: unable to say anything, you are very angry, surprised, or upset: Anna was speechless. She had never seen such luxury before.
speechless with anger/rage/horror etc Laura stared at him, absolutely speechless with rage.

SECRET

when only a few people know about something, and they do not tell anyone else

- see also PRIVATE, TELL, HIDE

1 information/plans/places/meetings

secret [ˈsɪkrət] [adj] if something is secret, not many people know about it, and they agree not to tell anyone else about it: The tunnel had a secret entrance, which only the children knew about. | The decision was made at a secret meeting yesterday.

top secret (=when an official document is very secret) I was allowed to see top secret plans for a new fighter plane.

secretly [adv] without anyone else knowing: They were secretly married last week.

secret [ˈsɪkrət] [n C] something that you do not want other people to know about: Her exact age remained a secret.

be a secret especially spoken Don't tell anyone. It's a secret. | The recipe is a family secret.

tell sb a secret I'll tell you a secret if you promise not to tell anyone else.

state secret (=information that a government keeps secret from other countries) Burgess was accused of giving away state secrets to the enemy.

confidential [ˌkɒnfɪˈdɛnʃəl] confidential information is known only by a few official people, and must not be told to anyone else, for example because it contains military secrets or private details about people: We can't give out confidential information about our patients. | confidential records on each employee

highly confidential (=very confidential) This is a highly confidential matter – can she be trusted?

confidentially [ədva] Wyatt had been told confidentially that the President planned to invade Grenada.

in secret if you do something in secret, you do it secretly, especially because other people do not want you to do it: They planned the attack in secret. | Church services were held in secret, because they were not officially allowed.

in private if you talk to someone or discuss something in private, you do it where other people cannot see you or hear you: I'd like to talk to you in private. | The judge heard the case in private.

undercover [ˌʌndəˈkʌvər] [adj] only before noun: working secretly – use this about the activities of the police, the army etc

undercover agent/detective/police officer The bomb was found by an undercover detective.

undercover operation/investigation Six members of a drug-smuggling gang were arrested after an 18-month undercover police operation.

2 thoughts/feelings

secret [ˈsɪkrət] [adj] secret thoughts and feelings are ones that you do not tell anyone else about: Her secret ambition was to be a dancer. | He kept a secret diary for fifteen years.

secretly [adv] He was secretly ashamed of his family.

private [ˈprɑɪvət] [adj] private thoughts and feelings are about you, your family, and your friends, and you do not think other people should know about them: She used to write down all her most private thoughts in a book that she kept under the bed. | I don't want to discuss it with you – it's private.
to not tell other people about a secret

not tell sb 'not tel (sb)' to not tell someone about something: I didn't tell my parents in case they got worried.
+ about Vinny didn't tell the police about his visit to Mahoney's apartment.
+ (that) She didn't tell anyone she was leaving.

keep sth secret 'kip (sth) 'skrįt to not tell other people something, because you want it to remain a secret: They wanted to keep their relationship secret for as long as possible.
+ from Many of the president's actions were kept secret from the world until after his death.

keep sth from sb 'kip (sth) from (sb) ' [phrasal verb T] to deliberately not tell someone about something, especially because you think they would be upset if they knew the truth: Edward never told anyone about his illness. He even tried to keep it from his wife.

keep quiet 'kip kwaitı informal to deliberately not talk about something in public, especially something you are ashamed or embarrassed about
+ about He paid his secretary to keep quiet about their affair.
keep sth quiet (=keep something secret) Let's try to keep it quiet until we've talked to Steve.

SEE

❖ if you mean 'see someone doing something wrong', go to CATCH 4
❖ see also WATCH, LOOK AT, NOTICE

⚠ Don't confuse see, watch, and look at. When you see something, you notice it with your eyes, either deliberately or accidentally: I saw an accident on my way to school today. You watch things like films, sports games, or other situations where there is action and movement: Dad was watching a basketball game on TV. When you look at people, scenery, pictures, and other things that are not moving, you deliberately pay attention to them: look at this old picture of Sally!

to see someone or something

see 'sii [v T] I saw your brother in town this morning. I have you seen my pen anywhere? I If you see either of these men, inform the police immediately.
see sb doing sth I saw Matt coming out of the cinema with Jane.
see sb do sth Did you see Jim leave?
see who/what/where It was too dark for her to see who the woman was.
can see sb/sth Shh! I can see someone moving in the bushes.
seeing = saw = have seen

⚠ In the present tense, it is more usual to say I can see, she can see etc, than to say 'see', 'she sees' etc, or 'I am seeing', 'she is seeing' etc.
catch sight of/catch a glimpse of  
ˈkætʃ ˈsait ov, ˈkætʃ ə ˈglɪmpz ov/ especially written to see someone or something for only a second, and not very clearly: Rick caught sight of the driver’s face as the car raced past. | Lynn caught a brief glimpse of herself in the mirror.

spot ˈspɒt [v T] to suddenly see someone or something that you have been looking for, or something interesting or unusual: Yates was spotted by police as he drove through the centre of Manchester. | I was just browsing through the job adverts when I spotted it.

spotting – spotted – have spotted

witness ˈwɪtnɪs [v T] to see something happen, especially an accident, a crime, or an important event: Police are appealing for information from anyone who witnessed the attack. | The crash was witnessed by millions of viewers who were watching the race on TV.

\[ A \] Witness is a more formal or official word than see, and is not usually used in normal conversation.

make out ˌmeɪk əut [phrasal verb T] to see someone or something, but only with difficulty

make out sth It was dark, and Patrick could just make out the shape of a woman in front of him.

make out what/where/who It was difficult to make out where the rocks ended and the sea began.

\[ A \] Make out is used especially in stories or descriptions of events.

something that you see

sight ˈsait [n C] something that you see: Sunrise over the Himalayas is a magnificent sight.

the sight of sth (=when you see something) I can’t stand the sight of blood.

a familiar sight (=something that you often see) Homeless kids are now a familiar sight on London’s streets.

the sights (=the interesting things for tourists to see in a place) Klaus took me around Munich and showed me the sights.

\[ B \] when something can be seen

visible ˈvɪzəbəl [adj] if something is visible, it can be seen: I examined the animal, but there were no visible signs of injury.

clearly visible The bullet-marks are still clearly visible in the walls.

in sight ˈɪn ˈsait if someone or something is in sight, you can see them from where you are: The only building in sight was a small wooden cabin. | Meredith looked around – there was no-one in sight.

show ʃɔː [v I] if something shows, people can see it, especially when you do not want them to: Don’t worry about that mark – it won’t show. | The baby’s head was just showing from under the blanket.

showing – showed – have shown

appear əˈpiər [v I] if someone or something appears, you begin to see them or you suddenly see them

+ at/in/on etc At that moment, Kenny appeared in the doorway.

+ from behind/under A man suddenly appeared from behind the bushes.

in front of sb ɪn ˈfrɔnt ov (sb) if something happens in front of someone, it happens where they can see it, especially when it is something shocking or unpleasant: The man was shot in front of his wife and three children.
right in front of sb (use this to emphasize how shocking something is) He lit up a cigarette right in front of the head teacher!

come into view /kəm ˈɪnto ˈvjuː/ WRITTEN if someone or something comes into view, you start to see them as you get nearer to them or as they come closer: As we turned the corner, the house came into view.

⚠ Come into view is used especially in stories and written descriptions.

4 when something cannot be seen

invisible /ɪnˈvaɪzəbl/ [adj] if something is invisible, it cannot be seen: The gas is invisible but highly dangerous.

out of sight /aʊt əv ˈsɪt/ [adj] if something is out of sight, you cannot see them because they are too far away, or because they are behind something else: Jim waited until his parents’ car was out of sight and then left the house.

5 someone who cannot see

blind /blaɪnd/ [adj] someone who is blind cannot see at all: Blake is now over 90, and almost blind.

go blind (=become blind) Helena went blind at the age of 30.

the blind (=people who are blind) a radio programme specially for the blind

⚠ Don’t say ‘become blind’. Say go blind.

blind [v T often passive] to make someone unable to see, either for a short time or permanently: As I came out of the tunnel, I was blinded by the sun. | A riding accident left her blinded in one eye. (=she can still see with the other one)

Q can’t see /kænt ˈsɪz/ especially spoken if you can’t see, you are unable to see things, either because there is something wrong with your eyesight, or because something is preventing you seeing clearly: My mother can’t see very well. | When I woke up, I found I couldn’t see.

6 the ability to see

sight /sai:t/ [n U] the ability to see: There are five senses: sight, smell, hearing, taste, and touch.

lose your sight (=become unable to see) He lost his sight in an accident.

eyesight /ˈeɪsət/ [n U] the ability to see – use this to talk about how well or badly someone can see: My eyesight’s got a lot worse over the last few years. | William has perfect eyesight.

can see /kæn ˈsiː/ if you can see, you are able to see things, especially after you have been unable to: Thanks to a new operation, Ann can see for the first time in her life. | Turn the light on so we can see!

7 something that you can see through

clear /klær/ [adj] if water, air, or glass is clear, you can easily see through it: The lake was so clear that you could see the plants on the bottom. | On a clear day, you can see Mount Fuji from Tokyo.

transparent /trəˈspɑːrənt/ [adj] use this about objects or materials that you can see through, especially things made of plastic: The box has a transparent plastic lid so you can see what’s inside.

see-through /ˈsiː ˌθruː/ [adj usually before noun] see-through clothes are made of thin material that you can see through: a see-through blouse

8 things that help you to see

glasses /ˈɡlæsɪz/ [pl] (also spectacles FORMAL) [n plural] something that you wear in front of your eyes in order to see more clearly, consisting of two pieces of glass in a frame

spectacles /ˈspektəklz/ [n plural] FORMAL glasses

sunglasses /ˈsʌŋɡlæsɪz/ [pl] dark glasses that you wear to protect your eyes when the sun is very bright

contact lenses /ˈkɒntækt ˈlenzɪz/ [pl] [n plural] two small round pieces of plastic that you wear on the surface of your eyes in order to see more clearly
telescope /telˈskəʊp/ [n C] a piece of equipment like a tube that you look through in order to see things that are very far away.

microscope /ˈmaɪskrəʊp/ [n C] a piece of scientific equipment that you look through in order to see extremely small things.

**SEEM**

→ see also SHOW S

1 to seem

seem /siːm/ [v] if someone or something seems to be happy, dishonest, true etc, that is what you think they are, even though you are not completely certain.

seem nice/worried/honest/unfair etc She seemed happy at her new school.

sth seems strange/unfair/important etc (to sb) The whole situation seems very strange to me.

seem to be/do sth Lack of money seems to be the main problem. | At first the crowd didn’t seem to notice him.

it seems (that)/it seems to sb (that) (use this to say what you think about a situation) It seems that someone forgot to lock the door. | It seemed to Jim that Amy was worried about something.

† Don’t say ‘she looks like excited’. Say she looked excited.

seem like sth especially spoken (=seem to be) Kevin seems like a nice guy.

there seems to be There seems to be something wrong with the TV.

it seems as if There were so many delays — it seemed as if we would never get home.

it seems likely/possible/probable (that) It seems likely that they will release the hostages soon.

† Don’t say ‘she is seeming’, or ‘it was seeming’ etc. Say she seems, it seemed etc.

appear /əˈpɪər/ [v] formal to seem appear to be/appear to do sth The company appears to be making a profit at last. | My father appeared to be in good health.

appear calm/rude/angry etc It’s difficult to ask someone their age without appearing rude.

it appears that It appeared that no-one was at home.

look /lʊk/ [v] if someone or something looks good/bad/tired etc, that is how they seem to you when you look at them.

look good/happy/tired etc That book looks interesting. | Warren looked tired after his long drive.

look like sth The burglar was holding what looked like a shotgun.

look as if You look as if you haven’t slept all night.

it looks as if (use this to say how a situation seems to you) It looks as if we are going to need more help.

sound /saʊnd/ [v] if someone or something sounds good/bad/strange/angry etc, that is how they seem to you when you hear about them or read about them.

sound good/bad/awful/angry etc Istanbul sounds really exciting. | He sounds a pretty strange person.

sound like sth Serge’s idea for a party sounded like fun.

it sounds (to me) as if (use this to say how a situation seems to you when you hear about it) It sounds to me as if he needs to see a doctor.

strike sb as sth /straɪk (sb) az (sth)/ [phrasal verb T] if a person or situation strikes you as strange, interesting, unusual etc, this is your opinion of how they seem.

strike sb as being/having He never struck me as being very interested in politics.

2 when a feeling or situation seems to be real

apparent /əˈpɜːrnt/ [adj only before noun] apparent abilities, feelings, or attitudes seem to be real, but you cannot be sure if they are real: She was upset by her father-in-law’s apparent dislike of her. | What shocked me was the parents’ apparent lack of interest in their child.
apparently [adv] He walked away from the crash, apparently unhurt.

on the surface [adv] If a person, place, or situation is pleasant, normal, calm etc on the surface, they seem that way until you know them better: On the surface, life seemed normal in Beirut at that time. Mike was very pleasant on the surface, but he had a nasty temper.

the way something seems

appearance [noun] if someone or something has the appearance of being a particular kind of person or thing, they seem to be like that, but in fact they may not be:
give the appearance of (=seem like) Karen gives the appearance of being confident, but she isn’t really.
to all appearances (=it seems to everyone) To all appearances, Ken and Gina were a happily married couple.

impression [noun] your impression of someone or something is the way they seem to you:
+ of What’s your impression of Frank as a boss?
get the impression (that) (=think something is a fact, because it seems true) We got the impression that Sally wasn’t very pleased to see us. For some reason she got the impression that you didn’t like her.
give sb the impression that (=make people believe something, by making it appear to be true) In her book, she gives the impression that she was a close friend of the Prince, but in fact she only met him twice.
first impression (=how someone or something seems to you the first time you see them) My first impression of England was of a grey and rainy place.

Don’t say ‘what’s your impression about him?’ Say what’s your impression of him?

sell [verb] to sell something to someone in exchange for money: Tom’s thinking of selling his motorcycle and buying a new one. Postcards and souvenirs were being sold outside the cathedral.
sell sb sth The woman who sold us the apartment went to live in Florida.
sell sth to sb It is illegal to sell tobacco to anyone under the age of 18. The picture was sold to an art gallery in Philadelphia.
sell sth for £250/$50 etc I managed to sell my old car for £2000.
selling – sold – have sold

export [verb] if a country or company exports its products, it sends them to another country in order to sell them: Japanese companies export televisions and hi-fi systems all over the world.
export sth to sb In 1986 they exported 210,000 cases of wine to the UK.
exporter [noun] Saudi Arabia is one of the world’s leading exporters of oil.

deal in sth [verb] to buy and sell products for business purposes, but usually not in a shop – use this especially about valuable things like paintings or gold, about farm products, or about stolen or illegal goods: a wholesale commodity firm dealing in cotton and corn [slater had made a good living by dealing in stolen car radios.

bring out sth [verb] if a company brings out a new product, they produce it and make it available for people to buy: Microsoft has just brought out a new edition of its multimedia encyclopedia. We’re bringing out a new sports car early next year.
the sale of sth /ə'seləv (sth): the business of selling something: The sale of marijuana is illegal in Britain. | They make most of their profits from the sale of farm machinery.

available for people to buy

for sale /fɔr 'seɪl/ if something is for sale, the person who owns it wants to sell it: There are several houses for sale in our street. | There was a notice in the window, "For Sale: Black and White Kittens".

on sale /ɒn 'seɪl/ if a product is on sale, you can buy it in the shops: These cameras are on sale in most electrical stores.

go on sale (=begin to be available) The new model Toyota goes on sale next month.

on the market /ɒn ðə 'mɑrkɪt/ goods that are on the market are available for people to buy - use this especially when comparing products of the same general type: It's one of the cheapest computers on the market. | There are so many different shampoos on the market that it's hard to know which one to buy.

seller /'selər/ [n C] the person who sells something to someone - use this either to talk about the buyer and seller in a business deal, or about someone who sells things to people in the street: It was a good time for both buyers and sellers of houses.

a fruit/flower/ice-cream/soft-drink etc

dealer/pusher /ˈdiələr, 'pʊʃər/ [n C] someone who buys and sells illegal drugs: Dealers were selling heroin to teenagers outside the stadium.

drug dealer/pusher Drug pushers have been warned to stay away from the club.

something that is sold

goods /gʊdz/ [n plural] things that are produced in order to be sold: The store sells a wide range of goods.

electrical/household/luxury goods We import a lot of electrical goods from Japan.

product /ˈprɒdʌkt/ [n C] anything that is made, grown, or designed in order to be sold: There is less demand now for products like coal and steel. | I'm allergic to dairy products, like milk and cheese.

Products can be things made in factories or grown on farms, but they can also be services like insurance or holidays: We sell pensions, life insurance, and a range of financial products.

exports /ˈekspɔːts/ [n plural] goods that are sent to another country to be sold: The value of China's exports to the US rose by over 50% last year.

when a lot of something gets sold

sales /seɪlz/ [n plural] the number of products that a business sells, or the value of the products it sells: A big price increase led to a fall in sales.

+ of Sales of computer games have risen dramatically over the past five years.

You can also use sales before a noun, like an adjective: sales figures | The department failed to achieve its sales target.
sell [sel] [v T] to be sold in large numbers: Tickets for the concert just aren’t selling.
sell well Rolls-Royces sell very well in the Far East.
selling – sold – have sold
sell out [sel aut] [phrasal verb T] if a shop, ticket office etc sells out of goods or tickets, all of them are sold so there are no more available: I went to the store to get some bread but they had sold out.
+ of They opened at 8 o’clock, and by 8.30 they had sold out of tickets for the big game.
be sold out (=when all the tickets for a performance or sports event have been sold) We couldn’t get tickets anywhere – the show was completely sold out.

best-selling [best ‘sel] [adj] only before noun a best-selling product is sold in large numbers, especially more than other products of the same kind: Coca-Cola is the world’s best-selling soft drink. | Stephen King has written several best-selling novels.

---

SEND

GET

see also

GIVE

COMPUTERS

MAIL, PHONE, AND FAX

1 thing/letter/message

send [send] [v T] to send a letter, package, message, or object to another person or place: How many Christmas cards did you send? | Send a cheque for £50 with your order.
send sb sth Could you send me a copy of the report? | Mary’s boyfriend sent her a dozen red roses on her birthday.
send sth to sb Diego sent a fax to the managing director telling him about his decision.
sending – sent – have sent

---

post British mail American /’poust, meld/ [v T] to send a letter, package etc by putting it in a letter box or taking it to the post office: I must remember to post Joey’s birthday card. | Her letter had been mailed from Paris.
post/mail sth to sb Could you mail those photographs to me?

send off [send 0ff] [phrasal verb T] to send something somewhere so that it can be dealt with
send sth off I must send this film off to be processed.
send off sth Did you send off your application form?

send back [send bæk] [phrasal verb T] to return something by sending it to the place it came from
send sth back She sent all Patrick’s letters back without opening them.

send back sth Complete all the details, then send back the form.

fax [fæks] [v T] to send someone a message using a fax machine: Shall I fax the report or mail it?

fax sth to sb The order will be faxed directly to the manufacturer.

fax sb sth They’ve agreed to fax us their proposals tomorrow.

e-mail [i: mail] [v T] to send a message directly from one computer to another computer in a different place: You can e-mail Richard in Sydney.

2 person

send [send] [v T] to make someone go somewhere, especially so that they can do something for you

send sb to/into/there etc I’ve sent Michael to the supermarket to get some wine. | French troops were later sent into the war zone.
sending – sent – have sent

---

SENSIBLE

not behaving in a stupid or unreasonable way

opposite STUPID, CRAZY
1 person

sensible /sensəbil/ [adj] someone who is sensible is unlikely to do anything stupid, because they judge situations well and make good decisions: Laura is a very sensible girl — she wouldn’t talk to strangers. | I wish you’d be more sensible — you can’t go out without a coat on in this weather!
+ about People are far more sensible about what they drink now.

Don’t confuse sensible (=likely to make good decisions and not do stupid things) and sensitive (=good at realizing how other people feel).

reasonable /rɪˈzɒnəbl/ [adj] someone who is reasonable makes sensible decisions that are fair to everyone: He’s a reasonable man; I’m sure he’ll lend you the money when you explain the problem. | Let’s try and discuss this in a calm and reasonable way.

be reasonable! SPOKEN Be reasonable! — you can’t expect her to do all the work on her own!

responsible /rɪˈspɒnsəbl/ [adj] someone who is responsible can be trusted to do what they ought to do and to think about the results of their actions: If Mary was a little more responsible, I wouldn’t mind lending her the car. | We aim to educate our children to become responsible citizens.

mature /ˈmeɪtʃər/ [adj] a child or young person who is mature behaves in a sensible way, as you would expect an older person to behave: She’s very mature for her age. | After two years of college, the students have a much more mature attitude.

rational /ˈræʃənəl/ [adj] if someone is rational, their actions are based on a clear understanding of the facts of a situation, and are not influenced by their feelings or imagination: He says he wants to quit college because his girlfriend left him — he’s not being rational.

rationally [adv] Do people behave completely rationally when they vote in elections?

2 decision/plan/idea/action

sensible /sensəbil/ [adj] a sensible decision, plan etc is likely to have good results because it is based on good, practical reasons and judgements: I think that’s a very sensible suggestion. I a sensible solution to a difficult problem.

it is sensible to do sth It would have been more sensible to save the money than to spend it all on clothes.

the sensible thing to do SPOKEN The sensible thing to do would be to rest until you feel better.

sensibly /sensəbli/ [adv] She had sensibly decided to leave the car at home.

reasonable /rɪˈzɒnəbl/ [adj] a reasonable idea, request, action etc seems sensible and fair, and you can understand the reasons for it: I thought her request for more information was reasonable, but it was refused. | You don’t have to go. You have a perfectly reasonable excuse.

it is reasonable to assume/believe/suppose It’s reasonable to assume that prices will rise again soon.

Q make sense /mɪk ˈsɛns/ ESPECIALLY SPOKEN if something makes sense, it seems a very sensible thing to do: You don’t live here but you’re still paying rent? It doesn’t make sense!

it makes sense (for sb) to do sth It made sense for Sam to live nearer the college.

wise /waɪz/ [adj] a wise decision or action is based on good judgement and on your experience of life: So Raymond’s going to retire? I think he’s made a wise decision.

it is wise (for sb) to do sth He thought it might be wise not to tell her what had happened. | Do you think it’s wise for him to travel alone?

logical /lɒdʒɪkəl/ [adj] a logical action or decision seems to be clearly the right thing to do, because it is based on thinking intelligently about all the facts of a situation, and not based on feelings or emotions: As I wanted to travel to other countries, studying languages was the logical choice. | This is the logical place to build a new airport.
it is not logical to do sth. It seemed logical to start by visiting the scene of the crime.

rational /ˈræʃənəl/ (adj) rational argument/behaviour/decision/explanation etc a decision, way of behaving etc that is based on real facts or scientific knowledge, and not influenced by feelings or imagination: It can't just have disappeared! I'm sure there's a perfectly rational explanation. | The doctor should give you the facts so that you can make a rational decision.

realistic /ˌriːəlɪstɪk/ (adj) based on a good understanding of what is or is not possible and practical: Starting my own business is not a realistic idea at the moment.

it is realistic to do sth. It's not realistic to expect my parents to lend us any more money.

be a good idea /biː ə ɡʊd ɪˈdɪə/ especially spoken if a plan, decision, or action is a good idea, it seems sensible and seems to be the right thing to do: Yes, I think a short meeting this afternoon would be a good idea.

it's a good idea to do sth. It's a good idea to tell a friend if you are going on a date with someone you don't know well.

the ability to make sensible decisions

common sense /ˈkɒmən sɛns/ [n U] the ability to make sensible, practical decisions, based on experience: She has a lot of common sense. | Common sense should tell you that this is not a good idea.

use your common sense! It's not difficult to work out the answer - you just have to use your common sense!

sense /sɛns/ [n U] the ability to behave in an intelligent and sensible way, and to avoid doing anything stupid

have the sense to do sth. (=be sensible enough to do what is needed in order to avoid problems, danger etc): Luckily, Sheena had the sense to call the police before Baxter left the building.

have enough/little/not much sense I'm sure she has too much sense to give him her address.

SEPARATE

SEPARATE

ALONE see also

JOIN

TOGETHER

RELATIONSHIP

not together

separate /ˈseprət/ (adj) not together: They sleep in separate beds. | a university with three separate campuses.

+ from Their house was separate from the rest of the village.

keep sth. separate He likes to keep his work and his family life separate. | Keep your bank card and your PIN number separate.

apart /əˈpɑːrt/ (adv) if people or things are apart, they are in different places and there is a distance between them: Jo and Sam decided to try living apart for a while. | Since the universe began, the galaxies have gradually moved further apart.

+ from Helen noticed one little boy standing apart from the rest of the group.

keep sb apart The two sets of rival fans had to be kept apart by the police.

separately /ˈseprətli/ (adv) not together, but at separate times or in separate places: The couple arrived separately at London Airport yesterday. | Each problem should be considered separately.

to separate two things, people, or groups

separate /ˈseprət/ (v T) to put people or things that were together into different places or groups: If you two don't stop talking during class, I'll have to separate you.

separate sth from sth Farmers separate calves from their mothers when they are only a few days old. | Break an egg and separate the white from the yolk.

separate sth into groups/piles/parts etc Sheila had separated the clothes into two piles.
divide /dɪˈvaɪd/ [v T] to separate something into a number of smaller parts
divide sth into two/three etc (=into two, three etc parts or pieces) We divided the pizza into three and had a slice each. | The country is divided into seven provinces.
divide sth between/among (sb) They divided the money equally between them.
be divided into Most of these big old houses have been divided into apartments.

split /split/ [v T] to separate something that used to be a single thing or a single group into two or more completely different parts: Rutherford first split the atom on 3rd January 1919.

split sth in half/in two (=so that it makes two equal parts) Why don’t you just split the money in half?

split sth into two/three etc (=into two, three etc parts or pieces) For this exercise, I’m going to split the class into three groups.

splitting – split – have split

segregate /ˈseɡrɪɡet/ [v T often passive] to separate one group of people from others, especially because of their race, sex, religion etc: The school system should not segregate children with disabilities.

be segregated from Male prisoners were strictly segregated from the females.

 segregated [adj]

segregated school/hotel/cinema/housing etc (=for only one group or race, and not for others) At that time, the beaches in South Africa were segregated.

when something becomes separated into different parts divide /dɪˈvaɪd/ [v I] to become separated into two or more parts

a road/path/river divides They came to a point where the river divided.

+ into The single cell divides into two identical cells.

split /splɪt/ [v I] if a group of people splits, it becomes separated into two or more smaller groups

split into two/three etc The class split into two. Half of us went to the museum and half to the cathedral. | a political party that split into three separate groups splitting – split – have split

SERIOUS

⇒ look here for ...

• a serious problem, accident, illness, crime
• not joking
⇒ see also JOKE

1 a serious problem/ accident/illness/crime

serious /ˈsɛriəs/ [adj] very bad – use this about problems, accidents, illnesses, or crimes: There was a serious accident on the freeway. | serious head injuries | Unemployment is a serious problem in many countries. | Drug smuggling is a serious crime.

seriously [adv]

seriously ill/injured/affected Her father is seriously ill in the hospital.

bad /bæd/ [adj] serious enough to cause problems or make you feel worried – use this especially about accidents or illnesses: I stayed home yesterday with a bad cold. | a bad car crash

badly [adv]

badly injured/damaged/affected Several people were killed or badly injured in the attack. | The furniture was badly damaged by fire.

⚠ Don’t say ‘her hands were burned badly’. Say her hands were badly burned. Badly comes before a past participle.

desperate /ˈdespərət/ [adj] use this about a very serious or dangerous situation, especially when people will die if it does not improve: The situation is getting desperate – we’ve had no rain for months. | a desperate shortage of food and medical supplies

nasty /ˈnæsti/ [adj] especially spoken use this about small accidents or illnesses that are worse than you would normally expect them to be: That cough sounds nasty – you ought to see a doctor. | He had a nasty cut on his head.
nasty – nastier – nastiest
2 when you really mean what you say

be serious [bi: 'səriəs] to really mean what you say, or really intend to do something: Listen! I'm serious! I'm not lending you any money. Barrass had threatened them, but no-one was sure if he was serious.

be serious about doing sth I hope Jeff's serious about giving up smoking.

be perfectly/absolutely serious (=be serious, even though this seems very unlikely) "Look!" he said, "I am perfectly serious. I'm willing to give you $10,000 for your land."

Q not joking [not dʒəʊkin] spoken if you are not joking, you really mean what you say, even though it seems surprising or unlikely: There must have been about 10 of them in that car—I'm not joking! She told him she'd call the police if he bothered her again, and she wasn't joking.

Q seriously [ˈsɪəriəsli] [adv] spoken say this to emphasize that something surprising is really true, or to ask whether something surprising is really true: Seriously, I think you're making a big mistake! "She's quit her job." "Seriously?"

mean [mɛn] [v T] if someone means what they say, they are being serious when they say it, and they are not pretending or lying Q mean it especially spoken I mean it — I'll scream if you don't let me go. She told me she loved me, but I wasn't sure if she meant it.

mean what you say I meant what I said — I never want to see you again.

meaning — meant — have meant

mean business [mɛn 'bɪznəs, informal if someone means business, it is very clear that they will definitely do what they say or what they are threatening to do: The man had a gun. It was obvious he meant business.

3 someone who does not tell jokes or laugh

serious [ˈsəriəs] someone who is serious is quiet and sensible, and does not seem to enjoy laughing and joking: Friends described him as a serious and thoughtful man.

+ about Laura was always very serious about her work.

1 male or female

sex [sɛks] [n C/U] someone's sex is whether they are male or female: Put your name, age, and sex on the form. Teachers of both sexes are employed by the school.

the opposite sex (=the sex which is not your own) He has never shown much interest in members of the opposite sex.

plural sexes

2 sexual activities

sex [sɛks] [n U] the activity of having sex with someone: She had no interest in sex after the baby was born.

have sex Many people first have sex when they get married. The average couple have sex three times a week.

safe sex (=methods of protecting yourself against sexual diseases while you are having sex)

sexual [ˈseksjuəl] [adj] sexual activity/behaviour/relationship/problems/feelings etc activity, behaviour etc involving sex: Dr Ruth offers advice on sexual problems.

sexual intercourse formal (=sex) It is illegal to have sexual intercourse with a girl under 16 years of age.

sexual abuse (=when someone forces a child to have sex or touches them in a sexual way) Sexual abuse and violence against children are increasing every year.

sexual harassment (=when someone at work, at college etc talks to you or touches you in a sexual way when you do not want them to) Victims of sexual harassment at
work are often afraid of losing their jobs if they complain about it.

sleep with sb/sleep together /slɪp wið (sb), 'sleep tə'geðə/ [phrasal verb] to have sex with someone that you are not married to, especially regularly and over a period of time: She’s been sleeping with this guy Mark since the summer. | When did you first find out that Betty and your husband were sleeping together?

make love /ˈmeɪk ˈlʌv/ if two people make love, they have sex because they like or love each other: All day they made love on the unmade bed.

+ with When I first made love with him, we were both a little shy and nervous.

⚠️ Make love is used especially in stories or descriptions of past events.

rape /rɛip/ [v T] to force someone to have sex when they do not want to: The woman was raped and then murdered by her kidnapper. | He was accused of raping his ex-girlfriend.

rape [n C/U] the crime of raping someone: Rape victims receive special counselling and are treated very sensitively.

seduce /ˈsɪdʒuːs-/ [v T] to persuade someone to have sex with you, especially someone who is younger than you or has less sexual experience than you: He knew that Antonia was engaged but decided, quite shamelessly, to seduce her.

fancy /ˈfænsi/ [v T] British informal to be sexually attracted to someone, especially someone that you do not know very well: All the girls fancied Bob. | My friend really fancies you.

fancying – fancied – have fancied

mate /meɪt/ [v I] if birds and animals mate, they have sex in order to produce babies: The birds mated in April and the eggs are hatched by June.

find sb attractive (=think they are attractive) She’s very nice but I don’t really find her attractive.

sexually attractive Young, rich, intelligent, and sexually attractive – she had it all!

sexy, sexi/ˈseksi/ sexy people or clothes make you feel sexually excited: sexy lace underwear. | He’s the sexiest man I’ve ever met.

sexy – sexier – sexiest

4 books/movies/jokes/conversations etc about sex

pornography /ˈpɔːnəɡrəfi- / [n U] films, magazines, or pictures that show sexual acts and are intended to make people feel sexually excited: Is there a link between pornography and sex crimes?

hard-core pornography (=very pornographic material) Two trucks full of illegal hard-core pornography were seized by customs officials today.

porn /ˈpɔːrn/ [n U] informal films, magazines, or pictures that show sexual acts in order to make people feel sexually excited: Teachers and parents are worried about porn on the Internet.

hard porn (=very pornographic material) a back-street movie theater showing hard-porn movies

soft porn (=not very pornographic) 81 percent of our readers said they regularly watched soft porn movies.

pornographic /ˌpɔːrnəˈɡræfɪk-/ [adj] a pornographic film, magazine, or picture shows or describes sexual acts in order to make people sexually excited: He admitted possessing nude photographs, but denied they were pornographic. | She was offered $50,000 to pose for a pornographic magazine.

erotic /ɪˈrɔtɪk/ [adj] an erotic book, film, painting etc shows or describes sexual acts in a way that is deliberately sexually exciting but is also artistic: He writes both poetry and erotic literature. | A number of scenes in the film were very erotic.

obscene /ˈɒbsən/ [adj] obscene words or pictures are about sex and are very offensive: ‘Lady Chatterley’s Lover’ was banned as an obscene book. | He was
charged with smuggling obscene materials into the UK.

冒着 Obscene is used especially about something that is illegal.

dirty /ˈdaːtri/ [adj] only before noun INFORMAL dirty books, jokes, films etc are about sex – use this especially to show that you think these things are unpleasant: They just sit around telling dirty jokes – it’s very boring. I He used to keep a collection of dirty books hidden under his bed.

dirty – dirtier – dirtiest

5 someone who is sexually attracted to their own sex
gay /ɡeɪ/ [adj] sexually attracted to people of your own sex: When did you first tell your parents you were gay? I’m sure Tony isn’t having an affair with your wife. He’s gay.
gay bar/club/newspaper (=for gay people) Wednesday night is gay night at the Pink Flamingo Club.

the gay community (=people who are gay, considered as a group) The decision to show the film has outraged the gay community.

gay [n C] a gay man or woman: San Francisco has the highest population of gays in the United States.

homosexual /həʊˈməʊˌsɛkʃuəl/ [adj] sexually attracted to people of your own sex: Homosexual men and women are fighting for the right to join the army. Do you think homosexual couples should be allowed to get married?

homosexual [n C] a gay man: Steve was 18 when he told his parents he was a homosexual.

冒着 Homosexual is more formal than gay.

lesbian /ˈlezbiən/ [n C] a woman who is sexually attracted to other women: a telephone chatline for lesbians

lesbian [adj] only before noun] lesbian writers

6 sexually attracted to people of the opposite sex

heterosexual/straight /ˌhætərəˈsekʃuəl, ˈstreɪt/ [adj] someone who is heterosexual or straight is sexually attracted to people of the opposite sex: I haven’t told my straight friends that I’m gay. I a heterosexual relationship

冒着 Straight is mostly spoken and is more informal than heterosexual

7 when someone has sex with a person who is not their husband, girlfriend etc

unfaithful /ʌnˈfeɪθfəl/ [adj] if someone is unfaithful, they have sex with someone who is not their husband, girlfriend etc: Why do women stay with unfaithful partners? Jeff promised he’d never be unfaithful again.

+ to He accused me of being unfaithful to him.

affair /ˈfeər/ [n C] a secret sexual relationship between two people when at least one of them is married to someone else: Their affair lasted for six years.

have an affair (with) My wife thinks I’m having an affair with someone at work.

adultery /ədəˈlætri/ [n U] when someone who is married has sex with someone who is not their husband or wife: In some countries, adultery is a crime.

commit adultery FORMAL (=have sex with someone who is not your husband or wife) 60% of men admit to committing adultery at some time during their marriages.

cheat on sb /tʃiːt ɒn (sb)/ to cheat on sb INFORMAL if someone cheats on their husband, girlfriend etc. they secretly have sex with someone else: He’d been cheating on her with a teacher at the high school.

8 when someone only has sex with their husband, girlfriend etc

faithful /ˈfeɪθfəl/ [adj] someone who is faithful only has sex with their husband, girlfriend etc: I’ve always been faithful. I’ve never cheated on you, not once!
tremble /ˈtrembəl/ [v I] to shake very slightly because you are frightened or upset: Jane’s lip began to tremble and I thought she was going to cry. | The dog sat trembling in a corner.

shiver /ˈʃvər/ [v I] to shake because you are cold: Julia shivered and pulled her coat more tightly around her. | You’re shivering! Do you want to go indoors?

to make something shake

shake /ʃeɪk/ [v T] to make something move up and down or from side to side with small quick movements: Shake the bottle before you open it. | She shook the blanket to get rid of all the dust. | a huge explosion that shook houses up to five miles away

make sth shake /meɪk (sth) ʃeɪk/ to make a place or object shake—use this especially about loud noises or strong movements or explosions: The music was so loud that it made the floor shake. | The distant earthquake made all the furniture shake.

give sth a shake /gɪv (sth) ə ʃeɪk/ ESPECIALLY BRITISH to hold something and shake it a few times: I gave the box a shake to see if there was anything inside. | She gave the cloth a shake and put it back on the table.

to shake hands as a greeting

shake hands /ʃeɪk ˈhændz/ The two leaders shook hands and walked into the White House.

+ with The picture shows him shaking hands with Saddam Hussein.

SHAPE

the shape of something

shape /ʃeɪp/ [n C/U] the shape that something is, for example a square, a circle etc: You can get pasta in lots of different shapes. | What shape is the swimming pool?
2 to have a particular shape

be round/square/rectangular etc
use this to say what shape something is:
The windows were round, like the windows on a ship. I "What shape is the table?" "It’s long and rectangular."
be round/square etc in shape
The dining-room was square in shape, and simply furnished.

⚠️ When you want to describe the shape of something, don’t say ‘it has a square/circular etc shape’ or ‘its shape is square/circular etc’. Say it is square/circular etc.

shaped [adj] star-shaped/heart-shaped/L-shaped etc
when something has the shape of a star, a heart, the letter L etc: The lounge was L-shaped. He gave me some heart-shaped chocolates.
shaped like sth
Her birthday cake was shaped like a train.

in the shape of sth
when something has the same shape as something, for example of a bird or animal: a beautiful blue bowl in the shape of a flower.

SHARE

1 to use something with another person

share [ʃeə] [v I/T] if two or more people share something, they all use it together:
We don’t have enough books, so some of you will have to share. I have my own room but we share the kitchen and bathroom.
share sth with sb
I shared a room with Tom while I was at college.

2 to do something with another person

share [ʃeə] [v T] if two people share a job or activity, they each do part of it: Judy and I shared the driving, so it wasn’t too tiring.
share sth with sb
She shares the job with another woman who also has a young child.

take turns/take it in turns
If two or more people take turns or take it in turns to do something, they do it one after the other, and each person does it several times: If the housework is too much for one person, why don’t you take it in turns?
take turns/take it in turns to do sth. The parent birds take turns to guard the nest.

3 when several people each have part of something

share/share out /ʃeə/, /ʃeər out/ [v T] to divide something so that several people have a part of it: We agreed that we would share the prize money if we won.

share sth (out) among/between sb She shared the cake between the children. | Profits from the sale of tickets were shared out among the members of the band.

split /splt/ [v T] if a small number of people split something, especially money, they divide it into equal parts and take a part each: They planned to rob a bank, split the money, and leave the country.

split sth among/between sb He said that the land should be split between his four sons.

splitting – split – have split

divide/divide up /dɪˈvɑːd, dɪˈvɑːd ʌp/ [v T] to separate something into two or more parts.

divide sth (up) between sb The two companies agreed to divide the profit between them.

divide (up) sth between sb We divided up the rest of the pie between us.

4 to share the cost of something

share/split /ʃeə/, /splt/ [v T] to share the cost of something so that each person pays his part of it: The two families shared the cost of the wedding. | We usually share all the bills.

sharing – share – have shared

go halves /gəʊ hɑːlvз/ hɑːvз/ spoken informal if two people go halves, they each pay half of the cost of something that they buy together.

go halves with sb (on sth) I’ll go halves with you on the tickets if you like.

5 the part of something that someone gets or owns

share /ʃeə/ [n C] the part of something that one person gets or owns when something is shared between several people.

+ of When Grandpa died we each got a share of his money. | Wilson’s share of the business is worth $500,000.

SHARP/NOT SHARP

➡️ see also cut

1 sharp

sharp /ʃɑːp/ [adj] something that is sharp can easily cut things or make holes in them, because it has a very narrow edge or point: Be careful. That knife’s very sharp. | You’ll need some sharp scissors.

razor-sharp (=extremely sharp) Sharks have razor-sharp teeth.

pointed /ˈpɔɪntɪd/ [adj] long, thin, and ending in a point: a plant with long pointed leaves | He picked up a pointed stick and began drawing in the sand.

2 not sharp

 blunt /ˈblʌnt/ [adj] not sharp: This knife’s blunt – it’s no good for anything. | a blunt pencil | Police say the man was killed with a blunt instrument, possibly a hammer.

3 to make something sharp

sharpen /ˈʃaːpən/ [v T] to make something sharper: I’ll just sharpen my pencil. | a special stone for sharpening knives

SHINE

➡️ see also BRIGHT/NOT BRIGHT, NEW, CLEAN

1 when light comes from the sun, a lamp etc

shine /ʃaɪn/ [v I] if the sun, a lamp etc shines, it sends out bright light: The sun was shining, so we decided to go to the beach. | She could see the lights of Hong Kong shining in the distance.

shining – shone – have shone
glow /glaʊ/ [v I] to make a warm soft light that is not very bright. The evening sun glowed in the sky. | A few lumps of coal still glowed in the fire.
glow [n singular] the soft glow of the candles

⚠️ Use glow when you are writing stories or descriptions.

flash /flæʃ/ [v I] to make a bright light for a very short time: Lightning flashed across the sky. | The light on top of the police car was flashing.
flash [n C] There was a blinding flash of light as the bomb exploded.
flicker /ˈflɪkər/ [v I] use this about a weak flame or light which keeps becoming almost dark, so that it seems to be about to stop shining: The candle suddenly started to flicker. | The flashlight is flickering. I guess it needs a new battery.

2 when something has a bright surface
shiny /ˈʃaɪni/ [adj] something that is shiny has a smooth bright surface: The little girl’s shoes were made of shiny black leather. | Use this shampoo for thicker, shinier hair. | A big shiny limousine
shiny - shinier - shiniest
glossy /ˈɡlɒsi/ [adj] glossy hair or fur looks shiny and healthy; glossy magazines and books use expensive shiny paper: She stroked the horse’s glossy neck. | There was a stack of glossy magazines on the table. | glossy travel brochures
glossy - glossier - glossiest
gleaming /ˈɡlemɪŋ/ [adj usually before noun] gleaming objects or vehicles are shiny because they are very new or clean: A gleaming Porsche was parked in front of the house. | a gleaming white kitchen
shine /ʃaɪn/ [v I] if something with a smooth surface shines, it is very bright and sends back any light that falls on it: He polished the silver plates until they shone.

Her diamond ring sparkled in the sunlight. | a sparkling mountain stream | The children’s eyes sparkled with excitement.

SHOOT

HURT/INJURE

WEAPON

ARMY

see

KILL

also

CRIME

WAR

THREATEN

1 to shoot someone

shoot /ʃʊt/ [v T] to kill or injure someone by firing bullets from a gun: Ruth Ellis shot her lover in a pub in London. | It’s the President! He’s been shot!
shoot sb in the back/chest/leg etc He had been shot in the chest but managed to crawl to safety.
shoot sb dead (=shoot someone and kill them) A tourist was shot dead by muggers in New Orleans last night.
shooting - shot - have shot

be hit /ˈbɪt/ to be injured or damaged by bullets: I didn’t realize he’d been hit until he fell to the ground. | One of our planes was hit.

2 to shoot a gun or other weapon

shoot /ʃʊt/ [v I] to point a gun towards someone, and make bullets come out of it: Don’t shoot! We surrender! | Make sure you hold the gun steady and shoot straight.
+ at We used to shoot at empty bottles for practice.

shooting - shot - have shot

fire /faɪə/ [v I/T] to make bullets come out of a gun, or shoot a bomb or explosive object into the air: The police fired into the air to make the crowd break up.
+ at As soon as we crossed the border, enemy troops started firing at us.

fire a shot/bullet Kendrick fired three shots at the President’s car.
fire a missile/ rocket US warships began firing cruise missiles into Iraq.

3 the sound of shooting
shot /ʃɔt/ [n C] the noise made by a gun when it is fired. One witness claimed she had heard eight shots.
a shot rings out written (=when you hear a loud shot) Suddenly, a shot rang out.
gunfire /ˈɡʌnfər/ [n U] the sound made by several guns being fired, especially in a war. Enemy gunfire could be heard from several kilometres away.

SHOP

if you mean ‘go shopping’, go to buy

ADVERTISING
SELL
CHEAP

COST

see
also

SPEND
FREE
EXPENSIVE
FREE TIME

1 a shop

to mean ‘go shopping’, go to buy

SHOP

shop /ʃɔp/ [n C] a building or place where things are sold: There’s a store across the street that sells ice cream.
clothes/record/furniture etc shop/store Have you been to that new clothes shop on Park Road yet? She works in a video store on Tenth Avenue.
go to the shops BRITISH go to the store AMERICAN Helen’s gone down to the shops to get a few things.

Shop is the usual word to use in British English, and store is the usual word to use in American English. In British English, store is often used in newspapers and in business reports, especially when talking about big shops: All the big stores are open from 8am till 8pm. High street stores are getting ready for Christmas.

Go to the shops or go to the store means to go to your local shops to buy food and other small things you need. Go shopping means to go to look at things in shops and buy things that you do not buy regularly, such as clothes or records.

chain store /ˈtʃeɪn stɔː/ [n C] one of a group of shops that have the same name and are owned by the same company: The big chain stores have made it very difficult for smaller shops to do business.

2 different types of shop

⚠️ If you want to talk about a shop that sells a particular kind of thing, you usually say a clothes shop, record shop, furniture shop etc in British English, and a clothes store, record store, furniture store etc in American English. Bookshop (BRITISH) and bookstore (AMERICAN) are usually written as one word.

supermarket (also grocery store AMERICAN) /ˈsəʊpərˌmɑːkət/ [n C] a large shop that sells a wide range of things, especially food, cleaning materials, and other things that people buy regularly.

convenience store /ˌkɒnvɛniəns stɔː/ [n C] AMERICAN a shop in your local area that sells food, alcohol, magazines etc and is often open 24 hours a day.

corner shop /ˈkɔrnər ʃɔp/ [n C] BRITISH a small local shop, usually on the corner of a street, that sells food, alcohol, magazines etc.

bakery (also baker’s BRITISH) /ˈbeɪkərɪ, ˈbeɪkərz/ [n C] a shop that sells bread and cakes, especially one that also makes the bread and cakes.
plural bakeries or bakers.

butcher’s /bətʃərz/ [n C] a shop that sells meat.
plural butchers.

delicatessen (also deli INFORMAL) /dɛlɪˈkætɪsən, ˈdeli/ [n C] a shop that sells high quality food such as cheeses and cold meats, often from different countries.

off licence BRITISH liquor store AMERICAN /ˈɒf ˈlɪkəsən, ˈlɪkəsən/ [n C] a shop that sells beer, wine, and other alcoholic drinks which you drink at home.

chemist’s BRITISH drugstore AMERICAN /ˈkemɪʃts, ˈdrʌgstoʊr/ [n C] a shop that sells medicines, beauty and baby products etc.
plural chemists.
mall/shopping mall [mɔl] \ˈʃɒpɪŋ ˈmɔːl\ | [məl] \ˈʃɒp-\ [n C] especially American a very large building with a lot of shops inside it, and often also cinemas, restaurants etc

market /ˈmɑːkt/ [n C] an area outside where people buy and sell many different types of things
market stall (=one of the tables that things are sold from in a market)

people who work in a shop
sales assistant (also shop assistant British sales clerk American /ˈseɪlzəˈstɪnt, ˈseɪlzˌklɑːk/ [n C] someone whose job is to serve customers and sell things in a shop, especially in a big shop such as a department store

manager /ˈmeɪndʒər/ [n C] someone who is in charge of a shop
shopkeeper British storekeeper American /ˈʃɔp,kiˈpər, ˈstɔrˌkiˈpər/ [n C] someone who owns or manages a small shop
store detective /ˈstɔːr ˈdɪˌtɛktɪv/ [n C] someone whose job is to watch the customers in a large shop to stop them from stealing things

SHORT

- look here for ...
  - a short distance or length
  - a short person
  - a short time

1 short in length or distance

- opposite LONG

short /ʃɔrt/ [adj] if something is short, there is only a small length or distance from one end of it to the other: a girl with short blond hair | The curtains are much too short. | The hotel is just a short distance from the station. | There was a short path leading up to the house.
short walk/drive/ride (=a short distance to walk, drive etc) It's only a short walk to the bus stop.

2 someone who is short in height
- opposite TALL
- see also SMALL

short /ʃɔːt/ [adj] not as tall as most people: She was short and fat. | a short, heavy-looking man with powerful shoulders | Mr Haddad was several inches shorter than his wife.

not very tall /nɔt vəri ˈtɔːl/ fairly short: She's not very tall – about 1.4 metres, I'd say.

small /smɔːl/ [adj] not as big or as tall as most people: a small man in a dark suit small for his/her age (=smaller than other children of the same age) Bobby's small for his age, but he's perfectly healthy.

A second and an instant mean the same thing, but use an instant especially when you are writing stories or descriptions of events.

Q a bit /əˈbɪt/ [n singular] BRITISH SPOKEN INFORMAL a short time, usually just a few minutes. Oh, wait a bit, can’t you?
for a bit I think I'll lie down for a bit.

4 continuing for only a short time

short /ʃɔːt/ [adj] continuing for only a short time: The meeting was shorter than I'd expected. | the shortest day of the year

quick /ˈkwɪk/ [adj only before noun] a quick action takes only a very short time, because you are in a hurry
quick look/drink/shower I took a quick look at the map. | Do I have time for a quick shower before we go out?

brief /briːf/ [adj] a brief pause, visit etc is short, especially because there is not much time available: It was impossible to see everything during one brief visit to Paris. | After a brief intermission the performance continued. | a brief period of calm

A Brief is more formal than short, and is used mostly in written English rather than in conversation.

not take long /nɔt teɪkˈlɒŋ/ if something does not take long, you do it and finish it in a short time: Let me show you how to use the computer – it won't take long.

it does not take long to do sth. It didn't take long to solve the problem.

temporary /ˈtempərərɪ, ˈtɛmpərəri/ [adj] something that is temporary is expected to continue for only a short time and will not be permanent: Ben's found a
temporary job, till November. They're living in temporary accommodation at the moment.

temporary workers/staff (=doing temporary jobs)

temporarily [adv] for a limited period of time: The library is temporarily closed for repairs.

short-lived [ˈʃɔːtlɪd] [adj] a short-lived ends sooner than you want it to – use this especially about a feeling, or a relationship. We were glad to be home, but our happiness was short-lived. The President's popularity may be short-lived.

5 a short piece of writing

short [ʃɔːt] [adj] a short piece of writing does not have many pages or words: a book of short stories a short letter from my employer. Your essay is too short.

brief [briːf] [adj] brief note//description//comments//outline//account a note, description etc that has been written using very few words, to give only the most important information without a lot of details: I sent them a brief note saying what the problem was. The book begins with a brief outline of the history of modern China.

⚠️ Brief is more formal than short. Don't use brief about a whole book or story.

6 a shorter way of saying or writing something

abbreviation [ˈæbriˌveɪʃən] [n C] a shorter way of writing or saying a word or phrase: the Central Intelligence Agency, usually known by the abbreviation CIA + for//of ‘Dr’ is the written abbreviation of ‘Doctor’.

be short for sth. ‘biːʃɔːt fɔː (st)h’ if a word, a name, or a set of letters is short for something, it is a shorter way of saying or writing it: They call me Beth – it’s short for Elizabeth. What’s ‘etc’ short for?

for short [fɔːr sɔːt] if you call someone or something a name for short, you use a shorter form of their real name: His name's Moses – Mo for short. They are chlorofluorocarbon gases, or CFCs for short.

7 a short statement giving the main ideas and facts

summary [ˈsʌməri] [n C] a short statement that gives only the main ideas and facts of something that has been written or said + of Write a two-page summary of the results of your research. I've made a summary of the main points in the Secretary General's speech.

news summary (=a short programme reporting the main events in the news)

plural summaries

outline [ˈaʊtlain] [n C] an outline of a plan or of a series of historical events is a short statement that gives only the main points and facts + of an official statement giving a general outline of the Middle East peace plan. The book begins with an outline of the events that led to the First World War.

8 to give the main ideas or facts of something

summarize (also summarise BRITISH) [ˈsʌməraɪz [v T]] to make a short statement giving only the main information, but not the details, of a report, plan, event etc: Your final paragraph should summarize the main points of your essay.

sum up [ʌm ʌp] [phrasal verb T] to make a very short statement, especially at the end of a speech, report, or discussion, giving the main ideas or facts: The chairman's job is to introduce the speakers and then sum up at the end of the discussion.

sum up sth. In these few words Churchill summed up the feelings of the whole nation.

summing – summed – have summed

in short [ɪn ʃɔːt] FORMAL use this when you have been writing or talking about something, and you want to say in a few words what the most important fact or idea is: In short, I believe that we need to change our whole attitude towards cars.
to make something shorter

shorten [ˈʃɔːtɪn] [v T] to make something shorter: Could you shorten the sleeves for me?

shorten sth to sth The three year course has been shortened to two years. Diana’s name is often shortened to Di.

cut [kʌt [v T] to make a film or piece of writing shorter by removing parts from it: Even after it had been cut, the film was still over three hours long.

cut sth down This last paragraph is too long – you’ll have to cut it down.

cutting = cut = have cut

Use cut something down only about pieces of writing.

ought to do sth [əʊt tuː də (stθ)] use this to say that someone should do something because it is right or it is the best thing to do in a situation: I think you were very rude and you ought to apologize. Do you think we ought to get permission before we do this? The Government ought to spend more on education.

ought not/oughtn’t to do sth I think that animals have rights, and we ought not to use them for experiments.

ought to have done sth (=it was the right thing to do, but someone did not do it) It was a serious matter. They ought to have called the police.

Ought to is less common than should in written and spoken English.

had better do sth [hæd betər ˈdzuː (stθ)] especially spoken use this to say that you think someone should do something because it would be the correct, polite, or fair thing to do: You had better phone Alan and tell him you’re going to be late. If anyone wants to borrow the car, they’d better ask Dad first.

had better not do sth We’d better not tell anyone about this just yet.

Don’t say ‘we better go’ or ‘we’d better go’. Say we’d better go

be supposed to do sth [bɪ ˈsʌpəzd tə duː (stθ)] use this to say that someone should do something because there is a rule that says they should, because they have been told to do it, or because it is part of their job: You’re supposed to knock before you come in. Put that cigarette out! You’re not supposed to smoke in here. I was totally confused, and had no idea what I was supposed to do next.

It is sb’s job to do sth [ɪt iz (sb’s)] use this to say that someone is responsible for doing
something, because it is officially part of their job, or because they have agreed to do it. It's my job to check that the equipment is in good working order. I thought we'd agreed it was Mike's job to send out all the invitations.

**it's up to sb to do sth** "it's up to (sb) to do (sth)" spoken say this to emphasize that a particular person is responsible for doing something: It's up to parents to teach their children the difference between right and wrong.

**it is sb's duty to do sth** "it is (sb) duty to do (sth)" formal use this to say that someone should do something because it is their legal or moral duty: It is the judge's duty to give a fair summary of both sides of the case.

**when you should do something because it is sensible or it is good for you**

**should** [ju:] [modal verb] if you should do something, it is the best thing to do because it is good for you or it will help you: Everyone keeps telling me I should give up smoking. You should go to bed early if you're feeling tired.

**should not/shouldn't do sth** They shouldn't worry so much. Everything will be all right.

**should have done sth** (= it was the best thing to do, but someone didn't do it) Yes, I know. I should have spent more time studying.

**shouldn't have done sth** (= it was not a sensible thing to do but someone did it) We shouldn't have bought such a big car.

**ought to do sth** "ought to do (sth)" use this to say that you think someone should do something because it is good for them or will help them: The doctor told Dan he ought to exercise more. You ought to ask Eric. I'm sure he'd be happy to help.

**ought not to do sth/oughtn't to do sth** She oughtn't to drive if she's been drinking.

**ought to** is less common than should in written and spoken English.

**had better do sth** "had better (do sth)" especially spoken use this to say that you think someone should do something because it is sensible or it will help them avoid problems: You'd better ask your teacher for advice. It was starting to snow and we thought we had better go home.

**Don't say 'you better go home' or 'you'd better go home'. Say you'd better go home.**

**it's that's a good idea** "it's, that's a good idea" spoken say this to emphasize that you think an idea or suggestion will help someone or prevent problems: "I'll check the oil before we set off." "Yes, that's a good idea."

**it's a good idea to do sth** It's a good idea to write down the serial number of your computer in case it gets stolen.

---

**SHOUT**

to say something very loudly

**shout** [ʃaʊt] [i T] to say something very loudly, because you want to make sure that someone hears you, or because you are angry or excited: "Get out!" she shouted angrily.

There was so much noise from the engine that we had to shout to hear each other. The protesters marched through the streets, shouting slogans.

**at** I wish you'd stop shouting at the children.

**shout** [n C] As we got near the stadium, we could hear the shouts of the crowd.

**scream** [skriːm] [i T] to make a loud, high noise, or say something in a high, loud voice, because you are excited, frightened, angry, or in pain: The man took out a gun and everyone started screaming. "Help me!" she screamed.

**scream with pain/delight/terror etc** She woke up screaming with terror.

**scream** [n C] We could hear screams coming from the burning building.
yell /jel/ [v I/T] informal to shout very loudly, either because you are excited, angry, or in pain, or because you want to make sure that someone can hear you: The audience was yelling and clapping. I “Don’t touch me!” she yelled.

+ at Children were yelling at each other across the street.

yell [n C]
give/let out a yell (=yell once) Thomas gave a sudden yell of excitement.

cheer /tʃɪə(r)/ [v I/T] to shout in order to show that you like or approve of a person, team, performance etc: The crowd cheered as the President’s car drove past. The speaker was cheered loudly when he called for a total ban on nuclear weapons.

cheer [n C] There was a big cheer as the band came onto the stage.

call out /kəl aʊt/ [phrasal verb I/T] to shout something in order to get someone’s attention, for example to warn them or ask them for help: She opened her mouth to call out, but no sound came.
call out sth A voice from the back of the room called out “Never!”
call sth out When I call your name out, put up your hand.

raise your voice /ri:z ʒə(r) vɔs/ to speak more loudly than usual, because you are angry: I never heard my father raise his voice.

raised voices (=the sound of people talking loudly because they are angry) I heard raised voices coming from the next room.

show /ʃəʊ/ [v T] to show someone where something is

show sb where The secretary showed her where to put her coat.

show sb sth Uncle Joe showed me the best place to go fishing.

show sb the way (=go somewhere with someone when they do not know how to get there) I’ll show you the way to the station – it’s not far.

show sb around (=show someone all the interesting or important parts of a place) Jan has offered to show me around Oxford tomorrow.

showing – showed – have shown

point /pɔɪnt/ [v I] to show someone where something is, by pointing towards it with your finger

+ to “That’s your desk,” he said, pointing to a table piled with files and books.

point out sth/show sth out (=show something to someone, when there are many of the same things together) We drove along Market Street, and she pointed out the house where she was born.
when a machine or sign shows information or measurements

show /ʃəʊ/ [v T] to show information about something: There was a thermometer showing the temperature of the water in the pool.
+ (that) This light shows that the machine is switched on.

showing – showed – have shown

say /seɪ/ [v T] spoken to show a particular distance, time, or speed: The clock said three o’clock when we left. | I was surprised that the fuel gauge still said half full.

saying – said – have said

display /ˈdɪspleɪ/ [v T] if a computer or sign displays information, it shows the information in a way that makes it easy to see or notice: The computer displays the date in the top right corner of the screen. | The parking restrictions are displayed on a small yellow sign.

paintings/art

be shown/be on show /bi: ʃəʊn, bi:/ [v] if a work of art is shown or is on show, it is put in a public place so that people can look at it: Some of the artist’s paintings are on show at the National Gallery. | This is the first time the jewels have been shown outside Russia.

exhibition /ˌekˌsɪbɪˈʃən/ (also show /ʃəʊ/ especially American) [n C] an event at which paintings, photographs etc are shown to the public for a period of time: We went to see the Picasso exhibition at the Museum of Modern Art.

when actions, behaviour, or events show that something is true

show /ʃəʊ/ [v T] to show that something is true
+ (that) The election results showed that people weren’t satisfied with the government. | The case shows that women still face discrimination at work.

show how/why/what etc I’m glad he sent me flowers – it shows how much he still cares about me.

showing – showed – have shown

demonstrate /dɪˈməʊntrɪst/ [v T] formal to show very clearly that something is true: The Chernobyl disaster demonstrated the dangers of nuclear power.
+ that The results of the experiment demonstrate that there is no difference between girls’ and boys’ abilities at this age.

be a sign /bi: əˈsæŋ/ if an event or action is a sign of something else, it is one of the things that shows that something is probably true
+ that When a dog shakes his tail it’s a sign that he’s happy.
+ of He kept fiddling with the pen, which I thought was a sign of nervousness.

suggest /ˈsədʒɪst/ [v T] to show that something is probably true, even though there is no definite proof
+ (that) There was nothing in his letter that suggested he might be unhappy.

strongly suggest (=show that something is very likely) The door had not been forced open, which strongly suggests that the victim knew the killer.

mean /mi:n/ [v T] if an event or action means something, you can guess from it that something is true
+ (that) The lights are on in the window – that means he must still be there. | Just because I asked her out for a meal, it doesn’t mean I’m madly in love with her.

meaning – meant – have meant

indicate /ɪnˈdɪkɪt/ [v T] if scientific facts, tests, official figures etc indicate something, they show that it is likely to be true
+ that Research indicates that the drug can be harmful to pregnant women. | A recent survey has indicated that viewers want a wider choice of programmes on TV.

to show your feelings, abilities, or attitudes

show /ʃəʊ/ [v T] to behave in a way that shows people how you feel or what your character is like

show interest/surprise/enthusiasm/anger etc (=show that you are interested,
Paul didn't show much interest in the idea.

You are determined not to show how upset I felt.

The hostages showed great courage in a very frightening situation.

Express (espres [v T] to tell people what you are feeling or thinking: He finds it very hard to express his feelings.

Express anger/doubts/surprise/concern etc formally (=say you are angry, uncertain etc) Relatives of the murdered man expressed anger that the police had done so little.

If you can't hide a strong feeling, you cannot stop yourself from showing it: Kris couldn't hide his delight.

She didn't know if she could hide her feelings for much longer.

be shut/be closed (bit [at], bit [klauz:] [adj] not before noun) not open: Make sure all the windows are shut before you go out. The gates were closed, and there was no other way in. Keep your eyes closed.

To shut a door quickly so that it makes a loud noise, especially because you are angry: Jane marched out of the room, slamming the door behind her. He slammed the door so hard that the glass cracked.

Lock [lok] [v T] if you lock something, you turn a key so that people cannot open it or go into it: Don't forget to lock the back door. I can't remember if I locked the car.

Locked [adj] I need to get my coat out of your car - is it locked? Karl kept his gun in a locked drawer in his bedroom.

draw the curtains/close the curtains (dra kærnz, klauz də kærnz) to close curtains by pulling them across a window: Let's draw the curtains. We don't want people looking in.

2 eyes/mouth
close/shut (klauz, jat [v T] to close your eyes or mouth: I lay down and closed my eyes. He shut his eyes and listened to the music.

shutting - shut - have shut

closed/shut [adj] not before noun) The girl was lying on the bed with her eyes closed. He kept his mouth tightly shut.

3 to become shut

close/shut (klauz, jat [v l] to become shut: He walked out and the door closed behind him. There was a bang as the gate shut. Her eyes closed, and she fell into a deep sleep.

shutting - shut - have shut

slam (also slam shut) (slam, slam jat [v l] if a door slams or slams shut, it shuts quickly and makes a loud noise: Outside in the street, car doors slammed and people were shouting. She heard a door slam shut and the sound of footsteps on the path.

slamming - slammed - have slammed
4 shop/office
shut/close /ʃat, kləʊz/ [v.i] if a shop or office shuts or closes, it stops being open for business: “What time does the bank shut?” “Four o’clock.” Most of the stores close at 6:30.
shutting – shut – have shut
be shut/be closed /bi:ʃat, bi: klaʊzd/ if a shop or office is shut or is closed, it is not open for business: The ticket office was closed. It was nine o’clock and all the stores were shut.

SHY
⇒ opposite CONFIDENT/NOT CONFIDENT
shy /ʃaɪ/ [adj] nervous and embarrassed about talking to other people, especially people you do not know: David was always rather quiet and shy at school. Carrie gave him a shy smile. I was too shy to ask her out on a date.
shyly /ʃaɪli/ [adv] “Would you like to go for a drink?” he asked shyly.
shy – shyer – shiest
shyness [n U] shy feelings or behaviour: Alan forgot his shyness and began asking them questions.
timid /ˈtɪmd/ [adj] frightened to talk to people or to give your opinion, because you have very little confidence: Ralph’s wife was a small, timid woman who hardly ever spoke.
timidly /ˈtɪmdli/ [adv] “Can I go home now?” Sue asked, timidly.
reserved /ˈrɛzərd/ [adj] someone who is reserved tries not to show their feelings to other people and does not talk a lot: English people have a reputation for being very reserved.

SIDE
⇒ see also MIDDLE, EDGE
1 the part of an area that is furthest from the middle
side /sайд/ [n C] one of the parts of an area that is furthest from the middle and closest to the edge

+ of We walked along the side of the road.
on the side of sth There were high walls on all four sides of the prison yard.
edge /ɛdʒ/ [n C] the part around an object or area that is furthest from its centre, or the part along its side where its surface ends: The edges of the carpet were torn. Keep away from the edge of the cliff – you might fall.
on the edge of sth =next to the edge: The house stood right at the edge of the lake.
end /end/ [n C] one of the two parts of a long object or area that are furthest from each other
+ of He cut a thick slice from the end of the loaf.
at one end of sth Mrs Deacon sat at one end of the long table and I sat at the other.
at both ends/at each end There are scoreboards at both ends of the stadium. A dumbbell is an iron bar with a heavy weight at each end.
border /ˈbɔːrdər/ [n C] a line or band around the edge of something such as a picture or a piece of cloth: a tablecloth with a brightly patterned border
+ around The card had a blue border around it.
margin /ˈmɑːrdʒən/ [n C] the empty space on the left or right side of a page: Someone had written a note in the left-hand margin.
**one of the two areas on either side of a line, wall, river etc**

**side** said; [n C]

+ of This side of the fence is private property.  I From the other side of the wall came the sounds of children playing.  I We crossed the bridge to the north side of the river.

**bank** [beŋk] [n C] the land along the side of a river

on the bank of/banks of sth a new theatre on the south bank of the Thames | the vineyards along the banks of the Rhone

⚠ Don’t confuse bank (of a river or stream), shore (of a sea or large lake), and coast (the part of a country that is close to the sea).

**not the back or front**

**side** said; [n C] one of the two surfaces of a building, vehicle, or boat that is not the back, front, top, or bottom.

+ of A truck ran into the side of the car, killing the driver and two passengers.

at the side of sth There was another entrance at the side of the building.

⚠ Side is also used to mean one of the two surfaces of something flat, such as a sheet of paper, a coin etc. Write on both sides of the paper.

**the left or right half of an object, area, or road**

**side** said; [n C]

+ of The left side of the brain controls the right side of the body. | The dancers came on from both sides of the stage.

on the left-hand/right-hand/other side In Japan they drive on the left-hand side of the road.

**towards the side**

**sideways** [saidwɛə] [adj] moving, looking, or facing to the left or right instead of straight ahead: The car skidded sideways off the road.
notice  [n C] a piece of paper giving instructions or information, which is put in a place where people can see it: The details of the trip are on that notice over there.

put up a notice (=attach it to a wall) I'll put up a notice about the meeting.
take down a notice (=remove it from a wall)

poster  [n C] a large printed piece of paper which is put on a wall in a public place, and which gives information about something that is going to happen, for example a film or concert.
for There are posters for the Van Gogh exhibition everywhere.
election poster (=a poster that tells you to vote for a party or person in an election)

2 a picture or shape that has a special meaning

sign  [n C] a picture or a shape which has a particular meaning, and which is well known and often used: You've forgotten to put the dollar sign before the total amount. Where's the percentage sign on this keyboard?
symbol  [n C] a picture, shape, or design that has a special meaning or represents an idea: The walls were covered with magical symbols. The singer Prince now uses a symbol instead of his name.
for The dove is a symbol of peace.
for What is the mathematical symbol for 'infinity'?
logo  [n C] a sign that has been designed to represent an organization or

product: The baseball team has a new logo. I bags with our company logo on them

emblem  [n C] a picture of an object, flower, animal etc that is used to represent a country or organization: England's national emblem is the rose.
厭 of The hammer and sickle is the emblem of the Communist Party.

3 a movement or sound that you make to tell someone something

sign  [n C] a movement that you make in order to tell someone something: He raised his hand in a sign of greeting.
sign for sb to do sth When the teacher puts her finger to her lips, it's a sign for us to be quiet.
signal  [n C] a sound or movement that you make in order to tell someone to do something
give a signal Don't start yet - wait until I give the signal.
signal to do sth The soldiers were waiting for the signal to start firing.
signal for sb to do sth When I blow my whistle, that's the signal for you to start filming.
gesture  [n C] a movement of your hands, arms, or head that shows how you feel, especially when you are very worried or angry.
for Jim raised his hands in a gesture of despair.
make a gesture Someone in another building started making gestures and pointing towards our kitchen.
make a rude gesture The fight started when one of the drivers made a rude gesture at someone.

4 to make a movement or sound to tell someone something

make a sign  [n C] to make a movement, especially with your hand, in order to tell someone something: I'll make a sign when I'm ready.
make a sign to show/tell etc The President made a sign to indicate that he wanted to leave.
signal /ˈsɪgnəl/ [v I/T] to make a movement or sound in order to give instructions or information: A sailor began signalling with two flags.

+ to Capone finished his drink and signalled to the waiter.
+ that An official signalled that it was time for the race to begin.

signalling - signalled - have signalled

signaling - signaled - have signaled

wave /weɪv/ [v I/T] to move your hand or arm from one side to the other, for example in order to get someone’s attention or to tell them something.

+ at Who’s that waving at you?

wave goodbye (=wave to someone who is leaving) Her parents stood in the doorway and waved goodbye.

wave sb through/on (=wave to show someone that they can go through or continue their journey) At the border the customs officer just waved us through.

wave [n C]

give sb a wave (=wave at someone in order to say hello or goodbye) I gave him a friendly wave.

wink /wɪŋk/ [v I] to quickly close and open one eye, in order to show that you are joking or that you share a secret with someone.

+ at Ben grinned and winked at his father.

wink [n C] when you close and open one eye quickly: “Don’t worry,” he said with a wink. “I won’t tell anyone about this.”

something that shows what is true or what is happening

sign /sɪn/ [n C] an event or fact that shows that something is true or that something is happening.

+ of the first signs of the disease
+ (that) A score of 80 or more is a sign that you are doing very well.

be a sure sign of (that) (=show that something is definitely true) When Emma offers to help you it’s a sure sign that she wants something from you!

a good/hopeful/encouraging sign (=a sign that things are improving) He ate all his food, which is a good sign.

evidence /ɪˈvɪdəns/ [n U] facts, objects etc that show that something exists or is true.

+ of People have been looking for evidence of life on other planets for years.
+ that There is no evidence that he ever worked for the company.

Don’t say ‘a lot of evidences’. Say a lot of evidence.

symptom /ˈsɪmptəm/ [n C] a sign that someone has an illness or that a serious problem exists: Dr Duncan asked me what my symptoms were.

+ of The first symptoms of hepatitis are tiredness and loss of weight. | The Bishop regards these crimes as a symptom of society’s moral decline.

SIMPLE

not complicated or not decorated

methods/systems/
explanations/words
do not use DIFFICULT

simple /ˈsɪmpl/ [adj] not complicated, and therefore easy to understand: All you have to do is to follow a few simple instructions. | There must be a perfectly simple explanation for what has happened. | Speak slowly and use simple words so that everyone can understand.

simply [adv] Try to express your ideas more simply. (=using simple language)

simplicity /ˈsɪmplɪsɪti/ [n U] when something is easy to use or understand: The simplicity of the system is its great advantage.

straightforward /ˈstreɪtʃfɔːrkwɜːd/ [adj]

simple – use this especially about explanations, instructions, and methods which contain nothing difficult or unexpected: The new accounting system is fairly straightforward – there shouldn’t be any problems. | The rules of the game are very straightforward.

plain English /ˈpleɪn ɪŋɡlɪʃ/ English that ordinary people can understand, without any difficult or confusing words: I wish they’d write in plain English, instead of all this business jargon.
food/clothes/rooms designs

simple ˈsɪmpəl [adj] simple food, clothes, or designs do not have a lot of decoration or unnecessary things added. but they are usually attractive or enjoyable: a simple black dress. the meal was simple, but delicious.

plain ˈplɛrn [adj] plain food, clothes, or designs do not have anything added or any decoration, and may be a little boring: English food tends to seem rather plain compared to French food. she always wore plain, ordinary-looking clothes. the chapel was a small, plain, white-washed building.

basic ˈbeisɪk [adj] basic food, rooms, or designs only have the necessary features, and do not include things that make them more comfortable, more attractive etc: some of the hotels in the mountains are pretty basic. the basic model of this car is £7000 including insurance and car tax.

machines/tools

simple ˈsɪmpəl [adj] a simple machine or tool has only a few parts and is not made in a complicated way: the tribes of central new guinea use very simple tools such as hammers and axes.

basic ˈbeisɪk [adj] basic machines, equipment, or tools only have the most necessary features and you cannot use them to do unusual, difficult, or complicated things: the hospital lacked even the most basic medical equipment. the basic tool kit is good enough for most everyday repairs.

to make something simpler

simplify ˈsɪmpləfaɪ [v T] to make something simpler and easier to use or understand: the government is planning to simplify the tax laws.

simplifying - simplified - have simplified simplified [adj] something that is simplified has been made easier to understand: a simplified version of jonathan swift's novel, 'gulliver's travels'.

SING

=> see also MUSIC, DANCE

to sing

sing ˈsɪŋ [v I/T] to make musical sounds with your voice, especially the words of a song: sophie sings in the church choir. i could hear someone singing downstairs.

sing a song/tune/hymn ‘they sat together and sang songs. ‘all the family sang 'happy birthday' as dad came in.

sing sb a song/tune ‘come on, david, sing us a song!'

sing to sb ‘she sat in a corner, singing softly to her baby.

sing along (=sing with someone who is already singing) 'sing along if you know the words.

singing - sang - have sung

hum ˈhʌm [v I/T] to make musical sounds with your voice, but with your mouth closed: carole hummed to herself as she worked. he walked along, humming a tune.

humming - hummed - have hummed

whistle ˈwɪsl [v I/T] to make musical sounds by blowing air out between your lips: sam was painting the door, whistling softly as he worked.

whistle a song/tune 'you've been whistling that tune all day.

someone who sings

singer ˈsɪŋə [n C] someone who sings, especially as their job: he's a really good singer.

opera/jazz/blues/rock singer 'jodie dreamed of being a rock singer.

lead singer (=the main singer in a pop group) mick jagger, the lead singer with the rolling stones.

choir ˈkwaɪə [n C] a large group of singers who regularly sing in a church or school or with an orchestra (=large group of musicians): i used to be in the school choir.

something that you sing

song ˈson [n C] a short piece of music with words for singing: it's one of bob dylan's most famous songs. an old
SIT

\[\text{\textit{sit}}\] see also \textit{stand, lie}

1 to be sitting in a chair, on the floor etc

\textit{sit} \textit{[v I]} to be in a chair, on the floor etc, with the weight of your body resting on your bottom. not on your feet: It was a lovely day, and we sat outside in the sun. | Billy was sitting on the edge of the desk, swinging his legs.

\textit{sit at a desk/table/bar/counter} I used to spend all day sitting at a desk.

\textit{sit back} (= \textit{sit and lean back against something}) just sit back and relax.

\textit{sit up} (= \textit{sit with your back straight}) it’s better for your back if you sit up straight.

\textit{sit still} (= \textit{sit quietly without moving}) I wish you children would sit still for 10 minutes.

\textbf{sitting} – \textbf{sat} – \textbf{have sat}

\[\text{\textit{sit}}\] to sit down after you have been standing.

\textit{+ in/on/next to/beside etc} Come and sit next to me. | Let’s go and sit by the window.

\textit{sitting} – \textbf{sat} – \textbf{have sat}

3 a place where you can sit

\textit{seat} \textit{[n C]} something you can sit on, especially in a bus, train, plane, theatre etc. Our seats were right at the front of the bus. | He leaned back in his seat and lit a cigarette.

\textit{back/front seat} (= in a car)

\textit{place} \textit{[pleis]} [n C] a seat – use this especially to talk about whether seats are available: There are still some places at the back of the hall. | Are there any places left on tonight’s flight to Rio?

\textit{chair} \textit{[tʃeə]} [n C] a piece of furniture for one person to sit on: He sat down in his favourite chair by the fireplace.

\[\text{\textit{sit}}]\] You say \textit{sit} on a chair if it is a plain piece of furniture with a hard seat. You say \textit{sit} in a chair if it is a comfortable piece of furniture with a soft seat.

\textit{sofa/couch} \textit{[səʊfə, kɔʊf]} [n C] a comfortable piece of furniture which is big enough for two or three people to sit on: Roy was lying on the sofa. | Come and sit with me on the couch.

\textit{armchair} \textit{[əːrmʃər]} [n C] a large comfortable chair with parts at the sides where you can rest your arms: Dad was dozing in the armchair.

\textit{bench} \textit{[bentʃ]} [n C] a long hard seat made of wood or metal that several people can sit on, which does not have a back or arms

\textit{stool} \textit{[stʊl]} [n C] a seat for one person, which has three or four legs and has no back or arms: a bar stool

4 what you say to tell someone to sit

\textit{sit down} \textit{[sit daʊn]} spoken \textit{Sit down.} I have something to tell you. | Will you sit down and finish your breakfast?

\textit{have a seat/take a seat} \textit{[hæv ə sɪt], tɛk ə sɪt]} spoken say this when telling someone politely to sit down: Have a seat – the dentist won’t be long.
**SITUATION**

what is happening in a particular place or at a particular time

⇒ see also PLACE

**situation** /sɪtʃuəˈʃən/ [n C usually singular] the combination of all the things that are happening in a particular place and at a particular time, especially when this is causing problems: With no rain for six months, the situation was becoming desperate. I tried to explain the situation to my boss.

**economic/political situation** The economic situation in the US is getting better.

a difficult/awkward/tricky situation It's a rather difficult situation – I need to borrow some money, but I don't want my parents to know.

be in a situation It's good to be able to talk to other people who are in the same situation as yourself.

**circumstances** /səkəmˈstænsz/ [n plural] the situation at a particular time, which influences what you do, what you decide, and what can happen: TV cameras are sometimes allowed in the courts, but it depends on the circumstances.

in some/certain circumstances In some circumstances you may have to work on Saturdays.

under normal circumstances Under normal circumstances she would never have left the children with a stranger.

in the circumstances/under the circumstances (=use this to say that you think something should happen because of the situation now) In the circumstances, it might be better if you took a few days off work.

⚠ Don't say 'a circumstance' or 'the circumstance'. Say the circumstances.

**things** /θɪŋz/ [n plural] INFORMAL. especially spoken the general situation that exists, especially the way it affects your life: Don't worry! Things can't get any worse. I Things haven't changed much since I wrote to you last.

**position** /pəˈzɪʃən/ [n C usually singular] the way things are at the present time, in a situation that is likely to change: The position now is that the peace talks are continuing.

in a good/bad/strong/difficult position The latest economic news puts the President in a strong position.

**conditions** /kənˈdɪʃənz/ [n plural] the things that make your life or your work comfortable or uncomfortable, for example whether you have enough food or money, whether the place where you are living or working is warm enough, safe enough etc: Conditions in the city are getting worse every day. How can people bring up a family in such dreadful conditions?

⚠ Don't say 'a condition' or 'the condition'. Always say conditions in this meaning.

**environment** /ɪnˈvɪrənmənt/ [n C] all the things that influence the way you live, work, and develop, such as the physical conditions you live in and the people around you: Do girls learn better in an all-female environment?

**working/home environment** We have comfortable offices and an enthusiastic young team – it's a pleasant working environment.

---

**SIZE**

how big or small something is

⇒ see also BIG, SMALL, MEASURE

**size** /saɪz/ [n C/U] how big or small something is: Your desk is exactly the same size as mine. I The price of a carpet will depend on its size and quality.

be twice the size/be half the size (=be twice as big or half as big) Their apartment is half the size of ours.

**of different sizes/of various sizes** There were several pieces of wood of different sizes.

**vary in size (=be of different sizes)** The American states vary enormously in size, from very large to very small.

... the size of sth (=when something is the same size as something else) an area of forest the size of Luxembourg.
... this/that size (=as big as this one or that one) In a class this size, there will always be a few problems.

⚠️ When you are asking about someone’s clothes size, you can say what size are you? or what size do you take? (British) or what size do you wear? (American). When you are talking about your clothes size, you say I’m a 6/12/42 etc or I take a size 6/12 etc (British), or I wear a size 6/12 etc (American).

how big [hau bɪg] use this to ask or talk about the size of something: How big is the table? • We need to know how big the hall is.

area [ˈeərɪə] [n C/U] the size of a flat surface such as a floor or a field
+ of Calculate the area of the walls and ceiling before you buy the paint. I forest fires caused damage over an area of about 5000 square miles. • I room with a floor area of 20 square metres

be 5 metres high/2 miles long/6 centimetres wide etc use this to say how high, how long etc something is: The River Nile is over 6000 kilometres long. • In some places the path is only a couple of feet wide.

be 10 metres by 15 metres/be 5 cm by 20 cm etc use this to say what the size of an area, object, or room is, for example, 10 metres by 5 metres means 10 metres long and 5 metres wide: The kitchen is 4 metres by 2 metres.

measure 10 m by 15 m/5 cm by 20 cm etc The photographs should measure 3 cm by 2 cm.

### SLEEP

- see also TIRED, REST, WAKE UP/GET UP

1 to sleep

**sleep** [slɪp] [v I] The baby was sleeping peacefully.

I had to sleep on the floor.

sleep well “Did you sleep well?” “Yes, thanks.”

sleep like a log informal (=sleep very well)

sleep badly/not sleep well I haven’t been sleeping well recently.

**sleep in** (=deliberately sleep until a later time than usual, and get up late) We usually sleep in on Sundays.

**sleep rough** British (=sleep outside or in an empty building, because you have no home) Hundreds of homeless people sleep rough every night in London.

**sleeping – slept – have slept**

⚠️ Don’t confuse **sleep** and **go to bed**

**Use go to bed** to talk about getting into your bed at the end of the day: I went to bed at midnight, and slept for eight hours. Don’t say ‘I slept at midnight’.

**sleep** slip [n singular/U] time when you are sleeping: Lack of sleep can make you bad-tempered.

**in your sleep** (=while you are sleeping) Katie sometimes talks in her sleep.

**get some sleep** (=spend time sleeping, especially when you are very tired and need to sleep) I didn’t get much sleep last night.

**a good night’s sleep** (=a long sleep at night, which makes you feel relaxed and comfortable) What you need is a good night’s sleep.

**have a sleep** British (=sleep for a short time, especially in the daytime) The baby usually has a sleep after lunch.

**be asleep** [bi: əˈslɛp] to be sleeping: Nicky was still asleep. • We found Mom asleep on the sofa.

**be fast asleep** (=be sleeping very well) The kids were all fast asleep in the back of the car.

**oversleep** [ˈəʊvərslɪp] [v I] to sleep for too long, so that you are late for something: I’m sorry I’m late – I overslept.

oversleeping – overslept – have overslept

**have a nap/take a nap** [hæv ə nap] (=have a nap, take a nap) to sleep for a short time during the day: The children have a nap every morning at about 11 o’clock.

**doze** [dəʊz] [v I] to sleep for a short time while sitting in a chair, often waking up and going back to sleep again: Grandpa was dozing by the fire.

2 to start sleeping

**go to sleep** (=go to sleep) to start sleeping: Shut up and go to sleep! • I didn’t
go to sleep until after midnight. I ’ll stay with her till she goes to sleep,” said Theo.

fall asleep fail ˈsləp ɪnˈstɪp [phrasal verb 1] informal to start sleeping, especially when you do not intend to: The movie was so boring that I fell asleep halfway through it. I As usual, he had fallen asleep in front of the TV.

doze off ˈdəʊz əˈfəʊst [phrasal verb 1] informal to start sleeping when you do not intend to, and sleep for just a short time: I must have dozed off for a few minutes.

3 to get into your bed at the end of the day
go to bed ɡə təˈbed I usually go to bed at about eleven-thirty. “Can I speak to Andrea?” “Sorry, she’s already gone to bed.”

⚠ Don’t confuse go to bed (=start sleeping) and sleep (=be asleep).

4 what you say to someone when they are going to bed

goodnight (also night informal) ɡʊdˈnaɪt nɪt spoken say this when you are going to bed, or to someone else who is going to bed: Goodnight, everyone. I “Night Dad.” “Night Steve.”
say goodnight I said goodnight to my parents and went up to bed.

sleep well ˈslɪp wel spoken say this to someone who is going to bed, especially someone in your family or a close friend: Goodnight, Paula. Sleep well!!

5 not asleep

awake ˈæweɪk [adj not before noun] not sleeping: “Are you awake?” he whispered.

wide awake (=not asleep and not tired) It was 3 o’clock in the morning, but Peter was still wide awake.

lie awake (=lie in bed, but not be able to sleep) I lay awake all night worrying about it.

keep sb awake (=prevent someone from sleeping) The noise of the party kept us awake for most of the night.

stay awake (=deliberately not go to sleep) One of us should stay awake and keep watch.

can’t get to sleep ˈkænt ɡet təˈsləp [kənt-] use this when you cannot sleep although you want to: Mum, I can’t get to sleep. There was so much noise that I couldn’t get to sleep till four o’clock in the morning.

conscious ˈkɒnʃəs [kən-] adj not before noun awake and able to understand what is happening around you – use this about someone who is ill or has had an accident: The driver was still conscious but in great pain.

fully conscious (=completely conscious)

insomnia ɪnˈsʌmnɪə [ɪnˈsʌmniə] [n U] someone who has insomnia cannot sleep – use this about people who have a medical problem that often prevents them from being able to sleep: Strong coffee can cause insomnia.

6 when someone cannot feel anything and seems to be asleep

unconscious ʌnˈkɒnʃəs, əˈkʌnʃəs [adj] if you are unconscious, you cannot see, hear, or feel anything, for example because you have had an accident or been given a drug: She was lying unconscious on the floor.

be knocked unconscious (=become unconscious because you have been hit on the head) There was a fight, and Mark was knocked unconscious.

faint ˈfeint [v I] to become unconscious and fall down, for example because you are feeling very hot or hungry: I need to go outside, I think I’m going to faint. Several of the fans fainted and had to be carried out of the concert.

in a coma in a ˈkɑːmə unconscious for a long time because of a serious accident or illness: Her father has been in a coma for six months.

go into a coma (=start to be in a coma) Ellen went into a coma and died soon afterwards.

When you see LC, go to the ESSENTIAL COMMUNICATION section.
SLIDE

1 to slide
slide ˈslaid [v l] to move smoothly across a surface
+ along/around/down etc The children were having fun sliding around on the ice. | Several glasses slid off the tray and crashed to the floor.
sliding - slid - have slid

slip ˈslip [v l] to accidentally slide a short distance, especially when you then fall down: He slipped and fell - I think he’s broken his arm. | The floor’s wet - careful you don’t slip!
+ on I slipped on some ice and landed on my back.
slipping - slipped - have slipped

skid ˈskid [v l] if a vehicle skids, it suddenly slides to the side and it is difficult for the driver to control it: The car rounded the bend, skidded, and crashed into a tree.
+ across/on/off etc Nineteen people were injured today when a bus skidded off the road into a ditch.
skidding - skidded - have skidded

2 a surface that makes you slip
slippery ˈslipɔrI [adj] a slippery surface is so smooth or wet that it is difficult to stand or move safely on it: Be careful - the floor is very slippery. | Black ice is making the roads slippery today.

SLIDE

1 to slide
slide ˈslaid [v l] to move smoothly across a surface
+ along/around/down etc The children were having fun sliding around on the ice. | Several glasses slid off the tray and crashed to the floor.
sliding - slid - have slid

slip ˈslip [v l] to accidentally slide a short distance, especially when you then fall down: He slipped and fell - I think he’s broken his arm. | The floor’s wet - careful you don’t slip!
+ on I slipped on some ice and landed on my back.
slipping - slipped - have slipped

skid ˈskid [v l] if a vehicle skids, it suddenly slides to the side and it is difficult for the driver to control it: The car rounded the bend, skidded, and crashed into a tree.
+ across/on/off etc Nineteen people were injured today when a bus skidded off the road into a ditch.
skidding - skidded - have skidded

2 a surface that makes you slip
slippery ˈslipɔrI [adj] a slippery surface is so smooth or wet that it is difficult to stand or move safely on it: Be careful - the floor is very slippery. | Black ice is making the roads slippery today.

be slow to do sth (=not do it quickly enough) The police car was very slow to arrive, and the thieves had already gone.
slowly ˈsləʊli [adv] He got up slowly out of his chair and came towards me. | Can you speak more slowly? I can’t understand what you’re saying. | A big white cloud drifted slowly across the sky.

2 happening slowly or changing slowly
slow ˈsləʊ [adj] taking a long time: She’s making a slow recovery after her illness. | For the first few months my progress was extremely slow. | Rebuilding the country’s economy is likely to be a long, slow process.
slowly ˈsləʊli [adv] The situation is slowly improving. | Slowly, prices began to fall.

gradually/little by little ˈɡrædʒuəli, lɪtl bə lɪtl [adj] happening slowly by a series of small amounts or changes, over a long period of time: Our climate is gradually becoming warmer and drier. | Little by little, Guy’s health improved. | I was gradually beginning to realize the seriousness of the situation.

Little by little is used especially in stories or descriptions of past events.

gradual ˈɡrædʒuəl [adj] happening or changing slowly over a long period of time - use this about a process or change, or an increase or reduction: I had noticed a gradual improvement in her written work. | a gradual fall in the number of unemployed people

take too long ˈteɪk tuː ˈlɒŋ] It if something takes too long, it happens too slowly, or you need too much time to do it: I won’t read out the whole statement - that would take too long.

take too long to do sth I’ve changed my mind - it would take too long to explain why.

3 to become slower or make something slower
slow down ˈsləʊ ˈdaʊn [phrasal verb 1/T] You’re driving too fast - slow down!
slow sth/sb down  The bad weather slowed us down a lot
slow down sth  Clinton was able to slow down the rate of US inflation.

⚠ Don't use 'very', 'more', or 'most' with little.

tiny  /ˈtʌni/  [adj]  very small: the baby's tiny fingers.  His apartment has two bedrooms and a tiny kitchen.
   tiny little  especially spoken  The box was full of tiny little blue beads.
   tiny - tinier - tiniest

minute  /ˈmaɪnɪt/  [adj]  extremely small and difficult to see: minute pieces of broken glass.  Her handwriting is minute.  The problem was caused by minute particles of dust getting into the disk drive.
   minute - minutest

⚠ Minute is more formal or more technical than tiny.

crammed  /ˈkremp/  [adj]  a room, space, or vehicle that is cramped is uncomfortable because there is not enough space inside it for people to move around: I hated working in that cramped little office.  Conditions on board the ship were extremely cramped.

2 small numbers/amounts

small  /smɔːl/  [adj]  Our drinking water contains small quantities of fluoride and calcium.  The car industry is dominated by a small number of very powerful companies.
   small - smaller - smallest

⚠ Don't use little to talk about numbers or amounts - use small.

⚠ Don't use small about prices and wages - use low.

low  /loy/  [adj]  low prices, wages, levels etc are less than usual or less than they should be: It's a good time to buy a computer because prices are low.  Farm workers are complaining about long hours and low wages.  low interest rates

⚠ Don't say 'a low amount'. Say a small amount.

tiny  /ˈtʌni/  [adj]  usually before noun  a tiny amount or number is very small: Only a tiny fraction of our profit comes from book sales.
a tiny minority (a very small number of a much larger group) Millions of people buy lottery tickets, but only a tiny minority ever win anything.
tiny - tinier - tiniest

3 small changes/differences/problems

small /smɔl/ [adj] a small increase in unemployment. I want to make a few small changes to the design. There is still one small problem that we haven't dealt with.
slight /slɔt/ [adj usually before noun] small and not very important or noticeable. There has been a slight change of plan. The doctor says there has been a slight improvement in her condition.
the slightest change/difference (=one that is extremely small and difficult to measure) a thermometer that can record the slightest change in temperature

⚠️ Don't say 'slighter'.

minor /ˈmaɪnər [adj only before noun] use this about small changes or problems that are not important enough or serious enough to worry about
minor change/difference/problem/injury/detail Except for one or two minor changes, the course got our as last year. She fell off her horse, but suffered only minor injuries.

4 to become smaller

➡️ see also LESS

got smaller /gət 'sməʊlər/ The dot got smaller and smaller, and vanished from the screen. Am I getting fatter or is this dress getting smaller?
shrink /ʃrɪŋk/ [v I] if clothes shrink, they get smaller when they are washed: Don't wash that sweater in hot water - it'll shrink.
shrinking - shrunk - have shrunk

When you see ➡️, go to the ESSENTIAL COMMUNICATION section.

SMELL

➡️ see also TASTE

1 a smell

smell /smɛl/ [n C] something that you notice by using your nose: What's that smell? Is something burning? The smells from the factory cooking smells + of There was a lovely smell of freshly baked bread.

⚠️ When smell is used without an adjective, it usually means an unpleasant smell: Can we open the window and get rid of the smell?

stink /stɪŋk/ [n singular] a strong and very unpleasant smell: The stink from the drains is almost unbearable in summer.
+ of There was a stink of dead fish coming from the garbage can.

odour BRITISH odor AMERICAN /ˈɔʊdər/ [n C] a strong smell that is easy to recognize, especially an unpleasant smell: Get rid of unpleasant household odours with new Fleur!
+ of A strong odour of sweat filled the air.

⚠️ In British English, odour is more formal than smell and is mostly used in writing. But in American English, odor is often used as another way of saying 'smell'.

aroma /ˈæroʊmə/ [n C] a pleasant smell, especially from food or coffee: Each of these herbs has its own flavour and aroma.
+ of The aroma of fresh coffee made Paul stop in front of a small café.

scent/fragrance /sent, 'freɪgrəns/ [n C] a pleasant smell, especially from flowers, plants, or fruit: The rose has a delicate fragrance.
+ of the scent of jasmine

2 to have a particular kind of smell

have a nice/horrible/strange etc smell /hæv a (nice etc) 'smɛl/ The house was empty, and the rooms had a stale, damp smell. The drink has an unusual smell, but it tastes very nice.
smell [smel] [v] to have a particular smell
smell nice/good/awful/sweet etc The air smelled clean and fresh after the storm.
+ of The house still smells of paint. I She smelled of alcohol and was unsteady on her feet.
smell like sth It smells like a hospital in here.

smelling - smelled have smelt - have smelt

⚠️ When smell is used without an adjective, it always means that something has an unpleasant smell: Those socks really smell.

3 to have a bad smell
smell [smel] [v T] to have an unpleasant smell: Does my breath smell? I It’s time you cleaned the bird cage out - it’s starting to smell.
smell awful/terrible/disgusting What’s in this bag? It smells absolutely awful.
smelling - smelled have smelled - have smelt
stink [stink] [v T] to have a strong and unpleasant smell: How can you eat that cheese – it stinks!
+ of The house stank of cigarette smoke.
stinking - stank - have stunk

smelly [smelij] [adj] something that is smelly has a bad smell: smelly socks I The water in the pond had turned brown and smelly.

smelly - smellier - smelliest

reek of sth [rikt ov (sth)] [phrasal verb T] to have a very strong smell of something unpleasant: The whole place reeked of garlic. I After days of travelling in the tropical heat, their bodies reeked of sweat.

4 to smell something
smell [smel] [v T not in passive] to notice the smell of something, especially by putting your nose near it: Smell these roses - aren’t they lovely? Have you been drinking? Let me smell your breath. I If you smell gas, call this number immediately.

can smell (=notice a smell) I’m sure I can smell something burning.

smelling - smelled [also smell] have smelled [also have smelt]

⚠️ Don’t say ‘I am smelling gas’. Say I can smell gas.

sniff [snif] [v I/T not in passive] to take quick breaths through your nose in order to smell something: He opened the milk and sniffed it. I She stopped to sniff the evening air.
+ at The dog was rushing around excitedly, sniffing at the ground.

sense of smell .sense ov smel [n singular] the ability to notice smells: These dogs have a very good sense of smell.

5 something that you put on your body to make it smell nice

perfume [pa:tʃəm] [n C/U] a liquid that a woman puts on her neck or body to make it smell nice: The pillow smelled of cheap perfume.

fragrance [fragəns] [n C] a perfume for women or for men – used especially in advertisements: Calvin Klein’s exciting new fragrance for men – available now!

cologne [ka:lən] [n C] a liquid that you put on your face or body to make it smell nice, similar to perfume but with a less strong smell

aftershave [a:ftəˈfeɪv] [n C/U] a liquid that a man puts on his face and neck to make it smell nice, especially after shaving (=cutting hair from his face)

deo|dorant [dɪˈdɔːrənt] [n C/U] something that you put on your skin to prevent or hide unpleasant smells
SMILE

1 to smile

smile /smal/ [v I] to make your mouth curve upwards, as a sign that you are happy or amused or that you want to be friendly: She smiled and said "Good morning". | Rosie's such a cheerful girl - always smiling.
+ at The twins turned and smiled at each other, sharing a private joke.

grin /grin/ [v I] to give a big happy smile: Hank was grinning with pleasure. | Grinning shyly, he offered her a drink.
+ at She kept grinning at me as if we were old friends.

smirk /smɜrk/ [v I] to smile in an unpleasant way, for example because you are pleased about someone else's bad luck or because you know something that they do not know: She sits there smirking as if she's the only one who knows the answer.
+ at What are you smirking at?

sb's face lights up [(sb)s] fez lats ap if someone's face lights up, they suddenly look very happy: The children's faces lit up when we told them we were going to Disney World.

with joy/pleasure Chantal's face lit up with joy as Max came towards her.

-use this especially in stories and descriptions of past events.

2 a smile

smile /smal/ [n C] the look on your face when you make your mouth curve upwards to show that you are happy, friendly, amused etc: Helga has a lovely smile.

give sb a smile (=smile at them) Barry gave the old lady a warm smile.

da big smile "See you later," she said, giving us all a big smile.

with a smile on your face He fell asleep with a contented smile on his face.

grin /grin/ [n C] a big happy smile: That's Larry on the left of the picture. the one with the big grin on his face.

give sb a grin (=grin at them) William gave her a friendly grin as he walked past.

smirk /smɜrk/ [n C] an unpleasant, satisfied smile, for example when you are pleased about someone else's bad luck or when you think you know something that they do not know: "You didn't pass, then?" Richard asked with a smirk.

SMOKING

1 to smoke a cigarette, pipe etc

smoke /smɔk/ [v I/T] How old were you when you started smoking? | Do you mind if I smoke? | My father smokes a pipe. | He sat behind his desk, smoking a fat cigar.

smoke 20/30 a day (=smoke 20, 30 cigarettes every day) Anyone who smokes 40 a day can expect to have a lot of health problems.

chain-smoke (=smoke cigarettes continuously) While he was directing a movie, he would chain-smoke and drink black coffee.
smoking /ˈsmɑːkin/ [n U] the habit of smoking: Smoking is bad for your health.

passive smoking (=when you breathe in the smoke from other people’s cigarettes)

puff on sth /ˈpaft ɒn (st)h/ [inf] [phrasal verb T] to take small amounts of smoke into your mouth from a cigarette, cigar, or pipe: Barry was puffing on his pipe and looking thoughtful.

smoker /ˈsmɑːkər/ [n C] someone who smokes regularly: The survey shows that most smokers would like to stop smoking. I The average smoker spends about £18 a week on cigarettes.

heavy smoker (=someone who smokes a lot): I knew she was a heavy smoker when I saw the yellow stains on her fingers.

2 to not smoke

don’t smoke /dɑːnt ˈsmɑːk/ [v T] if you don’t smoke, you never smoke cigarettes or other tobacco products: “Would you like a cigarette?” “No, thanks. I don’t smoke.”

give up smoking especially british /ˈɡɪv ap ˈsmɑːkin/ kwit /ˈsmɑːkin/ to stop smoking, especially when you make a firm decision that you will not smoke again: I’m trying to give up smoking, but it isn’t easy.

⚠️ In American English, you can also just say quit, and it means the same: “Do you still smoke?” “No, I quit two years ago.”

non-smoker /ˈnɑːn ˈsmɑːkər/ [n C] someone who never smokes: This part of the restaurant is reserved for non-smokers. I Non-smokers get cheaper health insurance.

no-smoking /ˈnoʊ ˈsmɑːkin/ [adj only before noun] use this about rules or signs that say you must not smoke:

a no-smoking sign/policy/ban: There were big no-smoking signs on all the walls. I The company has a no-smoking policy in all its offices.

non-smoking /ˈnɑːn ˈsmɑːkɪŋ/ [adj] use this about places or buildings where you are not allowed to smoke: I asked for a seat in the non-smoking section of the plane.

3 to light a cigarette, pipe etc

light /laɪt/ [v T] to make a cigarette, cigar, or pipe start burning: The old man struck a match and lit his pipe. I I leaned forward to light her cigarette.

lighting – lit (also lighted) – have lit (also have lighted)

Q have you got a light? BRITISH DO YOU HAVE A LIGHT? AMERICAN HAVE YOU GOT A LIGHT? SPOKEN say this to ask someone for a match, or a lighter to light your cigarette: Excuse me, do you have a light?

⚠️ Don’t say “have you got fire?” or “do you have fire?”

4 to make a cigarette, pipe etc stop burning

put out /pʊt ˈaʊt/ [phrasal verb T] to make a cigarette, cigar, or pipe stop burning

put out sth/put sth out Bill put out his pipe and stood up to leave.

extinguish /ɪkˈstɪŋgwɪʃ/ [v T] formal to put out a cigarette, cigar, or pipe – used especially in official notices or announcements: Passengers are requested to extinguish all cigarettes when the red light goes on.

stub out /ˈstʌb ˈaʊt/ [phrasal verb T] to put out a cigarette by pressing the end of it against something

stub out sth/stub sth out She nervously stubbed out her cigarette, and immediately lit another one.

แสงซอฟต์ /sof/ [adj] not hard, and easy to press or crush, or pleasant to touch: I need a softer pillow. I shoes made of very soft leather. I The ground was soft after all the rain.
softness [n U] when something is not hard, and is easy to press or crush: She loved the softness of the cat's fur.

tender [tendər] [adj] use this about meat and vegetables that are soft and easy to cut because they have been cooked well: Fry the chicken for a further 15 minutes, until it is tender.

smooth [smɔːθ] [adj] use this about skin or fur that is soft and pleasant to touch: Her skin was as smooth as silk.

some but not a large number

some /sam; strong sam/ [determiner/pronoun] a number of people or things, but not a large number - use this when you are not saying exactly what the number is: There were some children playing in the street. “Do you have any tools?” “Yes, there should be some in the back of the car.”

some more/some other I’ve got some more pictures of her upstairs. There are some other reasons besides those I have mentioned.

Don’t use some in negative sentences.
Use any Don’t say ‘I don’t have some cigarettes’. Say I don’t have any cigarettes.

In questions, you can use either some or any: Do you want any chips? Do you want some chips? But use some especially when you think that the other person will answer ‘yes’.

a few /əˈfjuː/ [quantifier] a small number of people, things, facts etc: “Are there any chocolates left?” “Only a few.”
They went to China a few years ago. We know a few people who work in advertising. There are a few problems I’d like to discuss with you.

Don’t confuse a few (=a small number) and few (=almost none): She has few friends (=almost no friends). She has a few friends (=some friends).

Don’t confuse a few (=a small number) and a little (=a small amount). A few is only used with plural nouns.

several /ˈsevərl/ [quantifier] more than a few people or things, but not a large number: The President visited several states on his tour. Several people complained about the noise from the party. I’ve been to Japan several times.

a number of /əˈnʌmər ɒv/ formal several: A number of people said they had seen the gunman earlier in the day. We have received a number of complaints about last night’s television programme.

a series of /əˈsɛriəz ɒv/ several things of the same kind that happen one after the other: There has been a series of robberies in the area recently. We are planning a series of concerts to raise money for charity.

some but not a large amount

some /sam; strong sam/ [determiner/pronoun] an amount of something, but not a large amount - use this when you are not saying exactly what the amount is: Can I borrow some money, Dad? I need some time to think about what you’ve said. We’ve run out of milk. “Do you want me to go and get some?”

some more Would you like some more meat?

Don’t use some in negative sentences.
Use any Don’t say ‘I don’t have some money’. Say I don’t have any money.
In questions, you can use either **some** or any. Do you want some wine? Do you want any wine? But use **some** especially when you think that the other person will answer 'yes'.

A certain amount of | a fairly large amount | use this to talk about people's feelings, abilities etc. not to talk about things: a job that required a certain amount of intelligence and skill. | A certain amount of stress is unavoidable in daily life.

**some** but not all

**some** of | some but not all | of | some students only come here because they want to have fun. | 'Have you met Jack's friends?' 'Some of them.' | I've already spent some of the money. | Some trees lose their leaves in the autumn; others remain green all through the winter.

**a few** of | a few but not all of | a few but not all of a number or amount: Some students only come here because they want to have fun. | 'Have you met Jack's friends?' 'Some of them.' | I've already spent some of the money. | Some trees lose their leaves in the autumn; others remain green all through the winter.

**several** of | several but not all of | several but not all of a number or amount: Several of us are going on a trip to France. | Several of the islands have beautiful beaches.

**SOMETIMES**

**Always** ↔ **often** ↔ **usually** ↔ **never**

**sometimes** | on some occasions, but not always: Sometimes I drive to work and sometimes I walk. | Traffic noise is sometimes a problem. | The journey takes about an hour, sometimes even longer.

**SOMETIMES**

**Don't forget the 's' at the end of sometimes**

**occasionally** 'əkərənəli | use this to talk about something that only happens a few times, and does not happen often: Occasionally we go out to restaurants, but mostly we eat at home.

**very occasionally** (not at all often) He lives in Australia now, so we only see him very occasionally.

**occasional** [adj only before noun] happening a few times, but not at all often: Prisoners are allowed occasional visits from their relatives.

**now and then** or **every now and then** | Now and then she would look up from her work and smile at him. | You see stories like this in the newspapers every now and then.

**from time to time** | This is the kind of problem that we all have from time to time. | Tax rates may vary from time to time.

**the odd** | an odd drink/game/occasion/weekend etc | especially spoken | a few drinks, games etc at various times, but not often and not regularly: Jim and I have the odd drink together. | We get the odd complaint from customers, but mostly they're very satisfied.

**off and on** | on and off | especially spoken | for short periods, but not continuously or regularly, over a long period of time: We've been going out together for five years, off and on. | I worked in bars on and off for two years before I decided to go back to college.

**can be** | sometimes - use this to talk about what may happen in a particular situation: These dogs can be quite aggressive if they are not well trained. | She can be really stubborn once she has made up her mind about something.
soon

/son/ [adv] in a short time from now, or a short time after something else happens: It’ll soon be Christmas. Driving in the city was hard at first, but she soon got used to it. She arrived home sooner than we expected.

as soon as possible Please reply as soon as possible.

as soon as you can I came as soon as I could.

the sooner the better (= when it is important that something is done very soon) The sooner we get him to the hospital the better.

soon after/afterwards They set off soon after breakfast.

before long [bɪ,fɔːlɔŋ] [Adv] if something happens before long, it happens after a fairly short time: The bus will be here before long. He joined the business as Sales Director, but before long he was running the whole company.

shortly /ʃɔrtlɪ/ [adv] soon – use this especially about something that you know will happen soon: We apologize for the delay – the train will be leaving shortly. The President will shortly be on his way to Italy for a trade conference.

shortly after/before Her last novel was published shortly after her death.

in the near future [ɪn də nɜːrˈfjuːtʃər] use this to talk about something that will happen in the next few weeks or months, although you do not know exactly when: She doesn’t have a driver’s license, but is hoping to pass her test in the near future. Successful candidates will be contacted in the near future.

soon very soon

in no time in no time use this to talk about something good that will happen very soon or that happened a very short time after something else: Take this medicine and you’ll be feeling better in no time.

in no time at all in no time at all they were back together again.

in a minute in a minute especially spoken use this to talk about something that will happen within a few minutes, especially something you are waiting for or hoping for: “I’m bored. Can we go now?” “OK – in a minute.” Coffee will be ready in a minute. Dale climbed into the plane beside her, and in a minute they were on their way.

any minute now /eniˈmɪntɪ/ [Adv] ‘nau/ spoken use this to talk about something that will happen or start very soon, especially something exciting or important: We will be bringing you the first live pictures from Jupiter any minute now.

quickly /ˈkwɪkli/ [adv] if you do something quickly, you do it very soon after something else happens: We quickly realised that something was wrong when we saw her expression. Alex was knocked to the ground, but he quickly recovered.

something that will happen soon

imminent /ɪmˈnɪmənt/ [adj] especially written an important or worrying event that is imminent will happen very soon. By then, war was imminent. With a general election imminent, Churchill returned to London.

in imminent danger of sth (= when something bad is likely to happen very soon) Whole sections of the ruined abbey are in imminent danger of collapse.

be coming up [bɪ,ˈkæmɪŋ] [Adv] especially spoken if something is coming up, it is going to happen soon: Katie’s working much harder now that her final exams are coming up.

have sth coming up You have a birthday coming up, haven’t you?
### SORRY

- look here for...
  - feel sorry because you have done something bad or stupid
  - feel sad for someone because they are in a bad situation

### APOLOGIZING

- EMBARRASSED
  - see also
  - ASHAMED
  - GUILTY/NOT GUILTY

#### 1 to tell someone you are sorry you did something

**say you are sorry** /sez *ərә/-/ərә/ to tell someone you are sorry because you have upset them or done something that causes problems for them: Sometimes it's not easy to say you are sorry.

+ *(that)* She finally arrived, and said she was sorry we had been kept waiting.

**say sorry** /sez *әrә/-/әrә/ especially spoken to tell someone, especially a member of your family or close friend, that you are sorry because you have upset them or done something bad: She says she won't see him again unless he says sorry.

+ to Go and say sorry to your mother. Andrew.

**apologize** (also *apologise* British) /әpәlәdәzәizә/ to tell someone you are sorry, especially in a formal or official situation: The hotel manager apologized and agreed to give us our money back.

+ for British Airways apologizes for the late arrival of flight BA297.
+ to The US has apologized to Britain for an accident in which two British soldiers were killed.

**apologize for doing sth** She apologized for causing us so much inconvenience.

⚠️ Don't say 'I apologized her'. Say I apologized to her.

### 2 what you say to tell someone you are sorry

**SORRY**

*unstressed* special *SORRY*

*stressed* special *SORRY* spoken say this to tell someone you are sorry that you upset them or caused problems for them; you can also say this as a polite way of excusing yourself for a small mistake: I'm sorry, I didn't mean to be rude. I sorry, did I step on your foot? I'm very/really/terribly sorry I'm really sorry. Joanna. I've broken one of your glasses.

+ *(that)* I'm sorry that I shouted at you. I'm sorry we're late, Shelley.
+ about Sorry about all the noise. Sorry to do sth I'm sorry to bother you. but I need to discuss my essay.

⚠️ Sorry is more informal than I'm sorry.

**excuse me** /ɪk'skәdәzә mi/ spoken. especially American say this to tell someone you are sorry because you accidentally touched them or made a small or embarrassing mistake: Oh, excuse me, is that your bag I just stood on? I Excuse me—I didn't realize there was anyone in here.

**beg your pardon** at beg juʃ 'pa:dәn/ spoken formal say this when you make a small mistake and you want to say sorry politely: "That's my pen." "Oh, I beg your pardon—I thought it was mine."

### 3 to feel sorry about something you have done

**be sorry/feel sorry** /bi 'sәri/-/fil 'sәri/ to feel sad, embarrassed, or annoyed about something bad or stupid that you have done, and wish you had not done it

+ *(that)* Now she felt sorry that she had never written to her parents. I didn't enjoy myself and I was sorry I ever agreed to go with them.

**be feel sorry for sth** (=sorry for something bad you have done) I hope you're sorry for the trouble you have caused.
be feel sorry about sth (= sorry about something that has happened) He’s lost his job, but he doesn’t seem very sorry about it.

regret [rɪˈɡret] [v T] to wish that you had not done something, especially because it has bad results that affect you for a long time: I decided to leave my job — a decision which I later regretted. It was a stupid thing to say, and I immediately regretted it.

regret doing sth I’ve always regretted giving up my piano lessons.

regret doing sth I think she regrets now that she never went to college.

regretting — regretted — have regretted

⚠️ Regret is more formal than be/feel sorry

⚠️ Don’t say ‘I regret to do it’ or ‘I regret to have done it’. Say I regret doing it or I regret that I did it.

regret [rɪˈɡret] [n C/U] a feeling of sadness because you wish you had not done something, or you wish the situation was different: Burgess left with a feeling of regret, knowing that he would never return.

with great/deep regret We have accepted her resignation with great regret.

regret doing sth (= not regret anything) I moved to the US ten years ago, and I have no regrets.

while you had/wish you hadn’t ‘wɪf juː hæd, ‘wɪf juː hɑːnt to feel that you have done the wrong thing, and wish that you had behaved differently: I wish I had told him the truth. She wished now that she had not agreed to marry him.

4 to feel sorry because someone else is in a bad situation

be sorry /bɪˈsɒri/ to feel sad about something bad that has happened to someone else

+ (that) I’m sorry she didn’t get the job — I think she really deserved it.

be sorry to hear/see/read We were all sorry to hear about your accident.

feel sorry for sb /fɪl ˈsɒri fɔː (sb)/ -sorri- to feel sad for someone because they have had very bad luck or they are in a bad situation: He felt sorry for Tina — she seemed so lonely. It’s his wife I feel sorry for.

sympathize (also sympathise British) [ˈsɪmpəθaɪz] [v I] to feel sad for someone who is having problems, because you understand how they feel: I know what it’s like to be alone in a strange country, and I do sympathise.

+ with They say they sympathize with people who are unemployed, but how do they know what it’s like?

sympathy [ˈsɪmpəθi] [n U] the feeling you have when you feel sorry for someone who is having problems, and you understand how they feel: Relatives of the air-crash victims were treated with great sympathy.

have sympathy for sb I have a lot of sympathy for her — divorce is a very upsetting experience.

pity [ˈpaɪti] [v T] to feel very sorry for someone who is in a much worse situation than you: I pity anyone who has to feed a family on such a low income.

pitifully — pitied — have pitied

⚠️ You can also use pity to talk in a joking way about someone whose problems are not very serious: He spends all his time cleaning and polishing the car — I pity his poor wife!

5 what you say when you feel sorry for someone

I’m sorry aɪm ˈsɒrrɪ SORRY Spoken say this to tell someone you are sad that something bad has happened to them: I heard about your father’s death; I’m very sorry. I really am sorry, I hope Jim finds another job soon.

bad luck [bed ˈlæk] Spoken say this to show your sympathy for someone who has tried to do something and failed: Bad luck, Paul. I’m sure you’ll pass next time.

poor [poʊr] [adj only before noun] especially Spoken use this when talking about someone that you feel sorry for: The poor girl gets blamed for everything that goes wrong.

poor old informal (used about someone you know well) I hear poor old Steve broke his ankle.
SOUND

- see also LOUD, QUIET, MUSIC

1 a sound

noun sound [n C/U] something that you hear: The only sound in the house was the ticking of the clock. | The TV's broken - you can see the pictures, but there's no sound.
+ of We could hear the sound of laughter in the next room.

a clicking/tapping/buzzing etc sound There's a funny rattling sound coming from the back of the car.

noun noise [n C/U] a sound, especially a loud or unpleasant one: The children are making a lot of noise. | street noises
+ of The noise of the traffic kept me awake.

a banging/scratching etc noise What's that banging noise? | We heard a creaking noise, and saw the door begin to open.

⚠️ Don't say 'a big noise'. Say a loud noise.

echo 'ekəʊ [n C] a sound which repeats the last part of a loud sound made, for example, in a large empty room or near a high wall
+ of the faint echo of thunder in the distance

plural echoes

2 to make a sound

make a sound/make a noise

noun make a sound, make a noise I knew that if I made any noise, they would find me. | The lamb was making a sound like a baby crying.

verb go [v] go bang/beep/pop etc

especially spoken to make a short loud sound: I was using the hairdryer and suddenly it went bang.

going - went - have gone

+ of going west - have gone

echo 'ekəʊ [v I] if a sound echoes, you hear the last part of it again because it was made in a large empty room, near a high wall etc: I heard footsteps echoing down the corridor.

echoing - echoed - have echoed

with [with] [preposition] with a bang/crash/thud etc making a loud sound: The picture fell to the floor with a loud crash. | Fighter planes flew low over the village, with a great 'whoosh'.

go off [go off] [phrasal verb I] if something goes off, it starts to make a noise - use this about bells that warn you about danger, clocks that tell you it is time to get up etc: My neighbour's car alarm went off three times last night. | Our alarm clock goes off at 7:15 every morning.

3 to make a sound because you are in pain, are disappointed etc

groan groan [v I] to make a long sound in a deep voice, because you are in great pain or you are very disappointed: Alex groaned as the pain got worse. | Everyone groaned when Tim walked into the room.

groan [n C] the sound you make when you groan: There was a loud groan from the crowd as Shearer's shot missed the goal.

sigh say [v I] to breathe in and out deeply and loudly because you feel disappointed, bored, or impatient: Pamela sighed and looked at her watch.

sigh [n C] the sound you make when you sigh: John gave a sigh and sat down.

4 when a sound stops

fade away/die away fade away, die away [phrasal verb I] if a sound fades away or dies away, it gradually becomes quieter and quieter until you cannot hear it any more: The noise of the bombing died away and the town was quiet once more.

SPACE

- see also HOLE

1 space that is available to use

noun space [spes] [n C/U] an empty area of any size, which can be used or filled by things or people: I wish we had more
space in our office. | There's a space on the form where you write the name of your school. | parking spaces + for We don't have enough space for all our furniture.

**space to do sth** Could you find me a space to store these boxes in?

**make/clear a space** (=make a space by moving things) She cleared a space on the desk for her computer.

**room** [ntrail, rum] [n U] enough space for something to fit into: I can't sit there, there isn't enough room.

+ for Is there room for my camera in your bag?

**room to do sth** I had to back the car out of the driveway - there wasn't enough room to turn around.

**make room for sb/sth** (=move people or things closer together so there is room for another person or thing) Can you move and make room for Jerry, please?

**a space between things**

**space** [spes] [n C] an empty area between two things: There was an empty space on the shelf where the book had been.

+ between The children hid in the space between the wall and the sofa.

**gap** [gap] [n C] a space where there should not be one, for example because something has been removed or something is missing

+ in We'll have to fix this gap in the fence.

+ between The dentist says the gaps between her teeth may cause problems later.

**opening** [ˈɔʊpənɪŋ] [n C] a small hole or space that you can pass through or see through

+ in The guards passed food to the prisoners through an opening in the wall. | The children were peeping through an opening in the curtains.

---

**SPEAK**

**SAY**

**TALK**

**TELL**

**LANGUAGE**

| Don't confuse say, tell, talk, and speak. You say words to someone. You tell someone facts or information about something. You talk to someone about a subject. You speak (=by producing words) or you speak a language. |

**1 to speak**

**speak** /spɪk/ [v I] to produce words with your voice: She had a sore throat and couldn't speak. | How old are babies when they learn to speak?

**speak up** (=speak louder) Can you speak up? - I can't hear you.

**speaking** - spoke - have spoken

**talk** /tæk/ [v I] to produce words with your voice in order to have a conversation, tell people what you think etc: Please don't all talk at the same time. | You're not supposed to talk in the library.

**stammer/stutter** /ˈstæmər, ˈstʌtər/ [v I/T] to speak with difficulty because you cannot stop yourself repeating the first sound in some words: She always used to stutter when she was nervous. | "I d-d-don't know," he stammered.

**whisper** /ˈwɪspə/ [v I] to speak very quietly, using your breath rather than your voice: We had to whisper because Jill's mother was in the next room. | What are you two whispering about?

**mumble** /ˈmʌmbəl/ [v I] to speak quietly and not at all clearly, so that it is difficult for people to understand you: Don't mumble - I can't hear what you're saying.

**speech** /spɪʃ/ [n U] the ability to speak: Only humans are capable of speech. | The left side of the brain controls speech.
to speak a language

**speak** /spik/ [v T] to be able to speak a language: Nadia speaks six languages.

**speak French/Japanese/Russian etc** Is there anyone here who can speak Arabic?

speaking – spoke – have spoken

- Don’t say ‘he can speak in English’. Say he can speak English.
- Don’t say ‘he talks English’, ‘I talk Japanese’ etc. Say he speaks English, I speak Japanese etc.
- Don’t confuse she is speaking English (=she is speaking it now) and she speaks English (=she can speak it).

**fluent** /flu:nt/ [adj] very good at speaking a language, so that you can speak it quickly without stopping and you understand it very well

fluent in English/German etc Danielle is fluent in Cantonese.

fluent French/Arabic/Japanese etc Ann speaks fluent Italian.

fluently [adv] Douglas speaks Hindi fluently.

- Use fluent and fluently about languages you have learned, not about your own first language.

**bilingual** /bi:lin’gwol/ [adj] able to speak two languages very well: Their children are completely bilingual.

**speaker** /’spikər/ [n C] someone who can speak a particular language

speaker of English/Russian/Arabic etc Speakers of Cantonese often cannot understand speakers of Mandarin.

English/ Spanish/ Urdu etc speaker The hotel has two English speakers on its staff.

**native speaker** [=someone who was born in the country where a language is spoken, so that is the language they usually use] All our English teachers are native speakers.

the way someone speaks

**pronunciation** /prə’na:nsi’teɪʃn/ [n singula-] the way someone says the words and sounds of a language: Gianni has problems with his grammar but his pronunciation is very good.

- Don’t write ‘pronouciation’. The correct spelling is pronunciation.

**accent** /æksænt/ [n C] the way someone speaks a language, which shows which country or which part of a country they come from, and which sometimes shows which social class they come from: She speaks Spanish with a Mexican accent. I knew from his accent that he was Scottish.

**a strong/broad accent** (=an accent that is easy to notice) Her companion had a strong French accent.

**an upper-class accent** (=typical of people from a high social class)

**speech** /spirt/ [n U] the way someone speaks, especially when this is affected by illness, drugs etc: He was drunk, and his speech slow and unclear.

**speech impediment** [=a permanent speech problem, which makes it difficult to pronounce certain sounds] She was born with a slight speech impediment.

spoken, not written

**spoken** /’spokən/ [adj usually before noun] spoken language is produced with the voice, not written down: This book will help you with both spoken and written English.

**oral** /’ɔ:ral/ [adj usually before noun] using spoken language rather than written language – use this especially about tests and exams

oral test/exam We had a 15-minute oral exam in German.

unable to speak

**can’t speak** /’kænt ’spikə/ to be unable to speak because you are too ill, weak, frightened, or shocked: I was so terrified, I couldn’t speak

**lose your voice** /luz jər ‘voʊs/ to become unable to speak because of illness, or because you have been using your voice too much: All that shouting has made her lose her voice.
dumb  [adj] permanently unable to speak: Martin was born deaf and dumb.

⚠ Dumb is not used by doctors, and is often considered offensive.

**SPECIAL**

→ see also UNUSUAL, DIFFERENT, FESTIVALS AND SPECIAL DAYS

1 special

special  ['specjəl] [adj] something that is special is different from other things, for example because it is better, more important, or intended for a particular purpose: They have special meals for children. | United Airlines is offering a special $299 return fare to London. | I made a special effort to be nice to her.

+ for Today is a very special day for her.

special occasion (=a wedding, birthday, or other time when people celebrate something) He has a dark suit which he only wears on special occasions.

something special about sb/sth (=something good about a person, place etc which makes you like them very much) There's something special about the countryside in this part of France.

specially  ['speʃəli] [adv] specially designed/made/built/chose/trigger/paid etc designed, made, built etc for a special purpose: a new range of beauty products specially designed for teenagers. | Customs officers use specially trained dogs to search for drugs.

particular  [pər'tɪkjuələr] [adj] only before noun] use this to say that something is clearly different or separate from other things of the same kind, or that something is more important than other things: Each flower has its own particular smell. | Is there any particular reason why you want to go back to Japan? | Each class will focus on one particular aspect of American culture.

be of particular interest/importance (=be especially interesting or important to a particular person or group) This discovery is of particular interest to scientists studying the origins of the universe.

unique  [juːˈriːnik] [adj] so special and unusual that it is the only one of its kind – use this especially about things or people that you think are extremely good: It was a unique achievement – no-one has ever won the championship five times before. | The exhibition provides a unique opportunity to see all of the artist's work.

⚠ Don't say 'very unique'. Just say unique.

**SPEND**

to spend money or time

→ look here for ...
  • spend money
  • spend time

1 to use money to buy things

spend  spend [v T] to use money to buy things

spend £5/$10 etc | bought two skirts and a T-shirt and I only spent $50.

spend £5/$10 etc on sth | we spend about £85 a week on food. | The government should spend more on education. | She spends far too much money on clothes.

spend money on doing sth | Carrie spends most of her money on travelling to school.

spending - spent - have spent

⚠ Don't say 'I spent $50 for this jacket'. Say I spent $50 on this jacket.

pay £5/$10 etc for sth  'pay (£5/$10 etc) for (sth) [phrasal verb T] to spend £5, $10 etc in order to buy something: | They paid over $100 each for tickets. | The set meal costs £15 but you have to pay extra for wine.
A Use **pay for** to talk about what you must pay for something because that is what it costs. Compare: *We pay more for food than people in America (=because food is more expensive here).* I French people spend more on food than British people (=they choose to spend more of their money on food).

**blow** [blov] spoken to spend a lot of money on something expensive and enjoyable, especially something that you do not really need.

**blow £50/$100 etc on sth** We blew £3000 on a trip to Barbados.

**blow the lot** British, American (=spend everything) He won £500,000 in the National Lottery, but he's blown the lot.

**blowing - blew - have blown**

2 to spend less money

**cut down** [kat'daun] phrasal verb I/T to reduce the amount of money that you regularly spend. *He's spending much more than he can afford - he'll have to cut down.*

**+ on** She's already cut down on going out and buying clothes, but she still doesn't have enough money.

**economize** [also **economise** British] [konəm'zaɪz] to spend less money by buying only what you really need, or by buying cheaper things. *Sorry, I can't come out tonight - I'm trying to economize.*

**economize on sth** (=spend less money on something) Families on low incomes had to economize on food and heating costs.

3 the amount of money you spend

**spending** [spendɪŋ] n U the amount of money that is spent, especially by a government.

**public/government spending** increases in government spending

**health/education/defence spending** In recent years the government has reduced defence spending.

A You can also use **spending** before a noun, like an adjective: a survey of people's spending habits / big spending cuts.

**costs** [kaʊsts] [n plural] the money that a person or organization has to spend regularly on heating, rent, electricity etc. *What are your annual fuel costs?*

**cut costs** (=reduce costs) Falling sales have forced companies to cut costs.

**running costs** (=the costs of owning and using a car or machine) I'm looking for a car with low running costs.

**expenses** [ɪk'spenzɪz] [n plural] the money that you need to spend in order to buy the things you need. *John and Rachel have a new baby, so they have a lot of expenses right now.*

**travel / living / medical / legal expenses** Living expenses are much higher in London. *The company doesn't pay my travel expenses.*

4 someone who hates spending money

**stingy** [ˈstɪndʒi] adj not generous with your money, even though you are not poor. *It's no use asking him - he's too stingy to give money to charity.*

**stingy - stingier - stingiest**

**mean** [mi:n] adj British someone who is mean does not like spending money or sharing what they have with other people. *He's so mean, he never even buys his wife a birthday present.*

**+ with** Marsha has always been mean with her money.

**cheap** [tʃeɪp] adj American, especially Spoken someone who is cheap does not like spending money, and always tries to avoid spending it. *Uncle Matt was really cheap - he used to stay with us for weeks, and he never paid for anything.*

**miser** [ˈmaɪzaɪ] n C someone who hates spending money, and tries to spend as little as possible, especially someone who stores their money in a secret place. *Everyone said Mr Henry was a miser who had thousands of pounds hidden under his bed.*

When you see $, go to the ESSENTIAL COMMUNICATION section.
someone who likes spending money

extravagant /ɪkˈstrævæŋt/ [adj] spending a lot of money on things that you do not really need: $200 on a dress? You're so extravagant!

throw your money around /θraʊ ˈjɪnt ˈmʌni ˈraʊnd/ informal someone who throws their money around has a lot of money and enjoys spending it: a luxury skiing resort, full of rich people throwing their money around

to spend time

- see also STAY

spend /spend/ [v T] to spend time somewhere, with someone, or doing something: I never seem to have any time to spend with the children. | Dani spends hours on the phone.

spend time doing sth Fay spent a year in Italy teaching English.

spending - spent - have spent

pass the time /ˈpæs ˈdiː taim/ [v T] to spend time doing something unimportant, because you have nothing else to do: I started doing a crossword to pass the time.

pass your time The security guards used to pass their time playing cards.

waste /weɪst/ [v T] to use your time badly, by doing nothing or by doing something that is not useful: Stop wasting time. We have to finish this by five o'clock. | I must have wasted two whole hours trying to fix this machine.

kill /kɪl/ [v T] kill time/a couple of hours etc informal to make the time pass more quickly while you are waiting for something by doing something that you do not need to do: I was early, so I sat in a café, killing time. | The train doesn't leave until two, so we have a couple of hours to kill.

When you see ؟، go to the ESSENTIAL COMMUNICATION section.

SPOIL

to make something less attractive, less enjoyable, or less effective

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DAMAGE</th>
<th>BREAK</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>see also</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MARK</td>
<td>DESTROY</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

spoil /spɔɪl/ [v T] That new supermarket has really spoiled the view from the house. | Yes, it rained a lot, but we didn't let that spoil our vacation.

spoil sth for sb (=make it less enjoyable or exciting for them) Don't tell me the ending of the movie - you'll spoil it for me.

spoil everything/spoil things (=completely spoil someone's plans) If you don't come it'll spoil everything.

spoiling - spoiled [also spoil] [BRITISH] - have spoiled [also have spoil] [BRITISH]

mess up /ˈmes ʌp/ [phrasal verb T] spoken to spoil something important or something that has been carefully planned

mess sth up The travel agents messed up the arrangements and there was no room for us at the hotel. | He's messed up my whole life.

mess sth up We secretly organized a party for her, but then Bill messed everything up by telling her about it.

ruin /ruːɪn/ [v T] to spoil something completely: John and Sandy argued all the time, which completely ruined the evening for the rest of us. | My new white dress was totally ruined! | If the newspapers find out about this, it could ruin his career.

wreck /rɛk/ [v T] to completely spoil something important so that it can never exist again or be like it was before: The bombing was a deliberate attempt to wreck the peace talks. | A dreadful car crash that wrecked their lives
sport

sport /spɔːt/ [n C/U] a physical activity in which people or teams play against each other and try to win: My favourite sports are basketball and motor-racing.

do sport especially british play sport especially american Do you play any sports? I haven’t been doing much sport lately.

sports [adj only before noun] used for sport or connected with sport: My son belongs to a local sports club. | sports equipment

⚠️ Sport can also be an uncountable noun, especially in British English, meaning ‘sports in general’. So you can say either good at sport (especially british) or good at sports (especially american).

⚠️ Don’t say ‘make sport’. Say play sport or do sport

game /geɪm/ [n C] a sport that you play against another player or team, according to a set of rules. At school, we played team games like football and hockey. | Tennis is a popular game in the summer.

⚠️ Don’t confuse sport and game. Sport includes all sorts of physical activities, games, races, and things like climbing and fishing. Games are usually played either between two people or between two teams. Sports that involve racing, such as swimming, athletics, and horse-racing, are not games

an occasion when people compete against each other in a sport

game /geɪm/ [n C] an occasion when two people or two teams compete against each other in a sport: Barcelona beat Real Madrid 3–2 in a thrilling game. | Who won the game? I got two tickets for the Bulls’ game.

game of tennis/squash etc How about a game of tennis this evening?

basketball/football etc game I’m going to watch a volleyball game this Saturday.

match /mætʃ/ [n C] especially british an occasion when two people or two teams compete against each other in a sport: Are you going to the match tomorrow?

a football/cricket/boxing match A cricket match was in progress on the school sports field.

⚠️ Don’t say ‘a match of tennis/football/chess etc’.

⚠️ Americans never use match to mean a game played between two teams. They only use it for games where one person competes with another or fights with another: a wrestling match

race /reɪs/ [n C] a competition in which several people try to run, drive, ride, swim etc faster than each other: Hill won the race, and Schumacher finished second.

horse race Her husband spent all their money gambling on horse races.

to play a sport

play /pleɪ/ [v I/T] to take part in a sport – use this especially about games in which you try to win against another person or team: I’m playing in a basketball game this Sunday.

play football/tennis/golf/baseball etc It’s a long time since I played hockey.

+ against The Rams played against the Giants twice in three weeks.

playing – played – have played
Qdo - did, [u T] especially spoken use this especially with the names of sports that are not team sports: I do aerobics twice a week. He used to do karate, but he gave it up.
did - have done
go - went - have gone
go climbing / swimming / running / riding etc John goes running every morning.
goes - going - have gone

4 someone who does a sport

player - [pliər, [n C] someone who belongs to a sports team or who regularly does a sport: One of the players had been injured.

baseball/basketball etc player one of the best tennis players in the country

sportsman/sportswoman - [spɔːtsmən, spɔːrtswʊmən, [n C] someone who is very good at sport, especially someone who does it as their job: A special Olympic village has been built for the sportsmen and sportswomen to live in.

plural sportsmen, sportswomen

athlete - [ə'tliːt, [n C] someone who is good at sport, especially someone who does athletics (= sports such as running, throwing things, or jumping over high bars): All athletes now have to be regularly tested for drugs.

5 a group of people who play against another group

team - [tiːm, [n C] a group of people who play together against another group in a sport: Which team do you support?

be in a team BRITISH - be on a team AMERICAN: We haven’t decided who is going to be on the team yet.

In British English, you can use team with a singular or plural verb: Our team is wearing red/are wearing red. In American English, only use a singular verb.

side - [side, [n C] BRITISH one of two teams who are playing against each other: Both sides played really well. Our side only needs one more goal to win.
captain - [kæp'teɪn, [n C] the main player in a team, who tells the other players what to do + of the captain of the England football team

6 a place where you do a sport

field - [fild, [n C] a large area of ground, usually covered in grass, where team sports are played: The crowd cheered as the players ran onto the field.

baseball/football/sports etc field (= a field where baseball, football etc is played): The football field was too muddy to play on, so the game was cancelled.
pitch - [pitʃ, [n C] BRITISH: a sports field: The fans rushed onto the pitch at the end of the match.

cricket/football etc pitch (= a pitch where cricket or football is played)
court - [kaːt, [n C] an area with lines painted or the ground, where two people or teams play a game such as tennis, badminton, basketball, or netball
tennis/basketball/squash etc court (= a court where ‘tennis etc is played)

leisure centre - [ˈleʒər səntrə, [n C] BRITISH: a building where you can do various different sports: There’s a really nice swimming pool at the leisure centre.

gym - [gɪm, [n C] a large room where there are machines that you can use to do exercises and make your body stronger: Are you going to the gym today?

pool/swimming pool - [pʊl, swɪmɪŋ pʊl, [n C] a place where you can swim, consisting of a large hole in the ground that has been built and filled with water, either outdoors or inside a building

stadium - [ˈstædɪəm, [n C] a large sports field with seats all around it, where people go to watch team sports: a baseball stadium

7 someone who watches a sport

spectator - [spɛkˈteɪtər, spɛktər, [n C] someone who goes to a game and watches people playing a sport

fan - [fæn, [n C] someone who likes a particular team or player and often goes to watch them play: Thousands of fans queued to buy tickets.
supporter /səˈpɔːtə/ [n C] BRITISH someone who likes a particular team, especially a football team, and often goes to watch it play. Several supporters were arrested outside the stadium.
Milan/Liverpool etc supporter (=a supporter of Milan/Liverpool etc)
support /səˈpɔːrt/ [v T] BRITISH to like a particular team, and want it to win: "Which team do you support?" "Oh, United, of course!"

⚠ Don’t say ‘I am supporting Juventus’. Say I support Juventus.

8 the person who makes sure that players obey the rules
referee/umpire /ˈrefɪri, ˈʌmpɪr/ [n C] the person in charge of a game, who makes sure that the players obey the rules and decides who has won

⚠ Use referee about football, basketball, hockey, and boxing.
⚠ Use umpire about baseball, cricket, and tennis.

judges /ˈdʒudʒiz/ [n plural] the people who decide which person is the best in a competition

⚠ Use judges about sports in which people do not compete in teams, such as skating, horse-riding, and gymnastics.

9 the points you get when you are playing a sport
point /ˈpoʊnt/ [n C] a unit used for measuring how well you are doing in a sport or game: Steve Jones is 15 points ahead. | Damon Hill leads the Formula 1 Championship with 58 points from 6 races.
get/score a point We lost the game when the Giants scored 14 points in the last quarter.
goal /ɡəʊl/ [n C] the point you get when you make the ball go into the net in sports such as football or hockey
score a goal (=get a goal)

score /skɔːr/ [n C] the number of points that the two teams or players have in a game: What’s the score? | The score at half time was 12–18.
final score (=the score at the end of the game)

10 when two teams or players have the same score
draw especially BRITISH tie especially AMERICAN draw [n C] when both players or teams have the same number of points at the end of a game: "What was the result of the Barcelona v Real Madrid game?" "It was a draw."
end in a draw/tie The game ended in a tie.

be two all/be four all etc [bi: (two etc) â l, spoken] say this when both players or teams have two points, four points etc in a game: It’s two all at the moment, but United seems the better team. | “What was the final score?” “One all.”

SPREAD
to cover a larger area or affect a larger group of people

1 when fire/liquid etc spreads
spread /spred/ [v I/T] if fire, liquid, smoke etc spreads, it moves outwards in all directions to cover a larger area: The fire spread quickly through the building.
+ through/across/to etc By now the flood water had spread across 80 square miles of farmland. | She knocked over her glass, and a dark pool of wine spread over the tablecloth.
spreading – spread – have spread

2 when information/ideas/feelings etc spread
spread /spred/ [v I/T] if information, an idea, or a feeling spreads, or if you spread it, more and more people begin to know about it or be affected by it: News of the President’s death spread quickly.
+ to/into/through etc a feeling of panic that spread through the whole army
spread lies/rumours/gossip (=deliberately tell untrue information to a lot of people) Someone’s been spreading lies about Nancy again.
spreading – spread – have spread spread [n singular]
the spread of sth (=when ideas, feelings etc are spread) the spread of liberal ideas in the 19th century
get around get around [phrasal verb]
INFORMAL if news or information gets around, people tell other people, so that soon many people know about it: News soon got around that Nick was back in town. | It’s a small place, so news and gossip get around pretty quickly.

when diseases spread

spread [spred] [v I/T] if a disease spreads, or if it is spread, it is passed from one person to another, and it affects more and more people: Some diseases are spread by insects.
+ through/to/ across Cholera is spreading through the refugee camps at an alarming rate.
spread – spread – have spread spread [n singular]
the spread of sth (=when a disease spreads) the spread of AIDS
infectious /inˈfekʃəs/ [adj] an infectious disease is spread by being passed from one person to another: infectious diseases such as typhoid
highly infectious (=very infectious) Measles is a highly infectious illness that can be extremely serious.

when people go in many directions

spread out [spred ˈaut] [phrasal verb] if a group of people spreads out, they move apart from each other so that they cover a larger area: “Spread out!” shouted the sergeant. “We have to search the whole forest.” | Small groups of survivors spread out across the plain.
scatter [ˈskætər] [v I] if a group of people scatter, they all suddenly move in different directions, especially to avoid something dangerous: A gun went off and the crowd scattered. | The rioters scattered when police vans arrived.

to put butter, glue etc on a surface

spread [spred] [v I/T] to put a thin layer of a soft substance, such as butter or glue, on a surface, so that it covers it
spread sth on sth Spread the glue evenly on both surfaces. | He spread plaster on the walls.
spread sth with sth two slices of toast
spread with peanut butter
spreading – spread – have spread

when things are spread over a wide area

scattered /ˈskætərd/ [adj] things that are scattered are spread over a large area in an irregular or untidy way
+ about/over/among etc Tiny cottages were scattered all over the hillside.

spread out [spred ˈaut] [adj not before noun] things that are spread out are spread over a large area with a lot of space between them
+ on/ among/ across etc Diane had her papers spread out all over the floor.

STAND

→ if you mean ‘can’t stand something’, go to BAD 6
→ see also SIT, LIE

to be in a standing position

stand [stænd] [v I] to be in a standing position: I was standing next to the entrance. | There were no seats, so we
had to stand. | Who's that girl standing over there?

**stand doing sth** (=stand while you are doing something) She stood watching him as he turned to go.

**stand up straight** (=with your back and legs straight) The ceilings were so low that Mark couldn’t stand up straight.

**stand still** (=without moving) Stand still a moment while I brush your hair.

**standing** = stood = have stood

**be on your feet** (be on your feet) (informal) to be standing, especially for a long time, with the result that you feel tired — use this especially about people who have to stand and walk a lot in their jobs: I've been on my feet all day and I need to rest.

**on tiptoe/on tiptoes** (on tiptoe) (1) standing on your toes, especially when you stretch your body in order to see something or reach something: She stood on tiptoe and tried to see over the fence.

**lean** (lean) [v I] to stand while resting part of your body against a wall, a table etc

+ **against/on** Kay was leaning against the school wall, smoking a cigarette. | Joe leaned on the gate and watched them drive away.

**leaning** = leaned (also leant BRITISH) = have leaned (also have leant BRITISH)

1 to stand after sitting or lying down

**get up** (get up) [phrasal verb I] to stand after you have been sitting, bending, or lying down: She got up and turned off the TV.

**get up from a chair/seat/sofa etc** Max got up from his chair and shook her hand.

**get up off the floor/ground/grass etc** One of her friends helped her to get up off the floor.

**get up to do sth** I was left with Maria when the others got up to dance.

**stand up** (stand up) [phrasal verb I] to stand after you have been sitting: "I must go now," she said, standing up. | Everyone stood up as the bride and her father entered the church.

**get to your feet** (get to your feet) to stand up, especially slowly or when it is difficult for you: He got to his feet, looking pale and anxious. | Somehow Jenny managed to get to her feet and stumble out of the room.

3 to put your foot down on something

**stand on sth/step on sth** (also tread on sth) (BRITISH) to stand on (sth).**step on (sth), tread on (sth) (am-)** [phrasal verb T] to put your foot down on something while you are standing or walking, especially accidentally: I think I must have stood on some glass. | Be careful! You nearly trod on my foot.

**stamp on sth** stamp on (sth) [am-] **[phrasal verb T]** to deliberately put your foot down very hard on something: There was a big cockroach in the kitchen and Barbara stamped on it.

---

**START**

→ opposite **STOP**

→ see also **BEGINNING, FINISH, END**

1 to start doing something

**start** [start] [v I/T] We can't start until Carol gets here. | I'm starting a new job next week. | Have you started that book yet? (=started reading it)

**start doing sth** I've just started learning German. | If the baby starts crying, give her some milk.

**start to do sth** Has Gemma started to write that report yet?

**start by doing sth** (=do something as the first part of an activity) Start by melting the butter in the frying-pan.

**start with sth** (=do something or deal with something as the first part of a long activity) Tina wanted to paint the whole apartment, and she decided to start with the kitchen.

**get started** (=start a journey, activity etc, especially one that will take a long time) It was a fine morning, and the boys were eager to get started.

**begin** [begin] [v I/T] especially written to start doing something: When the children were quiet, Martha began. | They began their journey in Venice.
begin to do sth Ann began slowly to climb the steps to the castle. I began to realize that she no longer loved me.

begin doing sth The audience suddenly began shouting and cheering.

begin by doing sth (=do something as the first part of an activity) They began by asking me questions about my previous job.

+ with The speaker began with a short introduction about the history of the town.

⚠️ Begin means the same as start, but begin is more formal. It is not usually used in conversation, but it is often used when you are describing past events or telling a story.

beginning – began – have begun

get down to sth get ‘down to (sth) [phrasal verb T] informal to finally start doing something, after you have been avoiding it or after something has prevented you from doing it. Come on Bill – it’s time you got down to some homework.

get down to doing sth Once the summer’s here we must get down to painting the outside of the house.

get cracking get ‘cracking [spoken informal to start doing something immediately, because you are in a hurry or there is a lot to do: Come on! – get cracking. I want this whole house clean when I get back. You’d better get cracking if you want to get to the airport by ten.

⚠️ Only use get cracking in the infinitive or in commands. Don’t say ‘we got cracking’ etc.

健康的

2 to start doing something regularly

start/begin /start, 'began/ [v T] to start doing something which you then do regularly

start/begin doing sth I started doing aerobics two years ago. She was only 16 when she began seeing Alan, who was already married.

start/begin to do sth His parents got divorced last year – that’s when he started to take drugs.

beginning – began – have begun

⚠️ Begin is more formal than start, and is not usually used in conversation.

take up sth ‘tak ap (sth) [phrasal verb T] to become interested in a sport or activity, and start to spend time doing it: When did Bryan take up golf?

turn to sth ‘tərn tu (sth) [phrasal verb T] turn to crime/drugs/alcohol etc to start doing something dangerous or illegal: Hal turned to drinking after his wife and kids were killed in a car crash. Research shows that young people without jobs are most likely to turn to crime.

3 when something starts happening

start/begin start, ‘began [v I] Do you know what time the class starts? My day starts at 5 or 6 o’clock, when the baby wakes up. The movie was just beginning when Richard and James arrived. Work on the new bridge will begin next year.

beginning – began – have begun

⚠️ Start is more formal than begin, and is not usually used in conversation.

break out ‘brek aʊt [phrasal verb I] to start happening – use this about unpleasant things like fires, wars, or diseases: A fire broke out on the top floor of the building. Fighting broke out between gangs of rival football fans.

outbreak /'autbreik/ [n C] when something unpleasant starts happening, such as a fire, war, or disease.

+ of There’s been an outbreak of food poisoning at the hotel.

4 to make something start happening

start start [v T] to make something start happening: The referee couldn’t start the game because there were fans on the field. Don’t drop your cigarette here – you could start a fire. Jim parked in someone else’s space, and that’s what started the fight.

launch /'læntʃ/ [v T] launch an attack/ appeal/inquiry/campaign to start a public or military activity, when there is a
clear aim that you want to achieve: The local hospital has launched a campaign to raise money for new X-ray equipment. | Police are launching a major murder inquiry. | Rebel forces launched an attack on Kabul.

**introduce** /ˈɪntrɪdjuːs/ | **bring in** /briŋ ɪn/ | -duce: [v T] to officially start a new system, method, or rule for the first time: The company is thinking of introducing medical tests for all employees. New safety measures will be introduced next month. | They have promised to bring in a minimum wage if they win the election.

5 **to start a new business or organization**

**start** /stɑrt/ | **start up** /stɑrt ʌp/ [v T] to start a new business or organization: Luigi’s family came here in 1966 and started up a chain of restaurants. | John decided to start his own textile business shortly after the war.

**open** /əˈpɛn/ [v T] to start a business that provides services to the public, such as a shop, a restaurant, or a hotel: They just opened a new supermarket on Van Nuys Boulevard.

**set up** /set ap/ [phrasal verb I/T] to start a new business by making all the necessary arrangements, buying equipment etc: Bruno and his partner are setting up their own printing business.

**set up in business** (=start to run your own business) People attend the college to learn how to set up in business on their own.

**set up as** /set up as/ as an architect in his own studio.

**found** /fɔːnd/ [v T] to start an organization, school, hospital etc, especially by providing the money for it – use this especially about something that was started a long time ago: Pierpont was one of the group who founded Yale College in 1701.

**be founded** The bank was founded 60 years ago in Munich.

6 **to start doing something again**

**start again** /ˈstɑrt əˈɡen/ [phrasal verb I/T] to start doing something again, or to start happening again: The Middle East peace talks have started again.

**start sth again** After her vacation, Trish really didn’t feel like starting work again. | She failed her degree, so she had to start her course again.

**start over** /stɑrt ˈəʊvər/ [phrasal verb I] especially American to start doing something again from the beginning, especially because you want to do it better: If you make a mistake, just press ‘delete’ and start over.

**bring back sth** /briŋ bæk (stʌ) [phrasal verb T] to start using a custom, system, law etc again, which was used in the past but then stopped: Do you think they should bring back the death penalty? | They’re talking about bringing back formal grammar teaching.

**go back to sth** /ɡəʊ ˈbæk tuː (stʌ) [phrasal verb T] to start doing something again, after a period when you did something else: Some mothers go back to full-time work only a few weeks after their baby is born.

**go back to doing sth** This time, Ben was determined not to go back to using drugs again.

---

**STAY**

- look here for...
  - stay in a place and not leave it
  - spend time in a place
  - stay in someone’s house or a hotel
- if you mean ‘continue to be the same’, go to **CONTINUE 3**

1 **to stay in the same place, job, school etc and not leave it**

- opposite **LEAVE**

**stay** /steɪ/ [v I] to continue to be in the same place, job, school etc and not leave it: Stay there – I want to take a photograph of you.

**+ with** He stayed with the baby until she fell asleep.

**stay at home** My husband wants me to stay at home and look after the children.
stay at school BRITISH stay in school AMERICAN (=continue to go to school) Most students stay at school until they are 16 or 17.

stay in a job Alice has never stayed in the same job for more than a year.

stay behind (=stay somewhere after other people have left) After the party a few of us stayed behind to help clean up.

stay in stay in [phrasal verb] to stay in your house and not go out, especially in the evening: The others went out to a club, but I stayed in and watched television.

stay on stay on [phrasal verb] to stay in a place, job, school etc for a longer time than you had planned, or after other people have left: We’ve had such a great time that we’re thinking of staying on here for another week.

stay on at school/university He stayed on at college for an extra year to do a Master’s degree.

remain remain [v I] to stay in the same place, job, or school: Picasso remained in Paris throughout the rest of the war.

remain at home/at school/at work In those days, unmarried daughters usually remained at home.

⚠️ Remain is more formal than stay. It is used especially in written English.

3 to spend some time in a place

stay stay [v I] to spend a period of time in a place that is not your permanent home: I’m planning to stay in Paris for a couple of months. How long are you staying in New York?

⚠️ Don’t confuse stay (=be somewhere temporarily, for a few days, weeks, or months) and live (=be somewhere permanently, or for several years, in your own home).

be there be there [v] to be staying somewhere — use this to talk about a place that has just been mentioned: “Have you ever been to Prague?” “Yes, I was there in 1978.” While you’re there you should go and see the Louvre.

3 to stay at a hotel or at someone’s house

adv see also HOLIDAY, VISIT

stay stay [v I] to spend a few days, weeks etc at someone else’s house or at a hotel, but not live there permanently.

stay at a hotel/at sb’s house I’m staying at my brother’s house for a couple of weeks. Which hotel are you staying at?

stay with sb (=stay at their house) You could stay with John and Anne while you’re in London.

stay the night BRITISH stay over AMERICAN (=sleep at someone else’s house) Is it all right if I stay the night?

come to stay One of Sarah’s friends is coming to stay with us this summer.

visit visit [v I/T] to go to the house of a friend or relative and stay there for some time because you want to see them: Aunt Jane usually visits us for two or three weeks in the spring.

guest guest [n C] someone who is staying with friends or relatives or at a hotel: The hotel bar is for guests only. I’m really busy — I’m expecting guests this weekend.

⚠️ Guest is rather a formal word. In spoken English you often say someone staying or someone coming to stay instead of guest: I have someone staying with me at the moment.

4 a place where you can stay for a short time, such as a hotel

a place to stay/somewhere to stay a place to stay, somewhere to stay, especially spoken a place where you can stay, for example a hotel or a room in someone’s house. She needs somewhere to stay while she’s at college. We’re going to Tokyo — do you know any good places to stay?

accommodation accommodation [also accommodations AMERICAN] accommodation [ak’omədə’shan] a place where you pay money to stay, for example a hotel or a room that you rent. The cost of rented accommodation keeps going up. The travel agency will help you find accommodations.
Accommodation is more formal than a place to stay, and is often used when talking in a general way about places where people can pay to stay: a shortage of accommodation for students.

Don’t say ‘an accommodation’.

5 to let someone stay in your home

| put sb up | put (sb) up [phrasal verb T] especially spoken to let a friend stay in your home for a short time, and provide them with a bed to sleep in: “Where are you staying?” “Carole’s putting us up for a couple of days.” |

6 the time when you stay somewhere

| stay | stay [t st] [n singular] the time when you stay in a place, for example when you go somewhere on holiday or for business: I met her during my stay in Venice. | Did you enjoy your stay? |
| visit | visit [vizit] [n C] the time when you go to stay somewhere, especially in order to see people or see a place: It was my first visit to my wife’s parents’ house. |

STEAL

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LAW</th>
<th>POLICE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>see also</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRIME</td>
<td>PUNISH</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Don’t confuse steal and rob. A thief steals money or property, but a robber robs a shop, a bank, or another person (=steals money etc from them).

1 to steal something

| steal | steal [stel] [v I/T] to take something that does not belong to you: Thousands of cars get stolen every year. | In the end he had to steal in order to survive. |
| +from drug addicts who steal from their friends and families |

steal sth from sb/sth thieves stole paintings worth $5 million from a Paris art gallery.

stealing – stole – have stolen

| stolen | stolen [stolen] [adj] The three men escaped in a stolen car. |

take | take [teik [v T] to steal something, especially money or things that can be carried away: Someone has been taking money from the cash box. | The burglars took our TV and stereo, but they didn’t find the jewellery. |
| taking – took – have taken |

| nick/pinch | nick / pinch [n i k, pint∫] [v T] British spoken to steal something: I wonder where she got that coat – do you think she nicked it? |
| nick/pinch sth from sb/sth Jimmy was caught pinching money from his mum’s purse. |

| rip off | rip off [rip ’of] [phrasal verb T] spoken, especially American to steal something |
| rip off sth | The store was very crowded, and someone ripped off my purse. |

2 to steal from a house, shop, bank etc

| rob | rob [rrob] [v T] if someone robs a bank, shop etc, they take money or property from it, especially by using threats or violence: He got five years in jail for robbing a gas station. | Two men robbed the Central Bank yesterday, escaping with over $1 million. |

| robbing – robbed – have robbed |
| burgle | burgle British burgle American /bər’gæl, bərg’gælær/ [v T] to illegally enter a house or office and steal things: He was caught burgling the house of a police officer. | Our apartment has been burglarized twice since we moved here. |

| You can say ‘we’ve been burgled’, or ‘we were burglarized’, when you mean ‘our house has been burgled’. |

| shoplift | shoplift [ʃəplift] [v I only in -ing form] to take things from shops without paying for them, especially by hiding them |
in your clothes or in a bag: I started shoplifting when my parents got divorced.

**hold up sth** hold up (sth) [phrasal verb T] to go into a bank, shop etc with a gun and demand money: The men who held up the store were wearing Halloween masks.

3 to steal from someone in the street

**rob** rob [v T] if someone robs you, they take money or property from you, especially in a public place such as a street: Two men tried to rob him as he left the restaurant.

**robbing** - **robbed** - have robbed

**mug** mug [v T usually in passive] to violently attack someone in the street and rob them: Since she was mugged she's been scared to go out on her own.

**mugging** - **mugged** - have mugged

4 someone who steals

**thief** thief [n C] someone who steals things, usually secretly and without violence: The thieves had been careful not to leave any fingerprints.

**car thief** jewel thief etc (= someone who steals cars, jewels etc)

plural **thieves**

**robber** robber [n C] someone who steals from banks, offices, houses etc, especially by using threats or violence: The robbers forced bank staff to give them £4000 in cash.

**bank robber** (= someone who robs a bank)

**armed robber** (=a robber with a gun)

**burglar** burglar [n C] someone who illegally gets into a house, office etc and steals things: No one saw the burglar, but I think he got in through the kitchen window.

**pickpocket** pickpocket [n C] someone who steals from people in a public place, by taking things from their pockets or bags without them noticing: There are a lot of pickpockets in crowded tourist areas, so look after your belongings.

**shoplifter** shoplifter [n C] someone who takes things from shops without paying for them, especially by hiding them in their clothes or in a bag: The store has installed hidden cameras to catch shoplifters.

**mugger** mugger [n C] a thief who violently attacks someone in the street and robs them: Harry suffered serious head injuries when he was attacked by a gang of muggers.

5 the crime of stealing

**robbery** robbery [n C/U] the crime of stealing money or other things from a bank, shop etc, especially by using threats or violence: He took part in his first robbery when he was 17.

**armed robbery** (= using guns) Spencer was jailed for eight years for armed robbery.

**bank robbery** Police are investigating a series of bank robberies.

plural **robberies**

**burglary** burglary [n C/U] the crime of illegally entering a house, office etc and stealing things: Call the police – there’s been a burglary. Most burglaries occur when a house or apartment is empty.

plural **burglaries**

**theft** theft [n C/U] formal when something is stolen

+ of the theft of £150 from the office

**car/bicycle theft** (= when a car or bicycle is stolen) Bicycle theft is a major problem in the city.

**break-in** break-in [n C] when someone breaks a door or window in order to enter a place and steal things: There was a break-in at the college last night – they took all the computers.

plural **break-ins**

**hold-up** hold up [n C] when someone goes into a bank or shop with a gun and demands money: A man was shot dead in a hold-up at a downtown bank.

plural **hold-ups**

**mugging** mugging [n C] a violent attack on someone in the street in order to rob them: The number of muggings in the area has doubled in the last year.

**shoplifting** shoplifting [n C/U] the crime of taking things from shops without paying for them: Shoplifting costs the major stores millions of dollars last year.
STICK

to join one thing to another thing, especially using glue

> see also JOIN

1 to stick something

stick  stik  [v T] to join one thing to another thing, especially by using glue or tape with glue on it

stick sth on/in sth  It took hours to stick all the stamps on these letters. 1 Stick a label on each box to say what's inside it.

stick sth together  We gathered up the pieces and stuck the vase back together again. | Some of the pages were stuck together.

sticking – stuck – have stuck

glue  glú  [v T] to use glue to join things together when you are making something or repairing something

glue sth to/onto sth  I tried to glue the handle back onto the cup.

glue sth together  You make the model by cutting out these shapes and gluing them together.

2 when one thing sticks to another

stick  stik  [v I] if something sticks to something else, it becomes joined to it when it touches it, because it has glue or a sticky substance on it: She pressed down the flap of the envelope, but it didn’t stick.

+ to  Peter was very hot, and his shirt was sticking to his back.

sticking – stuck – have stuck

sticky  `stikí  [adj] something that is sticky sticks to other things, and sticks to your fingers when you touch it: There was a horrible sticky mess on the table. I add flour to the mixture to prevent it from becoming sticky.

sticky – stickier – stickiest

3 a substance that you use to stick things

glue  glú  [n C/U] a liquid or soft substance that you use to join things together: Wait for the glue to dry before you paint the model.

Sellotape  British Scotch tape American selatáp  skótch teip  skott-tap  [n U] trademark transparent tape with glue on it that you use to join things together: He was wearing glasses that were held together with Sellotape.

STOP

> look here for ...

• stop doing something
• stop something from happening
• stop moving

> opposite START

> see also FINISH, END, REST

1 to stop doing something

stop  stýp  stop  [v I/T] to no longer do something that you have been doing or that you used to do: That baby is always crying – doesn’t he ever stop?

stop doing sth  Everyone stopped talking as soon as she entered the room. | They stopped making the 3-litre Austin-Healey sportscar in 1967.

stop it/that  spoken (=say this to tell someone to stop doing something) Stop it! You’re hurting me.

stop work  At five o’clock we stopped work and went home.

⚠️ Don’t say ‘she stopped to cry’. Say she stopped crying.

stopping – stopped – have stopped

quit  kwít  [v I/T] especially American to stop doing something, especially something that is difficult or unpleasant, or something that annoys other people: “Have you found it?” “No, and if I don’t find it soon I’m going to quit.”

quit doing sth  I wish he’d quit bothering me. | She’s trying to quit smoking.

quit it/that  spoken (say this to tell someone to stop doing something annoying) Quit it, Robby, or I’ll tell Mom.

quitting – quit – have quit

give up  giv ap  [phrasal verb T] to stop doing something, especially something that you used to do regularly: I had to give up tennis when I injured my knee.
give up smoking/drinking/fatty food etc
(=stop smoking, drinking etc because you
want to be healthy) Michelle gave up
smoking three years ago.
give up doing sth After about 10 min-
utes, I gave up trying to explain it to her.
give it up I used to play a lot of football,
but I had to give it up because of an
injury.
abandon abandon [v T] abandon a
plan/attempt/search/policy etc to
stop something before you finish it, espe-
cially because it is too difficult to continue
or there are too many problems: They
had to abandon the search because of
the bad weather. I We abandoned the
climb after Collins fell and broke his leg.

2 to stop doing
something for a short time
stop stop [v I] to stop doing some-
thing for a short time, before continuing
again: Can we stop for a moment? I
want to look at the map.
stop for coffee/lunch/a break etc (=stop
what you are doing, so you can have
coffee, lunch etc) We’ll stop for lunch
at 12:30.
stop to look/listen/watch/talk/rest etc
(=stop in order to look at something etc)
We stopped to listen to a couple of boys
who were playing guitars in the street.
I stopped to rest for a few minutes.
stopping - stopped - have stopped
pause /paʊz/ [v I] written to stop speaking
or stop doing something for a very short
time, before starting again: Lawrence
paused and turned to me: “Look, if you
don’t think it’s a good idea . . .”
pause for breath (=because you need to
rest for a moment) She talked for about
twenty minutes without even pausing
for breath.
pause to do sth (=in order to do some-
things) We waited while Graham paused
to light a cigarette.

⚠️ Use pause especially in written stories
or descriptions of events.

hesitate /hezıˈteɪt/ [v I] to stop for a
moment and wait before doing something,
because you feel unsure or nervous about
it: She hesitated for a moment before
replying. I Barry stood at the door
hesitating. Should he walk straight in or
knock?
hesitation /hezıˈteɪʃən/ [n U] when
someone hesitates: After some hesita-
tion, one of them began to speak.
take a break take a break especially
spoken to stop working for a short time in
order to rest, eat etc: We’re all getting
tired. Let’s take a break for ten minutes.

3 a period of time when
you stop doing something
break /breɪk/ [n C] a long or short period
when you stop your work or normal activi-
ties, before continuing them again later:
She returned to her career after a six-
month break.
+ from Murray felt he needed a break
from studying.
lunch/coffee/tea break (=when you stop
work to have lunch, coffee etc)
pause /paʊz/ [n C] written a short period of
time when you stop speaking or stop
doing something before starting again:
After a long pause, Barney said: “Yes, I
suppose you’re right.”
+ in There was a pause in the conversa-
tion as everyone turned to say hello to Paul.

4 to stop happening
stop stop [v I] to stop happening:
Let’s wait until the rain stops. I The
noise stopped as suddenly as it had
began.
stoppage - stopped - have stopped
end /end/ [v I] if an event, activity, or story
ends it finally stops when it reaches its
end: When the war ended, there were
over a million refugees. Our jour-
ney ended on the banks of the River Ganges.
finish /ˈfiʃɪn/ to end - use this about an
organized event such as a meeting, party,
or lesson, especially to say what time it
ends: The meeting finished at
lunchtime. I What time does your
Spanish class finish?

come to an end /kəm tu an ‘end; to
finally end - use this about things that
have continued for a long time: Their
marriage came to an end after twenty-
two years. I The war in Vietnam finally
came to an end in 1975.
fade away  feɪd ə wet  [phrasal verb] if a sound fades away, it gradually gets quieter and finally stops. He waited until the sound of the engines had faded away. | As the music faded away the audience broke into applause.

5 to make something stop happening

stop  /stɒp/ [v T] to make someone stop doing something, or make something stop happening: The referee stopped the fight when one of the boxers was badly injured. | A power failure stopped the concert halfway through.

stop sb doing sth I gave him some chocolate to stop him crying.

stopping – stopped – have stopped

put an end to sth /put an 'end tu (sth)/ to permanently stop something, so that it can never start again: A broken ankle put an end to her career as a dancer. | The war put an end to their romance.

put a stop to sth /put a stop tu (sth)/ -stap-/ to stop something unpleasant or harmful that has been happening for a long time: The UN commander was determined to put a stop to the fighting.

stamp out /stæmp əut/ [phrasal verb T] to completely stop a bad or illegal activity, by making rules about it and making sure that people obey them

stamp out sth The police are determined to stamp out street robberies.

6 to make it impossible for someone to do what they want to do

prevent /pri'vent/ [v T] to make it impossible for someone to do something that they want to do

prevent sb from doing sth A leg injury may prevent Shearer from playing in tomorrow's game. | There were reports that some people had been prevented from voting in the election.

stop /stɒp/ [v T] to stop someone from doing something that they want to do, especially by controlling them in an unreasonable way: I've made up my mind to leave home, and you can't stop me.

stop sb (from) doing sth My parents tried to stop me seeing Anna. | The

BBC was stopped from broadcasting a programme about the Secret Service.

⚠️ Don't say 'stop someone to do something'. Say stop someone doing something or stop someone from doing something.

stopping - stopped - have stopped

get in the way of sth /get in da 'wei ov (sth)/ if something gets in the way of something you want to do or something you must do, it makes you too busy to do it: Don't let your social life get in the way of your education.

7 to stop someone from going somewhere

stop /stɒp/ [v T] to prevent someone or something from going somewhere: We were stopped and searched when we tried to enter the building. | The police are stopping drivers to ask questions about the accident.

stopping – stopped – have stopped

be in the way /bi: in da 'wei/ if someone or something is in the way, they are in a position that stops you from going where you want to go: There's a car in the way and I can't get out of the garage.

be in sb's way Could you move please. Sonia. You're in my way.

block /blɒk/ [v T] if objects or people block a road, entrance etc., they lie or stand right across it, so that no-one can pass through: A big truck had turned over on its side, and it was blocking the road. | Hundreds of protesters blocked the entrance to the President's palace.

8 to make sure that something does not happen

prevent /pri'vent/ [v T] to make sure that something will not happen or cannot happen, especially something bad: The rules are intended to prevent accidents. | Managers and union leaders are hoping to prevent the strike.

prevent sth from doing sth The chemical is stored in sealed tanks to prevent poisonous gases from escaping.

prevention [n U] when something is prevented: the prevention of crime
stop /stɒp/ [v T] to make sure that something bad that is happening cannot continue and become worse: if it can help to stop the spread of AIDS, it’s worth trying.

stop sth from doing sth They had to stop the fire from reaching the oil storage tanks.

stopping - stopped - have stopped

cancel /ˈkænsəl/ [v T] to change a previous arrangement, so that a meeting, concert, game etc which was planned will not happen: We’ve cancelled the meeting because Wayne can’t come. | I forgot to cancel my doctor’s appointment.

canceling - cancelled - have canceled

canceling - canceled - have canceled


call off /kɔl əˈf/ [phrasal verb T] to stop a meeting or event that you have organized, just before it is going to start.

call off sth If it goes on raining, we'll have to call off the game. | Damian called off the wedding at the last moment.

call sth off “Will there be a train strike tomorrow?” “No, the union called it off.”

9 to stop someone from working, paying attention etc

interrupt /ɪnˈtɜːrprɪt/ [v I/T] to stop someone when they are working, talking, or having a meeting, especially because you want to ask a question or tell them something: Don’t interrupt - I haven’t finished yet. | I’m sorry to interrupt your meeting, but I have an important announcement.

interruption [n C] when someone interrupts you: It’s hard to study with so many interruptions.

disturb /dɪˈstɜːb/ [v T] to stop someone who is busy doing something, for example by asking them a question or making a noise: Sorry to disturb you, but could I ask you a quick question? | Try not to disturb your Dad - he’s working.

distract /dɪˈstrækst/ [v T] to stop someone who is trying to work, study, or read, by making them look at or listen to something else: The couple behind us kept distracting everyone by talking during the movie.

be distracted by sth I was distracted by the sound of a car alarm in the street.

put sb off /pʊt (sb) əf/ [phrasal verb T] BRITISH: to make it difficult for someone to do something, by preventing them from paying attention and thinking clearly about what they are doing: Seles couldn’t concentrate on the game - the photographers were putting her off.

10 to stop moving

stop /stɒp/ [v I] to stop moving: I stopped and picked up the coin. | What's happened? Why have all the cars stopped?

stop to do sth (=stop in order to do something) He stopped to buy a newspaper on the way home.

stop dead (=stop very suddenly) My horse stopped dead, and I was thrown forward.

stopping - stopped - have stopped

come to a halt /kəm tə hɔlt/ come to a stop kam to a halt, kam to a stop| stop especially written to gradually slow down and then stop - use this about trains, cars etc: As the train came to a stop he jumped off and ran away. | The bus finally came to a halt half-way up a very steep hill.

brake /breɪk/ [v I] to make a car, train, bicycle etc stop or go more slowly by using the brake (=the control that reduces the speed): I had to brake suddenly to avoid a dog that ran into the road.

pull in/pull over /pʊl ɪn, pʊl əˈovə/ [phrasal verb I] to make your car stop at the side of the road: If you start to feel tired on long journeys, pull in and have a rest.

11 when a train, bus, or plane stops somewhere

stop /stop/ [v I] to stop somewhere to let passengers get on or off - use this about trains or buses

+ at/near/outside etc Does this train stop at York? | The bus stops just outside my house.

stopping - stopped - have stopped
stop /stop/ [n C] a place where a bus or train regularly stops to let passengers get on or off. Get off at the third stop.

bus stop We live miles from the nearest bus stop.

call at /kɔl ət/ [phrasal verb T] if a train or ship calls at a place, it stops there while it is on the way to somewhere else. This is the 10.30 to Bristol, calling at Reading and Bath. The ship calls at Madeira to collect cargo.

direct /dərɪkt, dɪr-/ [adj adv] if a journey is direct, or if you travel direct, you go straight from one place to another without stopping to change planes, trains etc. With this ticket you can travel direct from Paris to Berlin overnight.

direct flight/bus/train There are no direct flights from Rochester to Cincinnati.

non-stop /nən-stɔp/ [adj only before noun] a non-stop flight, plane, train etc goes from one place to another without stopping anywhere. There are three non-stop flights to Hong Kong every day.


ture story (=about events that really happened) Have you seen ‘Schindler’s List’? Apparently it’s based on a true story.

plural stories

tale /teɪl/ [n C] an exciting story of imaginary events. ‘Treasure Island’ – a tale of pirates and adventure

fairy tale (=a story for children with magic in it) Hans Christian Andersen’s fairy tales

myth /mɪθ/ [n C/U] a very old story about gods and magical creatures. The myth tells of how the gods sent fire to the earth in flashes of lightning. A ballet based on a Greek myth

legend /ˈlɛgənd/ [n C/U] an old story, usually about strange events or people with magic powers. According to legend, the whole castle was washed into the sea.

+ of the legend of Robin Hood

anecdote /ænˈkɪdət/ [n C] a short funny story about something that really happened. The book is full of amusing anecdotes about his time in the police force.

2 a person in a story

character /ˈkærəktər/ [n C] one of the people in a story. The two main characters in the book are a young boy and his teacher

hero /ˈhɪrəʊ/ [n C] the man or boy who is the main character in a story, especially when he is very good, very brave etc. At the end of the story, the hero rescues the princess and they get married.

+ of James Bond is the hero of the film.

plural heroes

heroine /ˈhɪrəʊɪn/ [n C] the woman or girl who is the main character in a story, especially when she is very good, very brave etc.

+ of Tess is the tragic heroine of the novel.

3 the way the events in a story are arranged

plot /plɔt/ [n C] the series of events that happen in a book, play, film etc, and the way they are all connected. The plot of ‘Twin Peaks’ was so complicated that I couldn’t follow it.
**STRAIGHT**

- see also BEND

1 when lines or objects are straight

*straight* /streɪt/ [adj] straight lines, roads, edges etc have no bends or curves. First, draw two straight lines. Her hair is blonde and very straight. A long straight avenue.

*dead straight* especially british (=completely straight) The road ran dead straight for 50 miles across the desert.

2 travelling or moving in a straight line

*straight* /streɪt/ [adv] Terry was so drunk he couldn’t walk straight.

*straight ahead/down/towards etc* If you look straight ahead, you’ll see the church in the distance. The truck was heading straight towards us.

Q go straight on british go straight american /gəʊ streɪt 'ɒn, gəʊ streɪt/ spoken to continue travelling ahead in the same direction as before, without turning left or right - use this when you are telling people which way to go. When you get to the intersection, go straight. Keep going straight on through the town and when you come to the school, turn left.

in a straight line /in ə streɪt ˈlain/ if something moves in a straight line, it does not turn to the left or to the right. Light always travels in a straight line. It’s difficult to walk in a straight line with your eyes closed.

direct /dɪˈrɛkt, dər-/, [adj] going straight from one place to another without changing direction.

direct route/line/path/way Which is the most direct route to London from here?

3 sitting or standing straight

*upright* /əˈprɔːt/ [adv] sitting or standing with your back and neck straight, not bent. We couldn’t stand upright in the cave.

*bolt upright (=sitting with your back very straight)* There was a sudden noise outside, and she sat bolt upright in bed.

4 to make something straight

*straighten* /stræt(ə)n/ [v T] He was standing outside the manager’s office, straightening his tie.

*straighten your legs/arms/back* Gradually straighten your legs until you are standing upright.

---

**STRAIGHT**

**unusual**, in a way that makes you feel surprised, frightened, worried etc

![Diagram showing unusual and crazy as opposites]

1 strange object/situation/experience

*strange* /streɪndʒ/ [adj] very different from what you expect or from what usually happens, in a way that makes you feel a little
frightened or surprised: A strange noise woke her up. I had a strange feeling that I’d been there before.

it is strange that It’s strange that you’ve never met him – he lives in your street.

funny/odd /ˈfən.ər, ɒd/ [adj] ESPECIALLY BRITISH something funny or odd is a little strange and it makes you feel slightly worried, because you cannot explain it or you do not know what it is: There’s a funny smell coming from the fridge.

it is odd/funny that It seems odd that no-one noticed him coming in.

that’s funny/that’s odd SPOKEN (say this when something seems odd) “Your keys aren’t here.” “That’s odd – I’m sure I left them on the table.”

peculiar /pəˈkjul.iər/ [adj] strange and slightly unpleasant: This meat tastes peculiar: The walls were painted a very peculiar shade of green.

mysterious /ˈmɪstəriəs/ [adj] use this about something that people know very little about and that is difficult to explain or understand: His father died of a mysterious illness. I kept getting mysterious phone calls where the caller would hang up as soon as I answered. I his mysterious disappearance

mysteriously [adv] Mysteriously, no-one had noticed anyone leave or enter the room.

weird /wiəd/ [adj] a weird experience, feeling, sight, or sound is strange and very different from what you are used to: She always wears really weird clothes. I a weird dream. I It’s a weird feeling to go back to a place that you lived in a long time ago.

ironic /aɪˈronɪk/ [adj] an ironic situation seems strange and amusing, because something happens that you would not expect at all: Her car was stolen from outside the police station, which is pretty ironic.

it is ironic that It’s ironic that athletes are often such unhealthy people.

strange person/behaviour

strange /streɪndʒ/ [adj] someone who is strange behaves differently from most people, and seems unusual or a little frightening: Pearl was a strange girl who never played with the other children. I He’s very strange – you never really know what he’s thinking.

strangely [adv] Conor was acting very strangely last night – do you think he’s all right?

Don’t confuse a strange person (=someone who behaves in a strange way) and a stranger (=someone you have never met before).

funny/odd ‘fani, ɒd/ [adj] ESPECIALLY BRITISH someone who is funny or odd behaves strangely and is difficult to understand: Did Anna warn you that her aunt is rather... well, rather odd? I He’s a bit funny – sometimes he’s very friendly, other times he just ignores you.

mysterious /mɪˈstəriəs/ [adj] a mysterious person is someone that people know very little about, and who therefore seems strange or interesting: The package had been left outside the door by a mysterious visitor.

eccentric /ɪkˈsentərɪk/ [adj] an eccentric person has strange and slightly crazy habits or ideas, which people find amusing: Our neighbour is an eccentric old lady who has about 25 cats.

weird /wiərd/ [adj] informal a weird person is very strange and makes you feel frightened or uncomfortable: She’s living with this really weird guy who’s into witchcraft and black magic.
things that happen which cannot be explained by science

the paranormal [n singular] strange things that happen or exist but cannot be explained by science. She has written two books about the paranormal — one on UFOs, and the other on poltergeists. There seems to be a growing interest in the paranormal.

paranormal [adj] paranormal experiences

supernatural [n singular] supernatural powers, creatures, or events cannot be explained by science, and are therefore believed to be connected with magic or gods. A horror movie about a little girl with supernatural powers.

the supernatural [n singular] His stories mingle realism with the supernatural.

mystery [n singular] something strange that no-one can understand or explain. Her disappearance would remain forever a mystery.

mysterious [adj] if something is mysterious, no-one can understand it or explain it: the mysterious deaths of three nuclear scientists in separate incidents.

mysteriously [adv] Mysteriously, the food on the plates was still warm, but the ship was deserted.

creatures from other parts of the universe

alien [n C] a creature that is from another part of the universe. Thousands of Americans claim to have been kidnapped by aliens and taken to their spaceships.

alien [adj] The photograph seems to show a UFO above the city. Is this evidence of an alien visit?

spirits and ghosts

ghost [n C] a dead person who appears again after they have died, either as an image that you see or as something that you feel is really there: Do you believe in ghosts?

ghostly [adj] There was a ghost at the end of my bed — a woman in a long, white dress.

ghost [n C] The church is haunted by the ghost of a young man who was killed there on his wedding day.

spirit [n C] the part of a person that, according to some people's beliefs, continues to live after they have died: In Japan, people believe that the spirits of the dead return to earth every summer during the Obon festival.

evil spirits (=spirits that want to harm people) They wear these charms to protect themselves against evil spirits.

poltergeist [n C] a type of ghost you cannot see, which moves furniture and throws things around: The poltergeist threw books around the room and smashed plates.

haunt [v T] if a ghost haunts a place, it appears there often: The ghost of
the murdered prince still haunts the castle.

be haunted by sth The wood is a spooky, secret place, said to be haunted by a headless man on a horse.

haunted ˈhænttɪd  [adj] a place that is haunted has ghosts in it: a haunted house | The people refused to go into the forest alone because they thought it was haunted.

ghostly ˈgaʊstɪ [adj] looking like a ghost, or making you think of ghosts

ghostly figure (=a ghost, or something that could be a ghost) A ghostly figure hovered at the top of the stairs.

ghostly voice/hand/footsteps She felt the touch of a ghostly hand on her shoulder.

spooky ˈspɒki [adj] informal a place that is spooky feels strange and makes you feel that there might be ghosts there: Let’s get out of here. This place is really spooky. | What a spooky castle! It would be a great place to make a film.

when someone knows what will happen in the future

clairvoyant klaɪˈvɒɪənt [n C] someone who has the ability to know what will happen in the future: A clairvoyant predicted that something terrible would happen to the President.

clairvoyance klaɪˈvɒɪəns [n U] the ability to know what will happen in the future

fortune teller fərˈtʃuːn tɛlər [n C] someone who tells people what will happen to them in the future and is paid for doing this: I went to see a fortune teller, and she told me that I would have three children.

see into the future to see into the future has the ability to know what will happen before it happens: If I could only see into the future and know how this would all end.

predict prɪˈdɪkt [v T] to correctly say what will happen in the future: Nostradamus predicted many of the key events of the 20th century.

prediction prɪˈdɪʃən [n C] something that you say will happen in the future
premonition /ˌpreməˈnɪʃən, prɪ-/ [n C] a strange feeling that you know about something that is going to happen in the future, especially something bad: The night before we sailed, I had a terrible premonition of danger ahead.

6 when someone tries to talk to the spirits of dead people

medium /ˈmiːdiəm, ˈmiːd-/- [n C] someone who claims that they can hear messages from the spirits of dead people

seance /ˈsɛns/ [n C] a meeting where someone tries to help people to talk to the spirits of dead people: Helen was a medium, and once a month she held a seance in her house.

**STRICT/NOT STRICT**

[Diagram showing relationships between rule, punish, obey/disobey, law, limit, see, also]

1 strict person

strict /strɪkt/ [adj] someone who is strict makes clear rules and expects people always to obey them: a strict teacher

+ with I think Jill’s parents are too strict with her.

+ about The manager is very strict about people getting to work on time.

strictly [adv] They brought their children up very strictly.

firm /fɜːm/ [adj] if you are firm with someone, you tell them that they must accept your decision because you are not going to change it: The principal was polite but firm – her answer was ‘no’.

+ with You’ll just have to be firm with him and tell him he can’t have any more money.

firmly [adv] “No,” she said firmly, “you can’t go.” | Bill was firmly opposed to any change in the plans.

tough /tʌf/ [adj] very strict, and determined that your orders will be obeyed – use this especially when you think that someone is right to be strict

+ on Ray was a baseball coach, and known for being tough on his players.

get tough with sb (=start being very strict with them) The police have been told to get tough with drunken teenagers in the town centre.

⚠️ Tough is more informal than strict or firm.

2 strict rule/law

strict /strɪkt/ [adj] usually before noun] a strict rule or law is very clear and must always be obeyed: There are strict rules about the use of dangerous chemicals. | He had strict instructions to return the key to me.

strictly [adv] Smoking is strictly forbidden in this area.

harsh /ˈhaːʃ/ [adj] a harsh law or system of government has severe punishments – use this especially about something that you think is unfair and too strict: The laws concerning alcohol are very harsh. | A harsh military regime

harshly [adv] Young offenders were treated very harshly.

tough /tʌf/ [adj] tough laws or rules are very strict and do not allow much freedom: The federal government is introducing tough new rules to control immigration. | The athletes had to undergo a tough training programme.

⚠️ Tough is more informal than strict or harsh.

3 not strict

lenient /ˈlɛniənt/ [adj] not strict in the way that you punish people or control their behaviour: The younger teachers generally had a more lenient attitude towards the students’ behaviour.

+ with The judge was criticized for being too lenient with young offenders.

leniently [adv] He asked the police to deal leniently with the boys.

leniency [n ɪˈnənsi] when someone is not strict: This report shows that wealthy
people are treated with more leniency when they break the law.

easy-going /'ezə-goʊɪŋ/ [adj] someone who is easy-going does not care about being strict, and is usually calm and relaxed: Our parents are pretty easy-going, and they don’t mind if we stay out late.

**STRONG**

- look here for...
  - a strong person or thing
  - a strong government or leader
  - a strong feeling or belief
  - a strong taste or smell
- opposite weak
- see also brave/not brave

1 strong person
- see also exercise, sport

strong /strɒŋ/ [adj] someone who is strong has big muscles and can lift heavy things, do a lot of physical work etc: It took four strong men to lift the piano: I have strong hands

strength /ˈstreŋθ, streŋθ/ [n U] the ability to lift or carry heavy things, to do a lot of physical work etc: Bill was doing a lot of exercise to build up his strength.

the strength to do sth I didn’t have the strength to climb any further.

with all your strength (=as hard as you can) Diana pulled on the rope with all her strength.

energetic /ˈenərˈdʒetik/ [adj] someone who is energetic likes to be active or busy, and has the ability to work hard for a long time: With a new and energetic director, the company was soon doing well again.

For more energetic visitors, there are many sports and activities.

energy /ˈenərдʒi/ [n U] the feeling of physical and mental strength that helps you to do a lot of things without getting tired easily: Vitamin pills can give you extra energy. I don’t have the time or the energy to go out much during the week.

powerful /ˈpɔʊərfl/ [adj] very strong — use this about someone’s body, arms, muscles etc: a tall man with a powerful physique: The birds have very powerful wing muscles.

1 the crocodile’s powerful jaws

muscular /ˈmʌskjʊlər/ [adj] someone who is muscular looks strong because you can see that they have big muscles: She liked men who were tall and muscular: He had broad shoulders and muscular arms.

athletic /əˈθɛtɪk/ [adj] someone who is athletic has a strong but fairly thin body, and looks as if they are good at sports: She was tall, athletic, and very attractive: I long athletic legs

stamina /ˈstæmənə/ [n U] the ability to work hard, run, play sports etc for a long time without getting tired: You need stamina to be a long-distance runner.

exercises to increase your strength and stamina

2 strong government/leader/organization
- see also power, government/politics

strong /strɒŋ/ [adj] a strong government, leader, manager etc has clear ideas about what should be done, and takes firm control of what happens: This country needs a strong government to solve the economic crisis.

The school’s main problem is that it lacks strong leadership.

powerful /ˈpɔʊərfl/ [adj] a powerful person, group, or organization has a lot of influence over events, for example because they are very rich or they hold an important position: The Senator has powerful allies in America’s business community.

Murdoch controls dozens of newspapers and TV stations, and is an immensely powerful man.

3 strong thing/material

strong /strɒŋ/ [adj] something that is strong cannot be broken or destroyed easily: The bags are made of strong black plastic.

You’ll need a strong piece of rope for towing the car.

strength [n U] how strong something is: testing the strength of the steel beams
solid /ˈsɒl/ [adj] a building or piece of furniture that is solid is strong and well made: The table seemed solid enough, so I climbed up onto it. | rows of solid little houses built of local stone

**tough** /tɔː/ [adj] not easily broken, cut, or damaged - use this about cloth, leather, plastic, or natural substances: jackets made from tough waterproof cotton | a pair of tough leather boots | Before cooking the artichoke, cut off the tough outer leaves.

**strong feeling/belief**

**strong** /ˈstrɒŋ/ [adj] if you have strong feelings, beliefs, or opinions about something, your feelings affect you a lot and you are very serious about them: The subject of abortion always arouses strong emotions. | These plans faced strong opposition from local people. | a strong sense of family loyalty

**strongly** [adv] If you feel very strongly about this, write to your Congressman and complain.

**strength** [n U] how strong someone’s feelings are: The President could not ignore the strength of public opinion.

intense /ˈɪntəns/ [adj] a feeling that is intense is so strong that you can hardly control it: We were waiting for the winner to be announced, and the excitement was intense. | intense pleasure | Every car was stopped and searched, which caused intense annoyance to the drivers.

**intensely** [adv] From the moment I first met him I disliked him intensely.

**deep** /dɪp/ [adj] usually before noun] very strong - use this especially about a feeling of love, sympathy, sadness, or disappointment: The news came as a deep disappointment to us all. | the deep sorrow that we all felt when Arthur died

**deeply** [adv] I was deeply offended by their remarks.

extreme /ɪkˈstrɛm/ [adj] extreme opinions or beliefs about politics, religion etc are too strong and most people regard them as unreasonable: extreme nationalist views | an extreme left-wing party

When you see EC, go to the ESSENTIAL COMMUNICATION section.

---

**strong taste/smell**

**strong** /ˈstrɒŋ/ [adj] a strong smell or taste is one that you notice easily: This cheese has a very strong taste. | There’s a strong smell of gas.

**strongly** [adv] His breath smelled strongly of garlic.

**to make something stronger**

make sth stronger /mɛk (stɪ) ˈstrɒŋə/ -stronger: I’ve put in some extra posts to make the fence stronger.

strengthen /ˈstreŋtʃən, ˈstreŋtʃən/ [v T] to make something stronger, physically or emotionally: The ship’s decks will have to be strengthened to carry the extra weight. | Her parents’ opposition only strengthened her determination to succeed. | This trade agreement will strengthen the links between our countries.

---

**STUDY**

TEST

TEACH

see

also

SUBLICT

LEARN

EDUCATION

**to study something at school, university etc**

**study** /ˈstʌdi/ [v 1/T] to learn about a subject by reading books, going to classes, and doing work that your teacher asks you to do: It’s difficult to study when the weather’s so hot. | I’ve been studying English for six years now.

**study to be a doctor/engineer etc** She’s at business school, studying to be an accountant.

**studying** - **studied** - **have studied**

**take** /teɪk/ [v T] to study a subject - use this to talk about subjects that you choose to
study at a school or university: In my final year, I decided to take English, French, and Economics.

taking - took - have taken
do [duː [v T] BRITISH INFORMAL to study a subject at school or university: I can't decide whether to do German or Spanish next year. Did you do computing at school?
do a course Why not do a language course at your local college?
doing - did - have done

major in sth 'mɛʤər in (sth) [phrasal verb T not in passive] AMERICAN to study something as your main subject at university: Diane majored in psychology at Berkeley. What are you majoring in?

take lessons/have lessons [tɛk 'lɛznz, hæv 'lɛznz] to pay for lessons from a teacher in order to study a subject or skill in your free time: My mother wants me to take violin lessons. I'm having Spanish lessons after work.

⚠ Don't say 'do lessons'.

revise [rɪ'veɪz] [v T] BRITISH to read books, notes etc in order to prepare for an examination that you are about to take: Ahmed's upstairs, revising.

revise for a test/examination The library was full of students revising for the final exams.

⚠ Don't say 'homeworks'. Say homework.

⚠ Don't say 'I made my homework'. Say I did my homework.

to study something in order to discover new facts

study [ˈstʌdi] [v T] to examine something carefully, do tests on it etc, in order to find out more about it and discover new facts: Scientists are studying the development of the disease in children. She spent several years studying the behaviour of gorillas in Africa.

studying - studied - have studied

analyse (also analyze AMERICAN) [ənəˈlaɪz, [ənəˈlaɪz] [v T] to carefully examine information, reports, the results of tests etc, in order to understand something better: The detective's main job is to analyze all the evidence relating to a crime. We use a special computer program to analyse all the sales figures.

do research [dər; rɪˈseærf] to study a subject in a careful, detailed way, in order to discover new information or produce new ideas about it: She got a degree in biology and then went to work for a drug company, doing research.

+ into/on a team of scientists doing research into the causes of heart disease

3 the work that you do when you study

studies [ˈstʌdiz] [n plural] all the work that you do when you are a student at school or university

his/her/your etc studies My uncle asked me if I was enjoying my studies. He graduated in history at Stanford, then went to continue his studies at Harvard.

homework [ˌhoʊmˈwɜːrk] [n U] work that a school pupil is given to do during free time, not during lessons: Mrs Burgess isn't very popular – the children say she gives them too much homework.

do your homework I'm going to the library to do my French homework.

coursework [ˈkaʊrsˌwɜːrk] [n U] all the work that a student has to do as part of a course of study, apart from what they do in examinations: Half of the marks are for the exam, and half are for coursework.

research [rɪˈseærf, rɪˈseærf] [n U] careful, detailed work that you do in order to discover new information or produce new ideas about a particular subject: Recent research has shown that human language is much older than we previously thought.

+ into/on More research is needed into the ways in which this virus is spread.

medical/historical etc research the latest scientific research

do research She's doing research into the connection between crime and poverty.

⚠ Don't say 'a research' or 'researches'. Just say research.
crazy /'kreizi/ [adj] someone who is crazy behaves in a way that does not seem normal, for example because they do something very strange or very dangerous: You’re crazy to think of hitch-hiking on your own. I said I enjoyed doing exams, and she looked at me as if I was crazy!

Don’t say ‘very crazy’. Say completely/totally/absolutely crazy: Put that gun down! Are you completely crazy?

Crazy – crazier – craziest

idiot/fool /'idiat, ful/ [n C] someone who does something very stupid or embarrassing: You lost the tickets? How could you be such a fool? I Some idiot in a fast car was trying to overtake me.

be a fool/idiot to do sth I realized later that I was a fool to believe all his lies.

make a fool of yourself (=do something that makes you seem very stupid) Sorry I made such a fool of myself yesterday. I had far too much to drink.

childish /'tʃailddis/ [adj] someone who is childish annoys you by being unreasonable and unhelpful, or by complaining and being rude, as if they were a small child: He said he wouldn’t go out with us if Jerry was going too – he’s so childish! It would be very childish to walk past without saying hello.

immature /'imætjuər/ [adj] someone who is immature behaves as if they were younger than they really are, so they are not as sensible or responsible as you expect them to be: Teenage boys are often more immature than girls. I was 19 when I went to college, but still very immature.

2 stupid things that people do or say

stupid /'stju:pɪd/ [adj] stupid questions, ideas, actions, or situations annoy you because they show a lack of sensible thinking or good judgement: It’s a stupid idea and it’ll never work.

a stupid question/remark/comment Of course you have to pay! What a stupid question!

a stupid thing to do/say You followed her home? That was a really stupid thing to do.
it is stupid to do sth. I think it's stupid not to keep copies of your work on disk.

dumb  /dʌm/ [adj] INFORMAL, ESPECIALLY AMERICAN stupid: She's always asking such dumb questions. I Don't do anything dumb, or they might shoot you!
silly  'sili [adj] silly behaviour, jokes, mistakes etc show that someone is not very sensible or serious or does not think carefully about what they do: I'm tired of Paul and his silly jokes. I Her work is rather careless, and she keeps making the same silly mistakes.
a silly thing to do/say I had locked myself out, which was a silly thing to do.
silly - sillier - silliest
crazy  /'kreizi/ [adj] crazy ideas, plans, or situations make you feel annoyed or very surprised, because they are not at all sensible or reasonable: Ian's got a crazy plan to drive all the way across Africa. I I don't know why I thought we'd be happy together. It was a crazy idea. I The farmers can make more money by not planting crops - it's crazy, isn't it?

⚠️ Don't say 'very crazy'. Say completely/totally/absolutely crazy: "There's only one computer for a class of 35 students." "That's absolutely crazy."

crazy - crazier - craziest

ridiculous/absurd  /'ridikjəlas, əb'sərd/ [adj] use this about plans, suggestions, situations etc which are so stupid that you cannot believe anyone would think of them or allow them to happen: They're asking a ridiculous rent for that apartment. I What an absurd suggestion!
it is ridiculous/absurd that It's ridiculous that you have to wait six weeks to get the books you ordered.

irrational  /ɪrə'ʃənal/ [adj] irrational actions, feelings, or beliefs are not based on clear thinking or sensible reasons: an irrational fear of flying in airplanes I irrational behaviour
daft  /dɑːft/ [adj] BRITISH stupid, but often also amusing: Is this another one of your daft ideas? I What a daft thing to say!

not intelligent
not very bright/not very intelligent. not veri 'brāt, not veri intel'ligənt/ [adj] someone who is not very bright or not very intelligent is unable to learn and understand things quickly and easily: Sometimes I think that woman just isn't very bright. I Franco works hard but he isn't really very intelligent.
stupid  /'stjupid/ not at all intelligent: She talks to us as if we're completely stupid. I Poor Larry's too stupid to realize when you're making fun of him.

⚠️ It is rude to say someone is stupid, so usually we say that they are not very bright or not very intelligent
dumb  /dʌm/ INFORMAL, ESPECIALLY AMERICAN not at all intelligent: The athletic guys were seen as 'cute but dumb'. I You're so dumb, Clarissa!

thick  /θik/ [adj] BRITISH INFORMAL not at all intelligent: He's a nice boy, but he's a bit thick, isn't he?

SUBJECT
what you talk about, write about, or study

something that you talk about, write about etc

ABOUT

TALK

see also

BOOKS AND LITERATURE

NEWSPAPERS AND MAGAZINES

subject  /ˈsʌbdʒekt/ [n C] something that is talked about or written about, for example at a meeting, in an essay or newspaper article, or in a conversation: I read a lot of books about astronomy. It's a very interesting subject. I We talked about all sorts of subjects.
the subject of crime/racism/animal rights etc (=crime etc as a subject that people write about or talk about) Until about 20 years ago, the subject of the environment was hardly ever discussed.

change the subject (=start talking about something different) I could see John was embarrassed, so I changed the subject.

Q thing [θɪŋ] [n C] spoken something that people talk about or think about: The first thing we have to discuss is the price. I had a lot of things to think about.

topic [ˈtɒpɪk] [n C] a subject that people often discuss or write about, in books, newspapers, at school etc: The rise of Islam is a popular topic these days. Our teacher gave us a list of topics to choose from.

topic of conversation (=something you talk about with other people) Their main topic of conversation seems to be football.

theme [θiːm] [n C] an important idea that appears several times in a book, film etc, and slowly influences the way it develops: One of the themes of the book is the relationship between humans and nature. The idea of duty is a favourite theme in the President's speeches.

main/central theme (=the most important theme) The play's central theme is greed and its corrupting effects.

issue [ˈɪʃuː] [n C] an important subject that people discuss and argue about: The control of nuclear weapons is an important issue.

+ of the issue of drugs in sports
political/environmental/educational etc issues a book dealing with environmental issues

major/big/key issue (=a very important issue) Unemployment and crime were the key issues in the election campaign.

question [ˈkwestʃən] [n C] a difficult subject or problem that has often been discussed but still needs to be solved.

+ of The question of where to hold the conference has still not been settled.

the Irish/Bosnian etc question (=the political problems of Ireland, Bosnia etc)
raise a question (=make people consider a problem) These operations can save lives, but they raise difficult questions about animal rights.

the point [θaʊn] [n singular] the main subject of a meeting, discussion, speech etc

stick to the point (=keep talking about the main subject, not about other less important things) Just stick to the point.

John — what we want to know is how much the plan will cost.

come/get to the point (=start talking about the main subject, not about unimportant details) Mr Bailey came straight to the point and asked me why I wanted the job.

miss the point (=not realize what the main subject is)

a subject that you study at school or university

→ see also EDUCATION, TEST, LEARN, STUDY, TEACH

subject [ˈsʌbdʒɪkt] [n C] one of the things that you study at school or university, such as English, history, or mathematics: English was my favourite subject at school.

course [also class AMERICAN] [kɔːs, klaːs] [n C] a series of lessons in one subject, often with an exam at the end: Are you enjoying the course?

language/computing/history etc course/class The college is offering three basic computer courses this year.

+ in/on a course in journalism

take a course/class (also do a course 

BRITISH INFORMAL) She's taking a class in art history.

⚠️ Don't say 'a course/class of business studies'. Say a course/class in business studies.

⚠️ Don't say 'make a course/class' or 'attend a course/class'. Say take a course/class.

major [ˈmeɪdʒər] [n C] AMERICAN the main subject that you study at university: "What was your major?" "Political Science."
SUCCEED

- opposite: fail
- see also: win, improve

1 to succeed in doing what you hoped to do or tried to do

succeed /sæk'sɪd/ [v I] to do something that you hoped to do, tried to do, or wanted to do: She wanted to be the first woman to climb Mount Qomolangma and she almost succeeded.
succeed in doing sth In one year we've succeeded in increasing profits by 40%. If they succeed in getting across the border, the police will never catch them.

⚠️ Don't say 'he succeeded to do it'. Say 'he succeeded in doing it'.

⚠️ Succeed is fairly formal, and is not often used in conversation. Don't say 'I succeeded in my course/studies/exam'. It is better to say 'I did well'.

do well /də 'wel/ especially spoken to achieve good results at school, in your job, in a sport etc: She's working for a record company in London — I think she's doing very well. Bill and Jim always did well in the swimming races.

successfully /sæk'sesfl/ adv if you do something successfully, you try to do it and you succeed: Mr Malik has successfully completed the advanced course in Business Management. The film successfully combines a good storyline with a serious political message.

manage /'mendʒ/ [v I/T] to succeed in doing something difficult after trying very hard, especially when you almost do not succeed: She has to do all that work before Friday — do you think she'll manage?

manage to do sth He finally managed to find an apartment near his office. I couldn't manage to get it downstairs — it was too big.

manage it/that especially spoken You got him to change his mind? How did you manage that? I said we'd be there by seven, but I doubt if we'll manage it.

achieve /ətʃi/ [v T] to succeed in doing something important, especially something that other people will admire you for. She's achieved a lot in the short time she's been with the company. I He hopes to achieve his dream of playing for the Red Sox. When you get your MA, you really feel that you've achieved something.

make progress /meik prəgres/ - progressively starts to achieve something that you want to achieve. By working hard: I'm not very good at Japanese yet, but I feel I am making progress.
+ with At last I began to make some progress with my research.

2 when something has the result that you want it to have

succeed /sæk'sɪd/ [v I] if something that you plan to do or try to do succeeds, you get the result that you hoped for: If the terrorists' plan had succeeded, the bomb would have killed hundreds of people. The new government's efforts to control inflation are unlikely to succeed.

successful /sək'sesfl/ adj if something that you plan to do or try to do is successful, you get the result that you hoped for: If the treatment is successful, she could be back at school next month. Successful peace negotiations.

highly successful (=very successful) a highly successful election campaign

work /wɜːk/ [v I] if a plan or method works, it produces the result that you want: “I can’t open the jar.” “Try putting it in hot water. That sometimes works.” The recipe works just as well if you cook the fish in a microwave.

go well /gəʊ wel/ if something goes well, such as a meeting, party, or performance, everything happens in the way you wanted and there are no problems: Did the party go well? If everything goes well, we’ll be on the plane to the US by this time next week.

effective /ɪfektɪv/ adj a method or action that is effective is very good because it does exactly what it is intended to do: the most effective way of cleaning glass. The ad was simple but very effective.
effective in (doing) sth Penicillin is effective in the treatment of many common diseases. New laws have been effective in reducing radiation levels.

highly effective (=very effective) a method of teaching foreign languages that has proved highly effective

⚠ Don't say 'this drug is effective to treat cancer'. Say it is effective in treating cancer.

3 a successful book/film/product etc

successful /səkˈsesfl/ [adj] a successful book, film, product etc is one that a lot of people buy or enjoy: This is his most successful movie since 'Robopoc'.

highly successful (=very successful) Harper Lee's highly successful novel — over 11 million copies were sold

do well /dʌ: wɛl/ if a product does well, it is successful because a lot of people buy it, especially over a long period of time: The magazine has continued to do well despite new rivals. Our perfumes and cosmetics are doing very well in Japan.

be a success /biː səkˈses/ if a product, show etc is a success, it is very popular and it makes a lot of money: The new sports car was launched six months ago, and looks like being a real success.

be a great success The musical was a great success on Broadway, though it didn't do so well in London.

hit /hɪt/ [n C] informal a record, film, play etc that is very popular and successful: It's more than 30 years since 'Love Me Do', the Beatles' first hit. another big hit for Spielberg the hit musical 'Cats'

4 a successful person or business

successful /səkˈsesfl/ [adj] a successful person achieves good results in their job, in a sport etc, and people admire them for this: a successful business makes a lot of money: He has trained many of Britain's most successful athletes. She retired in 1992, after a successful career in journalism. a successful electronics company

promising /prəˈmiːn/ [adj] a promising young player, student, manager etc is doing well and seems likely to be very successful in the future: one of the most promising young players in the Italian league Promising employees are quickly promoted.

top /tɒp/ [adj] only before noun] top player/model/designer etc one of the best and most successful players, designers etc: All the world's top tennis players will be taking part in the tournament. a conference attended by some of Europe's top scientists

5 something successful that you do

success /səkˈses/ [n C/U] when someone or something is successful: Steffi says success hasn't changed her at all. After her recent successes in Tokyo and New York, Bjork has returned to perform in England.

+ of Auster was surprised at the success of his latest novel.

success in doing sth Did you have any success in persuading Adam to come? Success in business depends on hard work, determination, and good ideas.

plural successes

achievement /əˈtʃiːvmənt/ [n C] something important that you succeed in doing by your own efforts and that other people admire: Winning three gold medals is a remarkable achievement.

progress /ˈprəʊgrəs/ [n U] when you gradually get closer to the result you want to achieve: We are very pleased with your son's progress at school.

+ in Progress in technology has changed people's lives dramatically.

+ towards progress towards equal status for men and women

breakthrough /ˈbreɪkθruː/ [n C] an important discovery or achievement, especially one which happens suddenly after people have been trying for a long time: in Scientists are claiming a major breakthrough in the treatment of AIDS.

make a breakthrough Police say they have made a breakthrough in their search for the killer of Diane Sutton.
SUDDENLY

- opposite SLOW 2
- see also SURPRISING/SURPRISED

1 suddenly

suddenly /ˈsʌdnlɪ/ [adv] if something happens suddenly, it happens quickly when you are not expecting it: Robert died very suddenly last week. | Suddenly there was a loud bang and all the lights went out. | I suddenly realized that there was someone following me.

all of a sudden /ˈaːl av ə ˈsʌdnl/ suddenly — use this especially in stories or descriptions of past events: We waited and waited, then all of a sudden we saw a sail on the horizon.

out of the blue /ˌaʊt av da ˈbluː/ informal if something happens out of the blue, you are not expecting it at all, and you are very surprised by it: Do you remember Jane? Well, she phoned me yesterday, completely out of the blue.

without warning /ˈwɪðəˌwɔrnɪŋ/ if something bad or dangerous happens without warning, it happens suddenly and there were no signs that it was going to happen: The earthquake in California came without warning. | Without warning, the car swerved across the road and hit a tree.

on the spur of the moment /ɒn da ˈspɜːr av da ˈmeɪntmənt/ if you do something on the spur of the moment, you suddenly decide to do something that you had not planned to do: I bought the car on the spur of the moment. | On the spur of the moment, Ian leaned across and kissed her.

spur-of-the-moment [adj only before noun] a spur-of-the-moment decision

2 something that happens suddenly

sudden /ˈsʌdn/ [adj] happening suddenly: a sudden sharp pain in my stomach. | Rebecca’s decision to leave was very sudden. | There was a sudden increase in the price of oil.

dramatic /ˈdræmətɪk/ [adj] a dramatic change/improvement/increase/fall/

rise etc a sudden very noticeable change, which makes things either much better or much worse: a dramatic change in temperature. | There has been a dramatic increase in homelessness over the last few years.

dramatically [adv] The sales figures improved dramatically last year.

SUFFER

when something very painful or unpleasant happens to you

ATTACK — VIOLENT

ILL/SICK — CRIME

PAIN — see also POOR

WAR — ILLNESS/DISEASE

1 to suffer

suffer /ˈsʌfər/ [v I/T] to experience physical or emotional pain when something bad happens to you: Children always suffer when their parents get divorced. | Anne still suffers a lot of pain in her leg.

+ from My sister has suffered from nightmares since the accident.

durden /ɪnˈdʊər/ [v T] especially written to experience pain or have difficult and unpleasant experiences over a long period — use this especially about people who are brave and patient: She has endured ten years of painful back operations. | They were lost in the mountains for ten days, enduring hunger, thirst, and intense cold.

go through sth /ˈɡoʊ θruː (sth) / [phrasal verb] to experience a lot of problems in your life over a long period of time: Peter had lost his job, and the family was going through a very difficult time.

2 something painful or unpleasant that you suffer

suffering /ˈsʌfərɪŋ/ [n U] very unpleasant, painful, or upsetting conditions — use this especially about a situation that affects a lot of people: The earthquake has caused
massive damage and a great deal of human suffering. Reporters described the suffering they had seen in Somalia.

**hardship** /ˈhaːrdʃip/ [n C/U] when your life is difficult and uncomfortable, especially because you are very poor: the hardships of life for the early settlers in the US

great hardship (=serious difficulties) Rising food prices caused great hardship for most of the population.

financial/economic hardship Many students suffer financial hardship.

### Someone who suffers

**victim** /ˈvɪktɪm/ [n C] someone who suffers because of an illness, accident, crime etc.: Our aim is to help victims of crime. I heart attack victims stand a better chance if they are treated immediately.

---

**SUGGEST**

→ see also **SUGGESTIONS, WARN**

⚠️ Compare suggest and advise. If you suggest something to someone, you give them your ideas about what they could do, or about what you and they could do together: I suggested a walk in the park. If you advise someone to do something, you tell them that you think they should do it, because it is the most sensible thing to do: I advised her to put locks on all the windows.

⚠️ After suggest that, propose that, and recommend that, you can either use should or you can leave out should: I suggested that we should meet for a drink. I suggested that we meet for a drink. In American English, should is usually left out.

### To suggest something

**suggest** /səˈdʒestər/ [v T] to tell someone your ideas about what they should do, where they should go etc., or about what you and they should do together: "Why don't you come with us?" Alan suggested. I It was a sunny afternoon, and Jim suggested a trip to the beach.

+ (that) My Dad suggested that I should apply for the job. I suggest we take a break and finish this later.

**suggest doing sth** It was raining heavily, and she suggested calling a taxi.

⚠️ Don’t say ‘he suggested me to go’. Say he suggested that I go or he suggested that I should go.

**make a suggestion** [meɪk ə səˈdʒes-tʃən] to suggest something that you think will help someone or will solve a problem: Can I just make a suggestion? I think there’s an easier way to do this.

**recommend** [rɪˈkəmend] [v T] to suggest something to someone because you know that it is good and you are sure that they will like it: Can you recommend a comfortable hotel near here?

**recommend sth to sb** Oh, that book? Karen recommended it to me.

⚠️ Don’t say ‘I recommend to read this book’. Say I recommend this book.

### To make a formal suggestion in a meeting, report etc.

**propose** [prəˈpouz] [v T] to formally suggest that something should be done, especially at a meeting: The Russians proposed a treaty banning all nuclear tests.

+ that I propose that we continue the meeting tomorrow.

⚠️ In this meaning, don’t say ‘I propose to ban cars from the city centre’. Say I propose that we ban cars from the city centre or I propose that cars be banned from the city centre.

**recommend** [rɪˈkəmend] [v T] to officially suggest that something should be done, after you have considered the situation carefully: The report recommends a number of changes in the existing law.

+ that The committee recommended that the money should be given to charity. It is recommended that the number of cars on the roads be reduced by 10%.

⚠️ Don’t say ‘I recommend to increase the price’. Say I recommend that we increase the price or I recommend that the price be increased.
put forward ˈput ˈfɔːwɔːrd (phrasal verb T) to suggest new plans or ideas for people to discuss and make decisions about
put forward sth The UN has put forward a peace plan. | ideas put forward by environmental advisers

nominate ˈnɒmɪneɪt [n T] to formally suggest someone for an important job or prize, especially when people will vote to make a decision
nominate sb for sth Jane Campion was one of the people nominated for the ‘Best Director’ award.
nominate sb as sth Gorbachev unexpectedly nominated Yanayev as Vice-President.
nomination ˈnɒmɪneɪʃn [n C/U] when someone is suggested for an important job or prize: His nomination to the Supreme Court was blocked by political opponents.

3 something that someone suggests

suggestion ˌsɛdʒɪstʃn [n C] something that someone suggests: That’s an excellent suggestion.
make a suggestion She made some useful suggestions about places we could visit.
that Barry ignored my suggestion that he should try phoning her again.
have a suggestion (=want to make a suggestion) Does anyone have any other suggestions?

proposal ˈprɔpəsəl [n C] a formal or official suggestion that something should be done: They will consider our proposal at their next meeting.
proposal to do sth Their proposal to build a new airport has finally been rejected.
for American proposals for a Middle East peace settlement

4 what you say to suggest something
see also 16 SUGGESTIONS

I suggest (that) sb do sth I suggest we take a half-hour break and start again at 3. If you don’t know the answer, I suggest you try the encyclopedia.

I suggest is more formal than all the other expressions here.

let’s lets let’s go/do/have/meet etc spoken say this to suggest to someone what you and they should do together: Let’s have a meal after the concert.
let’s not Lei’s not argue – it’s my birthday!

why don’t you/?why not? ‘wʌɪ dɒnt juː, ‘wʌɪ not/ spoken say this to suggest something to someone, especially to help them decide what to do: Why not get Andreas a book for his birthday? | Why don’t you just phone and tell them you can’t come?

shall we?/shall I? ʃæl wɪ, ʃæl a spoken, especially British say this to suggest what you might do, and to ask someone if they agree: Shall I get the theatre tickets? | Shall we go shopping this afternoon, then?

do you want to? dju wɔnt tu spoken say this to suggest something that you and someone else could do together, and to ask the other person if they agree: Do you want to go out for a meal?

how about/?what about? ‘hau abɔut, ‘wɒt abɔut spoken informal say this to suggest something which you think is a good idea: We need a break – how about a weekend in London? | Well, if the car’s too small, what about renting a bigger one?

could always spoken ‘kʊd ˈælweɪz say this to suggest something that may solve a problem: You could always stay with me if you miss the train. | I suppose I could always get Rosie some perfume for Christmas.

When you see 16, go to the ESSENTIAL COMMUNICATION section.
SUITABLE/UNSUITABLE

SUITABLE/UNSUITABLE

- see also CONVENIENT/NOT CONVENIENT, BEST, PERFECT

1 suitable

suitable /səˈtæbl/ [adj] something or someone that is suitable is the right kind of thing or person for a purpose, job, or situation: I still haven’t found a suitable job. I must wear something suitable – preferably black.

+ for The house would be suitable for a large family. I choosing a suitable bride for the prince

suitably [adv] suitably dressed for a wedding

⚠️ Don’t say ‘suitable to something’ or ‘suitable to do something’. Say suitable for something.

right /raɪt/ [adj] the right thing or person is exactly suitable: I’ve found some curtains that are just the right colour. I don’t know the right word to describe it.

+ for It’s a good school, but it wasn’t really right for Melissa. We all agree that Carey is the right person for the job.

just right (=completely suitable) I moved into a small apartment close to the college – it was just right.

proper /ˈprəʊpər/ [adj only before noun] the proper equipment/clothes/methods/training etc especially British the equipment, clothes etc that are generally considered to be right for a purpose: You can’t climb a mountain without the proper equipment. I must have the proper tools for the job.

properly [adv] The machine operators had not been properly trained.

appropriate /əˈprəʊpri-ət/ [adj] suitable for a situation or purpose – use this especially about something that has been carefully chosen for a particular situation: Considering the warnings he’s had, I think the punishment was appropriate. You will be given your orders at the appropriate time.

+ for Each member is given a special exercise routine that is appropriate for his or her needs.

appropriately [adv] a delightful place that was appropriately named Mount Pleasant

⚠️ Appropriate is more formal than right or proper.

good /ɡʊd/ [adj only before noun] especially spoken very suitable for a purpose or job – use this especially when there are several suitable people or things to choose from: Bates would be a good person to have on the team.

+ for The big jars are good for storing rice or pasta.

good – better – best

ideal /aɪˈdɪəl/ [adj] the ideal thing or person is the most suitable one you can possibly choose, when there are many to choose from: If you’re setting up your own company, our Business Starter Loan would be ideal.

+ for With its tough suspension and 4-wheel drive, it’s ideal for driving in the desert.

suit /sjuːt, ʃuːt/ [v T not in passive] something that suits a person, purpose, or situation is suitable for them: Make sure you choose a computer that suits your needs. I a job that would suit a young science graduate. They found us a house close to the campus, which suited us very well.

⚠️ Don’t say ‘it suits me’ or ‘it suits me with me’. Say it suits me.

2 not suitable

unsuitable/not suitable /ˌʌnˈsʌtəbl/ [adj] We never planted vines there because the climate was not suitable.

+ for violent movies that are totally unsuitable for children. The road is not suitable for heavy vehicles.

wrong /rɔːn/ [adj] not the right one for a particular job or purpose: You’re using the wrong spoon – this is the soup spoon. This is a very important job, so we don’t want to choose the wrong
inappropriate/not appropriate. Inappropri-ˈat, not ˌap-pro-ˈpri-ˌat [adj] formal. Not suitable for a situation or purpose — use this especially about something that has been done or chosen without enough care or thought: I thought his remarks were quite inappropriate on such a serious occasion. This is not an appropriate use of taxpayers’ money.

out of place. ˌaut əv ‘pleis] if something or someone looks or feels out of place, they do not seem suitable for the place or situation that they are in, especially because they look very different: I felt completely out of place among all those rich fashionable people. A large concrete building that looked out of place in such a pretty mountain village.

not cut out for sth. ˈnok ət ˈaut əf(ˈsth) informal. If you are not cut out for a type of work or way of life, you do not have the right qualities to enjoy it or to be successful in it: Obviously, Paul was not cut out for army life. I’ve decided I’m not cut out for teaching.

be in favour of sth. British. ˌbiː ɪn ˈfeɪvər əv [sth] to support a plan or suggestion because you think it is a good idea: Most UN delegates are in favour of the peace plan.

be in favour of doing sth. Some teachers were in favour of retaining the existing system.

be all in favour of sth. especially spoken. (= completely agree with it) I’m all in favour of people having smaller cars.

pro- ˈproː [prefix] pro-democracy/pro-government/pro-independence etc. Supporting democracy, the government etc: The pro-independence group has been attacked and suppressed. Pro-western forces. The ‘pro-choice’ group believes in the right to abortion.

be on sb’s side. ˈbiː ən (sb’s) ‘said] to support one person or group against another in an argument, war etc: Why did you keep agreeing with my parents? I thought you were on my side. With most of the newspapers on their side, they have a good chance of winning. Whose side are you on?

2 someone who supports a person, political party, idea etc.

supporter. ˈsəpˈtəːr [n C] someone who supports a person, political party, or idea: a Labour Party supporter. Of Supporters of women’s rights are protesting against the court’s decision.

follower. ˈfəʊləʊˌər [n C] someone who supports the ideas of a political or religious leader: Marx and his followers were convinced that capitalism would not survive. Of the followers of Mahatma Gandhi.
sympathizer (also sympathiser britisb) "sympathizə" [n C] someone who supports the ideas of a political organization but does not belong to it, especially an organization that is illegal: His opponents accused him of being a Nazi sympathizer. | Money for the group’s terrorist activities has been provided by sympathisers in the US.

following: "foləuin" [n singular] all the people who support a person or organization: The civil rights movement attracted a large following in the northern cities.

3 to support someone with money or with help

support /səˈpɔːt/ [v T] to give help, encouragement, money etc to someone because you want them to succeed: The rebels were supported by the former South African government, which provided arms and money. | Employers support the training program by offering places for young people.

in support of in səˈpɔːt ov if you do something in support of someone or something, you do it to show that you support them: The miners were striking in support of the nurses. | a big demonstration in support of democratic reforms

back /bæk/ [v T] to support a person or plan by providing money or practical help - used especially in newspapers to talk about governments or other powerful groups that support something: Several major insurance companies have agreed to back the healthcare reforms. | The plans for a new shopping mall are backed by the city council.

4 the money or help that you give when you support someone

support /səˈpɔːt/ [n U] the help and encouragement that you give to someone when you want them to succeed: I couldn’t have finished my degree without the support of my family.

+ for the growing support for Greenpeace in Australia and New Zealand

financial support (=money given to support something) political parties that receive financial support from foreign businessmen

backing /ˈbækɪŋ/ [n U] money or practical help given to support a person or plan, especially by a government or other powerful group: Does this policy have government backing?

+ of a magazine that originally started with the backing of the TV companies

5 to support an object so that it does not fall down

support/hold up /səˈpɔːt, hɔld ′ʌp/ [v T] to hold something or someone up and stop them from falling down

support sth The ceiling was supported by huge stone columns.

hold sth up The only thing holding it up was a frail-looking section of scaffolding.

hold up sth The poles hold up the outer part of the tent.

⚠ Hold up is more informal than support.

prop up /prəp ′ʌp/ [phrasal verb T] to stop something from falling by putting something else against it or under it

prop up sth The builders have propped up the walls with steel beams.

prop sth up I sat down and propped my feet up on the edge of the desk.

SURE/NOT SURE

GUESS ↖ see also ↘ PROBABLY ↖ KNOW/NOT KNOW

1 when you feel sure about something

sure /ʃʊə/ [adj not before noun] if you are sure about something, you feel that it is almost certainly true or correct
+ (that) You’ve worked so hard, I’m sure you’ll do well in your exams. | Are you quite sure that he understood your instructions?
+ about/of I think children are influenced by these films, but it’s impossible to be sure about this.
feel sure I’m surprised she isn’t here – I felt sure she would come.

⚠ Don’t say ‘it is sure’. Say I’m sure; I’m sure that the food will be nice.

certain ˈsərˈtən/ [adj not before noun] completely sure that something is true
+ (that) Are you absolutely certain you didn’t leave your keys at home?
+ about/of She won’t let you borrow the car – I’m certain of that.

⚠ Don’t say ‘very certain’. Say quite certain or absolutely certain: We’re quite certain that Hayes is guilty.

convincing ˈkɒn(v)ɪns/ [adj not before noun] sure that something is true, even if you have no information to support this belief
+ (that) We’ve had no news of him, but we’re convinced he’s still alive. | She became convinced that her boyfriend was seeing someone else.
+ of Brown’s wife was convinced of his innocence.

⚠ Don’t say ‘very convinced’. Say completely/absolutely convinced: She seems absolutely convinced that she’s going to fail.

positive /ˈpɒzɪtɪv/ [adj not before noun] especially spoken completely sure that something is true – use this especially when other people are saying it might not be true: “Are you sure you locked the door?” “Yes, I’m positive.”
+ (that) She said she was positive the exam was next Tuesday.

confident ˈkɒn(f)ɪd(ə)nt/ [adj not before noun] sure that something good will happen, or that you will be able to achieve what you want: They asked Cantona about tomorrow’s game, and he seems very confident.
+ (that) Doctors are confident that he’ll make a full recovery.

⚠ Don’t bet ‘at bet’ spoken informal say this when you feel sure that something is true:
+ (that) I bet you’re tired after such a long journey. | I bet she hasn’t told her parents about this.

must ˈmʌst/ [modal verb] especially spoken if you say that something must be true or must have happened, you are sure about it, because of information you have or things you have noticed which make it seem very likely: They must be having a party next door, judging by all the cars parked outside.
must have Kim didn’t answer when I called – she must have gone to bed. | The lights aren’t working – there must have been a power cut.

⚠ The opposite of must in this meaning is can’t. Use can’t to say you are sure that something is not true or has not happened: She can’t have gone to bed yet – it’s only 8 o’clock (= I am sure that she has not gone to bed).

2 when something is definitely true and there are no doubts at all
certainly/definitely /ˈsɜːrtli, ˈdefɪnətli/ [adv] use this to emphasize that something is definitely true, especially when other people think that it might not be: I’m sorry if I upset you. I certainly didn’t mean to. | We don’t know exactly when the house was built, but it’s certainly over 100 years old. | I definitely posted the cheque last week, so it should have arrived by now.
certainly not/definitely not “Would you accept less than a thousand for it?” “No, definitely not.”
surely /ˈʃʊrlɪ/ [adv] especially spoken use this to emphasize that you think something must be true, and you are asking someone else to agree with you: Surely, he must have realized that the money was stolen. | Surely your car is worth more than £1000, isn’t it?

there is no doubt: Dear Mr. Lea, no doubt use this to say that, in your opinion, something is definitely true
+ (that) There is no doubt that smoking contributed to Margaret’s heart attack.
Q there is no doubt about it/that especially spoken Paul’s under a lot of stress. There’s no doubt about that.

3 when something will definitely happen

certainly/definitely [sæ’ntli, defn’tli, defn’tl] [adv] use this to say that you are completely sure that something will happen or that someone will do something: Brad and Andy are certainly coming to the party, but I don’t know about Bob. We’ll definitely be back by 7 o’clock. Gascoigne is injured and will definitely miss the game on Saturday.

certain /sæ’tn [adj not usually before noun] if something is certain, you believe it will definitely happen: Computer prices will continue to fall – that’s certain.

it is certain (that) It’s now almost certain that the President will resign.

certain death/failure/disaster etc (= when something very bad is definitely going to happen) He was alone on the mountain, his leg broken, facing almost certain death.

definite /’defnət, defn’t/ [adj] something that is definite has been agreed or decided, and it is certain that it will happen: I think I have a good chance of getting the job, but it’s not definite yet.

⚠ Definite is used especially in questions or negative sentences.

be sure to do sth/be certain to do sth /bɪ:'jʊər tə dju: (sth), bɪ:'sætnt tə dju: (sth)/ use this to say that you strongly believe that something will happen, because of what you know about the situation: Drivers heading for the coast are certain to face long delays this weekend. There’s sure to be someone that you know at the party.

be bound to do sth /bɪ’baʊnt tə dju: (sth)/ if you say something is bound to happen, you think it certainly will happen, because that is what normally happens: Chris is bound to arrive late – he always does. His new record isn’t very good, but it’s bound to be a hit.

be sure of doing sth /bɪ: juər ɔv ‘djuːm (sth)/ if you are sure of doing something, you will definitely get what you want or achieve what you want: If they win tonight’s game, they are sure of winning the championship. To be sure of arriving on time, I took an earlier train.

inevitable in’evətəbl [adj] something unpleasant that is inevitable will certainly happen and is impossible to prevent: War now seems inevitable.

inevitable result/consequence Bread prices were doubled, with the inevitable result – food riots.

it is inevitable (that) It is inevitable that some people won’t like the new arrangements.

inevitably [adv] Inevitably, some people will lose their jobs when the two companies merge.

4 not sure about something

not sure /nɔt [nɔt]/ “What time does the film start?” “I think it’s 8.30, but I’m not sure.”

not sure how/whether/when etc I’m not sure where she lives.

+ about/of If you’re not sure about the meaning of a word, look it up in a dictionary. I Use the ‘Filesearch’ function if you are not sure of the name of a file.

Q can’t be sure spoken (when you think something is true, but you are not completely sure) I can’t be sure, but I think I saw Maggie coming out of the hospital this morning.

not know /nɔt [nɔt]/ to not be at all sure what you should decide, whether something is true etc: “How old is she?” “Oh, I don’t know – fifty, fifty-five?”

not know if/whether/how etc He didn’t know whether he should accept their offer or not. I Don’t know if I really agree with that.

Q not know for sure especially spoken It could be this week but it might be much later. We don’t know for sure.

doubt /daut/ [n C/U] a feeling of not being sure whether something is true or right

+ about/as to There are still some doubts about her suitability for the job.

have (your) doubts (= not be sure that something is really the right thing to do) My parents thought I should go to business school, but I had my doubts.
something that you cannot be sure about

uncertain /ənˈsɜːrt/ [adj] if a situation is uncertain, you cannot be sure what will happen, because nothing is definite: Our holiday plans are still uncertain. | The company faces an uncertain future.

it is uncertain whether It is still uncertain whether the conference will actually take place.

not clear /nɔt kler/ if something is not clear, people do not know enough or understand enough to be sure about it: The causes of the dispute are not entirely clear.

it is not clear how/why/whether etc It isn’t clear how the fire started.

be doubtful/be in doubt /biˈdoufl/ if the success or future of something is doubtful or is in doubt, you cannot be sure what will happen, but you think it is likely to be something bad: With more and more cuts in government spending, the school’s future now looks doubtful. | After yet another injury, his football career is in doubt.

to do something in order to be sure that something else will happen

make sure /meɪk ˈʃʊər/ to do something in order to be sure that something else will happen: I think Harry knows the way, but I’ll go with him just to be sure.

ensure /ɪnˈʃʊər/ [v T] to do something in order to be sure that something else will happen

surprised /ˈsɜːprɪzd/ [adj] if you are surprised by something that happens, you do not expect it, so it seems strange or unusual: I was really surprised when I passed my driving test first time. | Carrie looked surprised. “I didn’t expect to see you here!”

surprised to see/hear/learn etc We were surprised to see Drew’s picture in the newspaper.

+ (that) I’m really surprised that he remembered my birthday.

+ at/bys He was surprised at how late it was. | Julia seemed a little surprised by my question.

amazed/astonished /əˈmeɪzd, əˈstonɪd/ [adj] extremely surprised by something that happens, because it seems so unlikely: Liz was amazed when she found out how much the meal had cost.

+ that I’m amazed that the bank keeps lending him money.

+ at Everyone was astonished at how calm and relaxed she was before her big speech.

amazed to see/learn/find out etc We were amazed to see John looking so well, so soon after his operation.

astonished to see/hear/discover/find etc Sarah was astonished to see Neil and Beth kissing.

startled /ˈstɑːrtl/ [adj] especially written as startled, especially written as startled and a little frightened or worried because of something that has suddenly happened or something that someone said: “Have we met somewhere before?” The man looked startled for a moment.

+ by They were startled by a sudden flash in the sky.
to my/her/their surprise /tɪr (my etc) sɔːrˈpraɪz/ use this when you are telling a story or describing past events, to say that someone was surprised by something: He asked her to go out with him and, to his surprise, she agreed immediately.

Don't use to my/her/their surprise at the end of a sentence.

can’t believe /kænt bɪˈlaɪv/ kænt- especially spoken if you can’t believe something, you are very surprised by it because it does not seem possible can’t believe it I can’t believe it! Jane and Richard are getting married!
+ (that) She was a brilliant pianist – we couldn’t believe that she was only fifteen.

taken aback /ˈteɪkən əˈbæk/ so surprised or shocked by what someone has done or said to you that for a moment you do not know what to say
be/look/seem taken aback When I asked her to marry me, she looked rather taken aback.
+ by Bill was taken aback by her rude and aggressive behaviour.

speechless /ˈspiːlɛs/ adj so surprised, by something very good or very bad, that you do not know what to say: When I told her I was pregnant, she was totally speechless.

surprised and upset because something very bad has happened

shocked /ʃəkt/ adj surprised and upset by something very bad that has happened: When they heard that Janet was in hospital they were really shocked.
+ by The whole town was shocked by the news.

shocked to hear/learn/find We were shocked to hear of Brian’s death – he was so young.

horrified /ˈhɔːrəfaid/ hɔː-, hə- adj extremely shocked by something very unpleasant or frightening that has happened: Horrified passengers saw the man fall under the train.
+ by Sam’s parents were horrified by his injuries.

horrified to see/hear/find They looked out of the window, and were horrified to see two men attacking each other with knives.

stunned /ˈstʌnd/ adj so shocked that you are unable to speak or do anything: When I heard about the accident I was stunned.
+ by Staff were stunned by the news that 200 people were to lose their jobs.

surprised

surprise /sɔːrˈpraɪz/ [v T] if something surprises you, it makes you feel surprised: Diana’s reaction surprised him – he hadn’t realized that she was so upset.

it surprises sb that It surprised me that he could still walk.

amaze /əˈmeɪz/ [v T] to make someone feel extremely surprised: Dave amazed his friends by leaving a well-paid job to travel around the world.

it amazes sb that It amazes me that no-one thought of the idea sooner.

come as a surprise /kʌm ə sɔːrˈpraɪz/ if something comes as a surprise, it surprises you because you were not expecting it at all
+ to Richard’s marriage come as a surprise to everyone.

come as a complete surprise I didn’t think I’d get the job, so it came as a complete surprise when they offered it to me.

take sb by surprise /teɪk (sb) bai sɔːrˈpraɪz/ if something takes you by surprise, it happens suddenly at a time when you are not expecting it: The President’s resignation took everyone by surprise.

shock /ʃɒk/ [v T] if something very bad or unpleasant shocks you, it makes you feel very surprised and upset: What really shocked me was that no-one seemed to care about all the beggars.

it shocks sb to see/realize/hear etc It shocked us to see how ill she looked.

come as a shock /kʌm ə s ʃɒk/ if something unpleasant comes as a shock, it makes you feel surprised and upset because you were not expecting it to
happen: We knew he had been ill, but Robert’s death still came as a shock.

come as a complete/terrible shock (to sb) It came as a terrible shock to Richard when his wife told him she was seeing another man.

Q make sb jump ˌmɛk (sb) ʤʌmp/ especially spoken to make someone feel surprised and nervous by making a sudden noise or movement, especially when they did not know you were there: I’m sorry, I didn’t mean to make you jump.

4 when something makes you surprised

surprising ˈsaʊpraɪzɪŋ [adj] something that is surprising makes you feel surprised: A surprising number of 16-year-olds leave school without being able to read and write. | a surprising choice

it is surprising (that) It is surprising that so few people came to the party.

it is surprising how/what It was surprising how quickly we got used to the new house.

surprisingly [adv] The restaurant was surprisingly cheap. | Surprisingly, very few people complained about the show.

amazing ˈæmiznɪŋ [adj] very surprising – use this especially about something very good or impressive: an amazing achievement | Hong Kong is an amazing city, with all those tall modern buildings.

it is amazing how/what It’s amazing how fast these Grand Prix cars can go.

it is amazing that It’s amazing that the inscriptions are still clear enough to read after 2000 years.

amazingly [adv] Chris was amazingly lucky to pass the exam. | Five cars crashed into each other, but amazingly no-one was hurt.

unexpected ˌʌnɪkˈspektɪd [adj] something unexpected is surprising, because you did not think that it would happen: the unexpected success of her first novel | His decision to leave was completely unexpected.

unexpectedly [adv] Phil arrived unexpectedly while we were having lunch.

startling ˌstɑrtlɪŋ [adj] a startling fact is one that you would never have expected to be true: There had been a startling increase in the numbers of homeless people. | startling new discoveries about the way the universe began

unbelievable/incredible ˌʌnbɪˈliːvəbl/ˌɪnkredəbl [adj] extremely surprising and difficult to believe: He’s so rude. It’s unbelievable! | Over the next two weeks, we saw an incredible change in her character.

it is unbelievable/incredible that They were driving much too fast. It’s incredible that no-one was hurt.

unbelievably/incredibly [adv] Throughout the crisis, Bill remained incredibly calm. | It was a fantastic hotel, and unbelievably cheap.

staggering ˈstæɡərɪŋ [adj] a staggering number or amount is very surprising because it is so large: There has been a staggering rise in the number of attacks and murders in our cities. | We spend a staggering £2.4 billion a year on food for our pets.

5 something surprising that happens

surprise ˈsaʊpraɪz [n C] something that you did not expect, especially something nice

it is a surprise/it was a surprise It was a real surprise when Tony walked in. We thought he was still in America. | We’ve got Katie a bike for her birthday, but don’t tell her – it’s a surprise.

a complete surprise [one that you did not expect at all] Anita didn’t expect to get the job – it was a complete surprise.

Q what a surprise! spoken Flowers? For me? What a lovely surprise!

shock ʃɒk [n C] something very bad or unpleasant that happens to you and that you did not expect: “The bill came to almost £500.” “That must have been a shock.”

give sb a shock It gave me a shock to realize that I had nearly been killed.

6 when something does not make you surprised

not surprising/hardly surprising

surprising ˌsaʊpraɪzɪŋ, hɑːrdli ˌsaʊpraɪzɪŋ/ if
something is **not surprising** or **hardly surprising**, you are not surprised by it because the situation makes it very likely to happen: Now she’s frightened to go out at night, which is hardly surprising after what happened to her.

It is **not surprising/hardly surprising** *(that)* It’s not surprising you’re tired – you’ve been out every night this week.

**not surprisingly** [ədʒi] Not surprisingly, she’s very annoyed (= it is not surprising that she is annoyed).

**I’m not surprised** [aɪ am əˈsaɪprəzd] Spoken say this when you can clearly see why something has happened: “I’m starving.” “I’m not surprised. You haven’t eaten all day.”

**+ (that)** I’m not surprised she’s fed up with him.

**no wonder** [naʊ ˈwʌndər] Spoken say this when you realize the reason why something happened, so that it is not surprising any more. No wonder my camera wasn’t working – there’s no battery in it!

**come as no surprise** [kʌm əs noʊ ˈsaɪprəs] If something comes as no surprise, you are not surprised when it happens. because you expected it to happen: it comes as no surprise when it came as no surprise when President Santos announced his resignation.

---

**SWITCH ON OR OFF**

to make a light, machine, radio etc start or stop working by pressing or turning something

**COMPUTERS**

**LIGHT 3**

See also **MACHINE**

**TELEVISION AND RADIO**

1 to switch something on

**switch on** [ˈswɪtʃ ˈɒn] [phrasal verb \(\text{I/T}\)] to make something start working, for example by pressing a button - use this about things that use electricity, for example, lights, televisions, or computers

**switch on sth** Can you switch on the television? | I switched on the radio to listen to the news.

**switch sth on** Do you mind if I switch the light on?

**turn on** [ˈtɜːrn ˈɒn] [phrasal verb \(\text{T}\)] to make something start working, for example by turning a tap or pressing a button - use this about things that use electricity, gas, or water

**turn on sth** He went into the bathroom and turned on the shower.

**turn sth on** Do you want me to turn the lights on?

**put sth on** [pʊt (st) ˈɒn] [phrasal verb \(\text{T}\)] put the light/radio/TV/kettle etc on to make a light, radio etc start working: Eva put the kettle on to make a cup of coffee. | Put the light on, then we can see what we’re doing.

**start** [staːt \[\(\text{V/T}\) start a car/engine/motor to make a car, engine, or motor start working: She started the car and backed slowly out of the garage.

2 to switch something off

**switch off** [ˈswɪtʃ əf] [phrasal verb \(\text{I/T}\)] to make something stop working, for example by pressing a button - use this about things that use electricity, for example, lights, televisions, or computers

**switch off sth** Always switch off your computer when you’ve finished.

**switch sth off** It’s OK – I switched it off before I went out.

**turn off** [ˈtɜːrn əf] [phrasal verb \(\text{T}\)] to make something stop working, for example by pressing a button or turning a tap - use this about things that use electricity, gas, or water

**turn off sth** She got up and turned off the TV. | Could you turn off the heater before you go to bed?

**turn sth off** Who forgot to turn the tap off?

**stop** [stɑːp] [\(\text{V/T}\) to make an engine or machine stop working: George stopped the engine and got out of the car. | We had to stop the pump and unblock it.

When you see \[\(\text{Essential Communication}\) section.\]
3 when something is switched on

**on** oun oun [adj/adv not before noun] if something is on, it is working - use this about lights, machines, and other things that use electricity, gas, or water: *Is the heating on? I'm freezing.*

**leave sth on** Did you leave the kitchen light on?

**keep sth on** In the winter, I keep the gas fire on all day.

**come/go on** (=start working) The heating comes on automatically.

**be switched on** /bi:sweptʃt 'oun-/əm/ use this about things that use electricity, for example, machines, computers, or heating equipment: *A green light shows that the computer is switched on. Have you checked that the power is switched on?*

**be turned on** /bi: tuənd 'oun-/əm/use this about machines or about the electricity, gas, or water supply: *If the boiler fails to light first check that the gas is turned on.*

**be running** /bi: 'rænnɪŋ/ if an engine or a machine is running, it is working and its parts are moving: *Do not touch the machine while it is running.*

**leave sth running** Nick left the engine running while he ran into the house.

4 when something is switched off

**off** ounəf oun [adj/adv not before noun] if something is off, someone has switched it off to make it stop working - use this about lights, machines, and other things that use electricity, gas, or water: *Is the cooker off? I can smell gas. I don't think anyone's at home. All the lights are off.*

**go off** (=stop working) The heating goes off at 10.30.

**be switched off** /bi: 'switʃt 'ofil-/əf/ use this about things that use electricity, for example, machines, computers, or heating equipment: *Do you mean the alarm was switched off all night?*

**be turned off** /bi: tuənd 'ofil-/əf/ use this about lights, machines, or about the electricity, gas, or water supply: *Make sure everything's turned off before you leave the house.*

**go out** /ɡəʊ 'aut/ [phrasal verb] if a light goes out, it stops shining because it has been switched off, or because there is no electricity: *I watched the house until all the lights had gone out.*

---

**SYSTEM**

the way in which something is organized

> see also ORGANIZE/ARRANGE, ORDER

**system** ˈsistəm [n C] the way that something is organized, following fixed rules and methods, in order to provide a service or achieve an aim: *a system for dealing with enquiries from our customers*

+ of What we need is a cheap and reliable system of public transportation. | A democratic system of government

**education/transport/banking system**

Most teachers are opposed to recent changes in the education system. | The French legal system

**set-up** /set əp/ [n singular] INFORMAL the way in which things are organized or done within a company, school etc: *My last school was quite traditional, but it's a different set-up at the new one. | It's a very strange set-up — everyone here earns exactly the same salary.*

**network** ˈnetwərk [n C] a system of lines, tubes, wires, roads etc that are connected to each other: *A 24-hour strike brought the railway network to a standstill.*

+ of A network of veins and arteries carries the blood around the body.
TAKE/BRING

- if you mean 'take something out', go to REMOVE
- see also STEAL, CARRY

1 to take someone or something from one place to another

**take** [tɛk] [v T] to have someone or something with you when you go to another place: *Don't forget to take your keys.*

**take sth to/out/into** "Where's Dan?" “He's taken the car to the garage." | Let's take the kids to the beach.

**take sb sth** I took Alice a cup of tea.

**take sth/sb with you** Did they take the tent with them on their holiday?

**taking** - **took** - **have taken**

**bring** [brɪŋ] [v T] if someone brings a person or thing to the place where you are, they have that person or thing with them when they come: *I brought my camera so that I could take pictures of all of you.*

**bring sth to/into/out** Will you bring your CD player to the party?

**bring sb sth** Robert asked the waiter to bring him the check.

**bring sth/sb with you** I hope he hasn't brought his brother with him.

**bringing** - **brought** - **have brought**

**drive** [draiv] [v T] to take someone from one place to another in a car

**drive sb to/from/away** Bill offered to drive me to the airport. | The man was driven away in a police van.

**driving** - **drove** - **have driven**

**fly** [flai] [v T] to move people or goods from one place to another in a plane

**fly sb to/from** His company is flying him to New York for the meeting.

**fly sth into/to/out** The Red Cross is flying emergency supplies into the earthquake zone.

**flying** - **flew** - **have flown**

**deliver** [dɪˈlaɪvər] [v T] to take letters, newspapers, goods etc to someone's home or office: *The store will deliver your new washing-machine tomorrow morning.*

**deliver sth to** Unfortunately the package was delivered to the wrong address.

**delivery** [n C/U] when letters, newspapers, goods etc are taken to someone's house or office: *We offer free home delivery for every purchase over $150.*

**transport** [trəˈspɑːrt] [v T] to move large quantities of goods or large numbers of people from one place to another, especially over a large distance: *It is much cheaper to transport goods by ship.* | A large plane that is used for transporting military personnel

**transport sth to/from/across** Meat is transported across Europe in refrigerated containers.

2 to go to a place and take someone or something from there

**get** [get] [v T] to go to the place where someone or something is, and bring them back, or tell them to come back: *I'll get my coat and then we can go.* | Dinner's ready. Can you get Jo?

**get sb sth** (= get something for someone)

**Could you get me my keys from the kitchen?**

**go and get sb/sth** Go and get your father. He's in the garden.

**getting** - **got** - **have got** (UK - usually shortened to **'ve**) - **have gotten** (American)

**pick up** [pɪk ap] [phrasal verb T] to go to a place where someone or something is waiting for you or ready for you, and take them with you

**pick up sb/sth** I'll pick up the airline tickets on my way home from work.

**pick sb/sth up** Omar and Nadia are waiting for you to pick them up at the airport.

**collect** [kəˈlekt] [v T] British to go to a place where someone or something is waiting for you, and bring them back: *I'm at the station. Can you come and collect me?*

**collect sb/sth from** I have to go and collect a parcel from the post-office.

**fetch** [fetʃ] [v T] especially British to go to get someone or something that you need and bring them back: *Quick! Fetch a ladder.* | Jim went off to fetch a policeman.
fetch sb/sth from Martha fetched a towel from the bathroom.
fetch sb/sth (=fetch something for someone) Could you fetch me a screwdriver?

3 to take someone or something back to the place where they came from

take back /teik 'bek/ [phrasal verb T]
take sb/sth back to Paul asked the taxi driver to take him back to his hotel.
take sb/sth back The dress was too big for me so I took it back. I'll take you back after the party.
take back sth Did you remember to take back all your library books?

bring back /briŋ 'bek/ [phrasal verb T] to bring someone or something back to the place where you are now or to your home
bring sb/sth back Mrs Ali will bring you back from school today.
bring back sth I've brought back the book you lent me. They brought back some lovely cheese from France.

return /rɪtmənt/ [v T] to bring or take something back to the place where you got it from: Penny has still not returned the office keys.
return sth to If there is a problem with the computer you can return it to the store.

⚠️ Return is more formal than take back or bring back

4 to take something from someone

take /teik/ [v T] to take something out of someone's hands: Let me take your bags - you look exhausted.
take sth from sb He walked across the room and took the gun from her.
taking - took - have taken

grab/snatch /ɡreɪb, ˈsnætʃ/ [v T] to take something from someone with a sudden violent movement, for example because you are angry or you want to steal something: A thief snatched her purse while she was walking down the street.

snatch/grab sth from sb Larry tried to grab the letter from me.
grabbing - grabbed - have grabbed

take away /teik əˈwei/ [phrasal verb T] to take something important from someone, such as a possession or a right, either as a punishment or in a way that is wrong or unfair

take away sth a new law that would take away the rights of workers to go on strike.
take sth away from sb Johnson failed a drugs test, and his gold medal was taken away from him.

confiscate /kənˈfɪskət; ˈkɒnfɪskeɪt/ [v T] to officially take something away from someone, either as a punishment or because they are not allowed to have it: The teacher confiscated my Walkman. Police will confiscate nets and rods from anyone found fishing illegally.

5 to take something from the place where it is

take /teik/ [v T] to take something from the place where it is: Have you taken my keys? I can't find them.
take sth from/off/down etc He took a dictionary down from the shelf.
take sth away (=take something permanently from a place) They haven't taken the garbage away for two weeks.
taking - took - have taken

take out /teɪk aʊt/ [phrasal verb T] to take something from a place where it could not be seen, for example from a pocket, drawer, or container

take out sth He reached into his pocket and took out a handkerchief.
take sth out Sally opened a pack of cigarettes, took one out and lit it.
take sth out of sth Take that chewing gum out of your mouth!

pull out /pʊl aʊt/ [phrasal verb T] to quickly take something from a place where it was hidden or could not be seen

pull out sth He pulled out a gun and fired three shots.
pull sth out I saw her pull a bag out from under the seat.

remove /rɪˈmʊv/ [v T] to take something away from the place where it is, especially something that you do not want or something that should not be there: Please do not remove this notice. She was in the hospital, having her appendix removed.
TAKING/BRING

remove sth from sth Remove all the packaging from the pizza and place it in a preheated oven.

⚠️ Remove is more formal than take off, take out etc.

6 to take someone away using force

take sb away /ˈteɪk (sb) əˈweɪ/ [phrasal verb T] if soldiers, the police etc take someone away, they force that person to go with them: The soldiers took my son away and I never saw him again. | Our neighbour was taken away in a police car.

kidnap /ˈkɪdnæp/ [v T] to take someone away by force and keep them as your prisoner, in order to make their family or their government give you money or other things you want: Terrorists have kidnapped a French officer and are demanding $400,000 from the French government.

kidnapping - kidnapped - have kidnapped

kidnapping [n C] when someone is kidnapped: Most diplomats now travel with bodyguards, following a series of kidnappings.

abduct /aˈbʌdkt, əˈbʌt/ [v T] to take someone away by force, especially a child or young person, often in order to kill them or sexually attack them - used especially in news reports: Several young women had been abducted from their villages and forced to work as prostitutes.

take sb hostage /ˈteɪk (sb) ˈhɒstɪdʒ/ -hɒstɪdʒ/ to take someone and keep them as a prisoner, especially for political reasons, and threaten to kill them if their government does not do what you demand: Rebel forces have taken five UN peacekeepers hostage.

When you see GC, go to the ESSENTIAL COMMUNICATION section.

TAKING PART
to do something together with other people

see also SPORT, COMPETITION, GAME

1 to take part in an event, activity, discussion etc

take part /ˈteɪk ˈpɑrt/ to do something together with other people, by joining them in an activity, discussion, event etc: There is an information session about illegal drugs, and local police officers will be taking part.

+ in She was invited to take part in a TV debate on drugs. | Police have arrested a number of people who took part in the riot.

be involved /biː ɪnˈvɒlvrd-/ ˈɪnˌvɔːld/ to take part in an activity with a small number of other people, often something bad or illegal: Choosing a school is an important decision, and both parents ought to be involved.

+ in Mason says he wasn’t involved in the kidnapping. | At least three politicians are involved in the scandal.

participate /pərˈtɪsɪp/ [v I] FORMAL to take part in an activity, especially an organized activity: There are regular class discussions, but some of the students never participate.

+ in Over 300 local firms participated in the survey. | Members can participate in any of the trips organized by the club.

participation /pərˈtɪsɪpən/ [n U] when people participate: Our partners demand full participation in decision-making at management level.

2 to start taking part

join in /dʒɔɪn ɪn/ [phrasal verb I/T] to start taking part in something that other people are already doing, especially something enjoyable such as a game, or a song: When we get to the chorus I want everybody to join in! | We all wanted to join in the fun.

+ with She was a shy girl, and wouldn’t join in with the other children’s games.
to not take part

not take part /not teik 'part/ The President was invited to appear on the program but decided not to take part.

+ in I noticed that Darren was not taking part in the discussion.

pull out/drop out /pul 'aut, drop 'aut/ [phrasal verb] informal to suddenly decide not to take part in something, that has already started or is about to start, especially when this causes problems: The show was cancelled when the star guest pulled out.

+ of Dave wants to drop out of the team. It's too late to pull out of the agreement now.

have nothing to do with sth /hav 'nʌθɪŋ tə 'du: wɪð (sth)/ to not be involved in any way in something bad or illegal - use this especially when other people think that you were involved: Tell the police that you had nothing to do with the robbery. She had nothing to do with the break-up of my marriage.

take no part in sth /teik nəʊ 'part in (sth)/ formal to deliberately not take part in something, because you disagree with it or think it is wrong: They were pacifists and would take no part in the war.

withdraw /wɪn'draʊ, wɪð-/ [v T] to decide not to take part in a competition, race, discussion etc, which you previously agreed to take part in.

+ from Clare had to withdraw from the race after injuring her knee.

withdrawing - withdrew - have withdrawn

5 to not take part

6 to not let someone take part

leave sb out /li:v (sb) 'aut/ [phrasal verb] to not include someone in an activity or in a group: They considered twenty candidates, but Melissa was left out.

leave sb out of sth It would be very unfair to leave him out of the team.

exclude /ɪk'skluːd/ [v T] to prevent someone from taking part in an activity, or from joining a group

exclude sb from sth The black majority in South Africa was excluded from politics under apartheid. The Church had
previously excluded women from the priesthood.

drop /drip/ [r often passive] to decide that someone can no longer be in a team
+ from She was dropped from the badminton team because she missed practice too often.
dropping – dropped – have dropped

chat/have a chat /tʃæt, həv ə tʃæt/ [v I] to talk in a friendly and informal way, especially about things that are not very important: The girls were sitting on the steps, chatting. I just call me if you feel like having a chat.
+ about We drank our coffee and chatted about our experiences.
+ with/to Harry chatted to a couple of Australian tourists as we waited for the show to begin.

chatting – chatted – have chatted

visit /'vɪzɪt/ [v I] AMERICAN to talk in a relaxed way to someone you know well: Mom and Aunt Jo were sitting drinking coffee and visiting.
+ with I don’t see him that often, but I like to go and visit with him when I can.

gossip /gɒsɪp/ [v I] if people gossip, they exchange information about other people’s private lives, often in an unkind way because they enjoy talking about other people’s problems: They sat in the kitchen, drinking coffee and gossiping. Don’t tell Anne about this. You know how she gossips.
+ about People often gossip about each other in a small town.

gossip [n singular/U] conversation about other people’s private lives: There has been a lot of gossip about her divorce. I stopped by at Marsha’s house for a gossip.

conversation /kənˌvɔrsəˈʃən/ [n C/U] when people talk to each other, especially in an informal situation: a telephone conversation. The noise of the traffic made conversation almost impossible. They didn’t realize their conversation was being recorded.

have a conversation (with) Vicky was having a long conversation with the bartender.

get into conversation (with sb) (=start talking to someone you do not know) While I was on the train to Cambridge, I got into conversation with an American.

1 to have a conversation

talk /tɔk/ [v I] if two or more people talk, they have a conversation: We sat around talking for hours. Two friends talking on the phone.
+ about They talked about their favourite pop stars.
+ to Danny was talking to a girl he’d just met at the bar. It’s been nice talking to you.

talk with sb AMERICAN I left Mario talking with my mother.

get talking (=start having a conversation with someone that you do not know) Kay got talking to a taxi-driver.

speak to sb /spik tu: (sb) / phrasal verb T] to say something to someone or have a conversation with them: Natalie’s on the phone. She wants to speak to you. He hasn’t spoken to me since we quarrelled.

speaking – spoken – have spoken

2 to talk to someone about a problem, plan, or serious subject

talk /tɔk/ [v I] I think we need to talk.
+ about If you have a problem at school, let’s sit down and talk about it.
+ to Gerry wants to talk to his girlfriend before he makes a decision.
talk with sb AMERICAN If you need more money you should talk with Richard.
speak to sb (also speak with sb AMERICAN) 'spik tuː (sb), 'spik wið (sb)' phrasal verb T] to talk to someone about something that you are worried about or annoyed about: The King's envoy travelled to Rome to speak to the Pope.
+ about I intend to speak to the manager about the way I've been treated. Have you spoken with Michael about your problem?

have a word with sb 'hæv a 'wɜːd wið (sb) to talk to someone alone for a short time, for example because you need their advice or because you want to tell them something privately or criticize them for something they have done wrong: The boss wants to have a word with me.
+ about Could I have a word with you about my homework assignment?

discuss 'dɪskəs\ [v T] if people discuss a subject or situation, they exchange ideas and opinions about it, so that it is easier to make a decision or make plans: The two families got together to discuss the wedding arrangements.
discuss sth with sb Don't make any plans yet - I want to discuss this with Jamie first.
discuss what/how/where etc We need to discuss what kind of food we want at the party.
talk over 'tɔlk 'əʊvər\ [phrasal verb T] to talk to someone about all the details of a serious problem or difficult situation, in order to understand it better
talk sth over/talk over sth If you're worried about your work, come and see me and we'll talk it over.
talk sth over with sb It's often useful to talk things over with a trained counsellor.
negotiate 'nɪɡəˌʃeɪt\ [ɪ v / T] to discuss a political problem or business arrangement in order to try to reach an agreement - use this about political or business leaders
+ with The government refuses to negotiate with terrorists.
negotiate an agreement/deal/price etc Colombia and Venezuela are currently negotiating a trade agreement.

3 a meeting where people talk seriously about something
discussion 'dɪskəʃən\ [n C/U] when people exchange ideas and opinions about something, especially in order to make a decision
+ about a discussion about cars and pollution
+ with After a long discussion with her father, she decided not to take the job.
have a discussion I need to have a discussion with my boss before I can give you an answer.
under discussion FORMAL (=being discussed) A new road-building project is now under discussion.
negotiations 'nɪɡəˌʃeɪʃənz\ [n plural] when people who represent governments, companies etc meet to discuss a problem or business arrangement and try to reach an agreement: The trade negotiations between the US and Japan are going very well.
+ with Negotiations with the Turkish government are due to begin tomorrow.
talks 'tɔks\ [n plural] a series of discussions between political or business leaders, which may continue for several days or weeks and are intended to solve a difficult problem: the Strategic Arms Limitation Talks, known as 'SALT'
hold talks The peace talks are being held in Geneva.
+ with The company's managers have begun talks with union leaders.
+ between trade talks between France and Korea
debate 'dɪbət\ [n C] a formal public discussion, for example in parliament or on television, in which two or more groups of people make speeches giving different opinions about a subject, and people vote on it afterwards: The law was passed, after a long and sometimes angry debate.
+ on/about a televised debate on abortion

4 when someone makes a speech
speech 'spiːʃ\ [n C] a formal talk to a group of people, for example in a parliament or at an official meeting or
ceremony: She left early to write her speech for the next day. I heard an election speech
make/give a speech After the concert the mayor made a speech, congratulating the school.
+ about/on a speech on the economy plural speeches
talk took [n C] a planned, but not very formal talk about a particular subject. For example at a meeting or on the radio: a series of radio talks by well-known writers
give a talk on/about sth Mr. Munroe gave an interesting talk on his recent visit to Peru.
give a talk to sb Alice Walker has been invited to give a talk to the literary group this evening.

⚠️ Compare speech and talk: Speeches are often about politics. Talks are about things like literature, science, art, or history, but not usually about politics.
speak /spik/ [v I] to make a speech, for example in parliament or at an official meeting or ceremony: I’ve been invited to speak at the party’s annual conference.
+ to The President will speak to the nation tonight on television.
talk took [v I] to speak publicly to a group of people about a particular subject
+ about This evening Professor Welch will be talking about Shakespeare’s historical plays.
speaker /’spi:kər/ [n C] someone who makes a speech in public: the first speaker in tonight’s debate
public speaker Kennedy was known as a brilliant public speaker.
guest speaker (=someone who has been invited to come and give a speech or talk)

5 to mention someone or something when you are talking
mention /’menʃan/ [v T] to say something about a person, plan, event etc during a conversation, but without giving any details or saying very much: When you were talking to Barbara, did she mention her mother? I One of the students mentioned something about a party on Thursday.
mention sth to sb I mentioned the idea to Joan, and she seemed to like it.
+ (that) He mentioned that he was having problems, but he didn’t say what they were.
refer to sth/sb refər tə (sth/sb) [phrasal verb T] to talk about a person, plan, event etc in a conversation, speech, or piece of writing: She didn’t mention any names, but everyone knew who she was referring to. In his speech the President referred to the achievements of the Olympic team.

⚠️ Refer to is more formal than mention.

bring up ,brig ʌp [phrasal verb T] to start to talk about a subject during a conversation or meeting
bring up sth She wished she’d never brought up the subject of money.
bring sth up If you think safety is a problem, I suggest you bring it up at the next meeting.

6 to talk when someone else is already speaking
interrupt /ɪn’tərəpt/ [v I/T] to start speaking when someone else is already speaking: I wish you wouldn’t interrupt all the time. She’s always interrupting people before they’ve finished talking.
butt in /bat ɪn [phrasal verb I] informal to interrupt someone rudely: Will you please stop butting in!

7 someone who talks a lot
talkative /’təkətɪv/ [adj] someone who is talkative talks a lot: The wine was making her more relaxed and talkative.
chatterbox /’tætəbɒks/ [n C] informal someone, especially a child, who talks a lot in a friendly way plural chatterboxes
go on /ɡəʊ ən/ [phrasal verb I] especially spoken to keep talking or complaining about something, in a way that is annoying or boring: Doesn’t she go on? She’s always complaining. + about I wish you’d stop going on about how expensive everything is.
go on and on (=keep talking for a long time) He went on and on until we were all practically falling asleep.

someone who does not talk much ⇒ see also quiet

quiet ˈkwaiət [adj] someone who is quiet does not talk much: The new girl’s quiet, but nice enough. ISteven’s a very quiet boy who loves reading.

silent ˈsailənt [adj] not usually before noun written if someone is silent, they do not say anything

remain silent Alice was laughing and joking, but her sister remained silent.

fall silent (=suddenly stop talking) When the priest entered the room, everyone fell silent.

what you say to tell someone to stop talking ⇒ see also quiet

be quiet ˈbiː ˈkwaiət spoken say this when you want someone to stop talking: Please be quiet for a moment.

Only say be quiet to children or to someone that you know well.

shut up əʃt ˈap/ spoken informal a rude way of telling someone to stop talking: Oh, shut up! I don’t want to hear your excuses.

about We know you won, but just shut up about it, okay?

Only say shut up to people you know very well, because it is not polite.

**TALL**

---

**1 tall**

tall ˈtæl [adj] a tall person, building, tree etc has a greater height than average: You’ll recognize him – he’s very tall and thin. A tall building like the Sears Tower. The photographer asked the tallest people to stand at the back of the group.

Use tall about people, and about things that are high but not wide or long, such as trees or some buildings. Use high about things that are wide or long as well as being high, such as mountains or walls, or about things that are far above the ground, such as ceilings or shelves.

*Short* is the opposite of tall when you are talking about a person: He’s short and fat with grey hair.

**2 how tall someone is**

how tall ˈhau ˈtæl/ use this to ask or talk about someone’s height: “How tall are you?” “I’m about 1 metre 65.” I hadn’t seen her for five years and I was amazed at how tall she was.

6ft tall/2m tall etc ˈsɪks ˈfɜːt ˈtæl/ use this to say exactly how tall someone is: John is 1.78 metres tall and weighs 95 kilos.

Don’t say ‘I am tall 180 cm’. Say I am 180 cm tall.

height ˈhæt [n U] how tall someone or something is: They need to know your age, weight, and height.

+ of What’s the height of the Eiffel Tower?

be the same height (as) My daughter is only 14 but she is nearly the same height as me.

of medium height (=someone who is not tall and not short) a man of medium height

---

When you see ££, go to the ESSENTIAL COMMUNICATION section.
**TASTE**

1. **the taste of food or drink**

   **taste** /tæst/ [n singular] the feeling that something produces in your mouth when you eat it or drink it: I never drink beer, I just don’t like the taste.

   + of Have some water to take away the taste of the medicine.

   □ Don’t say ‘this cake is good taste’. Say this cake tastes good.

   **flavour** BRITISH flavor AMERICAN [ˈflævər] [n C/U] the interesting, pleasant, or strong taste that a type of food or drink has, which makes it different from any other food or drink: This sauce has a really unusual flavour. We have three flavors of ice cream – strawberry, chocolate, and vanilla. The wine wasn’t bad, but it didn’t have much flavour.

2. **when food has a particular taste**

   **taste** /tæst/ [v 1] use this to say that food has a particular taste.

   **taste good/awful/strange/sweet etc** This milk tastes strange – do you think it’s OK to drink?

   **taste of sth** (= have the taste of something) I ordered chocolate ice-cream but it tasted of coffee.

   **taste like sth** It’s a vegetarian pie, but it tastes just like meat.

   □ Don’t say ‘it is tasting good/awful etc’. Say it tastes good/awful etc.

   **have a strong/sweet/unpleasant etc taste** /hæv ə (strong etc) tæst/ use this when you want to describe exactly what something tastes like: The soup had a very strong, spicy taste.

   **flavoured** BRITISH flavored AMERICAN [ˈflævərd] [adj] lemon-flavoured/chocolate-flavoured etc with the taste of lemon, chocolate etc added: an orange-flavoured drink.

3. **food that tastes good**

   **delicious** /dɪˈlɪsʃəs/ [adj] something that is delicious tastes very good, and you enjoy eating it or drinking it: Thank you, that was a delicious meal. What do you think of the wine?” “Mmm, delicious!”

   □ Don’t say ‘very delicious’. Say absolutely delicious or really delicious.

   **good** (also nice especially British) [gʊd, nɪs] [adj] especially spoken pleasant to eat or drink: This is a really good pizza. I think I’ll have another slice. You can get very nice bread at Walker’s Bakery.

   **taste good/nice** This sauce tastes nice. How did you make it?

   **good – better – best**

   **tasty** /ˈteɪsti/ [adj] food that is tasty has a strong taste that you like: These sausages are very tasty – where did you buy them? I tasty apple pie

   □ Don’t confuse tasty (which is used about food) and tasteful (which is used about things such as furniture and clothes that look attractive).

   **mouth-watering** [mɔːtˈwɔːtərɪŋ] [adj] usually before noun mouth-watering food makes you feel hungry because it looks or smells very good: There was a mouth-watering selection of cakes to choose from. The mouth-watering aroma of freshly made fish soup.

4. **food that tastes bad**

   **disgusting/revolting** /ˌdɪsɡɪstɪŋ, ˈrɪvəlting/ [adj] food or drink that is disgusting or revolting has an extremely unpleasant taste: This hamburger tastes disgusting – I wonder what they put in it. It wasn’t a bad meal, but the coffee was absolutely revolting.
food that has no taste
have no taste/not taste of anything (haev nau 'teist, not 'teist ov 'entinity) What's this soup supposed to be? It doesn't taste of anything to me. | Watermelon is refreshing on a hot day but it doesn't have much taste.

bland/tasteless /blend, 'teistlas/ [adj] use this about food or drink that has no strong noticeable taste, and is not interesting or enjoyable: Food tastes very bland if you stop using salt. | a plate of tasteless, overcooked vegetables

---

food that tastes sweet
sweet 'swit [adj] food or drink that is sweet has a taste like sugar: Italian oranges are much sweeter than the ones we buy in Britain. | a cup of hot sweet tea
sugary /'ʃugəri/ [adj] very sweet or too sweet because a lot of sugar has been added: Eat fruit between meals, and try to avoid sugary snacks.

food that does not taste sweet
bitter 'bɛtər, [adj] food or drink that is bitter has a taste like the taste of strong coffee without milk or sugar, or the taste of very dark chocolate: The medicine tasted bitter and Jessie spat it out.
sour /soʊr/ [adj] something that is sour, especially fruit, has a sharp taste like a lemon: The strawberries are a little sour - you may need to put sugar on them.

savoury /'sevəri/ [adj] BRITISH savoury foods are not sweet but have the taste of meat, cheese, fish etc: You can use this herb to flavour almost any savoury dish. | As a child I didn't like sweet things, but I loved potato chips, nuts, and anything savoury.
dry /draɪ/ [adj] a dry wine is not sweet at all: We drank dry white wine with our fish. | dry sherry
dry - drier - driest

food that has a hot taste
hot /hoʊt/ [adj] food that has a hot taste seems to burn your mouth, and makes you want to drink a lot of water: Bring me the hottest curry on the menu. | The sauce had a hot peppery taste.

hot - hotter - hottest
spicy /'spэisи/ [adj] spicy food has various strong hot pleasant tastes in it: Remember, my mother doesn't like spicy food, so don't put too much ginger in it. | The meat is served with a spicy peanut sauce.
spicy - spicier - spiciest

---

TEACH

education
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see also
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---

teach /tiːʃ/ [v I/T] to help someone to learn a subject or skill, by giving them lessons or instructions, especially when this is your job: She teaches at the local high school.
teach sb I got a job teaching French and Spanish. | He was working at the technology school, teaching classes in computer programming.
teach sb sth I didn't enjoy teaching teenagers.
teach sb to sth/how to do sth Who taught you to drive? | It was my mother that taught me how to cook.
teaching - taught - have taught

train /trein/ [v T] to teach someone the practical skills and knowledge that they need to do a job: She works at the flying school, training pilots.
train sb to do sth All our staff will be trained to use the new computer system. | They had trained the dog to detect illegal drugs.
train sb in sth We train people in skills such as typing and business administration.

trained [adj] a shortage of trained medical staff

teaching /ˈteɪ̯ʃɪŋ/ [n U] the work that a teacher does, or the job of being a teacher. Andrea took some time off from teaching when her children were small.

go into teaching (=become a teacher)

What made you decide to go into teaching?

⚠️ Teaching can also be used before a noun, like an adjective: Do you have any teaching experience? I a teaching job

training /ˈtreɪniŋ/ [n U] the process of teaching people the skills that are needed for a job: The equipment can only be used by people who have had special training. I military training I a training course

someone who teaches

teacher /ˈtiːtʃər/ [n C] someone who teaches, especially someone whose job is to teach children in a school: She’s a teacher in the high school.

English/science/chemistry etc teacher

The school doesn’t have enough French teachers.

+ of a conference for high-school teachers of Spanish

a good/bad teacher I gave her some driving lessons, but I’m afraid I’m not a very good teacher.

tutor /ˈtjuːtər/ [n C] someone who gives lessons to just one student or a small group of students: When she was ill she studied at home with a private tutor. I They hired a tutor to help Carlos with his English.

instructor /ɪnˈstræktaɪr/ [n C] someone who teaches a sport or a practical skill

a swimming/driving/riding etc instructor Do you know any good driving instructors? I a ski instructor

coach /ˈkoʊtʃ/ [n C] someone who trains a person or a team in a sport, and helps them to improve their skill

a basketball/football/tennis coach a successful football coach

professor /ˌprəˈfɛsər/ [n C] a university teacher - used in Britain to mean a teacher of the highest rank, and in the US to mean any university teacher who has a higher degree such as a PhD: a linguistics professor

+ of She’s a professor of history at Oxford.

⚠️ You can also use professor as a title: Our guest speaker today is Professor Julius Weisman from the University of Chicago.

⚠️ Never use professor to mean a school teacher.

lecturer /ˈlektʃər/ [n C] British someone who teaches at a university or college: a chemistry lecturer

+ in a lecturer in economics

books, games etc that teach something

educational /ˌedʒuˈkeɪʃənl/ [adj]
educational books, games, television programmes etc are designed to help you to learn something: educational toys for 7 to 11 year-olds I a leading publisher of educational books and software
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1 television

**television/TV** /ˈtelɪvɪʃən/ [n U] the system of broadcasting pictures and sound, or the programmes that are broadcast in this way. Television brings events like the Olympic Games into millions of homes. | the educational uses of television

**watch television/TV** She just sits there all day watching television.

**on television/TV** (=shown on television) products that you see advertised on TV

**television/TV** (also **television set** formal) [n C] the box-shaped thing with a glass screen on which you watch programmes: a wide-screen TV | He was sitting on the floor in front of the television.

⚠️ You can also use television or TV before a noun, like an adjective: a television company | the television studios | a TV program

⚠️ You can say someone works in television (not ‘in TV’) when they have a job in the business of making or selling television programmes. Don’t confuse on television (you watch a programme on television) and in television (=in the television business).

⚠️ Don’t say ‘see television’. Say watch television. But you can use see to talk about a particular programme in the past: Did you see ‘Star Trek’ last night?

**telly** /ˈtelɪ/ [n C/U] BRITISH SPOKEN INFORMAL the programmes that are broadcast on television or the box-shaped thing with a screen on which you watch programmes: We’ve just bought a new telly.

**watch telly** You can watch telly after you’ve done your homework.

**on telly** (=shown on television) Is there anything good on telly tonight?

2 radio

**radio** /ˈreɪdiəʊ/ [n U] the system of broadcasting sound, or the programmes that are broadcast in this way: The story was specially written for radio.

**listen to the radio** in the evening | I usually watch TV or listen to the radio.

**on the radio** (=broadcast on the radio)
I’ve often heard that song on the radio, but I can’t think what it’s called.

**radio** [n C] the piece of electronic equipment that you listen to: Do you have a radio in your car?

⚠️ You can also use radio before a noun, like an adjective: a radio play | radio programmes | a radio station (=a company that broadcasts radio programmes).

⚠️ Don’t say ‘hear the radio’. Say listen to the radio. But you can use hear when you are talking about a particular programme in the past: Did you hear the local news today?

3 when a programme is broadcast on television or radio

**be on** /ˈbiː/ [phrasal verb 1/T] if a programme is on, you can watch it on television or listen to it on the radio, especially at a particular time: The Breakfast Show’s on between 8 and 10 in the morning. | You shouldn’t call him while the football’s on.

**be on television/TV/the radio** There’s a good concert on the radio this evening. | What’s on TV tonight?

**show** /ʃəʊ/ [v T] if a television company shows a particular programme, it makes the programme available for people to watch: Highlights of the game will be shown on Channel 5. | They’re showing ‘Dangerous Liaisons’ on Saturday night.

**showing** /ˈʃəʊɪŋ/ — showed — have shown

**broadcast** /ˈbreɪdbɔːst/ [v T usually passive] if a television or radio company broadcasts a programme, they send it out so that people can watch it on television or listen to it on the radio: The funeral was broadcast to the whole nation.

**be broadcast live** (=when an event is shown at the same time that it is happening) The whole race will be broadcast live from Monza.

**broadcasting** — **broadcast** — **have broadcast**

⚠️ Broadcast is more formal than show

TELEVISION AND RADIO continues on page 760
Technology affects nearly every area of our lives.

communication

We can talk to other people in almost any part of the world by phone, satellite, or computer.

People can also take part in teleconferencing, online discussions, or do some home shopping. But this can also mean that people may spend less time actually with their families and friends, and may spend much more time in their houses. This could have a very bad effect on local communities. Many areas of the world do not yet have the technology to take part in global communication.

vocabulary

adv ance /ədv'æns/ [n C] an advance in science or technology is when a new process is invented or something new is discovered, which makes it possible for people to do things they could not do before.

+ in Advances in medical technology have dramatically reduced the amount of time that patients spend in hospital.

automated /ətə'məntid/ using machines to do a job or industrial process: a fully automated dialling and answering system.

balance of nature /ˈbæləns əv 'neiʃən/ [n singular] the natural situation in which many different living things can exist at the same time, without one type of plant, animal etc completely destroying or being destroyed by another. Though some insects are harmful to crops, getting rid of them with pesticides may seriously upset the balance of nature.

bank account /ˈbæŋk əˈkaʊnt/ [n] an arrangement with a bank that lets you keep your money with that bank and take it out when you need it: My salary is paid directly into my bank account.

biological weapon /ˌbaɪəˈlɒdʒɪkəl 'westən/ [n C] the use of bacteria or viruses in weapons that can make people suffer from diseases which could seriously injure or kill them: a biological weapon that can infect people with a deadly genetically engineered virus.

breed /briːd/ [v T] to make animals or plants produce young in a controlled way, in order to develop new and better types: Horses are deliberately bred so that each generation can run faster, but this means their legs are thinner and lighter, and break much more easily.

cancer /ˈkænsər/ [n C] a very serious disease in which the cells in a part of the body start to grow quickly in a way that is not normal, often causing death: Her uncle died of lung cancer. | skin cancer

card crime /ˈkaːrd kraɪm/ [n U] when criminals use the information from other people’s credit cards or bank cards to steal money or to pay for goods

cashless society /ˈkæʃləs ˈsəʊsiəti/ [n singular] when no-one needs to use money in the form of coins or notes, because they can pay for everything using plastic cards.

cell /sɛl/ [n C] the smallest part of a plant, animal, or human that can exist independently. All living things are made up of cells: red blood cells | The cell divides to become two identical separate cells.
2 work
A lot of boring or complicated jobs can now be done by computers, machines, or robots instead of people. Some manufacturing processes and services are now fully automated. This can lead to high unemployment as more jobs are done by machines or computers.

and many people would rather deal with a person than with a machine.

3 cards, money and information
Smart cards can carry a lot of information on a magnetic strip, and you can sometimes use them to work electronic machines. Soon we may no longer need to use coins or banknotes, as credit cards and smart cards can be used to pay for things.

community /ˈkʌmjuːnɪti/ [n C] all the people who live in the same area: plans for a new recreation centre that will benefit the whole community
computer fraud /kəmˈpiːtər ˈfræd/ [n U] the use of computers for dishonest or criminal activities, for example using a computer system illegally to change financial records
confidential /ˌkɒnfɪˈdɛnʃəl/ [adj] information that is confidential is intended to be kept secret, for example because it includes personal details about someone: confidential documents containing information about members of staff
highly confidential (=very confidential) She was fired for giving highly confidential information to a newspaper.
credit card /ˈkrediːt kɑːd/ [n C] a plastic card given to you by a financial organization such as Visa® or MasterCard®, which you can use to buy things, and then pay the money back later. We accept all major credit cards. Isn’t he using a credit card?
thical /ˈθɪkəl/ [adj] ethical problems or questions concern difficult moral decisions, about whether or not it is right to do something that has become possible because of science: the ethical implications of using aborted foetuses for research
fertility treatment /ˈfɜːtrəl trɪˈmɛnt/ [n C/U] a type of medical treatment in which a woman is helped to become pregnant when she cannot do this naturally: There are several different types of fertility treatments available.
gene /dʒiːn/ [n C] an extremely small part of the material in a cell of a living thing, which controls the way a person, plant, or animal grows and develops. Genes are passed on from parents to children: Scientists say they have discovered a gene that causes people to be overweight as adults. Your genes determine the colour of your eyes and skin, and whether you will be tall or short.
genetic /dʒenˈeɪtɪk/ [adj] related to or caused by genes: a genetic illness (=caused by your genes or those of your parents)
gene therapy /dʒiːn ˈθɛrəpi/ [n U] a type of medical treatment that changes someone’s genes to help them get rid of a disease or cure a medical condition
genetic engineering /dʒənetɪk ɪnˈɡɪnɪəriŋ/ [n U] when scientists change the genes of a person, plant or animal in order to make it stronger, healthier, bigger, more attractive etc: As a result of genetic engineering, all the apples from this farm are

TECHNOLOGY continues on the next page
This could lead to a cashless society. But some people are worried that confidential information stored on cards, such as their medical records or bank account details might be seen or used by other people. Most people have no way of checking what personal information about themselves is stored on a smart card. There has also been a big increase in card crime and computer fraud.

**medicine**

Advances in medical science mean that many more diseases can be cured or treated than ever before. New techniques include the use of lasers in operations, and new equipment makes it possible for doctors to see what is happening inside a patient's body on a monitor.

...And there's the baby's head, Mrs Brown...

**home shopping** [noun] (həmˈʃoʊpɪŋ] [U] a service that lets you buy things without leaving your home, using a credit card and a computer, a phone, or a television: Call in at this web site for the very latest in home shopping and online services.

**laser** [ˈleɪzər] [C] a piece of equipment that produces a powerful narrow beam of light that can be used in medical operations, to cut things, and to play CDs: The hospital has just spent over £1m on new laser equipment. Later on, there was a laser and fireworks show.

**magnetic strip** [ˈmeɡənɪstɪp] [C] a dark area on a plastic card that contains information stored electronically. You cannot see this information with your eyes, but it can be read by a machine. Using the magnetic strip on the driver's license, police can instantly call up people's driving records.

**manufacturing** [ˌmænjuˈfæktʃʊərɪŋ] [U] the process or business of producing things in factories: the decline of manufacturing in the UK. The car industry has lost thousands of manufacturing jobs in the past few years.

**medical records** [ˈmedɪkal rɪˈkɔːdəz] [plur] information about someone's health and physical condition, for example what illnesses they have had, how many children they have, whether they smoke etc: The report was based on the medical records of babies born to drug addicts.

**medical science** [ˈmedɪkal səˈsauns] [U] the use of science and technology to understand and treat diseases: Medical science still cannot explain what causes cancer.

**microsurgery** [ˌmaɪkrəˈsɜːrɪdʒi] [U] a way of doing medical operations, in which doctors can repair or remove parts of the body that are so small they can only be seen with a microscope: His hand was attached again using the latest microsurgery techniques.

**monitor** [ˈmɒnɪtər] [C] a screen connected to a computer system or video camera.

**multiple birth** [ˈmʌltəpl ˈbɜːθ] [C] when a woman has three or more babies at the same time.
Organ transplants, microsurgery, and fertility treatments are now all very common. But new treatments can also mean new moral or ethical problems, for example whether people should be kept alive by machines when naturally they would have died. Some people think that fertility treatment should not be used when it might result in multiple births or if the woman receiving it is too old to have children naturally.

Other people believe that all new medical techniques should be available to anyone who wants or needs them.

Genetic engineering

Scientists can use genetic engineering to grow crops and breed animals that cannot be harmed by common diseases, and which provide more food for people to eat.

Genetic engineering or gene therapy can also be used to treat some diseases in humans, for example the cells that cause cancer can be changed. It is also possible for doctors to stop people with genetic diseases from passing them on to their children.

However, genetically engineered plants and animals are unnatural and may affect the balance of nature. Many people believe it is cruel to breed genetically engineered animals.

Biological weapons can be made that can change viruses which are normally harmless into viruses that can kill people. There may be harmful effects of genetic engineering that we do not yet know about.

Online /ənˈlaɪn/ [adj] online services, discussions, games etc take place or exist on the Internet (=the system of connections that allows computers all over the world to communicate with each other). You can get online help for all your computer problems. They provide an online library and reference service.

Radiation /ˌrædiˈeɪʃən/ [n U] a form of energy that comes especially from nuclear reactions (=when the central part of an atom is split) which is very harmful to people, animals, and plants if it is present in large amounts.

Robot /ˈrɒbət/ [n C] a machine that can move and do jobs, for example in a factory or in space. The use of robots in industry is greater in Japan than anywhere else. I a robot that does your housework for you

Satellite /ˈseɪətlaɪt/ [n C] a machine that has been sent into space and goes around the Earth, which is used for sending radio and television signals, and for other types of electronic communication.

Smart card /ˈsmɑːt kɑːrd/ [n C] a plastic card with an electronic part that records and stores information, which can also be used to pay for things, make electronic machines work etc.

Technology /tekˈnɒlədʒi/ [n U] the use of scientific knowledge and scientific discoveries to develop new machines and systems. Rapid advances in computer technology.

New technology (=computers, electronic equipment etc) At first, many businesses were slow to adapt to new technology.

Technological /tekˈnɒlədʒɪʃəl/ [adj] The steam engine was one of the most important technological developments of the 18th century.

Teleconferencing /ˌtelɪkənˈfɜːrənsɪŋ/ [n C] a way of having a meeting between people who are in different places, using video cameras and computer systems that are connected to each other.

Transplant /trænsˈplænt/ [n C] a medical operation in which an unhealthy organ is replaced with an organ from someone else's body: a heart transplant. He's in hospital waiting for a kidney transplant.

Unemployment /ˌʌnmɪˈplɔːmənt/ [n U] when people who want to work cannot get jobs: Unemployment rose steadily throughout the 1980s. Government attempts to tackle unemployment.

High unemployment (=when a lot of people do not have a job)

Virus /ˈvɜːrəs/ [n U] an extremely small living thing that can cause infectious illnesses in people: HIV, the virus that causes AIDS. A normally harmless virus that can be dangerous to very young children.
TELEVISION AND RADIO

continued from page 755

4 a television or radio programme

programme BRITISH program AMERICAN /ˈprɔgrəm/ [n C] a play, show, discussion etc that you can watch on television or listen to on the radio: a news programme.  See today’s paper for a list of TV programmes in your area.
+ on/about Programmes on gardening are very popular.

broadcast /ˈbrɒkstrəʊ/ [n C] something that is broadcast on the radio or on television, especially a speech, discussion, or news programme: The government banned all broadcasts by opposition parties.  In a nationwide TV broadcast, President Nixon explained why he was resigning.

channel /ˈtʃænl/ [n C] a particular set of programmes that is broadcast by one television company; there are usually several different channels, and you can choose which one you want to watch: the sports channel on satellite TV.  This is boring. Do you mind if I switch over to another channel?  The final episode will be shown on Channel 4 tonight.

5 programmes to entertain people

show /ʃəʊ/ [n C] a programme on television or the radio, that is intended to be entertaining or funny: the Chris Tarrant Show.  Good evening and welcome to the show.  After the show we received over 200 calls complaining about bad language.

chat show BRITISH talk show AMERICAN /ˈtʃæt ʃəʊ, ˈtælk ʃəʊ/ [n C] a programme, especially on television, in which famous people talk about themselves and answer questions about their lives, opinions etc

quiz show /ˈkwɪz ʃəʊ/ [n C] especially BRITISH a programme in which people or teams compete against each other by answering questions

game show /ˈɡeɪm ʃəʊ/ [n C] a programme on television in which people play games and answer questions in order to win prizes

A In American English, quiz show means the same as game show.

cartoon /ˈkaːtəm/ [n C] a film, especially a story for children, that is made by photographing a series of drawings of people, animals etc, so that they seem to move: a Mickey Mouse cartoon.
sitcom /'sɪtkɒm/ [n C] an amusing programme in which there is a different story each week about the same group of people; popular American sitcoms, like *Cheers* and *Roseanne*

breakfast show BRITISH morning show AMERICAN *breakfast show, morning show* [n C] a programme that is broadcast early in the morning, which includes news and regularly tells you what time it is; there are also usually songs and jokes and conversations with famous people

the weather forecast /θi ˈweðər fəˈkast/ [n singular] a short programme that tells you what the weather will be like

wildlife programme /ˈwaɪldlaɪf prəˈɡram/ [n C] a television programme about wild animals or plants

documentary /ˈdɒkjʊməntəri/ [n C] a programme that gives you facts and information about a serious subject, such as history, science, or social problems; plural documentaries

6 serious programmes to inform and educate people

the news /da ˈnjuːz/ [n singular] a programme that is broadcast several times each day, which tells you about all the important events that are happening in the world

7 a number of programmes about the same subject, the same people etc

series /ˈsɛriəz/ [n C] a set of separate programmes, each of which tells the next part of a story, or deals with the same subject: a police drama series | a series about the Russian Revolution
serial /'sɔrɪəl/ [n C] especially British: a story that is broadcast in several separate parts

episode /'epəsud/ [n C] one of the parts of a story that is being broadcast in several separate parts

8 the people on television or radio

⇒ see also actor

presenter /prɪˈzentər/ British announcer American /ˈænnəˌnɑːsər/ [n C] someone on a TV or radio programme who tells you what the programme will be about, and introduces the other people in it

host /ˈhɔst/ [n C] someone who introduces the people on a TV or radio show, especially a game show or quiz show

newsreader British anchor American /ˈnjuːzrɪdə/ /ˈɛnɔk̻ər/ [n C] someone who reads the news on TV or radio, and introduces news reports

commentator /ˌkɒməˈtenətər/ [n C] someone on television or radio who describes an event as it is happening, especially a sports game

DJ /dʒiː/ [n C] someone who plays records and talks to people on a music programme on the radio

contestant /ˈkɒntɪstənt/ [n C] a person who takes part in a competition on TV or the radio

guest /ɡest/ [n C] a famous person who is invited to appear on a show for just one programme

9 someone who watches television or listens to the radio

viewer /ˈvjuːər/ [n C] someone who watches television — used especially by people in the television business: a programme that appeals to younger viewers

listener /ˈlɪznər/ [n C] someone who listens to the radio — used especially by people in the radio business

10 equipment for recording television programmes

video British VCR especially American /ˈvɪdɪəʊ/ [n C] a machine used for recording television programmes or for showing recorded programmes or films

tape (also video British) [n C] a copy of a film or television recording on video tape. Which can be shown using a video machine

Could you video ‘The Elvis Presley Story’ for me at 8.00? Did you tape the Super Bowl?

TELL

⇒ look here for ...

• tell someone about something

• order someone to do something

SAY

↑ ADVISE

see

also

THRATEN

TALK

→ WARN

SPEAK

SECRET

A Don’t confuse say, tell, talk, and speak. You say words to someone. You tell someone facts or information about something. You talk to someone about a subject. You speak (= you say words) or you speak a language.

I to give someone information

tell /tɛl/ [v T] to give someone spoken or written information

tell sb (that) Jane told me you have a new job. She wrote to tell us that she was getting married.

tell sb sth Let’s have a cup of coffee and you can tell me all the details.

tell sb who/what/where etc just tell me what happened. This leaflet tells you how to apply for a driving licence.
tell sb about sth Have you told anyone about this?
telling - told - have told

⚠️ You must always say who you are telling. Don’t say ‘he told that he was going’. Say he told me that he was going. Don’t say ‘he told about it’. Say he told me about it.

let sb know [let (sb) ‘nɔɪ] especially spoken to tell someone something important that they need to know or want to know: If you ever need any help, just let me know.
+ about I said we’d let her know about the job by the end of the week.
let sb know sth I’ll let you know our new address as soon as I have it.
+ (that) When you get there, will you phone and let me know you arrived safely?
let sb know what/where/how etc Could you let us know what time you’ll be home?

inform [ɪnˈfɔːm] [v T] to officially or formally give someone information about something: Do you think we ought to inform the police?
inform sb of sth You should inform your bank of any change of address.
inform sb (that) I am sorry to inform you that your application has been unsuccessful.

keep sb informed [kɪp (sb) ɪnˈfɔːmd] to give someone regular information about decisions, events etc so that they know what is happening: I’ve very concerned about this, so please keep me informed.
+ of/about Some parents felt the school had not been keeping them informed about their children’s progress.
give [gɪv] [v T] to provide information about something, especially written information
give information/details/instructions etc Please give details of all your previous jobs. The handbook gave full instructions on how to change the oil.
give an account>Description/report The article gave a vivid account of life after the earthquake.
give sb information/details etc Could you give me some information on how to apply for a loan?
giving - gave - have given

break the news [briːk ə ˈnʌɪz] 
+ to After Jack’s body was found, a policewoman had to break the news to his mother.

communication [kəˈmjuːnɪkeɪʃən] [n U] when people exchange information and tell each other about their decisions and ideas: Good communication is essential in a large organization.
+ between There seems to have been a breakdown in communication between the police and the army.

⚠️ You can also use communication before a noun, like an adjective: You need good communication skills to be a teacher. I communication problems between managers and employees.

2 to publicly tell a lot of people about something

announce [əˈnaʊns] [v T] to make a public statement in order to tell people about a decision or about something important that has happened or will happen: The winner of the award will be announced at a dinner at the Sheraton Hotel.
+ (that) Lord McGowan has announced that he will retire at the end of the year.

⚠️ Don’t say ‘she announced us that ...’. Just say she announced that ...

report [rɪˈpɔːt] [v I/T] to give people news about what is happening, in newspapers, on television, or on the radio: The local newspaper has reported several cases of meningitis in the area.
+ (that) Our correspondent in Rwanda reports that conditions in the refugee camps are filthy and overcrowded.
+ on She was sent to Sidney to report on the Olympic Games.

publicize (also publicise BRITISH) [ˈpʌblikaɪz] [v T] to use the newspapers, television etc to provide information about something such as a new product or a special event, because you want everyone to know about it: She did a series of radio interviews to publicize her new book.
well publicized (=mentioned often in newspapers or on television or radio) The parade was well publicized and thousands came to see it.

publicity [paˈblisiti] [n U] when newspapers and television or radio reports attract people’s attention to particular information or events: The judge was forced to resign because of the publicity surrounding his divorce.

got/received attract publicity Princess Diana’s tour of Angola received a lot of publicity.

3 to tell someone about your feelings

confide in sb [kənˈfaid in (sb)] [phrase verb T] to tell someone you trust about personal matters which you are worried about and which you do not want anyone else to know: Maria felt she had no one she could confide in.

communicate [kənˈmjuːnikeɪt] [v I] to make your feelings or thoughts clear to other people by talking to them: Counselling may help couples to start to communicate again.

+ with She’s not very good at communicating with young people.

4 to tell something that was a secret

tell [tel] [v T] to tell someone something that should be kept secret: What did she say? Tell me!

tell sb where/what/who etc He didn’t tell me where he got this information.

tell sb about sth Don’t tell anyone about this just yet.

tell sb a secret I’ll tell you a secret – Beth has a new boyfriend!

reveal [riˈvɪl] [v T] especially written to let people know about something that was previously kept secret, especially something embarrassing: What actually happened to the gold has never been revealed.

+ (that) Markov revealed that he had once worked for the CIA.

leak [liːk] [v T] to deliberately give secret government information to a newspaper or television company: The Congressman was furious that the report had been leaked.

leak sth to sb The contents of the fax were leaked to the press.

leak [n C] The scandal began with a leak to ‘The Times’.

5 to tell the police about a crime or criminal

⇒ see also CRIME, POLICE

report [rɪˈpɔːt] [v T] to tell the police or someone in authority about a crime, an accident etc: I’d like to report a theft.

report sb to sb Sally was too scared to report the attack to the police.

inform on sb [ɪnˈfəʊm ɒn (sb)]-en- [phrasal verb T] to secretly tell the police that someone you know is responsible for a crime: He informed on his brother, who was later arrested for drug-dealing.

talk [tɑːk] [v I] to give the police information about a crime when they ask you questions about it: The suspect was questioned for six hours but refused to talk.

tip off [tɪp ˈɒf] [phrasal verb T] to secretly tell someone such as the police about a crime that is planned, so that they can prevent it.

tip off sb Someone must have tipped off the police. They were already waiting at the house.

tip sb off I wonder who tipped them off.

tip-off [n C] a piece of information, secretly given to someone such as the police, about a crime that is planned: Acting on a tip-off, customs officers searched the vehicle for drugs.

informant [ɪnˈfəʊmənt] [n C] someone who is part of a criminal group but who secretly tells the police about its activities: An informant had warned the police about the bombing.

6 to tell someone that they must do something

tell [tel] [v T] to tell someone that they must do something: “Wait here!” he told the children.

tell sb to do sth Tell her to come and see me as soon as possible!

tell sb not to do sth She told him not to phone her again.

tell sb what to do I’m sick of being told what to do by my parents.
tell sb (that) lan's teachers keep telling him that he must work harder. | The doctor told me I should give up smoking.

do as you're told! Spoken (used to tell children to obey) Do as you're told and go and wash your hands!

Don't say 'he told me to stop'. Say he told me to stop.

order /'ɔː(r)dər/ [n T] to tell someone to do something, either officially or in an angry, threatening way: 'Don't move,' he ordered.

order sb to do sth The judge ordered Timms to pay £20,000 in legal costs. | Army units have been ordered to advance towards the river.

order sb into/out of/back etc (=order them to go somewhere) She pointed her gun at him, ordering him out of the room.

order sth (=give an order that something must happen) After the plane crash, the Government ordered a full public inquiry.

ask sb to do sth [ask (sb) to 'da: (sth)] to tell someone politely but firmly to do something or to stop doing something: Mr Evans, I must ask you to come with me to the police station.

ask sb not to do sth Would you ask visitors not to park their cars in front of the entrance.

give orders/give instructions /'gɪv 'ɔː(r)dəz/ giv in'strækʃənz/ if someone such as a leader or officer gives orders or gives instructions, they tell other people exactly what they must do.

give sb orders/instructions to do sth The General has given them orders to bomb the city.

+ that We were given strict instructions that nobody should enter the building without a security card.

on sb's orders/on sb's instructions /'ɒn (sbs) 'ɔː(r)dəz/, on (sbs) in'strækʃənz/ if you do something on someone's orders, or on someone's instructions, you do it because they have officially told you to do it: On the instructions of the new military government, soldiers burned books and other documents.

acting on sb's orders/instructions (=doing what someone has told you to do) Sergeant Dean claims that he was acting on the orders of the police chief.

7 to give orders in a rude, unpleasant way

give orders around (=order sb about) British /'ɔː(r)dər (sb) 'əraʊnd/ pronunciation [phrasal verb T] if someone orders you around, they keep telling you what to do in an annoying or unfair way, and they seem to enjoy it: I hate the way she's always ordering us around. | You have no right to order the children around like that.

push sb around [push (sb) 'əraʊnd] [phrasal verb T] to tell someone what to do in a rude or threatening way: Tom was a bully who enjoyed pushing the younger kids around. | Don't let Mary push you around - she's not your boss!

bossy /'bɒsɪ/ [adj] someone who is bossy enjoys telling other people what to do, although they may not have the right to do it: Let Simon do things his way, and stop being so bossy!

8 a statement telling someone to do something

order /'ɔː(r)dər/ [n C] an official statement ordering you to do something, given by someone with the power to do this, especially a military officer: The commander's orders must be obeyed at all times. | We are still waiting for orders from HQ.

order to do sth We received an order to attack.

give (sb) an order The captain gave the order to fire.

my/your/their orders (=the orders you have been given) My orders are to give this letter to the Commissioner.

instructions /in'strækʃənz/ [n plural] a statement telling someone what they should do and how they should do it: The coach kept shouting instructions at his team.

follow/obey instructions If you had followed my instructions none of this would have happened.

instructions to do sth Scott has just received instructions to return to Washington.
on We were given strict instructions on what to do in an emergency.

### 1 Test

- look here for ...
  - a test or examination
  - a test done in order to find out about something
- if you mean ‘something that you get when you finish a course successfully’, go to **EDUCATION**

#### 1 A test of your knowledge or skill

test /test/ [n C] a set of spoken or written questions or practical activities, which are intended to find out how much someone knows about a subject or skill

spelling/reading/biology etc test Don’t forget there’s a chemistry test tomorrow.

driving test Did Lauren pass her driving test?

+ on Listen carefully, because there will be a test on this next week.

exam /ɪɡˈzæm/ [n C] an important test that you do at the end of a course of studies or at the end of the school year: How did you do in your exams?

history/French/biology etc exam We have a biology exam tomorrow, and I haven’t done any work for it yet.

entrance exam (=an exam you must pass to enter a school or university)

⚠️ You can also use exam before a noun, like an adjective: an exam paper (=the piece of paper that has the exam questions on it) | When do you get your exam results?

examination /ɪɡˈzæmən/ [n C] formal an exam: Students are not allowed to talk during the examination.

### 2 To do a test or exam

take /teɪk/ [v T] to do a test or exam: Anna will be taking her music exam in the summer. I took my driving test when I was 18.

taking ~ took ~ have taken

⚠️ Don’t confuse ‘take an exam’ (=do it) and ‘pass an exam’ (=be successful in it) Only 25% of the students who took the exam passed it.

have (also have got especially British) /hav, hav ˈɡɔt/ [v T] if you have an exam tomorrow, next week etc, you are going to do it then: I have written an essay in the morning, and an interview in the afternoon. Lucy’s got her driving test next week.

having ~ had ~ have had

### 3 To be successful in a test or exam

pass /pɑːs/ [v I/T] to achieve a good enough standard to be successful in a test
or exam: Congratulations! I hear you passed all your exams. "Did you pass?" "Yeah, I got a B."

scrape through ˌskrep 'θruː [phrasal verb I/T] to only just pass a test or exam: I didn’t do very well in Biology – I just scraped through.

scrape through sth Jim scraped through his history paper.

graduate ˈɡrædʒu:ət; [v I] to get a first degree from a university or college, or to successfully finish your studies in an American high school: After he graduated. he got a job with a law firm.

graduate from Harvard/High school/ Manchester University etc He graduated from Harvard with a degree in Economics in 1982.

graduate in Law/English/History etc She graduated in Modern Languages and got a job as an interpreter.

qualified ˈkwɔːdʒəd; ˈkwædʒəd [adj] especially British a qualified doctor, teacher, lawyer etc has passed all the exams needed to become a doctor, teacher, lawyer etc: My sister’s a qualified nurse.

get qualified How long does it take to get qualified?

fully qualified (=when you have passed all the necessary exams) She’s training to be an accountant, but she’s not fully qualified yet.

the result of an examination or school test

grade /ɡrɛd/ [n C] the letter that is put on a student’s work to show how good or bad it is: How were your grades last semester?

good/bad grade If Dan gets good enough grades he’ll get a scholarship to Michigan State.

mark ˈmɑːk/ [n C] British the number or letter that is put on a student’s work to show how good or bad it is: “What mark did you get?” “B”.

good/high mark The highest mark in the class was 75%.

bad/low mark You have to do the course again if you get low marks.

get full marks (=get the highest possible marks) I got full marks in the history test.

results ˈrɪzəlts; [n plural] arms all the marks that a student gets in a set of tests or examinations, which show whether he or she has been successful or not: His exam results weren’t very good, so he’s not sure what he’s going to do.

good results Ceri got better results than she expected.

score ˈskɔːr; [n C] American the number that shows how well or badly a student has done in an exam, especially an important exam: Test scores are falling, which means fewer kids get to college.

high/low score He’s worked so hard he’s sure to get a really high score.

5 to fail a test or exam

fail ˈfeɪl; [v I/T] to not pass a test or exam: I failed my Spanish exam three times. I “How did Chris do in his driving test?” “He failed.”

flunk ˈflæŋk; [v T] American informal to fail an exam: I thought I was going to flunk Math, but I got a C.

6 to give students a test

give sb a test ˌgɪv (sb) a test/ to make someone do a test: I hope you’ve been listening carefully, because tomorrow morning I’m going to give you a test.

+ on The French teacher gave us a test on irregular verbs, and I got 100%.

test ˈtest/ [v T] to ask someone written or spoken questions to find out what they know about a subject

test sb on sth Tomorrow you’ll be tested on the main events of the Civil War.

7 to study in order to prepare for an exam

revise British study American ˌrɪvaɪz, ˈstʌdi [v I] to spend time reading things again, making notes etc, in order to prepare for an exam: I’m not surprised you failed – you didn’t study at all!

+ for I was up all night revising for my German literature exam.

revision ˌrɪvɪʒən; [n U] British work you do to prepare for an exam: She tries to do four hours’ revision a day.

When you see ➔ go to the ESSENTIAL COMMUNICATION section.
a test on something to check it or find out about it

test [tɛst] [n C] a process that is used for finding out important information about something, for example whether a machine is working properly, whether a substance is safe, or whether someone has an illness: a simple test to show whether the alarm system is working
carry out a test/do a test Car designers do tests using wind tunnels.
+ on We carry out safety tests on all our products.
a test for sth (=to find out if something exists) There is a simple test for diabetes.
eye/blood/skin etc test (=when your eyes, blood etc are tested) All our pilots have regular eye tests.

experiment [ɪkˈspɜːrˌmænt] [n C] a scientific test to find out how something is affected when you do something to it
do/carry out/perform an experiment They are doing experiments to learn more about the effects of alcohol on the brain.
experiment on sth (=an experiment using something) experiments on animals
trial [ˈtrɪərəl] [n C] a test in which a new product, such as a drug, a weapon, or an aircraft, is used by a small number of people in order to find out if it is safe and effective.
+ of Trials of a new anti-cancer drug have begun in the US.

to do a test on something in order to check it or find out about it

do a test/experiment [dəʊ ə tɛst, ɪkˈspɜːrˌmænt] [T] Today we did an experiment with magnesium.
+ on Doctors are doing tests on Greg’s heart.
test [tɛst] [v T] to do a test on something to find out whether it works or to get more information about it: Test your brakes to check they are working correctly. I testing nuclear weapons

test sth on sb/sth These products have not been tested on animals.
test sth for sth (=to find out whether it has a substance in it) The water is being tested for signs of chemical pollution.
experiment on sth [ɪkˈspɜːrˌmənt on (stɪ)] [n C] a test using something in scientific tests in order to find out how it is affected when you do something to it: I think it’s cruel to experiment on animals.

THANK YOU

see also ə THANKING

to say thank you to someone

thank [θæŋk] [v T] to tell someone that you are pleased and grateful for something they have given you or done for you: I spent three hours helping her and she didn’t even thank me.
thank sb for sth We must write and thank Cathy for the present.
thank sb for doing sth The Governor publicly thanked the people of Arizona for supporting him during his campaign.
thanks [θæŋks] [n plural] what you say, write, or do to thank someone
letter/message of thanks He wrote me a short letter of thanks.
without a word of thanks (=without saying thank you) She got up and left without a word of thanks.

thank-you letter/thank-you note [θæŋk juːˈrɛt] (letter etc) [n C] a letter etc that you send to someone to thank them, for example when they have given you a present or when you have stayed at their house: We spent three days after the wedding writing thank-you letters for all the presents we’d had.
say thank you [sɛi əθæŋk juː] spoken to thank someone for what they have done: This little gift is our way of saying thank you to everyone who worked so hard.

When you see ə, go to the ESSENTIAL COMMUNICATION section.
when you feel that you want to thank someone

grateful [ˈɡrēfətl] [adj] feeling that you want to thank someone, especially because they have done something for you and helped you a lot: Dr. Shah has received hundreds of letters from grateful patients.

grateful to sb for sth I’m really grateful to you for all your help.

gratefully [ədəl] We gratefully accepted her offer.

Don’t confuse thankful (= happy because something good has happened or something bad has been prevented) and grateful (= wanting to thank someone).

gratitude [ɡrəˈtitjuːd] [n] when you feel grateful: I’d just like to express my gratitude for all the help I’ve received.

when someone does not thank you

ungrateful [ʌnˈɡrēfətl] [adj] someone who is ungrateful does not thank you when you do something for them, and this makes you annoyed or upset: Our children are so ungrateful! They don’t realize how much we do for them.

a place where you go to watch plays

theatre especially British theater American [ˈθɪətər] [n] C a place where people go to watch plays being performed: They’re building a new theatre in the town centre.

go to the theatre/theater (= go to a theatre to see a play) When was the last time you went to the theatre?

the plays that are performed in the theatre

play [pleɪ] [n] C a story that is written to be performed by actors in a theatre, or on the television or radio: his new play ‘Fat Men in Skirts’
see a play There's a new play on at the Leeds Playhouse that I'd like to see.

a Shakespeare play/a Brecht play etc (= a play written by Shakespeare, Brecht etc)

drama /d्रәmə/ [drama] [drama, drama] [n U] plays in general, especially when they are considered as a form of literature: the influence of Greek drama on modern playwrights; a course in 20th century American drama

the theatre BRITISH the theater AMERICAN [θiˈθɪətər] [n singular] theatres in general — use this to talk about the work of acting in plays, writing plays etc: a Hollywood actor who began his career in the theatre; a play on the TV which was originally written for the theatre

production /prəˈdɪkʃən/ [n C] a play, opera, or show performed in a theatre: a new production of 'Private Lives' at the Curren Theater

performance /pəˈfərməns/ [n C] when a play is performed: There are two performances every day, one in the afternoon and one in the evening.

3 types of play

comedy /ˈkɒmədi/ [n C/U] a play that is intended to make you laugh: a comedy starring Julie Walters and Bob Hoskins

tragedy /ˈtrædʒədi/ [n C/U] a serious play that deals with the bad, violent, or harmful side of human nature, and usually ends with the death of the main character

musical /ˈmjuːzɪkal/ [n C] a play in which the characters speak, sing, and dance to tell a story: Andrew Lloyd Webber's musical 'Cats'

opera /ˈɒpərə/ [n C] a play in which all the words are sung: Verdi's last and best opera 'Falstaff'

opera singer Luciano Pavarotti, the Italian opera singer, will be appearing tonight in Berlin.

4 people in the theatre

actor /ˈækta(r)/ [n C] someone who acts in a play

actress /ˈæktris/ [n C] a woman who acts in a play

cast /kæst/ [n singular] all the actors who act in a play: After the play, there was a big party for the cast.

a strong cast (= when all the actors in a play are very good)

director /ˈdɪrektr/ [n C] the person who is in charge of a play, and who tells the actors what to do

playwright/dramatist /ˌpleɪrɔɪt/ [n C] someone who writes plays: Ben Jonson was a 17th-century playwright.

5 to perform in a play

act /ækt/ [v I/T] to perform in a play, especially as a job: Secretly, she had always wanted to act.

well/badly acted I thought the whole play was very well acted.

be in/appear in /biː /ɪn, ə prər ɪn/ if someone is in a play or appears in a play, they act as one of the characters in it: Sir Alec Guinness will be appearing in a new play this autumn.

rehearse /rɪˈheəs/ [v I/T] if actors rehearse, or rehearse a play, they practise their words and actions so they will be ready to perform: The cast has been rehearsing all summer.

rehearsal [n C] when actors practise what they must say and do in a play

direct /dɪˈrekt, dər- / [v I/T] to be in charge of a play and tell the actors what to do: a famous production of 'A Midsummer Night's Dream', directed by Peter Hall

performance /pərˈfərməns/ [n C] the way in which an actor plays his or her part in a play — use this especially to say how good or bad the acting is

give a powerful/stunning/magnificent performance She gives a powerful performance as Amelia, the daughter.
acting  [æktn] [n U] the work or skill of performing in plays: *She has done some acting, but is best known as a model.*

The best thing about this production is the quality of the acting. | the acting profession

6 the person that an actor pretends to be in a play

character  ['kærəktər] [n C] a person in the story of a play: Many of the characters in O’Neill’s plays are based on his own family.

main character The main character is Jerome, a penniless writer living in Brooklyn.

part  [pɑːt] [n C] the words and actions of one of the characters in a play: *Hamlet* is the part that every young actor dreams of.

play the part of He played the part of Thomas More in *A Man for All Seasons*.

role  [rʊl] [n C] a character played by an actor in a play

the lead role (=the most important part) Derek Jacobi is currently playing the lead role in *Becket*.

7 what happens in a play

plot  [plɔt] [plɔːt] [n C] the events that happen in a play, and the way in which these events are connected: a complicated plot

act  [ækt] [n C] one of the parts that a long play is divided into

first act/second act etc The main character doesn’t appear until the second act.

Act 1/Act 4 etc In Act 1, Macbeth decides to kill the king.

An act is usually divided into several scenes.

scene  [sɛn] [n C] a part of a play in which there is no change in time or place: During the first few scenes of the play, Porter is shown as a vicious bully.

scene 1/scene 6 etc The queen dies in Act 5, Scene 6.

opening scene/closing scene (=the first/last scene) In the opening scene, we see Leon lying on a bench.

ending  [endɪŋ] [n C] what happens at the end of a play: a happy ending

8 objects, clothes etc that are used in the theatre

scenery  ['siːnəri] [n C] the wooden or cloth surfaces at the back and sides of the stage, which are painted to look like a house, garden, castle etc

costume  [ˈkɒstjʊm] [kɔstjuːm] [n C] the clothes worn by an actor in a play

prop  [prɒp] [prɒp] [n C] an object or piece of furniture that is used by an actor in a play

lighting  ['laɪtɪŋ] [n U] the way that lights are used to light the stage in a theatre

set  [set] [n C] the whole appearance of the stage, including the scenery, the lighting, and the way things are arranged on the stage

9 the words and noises of a play

script  [ˈskrɪpt] [n C] the words that the actors say in a play

sound effects  [sɔːnd ɪˈfɛkts] [n plural] noises made in order to create a particular effect during a play, for example the noise of a storm, a gun, or something breaking

10 describing a play

be about  [biəˈæbət] [phrasal verb T] if a play is about a person, idea, or set of events, that is the main subject of the play: It’s a play about a group of kids living in Harlem.

be set in  [bi ˈset ɪn] if a play is set in a place or period of time, the story happens in that place or during that time: The play is set in South Carolina right after the Civil War.

theme  [ˈθɛm] [n C] one of the main ideas in a play, which the writer develops though the words and actions of the actors: The main theme of *Hamlet* is revenge.
THICK

- opposite THIN
- see also WIDE/NARROW, FAT, LIQUID

1 thick

thick /θɪk/ [adj] if something such as a wall, a book, or a piece of glass is thick, there is a large distance between its two flat surfaces: It’s an old house with very thick stone walls. | The ground was covered in a thick layer of snow. | a thick slice of bread | shoes with thick rubber soles

fat /fæt/ [adj only before noun] fat
book/envelope/wallet/briefcase/cigar a book, envelope etc that is thick because there is a lot in it - use this especially as a humorous way of describing something that looks very thick: He pulled out a fat wallet stuffed with banknotes. | a man smoking a fat cigar | a big fat book

2 how thick something is

how thick /hau ˈθɪk/ The price of the glass will depend on how thick it is. | How thick is the ice on the lake?

2 cm thick/1 m thick etc (2 cm etc) thick use this to say exactly how thick something is: Cut the carrots into slices about half an inch thick. | In some places, the walls are over two metres thick.

thickness /ˈθɪknəs/ [n C/U] the distance between the opposite surfaces of a solid object or material: It’s about the same thickness as a £1 coin. | a steel plate in a range of different thicknesses
+ of Just look at the thickness of those old walls.

THIN

- opposite FAT

1 thin person

thin /θɪn/ [adj] someone who is thin has very little fat on their body: She looked pale, thin, and unhealthy. | I wish my legs were thinner.

thin - thinner - thinnest

2 thin object, layer etc

thin /θɪn/ [adj] if something is thin, there is a very small distance between its two flat surfaces: The lake was covered with a thin layer of ice. | a box made of thin plastic | a knife with a long, thin blade

Despite the cold weather, she was wearing a thin summer dress

thin - thinner - thinnest

⚠️ Don’t use thin about roads, rivers, paths etc. Use narrow: a narrow street leading down to the bay.
When someone becomes thinner

Lose weight /'luːz wiːt/ to become thinner and weigh less: The best way to lose weight is to do lots of exercise. I'm really worried about my grandmother - she's lost a lot of weight recently.

Lose 5 kilos/7 pounds etc “How's your diet going?” “Pretty well. I've lost 3 pounds this week.”

Go on a diet /'gəʊ ɒn də 'daɪət/ to eat less food than usual, or eat special combinations of food because you want to become thinner and weigh less: We're both going on a diet after Christmas.

Be on a diet “Would you like some chocolate?” “No thanks, I'm on a diet.”

---

**THING**

- See also Tool, Equipment

**1 a thing**

Thing /θɪŋ/ [n C] use this instead of the name of something when you do not need to say its name or when you do not know what it is called. You can use thing when you mean a physical object, or something such as an event, an idea, or something that someone says: What's that thing on the kitchen table? There were several things that I wanted to discuss. A strange thing happened to me yesterday. The first thing I noticed about him was that he seemed very nervous.

**something** /ˈsʌmtʃəm/ [pronoun] a thing - use this especially when you do not know what the thing is, or you have not decided yet what it will be: I need to get something for Greg - it's his birthday tomorrow. There was something floating in my coffee.

Something new/different/strange etc She told me something really funny. He wanted to get her something special. Something expensive.

**thing**

**something else** (=another thing) I've just remembered something else I wanted to tell you.

**something to eat/wear/read etc** I must have something to eat before I go out.

**or something** (=or something similar) There's a stone or a nail or something stuck in my shoe.

**object** /ˈɔːdʒɪk/ [n C] a solid thing, especially one that you can touch or hold in your hand: His foot struck a hard object, and he fell. There were many beautiful objects in the room, but the clock was really special.

**item** /ˈaɪtəm/ [n C] one of several things in a list or group of objects: things for sale, or things to be discussed: The most expensive item we bought was the washing machine. The next item on the agenda for today's meeting.

**an item of clothing/furniture/jewellery** (=one piece of clothing, furniture, or jewellery) Thieves broke into the store and stole several items of clothing.

**thing**

**several things of different types**

**thing**

**things** /ˈθɪŋz/ [n plural] use this when you are talking about two or more things of different types and you do not need to say what they are: I just threw a few things into a bag and rushed to catch the train.

**my/your/their things** spoken (=the things that you own or that you are carrying with you) Don't forget your things.

**all sorts of things** (=a lot of different types of things) They sell furniture, toys, cards - all sorts of things.

**stuff** /ʃt/ spoken informal objects or possessions of different types: I don't know how we're going to get all this stuff into the car.

**my/your/their stuff** Someone broke in and took most of her stuff.
THINK

think [θɪŋk] [v I] to think carefully about an idea, suggestion, or offer before deciding what to do
think sth over I just need a few days to think it over before I reply.
think over sth I’ve been thinking over what you said and you’re absolutely right.

1 to think about something
think [θɪŋk] [v I] to use your mind in order to solve a problem, remember something, make a decision etc: “Are you going to accept their offer?” “I’m not sure, I need more time to think.”
+ about She thought about Harry and how kind he’d been.
think carefully Think carefully before you answer her letter.
think hard (=think a lot about something important) We need to think hard about what we’re going to do in the future.
thinking – thought – have thought

consider [kənsɪdər] [v T] to think about something carefully before deciding what to do: Before buying a car you should consider the cost of insuring it.
consider doing sth Have you considered working as a journalist?

Don’t say ‘they’re considering to sell their house’. Say they’re considering selling their house.

2 to think carefully about what you are doing
pay attention [peɪ əˈtenʃən] to think carefully about what you are doing, so that you do not make any mistakes
+ to If you had been paying more attention to your driving, the accident would never have happened. | The teacher said I needed to pay attention to spelling.
concentrate [kənsɛnˈtrɪt] [kən-] [v I] to think very carefully about something that you are doing, and not allow yourself to be interrupted or to think about anything else: Turn that music down, please – I’m trying to concentrate.
+ on Katie was too upset to concentrate on her book.
concentration [kənsɛnˈtræʃən] [kən-] [n U] the ability to think about something carefully for a long time: The job requires a lot of concentration, and it’s best to be in a room on your own.
lose concentration It’s easy to lose concentration when driving for long distances.

keep your mind on sth [ˈkɪp ɪn] main on (sth) to keep thinking about what you are doing, even though you want to think about something else: Ken was worried about his daughter and found it hard to keep his mind on his work.

3 to have a particular opinion
think [θɪŋk] [v T]
+ (that) I didn’t think that the concert was very good. | We all thought that the new teacher was very nice.
what do you think of sb/sth? [=what is your opinion about them?] What do you think of my new hairstyle?
thinking – thought – have thought
Don’t say ‘I am thinking’, ‘he is thinking’ etc. Say I think, he thinks etc. I think it’s a very good movie.

believe /bɪˈliːv/ [v T] to have an opinion that you are sure is right, especially about something important such as life, religion, or politics
+ (that) Some people believe that abortion is wrong. We believe the rich should pay higher taxes.

Don’t say ‘I am believing’, ‘we are believing’ etc. Say I believe, we believe etc.

feel /fɛl/ [v T] to have a strong opinion, but one which is based on your feelings rather than on facts
+ (that) Liz’s parents feel she isn’t old enough to leave home. I just feel that I should have helped him more.
feeling – felt – have felt

Don’t say ‘I am feeling’, ‘they are feeling’ etc. Say I feel, they feel etc.

consider /kənsˈɜːd/ [v T] formal to have an opinion about something, especially after thinking about it carefully
+ (that) My client considers that she was unfairly dismissed from her job.
consider sth important/necessary, unsuitable etc The doctors considered it too dangerous to operate on him.
regard/see ‘rɪɡəd,ˈsiː; [v T] to think that someone or something is a particular kind of person or thing
be regarded/seen as sth Forty years ago television was regarded as a luxury. America was seen as the land of opportunity.
regard/see sb as sth She seemed to regard me as an enemy. She sees herself more as an entertainer than a singer.
seeing – saw – have seen

figure /ˈfiɡər/ [v T] American informal to form an opinion about something, after thinking about the situation for a while
+ (that) I figured he was too drunk to drive. Costello figured that he’d better leave before the police arrived. We figure that they must have got in through the back window.

reckon /ˈrekn/ [v T] spoken to have an opinion about something and say what it is. I think it’s quite a good idea – what do you reckon, Peter?
+ (that) They reckon the French team is better than ours.

4 to think something is true, but not be sure

think /θɪŋk/ [v T]
+ (that) I think I must have left my wallet at work. Jim says he thinks there’s something wrong with the engine.
thinking – thought – have thought

Don’t say ‘I am thinking’, ‘he is thinking’ etc. Say I think, he thinks etc.

believe /bɪˈliːv/ [v T] to feel almost sure that something is true, because you have information which makes it seem very likely
+ (that) Scientists now believe that these are the ruins of an ancient temple. Darwin had believed that humans had evolved from apes and similar animals.

Don’t say ‘I am believing’, ‘he is believing’ etc. Say I believe, he believes etc.

Believe is more formal than think.

suspect /ˈsæspekt/ [v T] to think that something is probably true, especially something bad, although you cannot prove it
+ (that) I suspect she was lying. She suspected that he had never really loved her.

Don’t say ‘I am suspecting’, ‘he is suspecting’ etc. Say I suspect, he suspects etc.

have a feeling (that) /ˈhæv əˈfɛlin/ (dot) to think that something is true, although you do not have a definite reason to think this: He had a feeling he’d been there before. I had a feeling that Ruby didn’t really want to talk to me.

get the impression (that) /ɡet əˈɪmprɛʃən/ (dot) to start to think that something is true because of what you have noticed about a situation: I get the impression that it’s a very good company to work for. We got the impression that most of the people at the party were students.
5 what you say when you think something is true but you are not sure

think /θɪŋk/ [v T] (that) I thought you were at work. What's wrong? Are you sick? She wore a lot of make-up to make them think that she was older.

be under the impression (that) Your mother seems to be under the impression that you want to marry Sophie. I had always been under the impression that all Americans were rich.

6 to wrongly think that something is true when it is not true

think /θɪŋk/ [v T] + (that) I thought you were at work. What's wrong? Are you sick? She wore a lot of make-up to make them think that she was older.

imagine /ɪˈmeɪdʒ/ [v T] to have an idea in your mind about something, which is in fact the wrong idea
+ (that) Many people imagine that writers have glamorous and exciting lives.

you're/he's imagining it "I think she doesn't like me." "No - you're imagining it."

7 to think something is probably not true

don't think /daʊnt ˈθɪŋk/ + (that) I don't think there'll be many people at the party.

don't think so (say this to answer 'no' to a question) "Is there any coffee left?" "No. I don't think so."

doubt /daut/ [v T] to think that something is probably not true or will probably not happen

doubt if/whether He doubted whether anyone would believe his story.
+ (that) I doubt we're going on vacation this year.

doubt it (say this when you think that something is probably not true or will probably not happen)

Don't say 'I'm doubting it'. Say I doubt it.

I'd be surprised if /aid bi: saˈprəzd/ if (say this when you think that
something is very unlikely to happen or to be true. I'd be surprised if Ronnie gets the job – he just doesn't have the right experience.

8 to decide that something is true, although you have no proof

the idea of sth (s)h what you think about something that might happen to you. For example whether it would be good or bad. I've never liked the idea of being a father. The idea of working from home is very attractive to many people.

assume ə'sɔməs to think that something is true although you have no proof

+ (that) I just assumed that the woman standing next to Jack was his wife. I assume you all know what you're supposed to be doing today.

take it for granted (that) ‘grant’ed (ə'grænt) ‘grænt’d to believe that something is true without ever thinking that it might not be – use this especially when in fact you are wrong. I'm sorry. I just took it for granted that the tickets were free. Nowadays you take it for granted that everyone has a phone.

presumably pri'zju:məbl to say that it is likely that something is true. based on what you know about it. The film was presumably intended for an American audience. Where's the money for all these wonderful reforms coming from? “The taxpayers, presumably.”

9 to have an idea or thought in your mind

think əθink to have an idea or thought in your mind. especially one that appears suddenly. I kept thinking. “What if someone saw me come in?”

+ of I've just thought of a really good idea. Has she thought of any names for the baby? We're trying to think of a good place for a picnic.

think (that) I thought that I might go to see 'Braveheart' tonight.

thinking – thought – have thought

have an idea ə'hai v an idəʊ to think of an idea about something: I've had an idea. Why don't we buy her a book about gardening? Let me know if you have any good ideas.

thought əθɔt [n C] something that you think of. She told him all her most secret thoughts.

have a thought I've just had a thought – why don't we ask Judith?

+ about Have you had any thoughts about what you are going to do after university?

the thought (that) He couldn't bear the thought that his wife was lying.

sb's first thought (=the first thing that someone thinks) My first thought was that he had been taken away by the police.

cross sb's mind əkros (sb)əs mend if a thought crosses your mind. you think about it, but only for a short time because you do not want to believe it or think about it: Leave him? Well actually that thought had crossed my mind.

it crossed sb's mind (that) It crossed her mind that maybe Jo was right.

it never crossed my mind “Did you think he was lying?” “No. It never crossed my mind.”

10 to think about something too much

be obsessed əθə'bæst to keep thinking about something all the time. so that you find it difficult to think about anything else.

+ with/ by writers who seem obsessed with sex

obsession ə'bæʃən [n C] a very strong, continuous interest in a particular thing or person. which stops you thinking about anything else: All they ever talk about is food – it's becoming an obsession.

+ with the British obsession with class

can't get sb/sth out of your mind ə'kænt get (sb/sth) əut av jəz itənman to be unable to stop thinking about someone or something. even when you do not want to think about them: He'd only seen the girl once but he couldn't get her out of his mind.
THREATEN

to say you will harm someone if they do not do what you want

CRIME ⇐ HURT/INJURE

see also SHOOT ⇐ VIOLENT

KILL ⇐ CRUEL

1 to threaten someone

threaten [ˈθretn] [v T] to tell someone that you will hurt them or cause serious problems for them if they do not do what you want

threaten to do sth When they found out he was an American, the soldiers threatened to kill him. | Every time we have a quarrel, she threatens to leave me.

threaten sb with a knife/a gun etc After threatening the manager with a knife, he stole £300 and ran off.

threaten sb with violence/jail/legal action etc (=say you will hurt someone, put them in prison etc) I was threatened with jail if I published the story.

threaten sb Then he started threatening me, and saying that my family might get hurt.

blackmail [ˈblækmeɪl] [v T] to force someone to give you money or do what you want, by threatening to tell embarrassing secrets about them: Gina tried to blackmail him by threatening to tell his wife about their affair.

blackmail sb into doing sth The FBI blackmailed her into informing on the other members of the gang.

intimidate [ɪnˈtɪmɪeɪt] [v T] to try to make someone do what you want by behaving in a way that makes them feel afraid: He’s being kept in jail until the trial so that he can’t intimidate any of the witnesses.

intimidate sb into doing sth Some voters say they were intimidated into supporting the government.

2 words or actions that threaten someone

threat [θret] [n C] when you tell someone that you will hurt them or cause serious problems for them if they do not do what you want

make threats against sb Threats have been made against the judge who is investigating the case.

death threat (=when someone threatens to kill you) She’s decided to leave Hollywood because of the death threats.

carry out a threat (=do what you threatened to do)

receive a threat Black families in the area have received threats from right-wing extremist groups.

threatening [θretɪnɪŋ] [adj] threatening words or actions are intended to make someone feel afraid, so that they do what you want: ’You listen to me!’ His voice was threatening.

threatening letter/phone call Before the attack I’d received several threatening phone calls.

intimidation [ɪnˈtɪmɪdæʃən] [n U] when you try to make someone do what you want by making them feel afraid: Grugel used intimidation and violence to get money from local restaurant owners.

blackmail [ˈblækmeɪl] [n U] when you force someone to give you money or do what you want, by threatening to tell embarrassing secrets about them: They demanded $10,000 for the photos – I knew it was blackmail, but what could I do? | Bates got a 5-year jail sentence for blackmail.

THROW

if you mean ‘throw something away because you do not need it’, go to GET RID OF

1 to throw something

throw [θraw] [v T] to make something fly through the air by moving your arm quickly and letting it go

throw sth on/onto/across/down etc Wallace stood on the beach, throwing stones into the waves.
throw sth at sb (=when you want to hit them) She was so angry that she threw the pan straight at my head.

throw sb sth (=when you want someone to catch something) "Got a light?" Carrie threw him a box of matches.

throwing – threw – have thrown

toss /tɔs/ to throw something, especially in a careless, relaxed way
toss sth on/into/at etc Debbie tossed her purse onto the counter.
toss sb sth Could you toss me that pack of cigarettes?

chuck /tʃæk/ informal to throw something, especially in a careless way
crack sth on/into/at etc Tom took off his jacket and chucked it on the bed.
chuck sb sth (=throw something to someone) Could you chuck me that book?

hurl /hɜːr/ to throw a heavy object in a violent way, especially because you are angry
hurl sth at sb (=when you want to hit them) Some demonstrators began hurling bricks at the police.
hurl sth into/out of/across etc He picked up his chair and hurled it across the room.

flip a coin (also toss a coin British) /flɪp ə kɔɪn, ˈtɒs ə kɔɪn/ to throw a coin up into the air and watch which side it falls on, so that you can make a decision about something: We couldn't decide which movie to go to, so in the end we just flipped a coin.

pass /pɑːs/ to throw the ball to another player in your team, in a game in which the ball is moved by hand
+ to Johnson passes to White, White passes to Eliot, and Eliot scores!

pass the ball to sb The quarterback passed the ball to Olson, who ran in for a touchdown.

pitch /pɪtʃ/ to throw the ball when you are playing baseball so that someone from the other team can try to hit it with the bat: It was Corgan's turn to pitch.
+ to He pitched to 8 batters before leaving the game.
bowl /bʊl/ to throw the ball when you are playing cricket so that someone from the other team can try to hit it with the bat
+ to Cork is bowling to Waugh.

throw /θrəʊ/ to throw a ball when you are playing a sport or game: He threw the ball as hard as he could.

throw the ball to sb (=so that they can catch it) Cromartie catches the ball and throws it back to the pitcher.

throwing – threw – have thrown

TIDY

neatly arranged, with everything in the right place

opposite UNTIDY

see also CLEAN

TIDY place/room

tidy /ˈtaɪdi/ a tidy place, room, desk etc looks nice because everything is neatly arranged and in the right place: Andrew's
apartment is always so tidy. I try and keep your bedroom a bit tidier.
clean and tidy We spent the morning getting the whole house clean and tidy.
tidy - tidier - tidiest
tidily [adv] She put her things away tidily in the closet.

neat init [adj] carefully arranged or carefully shaped in a way that is nice to look at, with straight lines and clear edges. He put his clothes in a neat pile on the bed. Mrs Woodie cut the sandwiches in neat squares. Rows of white houses with neat little lawns.
neat and tidy Be sure to leave everything neat and tidy.
neatly [adv] All the books were neatly arranged on the shelves.
immaculate 'ɪməkjuːlət [adj] extremely clean and tidy. She keeps the house immaculate - everything's beautifully clean and tidy.

2 to make a place tidy
tidy - taidi [v T] to make a room, desk, or drawer tidy. Tidy your bedroom and then you can go out. I must tidy my desk before I leave.
tidying - tidied - have tidied

tidy up - taidi ʌp [phrasal verb I/T] BRITISH to make a place tidy by putting everything back in its right place and removing things that you no longer need: I haven't had time to tidy up yet.
tidy up sth We have to tidy up the house before my parents come to visit.
tidy sth up The garden looked much better after we'd tidied it up.

straighten/straighten up stretn. - stretn ʌp [v T] especially american to make a place tidy by putting things in the right place or arranging them neatly: I spent half an hour straightening the living room. Hogan straightened the pile of papers on his desk.
clean up - klin ʌp [phrasal verb I/T] especially american to make a place tidy and clean by putting things away and removing dust or dirt.
clean sth up/clean up sth Sloan said he had to clean up the house before his in-laws arrived.

clear up - klar ʌp [phrasal verb I/T] british to get rid of all the things that are making a place dirty or untidy: Who's going to clear up after the party?
clear up sth/clear sth up Clear up the mess you left in the kitchen! It'll take ages to clear this up.
clear up after sb (= tidy a place after someone else has made it untidy) I spend my life clearing up after the children.

3 tidy person

tidy - taidi [adj] especially british someone who is tidy always likes to keep things neat and in their right place: Neither she nor Nick were particularly tidy at home. I a tidy man who hated messy people.
tidy - tidier - tidest

neat - nit [adj] american someone who is neat always likes to keep things in their right place: I've never been very neat but my husband is just the opposite.
immaculate - 'ɪməkjuːlət [adj] looking perfectly neat and clean, because you take a lot of care about your clothes, your hair etc: Emma always looks immaculate. James was wearing an immaculate white shirt.

4 tidy work/writing

neat - nit [adj] work or writing that is neat has been done very carefully: Gina has very small neat handwriting.

TIE/UNTIE

- see also FASTEN

1 to fasten things together, using rope, string etc
tie - tai [v T] to join one thing to another using rope, string, wire etc.
tie sth to/around/onto sth Don't forget to tie this label onto your suitcase. The washing line was tied to a tree. Saul tied one end of the rope around a large rock and lowered himself over the cliff.
tie a package/parcel (= keep it closed by putting string or rope around it)
tying - tied - have tied
to prevent someone escaping by tying rope around them
tie up (tai ʌp) [phrasal verb T] to tie someone’s arms and legs with rope so that they cannot move
tie sb up The soldiers tied them up and beat them.
be tied up Mrs Bennett had been tied up and left in the back of a van.
tie tai [v T] to prevent someone from escaping by tying them with rope etc
tie sb to sth The terrorists tied the hostages to their chairs.  She turned and tied her to a tree.
tie sb’s hands/feet together The kidnappers had tied his hands together and blindfolded him.
tying – tied – have tied

Don’t say ‘they tied him’. Say they tied him up, they tied him to the chair etc

to remove string or rope from something
undo (ʌndu) [v T] to remove the string or rope from something so that it is no longer held together: I can’t undo the string!  She undid the ribbon and let her hair fall over her shoulders.
undoing – undid – have undone
untie (ʌnti) [v T] to remove or unfasten the string or rope that joins one thing to another: Someone had untied the boat and it floated away.  It was several hours before anyone found me and untied me.
untying – untied – have untied

TIGHT

opposite loose

tight clothes
tight tait [adj] tight clothes or shoes are only just big enough for you to wear, and they are often uncomfortable: This skirt is far too tight.  Tight shoes

skintight (ˈskintait) [adj] skintight clothes are very tight and fit exactly to the shape of your body, especially in a way that looks sexually attractive: skintight jeans

tight tait [adj] rope, wire, cloth etc that is tight has been pulled or stretched as far as possible so that it is straight or it cannot move: If the straps aren’t tight enough, the saddle might slip.  Drive forward slowly until the towing rope is tight.
taut (ˈtɔt) [adj] taut stretched very tight – use this with these words: rope/string/skin/muscles: The skin of her face felt dry and taut.  Rambo crouched, his muscles taut and ready for action.

fastened tight
tight tait [adj] a screw, lid, cover etc that is tight has been firmly fixed and is difficult to move: Check that the screws are tight.  The lid’s really tight; I can’t open it.
firmly fa’mli [adv] if something is firmly closed or fixed, it has been closed or fixed so that it cannot move: Make sure that you put the cork back firmly in the bottle.  The posts must be fixed firmly in the ground.
securely səkju’reli [adv] if something is securely fastened or fixed, it has been carefully fastened or fixed so that it will not move or open, in order to prevent accidents: We made sure that our bags were securely fastened to the roof of the car.

to make something tight
tighten tain [v T] to make something tight, either by fastening it firmly so that it cannot move, or by pulling it until it is tight tighten a screw/bolt (=by turning it) Tighten the screws gradually until the wheel is firmly in place.
tighten a rope/belt/string etc You can tighten your seat belt by pulling it at this end.
pull sth tight pul (sth) tait to pull a string, rope etc hard, so that it becomes
tight: Brian wrapped some string around the package and pulled it tight. | Pull the laces tight and tie them firmly.

**stretch**  
[stretʃ] [n T] to pull a piece of rope, cloth, rubber etc so that it becomes tight, making it slightly longer than it normally is: Stretching the cord to its fullest extent, she carried the phone to the other end of the room.

**stretch sth over/between etc** First, stretch the canvas over the frame.

---

**TIME**

if you mean ‘spend time’, go to **SPEND 6**

1 time that can be measured in hours, days etc

time  
[taɪm] [n U] what we measure in hours, days, years etc: How much time do we have for the test?

**spend time** (=use your time doing something) I’d like to spend more time with my family.

time goes by/passes  
The time passed very slowly when I was in prison. | As time went by, things started to improve.

2 a time when something happens

time  
[taɪm] [n C] a specific time when something happens or someone does something: It’s my favourite film – I’ve seen it five times.

+ (that) It was the only time I saw her lose her temper.

time when  
Do you remember the time when Dad lost the car keys?

every/each time  
Every time I meet her she asks me about the children.

next/last/this time  
Give us a call next time you’re in town. | Last time I saw him he was driving a Porsche. | We’ll do the test again, and this time you can use a calculator.

the first/second/third time  
Is this the first time you’ve played pool?

occasion  
[əˈkɛsən] [n C] FORMAL a time when something happens

on an occasion Hamilton visited Paris twice that year, and on both occasions he stayed at the Ritz. | She had met Zahid on a previous occasion.

moment/point  
[ˈməʊmənt, ˈpɔɪnt] [n C] an exact time when something happens, during a longer process or series of events: The play went well, apart from one embarrassing moment when I dropped my cup. | At several points during the meeting Adler threatened to walk out.

at this point/at that moment etc  
At that moment there was a knock on the door. | At this point the surgeon realized that things were going wrong.

3 what hour of the day something happens

time  
[taɪm] [n C/U] the particular minute or hour of the day when something happens or someone does something

+ of a notice giving the dates and times of the final examinations

what time  
What time did you get up this morning?

lunchtime/dinnertime  
(=the time when you have a meal)

4 asking what time it is

ask sb the time/ask sb what time it is  
[ɑsk sb tə ˈtaɪm, ɑsk (sb) wnt tə ˈtaɪm]  
ask-/- to ask someone to tell you the time: I’d forgotten my watch, so I had to ask someone the time. | Go and ask Dad what time it is

Q what time is it? (also what’s the time? British)  
[wət ˈtaɪm iz it, wəts də ˈtaɪm]  
spoken say this to ask someone you are with to tell you the time

Q have you got the time? British  
[əˈveɪ ju ˈɡt də ˈtaɪm, ə ju ˈveɪ də ˈtaɪm]  
got-/- spoken say this to ask someone the time, when you do not know whether they have a watch: Excuse me, do you have the time?

When you see 10, go to the

ESSENTIAL COMMUNICATION section.
5 telling someone the time

it's five o'clock /ɪts fɛɪv ˈoʊklʌkt/ (also it's a quarter to five
American) /ɪts fɛɪv ˈkwɔrtər tu fɛɪv/ (also it's a quarter after five
British) /ɪts fɛɪv ˈkwɔrtər ɑr tu ˈfɛɪv/ (also it's half past five
British) /ɪts fɛɪv ˈhɑːlf ˈpæst ˈfɛɪv/ (also it's half past five
American) /ɪts fɛɪv ˈhælf ˈpæst ˈfɛɪv/ (also it's half past five
British) /ɪts fɛɪv ˈhælf ˈpæst ˈfɛɪv/

6 how to say when something happened or will happen

at /æt/ (prep) use this with hours and minutes of the day, special holidays, or the beginning or end of a period of time

at six o'clock/half-past four/midnight/lunchtime He starts work at 10, and finishes at 6:30.
at Christmas/Easter/New Year We get a week's holiday at Easter.
at the end/the beginning Frank joined the navy at the beginning of the war.

on /ɒŋ/ (prep) use this with particular days: We have a test on the first day of each month.
on Monday/Tuesday/Friday evening etc We're going out to dinner on Friday.
on August 12th/March 2nd etc She was born on May 12th, 1913.
on my birthday/their wedding day It rained on our wedding day.

in /ɪn/ (prep) use this with parts of the day, particular years or particular months, and seasons of the year
in the morning/afternoon/evening I'm usually too tired to cook a meal in the evening. I went to bed at 3 o'clock in the morning.
in 1892/1997 etc In 1996 the Olympic Games were held in Atlanta.
in January/February/the autumn etc I came to England in the summer of 1995.

⚠ Don't use at, on or in before these words when talking about time: next, last, that, this. Say I'm leaving next Wednesday/this afternoon etc (not 'on next Wednesday' etc), or she left last January/that morning etc (not 'in last January' etc).

⚠ In American English, you can say Mondays, nights, evenings, weekends etc, without a preposition, when you mean 'every Monday', 'every night' etc: Weekends, I stay with my parents.

ago /əˈɡoʊ/ (adv) use this to say how far back in the past something happened
5 minutes/5 hours/100 years ago Michael left the office 20 minutes ago.
a long/short time ago I met your father once, a long time ago.
a minute/a moment ago I had my keys a minute ago, and now I can't find them.
in [preposition] use this to say how much time will pass before something happens
in an hour/in three days etc Closed for lunch. Back in one hour. In three days we'll be going off to Italy.
in an hour's time/100 years' time etc (=in the future, an hour from now, a hundred years from now etc) You'll be feeling much better in a month's time.

7 within a period of time
during /ˈdjuərən/ [preposition] at one point in a period of time, or through the whole of a period of time: Henry died during the night. She has seen many changes during her life. This place was used as an air-raid shelter during the war. Foxes remain hidden during the day.

Don't confuse during and for. Don't say 'I studied French during 5 years'. Say I studied French for 5 years. Use for to say how long something continues.

in [in/ [preposition] between the beginning and end of a period of time: They painted the whole house in a single day.
in the last few months/in the next ten minutes etc You should get a reply in the next few weeks.
within /ˈwɪnən/ [preposition] during a period or before the end of a period – use this to emphasize that it is a short or limited period of time: There have been five serious accidents within the last few days. If we do not hear from you within 14 days, we will contact our solicitors.

by [baɪ/ [preposition] if something happens by a particular time, it happens at some time before that time: If she's not back by 10 o'clock, I'm calling the police. By Christmas, our money problems had become much worse.

8 all through a period of time
through /θruː/ [preposition] during the whole of a period of time, continuing until the end: The party continued through the night until dawn.
all through/throughout /ɔːl θruː, θruːt/ [preposition] through – use this to emphasize that something continues from the beginning to the end of a long period: It closes down all through the winter, and opens again in April. Throughout her career she has worked hard and maintained high standards.
allday/all morning/all week etc /ɔːl (day etc)/ through all of the day, the morning, the week etc – use this especially when the day, morning etc has not finished yet: We've been travelling around all week. I haven't seen Sara all day – where is she?
all the time/the whole time /ɔːl ðə 'taim, ðə 'hul taim/ through the whole of a period of time – use this especially to talk about something unpleasant or annoying that happens + (that) I was miserable all the time you were away. The whole time we were there he never said thank you, not once!

9 between two times
between /bɪ'twɪzn/ [preposition] in the time between two times or events: This house was built sometime between 1930 and 1935. We usually go and see Jan's parents between Christmas and the New Year.
meanwhile/in the meantime /ˈmiːwəl, in ðə 'miːntɪm/ [adv] during the time between now and a future event, or between two events in the past: The doctor will be here soon. In the meantime, try to relax. The plane will be ready soon. Meanwhile, please wait in the departure lounge.

10 how long something continues, someone waits etc
how long /haʊ lɔŋ/ [noun] use this to ask about or talk about how many minutes,
hours, days, or years something continues 
for. How long have you lived here? I didn’t know how long the operation would take.

for /fɔːr/ [prep] use this to say how long something continues
for an hour/two days/a long time etc It rained continuously for three days. We talked for a while. Eggs should stay fresh for a week or two.

until (also till especially spoken) /əntɪl, ən-till/ [prep/conj] if something happens until or till a time or event, it continues and then stops at that time or event: David worked as a teacher until 1989. I’ll be at home until 5.30 if you want to phone me. She polished the car until it shone. I didn’t learn to drive until I was 31. The library’s only open till five on Saturdays. Just wait till I’ve finished my coffee.

from ... until ... /frəm ... əntɪl .../ use this to say that something starts happening at one time or event and continues until another time or event: We worked from nine in the morning until late at night. Max edited the paper from 1950 until he retired in 1989.

from ... to ... /frəm ... tu .../ use this to say that something starts at a particular time and stops at a later time:
from May to September/from 9am to 5pm etc The hotel is open from March to October. Eisenhower was President from 1952 to 1956.

through /θruː/ [prep] May through September/ Monday through Friday etc American starting in May and continuing until September, starting on Monday and continuing until and including Friday, etc: The store is open Monday through Saturday.

Monday–Friday/6:00–8:00 written starting on Monday and continuing until and including Friday, starting at 6 o’clock and continuing until 8 o’clock etc – used on signs and notices: Visit the exhibition of modern art, open every day, 9:30-6:00. A special fishing licence is required for the season (May–September).

11 how long something has been happening

Don’t confuse for and since. Use for with periods of time: I’ve been waiting here for 25 minutes. We’ve lived here for six years. Use since with the date, time, year etc when something started: I’ve been waiting here since 7 o’clock. I’ve lived here since 1991/since my husband died.

for /fɔːr/ [prep] during the whole of a period of time until now: Omar’s been learning English for two years now. I haven’t phoned my mother for over a week.

since /sɪns/ [prep/conj/adverb] all the time from a time or event in the past until now: I’ve had this car since 1992. Graham’s become a lot more confident since he finished his training. I saw her this morning, but I haven’t seen her since.

since then He arrived in Hollywood back in 1952. Since then he’s appeared in over 100 movies.

ever since (= since a time or event a long time ago) I read that poem when I was at school, and I’ve remembered it ever since. She’s been interested in animals ever since she was a little girl.

Don’t say ‘I lived here since 1985’ or ‘I live here since 1985’. Say ‘I’ve lived here since 1985.’ Always use a verb in the perfect tense with since.

12 to happen over a period of time

last /laːst/ [o] to continue happening for a period of time: No-one knows how long the war will last.
+ for/until The hot weather lasted for almost six weeks.

last 2 hours/all day/a long time etc Each lesson lasts an hour. A storm that lasted all night
not last long Tanya’s bad mood didn’t last long.

take /teɪk/ [v T] if something takes two minutes, six months etc, that is the time needed to do it
take 2 hours/6 months etc The drive takes three hours.
it takes (sb) 2 hours/6 months etc to do sth It often takes several months to get a visa.  
It only took us half an hour to get here.  How long did it take to get here?
taking – took – have taken

13 a period of time

period /ˈpərɪd/ [n C] especially written a particular length of time with a beginning and an end: You shouldn’t sit in front of a computer screen for long periods without a break.
period of time The work had to be completed within a limited period of time.
a ten-day/three-year etc period The money can be paid back over a five-year period.
a period of 3 weeks/2 years etc The project will last for a period of 2 years.
time /ˈtaɪm/ [n singular] a period of time – use this especially to talk about a period in the past, or when you are not saying whether the period was long or short: Bill had lost his job, and it was a difficult time for him.  I really enjoyed my time at university.
during that time He played for Barcelona for four years, and during that time they won two major competitions.
for a time He chatted to us for a time, then left.
after a time After a time, I began to feel more relaxed.
a while /əˈwail/ a period of time – use this when you do not want to say definitely how long the period is: You’ll have to wait a while. We’re very busy.  He lived in Japan for a while.
a little while I spoke to Ken a little while ago and he seemed fine then.
a long while For a long while, she sat and stared out of the window.
some time /səm ˈtaɪm/ a period of time, especially a fairly long period: Roach died yesterday. He had been suffering from cancer for some time.  Some time later, we all met again.  Of course, all this happened some time ago.

14 a long time
a long time /ə ˈlɒŋt/ They’ve been married for 30 years – that’s a long time.  The house has been empty for a long time.  The accident happened such a long time ago that I can’t remember much about it.
a very long time It’s very well built and should last for a very long time.

times /tɪmz/ [plural] spoken, especially British a very long time: I’ve been standing here for ages.  It’s ages since we saw Mark.  It takes ages to get to Glasgow by bus.
hours/weeks/years many hours, weeks, or years and much longer than you think it should be: My wife had to wait for hours at the hospital.  It’ll take them years to repair all the damage.

15 a short time

a minute/a moment /əˈmɪnɪt/ a moment [n singular] a very short time: Helen was here a minute ago. You’ve just missed her.  Can I show you something?  It’ll only take a minute.  Luke thought for a moment and then said: ‘Would you like to come too?’
a second (also a sec informal) /əˈsekənd, əˈsek/ spoken a very short time – use this especially when asking someone to wait for a short time: Just a second – I think it’s on the desk upstairs.
not long /nɔt lɔŋ/ a short time: “How long will it take?” “Oh, not long – just a couple of hours.”  His book was published not long after he died.
a bit /ə ˈbɪt/ [n singular] British spoken a short time: Wait a bit. I’ve nearly finished.  Do you mind looking after the kids for a bit while I go out?

16 at the same time as something else

at the same time /ət də ˈseɪm taim/ Charlie and I arrived at the same time.
+ as I arrived at the same time as Charlie.  You must have been at Harvard at the same time as I was.
at once /ət ˈwʌns/ if two or more things happen at once, they happen at the same
time, and this is annoying or it causes problems: I can’t understand what you’re saying when you both talk at once. The problem with my job is that I have to do several things at once.

**just in time** (=almost not in time) You’re just in time, Jill. We were about to leave without you.

**+ for** You’ve arrived just in time for the start of the game.

**in time to do sth** Luckily, we still got to the airport in time to catch the plane.

**punctual** She punctual someone who is punctual arrives at the time that was arranged, and does not come late. It’s very important to be punctual for appointments.

**punctually** adverb The guests arrived punctually at 8 o’clock.

**the right or wrong time to do something**

**the right time** /'ri:taɪm/ the best time to do something, when you are most likely to get the result that you want.

**the right time to do sth** It seemed like the right time to start planning something new. I don’t think it’s the right time to tell Jeff.

**come at the right time** (=happen at a time when you need it) I lost my job last month, so this offer has come at just the right time.

**the wrong time** /'raʊtataɪm/ a time when you should not do something, because you will probably not be successful.

**the wrong time to do sth** I think this is probably the wrong time to ask for a pay increase.

**come at the wrong time** (=happen at a time that is likely to cause problems) These economic problems have come at the wrong time for the Republican Party.

**a good time** /'gud taim/ a suitable or convenient time. I’d like to come on Saturday – would that be a good time?

**a good time to do sth** Now is a good time to start applying for jobs. When would be a good time to have a meeting?

**a bad time** a bad time an unsuitable or inconvenient time when there are a lot of other problems: She called at a really bad time – I had just started my homework.

**a bad time to do sth** It’s a bad time to be trying to sell your house.

**while something else is happening**

**while** /waɪl/ during the same period of time that something is happening: I bought a magazine while I was waiting for the train. I’ll just make a phone call while you finish the dishes.

**meanwhile** /ˈmiːnwaɪl/ while something else is happening: Bill was upstairs, talking on the phone. Meanwhile, a burglar had broken in downstairs.

**not too late**

**on time** /oʊˈtaɪm/ if you do something on time, you do it at the arranged time, not too late: I’m never going to finish this work on time!

**be on time** The meeting starts at 10 a.m. – try to be on time.

**right on time** (=exactly at the correct time) The train arrived right on time.

**in time** /ɪnˈtaɪm/ before it is too late: If I get home in time, I’ll take you swimming.
20 the time when something is planned to happen

time /taim/ [n C] the time when something is planned to happen

the time of sth The letter doesn’t give the time of the meeting. | This leaflet lists the dates and times of all the concerts.

opening/closing/arrival time The plane’s estimated arrival time is 19:45.

date /dæt/ [n C] the day when something is planned to happen: We need to arrange a date for the next meeting. | What date is the wedding?
+ of June 9th is the date of the European elections.

timetable /ˈtɪmətɪbəl/ [n C] a list that shows the times when something will happen, for example when planes or buses leave, or when classes at school take place: Teachers will be giving out copies of the new timetable in the first class today. | The schedule’s on the bulletin board.

+ of I want a schedule of flights from Boston to New York.

schedule /ˈskeɪdʒul/ [n C] a detailed plan of activities that have been organized, showing for example the times when someone will do something, or the times when activities will start and finish: The President’s schedule includes a two-day visit to St Petersburg.
+ for Do you have a schedule for the tour?

ahead of/behind schedule (=earlier or later than was planned) The work is already behind schedule.

timetable /ˈtɪmətɪbəl/ [n C] a plan that shows when parts of an important and long process, especially a political one, will happen.

+ for The minister announced a timetable for the discussions.

21 when you have enough time

have time /hæv ˈtʌmi/ to have enough time to do something: Could you go and see Jean if you have time?

have time to do sth We’re so busy at work that I hardly have time to eat.
+ for Do you have time for a drink?

there is time /ˈðeər ɪz ˈtʌmi/ use this to say that there is enough time available to do something or to go somewhere: I thought we could go to the museum, and maybe an art gallery too if there’s time.

there is time for sth/time to do sth If we leave now, there should be time for a little shopping.

find time/make time /fɪnd ˈtʌmi, maɪk tʌmi/ to arrange your plans so that you have enough time to do something, because you think it is important.
+ for I’m really busy but I try to make time for my family.

find/make time to do sth a nurse who always finds time to talk to her patients

22 when you do not have enough time

not have time/have no time /nɒt hæv ˈtʌmi, hæv ˈnaʊ ˈtʌmi/ to not have enough time to do something: I can’t talk now – I don’t have time.

+ to do sth She had to leave immediately – she had no time to explain why.
+ for She doesn’t have much time for reading.

there is no time /ˈðeər ɪz, nəʊ ˈtʌmi/ use this to say that there is not enough time available to do something: We can’t stop to fix it now – there’s no time.

there is no time to do sth There was no time to say goodbye to everyone.

run out of time /rʌn aʊt ʌv ˈtʌmi/ if you run out of time, the time that is available ends before you have finished doing something: I didn’t finish all the questions in the test. I ran out of time.
TIRED

= see also SLEEP, BORING/BORED, WAKE UP/GET UP

Don't confuse tired (=when you feel that you must rest) and tiring (=when something makes you feel tired) I'm really tired. | What a tiring day!

1 tired after exercise or work

tired /tərd/ [adj] if you are tired, you feel that you want to rest because you have done a lot of work, walked or travelled a long way etc. I usually feel too tired to cook dinner after a day at the office. | the tired faces of the children in the back of the car
get tired (=start to feel tired) Can we stop soon? I'm getting really tired.
tired out (=very tired) We were tired out after a long day's skiing.

exhausted /æks'hɔstid/ [adj] very tired, especially because you have been doing a sport or other hard physical activity, and you have used all your energy. By the end of the race the runners all looked exhausted.
completely/absolutely exhausted We had been walking for over 20 miles, and we were completely exhausted.

worn out /wɔrn 'aut/ [adj] not before noun] so tired that you cannot do anything more, especially because you have been working hard: Come in and sit down. You look worn out. | She had spent the whole morning cleaning, washing, and ironing, and now she was completely worn out.

Don't say 'very worn out'. Say completely worn out.

knackered BRITISH beat AMERICAN /'nekərd, 'bi:t/ [adj not before noun] spoken informal very tired: I've been up since four o'clock this morning - I'm absolutely knackered! | You look beat - what have you been doing?

A Knackered is very informal. Only use it when you are talking to friends, especially young people.

2 wanting to sleep

tired /tərd/ [adj] if you are tired, you feel that you want to sleep The kids were really tired, so we sent them to bed. | I was going to watch the late-night movie, but I was just too tired.
sleepy /slipi/ [adj] if you are sleepy, you want to sleep immediately and your eyes are starting to close: It was 11.30, and I was starting to feel sleepy. | We arrived at the hotel late at night, and were too sleepy to notice how beautiful it was.
sleepily [adj] “What time is it?” she said sleepily.

drowsy /drouzi/ [adj] starting to sleep because you are in a warm place or because you have drunk alcohol or taken medicine: Lisa leaned back in her chair. The wine had made her drowsy. | You shouldn't drive after taking these pills - they can make you drowsy.

yawn /jaun/ [v I] to open your mouth very wide and breathe in very deeply through your mouth because you are tired: I couldn't stop yawning, I was so tired. | Vanessa yawned. “I'm going to bed. Night!”

yawn [n C] the movement and sound you make when you yawn: There was a big yawn from someone in the back row.

3 making you feel tired

tiring /'taarɪŋ/ [adj] something that is tiring makes you feel tired: The journey was really tiring.
a tiring day/week I've had such a tiring day. I just want to take a bath and go to bed.

exhausting /æks'hɔstɪŋ/ [adj] something that is exhausting makes you feel very weak and very tired: I had to drive for nine hours without a break. It was exhausting. | The band has just finished an exhausting world tour.

hard /ha:d/ [adj] a hard day, journey etc is one that makes you feel very tired because you have to work very hard, travel a long
distance, or deal with a lot of problems: I’ve had a really hard day at the office - I think I’ll go straight to bed. I was a long hard walk back to the nearest town. Looking after babies is hard work.

**strenuous** /'stre̊njjuəs/ [adj] strenuous activity, work, or exercise needs a lot of physical effort: My doctor says I mustn’t do any strenuous exercise until I’m fully recovered.

4 the feeling of being tired

**exhaustion** /ɪkˈzɔːstʃən/ [n U] the feeling of being extremely tired and weak because you have used all your energy: After two days marching the troops were close to exhaustion.

from/with exhaustion (=because of exhaustion) One of the players collapsed with exhaustion, and had to be carried off the field.

**tiredness** /ˈtaɪrdnəs/ [n U] the feeling of being tired: Tiredness and headaches are common signs of stress.

**drowsiness** /ˈdrəuzɪŋz/ [n U] the feeling of wanting to sleep that you sometimes get when you are in a warm place or when you have drunk alcohol or taken medicine: The drug can cause drowsiness.

---

**TOGETHER**

**TWO**  

see also  

**MIX**  

**JOIN**  

**SEPARATE**  

**CONNECTED/NOT CONNECTED**

5 together in the same place

**together** /ˈtəɡəðər/ [adv] The whole family spent Christmas together: Nicola and I were at school together: I keep all my school books together in my desk.

---

**Don’t say ‘I live together with my parents’. Say I live with my parents or my parents and I live together.

**live side by side** /ˌlaɪv sɪd bɪˈsaɪd/ if two different groups of people live side by side, they live together peacefully and do not fight with each other: German and Polish peasants had lived side by side there for generations.

2 doing things together

**together** /ˈtəɡəðər/ [adv] when two or more people do something with each other: “Did you build that wall yourself?” “My brother and I did it together.” We’re thinking of going on vacation together: The police and the army worked together to track down the terrorists.

**Don’t say ‘I play golf together with Marie’. Say Marie and I play golf together.

**side by side** /ˌsайд бɪˈsaɪd/ if two different groups of people fight or work side by side, they fight or work together to achieve something, even though there may be big differences between them: Communists and Nationalists fought side by side: Feminists and religious groups found themselves working side by side to oppose pornography.

**in partnership with** /ɪn pɑːrtnərʃɪp wɪð/ if people, organizations, or countries work in partnership with each other, they work together to do something important or useful: The city council is working in partnership with local businesses to build new sports facilities in the area.

3 things done by people working together

**joint** /ˈdʒɔɪnt/ [adj only before noun] a joint decision, statement, effort, report etc is made by people or groups working together, not by just one of them: We both wanted to move to Canada - it was a joint decision: A joint declaration by Israeli and Palestinian leaders

**combined** /ˈkʌmbənd/ [adj only before noun] combined actions are done by people or groups who try to do something
together which they could not do alone: It took the combined efforts of four police officers and two paramedics to lift the driver from the wreckage. | a combined operation involving troops from the US and Europe

**collective** /kol'tifik/ [adj only before noun] a collective decision, action, or agreement is made by everyone in a group or organization, not by just one or two of its members: The US wanted the United Nations to take collective action against Iraq.

**collective responsibility** (=when everyone in a group shares responsibility for its decisions)

**4 when two things are used together, or added together**

together /'təgə/ [adv] Mix the butter and the sugar together. | That skirt and jacket look really good together. | Together, these two paintings are worth more than £10,000.

**combined** /'kəmbined/ [adj only before noun] a combined amount includes two or more amounts added together: the combined effect of two or more things is the effect that they have together: The combined value of the investments is $5 billion. | Her two latest records have sold a combined total of 14 million copies. | He was suffering from the combined effects of heat and exhaustion.

---

**TOOL**

*a piece of equipment you use for repairing, cutting, or making things*

- **REPAIR**
- **CUT**
- **EQUIPMENT**
- **MACHINE**

**tool** /tul/ [n C] a thing that you hold in your hand and use to repair, cut, or make something: He couldn’t finish repairing the engine because he didn’t have the right tools. | I keep all my tools in the garage. | Gardening tools + for a tool for cutting metal

**tool kit** (=a set of tools that are kept together)

**tool box** (=a strong box that tools are kept in)

**instrument** /ˌɪstrɪˌmənt/ [n C] a small tool used especially by doctors and scientists, for doing careful or delicate work: I
sat in the dentist’s chair and looked at the row of instruments beside me.

gadget ˈɡædʒət [n C] a small tool that has been cleverly designed to help you do something more easily: a clever little gadget that lets you chop vegetables into attractive shapes | electronic gadgets, such as a watch that you can use as a phone.

device ˈdɪvɪs [n C] a piece of equipment that has been cleverly designed to do a particular job. For example one that makes measurements, records sounds or movements, or controls the operation of a machine: An EEG is a device that records electrical activity in the brain.
+ for a thermostatic device for controlling temperature | The farmers there still use the ‘Archimedes Screw’, an ancient device for raising water from a lake or well.

2 too much or too many

⚠️ Use too much before uncountable nouns, and too many before countable nouns. Don’t say ‘there are too much cars’/ ‘there are too many cars’.

too much ˈtuː.mʌtʃ [quantifier] use this about amounts or costs: Jim drinks too much. | That kid talks too much. | You spend too much time worrying about things.

far too much ˈfɑː.tuː.mʌtʃ $200 for a room? That’s far too much. | I’m afraid I put far too much salt in the soup.

+ for There was too much baggage for one person to carry.

too many ˈtuː.mən [quantifier] use this about numbers of people or things: I’ve brought some more chairs – I hope I didn’t bring too many. | She can’t come – she says she has too many things to do.

far too many Far too many people are unemployed.

+ for There were too many bags for one person to carry.

⚠️ Too many is used with countable nouns. Too much is used with uncountable nouns.

3 excessive ɪkˈsesɪv [adj] use this about an amount, cost, or level which is much too high, especially when you think it is wrong or unfair that it is so high: the excessive use of chemicals in farming | $15 for two cups of coffee seems excessive.

to do something too much

⚠️ Don’t say ‘she works too much’. Say she works too hard.

try/think/push etc too hard ˈtrai etc ˈtuːˈhɑːrd to do something with too much effort, so that you do not get the result you want: Don’t try too hard to impress people. Just be yourself. | You’re hitting the ball too hard. | I think you’ve been working too hard – you need a rest.

overdo it əˈvɜːrdəʊ ɪt/ especially spoken to do something too much, especially to do too much work or exercise: You need to take more exercise, but don’t
overdo it. I’ve been overdoing it lately – it’s time I had a vacation.
overdoing – overdid – have overdone

overreact /əˈvɛrɪrɛkt/ [v I] to get too angry or too worried when something happens which is not in fact very serious: Don’t you think you’re overreacting a little? I’m only ten minutes late.
+ to People have overreacted to the advertisement – we didn’t intend to offend anyone.

4 to say something is much bigger, worse etc than it really is

exaggerate /ɪɡˈzædʒəreɪt/ [v I/T] to say that something is much bigger, better, worse, more important etc than it really is: “He said you walked 30 miles.” “Oh, no! He’s exaggerating.” | Newspapers tend to exaggerate their influence on the way people vote.

exaggeration /ɪɡˈzædʒəreɪʃən/ [n C/U] when someone says that something is bigger, better, worse, more important etc than it really is: The report says that 500 people were killed in the blast, but I think that’s an exaggeration.

it is an exaggeration to say/suggest etc sth It would be an exaggeration to say that we never disagreed, but we certainly worked well together.

5 not too much

not too much [nɔt tuː ˌmʌtʃ] Not too much pizza for me please, I’m on a diet.
not eat/drink/talk etc too much Don’t talk too much now – you need to rest.

moderate /ˈmɑːdərət/ [adj] not too much – use this about eating, drinking, and other things that could be unhealthy if you did them too much: Moderate exercise, such as walking and swimming, can help to prevent heart disease. | Some doctors believe that moderate drinking is good for you.

in moderation /ɪnˈmɒdərətʃən/ if you eat or drink something in moderation, you do not eat or drink too much of it: In moderation, fatty foods are not bad for you. | He only drinks in moderation.

TOTAL

the number or amount that there is when everything has been counted

→ see also COUNT/CALCULATE, NUMBER

1 a total

total /ˈtɔːtəl/ [n C] the number or amount that there is, when everything has been counted or added together: If you add 30 and 45, the total is 75.

a total of The three defendants were jailed for a total of 30 years. | A total of $950 million was spent on the new transport system.

total /ˈtɔːtəl/ [adj only before noun] the total number or amount is the number that there is when everything has been counted. You can use total with these words: number, amount, cost, value, income, earnings, population, workforce: The total cost was far higher than we had expected. | People of Chinese origin made up about 10% of the total population.

altogether/in all /ˈɔːltoʊɡər/ in al | [adv] use this when saying or asking what the total amount is, including everything that could be included: If you include the crew, there were 40 of us in all. | How much do I owe you altogether?

2 when several numbers produce another number as a total

come to sth /kəm tuː (stθ) [phrasal verb T] if the price of something comes to £50, $100 etc, this is the total amount when everything is counted: Including wine, the bill came to $70. | How much does it all come to?

reach /riːtʃ/ [v T] if a total reaches 10, 50, 100 etc, it keeps increasing until it is equal to that number: The famine appeal has reached £45,000. | The city’s population is expected to reach 12 million by the year 2010.

make /meɪk/ [v T not in passive] if numbers added together make 10, 50, 100 etc, that is the answer or the total: Two
TOUCH

1 to put your hand on someone or something

touch [tʌtʃ] [v T] to put your fingers or hand onto someone or something: Don’t touch the plates – they’re hot! 1 I cut my knee last week, and it still hurts if I touch it. 1 Someone’s hand touched her arm. She turned around and saw it was Maria.

feel [fɪl] [v T] to touch something in order to find out how hard, soft, hot, cold etc it is: Just feel this material – it’s so soft! 1 The nurse felt his forehead to see if he had a fever.

feeling – felt – have felt

run your hand over/along/ across/through etc [rʌn jər] your hand (over etc) to move your hand gently across the surface of something, for example to feel what it is like: She ran her hand over the glossy cover of the magazine. 1 Mr Roberts ran his hand across his bald head and smiled nervously.

rub [rʌb] [v T] to move your hands or fingers quickly backwards and forwards over part of your body, while pressing down, especially in order to make a pain less severe: Colin yawned and rubbed his eyes. 1 Bill had fallen on the path, and was rubbing his knee.

rubbing – rubbed – have rubbed

scratch [skrætʃ] [v l/T] to rub your fingernails hard on part of your skin, for example because it feels painful or uncomfortable: Don’t scratch. It’ll make the itching worse. 1 She was scratching her arm where the mosquito had bitten her. 1 He sat scratching his head, trying to think of the answer.

fiddle with sth/play with sth [ˈfɪdl] wɪð (sth), pleɪ wɪð (sth) [phrasal verb T] to hold something small in your hands and keep moving it around, especially because you are nervous or bored: She fiddled nervously with her watch strap.

2 to touch someone in a gentle or loving way

stroke [strəʊk] [v T] to move your hand or fingers over part of someone’s body in a gentle, loving way: Tim sat beside her and began stroking her arm. 1 Every time you try to stroke the cat it bites your hand.

pat [pэt] [v T] to touch someone lightly several times with the flat part of your hand, in order to comfort them or to show them that you are pleased: “Don’t worry,” he said, patting her hand gently.

pat sb on the shoulder/arm/head She bent down and patted the dog on the head.

patting – patted – have patted

tickle [ˈtɪkəl] [v T] to move your fingers quickly and gently over a sensitive part of someone’s body in order to make them laugh: Stop tickling my feet!

carex [ˈkærɛs] [v T] to move your hand or fingers gently over part of someone’s body in a loving, or sexual way: Barbara lovingly caressed the baby’s cheek. 1 He put his arms around her and began caressing her.

3 when one thing touches another

touch [tʌtʃ] [v l/T] if one thing touches another thing, it hits the other thing gently; if two things are touching, there is no space between them: It’s possible that part of the crane touched the electricity cable. 1 My head almost touched the ceiling.

be touching Max and Kate sat side by side, their shoulders touching.

lean against sth [lɛn əˈgenst (sth)] [phrasal verb T] if something leans
against a wall, a fence etc, it touches the wall, fence etc and is supported by it: There was an old bicycle leaning against the side of the shed.

4 what something feels like when you touch it

feel /fiːl/ [v] if something feels cold, hot, smooth, rough etc, this is the feeling it gives you when you touch it: When I touched his hands they felt really cold.

feel like sth The material feels like cotton but it's actually synthetic.

feeling – felt – have felt

texture /tekstʃər/ [n C/U] the way a surface, material, or substance feels when you touch it, especially how rough or smooth it feels: The wood had a lovely smooth texture.

in texture (=in the way something feels) The skin of the fruit is rather coarse in texture.

feel /fiːl/ [n singular] ESPECIALLY SPOKEN the way something feels when you touch it, especially something that feels pleasant + of I like the feel of soft wool against my skin.

TOURISM

see also COUNTRYSIDE, AREA, HOUSES/WHERE PEOPLE LIVE

1 a place with houses, streets, and shops
town /taʊn/ [n C] a place with houses, streets, shops etc, which is bigger than a village and smaller than a city: a small town in the Midwest I I live in a town near Paris called St Germain-en-Laye.

city /ˈsɪti/ [n C] a big and important town: You should visit San Francisco. It's a beautiful city. I More and more people moved to the cities, which became increasingly overcrowded.

the city of Belfast/Jerusalem/Boston etc

written The city of Barcelona is famous for its wonderful architecture. I the ancient city of Petra

plural cities

village /ˈvɪlɪdʒ/ [n C] a place with a few houses, shops etc, which is in the countryside and is much smaller than a town: There are some nice pubs in the villages around here. I Benjamas left her village in the north of Thailand and went to live in Bangkok.

capital /ˈkæpɪtal/ [n C] the city where the government of a country or state is. Rome is one of the world's most beautiful capitals.

the capital of France/Korea etc “What’s the capital of Kenya?” “Nairobi.”

state capital (=of one of the states in a large country) Sacramento is the state capital of California.

capital city (=the capital) Dublin, the capital city of Ireland

urban /ˈɜːbən/ [adj only before noun] in or connected with a city or cities – use this about places or people in cities, or about things that happen in cities or affect cities: The problem of air pollution is especially serious in urban areas. I China's growing urban population I urban planning

urban poverty/unemployment etc Urban unemployment continues to rise.

2 the centre of a town or city
centre BRITISH center AMERICAN /ˈsɛntər/ [n C] the part of a town or city where most of the shops, banks, theatres etc are + of I work in the centre of London, so I can easily go shopping after work.

city centre/city center A bomb went off in the city center and 19 people were killed.

town centre BRITISH She's gone into the town centre to do some shopping.

TOWN continues on page 799
vocabulary

accommodation [espe\'sli\'b\'ts] accommodation [Am \ak\kom\d\'men\sh\n\l\] a room or other place to stay when you are away from home, for example a hotel: The Tourist Office can help you find accommodations. | The accommodation was great, but the food was awful.

B&B/bed and breakfast [bi: and b\ts, bed and brekfas\t] We stayed in a little B & B in the Cotswolds.

book [espe\'sli\'b\ts] book [Am \b\ts, \m\k o \r\s\v\rs\v\n\n \n] if you book a flight, a room etc, you arrange to travel on a plane, stay in a hotel etc at a particular time in the future: Have you booked your flight yet? | I’ve made a reservation at the Holiday Inn.

brochure [\b\r\u\ur] a book advertising the holidays that a company sells, usually printed on shiny paper and full of photographs.

camping [\k\mp\mp\n] when you visit an area and stay in a tent: The children love camping.

go camping We went camping last summer.

campsite [\k\mp\ps\t] campsite [Am \k\mp\ps\t] a place where you can stay in a tent for a holiday, usually with a water supply and toilets, and often with other services such as a swimming pool and a shop: It was late Friday when we arrived at the campground.

condominium (also condo) American apartment [Am \k\n\d\m\n\m\n, k\n\d\n\, \p\r\m\m\t\n\n\n\n \n] a set of rooms, including a kitchen and a bathroom, that you can
Last year I went camping. The campsite was good but the weather was terrible. So this year I’m going to stay in a hotel or a B&B, or maybe I’ll rent a condominium.

You can get some really good package deals, you know – especially off-season. It’s much cheaper than booking your flight and accommodations separately. And they organize excursions so you can see the sights.

I want to go to a lively resort where the nightlife is good.

Rent and stay in when you are on holiday. We’ve rented a condo in Texas. I a holiday apartment in Spain.

culture /ˈkʌltʃər/ [n U] the art, music, literature, and history of a country or area

excursion /ɪksˈkɜːrn/ [n C] a short journey arranged so that tourists can visit an interesting place, especially while they are already on holiday. We went on an excursion to the Pyramids.

flight /flaɪt/ [n C] a journey on a plane: Did you have a good flight? I booked my flight to Moscow today.

hotel /ˈhɔtel/ [n C] a building when you pay to stay and eat meals.

⚠ Hotels are given ‘stars’ to show their quality. Five-star hotels are the very best hotels: a four-star hotel with two restaurants and a swimming pool.

tourism /ˈtɔːrɪzəm/ [n U] the activity of visiting places of interest, especially for holidays.

tourist /ˈtɔːrɪst/ [n C] a person who visits places of interest, especially for holidays.

tourist resort /ˈtɔːrɪst rɪˈzɔrət/ [n C] a town where a lot of people often go for holidays.

TOURISM continues on the next page.
TOURISM

But I don't want to go any
where that's too touristy. There
are too many tourists in some
resorts.

Some places have been
ruined by mass tourism.

a seaside/beach/mountain/ski resort. We spent two
days in Bangkok, and four days in the seaside resort of
Pataya.

scuba diving /skjuːbə dʌvɪŋ/ [n U] the sport of swimming
under water using special breathing equipment
sights /saɪts/ [n plural] the famous and interesting places
that tourists often visit

see the sights (=spend time visiting the sights) We spent
the afternoon walking around Rome, seeing all the sights.
sightseeing /sایtˌsiːɪŋ/ when you visit famous or interesting
places as a tourist: By this time, I was sick of sightseeing.
go sightseeing After lunch, we went sightseeing.
tourism /tʊərɪzəm/ [n U] the business selling holidays and
providing things for people to do, places for them to stay
etc while they are on holiday. The country depends on
tourism for most of its income.

mass tourism (= when there are very many tourists in an
area and this changes its character.)
tourist /ˈtʊərɪst/ [n U] someone who travels or visits a place
for pleasure

touristy /tʊərɪstɪ/ informal a place that is touristy has a lot
of tourists visiting it, often with the result that it becomes
less attractive or interesting: Vancouver's Chinatown is
less touristy than San Francisco's.

travel agents /trəˈvɛl əˌdʒɛntz, ˈtrɛvəl əˌdʒɛntz/ [n C] a business that arranges travel and holidays

vacation /ˈveɪkənʃən/ British /ˈveɪkərənʃən/, hols /hɔls/ [n C] a time when you leave your home and stay
in another place to rest and enjoy yourself
go on vacation/go on holiday She went on vacation
to the Bahamas for two weeks.

water skiing /ˈwɔtərˌskiːŋ/ [n U] a sport where you wear
skis and are pulled across the surface of the sea by a boat
go water skiing I went water skiing – it was great fun.

watersports /ˈwɔtəzˌspɔːts/ [n plural] sports played on or
in water

windsurfing /ˈwɪndˌsaːfɪŋ/ [n U] the sport of sailing across
water by standing on a board and holding on to a large sail
TOWN continued from page 795

downtown ['daʊntaʊn] [adj] AMERICAN in or to the part of a city where most of the shops, banks, theatres etc are: She lives in a really beautiful apartment downtown.

go downtown I have to go downtown later.

downtown [adj only before noun] a downtown hotel. | Rick got into his car and headed in the direction of downtown San Francisco.

in town IN 'taʊn] BRITISH spoken in the part of a town or city where most of the shops, theatres etc are: I suggest we meet somewhere in town and have lunch together.

go into town I'm going into town. Do you want anything?

inner city/inner-city /ɪ'nə(r) 'sɪti/ [adj only before noun] inner city areas are areas close to the centre of a big city, where many poor people live and there are often social problems: Crime is a big problem in inner-city areas. 1 children from inner city schools (=schools in inner city areas)

3 the areas at the edge of a town or city

suburb /ˈsʌbɜːb/ [n C] an area outside the centre of a city, where many people live because it is quieter and there is more space than in the centre

the suburbs More and more people are moving to the suburbs every year.

a suburb of Tokyo/New York etc They have just bought a house in Pacific Palisades, a wealthy suburb of Los Angeles.

suburban /ˈsʌbɜːrban/ [adj] in the suburbs: a typical suburban house

Don't say 'I live in the suburb' or 'I live in suburbs'. Say I live in the suburbs.

the outskirts ˈaʊtskərts, [n plural] the areas around the edge of a city or just outside it

the outskirts of Tokyo/London etc By 9 o'clock we reached the outskirts of Berlin.

on the outskirts There are plans to build a giant shopping centre on the outskirts of Glasgow.

Don't say 'in the outskirts'. Say on the outskirts: We live on the outskirts of town.

out-of-town /ˌaut əv 'taʊn/ [adj only before noun] out-of-town shops are built outside a town, so that people from the town have to drive to them: an out-of-town shopping centre

4 the town where you are from

home town /ˈhaʊm taʊn/ [n C] the town where you were born or where you lived as a child, or where you live now: Johnson lived in Seattle for ten years before returning to his home town of Cody, Wyoming. Sarajevo is my home town and I did not want to leave.

In spoken English use I'm from when you want to say where you were born or lived as a child: I'm from Tokyo. Where are you from?

home /haʊm/ [n C] the place where you were born or the place where you usually live, especially if this is where you feel happy and want to live: I've lived in Paris for many years, and it feels like home to me now. 1 Her home, she said, was in Hong Kong, but she hadn't been there since she was a child.

TRADITION

A belief or custom that has existed among a group of people for a very long time

see also FESTIVALS AND SPECIAL DAYS, MARRY

1 a tradition

tradition /ˈtrædɪʃən/ [n C] a belief, custom, or a way of doing something that has existed for a very long time in a particular country or among a particular group of people: A lot of the old traditions are dying out. 1 We always go for a long walk on Christmas morning – it's a family tradition. 1 The story of Dracula is based on various Eastern European traditions.
TRADITION

+ of The region has a tradition of wine-making which goes back to Roman times.
+ that the tradition that the eldest son inherits all the money

**traditional** traditional [adj] belonging to the traditions of a country or group of people - use this about music, food, clothes, customs etc: They play traditional Irish music. | dancers wearing traditional African costume | the traditional British breakfast of eggs, bacon, and sausages

**it is traditional to do sth** It is traditional to hang candy canes on the Christmas tree.

**traditionally** [adv] a special dish that is traditionally eaten at New Year

**custom** [noun] [C] a way of behaving that has existed for a long time among a group of people, and is considered normal or polite - use this especially to talk about other countries or other times: an old Chinese custom

**it is the custom (for sb) to do sth** It is the custom in Japan to take your shoes off when you go into someone's house. | In those days it was the custom for farmers to give part of their crop to the lord of the manor

**the custom of doing sth** The custom of sending birthday cards began in the 19th century.

**2 all the customs and beliefs of a country or group**

**tradition** [noun] [U] all the beliefs and ways of behaving that have existed for a very long time in a particular country or among a particular group of people: Many Americans originated from Ireland, so there is a great respect for Irish tradition in the US.

**by tradition** (=according to a tradition) By tradition, it is the bride's parents who pay for the wedding.

**folklore** [noun] [U] old stories which the people in a country or area have told each other for a very long time, and which often contain historical or religious ideas: According to folklore, Arthur will one day return to become King of Britain. | In folklore the snake is often a symbol of evil.

3 a special event that is part of a tradition

**ceremony** [noun] [C] a special formal event which is part of the religious or social tradition of a place, and in which there is a fixed set of words and actions: After the ceremony we went to a reception at the bride's parents' house.

**hold a ceremony** (=have a ceremony) A ceremony is held every year to remember those who died in the war.

**ceremonial** [adj] use this about something that is part of a ceremony or that is used in a ceremony: a ceremonial sword

**ritual** [noun] [C/U] a set of words and actions that are always done in the same way as part of a religious ceremony: As part of this ancient ritual, the people paint their faces blue to symbolize the ghosts of childhood.

**perform a ritual** The ritual is performed in order to thank the Sun Goddess for the rice harvest.

---

**TRANSPORT**

> see pages 802–805

---

**TRAVEL**

**to travel to a place**

go [go:] [v] to go to a place that is far from where you live, especially for a holiday or for business

go to/across etc We're going to Malta this summer. | Mexico? I've never been there. | She often goes to Tokyo on business.

---

**WORD BANK**

---
go abroad (=go to a different country) My grandparents have never been abroad.
going – went – have gone/have been

⚠️ Have gone and have been are used in different ways. Compare these sentences: She’s gone to Moscow (=she is there now and has not come back yet). I’ve been to Moscow (=I have visited it at some time in the past, but I’m not there now).

travel  tvərl [v l] to make a journey from one place to another – use this either to talk about going to a place that is far away, or about a journey that you make regularly, for example: to work or school

travel to/through/there etc Jack spent the summer travelling around Europe.

travel 50 km/100 miles etc Some of these people had travelled 50 miles to find food.

+ to I usually travel to work by car.

travelling – travelled – have travelled

travelling – traveled – have traveled

⚠️ Use go to talk about where you go to. Use travel to talk about the journey itself.

2 the activity of travelling

travel  tvərl [n U] the activity of travelling:
The job involves a lot of travel.

air/space/road/rail/travel New technology has made air travel much safer.

⚠️ You can also use travel before a noun, like an adjective: a travel writer (=someone who writes about travelling) I travel expenses (=money that your employer pays you for travelling somewhere)

⚠️ Don’t say ‘the travel’ when you mean ‘the journey’ or ‘the trip: The journey to Scotland took over 5 hours (not ‘the travel’).

3 different ways of travelling

drive  drəv [v l] to travel in a car: Jenny drove down to the coast for the weekend.
driving – drove – have driven


flying – flew – have flown

sail  səl [v l] to travel by any kind of boat or ship: We sailed from Southampton on May 6th.

by car/boat/plane/train /be kər, bu:t, pli:n, tren/ travelling in a car, boat, plane, or train: “Did you come by car?” “No, I took the train.” Some of the beaches can only be reached by boat.

⚠️ Don’t say ‘with the train’, ‘with my car’ etc. Say by train, by car etc.

on foot  on fut; if you go somewhere on foot, you walk there: They are trying to cross the Antarctic on foot.

⚠️ Don’t say ‘by foot’. Say on foot.

take  teik [v T] if you take a train, bus, or plane, you travel in it: We can take the train or drive – it doesn’t matter.
taking – took – have taken

by air/by sea/by land /be ar, be si:, be land/ if you travel by air, by sea, or by land, you travel by plane, in a boat, or on land. It’s much quicker if you go by air but it’s also more expensive.

4 someone who is travelling

traveller BRITISH traveler AMERICAN /trəvələr/ [n C] someone who is on a journey: The First Class section is mostly used by business travellers. An interesting book about European travellers in Africa in the 19th century

air/rail travellers 80,000 air travellers pass through the terminal every day.

passenger  'pæsɪndʒə, -ən- [n C] someone who is travelling in a car, boat, plane, or train, but is not the driver or pilot: The driver and his three passengers were all killed in the crash. The airport is full of angry passengers held up by the strike.

tourist  tərˌɪst/ [n C] someone who travels abroad and visits places for pleasure, while they are on holiday: Oxford is full of tourists in the summer.

TRAVEL continues on page 806

When you seeוצר, go to the ESSENTIAL COMMUNICATION section.
vocabulary

airport /əˈpɜːt/ [n C] the building where you go at the beginning and end of a journey by plane
arrivals /əˈraɪvlz/ [n U] the area in an airport where you go after you get off the plane
arrivals board /əˈraɪvlzˌbɔːrd/ [n C] a large piece of equipment at an airport or station which shows information about which planes or trains are arriving and at what time
board /bɔːrd/ [v I/T] to get on a plane, ship, train or bus
boarding card /ˈbɔːdɪŋˌkaːd/ [n C] a piece of card with your name and seat number printed on it, you show before you get on a plane or ship
bus stop /bʌsˈstɒp/ [n C] the place at the side of the road where buses stop for passengers
by bus/taxi/train/ferry/car etc /bai (bus, etc)/ using a bus, a taxi etc: "Did you come by car?" "No, by train."
cabin /ˈkeɪbɪn/ [n C] a small room inside a ship where you can sleep
change /ˈreɪndʒ/ [v I/T] to get out of one train, bus, or plane and get into another in order to continue your journey
+ at "Is it a direct flight?" "No, we have to change at Bangkok."
check in /tʃek ɪn/ [phrasal verb] to go to the desk at an airport to show your ticket, give them your bags and get a boarding card
check-in desk BRITISH check-in counter AMERICAN /ˈtʃek ɪn dɛsk, ˈtʃek ɪn kəʊntər/ [n C] the place at an airport where you check in
customs /ˈkʌstəmz/ [n U] the place where your bags are checked for goods that you should not bring into a country
go through customs (=walk through the part of the airport or port where your bags are checked)
deck /dεk/ [n C] a flat area that you can walk on on the outside or upper surface of a ship
be delayed /biː dɪˈleɪd/ if a train, plane etc is delayed, it will arrive or leave later than the time expected
be delayed by 15 minutes/2 hours etc Our flight was delayed by 2 hours.
departures /dɪˈpɑːtʃərz/ [n plural] the place in an airport where you go before you get on the plane
departures board /dɪˈpɑːtʃərzˌbɔːrd/ [n C] a large piece of equipment at an airport or station which shows information about which planes or trains are leaving and at what time
departure lounge /dɪˈpɑːtʃər ˈlʌndʒ/ [n C] the place in an airport where you sit and wait just before you get on your plane
destination /destɪˈneɪʃn/ [n C] the place that you are travelling to
dining car also buffet car BRITISH /ˈdaɪnɪŋ kɔːr, ˈbuːfeɪ kɔːr/ [n C] the part of a train where
**Transport**

4 The train journey wasn’t too bad, and I managed to get some sandwiches and some coffee from the dining car.

5 My train arrived in London. Then I had to get the **underground** to the airport.

6 The train was packed.

---

You can buy food or drink

**duty-free** /djuˈtɪfrι/ (adj) duty-free goods are things such as cigarettes, alcohol, and perfume you can buy at airports or on ships without paying the full price because there is no tax on them.

**ferry** /ˈfɛri/ (n C) a boat that carries people, and sometimes also cars, across a river or across narrow parts of a sea.

**by ferry** We went to Manhattan by ferry.

**flight** /flaɪ/ (n C) a journey on a plane. Did you have a good flight? I booked my flight to Cairo today.

**fly** /flaɪ/ (v I) to travel by plane: you can fly direct from London to Tokyo.

**gate** /ɡeɪt/ (n C) the place where you leave the airport building to get on a plane: Would passengers for flight BA423 please proceed to gate 34.

**get a bus/train/taxi** American (get a (bus, etc).) to use a bus, train or taxi in order to travel somewhere.

**get on** /ɡet ˈɒn/ (phrasal verb V T) to go into a bus, train etc at the beginning of a journey: Vince got on the plane and found his seat.

**get off** /ɡet əf/ (phrasal verb V T) to leave a bus, train etc at the end of a journey: The train stopped and I got off, but then I realized I’d left my bag behind.

---

You get on a bus, train, plane, or ship, but you get in or get into a car or taxi. She kissed him, and then got into her car and drove away.

You get off a bus, train, plane, or ship, but you get out of a car or taxi. Both drivers got out of their cars and started shouting at each other.

**get to** /ɡet tu/ (phrasal verb V T) to arrive at the place you are travelling to.

**give sb a lift** British (giv sb a ride) American to take someone somewhere in your car.

**go by bus/train/ferry/car etc** (gou bi) to travel by bus, taxi etc. It’ll be much quicker if we go by taxi.

**journey/trip** /ˈdʒɜri, triːp/ (n C) when you travel from one place to another: Did you have a good trip?

**train/car/bus etc journey** an eight hour car journey.

**train/car/bus etc trip** The bus trip back to Fort Lewis took two hours.
In American English, trip is the usual word for any journey. In British English, trip is the usual word when you travel somewhere, stay for a short time, and then travel back again. Journey is used especially when you travel a long way or for a long time.

land /land/ [l] if a plane lands, it moves down onto the ground at the end of a journey.
line /lain/ [n C] the track that a train travels along regularly, stopping at the same stops every time.
luggage /lægɪdʒ/ [n U] the bags and cases that you take with you when you are travelling.
miss /mɪs/ [T] to be too late for your train, flight etc so that it leaves before you can catch it: Guy overslept and almost missed his flight.
on time /ɒn ˈtɪm/ arriving at the correct time and not late: These buses are never on time.
pack /pæk/ [V] to put things into a bag or case to take with you on a journey: Have you packed yet?
packed /pækt/ [adj] informal extremely crowded, so that you cannot move easily, and it is difficult to find anywhere to sit or stand.
passenger /ˈpæsɪndʒər, ˈsæn-/ [n C] someone who pays to travel on a boat, bus, train, or plane etc.
passport control /ˈpɑːspɔːt ˈkɔntroʊl/ [n U] the place where your passport is checked when you leave or enter a country.
go through passport control (= walk through the part of an airport or port where your passport is checked).
platform /ˈplætfɔːrm/ [n C] the place beside a railway track where you get on and off a train in a station.
port /pɔːt/ [n C] a place where ships start and finish their journeys.
public transport British public transport American /ˈpʌblɪk ˈtrænspɔːrt/ /ˈpʌblɪk ˈtrænspɔːrt/ [n U] buses, trains etc that are provided for anyone to pay and use: If more people used public transport instead of cars, there would be less pollution.
queue British line American /ˈkwɪː/, /ˈkjuː/ a line of people waiting to enter a building, buy something etc.
running late /ˈrʌniŋ ˈleɪt/ arriving and leaving later than the planned or expected time.
be running late There has been an accident and all the trains are running late.
scan /skænd/ [T] if a machine scans a bag, it produces a picture of what is inside the bag on a screen, so that officials can check that the bag doesn't contain anything dangerous or illegal.
seasick /ˈsiːsɪk/ [adj] feeling as if you want to vomit because of the movement of a boat that you are travelling on.
seat /siːt/ [n C] a place on a bus, train etc where you...
Eventually we boarded and then took off. There was a lot of turbulence during the flight, and some of the other passengers got very nervous.

We landed in Athens, and I went through passport control and customs. You can fly to Crete, but it’s cheaper to go by ferry, so I got a taxi to the port. I couldn’t afford a cabin on the ferry, so I just got a seat.

The ferry took 12 hours and I was seasick. Eventually I arrived at my destination and got off the boat.

can sit

security /sɪkˈjuərəti/ [n U] the part of an airport where people’s bags are checked for weapons, bombs, or other illegal articles

go through security (=walk through the part of the airport where security checks are made)

station (also train station especially American) /steɪˈʃən, ˈtreɪn steɪˈʃən/ [n C] a place where trains stop so that people can get on or off: The city’s central station is right next to the river.

stop /stɒp/ [n C] a place where a bus or train regularly stops for people to get on or off: I must get off - this is my stop.

take 10 minutes/three hours etc /teɪk (10 minutes, etc)/ if a journey takes 10 minutes/three hours etc, you need 10 minutes/three hours, etc to make the journey

take off /teɪk ˈɒff/ [I] if a plane takes off, it goes up into the air at the beginning of a flight

terminal /ˈtermɪnəl/ [n C] a large building at an airport or port where people begin and end their journeys.

ticket /ˈtɪkɪt/ [n C] a small printed piece of paper that shows you have paid to travel on a train, bus, plane etc.

ticket machine /ˈtɪkɪt məˈʃən/ [n C] a machine that you put money in to get a ticket

ticket office /ˈtɪkɪt ˈɒfɪs/ [n C] a place where you can buy tickets

timetable /ˈtɪmɪteɪbəl/ [n C] a list of the times when buses or trains arrive and leave

track /træk/ [n C] the two metal lines that trains travel along

transport /trəˈspɔːrt/ [n C] the way in which people and goods are carried from one place to another

trolley /ˈtrɒli/ [n] a metal basket or frame on wheels that you put your bags on to move them around in an airport or station

turbulence /ˈtɜːrbələns/ [n U] irregular movements of a plane caused by strong movements of air which can make your journey uncomfortable

the underground /ˈʌndərgraʊnd/ [n singular] in London, the system of trains that run under the ground

⚠️ In London the underground train system is called the underground or tube, in Paris it is called the metro, and in New York and other American cities it is called the subway.
TRAVEL  continued from page 801

5 buying a ticket

reserve (also book [British] [v T] to arrange for a seat on a plane, bus, or train to be kept for you to use: I'd like to reserve a seat on the six o'clock flight to Miami. We booked our tickets months in advance.

reservation [rəˌzenˈveiʃən] [n C] an arrangement for a seat on a plane, bus, or train to be kept for you to use: Do you have a reservation?

make a reservation I managed to make a reservation on the last flight to Houston that night.

ticket [ˈtɪkt] [n C] a piece of paper or card which shows that you have paid to travel on a bus, train, plane etc

one-way ticket (also single ticket [British]) (=a ticket to go to a place, but not to come back)

round-trip ticket (also return ticket [British]) (=a ticket to go to a place and come back)

season ticket (=a ticket that you can use every day for a period of time)

⚠️ In British English you can also say a single (=a single ticket) or a return (=a return ticket) A single to Cambridge, please.

fare [fɛə] [n C] the amount of money you pay to travel on a bus, train, plane etc:

Last year fares went up by 20%.

air/rail/train/bus/taxi fare cheap air fares to New York

TRICK/DECEIVE

CHEAT ↔ DISHONEST

LIE 2 ←→ HONEST

FALSE ↔ TRUST/NOT TRUST

something you do in order to trick someone

trick [trɪk] [v T] a clever plan designed to make someone believe something that you want them to believe, or do something that you want them to do: The phone call from the hospital was a trick to get him out of the office.

a trick question (=a question that is cleverly designed to make someone give a wrong answer)
trap (træp) [n C] a clever plan designed to harm someone, for example by making them go somewhere where they will be caught or attacked, or making them say something they did not intend to say. Suspecting a trap. I didn’t take the money with me.

fall into a trap (=be deceived because you did not realize someone was trying to trick you) King asked her a question about taxes, and she fell into his trap.

tell sb the truth You should have told him the truth.

⚠ Don’t say ‘she’s saying the truth’. Say she’s telling the truth

accurate (əˈkɜːrət) [adj] accurate information, figures, descriptions etc are based on facts that are exactly right, and do not contain mistakes: It is important that people suffering from the disease get accurate information about it. | He gave an accurate account of what had happened.

it is a fact It is a fact that use this to emphasize that something is definitely true, especially when it is surprising or difficult to believe

+ that It is a fact that more young people die in road accidents than from any other cause.

⚠ Use it is a fact especially in reports and discussions.

1 true

ture (truː) [adj] something that is true is based on real facts and was not invented or imagined: Everything I have told you is true. | The film is based on a true story.

it is true (that) Is it true that Tom and Lesley are getting married?

the truth (θiː truːtʃ) [n singular] the true facts about a situation: It took the police a long time to find out the truth.

+ about We may never know the truth about what really happened to Marilyn Monroe.

be the truth spoken (=be true – use this especially to persuade someone that you are not lying) I’ve never seen this man before, and that’s the truth.

the truth is (that) spoken (use this when you are explaining the true facts about something, especially when they are different from what people think) The truth is she’s worried about losing her job.

tell the truth (tel ðə truːtʃ) to say what really happened or what the true situation is: Why won’t you believe me? I’m telling the truth!

not true/untrue (nət truː; antruː) [adj] not true or not correct – use this about statements or beliefs that are based on untrue information: He gave a false name and address to the police. | This article gives a totally false impression of life in Russia today. | Decide whether these statements are true or false.

false (fɔːls) [adj] not true or not correct – use this about statements or beliefs that are based on untrue information: He gave a false name and address to the police. | This article gives a totally false impression of life in Russia today. | Decide whether these statements are true or false.

not be the case (nət ɪz ðə keɪs) to not be true – use this to say that something is not true even though many people believe that it is: Recent reports suggest that violent crime is increasing, but this is simply not the case.
there is no truth in sth. (A thing is not true) if you say that there is no truth in something, you mean that it is completely untrue and that people are wrong to suggest that it is true. There is no truth in the rumour that Collins and his wife are about to divorce. Someone told me the company was losing money, but Bill says there’s no truth in this.

misleading. [adj] misleading information or statements make people believe something that is not true, especially by not giving them all the facts. The holiday brochure is deliberately misleading, because the hotels it shows are not the ones you actually stay in. These statistics give a misleading impression of what is happening to the economy.

3 to think of a reason, explanation etc., especially one that is untrue

make up. [meik up] [phrase, verb T] to think of a reason, explanation, excuse etc. that is untrue.

make up sth. If you don’t want to go out with Wanda, you’ll have to make up some kind of excuse.

make sth up. When I told them why I was late, they accused me of making it up!

invent. [invent] [v T] to think of a reason, explanation, or excuse that is sometimes very complicated but completely untrue. He used to invent stories about his rich lifestyle to impress the women he met. I began to invent reasons for staying away from work.

Invent is more formal than make up and is used especially in written English.

1 when you think someone is honest

trust. [trast] [v T] to believe that someone is honest and will not tell lies, cheat you, or do anything that would harm you.

can trust sb. (= you feel sure that someone is honest) David’s one of my oldest friends – I trust him completely. We found he had been stealing cash from the store, so how can we trust him now? She needs someone to take care of the jewels for her – someone she can trust.

Don’t say ‘I am trusting him’. Say I trust him.

trustworthy. [trast wur’θi] [adj] especially written if someone is trustworthy, you can trust them because they are completely honest. Her school report described her as an intelligent and trustworthy girl. We got the information from a trustworthy source.

2 when you can be sure that someone will do what you want

can depend on sb. can rely on sb. can depend on or can rely on someone, you can be sure that they will do what you want them to do or what you have asked them to do: “You won’t tell anyone about this, will you?” “You can depend on me.”

We knew we could rely on Tom to bring some good records.

reliable. [r’liərəbl] [adj] someone who is reliable can be trusted to do what they say they will do and not make any
mistakes: It's strange Ben isn't here: he's usually so reliable. Reliable and hardworking cleaner needed for 3 hours each week.

responsible 

someone who is responsible can be trusted to behave in a sensible way, so you do not need to worry that they will do something stupid: I'm not sure if she's responsible enough to go on vacation without her parents.

loyal 

especially written someone who is loyal can be trusted to always give help or support to their friends, their country, their political party etc: a loyal supporter of the Green Party. She was described as a loyal friend of the Princess. The company fired him after 30 years of loyal service!

+ to 

Most MPs remained loyal to their party leader.

loyalty [n C/U] loyal behaviour: The attempted coup failed, thanks to the loyalty of the army.

something that you can trust

reliable 

reliable information, books etc do not contain mistakes and are likely to be correct: I wish we had a more reliable computer system. Do you have a reliable map of the area?

can rely on/can depend on sth 

can depend on or can rely on something, you can be sure that it will always work well: You can rely on the postal service here. It's very good. What I need is a car I can really depend on.

not trust

not trust 

not trust these politicians, do you? not trust sb with sth (when you will not let someone have something, because you think they will damage it or steal it) I wouldn't trust him with my money.

can't rely on/can't trust (sb/sth)

be unable to trust someone to do what they say they will do, or to be unable to trust a machine, system etc to work well: You can't rely on the buses. They're often late.

can't rely on sb/sth to do sth

That boy's hopeless - I can't rely on him to do anything.

unreliable 

someone is unreliable, you cannot be sure that they will do what they say they will do: if a machine, car etc is unreliable, it often stops working and you cannot be sure it will work well: We could ask our neighbours to feed the cat, but they're a little unreliable. My old car was becoming very unreliable.

be suspicious of sb/sth

be suspicious of someone or something, although you are not sure why: I'm always suspicious of people who offer me money.

depedly suspicious (=very suspicious) Parents and teachers are deeply suspicious of the government's plans for education.

-- look here for ...

• try to do something
• try something to see if it is good

-- see also TEST

to try to do something

try /traɪ/ [o 1/T]

try to do sth Tim tried to get another job, but he had no luck. I can't come out tonight - I'm trying to finish all my homework before the weekend.

try not to do sth Try not to worry - I'm sure she'll be home soon.

try sth (=try to do something) If you finish section one, try the exercises on page 25.

try "Can Larry fix the car?" "He said he'd try, but I'll probably have to take it to a garage."

try and do sth "What time does the game start?" "I don't know. I'll try and find out."

trying - tried - have tried
TRY

**make an effort to do sth** /meɪk ən 'ɛfərt tə ˈduː (stʌm)/ to try hard to do something, especially something which you do not want to do but which you think you should do: I made an effort to sound interested in what he was saying. | I wish you'd make an effort to be friendly to her.

**work at sth** /wɜːk ət (stʌm)/ [phrasal verb T] to try hard to improve the way you do something, by practising a lot: You'll have to really work at it if you want to become a professional dancer.

### 3 when you try to do something

**attempt** /əˈtempt/ [n C] when you try to do something, especially something difficult, dangerous, or bad: After four attempts, Mike finally passed his driving test.

**attempt to do sth** another attempt to find a solution to the problem: It was a deliberate attempt to mislead the voters.

**make an attempt to do sth** The climbers will make another attempt to reach the summit today.

**in an attempt to do sth** The government built hundreds of cheap houses in an attempt to solve the homelessness crisis.

**effort** /ˈɛfərt/ [n C/U] the work you do and the energy you use when you try to do something.

**sb's efforts to do sth** All our efforts to convince her failed.

**put a lot of effort into sth** (=work very hard to do it) Margaret had put a lot of effort into making the party a success.

### 4 to eat, use, or do something to find out if it is good, if it works etc

> see also TASTE

**try** /trai/ [v T] to eat, use, or do something in order to find out if you like it or if it is successful: Have you ever tried that chewing gum that's supposed to help you stop smoking? | I tried aerobics once, but I didn't really enjoy it.

**try doing sth** (=do something to see if it has a successful result) If the sauce is too thin, try adding some cream.

**trying** - **tried** - **have tried**
try out  traiˈaut/ [phrasal verb T] to use a new method, product etc. in order to find out how good it is

try out sth I want to try out some of the recipes that I've seen on TV.

try sth out She had just bought a new computer, and couldn't wait to try it out.

taste  test [v T] to eat or drink a small amount of something to find out what it tastes like. Come here and taste the soup. Do you think it needs more salt?

experiment with sth  ikˈspɛrɪmənt wið (sth) [phrasal verb T] to try different things or methods to find out what effect they have – use this especially about drugs or about styles in art and music: Many addicts first experimented with drugs out of pure curiosity. The band has been experimenting with different styles and different instruments.

2 to make something turn

turn  tɜːrn [v T] to make something turn by moving it with your hand: Tim turned the handle slowly and pushed open the door. We dragged the box into the hall, and turned it on its side.

turn sth around (=so that it is facing the opposite direction) If we turn the table around we can fit more chairs in the room.

turn sth over (=so that its top is facing down and its bottom is facing up) When the pancakes are cooked on the bottom, turn them over and cook the other side.

twist  twɪst [v T] to turn something with a quick, firm circular movement: “I can’t get the top off.” “Try twisting it the other way.” She pushed the knife into his stomach and twisted it hard.

3 when something such as a wheel goes around

turn  tɜːrn [v L] if something turns, it moves around a fixed central point: Slowly, the wheels of the train began to turn. We watched in terror as the handle turned and the door creaked open.

go around (also go round BRITISH)  ˈgəʊ (ə)rəʊnd to move in a continuous circular movement: When the fan goes around it moves the air and cools the room.

go around and around (=go around many times) The big wheel went around and around.

spin  ˈspɪn [v L] to turn around many times very quickly: The wheels were spinning in the mud, but the car wouldn’t move.

spinning – spun – have spun

4 to change your direction when you are walking or driving

turn  tɜːrn [v L] to change your direction when you are walking or driving: He saw a police car up ahead, so he turned and went down a side street.

When you see LC, go to the ESSENTIAL COMMUNICATION section.
turn left/right Turn left at the next intersection.

turn back (=turn and go back towards the place that you came from) After sailing north for an hour, we had to turn back because of fog.

turn off (=leave a street in order to go down another street) Turn off Delaney Road just after the church.

turn onto/into (=start going along another street after changing direction) Turn onto South Street, then go straight for three blocks.

change direction [ɪˈrend; ˈdɛrikeɪʃən] to turn while you are moving so that you start going in a different direction: Changing direction on skis isn't difficult once you've learned the technique.

swerve [swɛr] [v] if a vehicle or its driver swerves, they change direction very suddenly, especially in order to avoid hitting something: The driver swerved to avoid a child, and crashed into a sign post.

5 when a road or river changes direction

bend [bend] [n C] a place where a road or river curves: The taxi went around the bend at an alarming speed.

+ in a bend in the river

curve [kɜːv] [n C] a place where a road curves: He lost control of the car on a sharp curve.

⚠️ In American English, curve is more common than bend in this meaning.

turn (also turning British) [tɜrn, tɜrnɪŋ] [n C] a place in a road where you can turn and go onto another road: We wanted to go west toward Newark, but I think we missed the turn. | Take the first turning after the traffic lights.

6 when a vehicle turns over in an accident

turn upside down [tɜrn ʌpsaɪd daʊn] if a car, plane, boat etc turns upside down, it turns over so that its top is facing down and its bottom is facing up: The plane had turned upside down and was out of control.

turn over [tɜrn 'əuvə] [phrasal verb] if a car, train etc turns over, it turns upside down or falls on its side as a result of an accident: The car turned over and burst into flames.

capsize [ˈkæpsəɪz] [v] if a boat or ship capsizes, it turns upside down, or falls on its side, and usually sinks: 193 passengers died when their ferry capsized in the English Channel.

---

TWO

1 two

two [tuː] [quantifier] 2: We have two dogs and three cats. | There used to be five churches in the town. Now there are only two. | It takes two hours to get there.

+ of Two of the boys in the hockey team were sick.

pair [peə] [n C] two things of the same type that are used together:

a pair of shoes/socks/gloves/earrings etc I need a new pair of shoes.

a couple [ə ˈkʌp] [quantifier] British informal two: I haven't got any stamps - could you lend me a couple?

+ of I've got a couple of tickets for the game on Saturday. | She lived in Japan for a couple of years.

⚠️ In American English, a couple usually means 'a small number', but in British English it usually just means 'two'.

2 two people together

couple [ˈkʌp] [n C] two people who are together, especially because they are married or have a sexual relationship: The couple who live next door are always arguing. | a young couple walking hand in hand along the beach

a married couple (=a couple who are married)

⚠️ In British English, you can use couple with a singular or plural verb: An old couple was sitting/were sitting at the next table. In American English, always use a singular verb.
pair ˈpɔːr [n C] two people who are doing something together, or who are similar or connected in some way
+ of a pair of dancers: | Annie and Jane were all dressed up, and looked like a pair of movie stars.
in pairs (−working in groups of two) Do the next exercise in pairs.
a strange/funny/friendly etc pair: | Bill and his brother were a rather odd-looking pair.

3 each one of two people or things
both ˈboθ [predeterminer quantifier] use this to talk about two people or things together: Paul and I are both scared of spiders. | I can’t decide which dress to buy. | I like them both. | Both drivers were injured, but not seriously.
both the/these/my etc Both the robbers were wearing masks. | Both her parents are doctors.
both of them/us/the dogs etc Both of us felt sick after eating the fish. | Both of the windows had been broken.

Don’t say ‘both my children goes to the same school’. Say both my children go to the same school. Both is followed by a plural verb.

Don’t say ‘I don’t like both of them’. Say I don’t like either of them. Use either in negative statements, not both.

When you use both with a noun, you can use any of these patterns, and they all have the same meaning: The cats are both black = Both the cats are black = Both cats are black. When you use both with a pronoun, you can say either we both/they both etc or both of us/both of them etc and the meaning is the same: We both like Kung Fu movies = Both of us like Kung Fu movies.

each ˈeɪtʃ [determiner/pronoun] use this to talk about two people or things when you think of them as separate: My wife and I each have our own bank account.
each of them/us/the teams etc Each of the teams can use three substitutes.

Each is followed by a singular verb, except when it comes after a plural noun or pronoun, so we say: Each girl has her own room. | Each of the girls has her own room. But They/The girls each have their own room.

Don’t say ‘each boys’ or ‘each of boys’. Say each boy or each of the boys.
either ˈeɪðər [determiner/pronoun] use this to talk about one of two people, places, or things, especially when it does not matter which one: “Would you like tea or coffee?” “Either I don’t mind.” | You can operate the controls with either hand.
either of them/you/the men etc If you see either of these men, contact the police immediately. | She says she never met either of them before.
either sth or sth I usually drink either coke or beer.

neither ˈniːðər [determiner/pronoun] not one of two people, places, or things, and not the other: “Do you want milk or lemon in your tea?” “Neither thanks.” | The game wasn’t very exciting and neither team played well.
neither of them/you/the girls etc Luckily, neither of the passengers was hurt in the crash.
neither sth nor sth Neither her mother nor her father knew about her boyfriend.

Don’t say ‘I don’t like neither of them’. Say I don’t like either of them.
You can say neither team was playing well or neither of the teams was playing well. They both mean the same, and in both cases you use a singular verb.
each other/one another ˈjɪntʃ ˈænaðər, ˈwən əˈnaðər [pronoun] use this to say that each of two people does the same thing to the other, or has the same feeling about the other: The twins looked at one another and giggled. | My boyfriend and I don’t talk to each other very much.
each other’s/one another’s Ron and Joe didn’t like each other’s girlfriends. (= Ron didn’t like Joe’s girlfriend and Joe didn’t like Ron’s)
two children born on the same day to the same mother

twin ˈtwɪn/ [n C] one of two children who were born on the same day to the same mother. She dressed the twins in the same clothes. 1 Joey’s my twin.
twin brother/sister Bill and his twin sister got married on the same day.
identical twins (=twins who look exactly the same)

intended for two people
for two /fər ˈtuː/ dinner/a holiday/a table etc for two dinner, a holiday etc intended for only two people: We’d like a table for two please. I a romantic weekend in Paris for two

double ˈdʌbl/ [adj only before noun]
double room/bed/mattress a room, bed etc intended for two people: The room was so small, there was hardly enough space for a double bed. 1 Double rooms cost $80, single rooms are $50.

when something happens two times
twice ˈtwʌs/ [adv] The weather was great – it only rained twice in three weeks. 1 She’s been married twice before.
twice a day/month/year etc (=when something happens regularly two times every day, month etc) I play golf twice a week. 1 Staff meetings are held twice a month.

when a number or amount is twice as big as another
twice ˈtwʌs/ [predeterminer/adv] twice as big/fast/much/many etc bigger, faster etc by 100%: This sweater would have cost twice as much if I’d bought it in England.
twice the size/my salary/his age etc He married a woman who was twice his age. I It’s about twice the length of a football field.
double ˈdʌbl/ [predeterminer] double the amount/number/weight/size/

cost etc twice the amount, number etc: Over 30% of marriages end in divorce, which is double the number 20 years ago. 1 The house was now worth double the amount they paid for it.

a type of person or thing

type/kind/sort ˈtaɪp, kænd, sɑːt/ [n C] a group of people or things that are similar to each other in some way, or a thing or person that belongs to such a group: I’ll get you some ice-cream. What kind would you like?

of The floor was made of three different types of wood. 1 What sort of fish is this? 1 She’s the kind of person you can always rely on. 1 There are two sorts of politician – the ones who really want to help people, and the ones who just want power.

of this/that type etc Accidents of this type are extremely common. 1 It’s a club for writers and actors and people of that sort.

of various/many/different types etc They export farm machines and tools of various kinds.

Type, kind, and sort mean the same, and they can all be used in most situations. Kind and sort are more common than type in conversation. Type is the usual word to use when you are talking about technical subjects or when you are describing something in an exact way: To do this, you need a special type of screwdriver called a Phillips screwdriver.

Species /ˈspɛʃəs/ [n C] a group of animals or plants that are all similar and can breed
together to produce young animals or plants of the same type.

+ of There are over forty species of bird living on the island. I They discovered a new species of Eucalyptus tree.

**endangered species** [=one that might not exist for much longer] The giant panda is an endangered species. There are fewer than a thousand living in the wild.

**plural species**

⚠️ Species is a technical word for a specific type of animal or plant that can be described exactly.

**like this**/**like that** /lark ˈʌs, lark ˈɑːt/ ESPECIALLY SPOKEN of the type that you have just been talking about: The children need new pens and pencils and things like that. I People like that really annoy me. I I’m not sure what to do. I’ve never been in a situation like this before.

**category** /ˈkætərəri/ [n C] a group that people or things of the same type are divided into for a particular purpose – use this when there are several groups and there is a clear system for deciding which group something belongs to: Emma Thompson won an Oscar in the ‘Best Actress’ category.

+ of Insurance companies identify six main categories of driver. I The novels are divided up into three categories: historical, romantic, and crime.

**plural categories**

**style** /ˈstilaɪ/ [n C] a particular type of building, art, literature, music etc: The new library is a blend of various architectural styles.

+ of a completely new style of pointing **western-style/Japanese-style** etc The room was simply furnished. Japanese-style.

**2 a type of product**

**brand** /ˈbrænd/ [n C] a type of product made by a particular company – use this about products that you use every day such as food or drink or cleaning materials.

+ of Coke and Pepsi are the most popular brands of cola. I my favourite brand of toothpaste. I They sell all the usual kinds of coffee, but also some less well-known brands.

**make** /meɪk/ [n C] a type of product made by a particular company – use this about things such as machines, equipment, and cars, not about food or drink: What make is your washing machine?

+ of “What make of car was she driving?” “A Mercedes.”

**model** /ˈmɒdl/ [n C] one particular type of car or machine from among the various types that a company produces: “What make is the car?” “It’s a Ford.” “And what model?” “An Escort 1.8L.” I We produce a range of different computers, but this is our most popular model.

**TYPICAL**

When something or someone is a good example of the type that they belong to.

→ see also **USUALLY**

**1 a typical thing or person**

**typical** /ˈtɪpɪkl/ [adj] use this to say that someone or something is a normal example of a particular type of person or thing, and has all the features that you would expect: With his bright shirt and camera around his neck, he looked like a typical American tourist. I a typical middle class family. I We had some warm weather, and quite a lot of rain – it was a typical English summer.

+ of This painting is typical of the work that Matisse did in the 1920s.

⚠️ Don’t say ‘it’s a typical restaurant’ or ‘this house is very typical’ etc. You must also say what something is typical of, for example: It’s a typical Japanese/Spanish restaurant. I This house is typical of the style of this region.

**be a good example** /bɪt ə gʊd ɪg ˈzæmpəl/ something that is a good example of a type of thing is very typical of it: There are many beautiful Norman churches in this part of England. Iffley church is a good example.
+ of The fox is a good example of a wild animal that has adapted to living in towns.

representative /repri'zentətiv/ [adj] formal someone or something that is representative is very typical of the group that they belong to and shows what everyone or everything else in the group is like + of Are his views representative of the other teachers at the school?

a representative group/sample/selecccun/cross-section (=a small group chosen because it is typical of a larger group) We asked a representative group of teenage girls what they thought about marriage.

classic /'klæsik/ [adj usually before noun] a classic case/example etc a very typical and very good example of something: Tiredness, headaches and bad temper are the classic signs of stress. The invention of the X-ray was a classic case of an accidental discovery.

socioty /steriotap/ [n C] a fixed idea which most people have in their minds about what people of a particular type or from a particular country are like, but which is not actually true: The film is full of stereotypes: a stupid blonde, a fat American tourist, and a gay man with huge muscles.

racial stereotypes (=fixed ideas about people of certain races) + of the stereotype of Asian girls as quiet and hard-working

when someone’s behaviour or character is exactly what you would expect
typical /'tipikəl/ [adj] behaviour that is typical of a person is exactly what you would expect them to do - use this especially when what they do is annoying: “Kate put the wrong address on the letter.” “That’s just typical!” He said he was too tired to wash the dishes. Typical man!

+ of It’s typical of Ramon to waste time when we’re already late.

it’s just like/that’s just like [its /dʒast laɪk/ dʒæts /dʒæst laɪk/ spoken say this when someone has behaved in exactly the way that you would expect them to behave: It’s just like Uncle Roy to invite us all to lunch and then forget to tell Aunt Sarah. Helen stayed to help us clean up, which is just like her.
objects/buildings etc

ugly /ˈʌgli/ [adj] very unpleasant to look at:
The room was bare except for a few pieces of ugly furniture. | The new shopping centre is one of the ugliest buildings in the city.
ugly - uglier - ugliest

an eyesore /ˈaɪəsər/ [n singular] a large and very ugly building that you cannot avoid seeing: They built a huge office block right next to the old cathedral - what an eyesore!

hideous /ˈhɪdɪəs/ [adj] extremely ugly:
One of our wedding presents was a hideous clock. | Emma was wearing an absolutely hideous purple and orange dress.

understand/NOT UNDERSTAND

⇒ see also REALIZE

1 to understand something

understand /ˌʌndərˈstænd/ [v I/T] to know the meaning of what someone says, or to know why something happens or how something happens: She spoke slowly and clearly so that everyone could understand. | I don’t understand the second question.

understand how/what/why etc Scientists are beginning to understand how the universe was formed. | I’ve never really understood why she married him.

fully understand (=understand completely) Doctors still do not fully understand the process by which the disease is transmitted.

easy/difficult to understand The instructions on the packet are easy to understand.

understanding - understood - have understood

⚠ Don’t say ‘I am understanding’, ‘are you understanding?’ etc. Say ‘I understand, do you understand?’ etc.
You can also say ‘I can understand’ or ‘I can’t understand’, and it means the same as ‘I understand’ or ‘I don’t understand’.

understanding - understood - have understood

see [si:] [v I/T] especially spoken to understand the truth about a situation, or understand the reasons for something: Don’t you see? She never wanted to marry him in the first place.

see what sb means Yes, I see what you mean - it would be better if we didn’t tell her.

see why/how/what etc I can see why people don’t like him.

+ that After a time, Clara saw that she had been wrong to blame Jim.

see a reason Can you see any reason why it shouldn’t work?

seeing - saw - have seen

| see [si:] spoken say this to tell someone that you understand what they have told you: “The door’s a little stiff - just give it a push here.” “Oh yes, I see.”

| get it [get it] spoken say this to tell someone that you understand what they have told you, especially when they have explained it more than once: Oh right, I get it. So you only get paid if you sell at least 10 copies.

follow /'fələu/ [v T] to understand a story, explanation, or talk that continues for a long time: I had difficulty following the story - there are so many different characters.

difficult/hard/easy to follow The lecture was very hard to follow.

figure out/work out /'fiɡər 'aut, wərk 'aut/ [figure-] [phrasal verb T] to think about something until you understand it, especially something complicated

+ how/why/what etc Detectives are still trying to work out what happened.

figure/work sth out In case you haven’t figured it out yet, we’ve been tricked.

2 to understand how someone feels

understand /'əndərstand/ [v I/T] to understand how someone feels, and feel sympathy for them, especially when they are upset or have problems: Try telling your teacher about your problem. I’m sure she’ll understand. My wife doesn’t understand me.

understand how/what/why etc I understand how you feel, but I still think you should apologize to her.

Don’t say ‘I am understanding’. Say I understand.

appreciate /ə'prɪʃeɪt/ [v T] formal to understand clearly how someone feels or what problems they have: The Senator failed to appreciate the amount of anger that people felt about this issue.

+ (that) I appreciate that it’s not easy for you, but you must try to get here on time.

see /sɪ/ [v T] to understand how someone feels and why they feel that way, especially because the reasons are very clear.

see why/how/what You can see why Clare was so annoyed, can’t you?

+ (that) Martha saw that Bob was getting upset, so she changed the subject.

seeing - saw - have seen

know how sb feels /nəu hau (sb) fɛlz/ to understand how someone feels, because you have had the same feelings or experiences yourself: “My children are driving me crazy.” “I know how you feel - they’re very difficult at that age.”

3 when you cannot understand something

don’t understand/can’t understand /dɒnt /'ændəstænd, kænt /'ændəstænd/ They didn’t understand a single word she said. I tell me if you don’t understand.

+ how/why/what etc I really can’t understand why so many people like her music.

don’t/can’t see /dɒnt, kænt siː/ spoken to not understand the reason for something

+ why/how/what/where I didn’t see how they could sell it so cheaply. All my friends liked that book, but I just can’t see why.
not get it  /not 'get it/ SPOKEN to feel confused, and be unable to understand why something has happened or what someone has told you: I don’t get it — why would he take the money if he knew they would find out? I keep telling her that Steve isn’t interested in her, but she just doesn’t get it.

puzzling  /'paʊzɪlɪŋ/ [adj] a puzzling situation makes you feel confused, because you have tried to understand it or explain it, but you cannot: I don’t know why she left — it’s all very puzzling.

it’s a mystery to me(it beats me) /its ə 'mɪstəri 3i mi: / SPOKEN say this when you cannot understand why something happens or how someone does something, and you find it very surprising: “Why does she stay with her husband then?” “It beats me.”
+ how/what/why etc It’s a mystery to me how he can get so much work done in such a short time.

4 to not understand something correctly

misunderstand  /ˌmisʌndərˈstænd/ [v I/T] to think that someone means one thing when in fact they mean something else: I think she misunderstood the question. I’m sorry, I must have misunderstood you.

misunderstanding - misunderstood - have misunderstood

miss the point /mɪs ə ˈpɔɪnt/ if you miss the point, you think you understand what someone says or what is important about a situation, but in fact you are wrong: I soon realised that he had completely missed the point.

misunderstanding /ˌmisʌndərˈstændɪŋ/ [n C/U] a problem caused when someone does not understand something correctly: There seems to have been a misunderstanding. I didn’t order steak. Cultural differences between people from different countries can sometimes lead to misunderstandings.

UNFORTUNATELY
when you wish that something had not happened or was not true

- see also SORRY, LUCKY/UNLUCKY

unfortunately  /ˌʌnˈfɔtʃərəˈli/ [adv] use this to show that you wish something had not happened, or you wish something was not true: There’s nothing I can do about it, unfortunately. Unfortunately, Dr Cole cannot spend as long with each patient as she would like. We took some fantastic photos, but unfortunately the film got damaged.

sadly  /ˈsædli/ [adv] unfortunately - use this to talk about events or situations that are very sad: Alice was rushed to the hospital, but sadly she died two hours later. Sadly, this fine old theatre was destroyed by fire in 1993.

⚠️ Sadly is more formal than unfortunately, and used about serious situations.

It’s a pity/it’s a shame /ɪts ə 'pɪti / It’s a pity/It’s a shame (say this to show that you feel disappointed, sad, or annoyed about something that has happened: They’ve cut down all those beautiful trees. It’s a shame.
+ (that) It’s a shame you can’t come with us. I don’t mind you going out – it’s just a pity you didn’t ask me first.
+ about It’s a shame about the weather.
what a pity/what a shame! (say this to show that you feel sad or sympathetic about something) “Janet didn’t get that job.” “Oh, what a pity!”

It’s sad /ɪts əd/ use this to show that you feel upset about something sad that has happened, and you wish the situation was different

It’s sad (that) It’s so sad that your father can’t be here to see this.

It’s sad when It’s sad when a marriage breaks up, especially after all those years.

When you see ☞, go to the ESSENTIAL COMMUNICATION section.
**UNKIND**

- opposite KIND
- see also CRUEL

1 treating someone unkindly

**unkind** /ˈʌnˌkaɪnd/ [adj] if you are **unkind** to someone, you speak to them or treat them in a way that makes them unhappy. It is all right to correct your students’ mistakes, but try not to be unkind. It was a really unkind thing to say.

+ to I’m sorry – I didn’t mean to be so unkind to you yesterday.

**it is unkind (of sb) to do sth** It was very unkind of them to keep making jokes about her cooking.

**unkindly** [adv] She described him, rather unkindly, as a boring little man.

**cruel** /ˈkruːl/ [adj] someone who is **cruel** is very unkind, and does not seem to care about other people’s feelings: He’s not ugly! How can you be so cruel? I a cruel laugh.

+ to The other kids were cruel to him because he was so fat.

**cruelly** [adv] She wanted to leave him but, as he cruelly reminded her, she had nowhere else to go.

**nasty** /ˈnæsti/ [adj] someone who is **nasty** is deliberately unkind, and seems to enjoy making people unhappy: What a nasty thing to do! He has a really nasty side to his character.

+ to Don’t be so nasty to your sister!

**nasty – nastier – nastiest**

**spiteful** /ˈspɪtʃəl/ [adj] deliberately unkind to someone because you are jealous of them or angry with them: Failure had made him bitter and spiteful.

**spitefully** [adv] “I never liked her anyway,” Rob said spitefully.

**bitchy** /ˈbɪtʃi/ [adj] informal someone who is **bitchy** says unkind things about another person, especially about the way they look or behave.

**bitchy comments/remarks** She’s always making bitchy comments about other people’s clothes.

+ about She was being really bitchy about Martha.

⚠ Bitchy is used especially by women when talking about other women.

2 **unkind, but not deliberately unkind**

**thoughtless/inconsiderate** /ˌθəʊtˈlɛs, ɪnˈkɑːnsədərət/ [adj] someone who is **thoughtless** or **inconsiderate** only thinks about their own situation, their own enjoyment etc., and does not think about the effects that their actions will have on other people: A few thoughtless people spoiled the trip for everyone. A lot of drivers these days are really rude and inconsiderate.

**insensitive** /ɪnˈsɛnsɪtɪv/ [adj] someone who is **insensitive** does not notice when other people are upset or when something that they do might upset other people: I thought it was very insensitive of you, the way you kept talking about her new baby – she knows that Pam can’t have children.

**insensitive treatment of rape victims**

---

**UNTIDY**

- opposite TIDY
- see also DIRTY

1 place/room

**untidy** /ˈʌntɪdi/ [adj] if a place is **untidy**, things have been left carelessly in different parts of it instead of being neatly arranged: Dad is always complaining that my bedroom’s untidy. I am an untidy desk. I’m afraid the garden’s very untidy.

**untidy – untidier – untidiest**

**be a mess/be in a mess** bit a mess.

bit in a mess informal if a place is a mess or is in a mess, it is very untidy and dirty: Please sit down. Sorry everything’s such a mess. The whole house was in a mess, but I didn’t have time to clean it up.

**messy** /ˈmesi/ [adj] informal very untidy and dirty: I can’t find anything in your bedroom – it’s so messy! A messy sinkful of dishes

**messy – messier – messiest**
cluttered /ˈklʌtəd/ [adj] untidy because there are too many things in a small space: a cluttered little office
+ with The room was tiny, its walls cluttered with paintings and old photographs.
Q a dump a 'dump/ [n singular] spoken informal a dirty and untidy room, building, or place: Do something about your room – it’s a dump.

2 person/clothes/hair etc
untidy /ʌntɪdi/ [adj] someone who is untidy does not keep their house, clothes, hair etc neatly arranged: The children are so untidy – they leave their things all over the floor. | Her hair was untidy and her lipstick was smudged.
look a mess /luːkəˈmes/ informal to look very untidy: When the police called, I had just got up, and my hair looked a mess.
scruffy /ˈskrʌfi/ [adj] someone who is scruffy is wearing old, untidy clothes: My parents think I look scruffy in these jeans.
scruffy clothes/jeans/sweater etc She’s wearing that scruffy old sweater again.
scruffy – scruffier – scruffiest

3 when things are spread around in an untidy way
mess /mes/ [n singular] when things are spread around everywhere in a dirty, untidy way: We spent the morning tidying up the mess after the party. | There were cups and ashrays everywhere – what a mess!
make a mess (= make a place dirty and untidy) You can do some baking if you promise not to make a mess in the kitchen.

chaos /ˈkeɪəʊs/ [n U] when everything is very untidy, nothing is organized, and there is no order or system: We’ve just moved into the new office and I’ve no idea where anything is – it’s chaos!
in chaos (= in a state of chaos) I arrived home to find the house in chaos.

When you see ©, go to the ESSENTIAL COMMUNICATION section.

---

UNUSUAL

- opposite NORMAL/ORDINARY

STRANGE

DIFFERENT

see also

USUALLY

SPECIAL

⚠️ Don’t confuse unusual (= different from what usually happens) and strange (= unusual, and also a little frightening, surprising, or difficult to understand).

1 not what usually happens
unusual /ʌnˈjuːʒuəl/ [-əl] [adj] different from what usually happens, or different from the ordinary kind: We had snow in April, which is very unusual. | She had an unusual last name – Peachtree or Plumtree or something like that.
it is unusual for sb to do sth We were beginning to worry. It was unusual for Dave to be so late.
unusually [adv] The office was unusually quiet that morning.
special /ˈspeʃəl/ [adj] usually before noun a special occasion, situation, method etc is one that is different from what normally happens, and usually better: There were special security arrangements for the President’s visit. | Prince William is the school’s most famous student, but he doesn’t get special treatment or special privileges.
special event/occasion a special event to celebrate the 200th anniversary of the revolution
in special circumstances Prisoners are only allowed to visit their families in special circumstances.

exceptional /ɪkˈsepʃənal/ [adj] an exceptional situation is very unusual and happens very rarely; an exceptional person or quality is so good that there are very few like them: A few of the top executives are women, but this is still exceptional. | a man of exceptional intelligence
in exceptional circumstances/cases Exit visas are only given in exceptional circumstances.

exceptionally [adv] an exceptionally talented athlete

uncommon/not common [nəˈkəmən, ˈnəʊ-kəmən] [adj] something that is uncommon or not common is unusual because it does not happen very often: The disease mostly affects older people, and is not common among younger people. It is uncommon/not common (for sb) to do sth. It is uncommon for small babies to sleep more than four hours without waking.

⚠️ Uncommon/not common is more formal than unusual.

Q: it's not like sb [ɪtz ˈnɔt laɪk (sb)] spoken say this when you mean that someone is behaving in a way that they do not usually behave, so you think they may be ill or have some kind of problem. Don't you want any more to eat? That's not like you.

it's not like sb to do sth. It's not like Sally to get so upset – I think she's been working too hard.

2 different from the way most people think or behave

unconventional [ˌʌŋkənvənˈteɪʃənəl] [adj] someone who is unconventional lives, behaves, or does things in ways that are very different from the way that most ordinary people live or behave: She comes from an unconventional family. I unconventional teaching methods

up

→ if you mean 'a price, number etc goes up', go to INCREASE
→ opposite DOWN
→ see also CLIMB

1 moving up to a higher place or level

up /ʌp/ [prep/adv]
go/climb/walk etc up There's a great view from the top – you should go up and have a look.
up a hill/tree/wall etc Tim had climbed up a tree to get a better view.
+ onto/into/at etc Don't let the cat jump up onto the table. I You mustn't go up there – it's dangerous.

upwards/upward /ˈʌp(wər)dz(ə)/ [adv] towards a higher position, especially towards the sky: Most plants grow upwards, towards the light.
+ into/above/over etc With a loud bang, the rocket shot upward into the sky.

upward [adj only before noun] She massaged my back with a light upward movement.

⚠️ Don't say 'they walked upwards the hill. Say they walked up the hill.

uphill /ˈʌphɪl/ [adv] going up a hill.

When I'm driving uphill the engine makes a terrible noise.
The bus crawled uphill for another mile.

uphill [adj only before noun] a long uphill climb through the snow.

upstairs /ˈʌpˌstɛəs/ [adv] go/walk/run etc upstairs to go towards a higher level in a building by going up the stairs.

Guy ran upstairs quickly. I Don't go upstairs yet – I think Sara's wrapping your present.

rise /raɪz/ [v 1] written to move straight up into the air or sky. The balloon rose slowly into the air.
We got up, just as the sun was rising.

rising – rose – have risen

climb /klɪm/ [v 1/3] written to move up a slope, or to move up into the sky in a sloping direction. The bus began to climb the steep hill out of the valley.
The plane climbed higher and higher until it was out of sight.

2 facing up, looking up, or pointing up

up /ʌp/ [adv]
look/point/stare up (=look, point etc upwards) Caroline looked up and laughed.
+ at/into/towards etc The dog just sat and stared up at me.
straight up (=directly up) He was pointing his rifle straight up in the air.
upwards (also upward American) [əp-'wɔrdz] [adv] facing or pointing up, especially towards the sky. She stretched out her hands with the palms upwards. Their faces were turned upward, fixed on the man on the ledge.

towards [vər'tikoil] [adj] lines, walls, surfaces etc that are vertical go straight up: The wallpaper had vertical pink and white stripes. First, the surgeon makes a three-inch vertical cut in the abdomen.

vertically [adv] The cliffs rose vertically out of the sea.

upright əp-'rait/ [adj/adv] standing straight up: The ceiling was so low that we couldn’t stand upright.

hold/keep sth upright Keep the bottle upright, in case it leaks.

in a higher position

upstairs əp-steəz/ [adv] on a higher floor of a building, especially just above where you are: “Where's John?” “He's upstairs, doing his homework.” We got a note from the woman who lives upstairs.

upstairs [adj only before noun] The burglars got in through an upstairs window.

Don’t say ‘she lives in upstairs’. Just say she lives upstairs.

up in/up on/up there etc əp in, əp on, əp 'ərθ (etc) in a higher position than where you are: I think your old bike's still up in the attic somewhere. Put the bottles up on the shelf where the baby can't reach them. Is it safe up there?

to move a part of your body up

raise reiz/ [v T] especially written to move part of your body up: She raised her head and looked at him. Raising his hands to protect his face.

put up [put up] [phrasal verb T] to move your hand or arm above your head. Put up your hand if you know the answer.

make use of sth. meik 'ju:st ov (sith) to use something that is available, especially something that can help you or give you an advantage: Not enough people are making use of the company's fitness centre.

make good/full use of sth While she was at college, she made good use of all the computing facilities.

5

when a road or path goes towards a higher level

up əp [adv/prep] A track continues up the hillside towards the church.

into/towards/over etc paths leading up into the mountains.

go up/go uphill (ɡəp, ɡəp ə'phi:l/ [phrasal verb] to go towards a higher level: After the next village, the road goes uphill steeply. The path went uphill for another two miles.

6

when the level of water goes up

rise raiz/ [v] The level of water in the lake was rising fast. In 1956 the river rose by more than 6 metres.

rising – rose – have risen
2 to use an amount of fuel, water, food etc

**use** /juːz/ [v T] to use an amount of something: It’s a big car, and it uses a lot of gas. | You’ll need to use at least two cans of paint.

**consume** /kənˈsəmjən/ [v T] formal to use fuel, energy, water, and other natural products - use this especially to talk about the amount of fuel, energy etc used by people in general: The US imports 45% of the oil that it consumes. | Industrialized countries which consume natural resources in huge quantities.

**consumption** /kənˈsəmpʃən/ [n U] the amount of fuel, energy etc that people use: The government is urging people to reduce their water consumption.

3 to use something again

**recycle** /ˈrɪsaɪkl/ [v T] to put bottles, newspapers, cans etc through a process so that they can be used for making new bottles, newspapers etc: new techniques for recycling plastics.

**recycled** [adj] All our envelopes are made from recycled paper.

**re-use** /riːˈjuːz/ [v T] to use something again after you have used it before: The supermarket encourages shoppers to re-use plastic bags.

4 when a seat, room, machine etc is being used

**be in use** /biː in ˈjuz/ if a room or machine is in use, it is being used by someone at the present time, so no-one else can use it: The meeting room is in use at the moment, so we’ll have to go somewhere else. | All the photocopyers are in use. Could you come back later?

**be taken** /biː ˈteɪkt/ ESPECIALLY SPOKEN use this about a seat on a train, in a theatre etc that someone else has already bought or arranged to use, even if they are not there at the moment: Is this seat taken? | I’m sorry, you can’t sit there. It’s taken.

5 not being used

**unused** /ˌʌnˈjuːzd/ [adj] not being used at the present time: After Grandad died, his car sat unused in the garage. | Farmers were paid special subsidies for unused fields.

**disused** /dɪsˈjuːzd/ [adj only before noun] especially British a disused factory, mine, railway etc is old and is not being used any more: The drugs were found in a disused warehouse.

6 when something is not being used, so you can use it

**available** /əˈvɛrələbl/ [adj] something useful that is available is ready to be used and you can use it if you want to: They built the shelter using old wood and plastic - just whatever was available. | We had filled all the available space, so there was nowhere to store the books.

**free** /friː/ [adj] use this about a chair, room, table etc that you can use because no-one else is using it: The office next door is free if you need somewhere to work. | There’s just one free table, over there in the corner.

**spare** /ˈspɛər/ [adj only before noun] a spare tyre/pen/key etc a tyre, key etc which you are not using at the moment, but which you keep in case the one you are using breaks, gets lost etc: We keep a spare key in the garage. | Do you have a spare pen I could borrow?

**empty/vacant** /ˈempti, veɪkənt/ [adj] use this about buildings that no-one is using: Fire broke out in a vacant office block early this morning. | The house has been empty for over a year.

⚠️ Vacant is more formal than empty

7 officially allowed to be used

**valid** /ˈvæld/ [adj] if a ticket, passport etc is valid, you can legally use it and it will be officially accepted: My passport is valid for 10 years. | Do you have a valid driver’s license?
**what something can be used for**

**use** /juːz/ [n C often plural] one of the ways in which something can be used: The land has been developed for tourism and other recreational uses. | the industrial uses of hydrogen

**be for** /bər/ [phrasal verb T] to be used for doing a particular job: This cream is for removing make-up. | What’s that switch for?

**function** /ˈfʌŋkʃən/ [n C] the purpose for which something is intended to be used + of: The main function of the bars is to protect the driver’s legs.

⚠️ Function is used especially in technical or scientific writing.

**to use something in the wrong way**

**misuse** /mɪsˈjuːz/ [v T] to use something in the wrong way or for the wrong purpose: The word ‘schizophrenia’ is frequently misused. | Politicians misused public money on entertaining their business friends.

**misuse** /mɪsˈjuːz/ [n C/U] when something is used in the wrong way or for the wrong purpose: Opponents of genetic engineering see it as a misuse of scientific knowledge.

**abuse** /əˈbjuːz/ [v T] to use something for a bad purpose, especially in a way that is unfair or that harms other people: Local politicians abused their privileges to make themselves rich. | people who abuse the welfare system

**abuse** /əˈbjuːs/ [n C/U] when something is used for a bad purpose: There was widespread abuse of power. | drug abuse

**used to/accustomed to**

when something seems normal to you because you have often done it or experienced it before

- if you mean ‘did something regularly in the past’, go to **PAST 2**

**used to something**

**be used to sth** /biː jʊst tū: (stɪ)/ if you are used to something, you have often done it or experienced it before, so it does not seem strange, new, or difficult to you: be used to doing sth She’s used to getting up early because she lives on a farm.

**be used to sth** At first Omar hated the rain in England but he’s used to it now.

**get used to (doing) sth** Mary never really got used to living on her own after her husband died. | It’s quite a simple system – you’ll soon get used to it.

⚠️ Don’t confuse I used to do it (=I regularly did it in the past, but I don’t do it now) and I am used to doing it (=I often do it, so it doesn’t seem unusual to me): When I worked on a farm, I used to get up early every day. | I work on a farm, so I’m used to getting up early.

⚠️ Don’t say ‘I am used to do this’. Say I am used to doing this: I’m used to making all my own food.

**be accustomed to sth** /biː əˈkʌstəmd tū: (stɪ)/ formal to be used to something, especially because it is a normal part of your life: Zara was accustomed to a life of luxury.

**be accustomed to doing sth** Larry remained completely relaxed – he was accustomed to dealing with difficult customers.

**become/grow accustomed to sth** After a time, she became accustomed to all the media attention.

**adjust to sth** /əˈdʒʌst tū: (stɪ)/ [phrasal verb T] to gradually get used to a new situation, by changing your attitudes or the way you do things: It took us a while to adjust to the tropical climate. | Some of
the staff found it hard to adjust to all the changes in technology and working methods.

settle in (setl in) [phrasal verb] to gradually get used to a new place or a new way of life, so that you feel relaxed and confident: Paul never really settled in at his last school.

settle into sth It didn't take Charlie long to settle into his new job.

familiar [familiar] [adj] a familiar place, idea, situation etc is one that you are used to and that you know well: It was good to be back in familiar surroundings. | the familiar sounds of home  
+ to This kind of problem will be familiar to many married couples.

not used to something

not be used to sth [not bi 'just tu: (sth)] I'm still not used to the new computer system.

not be used to doing sth Jane wasn't used to having so much money, and she didn't know what to do with it.

be unaccustomed to sth [bi 'ən-ˈastrəmtæd tu: (sth)] formal to not be used to something, especially when this makes you annoyed or worried: Curtis was a country boy, unaccustomed to city life.

be unaccustomed to doing sth Teachers may be unaccustomed to having their teaching methods criticised.

unfamiliar [ˌʌnfəˈmɪliər] [adj] an unfamiliar place, idea, situation etc is one that you are not used to or do not know much about: the unfamiliar experience of driving on the left-hand side of the road | a new place, with all its unfamiliar sounds and smells  
+ to Some of these expressions may be unfamiliar to your students.

strange /streinda/ [adj only before noun] a strange country, food, custom etc is one that you are not used to because you have never been there before, experienced it before etc, and this may make you feel anxious: The strange food made her ill. | She was all alone in a strange city.

USEFUL/ NOT USEFUL

= see also CONVENIENT/NOT CONVENIENT 2

useful /juːsful/ [adj] something that is useful makes it easier for you to do something or to get something: See page 35 for a list of useful addresses. | The bank gave us a lot of useful advice about starting our own business. | a useful skill  useful for doing sth Scotch tape is very useful for making quick repairs.  
+ to information that may be useful to the enemy  
Q come in useful spoken (=be useful in a particular situation) Keep the rest of the paper — it might come in useful later.

handy /ˈhændi/ [adj] informal useful and easy to use: a handy chart for converting pounds into kilos | This handy booklet tells you everything you need to know about getting connected to the Internet.

handy for doing sth There's a special brush, which is handy for cleaning the stairs.

Q come in handy spoken (=be useful in a particular situation) Bring a sleeping bag — it might come in handy.

practical /præktɪkəl/ [adj] designed to be useful rather than attractive — use this especially about clothes and things you use in your house: a type of floor covering that is simple, practical, and cheap

Q be good for sth [bi 'gud fɔr (sth)] especially spoken to be suitable and useful for a particular job or purpose: The old table does take up a lot of space, but it's good for parties.

be good for doing sth The big jars are good for storing pasta.

invaluable /ɪnˈvæljuəbl/ [adj] formal extremely useful — use this about something that you are very pleased to have because it will help you a lot, for example someone's advice or help: Thank you, your advice has been invaluable. | My six months at IBM gave me invaluable experience of the computer business.
versatile /ˈvɜːstəl/ [adj] something that is versatile can be used in a lot of different ways: Eggs are good value for money and so versatile. I a versatile blue cotton jacket

2 not useful

useless /ˈjuːsləs/ [adj] not at all useful: useless information | Without the proper electric cable, it's useless.
completely/totally/absolutely useless I'm going to throw this old vacuum cleaner away - it's absolutely useless.
+ for It's only a simple calculator, so it's useless for doing anything complicated.

pointless /ˈpɔɪntləs/ [adj] if someone does something that is pointless, it does not seem to have any useful purpose and will not help anyone: The argument was completely pointless. pointless drug testing on animals
it is pointless doing sth It's pointless trying to speak to the manager - she's always too busy.

Q: there's no point/what's the point? [əˈpiːz, ˈnɔː pənt, ˈwʌts də pɔɪnt] especially spoken say this when you think that it is useless to do something because it will not achieve any useful purpose: “Why don't you try and sort out your argument with Mike?” “There's no point - he never listens.”

there's no point (in) doing sth There's no point in waiting any longer - she obviously isn't coming.

Q: what's the point of doing sth? especially spoken What's the point of taking the exam if you know you're going to fail?

Q: be a waste of time /bi əˈwɛst av ˈtɛm, ˈwɛst av ˈtɛm/ especially spoken if you say that doing something is a waste of time, you mean that it is very unlikely to achieve any useful result and so no one should spend their time doing it.
be a complete waste of time These meetings are a complete waste of time. Nothing ever gets decided.
it is a waste of time doing sth So many people wanted that job, that I thought it was a waste of time even applying for it.

When you see UK, go to the ESSENTIAL COMMUNICATION section.

\[ \text{USUALLY} \]

\[ \begin{array}{llll}
\text{ALWAYS} & \text{NEVER} \\
\text{OFTEN} & \text{see} & \text{also} & \text{UNUSUAL} \\
\text{SOMETIMES} & \text{STRANGE} \\
\end{array} \]

1 usually

usually/normally/generally /ˈjuːʒuəli, ˈnɔːrməli, ˈdʒenərali/ [adv] on most occasions or in most situations: I usually get up at about 7 o'clock. | The journey normally takes me about 45 minutes. | Usually, I do all the housework and Peter does the garden. | Women are generally paid less than men.

\[ \text{\textbullet} \] Put usually, normally, and generally before the main verb in a sentence, except when the main verb is the verb 'to be': They usually make a lot of noise. | They are usually very noisy.

as usual /əˈzuːʒuəl/ in the same way as things usually happen: Tickets cost $20, and as usual there is a special price for students.

\[ \text{\textbullet} \] Don't say 'as usually'. Say as usual: As usual, the bus was full.

\[ \text{\textbullet} \] In spoken English, as usual is often used to say that something annoying has happened, when you mean that this happens very often: I tried to find Larry, but as usual he was outside having a cigarette.

Q: nine times out of ten /ˈnaɪt ˈtaɪmz ət ˈten/ especially spoken if something happens nine times out of ten, it nearly always happens or is nearly always true: Nine times out of ten, he works late and I have to look after the kids.

2 usual

usual/normal /ˈjuːʒuəl, ˈnɔːrməl/ [adj usually before noun] use this to describe the situation that usually happens, the thing that someone usually uses etc: She was sitting in her usual chair by the fire. | They're selling CDs at half the normal price.
cooler/better/later etc than usual. The journey took much longer than usual, because there was so much traffic.

get into the habit of doing sth (=start doing something regularly) You ought to get into the habit of planning your work each morning.

routine [n C/U] all the things that you usually do in the same order every day. Try to make exercise a part of your daily routine. Most babies soon develop a routine of sleeping and eating.

routine [adj] a routine action or process is done as a normal part of a job or system: The drugs were found during a routine check by customs officers.

3 something that you usually do

habit [n C/U] something that you do very often and without thinking about it, because you have done it so many times before: smoking and drinking and all his other bad habits.

have a habit of doing sth She has an annoying habit of leaving her books all over the floor.
very  /ˈveri/ [adv] We had a very good time. | The test was very difficult. | She described the scene very well. | Try again, but move your arms very slowly.

really  /ˈriːli/ [adv] especially spoken very - use this especially to talk about your feelings or what you think about something: It's really cold out there. | I feel really hungry. | Bob played really well.

highly  /ˈhaɪli/ [adv] formal very - you can use highly with these words: successful, intelligent, profitable, effective, efficient, skilled: He runs a highly successful company. | A team of highly skilled engineers.

real  /rəl/ [adv] American spoken informal very: I think he's a real smart guy. | You can take the car but be real careful. | Driving real fast

less than very, but more than a little

fairly  /ˈfeɪlri/ [adv] if something is fairly heavy, fairly easy etc it is more than a little heavy or easy, but it is not very heavy or very easy: The house has a fairly big living room. | She was fairly certain that she had been there before. | Maria sings fairly well, but she needs more lessons.

quite  /kwɔɪt/ [adv, determiner] especially british if something is quite heavy, quite easy etc, it is more than a little heavy or easy, but it is not very heavy or very easy: The hotel was quite expensive. | The door opened quite easily. | I quite like it here, but I'd rather live in Manchester.

quite a long way/nice day/a good book etc It's quite a long way to the church from here. | I thought it was quite an interesting movie.

completely  /kəmˈplɪtli/ [adv] in every possible way: What's he doing? Has he gone completely crazy? | By Friday I'm always completely exhausted. | a place where you can feel completely relaxed.

very, very  /ˈveri ˈveri/ spoken say this when you want to emphasize 'very': a very, very important decision. | She's intelligent, and she's very, very efficient.

incredibly  /ɪnˈkrɛdəbli/ [adv] use this when something is so good, so bad, so fast etc that you are surprised by it or you find it hard to believe: They all work incredibly hard. | Their house is incredibly cold - I don't think they heat it at all. | I've been incredibly lucky in my career.

even more than very

extremely  /ɪkˈstrɪmli/ [adv] especially written use this when you want to use a stronger word than 'very': It is extremely difficult to work in these conditions. | The article contains some extremely important information. | The conference was extremely badly organized.

absolutely  /æbsəluːtli/, əbˈsəluːtli/ [adv] as much as it is possible to imagine - use this to emphasize adjectives that already have a strong meaning.

absolutely marvellous/wonderful/delicious etc We had an absolutely marvellous day. | The cake tastes absolutely delicious - did you make it?

absolutely filthy/disgusting/awful etc When they came in from the yard, they were absolutely filthy.

absolutely terrified/exhausted/delighted/furious etc She stood in the middle of the stage looking absolutely terrified.

In American English, 'quite good', 'quite funny' etc means 'very good', 'very funny' etc.

pretty  /ˈprɪti/ [adv] informal fairly: It's pretty cold today. | I was pretty embarrassed when I realized that she'd been listening. | "Hi Beth, how are you?" "Pretty good."

In British English, pretty is used mostly in conversation. But in American English, pretty is much more common, and it is the most usual way of saying fairly.
rather [ˈrɑːðə] [adv] 1. prep: determiner especially British fairly – use this especially about things that are bad or unsuitable: Gail seems rather unhappy today. | a rather annoying delay
2. adv: short dress etc That’s rather a large whisky; I don’t think I can drink it all.
3. adv: a lot She was wearing rather a lot of make-up at the party.

brutal [ˈbrʌtl] [adj] violent and cruel: The prison guards were brutal and corrupt. | a brutal dictator who killed all his opponents
brutal murder/attack/killing Carter was jailed for the brutal murder of a young mother.
brutally [ˈbrʌtlɪ] [adv] Opponents of the regime were brutally tortured.

vicious [ˈvɪsɪs] [adj] a vicious person or animal is likely to attack and injure people suddenly and for no reason: Police shot dead a vicious Rottweiler dog.
vicious attack/assault Stephanie was the victim of a vicious attack.

fierce /fɪəs/ [adj] a fierce animal looks very frightening and is ready to attack people: a fierce dog was standing at the gate, guarding the house.

violent film/story
violent /ˈvɪələnt/ [adj] violent films, stories, or television programmes contain a lot of fighting and killing: I think Tarantino’s films are too violent.
gory /ˈgɔrɪ/ [adj] gory films, descriptions etc clearly show or describe violent injuries, blood, death etc: a gory horror movie

violent actions
violence /ˈvɪələns/ [n U] fighting, killing, and other violent behaviour: complaints about sex and violence on TV | in some parts of the city, teachers have to deal with violence in the classroom.

violent against + against male violence against women

force /fɔːs/ [n U] violent action or the threat of violent action, used in order to make someone do something: We want to end the demonstration without force.

use force The police do not use force when arresting people unless it’s absolutely necessary.

by force (=using force) Her husband tried to get the children back by force.

aggression /ˈægərəʒən/ [n U] angry behaviour that often causes fights: Drugs can be used to control aggression. | Some people think aggression in children may be caused by the food they eat.
VISIT

to go and spend time in a place or with a person

STAY  ⇐  FREE TIME

see also TRAVEL  ⇐  HOLIDAY

1 to visit a person

**visit** /vɪzɪt/ [v l/T] to go and spend time with someone, especially in their home: We're going to visit Vicky this weekend. Paul visited her every day when she was in the hospital.

⚠️ Visit is a fairly formal word. In informal English, go to see is more common.

**go to see** /gəʊ tə 'sɪː/ to go and spend time with someone, either for enjoyment or in order to get advice or help from them: We went to see Kim last weekend. He goes to see his mother every evening. You should go to see the doctor about that cough.

⚠️ In spoken English, you can also say go and see: Why don't you go and see your mother? In American spoken English you can also say go see: You really should go see the bank manager.

⚠️ In the past tense, always say went to see (not 'went see'): I went to see an accountant about my tax problems.

**stop in/stop by** /stɒp ɪn, stɒp bɛɪ/ [stop- [phrasal verb]] to visit someone for a short time while you are on your way to somewhere else: Bruce and Betty stopped by on their way to the mall.

**drop in/drop by** /drɒp ɪn, drɒp bɛɪ/ [drop- [phrasal verb]] especially spoken to visit someone for a short time, especially when they are not expecting you: Guess who dropped in earlier - Aunt Leone! Lizzie said she'd drop by later and let us know the arrangements for tonight.

**come by** /kʌm bɛɪ/ [phrasal verb] American, especially spoken to visit someone in their home, especially for a short time: Can you come by on Tuesday to pick up the keys?

**call in/call round** /kɔl ɪn, kɔl roun/ [phrasal verb] British, especially spoken to visit someone in their home while you are on your way to somewhere else: Fred calls round sometimes on his way to the sports centre. I'll call in tomorrow, Mum.

**see** /sɪː/ [v T] to visit a doctor, lawyer etc at their place of work, in order to get professional help or advice: You should see a doctor if your back doesn't get any better. I've come to see the Planning Officer.

**seeing** - saw - have seen

2 to visit a place

**go to** /gəʊ tʊ/ [phrasal verb T] to visit a place: We're going to Hawaii for our vacation. I've been to Germany several times. Have you ever been to the National Gallery in London?

**go to see** /gəʊ tə 'sɪː/ to visit a well-known place or building while you are in a city or country: If you're in Paris, you must go to see the Pompidou Centre.

⚠️ In spoken English, you can also say go and see: Let's go and see the cathedral. In American spoken English you can also say go see: Why don't we go see the Statue of Liberty?

⚠️ In the past tense, always say went to see (not 'went see').

**visit** /vɪzɪt/ [v T] to go somewhere, especially as part of your official duties: The Ambassador visited Hong Kong in 1982. The photo shows Mr Clinton visiting an automobile factory.

⚠️ Don't say 'we visited the cinema/Disneyland etc'. Say we went to the cinema/Disneyland etc. Use visit to talk about important people when they officially go to a city, a country, a factory etc.

⚠️ Don't say 'he visited the town'. Say he visited the town
stop off (stop off) to make a short visit to a place while you
are on your way to somewhere else
+ at/in We stopped off in Boston on our way to New York. | I'll stop off at the
library on the way home.
sightseeing (sightseeing) [n U] when you
tavel around a place to look at the famous
and interesting places there: We did a lot
of walking and sightseeing while we
were in London.
go sightseeing Let's go sightseeing
tomorrow. | I'd like to see the Empire
State Building and Central Park.

⚠ Don't say 'a sightseeing'. Say some
sightseeing or a lot of sightseeing.

3 someone who visits

visitor (visitor) [n C] someone who visits a
person or place: The museum had over a
million visitors last year. | We have visitors
staying with us at the moment. | Prisoners
are allowed only two visitors a week.
guest (guest) [n C] someone that you have
invited to visit you or stay with you at your
house: They were guests of an Arab banker
at his apartment in the south of France.

⚠ Guest is a rather formal word. In
spoken English, it is more usual to say
'someone visiting' or 'someone staying':
We have some friends visiting us this
weekend.

tourist (tourist) [n C] someone who is
visiting a place while they are on holiday:
Cambridge is full of tourists in the
summer.

4 a time when you visit

visit (visit) [n C] a time when you visit a
person or a place: Jennie was getting
quite excited at the thought of her
mother's visit.
+ to It's the President's first visit to
Moscow.
pay sb a visit (=visit someone) formal
Melissa decided to pay a visit to her old
teacher.
a flying visit (=a very short visit when you
do not have much time) Do you have
time to stay for a meal, or is this just a flying
visit?

VOTE

→ see also GOVERNMENT/POLITICS,
REPRESENT, PROTEST

1 to vote
vote (vote) [v T] to show which person
you want to choose, or to show whether
you agree with a plan, by putting your
hand up or making a mark on a piece of
gpaper
vote for sb/sth (=vote to support them) I
haven't decided who I'm going to vote
for. | 70% of the population voted for
independence.
vote against sth (=vote to say that you do
not agree with a plan or suggestion) Only
two people voted against the proposal.
vote to do sth Congress voted to
increase spending on foreign aid.
vote on sth (=vote in order to make a
decision about something) Teachers will
be voting on a proposal to accept the
5% pay offer.
vote In tomorrow's election, many
young people will be voting for the first
time.
vote Republican/Labour etc (=vote for a
political party) I've voted Democrat all
my life.

the vote [n singular] the right to vote: It
wasn't until 1918 that women were
given the vote.

have a vote/take a vote have a
vote, take a vote: if a group of people
have a vote or take a vote, they decide
something by putting their hands up to
show which idea they agree with: We may
need to take a vote if we can't decide.
+ on Let's take a vote on it (=decide it by
voting).

elect (elect) [v T] to choose a government,
leader, or representative by voting: At
tonight's meeting, we will elect a new
chairperson. | The present mayor was
elected two years ago.
elect sb leader/chairman/president etc
(=choose someone to be leader etc by
voting) When was Mr Yeltsin elected presi-
dent?

veto (veto) [v T] if someone vetoes a
decision that other people have agreed
on, they use their official power to refuse
to allow it. The bill was vetoed by the President because it contained too many tax increases.

vetoing – vetoed – have vetoed

2 an occasion when people vote

election /ɪˈlekʃən/ [n C] when people vote to choose a government or leader. Since the last election, unemployment has increased.

hold an election South Africa held its first multi-racial elections in 1994.

presidential election (=an election to choose a president)

general election BRITISH (=an election to choose a government)

referendum /ˌrefəˈrendəm/ [n C] when everyone in a country votes to say what they think about an important political question

hold a referendum A referendum held in the Ukraine showed strong support for independence.

3 someone who votes

vote /vɑːt/ [n singular] when a group of people, especially a committee or parliament, vote to decide something: Winterton announced that he would not be supporting the plan in Monday’s vote.

to vote = people who vote

to vote on The Irish people voted ‘no’ in a referendum on divorce in 1986.

ballot /ˈbælɔt/ [n C] when members of an organization decide something by marking what they want on a piece of paper, especially in order to make sure that it is secret: The result of the ballot showed that nurses were not in favour of a strike. I a secret ballot

voter /ˈvɔːtər/ [n C] someone who votes in a political election: Italian voters have shown what they think of the corrupt old party system.

Republican/Labour etc voters (=people who vote for the Republican Party etc)
### 1 to wait

**wait** /waɪt/ [v 1] to spend time not doing very much, while you are expecting something to happen or expecting someone to arrive: **Wait** here until I get back. I Hurry up, everyone's waiting.

**wait for sb/sth** (=wait until someone arrives, is ready etc.) I'll stay here and wait for Suzie.

**wait (for) a minute/two hours/a long time etc.** Where have you been? I've been waiting for ages. You'll have to wait a few minutes - I'm not ready yet.

**wait to do sth** Are you waiting to use the phone?

**wait for sb/sth to do sth** She waited for him to reply.

**keep sb waiting** (=make someone wait, for example by arriving late) I'm so sorry I kept you waiting.

**wait and see** (=be patient until you find out) I've sent the letter - now I'll just have to wait and see what happens.

⚠️ Don't say 'I'll wait you', 'they wait the bus' etc. Say 'I'll wait for you', 'they waited for the bus etc.'

⚠️ You can say I waited an hour or I waited for an hour. Both are correct.

**hold on** /hould oun/ [phrasal verb I] SPOKEN to wait a little longer: I can hold on for a few minutes if you like.

**hang around** /hæn ərəund/ [phrasal verb I] INFORMAL to wait in one place without doing anything, so that you are wasting time: Sally hung around for over an hour but no-one came.

**keep sb hanging around** You knew I was in a hurry. Why did you keep me hanging around?

1. **what you say to tell someone to wait**
   - **wait** weɪt SPOKEN Wait - I must phone Les before we go.
   - **wait a minute/second/moment** Wait a minute. I'll get my coat.
   - **just a minute/just a second** /dʒəst ə mɪnət, dʒəst ə 'sekənd/ SPOKEN say this when you want someone to wait a short time before going somewhere or doing something: Just a minute - I have to check I locked the back door.
   - **hold on/hang on** /hould on, hæn ən/ SPOKEN INFORMAL say this to tell someone to wait for a short time: Hold on - I haven't finished yet.
   - **a minute/moment/second etc.** Hang on a minute while I find her phone number.
   - **wait up** /waɪt 'ʌp/ AMERICAN SPOKEN say this to tell someone to stop, because you want to talk to them or go with them: Wait up, you guys! I can't walk so fast.
   - **hold the line** /hould ðə 'lain/ SPOKEN say this in a business telephone conversation to ask someone to wait for a moment, until the person they want to speak to is ready to answer: Hold the line, please. I'll see if he's available.
   - **bear with me** /bər wið mi/ SPOKEN FORMAL say this to ask someone to wait patiently, while you explain something or while you finish what you are doing: If you just bear with me, I'll explain.

2. **to stand in a line of people waiting**
   - **queue/queue up** /kju/, keɪ /v 1/ BRITISH to stand in a line of people who are all waiting for the same thing: Students were queuing up at the bus-stop.
   - **queue (up) to do sth** It's worth queuing up to get the best tickets.
   - **queue (up) for sth** (=in order to get something) The refugees had to queue for food and water.
   - **stand in line/wait in line** /stænd in 'lain, weɪt in 'lain/ AMERICAN to stand in a line of people who are all waiting for the same thing: people waiting in line outside a nightclub

When you see ☉, go to the ESSENTIAL COMMUNICATION section.
stand/wait in line to do sth We stood in line for two hours to get into the stadium.

line up [laɪn ʌp] [phrasal verb] If people line up, they go and stand in a line and wait to do something or be given something: The prisoners were told to line up at the gate.

line up to do sth They lined up to receive their prizes.

queue [ˈkjuː] [n] a line of people who are all waiting for the same thing: The queue went right round the block. I After waiting an hour, we got to the front of the line.

join a queue/line (=start waiting in it) I joined the queue for a taxi.

4 able to wait quietly and calmly

patient [ˈpeɪʃənt] [adj] able to wait calmly without becoming annoyed or bored: I’m sure she’ll write soon. Just try to be patient.

patiently [ˈpeɪʃəntli] [adv] The audience waited patiently for the show to begin.

patience [ˈpeɪʃəns] [n] when you can wait calmly without becoming annoyed or bored: It’s easy to grow your own plants - all you need is a little time and patience.

5 unable to wait quietly and calmly

impatient [ɪmˈpeɪʃənt] [adj] becoming annoyed because you have been waiting for a long time: Don’t be so impatient. I’m doing it as fast as I can.

get/become/grow impatient I could see that Max was getting impatient.

impatiently [ɪmˈpeɪʃəntli] [adv] The customs officer waved them on impatiently.

impatience [ɪmˈpeɪʃəns] [n] annoyance caused by waiting for a long time: People were beginning to show signs of impatience.

---

WAKE UP/GET UP

→ see also TIRED, SLEEP

1 to stop sleeping

wake up/wake [weɪk ʌp, weɪk] [phrasal verb] to stop sleeping: I woke up at five o’clock and couldn’t get back to sleep again.

wake up/awake [ˈweɪk, ˈweɪk] [verb] to stop sleeping: Babies often wake because they are hungry.

waking – woke – have woken

△ Wake is more formal than wake up.

be awake [bi: ʌwkeɪ] to not be asleep: “Are you awake, Lucy?” she whispered. I’m usually awake before anyone else.

be wide awake (= be completely awake) It was past midnight, but Jill was still wide awake.

come round [ˈkʌm rəʊnd] [phrasal verb] to gradually become conscious again after being given a drug or being hit on the head: She was coming round after her operation, but she still felt dizzy and very sleepy.

2 to make someone stop sleeping

wake/wake up Be quiet, or you’ll wake my parents.

wake sb up The alarm clock woke me up at 8 o’clock.

wake up sb They were making enough noise to wake up the whole street.

waking – woke – have woken

disturb [ˈdɪsərb] [v] to accidentally wake someone who is sleeping, by making a noise or movement: I got undressed in the bathroom to avoid disturbing her.

3 to get out of bed

got up [ɡet ʌp] [phrasal verb] to get out of bed, especially in the morning in order to get ready for the day: Frank gets up at five-thirty every morning.

get up early I think we should get up early and leave before breakfast.

be up [bi: ʌp] [phrasal verb] to be out of bed and doing things: Is Harry up yet? I was up at six this morning.

Jake had been up since dawn.

4 to stay in bed until late in the morning

got up late [ɡet ʌp lɪt] to get out of bed later than usual in the morning: We usually get up late on Sundays.

I got up late and missed my nine o’clock class.
have a lie in [BRITISH] sleep late [AMERICAN] have a 'lain in, sleep 'lat in to stay in bed longer than usual in the morning, because you do not need to get up: It's Saturday tomorrow, so I can have a lie in. She knows I sleep late on weekends, so she doesn't disturb me.

stay in bed stay in bed to not get out of bed, even though you are awake: if you're not well, you'd better stay in bed! He's so lazy - he often stays in bed all day!

oversleep [ɔvərˈslɛp] [v t] to accidentally sleep longer than you intended to, so that you are late for something: Sorry I'm late - I overslept. I was worried that we would oversleep and miss the plane.

oversleeping - overslept - have overslept

---

**WALK**

- see also RUN

1 to walk

**walk** [wɔ:k] [v t] Anna missed the bus, so she decided to walk. How old was your baby when she learned to walk?

+ into/out of/along/back etc He walked out of the station and got into a taxi. I was walking along Main Street when I met Pierre.

- walk home She hates walking home alone at night.

- walk two miles/100 metres etc We must have walked about five miles today.

- on foot if you go somewhere on foot, you walk instead of going by car, bus, train etc: It isn't far. It'll take you about ten minutes on foot.

- go/travel on foot The bus left us at the bottom of the hill, and we went the rest of the way on foot.

- wander [ˈwɒndər] [v t] to walk without hurrying and without going directly to a particular place, either for pleasure or because you are lost:

+ around/about/into etc I spent the morning wandering around the old part of the city, looking at the buildings.

**stride** [strɔ:d] [v t] to walk quickly, taking big steps, in an angry or confident way:

+ into/out of/towards etc Brian strode out of the room without speaking. The Principal came striding towards me, and shook my hand.

- striding - strode - have strode

---

**march** [mɑ:τʃ] [v t] if soldiers march, they all walk together with regular steps:

+ into/through/past etc Thousands of US soldiers marched through the streets of Paris.

- wade [weid] [v t] to walk through deep water:

+ across/towards/through etc They waded across the river.

2 to walk for pleasure or for exercise

**go for a walk** [gəu fər ə wɔ:k] to walk somewhere for pleasure or for exercise: It's a lovely evening. Why don't we go for a walk?

When you see 16, go to the ESSENTIAL COMMUNICATION section.
stroll/go for a stroll

-stroll, go for a stroll [v I] to walk in a slow and relaxed way, especially for pleasure
+ along/through/across etc They strolled along the riverbank, enjoying the evening sun. I They decided to go for a stroll along the beach.

hiking "hækinj/ [n. U] the activity of going for long walks in the countryside
go hiking My parents go hiking a lot.

3 a journey that you make by walking

walk /wɔl/. [n C] a journey that you make by walking, either for pleasure or exercise, or in order to go somewhere
go for a walk (=walk for pleasure or exercise) I love going for walks in the countryside.
a long/short/ten-minute etc walk (=used to say how long it takes to walk somewhere) It's a long walk from here to the nearest town. I “How far is it to the post office?” “It's not far - just a 5-minute walk.”

hike /hək/. [n C] a long walk in the countryside
go on a hike We went on lots of great hikes.

4 to walk quietly

tiptoe 

-tiptoe/ [v I] to walk on your toes because you do not want to make any noise
+ into/out of/past etc He tiptoed out of the room, trying not to wake the baby.
tiptoeing - tiptoed - have tiptoed

creep/sneak /kri:p, sni:k/ [v I] to walk quietly and carefully because you do not want anyone to notice you
+ in/through/across/out etc He unlocked the back door and crept out into the yard. I They must have sneaked in while the guard wasn't looking.

creep up/sneak up behind sb (=in order to surprise them) She crept up behind him and put her hands over his eyes.
creeping - crept - have creeped
sneaking - sneaked (also snuck AMERICAN)
- have sneaked (also have snuck AMERICAN)

5 to walk slowly and with difficulty

limp /lɪmp/ [v I] to walk with difficulty because you have hurt one of your legs
+ along/over/towards She limped painfully over to a chair and sat down.
a limp [n singular] a limping movement: Josie walked with a slight limp.

stagger /ˈstæɡər/ [v I] if you stagger, you do not walk straight and you almost fall over, because you are injured, drunk, or very tired
+ into/out of/along etc Kevin staggered over to our table. In A man came staggering into the building, bleeding from his chest.

trudge /trʌdʒ/ [v I] to walk slowly using a lot of effort, for example because you are going up a hill, carrying heavy bags, or walking through snow
+ back/along/home etc The car broke down and we had to trudge back home through the snow.

6 a single movement you make when you are walking

step /step/ [n C] the single movement that you make when you put one foot in front of the other when you are walking
take a step She walked briskly, taking quick, short steps.

footstep [ˈfʊstəp] [n C usually plural] the sound of someone’s feet when they are walking or running: Suddenly Rachel heard footsteps behind her in the dark street.

pace [peɪs] [n C] the distance you go when you take a single step: He took a couple of paces forward, then stopped.

someone who is walking
pedestrian [ˈpɛdɪstrɪən] [n C] someone who is walking in a town, instead of going by car, bus, bicycle etc: Banning traffic from the shopping areas has made life much more pleasant for pedestrians.

walker [ˈwɔkər] [n C] someone who walks in the countryside for pleasure: There’s a rough track through the woods for riders and walkers.

\[W\]

\[\text{WANT}\]

\[\text{LIKE/NOT LIKE} \downarrow \quad \text{DON'T CARE}\]

\[\text{ENJOY} \uparrow \quad \text{SEE} \uparrow \quad \text{INTEND}\]

\[\text{ENJOY} \leftarrow \quad \text{SEE} \leftarrow \quad \text{INTEND}\]

\[\text{LOVE} \uparrow \quad \text{EXCITING/EXCITED}\]

\[\text{ENTHUSIASTIC/UNENTHUSIASTIC} \quad \text{POPULAR/UNPOPULAR}\]

1 to want something or want to do something

want [wɒnt] [wɒnt, wɒnt] [v T]

want to do sth What do you want to do at the weekend? I Stacey wants to be a doctor.

want sth Do you want milk in your coffee? I My parents moved out of London because they wanted a bigger house.

want sb to do sth She wants Tom to come to her party.

what sb wants is What we want is a car that’s cheap and reliable.

⚠️ Don't say 'I want to visit England'. Say I want to visit England.

⚠️ You can use want without an object or infinitive in expressions like 'I want you' or 'if you want to': You can come with us if you want to. I They are free to leave wherever they want.

would like /wʊd ˈlaɪk/ ESPECIALLY SPoken use this as a polite way of asking for something, offering something, or saying what you want to do

would like to do sth I’d like to reserve a room for Saturday. Would you like to borrow this book?

would like sth We’d like some information about flights to Chicago, please. Would you like some more coffee?

would like sb to do sth We would like you to attend an interview at 3:30 on Friday.

feel like /fɪl ˈlaɪk/ ESPECIALLY SPoken to want to have something or do something, because you think you would enjoy it

feel like doing sth I feel like watching a video tonight. I I just didn’t feel like going to school.

feel like sth Do you feel like a glass of wine? I It’s a lovely day – do you feel like a walk?

if you feel like it (=if you want to) Come and see us tomorrow if you feel like it.

be interested in /bi ˈɪntərstɪd in/ to think that you may want to do something, buy something, or get involved in something

be interested in doing sth We’re interested in buying an apartment downtown. Would you be interested in joining the local drama club?

be interested in sth Clare was interested in a career in teaching.

I wouldn’t mind /aɪ ˈwʊdnt ˈmænd/ SPoken say this to tell someone politely that you want to do something or want to have something, especially with them

I wouldn’t mind sth I wouldn’t mind another cup of coffee. How about you?

I wouldn’t mind doing sth It was a really good play. I wouldn’t mind seeing it again.

I wouldn’t mind (when answering someone’s question) “Do you want to go out
for a meal sometime?" "Yes, I wouldn’t mind."

⚠️ I wouldn’t mind is less definite than I want. or I’d like.

Question: if you like [If juː laɪk] spoken say this when you are offering to let someone do something if they want to do it: You can stay here tonight, if you like. If you like, I could check your essay for you.

by choice [baɪ tʃɔː] if you do something by choice, you do it because you want to do it, and not because anyone forces you to do it: Jim lives with his parents by choice - he could rent his own place if he wanted to.

2 to want something very much

wish /waɪʃ [v T not in passive] to want something to happen, when it is unlikely or impossible that it will happen, or when you cannot control what will happen
+ (that) I wish I had a car like that. I wish she could stay there forever.

wish sb/sth would do sth I wish they would turn that music down.

⚠️ Don’t confuse wish (=want something that is unlikely or impossible) and hope (=want something that is likely or possible): I wish the weather would stay like this forever. I hope the weather stays fine this weekend.

⚠️ Don’t say ‘I wish I can fly’. Say I wish I could fly (=but I can’t). Use past tense forms after wish (that): I wish I knew (=but I don’t know). I bet you wish you had a ticket! (=but you don’t).

⚠️ Don’t say ‘I wish to be rich’. Say I want to be rich (=it is possible) or I wish I were rich (=but I am not). Wish is used with the infinitive only in very formal or official situations: The President wishes to thank all his staff for their help.

Question: would love [wʊd laɪv] especially spoken to want something very much, and feel that you would be happy if you had it.

would love sth I would love a cup of coffee.

would love to do sth she would love to have children but she hasn’t met the right man.

would love sb to do sth My mother would love me to come and live in New York with her.

Question: I can’t wait [aɪ kænt wɛt] spoken say this when you want something to happen as soon as possible, because you know you will enjoy it and you are very excited about it: “You’re going on holiday soon. Aren’t you?” “Yes, I can’t wait.”

I can’t wait to do sth I can’t wait to see Bill again - it’s been a long time.
+ for I can’t wait for Christmas.

Question: be dying [bəˈdaiɪŋ] spoken informal to want something very much, and feel that you must have it or do it immediately.

be dying to do sth I’m dying to meet Lisa’s new boyfriend.
+ for I’m dying for a drink - let’s go to a bar.

3 to want one thing more than another thing

would prefer [wʊd prɪˈfɜːr] if you would prefer something or would prefer to do something, you want it or want to do it more than something else: “Would you like a coffee?” “I’d prefer a cold drink, please.”

would prefer to do sth Anna would prefer to live in Italy, but she can’t find a job there.

would much prefer (=want something much more than something else) Jack wants to go out, but I’d much prefer to stay home and watch TV.

Question: I’d rather [aɪd rəˈðə] spoken use this to say that you want something or want to do something more than something else.

I’d/she’d rather do sth Paula said she’d rather go by car. An experience that I’d rather forget: I would rather go swimming or play tennis?

4 to be willing to do what someone else wants you to do

be willing to do sth [bɪ wilɪŋ tə ‘dʌ] (sth) if you are willing to do something,
you will agree to do it because it is necessary or because someone has asked you to do it: He's willing to tell the police everything he knows. | To do well as a journalist, you have to be willing to change jobs very frequently.

willingly [adv] I'd willingly pay higher taxes if the money was spent on health and education.

be ready to do sth /bi 'redi tə 'du: (sth)/ to be willing to do something at any time, whenever it needs to be done: I'm always ready to help if you need me. | The Bosnian leaders said they were ready to discuss a peace settlement.

be glad/happy to do sth /bi 'glæd, 'hæpi tə 'du: (sth)/ to be very willing to do something in order to help someone: John says he'd be happy to give you a hand with the gardening. | The bank will be glad to assist you with a loan.

not want to do sth [not want to 'du: (sth)] not want/- She doesn't want to see me anymore. | We asked him to come with us, but he said he didn't want to.

not want sb to do sth "Why didn't he tell me he was sick?" "He didn't want you to worry."

not feel like doing sth [not fi:l laik 'du:ing (sth)] especially spoken to not want to do something, especially because you think you would not enjoy it or because you feel too lazy: I don't feel like writing that essay today. | Some days she just doesn't feel like going to work.

I'd rather not [ai'd rə:ðə 'not]- especially spoken say this when you do not want to do something, especially because you think it may cause problems for you: I suppose I could lend him the money, but to be honest, I'd rather not.

I'd rather not do sth really. I'd rather not talk about it right now.

be unwilling to do sth [bi 'ʌnwa'lɪŋ tə 'du: (sth)] formal to not want to do something, even though you should do it or someone wants you to do it: She is unwilling to admit that she was wrong. | Most people here are unwilling to give up their cars and use buses and trains instead.

reluctant [rɪˈlʌktənt] [adj] unwilling to do something, even though you may agree to do it if someone persuades you

be reluctant to do sth Some of the older staff were reluctant to use the new equipment.

reluctantly [adv] We offered them $500, which they accepted rather reluctantly.

against your will [əˈgenst jɔrˈwi:l/ if you do something against your will, you do not want to do it, but someone makes you do it: The refugees were sent back against their will. | Her father can't force her to marry against her will.

6 a feeling that you want to do something

desire [dɪˈzaːr] [n C] especially written a strong feeling of wanting to have something or wanting to do something, especially something important, which makes you try very hard to have it or do it

desire to do something children with a keen desire to learn and succeed

urge [ɜːdʒ] [n C] a sudden strong feeling that you want to do something, especially a feeling that is difficult to control

urge to do sth I felt a sudden urge to tell him all my problems. | Sheena resisted the urge to get in her car and go home.

wish [wɪʃ] [n C] formal a feeling that you want something to happen, especially when this is very important to you: His last wish was that his body should be buried in his home town.

sb's dearest/greatest wish (=the thing they want most of all) She always wanted to see her grandchildren again – it was her dearest wish.

respect sb's wishes (=do what someone wants you to do because it is important to them) The doctor has to respect the wishes of the patient.

When you see ☝️ go to the ESSENTIAL COMMUNICATION section.
something that you want to achieve

ambition /ˈæmbʃən/ [n C] something which you want to achieve in the future, especially in your work, and which you will try hard to achieve

sb's ambition is to do sth Her ambition was to go to law school and become an attorney.

achieve/fulfil your ambition (=finally do what you wanted to do) Earlier this year, he achieved his ambition of competing in the Olympic Games.

dream /drɪm/ [n C] something very special that you want to do and that you think about a lot, especially something that is not very likely to happen

sb's dream is to do sth Her dream was to go to Hollywood and become a movie star.

dream of doing sth After the accident, Clarke had to give up his dream of becoming a racing driver.

sb's dream comes true (=they finally do what they want) Last year her dream came true and she was offered a chance to study in America.

goal /ɡɔːl/ [n C] something important that a person, company, or government hopes to achieve in the future, even though it may take a long time

achieve/reach a goal By 1975, they had achieved their goal of providing free education for every child.

sb's goal is to do sth Our goal is to become the biggest-selling brand of coffee in the country.

short-term goal/long-term goal (=one that you hope to achieve soon/a long time in the future)

target /ˈtaːɡət/ [n C] a particular amount or total that you want to achieve, for example an amount of products you must sell or produce: We produced 16,000 cars this year, but our target was 17,500.

achieve/reach/meet a target The Government is struggling to reach its target of $23 billion in spending cuts.

set (sb) a target (=say what the target is) I set myself a target of learning 20 new words each week.

an offer, opportunity etc that makes you want to do something

attractive /əˈtræktɪv/ [adj] an attractive offer, idea, opportunity etc makes you want to do something because you think that you would enjoy it or get advantages from it: It was an attractive offer, and I accepted the job.

Cycling would be an attractive alternative to driving if there were better cycle paths.

+ to Low business taxes make the area attractive to foreign investors.

tempting /ˈtempɪŋ/ [adj] a tempting offer or suggestion makes you want to do something, but you think that you should not do it: "Why don't you come out with Phil and me tonight?" "It's a very tempting idea, but I have an essay to finish." They made me a tempting offer, but it wasn't quite enough to make me take the job.

incentive /ɪnˈsentɪv/ [n C] something that makes you want to work harder or do what someone else wants you to do, because you think you will get something good by doing it

incentive to do sth We need to give young people an incentive to stay at school for longer.

incentive for sb to do sth There is no incentive for farmers to grow more food.

WAR

→ opposite PEACE

ATTACK

EXPLODE

DEFEND

see also DESTROY

WEAPON

SHOOT

HURT/INJURE

fighting between countries or armies

war /wɔːr/ [n C/U] a long period of fighting, when the armies, ships, and planes of two or more countries fight against each
other in many different places: the Vietnam War | When the war ended in 1945, Europe was in chaos.

win/lose a war | Who won the Franco-Prussian War?

civil war (=war between groups of people from the same country) | More Americans died in the Civil War than in World War II.

declare war (on) (=make an official statement that you are going to fight another country)

+ against/with | Iran’s seven-year war with Iraq

+ between | the wars between England and Scotland

war breaks out (=war begins) | In 1874, war broke out in Europe again.

You can also use war before a noun, like an adjective: a war hero | war movies

battle /bætl/ [n C] a fight between two armies, or two groups of ships or planes in one place: a naval battle in the North Sea

+ of the Battle of the Somme

win/lose a battle | The French lost the Battle of Agincourt in 1415.

conflict /ˈkɒnfɪkt/ [n C/U] a situation in which two countries or groups are fighting against each other — used especially in newspapers: the conflict in Somalia | a peace settlement that brought an end to years of conflict.

rebellion /rɪˈbelʃən/ [n C] an organized attempt to change or destroy the government by fighting against it: The rebellion spread quickly through the Western Provinces.

+ against | an armed rebellion against the government

crush a rebellion (=use force to stop it) | The army was brought in to crush the rebellion.

fighting /ˈfɪtʃɪŋ/ [n U] when soldiers fight against each other during a war or battle: The UN had failed to stop the fighting in Rwanda.

heavy/fierce fighting (=a lot of fighting when many people are hurt) | The streets of Kabul are now quiet again after three weeks of heavy fighting.

warfare /ˈwɔːfɛr/ [n U] the activity of fighting in a war — use this especially to talk about the methods of fighting that are used in war: the history of modern warfare

nuclear/chemical warfare (=fighting with nuclear bombs or poison gas)

guerrilla warfare (=when small unofficial military groups fight against the government)

2 to fight a war or be in a war

fight fail; [v I/T] to take part in a war or battle: His grandfather fought on the Republican side in the Spanish Civil War. | The Boers were fighting the British at this time.

+ for | Most of these young soldiers don’t even know what they’re fighting for.

fight a war/battle | They were fighting a war of independence against a powerful enemy.

fighting – fought – have fought

be at war /bi: tə 'wɔː/ | if two countries are at war with each other, they are fighting a war against each other: Iran and Iraq had been at war for several years.

+ with | In 1792, England was at war with America.

3 during a war

wartime /ˈwɔːtm/ [adj only before noun] happening during the time when there is a war: He died on a wartime bombing mission. | Her wartime experiences were still fresh in her memory.

wartime /ˈwɔːtm/ [n U] (=during the time when there is a war)

in wartime | the importance of secrecy in wartime

in the war | in da 'wɔː| during the particular war that you are talking about: What did your father do in the war?

4 the place where a war is fought

battlefield /ˈbætlfiːld/ [n C] a place where two armies fight a battle against each other during a war: Thousands died on the battlefields of northern France.
the front line/the front [frant ˈfrɑːnt, ˈfrænt [n singular] the line along which enemies are fighting each other during a war. We were now just a few kilometres behind the front line.

the Western/Eastern/Russian Front Her grandfather had spent four years on the Western Front.

war zone [ˈwɔːr ˈzoʊn] [n C] an area which is very dangerous because a war is being fought there: the latest news from the war zone.

the people you are fighting against in a war

enemy [ˈenəmi] [n C] someone that you are fighting against in a war: Even though these soldiers were our enemies, I still felt sorry for them.

the enemy (=the army or country that your army or country is fighting against in a war) They accused him of giving secret information to the enemy.

plural enemies

warning [ˈwɔːnɪŋ] [n C/U] something that you say or do to warn people about danger or to warn them not to do something: All cigarette packets carry a government health warning.

give a warning The weather report gave a warning of more snow and icy roads.

+ to Two of the prisoners were publicly beaten, as a warning to the others.

without (any) warning (=without giving a warning) Soldiers began firing into the crowd without any warning.

beware [ˈbɪwɛər] [v I only in imperative] used on signs to warn people about something dangerous

+ of Beware of the bull. | Beware of failing rocks.

WARN

see also TELL, ADVISE

warn [ˈwɔːrn] [v T] to tell someone about something bad or dangerous that might happen, so that they can avoid it or prevent it: We tried to warn her, but she refused to listen.

warn sb (that) Allen warned him that he might be killed if he stayed in Beirut. | The local people were warned that the volcano might erupt at any time.

warn sb about sth Parents should warn their children about the dangers of smoking.

warn sb not to do sth/warn sb against doing sth (=tell someone they should not do something because it is dangerous or risky) Police are warning drivers not to go out on the roads unless their journey is really necessary. | I tried to warn him against sending Phil any money.

WASH

⇒ if you mean ‘to make something clean’, go to CLEAN 2

⇒ see also DIRTY, MARK, SHINE

1 to wash your hands/face/body etc

wash [wɔʃ] [v I/T] to clean yourself with soap and water: Harry went upstairs to wash.

wash your hands/face/hair She was washing her hair when the phone rang. I Have you boys washed your hands yet?

Don’t say ‘I washed myself’, ‘she washed herself’ etc. Say I washed my hands, she had a wash etc.

have a wash (also wash up AMERICAN) have a wʌʃ, wɔʃ [ʌp]-wɔʃ] to wash your hands and face: You’ll feel better once you’ve had a wash and something to eat. | You kids go wash up now – dinner’s nearly ready.

have a bath BRITISH take a bath AMERICAN have a bæθ, tɛk a bæθ [bæθ] to wash your whole body while sitting in a bath full of water: Is there enough hot water for me to have a bath? | All the kids used to take a bath in the same tub.
have a shower BRITISH take a shower AMERICAN hav a 'shauə', teik a 'shooə' to wash your whole body while standing under a shower: I'll just have a quick shower and get changed. | She decided to take a shower before dinner.

brush your teeth (also clean your teeth BRITISH) 'braʃ jɛt, tiθ, klain jɛt tiθ to clean your teeth by brushing them: Have you brushed your teeth this morning?

clean up /kliən ap [phrasal verb I] especially spoken to wash your face and hands so that you feel more comfortable, for example when you have been working hard or travelling: The bathroom's on the right if you'd like to freshen up. | She hoped there would be time to freshen up before the interview.

2 to wash a car/floor/wall/object etc

wash /ˈwɒʃ, ˈwɔʃ/ [v T] to clean something using a lot of water, and often soap: He spent all morning washing the car. | The spinach leaves should be washed in cold water.

clean /klɪn/ [v T] to clean something using soap and water or a special liquid or chemical, and usually by rubbing with a cloth or brush: Nancy cleans the windows once a month. | Where's that stuff you use for cleaning the bathtub?

mop /mɒp/ [v T] to wash a floor with soap and water, using a special tool with a long handle: Dan has to mop the floor of the café every night.

mopping - mopped - have mopped

scrub /ˈskrʌb/ [v T] to make something very clean, using a stiff brush and water, or soap and water

scrub the floor/table/vegetables/your hands Lou was on her knees, scrubbing the kitchen floor. | Scrub the potatoes, then put them in a pan of boiling water.

scrubbing - scrubbed - have scrubbed

3 to wash clothes

wash /ˈwɒʃ, ˈwɔʃ/ [v I/T] to wash clothes, especially in a washing machine: Could you wash this shirt for me? | I seem to spend all my time washing and ironing these days. | You ought to wash that sweater by hand.

dry-clean /draɪ ˈklim/ [v T] to clean clothes using special chemicals instead of soap and water: Don't put that dress in the washing machine – the label says it should be dry-cleaned.

dry-cleaner's [n C] a shop where you can get your clothes dry-cleaned: Could you collect my suit from the dry-cleaner's?

do the washing BRITISH do the laundry AMERICAN də ˈwɔʃɪŋ, də ˈlaun[dri]-ˈwɔʃɪŋ to wash all the clothes that need to be washed: Did you do the laundry this morning?

get sth out /ˈɡet (stɪ) ˈaut [phrasal verb T] to remove a mark from clothes or material: How can I get this coffee stain out?

laundrette BRITISH laundromat AMERICAN /ˈlaʊndrət, ˈlaʊndrəmət/ [n C] a place where you can pay to wash your clothes in a washing machine

4 to wash cups/plates/knives/panns etc

wash the dishes/do the dishes /,wɔʃ dəˈdiʃz, dəˈdiʃz, ˈwɔʃ-/ to wash all the cups, plates, knives etc that you have used during a meal: My mom always makes me wash the dishes. | Can I help do the dishes?

do the washing BRITISH do the washing up/wash up /,də ˈwɔʃɪŋ ˈʌp, ˈwɔʃ ˈʌp-/ to wash all the cups, plates, knives etc that you have used during a meal: If you'll do the cooking tonight, I'll do the washing up.

Wash up has different meanings in American and British English. In American English it means to wash your hands and face.
to wash with water but without soap

rinse /rɪns/ [v T] to wash something with water in order to remove soap or dirt: I'll just rinse the lettuce under the tap. I Rosie rinsed her mouth to get rid of the taste.

rinse out a cup/pan/glass (=quickly clean a container, just using water) He rinsed out a glass and poured himself a whiskey.

soak /səʊk/ [v T] to leave something in water for a long time in order to clean it or make it easier to wash later. You'll have to soak that shirt to get the blood off it.

leave sth to soak Just leave that pan to soak overnight.

WASTE

to use more than you need, or use something in a way that is not useful

see also RUBBISH, GET RID OF

1 to waste something

waste /weɪst/ [v T] to use time, money, food etc in a way that is not useful or sensible: I wasted 40 minutes waiting for a bus this morning. I Don’t leave the light on – you’re wasting electricity.

waste money/time on sth Bill wastes all his money on beer and cigarettes. I Let’s not waste any more time on this.

wasted /ˈweɪstɪd/ [adj] something that is wasted is not used in a sensible way, or does not produce a useful result: I felt as if my education had been wasted when I couldn’t get a job. I I’m sorry you’ve had a wasted trip. Mr Newton isn’t here at the moment.

2 something that wastes time, money etc

be a waste of sth be a waste of (sth): if something is a waste of time, money, energy etc, it annoys you because it uses time, money etc in a way that has no useful results: That class was a complete waste of time – I didn’t learn anything. I

My parents think going to football games is a waste of money. I a pointless war that was a terrible waste of human life

wasteful /ˈweɪstfəl/ [adj] an activity or method that is wasteful uses too much money, food, energy etc. without any useful results: Vegetarians say that raising animals for food is wasteful and expensive. I wasteful packaging

inefficient /ɪnˈɪfɪʃənt/ [adj] an organization or system that is inefficient does not work well, so it uses more time, money, or energy than it needs to: an inefficient heating system | Local government was corrupt and inefficient.

WATCH

to look at and pay attention to something that is happening

see also SEE, LOOK AT

A See, look, or watch? Don’t confuse see (=notice or experience something with your eyes, though not always deliberately), look (=deliberately turn your eyes towards something in order to see it), and watch (=look for some time at something that is happening or moving).

1 to watch someone or something

watch /wɔtʃ/ [v T] to look for some time at something that is happening or moving, and pay attention to what you see: A large crowd was watching the football game. I Do you want to play with us or just sit and watch? I The police were watching the house, but Morgan escaped. I Watch me, Dad! I’m going to jump over these boxes.

watch sb do sth/watch sb doing sth He watched them slowly climb the hill. I I used to love watching my sister riding her horse.

watch television/a video/a programme etc You watch too much television. I Did you watch ‘Roseanne’ last night?

see /sɪt/ [v T] to watch a television programme, film, play etc – use this especially to say whether you were able to watch a
particular programme, film etc or whether you missed it: I've never seen 'The Sound of Music'. Did you see that programme about pandas last night?

seeing - saw - have seen

⚠️ Don't say 'see television'. Say watch television: I enjoy watching television.

keep an eye on sb/ssth | kep an eɪ on (sb/ssth) | to watch someone or something carefully over a period of time to make sure that nothing bad happens: Keep an eye on the baby in case she gets too near the fire.

+ for Can you keep an eye on my bag for me? I'm just going to the toilet.

spy on sb | spi on (sb) | phrasal verb T | to watch someone secretly, in order to find out information about them: The Princess accused some of the reporters of spying on her.

always watching to see what happens

alert | ˈælərt | adj | someone who is alert is always watching, and notices if anything strange or unusual happens: Passengers should try to stay alert at all times, and report any suspicious packages to the police immediately. | An alert postman noticed some broken glass by the door.

keep your eyes open | kep jər ˈaɪz ˈəʊpən | spoken | say this to tell someone to keep watching carefully so that they will see something that they are hoping or expecting to see: We might see a dolphin if we're lucky, so keep your eyes open.

+ for She kept her eyes open for any bargains.

someone who is watching something

spectator | ˈspektətər | ˈspektətər | n | someone who is watching a game or other sports event: The stadium holds 50,000 spectators. | Some of the spectators began throwing cans and beer bottles.

audience | ˈɔːdiəns | ˈɔː- | n | all the people who are watching a play, concert, film etc: The audience clapped and cheered. | There were several famous people in the audience.

⚠️ In British English, you can use audience with a singular or plural verb: The audience was/were cheering loudly. But in American English, use a singular verb.

viewer | ˈvjuːər | n | someone who watches a television programme - used especially in newspapers and news reports: Many television viewers were upset by the violence in last night's movie. | The concert was seen by 500 million viewers around the world.

way

- look here for ...
  - a way or method of doing something
  - the way someone behaves
  - the way you go from one place to another

a way or method of doing something

way | weɪ | n | a way of doing, making, or achieving something: Potatoes can be cooked in many different ways.

way to do sth Visiting a country is a good way to learn its language.

way of doing sth Is there any way of controlling the heating in here? | Can you think of another way of saying this?

way (that) sb does sth I'll show you the way we calculate the cost.

the best/only way The only way to lose weight is to eat less.

like this | laɪk ðɪs | spoken | in this way - say this when you are showing someone the way to do something: You have to fold the corners back, like this.

how | hau | adv | use this to say or ask the way that someone does something: This pizza's delicious! How did you make it? | We don't know how she managed to escape.

how to do sth My dad's teaching me how to play chess.

method | ˈmeθəd | n | a planned way of doing something, especially one that is well known and often used: Newspaper printing methods have changed
completely in the last twenty years. 1 traditional teaching methods 1 of You can choose whichever method of payment you prefer.

method of doing sth The clinic provides information about various methods of preventing pregnancy.

means mɛinz [n C] a method, system, or machine etc that you use to do something or achieve something that you want.

means of doing sth Education and training are the most effective means of improving the nation’s economy.

by means of sth (=using a particular method or system) Sykes had obtained the money by means of a trick. 1 The enormous political changes in South Africa were achieved by peaceful means.

means of communication/transport/transportation E-mail has become an important means of communication.

plural means

technique ˌtekˈnik/[n C] a particular way of doing something, for which you need a skill that has to be learned and practised. Our teacher gave us some advice on improving our exam technique. 1 management techniques

technique for doing sth Chapter 6 describes useful techniques for moving documents about on screen.

strategy ˈstrætɪdʒi/[n C] a set of carefully planned methods for achieving something that is difficult and may take a long time: the company’s new marketing strategy.

strategy for (doing) sth the government’s long-term strategy for reducing crime.

plural strategies

tactics ˈtæktɪks/[n plural] methods you use in order to achieve what you want, especially in a game or competition. The team was busy discussing tactics for the game.

3 the way that someone behaves or talks

way ˈweɪ/[n C] We try to treat all the children in the same way. 1 Losing a job affects different people in different ways.

the way (that) sb does sth I just love the way she laughs. 1 I could tell by the way he looked at me that he was annoyed.

sb’s way of doing sth The younger girls admired Louise, and tried to copy her way of dressing.

how ɪˈhau [adv] use this to talk about the way someone behaves or moves: Watch how Cantona controls the ball. 1 I’ll ask her, but I’m not sure how she’ll react.

manner ˈmɛnər/[n singular] the way that someone behaves towards someone else and talks to them: I didn’t like her manner – she seemed very impatient. 1 The doctor had a relaxed, friendly manner.

3 the way you go from one place to another

→ see also DIRECTION

way ˈweɪ/[n singular] the road, path etc that you must follow in order to get to a place: Are you sure this is the way? 1 The road was blocked, so we came back a different way.

+ to/into Is this the way to Grand Central Station? 1 I think this is the quickest way into town.

the right/wrong way I don’t recognize this part of town – I think we’ve come the wrong way.

know the way (=know how to get to a place) Will you come with me? I don’t know the way.

ask/tell sb the way (=ask or tell someone how to get to a place) He went into a shop and asked the way to the hospital.

how to get to ɪˈhau tə ˈget tjuː if you ask or tell someone how to get to a place, you ask or tell them the way to it: Can you tell me how to get to the Piazza Venezia?

how to get there/back Come with me. I know how to get there.

route ˈrʊt/[ˈrut, ˈrɔːt/[n C] the way from one place to another, especially a way that is used regularly and can be shown on a map: If you don’t enjoy driving on the big highways, try to find another route.

take a route (=follow a route) There are two routes we can take – this one along the coast or this one through the mountains.

+ from/to This is the most direct route from Baghdad to Damascus.

short cut ˌʃɔrtˈkʌt/[n C] a way of getting somewhere that is shorter than the usual way: Taxi-drivers know all the short cuts.
**WEAK**

- if you mean 'not brave', go to BRAVE/NOT BRAVE S
- opposite STRONG
- see also BREAK

1 **physically weak**

**weak** /wɪk/ [adj] someone who is weak is not strong enough to lift heavy things or do a lot of physical work, especially because they are ill: When you have flu, you feel tired and weak for a long time. I weak muscles
+ from/with The soldiers were weak from hunger and exhaustion.

**weakness** [n U] The symptoms of the illness are a sore throat, weakness, and dizziness.

**frail** /frel/ [adj] someone who is frail is thin and weak, especially because they are old: a frail 85-year-old lady. I He lay in bed, looking very frail.

**puny** /ˈpʌni/ [adj] especially written a man or boy who is puny is small and thin, and looks very weak: Pete was a puny little lad. I His wife was such a big strong woman, she made him look puny.

**weedy** /ˈwiːdi/ [adj] British informal a man or boy who is weedy is thin and looks weak: a weedy young man with glasses

⚠️ It is rude to describe someone as weedy.

2 **not powerful**

**weak** /wɪk/ [adj] a weak leader, manager, or government does not have clear ideas about what should be done, and is too easily influenced by other people: Weak management led to the failure of the business.

**weakness** [n U] The President has often been accused of weakness.

3 **easy to attack or harm**

**vulnerable** /ˈvʌlnərəbəl/ [adj] someone who is vulnerable can easily be harmed or attacked: a small vulnerable child in need of protection. I Wild animals are most vulnerable when they are asleep.

**defenceless** BRITISH defenseless AMERICAN [adj] not strong enough to protect yourself against an attack: This was a horrible crime against a defenceless old man. I The UN has condemned the latest bombing of defenseless civilians.

4 **to make someone or something weak**

**weaken** /ˈwɪkən/ [v T] to make someone or something weak: Her long illness had weakened her. I The city's defences had been weakened by enemy shelling.

---

**WEAPON**

something that you use to fight with

- ARMY
- EXPLODE
- WAR
- see also
- DESTROY
- ATTACK
- KILL
- SHOOT
- HURT/INJURE

1 **a weapon**

**weapon** /ˈwepən/ [n C] something that you use to fight with, such as a gun, bomb, or knife: Drop your weapons and come out with your hands up! I Police have not yet found the murder weapon.

**nuclear/chemical/conventional weapons** (=atom bombs, poisonous gases, or ordinary weapons) a treaty to reduce the number of nuclear weapons

**arms** /ɑːmz/ [n plural] weapons used for fighting wars: European governments have been supplying arms to the rebels.

⚠️ You can also use arms before a noun, like an adjective: a major US arms manufacturer I discussions about arms control

**ammunition** /ˈæmənɪʃən/ [n U] bullets and other things that are fired from large
or small guns: The soldiers kept on firing until they had no more ammunition. Police have found a store of guns, ammunition, and explosives used by the terrorists.

round of ammunition (=a single bullet or similar object) Sixteen pistols and 150 rounds of ammunition were stolen.

2 having weapons

armed /'a:md/ [adj] someone who is armed is carrying a gun or other weapon: An armed gang stole jewellery worth £40,000. | Do you think that the British police should be armed? | I armed guards

3 having no weapons

unarmed /'ʌnɑ:md/ [adj] someone who is unarmed is not carrying a gun or other weapon: It was later discovered that the hijacker was unarmed. | He had ordered his men to fire on unarmed demonstrators.

4 to get or provide weapons

arm /a:rm/ [v T] to provide someone with weapons: The rebels were trained, armed, and financed by foreign governments. | The country does not have sufficient funds to arm its troops.

arm yourself with sth We armed ourselves with whatever we could find — sticks, knives, bricks.

arms race /a:rmz ri:z/ [n singular] when countries keep producing or buying more and more powerful weapons because each one wants to be the most powerful: The situation is dangerous and could start an arms race in Asia. | We have to halt the nuclear arms race.

1 weather

weather /'weðə/ [n U] if you talk about the weather, you say whether it is hot or cold outside or whether it is raining, snowing, windy etc: What was the weather like on your vacation? | We want to have a picnic on Saturday, but it depends on the weather.

hot/warm/wet etc weather a period of warm sunny weather | I don’t like going to work on my bike in wet weather.

weather forecast [=a report on television or radio, saying what the weather will be like] Here is the weather forecast for central Europe.

Qit /ɪt/ [pronoun] spoken you can use it when you are saying what the weather is like: What’s it like in Spain at this time of year? Is it really hot?

it’s lovely/nice/awful etc Isn’t it nice today?

it’s cold/sunny/cloudy etc The weather forecast says it’s going to be cloudy tomorrow.

climate /'klɑ:mət/ [n C] the usual weather conditions in a particular country or area: Queensland has a warm tropical climate. | flowers that will not grow in a cold climate

2 good weather

good weather /ɡud 'weðə/ [n U] weather that is sunny and warm: We go to Greece every Easter, and we usually get good weather.

glorious/beautiful/gorgeous /'ɡlɔ:rIAS, bju:tɪfl/, 'ɡə:dʒəs/ [adj] especially spoken very sunny and warm: a beautiful sunny morning | a glorious summer | We had three weeks of absolutely gorgeous weather.

⚠️ Don’t say ‘very glorious’, ‘very beautiful’ etc. Just say glorious, beautiful etc.

nice/lovely /naɪs, 'lavli/ [adj] especially British pleasantly warm and sunny: Morning, Bill. Nice weather, isn’t it?

it’s a nice day/it’s a lovely morning etc It’s a lovely day — why don’t we go for a walk?
**WEATHER**

**fine** [fain] [adj] if the weather is **fine**, it is not raining and the sky is clear: Next week will be **fine** but a little cooler. I a **fine** spring evening

⚠️ Don't say 'very fine'. Just say fine.

**dry** [dri] [adj] if the weather is **dry**, it does not rain: If it stays dry I'll hang out the washing. | The dry weather will continue for several days. | the dry season

**sunny** [sani] [adj] if the weather is **sunny**, the sun is shining: a lovely **sunny** afternoon. | It's going to be **sunny** all day.

**sunshine** [sanain] [n U] warm bright light from the sun: We sat on the patio enjoying the autumn sunshine. | Northern regions will start dry with some sunshine.

**in the sunshine** The children ran out to play in the sunshine.

**in the sun** [in ðə san] where the sun is shining down: I'm just going to lie here in the sun and get a nice tan.

**bad weather**

**bad weather** [bed weðər] [n U] when it is raining a lot or very cold: The game was cancelled because of bad weather.

🔥 **awful/terrible/horrible** [afl, ‘terbl, ‘hørbl] [adj] especially spoken very unpleasant, cold wet etc: Awful weather, isn't it? | It's been absolutely horrible all day.

⚠️ Don't say 'very awful', 'very terrible' etc. Just say awful, terrible etc.

**weather that changes a lot**

**unsettled** [ìn’setld] [adj] if the weather is **unsettled**, it keeps changing and it often rains: Tomorrow will continue unsettled, with showers in most areas.

**changeable** [‘tʃeindʒəbl] [adj] likely to change suddenly: changeable weather with strong winds and some sunshine

---

**rain**

**rain** [rein] [n U] water falling from the sky in small drops: The rain was beating against the window.

**in the rain** I like walking in the rain.

**heavy rain** (=a lot of rain) We've had heavy rain and the roads are flooded.

**rain falls** (=comes down from the sky)

⚠️ Don't say 'under the rain'. Say in the rain: I've been standing in the rain for an hour.

**it's raining** use this to say that rain is falling: Look! It's raining again. | Is it still raining? | It rained all day yesterday. | Take a coat in case it rains.

**it's raining hard/heavily** (=raining a lot) It had been raining heavily and the ground was very soft.

**it's pouring** especially spoken use this to say that it is raining very hard. As soon as I got outside it started pouring.

**it's pouring with rain** It was pouring with rain, and she had forgotten her umbrella.

**it's drizzling** especially spoken use this to say that it is raining a little, with very small drops of rain: I think I'll walk to work – it's only drizzling.

**wet/rainy** [wet, ‘reini] [adj] if the weather is **wet** or **rainy**, it rains a lot: It's been wet all week. | wet weather I a rainy weekend in November

**wet** − wetter − wettest

**shower** [‘ʃaʊə] [n C] a short period of light rain: It was just a shower, so we didn't get too wet.

**heavy showers** (=when a lot of rain falls during short periods) Heavy showers are forecast for the weekend.

**the rainy season/the Monsoon** [ðə ‘reini sæzən, ðə ‘mon’su:n] [n singular] a time when it rains a lot in hot countries

**snow and ice**

**snow** [snou] [n U] soft white pieces of frozen water that fall from the sky in cold weather: The tops of the mountains were still covered in snow.
snow falls Some snow is expected to fall on high ground.

deep snow (a lot of snow that has fallen on the ground) Tony and I trudged home through the deep snow.

it's snowing [its 'snowing] use this to say that snow is falling: Look! It's snowing! Do you think it's going to snow tonight?

it's snowing heavily/hard (=snowing a lot) It snowed heavily all day long.

hail [hi:ل] [n U] frozen raindrops that fall as small balls of ice

sleet [slit] [n U] a mixture of snow and rain

frost /frost/ [n U] white powder that covers the ground when it is very cold: The grass was covered with frost.

frosty [adj] frosty winter mornings

icy /'aisi/ [adj] covered in ice and very slippery: Be careful - the roads are icy this morning.

icy - icier - iciest

7 cloudy

cloudy /' klaudii/ [adj] if the weather is cloudy, there are a lot of clouds in the sky: a cloudy day

cloudy - cloudier - cloudiest

dull /dil/ [adj] if the weather is dull, it is cloudy and there is no sunshine: It will be dry but dull this morning, with the possibility of showers later in the day.

grey (also gray American) /gri/ [adj] especially written cloudy and not at all bright: It was a grey winter morning.

overcast /ə'verkəst/ [adj] if the sky is overcast, it is very cloudy and dark, and there will probably be rain: I think it's going to rain - the sky's very overcast.

cloud /klaud/ [n C/U] a white or grey mass in the sky, which rain falls from: There wasn't a single cloud in the sky.

thick/dense cloud (=a lot of cloud) Dense cloud prevented the rescue helicopter from taking off.

fog /fog/ [n U] thick cloudy air near the ground, which is very difficult to see through: Watch out for patches of fog in low-lying areas.

thick/dense fog (=a lot of fog) Dense fog is making driving conditions difficult on many roads.

the fog lifts/clears (=it goes away) The fog has almost cleared - our plane will be able to take off soon.

foggy [adj] a foggy November evening

mists /mist/ [n U] wet light cloud near the ground, which is difficult to see through clearly: The mist along the valley had gone by 10 o'clock.

misty [adj] It may be misty in the east in the morning.

8 windy

windy /'windi/ [adj] if the weather is windy, there is a lot of wind: It was so windy that I could hardly walk straight. I a windy hillside in Northumberland

wind /wind/ [n C/U] a moving current of air near the ground: We walked home through the wind and rain.

the wind blows A strong wind was blowing from the east.

in the wind The flags fluttered gently in the wind.

strong/high wind Strong winds caused damage to many buildings.

gust of wind (=when the wind suddenly blows strongly) A sudden gust of wind blew the paper out of his hand.

breeze /' briiz/ [n C] a gentle pleasant wind: A nice cool breeze came in off the sea.

slight/gentle breeze A gentle breeze ruffled her hair.

gale /' geil/ [n C] a very strong wind: The fence was blown down in the gale last night.

9 hot

→ see also HOT

hot /hot/ [adj] Isn't it hot today? I the hottest summer this century! We had three weeks of very hot weather.

hot - hotter - hottest

boiling/scorching /boilɪŋ, skɔtʃɪŋ/ [adj] especially spoken extremely hot: It's boiling in here. It was scorching on the tennis court.

boiling hot/scorching hot a boiling hot day in August

warm /wɔrm/ [adj] a little hot but not very hot, in a pleasant way: It was nice and warm in the sunshine. I'm looking forward to some warmer weather.
**WEATHER**

**mild** /maɪld/ [adj] mild weather is pleasant because it is not as cold as it usually is: a mild winter. It seems quite mild for February.

**humid** /ˈhjuːmɪd/ [adj] if the weather is humid, the air is hot and wet in a way that makes you feel uncomfortable: Tokyo is very humid in summer.

10 cold

→ see also COLD

cold /kɔːld/ [adj] There was a very cold winter that year. It’s so cold. I wish I was back home in Greece.

the cold [n singular] the cold weather outside: Come in out of the cold.

cool /kəʊl/ [adj] pleasantly cool but not very cold: a cool breeze. It gets much cooler in the evenings.

chilly /ˈtʃɪli/ [adj] rather cold, in a way that makes you feel uncomfortable: It was getting chilly outside, so we went back into the house.

chilly – chillier – chilliest

freezing /ˈfriːznɪŋ/ [adj] ESPECIALLY SPOKEN extremely cold: Can’t we go inside? It’s freezing out here.

freezing cold a freezing cold day in January

⚠ Don’t say ‘very freezing’. Say absolutely freezing.

11 storm

**storm** /ˈstɔːrm/ [n] a period of very bad weather, when there is a lot of rain, wind, and sometimes thunder and lightning: The Spanish ships were wrecked in a storm.

**rainstorm/snowstorm** Anderson disappeared in a snowstorm while climbing the Alps.

**stormy** [adj] stormy weather: The sky was starting to look stormy.

**thunderstorm** /ˈθʌndərˈstɔːrm/ [n] a storm when there is a lot of thunder and lightning: There was a spectacular thunderstorm that night.

**thunder** /ˈθʌndər/ [n] the loud crashing noise that you hear in a storm: They could hear thunder rumbling in the distance.

**clap of thunder** (=one sudden noise of thunder)

**lightning** /ˈlaɪtnɪŋ/ [n U] a bright flash of light in the sky during a storm.

**flash of lightning** A flash of lightning lit up the whole sky.

**blizzard** /ˈblɪzərd/ [n] a storm with a lot of snow and strong winds: He had to drive home through the blizzard.

**hurricane/typhoon** /ˈhɜːrɪkən, ˈtaɪfʊn/ /ˈhərɪkən, ˈtaɪfən/ [n] a severe storm with very strong winds that causes a lot of damage: The hurricane devastated Florida and killed at least 40 people.

⚠ Hurricanes happen in the Western Atlantic Ocean. Typhoons happen in the Western Pacific Ocean.

**tornado** /ˈtɒrənəʊd/ [n] a small but very violent part of a storm, in which a powerful twisting mass of air appears, causing a lot of damage. Tornadoes usually happen in the central area of the US: A tornado destroyed twelve homes in Ashport, Tennessee yesterday.

---

**WET**

→ opposite DRY

→ see also WEATHER

1 wet

**wet** /wet/ [adj] if something is wet, it has a lot of liquid on it or in it: if someone is wet, their clothes and hair are wet: I can’t come out yet - my hair’s still wet. You’d better change out of those wet clothes. The grass was wet after the rain.

**get wet** Hurry up with the umbrella - I’m getting wet!

**soaking wet/wet through** (=very wet) ESPECIALLY SPOKEN A pipe had burst and the carpet was soaking wet. By the time the bus arrived, we were wet through.

**call wet** SPEAKEN (=very wet) Oh no! My socks are all wet now!

**wet – wetter – wettest**

**drenched/soaked** /ˈdrentʃt, ˈsoʊkt/ [adj] if you are drenched or soaked, you are
extremely wet, so that drops of water are falling from your clothes. By the time we got home, we were all drenched. I’m soaked! I’ll have to go and change.

soaked to the skin (=completely soaked) I was exhausted, and soaked to the skin.

doamp dɛmp [adj] something that is damp is slightly wet. Clean the counter with a damp cloth. There was a damp spot on the ceiling. My hair was still damp.

⚠️ Use damp especially to say that something is wet in an unpleasant way: a dark, damp cellar

moist mɔɪst [adj] something that is moist is slightly wet, and this is the way it should be: The cake mixture should be slightly moist, but not sticky. Water the plants regularly to keep the soil moist.

soggy sɔgɪ,sɔgi [adj] something that is soggy is softer than usual and looks or feels unpleasant, because it has become wet: horrible soggy toast. He always leaves the towels in a soggy heap on the bathroom floor.

2 when the air feels wet

humid hjuˈmɪd [adj] humid air or weather is hot and wet in a way that makes you feel uncomfortable: the humid heat of a tropical rainforest. Summers in Tokyo are hot and humid.

doamp dɛmp [adj] damp air or weather is slightly wet in an unpleasant way, and makes you feel cold: It was a cold, damp, windy night. At first I hated the damp weather in Britain.

3 to make something or someone wet

get sth wet /get (sth) ‘wet/ especially spoken to make something wet, especially by not being careful enough to keep it dry: Try not to get your feet wet. How did you manage to get the floor so wet?

wet /wet/ [v T] to deliberately put water or other liquid on something: Wet the toothbrush before you put the toothpaste on. The hairdresser kept wetting my hair so that it was easier to cut.

wetting - wet (also wetted British) - have wet (also have wetted British)

soak /sɔk/ [v T] to leave something in water for a long time in order to make it clean, soft etc: Soak the lentils overnight before cooking them.

soak sth in sth Soak a piece of cotton in water and use it to clean the wound.

- see also FAT, THIN, THICK

1 a long distance from one side to the other

wide

a wide river

wide /wʌɪd/ [adj] if a road, river, door etc is wide, there is a large distance between one side of it and the other: The doorway isn’t wide enough to get the piano through. A wide straight road. A wide leather belt

how wide? How wide is the driveway?

2 miles wide/1 metre wide (=2 miles, 1 metre etc from one side to the other) At this point the river is over a mile wide. Cut a strip of paper 3 cm wide.

wide - wider - widest

broad /broʊd/ [adj] wide - use this especially in written descriptions, to describe roads, paths, rivers, or parts of someone’s body: a broad, tree-lined avenue. He was six feet tall with broad shoulders and strong arms.

width /wɪdθ/ [n C/U] the distance from one side of something to the other: Calculate the width of the curtain then add six inches. A pattern of coloured lines of different widths

When you see ES, go to the ESSENTIAL COMMUNICATION section.
narrow [ˈnærəʊ] [adj] if something is narrow, there is only a small distance between one side of it and the other: a long narrow bathroom. He led me through the narrow streets of the old city.

beat/defeat /bi:t, ˈdefɪt/ [v T] if you beat or defeat another team or player, you win a game, race etc against them. Brazil beat Italy in the final. Since he was defeated by Tyson, Bruno has announced his retirement.

beat sb 3–1/by 50 points etc Short beat Redgrave by nearly 200 votes. The Red Sox defeated the Yankees 6–3.

beating – beat – have beaten

Defeat is more formal than beat, and is used especially in written English.

first place /ˈfɜːst ˈpleɪs/ [n singular] the position of the person or team that wins a race or competition in first place Here is the result of the men’s 200 metres race: in first place, Michael Johnson, in second place ...

win first place Our team won first place.

Defeat is more formal than beat, and is used especially in written English.

Beat is more formal than beat, and is used especially in written English.

2 to win a war/fight/argument

win /win/ [v I/T] to be more successful than someone in a war, a fight, or an argument: The English army won a great victory at Agincourt. I could never win an argument with my big brother.

winning – won – have won

defeat /ˈdefɪt/ [v T] especially written if a leader, army, or country defeats another leader, army, or country, they win a war or battle against them: Wellington’s army finally defeated Napoleon.

defeat [n C] the defeat of the Republican army in Spain

3 to be winning a game, race etc that has not yet finished

be winning /ˈbiː ˈwɪnɪŋ/ to have more points than your opponents in a game, or to be at the front in a race, even though...
the game or race has not yet finished: I think Sampras is winning at the moment.

be in the lead /bi: in ðə 'lid/ to be in front of everyone else in a race, or to have the most points in a competition, when the race or competition has not yet finished: Who's in the lead? 1 Karpov was still in the lead, but only by one point.

be ahead /bi: ə'hed/ to be doing better than someone else in a game, competition, race, or election: For the first half of the game, the Dodgers were ahead.

+ of With over half the votes counted, the Socialists were ahead of all the other parties.

be 12 points/5 games etc ahead Damon Hill is now 14 points ahead of his nearest rival.

4 the person or team that wins

winner /'wɪnər/ [n C] someone who has won a game, race, competition, or election: The winner will receive $50,000 in cash. 1 Chelsea were the winners with a late goal from Vialli.

+ of And the winner of tonight's big prize is ... Peter Lewis!

champion /'tʃæmpin/ [n C] someone who has won an important sports competition: Michael Stich, the 1991 Wimbledon men's champion

world champion (=the winner of the most important competition in a particular sport) Hill finally achieved his dream of becoming Formula 1 World Champion.

winning /'wɪnɪŋ/ [adj only before noun]

winning team/player/horse etc the team, player etc that wins: The crowd cheered the winning team. 1 Traditionally, the winning crew buys drinks for the losers.

5 an occasion when someone wins

victory /vɪktəri/ [n C/U] when a country, player, team etc wins a battle, game, race etc: The crowd was celebrating Italy's victory. 1 Napoleon's victory at Austerlitz 1 Clinton's second election victory 1 victory celebrations

+ over/against Their 24-3 victory over the Australians was completely unexpected.

win a victory Holyfield gained the world title by winning an unexpected victory over Mike Tyson.

plural victories

win /win/ [n C] when a team or player wins in a sport or competition — used especially in news reports: It was an important win for Manchester United. 1 celebrating a big lottery win

+ over/against a 12-3 win against the French

6 something that you get when you win

prize /praɪz/ [n C] something that is given to the person who wins a competition, game, or race: The prize is a 3-week holiday in the Bahamas.

first/second/third prize Second prize is a book token.

win/get a prize She won the Booker Prize for her novel 'The Ghost Road'.

cup /kʌp/ [n C] a special silver or gold container, shaped like a large cup with two handles, that is given to the winner of a sports competition: The Queen presented the cup to the captain of the winning team.

medal /'medl/ [n C] a round flat piece of metal that is given to someone who has won a race, game, or competition: The winning team went up to collect their medals.

gold/silver/bronze medal (=a medal for coming first/second/third) The gold medal was won by Anna Suensen.

award /ə'wɔːd/ [n C] a prize that someone wins for achieving something important or doing something very well

+ for One of the firefighters was given an award for bravery.

win an award Meryl Streep won the best actress award.

⚠️ Don't use award to talk about sports.

When you see ⚠️, go to the ESSENTIAL COMMUNICATION section.
1 a woman

**woman** /'wʌmən/ [n C] a female adult. Who’s that woman you were talking to just now? | Rebecca Stephens was the first British woman to climb Mount Qomolangma. | In some African countries, the women do most of the agricultural work. plural **women**

> Woman can also be used before a noun, like an adjective: Britain’s first woman Prime Minister | Some companies offer low-cost insurance to women drivers.

**lady** /'leidi/ [n C] a polite word for a woman, especially a woman who is there when you are speaking about her: There’s a lady here who wants to speak to you about her account. | Ladies and gentlemen, I am delighted to welcome you here tonight. plural **ladies**

> Some women do not like being called ‘ladies’ and prefer to be called ‘women.

**female** /'fi:məl/ [adj usually before noun] formal a **female** worker, teacher, singer etc is a woman or girl - use this especially to talk about jobs that women do: The city has a female police chief. | Female students tend to get better grades than male students. | a company with a mainly female workforce

**girl** /gɜːl/ [n C] a young woman: He’s going out with that girl who works in the library. Many young women do not like being called ‘girls’ and prefer to be called **women**

2 what you call a woman when you speak to her or write to her

**Mrs** /mɪz/ use this before the family name of a woman who is married: It’s Mrs Hawksworth’s 70th birthday this weekend. | Mrs Thomas, the doctor is ready to see you now.

**Miss** /mɪs/ use this before the family name of a woman who has never been married: He admitted attacking Miss Slater last February.

**Ms** /mɛz, mɛz/ use this before a woman’s family name if you do not know whether she is married, or if it is not important to know whether she is married: We have decided to offer the job to Ms Jacobs.

> Many women prefer to be called Ms, instead of Mrs or Miss, because they do not think it is necessary for people to know whether they are married or not.

**madam** /'mædəm/ formal use this when writing a formal letter to a woman, or when talking to a customer in a shop, hotel, restaurant etc: Can I help you, madam? | Dear Madam, I am writing in response to your advertisement.

**ma’am** /meɪm, mɑːm, mɑːm/ Ameri-can spoken a polite word used when talking to a woman: Would you like some help, ma’am?

3 for women or like women

**women’s** /wʊmnz/ use this about things that are designed for women or done by women, and not designed for or done by men

**women’s clothes/magazines/football/prison etc** She’s the fashion editor for a women’s magazine. | Why don’t they ever show women’s football on TV?

**female** /'fiːməl/ [adj only before noun] use this about behaviour or personal qualities that are traditionally thought to be typical of women: Many women reject the traditional female roles of wife and mother. | Patience and kindness are often seen as female qualities.
feminine  /ˈfemɪnɪn/ [adj] looking attractive in a way that is traditionally thought to be typical of a woman: The hairstyle is soft and very feminine. 1 Lindsay wears very feminine clothes – pretty dresses with flowers on and things like that.

effeminate  /ɪˈfemɪnɪt/ [adj] use this about a man who behaves like a woman or looks like a woman: He was very young and handsome in a slightly effeminate way.

2 a sentence or part of a sentence

sentence  /ˈsentənz/ [n C] a group of words that begins with a capital letter, ends with a full stop, and includes a verb: Write a complete sentence for each answer.

clause  /ˈklɔz/ [n C] a group of words that has a subject and a verb and that is part of a sentence

main clause (=the clause that has the main verb)

subordinate clause/dependent clause (=a clause that depends on the main clause for its meaning) In the sentence “Can you tell me what time it is?” ‘Can you tell me’ is the main clause, and ‘what time it is’ is a subordinate clause.

3 all the words someone knows or uses

vocabulary  /ˌvɒkəˈbæljəri/ [n C] usually singular someone’s vocabulary is all the words that they know or use: These stories are written for students with a vocabulary of about 2000 words. I Reading is a good way to increase your vocabulary.

plural vocabularies

4 words that someone has written

writing  /ˈraɪtɪŋ/ [n U] words that someone has written or printed: There’s some writing on the back of the photo, but I can’t read what it says.

text  /ˈtekst/ [n U] the written part of a book or newspaper, not including pictures, notes at the end etc: The book consisted mainly of colour photographs and not much text.

WORD/PHRASE/SENTENCE

→ see also LANGUAGE, ANSWER 1, ASK 5

1 a word or group of words

word  /ˈwɜːd/ [n C] Are there any words in this passage that you don’t understand? Is ‘lunchtime’ one word or two? The word ‘origami’ comes from Japanese.

word for sth (=word that means something) ‘Casa’ is the Italian word for ‘house’. What’s another word for ‘way out’?

phrase/expression  /ˈprɛzərn/ [n C] a combination of two or more words that has a particular meaning: The students’ book has a list of useful phrases at the back. It was Mikhail Gorbachev who first used the expression ‘the Iron Lady’ about Margaret Thatcher.

term  /ˈtɜːrm/ [n C] a word or group of words that are used in a technical or scientific subject and have an exact meaning in that subject

technical/medical/legal/scientific term The medical term for losing your hair is ‘alopecia’.

idiom  /ˈɪdɪəm/ [n C] a group of words that are used together and have a special meaning that you cannot guess from the meanings of each separate word: ‘Full of beans’ is an idiom which means lively and energetic.

cliché  /ˈklɪʃeɪ/ [n C] a phrase that people have used so often that it now seems boring or silly: It’s a cliché I know, but the game isn’t over until the final whistle blows.
to do a job
work /wɜːk/ [v I] to do a job that you get paid for: My dad isn't working at the moment – he lost his job. I Susie works in a supermarket on Saturdays.

work late (=later than normal) I may have to work late tonight.
work for (=for a company or organization) She used to work for the BBC.
work as a secretary/builder/gardener etc Russell is working as a software developer for Microsoft.

Work – which preposition? Use work for to talk about the company or organization that someone is employed by: I work for Ericsson International. I Pam works for a biotechnology company. Use work in with words like 'school', 'bank', 'hospital', 'factory', 'hotel' etc to talk about the kind of place where someone works: He used to work in a Chinese restaurant. I I've worked in a factory all my life. Don't use work in with the name of a company or organization. You can use work at to say the name of the company or organization that someone works for, especially when it is a well-known organization or when the person you are talking to knows it already: Bill works at McDonald's. I During the school vacation, she's working at that bookstore on Ramsey Street.

be /biː/ [v] if someone is a teacher, a doctor etc, that is their job: She was a journalist for 20 years before she wrote her first novel. I “What does your father do?” “He's a dentist.” I Jill wants to be a professional musician.

be /biː/ [v] if you go somewhere on business, you go there as part of your job: I had to fly to Tokyo on business.

be at work /biː tə 'wɜːk/ to be doing your job at the place where you work: Mark's not at home – he's at work.

be on duty /biː ɒn 'djuːtiː/ to be at work in a job where there must always be someone working, for example if you are a nurse or a police officer: Which doctors were on duty on the night of the accident? I Will your mother be on duty on Christmas Day?

on business /ɒn 'bɪznəs/ if you go somewhere on business, you go there as part of your job: I had to fly to Tokyo on business.

to do work that is not part of a job
work /wɜːk/ [v I] to do an activity that needs effort and takes time: I've been working all day in the garden. I It's a good school – they really make the students work!

work on sth (=spend time on a piece of work that will take a long time to finish) Mary's in the study, working on her history assignment.

do /dzuː/ [v T] do the housework/gardening/cleaning/cooking etc to do work that must be done regularly in your home, such as cleaning and cooking: Whose turn is it to do the washing-up?

to work independently, not for someone else
self-employed /ˈself ɪmˈploɪd-/ [adj] someone who is self-employed does not have a job with one particular employer, but does work for many different people: Martin is a self-employed builder. I How long have you been self-employed?

the self-employed (=people who are self-employed) There are generous tax allowances for the self-employed.

freelance /ˈfrɪləns/ [adj] only before noun working for several different organizations instead of being employed by only one – use this especially about people such as writers, designers, and photographers.
freelance designer/translator/photographer/journalist a directory of freelance journalists
freelance work/translation/photography etc She works at home, doing freelance work on women's magazines.
freelance [adj] Bill works freelance, doing illustrations for children's books.

5 to work hard
work hard [wɜːk 'hɑːrd] to work hard when you are doing your job, your schoolwork, or anything that takes time and effort: Bruno had been working hard in the kitchen all morning. I wouldn't mind working so hard if they paid us more.
put a lot of effort into sth [pʊt ə lʌt ə 'efərt ɪntuː (sth)-ləz-/] to work hard because you think something is important and you want to do it well: She had obviously put a lot of effort into her assignment. The company puts a great deal of effort into training its staff.

hardworking [ˈhɑːrdwɜːkɪŋ] [adj] always working hard in your job or on your schoolwork: Melissa was a popular and hardworking student.
dedicated [ˈdedɪkeɪtɪd] [adj] someone who is dedicated works very hard at something because they care about it a lot - use this especially about people who do useful work in society, not about people who work in business: She's a wonderful nurse - completely dedicated. The lifeboat service is run by a team of dedicated volunteers.

overworked [ˈəʊvərwɜːktd] [adj] someone who is overworked has too much work to do: Teachers often complain that they are overworked and underpaid. Nadine was feeling tired and overworked.

6 work that you do at home, in your job etc
work [wɜːk] [n U] the things that you have to do at home or at school or in your job, which need time and effort: She has a busy job, and she often takes work home with her. I agreed to organize the party, but I didn't realize there would be so much work involved.
do work I can't go out tonight, I have a lot of work to do for my biology test tomorrow.
secretarial/teaching/bar work etc Have you ever done any secretarial work before?
effort [ˈɛfərt] [n U] the physical and mental energy that you have to use in order to do something: Even the slightest effort makes him feel tired.
take/require effort (=need a lot of work) Finding the right staff takes a lot of management time and effort.
job [dʒɒb] [dʒɑːb] [n C] a specific piece of work that you have to do, especially one that you do not get paid for: My brother's job was to take all the old bottles and newspapers for recycling. Cleaning the bathroom floor is a horrible job.
do a job I spent the weekend clearing up and doing various jobs around the house.
task [tɑːsk] [tɑːsk] [n C] formal a piece of work - use this especially about a difficult and important job that a politician, manager etc has to do: Her first task as principal was to improve relations between the teachers and the students' parents.
have the task of doing sth The UN has the difficult task of bringing peace to this region.
duties [djuːtɪz] [djuːtɪz] [n plural] formal the various things that you have to do as part of your job: Your duties will include organizing a monthly departmental meeting. Attending state banquets is one of the Ambassador's official duties.

housework [ˈhauzwɜːk] [n U] work that needs to be done in your home, for example, cleaning, washing clothes, or keeping rooms tidy: None of her kids ever helps with the housework.
do (the) housework Saturday is the only day I have enough time to do the housework.

⚠️ Don't confuse housework (=jobs you do to keep your house clean) with homework (=schoolwork that you do at home).

homework [ˈhəʊmwɜːk] [n U] work that a student has to do at home.
do your homework Have you done all your homework?
for homework For homework, I'd like you to finish Exercise 3.

⚠ Don't say 'homeworks'. Say homework.

⚠ Don't say 'I made my homework'. Say I did my homework.

schoolwork /'skuːlwaːk/ [n U] all the work that a student has to do, both at home and in class. Problems at home have affected Laurie's schoolwork.

7 someone who works for an organization or company

worker /'wɜːkə/ [n C] someone who works for an organization but is not a manager. We need better communication between the management and the workers.

manual worker (=who does physical work, for example in a factory) The report shows that male manual workers earn twice as much as female workers.

post office/factory/office worker Brown was a retired post office worker.

employee /ɪmˈpɒli-ə/ [n C] someone who has a job, especially a permanent job, with a company or organization: a multinational corporation with 140,000 employees worldwide I a bank employee + of Employees of American Airlines get generous reductions on the cost of flights.

⚠ Employee is a rather formal word. Don't say 'I am an employee of IBM'. Say I work for IBM.

staff /stæf/ [n U, singular] all the people who work for a company, organization, school etc: Staff were clearly worried about rumours of job losses.

library/office/hospital/security staff The library staff is always available to help you. I The company is looking for part-time sales staff.

member of staff Training is provided for all members of staff.

join the staff In 1992, she joined the President's personal staff in the White House.

⚠ Staff can be used with a singular or plural verb in British or American English: The staff here is very professional.

⚠ Staff can also be used before a noun, like an adjective: a staff training day I staff changes

workforce /'wɜːkfaː(r)s/ [n singular] all the people who work in a country, a type of industry, or a large organization: Women make up 41% of the nation's workforce. I The company has had to cut one-third of its workforce.

8 someone you work with

colleague /'kɒli[d]ʒkiə-/ [n C] someone you work with - use this especially about people who do professional jobs in offices, schools, government etc: I'd like you to meet a colleague of mine, Jean-Michel Blanc from our Paris office. I Jenny is a conscientious manager, very popular with her colleagues.

workmate /'wɜːkmeɪt/ [n C] someone that you work with, especially someone who works closely with you and who you are friendly with: Police are questioning neighbours and workmates of the missing woman.

9 the person or company you work for

see also MANAGER

employer /ɪmˈpɒliə/ [n C] someone's employer is the person, company, or organization that they work for: We will need a reference from your last employer.

⚠ Employer is a rather formal word. In ordinary conversation, it is more usual to say something like 'the company I work for', instead of 'my employer'.

10 to stop working in order to get more money

strike /straɪk/ [n C] when people deliberately stop working in order to get more money, better working conditions etc: The strike lasted about two months.

miners'/teachers'/railworkers' etc strike The railworkers' strike caused chaos in the city.
call a strike (= ask workers to join a strike)
call off a strike (= agree to end a strike or not start a strike) Teachers have called off the strike that was planned for Tuesday.
on strike /on 'straɪk/ if workers go on strike, they stop working in order to get more money, better conditions etc
go on strike Ford workers threatened to go on strike unless the company improved its pay offer.
be (out) on strike (= not working) There were frequent power cuts when the electricity workers were out on strike.

WORKING
when a machine, car etc is working as it should, and is not broken

- opposite broken
- see also repair

work /wɜːk/ [v I] if a machine or piece of equipment works or is working, it can be used without any problems because there is nothing wrong with it: We had to go to the laundromat because the washing-machine wasn’t working. I’ve fixed your heater — it works fine.

be in working order /biː 'ɪn wɜːkɪŋ ˈɔːdər/ if something is in working order, it is working well and safely, especially because it has been well cared for: The mill was built in the 16th century and is still in working order.

be in good/perfect working order Your brakes, lights, and steering must be kept in good working order.

Be in working order is more formal than work, and is not usually used in ordinary conversation.

- go /gəʊ/ [v I] especially spoken to be working properly — use this especially about a car, clock, or watch: I dropped my watch, but it’s still going. I don’t mind what kind of car we rent as long as it goes.

going — went — have gone

be up and running /bɪp əp ənd ˈrʌndɪŋ/ to be working well and without any problems — use this about computers or systems, especially new ones: As soon as the new computer system is up and running, we can transfer our records onto it.

WORLD

the planet we live on

- see also country, environment, land and sea

1 the world

the world /ˈwɜːld/ [n singular] the planet we live on, and all the people and places on it: In some parts of the world, clean drinking water is very scarce.

all over the world You can buy Coca-Cola all over the world.

the whole world (= everyone and everything in the world) changes that will affect the whole world

the best, fastest etc in the world /ˈwɜːld/ It’s the tallest building in the world. It’s the world’s tallest building.

earth /ˈɜːθ/ [n singular/U] use this especially when you are comparing our world with the moon, stars, and other places in space: Light from the stars can take millions of years to reach Earth.

death /ˈɜːθ/ The earth revolves around the sun. Water is one of the Earth’s most important resources.

to earth The space shuttle returned safely to earth on December 9th.

the planet /ˈpɑːlənt/ [n singular] use this especially when you are talking about problems that affect the environment: a massive volcanic eruption that could affect the climate of the whole planet. Energy conservation is vital for the future of the planet.

2 things that affect the whole world or happen everywhere in the world

world /wɜːld/ [adj only before noun] use this to talk about something that exists
everywhere in the world, or affects the whole world, or is the best or most important in the world: The top 50 multinational companies control about 80% of world trade. | At that time Britain was a major world power. | Islam is one of the great world religions.

world champion/record/expert (=the best in the world) The world champion, Damon Hill, is still in the lead. | Jones is a world expert in genetics.

global /'gloʊbol/ [adj only before noun] use this especially to talk about political, economic, or scientific problems that affect the whole world: The fight against AIDS requires a global strategy. | Campaigners have called for a global ban on whale hunting. | Nuclear war could lead to global catastrophe.

worldwide /ˌwɜːldwaɪd/ [adj] existing or happening in every country of the world: There is a worldwide shortage of oil. | The concert attracted a worldwide television audience of over a billion people.

**WORRYING / WORRIED**

RELAX

SAD

see also

PROBLEM

FRIGHTENING /

FRIGHTENED

1 feeling worried

worried /ˈwʌrid/ [adj] not feeling happy or relaxed, because you keep thinking about a problem or about something bad that might happen: You look worried - what’s the matter? | + about She lay awake worrying about all the work she had to do. | + (that) When I changed schools, I was worried that I wouldn’t make any new friends.

get worried We began to get worried when she didn’t come home on Thursday night.

a worried look/frown/glance Simon gave me a worried look.

worry /ˈwʌri/ [v I] to keep thinking about a problem or about something bad that might happen, so that you cannot relax or feel happy: My parents worry when I’m late home from school. | You worry too much. | + about He owes the bank a lot of money and he worries about it. | + that I used to worry that I would never get married.

DON’T WORRY SPOKEN (say this to tell someone not to worry) Don’t worry, I can pay for both of us.

worrying – worried – have worried

nervous /ˈnɜːvəs/ [adj] worried and slightly frightened about something that is going to happen or something new or difficult that you have to do: I always get nervous before tests. | Bill looked nervous, and I could see that his hands were shaking. | + about Kelly was so nervous about her interview that she couldn’t sleep.

nervously [adv] Nervously, she twisted her handkerchief in her fingers.

⚠️ Don’t confuse nervous (=feeling worried and a little frightened) and annoyed (=feeling a little angry): I was very nervous about the test. | His stupid questions made me very annoyed.

anxious /ˈæŋkʃəs/ [adj] especially written very worried because you think that something bad has happened or may happen, and you feel that you have no control over the situation: She knew it was a simple operation, but she still felt anxious. | Anxious relatives waited at the airport for news of the plane crash. | + about Helen is always anxious about travelling alone.

an anxious face/voice/expression etc Please come with me, she said in an anxious voice.

anxiously [adv] is he going to be all right? she asked anxiously.

frightened/scared/afraid /ˈfrightnd, skoʊrd, ˈɑfrɪd/ [adj] worried and frightened because of something bad that might happen | + (that) She was frightened that the dog might bite her. | I was scared she might never come back.
tense /tens/ [adj] so worried about something that you cannot relax, and you easily get angry or upset: Lesley's problems at work made her tense and irritable.
tense silence/moment/situation etc There was a tense silence, then everyone began to laugh.

stressed out /'strest 'aut/ [adj] informal worried and tired all the time, because you have a lot of problems to deal with and too much work to do: Rob's been really stressed out since he started his new job.
+ about She's pretty stressed out about the court case.

2 to make someone feel worried

worry /'wɔrɪ/'wɔəri/ [v T] to make someone feel worried: Recent changes in the climate are beginning to worry environmental scientists. I could tell that something was worrying her.
it worries sb that Doesn't it worry you that Stephen spends so much time playing computer games?
what worries sb is especially spoken What worries me is the cost of all these changes.

worrying /'wɔrɪŋ/'wɔrɪŋ-/ [adj] worrying events, changes etc make you feel worried: The increase in homelessness among teenagers is very worrying.
a worrying time/week/year etc (= a time when you are worried) It's been a worrying few weeks for all of us since Jan lost her job.

stressful /'stresfəl/ [adj] a stressful job or situation makes you feel worried and tired all the time, for example because you have too many problems or too much work to do: Looking after small children can be very stressful.

make sb nervous /ˌmiːk (sb) ˈnævəs/ to make someone feel nervous and unable to relax: Stop watching me when I'm trying to work — you're making me nervous.

3 a feeling of being worried

anxiety /æn'tziəti/ [n U] the feeling you have when you are very worried that something bad has happened or is going to happen: After weeks of anxiety, I finally heard that I would not need an operation.
+ about anxiety about the high levels of pollution in the atmosphere

stress /stres/ [n U] the feeling of being worried all the time, for example about work or personal problems, which can make you ill or very tired: Her financial problems were causing her a lot of stress.
stress-related illnesses (= caused by stress)
be under stress (= be feeling stress) He's been under a lot of stress at work lately.

concern /kən'sərn/ [n U] a worried feeling — use this especially when many people are worried about a problem that affects everyone: The shortage of water is beginning to cause widespread concern.
+ about/over Concern over the President's health is increasing.

4 something that makes you feel worried

worry /'wɔrɪ/'wɔəri/ [n C] something that makes you feel worried: It is important to find someone to discuss your worries with.

sb's main/biggest worry (= the thing someone worries about most) Her main worry was how the divorce would affect the children.

plural worries

hang-up /'heŋ ap/ [n C] informal if you have a hang-up about something, for example about your appearance or your relationships with other people, you feel worried and embarrassed about it, and this makes you feel less confident: They wanted their children to grow up without any hang-ups.
+ about I don't know why she has such a hang-up about her nose — it looks OK to me.
not worried any more

relieved [ri'li:v'd; [adj] feeling relaxed again because you do not need to worry about something that you worried about before: We were very relieved when they phoned to tell us they were safe.
+ that Tim was relieved that the teacher didn’t ask him to read out his answer.

relieved to hear/learn/find/see: I was relieved to hear that I didn’t have to have an operation.

relief [ri'li:f] [n singular/1U] the pleasant feeling you have when you no longer have to worry about something
with relief Everyone smiled with relief as the plane landed safely.
to sb’s relief (=making them feel relieved) To Sam’s relief, nobody asked to check his ticket.

it is a relief to know/hear/see/find: It was such a relief to know that the children were OK.

a great relief: The announcement said that no jobs would be lost, which was a great relief to everyone.

-----

WORSE

= opposite BETTER

= see also BAD, IMPROVE

1 worse

worse [ˈwɔːs] [adj] more unpleasant, annoying, bad, etc, or of a lower standard or quality than someone or something else
+ than: Conditions in the prison were worse than anything I had seen before: I wish you’d stop complaining – you’re worse than my mother!
even worse (=worse than something that is very bad) Duncan’s handwriting is even worse than his sister’s. I a terrible script and even worse acting

a lot worse/much worse: The traffic is a lot worse after five.

make sth worse: I tried to fix the computer myself, but that just made it worse.

not as good [n. əz ˈɡud] of a lower standard or quality than something else: Last year’s sales figures were excellent but this year’s weren’t as good.

+ as: The computing facilities here aren’t as good as the ones in my last school.

not nearly as good (=much less good) Pop music today isn’t nearly as good as in the sixties and seventies.

Worse means ‘more bad than something that is bad’. Not as good means ‘less good than something that is good’. Compare these sentences: The food was awful, and the service was even worse. It’s an enjoyable book, but it’s not as good as her last one.

inferior [ɪnˈfɪəriər] [adj] formal less well made than something else, or less good at doing something than someone else: Their furniture is certainly cheaper, but it’s of inferior quality.
+ to: Old Mr Carter was convinced that women doctors were inferior to men.

worst [ˈwɔːst] [adj only before noun] worse than anything else or worse than at any time before: I think he’s the worst teacher in the school. The storms in 1987 were the worst we had ever known. No, don’t tell the police about it – that’s the worst thing you could do.

by far the worst (=much worse than any other) It’s by far the worst neighborhood in the whole city.

2 to become worse

good worse /get ˈwɔːs/ if a situation gets worse, it becomes more difficult or more unpleasant: The situation in Bosnia was getting worse.

get worse and worse: The traffic on this road is getting worse and worse.

deteriorate /dɪˈtɪərɪərɪt/ [v I] to gradually become worse: John’s eyesight has deteriorated since his last eye test. All that time, relations between the superpowers were deteriorating.

deterioration /dɪˈtɪərɪərɪˈeɪʃn/ [n U] when something gradually becomes worse: the deterioration of the country’s road network.

-----

Deteriorate is more formal than get worse.

go from bad to worse /gəʊ frəm bæd tə ˈwɔːs/ if a situation goes from bad to
worse, it is already bad and then becomes even worse: Things then went from bad to worse, and by the end of the year the two countries were at war.

decline [dikˈleɪn] [v I] formal to become gradually worse - use this especially about standards of work or performance: Do you think standards of education are declining? | Britain's economic performance declined noticeably during the 1970s.

decline [n singular] a steady decline in the standard of healthcare provided in our hospitals

---

WRITE

BOOKS/LITERATURE

LANGUAGE

see also

READ

DRAW

WORD/PHRASE/SENTENCE

1 to write with a pen or pencil

write [rɑːt] [v I/T] to write words or numbers using a pen or pencil: By third grade they can all read and write pretty well. | At the bottom he wrote: "with sincere love from your oldest friend".

write sth on/in/here etc Write your phone number on the back of this envelope.

write down sth/write sth down (=write information so that you can use it later) We wrote down everything he told us. | I've written the address down for you.

writing - wrote - have written

put [pʊt] [v T] especially spoken to write something; I just put "with best wishes from Mike" on the card.

put sth in/on/at sth Put your name at the top of each answer sheet.

putting - put - have put

make a note of sth [meɪk ə 'nəʊt ov (sth)] to write down information that you might need later: Did you make a note of the times of the trains? | "The name of that book is 'A Closed Eye'". "Right, I'll make a note of it."

take down/get down [teɪk 'daʊn, ɡet 'daʊn] [phrasal verb T] to write down what someone says, at the same time as they are saying it.

take down sth/get down sth A group of reporters was following the Senator trying to get down every word he said.

take sth down/get sth down Can I just take your name and address down?

fill in/fill out [fɪl 'ɪn, fɪl 'aʊt] [phrasal verb T] to write information or answer questions on an official document, for example giving your name, address, and age.

fill in sth especially british fill out sth especially american Passengers must fill in a short form before boarding the plane.

fill sth in/fill sth out You just fill it out and then send it in to the passport office.

2 to write your name

sign /sain/ [v I/T] to write your name at the end of a letter, document etc, in order to prove who you are or show that you wrote it: Sign here, please. | You forgot to sign the credit card slip.

sign your name The artist had signed his name in the corner of the painting.

sign for sth (=to show that you have received it) Could you sign for this package, please?

signature /ˈsɪgna(ə)r/ [n C] your name written by you, for example on a document or at the end of a letter, in order to prove who you are or show that you wrote it: Who's it from? I can't read the signature.

autograph /ˌɔːtəˈɡraːf/ [n C] the name of a famous person, written by them on a photograph, in a book etc for someone to keep: She has the autograph of every player in the team. | Fans were waiting outside the studio for Neeson's autograph.

3 to write something quickly or carelessly

jot down [dʒɒt 'daʊn] jot/ - jot- [phrasal verb T] to quickly write down ideas, notes, or facts so that you can use them later.
jot down sth Let me jot down the name of that restaurant.

jot sth down If anyone has any suggestions, jot them down on a piece of paper and give them to me.

scribble /skriːbl/ [v T] to write something quickly and untidily: Andrew scribbled a note and handed it to the chairman.

4 to write with a computer or typewriter

key in /kiːɪn/ [phrasal verb T] to write something on a computer, especially something that you are copying from somewhere else

key in sth I spent all morning keying in the latest sales data.

key sth in Find out the name of the file, key it in, and it will appear on the screen.

type /taɪp/ [v I/T] to write something using a typewriter or computer: I'm afraid I don't type very fast. I Could you type those letters for me?

typing [n U] writing with a typewriter or computer: We need a secretary with good typing speeds. (=who can type fast)

enter /ˈenˌtər/ [v T] to record information in a computer by pressing the keys: Enter the filename and click 'OK'.

enter sth in/into sth The patients' medical records are entered into a database.

⚠️ Enter is a more technical word than key in

5 to write a letter

write /raɪt/ [v I/T] to write someone a letter: Sorry, I haven't had time to write.

write a letter/postcard/note We wrote about 20 postcards while we were in Greece.

write sb a letter/postcard/note Kathleen wrote him dozens of letters but he never replied.

+ to You ought to write to your Uncle and thank him for the present.

write sb AMERICAN (=write a letter to someone) Steve wrote me about the wedding.

writing - wrote - have written

writer /ˈraɪtər/ [n C] someone who writes books, plays, newspaper articles etc as a job: Terry Pratchett, the science-fiction writer

+ of a writer of books about European history

author /ˈɔːθər/ [n C] someone who writes books, or who wrote a particular book: Jane Austen is one of my favourite authors.

+ of Hawking is best known as the author of 'A Brief History of Time'.
to write a song/music
write /raɪt/ [v T] to write music or songs: Lennon and McCartney wrote over 100 songs. | Who wrote the soundtrack for 'The Bodyguard'? writing - wrote - have written
compose /kəmpəʊz/ [v T] to write a piece of music, especially serious music, not popular music: Mozart composed his first symphony when he was still a child.

composer /kəmˈpəʊzər/ [n C] someone who writes music, especially serious music, not popular music: My favourite composer is Beethoven.

songwriter /ˈsɒŋˌraɪtə/ [n C] someone who writes songs, especially modern, popular songs: songwriter Bernie Taupin

to write the letters of a word
spell /spel/ [v I/T] to write a word using the correct letters in the correct order: In American English, 'organize' is always spelled with a 'z'. I've never been able to spell very well in English.
spelling - spelled (also spelt BRITISH) - have spelled (also have spelt BRITISH)

spelling /ˈspelɪŋ/ [n C/U] the way in which a word is spelled, or someone's ability to spell words correctly: The dictionary gives both British and American spellings. It's full of spelling mistakes. My spelling isn't very good.

the way someone writes with a pen or pencil etc
writing/handwriting /ˈrɪtɪŋ, ˈhændˌrɪtɪŋ/ [n U] What beautiful handwriting! Jane's writing's terrible - I can hardly read it.

written, not spoken
written /ˈrɪtən/ [adj] Some expressions are much more common in written English than in spoken English.
written statement/agreement/reply/instructions etc Don't sign any written agreement until you have read every word of the contract.

When you see 11, go to the
ESSENTIAL COMMUNICATION section.

WRONG
in writing [ɪn 'rɪtɪŋ] if you get or give information in writing, it is written down, not spoken, so you can prove later what was actually said: Apply for tickets in writing to the Adelphi Theatre. Could you confirm in writing the date you intend to leave.

get it in writing (= ask someone to write something down) especially spoken "They promised to replace the computer if there are any problems." "Make sure you get it in writing."

on paper /ɒn ˈpeɪpə/ if you put ideas or suggestions on paper, you write them down so that you can remember them or organize them more clearly: If you have any suggestions for improving the course, put them on paper and we'll discuss them.

handwritten /ˈhænd.ntrən/ [adj] written by hand, not using a typewriter or computer: There was a handwritten note on the desk addressed to Paul.

WRONG

- opposite RIGHT

MISTAKE ACCIDENTALLY
see also

BAD SUITABLE/ UNSUITABLE

wrong /rɒŋ/ [adj] not right or not correct: Hank was driving on the wrong side of the road. I tried to telephone her, but she must have given me the wrong number. No, that's wrong - you're supposed to put the flour in first.

wrongly /rɒŋli/ [adv] You've spelled my name wrongly. The medicine bottles were wrongly labelled.

Wrong (adverb) is more informal than wrongly. Only use it in spoken English.

incorrect /ɪnˈkɔrɛkt/ [adj] facts, decisions, answers etc that are incorrect are wrong, especially because a mistake has
be mistaken /ˈmistəkən/ formal to have an opinion or belief about something, which is not correct: Mulder thought he saw an alien spacecraft, but he was almost certainly mistaken.

you must be mistaken spoken (use this to say politely that someone is wrong) I think you must be mistaken. He could not have obtained a key to your room.

inaccurate /ˌɪnəkˈjʊərət/ adj information, numbers etc that are inaccurate are not exactly right: The old maps were usually inaccurate or incomplete. | inaccurate measurements
totally/wildly inaccurate (=very inaccurate) Figures quoted in the article were wildly inaccurate.

misleading /ˈmɪslɪdɪŋ/ adj a statement or piece of information that is misleading makes people believe something that is wrong, especially because it does not give all the facts: The article was deliberately misleading, and the newspaper has apologized.
give a misleading impression/statement etc Agents often gave a false or misleading description of the properties they were selling.

to believe something that is wrong

be wrong /biː ˈrɒŋ/ if you are wrong, you think or say something that is not correct: I thought a vacation in Greece would be cheap, but I was wrong! | Why won’t he admit that he was wrong?

about You were wrong about that train - it left at 10.30.

the wrong direction/way/place/order etc Someone had moved the road sign so that it was pointing in the wrong direction. | The TV antenna is facing the wrong way. | The files had been put back in the wrong order.

the wrong way around (also the wrong way round) British /ˈərəʊnd/ if something is the wrong way around, it is pointing or facing in the direction that is opposite to the correct one: You’ve got your T-shirt on the wrong way around! | Someone’s put the battery in the wrong way round.

inside out /ˌɪnsaɪd ˈaʊt/ if something, especially a piece of clothing, is inside out, the inside of it is on the outside and the outside of it is on the inside: I put my socks on inside out by mistake. | The wind blew my umbrella inside out.

turn sth inside out Before washing your sweater, turn it inside out.

upside down /ˈʌpsaɪd ˈdaʊn/ if something is upside down, the top of it is at the bottom and the bottom of it is at the top: One of the pages was upside down. | The monkey was hanging upside down from a tree.

turn sth upside down Turn the cups upside down and leave them to dry.
Y

YOUNG

opposite: OLD

→ AGE

CHILD

→ see also

ADULT

BABY

DESCRIBING PEOPLE

1 young

young /jʌŋ/ [adj] You’re too young to smoke. | a single mother with two young children | When I was younger, I used to play a lot of baseball. | Her youngest son works for a television company.

younger brother/sister Hannah has two younger brothers.

little /ˈlɪtl/ [adj] especially spoken very young - use this to talk about a young child: When I was little we used to go camping a lot.

little brother/sister (=younger brother or sister, who is still a child) Look after your little sister for a moment, will you?

little boy/girl (=a young child, or a young son or daughter) They’ve been married for ten years and have two little girls. | Who’s that little boy in the blue sweater?

2 a young person

teenager /ˈtiːnidʒər/ [n C] someone who is between 13 and 19 years old: River Phoenix became a famous actor while still a teenager. | The survey showed that three out of five teenagers had been offered illegal drugs.

teens [adj only before noun] Jenny has three teenage children.

youth /jʌθ/ [n C] a young man between about 15 and 25 years old - use this especially about young men who behave badly or do something illegal: A youth pushed her against the wall and took her bag. | a gang of youths in leather jackets

in your teens /ɪn ˈjəʊr ˈtɛnz/ someone who is in their teens is between 13 and 19 years old: She had run away from home several times in her teens.

in your early/mid/late teens Most of the girls at the concert were in their early teens.

adolescent /ˌædəˈlesont/ [n C] someone who is at the age when they change from being a child into a young adult - use this especially when talking about problems that young people have at this age: John changed from a friendly and cheerful young boy into a confused adolescent.

You can also use adolescent before a noun, like an adjective: a crowd of screaming adolescent girls

3 the time when you are young

childhood /ˈtʃildhʊd/ [n C/U] the time when you are a child: Nina had happy memories of her childhood on the farm.

early childhood (=when you are a young child) His early childhood was spent with his father in Chicago.

You can also use childhood before a noun, like an adjective: a book about his childhood memories | childhood illnesses like measles

youth /jʌθ/ [n U] the time when you are young, especially the time between 15 and 25 when you are no longer a child: She revisited all the places where she had spent her youth.

in sb’s youth (=when they were young) Caroline had been a ballet dancer in her youth.

adolescence /ˌædəˈlesəns/ [n U] the time when a young person is changing from being a child into a young adult - use this especially when talking about the problems that young people have at this age: During adolescence, boys are sometimes very shy and lacking in self-confidence.

When you see LC, go to the ESSENTIAL COMMUNICATION section.
connected with things that young people do

youth [juːθ] [adj only before noun] youth club/group/organization etc a club, group etc for young people: I met her at the local youth club. 1 a concert by the National Youth Orchestra

teenage [ˈtiːniidʒ] [adj only before noun] teenage fashions/magazines/pregnancy/drug-taking etc use this about things produced for teenagers, or things that teenagers do: There has been a significant increase in teenage pregnancies recently. 1 the teenage music scene

juvenile /dʒuˈvənəl, -naɪl/ [adj only before noun] use this about crimes involving young people

juvenile crime/offender (=crime by young people, or a young person who is a criminal)

juvenile court (=a court that deals with crimes by young people)
The **ESSENTIAL COMMUNICATION** section will help you communicate in English. To use it, look up the situation you need to deal with (for example AGREEING or COMPLAINING), and choose the box which best fits what you need to say. The **ESSENTIAL COMMUNICATION** section has been based especially on the spoken component of the British National Corpus.

- **Advice** ........................................ 872
- **Suggestions** ................................. 873
- **Offers** ......................................... 874
- **Invitations** ................................. 875
- **Requests** .................................. 876
- **Permission** ............................... 877
- **Complaining** ............................ 878
- **Apologizing** ............................. 879
- **Saying Thank You** ...................... 880
- **Directions** .................................. 881
- **Opinions** ................................... 882
- **Agreeing** ................................... 884
- **Disagreeing** .............................. 885
- **Saying Yes** .................................. 886
- **Saying No** .................................. 887
- **Saying Hello** .............................. 888
- **Saying Goodbye** ......................... 889
- **Having a Conversation** .................. 890
- **Talking on the Phone** ................... 891
- **Linking Words** ............................. 892
- **Position and Direction** .............. 899
**ADVICE**

**asking for advice**

What do you think I should do?
I don’t know whether to speak to Bob about it. What do you think I should do?

Can I ask your advice/opinion about something?
Can I ask your advice about something? I’m really worried about my brother.

Do you think I should...?
It’s only $10 a month. Do you think I should join?

I’m thinking of... What do you think?
I’m thinking of dying my hair. What do you think?

⚠️ Don’t say ‘Can you give me an advice?’ Use one of the phrases above.

**giving advice**

You should... /You ought to...
You should phone the police if you’re really worried about it.
You shouldn’t drink so much.

If I were you,...
use this when you have thought carefully about the situation
If I were you, I’d wait till tomorrow.
If I were you, I wouldn’t tell anyone about it.

What you ought to do is...
spoken
What you ought to do is get them to pay in advance.

What you need is... spoken
What you need is a nice long holiday.

Make sure (that) you...
use this to give someone advice that will help them not to make a mistake
Make sure you take enough money for the taxi.

The best thing is to...
The best thing is to drink lots of water.

⚠️ In a conversation, don’t say ‘I advise you to do this’ or ‘I recommend that you do this’. These are very formal and are mostly used in writing.
# Suggestions

## Making a Suggestion

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>YES</th>
<th>NO</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Yes/Yeah</strong></td>
<td>![Exclamation] When you say no to a suggestion, it is polite to give a reason, or suggest something else instead.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How about finding somewhere to eat?</td>
<td><strong>Sorry, I can't</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes, I'm starving.</td>
<td>Let's go out for a pizza on Saturday.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>OK/Right/All right</strong></td>
<td>Sorry, I can't. I'm going away for the weekend.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Let's go and visit your brother.</td>
<td>How about ... instead?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Good idea!</strong></td>
<td>Shall I say that we'll come?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What about a trip to the beach?</td>
<td>How about staying home instead?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>That sounds good/great</strong></td>
<td>I'd rather (do sth)/I'd prefer to (do sth)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shall I organize a barbecue on Saturday?</td>
<td>Let's stay over till Sunday.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>That sounds good.</td>
<td>I'd rather come back straight after the party.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sure!</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Especially American</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Do you want to try some sushi?</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sure!</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Replying to a Suggestion

**Let's...**

Let's have a picnic.

**We could.../You could...**

We could go for a drink before the concert.

You could ask Simon if he wants to come.

**Why don't we/you...?**

Why don't we go to Spain this summer?

Why don't you paint it white?

**What about...?/How about...?**

What about going out one night next week?

**Do you want to...?**

Especially American

Do you want to see if we can get a room for the night?

**Shall I/we...?**

Especially British

**Should I/we...?**

American

Shall I organize the drinks for the party?

Should we go to Becky's then?

## Conversation

**Kate:** Let's go and see a movie on Saturday.

**Richard:** Sorry, I can't. I'm going to visit my cousins. Why don't we go next week instead?

**Kate:** OK. What about Wednesday?

**Richard:** That sounds good. Shall I meet you at your house?

**Kate:** I have a better idea. How about getting something to eat before the movie?

**Richard:** Good idea! What time? About 7 o'clock?

**Kate:** Right. See you then.
OFFERS

Would you like me to...?
use this when you want to be polite
Would you like me to help you with your homework?

Do you want me to...
use this with friends and people you know well
Do you want me to get some tickets for the concert?

Shall I...? BRITISH
Should I...? AMERICAN
Shall I buy the stuff for the picnic?
Should I make the salad?

Would you like...
use this when you want to be polite
Would you like a drink?

Do you want...
use this with friends and people you know well
Do you want a cup of coffee?

Can I get you...
Can I get you a beer or something?

How about...
How about a quick snack before we leave?
Fancy...? Do you fancy...? BRITISH
INFORMAL
Fancy a drink after work, Annie?

saying yes or no to an offer

YES

No, thanks

Yes, please

Do you want a piece of cake?

Would you like a drink?

Thanks.

A glass of white wine, please.

That's very kind of you
FORMAL

No, I'm fine, thanks
INFORMAL

use this to say no when someone offers you more food or drink

Do you want another beer?

No, I'm fine, thanks

That's very kind of you, but...
FORMAL

Would you like a drink?

That's very kind of you. A glass of white wine, please.
## INVITATIONS
asking someone if they would like to
do something

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Asking friends</th>
<th>Asking anyone</th>
<th>Asking someone you do not know very well</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Do you want to...?**
Do you want to go to the movies on Saturday? | **Would you like to...?**
Would you like to go out for dinner sometime? | **I was wondering if you'd like to...**
I was wondering if you'd like to join us for a drink? |

⚠️ Don’t say ‘I invite you...’ or ‘I’d like to invite you...’ Use one of the phrases above.

### Saying yes or no to an invitation

#### YES

- **Yes, I'd like that**

  - Would you like to play tennis one night next week?
  - Yes, I'd like that.

- **That sounds great! Informal**

  - We're going ice skating. Do you want to come?
  - That sounds great! Thanks.

- **Yes, OK**

  - Do you want to join us for a game of basketball?
  - Yes, OK. What time?

#### NO

- **Sorry, (I'm afraid) I can't**

  - Do you want to come swimming on Thursday?
  - Sorry, I can't. It's my Dad's birthday.

- **Sorry, but I'm going to... on Wednesday/Friday etc**

  - Would you like to come for dinner on Tuesday?
  - Sorry, but I'm going to aerobics on Tuesday.

- **Thanks for asking me, but...**

  - Do you want to come to a party on Friday night?
  - Thanks for asking me, but I'm going away for the weekend.
REQUESTS
asking someone to do something for you

⚠️ Use the polite phrases when you are talking to someone you do not know well, or when you are asking a friend to do something difficult or important.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>asking friends</th>
<th>asking anyone</th>
<th>when you want to be polite</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Can you...?</td>
<td>Could you...?</td>
<td>Do you think you could...?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Can you lend me $10 till Saturday?</td>
<td>Could you give me a ride to work on Monday?</td>
<td>Do you think you could check your records again, please?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Will you...?</td>
<td>Would you mind... (doing sth)?</td>
<td>I wonder if you’d mind...(doing sth)?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Will you lend me a newspaper while you’re out?</td>
<td>Would you mind feeding the cat while I’m away?</td>
<td>FORMAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>I wonder if you’d mind giving this letter to Mr Roberts?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

saying yes or no to a request

YES

OK/All right

Can you lend me $10 till Saturday? *OK. Here you are.*

Yes, sure

Will you buy me a newspaper while you’re out? *Yes, sure. Which one?*

Certainly FORMAL

Do you think you could check your records again, please? *Certainly. Just one moment.*

NO

⚠️ It is polite to give a reason if you say no.

Sorry, but...

Can you lend me $10 till Saturday? *Sorry, but I don’t really have enough.*

I can’t really

Could you give me a lift into town? *I can’t really. I’m waiting for a phone call.*

I’m afraid...

Can you come to my office tomorrow at 10 o’clock? *I’m afraid I’m busy tomorrow morning.*
PERMISSION
asking someone to let you
do something

⚠️ Use the polite phrases when you are talking to someone you do not know well,
or when you are asking a friend if you can do something important, such as borrow
their car.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>asking anyone</th>
<th>when you want to be polite</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Can I...?</td>
<td>Would you mind if I...?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Can I borrow your pen?</td>
<td>Would you mind if I came with you to the concert?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is it OK/all right if I...?</td>
<td>Would it be OK/all right if I...?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is it OK if I bring a friend to your party?</td>
<td>Would it be all right if I left early today?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do you mind if I...?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do you mind if I open the window?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

saying yes or no to a request

**YES**

Yes, of course

Is it OK if I bring a friend to your party?

Yes, of course. Bring anyone you like.

Yes, sure INFORMAL

Can I borrow your pen?

Yes, sure.

Yes, that’s fine

Is it all right if I keep this photo?

Yes, that’s fine.

**NO**

⚠️ It is polite to give a reason if you say no.

Sorry, but...

Is it all right if I keep this photo?

Sorry, but I only have one copy.

No, sorry

Can I borrow your pen?

No, sorry. I need it.

I’m afraid...

Can I have a look at the files myself?

I’m afraid that’s not possible.

I’d rather you didn’t

Do you mind if I open the window?

I’d rather you didn’t. It gets really noisy with the window open.
COMPLAINING

| complaining to someone you know well | writing a letter to complain about something | complaining in a shop, restaurant, hotel etc |

I am writing to complain about...
I am writing to complain about the service I received in your restaurant.

I'm sick of you (doing sth)/I've had enough of you (doing sth)
use this when you are annoyed at someone's behaviour
I've had enough of you two arguing. Stop it right now!

You're always (doing sth)
use this when someone keeps doing something thatannoys you.
You're always flirting with other women.

You're always trying to control what I do.

You never...
use this when someone keeps forgetting to do something or is unwilling to do something
You never listen, do you?

The usual way to complain is just to explain what has happened or what is wrong. For example: The shower in my room isn't working. You then expect that the person you are talking to will do something to put it right. Only use the following phrases when you have already done this and you are complaining to someone else because you are still not satisfied.

I'm not satisfied with...
I'm not satisfied with the quality of the repairs that you carried out.

I'd like to make a complaint about...
I'd like to make a complaint about the extra charges on my bill.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SORRY SPOKEN</th>
<th>SORRY I'M LATE – THE TRAFFIC WAS TERRIBLE! I'VE FORGOTTEN YOUR BOOK. SORRY! + ABOUT SORRY ABOUT ALL THE MESS.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I'M SORRY</td>
<td>I'M SORRY I SHOUTED AT YOU. + THAT I'M SORRY THAT YOU WEREN'T TOLD ABOUT THE MEETING. + ABOUT I'M SORRY ABOUT THE MIX-UP. IT WAS MY FAULT.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I'M REALLY SORRY (=VERY SORRY)</td>
<td>I'M REALLY SORRY, BUT I'VE BROKEN ONE OF YOUR CDs.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>I APOLOGIZE FORMAL SPOKEN</th>
<th>USE THIS IN FORMAL SPOKEN SITUATIONS SUCH AS MEETINGS DUE TO THE APPEARANCE OF SORRY, ONCE IS ENOUGH.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I APOLOGIZE FOR MENTIONING THIS AGAIN, BUT WE STILL HAVEN'T MADE A DECISION.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Apologies For... Written**

- Apologies for not replying to your letter sooner.
SAYING THANK YOU

when someone gives you something or when someone says your work is good or that you look good

Thank you/Thanks

Here, have some gum.  

Thanks.

Your report was really good.

Thank you. It took me ages to do.

Thank you very much/Thanks very much

That dress really suits you.

Thanks very much. I got it last year.

⚠️ Thank you is more formal than thanks. Don’t say ‘very thanks’ or ‘much thanks’.

when someone has done something for you or has offered to do something

Thank you/Thanks

Can I help you with those bags?  

Oh, thank you.

+ for doing sth Thanks for getting the tickets.

Thank you very much/Thanks very much

Thanks very much for all your help.

⚠️ Thanks is more informal than thank you.

It’s/That’s very kind of you.

FORMAL

If the meeting finishes late, I’ll drive you back to town.

Thank you. That’s very kind of you.

I really appreciate it.

FORMAL

say this when someone has done a lot for you

Thanks for helping out on Sunday. I really appreciated it.

Many thanks for...

FORMAL

Many thanks for the card and flowers.

when you are writing a letter to thank someone

Thank you for...

Thank you for the book you sent me for my birthday.

+ doing sth Thank you for feeding my cat while I was away.

Thank you very much for...

Thank you very much for the information about the art course.

what to say when someone thanks you for doing something or for giving them something

In American English you usually reply when someone thanks you for doing something or for giving them something. In British English people often do not reply, but this is not rude.

That’s OK

Thanks for looking after the kids.

That’s OK. I enjoyed having them.

You’re welcome

ESPECIALLY AMERICAN

Thanks for letting me stay, Mrs. Parker.

Oh, you’re welcome.

No problem

INFORMAL

Thanks for coming with me.

No problem.

Don’t mention it

Thank you for all your help.

Don’t mention it.

Sure

AMERICAN

Thanks for the ride.

Sure.
It is polite to say excuse me at the beginning of your question, and please at the end. If you use both, you will sound quite formal.

How do I get to...?
Excuse me, how do I get to the post office?
Is there a ... near here?
Excuse me, is there a bank near here, please?
Could/Can you tell me the way to...?
Could you tell me the way to the bus station, please?
Could/Can you tell me where the ... is?
Excuse me, could you tell me where the National Gallery is, please?

Could is more polite than can.

CONVERSATION 1
A Excuse me, how do I get to the station?
B I'm sorry, I don't know.

CONVERSATION 2
A Excuse me, could you tell me the way to the library, please?
B Yes, sure. Go straight on and keep going until you get to the post office. Then turn left and keep going until you get to the crossroads. Turn right at the crossroads and the library's on your left.
A Thanks very much.

Go straight ahead
(also Go straight on BRITISH
Go straight AMERICAN)

Turn left
(also Take a left AMERICAN)
Turn left at the crossroads.

Turn right
(also Take a right AMERICAN)
Take a right at the bank.

Go past...
Go past the church.

Keep going until you get to...
Keep going until you get to the park

Take the first/second turn on your left/right.
OPINIONS

1. giving your opinion
2. saying what other people think
3. asking someone for their opinion

1. giving your opinion

I think (that)...
this is the most common way of giving your opinion
I think that we should spend more on education.
I think it's a waste of time.

I believe (that)...
use this in formal speech or in writing when you have strong opinions about something
I believe that abortion is wrong.
I believe we have made a major financial error.

In my opinion,...
use this in writing
In my opinion, less money should be spent on weapons.

It seems to me (that)...
use this when you are giving your opinion based on things that have happened or on things that you have noticed
It seems to me that children have too much freedom these days.
It seems to me you don’t have much choice.

As far as I’m concerned,...
use this to emphasize that you do not care whether people agree with you or not
As far as I’m concerned, everything’s fine the way it is.

If you ask me,...
use this to say what you think about a particular problem or situation
If you ask me, they ought to just fire him.

⚠️ Don’t say ‘according to me’ when giving your opinion. Use one of the phrases in the box above.

⚠️ Don’t talk about ‘saying your opinion’. Use giving your opinion or saying what you think. We never get a chance to say what we think.
2. saying what other people think

think (that)  
this is the most common way of saying what other people think

Most students think that getting a job is the most important thing.

Some people think the laws on drinking are too strict.

be in favour of  
BRITISH  
use this in writing before saying what people think is right or good

Most people are in favour of greater political freedom.

Only the liberals are in favor of tax reform.

be in favor of  
AMERICAN  
use this in writing before saying what people think is right or good

be against  
use this in writing before saying what people think is wrong or bad

Over 80% of those surveyed are against the use of animals in experiments.

3. asking someone for their opinion

To ask for someone’s opinion you usually ask a direct question. For example:

Do you think the President should resign?
Do you think that Sarah will get the job?

You can also use the following ways of asking:

What do you think about...?  
use this to ask for someone’s general opinion about something

What do you think about going to Australia this winter?

What do you think about the plans to build a new freeway?

What do you think of...?  
use this to ask whether they like someone or something

What do you think of Sheila's new boyfriend?

What do you think of the new CD?
## AGREEING

### when you agree strongly

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Absolutely</th>
<th>Yes/Yeah</th>
<th>I suppose so</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Men and women should have equal rights.</strong></td>
<td><strong>I think we should get Ann a birthday present.</strong></td>
<td><strong>You should tell Jenny how you feel.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Absolutely!</td>
<td>Yes. That's a really good idea.</td>
<td>I suppose so, but it's not easy.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Exactly

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>She shouldn't have come if she didn't want to.</th>
<th>That meeting was really boring.</th>
<th>I guess so AMERICAN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Exactly!</td>
<td>I know. I thought it would never end.</td>
<td>It's your first date. Chris will be nervous too.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### I couldn't agree more

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parents are responsible for making sure their children behave well.</th>
<th>It would really help if the bank stayed open later.</th>
<th>I agree AMERICAN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I couldn't agree more.</td>
<td>I agree. If the shops can do it, why can't the banks?</td>
<td>I agree AMERICAN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### You're telling me!

**INFORMAL**

use this to agree with something when you know about it or have personal experience of it

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The buses are always late. aren't they?</th>
<th>I think we're wasting our time here.</th>
<th>You're right. Let's go home.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>You're telling me! I've been standing here for half an hour.</td>
<td>You're right AMERICAN</td>
<td>You're right AMERICAN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### when you agree

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>I know</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I know AMERICAN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I know. I thought it would never end.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### when you agree, but not strongly

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>I agree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I agree AMERICAN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>It would really help if the bank stayed open later.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>I agree AMERICAN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I agree AMERICAN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I agree AMERICAN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Right/That's right! You're right</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I think we're wasting our time here.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>You're right AMERICAN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Right/That's right! You're right</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I think we're wasting our time here.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>You're right AMERICAN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Right/That's right! You're right</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I think we're wasting our time here.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>You're right AMERICAN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**DISAGREEMENT**

**when you disagree, but you want to be polite**

Yes, but...

*We should buy computers for every class in the school.*

Yes, but we don’t have enough money.

I know, but...

*It would be much simpler to meet at the restaurant.*

I know, but I might get lost. Let’s go there together.

I take/see your point, but...

*I take your point, but doesn’t everyone have a right to privacy?*

Famous people can’t expect to keep their private lives secret.

**But don’t you think...?**

*We should have the party at a restaurant.*

But don’t you think it might be too expensive?

I’m not so sure...

*Well, it looks as if Greece would be the best choice.*

I’m not so sure, Larry. It’s a long way to go.

**when you disagree strongly**

⚠️ Only use these phrases with people you know well. You will sound rude if you say them to a stranger.

No, it isn’t/No, she isn’t etc

The quickest way to get there is to take the train.

No, it isn’t. It’s much faster by car.

That’s not true

Eating meat is bad for you.

That’s not true. It’s a really good source of iron.

You must be joking!/No way!

INFORMAL

It’ll only take 30 minutes to get there.

You must be joking! The traffic’s really bad at this time of day.

I can’t accept that...

FORMAL

I believe we should close the department until next year.

I’m sorry, I can’t accept that this is the best solution.

Rubbish! BRITISH INFORMAL

I’m too tired to do the washing up.

Rubbish! You haven’t done anything all day.
**SAYING YES**

**when you want to emphasize that the answer is definitely yes**

**Definitely!**

- Are you going to Sonya's party?
  - Definitely! I think it'll be really good.

**Of course!**

- use this when you are surprised or annoyed that someone has asked you something, or to emphasize your answer

  - Is it OK if Sara stays with us for a few days?
    - Of course! She's welcome to.

  - Did you lock the door?
    - Yes, of course I did!

**when the answer is yes**

**Yes**

- **Is that ring real gold?**
  - Yes, it is.

- **Have you bought everything we need?**
  - Yes, I have.

**That's right**

- use this especially when someone is checking facts

  - You're Ben's sister, aren't you?
    - That's right.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>I think so</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

- **Are you coming to the movies with us?**
  - I think so. It depends what time I finish work.

**Probably**

- **Will you be home by six o'clock?**
  - Probably. The class is usually over by five.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>I guess so</strong> <strong>especially American</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

- **Are you going to take that apartment?**
  - I guess so. It's a little expensive though.

- **Have they already gone home?**
  - Yes, I guess so.

**when you think that the answer is yes, but you are not sure**

- **I'm afraid so**
  - use this when you think the person asking the question is hoping for a different answer

  - Was she very angry?
    - I'm afraid so.

  - For saying yes to an invitation, go to [EC INVITATIONS]
  - For saying yes when someone offers you something, go to [EC OFFERS]
  - For saying yes when someone suggests something, go to [EC SUGGESTIONS]
  - For saying yes when someone asks you to do something, go to [EC REQUESTS]
  - For saying yes when someone asks if they can do something, go to [EC PERMISSION]
  - For saying that you agree with someone's opinion, go to [EC AGREEING]
## SAYING NO

### saying no to a question

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>When you want to emphasize that the answer is no</th>
<th>When the answer is no</th>
<th>When you think the answer is no, but you are not sure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Definitely not!</strong>*</td>
<td><strong>No</strong></td>
<td><strong>I don’t think so</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>So, would you go camping again?</em></td>
<td><em>Are you Italian?</em></td>
<td><em>Will it be ready by tomorrow?</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Definitely not! It rained all week.</em></td>
<td><em>No, I’m Spanish.</em></td>
<td><em>I don’t think so. There’s a lot to do.</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Of course not!</strong>*</td>
<td><strong>Not really</strong></td>
<td><strong>Probably not</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Use this when you are surprised or annoyed that someone has asked you something, or to emphasize your answer</em></td>
<td><strong>I’m afraid not</strong></td>
<td><em>Is that enough pasta for four of us?</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Did he pass any of his exams in the end?</em></td>
<td><strong>Did you have a good day?</strong></td>
<td><em>Probably not. I’d better get some more.</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Of course not! He didn’t do any work!</em></td>
<td><em>Not really. The car broke down.</em></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Of course I won’t/she didn’t etc</strong></td>
<td><strong>I’m afraid not</strong></td>
<td><strong>I doubt it</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>You won’t tell Mike about this, will you? It’s supposed to be a secret.</em></td>
<td><strong>Did you find the book I wanted?</strong></td>
<td><em>Do you think Sophie will come?</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>No, of course I won’t.</em></td>
<td><em>I’m afraid not. I looked everywhere.</em></td>
<td><em>I doubt it. She’s very busy at the moment.</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>No way!</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Are you going to go out with Ron?</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>No way! He’s horrible.</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Use this to emphasize your answer, especially when you are talking to friends or people you know well.*

---

- for saying no to an invitation, go to [INVITATIONS](#)
- for saying no when someone offers you something, go to [OFFERS](#)
- for saying no when someone suggests something, go to [SUGGESTIONS](#)
- for saying no when someone asks you to do something, go to [REQUESTS](#)
- for saying no when someone asks if they can do something, go to [PERMISSION](#)
- for saying that you do not agree with someone’s opinion, go to [AGREETING](#)
Saying Hello

Hello
Hi
Morning
use this when you see someone at the start of the day, for example when you arrive at work

Hello
Good morning (=before 12 noon)
Good afternoon (=12 noon - 6pm)
Good evening (=after 6pm)

⚠️ Only use Goodnight when you are saying goodbye in the evening, not when you are saying hello.

Nice to meet you/Pleased to meet you.

Mark: Hello, Colin.
Colin: Hello, Mark.
Mark: Have you met my cousin Freddie from Canada?
Colin: No, I haven’t. (they shake hands)
Freddie: Hello.
Colin: Hello. Pleased to meet you.

⚠️ How do you do is very formal, and is not often used.

This is...
This is my boyfriend, Andy.

Have you met...?

Have you met my brother, Richard?

Do you know...?

Do you know our Sales Manager, Patsy Morris?

I’d like you to meet...

use this in formal situations, for example at work, or when you are talking to a much older person
I’d like you to meet Linda Davis, the new science teacher.
SAYING GOODBYE
when saying goodbye, you usually say
Bye, but you can say these other things

saying goodbye to a friend you will see again soon
saying goodbye to a friend you may not see very soon
saying goodbye when it's the end of the evening or you are going to bed
saying goodbye when you think it's time to leave - you can say these before you say goodbye
saying goodbye when you want to be formal or very polite

See you
See you later/See you soon
See you tomorrow/next week etc

⚠️ You usually give a reason when you tell someone that you have to leave.

I'd better be going INFORMAL
I'd better be going. Jack will wonder where I am.

I must go BRITISH
I must go, or I'll be late for my aerobics class.

I'd better be off BRITISH INFORMAL
Well, I'd better be off. I've got work in the morning.

I've got to go ESPECIALLY BRITISH
I have to go AMERICAN
I have to go or I'll be late.

I'm afraid I have to leave now FORMAL
I'm afraid I have to leave now. My train leaves at nine.

See you sometime
See you around
Take care

Goodnight
Night
⚠️ Night is more informal than Goodnight.

Goodbye
It was nice meeting you/talking to you.
HAVING A CONVERSATION

asking someone to repeat what they said
when you want to give yourself more time to think
checking that someone understands or agrees with you
when someone is talking and you want to say something
when you want to start a new subject or go back to the main subject
showing that you are listening to what someone is saying

So...
use this to continue what you were saying before, or to introduce a new subject. Especially a question.
So, have you decided where you're going to live yet?
So what's the answer — yes or no?

Anyway,...
use this to go back to the main point of what you were saying, especially after talking about other things.
Anyway, in the end, I decided to buy the black one.

Um.../Er.../Uh.../Well...
Er... I don't really know.
Well, if there's no-one else, I suppose I'll have to do it.
I mean...
It's so far away. And, I mean, if we have to be there by two o'clock...

Do you know what I mean?
I just don't think it's right to treat people like that. Do you know what I mean?
..., you know?
I want to get one of those big leather bags, you know? One with a shoulder strap.

Sorry?/Pardon?
Sorry? Did you say Tuesday?

Could you repeat...
Could you repeat the address, please?

I didn't quite catch...
I didn't quite catch the number. Could you say it again, please?

While someone else is talking, you normally show that you are listening by looking at them, nodding your head, and using these words.

Yes/Yeah/Right/Mm/Uh-huh
A You know my friend Sam was going to buy a motorcycle.
B Yeah...
A Well, she went to this place where you get them cheap.
B Mm.
A ...and got a really good one, which she's going to let me borrow.
B Oh, right.
A So, do you want to come for a ride sometime?

When you want to interrupt someone, you usually show this by leaning forward, making a movement, or taking a breath. You can also use these words and phrases.

Um.../Well...
use these to show that you want to interrupt, and then leave a pause to see whether the other person is going to stop or not.

A So, if you come over to my place, then we can all travel there together in my car, and...
B Um...
A What?
B Well, I'm not sure if I can come after all.

Yes, but.../I know, but...
use these when you want to interrupt in order to disagree.

A It would be great to travel around while we're there, and maybe visit...
B Yes, but what if we run out of money?

Sorry to interrupt, but...
use this when you are interrupting a conversation, which you were not involved in before.
Sorry to interrupt, but I have an urgent message for you.
TALKING ON THE PHONE

when you are making the call

⚠️ The person who answers the phone always starts the conversation.

asking for the person you want to speak to

Is... there please?
Hello, is Monica there, please?
⚠️ Don’t say ‘Is there Monica, please?’

Can I speak to..., please?
May I speak to..., please?

Can I speak to Dr. Chang, please?

⚠️ These are more formal than is... there, please?

Is that...?
use this when you think you are speaking to the right person, but you are not sure
Hello, is that Guy?

saying who you are

It’s...
Hello, is Harry there please? It’s his sister.

This is...
Can I speak to Catherine Hart, please? This is Grant Davies.

⚠️ This is... is more formal than It’s...

when you are answering the call

Hello?
In formal or business situations, you usually give your name, or the name of your company. At home, you usually just say Hello?

Hello, Gail Block speaking.
Hello, R.W. Motors.

when the right person is there

One moment, please
Hello, can I speak to David Schmidt, please?

⚠️ One moment please.

Hold on/Hang on

Hello, is Liz there?

⚠️ Hold on. I’ll see if she’s in.

I’ll (just) get him/her

Is Vanessa there, please?

⚠️ Yes, I’ll just get her.

Speaking

say this when you are the person they have asked for
Can I speak to Tom, please?

⚠️ Speaking.

(=I am Tom)

when the right person is not there

Sorry, he’s/she’s...
Sorry, he’s out.
Sorry, she’s away for the weekend.

Can I take a message?
Would you like to leave a message?

Simon’s out at the moment. Can I take a message?

Do you want to hold?
(=when someone is already on the phone in an office, but you can wait for them to finish the conversation)
I’m sorry, her line’s busy at the moment. Do you want to hold?

saying goodbye

At the end of the conversation, it sounds rude if you suddenly say Bye or Goodbye, and put the phone down. People usually say something else first.

A Well, I’d better go. I have to pick up the kids.
B OK, see you soon, then.
A Yes, see you on Tuesday. Bye.
B Goodbye.
LINKING WORDS

use these words and phrases to link your ideas together

1. AND words
2. BUT words
3. BECAUSE words
4. IF words
5. THEREFORE words
6. IN ORDER TO words

1. AND words

and

Use this to join two things, actions, ideas etc in one sentence or in one part of a sentence.

All we had for three days was bread and water.

Suddenly, she stood up and started shouting.

Tall and handsome, Lionel was very attractive to women.

I don’t know why you think this and, to be honest, I really don’t care.

⚠️ Don’t start a sentence with the word and.

also

Use this when you are linking one idea, thing, action etc to another one in the previous sentence. Put the word also directly before the verb.

François speaks English. He also speaks German.

A dog provides friendship and exercise. It can also be useful for protecting your house.

⚠️ Don’t say ‘I also can play the piano.’
Say I can also play the piano.

⚠️ Don’t say ‘We also have decided to get a new car.’
Say We have also decided to get a new car.

⚠️ Don’t use also with two negative statements. Use either.
Don’t say ‘She doesn’t smoke. She also doesn’t drink.’
Say She doesn’t smoke. She doesn’t drink either.
too

Use this at the end of a sentence when you are adding something to a list of things that you gave in the previous sentence.

Gary and Sheila and the kids are coming to visit. They're bringing grandmother, too.
It's fast and comfortable. It's economical, too.

⚠️ Don’t use too with negative statements. Use either.
Don’t say ‘He didn’t smoke or drink. He didn’t gamble, too’.
Say He didn’t smoke or drink. He didn’t gamble either.

as well

Use this at the end of a sentence when you are adding something to a list of things that you gave in the previous sentence.

Most of them have a cassette and a radio built in. This one’s got a CD player as well.
“I’m going to get bread, cheese, tea, and sugar.” “Can you get some milk as well?”

⚠️ Don’t use as well with two negative statements. Use either.
Don’t say ‘Carlo’s not coming to the party. Maria can’t come as well.’
Say Carlo’s not coming to the party. Maria can’t come either.

anyway/besides INFORMAL, ESPECIALLY SPOKEN

Use this at the beginning of a sentence when you have given one reason for doing something and you want to add another.

I hate asking for a pay rise. Anyway, there’s no point.
I don’t really need a new car. Besides, I can’t afford one.

furthermore FORMAL, ESPECIALLY WRITTEN

Use this at the beginning of a sentence to add a more important fact than the one that you gave in the previous sentence.

The drug has powerful side effects. Furthermore, it may be addictive.
2. **BUT words**

**but**

Use this to join two words or phrases when the second one has the opposite meaning to the first one, OR when the second one is surprising after the first one, OR when one is negative and one is positive.

The new Skoda is **fast** but **quite cheap to run**.

I called **but** there was no one there.

He's short and not really handsome, **but** women still find him attractive.

**although/even though**

Use this before a statement that makes the main statement seem surprising or unlikely.

Although we are a small company, we still produce over 10,000 cars a year.

I enjoyed German, **even though** I wasn't very good at it.

**on the other hand**

Use this at the beginning of a sentence when you have just mentioned one side of an argument and you are going to mention the opposite side.

Nuclear power is relatively cheap. **On the other hand**, you could argue that it's not safe.

**still/then again/mind you**

Use this when you have just given one opinion about something and you now want to say something which suggests the opposite, for example when you give an advantage and then a disadvantage.

Teaching must be an interesting job. **Then again**, it must be stressful too.

This trip is going to be very expensive. **Still**, we don't go away very often.

I'd love to travel around the world. **Mind you**, I wouldn't want to go on my own.
however/nevertheless

Use **however** and **nevertheless** in fairly formal writing when giving facts that make your previous sentence seem less true or when giving facts that balance what you said in your previous sentence. Use **nevertheless** at the beginning of a sentence. Use **however** in the middle of a sentence, separated from the rest of the sentence by two commas.

Young people can be rude and badly-behaved. *That is no reason, however*, for treating them like criminals.
The drug may be effective. *It's not true, however*, that it is cheap.
It was a terrible accident. *Nevertheless*, air travel is still the safest form of transport.

in spite of/despite

Use this to introduce a fact in one half of a sentence when this fact makes the rest of the sentence seem surprising.

*In spite of* having lots of money, he was an unhappy man.
*Despite* his lack of education, Jake became a successful businessman.
*In spite of* her injuries, Sandra was able to crawl to safety.

⚠️ Don't say 'In spite of he had lots of money...'  Say *In spite of having lots of money*...

If you put a verb phrase after *in spite of* or *despite*, it must be in the '-ing' form.

3. **BECAUSE** words

because

Use this to give the reason for something.

*I can't come because my car's broken down.*
*Bring a coat because it's very cold outside.*
*Because you've been so helpful, I'd like to get you all a drink.*

as

Use this mainly when writing stories or descriptions.

*As he wasn't well, I offered to do the shopping.*
*We left the party early as we had school in the morning.*
due to/owing to

Use this in written English or formal spoken English, especially when you are saying what has caused a particular problem.

*The dinner was cancelled, owing to the President's ill health.*

⚠️ Owing to cannot be used after the verb 'to be'.
Don't say 'The delay was owing to engine failure.'
Say The delay was due to engine failure.

thanks to

Use this when something has been possible because of someone's actions or because something is very good, very effective etc.

*Thanks to everyone's hard work, the play was a great success.*
*Thanks to its excellent suspension, the Mercedes feels very comfortable at high speeds.*

because of/as a result of

Use this when saying what made something happen.

*Hundreds of people lost their homes as a result of the war.*
*Because of the increase in street crime, many old people are afraid to go out.*

⚠️ As a result of is more formal than because of.

4. IF words

if

If I have time, I'll come with you.
If the snow doesn't stop, I won't be able to get to work.
If I'd known you were there, I would have phoned.

even if

Use this when something will still happen if a situation changes or if there is a problem.

I've got to get a job, even if it's not well paid.
Even if we leave now, we'll still be late.
**unless**

Use this to say that something will happen if something else does not stop it from happening.

*Let’s go now, **unless** you’re too tired.* (=if you’re not too tired, let’s go)

*Unless you work harder, you’ll fail the test.* (=if you don’t work harder, you’ll fail the test)

**in case**

Use this to say that you will do something in order to deal with something that might happen.

*Take an umbrella **in case** it rains.* (=if it rains you’ll be able to use it)

*In case I’m late, here’s the key to the apartment.* (=if I’m late, you’ll be able to get inside)

**suppose...?/supposing...? SPOKEN**

Use this when you are talking about what the result will be if something happens. You have to make it sound like a ‘what if...?’ question

*Suppose you lose your job? What will we do then?*

*Supposing my Mum finds out we were at the party? She’ll kill me.*

**or/otherwise**

Use this when there will be a bad result if someone does not do something or if something does not happen.

*Don’t eat so much chocolate **or** you’ll be sick.* (=if you eat so much chocolate you’ll be sick)

*I’d better go now, **otherwise** Ann will wonder where I am.* (=if I don’t go now, Ann will wonder where I am)
5. **THEREFORE words**
   use these words to say what the result of something is

   **so**
   
   Use this in spoken English or informal written English to link two ideas in one sentence.
   
   *John’s sick, so he won’t be able to come tonight.*
   *My Dad’s in a bad mood, so there’s no point in asking him if I can borrow the car.*

   **therefore**
   
   Use this in formal written English such as essays or reports, to link a result in one sentence with a cause in the previous sentence.
   
   *I would like to spend more time with my family. I have therefore decided to resign as chairman.*
   *The dollar has gone down against the yen, and therefore Japanese goods seem more expensive.*

6. **IN ORDER TO words**
   use these words to say what the purpose of an action is

   **to**
   
   Use this in spoken or written English.
   
   *I went to the bank to get some money.*
   *To lose weight, you should exercise more.*

   **in order to**
   
   Use this in more formal written English.
   
   *Some drug users steal in order to buy drugs.*
   *In order to be a doctor, you have to study for six years.*

   **so (that)**
   
   Use this in spoken English or informal written English.
   
   *I’m studying English so that I can go to college.*
   *I’m saving up so I can go to the concert.*
POSITION & DIRECTION

use these words and phrases to say where someone or something is, or to talk about the direction they are moving in

1. in a place
   15. across/through
2. in a room/box etc
   16. along
3. into
   17. above
4. out of
   18. under
5. outside
   19. up
6. to/towards
   20. down
7. (away) from
   21. forward
8. on
   22. backwards
9. next to
   23. top
10. opposite
   24. bottom
11. in front of
   25. front
12. behind
   26. back
13. between/among
   27. side
14. around
   28. corner

1. in a place
   [preposition]
   use this when you are not saying exactly where someone or something is within a particular area: in the garden | in the sky | in the city | swimming in the lake
   use this with names of countries and towns: My uncle lives in Canada. | I work in Birmingham.

at [preposition]
   use this when you are saying exactly where someone or something is: I was waiting at the bus stop. | Let’s meet at Bill’s house. | Turn left at the church. | He was sitting at his desk. | They’re at the airport.
   use this with names of buildings, shops, hotels, theatres, schools etc: We’re staying at the Holiday Inn. | He studied economics at Harvard Business School.
   use this with addresses: The Prime Minister lives at 10 Downing Street.

on [preposition]
   on the beach/coast/shore/island a city on the west coast of Australia | He spent the rest of his life on the island of St Helena.
   on the first/second etc floor The manager’s office is on the third floor.
   on a farm/ranch She lived with her parents on the farm.

⚠ Don’t say ‘in our home’. Say at home We decided to spend a quiet weekend at home.

⚠ Don’t say ‘I stayed in my bed.’ Say I stayed in bed.
2. in a box, room etc

in [preposition/adverb]
- in a container, room, building, or vehicle: There were some pink flowers in the vase. I He’s in the office. I There were four people in the car.
- be inside/stay inside to be in the building where you live or work: She’s never in when I call. I We’re staying in this evening.

inside [preposition/adverb]
- use this when you are talking about something completely enclosed in a container: There’s a key inside the envelope.
- use this when you are outside and thinking about what is happening in a room or building: The lights were on inside the house. I It was snowing outside, but inside it was nice and warm.

indoors [adverb]
- inside a building, especially someone’s home: I hope you’re not going to stay indoors on a sunny day like this.

indoor [adjective] only before noun
- used or happening indoors: indoor tennis | an indoor swimming pool

the inside [noun singular]
- the part of something that is inside
  + of The inside of the cupboard had not been painted.

interior [noun singular]
- the inside of a building or car: The all-leather interior and CD player make this new model a truly luxurious car.
  + of My eyes gradually became accustomed to the dark interior of the store.

3. into

into [preposition]
- I saw him going into a bar. I She got back into bed. I Pour the milk into a pan.

⚠️ Don’t spell this as ‘in to’. The correct spelling is into.

⚠️ After put, throw, drop, jump, and look it is more natural to use in as a preposition: put it in the drawer (not ‘into the drawer’). I My gloves are dirty - I dropped them in the mud. I I told him to go and jump in a lake. I Look in the cupboard and see if it’s there.

in [adverb]
- into the place where you are or the place you have just mentioned: Come in and sit down. I Look who’s just walked in. I All the gates were locked. How did they get in?

inside [adverb/preposition]
- into an enclosed space such as a cupboard, or into a building from the outside: Come inside, out of the rain. I Jane opened the cupboard and looked inside. I Go inside the cave and look around you.

indoors [adverb]
- into a building, especially someone’s home: When it got colder, we went back indoors.

4. out of

out [adverb]
- moving or looking away from the inside of a building, room, or container: I sent her out to buy a newspaper. I She opened her bag and took out her passport.
  + of Sharon sat there, staring out of the window. I People came rushing out of the office to see what had happened.

outside [adverb/preposition]
- out of a building or room: Look outside - it’s snowing. I Why don’t we go outside and sit on the patio? I As soon as I got outside the room, I wanted to cry.
5. outside
outside [adv/preposition]
not inside a building, room, or area: I'm going to sit outside in the sun. | Would you wait outside, please? | When I woke up, it was still dark outside. | There's someone outside the door. | I'll meet you outside the theatre.

outside Boston/the US/Europe (=not inside a city/country etc):
Clark Air Base is the largest American military base outside the US. | We live just outside the town.

In American English you can also use outside of instead of outside.

outdoors/out of doors [adj]
not inside any buildings - use this especially to talk about pleasant or healthy things that you do outside: We often eat outdoors on summer evenings. | I spend my weekends out of doors, playing golf or working in the garden.

outdoor [adj only before noun] used or happening outdoors: an outdoor swimming pool | outdoor activities such as skiing and climbing

out [adv]
out in/out on/out there etc somewhere outside a room or building: We had to stand out in the rain. "Where's Martin?" "He's out in the corridor." | It's cold out there.

the outside [n singular]
the part of something that you see from outside
+ of We must paint the outside of the house.

from the outside From the outside, it looks like an ordinary townhouse.

on the outside I can't eat these hamburgers - they're burnt on the outside and raw in the middle.

outside [adj only before noun] on the outside of a building: The outside walls of the school were covered with graffiti. | an outside toilet

6. to/towards
on [preposition]
He's gone to Australia. | She stood up and walked to the door. | the road to the airport | a trip to Palm Springs

on your way to (=while going to a place) We stopped for a drink on our way to the theatre.

Don't say 'I came in England.' Say I came to England.

Don't say 'We're going to home. Say We're going home.

Don't say 'They go to the school/the college'. Say They go to school/college.

Don't say 'come to here' or 'go to there'. Say come here and go there.

towards [preposition]
moving, facing, or pointing in a particular direction: Wright noticed two policemen walking towards him. | All the windows face towards the sea.

in the direction of
going towards a place that you know about but cannot see: Bramwell rode off in the direction of Foxwood. | Guests were starting to move in the direction of the dining room.

up [adv]
go/come/walk/drive up to go towards someone or something and stop near them:
He drove up in a red Mercedes and parked it in front of the house.

+ to An old man came up to me in the street and asked for money.
7. (away) from

from [preposition]
You can fly from St Louis to San Francisco.  I he broke his leg when he jumped from an upstairs window.

away [adv]
if you walk away, move away, run away etc you move in a direction that takes you further from someone or something: He turned his back on me and walked away.

+ from Keep away from the edge of the cliff - it's dangerous.

off [adv/preposition]
away from a place

go/walk/drive/ride etc off (=leave a place) Travis got into his car and drove off.

off the field/stage/platform etc The referee sent him off the field.  I She bowed to the audience and walked off the stage.

8. on

on [preposition]
on the surface of something. There was a glass and an empty bottle on the table.  I You'll have to sleep on the floor.  I Neil Armstrong was the first man to walk on the moon.

on the wall/ceiling/door the pictures on the wall.  I a fly on the ceiling.  I You'll see his name on the door.

on sb's body/finger/dress etc the diamond ring on her finger.  I torture that left no mark on his body.  I There's lipstick on your collar.

on top of
on the highest part of something: I found this card on top of the cupboard.  I the silver star on top of the Christmas tree.

one on top of the other (=in a pile) You'll have to stack the boxes one on top of the other.

onto [preposition]
moving to a position on the surface of something: Nancy walked onto the stage and took the microphone in her hand.

⚠️ After put, throw, drop, land, and fall it is more natural to use on: Put the books back on the shelf (not 'onto the shelf').

over [preposition]
on something and covering it: There was a white sheet over the victim's body.  I She wore a coat over her sweater.

put/lay/throw sth over sth She put a blanket over the child's legs to keep him warm.

all over (=on all parts of something) Look, there are pieces of paper all over the floor.
9. next to
next to
closest to the side of another person, room or building - use this especially when there are several people, rooms, buildings etc in a line: I was sitting next to Mr Gregory. 1 Next to the church was a park.
right next to (=next to and very close) I was standing right next to him, but I still couldn’t hear what he was saying.
beside [preposition]
close to the side of something or someone: Leave the medicine on the table beside her bed. 1 She came and sat down beside me. 1 Harriet was walking beside the river with her dog.
by [preposition]
beside something: I’ll meet you by the entrance. 1 Relatives are waiting by the phone for more news of the crash. 1 a hotel by the sea
along [preposition]
continuing or moving close to the side of a river, coast, border etc: the path along the shore 1 Walk along the canal as far as the bridge.
all along (=from one end to the other) There were thousands of tanks and guns all along the border.
at the side of
next to a road or path: Richard left his motorcycle at the side of the road and started to walk.
side by side
if two people are walking, sitting or lying side by side they are next to each other: We walked along slowly side by side.
next door
next to another building, house, office etc or living in the house next to someone: The hotel’s very noisy at night - there’s a night club right next door.
the house/office/shop etc next door (=next to the place you are in or the place you have mentioned) The house next door has been sold.
+ to There’s a bookstore next door to the bank. 1 Mrs Cottrell lived next door to my parents.
next door neighbour BRITISH next door neighbor AMERICAN (=the person who lives next door)

10. opposite
opposite [preposition/adverb]
in front of a building, thing or person, and on the other side of a street or table from them: His wife was sitting opposite me at dinner last night.
just/right/immediately opposite (=exactly opposite) There’s a bus stop right opposite my house. 1 The Harrisons live just opposite.

⚠️ Don’t confuse opposite and in front of. If there is a bus stop in front of your house, it is on the same side of the street. If there is a bus stop opposite your house, it is on the other side of the street.

opposite [adj] only before noun
opposite side/end/corner (=the side etc facing you across an area)
I saw him walk past on the opposite side of the street.
facing sth/sb
a person, seat, or building that is facing something or someone is opposite them and has its front towards them: an apartment facing the harbour 1 They sat facing each other across the table.
across [preposition]
on the opposite side of a road, river, border etc from where you are: My friend lives across the road.
just across (=on the opposite side and close to where you are) Tijuana is just across the border in Mexico.
11. in front of
in front
further forward than someone or something else: The car in front started to slow down. I She walked in front carrying the baby.

in front of sb/sth
if something is in front of you, you are facing it; if something is in front of a building, object etc., the front of the building or object is facing it: There was a tall man standing in front of me, so I couldn't see what was happening. | She parked her car right in front of the main entrance.

⚠ Don't confuse in front of (=directly next to the front of a building) and opposite (=on the other side of the street).

ahead [adv]
if something or someone is ahead of you, they are in front of you, and you are moving in the same direction or towards them: He knows the way, so let him go on ahead and we'll follow.

far ahead I shouted at him to stop, but he was too far ahead and didn't hear me.

+ of We could still see their car ahead of us.

the road/way/path ahead (=the road etc in front of you that you are travelling along)
The road ahead was closed because of an accident.

12. behind
behind [preposition/adv]
Put your hands behind your back. | The sun disappeared behind a cloud. I got here first - the others are following on behind.

at the back ESPECIALLY BRITISH
behind a building: There's a small garden at the back.

+ of The tennis courts were at the back of the main school building.

in back AMERICAN
behind something, especially a building: You can park your car in back.

+ of The garbage cans are in back of the house

round the back BRITISH INFORMAL
to or in a place behind a building: If you go round the back, you can leave your boots next to the door.

13. between/among
between [preposition/adv]
if something is between two or more things, they are on either side of it: The ball rolled between the goalkeeper's legs. | I was standing between my mother and father.

halfway between Nagoya is situated roughly halfway between Tokyo and Kyoto.

in the middle
if someone or something is in the middle, they are in the middle of a group or row, with one or more people or things on either side of them: Here's a photo of all the family - that's Mario in the middle. | My parents sat at either end of the sofa with me in the middle.

+ of a seat in the middle of the front row
among [preposition]
in a group of people or things so that they are all around you: I saw him standing among a group of students. | The house was hidden among the trees.

surrounded by sth
if you are surrounded by people or things, they are all around you on every side: Jill was sitting on the floor surrounded by boxes.
14. around

around (also round BRITISH) [preposition]
in a circle or moving in a circle, with something or someone in the middle: The whole family was sitting around the dinner table talking. | A small crowd had gathered round us. | He had a bandage round his wrist. | People used to believe that the sun went around the earth.

15. across/through

across [preposition/adverb]
from one side of something to the other: The children ran across the road. | sailing across the Atlantic | We gazed across the valley. | The traffic was heavy so it took a long time to get across.
+ to He walked across to the window.

over [preposition]
going from one side of something to the other, especially by flying, jumping, climbing, or using a bridge: A cat jumped over the fence. | the road over the mountains | one of the bridges over the Rhine

through [preposition/adverb]
from one side or end of something to the other - use this about going through a town, a forest, or a crowd, or looking through a hole, window etc: I pushed my way through the crowd. | walking through the forest | We drove through Baltimore on our way to Washington. | I could see her through the window. | The trip through the tunnel takes about 40 minutes. | We found a gap in the fence and climbed through.

16. along

along/down/up [preposition]
moving or looking from a place on a road, passage, line etc towards the end of it: walking along the road | I could hear him coming along the corridor. | I looked down the line of prisoners, but I didn’t recognise any of them. | Go up Main Street and turn right.
17. above

above [preposition]
in a higher position than something: There was a light directly above the table. 1 Mexico City is 2400 metres above sea level.

the floor/room/apartment above (=above where you are) We could hear noises in the room above.

from above Looking down from above, we could see the whole island spread out like a map.

over [preposition/adverb]
directly above something or moving in the air above it: Black clouds hung over the valley. 1 As the planes flew over, Selim could see the Russian markings on their wings. 1 Riot police fired over the heads of the demonstrators.

overhead [adverb]
in the sky directly above your head: Suddenly, they heard the rumble of thunder overhead. 1 The ship moved away slowly with seagulls circling overhead.

upstairs [adverb]
on a higher floor of a building, above where you are: The bathroom is upstairs. 1 We got a note from the woman who lives upstairs.

upstairs [adjective only before noun] The burglars got in through an upstairs window.

up [adverb]
up in/up on/up there etc in a higher position than where you are:
The cat’s up on the roof again. 1 Is it safe up there?

18. under/below

If something is not directly under something else, use below: the path below my bedroom window.

If something is hidden or covered by something else, or is moving directly under it, use under: The cat was hiding under the table.

under [preposition]
Wendy hid the box under her bed. 1 The first of the boats was already passing under the Golden Gate Bridge. 1 The ruins of the ancient city now lie under the sea.

• you can also use this to say that something is covered by clothes, skin, paint etc: I’m wearing a sweater under my coat.

below [adverb/preposition]
in a lower position than something: We were standing on top of the mountain, looking down into the valley below. 1 He has a nasty scar just below the left eye.

the floor/room/apartment below (=below where you are) I work on the fourth floor and Gerry’s office is on the floor below.

underneath [preposition]
• directly under another object: I found your keys on the sofa, underneath a cushion. 1 He got out of the car and looked underneath.

• you can also use this to say that something is covered by clothes, skin, paint etc: a disease caused by a tiny insect that lays its eggs just underneath the skin

underground [adverb]
under the ground: The explosives are stored underground in concrete bunkers.

underground [adjective only before noun] An underground passage leads from the castle to a secret cave.

downstairs [adverb]
on a lower floor of a building, below where you are: I can hear someone moving around downstairs. 1 the people who live downstairs

downstairs [adjective only before noun] I think it’s in the downstairs cupboard.
19. up

up [adv/preposition]
moving, pointing, or looking up: Caroline looked up and laughed.
up a hill/ladder/tree/wall etc He had climbed up a tree to get a better view.
+ onto/into/at etc Don’t let the cat jump up onto the table.
straight up (=directly towards the sky)

upwards [also upward AMERICAN] [adv]
towards a higher position, especially towards the sky: Most plants grow upwards, towards the light.
| With a loud bang, the rocket shot upward into the night sky.
upward [adv only before noun] He signalled with an upward movement of the arm.

uphill [adv]
going up a slope or hill: It’s hard work hiking uphill. | The path continues uphill for another mile.

upstairs [adv]
going up the stairs to a higher level of a building: They carried her upstairs to the bedroom.

upstairs [adv only before noun] There was a slight movement at one of the upstairs windows.

20. down

⚠️ If you want to say that something comes onto the ground or a lower place, use down: Come down from that tree!
⚠️ If you want to say that something is pointing towards a lower place, use the adverb downwards or the preposition down: The path continued downwards. | The path continued down the hill.

down [adv/preposition]
moving, pointing, or looking down: I told you not to climb on the table. Get down! | Tears ran down his face.
+ into/at/off/from etc Dr Morel glanced down at the notepad on his desk. | The accident happened as we were coming down off the mountain.
down a hill/hole/slope etc We went down some steps into a cellar.

downwards (also downward AMERICAN) [adv]
towards a lower position or place: a path winding downwards through the woods to the valley below.
| He was gazing downward into the pit.
downward [adv only before noun] the downward pull of gravity

downhill [adv]
going down a slope or hill: We set off downhill, towards the lake. | From here it’s downhill all the way to the beach.

downstairs [adv]
going down the stairs to a lower floor of a building: She said goodnight to the children and went downstairs. | After drinking half a bottle of whisky, he had fallen downstairs.

21. forward

forward (also forwards) [adv]
moving or looking towards a point in front of you: She leaned forward to speak to the driver. | One of the guards stepped forward and raised his rifle. | Sit facing forwards with your legs stretched out.

ahead [adv]
in front of you: It was impossible to see ahead through the fog.

straight ahead (=directly ahead) He was staring straight ahead toward the gates at the end of the road.

straight on ESPECIALLY BRITISH
if you go straight on, you go directly forward, not to the left or right: When you come to the crossroads, drive straight on.
22. backwards

back [adv]
moving or looking towards a point behind you: He
looked back over his shoulder. | I stepped back to let
them pass. | Police pushed the crowd back, away from
the palace gates.

backwards (also backward AMERICAN) [adv]
moving back: She fell backwards onto the bed. | Harry
took a step backwards, and stood on someone’s toe.

23. top

the top [n singular]
the top part or surface of something: When you get to the top,
wait for me.

+ of There is a wonderful view from the top of the tower.
at the top (=on or near the top) When I’m painting a wall, I
always start at the top. | He was waiting for me at the top
of the stairs. | Write your name at the top of the page.

top [adj only before noun]
top shelf/drawer/floor/layer etc The books are on the top
shelf. | Our apartment is on the top floor.

upper [adj only before noun]
upper part/teeth/lip/deck etc the part, teeth etc at the top-
use this when there is one part or set at the top and one at the
bottom: Several of his upper teeth are missing. | As the
ship came in, she could see Henry waving from the upper deck.

24. bottom

the bottom [n singular]
the lowest part of something

+ of There’s a crack along the bottom of the wall. | The ship
sank to the bottom of the ocean.

at the bottom Paul was waiting for her at the bottom of the stairs. | The answers
are at the bottom of Page 51.
in the bottom (=in the bottom of a container, hole etc) There’s a little paint left in the
bottom of the can.

at the foot of sth

close to the bottom of a mountain, a ladder, a tree, or some stairs:
a hotel situated at the foot of the Lamvern Hills | Jean stopped
at the foot of the stairs and looked back at him.

⚠️ Use at the foot of in written descriptions.

bottom [adj only before noun]
bottom shelf/drawer/layer etc the shelf, drawer etc at the bottom: She searched through
the bottom drawer of her desk.

lower [adj only before noun]
lower part/lip/deck etc the part, lip etc at the bottom - use this when there is one at the top
and one at the bottom: We drove onto the lower deck of the ferry.
25. front

the front [n singular]

the part of something that is furthest forward, or the part of a moving object that is facing in the direction that it is moving
+ of The front of the house was painted yellow. 1 You've spilt soup all down the front of your dress. 1 The hijacker walked down to the front of the plane.

at the front (=at the front of a room, area, or space) Come and sit at the front - you'll be able to see.

on the front (=on the front surface or cover of something) Her picture was on the front of Time magazine.

front [adj only before noun]

use this about something that is at the front when there are other things of the same kind behind it

front row/seats/page/teeth/legs etc I don't want to sit in the front row. 1 a story that was on the front page of every newspaper

front door/garden/room/entrance (=not the one at the back, but the one facing the street) I walked up to the front door and rang the bell.

26. back

the back [n singular]

the back part or surface of an object, building, car etc
+ of I wrote a message on the back of an envelope. 1 We walked past the back of the college.

at the back (=in the back part of the inside of a room, cupboard, drawer etc) The students who were sitting at the back could not hear what the teacher was saying. 1 I found your passport. It was right at the back of the drawer.

in the back (=in the back part of the inside of a car) Just throw all your bags in the back of the car.

on the back (=on the back of a piece of paper, clothing etc) If you turn it over, you'll see the artist's signature on the back.

back [adj only before noun]

use this about something that is at the back when there are other things of the same kind in front of it

back seat/row/page/teeth/legs etc the back page of 'The New York Times' 1 There were two children and a large dog on the back seat.

back door/garden/room (=at the back of the house) You forgot to lock the back door.

rear [adj only before noun]

in or on the back part of a building, car, train, or plane - used in official or technical information

rear window/exit/carriage etc The two rear carriages of the train are reserved for non-smokers.
27. side

side [n C]
the part of an object, building, car etc that faces left or right, not front or back

+ of A motorcycle crashed into the side of the car, damaging the door on the driver's side. | There's a path along the side of the house.
side [adj only before noun] at the side: the side entrance

sideways [adv]
towards your left or right side, not forward or backwards: She glanced sideways out of the corner of her eye. | Lift your arm sideways and hold that position.

from side to side
towards the left and then the right, and then towards the left again etc: The ship swayed from side to side.

28. corner

in the corner
at the place in a room where two walls meet, or at the place where two sides of an area meet: The phone's over there.
in the corner.

+ of He had pitched his tent in the corner of the field.

on the corner
where two roads meet: the shop on the corner.

+ of Ross was standing on the corner of the street, waiting for her.

around the corner (also round the corner [BRITISH])
at or to the other side of a corner, either the outside corner of a building or a corner where two roads meet:
If you go round the corner, you'll see the side entrance. | I think the gas station is just around the next corner.
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Statements and questions

STATEMENTS
A ‘statement’ is a sentence which gives information. If you make a statement, you usually give the sentence a subject, and this must go in front of the verb.

The children are playing in the garden.

NEGATIVE STATEMENTS
Negative statements are made in two main ways:

1. If the statement contains an auxiliary verb, such as is or have, you usually add not or its contracted form n’t.
   She is not leaving. OR She isn’t leaving.
   Am and may do not allow n’t. WILL, shall, and can have special contracted forms:
   won’t, shan’t, can’t.

   The same rules apply when you make a question negative.
   Are they in the garden? Aren’t they in the garden?
   Will he get the job? Won’t he get the job?

2. If the statement has no auxiliary verb, you need to make the negative using a form of do + not/n’t. Make sure that the main verb is in its basic form.
   She likes swimming. She doesn’t like swimming. NOT She doesn’t likes swimming.
   I saw a ship. I didn’t see a ship. NOT I didn’t saw a ship.

QUESTIONS
Questions are sentences which ask for information. They fall into three main types, depending on the kind of reply they expect.

‘Yes–no questions’ expect a simple yes or no reply (or a word or phrase which can be used instead of yes or no). In these cases, you change the order of subject and verb.

   Will Jane resign? (Possible answers: yes, no, don’t know, probably, maybe etc)
   Are they ready?

‘Wh-questions’ begin with a question word, such as what, why, where, or how. This kind of question can have a wide range of different replies. The answer may be a full sentence, or one which leaves out the words that you can guess from knowing the question. Here too, you need to change the order of subject and verb.

   Where are you going? (Possible answers: I’m going to work, downstairs, the library etc)

‘Alternative questions’ give the listener a choice of two possible replies, both of which are mentioned in the question. The two possibilities are connected by the word or. Once again, you must change the order of subject and verb.

   Will you travel by train or by boat? (Possible answers: by train, by boat, don’t know etc)

Tag questions
You can change a statement into a question by adding a ‘tag question’ at the end of it. When you use a tag question, you are asking the listener to agree with the statement you have just made. If you make the statement positive, you expect the answer yes. If you make it negative, you expect the answer no.

   A tag question is a type of ‘yes–no question’, and shows the same change of word order. You use the same personal pronoun (she, they etc) and tense of the verb as in the statement to which the tag question is joined. In the most common kind of tag question, you change from positive to negative, or from negative to positive.

   She’s outside, isn’t she? (Expected answer: yes)
   They were ready, weren’t they? (Expected answer: yes)
   You aren’t going, are you? (Expected answer: no)
   It isn’t difficult, is it? (Expected answer: no)
Questions which are not questions

You can also use a sentence which looks like a question, but it is one where you are not actually expecting any reply. Because these sentences are halfway between a question and an exclamation, you will find them sometimes written with a question-mark and sometimes with an exclamation-mark.

In some cases, you already know the answer or you are asking your listener to agree with you. These sentences are called 'exclamatory questions'.

Hasn't she grown!
Wasn't the book marvellous?

In other cases, no answer is possible. (Of course your listener may still give you an answer, whether you like it or not!) These sentences are used when you want to express a strong feeling about something. They are called 'rhetorical questions'.

Doesn't everyone know that the whole thing is impossible?

Polite questions

You can make a question sound more polite by using please and by using phrases such as could I...? or may I...? For more information about this kind of question, go to REQUESTS in the ESSENTIAL COMMUNICATION section.

Verbs: intransitive and transitive

Most verbs in English belong to either of two types: intransitive verbs or transitive verbs.

INTRANSITIVE VERBS

An intransitive verb does not have an object. You can use it without having to add any more words to the sentence. Here are some examples of intransitive verbs:

Something's happening.
I'll wait.
It doesn't matter.

You can add other words to these sentences in order to show meanings such as time, place, or manner, but these words do not have to be there for the sentence to make sense.

Something's happening in the street.
I'll wait for a few minutes.
It doesn't matter at all.

Other intransitive verbs include appear, come, go, smile, lie, and rise.

Intransitive verbs cannot be used in the passive.

⚠️ Don't say 'it was happened' or 'they were died'. Say it happened or they died.

In this dictionary, intransitive verbs are shown like this: [v I].

TRANSITIVE VERBS

A transitive verb must have an object. Without the object, the sentence does not make sense. The object of the verb is usually a noun, a noun phrase, or a pronoun. Here are some examples of transitive verbs:

She bought that dress in Tokyo. NOT She bought in Tokyo.
Did you find the key? NOT Did you find?
I really like him. NOT I really like.

Sometimes the object is a clause which begins + (that). For example:

I wish she would stop smoking. OR I wish that she would stop smoking.
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Sometimes the object is a whole sentence. For example:

“It’s time to go home,” he said.

Other transitive verbs include make, use, need, thank, enjoy, keep, and carry.

In this dictionary, transitive verbs are shown like this: [v T].

VERBS THAT CAN BE TRANSITIVE OR INTRANSITIVE

Several verbs can be used in a transitive or intransitive way. Here are some examples of verbs that can be transitive or intransitive:

There’s no need to shout. [v l]
Someone shouted my name. [v T]
Where do you want to meet? [v l]
I’ll meet you outside the school. [v T]
I’m sorry. I don’t understand. [v l]
She didn’t understand his explanation. [v T]

The intransitive uses are very similar to the transitive ones, except that the object has been left out.

In this dictionary, these verbs are shown like this: [v l/T].

OTHER VERBS

Some verbs can be followed by an adjective or adjective phrase. Here are some examples of these verbs:

You seem tired.
It all sounds very interesting.
Was he angry?

In this dictionary, these verbs are shown like this: [v].

3 Talking about the present

English has two main ways of talking about present time: the simple present and the present progressive.

THE SIMPLE PRESENT

You make the simple present by using the verb in its basic form. You add -s or -es to the verb in the third person singular.

The simple present is used in the following ways:

1. You use the simple present to talk about something which is happening now, and which will continue to happen in the future. You often use the simple present in this meaning to talk about things that are true about your life, for example where you live, your job, or the kinds of things you like.

   Martin lives in Canada.
   I work in a hospital.
   “What kind of books do you read?” “I mostly read science fiction.”

2. You use the simple present when you talk about something which happens again and again, or say that something happens regularly at a particular time. Use words such as always, often, sometimes, occasionally, and never, or phrases such as on Tuesdays or every day with the simple present in this meaning.

   They often go out to restaurants.
   I travel to London twice a month.
   He gets up at 6 o’clock.
   She goes to church every Sunday.
3. You use the simple present to talk about something which stays the same for ever – such as a scientific fact.

   Oil floats on water.
   Two and two make four.

4. You use the simple present when you are describing what is happening at the exact moment when you are speaking. This meaning of the simple present is used for example in sports commentaries.

   Shearer gets the ball from Gascoigne. He shoots – and scores!

⚠️ For descriptions of actions that are happening now, you usually use the present progressive (see below), rather than the present simple. For example:

   “What are you doing?” “I’m making a poster.” NOT “What do you do?” “I make a poster.”

THE PRESENT PROGRESSIVE

You make the present progressive by using a form of the verb be in the present tense, followed by the main verb with an -ing ending, for example I am waiting, she is coming.

The present progressive is used in the following ways:

1. You use the present progressive to talk about something which is happening now at the time you are speaking or writing. You often use this meaning with words and phrases that express present time, such as now, at the moment, and currently.

   “What’s Bob doing?” “He’s watching television.”
   It’s raining again.
   I’m looking for my glasses.

2. You use the present progressive to say that something is happening now, but will only continue for a limited period of time. Compare these pairs of sentences:

   We live in France. (=France is our permanent home)
   We’re living in France. (=we are living there for a limited period of time)
   He cooks his own meals. (=he always does it)
   He’s cooking his own meals. (=he does not usually do it)

If you want to talk about the subjects you are studying at school or university, you usually use the present progressive.

   She’s studying law at Harvard. NOT She studies law at Harvard.
   I’m studying English. NOT I study English.

Verbs that cannot be used in the progressive

Verbs which express a situation or process, rather than describing a definite action, are not usually used in the progressive. Do not use the progressive with the following verbs:

be       have       see
believe  like       agree
know     love       disagree
recognize  hate     mean
remember  prefer     need
understand  want     deserve
wish     belong

I know the answer. NOT I am knowing the answer.
She understands me. NOT She is understanding me.
Talking about the past

There are several ways of talking about actions that happened in the past. These include the simple past, the past progressive, the present perfect, the past perfect, and the phrase used to.

**THE SIMPLE PAST**

You usually make the simple past by adding -ed to the end of the verb. For example:

- I walk → I walked
- we wait → we waited
- they jump → they jumped

Many common verbs have irregular simple past forms, and so you have to use a special ending, or change the verb in some other way. For example:

- I go → I went
- we buy → we bought
- they see → they saw

You use the simple past to talk about an action which happened and finished in the past. There is a space between the time when the action happened, and the time when you are speaking or writing about it.

- He kicked the ball into the net.
- I went home early because I had a headache.
- The police found a dead body in the river.

You often use words or phrases such as at midnight, on Tuesday, in 1992, yesterday, and last year with the simple past, to draw attention to the time when something happened. For example:

- Our visitors arrived yesterday.
- Where did you go last week?
- The war ended in 1945.

**THE PAST PROGRESSIVE**

You make the past progressive by using was or were, followed by the main verb with an -ing ending, for example I was looking, they were laughing.

The past progressive is used in the following ways:

1. You use the past progressive when you want to talk about something that happened in the past, and continued to happen for only a limited period of time.

   - We were living in France at that time.
   - I was trying to get the waiter's attention.
   - The man was looking at me in a very strange way.

2. You use the past progressive to talk about something which continued to happen for a period of time, during which another thing happened.

   - I was watching TV when the phone rang.
   - They met each other while they were staying in London.

⚠ Some verbs are not usually used in the progressive. Don’t say, ‘I was not believing him’.

Say I did not believe him.

See section 3 for a list of these verbs.

**THE PRESENT PERFECT**

You make the present perfect by using has or have, followed by the ‘past participle’ form of the main verb, for example I have walked, she has gone, they have seen.

The present perfect is used in the following ways:

1. You use the present perfect to talk about something that happened in the past and is finished, but which still affects the situation now.
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Someone has broken the window. (RESULT NOW: it is still broken, and needs to be mended)
The taxi has arrived. (RESULT NOW: someone needs to go and get into the taxi)
Jane’s hurt her hand, so she can’t write. (RESULT NOW: Jane can’t write)
You often use just and recently with the present perfect in this meaning.
Jane’s just left, but you might catch her in the car park.

In American English, people often use the simple past instead of the present perfect in this sense.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>British English</th>
<th>American English</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I’ve just seen Carol. You’ve already told me that. Have they come home yet?</td>
<td>I just saw Carol. You already told me that. Did they come home yet?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2. You use the present perfect to say that something started to happen in the past, and has continued to happen up to now. There is a clear difference with the past tense, which you use when the action is finished. Compare these sentences:

- present perfect: I have lived in Chicago for many years. (=I still live there now)
- simple past: I lived in Chicago for many years. (=now I live somewhere else)

- present perfect: Jim has worked for us since 1992. (=he still works for us now)
- simple past: Jim worked for us from 1992 to 1996. (=he does not work for us any more)

⚠️ Don’t say ‘I am living here for 10 years’, or ‘I live here for 10 years’.
Say I have lived here for 10 years.

3. You use the present perfect to talk about something that happened at some time in the past before now, but it is not important to say when it happened.

- She has had several jobs abroad.
- There have been problems with this system in the past.

This meaning of the present perfect is often used in news reports.

- There has been a big earthquake in Japan, and hundreds of people have been killed.

You can emphasize this meaning by using ever in questions, or never in negative sentences. For example:

    Have you ever visited Scotland?
    I’ve never been in a plane before.

If you give the date, year, or time when something happened, you must use the simple past, not the present perfect. For example:

    I spoke to him yesterday. NOT I have spoken to him yesterday.
    They arrived in the US last week. NOT They have arrived in the US last week.

THE PRESENT PERFECT PROGRESSIVE

You make the present perfect progressive by using have been/has been, followed by the main verb with an -ing ending, for example I have been living, she has been studying.

The present perfect progressive has very similar meanings to the present perfect, but draws attention to the period of time during which the action has taken place.

The present perfect progressive is used in the following ways:

1. You use the present perfect progressive to talk about something which has continued to happen for a period of time in the past, and which may still be happening now:

    How long have you been learning English?
    We’ve been expecting them to arrive since last Thursday.

2. You use the present progressive to talk about something which has been taking place recently and which affects the situation now.

    “You look tired.” “I’ve been working really hard.”
    It’s been raining all week, so the ground’s very wet.
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⚠️ Some verbs are not usually used in the progressive. Don’t say ‘I’ve been knowing John for a long time’. Say I have known John for a long time. See section 3 for a list of these verbs.

THE PAST PERFECT

If you want to talk about a past action which took place before another past action, you can use had, followed by the past participle of the main verb.

After the visitors had left, we watched TV.
They told me that the taxi had already arrived.

You can also use the past perfect in a ‘progressive’ form by using had been, and putting it in front of a main verb with an -ing ending.

We had only been driving for an hour when the car ran out of petrol.

Using the right time phrases with the past tense

If you use words or phrases about time with the simple past, they must have a meaning which shows there has been a space between the time when the action or event happened and the time when you are talking or writing about it. For example:

I saw John yesterday/a week ago/last Tuesday.

If you use other words or phrases about time with the present perfect, they must have a meaning which shows that the action has continued up to the present, and may still be going on. For example:

I haven’t seen John since Monday/so far/yet.

⚠️ Don’t say ‘I’ve seen him a week ago’ or ‘I didn’t see John since Monday’.

USED TO

You use used to when you want to say that something happened in the past over a period of time, but it no longer happens now. It is found only in the past tense. You use used to with the basic form of the main verb, for example used to smoke, used to live, used to be.

I used to play football a lot when I was at school.
She used to smoke 40 cigarettes a day.
The club used to be very fashionable.
They used to live in Los Angeles.

In negatives, you say didn’t use to, or used not to.

I didn’t use to like spicy food. OR I used not to like spicy food.

In questions, you say did (you/she/John etc) use to ... ?.

Did you used to smoke?
What did she used to call him?
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Talking about the future

There are several ways of talking about the future in English.

THE FUTURE WITH ‘WILL’

You put the verb will in front of the main verb. This is the most common way of expressing future time. The short form of will is ‘ll and the short form of will not is won’t. You usually use these in spoken English instead of will or will not. The main verb can be either in its ‘simple’ form or in its ‘progressive’ form. For example:

I will talk to them.
We’ll have a break at six o’clock.
I’ll talk to them.
He'll be arriving later.
Don't worry - I won't break it.

You use will in this meaning in sentences that begin I'm sure, I think, I expect, I suppose, I doubt etc, or with words such as probably, perhaps, certainly etc.

"Do you think Carla will pass her test?" "Yes, I'm sure she will."
I expect I'll see him again soon.
They say it'll probably snow tomorrow.
Perhaps things will be better next week.

THE FUTURE WITH 'SHALL'

In British English, you often use shall in questions when making suggestions about what to do, or when discussing what to do. This use is rare in American English.

Shall we go now?
What shall I tell Mike?

In formal British English, you can sometimes hear I shall used to express future time.

I shall try to persuade them.

This is very rare in American English.

THE FUTURE WITH 'BE GOING TO'

You use a form of be going to to say that something will happen soon.

It's going to rain.
Watch out - you're going to hit that tree!
I think I'm going to be sick.

You also use a form of be going to to talk about someone's intentions, or what they have decided to do.

I'm going to ask for my money back.
Lucy is going to travel round the world when she leaves school.

THE FUTURE WITH 'BE ABOUT TO'

You use be about to to say that something will happen almost immediately.

Take your seats, please. The show is about to begin.
I was about to go out when the phone rang.

THE FUTURE WITH THE PRESENT PROGRESSIVE

You use the present progressive (he's leaving, they're starting etc) with a word or phrase expressing future time to talk about something that will happen because you have planned or arranged it.

We're leaving on Saturday morning.
I'm having a party next week - do you want to come?

THE FUTURE WITH THE SIMPLE PRESENT

You use the simple present (it starts, we arrive etc) with a word or phrase expressing future time, to say that something will definitely happen at a particular time, especially because it has been officially arranged.

The next plane to Los Angeles leaves at 6:25.
The meeting is on Thursday.
What time does the show start?

You use the simple present in subordinate clauses to talk about the future, for example in clauses that begin with when, if, unless, before, after, and as soon as. Don't use will in this kind of clause.

I'll call you when I get back
NOT I'll call you when I will get back.
If the bus leaves now, it will get there by 6
NOT If the bus will leave now, it will get there by 6.
Phrasal verbs

WHAT IS A PHRASAL VERB?

A phrasal verb is a verb which consists of more than one word. Most phrasal verbs consist of two words: the first word is a verb, the second word is a preposition or an adverb. Examples of common phrasal verbs are get up, put off, turn on, object to, and apply for. There are also some three-word phrasal verbs, such as look forward to and get away with.

You can sometimes guess the meaning of a phrasal verb from the meaning of the words it contains, for example come in = come + in. More often, the meaning of the phrasal verb is different - often very different - from the meaning of the verb which forms its first part.

For example put off (=arrange to do something at a later time) has a very different meaning from put (=put something somewhere), and look forward to (=when you feel happy because something is going to happen soon) has a very different meaning from look (=look at something).

Like single-word verbs, some phrasal verbs are ‘transitive’ (they must have an object), and some phrasal verbs are ‘intransitive’ (they do not have an object). In this dictionary, transitive phrasal verbs are shown as [phrasal verb T], and intransitive phrasal verbs are shown as [phrasal verb I]. For example:

- **take off** [phrasal verb T] (=remove your shirt, coat etc)
  She took off her coat and sat down.
- **get up** [phrasal verb I] (=leave your bed in the morning)
  I usually get up very early.

Some phrasal verbs can be transitive or intransitive. In this dictionary, this kind of phrasal verb is shown as [phrasal verb I/T]. For example:

- **join in** [phrasal verb I/T] (=start taking part in something that other people are already doing, for example a game or song)
  We all joined in the game.
  I want you all to join in.

WHERE DO YOU PUT THE OBJECT?

With transitive phrasal verbs, you have to decide where to put the object.

- If the phrasal verb ends with a preposition, the preposition must come after the verb, and you cannot split up the phrasal verb. For example:
  - **apply for** sth (=ask to be considered for a job)
    I've applied for a job at the university.
  - **object to** sth (=say that you do not agree with something)
    Local people are objecting to the plan.

In this dictionary, this kind of phrasal verb is shown with ‘sth’ or ‘sb’ at the end, to show you that you cannot split up the phrasal verb and the object must come after the phrasal verb.

- If the phrasal verb ends with an adverb, there are three possibilities.

  1. If you choose a noun phrase as the object, you can put it either before or after the adverb. For example:
     - **call off** (=decide that a meeting, party, strike etc should not happen)
       They've called off the strike. OR They've called the strike off.
     - **turn on** (=make a light, television, radio etc start working)
       Will you turn on the light? OR Will you turn the light on?

  2. If you choose a pronoun (him, her, it, them etc) as the object, you have to put it before the adverb. For example:
     - **turn down** (=make a television, radio etc less loud)
       Can you turn it down? NOT Can you turn down it?
3. If the object is a long phrase, you usually put it at the end after the phrasal verb. For example:

Theyve called off the strike that was planned for next week.
Can you turn down the television in the front room?

This dictionary tells you how to move the object with this kind of phrasal verb. Here is an example of the kind of information it gives you:

try on [phrasal verb T] to put on a piece of clothing, to see if it fits you and looks nice on you
try sth on If you like the shoes, why don't you try them on?
try on sth I tried on a beautiful coat, but it was too big.

7 Modal verbs

The main 'modal verbs' (or 'modals') are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>can</th>
<th>may</th>
<th>will</th>
<th>shall</th>
<th>must</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>could</td>
<td>might</td>
<td>would</td>
<td>should</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Ought to, used to, dare and need are also used as modal verbs, but they have other uses as well.

WHEN TO USE MODAL VERBS

Modals have several meanings, so you need to think about the meaning of the sentence as a whole to be sure that your choice of modal expresses exactly what you want to say. The main ideas that modals are used to express are shown in the following sections.

Permission

(=allowing someone to do something)

If you want to give or ask for permission, use can or may. May is more polite or formal than can.

You can leave when the bell rings.
Customers may purchase extra copies at half price.

Could is a polite way of asking for permission.

Could I leave early today?

Might is a very formal and old-fashioned way of asking for permission.

Might I borrow your umbrella?

see also LET and PERMISSION

Obligation

(=saying what someone must do)

If you want to demand that something happens, or that someone does something (=to express obligation), use must. You can also use this idea about yourself, in order to express a sense of duty.

The builders must finish the job today.
We mustn't leave the house before 6 o'clock.
I must remember to bring my notebook.

see also MUST

Intention

(=saying what you are going to do)

If you want to say that you intend to do something, use will or shall. You can emphasize the meaning of intention if you say the modal louder than the surrounding words.
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**Shall** is only used with the first person (I or we), and is much less common than **will**. It is hardly ever used in American English.

- *This letter says they will definitely give us our money back.*
- *I shan’t stay long.*

To express an intention at a time in the past, use **would**.

- *I tried to explain, but nobody would listen.*

Use **would** if there are conditions controlling whether something will take place.

- *I would leave tomorrow, if I had the money.*

⇒ see also **INTEND**

**Ability**

(=saying whether you are able to do something)

If you want to say whether someone is able to carry out an action, use **can**.

- *Guy can speak Russian.*
- *Can you remember her name?*
- *I can’t find my shoes!*

When you put these sentences into the past tense, use **could**.

- *He was late for school because he couldn’t find his bag.*

Use **could** if there are conditions controlling whether the event will take place.

- *I could leave tomorrow, if I had the money.*

⇒ see also **CAN**

**Possibility**

(=saying whether something is possible)

If you want to say that something is possible, use **can** or **may**. **May** is more polite or formal than **can**.

- *You can go by bus from London to Liverpool.*
- *You may find the manager is still there, if you go to the office now.*

If you want to suggest that the action is less likely to happen, use **could** or **might**. If you use **might**, you mean that the action is especially unlikely.

- *We could go by bus.*
- *We might go by bus. (=it is possible, but only if there are no problems)*

⇒ see also **POSSIBLE**

**Probability**

(=saying whether something is likely)

If you want to suggest that an event is likely to happen, use **should** or **ought to**. It will probably take place, but you are not completely sure.

- *They should have had our reply by now.*
- *If you take these tablets, you should be all right.*
- *We ought to be there by 6 o’clock.*

⇒ see also **PROBABLY, SURE/NOT SURE**

**Desirability**

(=saying that something is the right thing to do)

If you want to say that you think it is a good thing for something to happen, use **should** or **ought to**. If you think that it is a bad thing for something to happen, put these verbs into the negative.

- *You should get the early flight, if you want to be in good time.*
- *You ought to see the doctor as soon as possible.*
You shouldn’t say things like that.
You oughtn’t to have left the engine running.

» see also SHOULD

Necessity
(=saying that something is necessary)
If you want to say that it is necessary for something to happen, use must.

- We really must go now.
- I must get my hair cut this weekend.

If you want to express the opposite meaning (=it is unnecessary for something to happen) use needn’t/need not or not need to.

- There’s plenty of time so you needn’t worry.

⚠️ Don’t use mustn’t because this gives the meaning of obligation.
(see Obligation above)

» see also NEED

Certainty
(=saying that you are sure about something)
If you want to say that you are sure something is true, use must.

- You must be tired, after all your hard work.
- They must have left by now.

To express the opposite meaning (=you are sure something is not true) use can’t.

- You can’t be that tired - you’ve only been working for an hour!
- They can’t have left yet.

» see also SURE/NOT SURE

Prediction
(=saying what you think is going to happen)
If you want to say that something is certain to happen, use either will or shall. As with the other uses of these words, shall tends to be found only with the first person (I or we), and is much less common than will. Shall is very rare in American English.

- The cars will be there on time, I promise.
- There is no doubt that we shall win.

» see also SURE/NOT SURE

HOW TO USE MODAL VERBS

- Modal verbs are used with the basic form of the verb (=the infinitive form, without ‘to’).
- You must pay now.
- They can go home if they want.

- NOT You must to pay now.
- NOT They can to go home if they want.

- Modal verbs do not have an -s ending in the present tense of the third person singular.
- He can speak French.

- NOT He cans speak French.

- Modal verbs do not use do in questions or negatives.
- Can you remember her name?
- We must not be late.
- Should we lock the door?

- NOT Do you can remember her name?
- NOT We don’t must be late.
- NOT Do we should lock the door?

- Modal verbs do not have an infinitive, a past participle, or a present participle.
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In spoken English, you often use short forms when you use the modal verb in the negative.

cannot → can’t
could not → couldn’t
can’t → won’t
will not → won’t
must not → mustn’t
shall not → shan’t
might not → mightn’t
would not → wouldn’t
should not → shouldn’t
ought not → oughtn’t

⚠️ Mustn’t, shan’t, mightn’t, and oughtn’t are normal in British English, but American speakers usually say must not, shall not, might not, and ought not.

Conditionals

When you want to say that one situation (described in the main clause) depends on another situation, you use a conditional clause. Conditional clauses usually begin with if or (for negative clauses) unless.

Jane will pass the exam if she works hard.
Jane will not pass the exam unless she works hard.

They may follow or go in front of the main clause.

If Jane works hard, she will pass her exam.

Conditional clauses are used in two main ways:

- If you see the situation as a real one, and likely to happen, you use the present simple tense in the conditional clause and will (‘ll) or won’t in the main clause. Don’t use will in the conditional clause.

If you take a taxi, you will be there in good time. NOT If you will take a taxi...
If you wear a coat, you won’t get cold. NOT If you will wear a coat...

- If you see the situation as unreal, imaginary, or less likely to happen, you use the simple past tense in the conditional clause and would (‘d), might, or could in the main clause. Don’t use would in the conditional clause.

If you saw a ghost, what would you do? NOT If you would see a ghost...
If I bought a new coat, I might not feel so cold. (=I would possibly not feel so cold)
If I found their address, I could write to them. (=I would be able to write to them)

In sentences of this kind, the past tense of the verb be appears as were after the first and third persons, in formal speech and writing. Only use was in informal speech.

If I were at home, I would be watching television. (informal: If I was at home...)
If John was playing today, we’d have a chance of winning. (informal: If John was playing...)

- If you want to talk about conditional situations in the past, use had (‘d) in the conditional clause, and would have in the main clause.

If I’d seen her, I would have asked her to call. (=I did not see her)
The books wouldn’t have been damaged if Mary had moved them. (=Mary didn’t move them)

- You can use when instead of if in sentences of the first type (present simple + will etc), but not with those of the second (simple past + would etc). When is not used in situations that are unlikely or impossible.

What will John do if he goes home? (=John is probably going home)
OR What will John do when he goes home? (=John is definitely going home)

What would John do if he went home? (=John is probably not going home)
NOT What would John do when he went home?

I would shout if I saw a ghost. NOT I would shout when I saw a ghost.
I wish

If you want to talk about a situation in the present which you are not happy about, and would like to change, use the simple past tense in the conditional clause.

*I wish I had a new bike.* (=unfortunately, I don’t have a new bike)

If you want to talk about a situation in the past which you are not happy about, and would like to change, use had in the conditional clause.

*I wish I’d gone by train.* (=unfortunately, I didn’t go by train)
*I wish I hadn’t gone by train.* (=unfortunately, I did go by train)

# Active and passive

In the sentence *The dog chased the cat*, the verb (*chased*) is active. If you turn it around, and say *The cat was chased by the dog*, the verb (*was chased*) is passive. You form the passive by using the verb *be* and the past participle of the main verb. For example, the passive of *attack* is *be attacked*, the passive of *pay* is *be paid*, and the passive of *see* is *be seen*. You can only use the passive with transitive verbs (see section 2).

## WHEN TO USE AN ACTIVE VERB

You use an active verb when you want to say that the subject of a sentence does something. For example:

*She opened the window.*

## WHEN TO USE A PASSIVE VERB

You use a passive verb when you want to say that something happens to the subject of the sentence. For example:

*President Kennedy was killed in 1963.*

You often use a passive verb when talking about the history of something. For example:

*The bridge was built in the 19th century.*
*The company was established in 1826.*

In these cases, it is much more natural to use the passive than to find a vague, active way of expressing the sentence (such as *Someone built this bridge in the 19th century.*).

You often use a passive verb when you are writing about science, or when you are saying how things are made. For example:

*Hydrogen and oxygen can be easily mixed in this way.*
*Paper is made from wood.*

If you used an active verb here, you would have to say who does the action – information which is not known or not important.

If you want to say who does the action of the verb in a passive sentence, use by and then say who does it.

*President Kennedy was killed by Lee Harvey Oswald in 1963.*
*The bridge was designed by Brunel.*

## HOW TO CHANGE AN ACTIVE SENTENCE INTO A PASSIVE ONE

There are three things you need to do in order to change an active sentence into a passive one.

1. Move the subject of the active verb to the end of the sentence, and put by in front of it.
2. Move the object of the active verb to the front of the sentence, so that it becomes the passive subject.
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3. Change the verb from active to passive. You do this by adding a form of the auxiliary verb be and the past participle of the main verb (see section 4).

**THE PASSIVE WITH ‘GET’**

You can also make a passive using get instead of be. This kind of passive is very common in conversation. Do not use it in formal writing. You often use this kind of passive to say that something happened suddenly to someone.

I got sacked by my firm. OR I was sacked by my firm.
He got hit by a car. OR He was hit by a car.

You can also use the passive with get when you want to suggest that an action is more forceful or more important to you.

I get paid on Thursday. OR I am paid on Thursday.
We often get asked this question. OR We are often asked this question.

---

**COUNTABLE NOUNS**

A noun is ‘countable’ if you can think of it as one of several separate units, for example book, egg, or horse. As the name suggests, countable nouns can actually be counted. In this dictionary, countable nouns are shown like this: [n C].

**UNCOUNTABLE NOUNS**

A noun is ‘uncountable’ if you cannot think of it as one of several separate units, but only as a single idea or substance, for example butter, music, or advice. These nouns are sometimes called ‘mass’ nouns. They cannot be counted. In this dictionary, uncountable nouns are shown like this: [n U].

**GRAMMATICAL DIFFERENCES**

There are some important grammatical differences in the way you use countable and uncountable nouns.

1. You can use a countable noun in the singular or in the plural, for example book/books, egg/eggs, horse/horses, ticket/tickets, university/universities. Don’t try to use uncountable nouns in the plural. Don’t say butters, musics, advices, informations, furnitures. It is a common mistake to use an uncountable noun in the plural.

   You should listen to his advice. NOT You should listen to his advices.

2. You can use a countable noun with a or an: for example a book, an egg, a horse, a ticket, a university. Don’t use a or an with uncountable nouns. Don’t say a butter, a music, an advice, an information, a furniture. It is a common mistake to use a or an with an uncountable noun.

   I like listening to music. NOT I like listening to a music.

3. You can use an uncountable noun with quantity words such as some and any: some butter, any music. If you want to use these words with countable nouns, you must put the nouns into the plural, and say some tickets, any eggs.

   She bought some books. NOT She bought some book.

4. You can only use the quantity expressions much, how much, or a little with uncountable nouns. With countable nouns, you have to use many, how many, or a few.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>uncountable</th>
<th>countable</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I don’t have much money.</td>
<td>He doesn’t have many friends.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How much time do you have?</td>
<td>How many records do you have?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>There is a little butter in the fridge.</td>
<td>There are a few rooms still available.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5. You can use an uncountable noun on its own without such words as the, some, or any.
   She doesn't eat meat.
   If you need advice, don't be afraid to ask.

You cannot use a countable noun in the singular in this way – only in the plural.
   I like reading books.  NOT  I like reading book.
   Computers are always causing problems.  NOT  Computers are always causing problem.

**NOUNS WHICH CAN BE COUNTABLE OR UNCOUNTABLE**

You can use some nouns in either a countable or an uncountable way, depending on their meaning. The following pairs of sentences show how the meaning can change: in each case there is a countable noun in the first sentence, and an uncountable noun in the second.

*Would you like a cake? (=one of several cakes which someone can take to eat)*
*Do you like chocolate cake? (=a type of food)*

*The lambs were born early this year. (=the animals)*
*There are several ways of cooking lamb. (=a type of meat)*

Most abstract nouns, such as love, anger, knowledge, intelligence, or freedom, are always uncountable. But some abstract nouns can also be used in a countable way.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>uncountable</th>
<th>countable</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>They did it with difficulty.</td>
<td>They've had a lot of difficulties.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Her voice sounded full of doubt.</td>
<td>I have my doubts about whether he's the right person for the job.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In this dictionary, nouns which can be countable or uncountable are shown like this: [n C/U].

# Nouns: singular and plural

Most countable nouns (see section 10) have both a singular and a plural form, showing the difference between 'one' and 'more than one'.

**REGULAR PLURALS**

The regular way of changing a noun from singular to plural is to add -s at the end.

* dog – dogs, chair – chairs, difference – differences

For nouns ending in -y, you drop the -y and add -ies to form the plural.

* dictionary – dictionaries, opportunity – opportunities

For nouns ending in -o, you add -es to form the plural.

* tomato – tomatoes, potato – potatoes

**IRREGULAR PLURALS**

There are also several irregular ways of forming a plural. In this dictionary, irregular plurals are shown at the end of the entry, after the definition and examples.

1. With seven nouns you change the vowel. They are:

   - man – men  woman – women
   - foot – feet  goose – geese
   - mouse – mice  tooth – teeth
   - mouse – lice

2. With a few nouns you change the final -f to -v before adding the -s ending.

   They include:

   - knife – knives  leaf – leaves
   - wife – wives  half – halves
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Some nouns in this group have a regular plural as well: *scarfs* and *scarves*, *hoofs* and *hooves*. Both possibilities are correct.

3. With three nouns you add -en. They are:
   - ox – oxen, child – children,
   - brother – brethren (only in the religious sense)

4. A few nouns which have been borrowed from foreign languages have an irregular plural. They include:
   - stimulus – stimuli, crisis – crises, criterion – criteria, phenomenon – phenomena

Often, these nouns have two plurals: they have developed a regular plural but have also kept their original irregular one. In these cases, the regular form is more informal and popular; the irregular form tends to be used by specialists.

   *There are no certain formulas for success.* (informal)
   *We have to learn all the relevant chemical formulae.* (specialist)

5. A few nouns have no plural ending, but you can still use them in a singular or plural way: they include the names of some animals (such as *sheep*, *deer*, *cod*), certain nationalities (such as *Japanese*, *Swiss*), some nouns expressing quantity (such as *ton*, *p (=pence)*), and a few others (such as *aircraft*, *crossroads*, *kennels*, *offspring*).

   *The sheep was making a noise.*          *The sheep were making a noise.*

**PLURALS FOR COMPOUND NOUNS**

Compound nouns combine two or more words into a single unit. You usually make them plural by adding -s at the end of the word: *can-openers*, *grown-ups*. But in a few cases, the first part of the compound takes the -s ending, especially when the compound contains a preposition.

   - runner-up – runners-up
   - passer-by – passers-by
   - man-of-war – men-of-war

Sometimes, a regular plural form has developed, which is slowly replacing the irregular one.

   - spoonfuls (also spoonful)
   - mother-in-laws (also mothers-in-law)

**NOUNS WHICH ARE ONLY SINGULAR**

Several nouns are used only in the singular. There are three main types:

1. Proper names – names of particular people, places, times, occasions, events, and so on.

   *John, Robinson, Christmas, Tuesday*

   You can use these in the plural only if you think of them in a ‘countable’ way. This is especially common with proper nouns expressing time.

   *On Tuesdays I go swimming.*
   *Are the Robinsons coming to the party?*
   *We stayed with Mary three Christmasses ago.*

2. Most uncountable nouns, such as *music* and *advice*, are only singular (see section 10).

3. A group of nouns which you use in the singular even though they end in -s. These include the names of certain subjects, diseases, and games.

   *physics*, *linguistics*, *mumps*, *measles*, *billiards*

   A common mistake is to think of these as plural, and use them with a plural verb or form a singular noun from them.

   *Linguistics is fascinating.  NOT  Linguistics are fascinating.*
   *Billiards is a game.  NOT  Billiards are a game.*
   *Poor Mike's got measles.  NOT  Poor Mike's got a measles.*
Nouns which are only plural

Several nouns are used only in the plural. There are three main types:

1. A few nouns are related to things consisting of two joined parts. They include jeans, binoculars, trousers, pliers, scissors. To talk about these in the singular, you use a pair of.
   - Your jeans are in the wash. NOT Your jeans is in the wash.
   - I need to buy another pair of jeans. NOT I need to buy another jeans.
   - I need to buy another jean.

2. A few nouns ending in -s are used only in the plural. They include congratulations, outskirts, remains, stairs, thanks.
   - The stairs were steep and winding. NOT The stairs was steep and winding.
   - The stair was steep and winding.

These are not uncountable nouns, because they are used with how many, not how much.
   - How many stairs are there? NOT How much stairs are there?

3. A few nouns express the idea of groups of people or animals. They include people, folk, police, cattle, poultry, livestock.
   - The police are outside. NOT The police is outside.
   - The polices are outside.

Determiners and articles

‘Determiners’ are used before a noun to ‘determine’ the character of the noun – in particular, how ‘definite’ or ‘general’ a noun it is, and whether it is ‘one’ or ‘more than one’.

When you use a noun, you have the choice of using it in one of three possible states.

1. You can use the noun without any determiner at all.
   - in the singular, if it is a proper noun
   - in the singular, if it is an uncountable noun
   - in the plural, if it is a countable noun

   Boston is on the east coast.
   I can hear music.
   Tigers have black stripes.

When you use a plural countable noun without the article, you are seeing the noun in a general way – ‘tigers in general’.

2. You can use the noun with either of the ‘articles’, a or the:
   - use a with singular, countable nouns
   - use the with singular countable nouns
   - use the with plural countable nouns
   - use the with uncountable nouns

   I can see a car.
   I can see the car.
   I can see the cars.
   I can see the water.

The articles are the most common determiners in English. Their main job is to say whether the noun is ‘definite’ or ‘indefinite’.

3. You can use the noun with one of the other determiners. This adds a further meaning to the noun. For example:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Determiner</th>
<th>Adds the meaning of</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>my book</td>
<td>‘possession’ (also your, his, her etc)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>this book</td>
<td>‘nearness to the speaker’ (also plural these)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>that book</td>
<td>‘distance from the speaker’ (also plural those)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>some books</td>
<td>‘quantity’ (also any)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>enough books</td>
<td>‘sufficiency’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>each book</td>
<td>‘item by item’ (also every)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>either book</td>
<td>‘one of two’ (also neither)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>no book</td>
<td>‘absence’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>what book</td>
<td>‘unknown item’ (also which, whose etc)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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You cannot use two determiners at the same time. Don't say things like 'the this car', 'my an apple', or 'some the cups'.

You can use other words or phrases expressing quantity in front of a determiner to make the meaning of the noun phrase more exact.

NOTE: (of) shows that you can leave out the word of.

- all (of) the people
- both (of) the cats
- half (of) the gold
- double the amount
- twice the cost
- half (of) the gold
- a few of the cars
- half (of) that cake
- some of those cakes

You can also add certain quantity words after the determiner. They include the numerals, as well as a few general expressions of quantity.

- The three kittens were playing on the floor.
- I've just taken my fourth examination.
- He bought it on one of his many trips abroad.

If you want to add adjectives to the noun phrase (see section 13), they always follow any determiners or other quantity expressions.

- the three little kittens
- my fourth difficult examination
- his many interesting trips

WHEN TO USE 'A' AND 'THE'

'A' and the are called 'the articles'. A is called 'the indefinite article', and the is called 'the definite article'. They are used in the following ways:

1. The main use of a and the is to say whether you are talking about a noun for the first time, or whether you have mentioned it before. For a first-time mention, use a; for later mentions, use the.

   Mary bought a car and a bike, but she used the bike more often.

2. If you use the with a noun that you have not mentioned before, you are actually saying to your listener 'you know which one I mean'. This is usually because there is only one example of the noun in the situation, or you have only one such example in your mind.

   That is why it is 'definite'.

   - Have you fed the cat? (= you have only one cat)
   - There's the hotel. (= that is the hotel we have been looking for)
   - I met him during the war. (= both you and your listener know which war you mean)
   - Pass the salt, please.

3. If you want to talk about something of a particular type in an indefinite way, use a.

   - I'm training to be an engineer. NOT I'm training to be engineer.
   - I went out to buy a newspaper. NOT I went out to buy newspaper.

4. Use a when you are talking about one of several things or people and it is not important to say which one. Use the when it is clear that you are talking about one particular thing or person and there is only one.

   - A man I work with told me about it. (= you work with several men)
   - The man I work with told me about it. (= you work with only one man)

5. You must use the with singular nouns such as world, sky, or sun, because there is only one of these things in the situation that you are talking about.

   - We're going to travel round the world.
   - Don't look directly at the sun.

6. If you are talking about buildings, places, and organizations as things which you often see or visit, use the. For example the bank, the theatre, the cinema etc.

   - I went to the theatre last week.
   - She's at the gym.

⚠️ When a is used before a word that begins with a vowel, it changes to an.
WHEN NOT TO USE ‘A’ OR ‘THE’

1. If you want to use a countable noun in the plural to talk in general about something, don’t use the.
   Tigers are very fierce animals.
   Prices keep going up.

2. If you want to use an uncountable noun to talk in general about something, don’t use the.
   There has been a big increase in crime. NOT There has been a big increase in the crime.
   It takes patience and skill to be a teacher. NOT It takes the patience and the skill to be a teacher.

3. Most names of places or people that begin with a capital letter do not have the before them. Don’t use the with these names.
   They’re visiting Belgium and Holland. NOT They’re visiting the Belgium and the Holland.

   However, there are some names that always have the in them, for example the United States, the Nile (=the big river in Egypt) etc. Don’t forget to put the in these names.
   He’s from the United States. NOT He’s from United States.

5. There are also many common nouns and phrases which do not use a or the. This is especially true when talking about meals, illnesses, ways of travelling, times and periods of time.

   Will you have lunch with me? NOT Will you have the lunch with me?
   Her mother has cancer. NOT Her mother has the cancer.
   I travel to work by bus. NOT I travel to work by the bus.
   In winter we get a lot of snow. NOT In winter we get a lot of the snow.
   It’s time to go to bed. NOT It’s time to go to the bed.
   We got up at dawn. NOT We got up at the dawn.

13 Word order

This section deals with two areas which can cause problems for students: word order with adjectives before a noun, and word order with adverbs after a noun.

WORD ORDER BEFORE THE NOUN

The main way of describing a noun is to use adjectives or words that are like adjectives. You add these words after a, the, my, her etc., before the noun. You can add as many as you want, but you sometimes need to be careful about the order in which you use them.

You have a choice of three kinds of word. The largest group consists of adjectives.

   a lovely day    a small round table    the best students

You may also use a ‘participle’ before the noun – the -ing or -ed form of a verb, but here used to describe the noun.

   a crumbling wall    her smiling face    a cracked window    the stolen car

You may also add one noun before another – the first noun is used to describe the second noun, which is the main noun in the phrase.

   the school buildings    a tourist paradise    a London bus

WHICH ORDER?

As soon as you use two or more describing words, you have to decide which order to put them in.

In many cases, there is no rule: you simply say first what comes into your mind first. But many adjectives, and the other kinds of describing word, are typically used in a particular place before the noun. You should think of these patterns only as a guide to help you, because there are a number of cases which do not follow the rule. But the following patterns are common:
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1. Nouns go next to the main noun in the phrase, after any other adjectives.
   - a big London bus  NOT a London big bus
   - the long country road  NOT the country long road

2. Words which are closely related to nouns, such as the material something is made of or where something is from, also go next to the main noun.
   - big leather boots  NOT leather big boots
   - a serious social problem  NOT a social serious problem

3. Participles usually go in front of groups (1) and (2), but after any adjectives.
   - a broken garden chair  NOT a garden broken chair
   - a smiling American tourist  NOT an American smiling tourist
   - a happy smiling American tourist  NOT a smiling happy American tourist

4. Adjectives with an ‘intensifying’ meaning, for example entire, whole, same go near the beginning, close to a, the, my, her etc.
   - the entire local committee  NOT the local entire committee
   - the same old battered car  NOT the old battered same car

5. Other adjectives follow (4) and go before (3). Those with a more general meaning usually come first, and those which describe properties of the noun which can be clearly seen, such as size and shape, usually come last. There are typical patterns here, too, as the table shows.
   - those lovely red curtains  NOT those red lovely curtains
   - a strange triangular table  NOT a triangular strange table

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>your opinion about sth</th>
<th>size</th>
<th>age</th>
<th>shape</th>
<th>colour</th>
<th>where sth is from</th>
<th>material</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>lovely</td>
<td>big</td>
<td>old</td>
<td>round</td>
<td>black</td>
<td>American</td>
<td>wool</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>beautiful</td>
<td>little</td>
<td>young</td>
<td>square</td>
<td>red</td>
<td>French</td>
<td>plastic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>horrible</td>
<td>small</td>
<td>new</td>
<td>L-shaped</td>
<td>brown</td>
<td>Japanese</td>
<td>leather</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>etc</td>
<td>etc</td>
<td>etc</td>
<td>etc</td>
<td>etc</td>
<td>etc</td>
<td>etc</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**WORD ORDER AFTER THE NOUN**

Some adverbs of time and frequency usually come immediately after the main verb. These include:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>always</th>
<th>almost</th>
<th>just</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>rarely</td>
<td>nearly</td>
<td>already</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ever</td>
<td>never</td>
<td>still</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

She is always complaining.  NOT Always she is complaining.
They are still working.  NOT Still they are working.

**Always** and **never** are sometimes used at the beginning of a sentence in instructions and warnings, when the verb does not have a subject.

- Always keep medicines away from children.
- Never look directly at the sun through a telescope.

Adverbs and adverb phrases should not come between the verb and the object.

I like Japanese food very much.  NOT I like very much Japanese food.

Adverbs and adverb phrases should not come between a main verb and an -ing participle, or between a main verb and an infinitive.

- Tomorrow we'll go sightseeing.  NOT We'll go tomorrow sightseeing.
- In the evenings she likes to watch television.  NOT She likes in the evenings to watch television.
Adverbs and adverb phrases should not come between a modal verb (for example can, must, could) and a main verb.

I can speak Spanish quite well. NOT I can quite well speak Spanish.

OTHER WORD ORDER PROBLEMS

The *Essential Activator* also has information about word order with the following words:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>all</th>
<th>see</th>
<th>ALL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>both</td>
<td>see</td>
<td>TWO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>each</td>
<td>see</td>
<td>ALL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Comparison**

**COMPARATIVE AND SUPERLATIVE ADJECTIVES**

If you want to compare two things, you use the comparative form of an adjective. For example the comparative form of *big* is *bigger*, and the comparative form of *interesting* is *more interesting*.

*Your car is bigger than mine.*

*His new book is more interesting than his last one.*

If you want to say that one thing is bigger, faster, more interesting etc than all the others of a group of things, you use the superlative form of an adjective. For example, the superlative form of *big* is *biggest*, and the superlative form of *interesting* is *the most interesting*.

*It’s the fastest motorcycle in the world.*

*What’s the most delicious food you’ve ever eaten?*

**CHOOSING THE RIGHT FORM OF THE ADJECTIVE**

If the adjective is one syllable long, you add -er or -est to it, sometimes making a change in the spelling.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>adjective</th>
<th>comparative</th>
<th>superlative</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>tall</td>
<td>taller</td>
<td>tallest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>big</td>
<td>bigger</td>
<td>biggest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nice</td>
<td>nicer</td>
<td>nicest</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If the adjective is three or more syllables long, you add the words *more* or *most* before it.

*That’s a more interesting question.*

*Kim’s question was the most interesting one.*

*The new trains are more comfortable than the old ones.*

*That’s the most comfortable bed I’ve ever slept in.*

Most adjectives with two syllables use *more* and *most* to form the comparative and superlative, but some two-syllable adjectives have -er/-est endings, and some two-syllable adjectives use both methods.

The -er/-est endings are possible with adjectives ending in -y, -ow, -e, -er, -ure. Don’t forget that with adjectives that end in -y, the -y changes to -i.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>adjective</th>
<th>comparative</th>
<th>superlative</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>happy</td>
<td>happier</td>
<td>happiest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gentle</td>
<td>gentler</td>
<td>gentlest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>narrow</td>
<td>narrower</td>
<td>narrowest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>clever</td>
<td>cleverer</td>
<td>cleverest</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
You keep this pattern even in the cases where you can add un- to a two-syllable adjective.

unhappier/unhappiest

Proper and eager do not follow this rule: you can use only more/most with them.
You use more/most with all other two-syllable adjectives.
more/most active more/most useful more/most recent

In this dictionary, comparatives and superlatives are shown at the end of the entry if there is anything irregular or unpredictable about them.

ADJECTIVES THAT DO NOT FOLLOW THE NORMAL RULES

Not all adjectives follow the normal rules. Some adjectives have completely irregular forms.
The most common ones are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>adjective</th>
<th>comparative</th>
<th>superlative</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>good</td>
<td>better</td>
<td>best</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bad</td>
<td>worse</td>
<td>worst</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>little</td>
<td>less</td>
<td>least</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In this dictionary, we show these irregular forms at the end of the entry.

Words which are formed from a verb, and which end in -ing, -ed, or other past forms, always use more/most, no matter how many syllables they have.

His latest film is even more boring than his previous ones.
She was more shocked than I was.

COMPARING TWO THINGS WHICH ARE THE SAME

If you want to say that two things are the same size, the same height etc, you can say that one thing is as big as the other, as tall as the other etc.

She’s as tall as her sister.
Do you think this summer will be as hot as last summer?

COMPARING TWO THINGS WHICH ARE NOT THE SAME

If you want to say that two things are not the same size, the same height etc, you can say that one thing is not as big as the other, not as tall as the other etc.

The meal wasn’t as good as the last meal I had there.
I’m not as fat as him. OR I’m not as fat as he is.
London is not as expensive as some other European cities.

You can use less ... than to mean the same thing as not as ... as, but you usually use it with adjectives that have two or more syllables, for example less expensive, less important.

Value for money is less important than quality and reliability.

⚠ Don’t use less with short adjectives such as good, old etc.

You can leave out the second as and the noun after it, if you have already mentioned or suggested the second thing that you are comparing.

The material looks like silk, but it’s not as expensive. (=not as expensive as silk)

Similarly, you can also leave out the than part of the comparison when you are using less, if you have already mentioned or suggested the second thing that you are comparing.

I prefer the old Hollywood movies. They’re much less violent. (=than modern films)
The buses are less crowded after 10 o’clock. (=than they are before 10 o’clock)

If you want to say that one type of thing is less expensive, less important etc than all other things of the same type, you can say that it is the least expensive, the least important etc.

People usually choose the least expensive brand.

⚠ Don’t use least with short adjectives such as good, old etc.
REPORTING STATEMENTS

Direct speech
If you want to write what someone has said, the simplest way is to repeat the exact words that they had used in quotation marks ("..."). This is called 'direct speech'.

"I really enjoyed the meal," he said.
"She went upstairs and shouted, "Time to get up!"

If you mention the speaker at the end of the sentence, and do not say he or she, you usually reverse the order of the subject and the verb. For example:

"It's much too cold to swim," said Frank.
"Go back to your room," said her mother.

Indirect speech
You can also report what someone has said without using quotation marks. This is called 'indirect speech'. The usual way of doing this is to use a clause which begins with + (that). For example:

"I'm tired!"
He said he was tired. OR He said that he was tired.

That is more common in written English and in formal spoken English.

Changing from direct to indirect speech
When changing from direct to indirect speech, you need to change the grammar in certain ways.

Verb tense forms usually need to change. In most cases, you change the present tense into the past tense.

She said, "I am staying at the Chelsea Hotel."
She said that she was staying at the Chelsea Hotel.

If the direct speech is already in the past tense, you need to put the verb even further back in time, using had. This applies to both past tense and present perfect forms of the verb (see section 4).

He said, "I came by bus."
He said that he had come by bus.

She said, "I've definitely seen John recently."
She said that she had definitely seen John recently.

However, you do not use this rule if the verb in the direct speech already uses had.

She said, "I had given up hope of seeing him again."
She said that she had given up hope of seeing him again.

The correct relationship between the verbs in the reporting clause and the verb in the reported clause is called the 'sequence of tenses'.

If you report something that someone said, which is still true now, you do not need to change the tense of the verb.

"I want to get married."
She said she wants to get married.

"Blue's my favourite colour."
She said that blue's her favourite colour.

If the direct speech contains will, shall, or may (see section 7), these also need to change.

will → would shall → should may → might

She said, "I will see you soon."
She said that she would see us soon.

Would, should, could, might, and must do not change.

She said, "I could visit him on Thursday."
She said she could visit him on Thursday.
15: Reported speech

You also need to change certain personal pronouns. I and you have to be changed to he and she, unless the original people are still taking part in the conversation. Similarly, my and your need to be changed to his and her.

Mary said to John, “I saw your cat.”
Mary said that she had seen your cat. (if the person who says this is talking to John)
Mary said that she had seen his cat. (if the person who says this is not talking to John)

You also need to change times and places which depend on the speaker’s point of view.

He said, “I saw the car here yesterday.”
He said that he’d seen the car there the day before.

In this case here becomes there because you are in a different place, and yesterday becomes the day before because you are now speaking at a later time.

Similarly, now becomes then, last week becomes the week before, two months ago becomes two months before, tomorrow becomes the next day, and so on. Of course, if the time phrase does not depend on the speaker’s point of view, it can be used without change.

He said, “I bought the car in November 1996.”
He said he had bought the car in November 1996.

REPORTING QUESTIONS

When you are changing a question from direct speech into indirect speech, you follow the same kinds of rules as for statements. The only differences are that you need to use a different word to introduce the reported speech, and the word order of the question becomes like that of a statement. You end the sentence with a full stop, not a question mark.

You use if or whether to introduce a ‘yes–no question’.

I asked, “Does he eat meat?”
I asked whether he ate meat. OR I asked if he ate meat.

You introduce questions where there is a choice in the same way – more usually by using whether than by using if.

I asked, “Is it Karen’s book or Michael’s?”
I asked whether it was Karen’s book or Michael’s.

You introduce questions that begin with who, why, what, how etc by using the word which begins the question in direct speech.

Someone asked, “Why doesn’t she resign?”
Someone asked why she didn’t resign.

She asked, “When will you go back to Japan?”
She asked when he would go back to Japan.

You often mention the person who is being asked the question, by using a pronoun (him, her, them etc) or by mentioning their name.

I asked him if he ate meat.
She asked Michael when he would go back to Japan.

REPORTING WHAT SOMEONE HAS TOLD OR ASKED ANOTHER PERSON TO DO

When saying what someone has told or asked another person to do, you usually use an infinitive.

“Go home!”
She told him to go home.

“Can you shut the window?”
She asked him to shut the window.

⚠ Don’t confuse say and tell. Don’t say ‘He said me to go home.’ or ‘He told, Go home!’ Say He told me to go home. or He said, “Go home!”
INDEX
advice: ask sb's advice .......... ADVISE 2
advice: Can I ask your advice/opinion about something? .......... ADVICE
advice: give advice .......... ADVISE 1
advice: on sb's advice/ on the advice of sb .......... ADVISE 3
advice: take sb's advice/ follow sb's advice .......... ADVISE 3
advice .......... ADVISE 3
adviser (also advisor) .......... ADVISE 5
aerobics .......... EXERCISE
affair .......... GIRLFRIEND/BOYFRIEND: HAPPEN 2; LOVE 5; SEX 7
affect .......... EFFECT 2
affection .......... LOVE 3
affectionate .......... LOVE 4
afford: can afford .......... ENOUGH/NOT ENOUGH 2; PAY 3
afford: can't afford .......... EXPENSIVE 3
afraid .......... FRIGHTENING/FRIGHTENED 1, 2; WORRNING/WORRIED 1
afraid: I'm afraid .......... PERMISSION; REQUESTS
afraid: I'm afraid I have to leave now .......... SAYING GOODBYE
afraid: I'm afraid not .......... SAYING NO
afraid: I'm afraid so .......... SAYING YES
afraid: Sorry. (I'm afraid) I can't .......... INVITATIONS
after .......... AFTER 1, 2, 3, 4
after: be after sb .......... LOOK FOR 3
after: be after sth/come after sth .......... AFTER 6
after: one after another .......... AFTER 7
afterhave .......... SMELL 5
afterwards (also afterward) .......... AFTER 1
again .......... AGAIN 1
again: all over again .......... AGAIN 2
again: do sth again .......... AGAIN 2
again: once again/once more .......... AGAIN 1
again: yet again .......... AGAIN 1
again and again .......... OFTEN 1
against: be against .......... AGAINST 1; OPINIONS
age .......... AGE 1
age group .......... AGE 2
aged .......... AGE 1
agenda .......... LIST 1
ages .......... LONG 3; TIME 14
aggression .......... VIOLENT 3
aggressive .......... DESCRIBING PEOPLE: VIOLENT 1
agnostic .......... RELIGION 7
ago .......... BEFORE 3; TIME 6
agonize: be in agony .......... PAIN 3
agree .......... ACCEPT 1, 3
agree: disagree/not agree .......... DISAGREE 1
agree: I agree .......... AGREE 1
agree: I couldn't agree more .......... AGREE 1
agree: not agree with sth .......... AGAINST 1
agree to do sth .......... AGREE 4
agree to sth .......... LET 1
agree with sth .......... RIGHT 6
agreement .......... AGREE 5
agreement: be in agreement .......... AGREE 1
agreement: reach an agreement .......... AGREE 3
ahead .......... POSITION & DIRECTION 11, 21
ahead: be ahead .......... WIN 3
ahead: beforehand (also ahead of time) .......... BEFORE 1
ahead: in front of/ahead of .......... BEFORE 6
aid .......... HELP 6
aim .......... PURPOSE
air quality .......... ENVIRONMENT 1
airport .......... TRANSPORT
ajar .......... OPEN 3
alcohol .......... DRINK 5
alcoholic .......... DRUNK 2
alert .......... WATCH 2
alien .......... STRANGE THINGS AND EVENTS 2
alike .......... SAME 6
alive .......... ALIVE 1
alive: keep sb alive .......... ALIVE 2
alive: stay alive .......... ALIVE 2
all .......... ALL 1, 2
all: altogether/in all .......... ALL 2
all: always/all the time .......... ALLWAYS 3
all: be two all/be four all etc .......... SPORT 10
all: is that all? .......... ONLY 2
all along .......... ALWAYS 3
all day/all morning/all week etc .......... TIME 8
all over .......... EVERYWHERE
all right .......... REQUESTS; SUGGESTIONS
all right: be all right/be okay .......... GOOD 8
all right: Is it all right if I...? .......... PERMISSION
all right: it's all right .......... CALM 3; SAD 6
all right: that's all right/that's OK .......... FORGIVE 1
all the time .......... ALWAYS 4
all the time/the whole time .......... TIME 8
all through: all through/throughout .......... TIME 8
allegation .......... SAY 6
allege .......... SAY 6
alley .......... ROAD/PATH 1
alliance .......... JOIN 4
allow .......... LET 1, 5; POSSIBLE 3
allow: enable sb to do sth/ allow sb to do sth .......... CAN/CAN'T 4
allow: not let/not allow .......... FORBID 1
allowance .......... MONEY 3
allowed: be allowed .......... LET 2
allowed: not allowed .......... FORBID 3
allowed: not be allowed .......... MUST 2
almost/nearly .......... ALMOST 1
almost all/nearly all .......... MOST 1
alone/on your own/by yourself .......... ALONE 1
along .......... POSITION & DIRECTION 9, 16
already .......... NOW 1
also .......... LINKING WORDS
alter .......... CHANGE 1, 2
alteration .......... CHANGE 5
alternative .......... CHOOSE 5;
DIFFERENT 3; ENVIRONMENT 2
alternative: have no alternative .......... MUST 1
alternative medicine .......... MEDICAL TREATMENT 1
although .......... LINKING WORDS 2
altitude .......... HIGH 3
altogether/in all .......... TOTAL 1
always .......... ALWAYS 1, 2, 3, 4; DESCRIBING PEOPLE 2
always: you're always .......... COMPLAINING
amaze .......... SURPRISING/SURPRISED 3
amazed/astonished .......... SURPRISING/SURPRISED 1
amazing .......... GOOD 1; SURPRISING/SURPRISED 4
ambiguous .......... CLEAR/NOT CLEAR 4
ambition .......... DETERMINED 6; WANT 7
ambitious .......... DETERMINED 3
ambush .......... ATTACK 1, 5
amicable .......... FRIENDLY/UNFRIENDLY 2
ammunition .......... WEAPON 1
among .......... POSITION & DIRECTION 13
amount .......... AMOUNT/NUMBER 1
amount: a certain amount of .......... SOME 2
ampute .......... CUT 6

When you see [ES], go to the ESSENTIAL COMMUNICATION section.
ask: Can I ask your advice/opinion about something? ........................................ ADVICE
ask don't ask me ........................................ KNOW/NOT KNOW 9
ask invite/ask ........................................ INVITE 1
ask: thanks for asking me, but ........................................ INVITATIONS
ask sb in ........................................ ENTER 3
ask sb out ........................................ INVIT 1
ask sb to do sth ........................................ TELL 6
ask sb's advice ........................................ ADVISE 2
asleep: be asleep ........................................ SLEEP 1
asleep: fall asleep ........................................ SLEEP 2
aspect ........................................ PART 5
assassin ........................................ KILL 3
assassinate ........................................ KILL 1
assault ........................................ ATTACK 1, 4
assemble ........................................ MEET 4
assist ........................................ HELP 1
assistant ........................................ HELP 6
associate ........................................ POSITION, RANK 3
association ........................................ ORGANIZATION 1
assume ........................................ THINK 8
assure ........................................ PROMISE 1
astonished: amazed/astonished ........................................ SURPRISING/SURPRISED 1
at ........................................ POSITION & DIRECTION 1; TIME 6
at: be at ........................................ GO 5
at last ........................................ END 4
at once ........................................ IMMEDIATELY, TIME 16
atheist ........................................ RELIGION 7
athlete ........................................ SPORT 4
athletic ........................................ STRONG 4
atlas ........................................ BOOKS/LITERATURE 5
ATM ........................................ BANKS
atmosphere: the atmosphere ........................................ ENVIRONMENT 1
attack ........................................ JOIN 1; PUT 3
attack ........................................ ATTACK 1, 2, 4, 5
attempt ........................................ TRY 1, 3
attend ........................................ GO 4, 5
attend to sth: see to sth/attend to sth ........................................ DEAL WITH 1
attention: get attention/attract attention ........................................ NOTICE 5
attention: not pay any attention ........................................ OBEY, DISOBED 2; PRETEND
attention: pay attention ........................................ THINK 2
attention: pay attention to sth ........................................ CAREFUL 2
attitude ........................................ OPINION 1
attractive ........................................ BEAUTIFUL 1, 2
attractive: unattractive/not attractive ........................................ UGLY 1
audio ........................................ WATCH 3
authentic ........................................ REAL 1
author ........................................ BOOKS/LITERATURE 6; WRITE 6
authorities: the authorities ........................................ GOVERNMENT, POLITICS 1
authority ........................................ POWER 1
authority: in authority ........................................ POWER 3
autobiography ........................................ BOOKS/LITERATURE 4
autograph ........................................ NAME 2; WRITE 2
automated ........................................ TECHNOLOGY 2
automatic ........................................ MACHINE 3
available ........................................ AVAILABLE/NOT AVAILABLE 1; USE 6
average ........................................ NORMAL, ORDINARY 2
avoid ........................................ AVOID 1, 2, 3, 4
avoid: escape punishment/avoid punishment ........................................ PUNISH 5
awake ........................................ SLEEP 5
awake: be awake ........................................ WAKE UP/GET UP 1
award ........................................ WIN 6
awarded: be awarded sth ........................................ GET 2
awarded: be aware ........................................ KNOW/NOT KNOW 1
aware: be unaware/not be aware ........................................ REALIZE
aware: become aware ........................................ NOTICE 1
away ........................................ FAR 4; POSITION & DIRECTION 7
away: be away ........................................ HERE/NOT HERE 2; HOME 5
awkward ........................................ DIFFICULT/awkward ........................................ PROBLEM 7

B
B&B: bed and breakfast ........................................ TOURISM
baby ........................................ BABY 1, 6
baby: be going to have a baby ........................................ BABY 4
baby: have a baby ........................................ BABY 3
baby: lose the baby ........................................ BABY 5
babysitter (also sitter) ........................................ MARRY 3
back ........................................ AGAIN 1; POSITION & DIRECTION 22, 26; SUPPORT 3
back at the back ........................................ RETURN
back: be back ........................................ POSITION & DIRECTION 12
back: in back ........................................ POSITION & DIRECTION 12
back: round the back ........................................ POSITION & DIRECTION 12
back: talk about sb behind their back ........................................ CRITICIZE 2
background: the background ........................................ CLASS IN SOCIETY 1; FAMILY 1; PICTURE 4
backing ........................................ POSITION & DIRECTION 22
backward ........................................ ORDER 3;
backwards ........................................ POSITION & DIRECTION 22
bad ........................................ BAD 4, 5, 8, 10, 11
bad: be bad for sth/have a bad effect on sth ........................................ DAMAGE 3
bad: be bad for your health/be bad for you ........................................ HEALTHY/UNHEALTHY 6
bad: be good for/be bad for ........................................ EFFECT 2
bad: feel bad ........................................ GUILTY/NOT GUILTY 3
bad: not bad ........................................ GOOD 8
bad experience ........................................ EXPERIENCE 2
bad language ........................................ RUDE 3
bad luck ........................................ LUCKY/UNLUCKY 7, 8; SORRY 5
bad manners ........................................ RUDE 1
bad mood: be in a bad mood ........................................ ANGRY 3
bad-tempered ........................................ ANGRY 3
badly ........................................ BAD 10
badly behaved ........................................ BAD 9
badly made ........................................ BAD 2
badly paid: low-paid/badly paid ........................................ EARN 3
baggage cart: trolley/baggage cart ........................................ TRANSPORT
baggy ........................................ CLOTHES 6; LOOSE 1
bail ........................................ POLICE 3
bail: ........................................ SHOP 2
bake ........................................ COOK 2
bakery (also baker's) ........................................ SHOP 2
balance: lose your balance ........................................ FALL 1
balance of nature ........................................ TECHNOLOGY 5
bald ........................................ HAIR 1
ball ........................................ DANCE 4
ballet ........................................ DANCE 2
ballot ........................................ VOTE 2
ballroom dancing ........................................ DANCE 2
ban ........................................ FORBID 1, 2
certain: be sure to do sth/
be certain to do sth
SURE/NOT SURE

certainly
SURE/NOT SURE

CFCs
ENVIRONMENT

chain store
SHOP

chair
SIT

chairman
MANAGER

challenge: be a challenge
DIFFICULT

challenging

champion
WIN

championship
COMPETITION

chance
CHANCE

choice: by chance
CHANCE

choice: it is possible (that)/
there is a chance (that)
MAYBE

choice: take a chance
RISK

choice: there is a chance/there is a possibility
POSSIBLE

choice meeting
MEET

choices
PROBABLY

change: take no chances
CAREFUL

change
CHANGE

change: hasn't changed
SAME

change direction
TURN

change into: change into sth/turn into sth
BECOME

change your mind
CHANGE

changeable
CHANGE

change: weather
WEATHER

changed: get changed
CLOTHES

changes: make changes
CHANGE

channel
TELEVISION AND RADIO

chaos
ORGANIZE/ARRANGE

chapter
PART

character
RELIGION

character
ACTOR/ACTRESS

chat
TALK

chat show/talk show
TELEVISION AND RADIO

check: bill/check
RESTAURANTS

check: check/inspect
LOOK

check: cheque/check
BANKS

BANKS

check in
TRANSPORT

check-in desk/check-in counter
TRANSPORT

checklist
LIST

cheeky
RUDE

cheer
SHOUT

cheer sb up
SAD

cheer up
HAPPY

cheerful

cheers
DRINK

chef
COOK

chemist's/drugstore
SHOP

check/check
BANKS
cheque book/check book

cheque 
chew
chew sb out
chick
chief: main/chief/principal
child
childbirth
childhood
childish
childminder
chilled
chilly
chip in
choice
choice: by choice
choice: make a choice
choir
chore
chose
chose up
choose
chose down
chop
chop off
christen
chubby
chuck
chuckle
chunk
church
cinema/movie theater
film/movie
cinema: go to the cinema/go to the movies
filme/movies 1: FREE TIME 2
circle
circles: in circles
circulation
newspaper and magazines
circumstances
situation
citizen
citizenship
city
city
claim
clairvoyance
strange things and events
clairvoyant
strange things and events
class
class: course (also class)
classics
classical
art; music
clause
word/phrase/sentence
clean
CLean 1, 2
clean: brush your teeth
(also clean your teeth)
clean up
cleaner
cleaner's/dry cleaner's
clear
clear: CLEAR/NOT CLEAR 1, 2, 3
clear: not clear
sure
not sure
clear: unclear/not clear
CLEAR/NOT CLEAR 1, 2, 3
clear out
clear up
clearly: obviously/clearly
CLEAR/NOT CLEAR 1, 2, 3
clever
clique
WORD/PHRASE/Sentence
client
court/trial
climate
climate
climate
climate
climb
climber
climbing
climbing: go sailing/climbing/skiing etc.

free time

Clinic: doctor 2: medical treatment
Clock: day and night/around the clock
continue
Close: love 2: near 1: relationship
shut/close 1
Close/shut: shut/close 2, 3, 4
Close: draw the curtains/close the curtains
shut/close 1
Close: get near/get close
near
Close down
fail
Closed: be shut/be closed
shut/close 1, 4
Closing
end
Cloth
material
Clothes
Clothes
Clothing
Clothing
Cloud
weather
Cloudy
weather
Clown
funny
Club: dance; free time 2: organization
clubbing: go clubbing
free time
clumsy
careless
Clutch
hold 2
cluttered
untidy
Coach
coast: the coast
land and sea
Coat
cover 1
Coated: be coated in/with sth
cover 4
coating
cover 3
Coffee shop
restaurants:
Eating and drinking
2
Coffin (also casket)
die 6
Coin: flip a coin (also toss a coin)
throw 1
Coincidence
chance
Cold
Cold 1, 2, 3, 4, 5
Cold: get cold/get colder
Cold 6
Cold: the cold
Cold 1
Cold feet: get cold feet
Chill 7
Cold-Blooded
Cruel 2
Colder: get cold/get colder
Cold 6
Collage
art 2
Collapse
Fall 2
Colleague
work 8
Collect
collect: free time
Collect: free time 5;
Collect: free time 5;
Group 5: keep 5; take/bring 2
Collection
Collect: free time 5;
Group 5: keep 5
Collection: have a collection
Give 8
Collective
Together 3
Collector
collect: free time 5;
Collect 4
College
education
Collide
hit 2
Collision
accident 2
Cologne
smell 5
Colony
Country 1
Color: colour/color
Colour/color 1, 6
Colored: coloured/colored
Colour/color 2
Colorful: colourful/colorful
Colour/color 3
Coloring: colouring/coloring
Colour/color 1
Colour/color
Colour/color 1, 6
Coloured/colored
Colour/color 2
Colorful/colorful
Colour/color 3
Coloring/coloring
Colour/color 1
Column
line 3
Coma: in a coma
Sleep 6
Comb
Hair 6
Combination
mix 3
Combined
Together 3, 4
Come
Arrive 1
Come after
After 5
Come along
Go 3
Come around (also come round)
Change 7;
Wake up/get up 1
dissatisfaction

direction: in the direction of

@ POSITION & DIRECTION 1

directors

INSTRUCTIONS 1

director

FILMS/MOVIES 4;

MANAGER 2; THEATRE 4

dirt

DIRTY 3; LAND AND SEA 3

dirty

DIRTY 1; SEX 4

disability

DISABLED 1

disabled

DISABLED 1

disadvantage

ADVANTAGE/

DISADVANTAGE 2, 5

disadvantages: the advantages and
disadvantages

ADVANTAGE/

DISADVANTAGE 3

disagree/not agree

DISAGREE 1

disagreement

ARGUE 2; DISAGREE 2

disappear

DISAPPEAR 1, 2

disappear

DISAPPEARING 1, 2

disappear

DISAPPEARING 3

disappear

DISAPPEARING 3

disappear: be a disappointment

DISAPPEARING/DISAPPEARING 2

disappearance

BAD 12

disapprove

BAD 12

disapproving

BAD 12

disaster

ACCIDENT 3; BAD 7

disbelief

BELIEVE/NOT BELIEVE 4

disco

DANCE 2, 4

discourtesy

CHEAP 4

discourage

PERSUADE 2

discourage

PERSUADE 2

discourage

PERSUADE 2

discourage

PERSUADE 2

discourage

PERSUADE 2

discourage

PERSUADE 2

discourage

PERSUADE 2

discourage

PERSUADE 2

discourage

PERSUADE 2

discourage

PERSUADE 2

dish

WASH 4

dish: wash the dishes/do the dishes

WASH 4

dishonest

DISHONEST 1

dishonesty

DISHONEST 2

disk: floppy disk

COMPUTERS 1

disk: hard disk

COMPUTERS 1

disillusioned

DISAPPEARING/

DISAPPEARING 1

disinfect

CLEAN 6

disinfectant

CLEAN 6

dislike

LIKE/NOT LIKE 7

dislocate

HURT/INJURE 2

disobedience

OBEY/DISOBEDIENT 4

disobedient

OBEY/DISOBEDIENT 4

disobedient

OBEY/DISOBEDIENT 4

disorganized (also disorganised)

ORGANIZE/ARRANGE 5

disperse

CROWD 5

display

SHOW 3

disposable

GET RID OF 1

disable

GET RID OF 1

disable

GET RID OF 1

disable

GET RID OF 1

dispute

ARGUE 2

disqualify

FORBID 2

dissatisfaction

SATISFIED/DISSATISFIED 5

When you see ☐, go to the

ESSENTIAL COMMUNICATION section.
dissatisfied: not satisfied/dissatisfied

DISTRICT 2

dissolve: LIQUID 5
distance: FAR 4
distance: from a distance: FAR 2
distance: in the distance: FAR 2
distinct: DIFFERENT 2
distinguish: DIFFERENT 6
distinct: GIVE 2
district: AREA 2
disturb: STOP 9; WAKE UP/GIVE UP 2
disused: USE 5
dither: DECIDE 6
dive: DOWN 3
divide: COUNT/CALCULATE 6
divide up: SHARE 3
divided: be divided/be split: DISAGREE 1
divorce: MARRY 8
divorced: MARRY 8
divorced: get divorced: RELATIONSHIP 4
divorcee: MARRY 8
D): TELEVISION AND RADIO 8
do: DANCE 1; DO 1; SPORT 3;

STUDY 1

do: not do sth: DO 4
do: see if you can do sth: TRY 1

do something: DO 2
do sth for sb: HELP 1
do sth to sb: EFFECT 2
do up: FASTEN/UNFASTEN 1

do well: SUCCEED 1
do what sb does: COPY 5
do without: can do without sb/sth: NEED/NOT NEED 5

Do you know what I mean?

[HAVING A CONVERSATION]

DOCTOR 1

doctorate/PhD: EDUCATION 12

documentary: TELEVISION AND RADIO 6

dodge: AVOID 4

dog: walk the dog/take the dog for a walk: FREE TIME 3
dole: be out of work
(also be on the dole): JOB 6
domestic: COUNTRY 5; FAMILY 2; HOME 3
dominate: POWER 2

donate: CONTROL 2
donate: GIVE 3

donation: make a donation: GIVE 3
done: be done: FINISH 2

done: have done: FINISH 1
doodie: DRAW 1
door: break the door down: OPEN 1
dormitory: HOMES WHERE PEOPLE LIVE 2
dose: MEDICAL TREATMENT 4
dot: on the dot: EXACT 1, 4
double: INCREASE 1, 4
double-check: CHECK
doubt: BELIEVE/NOT BELIEVE 4;
SURE/NOT SURE 4; THINK 7

doubt: be doubtful/be in doubt
SURE/NOT SURE 5
doubt: I doubt it: [SAYING NO]
doubt: there is no doubt: SURE/NOT SURE 2
doubtful: be doubtful/be in doubt
SURE/NOT SURE 5
down: DOWN 1;

POSITION & DIRECTION 16, 20
down to: HAIR 1
downhill: DOWN 1;

downstairs: DOWN 1;

POSITION & DIRECTION 20
downtown: TOWN 2
downward: DOWN 1;

POSITION & DIRECTION 20
downwards: DOWN 1;

POSITION & DIRECTION 20
doze: SLEEP 1
doze off: SLEEP 2
draft: conscription (also the draft): ARMY 4
drafted: be called up/be drafted: ARMY 4
draughty/drafty: COLD 3
drag: PULL 2
drag on: PASS 3
drama: TELEVISION AND RADIO 5;
THEATRE 2
dramatic: EXCITING/EXCITED 2; SUDDENLY 2

dramatist: playwright/dramatist: THEATRE 4
draughty: draughty/drafty: COLD 3
draw: ART 6; DRAW 1
draw/tie:

SPORT 10
draw the curtains/close the curtains: SHUT/CLOSE 1

drawback: ADVANTAGE/DISADVANTAGE 2
drawn: ART 2; DRAW 2; PICTURE 1
dread: FRIGHTENING/FRIGHTENED 1
dream: DREAM 1, 2
dream: have a dream: DREAM 2
dream of: IMAGINE 1
dreary: BORING/BORED 3
drenched/soaked: WET 1
dress up: DRESSES & SPECIAL DAYS
dress up/get dressed up: CLOTHES 4
dressed: be dressed: CLOTHES 3
dressed: get dressed: CLOTHES 4
dressed up: dress up/get dressed up: CLOTHES 4
drink: DRINK 1, 2, 4, 5

drink: go out for a drink

RESTAURANTS/EATING AND DRINKING 3
drink: have a drink: DRINK 4
drink: have had too much to drink: DRUNK 1
drink: something to drink: DRINK 2
drink and drive: DRUNK 3

drip: LIQUID 6
drive: DRIVE 1, 2; JOURNEY;

TAKE/BRING 1; TRAVEL 3

drive: go for a drive (also take a ride): DRIVE 2
drive: take sb somewhere/drive sb somewhere: DRIVE 3
drive sb crazy: ANGRY 5
driver: DRIVE 4
driving: DRIVE 1
driving licence: DRIVE 5
driving test: DRIVE 5
drizzling: WEATHER 5
drop: DOWN 5; FALL 4; HOLD 5;

LIQUID 2; TAKE PART 6

drop: fall: LESS 5, 7

drop: a drop: LITTLE / NOT MUCH 1
drop dead: DIE 1

drop in/drop by: VISIT 1
drop out: LEAVE 9
drop out: put out/drop out: TAKE PART 5
drought: DRY 2
drowsiness: TIRED 4
drowsy: TIRED 2
drug: DRUGS 1; MEDICAL TREATMENT 4
| drug abuse | DRUGS 6 |
| drug dealer/dealer | DRUGS 5 |
| drug problem | DRUGS 6 |
| drug pusher: pusher/drug pusher | DRUGS 5 |
| drug trafficking | DRUGS 5 |
| drug user | DRUGS 3 |
| drugstore: chemist's/drugstore | SHOP 2 |
| drunk | DRUNK 1, 2 |
| drunk driver | DRUNK 3 |
| dry | DRY 1, 2, 3, 4; TASTE 6; WEATHER 2 |
| dry cleaner's | CLEAN 7 |
| dry out | DRY 3 |
| dry up | DRY 3 |
| dry yourself off | DRY 4 |
| dry-clean | WASH 3 |
| dubbed | FILMS/MOVIES 8 |
| duck | AVOID 4 |
| due: be due | EXPECT 1 |
| due to | LINKING WORDS 3 |
| dull | BORING/BORED 2; WEATHER 7 |
| dumb | SPEAK 5 |
| dump | GET RID OF 1 |
| dump: a dump | UNTIDY 1 |
| duplicate | COPY 2 |
| during | TIME 7 |
| dust | CLEAN 3; DIRTY 3 |
| dusty | DIRTY 1; DRY 2 |
| duties | WORK 6 |
| duty: be on duty | WORK 2 |
| duty: it is sb's duty to do sth | SHOULD 1 |
| duty-free | TRANSPORT |
| dye | COLOUR/COLOR 7; HAIR 5 |
| dying | DIE 1 |
| dying: be dying | WANT 2 |

| e-mail | COMPUTERS 3; |
| e-mail number/address | MAIL, PHONE, AND FAX 3; |
| each | ALL 1; TWO 3 |
| each other: each other/one another | TWO 3 |
| eager | ENTHUSIASTIC/UNENTHUSIASTIC 1 |
| ear: pierced ear | DESCRIBING PEOPLE 1 |
| earlier | BEFORE 3; 6 |
| early | BEGINNING 2 |
| earn | EARN 1 |
| earth | LAND AND SEA 3; WORLD 1 |
| easier: it's easier said than done | DIFFICULT 1 |
| easier: make sth easier | EASY 3 |
| easily | EASY 1 |
| easy | EASY 1 |
| easy: I'm easy | DON'T CARE 2 |
| easy: it is easy to see | CLEAR; NOT CLEAR 3 |
| easy: it's easy | EASY 2 |
| easy: take it easy | CALM 3 |
| easy to get on with: easy to get along with | FRIENDLY/UNFRIENDLY 1 |
| easy-going | STRICT/NOT STRICT 3 |
| eat | EAT 1, 2 |
| eat: feel like something to eat | HUNGRY 1 |
| eat: something to eat | FOOD 1; MEAL 1 |
| eat out | RESTAURANTS/EATING AND DRINKING 3, 4 |
| eavesdrop | LISTEN |
| eccentric | STRANGE 2 |
| echo | SOUND 1, 2 |
| economic | MONEY 9 |
| economical | CHEAP 1 |
| economize (also economise) | SPEND 2 |
| economy | MONEY 9 |
| edge | EDGE; SIDE 1 |

| edge: be on the edge of your seat | EXCITING/EXCITED 1 |
| editor | NEWSPAPERS AND MAGAZINES 4 |
| education | NEWSPAPERS AND MAGAZINES 3 |
| educated: be educated | EDUCATION 6 |
| education | EDUCATION 13 |
| educational | EDUCATION 13; TEACH 3 |
| effect | EFFECT 1; RESULT 1 |
| effect: have an effect | EFFECT 2 |
| effective | SUCCEED 2 |
| effeminate | ORGANIZE/ARRANGE 3, 4 |
| efficient | TRY 3; WORK 6 |
| effort | TRY 3; WORK 6 |
| effort: make an effort to do sth | TRY 5 |
| effort: put a lot of effort into sth | WORK 5 |
| eg/e.g. | EXAMPLE 2 |
| either | TWO 3 |
| elaborate | DECORATE 3 |
| elder | OLD 2 |
| elderly | OLD 2 |
| eldest | OLD 2 |
| elect | VOTE 1 |
| electric car | ENVIRONMENT 1 |
| elegant | BEAUTIFUL 1, 5 |
| elementary school (also grade school) | EDUCATION 3 |
| else | DIFFERENT 3 |
| emaciated | THIN 1 |
| embarrass | EMBARRASSED 2 |
| embarrassed | EMBARRASSED 1 |
| embarrassing | EMBARRASSED 2 |
| embarrassment | EMBARRASSED 3 |
| emblem | SIGN 2 |
| emergency | BAD 7 |
| emergency room: casually/the emergency room | MEDICAL TREATMENT 6 |
| emigrate | FOREIGN 3; LEAVE 6 |
| emotion | FEEL 6 |
| emotional | FEEL 7, 8 |
| emphasis | EMPHASIZE |
| emphasize/stress | EMPHASIZE |
| employed: be employed | WORK 7 |
| employer | COMPANY 1; WORK 9 |
| empty | EMPTY 1, 2, 4; USE 6 |
| enable: allow/enable | POSSIBLE 3 |
| enable sb to do sth | CAN/CAN'T 4 |
| encourage | HELP 2, 3 |
| encouraging | HOPE 4 |
| encyclopedia | BOOKS/LITERATURE 5 |
| end | END 2, 5 |
| end: at the end | END 3 |
| end: come to an end | END 2; STOP 4 |
| end: finally/eventually/in the end | END 4 |
| end: finish/end | FINISH 4 |
| end: put an end to sth | STOP 5 |
| end: the end | END 1 |
| end up | ARRIVE 4; END 4 |
| end with sth | END 3 |
| endangered | ENVIRONMENT 1 |
| ending | BOOKS/LITERATURE 7; THEATRE 7 |
| endure | END 1; FILMS/MOVIES 7; THEATRE 7 |
| energetic | DESCRIBING PEOPLE 3; STRONG 1 |
| energy | STRONG 1 |

When you see 10, go to the ESSENTIAL COMMUNICATION section.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Word</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>gadget</td>
<td>TOOL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gain</td>
<td>GET 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gale</td>
<td>WEATHER 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gallery (also art gallery)</td>
<td>ART 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gamble</td>
<td>GAMBLING 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gambler</td>
<td>GAMBLING 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gambling</td>
<td>GAMBLING 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>game</td>
<td>GAME 1; SPORT 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>game: have a game</td>
<td>GAME 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>game show</td>
<td>TELEVISION AND RADIO 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gang</td>
<td>CRIME 3; GROUP 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gang: the gang</td>
<td>FRIEND 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gap</td>
<td>DIFFERENT 5; HOLE 1; SPACE 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>garbage</td>
<td>BAD 1; RUBBISH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>garden centre/nursery</td>
<td>SHOP 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>garnish</td>
<td>DECORATE 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gas</td>
<td>BREATHE 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gasping for breath</td>
<td>BREATHE 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gate</td>
<td>TRANSPORT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gather</td>
<td>CROWD 4; MEET 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gather around (also gather round)</td>
<td>AROUND 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gay</td>
<td>SEX 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gaze</td>
<td>LOOK AT 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gear</td>
<td>DRIVE 5; EQUIPMENT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gear stick/gear shift</td>
<td>DRIVE 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gene</td>
<td>TECHNOLOGY 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gene therapy</td>
<td>TECHNOLOGY 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>get answer</td>
<td>B.E.COM. 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>get back</td>
<td>RETURN TO NORMAL/TO NORMAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>get by</td>
<td>MONEY 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>get down</td>
<td>WRITE 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>get down to sth</td>
<td>START 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>get in</td>
<td>ARRIVE 2; ENTER 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>get in touch with sb</td>
<td>MAIL, PHONE, AND FAX 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>get lost</td>
<td>UNDERSTAND/NOT UNDERSTAND 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>get money out</td>
<td>BANKS 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>get off</td>
<td>TRANSPORT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>get on</td>
<td>TRANSPORT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>get on: easy to get on</td>
<td>FRIENDLY/UNFRIENDLY 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>get on: get along (also get on)</td>
<td>RELATIONSHIP 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>get on: get along (also get on)</td>
<td>RELATIONSHIP 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>get round</td>
<td>ROUND 5; AROUND 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>generally</td>
<td>USUALLY 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>generate</td>
<td>MAKE 1; 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>generation</td>
<td>AGE 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>generous</td>
<td>KIND 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>genetic engineering</td>
<td>TECHNOLOGY 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>genius</td>
<td>INTELLIGENT 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gentleman</td>
<td>MAN 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>genuine</td>
<td>REAL 1, 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gesture</td>
<td>SIGN 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>get: ANS: BECOME 1; BUY 1; CATCH 3; COOK 1; EARN 1; ESSENTIAL GRAMMAR 9; GET 1, 2, 3, 4; ILLNESS/DISEASE 3; REACH 4; TAKE/BRING 2</td>
<td>PUNISH 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>get/be given</td>
<td>BANKS 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>get/too much</td>
<td>OFFER 1; OFFERS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>get: how do i get to?</td>
<td>DIRECTIONS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>get: i'm (just) get him/her</td>
<td>TALKING ON THE PHONE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>get: take a bus/train/taxi</td>
<td>TRANSPORT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>get: take down/to get down</td>
<td>WRITE 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>get: to sth</td>
<td>START 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>get: to sth</td>
<td>ARRIVE 2; ENTER 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>get: you have fun</td>
<td>ENJOY 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>get: you have fun</td>
<td>ENJOY 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>get: you have fun</td>
<td>ENJOY 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>get: you have fun</td>
<td>ENJOY 4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
go out to dinner/lunch
FREE TIME 2
go out with sb GIRLFRIEND/BOYFRIEND 2
go out with your boyfriend/girlfriend
FREE TIME 4
go over sth/go through sth LOOK AT 2
go over to sb's house FREE TIME 4
go past DIRECTIONS TURN 3
go round: go around (also go round)
FREE TIME 3
go sailing/climbing/skiing etc FREE TIME 3
go shopping FREE TIME 2
go through sth EXPERIENCE 3: EXPLAIN 1;
LOOK AT 2: LOOK FOR 4: SUFFER 1
go to EDUCATION 6: GO 5: VISIT 2
go to a cafe/the pub/a bar FREE TIME 2
go to a concert FREE TIME 2
go to the beach FREE TIME 3
go to the cinema/go to the movies FREE TIME 2
go to the park FREE TIME 2
go to the pub FREE TIME 2
go to the theatre/go to the theater FREE TIME 2
go up/go uphill UP 5
go up/rise INCREASE 1
go with sb GO 3
goal SPORT 9: WANT 7
going: be going to ESSENTIAL GRAMMAR 5
going: be going to do sth INTEND 1
going: I'd better be going SAYING GOODBYE

gone: be all gone FINISH 5
good... BEHAVE 2; GOOD 1, 2, 4, 5, 7; KIND 2;
SUITABLE/UNSuitABLE 1: TASTE 3
goal: as good as new GOOD 3
goal: be good for/be bad for EFFECT 2
goal: be good for sth USEFUL/NOT USEFUL 1
goal: be good for you EXERCISE;
HEALTHY/UNHEALTHY 5
goal: be good with money BANKS

goal: for good ALWAYS 2
goal: have a good time ENJOY 1
goal: it's a good thing LUCKY/UNLUCKY 2
goal: no good BAD 1
goal: no good at sth BAD 10
goal: not as good WORSE 1
goal: not very good BAD 10, 3
goal: that sounds good/great SUGGESTIONS

goal: the good thing about sth ADVANTAGE/DISADVANTAGE 1
Good afternoon SAYING HELLO

good deal: a good deal LOT 4
good enough GOOD 8
Good evening SAYING HELLO

good idea: be a good idea SENSIBLE 2

Good ideal SUGGESTIONS

good job: well done/good job PRAISE 2
good looks BEAUTIFUL 7
good luck LUCKY/UNLUCKY 4
good manners POLITE
Good morning SAYING HELLO

good-looking BEAUTIFUL 1, 2
good-looking: not very good-looking UGLY 1

Goodbye SAYING GOODBYE;
TALKING ON THE PHONE

Goodnight SAYING GOODBYE: SLEEP 4

goods SELL 4
goosebumps: have goose pimples/have goosebumps COLD 2
goosepimples

goosepimples: have goosepimples/have goosebumps

gorgeous

BEAUTIFUL 1, 2, 5

gorgeous: glorious/beautiful/gorgeous

WEATHER 2

gory

VIOLENT 2

gossip

SAY 12, TALK 1

govern

GOVERNMENT/POLITICS 7

government

GOVERNMENT/POLITICS 1

GP

DOCTOR 2

grab

HOLD 3; TAKE/BRING 4

grade

TEST 4

grade: first/second etc grade

EDUCATION 9

grade: mark (also grade)

RESULT 4

grade school: elementary school

(also grade school)

EDUCATION 3

gradual

SLOW 2

gradually/little by little

SLOW 2

graduate

EDUCATION 5, 7; PASS 1; TEST 3

graduate student

EDUCATION 8

graft

DISHONEST 2

gain

PIECE 4

grant

MONEY 3

grant: take it for granted (that)

THINK 8

grate

CUT 2

grateful

THANK YOU 2

gratitude

THANK YOU 2

grey

DIE 6

grey: grey/grey

HAIR 3; WEATHER 7

grease

CUT 3

greasy

DIRTY 1

great

GOOD 4

great: great/fantastic/wonderful

NICE 2

great: that sounds great

INVITATIONS; SUGGESTIONS

great deal: a great deal of

LOT 2

great time: have a good time/

ENJOY 1

have a great time

ENJOY 1

greater

MORE 3

greatest

BEST 1

greedily

EAT 6; MONEY 10

green

ENVIRONMENT 2

greenhouse effect: the greenhouse effect

ENVIRONMENT 1

greenhouse gas

ENVIRONMENT 1

grey/grey

HAIR 3

grief

SAD 5

green

SAD 5

grip

CUT 2; PRESS 2

grip hold

HOLD 2

gripping

EXCITING/EXCITED 2

green

SOUND 3

grocery store

SHOP 2

groom: groom/bridegroom

MARRIAGE 4

gross: HORRIBLE/UNPLEASANT 3

grouch: grumpy/grouchy

ANGRY 3

ground: the ground

LAND AND SEA 3, 4

ground floor

HOUSES/WHERE PEOPLE LIVE 3

grounds: the grounds

LAND AND SEA 7

group: the group

GROUP 1, 3, 5

grouped: be grouped

GROUP 7

grow

BECOME 1; BIG 7; GROW 1, 2; INCREASE 1, 2

grow up

ADULT 2; LIVE 1

growing

INCREASE 2

growing: a growing number/

an increasing number

MORE 3

grown-up

ADULT 7

growth

INCREASE 5

grudge: bear a grudge

FORGIVE 4

grumble

COMPLAIN 2

grumpy: grumpy/grouchy

ANGRY 3

guarantee

PROMISE 1, 4

guaranteed: be guaranteed

PROMISE 4

guard

PROTECT 1, 2

guard: be on your guard

CAREFUL 1

guess

GUESS 1, 2, 4

guess: have a guess/take a guess

GUESS 1

guess: I guess

THINK 5

guess: I guess so

AGREEING; SAYING YES

guess: I suppose (also I should think/I guess)

PROBABLY 1

guess: my guess is...

GUESS 1

guesswork

GUESS 4

guest

INVITE 3; PARTY 2; STAY 3;

TELEVISION AND RADIO 8; VISIT 3

guidance

ADVISE 4

guilt

GUilty/NOT GUILTY 3

guilt

COURT/TRIAL;

GUilty/NOT GUILTY 1

guilt: feel guilty

GUilty/NOT GUILTY 3

guilt: have a guilty conscience

GUilty/NOT GUILTY 3

guilt: not guilty

GUilty/NOT GUILTY 2

guilt: plead guilty/plead not guilty

COURT/TRIAL

gullible

BELIEVE/NOT BELIEVE 1

gulp down

DRINK 1

gunfire

SHOOT 3

guts

BRAVE/NOT BRAVE 4

guts: have the guts/have the nerve

BRAVE/NOT BRAVE 3

guy

MAN 1

gym

EXERCISE; SPORT 6

H

habit

USUALLY 3

habitat

ENVIRONMENT 1

hack

NEWSPAPERS AND MAGAZINES 4

had better do sth

SHOULD 1, 2

hall

WEATHER 6

hair: have your hair cut

HAIR 5

haircut

HAIR 4, 5

defender (also hairdresser's)

HAIR 5

haired

HAIR 3

hairstyle

HAIR 4

half

PARTLY

half-brother/half sister

FAMILY 5

half-hearted

ENTHUSIASTIC/UNENTHUSIASTIC 2

halfway

MIDDLE 2

hall of residence

HOUSES/

WHERE PEOPLE LIVE 2

half: come to a halt/come to a stop

STOP 10

halves: go halves

SHARE 4

hammer

HIT 5

hand

GIVE 1

hand: give sb a hand

HELP 1

hand: hold sb's hand

HOLD 4

hand in/hold in

HOLD 1

hand: on the other hand

... LINKING WORDS 2

hand: put your hand up

LIFT 2

hand: run your hand over/along/red across/through

TOUCH 1

hand in/give in

GIVE 1

hand out/give out

GIVE 2

hand over

GIVE 9

handbook

INSTRUCTIONS 2

handed down: be handed down

GIVE 6

handicapped

DISABLE 1

handle

DEAL WITH 2; HOLD 1
handmade MAKE 4
handsome BEAUTIFUL 2
handwriting: writing/handwriting WRITE 9
handwritten WRITE 10
handy CONVENIENT/ NOT CONVENIENT 2;
NEAR 4; USEFUL/ NOT USEFUL 1
handy; convenient for (also handy for) . NEAR 3
hang PUT
hang: the hang of sth LEARN 1
hang around WAIT 1
hang on: hold on/hang on WAIT 2
hang up MAIL, PHONE, AND FAX 5
hang-up WORRYING/WORRIED 4
hangover DRUNK 4
happen HAPPEN 1
happen to do sth CHANCE 2
happen to sb/sth EXPERIENCE 3; HAPPEN 3
happens: as it happens CHANCE 2
happens: nothing ever happens
BORING/BORED 3

happiness HAPPY 3
happy HAPPY 1, 2
happy: be glad/happy to do sth WANT 4
happy: be happy with SATISFIED/
DISSATISFIED 1
happy: make sb happy HAPPY 5
happy: not be happy with sth SATISFIED/DISSATISFIED 4
happy: satisfied/ HAPPY 5
happy: satisfied/ SATISFIED/DISSATISFIED 2
hard DIFFICULT 1, 5; HARD 1; TIRED 3
hard of hearing HEAR 3
hard disk COMPUTERS 1
hard luck: bad luck/hard luck
LUCKY/UNLUCKY 8
hard up: be broke/be hard up POOR 1
hardback BOOKS/LITERATURE 1
harden HARD 2
hardly ALMOST 2
hardly: can hardly DIFFICULT 6
hardly necessary NEED/NOT NEED 5
hardly any FEW 2; LITTLE/NOT MUCH 2
hardly ever NEVER 1
hardship SUFFER 2
hardware COMPUTERS 1
hardware store (also hardware shop) SHOP 2
hardworking DESCRIBING PEOPLE 3;
WORK 5
harm/damage DAMAGE 3, 4
harm: out of harm's way SAFE 4
harmful DAMAGE 3;
HEALTHY/UNHEALTHY 6
harmless SAFE 2
harsh STRICT/NOT STRICT 2
harvest: the harvest
FESTIVALS & SPECIAL DAYS
hassle PROBLEM 1
hasty CARELESS 3; HURRY 3
hate HATE 1; LIKE/NOT LIKE 7
hatred HATE 2
haul PULL 2
haunt STRANGE THINGS AND EVENTS 3
haunted STRANGE THINGS AND EVENTS 3
have DRINK 1; EAT 1, 2;
HAVE/NOT HAVE 1; OFFER 1
have (also have got) HAVE/NOT HAVE 2; 3;
ILLNESS/DISEASE 2; OWN 1; TEST 2
have: don't have HAVE/NOT HAVE 4
have: I have to go SAYING GOODBYE
have: I'll have RESTAURANTS /
EATING AND DRINKING 4
have: not have to do sth MUST 4
have a picnic FREE TIME 3
have got HAVE/NOT HAVE 1
have on CLOTHES 3
have sth in it CONTAIN 1
have sth on you HAVE/NOT HAVE 3
have sth with you HAVE/NOT HAVE 3
have to do sth MUST 1
haven't got HAVE/NOT HAVE 4
hazard DANGEROUS 1
head GO TO MIDDLE 2
head: a head PERSON/PEOPLE 5
head: keep your head CALM 1
headache/toothache/backache/
stomachache PAIN 3
headline NEWSPAPERS AND MAGAZINES 2
headlines: the headlines NEWS 2
headphones MUSIC 2
health HEALTHY/UNHEALTHY 3
health centre/health center DOCTOR 2; MEDIC 6
healthcare MEDICAL TREATMENT 1
healthy HEALTHY/UNHEALTHY 1, 5
heap GROUP 6
hear FIND OUT 1; HEAR 1
hear: can't hear HEAR 3
hear: didn't hear HEAR 3
hear from sb MAIL, PHONE, AND FAX 1
hearing HEAR 2
hearing: hard of hearing HEAR 3
hear: the heart of HEAR 5
heat HOT 2, 8
heat up HOT 8
heatwave HEAT 2
heave PULL 2
heavy HEAVY 1
heavy: how heavy HEAVY 2
hectic BUSY/NOT BUSY 2
height HIGH 3; TALL 2
Hello TALKING ON THE PHONE
Hello? SAYING HELLO
Hello, I'm.. SAYING HELLO
Hello, my name's.. SAYING HELLO
here HELP 1, 3, 6
here: be here HERE/NOT HERE 2
here: be here HERE/NOT HERE 1
here: to .. ARRIVE 1
here: to .. DRINK 8
here's to .. ADMIRE 3; BOOKS/LITERATURE 9;
BRAVE/NOT BRAVE 1; STORY 2
heroine ADMIRE 3; BOOKS/LITERATURE 9;
BRAVE/NOT BRAVE 1; STORY 2
hesitate STOP 2
heterosexual/straight SEX 6
Hi SAYING HELLO
hi-tech MODERN 1
hide HIDE 1, 2, 3
hide: can't hide SHOW 6
hideous UGLY 2
hideout HIDE 5
hiding: go into hiding HIDE 2

When you see UC, go to the ESSENTIAL COMMUNICATION section.
let: not let/not allow..................FORBID 1
let go....................................HOLD 5
let me.....................................OFFER 2
let sb do sth.............................CAN/CAN'T 4
let sb down..............................DISAPPOINTING/
                                    DISAPPOINTED 3
let sb have sth..........................GIVE 1
let sb in................................ENTER 4
let sb off................................PUNISH 5
let sb out................................FREE 5
let sb use sth............................LEND 1
let's........................................SUGGEST 4; DISCUSSIONS
letdown: be a letdown..................DISAPPOINTING/DISAPPOINTED 2
lethal.....................................KILL 6
letters page................................NEWSPAPERS AND MAGAZINES 2
level.......................................AMOUNT/NUMBER 1;
                                    FLAT/NOT FLAT 1; HIGH 3;
                                    POSITION/RANK 1
lie ...........................................LIE 2
libel........................................LIE 2
liberty.....................................FREE 3
library.....................................BOOKS/LITERATURE 3
licence/license...........................LET 3
lick..........................................EAT 1
lid ..........................................COVER 2
lie ..........................................LIE 1, 2; PLACE 2
lie: tell a lie.........................LIE 1, 2; PLACE 2
lie down....................................LIE 1
lie in: have a lie in/ sleep late...
                                    WAKE UP/GET UP 4
life...........................................LIFE 1, 2
life: all your life........................LIFE 3
life: for life................................LIFE 3
life: lose your life.......................LIFE 3
life: way of life..........................LIFE 2
life-like...................................REAL 4
lifelong..................................LIFE 3
lifestyle..................................LIFE 2
lifetime....................................LIFE 1
lift..........................................LIFE 1
lift: give sb a lift/give sb a ride ...
                                    TRAVEL 3;
                                    BROAD 3;
                                    COLOUR/COLOR 4; FIRE 4;
                                    LIGHT 1, 2, 3, 4, 5; SMOKING 3
light: have you got a light?...........
                                    SMOKING 3
light: it's light..........................LIGHT 1
light: switch/tum/put the light(s) on
                                    LIGHT 2
light up....................................LIGHT 2
lighting....................................THEATRE 8
lightning..................................WEATHER 11
lightweight..............................LIGHT 5
like ..........................................ENJOY 1; EXAMPLE 2;
                                    LIKE/NOT LIKE 1, 2; SAME 6
like: I like.../I enjoy........................FREE TIME
like: if you like.........................WANT 1
like: it's just like/that's just like...
                                    TYPICAL 2
like: it's not like sb.....................UNUSUAL 1
like: just like/exactly like...............SAME 2
like: like best............................FAVOURITE/FAVORITE;
                                    LIKE/NOT LIKE 3
like: like sb/sth better.......................LIKE/NOT LIKE 3
like: not like.............................DIFFERENT 1; LIKE/NOT LIKE 7
like: would like...........................WANT 1
like: would you like......................OFFER 1; OFFERS
like: would you like me to...?..........OFFERS
like: would you like to?...................INVITATIONS
like: yes, I'd like that....................INVITATIONS
like this..................................TYPE 1; WAY 1
likeable....................................NICE 1
likelihood.................................PROBABLY 1
likely.......................................PROBABLY 1
limit........................................LIMIT 1, 4
limit: put/set/impose a limit ..........LIMIT 4
limit: there is no limit..................LIMIT 5
limited......................................LIMIT 3
limits........................................LIMIT 3
limp.........................................WALK 5
line ........................................LINE 1, 3, 4; TRANSPORT
line: hold the line........................WAIT 2
line: queue/line............................LINE 5; WAIT 3
line: stand in line/wait in line .........WAIT 3
line up......................................WAIT 1
lines.........................................LINE 2
linguistic...................................LANGUAGE 6
link ..........................................CONNECTED/NOT CONNECTED 2;
                                    JOIN 1, 2
linked: be linked..........................CONNECTED/NOT CONNECTED 1
liquid.........................................LIQUID 1
liquor.........................................DRINK 5
liquor store...............................SHOP 2
list ..........................................LIST 1, 2
listen.........................................LISTEN
listen in.....................................LISTEN
listen to music............................FREE TIME 1
listen to sb................................ADVISE 3
listener .....................................TELEVISION AND RADIO 9
listings .....................................NEWSPAPERS AND MAGAZINES 2
literary.....................................EXACT 2
literature.................................BOOKS/LITERATURE 3
literary.....................................RUBBISH 2
little ........................................SMALL 1; YOUNG 1
little: a little..............................LITTLE/MUCH 1, 3, 4
little: a little bit (also a bit) .......
                                    LITTLE/MUCH 1, 3, 4
little: too little/too few..................ENOUGH/
                                    NOT ENOUGH
little: very little..........................LITTLE/MUCH 2
little boy/little girl.....................CHILD 2
little by little: gradually/little by little
                                    SLOW 2
live..........................................ALIVE 2; LIBE 1
live: not have anywhere to live........HOME 6
live: somewhere to live/a place to live ...
                                    HOME 2
live on sth..................................MONEY 12
live together..............................LIFE 2
live with sb................................LIVE 2
live with sth................................ACCEPT 4
lived..........................................ANGRY 1
living.........................................ALIVE 1
load..........................................PUT 4
loaded: be loaded with sth................CARRY 1
loan..........................................BORROW 3; LEND 3
loan: lend (also loan)......................LEND 3
loan: on loan................................LEND 1
loathe.........................................HATE 1
local..........................................NEAR 1
local paper.................................NEWSPAPERS AND MAGAZINES 1
located: be situated/be located .........PLACE 2
location......................................PLACE 1
lock...........................................SHUT/CLOSE 1
lock sb out.................................ENTER 5
lock up.......................................PRISON 3
logical........................................SEEMABLE 2
logo...........................................SIGN 2
lonely (also lonesome)....................ALONE 3
loner..........................................ALONE 4

When you see  ?, go to the ESSENTIAL COMMUNICATION section.
mental illness/disease

maybe/perhaps
MEAN
MEAL
RESTAURANTS/
EATING AND DRINKING
mean
HOBBY/UNREALISTIC 1;
MEAN 2: EMERGENCY 2; SHOW 5; SPEND 4
mean: didn’t mean to
ACCIDENTALLY
mean: Do you know what I mean?
HAVING A CONVERSATION
mean: I mean...
HAVING A CONVERSATION
mean: not mean to do sth
INTEND 2
mean: what I mean is...
EXPLAIN 2
mean a lot to sb
IMPORTANT/
NOT IMPORTANT 4
mean business
SERIOUS 2
mean to do sth
INTEND 1
meaning
MEAN 2
means
WAY 1
mean: be meant to/be supposed to
INTEND 4
meantime: meanwhile/in the meantime
TIME 9
meanwhile
TIME 17
measure
MEASURE
measurement
MEASURE
mechanical
MACHINE 3
medal
WIN 6
meddle
INTERFERE 1
media: the media
NEWSPAPERS AND MAGAZINES 1
medical
MEDICAL TREATMENT 1
medical profession: the medical
PROFESSION
profession
DOCTOR 1
medical records
TECHNOLOGY 3
medical school
EDUCATION 5
medical science
TECHNOLOGY 4
medication
MEDICAL TREATMENT 4
medicine
MEDICAL TREATMENT 1, 4
medic
BAD 3
meditate
RELIGION 6
medium
STRANGE THINGS AND EVENTS 6
meet
MEET 1, 2, 3
meet: I’d like you to meet...
SAYING HELLO
meet you
SAYING GOODBYE
meet: nice to meet you/pleased to
meet you
SAYING HELLO
meet up
MEET 1
meet up with sb
FREE TIME 4
meet with sb
MEET 1
meeting
MEET 5
melt
LIQUID 5
member
MEMBER 1
member: be a member of sth/
belong to sth
MEMBER 2
member: become a member
JOIN 5
member of parliament
GOVERNMENT/POLITICS 2
membership
MEMBER 3
memorable
REMEMBER 6
memorize (also memorise)
LEARN 2;
REMEMBER 3
memory
REMEMBER 1, 2
memory: have a bad memory
FORGET 4
memory: have a memory like a sieve
FORGET 4
mend
REPAIR 1
mental
MENTALLY ILL 1; MIND 2
mental illness/disease
MENTALLY ILL 1

When you see ☐, go to the
ESSENTIAL COMMUNICATION section.
nous: have the time/have the money
--- ENOUGH/NOT ENOUGH 2
money: lose money on sth GLOSSING 3
money: put money into sth MONEY 8
money: win money on sth GAMBLING 3
monitor TECHNOLOGY 4
monotonous BORING/BORING 1
monsun: the rainy season/
--- WEATHER 5
monthly REGULAR 1
months LONG 3
mood FEEL 5
mood: be in a good mood HAPPY 1
moody ANGRY 3; DESCRIBING PEOPLE 3
moonlight LIGHT 1
mop WASH 2
morale CONFIDENT/NOT CONFIDENT 2
more MORE 1, 2, 3, 4
more: once again/once more AGAIN 1
more: one more ANOTHER
more: one more time/once again AGAIN 1
more and more MORE 3
more or less ALMOST
Morning SAYING HELLO
morning show TELEVISION AND RADIO 5
mortgage BORROW 3
mosaic ART 2
mosque RELIGION 9
most MOST 1, 2
most: in most cases MOST 4
most: most of the time MOST 4
most: the most LIMIT 1; MOST 2, 3
mostly MOSTLY MOST 1, 4
mother MOTHER 1
mother tongue: sb's mother tongue
--- LANGUAGE 4
mother-in-law: mother-in-law/
on-in-law etc FAMILY 5
motive REASON 1
motor MACHINE 2
motorist DRIVE 4
motorway ROAD/PATH 3
mouldy/moily OLD 3
mountain LAND AND SEA 5
mountaineering CLIMB 2
mounting INCREASE 2
mouth-watering TASTE 3
move CHANGE 6; LEAVE 6;
--- MOVE/NOT MOVE 1, 2
move: can't move MOVE/NOT MOVE 5
move out LEAVE 6
movement GROUP 3; MOVE/NOT MOVE 1
movie FILMS/MOVIES 1
movie star FILMS/MOVIES 3
movie theater FILMS/MOVIES 1
movies: go to the cinema/go to the movies FILMS/MOVIES 1; FREETIME 2
moving FEEL 8; MOVE/NOT MOVE 1
mow CUT 5
MP GOVERNMENT/POLITICS 2
Mrs WOMAN 2
Ms WOMAN 2
much LOT 2, 4
much: how much AMOUNT/NUMBER 1;
--- COST 2
much: not as much LESS 1, 4
much: not have much to do
--- BUSY/NOT BUSY 3
mud DIRTY 1
muddy DIRTY 1
mug ATTACK 1; STEAL 3
mugger STEAL 4
mugging ATTACK 4; STEAL 5
multicultural: multicultural MULTICULTURAL
--- RACE 3
multimedia COMPUTERS 8
multinational COMPANY 1; COUNTRY 6
multiple birth TECHNOLOGY 4
multiply COUNT/CALCULATE 5
multiracial: multicultural MULTICULTURAL
--- RACE 3
mum/mom MOTHER 1
mumble SAY 3; SPEAK 1
mummy/mommy MOTHER 1
munch EAT 1
munches: get the munchies HUNGRY
murder KILL 1
murderer KILL 3
muscle EXERCISE 1
muscular STRONG 1
museum ART 7
music MUSIC 1
music: listen to music FREE TIME 1
musical THEATRE 3
musical instrument MUSIC 1
musician MUSIC 4
must MUST 1; SURE/NOT SURE 1;
--- ESSENTIAL GRAMMAR 7
must not/mustn't MUST 2
mutter SAY 3
myself: yourself/myself etc
--- MYSELF/YOURSELF 1
mysterious STRANGE 1, 2
mystery STRANGE THINGS AND EVENTS 1
mystery: it's a mystery to me; it beats me
--- UNDERSTAND/NOT UNDERSTAND 3
myth STORY 1

N
nag ASK 2
naked CLOTHES 8
name NAME 1, 4, 6, 7
name: Hello, my name's SAYING HELLO
name: make your name FAMOUS 2
name: sb's name is NAME 5
name: what's his name/what's her name
--- NAME 8
name: what's its name/whatsit NAME 8
named: be named NAME 5
nanny LOOK AFTER 3
nap: have a nap/take a nap SLEEP 1
narcs DRUGS 1
narrative BOOKS/LITERATURE 8
narrow WIDE/NARROW 2
nasty BAD 5; HORRIBLE/UNPLEASANT 1, 2
nation COUNTRY 1
national COUNTRY 5
national holiday FESTIVALS & SPECIAL DAYS
nationalist COUNTRY 8
nationalistic COUNTRY 7
nationality COUNTRY 4
nationalized (also nationalised) PUBLIC 2
nationwide EVERYWHERE
native speaker LANGUAGE 4
natural NATURAL 1, 2;
--- NORMAL/ORDINARY 2
nature: balance of nature TECHNOLOGY 5
nature programme
--- TELEVISION AND RADIO 6
naughty BAD 9
nausea JLL/SICK 5

When you see "ESSENTIAL COMMUNICATION," go to the ESSENTIAL COMMUNICATION section.
nothing: have nothing on  ....... CLOTHES 8
do nothing: have nothing to do .... DO 5
do nothing: have nothing to do with .... CONNECTED/NOT CONNECTED 4:
TALK PART 5
nothing: there's nothing to it .... EASY 2
nothing but .......................... ONLY 1
notice .............................. NOTICE 1; SIGN 1
notice: not notice ........................ NOTICE 2
notice: not take any notice ........................... NOTICE 2
OBEY/DISOBEY 2; PRETEND 3
noticeable .......................... CLEAR/NOT CLEAR 3; NOTICE 4
notorious .......................... FAMOUS 1
not taught .......................... NOT Taught 1
novel .............................. BOOKS/LITERATURE 2
novelist ............................ BOOKS/LITERATURE 6
now ................................. NOW 1, 2
now: not now ........................ NOW 6
now: this minute/right now ....... IMMEDIATELY
now: up to now/until now .......... NOW 3
now and then/and now and then .... SOMETIMES
nowadays ............................ NOW 2
nowhere ............................ PLACE 4
nudge ............................... RUSH 1
nuisance: to be a nuisance ........ ANGRY 4
number ............................. AMOUNT/NUMBER 2; NUMBER 1, 2
number: a large number of/lot of
large numbers of .................... LOT 1
number: a number of .............. SOME 1
number: wrong number ............ MISTAKEN 1
MAIL, PHONE, AND FAX 5
nursery: garden centre/nursery ...... SHOP 3
nursery/nursery school ...... EDUCATION 2
nutcase .............................. CRAZY 1
nutritious ............................ HEALTHY/UNHEALTHY 2
nudity: to be nuts .................. CRAZY 1

0 ............................... NONE/NOTHING 2
obedient ............................ OBEY/DISOBEY 3
obese ............................... FAT 1
obey ................................. OBEY/DISOBEY 3
object ............................... AGAINST 1; COMPLAIN 1;
THING 1
objection ............................ AGAINST 2
objective ............................ PURPOSE 1
obliged: feel obliged to do sth .......... MUST 1
obscene .............................. SEX 4
obsess ............................... NOTICE 3
obsessed: be obsessed ............ INTERESTING/INTERESTED 3;
THINK 10
obssesion ............................ INTERESTING/INTERESTED 3;
THINK 10
obsolete: COMPUTERS 4; OLD-FASHIONED 3
obstruct ............................ DETERMINED 4
obtain ............................... GET 1
obvious ............................... CLEAR/NOT CLEAR 3; NOTICE 4
obviously ............................ CLEAR/NOT CLEAR 3
occasion ............................. HAPPEN 2; TIME 2
occasionally ........................ SOMETIMES
occult: the occult ................. MAGIC 1
occupation .......................... JOB 1
occur ............................... HAPPEN 1
occur to sb ......................... REALIZE
ocean: the sea/the ocean ......... LAND AND SEA 12
odd: funny/odd ...................... STRANGE 1, 2
odd: the odd ........................ SOMETIMES
odds: to odd ........................ SOMETIMES
odour/odor ......................... SMELL 1
of ................................. ART 4

of a man of 50/a child of 5 etc ....... AGE 1
of course: of course: OF COURSE: PERMISSION: SAYING YES
of course: yes, of course: PERMISSION
of course not ...................... SAYING NO
off ................................. POSITION & DIRECTION 7;
SWITCH ON OR OFF 4
off: £5/$20/10% etc off ........... CHEAP 4
off: I'd better be off .......... SAYING GOODBYE
off: I'm off .......................... LEAVE 4
off and on .......................... SOMETIMES
off licence .......................... SHOP 2
off season .......................... TOURISM
off to: be off to ................. GO 1
office ............................... OFFICE 1
office: surgery/office .......... DOCTOR 2
office: surgery/office .......... DOCTOR 2
officer .............................. ARMY 2; POLICE 2
officer: surgery/office .......... DOCTOR 2
OK ..................... REQUESTS & SUGGESTIONS 1
OK: (Is it) OK if I...? .............. PERMISSION
OK: that's OK ........................ SAYING THANK YOU
OK: would it be OK if I...?OK to...? .............. PERMISSION
OK: yes, OK ......................... INVITATIONS
okay: be all right/be okay ........ GOOD 8
okay: be OK/be okay ................ CONVENIENT/CONVENIENCE
okay: it's okay/it's all right ... CALM 3
old ................................. BEFORE 4; OLD 2, 5
old: how old ......................... AGE 1
old age .............................. OLD 4
old age pensioner ........................ OLD 2
old-fashioned ....................... OLD-FASHIONED 1, 2, 3, 5
omit ................................. INCLUDE/NOT INCLUDE 3
on: ABOUT 1; POSITION & DIRECTION 1, 8:
SWITCH ON OR OFF 3; TIME 6
on and off .......................... REGULAR 2; SOMETIMES
on time ............................. TRANSPORT ON TOP OF
on time: POSITION & DIRECTION 8
on-line .............................. TECHNOLOGY 1
on: be on ............................ TELEVISION AND RADIO 3
on: be on/being ................. FILMS/MOVIES 1
on: be on/sth ....................... DRUGS 2; MEMBER 2
one: one ............................. ONLY 1
one: the one ........................ ONLY 1
one another: each other/one another .... TWIN 3
one day/one morning/one afternoon ... PAST 3
one day/some day ................. FUTURE 2
one moment, please .............. TALKING ON THE PHONE
one or two .......................... FEW 1
one time ............................. PAST 3
one time: once/at one time .......... PAST 2
one-bedroomed/two-bedroomed etc. ... HOUSES/WHERE PEOPLE LIVE 9
online .............................. COMPUTERS 2
only ................................. ONLY 1, 2, 3, 4
ont0 ................................. POSITION & DIRECTION 8
open ................................ OPEN 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7; START 5
open: keep your eyes open ....... WATCH 2
open: open your eyes/open your mouth ........ OPEN 6

When you see  KC, go to the
ESSENTIAL COMMUNICATION section.
pass away ........................................ DIE 1
pass round: pass around ...................... GIVE 2
pass the time ................................... SPEND 6
passenger ........................................ TRANSPORT; TRAVEL 4
passionate ...................................... DESCRIBING PEOPLE 3; FEEL 7
passport control ................................ TRANSPORT
past ............................................... AFTER 2; LAST 3; PAST 2
past: go past .................................. PAST 2
past: in the past ................................ PAST 2
past: sb's past .................................. PAST 1
past: the past .................................. PAST 1
pastel ........................................... COLOUR/ COLOR 4
pat .................................................. TOUCH 2
patch ............................................. AREA 3; MARK 1
paternal .......................................... FATHER 2
path ............................................... ROAD/BAD 4
patient .......................................... DESCRIBING PEOPLE 3;
                                       ILL/SICK 3; WAIT 4
patriotic ........................................ COUNTRY 7
pattern .......................................... ORDER 1; PATTERN
patterned ........................................ PATTERN
pause ........................................... STOP 2, 3
pavement ........................................ ROAD/BAD 4
pay ................................................ Earn 4; PAY 1, 2, 4
pay: pay £5/$10 for sth ....................... SPEND 1
pay attention ................................... LISTEN
pay back ........................................ PAY 6
pay off .......................................... BANKS; PAY 6
pay rise/raise .................................. PAY 5
payment .......................................... PAY 1
peace ............................................. PEACE 1; QUIET 1
peace: make peace ............................ PEACE 2
peace treaty .................................... PEACE 2
peaceful ......................................... PEACE 1; QUIET 1
peacetime ....................................... PEACE 1
peak: be at your peak ......................... BEST 2
peak ............................................. BITE
peckish ......................................... HUNGRY 1
peculiar .......................................... STRANGE 1
pedestrian ...................................... WALK 7
peek/take a peek .............................. LOOK AT 3
peep .............................................. LOOK AT 3
penalty .......................................... PUNISH 2
peninsula ........................................ LAND AND SEA 11
pension .......................................... MONEY 3
pensioner/old age pensioner ................. OLD 2
people ............................................ PERSON/PEOPLE 2
people: the people ............................ PERSON/PEOPLE 3
percentage ..................................... AMOUNT/NUMBER 3; PART 6
perceptive ....................................... NOTICE 3
perfect .......................................... PERFEET 1, 2
perform .......................................... ACTOR/ACTRESS 2; DO 1;
                                       MUSIC 1
performance ................................... ACTOR/ACTRESS 2;
                                       FILMS/MOVIES 5; MUSIC 5; THEATRE 2, 5
perfume .......................................... SMELL 5
perhaps ......................................... MAYBE
period ........................................... TIME 13
perm ............................................. HAIR 5
permanent ...................................... ALWAYS 2, 4; CHANGE 9
permission ...................................... LET 3
permission: give permission ............... LET 3
permit ........................................... LET 3
permitted: be permitted ..................... LET 2
persuecte ....................................... CRUEL 3
perseverance .................................. DETERMINED 6
person ........................................... PERSON/PEOPLE 1
person: in person ............................. MYSELF/YOURSELF 1
person: per person ............................ PERSON/PEOPLE 5
personal ........................................ PRIVATE 2

When you see EC, go to the
ESSENTIAL COMMUNICATION section.
politician ........................................ GOVERNMENT/POLITICS 2  
politics ........................................ GOVERNMENT/POLITICS 8  
pollutant .......................................... ENVIRONMENT 1  
polluted .......................................... DIRTY 2  
polluter ........................................... ENVIRONMENT 1  
pollution ........................................... DIRTY 3: ENVIRONMENT 1  
poltergeist ....................................... STRANGE THINGS AND EVENTS 3  
pompous ........................................... LAW: PROLIFIC 1  
pony ................................................ LAND AND SEA 10  
ponytail .......................................... HAIR 1  
pool ................................................ LAND AND SEA 10: LIQUID 2; SPORT 6  
poor ................................................ POOR 1; SORRY 5  
pop .................................................. FATHER 1; MUSIC 3  
pop star ........................................... MUSIC 4  
popular ............................................. POPULAR/UNPOPULAR 1  
popular: the popular press ...................... NEWSPAPERS AND MAGAZINES 1  
population ......................................... LIVE 3; PERSON/PEOPLE 3  
porn ................................................... SEX 4  
pornographic ...................................... SEX 4  
pornography ...................................... SEX 4  
portable .......................................... CARRY 2; MOVE/NOT MOVE 4  
portrait ........................................... ART 2; PICTURE 1  
portray sb/sth as sth .............................. DESCRIBE 1  
posh .................................................. CLASS IN SOCIETY 2; EXPENSIVE 2  
position ............................................ JOB 1; OPINION 1; PLACE 1; POSITION/RANK 1; SITUATION  
position: not be in a position to do sth ................ CAN/CAN’T 5  
positive ............................................ SURE; NOT SURE 1  
possession ........................................ HAVE/NOT HAVE 1; OWN 1  
possession .......................................... OWN 3  
possessionality .................................... POSSIBLE 1, 2  
possessionality: there is a chance/  
there is a possibility ............................ POSSIBLE 2  
possessionality: it is possible (that)/there is a  
chance (that) ..................................... MAYBE  
possessionality: it is possible for sb to do sth .......... CAN/CAN’T 1  
possessionality: make sth possible ................. CAN/CAN’T 4; POSSIBLE 3  
possessionality: not possible ..................... IMPOSSIBLE  
possessionality: possibly ....................... MAYBE  
possessionality: can’t possibly .................. IMPOSSIBLE  
post .................................................. MAIL, PHONE, AND FAX 2; SEND 1  
post/postion ....................................... JOB 1  
post: the post .................................... MAIL, PHONE, AND FAX 2  
post code/zip code ................................ MAIL, PHONE, AND FAX 2  
poster .............................................. PICTURE 1; SIGN 1  
postgraduate ..................................... EDUCATION 5  
postgraduate student .............................. EDUCATION 8  
potential ........................................... POSSIBLE 2  
pour ................................................ LIQUID 6, 7  
pouring: it’s pouring .............................. WEATHER 5  
poverty ............................................. POOR 1  
power ................................................ POWER 1  
power: be in power .............................. GOVERNMENT/POLITICS 7  
power: come to power ............................ GOVERNMENT/POLITICS 3  
power: have the power to do sth ................ CAN/CAN’T 2  
power ................................................ POWER 3  
power station .................................... ENVIRONMENT 1  
powerful .......................................... POWER 2; STRONG 1, 2  
powerless .......................................... CAN/CAN’T 6; POWER 4  
practical .......................................... TEST 1; USEFUL/NOT USEFUL 1  
practically ....................................... ALMOST 1  
practice ............................................ PRACTISE/PRACTICE 1, 2  
practice: be out of practice ........................ PRACTISE/PRACTICE 3  
practicing ........................................... RELIGION 5  
practise ............................................ PRACTISE/PRACTICE 3  
praising ........................................... RELIGION 5  
pray .................................................. PRAISE 1, 3  
prayer ............................................... RELIGION 6  
pre ..................................................... RELIGION 6  
precinct ........................................... AREA 2  
precious ........................................... EXPENSIVE 4  
precise ............................................. EXACT 1  
precisely ........................................... EXACT 3, 4  
prefessor ........................................... BEFORE 4  
predict .............................................. SAY 10;  
STRANGE THINGS AND EVENTS 5  
predictable ......................................... EXPECT 5  
prediction .......................................... EXPECT 5  
prefers .............................................. LIKE/NOT LIKE 3  
prefers: I’d rather/I’d prefer to ...............  
SUGGESTIONS  
prefers: would prefer ............................. WANT 3  
preferrably ......................................... BETTER 1  
pregnancy .......................................... BABY 4  
pregnant ........................................... BABY 4  
prejudice .......................................... FAIR/UNFAIR 4  
pregnancy ........................................... BABY 2; EARLY 1  
premonition ........................................  
STRANGE THINGS AND EVENTS 5  
preparation ......................................... PREPARE 2  
preparations ...................................... PREPARE 3  
preparation: make preparations .................. PREPARE 2  
prepare ............................................ COOK 1; PREPARE 1, 2  
prepared ........................................... READY/NOT READY 1  
prepared: be prepared ............................ PREPARE 2  
prepared: I’m not prepared to do sth ............ REFUSE 1  
prescription ........................................ MEDICAL TREATMENT 4  
present ............................................. GIVE 1, 4; NOW 4  
present: at present ................................ NOW 1  
present: be present ............................... HERE/NOT HERE 1  
presenter ............................................ TELEVISION AND RADIO 8  
president .......................................... GOVERNMENT/POLITICS 6: MANAGER 2  
press ................................................ PRESS 1; PUSH 4  
press: the press .................................. NEWSPAPERS AND MAGAZINES 1  
press-up/push-up .................................. EXERCISE  
pressure ............................................ FORCE SB TO DO STH  
pressure: put pressure on sb ...................... FORCE SB TO DO STH  
pressurize (also pressurise) ...................... FORCE SB TO DO STH  
presumably .......................................... THINK 8  
pretend ............................................. PRETEND 1, 2, 3  
pretty .............................................. BEAUTIFUL 1, 5; VERY 3  
prevent ............................................. STOP 6, 8  
previous ........................................... BEFORE 4, 6; LAST 3  
previously ........................................ BEFORE 3  
price ................................................ PRICE 1  
priceless .......................................... EXPENSIVE 4  
pricey ................................................ PRICE 1  
pride ................................................ PRIDE 1, 5  
pride: take pride in sth ........................... PROUD 1  
primary school ................................... EDUCATION 3  
prime minister ..................................... GOVERNMENT/POLITICS 6  
principal .......................................... IMPORTANT/NOT IMPORTANT 3  
principles .......................................... IMPORTANT/RIGHT 5  

---

When you see ☛ go to the ESSENTIAL COMMUNICATION section.
run over: get run over ......  ACCIDENT 2
running .......... EXERCISE 3
running: be running ...... SWITCH ON OR OFF 3
running late ...... TRANSPORT 4
runny ............... LIQUID 3
rural ............... COUNTRYSIDE 5
rush ............... FAST 8; HURRY 1, 3, 4
rush: the rush ...... BUSY/NOT BUSY 2
rush: there’s no hurry/there’s no rush ...... HURRY 5
rush: what’s the hurry/?what’s the rush? ...... HURRY 5
rush hour: the rush hour ...... BUSY/NOT BUSY 2
rushed: be rushed off your feet ...... BUSY/NOT BUSY 1
rust ............... DESTROY 5
rusty ............... BAD 11; PRACTICE/PRACTICE 3
ruthless .......... CRUEL 1; DETERMINED 5

S:
’s: Helen’s/my friend’s/the Taylors’ etc ...... HOME 1
sabotage .......... DAMAGE 1
sack: be sacked/get the sack ...... JOB 3; LEAVE 11
sack: sack sbgive sb the sack ...... JOB 3; LEAVE 10
sad ............... SAD 1, 3
sad: it’s sad ...... UNFORTUNATELY 1
sad: make sb sad/make sb unhappy ...... SAD 4
sadist ............... CRUEL 1
sadistic .......... CRUEL 1
sadly .......... UNFORTUNATELY 1
sadness .......... SAD 5
safe ............... SAFE 1, 2, 3
safely .......... SAFE 1
safety .......... SAFE 1, 4, 5
sail .......... TRAVEL 3
sailing: go sailing/climbing/skiing etc ...... FREE TIME 3
salary .......... EARN 4
sale .......... CHEAP 4
sale: for sale ...... SELL 2
sale: on sale ...... CHEAP 4; SELL 2
sale: the sale of sth ...... SELL 1
sales .......... SELL 5
sales clerk: sales assistant ...... SELL 3
(also shop assistant/sales clerk) ...... SELL 3
salesman/saleswoman ........... SELL 3
same: at the same time ...... TIME 16
same: not the same ...... DIFFERENT 1
same: the same ...... SAME 1, 2, 3, 4
sandwich bar .......... RESTAURANTS/ EATING AND DRINKING 1
sane .......... MENTALLY ILL 2
sanity .......... MENTALLY ILL 2
satellite .......... TECHNOLOGY 1
satisfaction .......... HAPPY 3;
Satisfied/Dissatisfied 3
satisfactory .......... GOOD 8;
Satisfied/Dissatisfied 1
satisfied .......... HAPPY 2;
Satisfied/Dissatisfied 1, 2
satisfied: I’m not satisfied with ...... COMPLAINING
satisfied: not satisfied/dissatisfied ...... Satisfied/Dissatisfied 4
satisfying .......... HAPPY 5
save .......... KEEP 4
save: save/keep ...... SAVE 3
save up .......... SAVE 1
savings .......... SAVE 1
savoury .......... TASTE 6

saw .......... CUT 5
say .......... SAY 1, 2, 6
say: I didn’t know what to say ...... SAY 13
say: say sb can do sth ...... LET 1
say: say sb should do ssth; say sb ought to do ssth ...... ADVISE 1
say: they say/people say ...... SAY 12
say: thing to say ...... SAY 11
say no .......... REFUSE 2
say sorry ...... SORRY 1
say sth again ...... SAY 7
say why: say why/tell sb why ...... EXPLAIN 4;
REASON 4
scald .......... BURN 2
scalding/scalding hot ...... HURT 1
scale .......... BIG 6; HEAVY 3
scale: heavy ...... HEAVY 3
scam .......... SCAM 4
scan .......... TRANSPORT 3
scandal .......... SCANDAL 4
scapegoat .......... BLAME 2
scarce .......... ENOUGH/NOT ENOUGH 5;
LITTLE/NOT MUCH 2
scare .......... FRIGHTENING/FRIGHTENED 6
scared .......... FRIGHTENING/FRIGHTENED 1, 2;
WORRY/WORRIED 1
scary .......... FRIGHTENING/FRIGHTENED 4
scathing .......... CRITICIZE 4
scatter .......... SPREAD 4
scattered .......... SPREAD 7
scene .......... FILMS/MOVIES 7; PART 2;
SEE 2; THEATRE 7
scenery .......... LAND AND SEA 2; THEATRE 8
scenic .......... BEAUTIFUL 6
scent .......... SMELL 1
sceptical/skeptical .......... BELIEVE/NOT BELIEVE 4
schedule: timetable/schedule ...... PLAN 3;
TIME 20
school ........... EDUCATION 1, 5
school year: the school year/ the academic year ...... EDUCATION 10
schoolboy/schoolgirl ...... EDUCATION 8
schoolchild .......... EDUCATION 8
schoolwork .......... WORK 6
science .......... BOOKS/LITERATURE 2
science fiction .......... FILMS/MOVIES 2
science fiction film/science fiction movie ...... FILMS/MOVIES 2
scoop .......... NEWSPAPERS AND MAGAZINES 3
scorch .......... BURN 1
scorching: boiling/scorching ...... WEATHER 9
score .......... GAME 4; GET 4; RESULT 3;
SPORT 9; TEST 4
scotch tape: Sellotape/Scotch tape ...... STICK 3
scrap .......... GET RID OF 3; PIECE 1
scrape .......... DRIVE 5
scrape off .......... REMOVE 2
scrape through .......... PASS 3; TEST 3
scratch .......... CUT 3; DAMAGE 1; TOUCH 1
scream .......... SHOUT 3
scribble .......... WRITE 3
script .......... FILMS/MOVIES 8; THEATRE 9
scrub .......... CLEAN 4; WASH 2
scruffy .......... CLOTHES 6;UNTIDY 2
scuba diving .......... TOURISM
sculptor .......... ART 5
sculpture .......... ART 3
sea: at sea .......... LAND AND SEA 12
sea: by the sea .......... LAND AND SEA 13
sea: the sea/the ocean .......... LAND AND SEA 12
seance .......... STRANGE THINGS AND EVENTS 6
search .......... LOOK FOR 4, 5; POLICE 3
search: In search of sb/sth ...... LOOK FOR 1, 2
search for sb/sth ................. LOOK FOR 1, 3
seascape ................................ ART 2
seasick .................................. TRANSPORT
seaside: the seaside .................. LAND AND SEA 13
season: out of season/in the off season ...... BUSY/NOT BUSY 4
seat ......................................... SIT 3; TRANSPORT
seat: be on the edge of your seat ........ EXCITED 1
seat: have a seat/take a seat .......... SIT 4
sec: a second ........................... TIME 15
second: a second (also a sec) .......... TIME 15
second: a second/an instant .......... SHORT 3
second: just a minute/just a second .... WAIT 2
second thoughts: have second thoughts .. CHANGE 7
second-hand .............................. OLD 5
second-rate ................................ BAD 3
secondary school ...................... EDUCATION 4
secret ....................................... PRIVATE 2
secret: in secret ......................... SECRET 1
secret: keep sth secret ................. SECRET 3
sect ......................................... RELIGION 8
section ..................................... PART 1
secular ...................................... RELIGION 8
securely ..................................... TIGHT 3
security ...................................... SAFE 5; TRANSPORT
seduce ....................................... SEX 2
see ............................................. FIND OUT 1; SEE 1; UNDERSTAND/NOT UNDERSTAND 1, 2; VISIT 1; WATCH 1
see: can see ................................ IMAGINE 1; NOTICE 1
see: can tell ................................ NOTICE 1
see: can’t see .............................. SEE 5
see: don’t see/can’t see .................. UNDERSTAND/NOT UNDERSTAND 3
see: go to see .............................. MUSIC 5
see: I see .................................... UNDERSTAND/NOT UNDERSTAND 1
see: I see (that) ........................... NOTICE 1
see: it is easy to see ..................... CLEAR/NOT CLEAR 3
see: let sb see sth ......................... SHOW 1
see: regard/see ......................... THINK 3
see: you see .............................. EXPLAIN 2
see: if you can do sth ................. TRY 1
see into the future ...................... STRANGE THINGS AND EVENTS 5
see that/see to it that .................. SURE/NOT SURE 6
see to sth: see to sth/attend to sth ... DEAL WITH 1
see you ....................................... SAYING GOODBYE
see you around ............................ SAYING GOODBYE
see you later/see you soon ............ SAYING GOODBYE
see you sometime ...................... SAYING GOODBYE
see you tomorrow/next week etc. .... SAYING GOODBYE
see-through ................................ SEE 7
seeing: be seeing sb ...................... GIRLFRIEND/BOYFRIEND 2
seeing: be seeing things/be hearing things .... IMAGINE 2
seem .......................................... SEEM 1
seems: it seems to me (that) .......... OPINIONS
segregate ................................... SEPARATE 2
seldom: rarely/seldom .................. NEVER 2
select ......................................... CHOOSE 1, 2
selection .................................... CHOOSE 4, 5
selective .................................... CHOOSE 6
self-confidence ........................... NOT CONFIDENT 2
self-confident ............................ NOT CONFIDENT 1
self-conscious ............................ EMBARRASSED 1
self-control ................................ CONTROL 4
self-defence/self defense .............. DEFEND 1
self-employed ............................ WORK 4
self-respect ................................ PROUD 5
selfish ....................................... MYSELF/YOURSELF 2
sell .............................................. SELL 1, 5
sell out ....................................... SELL 5
seller .......................................... SELL 3
sellotape: Sellotape/Scotch tape .... STICK 3
semester .................................... EDUCATION 10
semidetached house .................... HOUSES/WHERE PEOPLE LIVE 1
senator ........................................ GOVERNMENT/POLITICS 2
send ............................................ MAIL, PHONE, AND FAX 2
send back .................................... SEND 1
send off ...................................... SEND 1
senior .......................................... EDUCATION 8; POSITION/RANK 2
senior citizen (also senior) .......... OLD 2
sensationalism ............................. NEWSPAPERS AND MAGAZINES 7
sense .......................................... MEAN 2; SENSIBLE 3
sense: a sense of ......................... FEEL 6
sense: make sense ....................... SENSIBLE 2
sense: sense of smell ................... SMELL 4
sense: talk sense ......................... SENSIBLE 1
sensible ....................................... FEEL 1
sentence ..................................... COURT/TRIAL; PUNISH 1, 2
sentimental .................................. FEEL 8
separate ...................................... DIFFERENT 4; RELATIONSHIP 4
separately: be separated ............. MARRY 8
sequence ...................................... ORDER 1
serial .......................................... TELEVISION AND RADIO 7
series .......................... AFTER 7; TELEVISION AND RADIO 7
series: a series of ....................... SOME 1
serious ....................................... BAD 5; ILLNESS/DISEASE 5
serious: be serious ..................... SERIOUS 2
serious: not serious ..................... ILLNESS/DISEASE 6
seriously ..................................... SERIOUS 2
serve ........................................... FOOD 4; GIVE 2
serve sb right .............................. DEERVE 2
serve service .............................. REPAIR 1
set .............................................. COLLECT; GROUP 5;
set: be set in ................................ BOOKS/LITERATURE 10;
set: be set in your ways ............. CHANGE 10
set: be set on sth ......................... DETERMINED 1
set: go down/set ......................... DOWN 4
set menu ..................................... RESTAURANTS/ EATING AND DRINKING 4
set off ......................................... EXPLODE 1; LEAVE 2
set out .......................................... ORGANIZE/ARRANGE 6
set up: set out to do sth ................ INTEND 1
set up .......................................... ORGANIZE/ARRANGE 1;
set-up ........................................ PREPARE 1; START 5
set-up ........................................ SYSTEM
setback ....................................... PROBLEM 1
settle ............................................ LIVE 1
settle in ....................................... USED TO/ACCUSTOMED TO 1
settle your differences ............... ARGUE 4
several ......................................... SOME 3
several of ..................................... SOME 3
sex ................................................ SEX 2
sexual ........................................... SEX 1, 2
sexy ............................................. SEX 3

When you see Go to the ESSENTIAL COMMUNICATION section.
shabby
shaded: COLOUR/COLOR 1
shaken: SHAKE 1, 2, 3
shake给予 a shake: SHAKE 3
shake: make sth shake: SHAKE 3
shaked: SHAKE 4
shall: ESSENTIAL GRAMMAR 5, 7
shall I?: OFFERS; SUGGESTIONS
shall we?/shall I?: SUGGEST 4
shallow: DEEP 4
shambles: be a mess/be a shambles: ORGANIZE/ARRANGE 5

Shame: ASHAMED

Quite a pity it's a shame: UNFORTUNATELY

Shampoo: HAIR 6
shape: SHAPE 1
shape: be in shape: HEALTHY/UNHEALTHY 2
shape in shape: EXERCISE
shape: in the shape of: SHAPE 2
shape: out of shape/out of condition: HEALTHY/UNHEALTHY 4

Shape: SHAPE 2
share: SHARE 1, 2, 3, 5
share a house/apartment/room with sb: LIKE

Share out: GIVE 2
Share sb's view: AGREE 1
Sharp: SHARP; NOT SHARP 1
Sharpen: SHARP; NOT SHARP 3
Shatter: BREAK 1
Shave: CUT 4
Sheet: PIECE 2
Shelter: PROTECT 1, 3
Shine: SHINE 1, 2
Shiny: SHINE 2
Shiver: COLD; SHAKE 2
Shocked: SHOCK 1
Shock: SHOCKING; SURPRISING; SURPRISED

SHOCKED: SURPRISING; SURPRISED 2
Shoot: SHOOT 1, 2
Shoot up: INCREASE 1
Shop: BUY 2; SHOP 1
Shop around: BUY 2
Shop assistant: sales assistant (also shop assistant/sales clerk): SELL 3; SHOP 5
Shopkeeper/storekeeper: SHOP 5
Shop lifter: STEAL 4
Shopping: STEAL 1
Shoppers: BUY 2
Shopping: do the shopping: BUY 2
Shopping: go shopping: BUY 2; FREE TIME 2
Shopping centre/shopping center: SHOP 4
Shopping mall: SHOP 4
Shops: go to the shops/go to the store: BUY 2
Shore: THE SHORE; LAND AND SEA 13
Short: HAIR 1
Short: be short for: SHORT 6
Short: be short of: ENOUGH/NOT ENOUGH 5
Short for short: SHORT 6
Short in short: SHORT 8
Short cut: WAY 3
Short story: BOOKS/LITERATURE 2
Short lived: SHORT 4
Shortage: ENOUGH/NOT ENOUGH 5
Shorten: SHORT 9
Shortly: SOON 1
Shot: SHOOT 3
Should: Should I/we...?: ADVICE

Should: Should I/we...?: OFFERS;

Should: you should...?: ADVICE
Shoulder-length: HAIR 1
Shout: SHOUT
Shove: PUSH 1
Shove: stuff/shove: PUSH 3
Show: EXPLAIN 1; PROVE 1; SEE 3
Show: be shown/be on show: SHOW 4
Show off: PROUD 4; SHOW 1
Show up: TURN UP; SHOW UP; ARRIVE 1
Showers: WEATHER 5
Showers: bridal shower/wedding shower: MARR 3

Showers: bridal shower/wedding shower: WASH 1
Shown: be shown/be on show: SHOW 4
Shrink: SMALL 4
Shriek up: DRY 3
Shut: SHUT/CLOSE 1
Shut: be shut/be closed: SHUT/CLOSE 1, 4
Shut: close/shut: SHUT/CLOSE 2, 3, 4
Shut sb up: QUIET 5
Shut up: QUIET 6; TALK 9
Shy: CONFIDENT/NOT CONFIDENT 3; SHY 2
 Sick: JLL/SICK 1
Sick: be sick: JLL/SICK 5
Sick: be sick of: ANGRY 1
Sick: feel sick: JLL/SICK 5
Sick: I'm sick of/I've had enough of: COMPLAINING
Side...describing people 2; edge; part 5;
Side 1, 2, 3, 4; sport 5;
POSITION & DIRECTION 27
Side: at the side of: POSITION & DIRECTION 9
Side: be on sb's side: SUPPORT 1
Side: from side to side: POSITION & DIRECTION 27;
Side: live side by side: TOGETHER 1
Side: to one side/to the side: SIDE 5
Side: by side: POSITION & DIRECTION 9;
TOGETHER 2
Sides: on all sides: AROUND 1
Sidewalk: ROAD/PATH 4
Sideways: POSITION & DIRECTION 27:
Sieve: have a memory like a sieve: FORGET 4
Sigh: BREATHE 3; SOUND 3
Sight: SEE 2, 6
Sight: catch sight of/catch a glimpse of: SEE 1
Sight in sight: SEE 3
Sight out of sight: SEE 4
Sights: TOURISM
Sightseeing: TOURISM; VISIT 2
Sign: SIGN 1, 2, 3, 5
Sign: be a sign: SHOW 5
Sign: make a sign: SIGN 4
Signal: DRIVE 5; SIGN 3, 4
Signature: NAME 2; WRITE 2
Significant: IMPORTANT/NOT IMPORTANT 1
Silence: QUIET 1, 5
Silence: in silence: QUIET 3
Silent: QUIET 1, 5
Silly: STUPID 1, 2
Similar: SAME 6
Similarity: SAME 7
Simple: EASY 1; SIMPLE 1, 2, 3
Simplify: EASY 3; SIMPLE 4
Simultaneously: TIME 16
strenuous
yes, OK .......................... • INVITATIONS
yes, please ........................ • OFFERS
yes, sure .......................... • PERMISSION
yes, thanks ........................ • INVITATIONS
yes, that's fine ...................... • PERMISSION
yet .................................. NOW 3
yoga .................................. EXERCISE
you know......................... • HAVING A CONVERSATION
you're telling me .................... • AGREEING
you're welcome ...................... • SAYING THANK YOU
young ................................. BABY 6; YOUNG 1
your honour/your honor ............ COURT/TRIAL
yours: be mine/yours/John's etc .... • OWN 1
yourself: on your own/by yourself . • ALONE 1, 2
yourself: yourself/myself etc ...... • MYSELF/YOURSELF 1
youth ................................. YOUNG 2, 3, 4

zero .................................. NONE/NOTHING 2
zigzag ................................ • BEND 7
zip code: post code,/zip code ...... • MAIL, PHONE, AND FAX 2
zip up ................................ FASTEN/UNFASTEN 1
zone .................................. AREA